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PREFACE 

The completion of the second revised and enlarged edition 

of Volume I of the History of Dharmasastra, marked by the publi¬ 

cation of this its second part, gives us solace and a feeling of 

redemption. 

Soon after the release of the fifth and final Volume of the 

History of Dharmasastra in November 1962, Professor Kane began 

working on the revised edition of Volume I. Of course, it was not 

then visualised that the revision would ultimately result in the 

Volume becoming almost double its original size. But Kane was 

not a man to be satisfied with anything less than thorough and 

exhaustive. As his work of revision was progressing and growing 

in size, we thought that it would be advisable if the Volume was 

issued in two parts. The first part was, accordingly, published in 

May 1968 on the occasion of the Golden Jubilee of the Institute. 

It was then hoped that the second part also would be published 

in the course of the next couple of years. 

But unfortunately that was not to be. What with the increa¬ 

sing difficulties of printing and what with the sudden collapse in 

Kane's usually sound health, the publication of this second part 

had to wait - sadly enough - till the third death-anniversary of 

the author. It is to be particularly regretted that this part had to 

pass through press without Kane’s imprimatur. 

We would like to reiterate, in all humility, that the Institute 

prides itself upon the kind of reflected glory which it enjoys on 

account of its close association with the History of Dharmasastra 

which has made a veritable history in the field of Indological 

studies and research. 

Bhandarkar Oriental 
Research Institute, 

Poona 

April 18, 1975 

R. N. Dandekar 
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SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS 

( Part I] 

Sec. 1 Meaning of Dharma; .. pp. 1-6 

Defies exact rendering in English - In the Rgveda, used as ad¬ 

jective or noun - means ‘ upholder or supporter ’ in some Rgvedic 

passages - in most Rgveda passages means ‘religious ordinances or 

rites ’ and in rare cases ‘ fixed principles or rules of conduct ’ - in 

Aitareya-brahmana dharma means ‘whole body of religious duties’- 

in Chandogya-Upanisad dharma means ‘peculiar duties of asramas-’ 

dharma came to mean ‘ duties and privileges of a person as a mem¬ 

ber of the Aryan community, as member of one of the varnas or 

as in a particular stage of lifethe same meaning in Taittiriya 

Upanisad (I. 11), Bhagavadglta. Manusmni and other smrtis- 

according to Medhatithi, dharma five-fold viz., varnadharma, fisra- 

madharma, varnasramadharma, naimittikadharma, gunadharma - 

this meaning of dharma taken in this work - definitions of dharma 

according to Jainiini, VaiA'sikasCitra, Harita, Mahabharata and 

Buddhist works - subjects treated in this work, viz. sources of 

dharma, contents of works on dliarma, their chronology. 

Sec. 2 Sources of Dharma : .. pp. 6-11 

According to Gautama, Apastamba, Vasistha, Manu, Yajna- 

valkya - principal sources were Veda, smrtis and custom - Vedas 

do not contain positive precepts on dharma, but give information 

incidentally-examples from Vedic literature suggesting dharmasa- 

stra rules - division of ancient Sanskrit works into three groups, viz. 

the Vedic San'ihitas, the Brahmanas and Sutras - ICalpa is one of the 

six ahgas of the Veda - Kalp i di ting udied by Tantravartika from 

Kalpasiitras - comprehensive me ming of Kulpa - Kalpasutras classi¬ 

fied into three classes, viz. m lutus.itras, Grhyasutras and Dharma- 

sutras-brief review of Dr. Ram Gopal s large work on ' India of 

Vedic Kalpr sutras'-mainly deals uitn Grhya and Dharmasutras, 

that too, not critically or thoroughly. 

H. r'. - A 
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Sec. 3 When Dharmasastra works were first composed .. pp.12-19 

It is difficult to say when composed - Nirukta (III. 4-5) exhi¬ 

bits controversies about inhe/ilance and quotes a verse (s'loka) 

from some work on dharma - Biihler’s view about such verses - Gau¬ 

tama and Baudhayana speak of dhar.mas'astra-Baudhayana and 

Apastamba mention numerous sages on dharma-VaviWd. of Katya- 

yana and Jaimini speak of dharmasastra-Patanjali on dharmasu- 

trakaras-dharmasastra works existed prior to Yaska or at least 

before 600 B. C. and in 2nd century B. C. dharmasutras had become 

authoritative-method of dealing with the whole dharmasastra litera¬ 

ture followed in this book, first dharmasutras, then early metrical 

smrtis like those of Manu and Yajnavalkya, later versified smrtis, 

then commentaries and dige- ts, such as the Mitaksara - chronology 

of early writers very difficult to settle - Max Muller’s view that 

works in continuous sloka metre followed sfitra works not 

acceptable. 

Sec. 4 Dharmasutras: • • PP- 19-22 

Many of them formed part of the Kalpa and were studied in 

distinct sQtra-caranas - dharmasutras of Apastamba and Baudha¬ 

yana presuppose grhyasutras of thier carana-no dharmasOtras ex¬ 

tant corresponding to the s'rauta and grhya sutras of As'valayana, 

Sankhayana and M.inava-Tantravartika on what dharmasOtra was 

studied in what particular Vedic S^akha-all dharmasutras gradually 

became authoritative in all schools - close connection between 

grhyasutras and dharmasutras on certain topics - scope of dharma¬ 

sutras - grhyasutras sometimes refer to dharmasOtras - points of 

distinction between dharmasutras and the other smrtis. 

Sec. 5 Dharmasutra of Gautama: .. pp. 22-38 

Gautama’s is the oldest extant dharmasutra-specially studied 

by followers of Sama%eda-Gautama one of the nine subdivisions of 

the Ranayaniya school of Samaveda - Gautamadharmasutra points 

to close connection with Samaveda - Gautama refers to his own 

previous dicta-contents of 28 chapters of Gautamadharmasutra- 
the work is entirely in prose - Gautama's language agrees more with 

Panini’s rules than Apastamba’s-explanation of this - Haradatta 
prefers Paninian readings of Gautama’s text - some sOtras of 
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Gautama quoted in the Mitaksara and other works not found in 

extant text - extent of literature known to Gautama-the only author 

named is Manu-the meanine of‘acaryah’ whose views are cited 

by Gautama - earliest reference to Gautama on dharma is in 

Baudhayana-dharmasfitra-Baudhayana (Til. 10) borrows chap. 19 

of Gautama - close correspondence between many other sutras of 

Gautama and Baudhayana - Vasistha ( 4.35 and 37 ) refers to views 

of Gautama' Vasistha’s 22nd chap, is borrowed from 19th of 

Gautama-many sutras the same in Gautama and Vasistha-Gau¬ 

tama referred to by Manu as son of Utathya - Gautama referred to 

by Yajnavalkya, Bhavisyapurana, K\imaTiia,Samkaracarya, Medha- 

tithi-Gautama’s reference to YuvAnn-probable age between €00- 

400 B.C. - Haradatta and Maskarin commented on Gautama-Asa- 

haya also did so - special matters presented by Gaut. Dh. S.-sloka- 

Gautama and Vrddha-Gautama. 

Sec. 6 Baudhayana-dharmasiitra ■■ .. pp. 38-53 

Baudhayana is a teacher of the Black Yajurveda-arrangement 

of Baudhayana kalpa according to Dr. Burnell and Dr. Caland - 

Baudhayanagrhya presupposes the Baudhayanadharmastjtra-grhya 

(111.9.6) speaks of pravacanukara Kanva Bodhayana and sQtrakara 

Apastamba-tarpana in Baudhayana dharraasfltra (II. 5. 27 ) men¬ 

tions Kanva Bodhayana, Apastamba and Hiranyakesin - contents 

of Baudhayanadharmasutra - extant sutra has not come down in¬ 

tact-fourth prasna probably an interpolation-third pras'na also not 

free from doubt Baudhayana 111.10 taken from Gautama-Baudha¬ 

yana III. 6 agrees closely with Visnudharmasutra 48 - Dr. Jolly 

thinks both borrowed from a common source - probably Visnu 

borrows from Baudhayana-repetitions exist even in the first two 

pras'nas - form and structure of Baudhayana - quotes numerous 

verses, even in the first two prasnas - language of Baudhayana often 

departs from Paninian standard-literature known to Baudhayana- 

several authors on dharma together with their views mentioned by 

Baudhayana - Asura Kapila said to be originator of asramas-Sabara, 

Kumarila, VisvarOpa and Medhatithi refer to Baudhayana dharma- 

sOtra-home of Baudhayana-Baudhayana is styled pravacanakara 

and Apastamba sutrakara-Biihler holds that Baudhayana was a 

southern teacher - sets out fixe peculiar usages of southern part - 

buotes several views about Aryavarta-age of Baudhayana dharma- 
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sutra - later than Gautama - Biihler’s reasons for placing Baudha- 

yana a century or two earlier than Apastaniba not convincing- diver¬ 

gences between Baudhayana and Apastamba - style of Baudha- 

yana compared with that of Apastamba-Baiidhayana to be placed 

between 500-200 B. C.- numerous sutras of Baudhayana identical 

with those of Apastamba and Vasistha - Baudhayana mentions 

several appellations of Ganesa, just as Manavagrhya does and 

mentions seven planets, Rahu and Kctu-Govindasvaniin commen¬ 

ted on Baudhayana. 

Sec. 7 Dharmasutra of Apastamba: .. pp. 53-90 

The Apastambakalpasfitra of the Black Yajurveda divided in¬ 

to 30 prasnas, dharmasutra constituting 28th and 29th pras'nas 

thereof- Apastamba is one of the five subdivisions of the Khandi- 

keya school ofTailtiriyasakha-Apastambagrhya and dharma-sutras 

are compositions of the same author-some sutras of the twoareiden- 

tical-Ap. grhya does not treat of some topics as they are dealt with 

in dharmasutra - though Dr. Ram Gopal points out ten sutras in 

Ap. Gr. about the choice of a marriageable girl there is only one 

rule worth something - there are several passages where Ap. Dh. S. 

presupposes Ap. Gr.-contents of Ap. dharmasOtra-form and struc¬ 

ture of Ap. dharmasutra-Ap. is more archaic and un-Paninian than 
any other dharmasutra-many unfamiliar words in Ap.-several verses 

quoted in Ap.- literature known to Ap. - Ap. mentions six angas of 

Veda and ten writers on dharma by name- Svetaketu and Ap.-Harlta 

quoted frequently by Ap.-Ap. controverts several veiws-striking 

coincidences between Gautama and Ap. - Ap. quotes a verse from 

Purana and speaks of the view of Bhavisyatpurapa - Apastamba 

and Manu - Apastamba presupposes many rules of the Mimarhsa 

and agrees closely with Jaimini’s sutras-age of Ap. Dh. S.- quoted 

by Sahara, Kumarila, Saihkaracarya, Vis'varUpa and Medhatithi - 

home and personal history of Apastamba not known - Dr. Ram 

Gopal’s view about Apastamba being earlier than Pauini who gives 

Apastamba’s name in Bidadigana, refuted - reply to Dr. Ram 

Gopal’s puerile arguments about the home of Apastamba etc.-Ap. 

is later than Gautama and probably Baudhayana - Ap. Dh. S. may 

be assigned to the period of 450-350 B. C. not 600-300 B. C. ( as in 

the first edition) - Ap. condemns niyoga, rejects secondary sons, does 

not admit paisaca and Prajapatya forms of marriage - divergence 
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between the views of Ap. and Gautama and other sutrakaras - 

Haradatta’s is the only commentary extant on Ap. - Apastamba 

smrti in verse. 

Sec. 8 Hiranyakesidharmasutra : .. 91-94 

Hiranyakes'idharmasutra forms 26th and 27th prasnas of the 

Hiranyakes'ikalpa-Hiranyakes'in’s can be hardly called an indepen¬ 

dent work, as it borrows hundreds of sutras word for word from 

Ap.-a few additions made to Ap. in Hiranyakes'i Dh. S.-Hiranya- 

kes’in's readings are smoother and more classical than Apastamba’s 

-arrangement of sfitras also is somewhat different in the two - com. 

of Mahadeva called Ujjvala on Hyranyakes'in is almost the same 

as Haradatta’s on Ap. - Biihler thinks Mahadeva borrows from 

Haradatta - Mahadeva’s com. in a few places contains more matter 

than Haradatta’s and Mahadeva differs from Haradatta. 

Sec. 9 Vasistha-dharmasutra : .. pp. 94-112 

Different editions of Vasistha contain different numbers of 

chapters - Kumarila says it was specially studied by i^gvedins - ex¬ 

planation of this statement - nothing special in the Vasisthadharma 

sutra to connect it with Rgveda - contents of the Vasisthadharma- 

siitra - style of Vas. Dh. S. resembles Gautama’s - many sutras of 

Vas. identical with Gautama and Baudhayana - form of Vasistha- 

dharmasutra resembles Baudhayaradharmasutra - Medhatithi and 

Mitaksara quote from almost all chapters of extant Vasistha and 

so does Visvarupa-literature known to Vasistha-Vasistha prohibits 

learning language of Mlccchas - authors on dharmasatsra named by 

Vasistha- Vasistha’s references to the views of Manu are made with 

reference to a work of Manu almost identical with the present Manu- 

smrti and do not compel us to formluate the existence of a Mana- 

vadharmasutra - Biihler wrong in taking Vas. Dh. S. 4.8 as a quo¬ 

tation from Manavadharmasutra-only Vas. Dh. S. 12.16 and 19.37 

where Manu is quoted have no corresponding verses in the present 

Manusmrti - over forty verses are entirely common to Vas. and 

present Manusmrti-conclusion that Vas. contains borrowings from 

the present Manusmrti or its prototype in verse - Vas. Dh. S. 22 is 

the same as Gautama 19 - Dr. Jolly’s view that Vas. Dh. S. 28. 10-15 

and 18-22 are borrowed from Visnudharmasutra chap. 56 and 87 

or its original the Kathakadhar.-nasutra is wrong - home of Vas. to 
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the north of Narmada, according to Biihler - this is mere specula¬ 

tion - earliest reference to Vasistha as a writer on dharma is in 

Manu (8.140)-age of Vasistha - Vasistha’s views are ancient, 

praticularly about secondary sons, about Dattaka son, about niyoga 

and remarriage - he mentions only six forms of marriage - but in 

other matters differs from Gaut. or Baudh. viz. on adoption, on 

documents - Vas. Dh. S. between 300-100 B. C.- whether Vas. 

18.4 ( Ramaka v. 1. Romaka ) contains a reference to the Romans - 

the author of the extant Vas. Dh. S. appears to be eclectic and the 

extant Vas. Dh. S. is only a re-hash of the Ap. Dh. S., Baud. Dh. 

S. and Manu-passages from the Samhilas and Brahmanas quoted 

in or referred to by Vas. Dh. S. outnumber the Rgvedic passages- 

this shows that Vas. Dh. S. did not at first attach itself to the 

Rgveda - Dr. Ram Gopal’s remarks on the passages of Vas. and the 

three Gr. siitras attached to Rgveda are misleading - Vrddha-Vasi- 

stha, an early compilation-there is a Brhad Vasistha and a Jyotir 

Vasistha - Yajnasvamin commented upon Vas. Dh. S. 

Sec. 10 Visnudharmasiitra : ... 112-127 

Visnu Dh. S. contains 100 chapters and yet sQtra not extensive - 

several chap. ( sO, 42, 76 ) contain only one sutra and one verse - 

first chap, and the last two are entirely in verse, the rest in mixed 

prose and verse - Visnu Dh. S. closely connected with Kathasakha - 

Dr. Jolly says chap. 21, 67, 73 and 86 of Visnu closely correspond 

with Kathaka grhya - but Visnu Dh. S. is not the work of the 

author of Kathaka grhya - contents of Visnu Dh. S. - Visnu 

resembles Vas. Dh. S. - its peculiar feature that it professes to be re¬ 

vealed by God Visnu - its style, easy and diffuse - work contains old 

and new material-hundreds of sutras are prose renderings of hund¬ 

reds of verses occurring in our Manu - hypothesis of a common 

origin or borrowing by both from a floating mass of verses unten¬ 

able-extant Visnudharmasiitra borrows from Manu-Visnu contains 

verses identical with the Bhagavadgita and Yajnavalkya smrti - Dr. 
Jolly’s view that Yajnavalkya borrows his anatomical section from 

Visnu not correct - Visnu Dh. S. contains long list of tirthas, the 

word Jaiva for Jupiter - those wanting in Yajnavalkya - extant 

Visnu Dh. S. later than Manusmrti and Yajnavalkyasmrti - Vis'va- 

rupa does not quote a single sutra of Visnu by name, though he 

refers to Visnu (ch. 97) for orders of saninyasins - Mitaksara, 
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quotes hardly any verse from Visnu - Ap^rarka and Smrticandrika 

quote Visnu profusely - verses were added at a late date to original 

sutra - literature known to Visnu Dh. S.-Visnu mentions the seven 

days of the week, recommends the practice of sail, speaks of pus- 

takas, of many good and evil omens among which the sight of 

yellow-robed Buddhist ascetics is included-it prohibits speech with 

Mlecchas and journeys to Mlcccha countries, it dilates on worship 

of Vasudeva - though Visnu agrees in some respects with Kathaka - 

grhya, on some points it differs from it-date of older kernel of 

Visnu may be 300 to lOJ B. C. - additions made after 3rd century 

A. D. and before 7th century - some sutras agree closely with 

Narada-Brhad Visnu and Vrddha Visnu and Laghu Visnu-Nanda- 

pandita’s com. on the Visnu Dh. S. - probably Bharuci also com¬ 

mented on it. 

Sec. 11 The DharmasUtra of Harita : ... pp. 127-136 

Baudhayana, Apastamba and Vasistha quote Harita as an 

authority - Mr. Islampurkar secured a ms. of HaritadharmasOtraat 

Nasik in 30 chapters - contents of that ms. - its relation to Maitra- 

yaniyasamhita - it mentions the Kas'mirian word “ Kaphella ” — 

two-fold classification of sruti and its explanation - quotations in 

commentaries and digests show that Harita dealt exhaustively with 

the same topics that are found in other dharmasutras - Kumarila 

mentions Harita as dharmasastrakara but does not assign him to 

any particular carana as he does Apastamba and others - notable 

doctrines of Harita - mentions worship of Gaiiesa - Harita’s verses 

on vyavahara quoted in nibandhas are later than the sutra - quoted 

by Aprarka, Kalpataru, Brahmacarikanda, Sm. C. - Laghu Harita 

and Vrddha Harita - latter in verse is later than Yajnavalkya, 

Narada and Katyayana. 

Sec. 12 The Dhannasutra of Sahkha-Likliita : ... pp. 136-142 

t 

From Tantravartika it appears that dharmasOtra of Sankha- 

Likhita was studied by Vajasaneyins - Mahabharata (isanti 23 ) 

contains story of brothers 6ahkha and Likhita - Pali story in 

Dighanikaya seems to be based on the story in the Mahabharata - 

various compilations ascribed to Sahkha alone or Likhita alone or 

to both - restoration of DharmasUtra in the Annals of Bhandarkar 
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Institute ( vols. VH, VIH) - Verse Sankhasmrti stricter than prose 

Sankha-Likhita - com. on dharniasQtra mentioned in Kalpataru 

and Vivadaratnakara - doctrines of dharmasiitra similar to those 

of other dharmasutras - speaks of twelve secondary sons - allowg 

niyoga - speaks of several ordeals - defines Aryavarta as between 

Sindhu-Sauvira and Kampilya - literature known to Sahkha - 

Likhita - probable age between 300 B. C. - 100 A. D. 

Sec. 13 Mamvadharmasutra : Did it exist ? ... pp. 143-149 

Max Muller and Weber responsible for the theory that the 

extant Manusmrti was a recast of an ancient Manavadharmasutra 

now lost - hardly any data for the sweeping generalisation of Max 

Muller that all genuine dharmasastrasare nothing but more modern 

texts of earlier sutra works on kuladharma - one main plank of this 

theory that the continuous employment of the s'loka metre was un¬ 

known in the sfitra period is now exploded - Biihler supports Max 

Muller’s theory by some additional arguments - Vasistha IV. 5-8 on 

which Biihler relies not properly understood by him - Vasistha 

( 19-37) quotes a Mfinava sloka which is not in the Anustubh 

metre and not found in extant Manu and Biihler thinks it is taken 

from Manavadharmasutra - Biihler’s reliance on a fragment of 

Us'anas which is corrupt is not worth considt ration - Biihler relies 

on Kamandakiyanitisara ( II. 3 and XI. 67) where Manavas are 

said to hold that there are three vidyas for a king and that Manu 

said that king’s council should consist of 12 ministers - These views 

not the same in extant Manu - Biihler’s conclusion not correct - 

Kamandaka is only paraphrasing Kautiliya-Biihler’s generalisation 

about Manava or Manavah without foundation-Kumarila, Sankara 

and Vis'varupa all employ ‘ Manava ’ for Manusmrti - Biihler relies 

on analogy of the complete set of Apastamba and Baudhayana 

sutras for holding that a Manavadharmasutra existed - Proper 

explanation of Vas. Dh. S. IV. 5-8 - Biihler not right in saying that 

Vas. Dh. S. II. 23, 12.16,23. 43 either contradict Manu or find no 

counterpart therein - analogy of Apastamba sutras of no use - 

excepting the three caranas of the Black Yajurveda, no carana of 

any Veda has a dharmasiitra attributed to the founder of that 

carana - an explanation suggested - existing materials not sufficient 
to establish theory that a Manavadharmasutra once existed 
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Sec. 14 Arthasastra of Kautilya : * ... pp. 149-256 

The three words used in the same sense viz. Arthasastra, 

Dandanlti and Rajasastra or Rajaniti or Rajanitisastra or Nitisastra- 

meaning and scope of arthasastra and relation to dharmasatra - 

arthasastra, an upaveda of Atharvaveda-Mr. Kavi wrongly holds 

that Kautilya borrows from the Caksusiya Arthasastra - the Artha¬ 

sastra of Kautilya, first translated by Dr. Shama ^astri and text 

published in 1909 - other editions - numerous works and articles 

inspired by the publication of Kautiliya Arthasastra - Kautiliya 

is the oldest extant work on Arthasastra - purpose of this s'astra- 

rule in case of conflict between Dharmasastra and Arthasastra - 

thinking on politics, economics, law etc. prevailed in India several 

centuries before Christ as is clear from the Mbh., and early Dharma- 

sutras of Gautama, Baudhayana and Apastamba - Arthasastra of 

Brhaspati - principles, and phraseology of Arthasastra in the Mbh. 

and the Ramayaua - Canakya and Visnugupta are names of the 

same person - glowing tribute paid to Ciinakya or Visnugupta by 

Kamandakiyanitisara, Tantrakhyayika, Dandin - Bana and Panca- 

tantra on Kautilya as author of Arthasastra-Brhatkatha of 

Gunadhya contained his story - Mudraraksasa connects his name 

with Kutila-these works along with the Kathasaritsagara, 

Kavyadars'a etc. naming Visnugupta, Canakya and Kautilya singly 

or collectively, dealt with - Puranas mentioning Cadragupta and 

his minister Kautilya - Candragupta and Seleucus-Bana refers to 

Kautilya’s work as a cruel work and so also docs the Matsya 

Purana-the extant Arthasastra itself claims that it is a work 

of Kautilya - Candragupta and the epithet Vrsala used for him- 

Visnugupta, an astrologer mentioned by Varahamihira must be 

entirely different from tlic author of the Arthasastra-controversy 

as to whether Kautiliya can be the work of a busy minister of 

Candragupta Maurya - Jolly. Winteriiitz and Keith hold that 

extant work is not by the minister of Candragupta - Megasthenes, 

silence about Canakya explained - whether the Kautiliya is the 

product of a school or of an individual author - Kautilya’s views 

cited about 70 times in the work in the third person - explanation 

of this - Dr. Jolly wrong in his explanation of apadesa ( in XV. 1 ) 

- Keith thinks that an author would not parade an uncompliment¬ 

ary epithet like Kautilya ( derived from kutila) - Is the name 

Kautilya or Kautalya - works on gotra and pravara give various 

H. D.— B 
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forms such as Kau^li.'Kautilya and Kautili - form, style and con¬ 

tents of the Kautiliya-a few verses interspersed in the work, 

generally at the end - in all 375 verses excluding mantras - some 

verses are certainly quotations - work abounds in numerous techni¬ 

cal and rare words - deviations from Panini - summary of contents 

- section on judicial administration interesting - greatest correspon¬ 

dence between Kautiiiya and Yajnavalkya - some striking examples 

- it is Yi’ijnavalkya that borrows - reasons-Yajnavalkya represents a 

far too advanced stage of juristic priniciples than Kautilya - close 

agreement between Manusmrti and Kautilya also - but they differ 

on niyoga, as to nomenclature of vyavaharapadas, about heirship 

of mother and paternal grandmother, on remarriage of widows, 

divorce, gambling - Kautiiiya long anterior to the extant Manu¬ 

smrti - Kautilya’s five references to Manavas explained - references 

to Sviiyambhuva and Pracetasa Manu contained in the Maha- 

bharata suggest that there were two works in verse on dharma and 

politics attributed to these or perhaps one work containing both, 

subsequently recast as the extant Manusmrti - only two views 

ascribed to Manavas in Kautiiiya not found in extant Manusmrti - 

in the dharmasthiya section the only other authors or schools cited 

are Barhaspatyas and Ausanasas - none of the dharmasQtras of 

Gautama and others are anywhere quoted by name - views cited 

on the question as to whom a child belongs (to the begetter or to 

him on whose wife it is begotten ) can be traced to Baudhayana, 

Gautama and Vasistha - views of Acaryas cited in the Kautiiiya - 

Kautiiiya later than Gautama and Apastamba but earlier than 

extant Manusmrti - date of Kautiiiya - it is certainly not later than 

2nd century A. D. and not earlier than 325 B. C. - schools named 

by Kautilya and also individual authors - views of Acaryas are 

quoted over fifty times and Kautilya differs in each case - meaning 

of ‘acaryas’ - literature known to Kautilya - Sanskrit official lang¬ 

uage and the work mentions gunas of composition - Kautiiiya 

agrees with KamasQtra in several respects - Dr. Jolly and Prof. 

Keith opine that both works composed about same time-points of 

difference between the two works - countries and peoples men¬ 

tioned by Kautilya - silks from CIna and blankets from Nepal - 

home of Kautilya, southern acc. to Dr. Jolly who concludes so on 

two quite worthless grounds - Buddhist and Jain traditions associate 

Canakya with Gandhfira - was resident of the extreme North-west 

of India - three principal groups of writers on the question of the 
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age of Kautilya - corporations of Licchav*is, Vrjikas and others 

mentioned - meaning of ‘ rajas'abdopajivinah ’ (in XI. 1)-best 

breeds of horses - Mlecchas sold or pledged children - references 

to Buddhists and Ajivakas - weights to be made from stones of 

Magadha and Mekala - most of the stories cited as illustrations by 

Kautiliya occur in the Mahabharata, but some divergence exists in 

the case of Janamejaya, Mandavya - Kautilya’s knowledge of 

drugs and of rasa (mercury) - references to shrines of^iva, 

Skanda &c.- traditional date of 300 B. C. more likely to be correct 

than 3rd centnry A. D. approved of by Dr. Jolly and Winternitz - 

two commentaries on Kautiliya, Nayacandrika of Madhavayajvan 

and Pratipadapancika of Bhattasvamin - sutras attributed to 

Canakya - several niti collections in verse ascribed to Cilnakya are 

later than Kautiliya. 

Sec. 15 Vaikhanasculharmastura : .. pp. 257-260 

Vaikhanasa is one of the six sutra caranas of the black Yajur- 

veda mentioned by Mahadeva in his VaijayantI on Satyasadha- 

srautasQtra -Vaikhanasa occurs in Gautama, Baudhayana, Vasistha 

( 9.10 ) and Manu ( 6, 21 ) - Vaikhanasadharmaprasna divided into 

three pras'nas - contents of the work - its age later than Gautama 

and Baudhayana - names more mixed castes than even some of the 

verse smrtis - devotion to Narayana looms very large in the work 

Vai. Gr. S. - Dr. Caland’s view that Manusmrti borrows from Vai- 

khanasagrhya not correct - parallelisms between Manusmrti and 

Vai. Dh. S. put forward by Dr. Caland too flimsy Vai. Gr. and 

Vai. Dh. later than Yaj. - may be assigned to 300 to 400. A D. 

Sec. 16 Atri'. . . pp. 261-264 

Atri named in Manu (111. 16 )- Atreyadharmasastra in nine 

adhyayas - summary of contents - form of Atridharmasastra- 

several works styled Atrismrti - summary of Atrisamhita printed 

by Jivananda - Atri quoted as an authority on adoption - Laghu 

Atri and Vrddhatreyasmrti - Mahabharata (Anus'asana 65.1) quotes 

a verse of Atri - Apararka quotes about a hundred verses of Atri 

on various topics - Atreya-smrti edited by Aiyangar. 
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Sec. 17 Ukanas: ’ . . pp. 264-272 

Us'aaas, ancient sage in the Rgveda - wrote on politics, as Kau- 

tiliya shows - Mahabharata ( 6anti 56. 29-30 ) refers to work of 

Us'anas on politics - Nitiprakasika on Sukra as arranger of rajasastra 

- An Aus'anasa dharmasastra in verse - contents - peculiar views of 

Usanas about offspring of inter-caste marriages-several verses com¬ 

mon to Usanas and Manu - names the views of numerous writers 

on dharma - Haradatta and Smrticandrika knew a work of Usanas 

dealing with all branches of dharma- Usanas smrti in verse-verses 

of Usanas on vyavahara - acc. to U^nas the son of a brahmana 

from a ksatriya wife is a brahmana and that of a ksatriya from a 

vaisya wife is a ksatriya - quoted by Apararka, Mahabhasya - ^uk- 

ranitisara edited by Oppert. 

Sec. 18 Kattva and Kdnva: . . pp. 111-11A 

Ap. Dh. S. (T. 6. 19) shows that Kapva and Kanva were two 

distinct authors - verses of Kanva quoted in Smrticandrika - Mit. 

quotes a verse of Kanva - Maskarin frequently quotes passages 

from Kanva. 

Sec. 19 Ka'syapa and Ka'syapa : . . pp, llA-116 

Baudhayana (Dh. S. I. 11.20) cites a verse in which Kasyapa’s 

view is contained - there was a dharmasutra of Kasyapa-a Kas'yapa 

smrti in prose contained in Deccan College Mss.-contents thereof- 

Maskarin quotes a verse of Kasyapa - the Vanaparva ( 29. 35-40 ) 

quotes five gathas of Kas'yapa - Apararka mentions Kasyapa 13 

times and Kas'yapa six times - Smrticandrika includes Khs'yapa 

among 18 upasmrtis. 

Sec. 20 Gdrgya: • • PP- 276-277 

A sutra work of Gargya on dharma existed - Gargya and 

Vrddha Gargya - a Gargisarnhita on astronomy and astrology - 

Jyotir Gargya and Brhad Gargya - Garga, an astronomer mention¬ 

ed in Anusasana and Salya probably different from the Dharma- 
s'astra writer Garga - Vrddha-Gargya. 
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Sec. 21 Cyamna: • . . pp. 277-278 

Cyavana famous in Rgveda - stories of Cyavana in the Mbh.- 

seems to have written a sutra work on dharma - quoted by the 
Mit., Apararka. 

Sec. 22 Jatiikarnya : • . pp. 278-279 

A verse of Vrddha Yajfiavalkya names Jatukarnya as a dhar- 

masastrakara - quotations in verse in Mitaksara and later works. 

Sec. 23 Devala: • • pp. 279-284 

Devala frequently occurs in the Mbh.-referred to by Sahkara- 

carya as relying on Sahkhya tenets—A dharmasutra of Devala 

existed once - Mitaksara, Kalpataru, Smrticandrika and other works 

also contain quotations in verse on acara, vyavahara, s'raddha-this 

latter a later compilation-Devalasmrti in 90 verses on purifications 

is also a late work - jurist Devala flourished about the same time 
as Brhaspati and Katyayana. 

Sec. 24 Paithinasi: • • PP. 284-286 

An ancient sutrakara, as Vis'varOpa quotes his siitras - Dr. Jolly 

thinks he belongs to Atharvaveda - Paithinasi on sati, inheritance, 

on absence of untouchability under certain circumstances. ( Also 

vide Sec. 46). 

Sec. 25 Budha : •• PP- 286-287 

A sutrakara cited by Hemadri, Apararka, Kalpataru and Ji- 

mutavahana - a brief compilation and not very early in age. 

Sec. 26 Brhaspati: • ■ PP- 287-290 

An ancient teacher of arthasastra mentioned in Kautiliya- 

Mahabharata (Santi 59. 80-85) credits him with compression of 

vast work of Brahma on trivarga and mentions several of his 

views - Kamasiitra speaks of Brhaspati as writer on orf/m - peculiar 

views of Brhaspati according to Kautiliya - Brhaspati also wrote a 

prose work on vyavahara and peayas'citta - probably the authors 

of the two are different - 700 verses on vyavahara ascribed to 

Brhaspati are quoted in the Mitaksara - this is an independent 
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work composed between 300-500 A. D. - smaller compilations 

in verse ascribed to Brhaspati - Barhaspatya Arthas'astra edited by 

Dr. Thomas is a late work. 

Sec. 27 Bharadvaja and Bharadvdja : . . pp. 290-294 

A srautasutra and grhya of Bharadvaja exists - Vis'varupa’s 

work establishes existence of a sotra work on dharma of Dharad- 

vaja-there w'as a smrti in vcise also attributed to Bhriradvrija- 

Kautiliya shows that Bharadvaja was an ancient author on poli¬ 

tics-some views of Bharadvaja - Mahabharata on Bharadvaja- 

Bharadvaja ( Barhaspatya ), sage of the 6th Mandala of the Rg- 

veda - mentioned by Punini as a predecessor - Mahabhasya men¬ 

tions Bharadvajiyas, a school of grammarians-Kautiliya probably 

lumps Bharadvaja, Vyasa and Mann and refers to them collectively 

as ‘ acaryah ’ - verses on vyavahara attributed to Bharadvaja - this 

probably different from work on politics. 

Sec. 28 Satatapa: . . pp. 294-296 

A sQtra work of Satatapa on dharma dealing with prayascitta, 

sraddha and acara must have existed - verses of Satatapa quoted 

in Mitaksara and other later works - this is probably different 

from smrti work - several verse compilations ascribed to Satatapa - 

Vrddha Satatapa and Brhat Satatapa. 

Sec. 29 Sumantu ; .. pp. 296-299 

A sutra work on acara and prayascitta ascribed to Sumantu 

existed - Paithinasi includes Sumantu among 36 expounders of 

Dharmas'astra - quoted by Vis'varupa, Kalpataru, Apararka-Yajna- 

valkya and Parasara do not enumerate Sumantu among expound¬ 

ers of dharma - Sumantu mentioned in Mahabharata and Bhaga- 

vata - verses from Sumantu on dharma are cited by Apararka - this 

is a different work - numerous verses on vyavahara quoted from 

Sumantu in Sarasvativilasa - reconstruction of Sumantu by Prof. 

T. R. Chintamani. 

Sec. 30 The Smrtis : pp. 299-306 

Two senses of the word smrti, viz. all orthodox ancient non- 

Vedic works ( such as Panini’s grammar, Srauta sutras, Mahabha- 
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rata, Manu, &c.) and ( a narrower sense) dharmas'astra - stnrti, a 
source of dharma according to Gautama and others - references to 

smrtis in early inscriptions - smrtis mirrored the beliefs and practi¬ 

ces of people and also influenced writers and ordinary people]- 

number of smrtis went on increasing - Yajnavalkya enumerates 

twenty writers of smrtis, Paras'ara 19 - Tantravartika speaks of 18 

dharmasarhhitas - Caturvirhs'atimata gives views of 24 writers - a 

smrti called Sat-trimsanmata - Paithinasi enumerates 36 and so 

does Apararka - Vrddha Gautama enumerates 57 - Viramitrodaya 

enumerates 18 smrtis, 18 upasmrtis and 21 more - total number 

of smrtis about 100- these are products of widely separated ages - 

some entirely in prose, some entirely in verse, some are mixed - 

chronology of smrtis presents perplexing problems - two or three 
t 

smrtis go under the same name, e. g. Harita, Atri, Satatapa - 

sectarian zealots fabricate certain smrtis - the prefixes laghu, brhat 

and vrddha applied to smrtis-well-known verses are ascribed to 

different authors, as authors quote from memory. 

Sec. 31 The Manusmrti: .. pp. 306-349 

Numerous editions - Manu as the father of mankind in the 

Rgveda and other Vedas-Manu and the deluge in fsatapatha-brah- 

mana - Manu in the Nirukta - Manu quoted as law-giver in Gau¬ 

tama, Apastamba and Mahabharata - introduction to Narada 

smrti and Manu - how the Manusmrti is narrated - four versions 

of Svayambhuva sastra according to Bhavisyapurana - almost 

impossible to say who composed extant Manusmrti - Biihler's 

theory that our Manu is a recast of ManavadharmasQtra shown 

above to be unsustainable - the Maiiavagrhya differs from Manu¬ 

smrti in several particulars - Vinayakasanti of Manavagrhya and 

tests for selecting a bride not contained in our Manu-Maha¬ 

bharata distinguishes between Svayambhuva Manu and Pracetasa 

Manu, former promulgating dharmasastra - these two wroks 

combined in the present Manu-extant Manu has 12 chapters 

and 2694 verses - its style - contents of Manusmrti - extent of 

literature known to Manusmrti - the author of the Manusmrti is 

not the first legislator-recognised as an ancient writer on Dharma¬ 

sastra in the Dharmasutras - number and names of Manus in 

Puranas - confusion caused by ancient texts referring to Svayam¬ 

bhuva Manu, Pracetasa Manu and Manu-views of Svayambhuva 
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are mentioned in Maau VI. 54, VIII. 124, TX .158 - Manu Praja- 

pati is mentioned in X. 78, Xlf. 123-in I. 35 among ten Praja- 

patis primeval Manu is mentioned - criticism of some one-sided 

and biased remarks of Hopkins about Manu - involved account in 

Manusmrti about the creation of the world by Paramatman - the 

fact that the Manusmrti mentions human authors like Atri, Bhrgu 

etc. and refers to dasyus who speak luleccha and Arya languae- 

ges etc. indicates that the extant Manusmrti is not older than 200 B. 

C.-age of Manusmrit - external evidence - Medhatithi's is the 

first extant commentary - Vis'varupa quotes 200 verses - Sankara, 

Kumarila and Sahara refer to Manu - Brhaspati had the present 

text of Manu before him - .^svaghosa in his VajrasOci quotes 

several verses from ‘ Manavadharma ’ some of which are found 

in our Manu - Ramayana ( Kiskindha 18. 30-32 ) contains Manu 

VIII. 318 and 316 - Manu attained present form long before 2nd 

century A. D.-there are earlier and later strata in Manu-contra¬ 

dictory statements as to Biahmana marrying a sQdra woman, 

about appropriate forms of marriage, about niyoga, about flesh¬ 

eating - Biihler’s conclusion is that cosmological and philosophi¬ 

cal portions in 1st and 12th books, rules about mixed castes and 

duties of castes in 10th book are later additions - all additions 

made before 3rd century A. D.-Manusmrti has not suffered several 

recasts - quotations cited as Vrddha Manu and Brhan-Manu are 

later than Manusmrti - extant Manu older than Yajnavalkya- 

Manu mentions Yavanas, Kambojas, Sakas, Pahlavas and Clnas - 

extant Manusmrti composed between 2nd century B. C. and 2nd 

century A. D. - relation of Mahabharata and Manu - conflict of 

views between Mandlik, Hopkins and Biihler - Hopkins holds that 

there was a mass of floating verses ascribed to mythical Manu on 

which both Manusmrti and Mahabharata drew - Biihler says that 

the floating mass of verses was not all attributed to Manu - Manu 

mentions stories and names that occur in the Mahabharata but 

these names go into Vedic antiquities - Manu never names the 

Mahabharata, while the latter often refers to ‘ rajadharmas or 

s'astra of Manu ’ or to ‘ what Manu said ’ - Jayaswal’s remarks 

on Manu XII. 100 are worthless for settling the date of the Manu¬ 

smrti - both Hopkins and Buhier hold that the Anus'ftsanaparva 

and Santiparva knew a Manu.smrti, but earlier books, when¬ 

ever they speak of Manu, refer to floating mass of popular verses- 

this conclusion not correct - final conclusion, viz., long before 4th 
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century B. C. there was a dharmasastra inwerse attributed to Sva- 

yarhbhuva Manu, there was another work on rajadharnia attribu¬ 

ted to Pracetasa Manu, that probably there was one work, then 

between 200 B. C. and 200 A. D. Manusmrti was recast - extant 

Mahabharata later than extant Manusmrti-Vrddha-Manu, if a sepa¬ 

rate work, must have been composed before the 7th century A.D.- 

influence of Manu spread to Cambodia and other countries beyond 

India - Manu had several commentators, Medhatithi, Govindaraja, 

Kulluka, Narayana, Raghavananda, Nandana and Ramacandra - 

Asahaya commented on Manu - Udayakara is another commenta¬ 

tor and so is Dharanidhara - Narayana flourished between 1100- 

1300 A.D.-Raghavananda later than 1400 A.D.-Vrddha Manu and 

Brhan-Manu - explanation as to how these originated. 

Sec. 32 The Two Epics ... pp. 349-408 

The two great Epics contain numerous passages bearing on 

topics of Dharmasastra - Mbh. itself claims as being composed by 

Vyasa as a great Dharmasastra, as Arthasastra etc. - Mbh. consists 

of one hundred thousand verses - a great deal has been written 

about the Two Epics - a work for popular education long before the 

7th cent. A. D. - Anuvarhs'a ^lokas in Mbh. - From the references 

in Panini and Patanjali it is certain that the story of Mbh. is diffe¬ 

rent from the story of Ramayana - there was considerable scope 

for adding stories and didactic matter and hence the Mbh. became 

very much inflated by additions at different times-literature known 

to Mbh. - criticism against four passages relied upon by Hopkins as 

referring to Ramayana - the core of the Mbh. existed before 500 

B. C.-references to Mbh. in some early inscriptions - Nilakantha’s 

commentary on Mbh. - date of the Mahabharata war - both the 

Epics inspired many later writers to compose Sanskrit dramas on 

the characters and stories contained in them - the Mahabharata, 

predominantly a Vaisuavite work. 

Several recensions of the Ramayana - the three well-known 

being Southern, Bengali and North-Western - relation to the 

Dasarathajataka - references to the legends in the Mahabharata 

occur in the extant Ramayana-Ramayaria mainly being a Kavya is 

less quoted than the Mahubhrirata, but is relied upon as a source 

of dharma - the Ramayana exists in Bali in the Kavi language- 

‘ Kaccit-prasna ’ chapters in the two epics - the Ramayana is not 

H. D.— C 
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earlier than 300-200 B.*C. - verses in the Sundarakanda of great 

significance on the date of Ramayana - Srinivasa Sastri’s ‘ Thirty 

Lectures on the Ramayana’-commentaries on the Ramayana- 

Mr. Tadpatrikar’s theory about the Mularamayana. 

Sec, 33 The Puranas : ... pp. 408-421 

Yajnavalkya includes Purana among the fourteen sources of 

Vidyas and of Dharma - Chandogya Up. speaks of Itihasa-Purana 

as the fifth Veda - originally there was a single work called Purana- 

eighteen Puranas - number of upapuranas varies - chronology of 

Puranas, a perplexing problem - main characteristics of the teach¬ 

ings of the extant Puranas - Bhakti an important aspect dealt with 

by some Puranas - Mit. on Yaj. quotes several Puranas such as 

Brahmanda, Matsya, Bhavisyat, Skanda etc. - difference of opinion 

among the Puranas about the names and extent of the several 

Puranas - Matsyapurana gives the extent of 18 Puranas as four 

lakhs of verses - Padmapurana divides the 18 Puranas into three 

groups viz. sattvika, rajasa and tamasa - a table showing which 

darmasastra topics are dealt with in which purana. 

Sec. 34 The Yajhavalkyasmrti: ... pp. 421-459 

Yajnavalkya, a name most illustrious among Vedic sages - 

stories about strained relations between Vaisampayana and Yajna¬ 

valkya-Yajnavalkya and Janaka in the Satapathabrahmana-Yajna¬ 

valkya, a great philosopher in the Brhadaranyaka - Yajnavalkya 

smrti claims that the Aranyaka and Yogasastra were composed by 

the author of the smrti - slight variation in the number of verses 

contained in Yajfiavalkyasmrti according to Vis'varupa, Mitaksara 

and Apararka - arrangement of verses different in Vis'varupa and 

Mitaksara, particularly in the prayas'eittakanda - readings of the two 

commentators also differ - Agnipuraiia affords excellent check for 

consideration of text of Yajnavalkya - readings of Agnipurana com¬ 

pared with those of Vis'varupa and the Mitaksara - conclusion is 

that the Agnipurana represents a text midway between Vis'varupa 

and that of the Mitaksara-so Agnipurana represents a text of 

Yajnavalkya current about 900 A. D. - total number of verses on 

vyavahara in the Agnipurana is 315, out of which the first 31 are 

not taken from Yajnavalkya - almost all of these 31 taken from 

Narada - Garudapurana (chap, 93) expressly says that the dharma 
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promulgated by Yajnavalkya was imparted herein - Garuda (chap. 

93-106) contains dharmasastra material taken from acara and 

prayas'citta sections of Yajnavalkya - Garuda (93-102) deals with 

acara and ( 102-106 ) with prayas'citta - Garudapurana omits raja- 

dharma section of Yajnavalkya - only a few verses of Yaj. are 

repeated word for word, while a summary only is given of several 

verses - comparison of the text of the Garudapurana with Vis'varfl- 

pa’s text and that of the Mitaksara - Garudapurana represents text 

intermediate between Vis'varupa and Mitaksara-are there different 

strata in Yajnavalkya ? text mainly the same from 700 A. D. and 

little evidence to show that the text of Yajnavalkya as we have it 

contains several strata - comparison of Yajnavalkyasmrti with 

Manusmrti - close agreement in phraseology between the two - 

Yajnavalkya usually tries to compress Manu’s dicta-Yaj. adds 

Vinayakas'anti and Grahas'anti and ordeals, while Manu omits first 

two and cursorily refers to two ordeals - Yaj. silent on origin of 

world which we have in Manu - style of Yajnavalkya - contents of 

srarti - literature known to Yajnavalkyasmrti - enumerates 19 authors 

on dharma-Yoga-Yajnavalkya-contents of its twelve chapters- 

some recommendations of Yoga-Yajnavalkya - it is a small work 

on Yoga and has little to do with Dharmas'astra - close agreement 

between Visnu Dh. S. and Yajnavalkya and between Kautilya and 

Yaj. - Manu and Yaj. differ on several points and Yaj. represents a 

more advanced state of thought than Manu - Manu allows brah- 

mana to marry s'udra girl, Yaj. does not - Manu condemns niyoga, 

Yaj. does not-same case with gambling - Yaj. takes Vinayakas'anti 

from Manavagrhya - Yajnavalkyasmrti in intimate relation to white 

Yajurveda and literature appurtenant to it - Yajnavalkya closely 

agrees with Paraskaragrhya - Dr. Jolly’s theory that Yajnavalkya’s 

work goes back to a dharmasutra of White Yajurveda is without 

foundation - date of Yajnavalkyasmrti - Visvarupa separated from 

the smrti by several centuries - probable date of Yajnavalkya bet¬ 

ween 100 B. C. and 300 A. D. - Lankavatarasutra (gathas 814-816) 

refers to Yajnavalkyasmrti - Dr. Jolly thinks that Yaj. shows acqu¬ 

aintance with Greek astrology - Dr. Jacobi’s theory that naming 

of week-days after planets first introduced by Greeks and borrowed 

by Indians - these theories untenable - Yaj does not mention week 

days, but only the nine planets fin I. 296)- Yaj. does not mention 

the zodiacal signs - he arranges the naksatras from Krttika to 

Bharani (I. 268 ) as the Taittiriyabrahmana does - ‘ susthe indau ’ 
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in Yaj. explained by Vis'varupa without reference to zodiacal signs- 

from Vedic times naksatras divided into auspicious and inauspi¬ 

cious - Yajnavalkya’s reference to nanakas - Yaj. regards sight of 

yellow-robed people as an evil omen - Dr. Jolly’s date of 400 

A. D. for Yajnavalkya is far too late-there is a Vrddha-YaJ., 

a Yoga-Yai. and a Brhad-Yaj.-Vrddha-Yaj. is quoted by 

Madhava and Apararka - Brhad-Yaj. is quoted by Jitendra and 

Mit. and as such must be earlier then 1000 A. D.-editions of 

Brhadyogi-Yaj. - Brhadyogi-Yaj. is a large work in 12 chapters 

and has about 930 verses - topics dealt with in Brhadyogi-Yaj.- 

it quotes dozens of verses from Manusmrti, Bhagavadgita and 

several Upanisadic passages without acknowledgement - editions 

of Yoga-Yai. - criticism of Mr. Divanji’s arguments - several 

commentaries on Yajnavalkya, viz. of Vis'varupa, Vijnanes'vera, 

Apararka, ^ulapani and Mitramisra. 

Sec. 35 Paraiarasmrti: .. pp. 459-466 

Yaj, mentions Paras'ara, but the extant Parasarasmrti is pro¬ 

bably a recast of an older smrti - Garudapurana (chap. 107) gives 

a summary of 39 verses of Paras'arasmrti - from Kautilya it appears 

there was a work of Paras'ara on politics in which vyavahara was 

also dealt with - extant Paras'ara in 12 chapters and 592 verses 

deals with acara and prayas'citta alone - Paras'ara, an ancient 

name - Parasara mentions 19 smrti writers - contents of the smrti- 

Paras'ara has peculiar views - authors cited by Paras'ara - views of 

Manu frequently cited - several identical verses in Manu and 

Paras'ara - age of Paras'arasmrti between 100-500 A. D.-a Brhat- 

Paras'ara sarhhita in 12 chapters and 3000 verses - contents there¬ 

of-it is a late work-Vrddha Paras'ara quoted by Apararka- 

Jyotih-Parasara quoted by Hemadri, Bhattoji and Smrti-candrika. 

Sec, 36 The Naradasmrti: .. pp. 467-483 

Two versions of Narada on vyavahara, a smaller and a larger 

one-com. of Asahaya as revised by Kalyanabhatta is contained in 

Dr. Jolly’s edition - Narada not mentioned by Yaj. or Paras'ara in 

the list of expounders of dharma - mentioned by Manu (I. 35 ) as 

one of the ten Prajapatis - sage Narada frequently figures in the 

Mahabharata - three introductory chapters on judicial procedure 

and on sabha, then 18 vyavaharapadas, then an appendix on theft 
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from Nepal ms. - some difference in the names of titles between 

Narada and Manu-printed Narada contains 1028 verses-about 

700 verses of Narada quoted in digests - Vis'varupa’s and Medha- 

tithi’s quotations from Narada agree with printed Narada - Agni- 

purana chap. 253 contains thirty verses of Naradasmrti defining 

the eighteen titles from rnadana to prakirnaka in the same order - 

Narada’s verses on acara, sraddha and prayas'eitta quoted in Smrti- 

candrika, Hemadri - probably this is a different Narada-form, 

style and metre of Narada - literatureknown to Narada - 50 verses 

are identical in Manu and Narada - many more verses of Narada 

closely correspond to Manu’s - Niirada based upon Manu, almost 

the same as the extant one - some verses of Mahabharata are same 

as Narada’s - some verses of Kautilya and Narada agree - points 

in which Manu and Narada differ - many subdivisions of topics in 

Narada - some topics peculiar to Narada, viz. 14 kinds of impo¬ 

tent persons, three punarbhfis and four svairinis - Narada some¬ 

what later than Yaj. - Narada propounds several juristic and poli¬ 

tical principles, fixes the period of minority at 16 - Narada earlier 

than 8th century at the latest - Bana’s reference to Naradiya 

explained - Narada wrote a work on politics also - one half verse 

common to Vikramorvas'Iya and Narada - ‘ dinara ’ occurs in 

Narada-Dr. Jolly says Narada is later than 300 A. D.-Jolly’s 

assumption wrong - dinaras may have been introduced into India 

about beginning of Christian era - Narada flourished between 100- 

300 A.D. - Naradiya Manusaifihita - differences between the longer 

and shorter versions of Narada pub. by Jolly-Bhavasvamin, bhasya- 

kara of Narada, was a brahmana from Kerala - his date not free 

from doubt - may be placed conjecturally between 700-1000 A. D.- 

bome of Narada cannot be ascertained - Dr. Jolly’s theory that he 

came from Nepal is pure guess-work - Jyotir-Narada, Brhan- 

Narada, Laghu-Narada - Mahabharata quotes Narada’s view on 

flesh-eating, on utpatas. 

Sec. 37 Brhaspati: .. pp. 484-495 

The complete smrti of Brhaspati on vyavahara not yet dis¬ 

covered - Brhaspati closely follows Manu, pointedly refers to 

Manu’s text and explains and defines the laconic terms of Manu - 

Brhaspati treats of nine ordeals - order in which topics of vyava¬ 

hara were dealt with in Brhaspati - Brhaspati first to clearly dist- 
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inguish between civil and criminal justice - elaborate rules of 

procedure - close agreement between Narada and Brhaspati on 

many points - Brhaspati agrees closely with Manu, but differs from 

him as to partibility of clothes and as to maximum interest on 

corn, fruit, wood and beasts of burden - age of Brhaspati - later 

than Manu and Yaj. - Brhaspati uses the words nanaka and dinara - 

probably of the same age as Narada - Katyayana who is regarded 

as an ancient sage by Visvarupa about 825 A. D. frequently refers 

to the views of Brhaspati - Dr. Jolly wrong in assigning Brhaspati 

to 6th or 7th century - Brhaspati flourished between 200-400 A.D.- 

home of Brhaspati cannot be determined - verses of Brhaspati 

on acara, s'raddha, as'auca and sarhsktlra in Mitaksara, Smrti- 

candrika and other works - a Vrddha Brhaspati and a Jyotir- 

Brhaspati - Brhaspati’s smrti reconstructed by Prof. K. V. Rang- 

swami Aiyangar and published in Gaekwad’s Oriental Series - 

arranged in seven parts-a laborious performance, but still some 

verses and prose passages remain unnoticed - Prof Renou’s criti¬ 

cism against Prof. Aiyangar. 

Sec. 38 Katyayana: ... pp. 496-507 

Work of Katyayana on vyavahara not yet recovered-collection 

of Katyayana’s 973 verses with English translation by Dr. P.V. Kane 

and collection of 121 verses by Prof. Aiyangar - Narada and Brhas¬ 

pati are models of Katyayana - on several points he presupposes 

Narada - Narada very brief on stridhana, while Katyayana’s treat¬ 

ment is classical - Katyayana first to give definitions of some kinds 

of stridhana - Katyayana often refers to Brhaspati’s views - About 

900 verses of Katyayana on vyavahara quoted in digests - he refers 

to Bhrgu 20 times - only a few of these are found in Manu - many of 

the views attributed in Katyayana to Manu are not found in extant 

Manusmrti - some of the views ascribed to Manavas by Katyayana 

differed from the views of the extant Manusmrti - some verses are 

ascribed to Katyayana and Manu, Yajnavalkya and Brhaspati in 

the digests - Katyayana is in advance of Narada and Brhaspati in 

the matter of definitions and as to rules on stridhana - Katyayana 

probably first to distinguish between jayapatra and pascatkara- 

date of Katyayana-later than Yajnavalkya, Narada and Brhaspati- 

flourished between 400-600 A. D. - Medhatithi (on Manu 7.1) 

quotes a Katyayana sutra in prose - Brhat Katyayana and Vrddha 
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Katyayana - Heraadri speaks of Upa-Katyayaaa - the Karmapradlpa 

of Katyayana or Gobhilasmrti in 500 verses - contents thereof- 

authors named by Karmapradipa - some verses of it identical with 

Mann, Yajnavalkya and Mahabharata - Karmapradipa profusely 

quoted in Apararka and Smrticandrika and to a lesser degree by 

Mitaksara-some quotations ascribed to Katyayana on topics other 

than vyavahara are not found in the Karmapradipa - Katyayana 

composed some large work of which Karmapradipa is part or 

abridgment-no sufficient data to identify jurist Katyayana and the 

author of the Karmapradipa - many verses ascribed to Brhaspati 

in some Dharmasilstra works and to Katyayana by others. 

Sec. 39 Ahgiras ; ... pp. 507-509 

Quoted frequently on all topics except vyavahara by writers 

from Vis'variipa - Smrticandrika quotes some prose passages from 

Ahgiras - several compilations on prayas'citta attributed to Ahgiras - 

Brhad-Ahgiras and Madhyamahgiras - Ahgiras-Smrti in Anand. 

Collection of Smrtis has 168 verses - Ahgirasasmrti published by 

by Mr. A. N. Krishna Aiyangar contains over 1200 verses. 

Sec. 40 Rsyasrhga ; ... p. 510 

Frequently quoted by Mitaksarfi, Apararka and Smrticandrika 

on acara, asauca and sraddha - one verse on partition - a prose 

quotation in Smrticandrika - quoted by Apararka on prayascitta 

and vyavahara - the verse ofYaj. II. 32 ascribed to Rsyasrhga 

also - quoted by Kalpataru on a wife’s duties. 

Sec. 41 Karsmjini: ... p. 510 

Sec. 42 Caturvimsatimata : ... pp. 510-513 

Embodies in 525 verses the opinions of 24 sages - contents- 

quoted by Mitaksarfi and Apararka, but not by Vis'varupa and 

Medhatithi - suggests alternative penances even for very heinous 

sins - quoted many times by Smrticandrika on Ahnika and sraddha- 

(probably compiled about 8th or 9th century A. D. )-Bhattoji 

commented upon it. 
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Sec. 43 Daksa : • ... pp. 513-514 

Mentioned by Yaj. - Visvarupa quotes him several times - 

Apararka quotes a prose passage - contents of printed Daksasmrti 

in 220 verses. 

Sec. 44 Pitdmaha : ... pp. 514-516 

Quotations from Pitamaha occur mostly on vyavahara, patri- 

cularly ordeals - he treats of nine ordeals - 50 chains enumerated 

by Pitamaha in which king took action without a complaint - 

views peculiar to Pitamaha, viz. 18 lowest castes, eight constituents 

of hall of justice, &c. - mentions Brhaspati - flourished between 

400-700 A. D. 

Sec. 45 Pulastya : ... pp. 516-517 

An expounder of dharma named in a verse of Vrddha Yajna* 

valkya - Vis'arOpa, Mitaksara, Apararka cite many verses on 

ahnika and sraddha - Danaratnakara cites a prose passage of 

Pulastya - composed between 4th and 7th century A. D. 

Sec. 46 Paithlnasi ... pp. 517-519 

Mentioned among 36 Smrtis quoted by Aprarka - deals with 

all three branches of Dharmas'astra - acara, vyavahara and praya- 

s'citta - prose quotations from him outnumber quotations in verse - 

Mit., Apararka and Kalpataru quote several passages from 

Paithlnasi. 

Sec. 47 Pracetas ; ... pp. 519-520 

A dharmas'astra writer mentioned by Parasara. though not 

by Yaj. - prose and verse quotations cited by Mitaksara and Apa¬ 

rarka - a few prose quotations in Haradatta on Gautama and Smrti- 

candrika - Vrddha Pracetas and Brhat Pracetas. 

Sec, 48 Prajapati: ... pp. 520-521 

Prajapati cited as authority by Baudhayana Dh. S. (II. 4. 15 ) 

and Vasistha (III. 47 &c.) - they mean probably Manu - a com¬ 

pilation in 198 verses ascribed to Praj.ipati - Mit. and Apararka 

and others quote Prajapati on asauca, prayascitta, sraddha, ordeals 
and vyavah^a. 
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Sec. 49 Marlci : pp. 521-522 

Quoted on ahnika, as'auca, s'raddha and vyavahara by Mitak- 

sara, Apararka and Srarticandrika - recommends writing as essential 

for sale, mortgage, gift and partition of immovables. 

Sec. 50 Yama: ... pp. 522-528 

Yama quoted in Vas. Dh. S. ( 18. 13-15 and 19. 48 )- various 

printed compilations in verse ascribed to Yama - Brhad Yama in 5 

chapters and 182 verses - Vis'varupa and others quote over three 

hundred verses of Yama on all topics including vyavahara - some 

of these found in printed text - a few prose passages of Yama 

quoted by Apararka - Anus'asanaparva 104. 72-74 quotes gathas of 

Yama - some views of Yama on vyavahara set out - Brhad Yama, 

Laghu Yama-Yama is profusely quoted in various kandas of 

Kalpataru. 

Sec. 51 Laugaksi: ... pp. 528-529 

Mitaksara quotes verses on as'auca and prayas'citta, while 

Apararka quotes prose and verse passages on acara, hsauca, order 

of forest-hermits - Laugaksi’s definition of yogaksema quoted by 

Mit. - quoted by Maskarin on Gant. Dh. S. as Lokaksi. 

Sec. 52 Visvamitra : ... p. 529 

Named by Vrddha Yajnavalkya-verses quoted on all topics 

except vyavahara. 

Sec. 53 Vyasa : — pp. 529-535 

Printed compilation ascribed to Vyasa in 250 verses - contents 

- quoted by Vis'varupa, Kalpataru, Maskarin - about two hundred 

verses of Vyasa on vyavahara cited in Apararka, Smrticandrika 

and other works - his doctrines closely agree with those of Narada, 

Brhaspati and Katyfiyana - some of his views on vyavahara set 

out - flourished between 200-590 A. D. - Apararka cites many 

verses from Vyasa on samskaras, sraddha &c.-probably Vyasa the 

jurist is identical with the latter - Gadya-Vyasa, Vrddha-Vy^ 

and Brhad-Vyasa, Maha-Vyasa and Laghu-Vyasa. 

H.D.- D 
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Sec. 54 Sat-trimsan-mata : pp. 535-537 

This was a compilation like Caturvimsati-mata - quotations 

from it cited in Kalpataru, Mitfiksara, Snirticandrika and Aparar- 

ka-Visvarupa and Medhatithi do not mention it - date between 

790-909 .A. D. - no verse quoted from this on vyavahara. 

Sec. 55 Samgraha or Smrtisamgraha : ... pp. 537-541 

Quoted by Mitaksara, Apararka and Smrticandrika on several 

topics of dharma-quotations on vyavahara are many and importa¬ 

nt for history of Hindu Law - views of Sarfigrahakara and Dhares- 

vara coincide in many respects and were criticized by Mitaksara - 

date of Samgraha between 8th and 10th centuries. 

Sec. 56 Samvarta : ... pp. 541-543 

Mentioned as dharraasastrakara by Yaj. - cited on all topics 

of dharma by VisvarOpa, Medhatithi, Mitaksara - Apararka quotes 

about 200 verses - some of his views on vyavahara - contents of 

printed Samvarta in 230 verses - Brhat Sarhvarta and Svalpa 

Samvarta. 

Sec. 57 Harita : ... pp. 543-545 

Verses from Harita on vyavahara deserve special treatment- 

some of his views set out, e. g. definition of vyavahara, four 

aspects of vyavahara, importance of writing, defects of plaint and 

reply, protection of long possession, when title by itself is decisive 

against long possession, five kinds of sureties, treatment of erring 
wives - his date between 400-700 A. D. 

Sec. 58 Commentaries and Nibandhas : ... pp. 545-545 

Dharmasastra literature falls into three periods, the first from 

600,B. C. to 100 A. D. being the period of the dharmasfltras and of 

the Manusmrti, the 2nd from 100 A. D. to 800 A. D. of Yajna- 

valkya and other smrtis and third from 700 to 1800 of commen¬ 

tators and authors of digests - first part of this last period contains 

commentaries-digests written from 11th century-no hard and 

fast line between commentaries and digests - these to be treated 
of in chronological order as far as possible. 
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Sec. 59 Asahaya : ... pp. 546-551 

Portion of his bhasya on Narada (up to verse 21 of abhyu- 

petyas'us'rO^ ) published by Dr. Jolly - Kalyanabhatta revised it - 

exact relationship of Kalyanabhatta’s revision to original not clear, 

but he took great liberties - Kalyanabhatta was encouraged by 

Kesavabhatta - Visvarupa on Yaj. (111.263-264) mentions Asa¬ 

haya by name and quotes latter’s explanation of Gautama 22. 13- 

Asahaya’s com. on Sahkha-Likhita mentioned by Anandagiri - 

Haralata of Aniruddha speaks of bhasya of Asahsiya on Gautama - 

from a passage of Sarasvativilasa it appears that Asahaya com¬ 

mented on Manu also - Medhatithi on Manu 8. 156 quotes 

Asahaya - Mitaksara mentions the views of Asahaya - date of 

Asahaya between 600-750 A. D.-a few views of Asahaya set out, 

viz. definition of daya, succession to ^ulka of a woman, succession 

to a childless brahmana. 

Sec. 60 Bhartryajha : ... pp. 551-553 

An ancient Bhasyakara mentioned by Medhatithi (on Manu 

8. 3) - his views cited by Trikandamandana - he wrote bhasya on 

Katyayana srautasutra and Paraskara gihyasotra - probably he 

commented on Gautamadharmasutra-his explanation of Manu V. 

143, Gaut. V. 41, XIV. 35-40, Vas. VIII. 1 quoted by Kalpataru - 

probably commented on Paraskaragrhya - flourished about 800 

A.D. 

Sec. 61 Visvarupa : ... pp. 553-565 

His commentary called Balakrida on Yaj. published at Trivan¬ 

drum - Mitaksara refers to it in introductory verses and on Yaj. 

(I. 80 and III. 24 ) - printed com. of Visvarupa on vyavahara por¬ 

tion of Yaj. is very meagre - literature referred to or quoted by 

Visvarupa - most of the quotations from Svayambhuva found in 

extant Manu, but not so those ascribed to Bhrgu - quotes prose 

passages of Brhaspati on vyavahara - quotes a verse of Visalaksa on 

politics and refers to arthasastras of Brhaspati and Us'anas - 

Kautilya not named, yet Visvarupa seems to have had his work 

before him - Visvarupa’s work saturated with doctrines of PUrva- 

mimarhsa-quotes Sahara and Slokavartika - quotes his own karikas 

on Yaj. I. 7 and other places - his philosophical views identical 

with Samkaracurya’s - Dr. Jolly’s view that citations of Visvarupa 
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in the Smrticandrika bn certain points not traced in the printed 

Balakrida examined and shown to be incorrect - some citations of 

Visvarupa’s views in Grhastharatnakara and Hemadri not found 

in printed text of Visvariipa - points in which Visvarupa and 

Mitaksara differ set out - Visvarupa must have flourished between 

750 and 1000 A. D. - If Visvarupa identical with Sures'vara, pupil 

of Sankara, then he flourished between 800-850 - reasons for 

identity set out - Mandana and Suresvara not identical - Bhava- 

bhuti and Umbeka identical, but not same as Suresvara - Vis’varupa 

was probably an inhabitant of Malwa or stayed there for some 

years - a digest called Vis'varupanibandha by another Visvarupa - 

a Visvarupasamuccaya mentioned by Raghunandana. 

Sec. 62 Bharuci: ... pp. 565-571 

His views quoted by Mitaksara on Yaj. I. 81 and II. 124-a 

Bharuci mentioned as an ancient teacher of Visistadvaita system 

by Ramanujacarya in his Vedarthasarfigraha - Bharuci the philo¬ 

sopher is probably identical with Bharuci the jurist - from notices 

in the Sarasvativilasa Bharuci seems to have commented on the 

VisnudharmasQtra - Bharuci and Mitaksara disagreed on numerous 

points - Trivandrum Ms. of Bharuci’s commentary on Manu - 

According to Dr. Derrett Bharuci is nearer A. D. 700 - his sugges¬ 

tion that Bharuci is Bju not be acceptable. 

Sec. 63 Srikara ... pp. 571-573 

Views of Srikara set out - first writer to propound the view 

that spiritual benefit was the criterion for judging of superior 

rights to succession - probably a Maithila - difficult to say whether 

he wrote a commentary or an independent digest - flourished 
between 800-1050 A. D. 

Sec. 64 Medhatithi: ... 573-583 

Wrote an extensive commentary on Manu-in Dr. Ganganath 

Jha’s ed. ten verses in the 3rd adhydya are wanting - printed bhasya 

corrupt in 8th, 9th and 12th chapters - reference to king Madana 

having restored Medhatithi’s bhasya explained - Dr. Jolly says 

Medhatithi was a southerner - this is wrong - He was a northerner 

and probably a Kashmirian - literature known to Medhatithi - 

smrtis quoted by him-mentions Asahaya, Bhartryajna, Yajvan, 
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Upadhyaya, Rju, Visnusvamin - Medhatithi saturated with PCirva- 

mimarhsa- his bhasya is full of the terms vidhi and arthavdda- he 

mentions several nyayas for explaining 'Manusmrti - his reference 

to Sariraka explained - Medhatithi and Sahkaracarya - Medhatithi 

names only a few Dharmasastra writers and does not quote any 

Smrtikara with the prefix ‘ brhat ’ or ‘ vrddha ’ - peculiar views 

of Medhatithi set out - wrote Smrtiviveka from which he quotes 

verses in his Manubhasya - date of Medhatithi - flourished between 

825-900 A. D. 

[ Part II ] 

Sec. 65 Dhdre'svara Bhojadeva ... pp. 585-591 

Mitaksara (onYaj. II. 135 and Ill. 24) mentions views of 

Dharesvara - Dharesvara is to be identified with king Bhojadeva 

of Dhata - works on numerous branches of knowledge attributed 

to Bhoja of Dhara such as on Poetics, Rajamrganka (on astrono¬ 

my ), a com. on Yogasutras - Suddhikaumndl of Govindananda 

mentions Rajamartanda of Bhoja on sraddha - Mitaksara and 

Dharesvara disagree on several points, e. g. on the question 

whether ownership was known from sastra alone, on the meaning 

of ‘ duhitarah ’ in Yaj. - on other points the two agree - BhQpala- 

paddhati or simply Bhupala or raja refers to a work of Bhojadeva 

- Bhujabalabhima of Bhojaraja quoted in Tithitattva and Ahnika- 

tattva of Raghunandana as distinct from the Rajamartanda - two 

works of Bhoja on Sanskrit poetics - inscriptional references to 

Bhoja - pedigree given in the Ujjain plate - Bhoja reigned from 

1005-1054 A.D. - Dharmapradipa of Bhoja is the work of another 

Bhoja, who was son of Bharamalla and king of As'apura - it was 

written between 1400-1600 A. D. 

Sec. 66 Devasvdmin : ... pp. 591-593 

Said by Smrticandrika to have composed a digest of smrtis - 

Narayana, commentator of As'valayanagrhya, relies on bhasya of 

Devasvamin - he composed a digest on acara, vyavahara and 

as'auca - Smrticandrika quotes his views on the meaning of 

Yautaka, on the meaning of duhitarah in Yaj., on Manu 9. 141 - 

A Devasvamin commented on PQrvamlmaihsasutras and on th? 
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Sarhkamkanda - difficult to say whether he is identical with the 

writer on dharmasastra - Devasvaniin flourished about 1000- 

1050 A. D. 

Sec. 67 Jitendriya : ... pp. 593-595 

He is frequently quoted by JimQtavahana in his three works - 

Jitendriya held that the wives of a person whether separated or 

joint succeeded to their deceased husband-no early writer other 

than JimOtavahana cites him - flourished between 1000-1050 A.D. 

Sec. 68 Balaka : ... pp. 595-596 

Mentioned by Jimutavahana, Sulapani, Raghunandana - seve¬ 

ral views of Biilaka set out - flourished before 1100 A. D. 

Sec. 69 Balarupa ; ... pp. 596-598 

The opinions of BalarQpa are cited in the Smrtisara and 

Vivadacandra - also in the Vivadacintamani - he wrote at least on 

vyavahara and Kala - Biilaka and BalarOpa are probably identical - 

Balarupa is certainly earlier than 1250 A. D. - Vivadacandra once 

speaks of ‘ author of BalarOpa suggesting thereby that Balarupa 

was a work. 

Sec. 70 Yogloka : ... pp. 598-599 

Known only from works of Jimutavuhana and Raghunan¬ 

dana - Jimutavahana only rarely agrees with him and generally 

criticizes him and taunts him with being a logician merely - Brhad 

Yogloka and Svalpa Yogloka - Yogloka wrote at least on vyava¬ 
hara and Kala - flourished between 950-1050. 

Sec. 71 Vijndnesvara : ... pp. 599-616 

The unique position of the Mitaksara on account of being 

esteemed as of paramount authority by British Indian courts - the 

several names of the Mitaksara - quotes a host of smrti writers 

and six predecessors as authors of commentaries and digests - 

noticeable features of Mit.-chary of quoting from Puranas-men¬ 

tions the views of many Smrti writers with the prefix ‘ brhat ’ or 

‘ vrddha ’ e. g. Brhan-Manu. Vrddha-Manu, Brhad-Vasistha, 

Vrddha-Visnu etc., particularly on as’auca and prayas'eitta-personal 
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history of Vijnanes'vara - profound student,of purv’aniimarhsa- 

date of Vijnanes'vara - between 1100-1120- Dr. Derrett’s facile as¬ 

sumption about Vijnanesvara being a judge, based on the Mit. on 

Yaj. II. 4 not acceptable - criticism against Prof. R. Aiyangar who 

makes an hasty and biased remark about Mit. as referring in its 

concluding verses to Kalpataru of Laksmidhara - out of many 

commentators of the Mitaksara three famous - peculiar doctrines of 

the Mitaksara - seems to have been author of As'aucadasaka also - 

several commentaries on Asaucadas'aka by Harihara, Raghunatha 

and Bhattoji - Vijnanesvara not the author of Trirhs'at-sloki - 

Narayana, a pupil of Vijnanesvara, wrote Vyavahara-s'iromani. 

Sec. 72 Kamadhenu : ... pp. 616-622 

An ancient digest not yet discovered - quoted by Kalpataru, 

Haralata, and other works - Gopala, the author of Kamadhenu - 
I 

Aufrecht’s view that Sambhu is the author of Kamdhenu wrong - 
f 

Sambhu is a nibandhakara on dharma cited by Smrticandrika and 

Hemadri - Mr. Jayasval wrongly ascribes Kamdhenu to Bhoja - 

probable date of Kamadhenu between 1000-1100 A. D. 

Sec. 73 Halayudha : ... pp. 622-639 

Several Halayudhas - the first, the author of Kavirahasya and 

Mrtasanjivani. flourished in the latter half of the 10th century - 

interesting features of Kavirahasya - another Halayudha, the 

author of Brahmana-sarvasva and four other works - personal 

history of this Halayudha - patronized by Laksmanasena, king of 

Bengal - his literary activity to be assigned to the period of 1160- 

1200 A. D.-La. Sath. - voluminous literature on it-this Hala¬ 

yudha is different from one who was a jurist - composed a work 

on law - meaning and exposition of the words ‘ Vyavahara ’ and 

‘ Vivada ’ - yet another Halayudha who composed a com. called 

Prakasa on Katyayana’s Sraddhakalpasutra - he must have flouri¬ 

shed before 1509 A. D. and later than 1150 A. D. - Halayudha, 

the author of Karmopadesini - earlier than 15th century. 

Sec. 74 Bhavadevabhatta : ...^^^639-652 

Author of Vyavaharatilaka - and of Sambandhaviveka - also 

of Karmanusthanapaddhati or Desakarmapaddhati - contents Oj. 

’atter - another work is Prayas'cittanirupana - yet another work 
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called Tautatitamafatilaka is concerned with elucidating Pfirvami- 

marhsa doctrines - Raghunandar.a criticizes Bhavadevabhatta’s 

views several times, but also accepts his views many times - light 

on personal history of Bhavadeva in inscription at Bhuvanesvara - 

he was a great builder of temples and tanks - explanation of the 

epithet ‘Balavalabhi-bhujahga’ applied to Bhavadeva - authors and 

works quoted' in Prayas'citta prakarana - review of Bhavadeva’s 

^avasutikas'auca-prakarna ed. by Dr. R. C. Hazra - contents of 

^avasutikavis'uddhi-prakarana - flourished between 1050-1150 A.D. 

-Bhavadeva and Pradipa - other authors on dharmas'astra named 

Bhavadeva. 

Sec. 75 Prakasa : ... pp. 652-655 

An ancient work on vyavahara, dana, s'radhda &c. - whether an 

independent digest is doubtful - was probably a commentary on 

YSjnavalkyasmrti composed between 1000-1100 A.D. - Maharnava- 

prakas'a, Smrtimaharnava or Maharnava quoted by Hemadri are 

all names for the same work - probably Prakasa and Smrtimahar- 

navaprakas'a are identical. 

Sec. 76 Parijata : ... pp. 655-656 

Several works on dharma end in Parijata - an ancient work 

called Parijata quoted by Kalpataru - it dealt with at least vyavaha¬ 

ra, dana - composed between 1000-1125 A. D. 

Sec. 77 Govindaraja: ... pp. 656-663 

Wrote com. on Manusmrti and a work called Smrtimanjar] - 

personal history of Govindaraja - he is not to be identified with 

king Govindacandra of Benares - Kulluka frequently criticizes 

Govindaraja - contents of Srartimafijarj - date of Govindaraja bet¬ 
ween 1000-1110 A. D. 

Sec. 78 The Kalpataru of Laksmidhara : ... pp. 663-699 

An extensive work which exercised great influence over early 

Mithila and Bengal writers-work divided into fourteen kandas- 

their arrangement and contents - eleven kandas edited by Prof. K. 

V. Rangaswami Aiyangar - presonal history of Laksmidhara - date 

of Kalpataru between 1125-1145 A. D. - passages in Kalpataru on 
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vyavahara are more or less identical with those of Mit. - Prof. 

Aiyangar’s arguments for holding Mit. as knowing or relying upon 

Kalpataru not correct - Kalpataru, Manusmrti and Yajnavalkya- 

smrti - Kalpataru has extensive size and wide range, but in quality 

it is inferior to Mit. and some other digests - passages of Devala in 

Apararka and the Moksakiinda of the Kalpataru - composed in the 

realm of Govindacandra. 

Sec. 79 Jimutavahana \ ... pp. 699-713 

He is first of the three great Bengal writers on dharmas'astra - 

only three works known, Kalaviveka, Vyavaharamatrka and Daya- 

bhaga - these three parts of a projected digest called Dharmaratna - 

object and contents of Kalaviveka - works quoted in Kalaviveka- 

profound study of Purvamimamsa displayed therein - contents of 

Vyavaharamatrka - w'orks quoted in it-Dayabhaga most famous 

of his works and of paramount authoiity in Bengal on Hindu 

Law - contents of Dayabhaga - doctrines peculiar to Dayabhaga - 

authors and works named in the Dayabhaga - personal history of 

JimOtavahana - his date - divergent views - literary activity lies 

between 1090-1130 A. D.-Did JimOtavahana know the Mitaksara ?- 

commentaries on Dayabhaga. 

Sec. iO Apararka: ... pp. 713-723 

Wrote a voluminous commentary on Yajnavalkyasmrti - His- 
t 

tory of Silaharas - three branches of this family - two kings called 

Apararka or Aparaditya belonged to the branch that ruled in 

North Konkan - authors and works quoted by Apararka - studi¬ 

ously avoids naming his predecessors who were writers of digests- 

peculiar views of Apararka - evidedee to show that Apararka knew 

the Mitaksara - date of Apararak-Smrticandrika criticizes Aparar¬ 

ka - Apararka was a ^ilahara prince - inscriptions of Silaharas - 

commentary written about 1125 A. D. 

Sec. 81 Pradipa: ... pp. 724-725 

An independent work on vyavahara, s'raddha, s'uddhi and 

other topics - between 1100-1150 A. D. 

H. D.—E 
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Sec. 82 Smrtyarthashra of Sridhara \ ... pp. 725-727 

Contents of - personal history of i^ridhara - authors and works 

relied on as authorities - Sridhara probably composed another 

larger work - date between 1150-1200 A. D. 

Sec. 83 Aniruddha : ... pp. 727-730 

An early and eminent Bengal writer - wrote Haralata and Pi- 

trdayita alias Karmopadesinipaddhati - contents of Haralata and 

of Pitrdayita - authors and works named in them - personal history 

of Aniruddha - flourished in 3rd quarter of 12th century. 

Sec. 84 Ballalasena and Laksmanasena ... pp. 730-735 

Compiled at least four works, Acarasagara, Adbhutasagara, 

Danasagara, Pratisthasagara - subjects dealt with in Danasagara 

- Adbhutasagara left incomplete and finished by his son Laksma¬ 

nasena-Danasagara deals with 16 great ddnas, eulogy of brahma- 

nas etc. and contains valuable imformation about the Mahabharata 

and the Purawi - literary activity in 3rd quarter of 11th century, 

as Danasagara was composed in sake 1091 - Aniruddha was guru 
of Ballalasena. 

Sec. 85 Harihara : ... pp. 735-737 

A writer on vyavahara-he flourished before 1300 A. D.- 

Harihara composed commentary on Paraskaragrhyasutra-this Ha¬ 

rihara flourished between 1150 and 1250 A. D.-whether he was 

pupil of Vijnanesvara - a Harihara comments on As'aucadasaka- 

jurist Harihara probably identical with bhasyakara of Paraskara - 
several Hariharas known. 

Sec. 86 Smrticandrikd of Devamabhatta : ... pp. 737-741 

An extensive digest - printed text deals with sarhskara, acara, 

vyavahara, s'raddha and asauca - he wrote on prayascitta also- 

name variously written - profusely quotes Smrtikaras, 600 verses of 

Katyayana alone on vyavahara being quoted - authors and works 

named - author a southerner - contents - points in which Mitaksara 

and Smrticandrika differ-date between 1150 and 1225 A. D,- 
several works named Smrticandrika. 
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Sec. 87 Haradatta: * ... pp. 742-749 

His fame high as a commentator - his Anakula on Apastam- 

bagrhya, Anavila on Asvalayanagrhya, Mifaksara on Gautamadhar- 

masutra, Ujjvala on Apastambadharmasutra and a com. on the 

Apastambamantrapatha - explains grammatical peculiarities at 

great length - he was a southerner - great devotee of ^iva-tradition 

says Rudradatta and Haradatta are identical - Haradatta on wi¬ 

dow’s right of succession - interesting information from Haradatta- 

date, a difficult problem - between 1100-1300 A. D. - Haradatta 

commentator of dharmasfistra works, is identical with Haradatta. 

author of Padamanjari - Haradattacarya mentioned in Bhavisyotta- 

rapurana and ^ivarahasya is probably the Haradattacarya cited in 

Sarvadarsanasamgraha - Hariharataratamya and Caturvedatatpar- 

yasarhgraha are works ascribed to Haradatta. 

Sec. 88 Hemadri: ... pp. 749-755 

He and Madhava the two outstanding daksinatya writers on 

dharmasastra - his Caturvargacintamani is a huge work of an en- 

cyclopsedic character - projected to contain five sections - printed 

parts comprise vrata, dana, sraddha and kala - Hemadri a profound 

student of Purvamimamsa - predecessors named by him - personal 

history of Hemadri - his connection with Yadavas of Devagiri - 

genealogy of the Yadavas - Caturvargacintamani composed about 

1270 A. D. - com. on ^aunaka's Pranavakalpa and a Sraddhakalpa 

according to Katyayana are attributed to him - Vopadeva, a friend 

and a protege of Hemadri - references to Hemadri’s work in grants. 

Sec. 89 Kulliikabhatta : ... pp. 756-759 

A famous commentator of Manusmrti - he drew largely upon 

Medhatithi’s bhasya and Govindaraja - Sir William Jones on 

Kulluka - authors and works quoted by him - personal history - he 

wrote Smrtiviveka, of which Asaucasfigara, Sraddhasagara and Vi- 

vadasagara were parts - contents of Sraddhasagara - this is full of 

POrvamimarhsa discussions - date of Kulluka uncertain - flourished 

between 1150-1300 A. D. 

Sec. 90 Sridatta Upadhyaya: ... pp. 759-763 

One of the earliest nibandhakaras on dharmasastra from Mithi. 

la - contents of Acaradarsa and authors quoted therein - his Chando- 
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gahnika - principal topics iir it-works quoted in it-his Pitrbhakti- 

authors quoted in it - his Sraddhakalpa - his Samayapradipa - con¬ 

tents of the work - flourished between 1200-1300 A. D., probably 

about 1275-I30J A. D. - hardly gives any information about him¬ 

self or his faimily - liberal enough to allow Vaisvadeva to s'udras 

- another ^ridatlamis'ra, a Maithila writer, who flourished towards 

end of 14th century. 

Sec. 91 Candeh’ora : ... pp. 763-775 

Most prominent among Maithila nibandhakaras - compiled ex¬ 

tensive digest called Smrtiratnakara in seven sections on rfdna, krtya, 

vyavahara, s'uddhi, puja, vivada and grhastha - contents of Krtya- 

ratnakara, Grhastharatnakara, Danaratnakara, Vivadaratnakara 

and other ratnakaras - he also compiled Krtyacintamani, the 

Rajanitiratnakara, Danavakyavali and Sivavakyavali - contents of 

Rajanitiratnakara - he drew principally upon five viz. Kamadhenu, 

Kalpataru, Parijata, Prakas'a and Halayudha - authors and works 

quoted - Dr. Bhabatosh Bhattacharya’s papers on Candes'vara- 

personal history of Candes'vara - genealogy - he was minister of 

Harisirhhadeva of Mithila and later of Bhavesa and weighed him¬ 

self against gold in 1314 A. D.-Karnata and Kame^vara dynasties 

- Vidyapati, paternal cousin of Candes'vara - literary activity bet¬ 

ween 1314-1370 A. D. 

Sec. 92 Harinatha : ... pp. 775-777 

Author of a digest called Smrtisara - names numerous autho¬ 

rities - contents - flourished sometime between 1300-1400 A. D.- 

several works styled Smrtisara. 

Sec. 93 Madhavdcdrya : ... pp. 778-792 

The most eminent of daksiiiatya writers on dharmasastra - 

two works on dharmasastra deserve special notice, viz. Parasara 

Madhavlya and Kalanirnaya - authors and works quoted in them - 

contents of Kalanirnaya - published in 1889 and 1936 -Sayana, 

the minister under four kings viz. Bukka, Kampana. Sahgama II 

and Harihara II-Father ileras’ 196 inscriptions - life-sketch of 

Vidyaranya - Heras’ conclusion that the ascetics of Si ngerimath 

fabricated the story of Vidyaranya as the founder of Vijayanagar 

etc. and the opinion about Vidyaranya superfluous - the identity 
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of Madhavacarya and Vidyaranya - family aad personal history of 

Madhavacarya - his brother Sayana - Madhava founded Vijaya- 

nagar in 1335 A. D.-Burnell’s theory about the identity of Sayana 

and Madhava refuted by Narasimhachar-works of Madhavacarya 

- pedigree of Vijayanagar kings - Paras'ara Madhaviya and Kala- 

nirnaya were composed between 1340-1360 A. D. - literary acti¬ 

vity of Madhava Vidyaranya between 1330-1385 A. D. - Fleet is 

wrong in identifying Madhavahka with Madhavacarya - Madhava 

Vidyaranya different from Madhava Mantrin who was governor of 

Banavase and Goa - several commentaries of Kalanirnaya. 

Sec. 94 Madanapala and Visvesvarabhatta: ... pp. 792-804 

Four works attributed to Madanapala, a great patron of learn¬ 

ing like Bhoja, viz. Madanaparijata, Smrtimaharnava or Madana- 

maharnava. Tithinirnayasara and SmrtikauraudI - Madanaparijata 

really composed by Visvesvarabhatta - contents of Madanaparijata 

- its proposition with regard to kanina and secondary sons - 

its style simple and lucid - authors and works quoted in it- 

Maharnava ascribed to Mandhata, a son of Madanapala - princi¬ 

pal topics of the work - Tithinirnayasara - Smrtikaumudi deals 

with dharmas of sitdras - contents - all the above four works 

probably composed by Visvesvarabhatta - Subodhini, com. on 

Mitfiksara by Vis'ves'varabhaatta is a leading authority in Benares 

school of Hindu Law - pedigree of Madanapala - other works on 

astronomy and medicine attributed to Madanapala - date of 

Madanapala, between 1300-1400 A. D. - Madanavinodanighantu 

composed in 1431 of Vikrama era i. e. 1375 A. D. 

Sec. 95 Madanaratna : ... pp. 804-809 

An extensive digest on dharmasastra, variously styled - seven 

uddyotas of it on samaya, dcdra, vyavahdra, prdyascitta, ddna, 

suddhi, sdnti - contents of uddyotas on samaya, ddna, and sdnti - 

Danoddyota published by the Sanskrit Academy in 1964 - subjects 

treated in Danoddyota-D. C. Ms. dealing with San// section- 

authors and works referred to in it-work composed under 

Madanasimhadeva, son of ^aktisimhadeva- pedigree of the family 

- Madanasithha called together four learned men, Ratnakara, 

Gopinatha, Visvanatha and Gahgadhara, and entrusted compo- 
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sition of work to them - Vyavahara section edited by the present 

author - its contents - date of Madanaratna between 1350-1500, 

probably about 1400-50. 

Sec. 96 Vidyapati : ... pp. 810-815 

Born in Bis'api, a village in north Bihar - fourth in descent 

from Dhiresvara, uncle of Candesvara - Love songs of Vidyapati - 

credited with the authorship of 12 works - he was believed to be a 

great Vaisnava, while in Mithila he was held to be a Saiva-he 

made Queen Visvasadevl’s work Gahgavakyavali faultless and 

supplied textual authorities in support of her propositions - there 

appears to be agreement about the date of his death viz. 1448 

A. D. - he may be held to have flourished between 1360-1448 
A. D. 

Sec. 97 Vyavaharanirnaya of Varadardja : ... pp. 815-823 

Vyavaharanirnaya having no Mahgala sloka at the beginning - 

one of the four South Indian works on Dharmasastra - Varada- 

raja’s explanations often same as in the Mit.-on the whole Vy. N. 

a pedestrian performance - quotes many smrtis, works and authors, 

but nowhere refers to Bharuci - Varadaraja a puny figure in th 

matter of Mlmarhsa as against the Mit. - later than the Mit. -bu 
certainly earlier than 1515 A. D. 

Sec. 98 Sidapatii: ... pp. 823-840 

An eminent writer on Dharmasastra from Bengal - Dipakali- 

ka commentary on Yajnavalkya, his earliest work-holds archaic 

views on inheritance - his fourteen treatises ending in ‘ viveka' 

never mentioned as parts of his Sinrtiviveka - Durgotsavaviveka is 
amongst his latest works - Hraddhaviveka is his most famous work 

- authors and works named by him - Sambandhaviveka edited by 

Dr. J. B. Chaudhuri - Dolayatruviveka of Sulapani - Dolayatra, 

the festival of swinging, when to be celebrated - half of the work 

taken from Skandapurana - Prayascittaviveka - printed with the 
com. Tattvarthakaumudi of Govjndananda - etymology of the 
word ‘ prayascitta ’ - contents - works and authors quoted - 

SQlapani and Vacaspatimisra - his Tichiviveka edited by Prof. S C 

Banerji and by Dr. J. B. Chaudhuri - Caturahgadipika ed. by Mr'. 

Mano Mohan Ghosh in 1936-commentaries on Sraddhaviveka - 
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SQlapatii hardly gives any information about himself-in colophons 

styled Mahamahopadhyaya - and also Sahudiyan- probably came 

from some place called Sahudi - flourished between 1365-1445 

A. D. 

Sec. 99 Rudradhara : ... pp. 840-842 

A Maithila writer - wrote Sraddhaviveka, buddhiviveka, Vra- 

tapaddhati and Varsakrtya, the first being the most famous of his 

works - flourished between 1425-1460 A. D. 

Sec. 100 Misarumi'sra : ... pp. 842-844 

Wrote Vivadacandra - contents - work composed under orders 

of queen Lachimadevi, wife of prince Candrasirhha of Mithila - 

flourished about 1450 A. D. 

Sec. 101 Vdcaspatimi'sra : ... pp. 844-854 

The foremost nibandhakara of Mithila - his Vivadacintamani 

of paramount authority on matters of Hindu Law in Mithila - a 

voluminous writer - several works of his styled Cintamani on 

acara, ahnika, knya, tlrtha, dvaita, nhi. vivada, vyavahara, s'uddhi, 

sQdracara, s'raddha - works named by him - a group of his works 

ends in ‘ nirnaya ’ viz. Tithinirnaya, Dvaitanirnaya, Mahadananir- 

naya, Vivadanirnaya, Suddhinirnaya - he also contemplated 

writing seven works styled Maharnava on krtya, acara, vivada, 

vyavahara, dana, suddhi and pitryajna - other works of his - 

Sraddhakalpa or Pitrbhaktitarahgini his last work - personal 

history of Vacaspati - connected with king Bhairava and his son 

Ramabhadra - genealogy of Kamesvara kings - Vacaspati flouri¬ 

shed between 1425-1480 A. D. - philosopher Vacaspati diSerent. 

Sec. 102 Dandaviveka of Vardhamdna : ... pp. 854-860 

First edited by Kamalakrsna Smrtitirtha - probably the only 

extensive extant Sanskrit work on the law of crimes and punish¬ 

ments alone - cites Halayudha 33 times - starts with the eulogy of 

‘ danda ’ - contents - Vardhamana wrote his Viveka in the reign of 

king Bhairava of Mithila - works and authors consulted by 

Vardhamana - his elder brother Gaudakamisra, Sankara and 

Vacaspati were his gurus - !’.e composed nine works - Vardhamana 

must have flourished some decades before 1496 A. D. 
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Sec. 103 Nrsimhapraspda : pp. 860-868 

An encyclopsedic work - divided into 12 sections called ‘ Sara ’ 

- the author’s name variously given as Dalapati or Daladhisa - 

personal history - writers and works named - contents of the work- 

flourished between 1400-1510 A. D., probably about 1490 to 1510, 

Sec. 104 Pratdparudradeva : 869-879 

He was king of the Gajapati dynasty in Orissa and composed 

Sarasvativilasa - pedigree and history of family - purpose and con¬ 

tents of Sarasvativilasa - works quoted - often points out the 

differences of opinion between Bharuci and Vijnanes'vara - cites in 

many places the explanations of certain siitras and words of Visnu 

giving Bharuci’s interpretations thereof - quotes Varadaraja, 

Smrticandrika - composed between 1497-1539 A. D. - Foulke’s 

theory about date not acceptable - authorship of Sar. V. - goes to 

Lolla Laksmidhara acc. to Dr. Code and Mr. R. Subrahmanyam - 

the Pratapamartaiida or Praudhapratapamartanda of Pratapa- 

rudradeva. 

Sec, 105 Dharmatattvakaldnidhi or Prthvicandrodaya 

Vyavahdraprakasa ; ... pp. 879-882 

A large digest on Dharmasastra comprising several parts 

( prakasas), perhaps 16 as the word ‘ Kalanidhi meaning moon, 

suggests - its 7th part Vyavaharaprakas'a quotes sutrakaras, 

smrtis, Puranas, Ramayana, Mahabharata, digests on Dharma¬ 

sastra - this Prthvicandrodaya was composed in Bundelkhand and 

must be placed later than about 1375 A. D. 

Sec. 106 Govinddnanda : ... pp. 882-889 

Author of Danakaumudi, Suddhikaumudi, ^raddhakaumudi 

and VarsakriyakaumudI and a com. called Arthakaumudi on the 

Suddhidipika of Srinivasa and a com. Tattvarthakaumudi on the 

Prayascittaviveka ol Sulapani - son of Ganapatibhatta - protest 

against Dr. Bhattacharya about certain points - Govindananda 

was loose in giving the names of his own works - years with inter¬ 

calary months - Kriyakaumudi and its authorship - two inaccurate 

statements of Dr. Haraprasad Sastri - literary activity between 
1500-1540 A. D. 
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Sec. 107 Raghunandana: * ... pp. 890-902 

Last great writer of Bengal on dharmasastra - wrote an en¬ 

cyclopaedia called Smrtitattva in 28 sections - names over 300 

authors and works - 28 tattvas enumerated - other works besides 

these 28 - wrote also com. on Dayabhaga - personal history - 

authors and works quoted - attitude of writers towards women 

and s’frdras - flourished between 1510-1580 A. D. - papers on 

Raghunandana - the Dharmasastra topics that assumed import¬ 

ance in 16th cent. - internal evidence to establish the order of 

composition in Raghunandana’s Tattvas - master in application 

of the MimarhsasQtras and Nyayas. 

Sec. 108 Narayanabliatta : ... pp. 903-907 

The most famous member of the BhaUa family of Benares - 

personal history - born in 1513 A. D. - among his works are 

Antyestipaddhati, Tristhallsetu, Prayogaratna and com. on verses 

of Kalamadhava - literary activity between 1540-1570 A. D.- 

Narayana author of Dharmapravrtti different. 

Sec. 109 Todarananda : ... pp. 907-914 

An extensive encyclopaedia of civil and religious law, astro¬ 

nomy and medicine - two parts on Sarga and Avataras published 

by Dr. P. L. Vaidya - family and ancestors of Todarmal - work 

divided into 22 sections called saukhyas each saukhya being sub¬ 

divided into harsas- composed between 1572 A. D. to 1589 A. D. 

the year in which Todarmal died - extent - acccount of some 

saukhyas-Jyotihsaufchya composed in 1572 A. D. and other works 

useful for the history of Todaramalla - Dr. Vaidya’s ascription of 

the authorship of Todarananda chiefly to Narayanabhatta not 

acceptable - Jyotihsaukhya composed by Nilakantha. 

Sec. 110 Nandapandita : ... pp. 915-925 

A voluminous writer on dharmasastra - author of com. on 

Paras'arasmrti and on the Mitaksara of Vijnanesvara - his Sraddha- 

kalpalata - his Suddhicandrika, a com. on the Sadas'iti - his work 

styled Smrtisindhu and a summary of it styled Tattvamuktavali - 

his Vaijayanti, a com. on VisnudharmasQtra - his agreements and 

disagreements with Mitaksara - Dattakamimarhsa, his most 
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famous work - it is rSgarded by British Indian courts and Privy 

Council as a standard work on adoption - his views set out - 

personal history - he had various patrons - his thirteen works - 

Vaijayanti composed in 1623 A. D. - literary activity to be 

placed between 1580-1630 A. D. 

Sec. Ill Kamalakarabhatta— pp. 925-937 

Grandson of Narayanabhatta - personal history - composed 

more than 22 works on several sastras - about a dozen works on 

dharmasastra, the Nirnayasindhu, Sudrakamalakara and Vivada- 

tandava being most famous - he meant all the works on dharma¬ 

sastra to be parts of a digest called Dharmatattva - contents of 

Pftrtakamalakara, Santiralna, Vivadatandava. Sudrakamalakara 

and Nirnayasindhu - the last, one of his earliest works composed 

in 1612 A. D. and so his literary activity lies between 1610-1640 

A. D. - sometimes differs from Narayanabhatta - his interesting 

observations - Nirnayasindhu - its contents. 

Sec. 112 Nilakanthabhatja : ... pp. 937-941 

Grandson of Narayanabhatta and son of Sahkarabhatta - 

personal history - his work Bhagavantabhiiskara divided into 

twelve mayukhas composed in honour of Bhagavantadeva, 

Bundella chieftain - also wrote Vyavaharatattva - estimate of his 

qualities as a writer - his Vyavaharamayukha is of paramount 

authority on Hindu Law in Gujerat, Bombay Island and North 

Konkan - his literary activity - flourished between 1610-1650 - 

divergence of views between the cousins Kamalakara and 

Nllakantha. 

Sec. 113 The Vlramitrodaya of Mitramisra : ... pp. 941-953 

Vlramitrodaya, a vast digest composed by Mitramisra on all 

topics of dharmasastra - sections called prakasas - contents of the 

printed prakasas on Laksana, ahnika, vyavahara, tirtha, puja, saria- 

skara, rajanlti - highly controversial work - generally follows 

Vijfianesvara, but at times severely criticizes him - a work of high 

authority in Benares school of modern Hindu Law - Mitramisra 

also wrote a commentary on Yajnavalkyasmrti - persona! history - 

account and pedigree of his patron Virasiihha - meaning of title 
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* Viramitrodaya ’ - his literary activity layin the first half of the 

17th century - twenty-two prakas'as and the subject-matter thereof. 

Sec. 114 Anantadeva : ... pp. 953-963 

Composed a vast digest called Smrtikaustubha on sarhs- 

kara, acara, rajadharma, dana, utsarga, pratistha, tithi and sarh- 

vatsara - Saihskarakaustubha is most popular work - contents of 

Sarhskarakaustubha - portion of it on adoption called Dattaka- 

didhiti - summary of important views on adoption - contents of 

Abdadidhiti and Rajadharmakaustubha - name Smrtikaustubha 

misleading-Smrtikaustubha is really ‘Abdadidhiti’ or ‘Sarhvatsara- 

didhiti ’ -- Anantadeva wrote several prayogas and also a drama 

‘ Krsnabhakticandrika ’ - pedigree of his patron’s family - 

Anantadeva wrote at command of Baz Bahadurcandra - Ananta¬ 

deva was great-grand son of Ekanatha, a great Marathi poet and 

saint - his younger brother Jivadeva - literary activity between 

1645-1695. 

Sec. 115 Nagojibliatta : ... pp. 963-967 

His learning of an encyclopaedic character - wrote standard 

works on grammar, dharmasastra, yoga, &c. - Aufrecht mentions 

47 works as composed by Nagojibhatta - wrote several works on 

dharmasastra - personal history - his patron Rama of the Bisen 

family - pedigree of Bhattoji Diksita and Nagoji’s connection 

with Bhattoji - literary activity between 1700-1750 A. D. 

Sec. 116 Balakrma or Balambhatta : ... pp. 968-974 

Laksmivyakhyana or Balambhatti is a com. on the Mitaksara 

of Vijnanes'vara - works and authors quoted - Balambhatti favours 

latitudinarian views about the rights of women - estimate of 

Balambhatti according to judicial decisions - author of Balam¬ 

bhatti somewhat of an enigma - introductory verses about the 

authoress Laksmidevi - real author Balakrsna, son of V lidyanatha 

Payagunda, who was a pupil of Nagojibhatta - Balakrsna also 

wrote Upakrtitattva, Dharmasastrasamgraha - Vaidyanatha, the 

commentator of Alamkara works, different from Vaidyanatha 

Payagunda, the father of Balambhatta - flourished between 

1730-1820 A.D. 
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Sec. 117 Kasimtha Upadhyaya ; ... pp. 974-978 

Composed extensive work called Dharmasindhusara - leading 

work in Deccan now on religious matters - authors and works 

mentioned therein - subjects of the work - personal history - his 

other works - Dharmasindhu composed in 1790-91 A. D. 

Sec. 118 Jaganmtha Tarkapaiicanam... pp. 978-980 

A digest got prepared by Warren Hastings - its Persian and 

English renderings - Vivadasararnava compiled by Trivedi 

Sarvorusarman - Among digests compiled under the British the 

Vivadabhahgarnava of Jagnnatha is the most famous - Colebrooke 

translated it in 1796 - topics treated of in it - Jagannatha died 
in 1806. 

Sec. 119 Conclusion ; pp. 980-981 

Motives actuating writers on dharmas'aslra-their contribution 

to culture - their defects - their admirable and useful work. 

Brief Note on Dharmasastra Works and 

Writers from Kamaropa (i. e. Assam ). ... pp. 981-984 



CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS 

( N. B. : Errors in printing that can be easily detected 

have been passed over). 

Part ; I 

Page 469 Line 32 : Read ‘ note 320' for ‘ note 269 

Page 499 Line 6 : Read ' Manu ’ for ‘ Bhrgu 

Part : II 

Page 597 Line 22 : Read ‘ Misarumisra * for ‘ HarinStha 

Page 762 Line 28 : Read ‘ 1310 A. D. ’ for ‘ 1510 A. D. 

Page 836 Line 27 : Omit ‘ of ’ after ‘ Prof. 

Page 843 note 1273 ; Read ‘ 3Rr#TtT ’ for ‘ rr«T4 

Page 979 Line 10 : Read the following additional sentence after 

the word ‘ tarangas ’— 

But the most famous of such digests that owed their in 

spiration to the British is the Vivadabhahgarnava compiled by 

Jagannatha Tarkapancanana of Triveni on the Ganges, son of 

Rudra Tarkavagis'a. 
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63 Dharesvara Bhojadeva 

The Mit. (on Yaj. II. 135) says that Dharesvara tries to re¬ 
concile the conflicting texts about the right of the widow to 
succeed to her husband's estate by saying that she succeeded 
if her husband was separate and if she was willing to submit 
to niyoga. On the same verse the Mit. says that following 
Mann IX. 217 DhfireSvara placed the paternal grand-mother 
immediately after the mother as an heir and even before the 
father. On Yaj. III. 24 the Mit. says that certain texts of 
RsyaSriiga about impurity ou death were not accepted as 
authoritative by DhareSvara, Visvarupa and Medhatithi. Vide 
sec. 60 ViSvarupa about the remarks of the Smrticandrika 
on Dharesvara and Visvarupa. The Haralata^'' ( p. 117 ) 
remarks ( as does the Mit. on Yaj. III. 24 ) that Bhojadeva, 
Visvarupa, Govindaraja. and the Kamadhenu did not cite 
certain texts as Jatukarna’s and that therefore they were 
not authoritative. 

That Dharesvara is to be identified with Bhojadeva of 
Dhara, perhaps the most famous Indian prince as a patron of 
learned men, follows from several considerations. The Daya- 
bhaga^^® cites Bhojadeva and Dharesvara without making 
any distinction between the two. Some views that are ascribed 
to Dharesvara in one work are ascribed to Bhojadeva in 
another. The Vivadataudava of Kamalakara ascribes to Bhoja¬ 
deva the same views as to the widow’s rights as are ascribed 
to Dharesvara by the Mit. Mss. of the Rajamartanda (com¬ 
mentary on the Yogasutras ) have colophons saying that the 
work was composed by Dharesvara Bhojaraja. Dharesvara is 
styled dcdrya by the Mit. (on Yaj. III. 24 ) and suri by the 
Smrticandrika ( II p. 257 ). Works on numerous branches of 
knowledge were composed by ( or in the name of or under ) 
Bhoja of Dhara. On Poetics we have two extensive works of 

his, viz. the Sarasvatikauthabharana and the i^rhgaraprakaSa. 
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A verse at the’’® beginning of the Eajamartauda tells us that 
Bhoja composed a work on grammar, a commentary on the 
Yogasutra and a work on medicine called Rajamrganka just 

as Patanjali wrote on these three subjects ( vide Mitra’s 
Notices of Mss, vol. I, p. 115 for the medical work of Bhoja 
called Rajamartanda ( alias Yogasara ). He composed a work 
on astronomy called Rajamrganka. A work of his on the 

i^aiva dgama called TattvaprakaSa has been published in the 
Trivandrum Sanskrit Series. There are several other works 
ascribed to him, which need not be set out here. That he 
composed an extensive work on the principal subjects of 
Dharmai5astra follows from the numerous references to him 
contained in the Mit., the Dayabhaga, the Haralata and 

other works. The l^uddhi-kaumudi’®® (B. I. edition) of 
Govindananda frequently speaks of a work called Raja- 

martaiida of Bhoja on ^raddha. The Jayasirhha-kalpadruma 
( p. 26 ) quotes Rajamartanda and Bhojarajiya on the same 
page. Whether Bhoja composed on Dharma^astra one work 
or two ( as he composed two on Poetics ), and whether his 
work was a commentary or an independent digest it is difficult 
to say. M. M. Haraprasadaiastri in one of his reports threw 
out the suggestion that the Kamadhenu was the work of 

Bhoja, but this is entirely worng, as the words of l^ridatta in 
his Pitrbhakti’®’ will show. 

Besides the two points noted above ( about widow's 
rights and about the grandmother, there are others on which 
the Mit. and DhareSvara disagreed: viz. DhareSvara held 
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'hllj'd p. 480 for the same verse from the which is per¬ 

haps more frequently quoted by than any other 
nibandha. 

I (folio 38 of ms No. 152 of 1892-95 in the Govt, 

Mss. Library at the Bhandarkar O. R. Institute, Poona ). 
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ownership to be known only from ^astra, while the Mit. held it 
to be lavklcika ( vide Viramitrodaya pp. 528, 536 ). Dhare^vara 
held that the word ‘ duhitarah ’ in Yaj. stands for putrikd 
in the order of succession ( Smrticandrika H. pp. 295-96 ). 
On other points the views of Dhare^vara coincide with those 
of the Mit., viz. on the usage of giving a special share to the 
eldest son having fallen into desuetude, on the daughter’s 
son’s right to succession, on the father’s inability to give a 
greater or smaller share to his sons in ancestral property on a 
partition during his life-time. Vide my article on Bhojadeva 
in JBBRAS for 1925, pp. 223-224 for details of these and other 
views ascribed to Bhojadeva. A few other references may be 
noted here. The Nirnayamrta’®'* (p. 68) quotes a Bhojarajiya 
text. In the Kalaviveka of Jimutavahana two verses about 
taking food at the time of eclipses are cited from Bhojadeva 
( p. 539 ). In several works certain views are stated to be 
those of a Bhiipalapaddhati or of Bhupala or of Raja. The 
reference seems to be to a work of king Bhoja. For example, 
in the Danaratnakara, a Bhupala-paddhati and Bhupala are 

frequently quoted.''*® The Samayapradipa’** and ScaradarSa 

of l^ridatta speak of both Bhupala and Raja. In other works 
also the views of Bhoja are often referred to as those of Raja 
( the king par excellence ). For example, the Ekavali’** ( a 
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( Ms. No. 114 of 1884-86 ) in the Govt. Mss. Library at the B. O. K. 
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work on Poetics ) says that in the l^rfigara-praka^a, the king 
accepted only one rasa. Dr. Raghavan has recently published 

(in 1963 ) a complete and learned exposition of the i^rhgara- 
praka^a of Bhoja ( 1009 pages ). The Varsakaumudi ( p. 107 ) 
says that a certain verse is cited by the Gangavakyavali 
without naming the author, but as it is not cited by the Raja 
and the rest, it is unauthoritative. 

The several tattvas of Raghunandana mention two works 
of Bhojadeva or Bhojaraja. For example, the Tithitattva 
( Jivananda vol. I, p. 17 ) cites a text as quoted in the Bhuja- 

balabhima by Bhojaraja ; similarly, in the ^raddhatattva 
( Jivananda vol. I, p. 266 ) two texts are cited as quoted by 
Bhojadeva in Bhujabalabhima. Raghunandana also mentions 

Rajamartaiida of Bhojaraja ( vide Ahnikatattva, vol. I, p.451 ) 
He often cites the Rajamartaiida and the Bhujabalabhima on 
the same page without the author's name ( e.g. vide Udvaha- 
tattva, vol. II, p. 124 ). Raghunandana often speaks of a 
Brhad-Rajamartaiida along with the Rajamartaiida on the 
same or the next page (vide Tithitattva, vol. 1. pp. 25-26 and 
Jyotistattva pp. 605 and 655 ). That the Bhujabalabhima 
and the Rajamartanda are two dift'erent works appears to be 

clear. Whether the Brhad-Rajamartaiida and the Raja¬ 
martaiida are distinct works is not quite clear. ( Vide Tri. 
Cat. of Madras Govt. mss. for 1919-22, p. 4562, No. 3079 for 
Bhujabalanibandha of Bhojaraja in 18 adhydyas on astrological 
matters in relation to dharmaSastra such as strijataka, 
karuadivedha, vrata, vivahamelakada§aka, grhakarmapraveSa, 
samkrantisnana, dvadasamasakrtya ). The Bhujabalabhima 

is also mentioned by iSuIapani and by Rudradhara in his 

l^raddhaviveka. 

Vide the present author’s paper on, ‘ King Bhoja and his 
Works on DharmaSastra and Astrology in J. 0. R. ( Madras ), 
Vol. XXIII pp. 94-127, where five works of Bhoja are named. 
Vide also a paper on ‘ Passages from the Rajamartaiida on 
‘Tithis, Vratas and Utsavas' by the present author in ABORI 
Vol. XXXVI ( Parts III and IV ) pp. 306-339 ( 286 verses 
out of 1462 on the basis of three Mss. ), Dr. Derrett, in 
Bulletin of L. S. 0. A. S. Vol. XV ( part 3 ) pp. 598-602, 
draws attention to the commentary Durghatartha-prakaSini 

of Vimalabodha on Mahabharata, i^anti. and Chap. 121, 14fF 
where the commentator mentions Bhojadeva’s interpretation 
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of those verses in the latter’s work called Vyavahara-manjan. 
Vide Dr. Gode’s paper in the Silver Jubilee number of B. 0. 

E. I. pp. 146ff. about a ms. of this com. in the Bhandarkar 
O. R. Institute of Poona. 

For two works of Bhoja on Sanskrit Poetics called 

‘ Sarasvatikanthabharana ’ and the ‘i^rngarapraka^avide the 
present author’s ’ History of Sanskrit Poetics ’ pp. 257-264 

( ed. of 1961 ) and for the i^rngarapraka^a, Dr. Raghavan’s 
monumental work on it ( containing over a thousand pages ) 

published very recently (1963 ) which contains a full exposi¬ 
tion of Bhoja’s great work. 

Bhoja of Dhara, according to the Bhojaprabandha, had a 
long reign of 55 years. Bhoja’s was a remarkable career. 
In spite of the fact that he was constantly waging wars with 
different kings, he became the most famous Indian King as the 
patron of learned men. Considering the fact that he ruled 
long ( about 50 years or so ) and was generous to learned men 
the inscriptional references to him are rather few. There are 
only six records ( of which five are copperplates ) contempo¬ 
rary in time with him. They are : (1 ) The Ujjain plate in 
I. A. vol. VI p. 53 of Saihvat 1078, Magha dark half, 3rd 
tithi Sunday ( 1021 A. D. ). It gives the pedigree as follows. 
Siyakadeva-Vakpatiraja-brother Sindhui’aja or Sindhula-son 
Bhojadeva. The grant was issued from the capital Dhara ; ( 2 ) 
the Banswara plate of Bhoja ( E. I. Vol. XI p. 181-133 ), dated 
Samvat 1076, Magha bright half ( 23rd January 1020 A. D. ) 
issued on the festival for the conquest of Kohkana (Kohkana- 

vijayaparvani); ( 3 ) the Betma plate ( in E, I. Vol. 18 pp. 
320-325 issued in Bafnvcd 1076, Bhadrapada bright half, 15 
(September 1020 A. D.) on Kohkaua-grahana =vijayaparvani); 
( 4 ) the Tilakvada plate (in Proceedings of the First Oriental 
Conference, 1919, pp. 319-326 of Sa/hvat 1103, Marga^irsa, 
1046 A. D. ; ( 5 ) the Kalvan plate ( E. I. XIX p. 69 ) refers to 
conquest of Kohkana by Bhoja and sets out a private person’s 
grant of certain pieces of land to the temple of Munisuvrata 
on Caitra amdvdsyd { when there was a solar eclipse ); ( 6 ) 
Inscripation on the pedestal of an image of Sarasvati made 
in Saihvat 1091 i. e. 1035 A. D. ( which found its way to 

the British Museum ) and it records that Bhoja caused the 
image of Vagdevi to be prepared by a sculptor. In ‘ Rupam ’ 
(edited by O. C. Gangoly ) for January 1924 the image of 
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Sarasvati is reproduced as the frontispiece and pp. 1-2 give 

some details and a slightly mutilated verse ( in i^ardula- 
vikridita metre ) is set out with translation by Mr. Dikshit 
and the date samvat 1091 also is inscribed on the pedesUl. 
In E. I. Vol. VIII p. 96 there is an inscription of Arjuna- 
varmadeva, a descendant of Bhoja where it is stated that the 
drama Parijatamafijarl was first performed in the hall of 

i^aradadevi built by Bhoja. Dr. Raghavan’s latest work cn 

Bhoja’s Srngarapraka^a, 1963, has a fine reproduction of this 
image as a frontispiece. 

In the Navasahasankacarita of Padmagupta alias Pari- 
mala, Vakpatiraja is mentioned in XI. 81, Sindhuraja in XI. 
101 and in XI. 102 it is said that in the assemblies of warriors 
he is mentioned as Navasahasanka ( Viragosthisu giyate ) and 
in XVIII. 62 his coming to Dhara is mentioned. But all this 
does not state how many years he ruled. He must, however, 
have ruled for some years in order to be called Navasahasanka 
for his valour. Vakpatiraja was also called Munja, who was 
slain by Calukya king Tailapa between 994-997 A. D. There¬ 
fore, Bhoja, son of Sindhuraja, may be held to have begun to 
rule about 1005 A. D. The Mandhata plate of Jayasiihha, 
successor of Bhoja ( issued from Dhara ), is dated in samvat 

1112 ( Ssadha, dark half i. e. 1055 A. D. ) ; Vide E. I. Vol. Ill 
pp. 46-50 (gives the names as Vakpatiraja-Sindhuraja- 
Bhojadeva-Jayasiihha ). Therefore, Bhoja must have ruled 
from about 1005 A. D. to about 1054 A. D.’*® 

The stories ( in Prabandhacintamaui) about Munja’s 
trying to do away with Bhoja must be treated as legendary 
trash. Tawney’s translation of Prabandhacintamaui ( p. 32 ) 
refers to a prophecy made on the horoscope of Bhoja that he 
would rule for fiftyfive years, seven months and three days. 

There is further definite data. The Rajamrganka of 
Bhoja ( an astronomical work ) takes saka 964 (1042-43 A. D.) 
as its initial date.^®^ 

786 Vide = History of Paramara dyqasty ’ ( 1933 ) by Dr. D. C. Ganguly 

pp. 82-122 ( for Bhoja ). 

II ( Ms. No. 105 of 1878-74 in the Govt. Mas. 

Library at the B.O.R.I., Poona ). 
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It is strange that the Madanaratnapradipa (on Vyava- 

hara p. 324 ) refers to Bhoja as Dhare^varabhatta. 

There is a work named Dharma-pradipa by Bhoja ( Govt. 

Mss. Lib. at the B. 0. R. I. Poona. No. 26 of 1874-75 ). It is 

a work by another Bhoja later than 1400 A. D., as it quotes 

Vijnane^vara and the Madanaparijata. It was composed by 

an assembly of pandits at the bidding of king Bhoja of 

Siapura, son of Bharamalla. The ms. was copied in aamvat 

1695 (i. e. 1638-39 A. D. ). 

(36. Devasvamin 

The Smrticandrika tells ns that Devasvamin composed 

like l^rikara and l^ambhu a work in the nature of a digest of 
smrtia ( amrtiaamuccaya ). Vide note 748 above. The com¬ 
mentary of Narayaua of the Naidhruva gotra, son of Divakara, 

on the A^valayanagrhyasutra^^* says that it relies upon the 
bhasya of Devasvamin on the same work Gargya Narayana, 

son of Narasiihha, in his commentary on the Si^valayana- 
^rautasutra, tells us that he follows the bhasya of Devasvamin 
thereon. It is hardly likely that two writers of the same 
name flourished about the same time. Hence it may be 

assumed that Devasvamin wrote bhasyas on the S^valayana 

l^rauta and Grhya sutras and a digest of smrtis, where he 
discussed all topics of dharma, such as acara, \yavahara, 
a^auca &c. The commentary of Bhattoji^*® on the Caturvimiati- 
mata refers to the view of Devasvamin on srdddha and dsauca. 
Hemadri’®® ( vol. Ill, part 2, p. 324 ) and Madhava ( on 
FaraiSara, vol. I, part 2. p. 328 ) also quote Devasvamin. The 
Smrticandrika quotes the views of Devasvamin on vyavahara 
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and aSauca several times. For example, Devasvamin''“ ex¬ 

plained the word Yautaka differently from the Nighantu 

( which explained it as the wealth that was given to a woman 

when she was seated on the same seat with her husband at 

the time of marriage ). Devasvamin explained that the word 

of the Sarhgraha^®" that, when a son was born to one of 

several full brothers, he stood as a son to all and that the 

same rule applied to several co-wives when one of them had a 

son, meant that in both cases another son should not be 

adopted. Devasvamin held the view ( like Bhojadeva ) that 

the word ‘ duhitr ’ in Yajnavalkya’s verses on succession 

meant piUrikd?^^ Devasvamin explained Manu’°* 9. 141 as 

saying that the adopted son (in the particular case mentioned 

by Manu ) took all the w'ealth and the gotra of his adoptive 

father. Vide Smrticandrika ( Mysore ed. ) on aiauca p. 22. 

The Vaijayanti of Nandapandita ( on Visnu 22. 82 ) quotes 

the view of Devasvamin that on the death of unmarried 

daughters mourning was to be observed for ten days.^®’ The 
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Smrticandrika quotes a verse from Devasvamin^®® on ^raddha 
also. 

In the Prapailcahrdaya ( Tri. S. series, p. 39 ) we are told 
that Devasvamin composed a brief gloss on the 12 adhyayas 
of the Purvamimamsasutra and tiie four adhyayas of the 
Saihkarsakanda, seeing that the bha.sr'as of Bodhayana and 
TJpavarsa were vast. The Govt, collection of Mss. at Madras 
has Devasvamin’s bhiisya on the Saihkarsakanda ( vide Tri. 
Cat. vol. Ill, I'art I, Sanskrit C, p. 3841 ). There are not 
sufficient data available to establish the identity of this writer 
with Devasvamin, the writer on dharmasilstra. 

As the Smrticandrika quotes Devasvamin so profusely, 
he cannot be later than 1150 A. D. His earlier limit can be 
determined in several ways. Gargya Narayana’s comment on 
A^valayana^rauta ( II. 1. 14 ) is quoted by Trikandamandana, 
who is himself (quoted by Hemadri. Therefore Gargya 
Narayana could not have flourished later than 1100 A.D. 
( vide Bhandarkar’s Report on search for mss., 1883-84, pp. 
30-31 ). Therefore Devasvamin probably flourished about 
1000-1050 A. D., if not earlier. The fact that Devasvamin 
held certain views similar to Bhojadeva’s also corroborates 
the chronological position thus assigned to him. 

67. Jitendriya 

Jitendriya is one of those writers w'ho atone time held an 
eminent position but in course of time sank into unmerited 
oblivion. The works of Jimutavahana bear abundant testi¬ 
mony to the fact that Jitendriya wrote an extensive work on 
dharma^astra. In his Kalaviveka ( p. 380 ) Jimutavahana 
says that Jitendriya’®’ wrote on the topic oikdla ( i. e. on 
determining doubtful points about the months, the tithis, 
samkrantis, &c. and the religious rites to be performed on 
them ). In several passages of the Kalaviveka the very 
words of Jitendriya are quoted. Jitendriya said that a rite 
that occupies in performance only a short time must be per- 
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formed at the principal time indicated for it^*’® ( and not at 
a gauna time ). From another quotation it appears that 
Jitendriya controverted tiie views of a predecessor Sambhra- 
mabhatta.'®® Jitendriya is said to have enumerated the names 
of the fifteen mibhurtas of the da}' from the Matsyapurana ; 
vide pp. 257, 367 of the Kalaviveka for other places where the 
views of Jitendriya on kdla occur. In the Dayabhaga of 
Jimutavahana also Jitendriya is frequently mentioned. 
The Dayabhaga says that, if a man takes another’s gold 
believing it to be iron or takes what is another’s believing 
(in good faith ) that it is his own, Jitendriya held in 
his remarks on the section of prdyascitta that he is not 
guilty of theft.*®^ The peculiar doctrine of the Dayabhaga 
that the widow of a person, whether he was separate 
or a member of a joint family, succeeded to her deceased 
husband’s estate had been already expounded by Jitendriya. 
The view of Jitendriya was that whatever is acquired by 
a person without using means or materials jointly owned 
by all members of a family is his exclusive property and 
that maitra ( gifts of a friend ) and audvdhika are only cited 
( by Yaj. ) as examples of this proposition.Jitendriya 

p. 489. 
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held the daughter’s son entitled to succeed after the daughter, 
just as Vi^varupa, Bhoja and Govindaraja did. In the Vyava- 
harainatrka of Jimiltavahana also Jiteudriya’s views are cited 
( on pp. 302, 334 ). This shows that he wrote also on pro¬ 
cedure in law courts. Jitendriya is also referred to in the 
Dayatattva of Raghunandaua.®®* But no other early writer 
quotes Jitendri3'a. Therefore it appears that Jitendriya was 
probably a Bengal writer and flourished about 1000-1050 

A. D. and that he was completely eclipsed by the brilliant 
Jimutavahana. 

6S. Balaka 

Balaka like Jitendriya is no more than a name to us. 
Jimutavahana’s works make frequent reference to him. He 
held the view that the daughter’s son, not being expressly 
mentioned as an heir bj’ Yaj., came in after those expressly 
mentioned from the widow to the brother.*®^ The Dayabhaga 

notices that Balaka read a text of Apastamba in a wrong 

way.®®® Balaka said that the words ofi$ahkha ‘svaryatasya 
aputrasya bhratrgami dravyam...jyestha va patni ’ apply 
either to a widow belonging to a caste other than her 

husband’s or to a very young widow or in case her husband 
was undivided or re-united.®®’ Balaka says that when some 

804 ^ g 

dvq p. 182 ( vol. II of Jivanaoda’a ed. ) ; compare the view of 

set out below from the ( note 623 ). 

qwq flT 51% 1 qiq- 

¥riIT p. 2S2. 

806 qT55VrT^rTi;<yi qfsq q?g qq'Ji sfcmqqiq Nipw- 

^TFT ^qraiq 1 qfqqFI p. 100 of Jivananda’a edition. 

The sutra is Ap. Dh. S. JI. 6, 14. 15 ‘ 5«qT]% HT^iqq^ 

qimiq ^iqiq ’. 

807 qR^diTii- aroqqTfqqq qr jqr-qfipiTq qr 3fi%vrq;H^?fqqq 

qi qififqqqq qqr^qqi^q^n^mqqqqRq^ qrq^qiq^q 

l qrqvriq p. 262 ( p. 169 of Jivananda’a 

edition ). Here there is a play on the word «rF^, 
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property is acquired by one brother by means of learning, 

other brothers are not entitled to that wealth.*®® The Daya- 

bhaga refers to a passage from Balaka in which the latter re¬ 

lies on the Purvamimamsa example of mudga and ni-dsct.®®® 

In the Vyavaharamiitrka, of Jimutavahana ( p. 346 ) it is stated 

that Bala held the same views as those of i^'rikara-mi^ra on a 

certain point. In the Prayascitta-nirupaua of Bhavadeva a 

writer named Valoka is mentioned ( vide JASB 1912 at p. 

336 ). This seems to be a Bengali scribe’s way of pronounc¬ 

ing the name Balaka. Balaka is mentioned in Kaghunanda- 

na’s Vyavaharatattva p. 47 also as holding the view with 

l^rikara and others that adverse possession for twenty years 

conferred ownership in the case of immovable property, 

l^ulapani in his Durgotsavaviveka twice quotes the views of 

Balaka and once refutes the latter.®*® Hence it appears that 

Balaka was an eastern or Bengal writer, composed a work on 

several branches of dharmasfistra (sirch as vyavahara and 

praya^citta ) and flourished before 1100 A. D. 

BManipa 

In the Smrtisara of Harinatha (I. 0. cat. No. 301, folio 

128a ff) there is a long passage setting out the views of 

Balarupa on the question of the succession to a childless man. 

In the Vivadacandra®** of Misaru-miira the opinions of Bala- 

808 srrfj'iq- 

I p. 190 ( p. 120 of Jivananda ). 

809 nTq5if%R'-Tr ^ 
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p. 356 aud pp. 227-228 of Jivananda. 

‘ 3TT: T^T: ’ 

I p. 18 ( S anskrit Sahitya- 

parisad ed. ). Vide p. 9 also for reference to oflvS^s view on 
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T^'114‘4^ ( Ms- J'O- 57 of 1883-84 in the Govt. Mss. Lib. at the 

B. O. K. Institute, Poona ) folio 33a ; 5 ^^2^1^1^411% 

ggiSTTOmi:®! 13: I ilfitl. folio 33a. 
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rupa ( Balarupamafca ) that the words of Yaj. (II. 117 tabhya 

rte’nvayah) mean the offspring of the mother and on the 

succession to re-united coparceners are cited. In the Vivada- 

cintamani of Vacaspati®^® the views of Balarupa are frequently 

cited. Relying on the words of Para^ara Balarupa held that 

an unmarried daughter was entitled to preference over a 

married one as an heir to a sonless man. As regards the 

verse of Harita that if a young widow was karkasd ( quarrel¬ 

some, ‘ suspected of unchastity ’ according to others ), then 

she was to be given maintenance alone ( out of her husband’s 

estate ), Balarupa’s view was that it refers to the widow of a 

re-united coparcener.®^® Balarupa was of opinion that atma- 

bandhus, pitrhandhus and matrbandhus succeeded in the 

order stated.-^* The Kaladar^a of Adityabhatta names Bala¬ 

rupa among the authorities on which it relies. This shows 

that Balarupa wrote not only ou vyavahdra but also on 

kdla. 

As Harinatha and the Vivadacandra mention Balarupa he 

is certainly earlier than about 1250 A. D. The important 

question is whether Balaka and Balarupa are identical. I 

think, though with some hesitation, that they are identical. 

The difficulty is caused by the fact that Harinatha speaks of 

‘ the author of Balarupa,’ which implies that Balarupa is a 

work and not an author, while the others speak of Balarupa 

as an author. The Dayabhaga always speaks of Balaka and 

never of Balarupa, while the Mithila writers, Misaru-miSra, 

Vacaspati and Harinatha, speak of Balarupa and not of Balaka. 

Balaka is not mentioned by any writer belonging to a pro¬ 

vince other than Bengal. It is not likely that there were two 

early authors belonging to the same locality on vyavahdra 

bearing two names so nearly the same as Balaka ( or Bala ) 

and Balarupa. Moreover, if we read one quotation from the 

Dayabhaga between the lines (vide note 621 ) where Jimuta- 

vahana makes fun of Balaka by charging him with having 

exposed his Bdlardpatva { being Balarupa, being childish ) it 

appears that the Dayabhaga looked upon Dalaka and Bala¬ 

rupa as identical. If so Balaka or Balarupa becomes an 
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ancient writer, who flourished certainly before 1100 A. D. 

As he held the same views as^rikara’s and an antiquated view 

about the rights of the daughter’s sou he must not be later 

than 1050 A. D. 

70. Yogloka 

Yugloka like Jitendriya and Balaka is a writer about 

whom we know only from the works of Jimutavahana and 

Raghunandaua. He is the last of the series of writers enume¬ 

rated in one place by the Kalaviveka as having dealt with the 

subject of kdla (vide note 611 above). The Vyavahara- 

matrka of Jimutavahana very frequently®*® cites the views 

of Yogloka and generally twits him with thinking himself as 

being a logician or a new-fangled {nava-tdrkikani-manya) 

logician. Both in the Kalaviveka and the Vyavaharamatrka 

Yogloka is generally cited for being refuted ( e. g. pp. 457-58, 

465, 483 of the Kalaviveka). It is only very rarely that 

Jimutavahana agrees with Yogloka ( as on p. 369 of the Kala¬ 

viveka ). From certain passages of the Kalaviveka it follows 

that Yogloka composed two works, one called Brhad-Yogloka 

(larger work ) and the other styled Svalpa-Yogloka ( a sma¬ 

ller-work).®*® It appears that Y^ogloka was later than i^ri- 

kara and accepted certain illustrations given by the latter.®*' 

The Vyavaharatattva of Raghunandana informs us that like 

iSrikara and Balaka, Yogloka held the view that twenty years’ 

adverse possession of immovables conferred ownership (vide 

note 624 above ). The same w'ork tells us that the Maithilas 

followed the view of Yogloka that the verse of Katyayana 

( yadyekade^avyaptapi....nrnam ) was intended to apply to a 

case where a litigant threw down the challenge that if even 

815 Vide pp. 291, 293, 295, 310, 312, 313, 347. 

P- 365; I 

p. 273 ; vide also pp. 177, 221,490 for references to 
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one out of several items of property charged were brought 

home to him as having been stolen by him, he would restore 

all the items claimed. 

The foregoing establishes that Yogloka wrote at least on 
kala and vyavahdra and composed two treatises on kola. 

Jimiitavahana®^® says that a predecessor of his styled 

Diksita criticized a certain reading of Yogloka’s, i. e. Yogloka 

preceded Diksita, wlio was a predecessor of Jimutavahana. 

Jimutavahana further refers to ancient (purdtana ) mss. of 

Yogloka's work. Hence Yogloka must have preceded Jimuta¬ 

vahana by at least a hundred years. He is later than i^rikara 

(note 632 above ). Therefore he must have flourished 
between 950-1050 A. D. 

71. Vijnanesvara 

The Mitaksara of Vijuilne^vara occupies a unique place in 
the DharmaSastra literature. Its position is analogous to 

that of the Mahabhasya of Patanjali in grammar or to that 

of the Kavyapraka^a of Mammata in Poetics. It represents the 

essence of dharmaJastra speculation that preceded it for about 

two thousand years and it became the fountain head from 

which flowed fresh streams of exegesis and developments. 

Under the decisions of the Courts in British India, the Mita¬ 

ksara is of paramount authority in several matters of Hindu 

Law ( such as adoption, inheritance, partition etc.) through¬ 

out India except where, as in Bengal, the Dayabhaga 
prevails. 

The Mit. professes to be a commentary on the Yajnava- 

Ikyasmrti. In the colophons of several mss., it is described 

as Rjumitaksara, Pramitaksara or simply Mitaksara. These 

names are probably due to some of the verses appended at the 

end of the commentary.The Mit. is not only a commen¬ 

tary explaining the verses of Yajnavalkya, but it is in the 

818 p. 217 ( Jivananda vol. II ) ' ^ ^liqT 

fq^ p. 280. 

820 ffq qniqoqqjFRrraqqr iqqfqq i vfirqTSSRTi^ 

iq^^srqqqr ’qrqqTifsqq n TOsinirqTfnfT^^qT 

mqrsrqi i 3iq5qTsm%p?qrr%ftfi^%qT nqr ii 
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nature of a digest of smrti material. It brings together 

numerous smrti passages, explains away contradictions 

among them by following the rules of interpretation laid 

down in the PfirvamimarfiSa sj'^stem, brings about order by 

assigning to various dicta their proper scope and province 

( visayavj/avdstha ) and effects a synthesis of apparently 

unconnected smrti injunctions. 

The Mit. quotes a host of smrti writers and six pre¬ 

decessors, who were commentators and authors of digests on 

dharmaSastra.®-^ Besides, it quotes Vedic works (like the 

Kathaka ), the Brhadarauyakopanisad, the Garbhopanisad 

the Jabalopauisad and other works like the Nirukta, Bharata 

( author of NatyaSastra ), Yogasutra, Panini, Su^ruta, the 

Skandapurana, the Visnupurana, Amara, Guru (i. e. 
Prabhakara ). 

A noticeable feature of the Mit. may be mentioned here. 

Though it quotes from more than 80 Smrtis and Smrtikaras 

it is very chary of quoting from the Puranas. Only five 

Purauas are mentioned by name in the Mitaksara viz. the 

Brahmanda*^^ ( one verse on Yaj. III. 30 ), the Bhavisyat ( on 

821 The quoted by name are : , 

»Ttr4, JiSlTTOVg, 

’Trw=5, uraq, (or gpTeiPl), 

511^155, ( or-T% ), 

51%^, f5- 

, intpira, 
»TR^, -tis. ir^, 15=^3,1^3, miT%, 

iRTTsrrr^, 

^^frST, ( or sqTSTT^ ), ^Tf, ^Tf 5TTf^’ 

^TTrTPTT lC''d5l'1lcTq, l^^TTaPTq, 

gJFg, IFOrl, l^-4KltT, f^?RRT. 

The six predecessors are : aRTfPT, NWT, VTlT^f^T, *TT^ 

822 I ‘ ^|T I 

^ITffTT 5R5JTTf%^ II on 5TT. m. .30. 
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Yaj. III. 6 ), Matsya ( Mit. on Yaj. I. 297*-298 quotes eleven 

verses from the Matsya, chap. 94. 1-9 verses and verses 11-12 

of Chap. 93 of the same ), Visimpurana (15 verses are quoted 

on Yaj. Ill from the Visimpurana about Nilriiyauabali for one 

who committed suicide). Skaudapurana on Yaj. II. 290 

(Smaryate hi Skandapurane Paucacuda nama ka^canapsara- 

sah tatsantatir-ve^yakhya pancami jatih ). 

This sparing use of Puranas in the Mit. is in consonance with 

Yaj. I. 3 which states that fourteen are the sources of Vidya 

and of Dharma, viz. Purana, Nyaya ( Tarka or logic), Mi- 

maihsa, Dharma^astra, the Angas ( six auxiliary lores of the 

Veda ) and the ( four ) Vedas. It should be noticed that the 

fourteen classes of works are enumerated in a rising scale of 
importance and authoritativeness i. e. the Vedas are the 

highest authority on matters of Dharma and the Puranas are 

the lowest. Dharma^astra is given a high place after the 

Vedas and Angas. All early writers hold that the Veda is the 

basis of Dharma and so are the Smrtis ( vide Gaut. Dh. 1-2, 

Vas. 1.4, Manu II.6 ) and Mauu states (II.IO ) that Smrti 

means Dharma^astra. 

The Mitaksara is, in the matter of citing Puranas as 

authorities, in great contrast to the Kalpataru and the com¬ 

mentary of Apararka. In the very first Kanda ( Brahmacari ) 

of the Kalpataru eleven Purilnas are quoted as authorities 

viz. Aditya, Kiilikca, Devi, Narasiihha, Brahma, Brahmaiida, 

Matsya, Markandeya, Vayu and Visnu and of these the Brahma 

is quoted 11 times, Bhavisya 28 times and Visnu 11 times. 

Taking the last Kanda (on Moksa ), among the works cited as 

authorities seven Puranas figure viz. Narasiihha, Brahma, 

Brahmanda, Matsya, Markandeya, Vayu and Visnu, of 
which, the Visimpurana is quoted oftener than any other 

work ( except the Mahabharata, the Bhagavadgita and the 

Manusmrti ). 

Vide below under ‘ Apararka ’ for the large number 

of Puranas and Upapuranas ( 22 in all ) mentioned by 

Apararka. 

Another noticeable feature of the Mit. is that it mentions 

the views of many Smrti writers with the prefix ‘ brhat ’ or 

‘ vrddha’. For example, it quotes verses of Vrddha-Manu 

on Yaj, II. 135-36, 270,272, III. 5, 20,260and Brhan-Manu on 
Yaj. II. 135-136 ( on Sapinda and Samanodaka ); it quotes 

H. D.—76 
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Vrddha-Yaj. on Yaj. III. 1-2 (one verse), III. 6, III. 19 
( two verses ), III. 289 ; it quotes Brhad-Yajnvalkya on Yaj. 
III. 253 ; it quotes Vrddha-Vasistha on Yaj. III. 20 ( prose ), 
Yaj. III. 21 ( verse ), III. 24 ( four verses on ‘ asauca ’ in one 
of which the view of Yaina is mentioned ), on Yaj. III. 311 
(prose); it quotes Brhad-Vasistha on Yaj. III. 287 ( 2]/^ 

verses ). Mit quotes Vrddha-Visnu on Yaj. II. 135-36 (prose), 
on Yaj. III. 266-67 ( verse ); Mit. quotes Brhad-Visuu on Yaj. 
III. 20 ( prose ), on Yaj. III. 234-242 ( long prose passage on 
various kinds of ) and on III. 253 (Inverses), III. 

263-4 ( one verse ); the Mit. mentions Vrddha-Satatapa on 
Yaj. I. 231 (verse); Mit. mentions Vrddha-Harita (2^ 
verses of Vrddha Harlta on Yaj. III. 266-67 and prose on 
Yaj. III. 325, on Yaj. III. 254 ( prose ), 259 ( prose ), 261 

( prose ); Mit. on Yaj. III. 261 quotes Vrddha-Bi-haspati 
( 1^ verses on nine kinds oisankccra ; Mit. quotes Vrddha- 
Pracetas ( verses ) on Yaj. III. 265 and Bi-hat-Pracetas 
(verses) on Yaj. III. 20 (one), III. 263-64 (H verses); 
III. 265 ( 24 verses ); Mit. quotes Brhad-Yama ( 4 verses ) 
on Yaj. III. 254, 255 and 260; Mit. quotes Brhad-Saihvarta 
on Yaj. III. 265. 

Vi^varupa on Yaj. I. p. 10 quotes verses of Vrddha-Yaj. 
enumerating the names of ten expounders of Dharma ( other 
than those mentioned by Yaj. ). ViSvarupa on p. 136 ( on 
Yaj. I. 195, MM. Ganapati Shastri’s ed. of 1922) quotes a prose 
passage of Vrddha-Gargya. 

It would be noticed from the above statements of the Mit. 
about authors mentioned with the prefixes vrddha and 
‘ brhat that many of the passages quoted from them are 
concerned with matters relating to asauca and prdyascitta. 

It is probable that during the centuries of foreign invasions 
such as those of Hunas and the ascendancy of Buddhism and 
other schisms, more attention was paid to idealogical matters 
of purity, penances and the like and additions were made to 
the already existing Smrtis by means of works to which 
Mit. words like brhat, vrddha or ‘ laghu' were prefixed. 

It may be stated here that Apararka who is not far re¬ 
moved in time from the Mit. cites quotations from authors 

with the prefix Vrddha, viz. Gargya, Gautama, ParaSara, 
Pracetas, Brhaspati, Manu, Yajnavalkya, Vasistha, Vyasa’, 

^atatapa, Harita and the word ‘ brhat ’ to Pracetas, Yama,' 
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Manu, Visnu and Harlta. It is noteworthy that Apararka 
( on Yaj. III. 23-24 ) first quotes Maun 11. 67 ( for the proposi¬ 
tion that in the case of women marriage has the place of Upa- 
nayana ) and immediately afterwards quotes Vrddha-Manu’s 
verse about the impurity ( asauca ) to be observed by maidens 
not grown up, by grown-up but unmarried girls and by 
those that are married. It is beyond doubt that Apararka 
regarded the Manusmi'ti and Vi-ddha-ilanu’s work as distinct. 
The Kalpataru on Vyavahara quotes Vrddha-Manii eight 
times, but the first half of one verse quoted as Vrddha-Manu’s 
on p. 402 of ( Vyavahara—Kauda ) occurs in the Manusmrti 

VIII. 157. 

The author styles himself Vijnanaj’^ogin in the concluding 
verses of his commentary and later writers frequently refer to 
him in that way. He belonged to the Bharadvaja yotra and 
was son of Padmanabhabhatta. He was a paramahamsa (i. e. 
an ascetic ) and was the pupil of Uttama. He tells us that 
when he wrote the Mitaksara, king Vikramarka or Vikrama- 
dityadevm was ruling in the city called Kalyana®^® ( now in 
the Nizam’s dominion ). The verses at the end containing the 
personal history appear to be genuine. They occur in the 
oldest Mss. of the Mit. such as the Government of Bombay 
Ms. dated iakasamvat 1389. 

The author of the Mit was a profound student of the 
Purvamimamsa system. Throughout the Mit. discussion of 
Purvamimaihsa nydyas and their application to dharmasastra 
are sown broadcast. For example, the Mit. on Yaj. I. 81 
( whether it is a niyamo, or pdrifininkkyd ), I. 86, II. 114, II. 
126, II. 265 &c., may he consulted. The Mit., as the very 
name imjjlies, is generally concise and to the point. But in 
his desire to make his work a repository and synthesis of 
varied smrti dicta the author does not mind if he has occasi¬ 
onally to exjjand his commentary to enormous lengths. For 
example, the Mit. on Yaj. III. 265 and 290 occupies several 
pages of closely printed text. 

A remarkable merit of the Mitaksara is that it relies on 
the MImamsa sutras and maxims for solving difficult and 
doubtful points in the Dharmasastras. A few examples may 

823 gt % xrq qr fffrraqf^; 

verse at the end. 
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be briefly noticed here. On Yaj. 1. 4-5 ( where 20 Dbarma* 

§astrakaras are named ), Mit. remarks that these verses are 

not to be held as parisankhyd ( these verses do not exclude 

others being recognised as Dharma^astrakaras ) but are only 

illustrative. Parisaiikbya, Niyama and Vidhi are explained 

at great length on Yaj. I. 7!) and 81. On Yaj. I. 249, the Mit. 

remarks that the verse is a niyama and noi piarisankhyd. On 

Yaj. I. 253-54 the Mit. quotes on the question of the Sapindi- 

karaiia of one's deceased mother texts of Paithinasi, Yama and 

U^anas and brings out order ( i. e. makes a vyavastha ). The 

Kalpataru oni^raddha quotes Yaj. I. 253-54 ( on p. 257 ), does 

not quote the varying views of several writers but only one 

view and makes no on the [loint. Another example of 

Vyavastha on varying dicta of over a dozen writers occurs on 

Yaj. I. 256, where difference of views of the Daksinatyas and 

Udicyas are set out and PMS III. 6.9 is also discussed. 

Kalpa° on >Sraddha has no such discussion. On Yaj. II. 114, 

the Mit. refers to the Lipsasutra ( Jaimiui IV. 1. 2, in which 

the word Zipsa occurs ) and quotes a passage of Prabhakara 

( called Guru ). Vide H. of Dh. Vol. Ill, p. 550 and n. 1027 for 

this. Vidhis are of two kinds, ‘ Kratvartha ’ and ‘ Purusartha ’ 

and the Mit. on Yaj. I. 103 holds a discussion on this. Vide 

H. of Dh. Vol. V. pp. 1232-35 for ex])lanations of these two. 

The particle nan ( ‘na’ meaning ‘ not ’ ) may indicate a prohi¬ 

bition ( pratisedha ) or a provision or exception ( paryudasa ). 

The Mit. on Yaj. I. 129 remarks that not only in that verse 

but everywhere in that prakamwi ( Yaj. I. 129-166 ) the 

particle ‘ nan ’ conveys ‘ paryudasa ’. Vide H. of Dh. Vol. V 

pp. 1248-49 for explanation. On Yaj. I. 86 where an objector 

raises the question that a woman is prohibited from becoming 

a sati after her husband's death, the Mit. refers to the %ena- 

yaga and points out that the Syenayaga passage is entirely 

difterent in purport from })assages about the practice of Sail. 

Vide on this H. of Dh. Vol. V pp. 1183 and 1245. 

The Mit. refers to the division of Vik<.dpas ( options ) into 

Vyavasthita and Avyavasthita on Yaj. I. 96; vide ( for exposi¬ 

tion) about Vikali>a H. of Dh. Vol. V pp. 1250-1252. The Mit. 

is fond of citing Nyayas. For example, on Yaj. I. 81 it cites 

the Tiydya ‘ nimittavrttau naimittakam-apyavartate’, which 

is based on Jaimini VI. 2. 27-29. The same nyaya is mention¬ 

ed by the Mit. on Yaj. III. 263-264 and on III. 288. On Yaj. 

II. 126 the Mit. refers totheDandapupikanyaya, which is very 
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frequently employed in Dharma^astra worlds. Vide H. of Dh. 

Vol. V. p. 1344 for other places where it is employed. On Yaj. 

II. 265, the Mit. refers to the rule of equal division ( samam 

syat-a^rutivat) PMS XV. 3. 53, which is referred to by several 

works ( vide H. of Dh. Vol. p. 1350 for other references. Some 

JaiminisCitras are mentioned as Nyayas e. g. ‘ ekarthas-tu 

vikalperan ’ iti nyayenaikarthanameva vikalpo na daiidatapa- 

sor-ekarthatvam ’ on Yaj. III. 257, the sutra being P. M. S. 

XIII. 3. 10. Vide also Sastroktam j)halam prayoktari iti 

nyayenadhikarikartrgataphalajanaka devakupa-tadaga nir- 

mandayah ’ ( Mit. on Yaj. III. 327 ). This refers to Jaimini 

III. 7. 18-20, the first sutra which begins with :$astra- 

phalam prayoktari ’. On Yaj. III. 220 Mit. refers to the 

Jatestinyaya ( explained in H. of Dli. Vol. V. p. 1343 ). On 

Yaj. III. 226 the Mit. applies the Ratrisattranyaya for which 

vide H. of Dh. Vol. V. p. 1227. On Yaj. Ill. 298 the Mit. follows 

i^abara’s blulsija saying ‘ kim-iva vacanam na kuryat’. This 

is frequently mentioned by Sahara and Dharma^astra works 

(in slightly difi'ereut forms ). Vide H. of Dh. Vol. V p. 1345 

for references. The Masa-mudganya3’’a based on Jai. VI. 3. 20 

is relied upon by the Mit. on Yaj. II, 126 for an explanation 
of which vide H. of Dh. Vol. V. p. 1347. 

One of the well-known maxims of the Purvamimamsa is 

called ‘ Sarva^akha-pratyayanyaya ’ or ^akhantaradhika- 

raua-nyaya ( Purvamimamsa-sutra II. 4. 8-33 ). This means 

that all the Vakhas ( branches ) of the Veda and the Brahmana 

works attached to the Vedic recensions form one corpus, that 

such rites as Agnihotra or Jyotistoma are one and the same, 

though the details may vary here and there in the Vedic 

works. The Veda,ntasutra ( III. 3. 1-4 ) accepts the same 

position about the Upanisads as regards Upasanas. This 

maxim was extended to Smrtis also by such writers as ViSva- 

rupa, Medhatithi, Vijfianesvara and Apararka. The result 

was that an option was given where Smrti passages were in 

conflict, otherwise all details in the several works were to be 

added up. The Mit. on Yaj. III. 325®“* states this, as also on 

other occasions ( e. g. on Yaj. I. 4-5 ). Vide pp. 1272-74 of 

Vol. V of H. of Dh. for explanation and references. 

824 3TT«[?rilfT?T: , 3Trlr#PJ5 
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The Mit. quoies hundreds of verses simply as ‘ vacanam ’ 

or ‘ vacanat ’ or as ‘ smaraiia ’ or smrtyantaram ’ and some¬ 

times verses so referred to are well-known and are found in 

Smrtis like those of Manu and Narada. For example, on Yaj. 

I. 80, it quotes the verse ‘ Puman pum’sosdhike ’ as a vacana ; 

it is Manu III. 49. On Yaj. I. 87 the Mit. quotes ‘ Pragupa- 

nayanat... bhaksah ’ as sviarana though it is a well-known 

Sutra of Gaut. ( II. 1. ). On Yaj. II 305 the Mit. quotes ‘ Pado 

gacchati ... rajanam-rcchati ’ as a vacana, which is a well- 

known verse of Manu 8. 18 and Narada ( 3. 12 ). On Yaj. 

II. 49 Mit. quotes as a vacana ‘ Bharya putraSca dasa^ca &c ’ 

which is Manu IX. 416. On Yaj. I. 90 Mit. quotes as 

‘ smaraua ’ a half verse which is Manu X. 41. Some verses 

quoted as Manu’s are not found in the Manusmrti. For 

example, on Yaj. 1.179, averse ‘ Yathavidhi niyuktastu... 

vimSatim ’ is cited as Manu’s but it is not found in the present 

Manusmrti. In introducing Yaj. I. 217-218, Mit. quotes as 

Manu’s the verse ‘ Dadyad-aharahah ^raddham ’ ^c. which is 

not found in the Manusmrti. On Yaj. III. 18 the printed 

Mit. ascribes the verse ‘ asvargyam...caren-na tu ’ to Manu, 

but it is really Yaj. I. 156. On Yaj. I. 8 Mit. quotes ‘ Yatrai- 

kagrata tatraviie.sat ’ as from Patanjali’s sutra work. It is 

really a siitra of the Vedantasutra ( IV. 1. 11 ). 

On Yaj. I. 224 the Mit. quotes ‘ Vrddhau ca matapitarau... 

Manurabravit ’ as ‘ Samanadar^ana ’ ( meaning probably 

Manusmrti ). That verse is printed ( within brackets ) in 

several editions of the Manusmrti after XL 10 ( as in Mandlik’s 

and Nir. ed. with Kulluka’s com. ). It is possible that some 

of the mistakes pointed out above are due to scribes. Yaj. II. 

165 provides a fine of ‘ ardhatrayodasapana ’ for a cowherd 

through whose fault a cow oi* other domestic animal dies. The 

Mit. explains this as 134 panas, but the explanation of the 

Mit. is against the rules of grammarians (as laid down 

by the Vartika on Pan. II. 2. 24 and the Mahabhasya 

thereon ( Kielhorn vol. I p. 426 ), and vide H. of Dh. Vol. 

III. pp. 140, 499 and notes thereon. 

A striking feature of the Mit. may be noted here. 

The whole of the Mit. 23rinted at the Nir. Press (of 1926 ) 

with the text of Yaj. comes to 492 closely printed pages ; the 

acaradhytlya with 368 verses covers only 112 pages, the 2nd 

on Vyavahara with 307 verses occupies 181 pages, while the 

third adhyaya of 334 verses covers 199 jiages. That shows 
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that the Mit. spends nearly twice as many pages on the third 

adhyaya ( that has a lesser number of verses ) as on the 1st 

adhyaya. That also conveys that Praya^cittas and cognate 

matters had come to hold a far greater grip on Hindus at the 

end of the 11th century than in the days of ViiSvarupa, who 

devotes 201 pages to first adkydya of 363 verses, 98 pages only 

to Vyavahara (310 verses ), and 180 pages to 3rd adhyaya 

of 330 verses. 

As the Mitaksara names Visvarupa, Medhatithi and 

DhareSvara, it must have been composed after 1050 A. D. 

The Smrticandrika*^^ of Devannabhatta (which as will be seen 

later on was composed about 1200 A. D ) several times criti¬ 

cizes the views of the Mit., viz. the latter’s remarks that the 

giving of an additional share to the eldest son is disapproved 

of by the people, the reasons given for preferring the mother 

to the father and the definition of ddya. 

King Vikramaditya VI of the Calukya dynasty with 

his capital at Kalyana (or - ni ) ruled for about fifty years, 

from about 1076 A. D. to 1126 A. Fleet pointed out on. p. 

446 of Bombay Gazetteer ( vol. I, part 2 ) that the Vadageri In¬ 

scription proves that the coronation of Vikramaditya VI 

took place sometime before the 5th of the bright half of 

Phalguna in the year Xala, saka, 998 i. e. before the end of 

i^aka 999 ( current 1076-77 A. D. ), and that the Calukya 

"Vikrama era started very probably from Caitra-luddha 1 of 

825 miTi mpi: ... i 

51% I II- P- 266 ; 

... ^ 
II. p. 267; ‘ ?rTc%f- 

HT=fR’J|| 3TRTT 5 ^ ?fT’TK'6lf% 5lWRTT3rr%^^^f% Nilrt-Wl- 

it 511% %T%^W^TT2IJrf%r I ’ 

II. p. 297. 

826 Vide Bombay Gazetteer vol. I part 2 pp. 446-47 & 455. 

Chikkavadavatti is io the Mundargi Petha of the Dharwar District. 

It is inscribed on a slab built into the wall of Kalame^vara temple. 

Vide ‘ Indian Culture ", Vol. IV, for 1937 pp. 43-52 on Calukyas and 

their political relations with the contemporary Northern 

States. 
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the year Nala, saka 998 ( expired ), corresponding to 8th 

March 1070 A. D. As regards the date of his death it may be 

observed that the Chikkavadavatti Inscription (South Indian 

Inscriptions. Vol. XI part 2 No. 178 pp. 236-239 ) belongs to 

his reign and cites Calukya Vikrama year 51, Parabhava, 

Magha, Sukla 5, Wednesday, corresponding to 19th January 

1127 A. D. Since his son and successor Somelvara III is 

known to have counted Parabhava as his first regnal year 

( Bom. Gaz. Vol. I part II p. 455 ) the death of the father 

Vikrarnaditya VI and the accession of the son seem to have 

taken place between 19th January and March 14 ( end of 

Phalguna ) in 1127 A. D. This indicates that Vikrarnaditya 

passed away sometime between 20th January and 1st March 

of 1127. Therefore, it would be accurate enough to hold that 

Vikrarnaditya VI ruled from 1076 A. D. to 1126 A. D. The 4th 

verse®'^' at the end of the Mitaksara maybe translated thus: 

‘ On the earth, there never was, nor is, nor will hereafter exist 

a capital similar to Kalyana ; a king like Vikramarka was not 

seen or even heard ; and moreover another matter is that the 

Pandit ( called ) Vijnanesvara has no one else for comparison 

with him ; may this triad that is like Kalpalatika ( the fabu¬ 

lous desire-yielding plant ) firmly endure till the end of the 

world In verse 6 at the end Vijnaneivara prays ‘ May king 

Vikrarnaditya, whose feet are refulgent with the brilliance of 

the diadems on the heads of kings bowing down from the 

eastern ocean, protect as long as the moon and stars last the 

whole world from the Setu of Rama (in the South ), from the 

827 ^ 

I *1 RsiJT- 

II • The third quarter is defective 

as printed. There are various readings ; one is 

&c. The translation follows this. Another reading is 

' d ddd €l dT firdPlI gdTR ( cited in the com. of 

Jlitrainisra pub. in Chowkhamba Series ). 

In the above verse the word means pralaya in ‘ akalpam ’, in 

line 4 and it also means in ‘ Knlpalatihahalpam ’ ‘ a little less than ’ 

or ‘almost like’ acc. to Panini V. 3. 67 ‘ 

Jjr; ’ and Bhattoji instances ‘^^1 . The prayer 

ig ; may all these three yield all that people desire to secure from 

them for all time. 
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Himalaya (in the North ), from the Western ocean with its 

waves rising high on account of the movements of shoals of 

fishes. The prayer in verse 4 is expressly limited. Verse 6 

( at end ) expresses only a pious hope. No single Indian king 

can be said to have ruled during historical times over the 

country from the Himalayas down to BameSvara. 

The lowest limit for VijnaneSvara is provided by the fact 

that at the end of his work he refers to Vikramaditya 

Calukya who had become a great king and prays that the 

monarch may live long. As seen above the Calukya king 

passed away sometime in the first two months of 1127 A. D. 

Therefore, the completion of the work cannot be placed in any 

case beyond 1125-26 A. D. But such an erudite and exhaus¬ 

tive work cannot be completed in a short time. Therefore it 

would have to be held that the work was spread over some 

years and the period that can be properly assigned to its 

being undertaken and finished by a Pandita single-handed 

must be placed between 1100 to 1120 A. D. The present 

author holds that Dr. Derrett is wrong in following the late 

Professor R. Aiyangar in placing the Mitaksara between 

1121-25 ( as he does in J. I. H. vol. 30. pj). 35-55 at p. 36 ). 

No one has put forward any positive and reliable evidence 

for being so cocksure about the exact date of the Mitaksara. 

It is impossible to assign the completion of the Mitaksara to 

a date later than 1126 A. D. How much earlier it was com¬ 

pleted it is difficult to say. It mentions Dharelvara 

( Bhojadeva ) who ruled between about 1005-1054-55 A. D. 

Therefore the Mit. was composed some decades after 1055. 

That is all. There is no positive evidence to put it between 

1121-25 A. D. That is purely conjectural and arbitrary. 

There is no evidence to establish the exact time when the 

work was undertaken. 

The period of the writing of the 14 kandas of Kalpataru 

has to be placed at the earliest between 1125-1145 A. D. ( as 

argued below under the heading ‘ Kalpataru ’) i. e. some years 

later than the completion of the Mitaksara. In the colophons 

Vijnane^vara is described as Paramahaihsa and Parivrajaka 

( a sannyasin ). Acc. to the Anu^asanaparva ( 141. 89 ), the 

Vaikhanasasutra VIII. 9 and several other authorities asce¬ 

tics were of four grades, the last being called Paramahaihsa ; 

vide H. of Dh. Vol. II pp. 938-940. But, in medieval times 

and later all parivrajakas (ascetics ) were spoken of or 

H. D.-77 
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addressed as ‘ parafliahamsaIn verse 4 at the end he des¬ 

cribes himself as Paiidita. That tends to suggest that the 

work was undertaken when he was not an ascetic and became 

an ascetic about the time of the completion or after the comple¬ 

tion of the work. 

Dr. Derrett, in his paper (on ‘ New light on the Mitaksara 

as legal authority ’ ( in J. I. H. Vol. 30 pp. 85-55 ) holds that 

the comment in the Mit. on Yaj. II. 4 jiroves that Vijnane^vara 

was a judge ( note 6 p. 37 ). I regret that I cannot accept 

such a facile assumption. Yaj. II. 4. states that the sabhyas 

( members of the court of justice ) that give a decision opposed 

to the dicta of smrtis owing to partiality, greed or intimida¬ 

tion should each be ordered by the king to pay double the 

amount of fine that would be imposed on a defeated party 

and Yaj. II. 305 prescribes that the king should review a 

decision given through partiality &c. The Mit. adds the 

comment that this provision in II. 4 does not apply if the 

sabhas delivered a wrong decision through ignorance 

or folly. 

The Mit. expressly refers to the Mimarhsa rules ( about 

vidhi and niyama ). It says that as only three grounds are 

mentioned ( in Yaj. II. 4 ) the provision is to be restricted to 

these three and is not to he extended to cases of ajndna, moha 

and others. Manu IX. 231 deals with cases decided by 

sabhyas taking bribes and prescribes confiscation of all wealth 

and Manu IX. 234 provides that if a king’s minister or judge 

renders an improper decision the king should himself decide 

the matter correctly and im{>ose on him a fine of one thousand 

panas ( this contemplates cases other than those where bribes 

were accepted ). Narada ( SBE Vol. 33 p. 22 ) has similar 

provisions. For laying down such a provision and such 

distinctions ( on Yaj. II. 4 and 305 ) a very learned commenta¬ 

tor of the first quarter of the 12th century need not have been 

a judge at all. 

As to the question about Vijnane^vara’s original home 

and later habitation, if any, nothing definite can be asserted 

beyond this that he lived somewhere in Vikramaditya’s realm, 

probably not far from the capital Kalyaua (in the Bidar 

District ) in what was a few years ago the Nizam’s 

dominion. 
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lu the Preface to liis edition of Vyavaharakanda (publish¬ 

ed in 1953 ) Prof. Rangasvvami Aiyaugar makes the astound¬ 

ing assertion ( on p. VII ) ‘ In its ( Mitaksara’s ) concluding 

verses there is a reference to the Kalpavrksa ( the wish-yield¬ 

ing tree of Heaven ). which has given the title to Laksmi- 

dhara’s work Having undertaken to edit the big work of 

Laksmidhara, he was blind to the sliortcomings of the work 

and looked on every other work with a jaundiced eye. Verse 

four refers only to three, the capital, the king and the work of 

VijnaneSvara (the words are ‘ etattrayam ’ ) and the prayer is 

that all the three should ( like the desire-yielding heavenly 

plant ) last for ever, yielding the desires of those who might 

resort to them. Simply because the word ‘ Kalpalatika- 

kalpam ’ occurs, he jumps to the conclusion that the Kalpa- 

taru is referred to. It is childish like i^akuntala’s young 

son in Kalidasa’s play ( Act VII) who on being asked to mark 

the beauty of the figure of a bird ( sakuutalavannam ) asks 

‘ where is my mother ’ (i^akuntala ). Whether the Mitaksara is 

earlier or later than the Kalpataru cannot be determined by 

such ridiculous somersaults. It passes one’s understanding 

how a matter ( a work from the North ) comi)letely alien to 

all three ( Kalyana, king Vikramarka and the Mitaksara of 

Vijfianesvara ) was all of a sudden thrust in a pious prayer in 

verse 4 by Vijfianesvara himself, losing all sense of context, 

relevance and propriety and admitting ( if Prof. Aiyangar’s 

suggestion be accepted ) that his own work was inferior to it 

(as ‘ Kalpalatika-kalpam ’ would mean, if Kalpalatika is 

taken as standing for the tvoric KaApaUira ). 

The editor ( Prof. R. Aiyangar ) was hasty in hi.s remarks 

in several places. One striking example may be briefly 

mentioned here. In the Introduction to Rajadharma-kanda 

p. 19 he quotes Raghuvaihsa IV. 12 ‘ raja prakrtirafijanat 

In this Kalidasa follows what is stated in the Mahabharata. 

I^antiparva ( in 59. 125 ) states ‘ ranjitdsca prajdh sarvas- 

tena rajeti ^abdyate ’ and in 57.11, ’ lokarafijanam-evatra 

rajfiam dharmah sanatanah’). In the footnote 2 on that page 

Prof. Aiyangar says that this etymology is found in 

Yaska. One does not know whence he got this. The Nirukta 

II. 3 ( of Yaska ) derives ' Rajan ’ from the root ‘ raj ’. * 

Further, Prof. Aiyaugar himself shows (in Intro, to Dana- 

kauda p. 37 ) ’ that by 1118 A. D. Vikramaditya had recon¬ 

quered almost the whole of Vehgi and his territory had then 
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really extended frdm the Western to the Eastern Deccan as 

prayed for in the panegyric of Vijnane^vara. This statement 

of the editor strongly supports the present author’s view 

that the Mit. was completed before 1120 A. D. and the 

period during which it was begun and completed must be 

1100-1120 A. D. 

Two inscriptions have been relied upon by some writers in 

connection witli Vijnanesvara. The dlutgi Inscription cited 

in E. I. volume 15 pp. 26-32 is in two parts and contains 

two dates. The first date is Calukya Vikrama year 4 ( i. e. 

1079 A. D. ) in which a gift was made to the temple of 

Rame^vara, the trustee being Yogesvara-paiidita, the 

Sisyaparampara being as follows ; Bhujangadattasisya Tri- 

locanadeva, .“^isya Balasnryarya, his pupil Ka^inira paudita- 

deva, hissisya Bhaira\ apanditadeva, sisya Yogesvara-Pandita- 

deva (to whom the gift was entrusted ). The second date is 

Calukya Vikrama year 35 ( i. e. 1110 A. D. ), where another 

gift to the same temple was made and the trustee was Acale- 

^vara-Pauditadeva, who was the disciple of Yogeivara Pandita- 

deva. In this there is hardly anything positive to show that 

Yogelvara-paudita is the same as Vijnanesvara, author of the 

Mitaksara. The Martur*^* inscription of Calukya Vikrama 

year 48 ( i. e. 1124 A. D. ) mentioned by Mr. P. B. Desai in the 

Karnataka Historical Review ( Vol. II No. Ip. 48 ) has not 

yet been publi.shed. I learn on inquiry that in this record it 

is stated that Rama, Soma, Morsing and Biraja were the 

sons of Kainbha and Ketikabbe, that Kamcha himself was the 

son of Somaraja of Maseyamadu in Attali—nadu and his wife 

Bhagyavauite and that he belonged to the KauSikagotra. In 

the later part the record states that Bibiraja ( who was said a 

few lines before to have been one of the sons of Kamcha ) was 

the son (Maga) of Vijnanesvara Bhattarakadeva; so it follows 

that Kamcha and VijnaneSvara-bhattaraka were one and the 

same person. It may be mentioned that the Inscription states 

that Vijnanesvara was the paramaradhya ( i. e. most revered 

one ) of the ruling king Vikramaditya. It is quite likely 

that this Vijnanesvara =Bhattaraka was the same as the 

Vijnanesvara of the Mitaksara. But there is no convincino- 
I___ O 

828 I am highly obliged to Dr. G. S. Gai, Govt. Epigraphitt at 

Ootacamund, for oommaoioating to me the details of the yet ud- 

published Martur Inscriptions. 
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ground for the identity of the two. There is also one difficulty. 

The colophons of the Mit. describe the author to have been 

VijnaneSvara Bhattaraka ( an ascetic ), son of PadmanCMta- 

bhatta of the Bharadvajagotra, while in the Martur Inscript- 

tion Kamcha is said to be the son of Somaraja of the Kausika- 

gotra. So one cannot convince a doubter that the two are 

identical. It is possible that Somaraja might have borne 

another name ( such as Padmanabha ) and that there might 

have been an adoption ( so that the gotra was changed ), But 

these are guesses and there is no strong evidence. 

Out of the numerous commentaries on the Mit. those of 

ViSve^vara, Nandapamlita and Balambhatta are the most 

famous. FfJe sections 93, 105, 111. Considerations of space 

preclude any detailed statement of the doctrines peculiarly 

associated with the name of Vijnanesvara. There are, however, 

some which must be mentioned. He laid down ( on Yaj. I. 52 ) 

that wherever the word sa/nnchi, occurred, it denoted either 

directly or mediately connection with particles of one bodv 

( i. e. blood-relationship with an ancestor ). He also strictly 

adheres to the principle that propinquity is the guiding 

principle in matters of inheritance and succession. He divides 

ddya into apraHhan<lh<i^ and mpratibamlhu and affirmed that 

sons, grandsons and great-grandsons acquired by birtli owner¬ 

ship in ancesti'al property. On all these matters he is diame¬ 

trically opposed to Jimutavahana. 

Aufrecht in his great catalogue makes conflicting state¬ 

ments about a work called Asaucadasaka, On I. ji. 55 he 

notes that Asaucadasaka is a work of Harihara with a com¬ 

mentary by Vijnanesvara and again on I. ]>. 571 he ascribes 

A^aucadaisaka-tlka to Vijuauesvara. On I. p. 762 he ascribes 

the Asaucadasaka and Dasaslokivivarana to Harihara and 

appears to distinguish him from that Harihara who composed 

a bhasya on Paraskaragvhyasiitra. On I. }). 795 he corrects 

himself by saying that Harihara wrote only the commentary 

on the Asaucadasaka and that the latter is identical with the 

Dasaslokivivarana. On III. p. 121 he is doubtful whether 

the Asaucadasaka is a work of VijnaneSvara. In tlie Govt. Mss. 

library atthe B. O. K. 1., Poona, there is an ancient Ms. (No. 196 

of 1884-1887 ) of the AsaucadaSaka.*^^ It was copied in miuvut 

829 The Ma. begins : | 

( Contin'ued on the next paye ) 
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1578 MargaSii'^a (*i. e. December 1522 A. D. ). It distinctly 

says that Vijnanesvarayogiii composed in ten >^’ardfilavdkridita 

stanzas a work on dsaitca and that Harihara composed a 

commentary on it. In the Bhadkamkar collection there is an 

old Ms. of the Aiaucadagaka, the colophon of which ascribes 

the work to VijuaneSvara. Vide I. O. cat. p. 565, No. 1749 

for a ms. of Alaucadasaka with Harihara’s commentary dated 

sa/nvat 1580 ( 1532-33 A. D. ). That the Asaucadaifaka was a 

very popular work follows from the several commentaries 

thereon that are available even now. Raghunatha,®®° sou of 

Madhava and nephew of the famous Narayanabhatta, compos¬ 

ed a commentary on the DasaSloki in Sake 1500 ( No. 82 of A. 

1882-83 in the Govt. Mss. lib. at the B. O. R. I. Poona ). There 

is another commentary on the same work by Bhattoji ( No. 99 

of 1882-83 at the B. O. R. I. Poona ). Harihara quotes in his 

bhasya besides several well-known smrtikaras, a work 

called Visvarlarsa ( folio 4b Harihara, the commentator 

of the Paraskarasgrhyautra, is described as the pu]hl of 

Vijuanesvara in several mss. Harihara in his bhasya on 

Paraskaragihya quotes Vijuane§vara and Kalpataru. The 

Visviidar^a praises Vijhane^vara very highly.®®" Therefore, it 

appears that Vijuane^vara composed the A^aucadagaka alias 

Da^aMoki and that Harihara, who was either Vijuane^vara's 

( Gonti'iiued from the previous page ) 

^jTJrrf &c. The 

colophon at the end is : 

TTtTTHT I 

830 T.ldTM' cnticizee ‘ 

f^fStlJpq^’ folio 19b. 

8.3-2 mi % lwrd^fsr7:f%%?iTf3 J??dl *1^*73: ^rrdr%3Tnf% 37?n 

I (fT'OT ? ) ?7T*75rr»Tr^ 

II IV. 52; ^ mi 

hrt ^iA*rrid w =4’ tjt 

ftldlTTOf^S m\ ?7ig5»73*fI5?T qq 5P7^Ito 

51IF=?jffldT: II 1118. of ( in BhadUamkai- collection ). 
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pupil or not very far removed from him ( as he is quoted by 

Hemadri) composed a commentary thereon. The first verse 

of the DaSaSloki is cited below as a specimen of the concise 

style attempted by the author.®"^ The text of the Dala;§loki 

is given on pp 832-833 of volume 4 of the H. of Dh. 

Aufrecht (11. p. 50 and I. p. 236 ) credits Vijilane^vara 

with a bhasya on Trirhsat-sloki, a work in thirty 

Sragdhara stanzas on ainv.i'n. This work together with the 

commentary was printed in pothi size at Benares in sa/nvat 

1918 ( 1861-62 A. D. ). The printed text contains®^* the same 

colophon at the end and date as the D. C. ms. No. 217 of 

1879-80, which was copied in sathvat 1711 Caitra (i. e. April 

1655 A. D.). It is extremely doubtful, however, whether 

Vijnane^vara wrote a bhasya on the Trim^at-sloki. In the 

bhasya Vijnanesvara and the Mitaksara. are cited by name.*®^ 

The manner of referring to them rather suggests that the 

commentary on the Trim^at-i§loki was composed by some 

person other than Vijuane^vara, who, however, drew largely 

on the Mit. There is a ms. of the Trimiat-§loki with a com¬ 

mentary in the Bhau Daji collection which is ascribed to 

Hemadri on the cover (vide BBRAS. cat. vol. II. p. 209, 

No. 667 ). 

In the Madras Govt. mss. library there is a ms. of the 

VyavaharaSiromaui of Narayana, who says that he learnt 

dharmaSastras under Vijnanesvara ( adhitya dharmaSastrani 

Vijnane§vara-sadguroh ). The work deals with the vyavahdra 

portion and was composed for the benefit of the un-initiated 

(balabodhartham ). The ms. contains the portion dealing 

with the king's duty to look into the disputes of people, the 

833 

834 

835 

Pig; I iricftJfT srr^ 

The colophon is • 

’TF; 11 P' *'1*® prinletl text and 2 b of the ms. The 

versa referred to is HI. 18. On verse 14 of the 

we have ‘ 3(TRlilPIvgT^;5rBfTT ... -f ^ RR^TcI. II 

Rldl^Tpn ’ p. 9 b of the printed text and 

5 a of the ms. 
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time for dolrr^r that, sabha, definition of prad-vivaka (judge ), 

tlie jdaiiit and its defects, dsalha ( restraint of the defendant ), 

means oi [ roof, tlie eighteen titles of law, rnadana, niksepa 

samljhdya-samuttlKina, dattilpradanika, ahhyupetya-afiulrusa, 

vetanasya-auapakarma, asvamivikraya, vikriyasaihpradana, 

kritvauusaya, saraayasyanapakarma, simavivada, stri-puih- 

sayoga, dayavibhaga. The work breaks off in the middle of 

the explanation of the verse ‘ patni duhitarascaiva.’ He clo¬ 

sely follow,s the Mitaksara in all that he says; but in one place 

he e::) ressly differs from his teacher, viz. whereas the Mitak- 

sarn mentions four different times for partition, Narayana 

says that there are really two times of partition, when the 

father desires ['artition and when the son or sons desire it.*®® 

On sn,nJihfijyihSdnmUhtlnn he quotes a passage from Kautalya 

(the ms. uses this form ), which agrees closely with the print¬ 

ed text ( vide xVrthasclstra III. 14, p. 186, ed. by Shama 

Sastrl 

72. Kamadhenu 

This was an early and large digest on various branches of 

Dharmasastra. Unfortunately no ms. of it has been recovered 

so far, but it has been profusely quoted by a large number of 

writers on the several topics of Dharmasastra. Unexpected 

light has been thrown on it by the publication of the Brahma- 

carikhuda of the Kalpatarvr, composed by Laksmidhara, the 

chief niii.iiti'iih of the Gfthadvala king Govindachandra of 

Kanyaknbj.a ( Kanoj ) and Ranaras. In verse 10 of the Intro¬ 

duction to Rrahmacarikaiida he says ‘ by him this Kalpa- 

vrksa is s'tread ( tanynM kfdpavrksah )’. In verse 11 he says 

that a friend of his called Gopala coinjiosed a digest based on 

Smrtis and added his own remarks in prose ( Gopalastad- 

vaj'asyah avakrti-viracanam vakyarupena cakre ) and that 

‘ this digest will be coini)Osed and it will delight learned men ’ 

^ g | H ^ 
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( ‘ Vibudhajaaamanohari /i;(Z'/‘is?/ft<es,vtt')ii...j'rabandhali ’ verse 

11 ). In verses 12 and 13 he names three works viz. Mahar- 

uava, Kamadhenu and Ratnamala. 

Some later writers appear to ascribe the Kamadhenu to 

Gopala e. g. the Vyavahararatuakara'*®* (pioted below does so. 

It may be stated that Laksmidhara makes disparaging 

remarks about his friend’s work ( in Introductoiy verse II ) 

and that in the Kalpataru which extends over hundreds of 

printed pages neither Kiimadhenu nor Gopala is mentioned by 

name even once, though on his own showing the Kamadhenu 

had been completed b}' the time Lak.smidbara became chief 

mantrin of Govindaeandra, after sanguinary battles in which 

he boasts that he had killed one hundred thousand ( or several 

hundred thousands ) of his king’s enemies and undertook the 

composition of his huge digest, which must surely have taken 

about twenty years for being completed. Laksmidhara’s 

patron, the Gahadvala king Govindaeandra, ruled from 1114 

A. D. up to about 1155 A. D. ( as will be shown later under 

Kalpataru ). Therefore, it is proper to hold that the Kama¬ 

dhenu must have been composed about 1100 A. D. some years 

before the Kalpataru was begun ( probably some years after 

1114 A. D. when Govindaeandra became king ). 

Sridharacarya, author of Smvtyarthasara ( verses 4 and 

5 ), mentions Kamadhenu among the authors and works on 

which he relies.The Haralataof Aniruddhabhatta, the Guru 

of king Ballalasena of Bengal, who composed his Danasagara 

in Saha 1091 ( 1169 A. D. ), mentions Kamadhenu among the 

works he consulted and refers to its views several times. 

838 g^rfer 

?T: I ^ WRTTSTfnr ^ 

^ ^ II 

( Mitia’s Xotices vol. VI, p. 66 ). The words underlined are parono- 

mastic, one meaning referring to names of works: ‘ Gopala is here 

indicated as author of Kamadhenu. The other sense of Gopala is ; 

Krsna who takes delight in cow.s ( as said in the Puranas and 

legends ). 

839 51^ t( )s5’dr i 

( lat'O- '-o'-^es 4-5 of Ananda. 

^rama ed.). 

H. D,—78 
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The Vivfldaratnakara of Candesvara relies upon the 

Kamadhenu several times.In the llajaiiltiratnakara of 

Cande^vara ( ed. by Jayaswal, 1924 ) Rajaniti-Kamadhenu 

is quoted ( on p. 2 ) for the definition of raja ) and on p. 5 

the same work is quoted for describing the two kinds of 

‘ adhiSvara ’ ( overlord ). Besides, the same work on p. 81 

mentions the idea of Gopala, Laksmidhara and ^rikara that in 

the king’s wealth all beings, poor, hel[)less and others have a 

share and on p. 84 of the same work the view of early Gopala 

is again mentioned as to the rites of coronation mentioned in 

works on Rajaniti being merely illustrative and that a king 

may be proclaimed to be so according to the special usages of 

countries and families by being merely seated on a throne.®** 

Many Dharmasastra works do not expressly state that 

Kamadhenu was composed by Gopfxla. Therefore, the ques¬ 

tion about the authorship of the Kamadhenu has to he 

dealt with. 

The reply is that, bearing in mind the paronomastic verse 

of the Vyavahararatnakara cited above, and the facts that the 

Brahmacarikanda of the Kalpataru expressly mentions Gopala 

as a friend of Laksmidhara and also mentions the Kamadhenu 

in verses 10 and 11 and does not expressly name anyone else 

as the author of the Kamadhenu and as no early work ascribes 

it to any other person the authorship of Kamadhenu, it 

should be held that Gopala is the author of the Kamadhenu. 

Aufrecht in his great Catalogue ( I. 93 ) ascribed the 

authorship of the Kamadhenu to i^ambhu. Whence he derived 

this information is not clear, i^ambhu is credited by the 

Smrticandrika with the authorship of a Smrti digest ( vide 

above under orikara ) and the Smrtyarthasara names him as 

one of its authorities. Therefore, i^ambhu is certainly earlier 

840 ^ 5ft (^1?) 4 'rffr^nfr: i 

( verse at end ). There is a play oa the words 

( 4.c-9dh ) and TTRSTIcT which are names of works on Dharmasastra 

also ; vide t^^:R;TplR pp. 78, 80, l3.o, 651 for other references to 

Kamadhenu, 

ifi<Tr^Ra ^?R\g‘^R5r?rR 

dd^ld^Rlf^frf I pp. 84-85. 

841 
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than 1150 A. D. The Smrtyarthasara mentions both l$ambhu 

and Kamadhenu as its atithorities. If Sambhu were the 

author of the Kamadhenu according to the Smrtyarthasara, 

he would not havm been separately mentioned among its 

authorities by the Sinrtyarthasara ; so I am inclined to hold 

that Sambhu was not the author of Kamadhenu, but it was 

Gopala who was the author of that work. 

It may be noted that the Krtyaratnakara®'^" of Cande^vara 

regards the Kamadhenu as holding the same position ( or 

authority ) as the King ( i. e. Bhoja ) 

As the Kamadhenu had been completed some years at 

least before the project of the Kal{)ataru was started and as it 

is several times quoted in the Haralata of Aniruddha it cannot 

be placed later than about 1100 A. D. It cannot be earlier 

than that date since it is not mentioned by Medhatithi, the 

Mitaksara or by Apararka. It may, therefore, be assigned to 

the period 1100-1110 A. D. 

In the edition of the 1st volume of this history, the 

present author had quoted from a ms. of the Kalpataru 

( Benares College transcript ) that the Kalpataru referred to 

the views of Praka^a, Halayudha, Kamadhenu and Parijata. 

In his edition of the Kalpataru on Vyavahara, Prof. Aiyangar 

( pp. 394-398 ) tries to show that the mss of the Kalpataru 

( which were only a few ) were in bad shape and he held the 

ms. of Kalpataru had been tamj^ered with when it mentioned 

‘Praka^a, Halayudha-Kamadhenu-Parijataprabhrtayah’ (vide 

p. 395 of the edition of Kalpataru on Vyavahara). About 

the Kamadhenu and Prakasa at least, merely saying that the 

passage about them was later interpolated would not help the 

editor at all, as both are expressly named in the Introductory 

verses of the Brahmacarikauda. The Prakasa is referred to in 

several ways as Smrti-3Iaharnava or simi^ily Maharuava or as 

Smrti-Maharuava-prakasa^^^or as simply Prakasa. The Maha- 

p. 30. 

843 Though the Vivadaratnukara and other Ratnukaras of Canie^vara 

generally refer to Prakasa only, yet Can ie^vara in his Krtyarafcna- 

kara ( p. 329) speaks of Suirtimaharnavaprakasa in the words 
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riiava is expressly mentioned in Introductory verses 12-13 to 

the Brahmacarikaiida. Tiie Maliarnava is also mentioned at 

p. 134 of the Bi'ahmaCcirikjlri'la. The 3Iaharnava-prakasakara 

is expressly referred to in the <Sraddhak;rnda ( on p. 262 ) of 

the Kalpataru. The editor cites no grounds for holding that 

Parijata is a late work. 

It is not necessary for me to establish that the passage is 

genuine and so I leave it out of account altogether. From 

the Brahmacarikaiida it is clear that the Kamadhenu itself had 

been composed some decades before the vast digest called 

Kalpataru was completed. It follows from what is stated 

above that at least three out of the four works and authors 

mentioned in the passage are certainly older than the Kalpa¬ 

taru and that the 4th viz Halayudha might have been a 

junior contemporary of Lak,smidhara. Evidence of comparati¬ 

vely early works is set out below that works composed about 

1150-1170 A. D. frequently cite the Kamadhenu but they do 

not cite the Kal|.iataru even once. 

The bad state of the mss. of the Kalpataru will be briefly 

indicated under the section ‘ Kalpataru ’. The Brahmacari¬ 

kaiida of the Kalpataru is based on a single defective ms. as 

mentioned in a footnote on p. 279 of the edition. The Kama¬ 

dhenu has been quoted or referred to very early after 1100 

A. D. A few instances may be cited. 

Aniruddhabliatta was a yitro, of king Ballalasena of 

Bengal (as stated in verses 6 and 7 of the Diinasagara,^^* which 

he composed in Sake 1091 ( i. e. 1169 A. D. ) with the assistance 

of his (jura. Aniruddha is the author of two works viz. 

Haralatfi and Pitrdayita. Therefore, these works'^*® must be 

3^: II 

ffqrg^rJTrfd II ... 

WSBTT I R'd.lddT tl 

v-ei'-eB 6-7, 9. 

845_ (1) 

1 fR?5dr p. 41; 

TddTH fdfedlH dlfd 

( Vontinueil on tlie next paje ) 
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assigned to about 1150-1170 A. D. The Haralata on pp. 41, 

117, 174 mentions Kamadhenu expressly, as the quotations 

cited below will show and does not mention the Kalpataru 

at all. 

The Chandogahnika®^® of^rldatta (about 1270-1300 A. D.) 

mentions the Kamadhenu several times ( e. g. on pp. 12, 16, 

17, 22, 24, 46, 58 &c ) and the first verses of that work and of 

Pitrbhakti are interesting because they mention the doctrines 

of Gopala and Bhupala ; Bhiipala is Bhoja and Gopala is the 

author of the Kamadhenu. One or two striking references to 

the Kamadhenu are cited below in the footnote. 

The Ratuakaras of Candesvara frequently quote the 

Kamadhenu. The Krtyaratuakara mentions it on pp. 30 and 

299. The Vivadaratuakara mentions Kamadhenu very often 

as on pp. 80, 114, 135, 150, 409, 651. The Daiidaviveka of 

Vardhamaua quotes Kamadhenu 25 times and whenever the 

Kamadhenu and Kalpataru are mentioned together it puts 

Kamadhenu first; vide pp. 28, 34, 71, 138, 176, 217. 

But it seems to me that they are identical. Aufrecht in 

his great catalogue (I. 93) ascribes the authorship of the 

Kamadhenu to Sambhu. Whence he derived this information 

is not clear. The authors and works cited by him do not, so 

far as I know, ascribe the Kamadhenu to tSambhu. It is true 

that i^ambhu is credited by the Smrticandrika with a digest 

on dharraasdstra ( vide note 563 above) and the Smrtyartha- 

sara also names him as one of the authorities on which it 

( Gontinaed from the prcvioas 'page ) 

SfT3f^ I 117 ; vide also 5^55^7 pp. 173-74. 

fqqrRq II first verse of fqgqTr%; 
^ai: q7;T'inR[ ^ 1 

9 9r3t verse of 35^flTII§qi. 

^ i^f%cT ^1% ii^Tiafecfiiq nrwaratiqiiTqrR 

t p. 16 ( ^’ir. od. ). 
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relies. Hemadri^^^ also tells us that S’ambhu was a nibandha- 

kdra and refuted the views of Medhatithi on Manu III. 125. 

The Smrticandrika frequently cites the views of Sambhu on 

vyavahara and generally refutes them. For example, on the 

word ‘pitarau’ occurring in Ysij. II. 135, Samblm remarked 

that no ditt'erence should be made between the parent’s 

( father and mother ) as heirs, since whoever out of them took 

the wealth of their son it would come to both.^^^ Vide also 

Smrticandrika II, pp. 205, 216. Therefore i^ambhu also, being 

mentioned by the Smrticandrika and the Smrtyarthasara, is 

certainly earlier than 1150 A. D. In this state of the autho¬ 

rities I am doubtful whether >^ambhu was the author of the 

Kamadhenu. I am inclined to hold that he was not the author 

of that work and that Gopala was the author. This conclusion 

is somewhat strengthened by the fact that the Smrtyrtha- 

sara mentions both Kamadhenu and Sambhn as authorities 

on which it relies. If Samblm had been, in the opinion of the 

Smrtyarthasara the author of the Kamadhenu, the mention of 

both would have been superfluous. Mr. Jayasval (in JBORS 

for 1927, vol. XIII, parts 3-4, p. VII ) ascribes the Kama¬ 

dhenu to Bhoja, but this is wrong ( vide p. 277, note 576 ). 

As the Kamadhenu is named as an authority by the Kalpa- 

taru and the Haralata it is certainly not later than 1100 A.D. 

It cannot be very much earlier since it is not mentioned by 

Medhatithi and the Mitaksara. It may therefore be assigned 

to the period between 1000 and 1100 A, D. 

7 3. Halayudha 

Several Halayudhas flourished at different times. Chro¬ 

nology being rather uncertain those of them that have some 

bearing on Dharmasastra would be dealt with in one place 

though an attempt will be made to assign to them approxi¬ 

mately definite times as far as possible. 

847 ^1 II ^ 

III. I. p. 1148; 

| III. 1. p. 1331. 

PilW 'ivh'^ ^FT I II. p. 298. 
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The Vivadaratnakara of Candeivara mentions Halayndha 

dozens of times. In the Smrtisara of Harinatha®^® Halayudha- 

nibandha on possession is quoted. The Smrtisara also says 

(folio 140 a ) that Halayndha favoured niyoga by the widow 

of a son-less deceased person and deprived the widow of su¬ 

ccession to her deceased husband if she did not submit to 

niyoga. This was the view of Dharesvara also. According 

to Halayudha®"® parents suceee.led before brothers to a deceas¬ 

ed person if the property in the hands of the deceased was 

ancestral, but that if it was acquired without detriment to 

ancestral property then brothers succeeded even before 

parents, Halayndha is cited in the Vivadaclntamani also 

e. g. Halayudha^®^ held the view that the verse of Yaj. (II. 

126 ) was intended to convey that where joint property was 

concealed by a member and was discovered after partition, he 

did not incur the guilt of theft. This same view was held by 

Jitendriya and others. Raghunandana quotes Halayudha in 

his Divyatattva, Dilya tattva and Vyavaharatattva. The Vira- 

mitrodaya®^^ also quotes Halayudha. 

The name Halayudha ( an epithet of Balarama, the brother 

of Krsna ) was a common one in India and therefore there are 

several eminent authors named Halilyudha. Great confusion 

is due to this and is increased by unscrupulous writers fawn¬ 

ing upon patrons. This will be briefly illustrated here. 

848 I gT%: Wn 

1 mr; .... 
fIcT I ^ JtflHI- 

I ( b O. cat. No. 301, folio 107 b ). 

850 rlraft h 

I folio 1401>. 

851 3l7^TV5TTUf^-.-fiferf^: II 

I p. 143. Vide qwdtd 

( p. 182 Jirananda, vol. II ) for the same view of 

852 ‘ T(ITKIS Tudl^KT I 

flrf I ’ !'• 254 ; p. 572 says read in 

iig 2. 207 ?r pRfai: for ?T fd^T^: ( pHTTiJr: ). 
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The first Hahiyudha is the author of Kavirahasya, edited 

by Souriudramohan Tagore in 1879 ( with an Introduction in 

English ) and by Heller in 1900. This contains only 271 

verses. It illustrates the several forms of San.skrit roots in 

several conjugations and connects all verses with Krsna, a 

Eastrakuta king of the Deccan (Daksinapatlia). This was 

most probably Eastrakuta emperor Krsna whose dates range 

from 940 A. D. to 959 A. D. (vide JBBRAS, Vol. 18 p. 239, 

I. A. Vol. XI [I. 109 and Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar’s Report, 

1883-4 pp. 8--9). In another work called Mi-tasaujivam 

attributed to him (which is a commentary on Piiigala’s 

Chandahsiitra ) there is an illustrative verse praising Munja 

alias Vakpatiraja. Munja was killed between 994-997 A D, by 

Tailapa. Therefore, this author flourished in the latter half 

of the 10th century A. D. Vide Cat. of mss. in the Bombay Asi¬ 

atic Society’s library by Prof. H. D. Velankar ( 1926 ) Vol. 1 

part 2. It begins with the famous verse ‘ ’• He 

has little to do with Dharmaiastra. 

But the Introduction { pp. I-VT ) to the Kavirahasya has 

some interesting features. It repeats the story of king Adi^ura 

of Gauda bringing five learned Brilhmanas of Kanoj for a 

Vedic sacrifice and of his grant of five villages to the five 

brahmanas that enabled them to stay in Gauda. It is further 

narrated (in the Intro.) that the foremost among those five 

brahmanas was Bhatta Narayana of the i^audilya-gotra and 

the rich and famous Tagore’s claim descent from that Narayana. 

The Intro, states that his works were Prayogaratua, Gobhila- 

sutrabhasya, Kaiimaranamuktivicara and the drama Veni- 

saihhara and that Halayudha was 16th in descent from that 

Narayana. In a note it is stated that Halayudha wa.s 12th 

in descent from Narayana, according to another account. In 

this all chronology is thrown to the winds and entirely false 

claims to the authorship of famous works like the Prayogaratna, 

the drama Venisamhara and several other well-known works 

like the Bhaminivilasa and Rasagaiigadhara are advanced. 

Narayanabhatta,bornin 1513 A.D. was the author of Prayogara¬ 

tna, his father was a Mahar.astra brahmana from Pratisthana 

(modern Paithan on the Godavari) and migrated to Benares. 

That establishes that the work was composed in the 16th 

century. The author of the Venisamhara was a Narayana, 

no doubt. He flourished about a thousand years before the 

author of the Prayogaratna, as passages from the Venisamhara 
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are quoted in the Dhvanyaloka (latter half of 9th century ) 

and in the Kavyalankarasutravrtti of Vamana (about 8th 

century). Further, on p. 2 of the Introduction ( to the 

Kavirahasya) the Halayudha of that work is regarded as 

identical with the author of the Brahtnanasarvasva. But the 

gotra of that Halayudha was Vatsya, while the gotra of the 

Tagores is l^aiidilya. These writings of the matchmakers of 

Bengal and of the unscrupulous sycophants and panegyrists 

of rich families are often worthless for chronological purposes. 

Vide the paper of Jogendracandra Ghosh (in I. C. Vol. I 

pp. 502-6 ) which tries to show that there were three or four 

Haiayudhas in the latter part of the 12th century A. D. and 

the first half the 13th century A. D. 

Another Halayudha, the author of the famous work called 

Brahmanasarvasva, is an important one among the authors 

named Halayudha. An excellent edition of that work edited 

by Dr. Durgamohan Bhattacarya was recently published) 1960) 

in the Sanskrit Sahitya Parishad Series ( Calcutta ) with an 

exhaustive Introduction ( pp. IIl-XLV ), brief table of con¬ 

tents, the text (330 pages), an Index of the Vedic Mantras and 

other verses occurring in the work. The Brahmanasarvasva is 

referred to several times by Raghunandana e. g. ( vol. I. ) in 

Shnikatattva pp. 378, 389,423, ini^raddhatattvap. 242. Barely 

Raghunandana finds fault with it as on *^raddha (vol. I. p. 313). 

Raghunandana mentions the Brahmanasarvasva also in (Vol. 

II) iSuddhi p. 315, Yajurvedi^raddha p. 492 and the Panditasa- 

rvasva in Vol. I. p. 531 (PrayaScittatattva ). A ^’evasarvasva 

is mentioned in Mathapratistha ( vol. II. p. 618 ), but whether 

it is the same as the i§aiva-sarvasva mentioned by the 

Brahmanasarvasva cannot be proved (though probably it is 

the same). He belonged to the Vatsya gotra and his father 

Dhananjaya was Dharmadhyaksa (verse 5 of Intro, to 

Brahmanasarvasva ). 

On him the king bestowed, while he was young, the post 

of ‘ Mahamahattaka ’ and later conferred on him ' Dharmadhi- 

kara ’ (the office of deciding difficult matters of Dharma or 

the office of a judge ). Vide for the office of ‘ Mahamahattaka’ 

the Bodh Gaya Inscription dated in Laksmanasena year 74 in 

E. I. vol. III. p. 27 at p. 30. It may be noted that Brhaspati 

prescribes that the king should build his palace in the middle 

of the fort and should have the sahhd ( hall of justice ) to the 

H. D.—79 
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east of the palace and the hall shoiihl face the east; and, 

Katyayana states that the sabha is called ‘ Dharmadhikaraiia ’ 

where the decision of the truth of the root (of dis}>utes ) is carri¬ 

ed on by considering the rules of sacred law. Halayudha had 

two elder brothers *'^® Paiupati and Tsana, of whom the former 

composed Sraddha-krtya -paddhati and Pakayaiua-})addhati 

and the latter the Dvijahuika-jiaddhati. He tells us in the 

Brahmanasarvasva that he composed IMimamsfisarvasva, 

Vaisnavasarvasva, i^aivasarvasva, Panditasarvas\ a.®"^ None of 

these four works has been printed so far and even JIss. of them 

are rare ( vide Dr. P>hattaeharya’s Preface to P)r. Sarvasva ). 

For the genealogy of Hahiyudha, vide J.A.S.B. (New 

Series ) Vol. XI. p. 332 where a long pedigree is given by 

M. M. Chakravarti, which is based on the chart drawn up by 

Bharatacandrasiromani for his patron, Prasanuakumara 

Tagore and printed at the beginning of his edition of the Dftya- 

bhaga (in 1363 ). It has been shown above how such genea¬ 

logies are often unreliable. Halayudha’s father was Dhanan- 

jaya who had three sons.... Pa^upati, T^ana and Halayudha. 

Halayudha mentions Pa^upati as ‘ agraja ’ ( eldest or elder ) 

in verse 24 of Bt. SAR. and refers to his work called ‘ puddhati 

on ^raddha. Pa^upati’s paddhati is mentioned in ( vol. I) 

i^raddhatattva p. 213 and Pasupati is named in vol. II) in 

Udvahatattva p. 147 and Yajurvedi^raddhatattva pp. 490- 

494. Pasupati also composed ‘ Paka-yajna’ paddhati ( vide ) 

Intro, verse 43 to Br. Sarvasva ). Isaua-nyayacrirya is men¬ 

tioned in ( Vol. I ) >‘3raddhas p. 313 and ( vol. II ) in Udvaha 

853 "SFF Tg;3tTl%^- 

fir-in i verse -24. 

■'TrU'qifl M verse 19. 

On p. 7 and p. 10 of tlie Brahmanasarvasra Hal.ayudha clearly sets 

forth his object ( which is of a limited scope ) in composing the work 

as follows ^5-fMsjflRflT I fllWtTT- 

55fF?lTJTlTq?l^*3; I ( P- 7 verse 44 ) ; 
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p. 135. He is probably the same as the brother of Halayudha. 

In verse 24 of the Br. Sarvasva Halayudha states that his 

brother Isana wrote Dvijahnikapaddhati. 

The chief object*’^ of the Brahmaiiasarvasva is to explain 

the meaning of the mantras used by Brahmanas in daily ob¬ 

servances from the brushing of the teeth to going to sleep and 

in the sa/hskaras on birth, marriage, death etc. He wrote for 

the Vajasaneya Kanva i^'akha and acknowledges*^® his debt to 

TJvata who wrote a bhdsyo, on the Vajasaneya Sarahita in 

Avanti while Bhoja ruled the earth ( malum Bhoje prasasati ). 

In some introductorj’ verses and the several colophons of the 

sections of the Brahmaua-sarvasva Halayudha styles himself 

dvasathiku, inahadhaniiddhyaksa or simply dkarnmdhya- 

ksa, dharmadhikarin and his brother Paiupati also 

is styled dvasathika. It is very difficult to say what 

the exact meaning of this last word is. It probably means 

one who regularly performs all the yrhya rites.*” ‘Ava- 

satha ’ means ‘ a shed or hall’ and a married man has to 

establish a fire called grhya, aupasana, avasathya, or 

vaivahika ( Manu III. 67 ), au]'asada or vaivahana. Vide 

H. of Uh. Vol. II p. 678 note 1615. Vide Tri. cat. of Madras 

Govt. Mss. for 1919-1922, i>p. 5165 for a me. of Paudita- 

sarvasva which deals with the usages of varuas and a^ramas, 

tithi, ^uddhi, the time for sraddha, jyotihsastra, marriage, 

gifts, prayascitta, pratistha &c. But whether it is Halayu- 

dha’s work it is difficult to say from the extracts given. 

The text of the Mimarhsasarvasva (dealing with Mimam- 

sa matters upto the end of the third adhyaya of the Mimamsa- 

sutra of Jaimini ) was published by M. M. Dr. Umesha Mishra 

in JBORS Vol. XVII pp, 227-308, 413-460 and Vol. XVIII 

pp. 129-200. Dr. Dui’gamohan Bhattacharya (in Introduction 

to Br. Sarvasva ( p. XXXIX ) questions Halayudha’s author¬ 

ship of that WL’i-k, but he sets out hardly any grounds for his 

855 I JT^lilT tTRcTI 

II 

This is verse 3U of the Introduction to the Brrihmanasarvasva. 

857 Compare I. 2. 1-2 ‘ 1 

I ’. 
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view. The present author thinks that it is a work of Hala- 
yudha. The work relies principally on the Tantravartikaand 
l^lokavartika of Kumarila and on the i^astradipika and deals 
with the first three adhyayas of Purvamimamsasutra and is a 
good handbook for beginners. It mentions Upavarsa ( vol. 17 
p. 233 ); Bharata ( vol. 17 p. 301); Maiidana ( vol. 17 p. 289 ); 
and Nyayaratnakara (in vol. 17 p. 231 ). For Pandita-sar- 
vasva, vide Triennial Cat. of Govt. Or. Mss. Library, Madras 
No. 3458 pp. 5165-66, which deals with several matters such 
as varnas, a^ramas, tithis, marriages, gifts, prayaScitta, pra- 
tistha &c. 

The time when Halayudha nourished depends to some ex¬ 
tent on the time of Laksmanasena, king of Bengal. About 
king Laksmanasena and the era in his name great controver¬ 
sies have raged for many years and it cannot be said that the 
question has been settled beyond cavil. Some facts gathered 
from the Br. Sarvasva are clear viz. that Halayudha was the 
son of Dhanafijaya of the Vatsyagotra who was Dharma- 
dhyaksa, was opulent and yet fond of performing solemn 
sacrifices (Intro, verses 5 and 6 ), that Laksmanasena best¬ 
owed on him patronage beyond his desire. Then the Br. Sar¬ 
vasva states that Halayudha was by Laksmanasena made 
‘ rajapandita ’ when still in his teens, that king Laksmaua- 
sena conferred the distinction of ‘ Mahamahattaka ’ on Hala¬ 
yudha when he was a young man and that in his mature 
years he ( Halayudha ) was given the post of ‘ Dharmadhika- 
rin ’ (i. e. of the I'arisat or Dharmcidhyaksa, a high func¬ 
tionary, possibly a Judge ( Intro, verse 12 ). 

Verse 14 of the Intro, to Br. Sarvasva contains the clear 
words ‘ Dharmadhyaksa-Halayudhasya sadrgo nasyah priyah 
kopyabhut’. On p. 132 of the Br. Sarvasva he describes 
himself as the officer entrusted with the moneys set apart by 

858 

II Intro, verse 12 of sTTfPireq^q. Vide 

E. I. vol. XIV p 150 at p. 160 of the Naihati {,'rant of king Ballala- 

sena, father of Laksmanasena, where a mahiidharmadhyaksa is 

meiitioued among great functionaries of State. 
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the Gauda king for religious and charitable purposes. The 

Matsyapuraaa®^^ states the qualifications of a Dharmadhikarin. 

Halayudha’s career runs to some extent along that of Laks- 

mauasena, though it is likely that Halayudha might have 

been some years younger than king Laksmanasena. 

From the data furnished in the Brahmauasarvasva*®“ and 

from certain facts stated in the Adhhutasagara and the 

Danasagara the time when Halayudha flourished can be 

ascertained as falling within limits acceptable to most scholars. 

From the Br. Sarvasva we learn that Halayudha was patro¬ 

nized by king Laksmanasena when H. was quite a young 

man. We have some evidence not defiending on La. Sam. to 

establish the time when this should have happened. 

King Ballalasena of Bengal began the composition of the 

Adhhutasagara in the year 1090 of the i$aka era (i. e. 1168-9 

A. D. ), but before the work was finished Ballalasena died 

after requesting his son to complete it and king Laksmanasena 

made efforts to complete it. We do not know how much time 

had been spent on the proposed work, Adhhutasagara, when 

Ballalasena passed away, nor how much time was taken by 

Laksmanasena to complete it. We may guess that it was 

completed before or about 1170-1 A. D. at the earliest. That 

these verses about the dates in the Adhhutasagara are not 

later additions is testified by a reference in the Todarananda- 

samhita-saukhya about the position of the constellation of the 

Great Bear according to the Adhhutasagara in the §aka year 

1082 (1160-1 A. D. ) when Ballalasena was ruling. 

The passages quoted in the note establish that the Ad- 

bhutasagara was begun in 1168 A. D. by Ballalasena, who 

passed away before it was completed and that it was complet¬ 

ed by Laksmanasena, son of Ballalasena (i. e. some time later 

than 1168-9 A.D.).^®' This shows that Laksmanasena began to 

859 I qTTlT%^^ 

II JTc?3T° 215. 24. 

860 iRifi I lidcyt.qiiTtiiii sjipsjih 5ifcrTra% ii 

p. 132. 

861 ^ ( '1°^'^ ) 3TKHS^^TfTTIIT>3[ I 

( Continued on the next puge) 
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rule about 1169 A. D. The Saduktikarnamrta*®^ of i^’ndhara- 

dasa tells us that he completed the work in the i^'aka year 1127 

(1205-6 A. D. ) iu the 27th year of Laksmanasena’s reign i. e. 

Laksmauasena began to reign about 1178-79 A. D. and ruled 

till 1205-6 (probably only in Bihar as he lost Bengal in 1200 

A. D.). Thus there are two authenticated dates for the acce¬ 

ssion of Laksmanasena viz. 1168-69 A. D. and 1178-9 A. D. 

At the end of the Danasagara (edited bj" Ur. Bhabatosh 

Bhattacharj^a and published B. I. Series in 1953 ) a verse says 

the Danasfigara was composed at the end of S’aka year 1091 

( 1169-70 A. D. Therefore, the literary activity of Hala- 

yudha would have to be assigned to the period 1160-1200 

A. D. The Br. Sarvasva and the Paudita-sarvasva are quoted 

by Raghunandana in the Smrtitattva as stated above. 

( Continued from the -previous puge ) 

T?I5Ri3^ ^RT5^TtTl ^ItT: II ytJT^^'ROT- 

IcJITff: etv. p. 4. ( Prabhakari Press 1905 ). In the (4ovt. Mss. Lib. 

at the B. 0. K, Institute Poona, JIs. No. 231 of 1887-91 of this work 

gives the reading as ‘51(5^ ’ ‘ 3111^ ’ (i e. iu .Saka 1090). 

Vide p. P25 qg-qi^gJFlvHjp | 

Vide I. H. Q. Vol. V pp. 133-135 where Prof. (Jbintaharan Cakravarti 

quotes this and other pas.s.ages for the date of Ballfilasena. 

31P=?fll?JR!Iiq'n gliqgq^micT ( 1"82 ) 5rT% WtJTeqMTS- 

I q%qfCTFrr ii i 

folio 39b of ( -Ms. No. 519 of 1896-92 in the (Jovt. 

Mss. Lib. at the B. O. R. I. Poona ). 

I tfiTpqsnqtrg i 

^iTFfq.oijqrt i| verse? 3 and 4 at the end of the work. 

The clausa • rasaikavirii^ebde' in Saduktikarnamrta is awkward. 

Scholais have held that it means ‘ iu the 27tb year’. The usual rule 

‘ aiik-tnam v.imato gatih' would yield the figure 216. In this case 

' scholars take the words as equal to 6 plus 21, which is unusual. 

^^39 ^TdUlRd tl p. 722. 
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From Moslem historians it is learnt that Laksmauasena 

was defeated by Bakhtiyar Khilji in 1200 A. D. and lost 

Bengal. 

A few words may be said here about the La. Saih. A large 

volume of literature has gathered on this subject. I do not 

propose to enter into great details or to examine the several 

theories that have been advanced. 

A few salient points alone would be mentioned. Some 

undisputed facts may be first stated. 

The La. Sarh. is still j^opular in north Bihar and its first 

year is now regarded as 1119-20 A. D. How and when the La. 

Sam. came to be used in Mithila is still a matter of conjectur¬ 

es. It is also clear that Laksmauasena and his sons do not 

employ the La. Sarh. in their Inscriptions. 

Kielhoru concluded that the Sena era began in i^'ake 1041 

i. e. 1119 A. D. ( vide I. A. 19 p. 1-7 ). The era as employed 

to-day in Mithila is usually associated with the birth of 

Laksmauasena. Kielhorn relied upon Abul Fazl's account that 

the era started in 1041 sdke and on his own examination of 

six dates. Dr. Kajeudralal Mitra (in J. A. S. B. vol. 47 pp. 

398 tf) held that the era was started about 1106 A. D. 

Subhadra Jha ( JBORS. Vol. XX pp. 20 ff) places the starting 

point of La. Sarh. between 1108-1120 A. D. on the basis of 

different calculations. The spurious Bisapi grant of i^ivasim- 

hadeva to Vidyilpati mentious years in four eras prevalent in 

Mithila ( vide 1. A. vol. 14 pp. 190-91 ), but hardly any reli¬ 

ance can be placed on it. Great differences of opinion exist as 

to the origin of the La. Sam., j'articularly whether it starts 

from the year of Laksmanasena’s birth or from his accession 

to the throne or whether, after the destruction of the last 

Hindu dynasty in Bengal, people started the era to preserve 

the memory of the Hindu rule. K. P. Jayaswal (in JBORS 

vol. XX pp. 20 tf) discussed this topic with some elaboration. 

He set out eighteen dates in La. Sarii. occurring along with 

i^aka or Saihvat dates or both and held that Kielhorn’s date 

was correct. Dr. R. C. Majumdar ( in ‘ History of Bengal ’ 

vol. I. pp. 233 tf) tried to refute Jayaswal’s views and arrived 

at the conclusion that the initial 3'ear of the La. Sam. varied 

between 1108 and 1120 A. D. Some scholars have been influe¬ 

nced by the biography of Dharmasvamin ( a Tibetan pilgrim 
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who visited Bodh Gaya in 1235 A. D. ). Dr. Roerich published 

an English translation of the Tibetan monk’s life with the 

Tibetan text and an Introduction (in 1959 ). Dr. Roerich 

states ( p. XIV of Intro.) that among the kings the pilgrim 

visited is Buddhasena, described as king of Magadha residing 

at Vajrasana or Bodh Gaya. He met the king in 1234 A. D. 

There are some inscriptions of the ruler of Bodh Gaya that 

use the La. Sam. There is an inscription of Jayasena, son of 

Buddhasena. The Janibigha inscription of Jayasena is dated 

in Laksmanasena’s ‘ Atitarajye La. Sam. 83 ’. Vide JBORS 

vol. IV pp.'266-272 and JBORS vol. V pp. 273-280 ( Panday). 

If we take 1118-9 A. D. as the initial year of La. Sam. then 

the meeting with Jayasena should have taken place about 

1201-2 A. D. That is impossible on the evidence of the Tibe¬ 

tan hermit who met the father Buddhasena in 1234 A. D. So 

this makes 1118-9 A.D. as the initial date of La. Sam. un¬ 

tenable. Vide Dr. Roerich’s Introduction pp. 13-18 for 

further details. Dr. D. C. Sircar (in I. H. Q. vol. 34 pp. 21- 

28 ) also refers to the Tibetan pilgrim’s life and holds (on the 

whole evidence) that the La. Sam was originally counted 

from the date of the accession of king Laksmanasena of Bengal 

and Bihar about 1179 A. D.. although its starting point was 

later supposed to be some date between 1106-1119 A.. D. 

through confusion. Dr. B. P. Sinha (in JBRS Vol. 42 pp. 76- 

81 ) points out that La. Sam. is found in Mithila Mss. only 

one hundred years after Laksmauasena’s death. Reference 

may be made to two recent papers submitted to the Indian 

History Congress at Poona in 1963 ( vide Proceedings, pub. 

in Calcutta 1964 ) viz by Prof. Radhakrishna Choudhary pp. 

93-99 and by Prof. Sukhamaya Upadhyaya pp. 196-202, 

which latter holds that the initial year of the La. Sarh varied 

between 1080 and 1129 A. D. 

Sourindra Mohan Tagore (introduction to Kavirahasya 

p. I-II) says that Adi^ura brought to Bengal five Brahmauas 

from Kanpj of whom BhatU Narayaaa was the most famous 

and was the author of the Praj'ogaratna and also of the Veni- 

sarhhara and that Halayudha was 16th in descent from that 

Narayana. These traditions of the matchmakers of Bengal 

and panegyrists of big families are entirely worthless for lite¬ 

rary and chronological purposes, particularly for events of 

comparatively early times. In their zeal to extol their 
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patron’s families to the skies they were most unscrupulous 

and threw to the winds all chronology. The Prayogaratna 

was composed at Benares by Bhatta Narayaiia whose family 

migrated from Paithan in the 16th century, while the Veni- 

saihhara was composed about a thousand years earlier. Yet 

both works are fathered upon Narayana, the ancestor of the 

rich and influential Tagore family. 

Halayudha, the author of the Brahmanasarvasva, is, it 

appears, different from another Halayudha who was a jurist. 

In the first place, Halayudha, author of the Br. sarvasva, 

states that he composed four other works, all ending in the 

word ‘ sarvasva ’ but makes no mention of any work compos¬ 

ed by him on substantive or adjective law or on both. 

The Vivadaratnakara mentions Halayudha 53 times and 

Halayudha-uibandha three times. The Grhastharatnakara 

quotes it eight times and the Krtyaratnakara quotes it on 

pp. 319, 327, 332. 

From Raghunandana’s Dayatattva it appears that Hala¬ 

yudha had composed a work on law. For example, Hala¬ 

yudha appears to have held that, if some joint family property 

was not divided among the coparceners at a partition through 

ignorance and remained in the possession of one member of 

the family, it may be partitioned again, but the ignorant 

possessor should not be charged with theft ( vide Vol. II 

Dayatattva p. 182 Again, the Dayatattva ( vol. Up. 195 ) 

mentions the wrong reading of Yaj II. 139 in the Mitaksara, 

Parijata and Halayudha due to the errors of scribes quoted 

above. 

In this connection it is necessary to say a few words on 

the two words ‘ Yyavahara ’ and ‘ Vivada ’. 

In the Br. Up. V. 14. 4 we have the famous remark 

‘caksur-vai satyam ’ and it is added ‘therefore when two 

persons come disputing about a matter, one saying ‘ I saw ’ 

it ’ and another saying ‘ I heard it ’, we believe him alone who 

says ‘ I saw it ’. ” Here the word ‘ vivada ’ is used in the 

864 Vide ( vol. II p. 182 ) T^?r IHH 

3imBr: I 

H. D.—80 
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meaning ‘ dispute ’ and it is also emphasised that seeing a 

matter is superior to hearing evidence about it. In the same 

Upanisad (VI. 1. 7) it is said that these prams ( speech and 

having a dispute as to who among them was superior 

approached-Brahman &c. Therefore the word ‘vivada is ancient 

enough. The word ‘ vyavahara ’ was certainly known before 

Panini ( II. 3. 57 ) in the sense of ‘ transactions of sale and 

purchase and the like’. Ap. Dh. S. II. 11. 28, Manu VIII. 8, 

Yaj. II. 12 and 81 employ the word Vivada. Gaut. Dh. S. 

XI. 19. employs the word Vyvavahai’a in the sense of ‘ means 

of settling or deciding disputes’. Vas. Dh. S. 16. 1-3 ( Atha 

vyavaharah | Kaja Mantri va sadah-karyaui kuryat dvayor- 

vivadamanayoh paksantaram na gacchet 1 ). Manu VIII. I, 

Yaj. I. 327, 360 and II. I employ the word ( in the plural ) 

and the sense appears to be the complaints or suits brought 

by the subjects before the king or the court of justice and 

Manu VIII. 2, 8-9 indicate that the word ‘ karyaui ’ is used 

by it in the same sense as Vyavaharan. There are 18 titles 

(called vyavahara)iadas or vivadapadas ) under which all 

legal proceedings before the king or the court of justice are 

classified in Manu VIII. 4. 7 and Yaj. It appears to the 

present writer that the words ‘ vivada ’ and ‘ vyavahara ’ 

were often regarded even by early writers as synonymous. 

For example, in Yaj. II. 18 ( sapanaS-ced-vivadah sjAt) it is 

provided that, if a dispute is brought ( before the king or 

court ) with a bet, then the losing party should be made to 

pay a fine and also the amount of the bet to the king and the 

successful party should be awarded the property ( or amount 

in dispute ). The Mit. on Yaj. II. 18 ( Sapaua^-ced vivadah 

syat ) paraphrases the word ‘ vivadah ’ as ‘ vyavaharah ’. It 

should be noted that Yaj. II. 4 and 305, contain the same 

clause viz. ‘ vivadad-dviguuam damam ’. Yaj. II. 4 prescribes 

that where the members of the court ( sabhydh ) render a deci¬ 

sion opposed to the dicta of Smrtis, each of them should be 

made to pay a fine double of what would have been payable 

by the party defeated in the litigation. Yaj. II. 305 refers to 

cases, where, after a matter is decided by a court, a review of 

judgment is sought and the decision is set aside on the ground 

of miscarriage of justice due to the sabhyas having given a 

decision opposed to the rules of the smrtis or owing to their 

being influenced partiality or by bribery and the like. It 

should be noted that as early as the Amarakola ( not later 
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than the 5th century A. D. as shown in H. of Dh. Vol. V. p. 

840 n. 1367 ) Vivada and Vyavahara are said to be synonyms 

( vivado vyavaharah syat ). It is further provided by Manu 

( 8. 43 ) that the King or the man appointed by him as Judge 

should not himself start a court proceeding against a person. 

Medhatithi on Manu VIII. 3 expressly states that the latter 

half (astada^asu margesu) has in view the vivadapadas. They 

are also spoken of as vyavaharapadas, because, in bringing a 

suit one has to specify the cause of action from among the 

eighteen. Manu also ( in VIII. 8 ) employs the words 

‘ sthana ’ instead of ‘ pada ’ and ‘ karya ’ in the sense of vya¬ 

vahara ( suit or proceeding ). Br. quoted by the Vivada- 

ratnakara ( p. 4 ) says ‘ vivadakarananyatra padani ^rimta- 

dhuna ’ on which the Vivadaratnakara remarks ‘ padani adhi- 

karanani riiadiniApararka (on Yaj. II.5) after quoting Manu 

8. 43 ) remarks ‘ karyam vyavaharo vivada iti yavat’. Early 

Smrti works deal with both adjective law and substantive 

law. Foresample, the Manusmrti ( in chap. VIII. 57-130 ) 

deals at great length with the law relating to witnesses, 

oaths, oral evidence, punishments for false depositions and 

claims. In the same chapter it deals with adhi, upanidhi, 

niksepa, possession and ownership, money-lending, and rates 

of interest, topics of Dattapradanikaand Vetanasyanaprakriya, 

kritauu^aya, svamipalavivada, boundary disputes, abuse and 

defamation, partition, succession and inheritance, marriage 

and mixed unions, their children and their rights, the four 

varnas and their duties and avocations, offences and puni¬ 

shments and so on. Yaj. also in the second section first deals 

with the four stages of a law- suit, viz. plaint, reply, proof of 

one’s claim ( by documents, witnesses &c. ) and success or 

failure of the suit and then proceeds to lay down rules about 

recovery of debts, pledges and other matters in which dis¬ 

putes ( vivadas ) arise. Even in comparatively early times the 

Narada-smrti dealt only with the procedural law and the 

substantive law. The Vyavahara-mayukha of Nilakautha not 

only deals with the procedural law, but also with substantive 

law. On the other hand, the Vivadatandava of Kamalakara- 

bhatta ( first cousin of Nilakautha ) not only deals with sub¬ 

stantive law ( of partition and the rest) but also with the 

four stages of a suit. There are autliors, who wrote separate 

treatises on vyavahara and vivada ; for example, CaudeiSvara 

composed Vivadaratnakara and also Vyavahararatnakara and 
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there are two works by Vacaspati called Vivadacintamani 

and Vyavaharacintamaiii. Vide Dr. Rocher’s paper in J. O. I. 

( Baroda ) vol. V, pages 249-265 for Vivadaratnakara and 

Vyavahara-ratnakara of Candelvara. 

In this connection it would be piroper to refer briefly to 

the careful and scholarly work done by Dr. liudo Rocher, a 

Belgian scholar, on Halayudha. In J. 0. I. ( Baroda, Vol. Ill, 

1953-54 pp. 328-344 ) he brought together a collection of 

fragments of vivadajxidds quoted as Halayudha’s or from 

Halayudhanibandha ( he dealt with 84 extracts only in 

Vol. Ill ). Then in J. O. I. ( Baroda ) Vol. IV pp. 13-32 he 

added extracts Nos. 35-102. In J. 0. I. ( Baroda ) Vol. V, 

pj). 325-329 he contributed a paper ‘ Halayudhanibandha on 

Legal procedure i. e. on Vyavahara’ ( only seven fragments ). 

From the fragments it is possible to infer that Halayudha 

wrote a nibandha comprising not only substantive law ( debts 

and other topics ) but also procedural law. Halayudha is 

quoted dozens of times in the Dandaviveka of Vardhamana 

but his work is once mentioned as Halayiulha-nibandha on 

p. 150 of that work and twice as ‘ Halayudha on pp. 119 and 

152 ’. This work deals with six kinds of ofl'ences and punish¬ 

ments for them. Thus ‘ it is a work on vyavahara 

Then Dr. Rocher published in 1956 at Ghent the text of 

the Vyayaharacintamaui ( of Vacs spati-mi§ra ) with English 

translation and notes and several Appendices including an 

alphabetical index of quotations in V. C. from Dharmasastra 

works. 

There is yet another Halayudha. On the /^raddhakalpa- 

sutra of Katyayana a commentary called PrakaSa was compos¬ 

ed by Halayudha. son of Sahkarsaiia ( vide BBRAS cat. No. 

518, p. 170 ). In this commentary he refers to Karka, Kama- 

dhenu, Kalpataru, Govindaraja, Laksmaiiopadhyaya, Mita- 

ksara, ^aiikhailhara and Pasupati. He is therefore later than 

1150 A. D. He cannot be identified with the author of the 

Kavirahasya, as the latter flourished much earlier under the 

Rastrakutas. The special merit of Halayudha concerning 

Hie Br. Sarvasva is that he is much earlier than the great 

brothers Sayana-Madhava who comtmsed Bhasyas on the 

Vedas. He explains several hundred mantras which occur in 

the Rgveda as well as in the Yajurveda. He mentions among 

his predecessors on the same task Uvata (Br. Sarvasva 
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pp. 233, 256 ) and Guiiavisim ( p. 256 Br. SaTvasva ). Hala- 

y.udha’s task was, as compared with Sayaiia’s, very limited, 

but he brings great learning to the task. There is ample 

material for comparison between the two. Numerous mantras 

have been explained by both e. g. the mantra at bathing one¬ 

self ‘ Imam me Gange ’ ( Br. S. pp. 22-23 and Rg. X. 75. 5 ). 

Marjana-mantra ‘ Apo hi stha ’ ( Rg. X. 9. 1, Vaj. S. XI. 50); 

the Gayatri-mantra ( Rg. III. 62. 10, Vaj. S. III. 35, Br. Sar. 

pp. 37-38 l^an-no devir Rg. X. 9. 4, Vaj. S. 36, 12, Br. 

Sar. pp. 92-93 ); the Aghamarsana mantras (Rg. X. 190. 1-3, 

Br. Sar. pp. 99 ). 

There is another work called Saihvatsarapradipa profu¬ 

sely quoted by Raghunandana ( as in Vol. I Tithitattva pp. 3, 

34, 43, 46, 49, 106, i^raddhatattva p. 254). In EkadaSi-tattva 

( vol. II. p. 51 ) Raghunandana ascribes it to Halayudha and 

in ^uddhitattva Vol. II. p. 327 also. Some scholars hold that 

this is Hala}’udha’s work ( vide Dr. R. C. Hazra in I. H. Q. 

Vol. 21, p. 54 ), while Dr. Dinesh Chandra Bhattacharya 

( I. H. Q. Vol. 21 p. 147 ) holds that the author of this 

work is different from the author of the Brahmanasarvasva. 

The editor cf the Br. Sarvasva ( Intro, pp. XL-XLI ) holds 

that they are the same and I agree with him. 

For reasons of space it is impossible to illustrate Hala- 

yudha’s principles and methods of the exposition of vedic 

Mantras in the Brahmanasarvasva and the results arrived at 

by him. One principle he advocates viz. the meaning of 

single words in the mantras may have to be controlled by the 

sense of the sentence or sentences gathered as a whole. For 

example, the one Mantra ‘ iSan-no devir-abhistaye’ ( Rg. X. 

9. 4 ) is employed as ‘ snanamantra as also in the worship 

of planets Saturn ( e. g. vide Yaj. I. 301 ) and in the Brahma- 

yajua ( Br. S. p. 110 ). In pp. 37 ff, he well explains the 

Gayatri-mantra and he gives a striking explanation of the 

Aghamarsana mantra*®'' of which there is no imdaj>dtha 

even. 

865 He explains the Gayatrimantra on pp. 37-40 of the Br. sarvasva and 

it is a remarkalile te.stimony to the Vogiyajhavalkyasmrti published 

by the Kaivalyadhaina, Bonavala ( in lU.'il ), that 21 verses from it 

are cited by Halayudha in explaining G.iyatrimantra. 
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Ancient Vedib texts insist that one engaged in the perfor¬ 

mance of a sacrifice or the like must know in the case of a wary 

mantra the sage, metre, the deity and the purpose ( viniyoga ) 

for which it is employed and state what undesirable conse¬ 

quences employing mantras without knowing these details 

will follow. 

866 Haliiyudha’a remarks on the Aghamarsana mantra are interesting : 

I 3TW ^ 

1 3^141PP- 99-100. Still he makes 

an effort to give a moaning of the Aghamarsanamantra viz. Rg. X. 

190. 1-3 as follows : ( on pp. 99-101 ). 

^ ?f9i ^ I Sf^TTf^r I nffT: 

...TirifT^r^?! ^Tfl'TSTT I I fm: 

lTfT3^3Tmi% rPTO: STfSHi.31»fl^ 

| jq; Hg^rs^TTRH I 

I 31^: 'TRra 3inTg: Hg?: 

fc^T^: I tRT: ’FTS^r^Oigni: ^fTf ^S1 spaRtT I f% qTiTT, m^fT: 

3fM+<ii+l=(dr 1%*??^ I ?r WT g5f=!5[?3[H^T 

37?5TrT3; I f%rjffr g^r^r^frOT-sT^rTi^rim 

%T ^ f^rotr I Cl^: ?p5^^''R?TtJT?l?rTt STV^riSfirTa 

I 37«rT gmCii 

?f rrq 'qRn i ... 3151 

rpsiiff g:T%f»Tf^^^rT: I 

Compare 1. 16 3p»|f=^: I 

T5fvqflT’ff’i^l55^TT»}?^TI% "q slT^’JlJp I This is 

STT^rff, which omits the two words ZpgqT. in his bhajya 

on Brahmasutra I. 3. 30 quotes a si uti ‘ ‘ 4t 5 ^1 

3B%f^w=^4rt^RT3T?i^ ip^Ji rfnrrrr^ ^ PTioj 

rm W\ ‘ afrlT?^ ’ ‘ frai^cflfq fqgpp' 

ffcf I ” 
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The dharmadhyaksa of Laksmanasena was a son 

of Dhauanjaya. while the author of the Praka^a was a son 

of Sankarsaua. The i^raddhakaSika of Krsua ( Gujarati 

Press ed. p. 430 ) on the Navakaudika or i^raddhakalpasutra of 

Katyayana says that first Karka*®^ explained the sutra in 

pregnant words and then Halayudha explained it and yet it 

remained as difficult as before. Krsua is mentioned in the 

Niriiayasindhu and the iSraddhamayukha of Nilakautha. 

Therefore Halayudha, the author of the PrakaSa on Katya¬ 

yana, must have flourished before 1509 A. D. and later than 

1150 A. D. 

There is a work called Karmopade^ini ( a manual on the 

daily religious rites ) ascribed to Halayudha ; vide JASB vol. 

XI ( new series ) p. 335. This work has been mentioned 

several times by Raghunaudana in his Tattvas e. g. { Vol. I ) 

on tithi p. 149, ^raddha p. 195, Praya^citta 492, Samskara 

863; (vol. II) i^uddhi pp. 323, 334, 358. But in all these places 

the name of the author is not mentioned by Raghunandana 

M. M. Chakravarti points out that it quotes the Kalpataru and 

i^ulapani on i^raddha. In that case it cannot be placed earlier 

than the 15th century A. D. and its author would be entirely 

different from the author of the Brahmaiiasarvasva, 

Vide J. A. S. B. 1915 pp. 327-336 where M. M. Chakra- 

varti brought together interesting information about 

Halayudha. 

74. Bhavadevabhatto 

The Vyavaharatattva of Raghunandana and the Vira- 

mitrodaya tell us that Bhavadevabhatta composed a work call¬ 

ed Vyavaharatilaka on judicial procedure. The Vyavahara¬ 

tattva®®® tells us that Bhavadeva read ‘ astavyastapadavyapi ’ 

instead of ‘ yadvyastapadamavyapi ’ in Katyayana’s verses 

( P- 237, vol. II, Jivananda ); g 

qllTT ITS I ^9 

868 
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enumerating the *blefnishe3 ot iittara (defendant’s reply). The 

Vyavaharatattva*®*^ mentions Bhavadevabhatta s discussion 

and illustration of a reply (uttara) with a weak plea 

( karana ). The same work informs us that Bhavadeva held 

the same views on adverse possession as .'^rlkara, Balaka and 

others did ( vide note 624 above ), The Vivildacandra of 

Misarumisra®'“ several times refers to the views of Bhavadeva. 

The Viramitrodaya*” gives in great detail the remarks of 

Bhavadeva on the well-known text of Sumantu about killing 

an atatdyin. The Sarasvatlvilasa"’^ and the Vaijayanti of 

Nandapandita quote the very same views of Bhavadevabhatta 

on Sumantu’s text. 

The foregoing brief discussion shows that Bhavadeva’s 

Vyavaharatilaka must have been a valuable work on judicial 

procedure. Unfortunately that work has not yet come 

to light. 

Bhavadeva also wrote several other works. 

He appears to have composed a work called Sambandha- 

viveka. In the Sarhskaratattva ( Jivananda, Vol. I, p. 890 ) 

Eaghunandana states that Bhavadeva was the author of a 

work called Sambandhaviveka. The Udvahatattva also says 

869 

p. 208. 

I ( folio 51 a of m3. No. 57 of 1883-84 in the 

Govt. Mss. library at the B.O.R. Institute, Poona) ^ 

flTdUlTJT cTW I ibid ( folio 55 b ). 

871 ai^ 1 ^ ^ 

I fI5^TT| I 1 

I I p. 22. 

Vide ?f. R. p. 154 ( Mysore ed. ). and on 

5, 189 ( I. O. cat. No. 915 folio 50a ). 

S72 
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the same ( Vol. II ])p. Ill and 143 ‘ Bhavadevabhattiya- 

sambandhaviveka ). Vide an informing paper on ‘ Bhattabha- 

vadeva of Bengal ’ by Manmohan Chakravarti in J. A. S. B, for 

1912 pp. 333-348 and New Indian Antiquary Vol. VI ( 1943- 

4 ) pp. 252-260 for text of the Sambandhaviveka ( based on 

Manu III. 5 • asapinda ca ya ’ & ) and English Translation, 

bj' Prof S. C. Banerji of Dacca. 

In the Govt. Mss. library at the B. O. R. Institute Poona, 

there are two Mss. ( No. 9 of 1895-98 and No. 263 of 1887-91 ) 

of a work of Bhavadeva variously named Karmanusthana- 

paddhati or DaSakarma-paddhati or Dasakarmadipika. M. M. 

Chakravarti in his informing article on Bhavadeva (J. A. S. B. 

1912, pp. 333-348 ) says that the work has often been printed. 

I was not able to secure a copy. That work®’® deals with 

the ten principal rites and ceremonies to be performed by 

Brahmanas who study the Samaveda. The principal subjects 

are :— The Homa to the nine planets ( Navagraha-homa ), 

mdtrpu^a, pdnigrahana and other essential rites of marriage, 

homa on the fourth day after marriage, garbhadhana, puifasa- 

vana, simantonnayana, sosyautihoma (homa when a woman is 

on the point of delivery ),jatakarma, niskramana, namakarana, 

annapra^ana, cudakarana, upanayana, samavartana (the 

student’s returning from the teacher’s house after finishing 

his studies), l^alakarma ( first entrance in a new house ). 

Another work of Bhavadevabhatta ( who is called Bala- 

valabhibhujanga therein ) is styled Praya§citta-Prakarana 

( or Nirupaua ). That was published by the Varendra 

Research Society (Rajshahi, Bengal in 1927 ), edited by 

Nani Gopal Majumdar. In this work he deals with the five 

grave sins mentioned by Manu ( XI. 54 ) viz. killing a 

brahmaiia, drinking surd, theft ( of gold ), adultery with the 

wife of a guru and contact with these ( for a year or more ) 

and also with lesser sins or misconduct such as killing a 

woman, killing a cow, breaking another’s bones, killing beings 

other than human, eating food from the vessel of a ^udra, 

touching a washerman or one who deals in hides, taking food 

without wearing Yajnopavita, penances for condemned 

873 Ifc begins | 11%^ 

II 

H. D.—81 
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marriages, purification of waters, foodgrains, cooked food &c. 

Another work composed by him appears to have been called 

‘ Nirnayamrta ’ ( Ahnikatattva, vol. I p. 826, ‘ Bhavadeviya-, 

Niruayamrte Sumantuh ’ ). This work was held in high 

esteem, as the Smrtiratnakara of Vedacarya places Bhava- 

deva after Manu among the authorities on praya^citta that he 

follows.®^* The Varsa-kriya-kaumudi of Govindauanda ( B. I. 

series ) quotes a text from Bhavadevabhatta on the praya- 

iScitta for eating in a solar or lunar eclipse ( p. 106 ). 

There is yet another work of Bhavadevabhatta called 

Tautatitamatatilaka, a ms. of which exists in the India Office 

( Cat. Part IV p. 190, No. 2166). That work is concerned with 

elucidating the doctrines of the Purvamimamsa, system from 

the standpoint of Kumarilabhatta ( w'ho is also called 

Tautatita ). 

The Tautatitamatatilaka deals with the adhikararms 

and not with every sutra in the Mimamsalastra in the first 

three adhydyas of the Purvamimaihsasutra of Jaimini. It 

has been published in the Princess of Wales Sarasvatibhavana 

Series ( Benares ) in two volumes, the first in 1939 ( pp. 482 ) 

ed. by Pandits A. Chinnaswami Sastri and Pattabhiram 

Sastri and the second volume ( pp. 483-870 and Index of 

Quotations pp. 871-907 ( 1944 ) edited by the same scholars. 

The Sanskrit Introduction sets out all the verses of the 

praiasti of Bhavadeva inscribed on the wall round the 
temple building. 

The first few verses are quoted below.®^* 

Besides the Vedas, the Brahmanas, and Jaimini’s sutras, 

the i^rautasutra of Apastamba ( frequently ) and those of 

Drahyayana and Satyasadha ( rarely ), the bhilsya of i^abara, 

Panini, Manusmrti, Gautama-dharmasutra are cited. 

874 I iqwq 'mA- 

rfefi II ( T. 0. Cat. p. 473 ). 

cqint I q T^3[cqr5r ^5 1 

5m: I 37fw»TT Hq 31^: 

-Jlldl d H'^il+lSrq II srfjfdT was a commentary on 

Kumarila’s work. 
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Hundreds of verses are quoted from Kumarild’s Tantravartika 

and ^lokavartika. Tautatita appears to have been given as a 

sobriquet to Kumariia. In the drama Prabodhacandrodaya 

( II. 3 ) we have a verse about the names of some of the works 

and authors on Purvamimamsa put in the mouth of a chara¬ 

cter ‘Ahankara’, the first pdda of which is ‘ naivaSravi 

guror-matam na viditam Tautatitam dar^anam Some edi¬ 

tions read ‘ Kaumarilam darSanam ’ for ‘ Tautatitam dar^a- 

nam But the com. called ‘ Prakasa ’ had the word ‘ Tauta¬ 

titam ’; being unfamiliar to most people it was probably 

changed to ‘ Kaumarilam ’ by some later scribes. 

It mentions the bhasyakara ( Sahara ), Vartika ( folio 12 

a ), Gurumata ( 17b ), Prabhakara ( 21b ), Vartikakarapada 

( 22 b, in the plural). It frequently quotes Icdrikda from the 

Tantravartika with the words ‘taduktam’. Hemadri®-® quotes 

Bhavadeva’s explanation of the words of Kumiirila allowing 

an option between jdghanya and djya and disapproves of it. 

Vide Tri. Cat. of Madrs Govt. Mss. for 1919-1922, p. 5527 for 
the same work. 

Raghunandana in his vast Smrtitattva mentions Bhava- 

devabhatta’s views dozens of times, several times for criticizing 

him or discarding his views {'heyam ’ is the word often used ) 

Vide, for example, Tithitattva*” (vol. I pp. 95, 99, Samskara- 

tattva p. 887, 889-90, Udvahatattva, vol. II p. 130 ). But it 

should be noted that Raghunandana also accepts his views 

several times, e. g. in Vyavaharatattva, vol. II p. 213, 216, 

i^uddhitattva pp. 240, 312. In modern times also Samavedins 

in Bengal follow Bhavadevabhatta as regards religious rites, 

while other Brahmanas rely on Raghunandana’s works. 

I I wM 

I &c. ( 'blrtW'jpj ) p. 120. Vide also 

p. 404 for another reference to V(c(i^q, 

p. 890 ( vol. I ). 

5Tmiqjf|iiminTT?r m iiwr- 

I P- 99 ( 'Ol. 1 ) and ( vol. I, p. 878 ). 
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Unexpected light is thrown on the personal history of 

Bhavadevabhatta by an inscription found in the temple of 

Ananta Vasudeva at BhuvaneiSvara in the Puri District of 

Orissa edited by Kielhorn in E. I. vol. VI, p. 203, which eulo¬ 

gises Bhavadevabhatta, the identity of the author Bhavadeva 

with the person eulogised being established by the unique 

epithet, Balavalabhibhujaiiga applied to the latter.*^* The 

eulogy is composed by a person called Vacaspatikavi. Bhava¬ 

deva belonged to the Savarna gotra of the KauthumI school of 

the Samaveda. The family belonged to Siddhalagrama in 

Radha ( west of the Hugh and south of the Ganges ). The 

pedigree given in the inscription is : Bhavadeva ( who received 

from the Gauda king in gift the agrahdra of Hastinibhitta )- 

son Rathahga-son Atyahga-sou Budha-son >'^i-i Adideva ( wife 

Sarasvati), who was Prime Minister of Vahaga king )-son 

Govardhana ( wife Sahgoka, daughter of a Vandyaghatiya 

brahmaua- ) son Bhavadeva Balavalabhibhujaiiga, Minister of 

Harivarmadeva and his son. In the Inscription he is declared 

to be a second Varaha ( i. e. Varahamibira ). Vide pp. 478- 

480 ( of H. of Dh. Vol. V ) for the three branches of Jyotisa. 

The Brhatsamhita of Varahamibira states that Jyotih-§astra 

has three branches ( skandhas ) and a work dealing with all 

three branches is called ‘ Samhita ’ ( Br. S. I. 9 ). The three 

branches are called Ganita or Tantra, ( mathematical calcula¬ 

tions of the motions of planets &c ), Horn, ( or Jataka ) that 

dealt with horoscopes and astrology and the third was called 

i^kha. The inscription further claims that Bhavadeva was 

an expert in the Purvamimaihsa as propounded by Kumarila- 

878 I 

II iTmf- 

tlldi ^PfT: R 

vRTIR I 1% 517%. 

|| 

fm RT»T %R I JTTRTR^rfq 

SCldR, II verses 21 to 24 from the Inscription in E. I. vol. VI 

pp. 203-207. 
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bhatta, was also an expert in Ayurveda* ( medicine ) and 

aatravidya ( the science of arms ). With the advice of Bhava- 

deva, king Harivarmadeva is said to have reigned long in 

prosperity. Bhavadeva is stated in the above-mentioned 

inscription to have composed works on hard ( astrology ), 

smrti and mlmdnsd. Bhavadeva is eulogised as a great 

builder. He constructed a reservoir of water in Radha, he set 

up a stone image of Narayana and founded a temple in which 

he placed images of Narayana, Ananta, and Nrsiihha. Vide 

M. M. Chakravarti’s remarks on the temple in JASB for 1912 

( vol. 87 at pp. 338-39 for a description of the temple which 

is in good condition even after eight centuries ). He also gave 

to Harimedhas female attendants, dug a tank and laid out a 

garden. Neither Kielhorn nor Chakravarti has attempted 

any explanation of the epithet Balavalabhibhujahga. I hazard 

an explanation. Bhavadeva probably made some innovation 

in the structure of the roofs or balconies of the temples he 

built and he was therefore styled a lover ( a gallant or para¬ 

mour ) of little 6aia-small-sized or girlish ) valabhls. From 

the nature of the character Kielhorn conjectured that the 

inscription belonged to the 12th century A. D. 

The epithet ‘ Balavalabhi-bhujahga ’ has mystified several 

writers. In ‘Modern Review’ for March 1931, at p. 288 

Mr. Ray suggests that it means ‘ destroyer of the kingdom 

of Balavalabhl in Radha ’. In I. H. Q. vol. 27 p. 80 Dr. D. C. 

Sircar quotes verse 23 of the Tautatitamatatilaka®^'* ( quoted 

below ) and holds that the appellation was given to Bhava¬ 

deva in his student days. Another possible explanation is as 

879 Dr. Sircar quotes from a fragmentary ms. of TaHtatita-matatilvkha^ 

verse 23, as follows ; 

(?) I 

RdigiTTdfdd H 

Vide I. H. Q. Vol. 27 pp. 80-82. Dr. Uasharatha Sharma gives a reply 

to this in the same volume on p. 339, which does not appear to me to 

be at all satisfactory. Vide also I. H. Q. vol. 29 p. 294 where 

Dr. Sircar repeats what he s.ays in IHQ. \ ol. 27. No reason is 

assigned why a student should be dubbed ‘ bhujaiiga ’ of Bala, 

valabhi ’ by his teacher. The words in bold type are more or 

less inexplicable. It is not known who spoke ^ ‘ uvaca ’ ), unless we 

{Continued on the next page) 
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follows The wosrd ‘ bhiijahga ’ according to a kosa quoted 

by Ksirasvamin on Amarasiihha means ‘ veSyapati ’ ( one who 

visits prostitutes) and therefore in an extended sense ‘a 

gallant’ or a lewd person. We have a classical and 

comparatively early use of that word in the Harsacarita of 

Baiia ( in 2Dd Ucchvasa in the paragraph just before the last). 

When Bana was presented to the Emperor Harsa, the latter 

turned to the Malava prince sitting behind him ( Harsa ) and 

remarked ‘ this is a great bhujanya ’ ( mahan-ayam 

bhujahgah ). Bana protests “ what have I done to be dubbed 

a bhujahga ” ( Ka me bhujahgata; it may also mean there is 

lewdness in Kama i. e. Cupid and not in me ). He further 

protests that he was a brahmana born in the family of 

Vatsyayanas that performed Soma sacrifices, that he had by 

heart the Veda with the six subsidiary lores, that he studied 

the ^astras, he admits that he was guilty of some trifling 

follies in his youth but they were not such as to be censured 

in this world and as would prevent his attaining heaven ; he 

repents of those follies; common people spread strange 

rumours, but great men should see things as they really are. 

Harsa probably did not mean more than this that he ( Bana ) 

had sown his wild oats. Therefore, Balavalabhibhujahga 

would mean ‘ one who had sown wild oats in Balavalabhi, a 

village or town in Radha (not identifiable now). Valabhi was a 

famous town in Kathiawad in the 5th and 6th centuries A. D. 

In ‘ Indian Culture ’ vol. for 1939 pp. 467 ff it is pointed 

out that over 85 Inscriptions of the Maitrakas of Valabhi had 

been published till then. The Bhattikavya was composed in 

( OoTitinV/Gcl frorfh the pdge ) 

take ‘ Sarasvati ’ ( occurring in the first verse ) as the subject. We 

may then understand that the author professes (or brao-s) that 

Sarasvati spoke to him in a dream. But how is ‘ dai^i ’ to be con¬ 

strued ? Is it a verbal form or a noun ? Another difficulty is : what 

is the metre of the verse ? The first half has 17 letters, while the 

latter half has 19 letters. If it is a matra metre, what is the metre ? 

If we could read ?5r U?fT the metre would be right as an ‘ .Wya 

Unless one can secure several mss. it is not possible to aro-ue that 

somebody surprised by the peculiar appellation might havelnvented 

some story and inserted a verse or verses in the frrgment. A ms. of 

the Taut.itita-matatilaka was described in the Catalogue of the 

Sanskrit mss. in the India Office Library prepared by Dr. Windisch 

and Dr. Egueling, part IV p. 690, No. 2166. It deals only with 

pcida 1 of chapter II of the Purvamimamsasutra. 
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Valabhi ruled over by Dharasena. Dr. S. K. De in ‘ History of 

Sanskrit Literature’ Vol. I (Calcutta University 1947 ) 

p. 717 shows that there was an ancient village called Vrddha- 

Valabhi and Bhavadeva’s residential village was called Bala- 

valabhi to distinguish it from the other village And as 

the word Balavalabhi-bhujahga occurs in an official document 

( in E. I. Vol. VI pp. 203-207 ) and is applied to Bhavadeva 

who had become a minister of king Harivarma of Bengal that 

flourished about the last quarter of the 11th or the first 

quarter of the 12th ceutuiy A. D., we would have to take 

it in a secondary sense. It maj^ be pointed out that Vi^vana- 

tha-kaviraja, author of the Sahityadarpana on Sanskrit 

Poetics (14th century A. D. ) quotes (in 2nd Pariccheda a 

verse ‘ Durgalanghitavigrahah...rajatyumavallabhah’ composed 

by his father, a great poet and a minister for peace and war 

and describes him as ‘ mama tdtapdddndm Mahdpdtra- 

Caturdasa-b/idsd-vildsini-hhujangavia-msihhka.vlivaTSi-iTi- 

Candraiekhara—sandhivigrahikanam ’. 

Besides the ancient and well-known Dharmasutras and 

smrtis ( such as those of Gautama, Baudhayana, Spastamba, 

Vasistha, Visuu, Manu, Yajuavalkya, Devala, Narada, Brha- 

spati, Katyayana and others, he quotes in the Prayalcitta- 

prakarana the following authors, and works : Caturviihsati- 

mata p. 53 ; Jikana ( or Jikana p. 102, Vi^varupa, DhareSvara 

and i^rikara ( all three on p. 82 ', Balaka ( pp. 42, 44, 74, 81, 

83, 109), Yogij^ajnavalkya (p. 38 quotes Yogiyajnavalkya 

8. 2.), i^rikara ( pp. 9, 82, 105 Sat-trimdldsan 9 times ). 

Recently Bhavadevabhatta’s S^ava-sutikaiauca-prakaraua’ 

has been edited by Dr. R. C. Hazra and published in the Govt. 

Sanskrit College Research Series of Calcutta. Some informa¬ 

tion about it was given in I. H. Q. vol. 32 pp. 1-14 by 

Dr. Hazra himself, which has been embodied in the exhaustive 

Intro, to it. His edition is based on three mss. recently 

found in Assam written in old Assamese script. One of them 

is dated §ake 1705 ( 1783 A. D. ). The other two have the 

same appearance and present the same condition (Intro. V ). 

The concluding verse speaks of the author as Bhatta >^Tibha- 

vadeva and the editor gives up the reading of the second half 

of the verse in the three mss. and substitutes what he thinks 

to be the proper reading. This reverses the usual procedure 
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followed in scholarly editions based on mss. He should have 

kept the reading supported by all his mss. as the text and 

added a footnote stating what he thought should be the 

reading. On p. XXIII of the Intro, he himself admits “ we 

have given (the title ) as ‘l^'avasutaka^auca-prakarana’, altho¬ 

ugh all the three mss. have it as ‘ Savasutikd-visuddhi-pra- 

karana' in the concluding verse and as ‘ i^avasutika^auca-pra- 

karana ’ in the colophons. Further comment is unnecessary. 

He has given up here his role as editor. The reading present¬ 

ed by the mss. is quite good. It would mean literally ‘ a trea¬ 

tise on the purification in cases of an im})urity of a dead body 

(i. e on death ) and of a sutikd. Sutika means a woman that 

has had a recent delivery (may be prematurely or after the full 

period of gestation ). The Amarako^a says : Aristam Sutika- 

grham. The word Sutaka is used in three senses viz. (1) In 

Manu V. 58 and Yaj. III. 18-19 the word ‘ sutaka ’ is used in 

the sense of ‘ impurity on birth ’; ( 2) impurity on both birth 

and death as in Gobhilasmrti III. 60 and 63 ; ( 3 ) Impurity on 

death alone as in Daksasmrti VI. 1 and Gobhilasmrti III. 48. 

Vide H. of Dh. Vol. IV pp. 268-269 on Aiauca, JananaSauca 

or sutaka and gavalauca and the notes below. In Ait. B. 

32.8 the word ‘ Sutakanna ’ is probably used in both senses of 

sutaka. Prof. Hazra unnecessarily and without any authoritj' 

changes the name of the work and creates unnecessary con¬ 

fusion. In the note on p. XXIII of the Introduction he 

remarks. ‘I have not been able to find out a single instance 

of the use of the word ‘ Sutika ’ in the sense of ‘ Sutaka ’ 

( meaning birth ). Nobody asks him to take ‘ sutika ’ in the 

sense of birth. He has on his own authority put down the 

name as ‘ ^avasutakaiauca-prakaraua ’ which maj^ be split up 

in two parts viz. ‘ Sava-a^auca-prakarana ’ and ‘ sutaka-ala- 

ucaprakaraiia ’. The dead body has to observe no aSauca; 

‘ 6ava^aucaprakaraua ’ therefore has to be taken to mean ( by 

laksand ' ‘ impurity ( for living persons ) in relation to a dead 

body (in the house or family ) i. e. aiauca arising on death. 

Similarly, ‘ §utaka§auca-prakarana ’ would have to be taken 

to mean tieatise concerning the observance of impurity in 

relation to a sutaka , which as shown above, has different 

meanings. Therefore, the reading ‘ .^ava-sutika-viiuddhi- 

prakarana ’ must be accepted as the proper reading. It is a far 
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better reading since it prominently and expressly mentions 

purification on two occasions, while, if we read ‘ aSauca ’ only, 

the impurity is emphasized, the purification being left to be 

understood. And further there is the support for this read¬ 

ing in all available mss. 

Prof. Hazra, in his Intro, to the wcrk ‘ ^ava-prakarana ’ 

on p. XVIII (last two lines ) first construes ‘ Balavalabhi- 

bhujahga as meaning ‘ a serpent (i. e. a dangerous and invin¬ 

cible scholar ) of Balavalablu ( a place )’. Thi.s is overdrawn. 

We can accept ‘ dangerous scholar ) as th.e suggested meaning’ 

but ‘ invincible ’ is entirely difierent. A serjient is not at all 

invincible. Eagles and kites swoop down on it and kill it. 

In the wooded parts of the Konkan the present author has 

seen large serpents killeil with the single stroke of a thick 

bamboo stick. Prof. Itazra ( probably not being satisfied with 

his first explanation ) suggests another fantastic explanation 

( on p. XX (jf tlie Introiluction ) of the epithet. He breaks it 

up into four comiionent parts viz. bala ( young learners ), bala 

( for ‘ vala ’ ) meaning ‘ hosts ’, ‘ bhi ’ ( fear ) aiul ‘ bhujahga ’ 

( serpent), all taken togetiier as meaning ‘ who is a serjient to 

the fear of hosts of young learners ‘ as regards the works and 

subjects which are difiicult to understand’. Those who like 

this may accept it. The jiresent author holds that this is a 

far-fetched, unacce[itable and worthless explanation from 

several points of view. 

The contents of the work *$ava-sutik<i-visuddhi-praka- 

rana,**® ( as all the available mss. say ) are briefly as follows. 

Discussion about impurity on premature delivery and special 

880 The last rerse and colophon as printed .are ; ^T?- 

hjtthb; I p. 49 of The re-idin" of ali the three .available m&s is 

II 5rRiri#r^ i jr v. ss-so. 

4Ta% C^in: ?T^’:'4TT<T^1T I 

II HI; 60; ^ | 

VI. 1. 

a. D.—83 
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provisions about women of the Ksatriya and other variias in 
such a predicament ; impurity for the husband in the case of 

his wife’s premature delivery ; dsatica, on death, y eriods of 

dsauca on the death of a child that has struck teeth or before 

that or death before or after ciidakarana for hrahmayas and 

others. No cremation of the body of a child less than two 

years of age ; a^auea ( period of) when a child dies after Uj)a- 

nayana ; Asauca for Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and >^udras on the 

death of a Sapinda whose upauayana had been performed de¬ 

pends on his f/MWfts ; asetMCdi in the case of dfisas and dilsis ; 

days of dguuca on the death of a hrahmana who was an Agni- 

hotrin or not so; discussion about the time for purification of a 

^udra ; the proper time of collecting the ashes of a ]iersou cre¬ 

mated depending for its length on possessing good qualities 

or not so possessing ; asauca on the death of daughters not 

agreed or agreed to be given in marriage or married or un¬ 

married; three days dsmi,ca for married women on the death of 

their parents or for ten days before they are married; asauca on 

the death of a son born to a hrahmana from a wife of a lower 

varna; dsauca on the death of a samdnodaka ; cases of asauca 

for a paksinl (i. e. period of two days having a night between 

the two ); asauca ( period of) on the death of one’s acarya 

(as defined by Manu II. 140 ) or of his sons or wife or of the 

king ( being a ksatriya ) in whose realm one dwells ; cases of 

sadyahkiuca ( purification immediately after taking a bath ) 

as laid down in Yajfiavalkya III. 28-29, Gautama Dh. S. 14, 

41-42, Para^ara 3. 202 ); purification on carrying the dead 

body of one who was not a sapinda or following the funeral 

procession of one dead, whether a relative or not ( Manu V. 

101, 103 ); dead body to be taken through the eastern, nor¬ 

thern, western or southern gates of the city according to the 

varna of the deceased ( Manu V. 92 ); rules about Sa.ha,- 

gamana of a wife and anugamana • rules about imjmrity on 

birth for sapinda.s follows the same principles as on death 

(Manu V. 61 ), the impurity on death atiects all sapiiidas but 

the impurity on birth affects the parents alone and the 

impurity on birth affects seriously only the mother, while 

the father becomes pure after a bath ( Manu V. 62 ). If, while 

one period of impurity (on death or birth ) is running as 

regards a person, another asauca of the same kind supervenes, 

he becomes pure after the end of the prior a§auca ( Manu V. 

79 ). If one kind of aSauca becomes mixed up with another 

kind of asauca that sets in, the rules are rather complicated. 



7Ji. Bhavadevabhatta 651 

Many ancient sages are quoted. Manu, Yajiiavalky^T/^ 

Gautama and Parasara are profusely quoted for such a sma 

work. Another striking feature is that nine sages are quot^* 

with the word brltiiA prefixed to their names ( viz. Angirass;o^ 

Brhas}iati, Manu, Yama, Yajnavalkya, Visnu, Vyasa, S'ahkha 

and Harlia ). It may be noted that only two purilnas are 

cited viz. Matsya ( 2 verses on p. 41 ) ami Visnu ( one verse 

on p. 31 ). 

The date of Bhavadeva can be approximately settled to he 

about 1100 A. D. as he is quoted by Hemadri, the Vivadacan- 

dra of Misaru and the Smrtisara of Harinatha. He is certain¬ 

ly earlier than 1200 A. D. A period of at least half a century 

must liave elapsed before a Bengal writer like Bhavadeva 

came to be looked upon as an authority on mimaihsa by 

Hemadri who wrote in distant Bex'ar. It appears that he 

was quoted in the Karmopadesini of Aniruddha (I. 0. cat. 

No. 1853. p. 474 ). But that Ms. is bound up with another 

work by a later author and the reference in the cat. is not 

quite clear. If we rely on the Virainitrodaya, a work called 

Pradipa criticised the views of Bhavadeva on the verse of Yaj, 

II. 24 ( about adverse {lossession for 20 and 10 years ). Bhava¬ 

deva held that twenty years’ enjoyment of immovable pro¬ 

perty by a stranger implied that the real owner meant to 

abandon it for the benefit of the stranger enjoying it, that 

such abandonment for the enjoyment of another leads to the 

inference of the extinction of previous ownership and that the 

property being abandoned by the owner in favour of the 

stranger who takes hold of it, ownership also (of the stranger) 

arises. The Pradipa'®^ points out that it does not invariably 

881 ... qqq q'4l€T Wl: q^qlWqi 

q^^q^Gf^q-^qqfq sigttTq^rfq qr i ... qqr =q qg'ltR 

qcqKq^'Jffqq qq jqcqu’^qqqqq i ... q<rqf.M: \ m f| 

tTcj;cq-( ^ ^ jqHf qrq '^55q?ipqqT qq’gqr qvqqr^ t^q 

( gq.t ( ) q^(^qqiqqqrpqw^MT*ir ^ qCi^qTqpqfJiq'qTq ^jpqifq. 

^qrqT qq q^Tq^ld ^qq qqifq Rqpqvqfqql qiqrfiq ^iiiq^q- 

5\%q qpq'ifq T^tquirq-q^qiq qwi- 
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follow that, because a stranger is allowed to enjoy land, the 

owner intends to abandon the land for the stranger, nor is it 

an invariable rule that what is abandoned for another becomes 

the property of that other. It will be shown later on that the 

Pradipa must have been composed before 1150 A. D. Hence it 

follows that Bhavadeva flourished about 1100 A. D. He cannot 

be very much earlier than that, as he is not mentioned by any 

writer of the 11th century and as he not only mentions Kuma- 

rila and Prabhakara, but also Yisvarfqia and Dharesvara. 

There were several other later persons named Bhavadeva 

who wrote on topics of Dharmasastra such as Bhavadeva 

author of Danadharmaprakriya ( middle of 17th century), and 

Bhavadeva, the author of Smrticandrika, who flourished in the 

first half of the 18th century. 

On Bhavadeva’s Kannanusthana-paddhati there is a com¬ 

mentary called Sarhsarapaddhatirahast'a. 

7 5. Prakasa 

The Vivaiiaratnakara of Canilesvara cites the views of 

Prakasa scores of times ( e. g. pi>. 131, 145, 456, 460, 462, 474, 

485, 504 etc. ). Freiiuently Prakasa is coupled with Parijata 

( vide Vivadaratnakai-a pp. 145, 241, 260, 286, 456 ). On p. 

602 of the V. K. the two ( Prakasa and Pari jata ) are cited as 

dittering from each other. On pp. 286 and 465 of the V. R., 

Prakasa, Parijata and Hahlyudha are cited together as hold¬ 

ing the same view. It would be shown under ‘ Kalpataru ’ 

that a work called ‘ Maharnava is mentioned in verses 12 and 

13 of the Introduction to the Brahmacarikanda and that the 

same work is cited in ditierent ways as Smrtimaharnava or 

Mahrirnava-prakasa ’ or simply as OTaharnava’ or as ‘Prakasa’ 

( e. g. p. 497 ). On jiage 518 of the Y ivadaratnakara a remark 

of Prakasa wherein both Asahaya and IMedhatithi are named 

( ('iintinued from the 'previous pa<je) 

I fl. T *154141 '544 44 1414 ' 4 ^4 

4T"4?5 445rr^%r444544Tf414TT i ... 4Tf4 
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is cited.The Danaratuakara of Cande^vara* quotes a passage 
of Saiiivarta with PrakaSa’s explanation of it.*^® In the 

i^raddhasaukhya of Todarauauda Praka^a’s explanation of the 

word ‘ Yanevata ’ occurring in a passage of ^ahkha about the 
fruits allowed in sraddha is quoted.*** 

These quotations establish that Prakasa was a work that 
not only dealt with vyavahara, but also with such tojdcs as 
dana, sraddka etc. 

Whether the Prakasa was an independent work or a com¬ 
mentary is somewhat doubtful. But from a ])assage of the 
Vivadaratnakara it seems to follow that it was a commentary 
on the Yajna\alkyasmrti. There we are told that the Kalpa- 
taru**’ read ‘abhijanata’ for ‘ avijanata ’ in Yaj. II. 258, but 
that since tliat reading is opposed to Yajhavalkya-prakasa, 
Halayudha and Parijata it must be regarded as a wrong read¬ 
ing. As it is a reading of Yaj. himself that was being dis¬ 
cussed, it would be somewhat strange if it were said that it 
was opposed to Yaj. and I’rakasa and therefoie it is necessary 
to suppose that Yajuavalkyaprakasa is one w ork. 

The Yivadacintamani in several j laces gives the explana¬ 
tion of Prakasa.*** The Smrtisara**' gives at great length the 

l Pl.^. ( on S. IH.S. I tnle p. .'>0!) of 1%.^, wlieieIRRTia 

cites ITRH%r'-f alone ‘ q'5ri|5rr'TdT'--?fidP-dHJfU ^1 

RfN 7Tdrid ^fd RdUdPilRfd adJiR: 

883 ‘ \ rpdqTRd dTdTdTRdid ‘ RIddR ’ ' ITddif^dRRiaft RHd^T- 

gn ii rirN rtr; w-’inn: i d.WRRT?: di^Rid i ’ 

dTddcdfdR ( No. lU of ISS-t 86 in the Covt. I.ili. at the B. 0. K. 

Institute, Poona 4, folio oi t> ?. 

RIRRR dj? ^fd Effd^: I Rd.RTdd?:: I 

fuiio 42 a f BOm, ms. Xo, of |ss(-S7 i. 

885 5 SirddTddf^ Riq 3tl^dl'd qp:r dP^d: R 3 RTfdcdd- 

Rd.Tdr-fdTf'T-'TTP:dTdlddrdTd:RRTddRdfd''^RTd: 1 fd. d. P- 198- 

SSI) fdddrfd RrdRoi'ddrdd^-sqn ddr'Sd d>dr(%Rrddfjnd ddd^rdR: 1 d^r 

RRdTdTdldTddddrdr I Id. fd. I>- 1-95 ; ‘ dRflisdlddRII^^dT^I^fJ- 

5dtd rddldddd, ddR^d RRR dfd’ RdlW; I ’ fd. fd. p. 157; vide 

pp. 130, 140 al-o. 

887 Rdiq g ddHI RR:t%dr dd RRidddddd, ^^IR I fdRTRdia ST^Id- 

RRTdt Idg-RIdldT d'dlddSRdlRRddd d-TT I d dd 
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explanation of PrakaSa on the controversial verses of Yaj. (II. 

138-139 ). The Yiramitrodaya^®® quotes at length Prakaia’s 

explanation of Mann ( 9. 207 ) and disapproves of it on the 

ground ( among others ) that the verse can more clearly be 

explained so as to convey a meaning similar to that of Yaj. 

II. 116. The Prakala is mentioned in tlie Dayatattva ( vol.II, 

p. 173 ) and in the ^'uddhitattva ( vol. 11, p. 288 ) and p. 385 

and the Maharnava-prakasa is mentioned in the Kalpataru 

on b'raddha p. 262. 

As the Prakasa is quoted in the Kaljiatam it is certainly 

earlier than 1125. A. D. It mentions Medln'itithi. Besides the 

3Iit. does not refer to it. There is room for thinking that it 

follows the Mit. Yaj. II. 116 is, according to the Vivada- 

ratnakara.'‘‘'“ explained by the Prakasa in almost the same 

words as the Mit. It is possible that both borrow from the same 

original. At all events the Prakasa must have been composed 

between 1000 and 1100 A. D. 

Hemadri frequently cites a work called Maharnava- 

praka^a.^*''^ According to the latter the sandal unguents, 

dowers, incense, lamp presented in .sraddha are to be offered 

to the Brrihmauas invited and not to the pitys. ]n another 

place Hemadri quotes the explanation of the word ‘ niman- 

truna given by the 31aharnavaprakasa. In some places 

( Continwed from tUe 'pi'erwas paye ) 

fee. ( h *-*• ''■“V 301, folio US b ). 

858 Vide o [). 57- ; the s.vine also oocurs in p. 1.30. 
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Hemadri refers to a work called Smvtimahariiava or simply 

Maharnava.*®^ It appears to me that all these are the 

names of the same work. The Madanaparijata ( p. 93 ) quotes 

a verse from the Smitimaharnava about v.pdicarma. 

76. Parijata 

Several works bear the appellation Parijata such as the 

Vidhanaparijata ( composed in 1625 A. D. ). the IMadanapari- 

jata ( about 1375 A. 1).) and the Prayogajiarijiita (between 

1400-1500 ). But there was an ancient work called Parijiita 

quoted by even some of the earliest nihandhakdru.s. The 

Vivadaratnilkara regarded the Kalpataru, Parijata Hala- 

yudha and Prakaia as its most eminent predecessors.^®* The 

Danaratnakara*®^ quotes several times the views of Parijata 

on gifts. The Smrtisara of Harinatha sets out at length the 

order of succession to a soilless man according to the Parijata 

(vide I. O. Ms. No. 301, folio 134a). One of the striking 

opinions of the Parijata was that the widow of a sonless man 

should raise offspring by nii/oija and give the wealth of the 

deceased to the son so born. 

From the above it appears that the Parijata was an in¬ 

dependent work on vyavalulra, J.dna and other topics, as it 

held views similar to those of Bhojadeva and llalayudha on the 

widow’s rights and as it is not quoted by the Mit. or other 

earlier works it must be assigned to a date between 1000-1125 

A. D. In I. L. K. 12 Cal. 348 at }i. 356 the learned judges hold 

that the Parijiita frequently died as an authority by the 

Vivadaratuakara is the Jladauaparijata. But this is entirely 

wrong. The latter work, it will be shown ( vide sec. 

892 ^-41 ^ 31T1 IT'. I JTmgir 5(1^ 

1 III. 1. 11- ; "n I>1>. 189, 54.5 of the same onlj' the word 
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Madanaparijiita )* was composed about 1375, while the 

Vivadaratnakara was comjiosed about 1320 A. D. The 

Krtyaratiiakara mentions the Parijata nine times ( on pp. 31. 

54, 58, 59, 61, 66, 74, 92, 606 ) and Vivadaratnakara quotes 

it six times. The Parijata was liberal enough to state that 

the Pahcaratra, PaSupata and similar doctrines, where not 

op})osed to the Veda, are authoritative as to those parts 

( Krtyaratnakara p. 31 ). 

Kaghuuandana in Dayatattva ( vol. 11. p. 177 ) lumps 

together ‘ Smrti-maharnava, Kamadhenu and Parijata’ and 

again on p. 195 of the same puts together the Mitaksara, Pari¬ 

jata, Halayudha and holds that a certain passage in the 

Kalpataru (that differs ) is due to a mistake of the copyist 

( vide foot -note*"^ below ). 

7 7. Govindaraia 

The commentary of (lovindaraja on the Manusmrti was 

published by Kao Saheh V. N. Mandlik and a portion of it 

was published by Dr. Jolly in the Manutikasahgraha. In his 

commentary^'*' on iilanu III. 247 and 248 he tells us that he 

has treated at greater length the subject of those verses in his 

own work called Smi timaujari. Kulluka*®' in his comment 

on Mann IV. 212 twits (Jovinilarrija with having explained 

‘ wyrcs ’ in one way in his commentary on Manu and in a 

different way in his Mafijari. A Ms. of a portion of the Smrti- 

manjari exists in the India Office (cat. p. 47l). Haraprasada 

qrfl ?r jjh- 

fc^iriq i fRffrrq’ 
(II p. 155 ). 

896 ?nf4?T i ff g sirri^ 

('O’ °° *13 111- 217: ‘ firf spir^- 

’ on III. 248. ( 

is prob.nbly a scribe’-) error, a? the word is only a descrip¬ 

tion of the work ) 
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Sastri in the Cat. of Mss. of the Govt, in the custody of the 

Asiatic Society of Bengal ( vol. Ill, pp. 51-54 No. 1924 ) gives 

a description of the jMs. of the Smvtimanjari on Acara and 

Praj'a^citta. 

Mann IV. 212 requires a brahmana to desist from parta¬ 

king of food of various categories, one of which is food offered 

by an ugra. Botli Manu ( X. 9 ) and Yftj. (I. 92 ) provide that 

the son of a Ksatriya from a wife of the ^'udra class is called 

Ugra. The Kalpataru (on Niyata-kala-kanda p. 261 ) quotes 

the author of the Maujari, para{)hrasing ‘ ugra ’ as meaning 

‘ rajan’. The i^raddhakalpataru on p. 46 mentions ‘ Mafijari- 

kara ’ and on p. 259 ‘ Sinvtiinanjarikara ’. The same work is 

meant in both places. The 6raddhakanda ( Kalpataru ) pp. 

46-47 ) quotes a long piassage from the Vayupurana stating 

that some kind of edible grains, vegetables, and other articles 

should be offered in i^raddha. One of these is Kaleya, which 

is explained by Govindaraja. On Manu III. 285, Govinda- 

raja’s gloss is not accepted by Kulluka, while on Manu III. 

178 Kulluka agrees with both Medhatithi and Govindaraja. 

Raghunandana in Dayatattva ( vol. II, p. 191 ) quotes a 

verse of Visnu cited by Govindaraja. 

The Dayabhaga of Jimutavahana ( XI) quotes Govinda¬ 

raja as holding on the strength of a verse of Visnu^°’® that 

a daughter’s son succeeded to the estate of a deceased person 

even before the married daughter of the deceased. In the 

printed com. of Govindaraja, there is no comment of his after 

Manu IX. 72. But it appears that Jimutavahana had before 

him the com. of Govindaraja on the verses after IX. 72 (at 

least on what are Manu IX. 131-136 ). Govindaraja is men¬ 

tioned in the Kalaviveka ( p. 304 ) and Vyavaharamatrka 

( p. 342 ) also. 

897a ‘ dm ’frfd'Tumm'q ddJiTp: i 

g 'TTdMfldiq: II gsid: 

1 mdffTd XI. 2-2-:J3 ( Jiv.) ‘ I ’ 

is a verse of quoted by mddld as ( in 

XI. 2. 8 p. 179 ( ed. of Jivaniinda 1893 ) and by Smrti-Candrikg 

{ Vyavahara p. 296, (Ibarpuro's ed ). The Smrti-t'andrik.a reads 
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Kulluka differs expressly from Govindaraja on Manu I. 

5, I. 82 (Itaresvagamat) ; II. 122,125, 127; 111.50,53,127, 

129, 191, 221. 284, 285; V. 16, 51, 72, 84, 104 (imam Govinda- 

rajas3'a rajajnam nadriyamahe ); VI. 14, 79, 84 &c. In dozens 

of cases ( besides these) Govindaraja’s views are mentioned 

but not criticized by Kulluka. 

From these two works a brief account of the personal his¬ 

tory of Govindaraja can be extracted. The colophons at the 

end of the Manutika describe Govindaraja as the son of bhatta 

Madhava. The first verse*®* of the Smrtimanjari and one at 

the end (though somewhat corrupt) give the information that 

he was the son of Madhava and grand-son of Narayana and 

appears to have lived on the holy banks of the Ganges.*®* 

Those who like Sarvadhikari identify Govindaraja with 

Govindacandra, prince of Benares, are therefore entirely wrong 

since he was a Brahmana and not a Ksatriya. The first 

verse®®® of his Manutika contains an obeisance to god (or 

i§iva ) and states that he had received the ^astra of Manu in 

an unbroken tradition of teacher and pupil and that he had 

examined previous commentaries of Manu. 

The Smrtis mentioned by him in the two works of his 

are given below.®®^ Besides, he mentions the Vayupurana (on 

Manu III. 232) and Purana in general (on Manu 1.74 and 

80 ). He frequently quotes the Grhyasutras, also the Bahvr- 

cagrhyaparilis^, the Yogasutra. He says ( on Manu 2. 23 ) 

II 1st verse. 

899 folio 150 b ‘ rR- 

5!lIcJr5I I I ) 
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that Mleccha countries like Andhra and others were not fit 

for performing sacrifices. He appears to have held like Medha- 

tithi the view that molcsa was to be attained by a combina¬ 

tion oijndna and karma^^^ As compared with the bhasya of 

Medhatithi his commentary is very concise. Kulluka largely 

drew upon Medhatithi and Govindaraja, mentions them 

hundreds of times, criticizes®®^ both of them and particularly 

holds up Govindaraja to ridicule often enough.®®^* Kulluka 

notes that Govindaraja in opposition to Medhatithi and Bhoja- 

deva arranged Manu 8. 181-184 diflerently ( putting 8. 182 as 

the last of those four verses ). In the printed edition there is 

no comment of Govindaraja on the verses of the 9th chapter 

from verse 72. But it appears that the Dayabh.aga had that 

part of the commentary, as it quotes the views of Govinda¬ 

raja on the rights of the daughter’s sou which could have 

appeared only on Manu IX. 130-136. 

A few words may now be said about the Smrtimanjari 

mss. which are rare. At the end of the India Office Ms. a 

summary of the contents of the whole work is given (for 

which see footnote below ).®®* It appears that the Smrtimaft- 

902 On JT5 2. '.^8 says ‘ f 

903 Note the following where ie criticized by IfJ. II. 1. 

22, 127 ; HI. 11, 53, 127, 129, 285 ; IV. 7, 162 ; VI. 14, 79, 86 ; VII. 94, 

211; VIII. 37, 142-143, 184, 333 ; IX. 68, 136, 141, 162, 206 ; X. 3 ; 

XI. 82, 180 ; XII. 86. 

903a On II. 125, III. 50 ; and VIII. 37 is held up to special 

ridicule: f^WWiq^o^I I 

II on 412 III. 50; I fUt 

IT^ll^i n on V. 104. it should be noted 

that the printed text of on 4I»1 V. 104 is corrupt as it 

reads ‘ ^5 

I I 31'% sifiqiftqnT: I spajqsni^ I 

S^RqJlT: I I fqRl^lI^fpqRiTi: 1 I fr^q- 

I I i i ^qTqTqT%: 

( Continued on the next pnqe ) 
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ari dealt ■with all ^n'iucipal topics of dharmaiastra such as 

the sariiskaras, the daily duties viz; bath, samdhya, brahma- 

yajila, the duties of tlie studeut, householder, the forest hermit, 

and the saiimydsin, the duties of the four varnas] gifts, the 

purifications of various materials, foods forbidden and allow¬ 

ed, impurity on birth and death, sti,pind<i,s and savuinodaJms, 

funeral r\tes^ srdddha and its various details, and Prayascitta. 

The ms. in the India office deals with the oAhikari iov i>rayo,s- 

citta, the parsed (i. e. the assembly of learned men who are to 

determine what prayascitta is to be prescribed ), the means of 

atoning for sins and violations of religious duties, the prayaS- 

cittas for the mahdpdtid-ii,< ( viz. the murder of a Brahmana, 

drinking wine, theft of gold, incest ) and for other lesser and 

similar sins, meaning of the wonl ju-ayascitta, prayascittas for 

killing men of Ksatriya, Vaisya and i^udra classes and for- 

killing w’omen, prayascittas for the killing of a cow and of 

various beasts and birds, prayascittas for eating forbidden or 

polluted food and for selling articles forbidden to be sold, 

secret prayascittas. The India Office Ms. which deals only 

with prdyascittas contains 152 folios. This gives us an idea 

as to how extensive the whole work must have been embrac¬ 

ing as it did the entire field of dharmasastra. In the body of 

the work contained in the Ms. frequent references occur to 

( Continued from the previous page ) 
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other parts of®®*' the Smvtimaujari such as samskarakaiida, the 

abhaksyakanda, the sraJdhakaiicla. One interesting fact 

about Govindaraja is that, though a northerner he permit- 

e(j806 marriage with one’s maternal uncle’s daughter and said 

that the prohibition against marrying a girl of the maternal 

uncle’s ijot'i'd applies only to the sou of a jnUrikd. The Ms. in 

the India Office is an ancient one, being copied in san.vat 1467 

Alvina dark half, Saturday (i. e. October 1411 A. D. ) during 

the reign of Mahara,na Udayasiihha at Vasuravi modern 

Vasravi in the territory of the Maharaja Gaikwad of Baroda). 

Dr. Jolly ( Manutikasamgraha, preface page 1 and R. u. 

S. p. 31 ) and Dr. B\ihler (S. B. E. vul. 25, j'. cxxvii) assign¬ 

ed Govindaraja to the 12th or I3th century. But this date is 

not correct, as the following discussion will show. Kulluka 

( vide note 773 above ) expressly says that Medhatithi is much 

earlier than Govindaraja. Though Medhatithi is nowhere ex¬ 

pressly named in his commentary by Govindaraja®®’ the latter 

appears to have several times criticised Medhatithi. Another 

905 folio 41 a ; 

I folio lou a; foiio ss. 

906 tiig?.?jf fnq’Tt^iT ri^^f ^ i ii 

gffiwpiTT 13i?p%FT?tngjTi5it 

pfn'4 1515? ji'siT.TgqRqq: i 

P->T: I rl=4T ipgw^gwf 

5c^^tfT%G^rnT ; ^=P1TH 1 

I fol.o 95 a. 

907 od ng 111. 120 ‘ qp p pqqi ejibs^ip- 

wra 5l[q?;Tg ( tlP 111. 1S7 ) , 

T^.P»T4151 ’ P’Timf*! 

does quote the passage of the a*><l ti'e verse of Jfp 
'* "a 

( III. 1S7 ) ; on HP I. 103 f-ays ‘ 

(?) ' ^5 ^r. 

(up X. 1 ) 5^11^ g ?IB ’ ; P'-4T%f5l 

does take the verse as uii and says ^ * J 

on XL 17N ‘ aud 370^^^ 

says ‘ Jpp Vif’e a>s*o 

on 2. 201, 3. 160, 4. 119, 4. 222, 5. 134, 8. 293, 10. 28. 
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important circiimstance is that, though the Mit. mentions 

Medhatithi and Bhojadeva as great authorities it is silent 

about Govindaraja. Hence it follows that Govindaraja could 

not have flourished earlier than Bhojadeva, i. e. earlier than 

about 1050 A. D. In the Haralata of Aniruddha ( which as 

we shall see later on ( must have been composed about 1160 

A. D. ), Govindaiflja is quoted several times and is looked 

upon as a great authority like Visvarupa, Bhojadeva and 

Kamadhenu.““^ This shows that Govindaraja could not have 

flourished later than 1125 A. D. The Dayabhaga®®® (in 

Dwhitradkikara ) disapproves of the view of Govindaraja who 

placed the daughter’s son before married daughter as an heir. 

In his Kalaviveka®^® also Jimtitavahana refers to Govindaraja 

in the same breath with Bhojaraja and ViSvarupia. In his 

Vyavaharamatrka®“ he refers to Manjarikara as having held 

the same view as Vi^varujia. Maujari here must be taken to be 

the Smrtimahjari of Govindaraja, since Jimiitavahana in his 

other works refers to Govindaraja, since Kulluka also speaks 

of the Mahjari of Govindaraja ( vide note 706 above ) and since 

there is no other known ancient work of that name on 

dharmasastra. This shows that the Mahjari comprised a 

discussion on vyavohdra also. Hemadri®'® tells that the 

author of the work called Pauditaparitosa refuted the views 

of Govindaraja on the performance of Sraddha on the 13th 

tithi by a man having a son. This shows that Govindaraja 

must have preceded Hemadri ( who wrote in the latter half 

of the 13th century or by at least a century more. The 

908 Vide note 777 above ' 5R?5tIT 

p. 166 ; I 

|Rf5?Tr p. 174. 

909 TTsiT 

!TT?iq ^lf45R2)TI%^,Rl ^RPT: I I 

I p. 304. 

911 fF^dqiR^qirq ^qoiq; i sq^fr^trig^ 

p. .317. 

912 5TI%T%%q I... 

qiw i ni.2. p. isi. 
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Smrtyarfchasara®'® of ^riJhara relies on* the views of 

Govindaraja in its seetion on saihnyasa. 

When the first edition of H. of Dh. ( Vol. I) was publish¬ 

ed in 1930, no portion of the Krtyakalpataru of Laksmidhara 

was available in print. Later, eleven kandas of the Kalpataru 

have been edited by Prof. K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar and 

published and some part of the Pr-ayaicittakauda has been 

discovered by Dr. S. L. Katre and he has published a paper in 

‘ Bharatiya Vidya ’ Vol. 17 ( 1957 ) pp. 72-75, in which he 

points out in all six passages referring to Govindaraja and 

Smrtiniaujarl, once in the Prilyascittakanda, twice as 

Manjarikara and Suu’timaujarikara in the Niyatakalakanda 

p. 261 (‘Ugro rajeti Mafijarikarah ’) ou Manu IV. 212 

(ugrannam ) and on p. 280 of the same kanda he quotes 

from the Smrti-Manjari three hemistichs cited on the word 

‘ pararika ’ ( as a variety of palandit, ) from Aj’urveda. Dr. 

Katre mentions three more passages from the i$raddha--kanda 

( pp. 45-46, 46-47 about ‘ Bharunda’ ‘ Kaleya ’ from Manjari¬ 

kara and Govindaraja and from pp. 258-59, where Smrtimaft- 

jarikara is quoted. 

There is no doubt now that the Kalpataru quotes from 

the Smrtimanjari of Govindaraja and that the latter’s literary 

activity cannot be placed later than about 1110 A. D. and that 

he should be assigned to the period 1000-1110 A. D. ( since 

he mentions Dhare^vara Bhojaraja and is mentioned in the 

Kalpataru and the Dayabhaga ). 

78 The Kalpataru of Laksmidhara 

The Krtyakalpataru or Kalpataru of Laksmidhara exer¬ 

cised great influence over the Dharma^astra writers of Mithila, 

Bengal and Northern India in general. It was an extensive 

work divided into fourteen kandas. For the first volume of 

the H. of Dh. published in 1930 the author could secure mss. 

of only three kandas viz. Dana, Rajadharma and Vyavahara. 

On I’eading the account of the Kalpataru in H. of Dh. Vol. 1. 

Prof. K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar saw the present author 

and asked him whether he ( the j-resent author ) would under¬ 

take to edit the work. The present author stated that his 

913 I 

*l«n II I p. 96. 
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hands were full owing to the work to be done on the other 

volumes of the H. of Dh. and that the Professor might under¬ 

take the bringing out of an edition of the Kalpataru if he 

liked. Prof, llangaswami Aiyangar undertook the heavy task 

and edited ill the Gaikwad’s Oriental Series ( Baroda ) eleven 

Kandas ( out of the fourteen kaiidas of the Kalpataru ) and 

left three parts unedited when he passed away; but the present 

author learns that one [lart on Pratistha may be published 

soon. Laksmidhara himself refers to the work as Kalpavrksa 

and Kalpadruma also ( in verses 10 and 13 of the Introd. of 

the Br. K.) and later writers and works also sometimes employ 

the synonyms ( e. g. the Vivadaratnakara at the end refers to 

Kalpavrksa in a }>aronomastic verse ). Prof. Aiyangar pub¬ 

lished the Danakanda as the first instalment of the whole 

work in 1941 with a lengthy Introduction of 129 pages. On 

p. 18 of the Intro, to Danakanda, Prof. Aiyangar set out what 

he then (in 1941 ) supposed to be the names of the fourteen 

kandas viz. I. Bralimacriri-kanila ( publislied in 1948); II. 

Grhasthakaii'la ( [mb. in 1944 ); III. Naiyatakalika or Niyata- 

kala or Ahiiika ([mb. in 1950 ); the matters dealt with the 

third kamla are : brushing the teeth, morning bath, procedure 

on that bath, j'Cpd, tarpuna, the five daily Yajhas ( Vai^va- 

deva and others ), midday meal (in its various aspects and 

attendant actions ), what should be done after midday meal, 

ratrikrtya, r<ijasv<dd { rules about a woman in her monthly 

illness ), actions to be done in parvau-tithis ( amavasya, full 

moon, 8th and 14th tithis and Sahkranti days ), actions to be 

done on several tithis in months from Caitra. oftering respect 

to Agastya, care of cows, letting loose a bull, rules about 

listening to Purfinas ; IV. Sraddhakanda ( pub. in 1950 ); V. 

Danakanda (])ub.®'^ in 1941 with a general Intro, of 126 pages 

on the Kalpataru. In this vol., the Editor inserted on pp. 

337-353 e.xtracts from five works on Dana, viz. Danasagara 

of Ballaiasena, Hemadri’s Danakhanda, ( part of Caturvarga- 

cintamani ), Danaratnakara of Cande^vara, Danavivekoddyota 

of Madanasirhha, and Daiuiprakil^a in Viramitrodaya of 

Mitrami^ra It is difficult to understand why these extracts 

were included. 

914 Vide a p.ipei-Uy Di-. Blialiato'-hJBIiatt.'icary.i in •'Poona OrientaliMt ’ 

Vol. X1I[~-\IV |ip. 7-18 on ‘ treatmont of Dana by Kane and 

r.;uiga.sH.iini. ' On p. IS of Intro, to Danak.inda, Prof. Aiyangar 

( Continued on the next page ) 
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VI. On Vrata ( pub. in 1953 ). This kanda is jn'incijially 

based on Purilnas. eleven in nmnbei', among which Bhavisya, 

Mafcsya and Varaha are the most prominent. On p. 2 it states 

that in the Kida, Tretn, Dvaj ara and Kali Yngas respectively 

iSujaj’a, liania, Dhanaujaya, Vikrama attained the position of 

supreme Juler.s ( .S;lr\ a!jhauma ) by [ eiforming vratas and 

that A'asundliara, the virtuous daughter of Vikraraa dwelling 

in the Dasariia c.,uiitry (Valva) secured niok^a bj' performing 

vratas. On pfi. 3G-3« it quotes IG verses from Sumantu, the 

last of which avers that the fladiayas, Talajaiighas, Turuskas 

( Turks ), Yavanas and ^'akas ( Scythians i observing fasts (in 

Vratas ) reached the status of br.ahmanas in tins very world. 

YII. It is difficult to say definitely what subject was 

dealt with in the Tth Kun la. It may have been either Puja 

worship of images ) or pratisthi f consecration of images and ) 

temples ) or even both. The {uesent author understands that 

some formr^ liave been printeil as Prati.sthakanda ( at Baroda) 

but there is no Introductory verse ( as there is in most kiindas 

exjiressly mentioning the number of the Kanda in the series 

of 14 kandas ). Further, the present author understands that 

the late Prof. -Aiyangar left a copy of the Puja j'urt ; but here 

also there is no Introductory verse about its place in the 

series. The ms. begins with aiP’’’ incomplete verse and ends 
also abruptly as shown below. 

VIII. 'rirthavivecanakanda ( pub. in 1912 )-visiting holy 

places, the greatness of Vriranast. Praynga, the Ganges, Gaya. 

Kuruksetra, Prthiidaka Puskara, Aladhura, UjjayinI, 

Xarma la, Kubjamraka, Nukara, Kokamukha, BadarKasrama, 

( ('itht’i an,e I froiii thf previovi.'f p".ge ) 

[iI.iGOil n 11 ( G Gi-e iration of <U\iuy and temples ) 

as tlir^ .»'■ tlio ]»art of the Kal[»ataru and Vrata- 

Iwlnia:!-- ilinfltli; Itnb lie liini-elf l.itoi on found that Vratak.lnda 

w-’.-s tho hrli Kan la and puhii-shod it a-^ 'UL-h. As .there are only 14 

kr.nia>in favk^tnolh.i• a - tlic Tth probahly comppehunded 

})Oth PraTiMh.' and Puj... Tijo Sili i.t* L'lrtba, 9th prohalds tlealt 

u ith P: ri \ rr ;i ;ii 1 l lio deaK w uh Sudd hi. 

9>'' The m~. of Puj.r ‘.I ^mtT W 

...!tTJtTf|fT:l Tlii= i> .an a anii5tuhh ver^e : the m-j. ends abruptly 

iT>;q k 'TTT5rT?:--q || ^fT II 

H. D.—84 
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Mandilra, Salagrama, Stutasvamin, Dvaraka, Lohargala, 

Kedara, Naiinisa, and others. Besides, this kauda speaks of 

the starting on the Mahaj)atha (the great journey) referred 

to in ilanu VI. 31, the Mahabharata in its Mahaprastha- 

nikaparva ( declaring that Yudhisthira with his four brothers 

queen Draupadi and a faithful dog started on the Great Journey 

towards Himalaya and that they fell down dead one after 

another, Draupadi being the first and Bhima the last. Volume 

IV of H. of Dh. Section IV ( pp. 552-727 ) contains descriptions 

of several famous holy places and several hundred tirthas are 

mentioned together with references to the Epics, Puranas and 

other works ( in pp. 730-825), where less known tirthas like 

Lohargala, Stutasvamin are mentioned. The Tirthakalpataru 

bases its treatment on the Mahabharata ( quoted 15 times ), 

12 Puranas Matsya and Varaha being quoted 11 times each ). 

Vide Dr. Bhabatosh Bhattacharya’s paper in N. I. A. Poona 

Vol. IX. ( 1947) pp. 100-104 on “ Vacaspati-mi^ra’s 

indebtedness to Laksmidharabhatta ”. 

IX. ( probably dealt with Prayascittas ). That Laksmi- 

dhara desired to devote one kanda to Prayalcittas is clear 

from his own statement in the Grhasthakanda p. 314(nara- 

kaus-etc. Praya^cittakande vaksyamah ). Besides, the Prayag- 

cittatattva of Raghunandana quotes several verses of Yama on 

the Gomatividya from Praya^citta Kalpataru (p. 522-23). 

Vide H. of Dh. Vol. IV p. 108 where the whole passage from 

Yama on Gomati-vidya has been quoted. Dr. S. L. Katre con¬ 

tributed a paper on ‘ the PrayaScittakanda, missing section of 

the Kalpataru’ to the J. O. I. ( Baroda ) Vol. VIII ( part 3 pp. 

286-290. On p. 289 he describes a moth-eaten ms. of PrayaiS- 

cittakaiida from Benares, furnishes a summary of the contents 

from 72 available folios of the ms. containing more than 104 

folios and he surmises that Pratistha is a supplement of Puja. 

Dr. Katre sets out the different ( 32 ) topics dealt with in the 

ms. he describes ( pp. 289-290) and names the authors and 

works relied on ( p. 290 ). It is possible to argue that Puja 

(worship ) follows after Pratistha and that therefore the 7th 

Kauda might have been called Pratistha, and also included dis¬ 

quisitions on Puja. 

X. ^uddhi-kanda ( pub. in 1950 ). This is the smallest of 

the eleven kandas so far published. 
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The Mitaksara, deals with aSauca on Yaj. III. 1-34. This 

subject also is dealt with in the i^'uddhikaiida of the Kalpa- 

taru. Many of Yajnavalkya’s verses ( III. 1-34 ) have been 

quoted in the ^'uddhikaiida but in many cases without any 

comment whatever. Verses of this last type are Yaj. III. 1-2 

( q. on p. 72 of ), 3-5 ( q. on . 85 ), 7-11 ( q. on p. 91 ), 

12-13 q. on p. 98 and p. 58 ), 24 (q. on p. 53 ), 25 (q. on p. 54 ), 

26 (q. on p. 70 ), 28-29 ( q. on p. 64 ), 31-34 (^q. on pp. 115- 

116 ). On ‘ Yamasuktam ’ mentioned in Yaj. III. 2; the Mit. 

points, out that it is the h^’^mn beginning with ‘ Pareyi- 

vaih^am ’ ( Rg. X. 14. 1-16 ), but the l^uddhikanda does not 

refer to it on p. 72. On some of the verses the comment 

of the Mit. extends to some pages e. g. on III. 1-2 it is two 

closely printed pages, on III. 24 over two pages, on III. 

28-29( two pages ). On Yaj. III. 15 ( ^uddhi-kanda p. 90 

the only explanation offered is that the word ‘katannam’ 

means ‘ alaucannam ’ while the Mit. has five lines of explana¬ 

tion on the verse and explains the word ‘ sakatanuam ’ as 

katasabdeuasaucam laksyate tat sahacaritam-annam sakata- 

nnam ( i. e. it takes ‘ sakabinnam as one compound ), while 

it seems that L. separated as ‘ sa kabinnam On III. 22 the 

Mit. has a comment of ^th of a printed page, while L. explains 

only the words ‘ sudrasya tadardham nyayavartinah ’ as 

■ pakayajha-dvija^usrusadi-ratasya tadardham syat’. These 

very words are used by the Mit. in its long comment. On 

Yaj. III. 30 quoted by L. ( on i^uddhikauda p. 126 ) the Mit. 

has a lengthy discussion of more than two printed pages, 

while L. in yuddikanda ( p. 126 ) sets out only two lines and 

a half of explanation almost in the same words ( though not 

clear as the quotations below will show ).®^‘ The present 

916 The word %'Z occiir«5 lo Maim 11. 204 where ib is provided that 

a pupil may sit with hia (jura on the same ^srastara or kata or vseseT; 

I Those in luourniag were to sloop fourteen 

da3 s on bare ground or on .a bed of gra-s-i or on reeds. Jlauu V. 73o 

and Yaj. Ill. 16, ( Auand. ed. ) I. 6. 1'21) g. 

The .Mit. e.xplains : 

( Continued on the next paye ) 
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author liojjes that the comment iu SivhihikriM hi m cojiieh from 
or suggested by the ilit. ; aud that In the effort to summarise 
clarity has beeu lost. 

The ^’uddhi ( puriticatioii ) is of two kimis, external 

and internal; the first arises iu tliree ways \iz. from 

family, food, the body. The princij.al topics are ; impurity 

ou death and birth, the rules alxut these, rules wlieii 

a jieriod of dsnticn follows one that has already occurred 

and has not eAded ; asauca in cists where the person concern¬ 

ed is in a different country ; periods of impurity in the ease of 

a child’s death or for a child , .li.uica about women relatives 

( unmarried or married ), }ienoiU at lifauca in cases of persons 

dying in battle or in crowds or dy.ng by lightning , of [ ersons 

sentenced by the king or dying lor saving the life of 

brahmanas or where the king changes tiie period for state 

purposes as provided in Gaut. Dh. S. Xl\'. 43-46 aud Visnu 

22. 47-52 ); persons for whom there is no asauca prescribed ; 

aiauca for and asapimias ; rules aljout the jiersons 

carrying the dead body to the cemetery ; burnrl of infants 

(and not cremation ) and cremation ; description of the rites 

on the cremation of an agnihotrin and one not so ; bath and 

offering water to the deceased; for whvin there is no offering 

of water ( such as those who commit suicide ); comforting 

those bereaved Yaj. 111. 7-11 j; asthisaucayaua ( collecting 

the ashes ); purification of the body ( ilanu V. lOo-lOf), Vaj. 

III. 31-34), cases of purification by bath; jniriticatiou of 

substances ( such as [wecious stones, gulden or silver articles ), 

purification of things that are s[iOilt by contact with urine or 

excreta &c.; purification of the ground, of waters aud of 

cooked food ; exceptions to the rules aijout im[)urity. 

( Continued j-rom the precioa's paijo ) 

SiT^lTriT I ‘ 

iTIilH Jr^515rTiFJ{TfH nhcJi I ^ 1 

p. lit) ha- •%; =qT-5tifi'f4IP4T4T: Jj'S: 

‘ I 'sfl'-Rd; i ■' Slf&'if.lk ’ 

^fiJT I Tin-I-all the exijhi'iatimi of Hii- ver-e. This i.- not 

so clear at lir^t sijjht a- the oxpl.uiation ui Mit. is Ivalpa- 

tani i- b\- it-elf obsenre, while the woul-of the Mit. ( 
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XI. llriiadhai-makritula ( pub. in 1943 ). This is one of 

the smallest and the weakest sections of the Kalpataru and 

by its meagre and [ledestriaii contents offers an anti-climax 

to the great claims made by Lak.smidhara in the Introductory 

verse of this Kanda wliich says ‘ In this 11th kilnda Laksmi- 

dhara descnbes tlie collection of Ivajadbarmas, Laksmidhara 

whose m'lid is ( heat ) on meritorious actions and to whose 

wouderbil greatness in }'o]itical wisdom are due, all such 

results as the placing of the world tm the path of right, as the 

fact that elejihants are found attaciied to the houses of those 

endowed with good (|ualities and the fact that king, Govinda- 

caudra jilanted liis feet on the heads of kings. Even Prof. 

Rangacharya, the editor, who every now and then sings the 

praises of Liksmhlhara, was constrained to observe in his 

lengthy Introduction ( 9.> pages ) ‘to a modern student of 

ancient Indian polity it will also a[)pear somewhat barren and 

theoretical when compared with, for examide, the Kautiliya 

( p. 9 ) and ‘ tlie great ex[.ectatiOLis raised by these features 

may not be met by a study of this book ( ]■. 11 ). The text 

printed in very large type occujiies oidy 176 jiages ( exchrd- 

ing the D(/vnyairJ-vulii.i, and festivals ) and if smaller 

type had been used {as in tlie Xir. edition of the Jlitil- 

k-saril ) it woul.l have probably occupied not more than 70 

pages ( of the X'r. e.lition ty[ie ) and at least lesser space than 

95 plages devoted to the Introduction. The topics discussed 

are’, praise of the Singly office, king's coronation, the ipualities 

requisite in a king, ministers, forts ( including the cajutal ), 

construction of jailace ( and other matters, flag ikc ), admini¬ 

stration of liie State, Royal treasury ( and revenue ), Danda 

i. e. royal foices ( described in three verses and two lines ), 

iiiitra ( i. e. ally ) in a little over two Jjages ; Rajaputraraksa 

i. e. guarding and education of the prince ( in nine verses from 

Matsyajiurfi ia and two from IMahabharata with two lines of 

explanation), 'uo'Liitra (consultation with ministers^ for settling 

policies, Sadguuya ( six lines of policy, namely making peace, 

decision to go to war, Yana, asana, Dvaidhlbhava and Samsra- 

ya ; { only verses of Manu VII ItiO-lSO and IX. 298 -300 are 

(piloted without a word of comment by himself or taken from 

piredecessors; Yatra ( im as ion against an enemy, pipi. 115—143); 

many works (puoted without hardly any exp lanatiou by 

Laksmidhara and the edition addings mostly p assages from 

Viramitrodaya and a few from Haradatta and others ; abhi- 

Biktatp’tyhni ( what the crowned king should do from day to 
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day ); in pp. 178-212 are described festivals to be undertaken 

and celebrated by the king ( such as Devayatril in all the 

days of VaiSakha quoting a long passage from Brahma- 

puraua on pp. 178-181 with only one line of his own comment; 

Kaumudimahotsava ( ])p. 182-3 ) and the festival of raising 

the Hag in honour of Indra ( pp. 184-190 ) from Devipuraiia.”* 

Each page can contain only 11 or 12 verses, if there be no 

foot-notes ( as on p. 74 ), but as almost every page has foot¬ 

notes about variant readings and also contains exti’acts 

from the Viramitrodaya, Kulluka, Maskaribhasya and other 

works ; in some cases as much as half a page is occupied by 

notes. Taking the above facts into consideration, the high 

claims made for his excellent policies and eliminating the 

extract on festivals, what remains of Rajadharma in this 

kaiida is meagre and does little credit to the learning and 

experience of a great administrator, minister and commander. 

The festivals dealt with are : 

Mahanavamipiija on Asviua bright half, 9th tithi, 

( pp. 191-195 from Devijmraiia without a word of comment); 

Cinhavidhi ( in Kartika ) in honour of Devi from Devipuraua 

in pp. 196-198; Gavotsarga (in pp. 199-200, from Devipurana); 

Vasor-dhara ( pp. 201-212 from Bhavisyapurana ). 

This Kanda was published at Lahore in 1942 by 

Mr. Jagadish Lai also. 

All the topics dealt with in this Kanda except Rajapra- 

sasti, Abhiseka ( pp. 9-17 ), Vastukarmavidhi ( pp. 55-78 ), 

Rajaputrabhiraksa ( 2 pages ) are specified by Yaj. ( in I. 

309-78 ) and the Mit. It may be noted that the Mit. avoids 

quoting Purana passages on Rajadharma, while L. quotes 

Puranas profusely, viz. Matsya ( about 285 verses ), Devi 

( 190 verses ), Brahmapurana ( 81 verses ). He quotes only 

918 Laksmidbara quotes long passages ( pp. 143-177 ) from Mann, Maha- 

bb.aiata, Matsyapiirana and other works with hardly ten lines of hia 

own, while the Editor quotes as footnotes long passages from Vir, 

M. ( as on jip. 142, 165, 169 ), from Maskaribhasya as on pp. 151, 

164-65. 

In II. of Dll. Vol. II pp. 82-5-6, are given references to the Kau^ika- 

sntra, Adiparva and the Brhatsamhita describing the details of the 

festival in honour of Indra, while Laksmidhara quotes only Devi¬ 

puraua. Vide H. of Dh. Vol. Ill p. 2.34 and Vol. V p, 274 for ancient 

and medieval refeieuces to the festival of raising Indra .s banner. 
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about 84 verses from the Mahabh.o.rata in this Kanda ( when 

the l^anliparva alone devotes over 100 adhydyas to Raja- 

dharma ), quotes about 76 verses from other Puranas ( in all 

about 726 verses from the Puranas and Mahabharata ). 

XII. Vyavaharakanda ( pub. in 1953 The first verse 

states “ Laksmidhara dilates in the 12th Kanda on the subject 

of Vyavahara ( Law and Administration of justice ), Laksmi- 

dhara, on listening to whose various learned words clarifying 

the ways of vyavahara in such matters as doing justice, esta¬ 

blished by the force of his intellect clever in considering the 

dicta of several lastras, learned men are thrilled at each 

word The editor includes no Introduction in this kanda. 

The book is unnecessarily inflated b}^ adding numerous pages 

of extracts from earlier and later works. The pages being 

834 ( of the text ), one is likely to run away with the idea 

that it is a very extensive work. It is nothing of that sort. 

Very large type is employed and only 12 verses can be printed 

on each page even when there are no footnotes. In the Mit. 

edition of 1926 ( Nir. Press ) the verse quotations in the com. 

are printed continuously and the footnotes also are printed 

continuously in very small tj'pe and occupy one or two lines 

and extracts from other works are very rarely cited. The 

type is much smaller than that in the G. 0. S. Another 

remarkable feature of the editing of Kalpataru kandas is that 

variant readings in the text are printed, even if brief, not in 

continuous lines, but one below the other even if each variant 

reading contains only a few letters, e. g. pp. 15-20 ), Tirtha- 

kanda and Gr. Kanda pp. 230-34 may be seen ; but in the 

Vyavaharakanda examples of unnecessary waste of space are 

found by the dozen, vide pp. 699 and 819 on each of which 13 

references each occupying nearly half a page could have been 

compressed in five lines or less, if they had been printed conti¬ 

nuously. But even this is a small matter in the Vyavahara 

section. The learned editor quotes very large extracts from 

works earlier and later than the Kalpataru. Some glaring 

examples may be indicated. Viivarupa, whose priority to 

Laksmidhara by a few centuries is an established matter, is 

quoted frequently and even long extracts are given ( vide 

pp. 8, 13, 17, 45, 60, 72, 82, 158 &c. ). Similarly, Asahaya 

919 A separate part containing an Introduction ( 129 pages ) and an 

Index of half verses ( 108 pages ) was pablished in 1958 in G. O. S. 
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( coin, of Xiiraila ) is (juote'l dozens of times ( extreme exam¬ 

ples beino- on ]ip. 175 and 320, where more than half the paf^e 

is occupied liy a ([uotation from Asahaya ) ; Medhatithi 

also is quoted dozens of times ( e. on pp. 7-(S, 20, 24, 27, 29, 

37, 58, SO, 8S ^vc. ). Authors and works later than Lak.^inl- 

dhara's are also quoted in footnotes e. g. the Smidicanilrika, 

( on pp. 2(i, 56, 66, 438 kc ). 'I’he Vivadaratnakara is 

quoted on almost every page as the editor himself admits on 

p. 845. ^^’hat is tlie object of these extensive and numerous 

quotations from authors later than Lak.smidhara In tlie 

Introduction it could have been easily liemonstrated hovv' 

some work's borrow extensively from the Kal])atan]. The 

Viramitroduya (which belongs to the first half of the 17th 

century ) is cited about a hundred times. One does not know 

whether the editor had been commissioned to do all this or 

whether lie did all this at Ids own sweet will. The text as 

printed is several times conjectural ; for example, viile note 4 

on p. 376 of Vy. 1. 5. Certain other matters must also be 

pointed out here. Many verses of Yaj. are ciled in the Yya- 

vahara-Kalpataru without a word of explanation or comment, 

while the Mitaksara explains tliem at length. A few striking 

examples may be cited here. ( 1 ) On Yaj. I. 52 -53 the Mit. 

has a long note on the meaning of ‘ sapiiyla ' and on limits of 

sapinda relationsliip. Kalpataru ( (Jr. kanda ) has no discu¬ 

ssion on this.'-" ( 2 i (9n Yaj. T. 81 ( ami 79 ) tlie Mit. holds a 

long discussion whether it is vidhi, iiiyuim or jxirisunkhyd. 

Kalpataru ( on Ur. ) has no such discussion ; ( 3 ) On Yaj. 

II. 24 the Kaljiataru ( Vy. p. 186 ) has not a word of explana¬ 

tion or comment, wliile the Mit. ilevotes two printed pages to 

this verse; ( 4 ) On Yaj. If. 20 the Vy. p. 265 has four lines 

of explanation while Mit. devotes one page; ( 5 ) On’Vaj. 

II. 52 the Mit. has one page of exegesis, while Kalpataru 

( !'■ 1 ^ word of comment of its own ; ( 6 ) On 

Yaj. II. 152 (samaiita va &c.) the Vy. p. 442 has not a word of 

comment, while Mit. devotes more than one page of comment, 

(7) On Yaj. II. 265 ^first half) tlie comment is almost the same 

in the Jlit. ami Kaljiu^ Vy. p. 361). There are many passages of 

920 In tho Surldhln].r-iii;i ( pp. 66 ff ) fcapin-la. rolatioiitj^hip for filaucn is 

referred to ijy '{notations from Mann ( V. 6 ). (Jantarna ])h. S. (14^12) 

Va-. l*!i, S. ( Mat^ya-puraha. J:ankli;i-Likhtta, Sumantn and 

Brahmapurruyi, but there is no <lisfU',sion. 
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Yaj. on which the Mit. has elaborate note and Kal[ia“. ( Vy. ) 

has not a word, though it cites the verse e.g. vide Yaj. II. 123 

( Kalpa°, Vy. p. 664 ), Yaj. II. 140-142 ( Mit. devotes one page 

to explanation, while Kalp. V}’. p. 667 nuotes these verses but 

otl'ers not a word of comment. Similarly, on Yaj. II. 119 

Mitaksara has a long note, but Kalpa° Yy. p. 674 simply 

quotes the verse. 

Scores of Yaj. verses occur on which Kalpataru is silent 

and ]\lit. has long notes and so referencs to the jmges of the 

Kalpataru ( on Vy. 1 and the verses of Yaj. ( not mentioned 

immediately above ) are given below in one place : ]). 8(1. 1, 

Mit. half a page ), 17 ( II. 19, Mit. ten lines ), 45 { II. 2, pages 

in Mit. ), 60 ( II. 6, Mit. two pages ), p. 68 ( II. 7 half verse ), 

( Mit. has two pages ); 92 ( II. 22, one page in Mit. ), 105 ( II. 

63-69, mit. one page ), 142 ( II. 81-82 ), Mit. one page and a 

half), 147 (II. 83, Mit. nearly one ]'age), 162 ( II. 91, one page 

in Mit. ), 180 ( II. 27 half verse, I V pages in Mit. ), 185 ( II. 

27 half, verse Mit, more than half a page ), 204 ( II. 98, nearly 

one page in Jlit. ), 218 (II. 100-102 Kalpa° two lines, over 

hree pages in Mit. ), 308 ( II. 56, Mit. more than half a page ), 

318 ( II. 49, Mit. 11 lines of comment ), 350 ( II. 169, Mit. has 

nine lines ), and criticizes Srikara ) 374 ( II. 175, Mit. more 

than half page ), 376 ( H. 176, Mit. has one page ), 436 ( II- 

258, Mit. has lialf a page ), 442 ( II. 152, more than a page in 

Mit. ), 537 (II. 275, Mit. has more than a page ), 586 ( II. 288, 

about a j'age in Mit. ), 587 ( III. 232 3, two thirds of a page ), 

598 ( II. 290 more than a [lage in Mit ). 619 ( I. 86, Mit. l.V 

pages ), 654 ( II. 114-5, Mit . one page ), 671 ( II. 124 Mit. one 

page ), 676 ( 11, 118-119, Mit. two i>ages ), 716 ( II. 132, Mit. 

more than a page ), 721 ( II, 127, Mit. more than a page ), 764 

( II. 199-200, Mit. half a page ), 825 ( 1. 96, Mit. one page ). 

921 Thetwo lines iu Kali>a°. ( Vy. ) aiu : 7;sfT ITairTHiq- 

Compare on Yfij. U. 100 ( Wt . 

The-Mit. says 

etc. Eitlmr Laksmidhara 

himsolf borrowed or some later scribe introduced these words. 

The editor did not understand that JIrpqJTpi should be 

H, D.—85 
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Many such examples about verses of Yaj. ( commented 

upon at some length by the Mit. and only quoted without 

comment or with very brief comments by Laksmidhara ) can 

be cited from other Kandas, but for reasons of s])ace the pre¬ 

sent author has to be content with stating some striking exa¬ 

mples from the i^radhha-kanda. Yaj. I. 256 refers to the 

times of EkoddistaSraddha. The Mit. has two closely jirinted 

pages of comment on this. Kalpataru ( on S'laddha ) merely 

quotes the verse and has no word of comment. Similarly, on 

Yaj. I. 252 the Mit. devotes one page of comment, while 

Kalp°. ( on iSraddha ) has no comment ). Yaj. I. 253-254 (deal¬ 

ing with Sapindlkaraiia ) have three printed pages of comment. 

( one page being devoted to evolving order out of varying 

views of the Sapindlkaraiia of one’s mother ( acc. to Paithi- 

nasi, Yama, and USanas, while the Kalpataru on Sraddha 

quotes Yaj. I. 253 -54 ( on p. 257 ) and sets out only one view ; 

( p. 258 ), but the Mit. has a vyavasthd on three different views 

similarly, on Yaj. I. I. 256 ( on the proper times for Ekoddi- 

sta-sraddha the Mit. quotes the verses of about a dozen sages 

and of Daksinatyas, Urddhas and brings order out of the 

chaos, while Kalpataru on Sraddha" ( pp. 250 and 262 ) quotes 

Yaj. I. 256 ( badly printing it on p. 250 ) and hardly refers 

to several sages and views. The Kalpa". on Sraddha p. 257 

quotes the two verses but has only less than two lines of 

comment. 

The present author finds that, compared with citations 

from Katyayana, Narada, Brhaspati and Manu, the Kalpataru 

( on Vyavahara ) is sparing in its quotations from Yajna- 

valkya and further has no words of comment in many places 

at all even when it cites Yaj. 

The present writer has a suspicion that Laksmidhara 

wanted to avoid comparison of his performance with the lear¬ 

ned explanations of the Mit. 

That scholars should not be misled by the bulky nature 

of the volume on Vyavahara, some further matters must be 

brought to their notice. On pp. 394, 395 the text consists of 

only three lines and on p. 397 of only five lines, the rest 

being taken up by extracts from other works and arguments. 

In the following cases half the page or more than half is 

taken up by quotations from other works or arguments ( in a 

few cases ) or readings ( rarely ) viz. pp. 320-1, 365, 387-90, 
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392, 398, 400-402, 404, 410, 439, 450, 461, 514, 538, 539, 

605, 635, 637, 649, 658, 667, 674, 679, 732, 739, 759, 765, 

769, 804-5. 

The present author has not shown the waste of space in 

in other kamlas for reasons of space. The same thing is 

founil in otlier konclut^. For example, in the (Jr. Kanda half a 

page or more has been taken up by the footnotes, viz pp. 4, 7, 

9, 10, 14 18-20,24, 35-6, 40,48,50, 62 (18 footnotes), 70, 73, 96, 

181-2,230, 232, 301, 415 etc. After carefully considering 

the matters to which attention has been drawn above, 

the present author asserts without fear of contradiction 

that the text of kaiula XII. on Vyavahara is smaller in mere 

extent than the Mitaksara on Yaj. II. ( dealing with the same 

subject which has been [irinted in small type and in a com¬ 

pact manner and that, as regards ([uality, it is far inferior to 

the Mitaksara. It is unnecessary to cite instances where Mit. 

refers to the Pdr\amimamsa and its commentators in the sec¬ 

tion on Vyavaliara alone ( as in the Intro, to Yaj. II. 114, on 

II. 135-136, 11. 137 kic. ), while in the Kalpataru on Vyava¬ 

hara discussions on or references to Purvamimaihsa are gene¬ 

rally conspicuous by their absence. 

XIII. The thirteenth Kanda dealt with ‘ ^antika ’ ( pro¬ 

pitiatory rites for averting a deity’s wrath or effects of evil 

planetary influences or other misfortunes ) and Paustika rites 

such as lioma and the like performed for longevity &c. For 

detailed treatment of fciautika rites, vide H. of Dh. Vol. V jiart 2 

pp. 719-814 and for the meaning of Paustika, vide H. of 

Dh. Vol. V part I p. 349. 

XIV. Moksakaiida pub. in 1945 (The Introductory 

verse*^^" to this/udacia states ‘Laksmidhara, the best among 

brahmauas, speaks in the 14th kanda about Moksa after which 

Tlie editoi-appears to liavo mi-uiiUoi>toiicl the sjutactical coii?ico- 

tion of the wo^•(l^ in thib ver.-e and hO erred in the tranalation. The 

first half of the verre ending in ‘ ‘'Imane ' is in the dative and goes 

with ‘ yasinai ' in the third line, which refers to ‘ inoksam ' in the 

( Continued on the next puye ) 
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( Moksa ) hanker Sananda and others that secured supreme 

bliss, which ( moksa ) is ( or consists in ) non-difference from 

the Highest Brahma that is pure consciousness ( cit. ), that is 

inconceivable {to ordinary human minds ) and that freely 

manifests itself when the darkness caused by Maya that is 

difficult to remove but that drops away ( vanishes ) when 

there is perfect discrimination of the words of the Vedanta 

(the Upanisads ). Vide the verse ‘ cinmayasyaprameyasya 

&c. ’ quoted on p. 118 n. 305 of H. of Dh. Vol. V part 1. On 

reading the Introductory verse which speaks of Maya as Umias 

which is removed by correct knowledge ( viveka ) and wliich 

( Continued from the 'previous page ) 

last line and not to ‘ dvijavarah ’ as the editor seems to hold. 

Keeping in mind that the verse purports to be composed by Laksmi- 

dhara himself, it would be the height of conceit on his part to 

suggest that Sanandana aud others ( to whom, according to the 

Mahabhdiata and Puranas, God himself imparted the highest bliss 

were hankering to learn from Laksmidhara ( a puny mortal of the 

12th century A. D. ). The learned Editor sticks to his opiuiou 

{ originally occurring in the Intro, to Danakanda p. 56 ) in his Intro¬ 

duction ( p. 18 n. 1 ) to the Aloksakanda. The Puranas state that 

Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatana and Sanatkumara are the mind-born 

sons of Brahma; vide Naradiya-purSna ( i)urvabhaga 2. 3 ), Brahma, 

purana I. 46-47 (about Sanatkumara), Kurmapurana (1.7. 19-21, 

Varaanapurana 60.68 and Paramasaiiihita 31. 16—19 ( the last a Panca- 

ratra work ). Karscajini quotes ( in Apararka p. 138 ) verses that 

Sanaka, Sananda, Sanatana, Kapila, Asuri, Vodha aud Paucasikha- 

these seven are sons of Brahma. These are ancient names. The 

Chan. Up. ( VII. 6. 1-2 and VII. 26.2 ) states that Narada who had 

studied the four Vedas and all other lores then known approached 

Sanatkumara for Atmavidya, learnt it from him and reached 

beyond the darkness of ignorance (tasmai.tamasas-param daria- 

j’ati bhagavan Sanatkumarah )’. Saiikaracarya flourished at least 

three centuries before Laksraidhara. Many scholars differed from 

him and did not spare him. If Laksmidhara differed from him why 

does he not expressly say so? The present author thinks that 

Lakjmidhara, an active administrator of a large kingdom for many 

years and abso a great commander had not thoroughly studied the 

Upanisads, the Vedaiitasiitra aud the bhasyas thereon and on the 

Gita and was not sure of himself and purposely avoided making ex¬ 

plicit statements on the differing views of the Bhasyakaras on the 

Upanisads, the Vedantasutra and Gita. Ho does not employ the 

Visistadvaita terminology such as the words Prapatti, cit aud acil._ 

vyiihas and does not in his own words dilate upon the Bhagavata or 

Paucaratra system. 
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speaks of Moksa as identity ( ekatanata ) with highest Brah¬ 

man, the conclusion follows that it breathes the pure Advaita 

Vedanta. The present author has no desire to argue at length 

with the editor who did not apparently know his own mind as 

shown by the notes cited here. In the notes (to Moksa 

Kauda ) on p. 327 he remarks ‘ his ( Laksmidhara’s) view of 

Moksa does not agree with the Advaita or the Vi^istadvaita 

and adds ‘ Mukti is said to consist in the absorption of 

the jlva in Brahman ( aikija, laya or tanmaya ). This 

is the view of Bhaskara On p. 340 of the Notes on Visnu- 

purana quoted at great length on j»p. 102-108 of Moksa- 

ktinda the editor remarks ‘ in fact the long quotation from the 

Visuupuraua which is held up as the true view ( and so the 

author’s ) contains many indications of a trend towards Vi^i- 

stadvaita and of opposition to Advaita ’ and then specifies 

four indications. As stated above the Editor was in two minds 

and probably Laksnndhara and his helpers might have been 

in the same predicament. On p. 343 the explanation of the 

word ‘Yogayuktah’ in Gita V. 6-7 by Laksmidhara as 

‘ advaitadar^ane sthitah ’ induces the editor to say that 

Laksmidhara leans more to Bhaskara. In the notes on p. 341 

referring to Visiiupurana ( 3 verses quoted on p. 113 ) the edi¬ 

tor remarks ‘ the leaning of Laksmidhara to Viiistadvaita in 

this may be noted ’. The present author does not want to say 

much here. One tiling appears to be almost certain viz. that 

Laksmidhara composed his digest according to the present 

author at the earliest from 1125 to 1145 A. D. It is difficult 

to hold that the bhasya of Ramanuja who belonged to South 

India had penetrated to Kanqj and was studied there ten 

years before 1130 A. D. by Laksmidhara and the pandits who 

helped him. 

Besides, Laksmidhara and his helpers do not appear to 

have been pirofound students of the Upanisads and the Veda- 

ntasutra and the bhasyas thereon. They appear to have been 

mere pauriuiikas or reciters of the Mahabharata so far as 

Moksa is concerned. Laksmidhara, after quoting Bhagavad- 

gita II. 59 ( on p. 98 ) explains ( on p. 99 ) ‘ rasavarjam-itya- 

tra raso raga iti Gitabhasyam It should be noted that the 

word Gitabhasyam ’ is in the singular ( nominative ). The 

natnral and proper inference is that he refers to a single 

bhasya on the Gita. If he meant to refer to more than one 

bhasya on the Gita, he would have said Gitabhasye ( nomi- 
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native dual) or Gitabhasyaiii ({dural). The editor jumps 
to the conclusion that L. was conversant with the bliasyas 
of both Sankara and Ramanuja. This is an unwarranted 
conclusion. L. meant to refer to a single bhasya that is 
clear. The learned editor could have said that L. refers to 
Ramauuja’s bha.sya alone. He would have then been met 
by the rejjly that Sankara’s bhasj'a was aliout 300 years 
earlier than Laksmidhara aiul tiiaii Uriin.lnuja’s bhasya and 
Sankara does explain the word ‘rasa ’ as ‘ niga ’ ( as admitt¬ 
ed by the editor) and that there is nothing to ])rove 
that Ramanuja’s bhasya on the Gita was .studied in north 
India as early as the first and secnid (piarters, of the 12th 
century A. D. 

Ramanuja is said to have been persecuted by Kulottunga 
Cola ( 1070-1120 A. D. ). Prof. Nilakanta Sastri in his work 
on the ‘ Colas ’ ( 2ud. ed. 19.15 ) a|jpears to hold that the mate¬ 
rial is shifty, that to refrain from dogmatising is as neces¬ 
sary as it is difficult, but ( on {>. 044 ) l)e says the leading 
instance of religious intolerance in the {leriud of Chola rule is 
that of the persecution of Ramanuja and his followers by a 
Cola monarch whose identity is not altogether free from doubt. 
The traditional dates of Ramanuja’s birth and death are 
1017-1187 A. D. (i. e. he is su{iposed to have lived for 
120 years ). He com[>osed many works. His bha.sya on the 
Gita presup{>oses his bhasya on the Vedantasutra and the 
bhasya on the latter (called •'^ribha.sya) presupposes his work 
Vedarthasaiigraha ( vide Sribhasya, ed. by M. M. Abhyaukar- 
sastri, on I. 1. 1 p. 58 ). He wrote also other works. If we 
believe that he was {lersecuted by Kullottunga ( Chola or some 
other Chola King ) his works could not have s{)read to the 
North easily or before his death. Further, the Mok.sakanda 
is the last of the 14 Kandas and so must have been the last to 
be handled in the series of Kaiidas. It will he shown a little 
later on that the kandas were taken up in order one after 
another and not in pellmell order. The {u-esent author thinks 
that Laksmhlhara refers in the word Gitabhasyam on p. 99 of 
the IMoksakanda to the blia.sya of Sankaraciirya ( in a colour¬ 
less way ), probably because he had no definite o{iiuions of 
his own on the abstruse questions of the branches of Advaita 
philosophy. In E. I. Vol. XIV {.ji. 83-96 (on the Srirangam 
plates of Mummadi Nayaka of -Saka-samvat 1280, ed.by T. A. 
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Gopinatharao ) at p. 86 reference is made to Ramanuja’s stay 

for not less than 20 years in Hoysala country and to his 

return to l^rirafigam after the death of the persecuting Cola 

king in A. D. 1118 and that the remaining third part of the 

Sribhasya was finished then. This would lead to the conclusion 

that the ^ribhasya was completed at the earliest about 1120 

A. D. or a little later. The Gitabhasya pre-supposes the 

l^ribhasya and therefore it might have been composed about 

1125 or later. Some years must have elapsed before mss. of 

it reached Northern India and were studied there. If the 

‘ Gitabhasyam ’ mentioned in the Moksakanda ( p. 99 ) is to 

be understood as Ramanuja’s bhasya it would follow that the 

Moksa-kanda of the Kalpataru could not have been composed 

before at least 1140 or 1145 A. D. 

The above views have been advanced on the basis more or 

less of the traditional dates of Ramanujacarya’s birth and 

death. 

No epigraphic record directly mentioning Ramanuja has 

been found so far. 

The results of modern research differ a great deal from 

the traditional accounts and among themselves. An impor¬ 

tant contribution is that of Mr, T. A. Gopinatha Rao who deli¬ 

vered the Sir Subrahmanya Aiyyar Lectures on ‘ the History 

of l§ri-Vaisnavas ’ in 1917, which were published in 1923. He 

refers ( pp. 14-15 ) to several Guruparamparas and monogra¬ 

phs on individual deary as. Tlie earliest extant work ( accord¬ 

ing to him ) is the Divyasuricarita of Garudavahana Pandita®^® 

who claims to be a contemporary of Ramanujacarya and it 

mentions no yugas and years but only the monthj tithi and 

the naksatra at the time of the Alvars and acaryas. It 

appears to the present author that most of these traditional 

923 Vide E. I Vol. pp. 90-101 for Sriraiig.im Inscription of Garuda¬ 

vahana Bhatta of Saka 1415 ( 20th May 1493 ) for a grant by 

Garudavahana, edited by Mr. A. S. Rananath Aiyyar B. A. who 

states that Garudavahana was like a title ef the Superintendent of 

the temple and its hospital and that the author of the ‘ Divyasuri- 

oaritam ’ was the same as the Garudav.ahana of this inscription and 

the idea of the author of the Divyasiiricaritam being a contempo¬ 

rary of S'ri Ramanuja must be given up. For extracts from 

Divyasiiricaritam about Karaiinuj.a vide I. A. vol, 41 pp. 221 S with 

translation in English. 
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accounts ( particularly the later ones ) are altogether unreli¬ 

able. For example, the dates of the birth and death of 

^ri Ramanuja are given in them as 1017 and 1137 A. D. 

But in some accounts about Alvandar, tbe grandson of Natha- 

muni and tlie Guru of Ramilnuja, it is stated that he ( i.e., 

Alvandar ) was born after 1024 A. D. i. e. the traditional 

accounts lead to this that the teacher was born after the 

disciple ( vide p. 31 of Goi>inatha Rao’s Lectures ). It is not 

necessary for the present author to go into the different dates 

and events. Two-thirds of the ^ribhasya had been finished, 

according to the traditional sources, when the Cola persecu¬ 

tion began and it was completed, according to the Ramanuja- 

iwa-divyacaritam, in §alfa 1077 ( 1155 A. D. ) Vide p 34 of 

Gopinath Rao’s Lectures. The Gitabhasya of Ramanuja was 

composed ( as proved by internal evidence ) after the i^ri- 

bhasya. If the word Gitabhasyam ( on p. 99 of the Vy. 

Kauda ) refers to Ramanuja’s bhasya as Prof. Aiyangar 

argues ( vide above ) then the Vy. Kauda must have been 

completed long after 1155 A. D. 'Cliere is no doubt that the 

Mit. was completed before 112.5-26 A. D. at the latest ( as 

shown above ). Therefore, it would follow that L. came 

several decades after it and borrowed from it. Mr. Gopinath 

Rao advances certain arguments and concludes ( p. 34 ) ‘it 

is extremely likely that the date of the completion of the 

work ( ,‘^rl-bhasya ) was 1047 6aka ( 1125 A. D. ) and i^'aka 

1077 is a mistake for 1047 ’. On pp. 37-38 Mr. Gopinath Rao 

holds that the persecutor of Ramanuja was the Cola king 

Kulottunga I. On the other hand, Mr. T. N. Subramaiiiam 

in the long Introduction to South Indian temple Inscriptions 

Vol. Ill part 2 ( Madras Govt. Oriental Series No. CLVI 

adds a note on the date of Ramanuja ( pp. 147-lGO ), and 

holds that the Divyasuri caritam and Yatirajavaibhavam 

are later compositions, that Tamil verses quoted in the Rama- 

nujarya-divyacaritai are jierhaps the earliest of the available 

materials and <lraws the following conclusions ( p. 160 ) : 

( 1 ) Kulottunga II was the Cola monarch who was the 

contemporary of Ramanuja ami who j'ersecuted him and the 

followers of the Vaisnava faith ; ( 2 ) the flight of Ramanuja 

from the Chola doTninion to tha Hoysala country took place 

in 1138 A. D. ( 3 ) he returned to Srirangam after twelve 

years on hearing of the death of the Chola who persecuted him 

in 1150 A. D. and (4) the »^’ribhasyam was completed only in 
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^aka 1977 or 1155-56 A. D. after his return from Mysore. If 

these conclusions were accepted, it would follow that the 

Gitabhasya was completed by Ramanuja about or after 1160 

A. D. and that, if ‘ Gitabhasyam ’ ) on p. 99 of Moksakanda 

refers to Ramanuja’s blifisya then that part was composed 

not earlier than 1165-70 A. D. i. e. about fifty years after the 

latest date for the Mitaksara. 

The references to the Upanisads and the Vedantasutra in 

the Moksakanda are very few. On p. 6 there is a reference to 

Chandogya Up. ( VIII. 3. 4 ). On p. 62 in explaining Manu 

VI. 83 ‘ adhyatmikam ca satatam Vedantabhihitam ca yat’, 

there is a reference to the Br. Up. but the Brahmasiltra 

passage is not exju-essly stated. On p. 143 the Chandogya 

Up. VIII. 2.1 is mentioned and Vedantasutra IV. 4. 1 relating 

to it is quoted. On p. 262 a short passage from Br. Up. VI. 

2.15 ‘ arciso ahah, ahnu apuryamana-paksam ’ is quoted and 

very briefly explained. The Upanisads, the Vedantasiitra 

and Gita are held by all acaryas to be the three primary and 

principal sources of Vedantasastra. The first two do not 

appear to have been much studied or relied on by Laksmi- 

dhara and his helpers; they have haidly quoted even a dozen 

Upanisad passages nor even three sutras out of the 555 of the 

Vedantasutra, but have quoted hundreds of verses from the 

Mahabharata and Puraiias. There is no reference to basic 

texts like ‘ tat-tvamasi ’ ( Chandogya VI. 8.7 rej'eated seve¬ 

ral times later ) or ‘ aham brabmasmi ( Br. Up. I. 4. 10 ), or 

‘ Satyam jnanam-anautam Brahma ’ Tai Uje II. 1 ). Here and 

there a verse is quoted ( which occurs in an Upanisad as the 

verse ‘ esa sarvesu ’ which is Kathopanisad 3 12 but cited 

after Gita, passages ( on p, 133 of 14th Kanda ). On p. 143 

one passage from Chan. Up. is quoted and a siitra is quoted. 

On p. 302 the editor cites a few words**** from Br. Up. III. 

8.9 and II. 1.20 and from Chfm. Up. I. 5.3, all in a mutilated 

state without specifying the work from which they are taken. 

984 ‘3it (O’ i 
P- The ms. was corrupt; is required in 

place of The Editor w.as not aware, it seems, that the 

m.intra is Rgveda IV. 2S. ; Br. Tp. I. 4. 10 remarks “ 

( Continued on the neo't 'page ) 

H. D.—86 
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Laksmidhara quotes about 105 verses from tlie Manu-smrti in 

Moksakanda ( principally from chapters VI and XII). From 

the Mahabharata hundreds of verses are quoted among the 

Puranas, the Visiiujiurana, the Milrkandeya, Narasiihha, 

Brahma, Brahmaiida and Vayu are largely quoted. Among 

smrti writers, Yaj., Daksa, Devala, i^'ahkha, t^'ahkhalikhita, 

Harita are largely quoted. Many verses are quoted from the 

Yogiyajnavalkya, comparatively a late work. This shows 

that the chief primary sources of Vedanta viz. Ujianisads and 

the Vedantasutra were almost totally neglected and 

secondary and even tertiary sources such as Puranas and 

Yogiyajnavalkya are very much in evidence. The topics dis¬ 

cussed in the Moksakanda are : Introduction to Mok.sa ( from 

Markandeyapurana, chap. 38 ), Moksasvarupa, Vanaprasthya 

( becoming a forest hermit), the dharmas of a forest hermit 

(Manu VI. 5-16 and 27-32 and others ), the stage of a Yati 

(chiefly Manu VI. 33-37 and 41 etc. ), the jirocedure of 

sannydsa, Dharmas of a Yati, viz. Vairagya ( freedom from 

desires ), giving up Kama, anger, greed fcc., control of senses ; 

creation of the tattvas acc. to Sankhya ; thoughts on tlie bodies 

of gods, on human bodies (as dirty &c.) and of lower animals; 

Jiva and Brahma ; about Jnana and Karma ; the matters that 

lead to dtmajndna ■, Yoga with its ramifications; the nature of 

dhyeya ( what is to be contemplated upon ); signs when one is 

successfully pursuing Yoga ; the ten Upasarga ( hindrancess ) 

( Continued from the 'previous pa,ge ) 

IflrPlX ‘ I. The on thi? i.e 

' qrjRTTT ’ (i-1- 3i )• 

^TSTT ^ I fro?; ^1% I 

‘ g The is 

VIII. 2.1 { but the reading there is ) and the Vediinta- 

autra ia IV. 4. 8. 

Most of the original Upanisail passages a[)i)ear mutilated in the 

Moksakanda and had not been identified tiy the editor when the text 

was xjrinted blit only in the notes ( p. 34fi ), without correetion 

even in the ‘ corrections ’. Those fiasaages '■hoiild read on n. 202 as 

follows TT 31^1^ WriR 4Tnn’ lines 9 -10. 1. Ifi .should 

read ' H. 1.20 ); 

1. 18 should read . ^ ^ 

I. 5, 3« 
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of Yo^a ; the Vibhutis ( or siddhis, that is esoteric powers ) 

due to practice of Yoga; who is a sthitaprajna and bis 

characteristics, doings &c.; what happens to him who fails 

before reaching complete Yoga ; signs of approaching death ; 

passing of the soul from the body. 

From certain references in the kandas themselves it 

clearly appears that the fourteen kandas were composed one 

after another in order and were not being dealt with simul¬ 

taneously. For example, on p. 176 of Br. K. it is stated 

‘ Japetikartavyatam Naiyatakalike vaksyamah’ (the Naiya- 

ta° being the 3rd Kanda ); on p. 314 of the Grhastha kanda 

we have ‘ narakarhsea praya^citta-kande vaksyamah ’ ( Pra- 

ya^citta-kanila being the 9th ). On {3. 332 of Grhasthakdnda 

‘ susrusasvarupanivrttau Brahmacarikandebhihitau ’ ( Br. 

K. is the first and Gr. K is second ). 

TABLE SHOWIMG SOME PARTICULARS SUCH AS 

PAGES ABOUT ELEVEN VOLUMES 

SO FAR PUBLISHED 

Appendices 
Tnti’fjduction including Price 

Kfinda excluding 
X c.\ 1- 

index of half 
Preface. 

pp. 
verses and V. Rs. 
L. in Mss. pp. 

1. Brahma° 93 280 48 11 

2. Grhastha 132 435 77 12 

3. Naiyataka la 58 480 95 19-50 

4. i^raddha 51 279 68 15 

5. Dana 129 313 101 9 

6. Vrata 14 469 10 17 
7. (not Pub ) 
8. Tirtha 80 264 33 8 

9. (not Pub.) 

10. iSuddhi 42 182 38 9.36 
11. Rajadharma 95 212 61 10 

12. Vyavahara None 834 12 26.75 

13. i^antika 
(not Pub.) 

14. Moksa 62 262 91 12 
756 4010 634 149.61 

984a Tho e wouM have to be corrected as ‘ su.srus.i-svanipa-nivrtti- 

.k.l "ie'- ■Sbhihite'; for su^rusa vide Br. K. pp. 211 ff a ind for its 

nivrtti ( it- 1 cessatiou ) vide pp. 275 tf. Another possible correction 

would be subrusa-srariipu -nigttih ....kanJebhihitfi. 
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A few remarks about the text of this large uibaudha 

would not be out of place. The manuscript meterial was 

rather meagre and inferior. For exam[de, on p. VIII in the 

Preface to the Br. Kanda it is stated tliat the edition is based 

on a single ms and on ]\ IX it is stated that the Udaipur ms 

( which belongs to the IGth centuiy A. D, probably ) was full 

of large elisions and omissions, that such omissions were filled 

up from citations of the same passages in 1 ater digests and 

that the missing parts so sup])lied are shown within rectan¬ 

gular brackets. On p. 279 in a note the Editor himself says 

that the ms. is ver}"^ defective. The editor does not give even a 

specimen page of that ms. nor does lie describe who the scribe 

was or how many folios it contained. In Vy. Kauda on ji. 376 

the editor remarks (in note 4 ) mss cori npt, passages restored 

conjecturally from the mss. and the following comment 

and citation in the Vivadaratnakara ( then quotes three lines 

from V. R. [e 130 ). The most remarkable thing is that he does 

not put his conjectural reading in square brackets as he does 

in some other cases. On p. 377 he notes that there is a gap 

of more than two printed pages up to the top of p. 380 in 

Udaipur and Bikaner mss. In the case of the Vratakanda 

( 6th in the series of kJ.ndns) the Editor states ( on p. VI Pre¬ 

face ) tliat the edition ‘ is based on the Nagpur and Ujjain Mss. 

Not a word more is said about the scribe, the number of folios, 

the date of the copying of the mss. or other details. That page 

also states that the Nagpur Ms. was so brittle that the cura¬ 

tor would not allow a mechanical photographing and that 

somehow a transcript of such a dilapidated ms. was made on 

the spot and suiiplied to the Editor. One would naturally 

feel great diffidence before drawing clironological and other 

conclusions based on a text that is constituted from such 

materials. As regards the i$rHddhakanda, there is no descrip¬ 

tion of the mss. anywhere. As regards some Kandas the mss. 

material seems to have been somewhat better. PUr example, 

as regards the Dana-kanda, on pp. 124-126 of the Introduc¬ 

tion he gives some information of the mss. relied upon for 

constituting the text. But the description of the mss. is 

not what is required in such cases but is vague. In this 

kilnda the editor expends thirty pages ( pp, 383-412 ) for set¬ 

ting out the readings (d'a ms from the Nagpur Bhosle Raja’s 

Library. If only important readings had been given (and 

not also obvious scribal errors ), a few jiages only would have 
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been enough. In the Grhasthakanda also 25 pages ( pp. 430- 

460 ) are expended oti various readings of two mss. In the 

Vy. Kaiida the preface ( pp. YlII-IX ) refers to some mss. and 

copies, but no detailed descri}>tions of mss. or copies are 

given in one place and the footnotes refer merely to mss. J. A. 

S. B. and S. B. and Ja (i.e. mss from Jammu ) and ‘ da ’ ( Dar- 

bhanga ms ). Tlie state of the mss and this way of dealing 

with them detracts greatly from the value of conclusions 

drawn on the basis of the text presented with the help of 
such mss. 

The Persons,I Hietorij of L<ik^inldh<ir<(, : Our knowlede of 

the personal history of L. has to be derived from his own 

works, particularly from the Introductory verses to the Br. 

Kaada and tlie colophons at the end of the ditl'erent Kandas. 

Most of the coloplions ( as indicated in the note below ) state 

L. was the sou of Bhatta Hrdayadhara and was himself a 

Saudhivigrahika or Mahasandhivigrahika i minister or great 

minister tor peace and war ), some adding that he was minister 

to king Goviudacandra. 1 f the father Hrdayadhara had also 

been a minister for peace and war Laksmidhara would certain¬ 

ly have mentioned tliat fact in the Introductory verses to the 

Brahmacfirikanda. It is somewhat remarkable that the 

numerous Gfihadwala inscriidions do not disclose the name 

of any mantriii but mention the dignitaries called Purohita, 

Mahattaka, Pratihara i:c. 

There are si.xteeu verses in the Introduction to Br. Kanda. 

In the first three verses obeisance is ottered to VTsnu, Hara 

(i^iva) and iManu ; ^•erses4-T contain highilowu praise of victo¬ 

rious king Goviudacandra ( M'hich will be dealt with later ) ; 

verses 8 and 9 praise Laksmidhara who is said to be the chief 

mantrin ( minister ) of the heroic king ( Goviudacandra ), 

whose ( Laksinldhara’s ) greatness is inconceivable and who 

provided, for tlie sport of two Cakravaka-like feet of the king, 

a river in the form of the brilliant lustre of the jewelled crowns 

of many kings; how many wicked kings have not been sent to 

their doom by this liest of seekers ( after great jiowers ) who 

is solely devoted to the vow of fighting and wLo also seeks 

Vidyas. wdio, iu securing the earth girt by the ocean for the 

king of Kasi, ofl'ered in the fire of valour one lakh of the lotus 

like heads of enemy kings', and then verse ten contains high 

pu-aise of his own work called Kalpavik.sa that yields the 

fruits of Dharma, Artha, Kama and immortality ( moksa ) and 
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verses 11 to 13 mention three works that preceded his; he 

speaks rather slightingly about two of them and very dispara¬ 

gingly about the third. These verses may be ti;anslated as 

follows : ‘ Gopala, his (i.e. Laksmidhara's ) friend composed 

his own work in the form of sentences ( that is, in prose ?) 

by embodying Purana passages in some i arts and often jiassa- 

ges from the srnrtis. But this digest (ofL. ) which is not 

extensive will be caused to be composed, that will delight the 

minds of learned men by its containing the essence of the 

Vedas and Smrtis and by the import which is set off by Mi- 

marhsa ( doctrines ), in which defects cannot be found at all. 

Will not the delightful growth of Kalpataru ( heavenly desire- 

yielding tree, the work so called ) by him {i.e. written by L.) 

ati'ord pleasure to learned clvijas (or to gods and brahmanas ). 

the Kalpataru on whose appearance 6rl ( excellence, Laksmi) 

does not stay in Maharnava ( a work so called, great ocean ), 

Kaljiataru under which Kamdhenu (the work so called and 

the celestial cow ) goes to sleep ( remains unread ) ? Now 

that this Kalpadruma ( desire-yielding tree, the work called 

Kalpataru ), owing to the power of the ambrosial sprinkling 

of the opulent intellect of Lakstnidhara, will, while in this 

world, tend to the benefit of the three worlds, why think of 

following after Maharnava ( a work so called, the great ocean ), 

why hanker after Kamadhenu (the celestial cow and the work 

so called ), to whose mind will occur the worthless Ratna- 

mala (the work so called, a jewel necklace ) and others? 

From these three verses we learn that Gopala, a friend of 

Laksmidhara, had already composed a work embodying in his 

own words the gist of Puranas and Smrtis ( that work was 

called Kamadhenu, vide section on Kamdhenu above ); that 

there was another work called Maharnava^*^ and a third called 

Ratnamala and some other digests had already been composed. 

What fault L. finds with Kamadhenu it is difficult to under¬ 

stand. From passages in the Vivadaratuakara ( pp. 5-6,-135, 

150 ) and works such as Haralata it is clear that the Kama- 

985 Jlaharcava is mentioDed on p. 134 of tlie Br. Kfindu and a Malia- 

rnavapi-ak.'iba is mertioiiod on p. 202 of SraddliakfiLja. Tlie present 

author holds that the two are identicail. It may he note<I tliat no 

j]as.sage from the Kamdhonu is quoted or referred to in any of the 

Kandas. Though B. treats with seorn both Kamadhenu and Maha¬ 

rnava, he (juotes the Maharnava twice by name, but not so the 

Kamadhenu. 
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dhenu contained verses ( of Narada, Kixtyayana and others ) 

and explained them ; vide also Vyavaharakanda p. 379 note 1. 

The word Yayasya is imporcant. Acc. to Pan. IV. 4. 91 

■Vayasya means ' Vayasa tulyah’. Gopala as stated in V. 11 

of Intro, to Br. Kaiida had digested single-handed smrtis and 

Puranas and then wrote the work called Kiimadhenu. That 

task must have taken several years. Therefore it would not 

be wrong to hold that he completed the work when he was 

about forty years old. After Gopala had reached that stage 

Laksmidhara started on the project of a big digest and must 

have been nearly of the same age at least. The word ‘ Kari- 

syate ’ in verse 11 above is in the future tense of the causal of 

the root kr (to do ). That shows that long after Gopala’s 

work was completed, this digest was begun and was composed 

not by Laksmidhara single-handed but with the help of other 

learned men. The Introductory verse to the Br. K. is : L. first 

begins to write on the first asTcima, L. who reduced the ene¬ 

mies of the king of Kasi to the stage of hrahmacarya, because 

the enemies harassed by him, had to turn away (like brahma- 

carins ) from sensual pleasures, had to sleep on the earth as 

their bed, were reduced to the stage of begging alms, were 

clad only in loin cloth and were familiar with their skins 

(i.e. they did not cover their bodies with anything). 

The victorious Govindacandra mentioned in verse 4 (in 

Introd. to Br. Kanda ) is the Gahadwala king of that name 

who ruled at Kanyakubja { modern Kanoj ) and KaSI. In 

verse 4 it is said ‘ Kings were paralysed through fear by hear¬ 

ing the trumpetings of the elephants of the Gauda king, who 

was easily (lit. sportively) threatened by Govindacandra 

(vijayl Govindacandrosti yah kridatarjita-Gauda-garjita- 

bhaya-stamhhibhavat-parthivah ). In verse 7 of the Intro. 

Govindacandra is said to have killed in battle the heroic 

Hammira,®®* the acme among valorous men (§auryabhajilm- 

avadhir-avadhi yuddhe yena Hammira-virah ). From verse 

8-9 of the Intro, it follows that L. rose to be chief minister of 

986 Hammira is an .adaptation of the word ‘ Amir ’ or ‘ ameer ’ which is 

the title of raoalem rulers or commanders under the moslem kings 

of Gazni and Lahore that invaded India in the 11th and following 

centuries. 
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king Govindacandra”*' and fonght (as commander) many san¬ 

guinary battles on belialt of his king, in which thousaTids of 

soldiers and kings were killed ( this statement ap}*eai s cer¬ 

tainly highly exaggerateil ). 'I’his task of an extensive work on 

Dharmasastra in fourteen jiarts was undertaken not only after 

the Kaindhenu ofGoj>ala, a friend of L., was comjiosed but 

also ( 1 ) after Govindacandra fought with an ( unnamed ) 

Gauda kbig; ( 2 ) after G. killed in battle Hammira ; 

( 3 ) after numerous tights with other kings in which thou¬ 

sands were slain ; (-I) and after, as stated in Introductory 

verse of Rajadliarma-kanda, men of character liad risen to 

high oiailence and after many kings hail meekly submitted 

to Govindacandra owing to the wonderful greatness of 

Laksmidhara’s policies. 

There are numerous inscriptions ( mostly copp.er-plates ) 

issued by the Galiadwalas. The pedigree begins with YaSovi- 

graha ( as in E. I. IV pp. 99-101 ). Candradeva is described 

as having conquered the kingdom of Kanyakubja (in 

E. I. vol. Vll pp. 85-93 ‘ Paramabhattaraka-maharajadhi- 

raja-parameSvara-nijabhujojtarjitasri - Kanyakubjadhipatya- 

l^ri-candradevah ). 

It is necessary for our purpose to refer to a few Inscrip¬ 

tions only, t 1 ) Basahi grant of Vikrama year 1161 

( 1104 A. D. ) issued by Govindacandra, as with the consent 

of Purohita Jaguka, DIahattaka Balhana and Pratihara 

Gautama ( in I. A. ^ ol. 14 pp. 101-104 ); ( 2 ) the Kamauli 

grant of Vikrama year 1162 ( 1105 A. D. ) issued by Govinda¬ 

candra with the cmisent of persons mentioned in the jireced- 

ing grant and queen Ralhadevi { E. I. Vol. II, pp. 358-61 ); 

987 The pcclijiree of (lovindiic.anrtr.i is as foliow.s 

Ya^oviuraha- -on MahTc.mdr.a - son (Jandrr.clev.a { 1089 - 1100 A. I). ). 

son Mad.m.iji.'il.a ( 1100- 1114 ) - son Govind.a - candia ( 1114-]lo4 )- 

son Vijaya-candra ( 1155-1170 A. D. - son .Jnyacandr.'i, ( 1170-1193 )- 

Hon Karisuaiulra ( 119.3-1200). For Hie ‘(Uiliadwrila dynast v of Kanoj 

vide .1. 11. A. S. 1932 pp 1-21, 1. H.Q, Vol. V. pp. 86-102 and Vol. IX 

pp. 951 tT, U. S. Tripatlii's ‘ History of Kanoj ’ ( 1937 ) particularlv 

pp. 307-316. Tlie History of Bengal vol. I V ( 1943 ) by Dr. K. 0. 

Majumdar pp. 155 H’. tlio History of the Oahadn.ila dynasty by 

Dr. Kama Xiyoo-i ( pubhabed by Calcutta Orierilal Auency, 1959). 

The last i- a very useful piece of work and furnishes at the end 

( pp. 24.3-2(1(1 ) a h-t of SO C.ihaihv.da Inscriptions with d.ates and 

other details. 
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(3) The grant of Madanapaladeva on Aljsayyatrtiya of 

Samvat 1164 (i. e. 1107 A. D.) made after a bath in the 

Ganges ( U. P. H. S. Vol. 14 pp. 69-77 ); ( 4 ) the Rahan grant 

of Vikrama year 1166 (1109 A. D.) issued by Govindacandra 

with the consent of Mahattaka Gange3"a (I. A. Vol. XVIII 

pp. 14-19 ). Here Madanapala is described with all the high 

imperial titles and it is added ‘ asj'avatmajo Maharajaputro 

Govindacandradevah ’ and p. 16 (lines 8-9) states that 

Govindacandra was terrible in splitting the temples of the 

array of elephants belonging to the Gauda king and made 

Hammira give up his enemity by oft-repeated unparalleled 

work in battle and this grant was made with the consent of 

Mahattaka Gafigeya. What had happened to Madanapala 

between 1107 (the date of his inscription cited above as No. 3) 

and 1109 A. D. is not clear. It is suggested by some scholars 

that he was captured in some battle and had to be ransomed 

later by Govindacandra. The Kalpataru saj’s that Hammira 

was killed in battle by Govindacandra while the above inscrip¬ 

tion says that Hammira became friendly with Govindacandra. 

Among the numerous inscriptions of the Gahadwalas none 

refers to the killing of Hammira by Govindacandra. Probably 

these two are different Hammiras altogether or it is possible 

that L. is only reporting the legends he might have heard 

many years afterwards. In the undated Sarnath inscription 

of queen Kumaradevi, in E. I. IX. ( pp. 324, 327, verse 16 ) 

reference is made to Govindacandra as an incarnation of Hari 

( at the request of Hara ) for guarding Varanasi against the 

wicked Turuska warrior. In the copper-plate of King Jaya- 

candra in Safnvat 1243 (1187 A. D. ) both Govindacandra 

and his son Vijayacandra are extolled ‘ veritable Brhaspati 

in reflecting over various lores’ ( vividhavidya-vicara- 

vacaspati ). 

The Gauda king with whom Govindacandra came in 

conflict was Ramapala of the Pala dynasty of Bengal, who 

ruled for at least 42 years from about 1077 to 1120 A. D. (Dr. 

R. C. Majumdar’s History of Bengal 1943, Vol. I. pp. 155 ff.). 

Ramapala kept in check the growing power of the Gahad¬ 

walas and brought about a diplomatic marriage between 

Kumaradevi, whose mother was the daughter of King Mathana 

(better known as Mahaiia), famous Rastrakuta king and 

maternal uncle of Ramapala. It would be noticed that the 

grants No. 1, 2 and 4 (referred to above ) were issued by 

H. D,—87 
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Govindacandra only as Ra.japutra with the consent of some 

high dignitaries of the king; among them there is no Hrdaya- 

dhara nor Laksmidhara. The Sandhivigrahika is a high 

functionary and occurs in Gupta Ins. No. 1 (the pra^asti of 

Samudragupta ) on pp. 10. 16 and Mahasandhivigrahika in 

the Gujjta Inscription No. 22 of Hasbin in Gupta year 163 pp. 

100, 104, in Visnu-dharmottara-purana II. 24. 24-25 and 

the niit. on Yaj. I. 320 provides that the lekhakci of a royal 

grant should be the minister for peace and war, being ordered 

by the king himself to do so. 

As regards Hammira, with whom Govindacandra fought 

but became friendly in 1109 A. D. he is generally identified 

with Hajib Tugha-tigln, who invaded India between 1099- 

1155 A. D. ( vide Dr. Niyogi’s work 23, 58-59 ). Any moslem 

chief or commander was, it appears, spoken of in Sanskrit 

Inscriptions as Hammira e. g. another Hammira ( other than 

the one that clashed with Govindacandra) is mentioned as 

having come in conflict with Vijayacandra, son of Govinda¬ 

candra ( vide I. A. Vol. 15 pp. 7-9 ). Hammira is mentioned 

as killed by Vijayacandra in another inscription of Saiiivat 
1237 (22nd Feb. 1181 A. D.) in Lucknow Museum Plates of 

Jayacandra ( E. I. vol. I. 24 pp. 291-95 at p. 294 verse 10 ). 

One of the earliest dated Inscriptions of Govindacandra as 

king is the Kamauli Plate of Saihvat 1171 ( of 15—10-1114 ) 

in E. I. IV pji. 101-103, a slightly earlier one by a few months 

being the one in J. B. O. R. S. Vol. XIX pp. 233 ff. and he 

ruled till 1154 A. D. One of his latest inscriptions is dated 

10-8-1154 (in E. I. IV pp. 116-17 ). Laksmidhara nowhere 

refers to Govindacandra as Maharajaputra ( as done by the 

Rahan grant, I. A. Vol. XVIII pp. 14-19 set out above ). 

He appears to have come in contact with Govindacan¬ 

dra after the latter became king in 1114 A. D. but the exact 

date when he came to the notice of king Govindacandra is 

stated nowhere. However learned and clever a man may be 

it is many years before he becomes chief minister ( as Laks¬ 

midhara became and says in verse 8 of the Intro, to Br. Ka?ida). 

On his own showing he fought many sanguinary battles with 

the foes of Govindacandra in which one hundred thousand 

warriors were killed. This may be an over-drawn picture, 

yet there ma}" be a substratum of truth in it. Further, by 

his wonderful handling of political affairs, he forced many 
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fillers to ackuowleclge GoviniJacamlra as su.za^ain (Intro, ver¬ 

se to Rajadharmakaiida ) and bow at his feet. As all these 

varied activities of L. and his becoming chief minister are 

mentioned in the Intro, to Br. K., it clearly follows that he 

started the plan of the great digest some time after he found 

peace and leisure. Supposing L. came to the notice of Govin- 

dacandra in 1115 (i. e. immediateli’ after he became king ), 

his rise to the position of a chief minister, sanguinary battles 

and conquests should have taken at least ten or fifteen years 

more i. e. it appears that he could not have started the plan of 

a large digest before 1125 or 1130 A. D. i. e. .some years after 

the latest date that can be assigned to the Mit. 

Laksmidhara appears to have been self-centred and 

boastful. He mentions Gopiila as a friend and as one who 

composed a work in which he made use of Smrtis and Puraua 

passages and names the Kamadhenu ( which was the work of 

Gopala as shown above ) and mentions both slightingly (in 

verses 11-13 of Intro, to Br. K. ). He had not the goodness 

even to acknowledge some merit in his friend's work and to 

advance the interest of his less fortunate friend by expressly 

quoting a few passages from that work. He studiously avoids 

quoting any passage expressly from the Kamadhenu. He 

thus treated his friend most shabbily. 

From what Cande^vara and others say about the Kama¬ 

dhenu the latter appears to have been a good work on several 

branches of Dharma§astra not inferior in performance to Bhoja’s 

work and the Kalpataru. For example, the Krtyaratnakara 

of Cande^vara ( on p. 30 ) speaks of the Kamadhenu as equal 

in authority to the Raja (i. e. Bhoja ‘ Rajatulyayogaksema ). 

In the same work on p. 156 Bhupala, Kamadhenu and Kalpa¬ 

taru are spoken of in the same breath. On p. 443 of the same 

work, we have the passage ‘ Gojiala-Bhupala-Kalpataru-Pari- 

jatesu tu Sakatanyajavikam iti pathali sa tu sugamah ’. The 

present author cannot help suspecting that L. feared com¬ 

parison of his work with Gopalas and so tried to ignore and 

disparage it and that he might have quietly made use of 

Gopala’s work without-acknowledgement. L. studiously 

avoids reference to Dhare^vara Bhoja, >Srikara and Bharuci, 

whom the Mit. frequently mentions, as shown in the present 

author’s paper on ‘ the predecessors of VijnaneSvara in J. B. B 

R. A. S. for 1925 pp. 193-221 ). Bhoja’s greatness and death 
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are referred to iit an early Galiadvala grant, viz. the Basahi 

grant of 1104 A. D. where we have the verse ‘ yate ^ri-Bhoja- 

bhnpe vibudhavaravadhu-netrasimatithitvam ’ ( verse 3 in I. 

A. vol. 14 at p. 103 ). 

Laksmidhara might have been a learned man in his own 

way and had experience as a councillor, administrator and 

probably as a judge also. But the editor makes certain claims 

for him which cannot be allowed at all. On p. 10 of the Intro, 

to Danakaiida, the editor says ‘ his digest which ... shows 

that he was a Mimaihsaka profoundly learned in the Veda. 

On p. 11 ( of Intro, to Danakanda ) the editor asserts ‘ even 

without his explicit references to Kumilrila ( as Bhattapada ) 

and ^abarasvamin ), proficiency in Purvamimamsa necessary 

for the study, understanding and exposition of Dharma^astra 

is evident throughout the work’. 

In the eleven Kandas so far printed the present author 

has not been able to find a single discussion on any sutra of 

Jaimini or i^abara’s extensive bhdsya. The present author 

would like to be corrected. What he is emphasizing is that 

Laksmidhara’s extensive work gives no evidence whatever of 

a deep study of the sutras of Jaimini nor of i^abara’s very 

large bhasya nor do his kandas mention even a few well- 

known nyayas { vide pp. 1339, 1351 of Vol. V. of H. of Dh. 

for the mention of about 170 nyayas, mostly mentioned from 

Mimaihsa works ). i$abarasvami is once mentioned on p. 831 of 

the Vy. Kaiida®^* in connection with some words in l^ankha- 

988 About the special professions of Magadhas Saiikha-Likhita states ; 

>61^ 5lc^ lTl%tl'4dTf% » ‘I- P- 

Sabarasiiwmi see ( p. 831 ) ‘ g^qipTli^; 

ilahabhasya mentions ‘ Pusyamanavah ’ in a half verse quoted on 

Pan. 1 II. ‘2. 23 ‘ ’ This last 

word appears to mean ‘ bard ’ ( magadhas ). 

The Editor has not been able to locate the part of Sahara's bhasya 

where this occurs. The present author thinks that the above words 

aie quoted from a commentary on Sahkha-likhita by Sabarasvamin 

who may be an entirely different person from the bhasyakara of 
Jaimini’s siltras. 
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likhifca. So far as I see Kumarila is only twice mentioned as 
Bhatta-pada in Br. Katida on p. 15 and p. 21 (a verse from 

Tantravartika ). It is most extravagant praise to say on this 

slender basis that Laksmidhara’s proficiency in Purva- 

mlmamaa is evident throughout the work. 

Certain passages in the Kalpataru on Vy. are more or 

less identical with passages of the Mit. A few examples are 

noted below* : 

* ( 1 ) On Yaj. II. 100-102 the Mit. has more than three printed pages 

of comment and L. ( vy. pp 218-219 ) has only two lines, which 

occur in the Mit. If any one borrows, it must be L. who has no 

further gloss of his own. ( 2 ) On Yiij. II. 59, ( on ^ 

^ ), tbe Mit. explains in about half a page and 

begins : I 

srfiff nfJra % 

0° b.alfq;57o (Vy. p. 293) has only 

^ ; (3) On vaj. ii. 64. (sji^. 

p. 296, has only this much ‘ T^rf^rq^ fej?! 1?^ 

(1) fcjfcqrq i @1% 

I ’; firaio has closely printed lines and winds up ‘ 

^^Tf?I?Tr=q’5Tff #rr%^n (4 ) firaio on vaj. II. ei ( first half ) has 

12 closely printed lines of comment and proposes two explanations 

of ‘ caritra-bandhakakrtam, the 2Dd of which is 

^JiTfir|TqTT5^f^jn55^ i qq tT=j 

TSS'qfJIff I; ) p. 299 gives only 

the 2nd explanation Sllti 

’ it says nothing about anf^T, while 
e 

says JrrfqvfRT: . ( 5 ) On Yaj. II. p. 172 Mit. explains grT SRS 

s.^ 3i%^f ssqqqffrfiiRi ^q^ipiq^q ^ 

^|iTT% 3raT q^dllviqf^ q^t^I I '} 

5cq° { 5*}q. P- ) bus tbe same words, except the word 

^qff^di and words q®nfb ®‘’® dropped by it; ( 6 ) On Yaj. 

II. 265 first half ( f^|i *c. ) the Mit. explains : 

( Continued on the next page ) 
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Many cases of the same sort may be cited but tliat cannot 

be done for reasons of space. The above verses clearly show 

that the brief remarks in the Kalpataru (on Vy.) are borrow¬ 

ed from the Mitaksara. If as argued above, the Mit. was 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

W wWsR ^r*TiTTl%s?T I 

) p. 361 explains •' 

R^>T ^T»Trrri%I| | 

[3RW^:] I; is in brackets ( because 

it is restored from the ( fijcll.) ‘ ' does not make any good sense. 

The ms was prob.ably bad enough. ( 7 ) On Yaj II. 180 ( karmike 

romabaddhe ca &o.) the mit. explains ‘ I 

if5( H^q% ir; ■cjsbtcjRd+ii^'fc l%>Md I 

m d^ITfor ^-aRrl ^ T^RTtiRt »TRTr: 

) p. 525 e-rplains ‘ qrTW# ^Tg' f^qlf qST^T 

M #: I JI5I...H ’ 

has no further comment of any kind; it has nothing corres¬ 

ponding to f^qrfrqT...%I^5?l: , while fq^o explains the 2nd 

half and the word qqici'+.'Wx'lIR: , either L. or scribes of North 

India would, it may be said that, easily think of Nepalakam- 

bala and added that word after romabaddhah ’ ; ( 8 ) On Yaj. 11. 

276, the Mit. has I STg^^I^fr | 311^: 

=tn^ I 3^^ I I 

I 3iqfKT4 qfswj; 

and then explains the rest of the verse ; ( o?!^. ) p. 548 has 

these very words and not a word more ’; (9) On Yaj. II. 174 

(‘ panan - ekasaphe &c. ), the Mit. explains the whole verse in over 

four lines ‘ si-gr^ 5Rg7Rr»T% fTc^iii 1:1% i:^iiRhtiTT 

tPIT^ ; dicH 0 ( p. 554 has only the words 

qtnr^ ^giU and nothing more than that one lino. 

The words ‘ ^ JJySSTjf^ ’."P to ’ 

are the same in Apararka p. 987 lines 4-7 after eight lines from 

Devala while in Mokjakanda p. 1,006 these four lines begin a new 

section with the words ' ^ | ^ . ’ and end 

with the words <nHT^:q7I<irTH ^ 541:^0111^, 

( Continued on the next page ) 
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composed between 1100-1120 A. D. and the Kalpataru bet¬ 

ween 1125-1145 A. D. the latter must be presumed to be the 

borrower. The present author is not much interested in the 

question whether the Kalpataru borrowed or not. He is in¬ 

terested only in negativing the astounding statement of Prof. 

Aiyangar that the Mit. knew the Kalpataru (as disclosed by 

verse 4 at the end of the Mit. ). Unless it is proved that the 

Kalpataru was completed at least some years before 1100 

A. D. it is impossible to hold that it was known or relied upon 

in the South by the Mit. in 1100-1120 A. D. The learned 

editor of the Kalpataru admits ( on p. 4 of the introduction to 

Danakanda) that the influence of L. did not penetrate to South 

India and that he is not referred to by Varadaraja (a. of Vya- 

naharanirnaya ) by Devauna bhaUa (a. of Smrticandrika) and 

by Madhavacarya. In view of the historical sequence of events 

and the large number of identical explanator}’^ passages in the 

Kalpataru, the present author thinks that it is unnecessary 

for him to reply to the arguments of the editor of the 

Kalpataru in greater detail. 

The late Prof Aiyangar did not carefully consider the 

chronological sequence of events and the close agreement of 

the brief explanations of L. with the lengthy explanations in 

the Mitaksara. In the first edition of the H. of Dh. the 

present author relied upon a passage occurring in the Saras- 

vatibhavan ms. of the Kalpataru about a quotation from 

Brhaspati relied upon in the Vadibhayahkara (the author 

of which was according to the Viramitrodaya, a follower of 

VijilaneSvara. The Editor of Kalpataru on Vy. ( on p. 248 ) 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

KIT II p. 988. The makes a half verse of this 

by omitting some words and citing only ^|(^ 

T^; qt II ( p- 102). This might have been purposely 

done by Lak$midhara to shorten the matter. 

On p. 100 let us consider one example. The lines as printed in the 

portion of Mokjakanda ( cf. Kalpataru ) are : ( 

tRJTTRTFr TOTRTH i fT^n% *1% &c. This should have been prin. 

ted as ' I t|%- 

to. 
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refers to this vftw of the present author and rejects it. It is 

unnecessary for the present purpose to go into the question 

where what Vadibhayahkara quotes as a verse of Brhaspati 

is so or not. One ms of JCalpataru ( Vy. ) had that passage, 

two other mss. from Udaipur and Bikaner had not got it. 

Prof. Aiyangar does not hesitate to pass off as Laksmidhara’s 

the whole of the Br. Kanda based only on a single very 

defective ms, (vide above ) and to draw conclusions from 

it. Besides, he himself shows ( on p. 293, note 4 ) how his 

Udaipur ms. has a gap of two printed pages beginning on that 

page. He could and should have said that it is possible that 

the single ms may represent the correct text while the two 

others having gaps in some other parts might have omitted 

that portion. The present author also relied ( in the 6rst edi¬ 

tion of the H. of Dh. ) on a passage of the Benares College ms 

(on Vy. ) where the view of Prakasa, Halayudha, Kamadhenu 

and Parijata on a verse of Katyayana was cited ( H. of Dh. 

p. 293, n. 649 ). With this the Editor deals on pp. 394-5 and 

397, (in footnotes ). The present author would have to write 

several pages against this view of the Editor. For the present 

author’s own view about L. being later than the Mitaksara and 

the borrower, relies mostly on the historical data and inci¬ 

dents and on the large number of passages in one Kanda alone 

( cited above ) which fair minded persons would hold to be 

borrowings from tbe Mitaksara by the Kalpataru. 

In the Intio. to the Danakanda ( p. 17 ) Prof. Aiyangar 

states ‘ in two other respects also the Kalpataru is unique. 

Firstly, it is distinguished by having been written in accor¬ 

dance with well-conceived and logical plan. A cursory read¬ 

ing of even a comprehensive smrti like that of Manu or Yajna- 

valkya will fail to disclose the background of Hindu life. ’ 

Compare this downright assertion with another statement in 

Intro, to Br. Kanda (p. 3) ‘ it is built on a careful plan, luhich 

largely follows the arrangement of topics in Mauu’s great 

work.’ The present author does not like to say much against 

the learned Professor as regards his criticism of Manu that 

reading it would not disclose the background of Hindu life 

because he contradicts himself by saying that L. largely 

follows Manu’s plan and because he really follows Yaj. "and 

the logic, if any, behind the order of the 11 Katidas is restrict¬ 

ed to the first five ami the Kandas eleven, twelve and 
fourteen. 
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It must be, however, pointed out that it is the Yajna- 

valkyasmrti that lays down a careful and logical plan. The 

Yaj. Smrti, after the first nine Introductory verses, treats in 

order of the following topics; Brahmacarin (I. 10-50 ), Grhas- 

thaiSrama (I. 51-96 ), daily duties of Gvhastha ( Ahnika I. 97- 

181), Dana ( I. 198- 216 ), ^raddha ( 1. 217-268 ), Rajadharma 

(1.309-368 ), Vj^avahara (II. 1-307 ), A^auca (III. 1-34 ), 

Vanaprastha (III. 45-55 ), Yatidharma (III. 56-205 ),Prayal- 

citta ( III. 206-334 ). The order in Yaj. from Brahmacarin 

to Sraddha is almost the same as Laksmldhara’s but is a 

little better than that of L. Similarlj', Yaj. speaks of raja¬ 

dharma before vyavahara (as L. does ). But the logic in 

placing vraAn as 6th and tirtha as 8th, pratistha ( or pnja or 

both ) as 7th and placing i^antika as 13th ( and not after Puja) 

is not clear to the present author. The fact appears to be 

that the learned Editor having spent many years over the 

Kalpataru developed a faculty for over-statements about L. 

The Kalpataru is extensive, but the Viramitrodaya is 

unique in its size, range and quality. The Kalpataru has size 

(though it is not as extensive as the Viramitrodaya ), has 

great range, but in quality it is very much inferior not only 

to the Mitaksara, hut also to some other digests. Lengthy 

discussions in the Kalpataru are few and far between. It is 

more in the nature of a collection from all smrtis. Hence one 

noteworthy feature of it is that it often states how the same 

verse occurs in several smrtis. A few striking examples are 

noted here. In i$raddha-kanda p. 187 he quotes Manu III 

236-37 and remarks that they occur in Harita, Visuu, Yama, 

Satatapa in U^anas (the 2nd only ). In Br. kaiida p. 40 he 

quotes Manu III. 114-15 and adds that these two occur also 

in Vasistha Yama, Parasara and Baudhayana and the 2nd in 

Paithinasi also and they do occur in the printed Vas. ( III. 

5-6). In Br. K. p. 181 he quotes the verse ' savyahrtim... 

prauayaraah sa ucyate ’ as occurring in ^ahkha, Vasistha, 

Ahgiras, Brhaspati, Paithinasi and Baudhayana and it does 

occur in Vas. VII. 14 ( Anandasrama collection ). On p. 742 

of Vyavaharakaiida and p. 432 of Grhastha K. he quotes the 

verse ‘ putrena lokain...vistapam ’ as occurring in Manu, 

^hkhalikhita, Visiiii, Vasistha and Harita and it does occur 

in Visuu, Dh. S. 15. 45, Vas. 17. 5 and also in Manu IX. 137 

and Baud. Dh. S. II. 9.6. On pp. 36-37 of Vyavahara K. he 

a, D.—ss 
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quotes three verses, the first of which L. states occurs in 

Manu, Narada, Ilarita and Baudhiiyana. All three occur in 

Manu VIII. 18, 19 and 14 and all three in Narada III. 8, 12, 

13 p. 43 (Dr. Jolly’s ed. in B. I. Series) and the first in 

Baud Dh. S. I. 10. 30. Such illustrations lead one to con¬ 

clude that L. had collected a large number of the mss of 

Smrtis and had directed his pandits to make an exhaustive 

concordance of smrti verses. 

On pp. 174-175 of his work Apararka quotes a long 

extract from Devala in prose and verse on ‘ Dosas which 

exhibits striking skill in defining several words. On Yaj. III. 

109 ( pp. 986-988 ) Apanirka quotes a very long prose passage 

from Devala (a small portion of which also occurs in the 

Moksakanda of Kalpataru pp. 100-101. Apararka sets out 

at length ( in prose ) the purport of about two dozen verses 

of the Sahkhyakarika, while the Moksakanda (pp. 100-101 ) 

contains less than half of what Apanlrka says (practically 

in the same words as those of Apararka. It should be 

further noticed that in the Moksakanda there is another long 

prose passage beginning with the words ‘ Atha inulaprakrtir- 

avyaktam ’ ( p. 100 last six lines and on p. 101 1. 14 ) ending 

with the words ‘ ityutpattikramah ’ which is part of the 

passage cited in Apararka pp. 987-88 (which adds some words 

not found in the Jloksa-kanda ) ‘ yo yasmad-utpadyate. 

sa tasmin llyata iti vapyayakramahAnother very signi¬ 

ficant circumstance is that the long passage from Devala 

extending to about two pages in Apararka is followed by five 

verses of Yama on the Safikhya system, which also occur in 

Moksakanda (pp. 101-102 ) with one slight change in the 

last verse. 

From the close agreement between passages of Devala in 

both Apararka and Moksakanda with some omissions in the 

latter, it appears to the present author that the author of the 

Moksakanda used a ms. of Apanirka’s work (in which there 

was probably no demarcation of clauses and which was also 

slightly defective ) and the editor of the Moksakanda 

committed mistakes in separating the clauses. 

One remarkable circumstance bearing on the relative 
chronological positions of the Mitaksara and the Kalpataru 
may be noted here. 
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The Haralatil of AnirudJhabliatta was composed about 

1160 to 1170 A. D., as he was the ‘jivru and Dharmadhyaksa 

of king Ballalasena of Bengal, wlio composed his Danasagara 

in l^aka 1091 (1169-70 A. D. ). Two works viz. Kamdhenu 

and Kalpataru were composed in the realm of the Gahadvvala 

King Govindacandra. The Haralata mentions the Kamadhenu 

several times as an authority of the same weight as Vigvarupa, 

Bhojadeva, and Govindaraja ( vide pp. 41, 117, 174 of the 

Haralata ); while the vast digest of Kalpataru of Laksml- 

dhara is not mentioned even once anywhere by the Haralata. 

If the Kamadhenu, disdaiufxilly spoken of by Laksmidhara, 

could penetrate to Bengal before 1160-70 A. D. and be treat¬ 

ed there as a work of authority, it is very surprising that the 

Kalpataru backed by the glamorous career of the great 

Minister Laksmidhara and dealing at length with the same 

topics as those treated of in the Haralata should not have been 

referred to even once in the Haralata. 

This leads to the conclusion that portions of the Kalpa¬ 

taru were composed decades later than the time when the 

Kamadhenu was composed and earlier than 1160 A. D. only 

by a decade or so. 

79« Jimutavahana 

Jimutavahana is the first of the triumvirate of Bengal 

writers on dharmakistra, the other two being ^ulapani and 

Raghunandana. Only three works of his are known and they 

have all been printed viz; the Kalaviveka ( B. I. series, 1905), 

the Vyavaharamatrka (published in the memoirs of the 

Bengal Asiatic Society, vol. III., No. 5, jip. 277-353, edited 

by the late Sir Asutosh Mukerji), the Dayabhaga ( published 

several times ). It appears that these works were intended to 

form part of a vast treatise on dharmasastra called Dharma- 

ratna, as stated in the Kalaviveka.®*® In this work I have 

used the edition of the Dayabhaga printed in 1829. 

989 ^ 1 

HI44i! ^WTrT! I last verse and colophon of similarly 

the colophon of the ‘ ^ ^RmPT: 

tmifT: 
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The Kalaviveka as its name implies contains discussions as 

to the appropriate seasons, months and times for the perfor¬ 

mance of religious rites and duties, the determination of inter¬ 

calary months, the question whether the month for certain 

festivals and rites, was to be solar or lunar, the proper time 

for the cessasion and starting of Vedic studies ( Utsarjana and 

Upakarma ), the rise of Agastya, the four months during 

which Visiiu was supposed to sleep on the ocean, the times 

for various festivals including the Kojdgara and the Durgot- 

sava, the eclipses. The work is named Kalaviveka not only 

in the colophon, but also in the body itself.”^® Some of the 

sections of the work also are styled viveku, ( e. g. Amavasya- 

viveka pp. 354-365, dvirasadhaviveka pp. 169-174). The 

object with which the work was composed is stated in the 

2nd verse®®^ as follows :— ‘ Kdla ’ (the topic of proper times 

for religious duties ) has not been understood by some writers; 

it has been based upon ancient texts and compressed into 

narrow compass by others; therefore it is dealt with by mein 

such a way as to be easily understood even by dull-witted 

persons. M. M. Chakravarti (JASB 1915 p. 314 ) draws from 

this the conclusion that ‘no pi'evious treatise specially dealing 

with Kdla alone was known to the author’. This is not a 

sound conclusion. All that Jimiltavahana claims is that he 

has made the subject of Kdla extremely easy. As a matter of 

fact in one verse he brings together seven predecessors®®^ who 

expatiated on Kfila and whose works have become worth little 

on account of the appearance of the Kalaviveka. As long 

as the works of all these writers are not recovered it is impo¬ 

ssible to assert that Janutavahana had before him no previous 

work dealing specially with Kdla. Besides the astronomical 

and astrological works of ancient writers such as those of 

Varahamihira and Brahmagupta, the ancient smrtis and 

purauas, the important works and authors mentioned are 

990 ‘ wratw I 

fk'kw- 3^ II ’ f- 380- 

991 ^55; ( o ? 1 

HTWl JT^IT ll -U'l ver'.e of The ‘2nd 

pada has 19 mritriia, IShouM wo read ? 

H:?rR'dT ii p, ago. 
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enumerated in the note below.Most of these nibandha- 

kdras are quoted by him in his two other works also. Yogi- 

Svara®®* seems to be an author different from Yajnavalkya 

who also is styled Yoglivara, since the view ascribed to him 

is not found in Yaj. In some copies of the Mit. also an 

author®®® YogiSvara is named who explained the conflicting 

texts about a widow’s right to succeed to her husband. But 

Yogi^vara in the Mit. is probably a misprint or copyist’s 

error for Dhare^vara as some Mss. read Dhare^vara. In 

the Kalaviveka Jimutavahana makes frequent and efl’ective 

use of Purvamimaihsa maxims®®® and shows that he had 

made a profound study of that system. In the Durgotsava- 

viveka®®^ of iSulapiliii the Kalaviveka is quoted. It is also 

993 ( p. .2i)4), ^U%cf, 

( p. 99 ), 'TT%^T^PT'!T ( p. 63 ), ( p. 290 ), *1^^ 

( p. 423 ), 4TT?lft ( p. 14 ), #1^-^ ( p. 200 ), 

( p. 79 ), ( p. 304 ), ( p. 477 ), 

?gT%4'Tm*Tr, ( p. 102 ), 

It may be noted that both Svalpa-Yogloka and Brhad-Yogloka are 

mentioned in the Kalaviveka (pp. 490, 505) and Y’oglokais criticized 

very often and is dubbed ‘ Tarkikam-manya' ( who regards himself 

as a logician but was really not so ) ; vide Vyavaharamatrka, p. 291 

for this. 

994 ‘ siW 

S!fF:-2fT^ f|CiqT^5q: 1 ’ '+;ivi|^qq, P- 200; 

vide p. 237 also « ^ =^Ic«nsfIKT% ’ 

995 ) e^T^I 

I 'IRTT I ^ ^ 

fERRirf^JlT »T^1% I RKflo on 

996 e- s- on P- 13 ^ ^ I ^ 

^ W^nf^orq; ( I. refers to 

I- 3- 8-9- 

997 I srfvRf^ 11 

( P- 6 Sanskrit Sahityaparijad ed. ); vide =BTv5l^l%^ 

p. 513 for this. The (P- ol) quotes a te.xt from 

which occurs on pp. 443 and 447 of the latter. 
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quoted in the .^raddhacintamani of Vacaspati, in the i^raddha- 

kaumudi ( p. 328 ) and Varsakriya-kaumudi of Govindanand* 

and in several Tattvas of Raghunandana, e. g. (Vol. 1) 

Tithi 141, 144, Ahnika 341, Mala“ 834, ( Vol. II) Ekada^i 41, 

46, 87 ( ed. of 1895 ). 

The Vyavaharamatrka as its very name implies deals 

with the elements of vyavahara (i. e. judicial procedure ). It 

speaks of the eighteen titles of law, the derivation of the word 

pradvivaka (judge ), the persons fit to be appointed judges, 

different grades of courts, duties of sahhyas, four stages 

of vj^avahara, purvapak.sa ( plaint ), pratibhu ( surety ), 

blemishes in a plaint, uttara ( reply of the defendent), four 

kinds of uttara, blemishes in uttara, hriya (proof or burden 

of proof), divine (daivi ) and human < mdnusl) proof ( viz.; 

ordeals, inference, witnesses, documents, possession), persons 

incompetent to be witnesses. Ordeals have not been dealt 

with by the author. The first verse of the work styles it 

Yyavaharamfitrka. The last versebut one suggests the 

name Nyayamatrka which practically is a synonym of 

Vyavahara-matrka and the colophon at the end of a ms. in 

the Govt. Mss. library at the B.O.R. Institute calls it Nyaya- 

ratnamalika. 

About twenty smrtikaras are mentioned in the 

Vyavaharamatrka. Katyayana, Brhaspati and Narada are the 

three smrtikaras most frequently quoted, nearly two-thirds 

of the quotations in the entire work being derived from them. 

Among the nihanrlhaJcdras the following are named ;— 

Jitendriya, Diksita, (p. 302), Btila (p. 346, the same as 

gyqqr nidT II 

999 '4'ftrPd I 'iKdNK 

II 

1000 jffrW, i%t- 

iif, iTi, m, 
Ill Vj a. Miitrka Nrirada is quoted 107 times, Brhaspati 127 times, 

K.tty.iy uia 137 time.s, JIanu 10 times, Vyaaa 36 times and Yaj. 34 

times. Vi le J. 0. I. ( Baroda ) Vol. II pp. 134-146 for quotations in 

Vya. ilfitrka, collected by Dr. Ludo Rocher. 
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Balaka), Bhojadeva ( pp. 284, 305 ), Mailjarikara (i. e. 
Qovindaraja ), Yogloka, ViSvarupa, i^rikara ( pp. 292, 334 or 
l^rikarami^ra p. 342 ). About Vi^variipa he sa3^s^‘’®^ “I have 
put forward this conclusion of the ancient writers, I have 
refuted the objections of Vi^varupa and others and dealt with 
them at length’. Yogloka and i^rikara are generally quoted for 
being refuted and the former is frequently jeered at as ‘tarki- 
kammanya’ or ‘ nava-tarkikaih-manya’. In this work Jimuta- 
vahana displays great familiarity with the ancient dialectics. 
In some cases what the printed text exhibits^®* as prose really 
constitutes verses. Sir Asutosh Mukerji is not accurate when 
he says in the preface that ‘ Jimutavahana refers to a number 
of jurists not mentioned by any other author, e.g. Jitendriya, 
Yogloka, Balaka, ViSvan'qja, i^’iukara and Maujarikara ’. It 
has been shown above that both Visvarupa and i^rikara have 
been mentioned by the Mit. which is certainly earlier than 
Jimutavahana and bj’- a host of other writers who were either 
earlier than or contemporaries of Jimutavahana. The Vyava- 
haramatrka is quoted in the Vyavaharatattva’®®^ (pp. 199, 
214, 225 vol. II.) and the Dayatattva p. 179 and Divyatattva 
pp. 586, 583. 

The Dayabhaga is the most famous of Jimutavahana’s 
works. In matters of Hindu law such as inheritance, partition 
stridhana, re-union, it is of jaramount authority in modern 
British Indian courts in Bengal, except in those cases where 

1001 11^ 53nw (^7?) I 

II P- 352. M. M. Chakravarti is not right in taking 

( JASB, 1915 p. 317 ) ‘ pracam ’ to mean ‘ eastern ’ in this verse, as 

in the previous verse also refers ‘ to all munis ’ and 

‘ former works ’ ‘ ^[fhiqi=Hi ^ 

I ^ ( ^ ? ) JTK 

5II+t>da ’ II 

1002 o- g- 0“ P- 348 the words ‘ WTinTT^SWT: I 

11’ constitute an Arya. Simi¬ 

larly on p. 349 the words g^T: H4||uidT I ... 

?n U ’ *'"'0 Aryas. 

1003 ‘ ^Phi'^l'H: p. 199 

vol, II. 
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the Mitaksara is applicable. The names ol more than a dozen 

commentators of it are known and Pandit Bharatacandra 

Siromani published it with seven commentaries ( 1863-1866 ). 

It was translated into English by Colebrooke. In many 

editions (such as that of Jivananda) it is divided into sections 

though there were no divisions in the original work. The 

contents of the Dayabhaga are:— Definition of daya ; father’s 

power over ancestral property; partition of father’s and grand 

father’s property ; division among brothers after their father’s 

death; definition, classification and devolution of strldhana ; 

persons excluded from inheritance and partition on the ground 

of disabilities; property which is impartible (in its very 

nature or because it is self-acquired ); order of succession to 

one dying sonless ; re-union, partition of coparcenery property 

concealed but discovered afterwards, indicia of jiartition. 

Some of the peculiar doctrines of the Dayabhaga which 

are of fundamental importance and which sharply distinguish 

it from the Mit. are ; sons have no interest in ancestral pro¬ 

perty by birth, sous can claim partition only after extinction 

of their father’s ownership (i. e. after his death or on his 

becoming patita or a sa/hnydsin ) or partition can take place 

between father and sons if the father so desires, a widow 

succeeds to her husband’s interest on his death even if he be 

joint with his brother, the right to take a deceased person’s 

estate is regulated by the spiritual benefit conferred by the 

person claiming as heir ( by means of the oflTering of pindas ) 
and not by the principal of consanguinity ( as in the 

Mit. ). 

It should be noted by all Hindus that the Hindu 

Succession Act ( Act No. 30 of 1956 ) passed by the parliament 

of India has made substantial changes in the law laid down 

both by Jirautavahana and the Mitaksara as regards parti¬ 

tion, succession and kindred matters. But this is not the 

place to dilate on this topic. 

1004 Note the following ‘ 

tpr 1%: i ’ p- 

I [). 2o6 ; 51% 

^ I p- 336. 
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The foot-note on this paragraph avers that one called 

‘ niravadyavidyoddyota ’ (lit. one who possesses the brilliance of 

spotless vidyas) put forward that the guiding principle in preference 

among heirs is the spiritual benefit that the heir will confer 

on the deceased. It is remarkable that in the Harsacarita 

( first Ucchavasa. last paragraph ) we have a statement that Bana 

resorted to guntkulas that were radiant with spotless learning 

( niravadya-vidyavidyotanani ca kulani sevamanah). The word 

also occurs in the Dayabhaga before the passage quoted from 

Yajnavalkya 11.122 ( bhurya pitamahopatta.cobhayoh)m 

chap. II section 9 of the DSyabhaga, where the explanation o^ 

this verse by ‘ Niravadyavidyota ’ is cited (which is in direct conflict 

with that of the Mitaksara). That expression in the Dayabhaga 

may be explained in several ways : ( 1 ) Udyota is the name of 

a person whose learning was blameless. Pan. III. 1. 101 tells us 

that ‘ avadya ’ means ‘ garhya ’ (deserving to be censured ). Srinatha 

( 1470-1540) and Mahesvara take it in that sense. Other 

commentators take it as a title or distinction conferred on the 

man and hold that Udyota means refulgence. 

Besides the smrtikaras,*'’“® the Mahabharata and the 

Mhrkandeyapurana the following authors are referred to by 

name in Dayabhaga:— Udgrahamalla, Govindaraja ( an author 

of Manutrka), Jitendriya, Diksita, Balaka, Bhojadeva or 

Dharesvara, Visvarupa and Srikara. 

The word ‘ Udgrahamalla ’ is taken by the commentators 

as not being a proper name, but as a common noun meaning 

* a disputant that takes up the position opposed to the one 

advanced by the author ’; e. g. most commentators say that 

‘ Udgraha ’ means simply ‘ vada ’ and explain ‘ udgraho vadah 

sa eva mallah’ and some like ^rikrsna Tarkalahkara say 

‘ udgraho vadah tatra mallasya samarthasya galahastavan- 

nivarakah ityarthah. ’ They do not quote any ko'sa to support 

their meaning of ‘ udgraha ’ as ‘ vada ’. Udgrahamalla may be a 

proper noun just as we have Todararaalla among authors on 

Dharmasastra and as the word ends in ‘ raalla ’ ( a gymnast) the 

1005 The named are : 

14,^1 Id idM, irfhr. 

H. D —«9 
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author naturally gives a reply in gymnastic terras that a verse 

of Devala would completely vanquish (lit. throttle) him. It 

may be noted that Mahesvara (a eommentator ) holds that Udgra- 

hamalla is the name of a Smrti writer. The present author does 

not say that the meaning proposed by commentators is quite 

wrong or impossible, but holds that the meaning proposed by him 

appears to be the proper one. Panini has a special sQtra ‘ udi 

grahah ’ III. 3. 35 for the word 

In the Dayabhaga Jimutavahana quotes among Smrti 

sages Manu ( most frequently ), Narada, Yajnavalkya, Brhaspati, 

Katyayana, Visnu, Gautama, Vasistha, Harlta, Baudhayana, 

Brhanmanu, Vyasa, Sankhalikhita, Devala, Yama, Usanas, 

Vrddha-katyayana, Apastamba, Vrddha-satatapa, Paithinasi. 

Among the Puranas, the Markandeyapurana (XI. 40 ) alone is 

quoted by name in the Dayabhaga. 

The Nibandhakaras mentioned by name in the Dayabhaga 

are, besides Niravadyavidyoddyota, Jitendriya (thrice mentioned), 

Govindaraja, Dharesvara Bhojadeva, Diksita (only a title), Bala 

or Balaka ( m. five times ), Vis'varupa ( m. thrice ) and Srikara ( m. 
five times, once as Srikaramisra). Udgrahamalla'®®® is referred to 

on the distribution of stridhana and it is said that Udgrahamalla 

(i. e. his view ) is throttled by the text of Devala. It appears, 

therefore, that Udgrahamalla was not a smrti writer, but a 

nibandhakdra. Diksita*““’ is credited with the view that, among 

daughters, those who have sons or are likely to have sons are 

preferred to those who are either barren, widowed or who give 

birth to daughters atone and the Dayabhaga approves of this view. 

There is one more writer who is referred to twice with great 

respect as Niravadyavidyoddyota. Whether this is a mere descrip¬ 

tion or title (‘ the refulgence of whose learning is spotless ’) or 

1006 ^»rr 1 rj# i 

fisrapi; i irrar vrmr fwrf^ 
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whether the author’s name was Uddyota and niravadyavidya 

( ‘ whose learning in spotless ’) is an epithet, it is difficult to say. 

For a correct knowledge of the origin and development of the 

theory of spiritual benefit propounded in the Dayabhaga, it 

would be extremely desirable to know who this writer was, 

as Jimutavahana tells us that that view was brilliantly set 

forth by Niravadyavidyoddyota. The same writer is also 

quoted on the well-known verse of Yajnavalkya ‘ bhurya 

pitamahopatta &c., ’ which is the sheet-anchor of Vijnane- 

s'vara’s theory about the son’s rights by birth in ancestral family 

property.^®®* 

Jimutavahana gives very little information about himself. 

In the colophons of his works he is described as Paribhadriya 

Mahamahopadhyaya and at the end of the VyavaharamUtrka 

(vide note 999 above) he tells us that he was born of the 

Paribhadra family ( kula ).*®®® It is said that this name of the 
family still survives in the Parihal or Pari Gai, a section of 

Radhiya Brahmauas (Ghose’s Hindu Law, 3rd edition, pp. 

xvi-xviii and JASB 1915 p. 320). It is also said that Edu- 

misra in his Kulakarika tells us that Jimiitavahana was chief 

judge in the reign of Visvak-sena of Bengal and that he was 

9th in descent from Narayanabhatta, one of the five Brahmanas 

brought by Adis' ra. The information supplied by the 

match-makers of Bengal is, as shown above ( vide pp. 632-33 above 

under Halayudha), not worth reliance, unless corroborated by 

independent evidence. It is also said that for fourteen genera¬ 

tions the Brahmanas of Parigrama have been degraded and so 

Jimutavahana would not have paraded the fact that he was 

Paribhadriya if at the time when he wrote his subcaste had 

been degraded (Intro, to Kalaviveka p. VIH ). The fact that 

Jimutavahana was a native of Radha is testified by his statement 

in the Kalaviveka that Agastya ( Canopus ) rose in Ujjayini when 

1 p. 60. 
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four days of the month of Bhadrapada remained, but that in 

Radha Agastya rose when seven days of the month were yet 

to run.^“^" 

Extremely divergent views have been held as to the date 

of Jlmtitavahana. He has been assigned to various dates from 

the 11th to the 16th century. In L. R. 41 I. A. at p. 298 it is 

•aid by their Lordships of the Privy Council that the Mit. was 

earlier by five centuries than JimOtavahana. Dr. Jolly ( R. u. S. 

p. 37 ) assigns him to the 15th century. For a statement of the 

various dates and their examination the article of M. M. 

Chakravarti in JASB for 1915, pp. 321-327 and Mr. Panchanan 

Ghosh’s learned article in 26 Calcutta Law Journal (journal 

portion p. 17. ff. ) may be consulted. Since JimOtavahana 

mentions Dharesvara Bhojadeva and Govindaraja, he cannot be 

placed earlier than the last quarter of the 11th century. Since he 

is quoted by Sulapani, Vacaspati-raisra and Raghunandana, he 

cannot be later than the middle of the 15th century. The Kala- 
viveka furnishes important data. On a ms. of the Kalaviveka 

there is a note made about the birth-date of the son of a certain 

Ghatakasirhha with the horoscope of the child. The year speci¬ 

fied therein is sa/ce 1417, i. e. 1495 A. D. It follows from this 

that the Ms. itself must have been copied sometime before this 

and the original work must be much earlier still. So the Kala- 

viveka cannot be placed at any rate later than about 1400 A. D. 

In the Kalaviveka JimOtavahana tells us that his predecessor 

Andhuka'“‘' exhibited a certain astronomical matter in sake 

952 (i. e. 1030 A. D.) and that he declared an intercalary month 

in iake 955. 

Similarly Jlrautavahana expatiates upon severaF°^“ minute 

astronomical and astrological details which were observed in 

1010 ml: i Tafit-qf a 
1 qiRdqlq; p. 290; vide p. 291 also. 

1011 sTPraRR’fqqmqrpTHJfqm 
p. 51; 

tTTRTWTqf i p, 119. 

( Continued on the next page ) 
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the years 1013 and 1014 (i.e. 1091 and 1092 A. D.). It 

is impossible to suppose that an author would enter into such 

minute details about a time which was anterior to his own by 

centuries. Generally astronomical works take for their calcula¬ 

tions starting points or years which were within their own 

experience or very nearly so. Therefore it appears to be a sound 

conclusion to hold that the Kalaviveka was composed soon after 

sake 1013 or 1014 (i. e. 1091 and 1092 A. D.). Hence it follows 

that the literary activity of Jimutavahana lay between 1090 and 

1130 A. D. The Kalaviveka seems to be his first work. The 

Vyavaharamatrka would naturally come before the Dhyabhaga. 

He seems to have contemplated writing*®^® on rnadana also, as 

he says in the Dayabhaga that a certain matter would be expound¬ 

ed by him in rnadana. 

The most cogent argument that can be advanced against 

the above early date assigned to Jimfltavahana is that neither 

JimOtavahana nor any of his compositions is mentioned by Bengal 

writers and works on Dharmasastra belonging to the 12th, 13th 

and 14th centuries such as the Haralata, the commentary of 

Kulluka etc. No satisfactory explanation can be offered of this 

silence. But it is a very precarious thing to conclude from this 

silence that JlraQtavahana’s works did not exist during those 

centuries. It is safer to base conclusions about his date on the 

positive evidence contained in his works rather than rely upon the 
negative argument from silence in later works. When some of his 

commentators say that he criticises the views of Capde^vara, 

Misra and others we should not take them seriously. The 

commentators had no idea of the exact chronological position of 

writers long anterior to them. All they mean is that JlmQtava- 
hana criticises views that were shared also by Candesvara and 

others. Another important question is whether Jimfltavahana 

who is certainly a little later than the Mit. criticizes it. The 

(Continued from the previous page) 
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Vivada-tandava Kamalakara says that Jimutavahana held 

that the view about the equal ownership of father and son in 

ancestral property was put forward for precluding the possibility 

of the uncle taking the whole estate of a man dying (in union ) 

leaving a son or a predeceased son's son or for precluding the 

possibility of an unequal distribution of ancestral property by a 

father among his sons and that Jimutavahana took up this 

position, being blinded by his hatred of the Mit. The Vira- 

mitrodaya^”*® also says that JlmCitavahana criticizes the Mitaksara 

definition of vibhaga and the view of the Mit. about the times for 

partition. The Vyavaharamatrka*®^® also appears to criticize 

several times views which were held by the Mit. and the 

correspondence is very striking. On this point this much may be 

said that the points selected for attack by Jimutavahana do occur 

almost in the same words in the Mit. but, since the Mit. is not 

expressly mentioned and since it is likely that other writers like 

Asahaya and Bharuci whose works have not yet been discovered 

might have contained the very same words that are found in the 

Mit., it is somewhat hazardous to assert that JlmQtavahana criticizes 

the Mit. alone and no other work. All that one can advance is 

that it is quite within the bounds of possibility that Jimutavahana 

criticizes the Mit. 

Raghunandana in his Smrtitattva differs rather rarely from 

jimutavahana; vide (Vol. I.) Tithitattva pp. 52-53, Malamasa 

1 folio 109 of the Mandlik collection ms. in the 

Fergusson College, Poona. 

1015 ‘ mu 
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p. 849 ; (Vol. II.) Ekadas'i p, 88. He quotes Kaldviveka frequently 

e. g. inTithi pp. 106,107,141, 144, Mala® p. 834, Ekadas'i pp. 41,87; 

he mentions the Vyavaharamatraka in Vya. tattva pp. 199, 214, 

225, the Dayabhaga in Dayatattva pp. 164, 174, 194. He names 

JimOtavahana frequently as in Vol. I Tithi pp. 24, 144, Prayas'citta 

p. 482, Mala® pp. 767, 781 ; (Vol. II.) Dayatattva p. 194, Eka- 

das'i pp. 5, 36, 38, 40, 51, 53, 103. 

Several commentaries on the Dayabhaga have been published. 

The more important commentators are ( 1) Srinatha Acaryacuda- 

mani. Guru of Raghunandana*®'’ (flourished about 1470-1540 

A. D.); vide JASB (New Series) vol. XI. pp. 344-351 for his 

parentage, works and time of Srinatha; ( 2 ) Ramabhadra Nyaya- 

lahkara Bhattacarya, son of Srinatha-Acaryacudamani ( flourished 

about 1510-1570. Vide for his commentary ‘ Our Heritage ’ vol. 

VI. pt. I pp 43-53; I. H. Q. vol. 33; ( 3) Acyutananda Cakraviartin 

(flourished about 1510-i570); (4 ) Mahesvarabhattacarya ( about 

1530-1600); (5) Srikrsna Tarkalahkara (flourished about the 

middle of the 18th century). 

There is a commentary on the Dayabhaga professed by 

Raghunandana. Colebrooke suspected that it was not a work of 

Raghunandana. Rai Bahadur Manmohan Chakravarti holds that it 

is Raghunandana’s (J. A. S. B. vol. XI, N. S. for 1915, pp. 302, 

352), on the ground that the final colophon gives the kula as 

Vandyaghadya and the father’s name as Hariharabhattachrya. 

This is not a very strong ground. Any scholar desirous of passing 

off his own work as Raghunandana’s could very easily have put 

in these items. It was included among the commentaries on the 

1017 Following the dictum in a well-known verse ’RdrbT 

l 1wiyll Raghuna- 

dana does not mention his guru’s name in the discussions. In 

the Smrtitattva Raghunandana frequently mentions his 

teacher’s views with the words ‘ iti Gurucarauah ’. Vide for 

example, ( vol. I) Tithi pp. 31, 8-5, Mala° p. 769, Saihskara 

p. 873, ( vol. II1 Ekadasi pp. 5, 103. In two places of the 

Yajurvedisraddhatattva (vol. II, pp. 493 and 600) he 

mentions the Sraddha-Candrika of his guru and in the 

Yajurvedi-vrsotsargatattva ( vol. II, p. 640 ) he mentions 

‘ Acarya cudamani ’ along with Harisvara, Fasupati and 

Ramadatta. 
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Dayabhaga publkhed by Pandit Bharatacandras'iromani in his 

edition of the Dayabhiga with commentaries. It is very likely 

that Raghunandana worte a commentary on the Dayabhaga. 

Unless strong grounds are shown to doubt the authorship of 

Raghunandana, we may concede that he wrote it. 

On Jimutavahana, his work and times one may read with 

profit Rai Bahadur Manmohan Chakravarti’s learned contri¬ 

butions to the ‘ History of Smrti in Bengal and Mithila ’ in J. A. 

S. B. ( New Series ) Vol. XI (pub. in 1916 ) pp. 311-327. 

As to Jim' tavahana’s time there is a sharp divergence of views 

among scholars. Jimutavahana mentions Dharesvara Bhojadeva 

in his three works and Govindaraja in the Dayabhaga (XI. 2.22-23. 

Jiv. ed. 1893 ). Vide above under Govindaraja ( p. 657 n. 897a. ). 

Therefore he cannot be placed earlier than about 1125 A. D. 

The divergence of views among scholars concerns the latest date 

to which he is to be assigned. M. M. Chakravarti (J.A.S.B. vol. XI. 

pp. 322-324) points out that the Kalaviveka of Jimutavahana is 

quoted in the Durgotsavaviveka of Solapani and therefor* 

JimQtavahana cannot be placed later than the end of the I4th 
century A. D. Another argument for an early date is supplied by 

the astronomical references in the Kalaviveka. It may be noted 

that in the Kalaviveka (the earliest of his three works ) he refers 

to the rising of the star Agastya (Canopus) in his own day in his 

homeland in Radha and in Ujjayial. He says^®’* ‘ the rising of 

Canopus takes place on different days according to the country 

(in which an observer resides); to illustrate, that star is first 

seen in Radha when seven days are yet to run of the month of 

Bhadrapada, while in Ujjayini it rises when only four days of 

Bhadrapada are yet to run; again he notes that Agastya is seen 

rising in Ujjayini when twenty-six days of Leo have passed away 

and in Radha, Canopus is first seen rising when twenty-three days 

of the sign of Leo are past. Here it is clear that he is referring 

to the appearance of heavenly bodies in his own day. In other 

1018 ^1 i firrf^w- 
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passages of the Kalaviveka, where there are astronomical referen¬ 

ces to heavenly bodies we should presume that he refers to what 

he himself saw or knew personally (unless there are clear indica¬ 

tions to the contrary in the passage itself or near it), For 

example, he refers to the eighth day after the Sun’s entering in 

Tula ( Libra ) in the Saka year 1014 (i. e. 1092 A. D.) and the 

seventeenth day after the Sun entered the sign of Tula in the year 

1013 (i. e. 1091 A. D. ). Probably these dates may refer to his 

boyhood or youth.^®'®“ 

80. Apararka 

On the smrti of Yajnavalkya Aparaditya wrote a volumin¬ 

ous commentary styled Apararka-Yajnavalkiya-dharmasastra- 

nibandha (published in two volumes by the Anandasrama Press, 

Poona, 1903 and 1504). In a verse’®*® at the end and in the 

colophons the author is called Aparaditya, a Silahara king, born 

in the family of Jimutavahana of the Vidyadhara race. In tht 

introductory*®^® fifth verse also the author is styled ‘ an omamcnl 

of the family of Jimflta ’ and is highly eulogised for his devotion 
to Siva and his brilliant intellect. 

t 

The Silaharas bad a long history for several centuries in 

India, roughly between the Tapi river and parts of Goa and pre¬ 

sent Mysore. There were three main branches, but as they were 

1018® 
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feudatories and did not aspire to imperial title, they were generally 

referred to as ‘ Mahamandales'vara ’ and did not rule over 

extensive territories. The late Professor A. S. Altekar contributed 

an exhaustive paper on the 6ilaharas to the ‘ Indian Culture ’ 

(Vol. II for 1935-36, pp. 393-428 ) with a list of i^ilahara Inscrip¬ 

tions on pp. 43-4330 ). Here only a brief account will be set out. 

One branch of ^ilaharas ruled over North Konkan from about 

800 A. D. to about 1265 A. D. A number of copper plates and 

Inscriptions on stone of this branch had been published when 

Dr. Altekar wrote. The pedigree begins with Kapardin ( 800-825 

A. D.) and ends with Somesvara (1240-1265 A. D.). This branch 

ruled over parts of what is now Surat district and over the present 

districts of Thana, Alibag and parts of the Ratnagiri District, 

their capitals being Thana and Puri. Vide I. C. vol. II. p. 402 for a 

complete genealogy of this line and their chronology. There were 

two kings in this branch called Apararka (I in about 1110-1140 

A. D. )and Apararka or Aparaditya (II in 1170-1195 A. D.). 

The most important records of this branch (with which alone 

we are concerned when dealing with Apararka as a commentator 

on Yaj.) are those in J. B. B. R. A. S. vol. XXI pp. 505-16, ed. 

by Prof. K. B. Pathak of the year 6ake 1049 (1127 A. D.) and 

in A. B. O. R, I. vol. V. pp. 169-70 edited by Mr. Diskalkar.'®“^ 

About 29 plates and inscriptions of this branch are set out by 

Prof. Altekar (1. C vol. II on pp. 430-32) and on p. 402 of the same 

the names of all the kings of this branch with dates are mentioned. 

The two other branches were (I) of the Silaharas of South Konkan 

as in E. I. Vol. III. pp. 292-302 (the Kharepatan plates of Ratfaraja 

of Sake 930, 1008 A. D.); (2 ) and the other ruling over terri¬ 

tories of what are now parts of Satara and Belgaum Districts and 

the State of Kolhapur (vide E. I. vol. HI pp. 207-216 of sake 

1065 i. e. 1143 A. D.). There is no Aparaditya in both these 
/ 

branches. The Silaharas describe themselves as Tagarapuravaradhl- 

svara. Greek writers like Ptolemy located Tagara to the north- 

cast of Paithan. Dr. Fleet (IRAS vol. IV p. 281) conjectures 

that it is Ter, a place about 95 miles South-East of Paithan 

1021 This inscription comes from Somtiathin K.athiawad and hence 

it is dated in Vikrama year 1176 (i. e. Caitra suddha 14 
Sunday 1119-20 A. D.) and the grant is of a Vatika ( modern 

Vadi in sthauakiya-patana i. e. in Thana by a mahamdlya 

Laksmananayaka, son of Bhaskaranayaka. 
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The most relevant documents for our purpose are those of 

Apararka or Aparaditya (literally the Sun of the Western direc¬ 

tion ). The name of the family is variously spelt in the Inscripti¬ 

ons viz. as ^ilahara, ^alar, Siyalar, Selar. There is a place called 

SelarvadI near Poona. The first name is rather ancient. It occurs 

in the Sanskrit drama called Nagananda composed by the famous 

Emperor Harsadeva ( first half of 7th century A. D. ). The name 

was taken to mean ‘ who offered himself as food on a stone-slab’. 

The drama is based on the legend that Jimutavahana, son of 

Jimutaketu, offered himself as prey to Garuda who used to devour 

every day a naga on a stone-slab. The drama describes Goddess 

Gauri (consort of Siva) to be the patroness of Vidyadharas^ 

from whom was descended Jimutavahana. The colophons at the 

end of the three sections of the Yajnavalkyasmrti mention this 

legendary matter. It is noteworthy that in the Akalkot Inscrip¬ 
tion of Silahara Indrarasa ( E. I. vol. 27, p. 63 ) it is pointed out 

by the editor of the record that there are no doubt three well- 

known branches of Silaharas but there are seven other branches 

also. 

As regards Apararka there are the grants in ABORI vol. V 

p. 169, the Vadavali grant of Sake 1049 (1127-28 A. D.), and 

JBBRAS vol. XXI, pp. 506-517. 

Apararka’s work, like the Mitaksara, though professedly 

a commentary on Yaj., is really in the nature of a digest. It 

is far more voluminous than the Mit. It quotes profusely from 

the Grhya and Dharmastitras and the metrical smrtis. Several 

features distinguish it from the Mit. The Mit. is generally very 

chary of quoting from the Puranas, while Apararka contains 

long extracts sometimes extending over pages from several 

Puranas, viz. the Adipurana, the Adityapurana, the Kurma, the 

Kalikapurana, Devi, Nandi, Nrsiifiha, Padma, Brahma, 
Brahmanda, Bhavisyat, Bhavisyottara, Matsya, Markandcya, 

Linga, Varaha, Vamana, Vayu, Visnu, Visnudharmottara, Siva- 

dharmottara, Skanda. From the Puranas hundreds of verses are 

cited. The Vamana on pp. 364-365 on special gifts in the twelve 

months from Magha and Sivadharmottra (p. 274) are quoted only 

once and the KOrma and Linga are quoted only thrice each, but 

about four hundred verses are quoted from the Matsyapurana 

alone, about 160 from the Brahmapurana, about 100 from the Bha- 
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visyat and so on. The index at the end of the printed Apararka 

gives the names of the various smrtikaras quoted in the work. 

Another feature not found in the Mit. is that Apararka quotes 

long passages of the Dharmasutras and explains them at length, 

e. g. on Yaj. 111. 294 (p. 1205 ) he quotes Gautama ( Dh. S. 20. 

2-9 ) and then offers a lengthy explanation ; on Yaj. III. 294-293, 

he quotes long passages of Vasistha (Dh. S. 15. 11-14 and 17-21) 

and gives datailed explanations of them. It is probable he had 

not before him commentaries on these dharmasutras. Several 

hundred verses are quoted from the Manusmrti. The Dharma¬ 

sutras of Apastamba, Gautama, Vasistha, Visnu, Bodhayana. 

Devala, Paithlnasi, Sahkha, Sahkhalikhita and Harlta are profu¬ 

sely quoted. Similarly, Narada, Brhaspati and Katyayana, 

Paras'ara, Yama (quoted over 100 times mostly on acara and 

prayaicitta sections) are quoted profusely. It appears from the 

way that Sahkha and Sahkhalikhita are quoted that Apararka had 

before him two separate works, one of Sahkha (in which sfltras 

and verses occur almost in equal numbers) and of Sahkhalikhita 

in which prose passages vastly predominate and verses occur 

rarely. In the 99 references to pages where Sahkha is mentioned he 

is quoted in prose on pp. 118, 119, 123, 150, 156, 249, 260, 262-63, 

274, 694, 717, 718, 741, 842, 875, 882, 944, 1025, 1057, 1066, 

1077,1089,1094,1117, 1121, 1148, 1153,1154, 1158, 1175, 1210, 

1241. Sahkha-Likhitau are mentioned about 63 times, but verses 

are rare On p. 224 there is a quotation from ^ahkhalikhitau in 

which there is a verse first, followed by a prose passage. On p. 

896 at first there is a verse passage ( 1^ verses) followed by a 

prose extract on the same topic. On p. 1149 there is a prose 

passage of Sahkhalikhita followed by a half verse attributed to 

Sahkha. On p. 1154.*®^^ there is a passage of Sahkha followed 

by another prose from Sahkhalikhita (the first word being the 

same in both). There are similar cases where Sahkhalikhitau are 

quoted and then Sahkha is quoted or vice versa on the same matter 
( vide note below ),io2a» j collected about 40 years ago passages 

1022 1 ^ 

^ p. 1154, 

1022“ I; compare 
immediately after ( a verse of ^-aTT: 

I ^ II; and then again 
(Continued on the next page) 
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quoted in digests as those of ^ankha-Likhita and published them 

in ABORI, vol. VII ( 1926) pp. 100-128 and in ABORI vol, 
VIII ( 1927 )pp. 93-132. 

It is remarkable that Apararka names twelve Smrtikaras 

with the prefix ‘ vrddha ’ viz. Gargya, Gautama, Parasara, Para- 

Mra, Pracetas, Brhaspati, Manu (24 times), Yajnavalkya (ten 

times ), Vasistha (16 times), Vyasa, Satatapa ( 19 times,) and 

Harita (twice ). He also quotes Laghu-Yama, Laghu-Visnu and 

Laghu-Harita (9 times); and also Brhat-Pracetas (thrice), 

Brhad-yama (once), Brhan-Manu (once) and Brhad-Visnu( thrice). 

About eighty verses are expressly quoted from the Mahabharata 

and only seven from the Ramayana (one on p. 385, two on p.875 

and four on p. 881). On p. 11 he gives brief summaries in the 

style of the Sankarabhasya of the tenets of the Saiva, Pas'upata, 

Pancaratra, Sathkhya and Yoga systems. In one place he sets 

out the arguments of those who hold that correct knowledge 

alone leads to moksa and of those who hold that a combination 

of correct knowledge and works is essential for moksa and 

leaves his readers to choose for themselves whatever view 

they take.'*”* It is remarkable that, while even the Mit. names at 

( Continued /torn the previous page ) 

p, 1161. i 

1 =^1% 5^ i gw f 

wKtrg gw =^11 pp-1165-66. 

1023 Vide pp. 1029-1034 oa grg. HI. 205. On p. 1034 he says 

‘ W^jn^rg^ ’. It appear.s that his own final 

and firm view is stated on p. 959 : ‘ gg Iggt %g^ g g>g 

RrRgigT wgrt;?^?gFgmwgfin^'ngig fgg% g%: ‘ gr^gf g 

wlglgg wf 1 srfgggr whgt igggrgwngg^ ’ gRr i 

ggfdgf ggigggggTwg-gt^wglgwgwfgg gl^grg^ ^ gTgT% 

giwig-gwg: glg^nn .. fgggr gjgr^ i i%3 
S^g wTgr fgggr snsggtggr^w gr^ g 5g: wg;gfggvgg 

i%^g^7ggswt:gg fgggr grf^tgrfw i .. wwrfggiwggT gggf 

gt% RrRrwgr^g fgglqw i fg^f.-.g^^w is t^igi^go verse n and 

%gT. gg. 7, 9. 
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least six nibandhekaras on dharmasastra viz. Asahaya, Visvarflpa, 

Bharuci, Srikara, Medhatithi and Dharesvara. Apararka observes 

a studied silence in the matter of citing the names of his prede¬ 

cessors. He employs such vague expressions as kecit, anye, apare, 

though he cites views that were ascribed by the Mit. and others to 

Dharesvara and others, e. g. on pp. 741-42 he says^°“^ that the 

text of Yaj. ‘ patnl duhitarah ’ according to some refers to the 

widow who submits to niyoga (this is the view of Dharesvara ); 

on p. 744 he refers to the view of some that the word duhitr in 

Yaj. means only the appointed daughter (putr/ka ). This last 

was the view of Visvarupa and Srikara. On p. 761 he refers to 

the reading of some in Yaj. II. 150 as ‘ samanta sthavira ganah’ 

which is found in Visvarupa (II. 154) and not in the Mit. 

Apararka names (p. 926 ) a Vagbhata-smrtisarhgraha and a Smrti- 

mimamsa of Jaimini ( p. 206) from which two verses are quoted, 

variant readings therein are noticed and detailed explanations 

thereof are offered. He refers to several works and authors on 

astronomy and astrology such as Garga, Kriyasraya (p. 872), 

Saravali. On pp. 570 and 572 of the printed text occur two 

references to a pustaka of Rajanaka Sitikantha.’®^® That was 

probably a marginal note in a rris., the copyist or owner of which 

found on comparison with another ms. belonging to Rajanaka Siti- 

kantha additional matter. Apararka quotes from Bhatta (i. e. 

Kumarilabhatta Apararka does not appeal as frequently to 

the doctrines of the Ptirvamimamsa as the Mit. does and he does 

not generally enter into acute discussions of Purvaralmarhsa in its 

application to Dharma&stra as the Mit. does. Here and there he 

mentions a few terms that are often employed in Purvamimarhsa- 

discussions, e. g. on p. 470 on Yaj. I. 226-228 he employs 

the words ‘ aupadesika ’ and atides'ika. ’ Similarly, on Yaj. 

I. 260 (on Trayodas'is'raddha in the rainy season) he enters 

upon a discussion of the terms ‘ prasajyapratisedha ’ and 

* paryudasa ’. On Yaj. III. 243 he quotes the Nyaya ‘ sarvas'akha- 

1024 m ^ 

1025 ] p. 572, 

II fRT p. 76. 
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pratyam-ekam karmeti-nyayena smrtyantarokta avimddh^ 

dharmah samuccayena kartavyah Vide H. of Dh. Vol. V. pp. 

1273 and 1350 for this nyaya based on Jaimini II. 4. 8-33. But 

such references to Mimarhsa and nyfiyas are rare in Apararka’s 

work. For explanation of ‘ prasajyapratisedha ’ and ‘ paryudasa 

vide H. of Dh. vol. V. pp. 1247-49 and foot-notes 2027-2030 and 

for Atidesika and ‘ Aupadesika ’ vide H. of Dh. vol. V. pp. 1321-23 

and note 2173. It must be said that Apararka is much inferior to 

the Mit. in lucid exposition, in dialectic skill, in subtlety of argu¬ 

ment and in the ordered presentation of heterogenous material. 

Some of the views that are usually associated with Jirautavahana 

were propounded by Apararka also. Apararka bases the right 

to take a deceased person’s property on the superior spiritual 

benefit conferred by the claimant on the person deceased.'®*’ In 

several other respects also Apararka differs from the Mit., though 

in general the two closely agree. For example, Apararka prefers 

the father over the mother as an heir (p. 745); Apararka explains 

the word ‘ apratisthita ’ in Gautama’s text (18. 22) as ‘ one who 

is issueless or is indigent or a widow,’ while the Mit. explains it 

to mean only * indigent. ’ 

Whether Apararka knew the Mit. is a vexed question. Some 

scholars, white holding that Apararka does criticize the Mit., ex¬ 

plain away the non-mention of the Mit. by saying that the Indian 

etiquette required a royal author not to mention the name of the 

servant of another king, while the existence of the master himself 

was ignored (Dr. Jolly in Journal of Indian History, vol. III. p.l7). 

It is doubtful whether any such etiquette ever existed and further 

Apararka studiously avoids the express mention of every ancient 

commentator. Works of royal authors, such as the Madana- 

parijata or the Sarasvativilasa, do not appear to have followed the 

etiquette if it ever existed. Besides, Vijnanes'vara was a Parivrajaka 

1027 l rrg: i ^ 

1 . 

pp. 744-45, 
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( sannyasin ) ani not the servant of any king. In my opinion the 

Mit. was known to Apararka. Apartlrka reads Yaj. III. 17 as 

‘ Vaitanopasanah kaiyah kriyasca sruticoditah,’ explains the first 

word as a karmadharaya compound, gives the explanation of this 

verse offered by others, disapproves of it and then says that others 

read ‘ sruticodanat ’ for ‘ sruticoditah Visvarupa reads 

• vaitanikas'rayah...s'rutidar&nrit ’ and offers no comment on this 

verse beyond the word ‘ spastarthametat ’ (it is III. 15 in the 

Trivandrum ed.). The Mit, does contain the reading referred to 

by Apararka and the s'ruli passage ‘ yavaj-jivam ’ etc. Apararka 

refers on Yaj. III. 254 to the reading ‘samam’ adopted by some, 

says that the latter explain the verse as prescribing the penance 

for three years and observes that the verse of Manu (IX. 92 ) does 

not apply, as the latter say, to him alone whose palate has merely 

come in concact with liquor ( without his having actually 

swallowed it). Visvarupa (III. 248) does not explain the verse as 

prescribing a three years’ penance nor does he refer to the contact 

of wine with the palate. The Mit., however, contains both these 

1028 %cnjn: ’ilt ^ sfl'n- 

I % tT?T 51®?: rf% i .. 

%; ’ns tint ctccfir h i 

l p. t;91 ; compare the ‘fqtTRt- 

1 aftqTTRrT: 

tm^qRTiTT tfrqc fen: qjnd: i qjif fet, i gfn^qfetra; i 

cTqrfl: IPTfen^giMndiTife^t =^ferT ii ’. 

1029 ‘ I ...aro:^ ^ 

gti'tRrqgfqsTfJrfn q=qnm;iRfr5n'nn^tia;,^tTfiTfn >r«T^ n 

I ’ 3rqrPS p. 1072 ; compare the firtTTSjrr ‘ 3T*m 

fqwn^ fqfetf femr: qqqqqfet i .. qg qtornqr 

I grrqnTTqgrq^qTa^TtTr tqift n ^ 

gTFTT STjfe'jjr ^Soq^’. Till! printed text of in the fimr^RT 

reads ‘fqojir^ ... Rr% ’; the printed 3Tqn% reads 

tWf f5f%, while reads n^qtnnJTTfn%. The remarks 

of tldi show that he had a ms, of a com, where the read¬ 

ing was nm fir^. 
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particulars. On p. 1084 also Apararka seems to be referring 

to the view of the Mit. 

If one compares the portion of the Mit. on the section on 

rajadharma (Yaj. I. 309-368 ) with the commentary of Apararka 

on the same section ( verses 307-366 ) and bears in mind the fact 

that a reigning king is credited with composing the latter, one 

would be struck by the poverty of explanations in Apararka’s 

work as compared with the Mitaksara. 

The date of Apararka can be settled within very narrow 

limits. The Smrticandrika’®®^ in several places quotes the views 

of Apararka and sometimes contrasts them with those of the Mit. 

The Smrticandrika refutes the view of Apararka that the words of 

Yaj. ‘jyestham va s'resthabhagena ’ are meant to comprehend all 

various modes of giving an additional share (uddharavibhaga ) to 

the eldest son on partition mentioned by Manu and others 

and it follows Apararka’s explanation of ' apratisthita ’ in 

Gautama’s text. It will be shown later on that the 

Smrticandrika must have been composed about 1200 A. D. 

If the above conclusion that Apararka knew the Mit, and 

criticizes it be correct, Apararka must have flourished after 

1100 A. D. and before 1200 A. D. Here epigraphical research 

comes to our help. We know from the commentary that the 

author Aparaditya was a Silahara prince of Jlmutavahana’s family. 

Incriptions of the Silaharas show that there were three branches 

of that family, one ruling in the northern Konkan at Thana, the 

second in the southern Konkan and the third at Kolhapur. 

1030 ‘ 

I p. 1084; the f^- 

^ on qrir. III. 260 has ‘ nrg: 

qiT^’ &c. 

1031 

I II- P- ’^01 ; c.iinpare aiqtji p. 717 ' 35tg?q 

..-*r4tTO: 

’. ‘ arqt^fgqr ?r i 

II. 5.285; vide II. 

218, 367, 377, 428 for other references to Yide 

III. 2, p. 495 for mention of aimii, 

H. D.—91 
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Inscriptions of the northern Silaharas speak of two kings who 

are named Aparadityadeva. In JBBRAS vol. XXI, pp. 505-516 

there is a grant dated sake 1049 (expired) of Aparadityadeva who 

donated a village named Vadavali in the Thana District to a 

brahmana studying the Madhyandina recension of the Vajasaneya- 

sarhhita. The king is there styled once as Aparajita and several 

times as Aparadityadeva. He was son of Anantadeva and 

grand-son of Nagarjuna and traced his descent to Jimtitavahana, 

son of Jimutaketu, far famed in legend and literature as an 

exemplar of self-sacrifice,***®^ e. g. in the drama Nagananda. In this 

inscription Aparadityadeva is styled Silaharanarendra and Jimutavd- 

hananvayaprasuta as in the colophon of the commentary on Yaj. 

(vide note 1020 above) and also Mahdmandalehara and Tagarapura- 
paramesvara. In the Annals of the Bhandarkar Institute, vol. V, 

part 2, p. 169 there is a grant made at Somnath-Patan in Kathiawar 

of Vikramsarhvat 1176 ( 1119-20 A. D, ) while Aparadityadeva of 

the ^ilahara family was reigning, almost in the same words as in 

the grant in JBBRAS vol. XXI p. 505. Therefore it appears that 

the dates of Aparadityadeva I referred to in these grants fall between 

1115 and 1130 A. D. It was most probably this king who composed 

the commentary on Yaj. We known from the Srlkauthacarita of 

Mankha that king Aparaditya***®® of Konkan sent Tejakantha on 

an embassy to an assembly of learned men in Kashmir during the 

reign of Jayasirhha of Kashmir (1129 to 1150 A. D.). Apararka’s 

commentary continues to be the standard law-book used by 

the pandits of Kashmir (Jolly’s Tagore Law Lectures p. 24). 

Apararka’s work betrays familiarity with Kashmir. I have 

already noticed the reference to Rajanaka Sitikantha above. On 

a passage from Brahmapurana speaking of a sraddha at Martanda- 

padamula, Apararka notes ( p. 903 ) that*“®*^ the latter is well 

known in Kashmir. It is, therefore, most probable that the work 

1032 | ^ 

1 p. 507. 

1033 1 || 

JTJRT 1 ?■% II 
2i5. 109-111. 

1034 p. 903. 
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was composed about 1125 and was introduced into Kashmir when 

an embassy was sent from the Konkan king to Kashmir in the 

reign of Jayasirhha. The dates of the second Aparaditya range 

from 1184 to 1187 A. D. (Vide Bombay Gazetteervol.XIII, part 2, 

p. 427; JBBRAS vol. XII. pp. 333-335 for an inscription of 

Aparaditya dated 1109 sake i. e. 1187 A. D. ( wherein he is styled 

Kohkana-cakravarti). It is difficult to hold that this was the 

author of the commentary on Yaj. The Smrticandrika is men¬ 

tioned by Hemadri and hence could not be later than the first 

quarter of the thirteenth century. Therefore if Apararka who is 

frequently cited by the Smrticandrika were to be regarded as hav¬ 

ing flourished about 1187 A. D., very little distance is left between 

Apararka’s commentary and the Smrticandrika in order that 

the former should come to be looked upon as an authority by 

the latter. Therefore it appears probable that Apararka wrote 

the commentary on Yaj in the first half of the 12th century 

(about 1125 A. D.). 

The commentary of Apararka is in mere extent nearly double 

of the Mitaksara. It quotes very long extracts, particularly 

from Puranas, on several verses of Yaj. such as on I. 208 

( on Godana, gift of a cow) where he quotes lengthy extracts 

from Visnudharmottara-purana, Bhavisyottara-purana on differ¬ 

ent donas (called Dhenus), then he quotes on 16 kinds of 

Danas (called Mahaddnas) from whole chapters of Matsya, 

of Bhavisyottara, from Visnudharmasutra (almost the whole 

of chap. 90) and from some other Puranas. On Yaj. I. 

226-228 he has an exposition on pp. 463-477; On Yaj. I. 252-253 

( on Sapindikarana-s'raddha ) he expends 14 pages (pp. 528-542 ). 

On the Prayascitta section also his expositions in certain cases are 

very long e. g. on III. 267-268 he devotes pp. 1106-1127, on III. 

289-290 he devotes pp. 1152-1184. His quotations from Devala 

and Harita ( both in verse and prose ) are very extensive. If some 

scholar undertook the work of collecting together even all the 

prose passages of Devala, .Sahkhalikhita and Harita drawn from 

the several commentaries and nibandhas it would be a large and 

valuable work. For example, if one collects only the prose 

passages of Devala cited in Apararka they will cover about five 

closely printed pages of the same work. Similarly, Harha is 

profusely quoted in prose and verse by Apararka e. g. pages 

937, 1113, 1116, 1152 have long prose passages. 
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81. Pradipa 

The Smrtyarthasara of Sridhara enumerates the Pradipa 

among its authorities after the Kamadhenu.^®*^ The Smrtican- 

drika in a highly paronomastic verse appears to refer to 

a work called Pradipa.^”®® The Sarasvativilasa'®®’ quotes 

the view of the Pradipa that even the suretyship debt of 

a person must be paid by his grandson. The Jivatpitrka-. 

nirnaya^®®* of Ramakrsna (about 1600 A. D. ) quotes the 

Pradipa on the question that when brothers are separated they 

should perform separately the annual s'raddha of their father and 

other ancestors. Nandapaiidita in his commentary on the'®*® 
Sadasiti cites the view of the Pradipa that the sutra of Paithinasi 

(a woman delivered of a son bathing after twenty nights from 

delivery is entitled to perform all religious rites, while one 

who is delivered of a female child is so entitled after a month ) 

applies to the wife of one who is not a diksita (one who has 

consecrated the Vedic fires ). It has been shown above (note 

881) how the Pradipa criticizes Bhavadeva, according to the 

Viramitrodaya, which, in several places, cites the views of the 
Pradipa (vide pp. 78, 89, 215 etc.). 

The foregoing discussion shows that the Pradipa was probably 

an independent work on vyavahara, sraddha, suddhi and other 

topics. Being mentioned by the Smrtyarthasara and Smrticandri- 

ka, it cannot be later than about 1150 A. D. As it criticizes 

Bhavadeva it cannot be earlier than 1100 A. D. 

1035 Vide note 839 above. 

1036 i ii 

{ lamp and a word ) and ( moonlight and the 

) are paronomastic. 

1037 Wlduilhr ^Ttr^qfitfw sr?"!?: I t?. f^. p. 253; vide 

p. 361 for another reference to 

1038 1 

il folio 20b of 1 ( in Bbadkamkar 

collection ). 

folio 8a ( in the Bhadkamkar collection); vide 

folio 38 b for another reference to 
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Hemadri^"^® refers to the explanation of the word kald 

occurring in a text of Gargya offered by a Smrtipradipa. It is 

not unlikely that he means the same work as is referred to by 

others as Pradipa. 

82. The Smrtyarthasara of Sridhara 

This well-known work was published by the Anandas'rama 

Press, Poona, in 1912 A. D. The principal topics discussed by it 

are : the acts allowed in former ages but forbidden in the kali age; 

the number of samskdras, the detailed treatment of Upanayana, 

the duties of Brahmacarin, holidays, marriage, its various forms, 

prohibitions on the ground of sapinda relation, discussion about 

gotra and pravara, daily duties such as sauca, dcamana brushing 

the teeth, bathing, the five yajhas, daily sarndhya, daily worship; 

detailed treatment of srdddha, proper time, articles, and bra- 

hmanas to be invited at it, various kinds of srdddha, discussion 

about various tithis; intercalary month; forbidden and allowed 

food; purification of various substances and of one’s own body; 

impurity on birth and death; rites after death; rules about sarn- 

nydsa; prayas'cittas for various grades of sins and lapses. 

From the colophon it appears that Sridhara was himself a 
performer of Vedic sacrifices and was the son of Nagabhartr 
Visnubhatta of the Vis'vamitra gotra. This colophon does not 

however occur in the ancient ms. of the work in the Deccan 

College collection (No. 44 of 1870-71 ) dated samvat 1495 

( 1438-39 A. D.). In the 2nd introductory verse (vide H. of 

Dh. Tol. I. pt.l note 749 ) the author tells us that Srikantha and 

^rikaracarya filled the gaps in the smrtis that were scattered about 

(i. e. they composed digests thereof with their own remarks ). 

He also says (vide note 839 above) that he relies on the 

Kamadhenu, the Pradipa, the Abdhi, the Kalpavrksa (i. e. 

Kalpataru), Kalpalata, ^ambhu, Dravida, Kedara and Lollata 

and the various commentators of Manu and other smrtikaras. 

In dealing with santnydsa he says that he would treat of the proce- 

1040 I ^ I ^ 

1 ( ^ ) p. 355. 
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dure of samnyasa following the opinion of Govindaraja and of 

Baudhayana.^“^^ At the beginning of some sections (p. 48 and 

p. 49 on Haddha and prdyascitta respectively) he again repeats 

the verse about Kamadhenu and the other authorities. The 

Abdhi named therein seems to be the Smrtimaharnava quoted in 

Hemadri, in the Vivadaratnakara and other works. He refers to 

Mitak^ra also (p. 56). For Lollato see above (under Medha- 

tithi). It appears that Sridhara also composed another and a 

larger work on dharmasastra. For example, Hemadri who’®** knew 
f _ 

the Smrtyarthasara quotes certain views as Sridhara’s which do 

not occur in the Smrtyarthasara. The Prayogaparijata, the 

Nirnayasindhu, and the Samskarakaustubha quote the views of a 
f - 

work called Sridhariya which are not found in the Smrtyarthasara. 

Sridhara seems to have been a writer from southern India. 

The date of the Smrtyarthasara can be fixed within approxi¬ 

mate limits. As it names the Mit., the Kamadhenu, the Kalpa- 

taru and Govindaraja, it is later than 1150 A. D. The Smrti- 

candrika and Hemadri’®*® both quote it as an authority. For 

example, the Smrticandrika says that the Smrtyarthasara holds 

that the Tulasi is among the things the use of which is to be 

avoided in Hdddha. Vide p. 435 of the Sraddha section of the 
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Smrtcandrika (Gharpure’s edition ) and also pp.’366, 381, 463 of 

the Sraddha section of the same work. Raghunandana often men¬ 

tions it; vide (vol. I) Tithi p. 100, Sraddha p. 190, Ahnika p. 434, 

Malamasa p. 791; (II) Yajurvedi Vrsotsarga p. 642. The 

Madanaparijata mentions it frequently - vide pp. 177, 180, 287, 

288. Therefore the Smrtyarthasara must have been composed 

between 1150 and 1200 A. D. 

83. Aniruddha 

Aniruddhabhattha is one of the early and eminent Bengal 

writers on Dharmas'astra. His Haralata was published in the 

Bibliotheca Indica Series ( 1909 ) and his Pitrdayita alias Karmo- 

padesinipaddhati was recently published by the Sanskrit Sahitya 

Parishad at Calcutta ( No. 6 ). 

The Haralata deals with impurity on birth and death, with 

the acts allowed to be done or forbidden during impurity, with 

periods of impurity on death in a distant land or on the deaths 

of infants and women, with rules when two periods of impurity 

overlap each other, with impurity on the death of sapindas, the 

meaning of sapinda, persons who have not to observe periods of 

impurity, cremation and burial, offering of water to the deceased, 

observances during mourning, persons entitled to perform rites 

after death, observances after the period of mourning, persons to 

whom no water should be offered. 

The Pitrdayita is a work intended for the followers of the 

Samaveda. Its contents are the duties on rising from bed, 

brushing the teeth, bath, samdhyd, tarpana, vaisvadeva pdrvam 

sraddha, eulogy of gifts, sapindikarana and other sraddhas, 

antyesti and rites during the days of mourning after death, the 

letting loose of a bull. The printed work appears to be the same 

that is described in the I. O. Cat. at p. 474 as Karmopades'ini. 

But the India Office Ms. appears to have certain various read¬ 

ings e. g. a reference to Kamadhenu and Kalpataru at the end of 
the section on antyesti does not occur in the printed text.^“** 

folio ll4b. 
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The first verse of the Haralata states that the author con¬ 

sulted the commentaries on Manu and other Smrtis.^®*® Besides 

the well-known smrtikaras such as Manu, Yajfiavalkya, Narada 

etc. the authors and works named in the Haralata are :— Asahaya 

as the Bhasyakara of Gautama, Kamadhenu, Govindaraja, Bho- 

jadeva, Visvarupa and Sahkhadhara. The Pitrdayita^®*® says that 

it was composed after consulting the Gobhilagrhyasfltra, the 

Chandogyaparis'ista, smrtis, the sastras of Gautama and Vasistha 

and various sarhgraha works. In the work itself, besides the 

above, Katyayana, Varahapurana and smaller ( svalpa ) Matsya- 

purana are quoted. 

From the last verse*®^^ of the Haralata we know that 
Aniruddha was a resident of Viharapataka on the bank of the 

Ganges and was a student of the doctrines of Bhatta ( Kumarila). 

From the colophons'®^* at the end of the Haralata and the 

Pitrdayita it appears that he was a Dharmadhyaksa and a 

Campahattiya ( a section among Varendras ) Brahmana of Bengal. 

The ms. in the India Office has a colophon in which Aniruddha is 

styled Dharmadhikaranika (Judge). From the Danasagara of 

Ballalasena we learn (verses 6 and 7) that Aniruddha was a guru of 

the king of Bengal and rendered assistance in the composition 

of that work. The Danasagara'®*® was composed in sake 1091 

(i. e. 1169 A. D. ). From this it appears that Aniruddha was 

at the height of his fame in 1168, i. e. his literary activity may 

be placed in the third quarter of the 12th century A. D. This 

1045 5nir«T i 

II 

1046 ifr i ifr 

tt# ftct ^ I t;f%cTr ’tsRit'n i 

1017 fitiiRi-ir i i trfrfjr^g^T 

JTPrt RiiRdi ttniRT ii 

trPT^ II at the end of the irJTHTm:; vide I. O. Cat, p. 542 

and Mitra’s Notices I. p. 151. This very verse is quoted by 

Vide JASB 1915, p. 347 n. 1. 
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conclusion is corroborated by the fact that Haralata names 

Bhojadeva, Govindaraja, and the Kamadhenu as authorities and 

is therefore later than 1100 A. D. The Haralata is named as an 

authority in the Suddhiviveka of Rudradhara.^®®" The Sraddha- 

kriyakaumudi of Govindananda (about 1510-1545 A. D.) frequently 

quotes Aniruddha and includes him among ancient authors.^®®^ In 
the ^uddhitattva of Raghunandana, Aniruddha is referred to in the 

plural as a mark of respect and his view is explained. In several 

other places the Haralata*®^^" is quoted and rarely criticized in the 

Smrtitattva — vide ( vol. I) Sraddha p. 321 ( cri.); ( Vol. II. ) 

Udvaha p. 108, Suddhi pp, 238, 250 (cri.), 259, 262, 275, 291, 314. 

The Pitrdayita is frequently quoted by him, ( vol. I ). On Tithi 

(p. 13 cri.), p. 176; Sraddha pp. 200. 202, 231; Ahnika p. 358 

(stating that the Pitrdayita quoted Yogiyajnavalkya VII. 162-165, VI. 

27-28), 289, 393, p.421 (cri), 424; and (vol. II. Suddhi p. 314, 

Yajurvedi-sraddha p. 497 ). Aniruddhabhatta is frequently men¬ 

tioned without naming any one of his works in ( vol. I) Sraddha- 

tattva pp. 209 (cri.), 220, 221, 222 (cri. as ‘heyam’), 241 (cri. as 

‘ pramanas'anya ’), 227 (cri.), Ahnika (p. 395), Mala° p. 801; 

Ekadasi vol. II. p. 44. There is a commentary on the Haralata 

called Sandarbhasucika composed by Acyuta Cakravartin, son 

of Haridasa Tarkacarya ( vide I. O. Cat. p. 567, No. 1753 ). In 

JASB (New Sries) vol, XI. p. 362 the com. of Acyuta is 

described as Sandarbhasutika which seems to be a misprint for 

‘ sucika ’. 

Raghunandana in his Ekadailtattva*®®^ (vol. II. p. 44) makes 

a casual but very striking remark. The question is about what 

srzim: !l I. o. Cat. p. 563, No. 1742; Mitra’s 

Notices vol. V. p. 25. No. 1736. 

1051 T% 3 <tc. ■?iT5:^^r^T5?T’ p. 388; vide 

p. 188 ‘ 3T^r 

1051* ^»TT4f- 
i (vol. II. 

Suddhi p. 338 ). 

1052 ^ ‘ f1 5TTT 3# 

gfjt: II ’ ?f?r Hq;insr c^wt^sr qiPif 

( Continued on the next page ) 
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day as Ekadas'i should be observed when the latter is mixd up 

with Dasami (tithi) or 12th. Vacaspati-Mis'ra relying on a verse 

in Visiiurahasya held that Ekadasi mixed up with tenth should 

be observed as fast by one who does so for securing some object, 

while Ekadasi mixed with 12th should be observed as fast by one 

who is niskama ( who has no object in view). Raghunandana 

replies that Visnurahasya has been declared as apocryphal by the 

Danasagara claimed to have been composed by Aniruddha Bhatta 

( as stated in the Danasagrara itself). Raghunandana probably 

held and wants to suggest that the Danasagara was really com¬ 

posed by Aniruddha and allowed to be put forward in the name 

of his patron, king Ballalasena. This will be discussed under the 

heading ‘ Ballalasena and Laksmanasena 

In the proceedings of the ASB (for 1869 p. 317) a Catur- 

masyapaddhati of Aniruddha is noted. Mitra notices a work 

called Bhagavattattvamnjari on Vaisnava philosophy written by 

Aniruddha ( Mitra’s Notices vol. HI. p. 155, No. 2700). 

84. Ballalasena and Laksmanasena 

These two famous kings of Bengal ( father and son ) com¬ 

piled five works on Dharmasastra viz. Acarasagara, Pratistha- 

sagara, Vratasagara, Danasagara, and Adbhutasagara. Of these, 

all except Adbhutasagara, were compiled by Ballalasena; the 

fifth, Adbhutasagara, was begun by Ballalasena, but it was 

completed by Laksmanasena. 

When the first edition of the H. of Dh. (first volume ) was 

published in 1930, the only published work of Ballalasena was 

‘ Adbhutasagara ’ about which we are told (vide under Halayudha 

above) that it was begun by Ballalasena in sake 1090 (i. e. 

1168-69 A. D. ) but that he passed away before the work was 

finished and that it was completed by king Laksmanasena, son of 

Ballalasena. The Danasagara is a huge digest on Dana ( gifts ). 

( Continued from the previous page ) 
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» 

It has been edited and published in the B. I. Series ( 1956) by 

Mr. (now Doctor) Bhabatosh Bhattacarya, with a Preface, 

contents in Sanskrit, Introduction in English ( pp. xv-LXvui), 

Index of Vedic Mantras, and of non-Vedic quarter verses and 

prose quotations. The text alone covers 722 pages. There are 75 

Avartas^'^^^ (chapters) and 1375 kinds of gifts have been dealt with. 

The Editor gives a summary of 18 chapters that are the most 

important of the 75 chapters (on pp. xl-lkviii of Intro.). 

The Vratasagara is mentioned on pp. 52 and 59 of Danasagara 

and Dr. Bhattacarya pointed out in ‘ Indian Culture ’ vol. XI 

for 1945 pp. 141-144 that the Krtyaratnakara cites two quotations 

from the Vratasagara. Verses 55 and 56 of the printed ‘Danasagara’ 

refer to the Pratisthasagara and Acarasagara as already composed. 

The first (verse 55 ) says that reservoirs of water and temples of 

gods are not dilated upon in Danasagara, because they have been 

well dealt with in Pratisthasagara and verse 56 says that certain 

ddnas mentioned in the ‘ .Adipurana ’ are not fully dealt with 

in the Danasagara as they have been mentioned in the Acarasagara. 

The Danasagara deals with the sixteen great danas and 

other lesser gifts. The subjects dealt with by the Danasagara 

are as follows : eulogy of brahmanas, eulogy of the merit arising 

from gifts, proper recipients of gifts, persons not fit to receive gifts, 

the nature of gifts, the donor, faith as to the utility of gifts, proper 

times and places for gifts, things proper to be donated, 

what cannot be gifted away, bad donations, religious rites and 

procedure followed in making gifts and in accepting them, the 

technical terms of the subject of gifts, the sixteen mahaddnas, 

lesser danas of various kinds (the author himself says at the end 

that he has described 1375 kinds of gifts), the names of various 

Puranas and their extent. The Danasagara contains extremely 

valuable information about the Mahabharata and the 

Puranas. As it quotes extensively from the Puranas, it serves as 

an excellent check for the textual restoration of Puranas. For 

example it says that the Bhagavata, Brahmanda and Naradiya 

Puranas do not contain ddnaviditis and hence they are not drawn 

1053 The usual meaning of ‘ Avarta ’ is ‘ whirlpool or eddy ’ as the 

Amarakosa says ‘ syad-avartosmhhasam bhramah ’. The 

name of the work ending in ‘ sagara’ { ocean ) suggested that 

parts of the work may be called ‘ avartas ’. 
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upon in the work. In another verse he says that it is well-known 

that the Visnurahasya and Sivarahasya are of the nature of 

mere compilations and so have not been relied on in the 

work. The Devipurana, he says, is approved of by the 

heterodox systems and is not included in various lists of Puranas 

and upapuranas and hence it is not included in the Danasagara. 

He says that the subject of the dedication of reservoirs of water 

and of temples has been dealt with at length in the Pratistha- 

sagara, so it is omitted in the Danasagara and that the gifts 

made in accordance with the divisions of the year (into ayana, 

season, month, paksa &c.) are not spoken of in their entirety in 

the Danasagara, as they are described in the Acarasagara. The 

work is mentioned in the Danaratnakara of Candesvara and 

in the Nirnayasindhu. His Adbhutasagara has been printed by 

Messrs. Prabhakari and Co. ( 1905 ). The Authorities on which 

he relies therein are noted below.The adbhutasagara is men¬ 

tioned in Todaranandasarhhita-saukhya and Nirnayasindhu. This 

was his last work which he left unfinished and which was comple¬ 

ted by his son Laksmanasena. It deals with the rites and 

observances appropriate on certain celestial and terrestrial por¬ 

tents for removing the evil foreboded by them. 

The word ‘ adbhuta ’ occurs many times in the ^gveda and 
the Nirukta I. 6 tries to explain it. Vide H. of Dh. Vol. V. pp. 
719-738 for the development of the subject of santis against un¬ 

favourable occurrences and portents and pp. 740-746 for the 

meanings and disquisition on the three cognate words ‘ adbhuta, 

utpata and nimitta. ’ Raghunandana quotes and illustrates a 

passage of the Adbhutasagara ( quoted below The idea was 

that an unusual happening like an earth-quake occurs as a divine 

indication or warning of an impending calamity. Such a view 

was entertained even by Western people and poets till the end of 

the 18th century. The Cowper in his Task gives powerful support 

1054 srfirt’iir^fT, 

W^K, 

41^1, 
i3=r, 

1055 i 

I (Vol. I) p. 704. 
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to such an idea. The Adbhutasagara is mentioned by Raghu- 

nandana in vol. I of Jyotistattva, p. 704 and Malamasa, p. 765. 

In the present state of our knowledge it is impossible to prove 

to the satisfaction of scholars when the La. Sarh. was started. If 

it was started on Laksmanasena’s birth, it could have been done 

only by Ballalasena or by Laksmanasena himself when he became 

a king. But both of them though concerned with the Adbhutasa¬ 

gara, several times refer only to the Saka era as the notes show. 

If it was started by Laksmanasena he also does not mention any 

era as having been started by him and counted from his birth. 

He was concerned with the compilation of at least a portion of the 

Adbhutasagara. In the E. 1. Vol. 14. p. 156 (the Naihati grant ) 

the pedigree starts from Samantasena ( said to be a scion of the 

Candravarhs'al and that grant also names the following rulers viz. 

Hemantasena, Vijayasena, Ballalasena, Laksmanasena. The latter 

lost Bengal and ruled for some years in North Bihar. In the 

confusion about the starting point of the La. Sarh. it appears 

to the present author that the only safe course is to hold that 

the era probably started about the time when he left Bengal or 

some years after it. 

Another vexed question is whether the Dhnasagara was com¬ 

posed by Ballalasena or really composed by Aniruddhabhatta, 

but was allowed to be passed off as composed by his patron. 

The answer depends upon a proper construction of verses 6-9 of 

the Introduction to the Danasagara. Verse 6 bestows high praise 

on Aniruddha, who was the guru of Ballala, who was like 

Brhaspati, the guru of Indra, who was highly honoured in the 

land of Varendri (North Bengal), whose eye in the form of his 

ever active brilliant and flashing intellect was fixed on brahman 

in the form of Sarasvati (Goddess of Learning). Verses 7-8 cenvey 

that he ( Ballala) having learnt with great faith from that guru the 

essence of all Puranas and Smrtis was desirous of composing a 

work on Dana (gifts ), yet his ardour, being cooled by doubts 

about the difficult decisions in the matter of Dharma, he began to 

wait upon brahmanas, who were pleased by his service, and with 

his incessant association with them his mind became clear and 

his doubts vanished. King Ballala benefitting by faith in the 

instruction imparted by his guru composed, for the good of thq 
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faithful, this .work called Danasagara within the limits of his 

intellect.^®®® 

Ballalasena began the work in 1090 sake and the Danasagara 

was composed in 1091 sake. Therefore Ballalasena’s literary 

activity must be placed in the third quarter of the 12th century 

( vide notes 861, 862 above). Vide also THQ vol. V, p. 133 for 

the date of Ballalasena. 

It appears that Raghunandana believed that the Danasagara 

was really the work of Aniruddhabhatta though published in the 

name of Ballalasena. In the Danasagara itself it is distinctly 

stated that Ballalasena composed it under the directions of his guru 

1056 The verses 6-9 would occupy much space; so only half of the 

last verse ( 9 ) is quoted here : gft: 

^^1 I II He suggests 

that the ( sagara ) ocean is vast, while his prajnd ( intellect ) 

is limited and even this limited work he compiled with the 

help of the instruction imparted by his guru and he had also 

the benefit of constant meetings with learned brahmanas. 

The present author feels that this is a very straightforward 

statement of the facts. He says that he owes everything 

to the vast learning of his guru, but his intellect is 

limited ( and not vast) and therefore the work he composed 

is necessarily limited to what his intellect understood from 

the ocean-like intellect of bis guru. If Raghunandana means 

that Danasagara was wholly written by Aniruddha and 

Ballalasena was only a dummy or a figurehead, the present 

author thinks that he is wrong;. He may have been swayed 

by some tradition floating in his day about the authorship. 

On the facts available the work is Ballalasena’s, though the 

latter derived his knowledge from the teachings of his guru 

and from the learned brahmanas of his time whom he gather¬ 

ed together for the purpose of writing the work. 

The Danasagara is a model of a systematic work. He 

mentions the works he consulted ( mainly Puraiias, Upa- 

puranas, Smrtis, the two epics and Gopatha-Brahmana ) and 

sets out the works he did not draw upon and the reasons 

therefor. He briefly enumerates 1375 danas and the 15 
main sections of the work. 

He names 13 Puranas, 8 Upapuranas and 28 Smrtis and 

three specified works viz. the two epics and the Gopatha- 

( Continued on the next page ) 
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( Aniruddha In the colophon he is styled maharajadhiraja 
and nihsanka-s'ahkara. 

85. Harihara 

From quotations in the Vivadaratnakara it appears that Hari¬ 

hara wrote on vyavahara. For example, the Vivadaratnakara first 

quotes (on p. 220) the definition of' samsarana ’ given by Brhaspati 

and then cites three verses of Katyayana defining a catusaptha and 

a rajamarga and prescribing punishments for causing obstruction 

and committing nuisance thereon. Then it notices that the verse 

‘ yas-tatra ’ cited by it from Katyayana is cited by Harihara as 

from Prajapati when the topic immediately preceding is 

‘ samsarana The Vivadaratnakara quotes a sutra of Sankha- 

Likhita prescribing the punishment for sexual intercourse with a 

virgin against her will and Harihara’s explanation of the word 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

Brahmana, in all 52 works. At the and of the work ( on p. 

72), he names 46 works the opinions of which he considered 

and composed the Danasagasa. The learned editor points 

this discrepancy in the Intro. ( p. xxii ). 

The learned editor has spared no pains to make up the 

edition useful to scholars. I entirely agree with what he says 

about the late Professor Rangaswami Aiyangar’s entirely redi- 

culous remark about the Danasagara containing a reference 

to Kalpataru (the work of Laksmidhara ) in verse 3 of the 

introductory verses and his remarks about what the great 

historian Dr. R. C. Majumdar’s reading ‘ sarasvata-brahma- 

nah ’ in verse 6 of the Introductory verses of the Dana¬ 

sagara ( English Intro, p. xx foot-note 2 ). He has identi¬ 

fied most of the quotations, but some have eluded him. For 

example on p. 17 the text quotes Vasistha’s verse ‘ ye ksanta- 

dantah ...’, but the editor does not note that it is Vasistha- 

Dharmasutra VI. 25. 

II verses 7 and 9 of I. O. Cat. p. 542. 

1058 iRttiRfir: 

ttrfirr i c p- 221. 
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dvyangulaccheda From these it is clear that Harihara wrote 

some work on vyavahara, which has not yet been recovered. He 

must have flourished earlier than 1300 A. D. 

There is a commentary on the Paraskaragrhyasutra composed 

by Harihara w'ho is styled agnihotrin in the colophons. In one ms. 

copied in sake 1707 (1785-86 A.D.) he is described as the pupil of 

Vijnanesvara. In the introductory second verse he says he relies 

on Vasudeva. In the body of the work he refers ( Gujarati Press 

edition ) to Karkopadhyaya (p. 200 ), Kalpatarukara, Renudiksita, 

and Vijnanesvaracarya (p. 370). Therefore he is later than 1150 

A. D. Harihara’s views are mentioned by Hemadri,'®®® theSamaya- 

pradlpa^®®^ and Acaradar& of Sridatta and in the Smrtisara of 

Harinatha. Therefore this Harihara must be earlier than 1250 

A. D. Whether he was really the pupil of Vijnanesvara is doubtful. 

In his bhasya Harihara refers to words current in Kanoj.*®®® 

Hemadri mentions Harihara’s explanation of nepalakambala wherein 

the latter says that it is welt known among the northerners.^®®* 

Hariharapaddhati is frequently mentioned in the Smrtitattva of 

Raghunandana; vide ( vol. I.) Sraddha p. 261, Ahnika p. 424, 

Matamasa p. 745 ( a verse is quoted ); ( vol. II.) Divya p. 593, 

Udvaha p. 132, Vrata p. 158 (name Harihara only). We have 
seen above that Harihara commented upon the As'aucadasaka 

of Vijnanesvara. This fact together with his being not far from 

Vijnanesvara’s time may have led to the belief that he was a pupil 

of Vijnanesvara. It appears probable that the jurist Harihara who 

flourished before 1300 and Harihara the bhasyakara of Paraskara 

1059 1 .. 

^ I i^. p. 40'2. 

1060 rTWIfi; ^ gist 

\ol. III. 2. p. 52; vide pp. 447, 483 of the same vol. for other 

references to and also vol. III. 1. pp. 159, 1131, 1139, 

1177, 1280. 

1061 ?T5r jrffiivrgfJr- 

vTtgra; 1 HrrggghT ( IX C. ms No. 371 of 1875-76 folio 52a ). 

1062 giregigm^in?{%?ig; g^: i gff^ i 

p. 376 of glt^gi^vriwr (Gujarati press ed.). 

1063 5 gTgtftgT3!^iirg5!fmgvr: gs sr^rs: 

sqregTri; 1 ^grro III. 1. p. 1177. 
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who flourished between 1150 and 1250 A. D. are identical. The 

views ascribed to Harihara by Hemadri in his section on s'raddha 

are not found in the bhasya on Paraskara. Therefore Hemadri 

is referring to some other work of Harihara. From a passage of 

Hemadri it appears that Harihara wrote after the Maharnava*®®* 

( Prakas'a ). Hemadri also tells us that Harihara refuted the views 

of JayantasvamI on a certain verse.'®®’ The same Harihara who 

commented on Paraskara also wrote a commentary on Katyayana’s 

Snanavidhisutra wherein he mentions the Kalpatarukara (vide 

D. C. ms. No. 101 of 1891-95 ). Several Hariharas are known. 

There is HariharabhatOlcarya, the father of the great Bengal writer 

Raghunandana. A Hariharacarya composed an astrological work 

Samayapradipa in sake 1481 ( 1559-1560 A. D.). 

86. The Smrticandrika of Devannabhatta 

This is a well-known digest on DharmasSstra. An English 

translation of the portion of it which is concerned with dayabhaga 

was published in 1867 by T. Krisnasvami Iyer at Madras. The text 

has been published by Mr. J. R. Gharpure (up to s'raddha) in 

Bombay and also in the Mysore Government Oriental Series (up 

to asauca). In the following Mr. Gharpure’s edition has been 

used and the Mysore edition for asauca section. 

The Smrticandrika published by Mr. Gharpure is a huge 

work of large size covering about 736 pages on the topics of 

some samskaras {SB pages), .\hnika ( 144 pages ), Vyavahara 

( 332 pages ), and Sraddha ( 172 pages ). According to the colo¬ 

phons at the end of the sections, it appears that the author was 

called Devanna-bhattopadhyaya, son of Kes'avaditya-bhattopa- 

dhyaya. The fifth introductory verse asserts that all that he 

writes is based on authoritative te.xts and that he has stated noth¬ 

ing purely relying on his own ideas ( or imagination).'®®® 

1064 

I III. 1. 183. 

1065 i 3 4^T- 

ill. 1. 1339. 

1066 ff w 3 41^#; 111II3 

11 5th Intro, verse, jpur referring to the word 

in the preceding line. 

H. D.—93 
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The Smrtichndrika is a very extensive digest. It is almost the 

earliest (except the Kalpataru ) among digests on dharmasastra of 

which mss. have yet been discovered. The printed text deals with 

the topics (kandas ) of Samskara, Ahnika, Vyavahara, Sraddha, 

A'sauca. It appears that he worte on prayas'citta also. In the 

colophons of mss. of the work the name of the author is 
variously written as Devauna, Devana, Devananda or Devagapa 

( vide I. O. Cat. pp. 405-406). He is also described therein as 

the son of Kes'avadityabhatta and as a Somayaji. 

The Smrticandrika quotes most profusely from numerous 

smrtikaras and affords valuable assistance in reconstructing some 

of the smrtis and checking mss. and editions thereof. For example, 

it quotes about 600 verses from Katyayana on vyavahara and 

about the same number from Brhaspati. From Manu and Narada 

more verses are quoted than even from Katyayana and Brhaspati. 

Among works, commentators and authors of digests named by it 

the following may be noted : Apararka, Karmapradipa which is 

the same as Gobhilasmrti (II. 126-127) with slight variations 

( Anand. ed.), Devarata, Devasvaml, Apastambakalpabhasyhr- 

thakara (Asauca p. 84), Dharesvara, Dharmabhasya, DhartasvamI, 

Pradipa, Bhavanatha, Bhasya on Apastamba Dharmasutra, 

Dharmadipa or Pradipa ( Asauca p. 63 ). Bhasyarthasarhgraha- 

kara, Manuvrtti, Medhatithi, Mitaksara, Ramayana (four verses), 

and Varahamihira (one verse), Vaijayanti (a lexicon ), Visvarupa, 

Visvadarsa ( Asauca p. 164), Sambhu, Srlkara, SivasvamI, Smrti- 

bhaskara, Smrtyarthasara. He mentions a Bhattacarya on Asauca 

(p. 1,2), probably Srinivasa, the author of Suddhidipika who 

worte about 1159-60 A. D. (JASB 1915 p. 334 ). He quotes a 

passage from the work of an author, whom he styles Guru (proba¬ 

bly his own teacher or father The Smrticandrika often criti¬ 
cizes these works and authors and advances its own views after 
considering the positions of others. Devannabhatta was a south¬ 
ern writer and his work is according to judicial decisions of 
great authority in southern India.*®®* But it has been held that in 

1067 

( 3fT5ff^ p. 63 ). 

1068 Vide 11 Moo. LA. p. 487, 2 Mad. H. C. R. p. 206 at p. 209, 

I. L. R. 3 .Mad. 290 ( P. C.) at p. 302, I. L. R. 33 Mad. 439 

and I.L. R. 44 Mad. 7.53 ( P. C. ) for the high authority of 

the in southern India. 
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spite of its high authority it cannot override the Mitaksara even in 

the Madras Presidency. 

The Smrticandrika quotes from 23 Puranas and Upapuranas 

i. e. from more Puranas than even Apararka. They are set out 

in the note below.'°'“ 

For the Asauca-kanda of the Smr. C. I had to use the 

Mysore University’s edition of 1921 (203 pages). It starts with 

the verse of Sahkha that the following religious acts are stopped 

while the asauca (impurity on account of death ) exists, viz. 

religious gifts and their acceptance, homa ( worship of Fire), study 

of the Veda and rites for one’s deceased ancestor (except the 

offering of pindas to the recently dead person for whose sake asauca 

is observed). It quotes immediate performance of purificatory 

rite for one day, three days, four days, six days, ten days, twelve 

days, a fortnight, a month and until death. It deals with impu¬ 

rity on birth also and concludes with the putting into the Ganges 

or some holy place the ashes of the dead and with Sraddha 

at Gaya. 

The contents of the Smrticandrika are; various Dharmas, 

such as those of varnas, asramas; usages of countries; saihskaras, 

garbha-dhana, puihsavana, jatakarma, namakarana, cudakarana, 

upanayana, marriage, etc., duties of student-hood and holidays; 

daily duties such as sauca, acamana, brushing the teeth, bath¬ 

ing, samdhya, srauta and smarta rites; duties of householder; the 
five daily yajhas; rules about taking food, forbidden food ; proce¬ 

dure of law-courts, means of proof, ordeals, the various titles of 

law such as deposit, partnership, ddyabhaga; detailed rules about 

s'raddha, its various kinds, persons entitled to perform sraddhas, 

the brShmanas proper to be invited at sraddha etc. 

1069 Vide I. L. R. 3 Mad. 265, 269 ( barren daughter not excluded 

by a daughter having sons }, T. L. R. 35 Mad 152 at p. 160, 

for this proposition. 

1070 The names of the Puranas quoted by Smr. C. are 3T% ( once ) 

anfr, iKTfeifir ( only two verses ), 

TV, VHJRvt, vraMtrR ( once ), rTO- 
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The Smrticandrika refers to Vijnanes'vara with great respect.^“^' 

Yet there are several interesting points on which the Smrticandrika 

differs from the Mitaksara. The Smrticandrika questions ( vide 

note 825 above ) the statement of the Mit. that unequal distribu¬ 

tion by the father of ancestral property among his sons should not 

be resorted to, as it has come to be abhorred by the people. The 

Smrticandrika does not approve of the definition of daya given by 

the Mit.^”’® The Smrticandrika does not accept Vijnanesvara’s 

explanation of the word ‘ apratisthita’ occurring in the sutra of 

Gautama, but upholds Apararka’s explanation of it (vide note 

1031 above). The Smrticandrika favours the theory of spiritual 

benefit in matters of succession and therefore among daughters 

prefers one that has sons over another daughter who is sonless.'®’* 

It criticizes the reasons advanced by the Mit. for preferring the 

mother over the father as an heir to their deceased son and says 

that both parents succeed together.'®'* Though the Smrticandrika 

in this way in some cases criticizes the Mit., it generally follows 

its lead. It holds, just as the Mit. does, that sons acquire by birth 

ownership in ancestral property. The author asserts that he puts 

forward no imaginary views but only such views as are based on 

(authoritative) texts.'®'® 

As the Smrticandrika names the Mit., Apararka and Srartyar- 

thasara, its upper limit cannot be placed earlier than 1150 A. D. 

1071 sjrnKTRT i ... qrflr'fl i 

p. 64 ). This is a quotation from fJrqr^KT on 

?rT^. III. 20. 

&mT2jt;r«ng^ i ff Ttg: ^ 

fitfuwit'ic'fhFT rrrqrfq ?T^TTf%; i g%- 

1 f fgvrmrt ^ 

^ q i ii, pp. 
267-268. 

1073 I?# ^ i ii. p. 295. 

i 3?;%: f^T 

tn'-TRoi: Ac. II. p. 297 ; vide note 825 above 
for the full quotation. 

1075 hdwl'tifinigfg ii ^rorqrqnr f% ggr g 

1 g grgfro Bggat qr'iig fgg%: n intro, verses. 
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Their Lordships of the Privy Council say in Buddhasingh vs Laltu- 

singh^°'’^ that Devanandabhatta is supposed to have been a 

contemporary of Apararka. But this supposition is not quite 

correct. Since Apararka is quoted several times as an authority 

to be preferred even to the Mit., it looks more probable that 

there is some distance of time between Apararka and Devanna- 

bhatte. Hemadri quotes the views of the Smrticandrika probably 

oftener than those of any other nibandhakara. In one place*®” 

he does not approve of the explanation given by the Smrticandrika 

of a verse occurring in the Mahabharata about a man with 

male issue performing s'raddha on the thirteenth tithi. In an¬ 

other*®*® place Hemadri refers to the view of the Smrticandrika on 

the question whether the sraddha on amavasya is optional with 

s'raddha in dark half. Therefore it follows that the Smrticandrika 

must have been composed at least a generation earlier than 

Hemadri i. e. before 1225 A. D. The Smrticandrika is frequently 

quoted by the Sarasvativilasa, the Viramitrodaya and other 

digests. 

Several authors composed works styled Smrticandrika, e. g. 

there is a Smrticandrika of Sukadeva-misra (I. O. Cat. p. 471 

No. 1549), another by Apadeva (Mitra’s Notices, vol. VI, 

p. 301), another by Vamadevabhattacarya ( Mitra’s Notices, vol. 

IX. p. 137 ). 

1076 L. R. 42. I. A. 208 at p. 223. 

1077 3 ms i 

fiH- I 
I ^3tho ( ) vol. III. 2. p. 482; the 

does quote the text of the Truvrrrrf and remarks, ‘ 

’ P- 369, The passage is found in Anusa- 

sana 87. 16 ( Bombay edition ) and is read as ‘ avasyarh tu 

yuvanosya ’ &c. 

1078 jrfinuTOfnr-amw ^ 

I ^3#o III. 2. 

461; the does contain the text quoted and remarks, 

f^?«Tcr ff3 3^91 3.1 

II. p. 399. 
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87. Haradatta 

Haradatta’s fame stands very high as a commentator. He 

wrote a commentary called Anakula on the Apastaraba-grhya-sfltra 

(D, C. Ms. No. 2 of 1866-68), a commentary on the Apastambiya- 

mantra-patha ( vide Dr. Winternitz’s ed. of 1897, p. xin.), a com¬ 

mentary called Anavila on the Asvalayana-grhya-sfltra ( published 

in the Trivandrum Series ), a commentary called Mitakwra on 

the Gautamadharmasutra and a commentary named Ujjvala on the 

dharmasutra of Apastamba. His commentaries are very good 

models of ideal commentaries. His commentary on the dharma- 

sfltra of Gautama ( printed by the Anandasrama Press, Poona) is 

more concise than that on the Dharmasutra of Apastamba ( large 
extracts of which were published by Biihler in his edition in the 

B. S. Series, the whole being printed by Halasyanath Sastri at 

Kumbhakonam and in the Mysore Government Oriental Library 
Series ). In his commentary on the Dharmasutras he quotes verses 
from numerous smrtis and from the puranas but hardly ever 

mentions by name any commentator or nibandhakara. In his 

Anavila (page 9) he quotes the views of a Bhasyakara who is 

probably Devasvamin and mentions also a Candogagrhyabhasya- 

kara (on I. 2. 3). In his commentaries on both the DharmasOtras 

he frequently quotes the opinions of previous commentators with 

the words ‘ anye, ’ ‘ aparah, ’ ‘ kecitvide G. Dh. S. II. 28, VII. 4 

and 14, IX. 52, XI. 17, XII. 32 and 33, XXIV. 5, XXVI. 9, 

XXVIII. 7 and 44; Ap. Dh. S. I. 1. 4. 24, I. 2. 5. 2 and 18, I. 3. 
10. 4,1. 3. 11. 20,1. 5. 15. 20 etc. From the fact that he mentions 

two interpretations on Ap. Dh. S. I. 2. 5. 2. with the words 

' apara aha ’ and ‘ ityanye ’ and several interpretations on II. 7. 

17. 22 it follows that he had before him two or three commenta¬ 

ries on Ap. Dh. S. In Buhler’s edition Haradatta on Ap. Dh. S. 

I. 1. 2. 38 appears to refer to a grhya-vrtti, but in the Kumbha¬ 

konam edition the reading is different ( viz. grhye gatam ). He is 

very careful to point out the un-Paninean forms in the sotras 

of Gautama^®'® and Apastamba, explains at great length all 

grammatical matters and generally prefers readings that are in 

consonance with the rules of Pauini. He very often says that the 

1079 e. g. on g,. XXV. 8 he says ‘ g 
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text of the sutras, particularly of Apastamba, as handed down 

by oral tradition was either wrong or followed Vedic usage as 

regards grammar.^®*® 

From various references Haradatta seems to have been an 

inhabitant of Southern India or was at least very familiar with 

Its usages. On Gautama XL 20 he instances several usages of 

the Colas. On Gautama XV. 18 he gives a synonym in the 

Dravida language for'®*^ a skin disease called ‘ Kilasa. ’ On Ap. 

Gr. S. VI. 6 ( the sutra ‘ nadlnirdes'as'ca ’ etc. ) he gives Kaveri and 

Vegavati as instances. On Ap. Dh. S. II. 11. 29. 15 (last sdtra ) 

he refers to certain practices of the Dravidas observed when the 

Sun is in Aries or Virgo.The Viraraitrodaya classes Haradatta 

and the Smrticandrikakara among southern nibandhakdras.^^^* 

From his remark on Ap. Dh. S. II. 7.17. 25 (the sutra ‘ anyatra 

rahudarsanat ’) that the northerners do not recite that sutra it 

appears that he affirms that he was a southerner. 

Haradatta seems to have been a great devotee of Siva. He 

begins his commentary on Gautama, on Asvalayana-grhya and 

Ap. Gr. with an obeisance to Rudra and his commentaries on Ap. 
Dh. S. and on the Apastambiya-mantra-patha (otherwise called 

Ekagnikanda, 25th and 26th prasnas of Apastamba-kalpa) with 

an obeisance to Mahadeva. Burnell ( Tanjore mss. cat. p. 170 ) 

tells us that according to tradition in Southern India, Rudradatta, 

the commentator of the Ap. Srauta-sutra, is the same as Haradatta. 

In his commentary on Ap. Gr. S. 1.13. 5 (ghosavad caturaksaram 

va) he gives as instances of the names of males Hara, Rudra, 

Deva, Haradatta and Bhavanaga. In the colophons the Anavila 

is described as the work of Haradattacarya-mis'ra. 

1080 e. g. on 3fTT. g,. I. 11. 31. 21 ‘ ’ he says 

‘ g4«iT I m 'tts: i aT'ffirmvRa 
1 ’. Vide remarks on errq’. II. 2. 5. 2 and 

II. 3. 7. 7 also. 

1081 5:f4^Tgt i 

1082 ^ 

1 

1083 Vide^q;o p. 7 05 4rat 

^fvi^);grraTfR' 1 1 44% 

^*lddlfgTK'fl'l.<r4g4* 

ItKI'dN 1 
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Haradatta (on Ap. Dh. S. I. 8. 22. 1-2 ) has a disquisition on 

the correct knowledge and realization of the self ( Atman ). He 

quotes Mundakopanisad II. 9 ( bhidyate &c. ), Chan. Up. VI. 24. 

3 and Yaj. Smrti I. 8 ( ayam tii paramo dharmo yad yogenatma- 

darsanam ), puts the Advaitavedanta view in a nutshell, narrates 

the story of a prince brought up since boyhood among Sahara 

( bhil) children regarding himself as a s'abara, but the truth dawns 

upon him when his mother tells him who he really was; and 

quotes four Sardulavikridita verses on the same story and the 

moral.^°®* 

Ghose in his Hindu Law (3rd cd. Intro, p. xv) says that, 

like Medhatithi, Haradatta denies the heritable rights of widows 

and must have come before Vijfiaaes'vara and not after. But 

Ghose appears to be wrong. Haradatta first says that according 

to the dcarya (i. e. Apastamba ) the sapindas of the deceased who 

took the property were obliged to maintain the widow of the 

deceased, while the view of Gautama was that the widow took, 

on failure of male issue, an equal share along with the sapindas, 

and then Haradatta says that he himself liked the latter view.*®** 

He often gives interesting information. On Gautama XVII. 33 he 

tells us that asafoetida is eaten by all, even though it is a matter 

for consideration whether being the exudation of a tree, it is to be 

regarded as due to cutting ( and so forbidden On Ap. Dh. 

S. II. 2. 5. 14 he cites as an example of reviling ( a-kroia) the 

1084 ‘ l tet 

npo qqtq i ^rqr qfifqT q^qqq ^ 
arpm rffquafiKi- ?jfqr tqqrq qbicr i q'^fqq 

q^T Jf-qH ^ q-qf^ri ...^5 

‘ q?qqfit ’ qn'qr iTiqTf^q5=5q^ 1 5^ iq 1 q^rrfq qi-qqkqq: 1 

sqqqqrqrr qq; qTftRq^rqT 1 fqiq^ 1 ^ qrqqqiqqf^qq;- 

fqcqfHqqr: q^qqgti^fqhqi^qmfqq qq: 1 ^ 1 ^q 
5% qq?^ trfiq q qqft^qfiq 1 q;r q 1 arq q qqTf^ qr^ 
qrq frq^sirrqqi 1 ’ Then follow four verses on the same. 

1085 On arrq.q.^i.-11.6.14.2 ‘qqmTq q; qfqvq;’he says ‘ qrq!' 

5 ftqqqTftTq: g TTqJTf'ilftr?TTqTq"qT q^: 1 ...jfrqq 
sqrqrq qqqr: qlqv^TfeRr: 1 ...qqn^rqq q^ dqqpfl: 1’. 

1086 fwm q qiq I Hqqr %gT arfq q^rqf% I 
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following : ‘ the Taittiriya is a Sakha that is ucchista (the leavings 

of food eaten ), the Yajnavalkya and other Brahmana works are 

modern’.'®*' On Gautama IV. 5 he says that what distinguishes 

the Prajapatya form of marriage from the Brahma and others is 

that there is in the former a stipulation that the husband is 

not to enter into another order of life (asrama ) nor is he to marry 

another woman.'®** On Ap. Dh. S. 1.4.12.15 he says that whereas 

in the case of marriage with a paternal aunt's or maternal uncle’s 

daughter, the act springs from the fact that one is pleased thereby, 

there is no necessity to infer a sdstra (a Vedic passage) once 

existing but now lost ( in support of such usage 

The date of Haradatta is a rather difficult problem. Biihler 

( S. B. E. vol. II. p. XLiii) at first thought that Haradatta probably 

wrote in the 16th century, but in his 2nd edition of the Ap. Dh. 

S. he says ( p. viii) that the Munich ms. of the Ujjvala written 

in Poona about 1600 A. D. shows the interpolated text found 

in all Devanagari copies and that therefore Haradatta is older 

than at least 1450-1500 A. D. The Viramitrodaya'®®® frequently 

cites the Mitaksara of Haradatta on Gautama. Narayanabhatta 

(born in 1513 A. D.) in his Prayoga-ratna quotes Haradatta’s 

comment on Gautama VIII. 14-22 about saifiskaras and his son 

Sahkarabhatta names both the Mitaksara and the Ujjvala of 

Haradatta in his Dvaitanirnaya. The Prayogaparijata of Nrsimha, 

which is quoted in the Prayogaratna of Narayanabhatta and is 

therefore not later than the first quarter of the 16th century, cites 

Haradatta’s explanation of Ap. Gr. S. ( on ‘ pravasad-etya putra- 

sya sirah parigrhya japati ’ etc.) and contrasts it with Narayana’s 

view. The Subodhini of Vis'vesvarabhatta (about 1375 A. D.) 

on Mit. ( Yaj. II. 132) quotes cerfain smrti passages as found in 

the vrtti of Apastamba which are found in Haradatta’s gloss.'®®' 

1087 STT^h^TT: 1 

1088 I 

1090 Vide pp. 169, 655. 

1091 'p: 'n: 

( Continued on the next page ) 

H. D.—94 
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Hence it follows'that Haradatta cannot be later than about 1300 

A. D. The fact that Haradatta hardly ever names any 

commentator except perhaps Devasvamin, the Bhasyakara of 

Apastamba-grhya, and that he holds antiquated views about the 

widow’s right to succeed to her deceased husband’s estate are 

strong arguments in favour of the view that Haradatta is com¬ 

paratively an early writer. Hardly any writer after Vijnanesvara 

assigns the same position to the widow as Haradatta does. Hence 

it appears that Haradatta could not have flourished much later 

than 1100 A. D. So he must be placed between llCO-1300 A. D., 

very probably near the earlier limit than the later one. 

One important question is as to the identity of Haradatta, 

the commentator of the Dharma and Grhya sutras and Haradatta, 

the author of the Padamafijari, a commentary on the Kasika of 

Vamana and Jayaditya. Biihler felt uncertain about the identity. 

Sahkarabhatta in his Dvaita-nirnaya speaks of Haradatta as 

expounding’'’®^' a karika of Hari ( Vakyapadiya HI. p. 260, Benares 

ed.) and also speaks of Haradatta as the author of the Ujjvala 

and the Mitaksara without making any distinction between the 

two. This shows that he regarded the two as identical. Haradatta 

in his commentaries on the DharmasQtras gives far more attention 

to grammar than almost any other commentator of Dharma¬ 

sastra.’®®® His grammatical disquisition on Ap. Dh. S. I. 2. 5. 18 
(‘ plavanam ca namno ’ etc. ) is almost identical with the Pada- 

manjarl on Panini VIII, 2. 83 (‘ pratyabbivadestidre ’ ). On Ap. 

Dh. S. II. 7.17. 17 he quotes a verse as from the grammarians for 

defining the location of the udicyas.^^^* The Madhaviya Dhatu- 

(Continued from the previous page ) 

1 fi 'T^' %% l This 

occurs in comment on ariT. g,. II. 6. 14. 1 ( Biihler’s 
ed. of 1894, p. 81 ). 

II 3Tgn*rf i 

1093 Vide comment on amr.vT.g. I. 2. 5. 1 () 

where says ‘ > 

where he refers to the of ( vide Keilhorn vol 

II. p. 69). ’ • 

1094 Vide note 102 on p. 67. 
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vrtti mentions the Padamanjari. From this it foJlows that the 

Padamanjari was composed before 1300 A. D. Dr. Belvalkar 

places Haradatta, the author of the Padamanjari, about 1100 

A. The learned editor of the Anavila in the Trivandrum 

Series points out that, as Haradatta is quoted in the Puru^khra 

which in its turn is mentioned in the Dhatu-vrtti of Madhava 
t • 

and as Saranadeva, the author of the Durghata-vrtti, who wrote 

in sake 1095, cites the Jainendra and Kaiyata but not Haradatta 

nor the Padamanjari, Haradatta wrote about the close of the 12th 

century A. D. These circumstances render it highly probable 

(if not certain ) that Haradatta, the commentator of the Dharma- 

sutras, is the same as the author of the Padamanjari and that he 

flourished between 1100 and 1300 A. D. and probably about 1200 

A. D. The Smrticandrika twice refers to the bhasya of the Apa- 

stamba-dharma-sutra.^®®® Haradatta’s commentary is styled vrtti 

and not bhasya and the citations do not occur in his work. 

Hence it appears that the Smrticandrika did not know Haradatta’s 

works and the latter could not have flourished much earlier than 

the Smrti-candrika. 

In the Padamanjari Haradatta is said to have been the son 

of Padma (Rudra )-kumara, younger brother of Agnikumara and 

a pupil of Aparajita.*®®^ In his Padamanjari Haradatta employs 

the word ‘ kucimanci ’ which is a Telugu word.*®®® The Bhavi- 

syottarapurana printed in Grantha characters contains 12 chapters 

( 54th to 65th ) and the Sivarahasya printed in the said characters 

has one chapter (17th) which set out the life ( carita) of a 

Haradattacarya. It is stated there that Haradattacarya’s original 

name was Sudarsana, that he was the son of Vasudeva and that 

1095 Systems of Sanskrit Grammar, pp. 39-40. 

1096 3f=r 3TftraT!::?r 

I I. p. 25 ( oi, gfrt. g;,. II- 6. 15. 19-23); «i?r 

^ i ii- p- 300. 

1097 Vide Report on the search of Sanskrit and Tamil mss. for 

1893-94 by S. Seshagiri Sastri pp. 13-20 and pp. 171-178 

( extract). 

1098 jp g grof grfsg: i p. 16 of the 

Report on Sanskrit and Tamil mss. for 1893-94 by S. Sesha¬ 

giri Sastri. 
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he died 3979 ^ years after Kaliyuga began^°®° (i. e. 878 A. D. ). 

This Haradattacarya, being the son of Vasudeva, was not the 

same as the author of the Padamanjari, who was the son of 

Padmakumara. This earlier Haradatta may probably be the same 

as the Haradattacarya cited as an authority in the Sarvadarsana- 

samgraha on the Nakulisa-pasupatadarsana.’‘““ Dr. Jolly ( R. u. 

S. p. 33) identifies without sufficient foundation the Haradatta¬ 

carya of the Sarvadarsaiia-sarhgraha with Haradatta, the com¬ 

mentator of Apastaniba and Gautama. 

A work called Hari-hara-taratamya and another called 

Caturvedatatparya-sarhgraha are ascribed to a Haradatta. Of the 

latter there is a ms. in the Deccan College collection (No. 109 of 

1871-72 ), which contains 154 verses of fine penmanship. The 

first and last are given below.‘^“* Whether these two works 

were composed by Haradatta, the commentator of the Dharma- 

sQtras, it is difficult to say. In the latter work the author sings a 

hymn of praise to Siva as the supreme deity, points out how 

the Vedic mantras refer to him, how the various rites are meant 

for him, refers to the mythological representations of ^iva as 

Kirata, or as wearing skin etc. All the verses upto 143 are in 

the Vasantatilaka metre, while towards the end there are a few 

verses in other metres such as ^ikharinj and Rathoddhata. He 

was a staunch Saivite,"®^ though the hymn breathes a spirit of 

tolerance and sympathy for different religious and philosophical 

1099 ^ 

ll is in ihe Tanjore District. 

1100 W5r i l 

1 siTvr trifFr: winj; i &c. 
pp. IbJ—6i> ( Dovt. Oficntal ISeries, Poona ). 

1101 JTW 3’^i: iiRrRhtTrr i ^ jp 

ll first verse; 
aTErrddNi'ir'TSf i 

'PTI11 l“st verse, 

1102 Verses 144-145 are 

^ II ht'W sr^. 

5t: 11 
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systems. He refers to the Maitrilyana i^ruti, Tal'avakara Brah- 

mana, Katyayana grhya, Bhagvadgita, the Puranas as supple¬ 

menting the Vedas ( vedopabrrhhaka ), the Sarhkhya and Yoga. 

88. Hemadri 

Hemadri and Madhava are the Castor and Pollux in the 

galaxy of daksindtya writers on Dharmasastra. Hemadri is a 

very voluminous writer. He is the author of the Caturvarga- 

cintamani, an encydopxJia of ancient religious rites and 

observances. From ancient limes in India the goals of human 

life (purusarthas) were said to be four viz. Dharma, Artha, 

Kama and Moksa (and were spoken of as ‘ Caturvarga ’). 

Moksa could be attained only by a few men but as to the other 

^ three ( spoken of as Trivarga ) all could secure them, according to 

their abilities and activities ( vide Manu II. 224). This subject of 

Purusarthas has been dealt with at some length in H. of Dh. Vol. 

II. pp. 2-11, Vol. III. pp. 8-10 and 241-43 and Vol. V. pp. 

1626-1632. According to the statem.ents contained in the work 

itself the author intended to treat Dharmasastra in five sections, 

called vrata, dana, tirtha, moksa and paris'esa.”'^® The Parisesa- 

khanda was divided into four parts, viz., Devata, Kalanirnaya, 

Karmavipaka, Laksanasamuccaya.”'’* The Caturvarga-cintamani 

has been published in the Bibliotheca Indica Series. Four volumes 

containing 6 parts and covering about 6000 pages have been so 

far printed. The second and third volumes have two parts each. 

The fourth volume which deals with praya'scitta does not appear 

to be the work of Hemadri."®* The work so far published is 

concerned with vrata, dana, srdddlia and kala (latter two being 

parts of the Parisesa-khanda ). That portion of the Caturvarga- 

cintamani which was intended to treat of tirtha and moksa has not 

yet come to light. It is extremely doubtful whether the author 

1103 i eRtfRyx- 

^vrT(% nn: ll vol. II. part I verse 16 ; 

II vol 111. part 1 \erse 25. 

1104 cT^t^ ‘^crT^lTrl ff?T; 1 II 
n Hi- 2. "rerse 26. 

1105 It begins ‘ arsrgivfT ^t^l’TT.RT’l &c. ’. 
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was able to carry out his gigantic scheme Mss. of portions of the 

great work are described in the catalogues under vairous names, 

e. g. I. O. Cat. No. 1379, p. 407 on santikapaustikani is the 

same subject that is treated in vratakhanda pp. 1003if., though 

there are considerable variations between the Ms. and the 

printed text. 

Hemadri’s is a standard work on the subjects with which 

he deals. He quotes most profusely from smrtis and puranas and 

names a host of writers. He appears to have been a profound 

student of the POrvamimamsa. The discussions in his work, parti¬ 

cularly on s'raddha and krda, cannot be well understood without 

thorough acquaintance with the numerous nyayas of the mimarasa 

which he employs at every step. To illustrate this a few instances 

may be cited at random. On pp. 137, 143,156, 159 of his Kala- 

nirnaya ( vol. Ill part 2 ) he makes use of four different nyayas of» 

the The eminent commentators and nibandhakdras 

on dharmas'astra and other works named by him are given 

below.“*’ It is somewhat remarkable that though he quotes 

Apararka and the Smrti-candrika scores of times he hardly ever 

mentions by name the Mitaksara of Vijnanes'vara. Though he 

does not promise a treatment of vyavahara, here and there he 

makes sallies into the domain of vyavahara. For example, he 

quotes the well-known sutra of Gautama (10. 39) on the sources 

I p. 137; this refers to%imf?r IV. 3. 5-7 ; 

( applying the based on ^ 

) p. H3; this refers to I. 2. 5 and 18 and 

thereon ; ‘ 3TT&4 ’ p. 156 
(this is in R. III. 1. 26-27 ); 

wf^ tfift ^ i p. 159 (this 

is qgrw). 

1107 amra ( very frequently), cRqjfqTHJrR (fre¬ 

quently quoted ), 

( frequently ), Tfo^cTqfcTlq, ff- 

cqi«n, JTprtff, ^qT%f*r, 

( very frequently ), 15;- 

sfTTcmrqHTWf^^ ( very fre¬ 

quently ), ( or cr 

very often ), XlRqxnX, fRlX ( very frequently ). 
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of ownership and holds a lengthy discussion thereon.^^®* In ano¬ 

ther place he digresses into the question of the various kinds 

of stridhana and their devolution (vol. Ill, part l,pp. 530-531 ). 

He was of opinion that everyone, to whatever sakhd he may belong, 

should perform sraddha in accordance with the directions thereon 

in all sakhas, kalpa and grhya stitras, smrtis, puranas and usages.''®* 

He makes the important statement'"® that a person following any 

particular Vedic sakha may enter into alliance by marriage with any 

other person of the same country following another Vedic sakhd. 

Hemadri gives some account of himself in his work. The 

Mss. present great variations from the printed text. He belonged 

to the Vatsagotra."" He was the grandson of Vasudeva 

and the son of Kamadeva. The introductions to the khandas 

contain fulsome praise of Hemadri. One verse says that 

Hemadri scored out by showering wealth on poor people the 

lines that Brahma had drawn on their forehead at the time of 

their birth (foredooming them to eternal poverty) and that 

Brahma acquiesces in such conduct of Hemadri.'"^ Another 

verse says that none existed, exists or will exist surpassing 

Hemadri.'"* He describes himself as in charge of the imperial 

1108 vol. TIL part 1, p. 525 where he says ‘ 

^ l here 

evidently he has in view the fiiaisjrj. 

1109 I <H N rt N «rT«^- 

£2lfirf^ III. 1- p. 753. The discussion is started 

on p. 748. 

i .. 5T *iiPl 

nil S^-" ’TI^ 
firft I verses 1 and 2 of 

vol. III. 1. The D. C. ms. No. 312 of 1884-87 reads gR?nft- 

gfJr: and it appears that of the printed text is 

a mistake. 

'ol. I, verse 15, vol. III. 1. 

verse 17. 

timB'lvr ^ ^ 1 ^ol. I. verse 20, vol. HI. 

1. verse 22. 

1113 
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records of Mdhadeva, the Yadava king of Devagiri (modern 

Daulatabad In the colophons and the body of the work 

also he is described as the karamdhlsvara of Mahadeva, as highly 

honoured by the king and as a minister ( mantrin ) of the king.“^® 

He gives in the introduction to the Vratakhanda a detailed 

pedigree of the Yadavas of Devagiri. In the section on kala 

(vol. Ill, part 2) he starts with Sahghana (i. e. Sihghana 

of the inscriptions), then speaks of his son Jaitrapala (i. e. 

Jaitugi), his son Krsna (or Kanhara) and lastly of Maha¬ 
deva, son of the younger brother of Krsna. This is not 

the place to go into the genealogy of the Yadavas. There are 

some discrepancies betv.'een the genealogy as presented by Hemadri 

and as gathered from the inscriptions and numerous copperplate 

grants of the Yadavas. Vide Bombay Gazetteer, vol. I, part 2, 

pp. 248-249 for Hemadri and pp. 268-275 for extracts from the 

Vratakhanda, pp. 252 and 519 for two pedigrees of the Devagiri 

Yadavas and pp. 511-534 for history. The following may be 

consulted for the principal grants of the Yadavas :— Ind. Ant. 

vol. 17, p. 117 (Kalasbudruk plate of Bhillama dated sake 948 

or 1025 A. D.), E. I. vol. Ill p. 110 (Bahai inscription of 

Sihghana dated soke 1144), E. I. vol. HI pp. 217-18 (Gadag 

inscription of Bhillama dated sake 1113 i. e. 1191 A. D.). Ind. 

Ant. vol. 14, p. 68 (grant of Krsna or Kanhara dated 1249-50 

A. D.), Ind. Ant. vol. 14, p. 314 ( Paithan plate of Ramacandra 

dated sake 1193), fi. I. vol. XlII, p. 198 (Thana plate of 

Ramacandra dated sake 1194 i. e. 1272 A. D.), E. I. vol. XIX, 

p. 20 (Mamdapur inscription of Kanhara dated sake 1172 i. e, 

1250 A. D. wherein his younger brother Mahadeva is described 

as yuvaraja). Mahadeva reigned from 1260 to 1271 and 

Ramacandra, the son of Krsna, from 1271 to 1309 A. D. Since 

in the Caturvarga-cintamani Hemadri is said to be the keeper 

of the state-records of Mahadeva, that work must have been 

vol. I. verses 6 and 1.5. means a document. may 

also mean ‘ writing the word ?u ’ ( on official documents ). 

111.5 Thec(,lophon is ic. 

vol. III. 1. p. 131S. 
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composed at some time between 1260 and 1270 A. D. There are 

contemporary records available showing that Hemadri was in 

high favour not only wish Mahadeva but also with his successor 

Ramacandra. The Thana plate of Ramacandra (dated iaite 1194, 

i. e. 1272 A. D. ) records the grant of a village called Vaul in 

Sasati (modern Sasti in the Thana District) to thirty-two 

brahmanas by Acyuta Nuyaka of the Gautama gotra and 

descendant of Jalhana, who was the governor of Konkan, and 

describes^^^® Hemadri as one who had attained a preeminent 

position in the government through the favour of Ramacandra 

and as one who was in charge of all ( state) records and was the 

foremost minister. 

Hemadri is frequently cited by Raghunandana in his Smrti- 

tattva and rarely criticized : vide ( vol. 1). Tithi pp. 1,11,16, 18, 

120; Sraddha pp. 285, 286; Jyotistattva 678, Mala° 755, 836; 

Sarhskara 891 ; (vol. II) Ekadas'i 37, 44, 90 (cr.), Udvaha 145, 

Suddhi 273, 339 ( mentions Parisesakhanda) 356. 

Vide a paper in J. O. R. ( Madras) vol. XII pp. 46-60 by 
Dr. P. Srinivasachar on the Yadavas of Dev.agiri, that shows that 
the last dated Inscription of Krsna is dated 12th April 1259, that 
Mahadeva succeeded him and that some time elapsed between the 
death of Mahadeva and the accession of Ramacandra, and that 
Hemadri was in great favour with both Mahadeva and 
Ramacandra. The pedigree ( relevant to this writer) is Bhillama- 
Jaitugi—Sihghana (and also Simha, Simhana, Simhala)-Jaitugi II- 
Krsna (also written in Inscriptions as Kanhhra, Kanharadeva, 
Kandharadeva, dates ranging from sake 1169 to 1175) and 
Mahadeva who succeeded Krsna; ( Krsna’s son Ramacandra or 

Ramaraya, one date is sake 1199)—Sahkaradeva succeeded in sake 
1232 ( 1310-11 A. D.) and w'as killed by Malik Kafar two years 
later. Vide JBBRAS vol. XII pp. 1-50 ( by Dr. Fibet). It is 
probable that Mahadeva, brother of Krsna, succeeded because 

Krsna’s son Ramacandra was very young. 
* ■ * / 

Hemadri is credited with a commentary on Saunaka’s Prana- 

vakalpa.”” He appears to have written a s'radha-kalpa according 

fTtr^ 'kc. E. I. vol. XIII at p £02. 

1117 I. O. Cat. p. 594 No. 1808. 

H. D.—95 
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to the rules of Katyayana which is distinct from his ^raddha- 

khauda (vide Calcutta Sanskrit College mss. cat., vol. 11, p. 163, 

No. 217 and Stein’s cat. p. 105). Hemadri also wrote a 

commentary”^® called Kaivalyadipika on the Muktaphala of 

Vopadeva, the famous author of the Mugdhabodha grammar. 

The Muktaphala embodies the philosophy of the Bhagavata purana 

in 19 adhyayas and 784 verses ( and a few lines in prose in 5th 

and 6th chapters). Vopadeva was a friend and protege of 

Hemadri, who wrote several works at the encouragement of the 

latter. He says that he wrote the Harilila (published in the 

Calcutta Oriental Series No. 3 ), an index of the Bhagavata for 

pleasing the minister Hemadri.’”® Verse 54 in the Upasamhara- 

dhyaya in the edition of the Muktaphala expressly states that 

Hemadri induced Vopadeva, son of the physician Kesava and 

pupil of the scholar Dhanes'a, to compose the Muktaphala. Verse 

53 also is interesting;—!; ITOgHT 1 ^5^- 

II. Rama means Dasarathi Rama and Rama- 

candra (Yadava king). Hemadri means mountain Meru and 
also the author Hemadri.”®® 

There is a learned commentary on the Raghuvarhsa by a 

Hemadri. Mr. P. K. Code (in ABORT vol. XIV pp. 126-128 ) 

adduces arguments for establishing that the commentator is 

different from the author of the Caturvarga-cintamani. There is 

a commentary on this work called Viveka with which both 

1118 iNif strerr i fnrf?; ^ 
( ? II 

1 Mitra’s 
Notices, vol. I\. pp C7-68 No. 14C6, The with the 

com. of has been published in the Calcutta Oriental 

Series No. 5 ( 1920 ). This edition reads 

1119 1 ii 

ms. in Bhadkainkar c. llection, the last verse is 

^JTETTrfT.' JRr-TT ^ i 

^ II This ve, se occurs at the end of the also. 

1120 also has two senses viz, ‘ round which ( Meru ) 

revolves the sun ’ and al=o the author finfs: (to whom also 

t^ord applies viz 
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Hemadri and Madhusudana-Sarasvati had something to do.^’®^ 

Hemadri also wrote a commentary called Ayurvedarasayana on 

the Astangahrdaya of Vagbhata. 

Altogether Hemadri was a towering personality. His name 

is associated throughout the Maratha Country with the construc¬ 

tion of numerous temples having a peculiar style of architecture. 

He is also credited with having invented the Modi script. Within 

a few decades his Caturvarga-cintamani, particularly its ddna 

and vrata sections, came to be looked upon as the standard 

work in the whole of the Deccan and southern India. Madhava 

in his Kalanirnaya (p. 67) expressly mentions the Vratakhanda 

of Hemadri as an authority. This work was composed about 

1340 A. D. In an inscription of Bhaskara alias Bhavadura, son 

of Bukka I, dated sake 1291 (i. e. 1369 A. D.) the king is 

described as making various gifts following the composition of 

Hemadri.'*^" This is obviously a reference to his ddnakhaada 

and establishes that long before 1369 A. D. Hemadri had become 

a standard author in the Telugu country. The Vanapalli plate 

of Anna-Vema dated sake 1300 (about 1380 A. D. ) describes 

Verna as giving the various gifts in Hemadri and his son as one 

who observed the \ratas and ddnas^'^^ described by Hemadri. 

Pedda-Komati-Verna is de.^cribed in a grant of sake 1344 as 

eager in bestowing gifts described in the rules of Hemadri. 

Hemadri is quoted in the Madanaparijata,”^* the Dvaitanirnaya 

of ^ankarabhatta, the Nirnayasindhu and other works. 

1131 The tns. in the Bhadkumkar collection folio 5 has ‘ iff 

A ms. in the 

Bombay Asiatic Society Liltrary ascribes the com. to e+nm. 

and says saw it through ' 

1 II 

( BBRAS cat. p. 32!' No. llh: '. 

1122 \nTf31i%iTTifiI I H I- ''ol- XIV p. 102. 

1123 

Vide E. I. vol. III. pp. 59 am! 61. 

1124 I E-1- '"I- XI. p- 325. 

1125 'if g 

I p. 536. 
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89. Eullukabhatta 

Kulluka’s commentary on the Manusmrti styled the Man- 

varthamuktavali is the most famous of all commentaries on 

Manu. It has been printed several times. In the following the 

Nirnayasagara edition of 1909 has been relied upon. Kulluka’s 

commentary is concise and lucid and his remarks are always to 

the point. He avoids all unnecessary discussions and is never 

prolix. He was not however original. He drew upon the com¬ 

mentaries of Medhatithi and Govindaraja and incorporated a 

great deal from them into his own work without acknowledgment. 

For example, on Manu XI. 95 he simply summarises the 

remarks”^® of Govindaraja and cites only one out of the several 

quotations that are found in Govindaraja’s Manu-tika. He 

severely criticizes both Medhatithi and Govindaraja, particularly 

the latter. He frequently pours ridicule on the latter (vide note 

903** above). At the end of his commentary he says”’’ that 

Medhatithi’s skill lay in expounding what texts were authorita¬ 

tive and of substance and what were not so. Govindaraja in 

concise words explained the hidden meaning of the brief text 

f of Manu ), while Dharanidhara had his own method of expla¬ 
nation which was independent of pre\ious tradition; and there¬ 

fore he undertook to write a commentary that would clearly set 

forth the real meaning of Manu. He was very proud of his 

achievement and says that neither Medhatithi nor Govindaraja 

nor other commentators explained in the way he did and that 

explanatory material like his would be difficult to find elsc- 

1126 ‘ 3^ 0^ JT I • •at^T^foT 

^3" ht 3*?%: 
aug ax a ar aria.. 

3rf7 faaa^ataTa:’ i on nj XI. 95;' aa 

srreiwf cr^ aanffiaar a i%aT a at aria... 
atamaa ffa at^-TaaiK^ataf^raTa;; ’ 

1127 aKraTtaa^sntwafaat aaiTaa-^igft aag farjaa^aaarstfa^- 
rrat aat i rr-aha-ataratar aga: ’^aia-sairaiaar araaaaa^- 
affiia aj «ta: ii. Vide his remiirks about aiatat; on aj 

II 83 ..nd IV. 50 ‘ atvTrabif 3 aaiTj^rat aax rnaiaraat aa: 

aftia.. .aaifaTaa^rarailawSaa aa: aaraTtaT^tar?: aa ^aa^ar axafi- 
and a<at)aaij:aia ff-ar ia5f5:tifaa;l ai^rait 

aiatai: 11. ’ 
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» 

where.”*® He not only criticizes Govindaraja severely but also 

points out the mistakes of Medhatithi (as on Manu I. 71 and 103, 

11. 101 ).”*® He notices the explanations of Medhatithi and 

Govindaraja hundreds of times, discusses various readings and 

his commentary deserves to a considerable extent the eulogy 

pronounced by Sir William Jones”*'' “ At length appeared 

CullQca Bhatta, who, after a painful course of study and the 

collation of numerous manuscripts, produced a work of which it 

may perhaps be said very truly that it is the shortest yet the 

most luminous, the least ostentatious yet the most learned, the 

deepest yet the most agreeable, commentary ever composed on 

any author, ancient or modern. ” 

Among the authors and works quoted by him ( besides the 

usual smrtis ) are the following ;—Garga ( on II. 6), Govindaraja, 

Dharanidhara, Bhaskara (bhasyakara of the Vedantastitras, on 

I. 8 and 15), Bhojadeva (on VIII. 184), Medhatithi, Vamana 

(author of the Kas'ika), Bhattavartika-krt (on XII. 106), 

Vis'varupa (the commentator of Yajfiavalkya, on II. 189 and V. 

68). The Vis'varupa that he quotes on Manu V. 215 is the 

lexicographer and not the jurist as Aufrecht (in his great 

catalogue) appears to hold. 

He gives us a little information about himself in the intro¬ 

ductory verse.”*' He came of a Varendra Brhhmana family of 

Bengal ( Gauda ) residing in Naudana and was the son of Bhatta 

Divakara. He wrote his commentary in Kas'i in the company of 

1128 el u I gf^rfrrtf 

II la>t verse of chap. XI. 

1129 girfnfe 3 ^15353: 1 on 115 I. 

71; on ng I. 103 remarks that ‘ adhyetavyam ’ and 

‘ pravaktavyam ’ are not ciihis but only ‘ nrlhavadas ’ and 

Kulluka remarks ‘1 3vr 

It is possible that Kulluka had before him a defective ms. 

reading about Medhatithi’s bl.asya on Manu I. 71. 

H30 Vide Pedda Ramappa v. Bamjari Seshamma I. L. R. 2 &Iad. 

286 at p. 291. 

1131 ifft ^ trspi: 

11313 ftp: 3^3333335!) II 
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Pandits. On Manu VI. 14 he mentions the names of certain 

vegetables that were current in Malwa and among the Vahikas.“®^ 

It appears that Kulluka also composed a digest called 

Smrtisagara. A Ms. of a portion of it called Sraddhasagara exists 

in the Calcutta Sanskrit College ( Cat. vol. II. p. 405, No. 446 ). 

In this his Asaucasagara and Vivadasagara are referred to. 

I secured a transcript of the ms. of the Sraddhasagara in 

the Calcutta Sanskrit College through the kindness of the 

Principal. The Sraddhas.agara deals with the following subjects:— 

definition of s'raddha; whether it is of the nature of yaga, dana and 

homa; various kinds of sraddhas such as nitya, naimittika &c.; 

the proper and improper places for s'raddha; the proper times for 

sraddha; Astaka-s'raddha; s'udras can perform astaka and other 

sraddhas; intercalary month; who are pankti-pavana brahmanas ; 

meaning of nimantrana and amantrana; the number of brahmanas 

to be invited; the darbhas; sraddhadevatas ; the sacred thread etc. 

The Sraddhasagara is full of Purvamimarhsa discussions. 

The author says that he wrote it and the other two works 

( Vivadasagara and Asaucasagara ) at the order of his father. He 

quotes profusely from the Mahabharata, the Mahapuranas and 

Upapuranas and from the dharmasutras and metrical smrtis. 

He names the Kalpataru oftener than any other nibandhakara. 

The other authors and works named are : Bhojadeva, Halayudha 

(probably the author of Prakasa on the Sraddhakalpasutra of 

Katyayana ), Jikana, Kamadhenu, Medhatithi, Sankhadhara. In 

one place we have a reference to Prabhakara and Kamalakara- 

bhatta ( on Kala and Kama being devatas ) and in another place 

to Gauda-Maithila-Mayukha-bhatlah (which are probably 

marginal notes creeping into the ms. or refer to authors other 

than the well-known ones). He refers to the opinion of his own 

guru in opposition to that of the Kalpataru. 

The date of Kulluka cannot be settled with certainty. Biihler 

held that he lived probably in the 15th century (S. B. E. vol. 

XXV. p. cxxxi). Ghose ( Hindu Law, 3rd edition p. xvi) and 

M.M. Chakravarti (JASB 1915, p. 345 ) are of the same opinion. 

In I. L. R. 48 Cal. 643 Sir Asutosh Mukerji places Kulluka in 

the 15th century ( at p. 688 ). As Kulluka mentions Bhojadeva, 
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Govindaraja, Kalpataru and Halayudha he is certainly later 

than about 1200 A. D. Raghunandana'^^® several times mentions 

Kullukabhatta ( and sometimes criticizes him also ); vide (vol. I) 

Sraddha 225 ( Cri. on Manu III. 257), 226, Ahnika 353, 454; 

Prayas'citta 472, 530; Samskara 893, 894, 903 ; ( vol. IT ) Udvaha 

p. 144. The Danda-viveka of Vardhamana quotes Kulloka about 

fifty times and oftener than any other work or author except 

Ratnakara. i^rinatha’s com. on the Dayabhaga refutes the View 

of Kulloka. The fSraddha-kriya-kaumudi of Govindananda refers 

to KullQka’s explanation of the word ‘ akahksan ’ as ‘ Viksamanah ’ 

in Manu III. 258. The Rajaniti-ratnakara of Candesvara quotes 

the explanation of Kulloka.Therefore Kulloka must have 

flourished before 1300 A. D. Kulloka in his by no means small 

work nowhere refers to the Dayabhaga, though he himself came 

of a Bengal family. This silence is explicable in two ways. As 

we have seen, Kulloka wrote in Kasi and not in Bengal. There* 

fore if he flourished not long after JimOtavahana, it is quite 

natural that writing in Benares he had not heard of the Daya- 

bhhga or read it. It has been shown above that JimOtavahana 

probably wrote about 1100-1150 A. D. Therefore Kulloka 

flourished between 1150 and 1300 A. D. and probably wrote 

about 1250 A. D. M. M. Chakravarti is not sure as to how 

early Kulloka flourished but opines that he could not have 

flourished later than the first quarter of the 15th century (JASB 

1915, p. 345 n. 1). 

90. Sridatta Upadhjaya 

Mithila has made extremely valuable and substantial contri¬ 

butions to Dharmas'astra Literature. From the days of the 

Yajnavalkya smrti down to modern times the land of Mithila has 

produced writers whose names are illustrious. Sridatta Upadhyaya 

1133 

H gw; 1 ( Vol. II. p. 213 ); 

(vol. 

II. p. 193). 

1 1921) p. 2. 

These are ilie wc rds of on ug. 71- 
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is one of the earliest among the mediaeval Maithila nibandhakaras. 

He is the author of several works which will be briefly noticed. 

The Acaradarsa of Sridatta was printed in Benares at the 

Divakara Press and by the Vehkatesvara Press in Bombay in 

samvat 1961. It is a manual of the daily religious duties of the 

followers of the white Yajurveda ( Vajasaneyins such as 

dcamana, brushing the teeth, morning bath, samdhyd, japa, brahma- 

yajna, tarpana, daily worship of gods, vaihadeva, feeding guests 

etc. Among the works and writers named are the following^^*®:— 

Acara-cintamani, Kalpataru, Kamadhenu, Kalikapurana, Ganesa- 

misra. Raja (probably Bhojadeva), Smrtimaharnava, Harihara 

and Halayudha-nibandha. There is a commentary on this work 

called Acaradarsabodhini composed by Gaurjpati or Gaurls'a, son 

of Damodara Maithila, at Benares in 1640 A. D. (Dr. Bhandar- 

kar’s report, 1883-84, p. 347). In this work he uses several 

vernacular words; e. g. he says that ‘ Sala ’ tree is known as 

Sagavana'^^^ (in the vernacular). 

Sridatta’s work called ‘ Chandogahnika ’ was printed by the 

Niruayasagara Press ( Bombay, 1930 ). It summarizes at the end 

the principal topics viz. rinsing the mouth, bath, morning sandhyd, 

five daily yajnas, bhojana (midday meal), resting thereafter, evening 

sandhya, evening meal, repeating the Veda, going to bed. In the 

Introductory verse he states: looking into the smrtis, Puranas, 

Grhyasutras and the nibandhas of Bhtipala (i.e. king Bhoja) and 

Gopala (the author of the Kamadhenu ) I shall set out the dhnika 

( daily rites prescribed) for Samavedias. At the end also he states 

that he studied all the nibandhas of BhOpala and others. It is a 

small work (63 printed pages), but it quotes, besides the well-known 

sutras, smrtis and the Mahabharata the following works : Karma- 

pradipa ( frequently pp. 19, 47, 50, 53, 60 ), Kamadhenu ( pp. 5, 

7, 8, 12, 46 &c.), Kalpataru (pp. 4, 5, 36, 58,63 &c.), Chandoga- 

1135 3r^<i-aif^iT '^JT 1 ii 

2nd intro, verse in !). C. Ms. No. .342 of 1S75-76; 

1 II 

1136 Vide for and ‘ folio 

15 b of ( 1). C. Ms. No. 342 of 1875-76 ); ‘ ^ 

’ folio 26 a; ‘ ^ 

1 ’ folio 29 a. 
1137 ‘ ^ arfes:: ’ folio u b Ot the Compare 

Marathi ‘ 
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paddhati (p. 53), several Puranas (such as Narasiihha, Devi, 

Nandi, Padma, Brahma, Bhavisya, Markandeya, Matsya, Linga, 

Vamana, Varaha, Vayu, Visnu, Skanda), Maharnavaprakasa 

(pp. 4, 15), Mitaksara (p. 31 ), Ratnakarandika (p. 11 ), Yogi- 

yajnavalkya ( many verses quoted on pp. 9, 10, 13, 17, 19, 27, 41, 

44), Haribhakti ( p. 36 ), Haribhaktidipika ( p. 37 ), Smrtimanjusa 

(p. 2 said to be Daksinadesiya). He refcres to his own work 

‘ ^raddhakalpa ’ ( p. 53 ). For a small work like the Chando- 

gahnika the author quotes a very large number of authorities. 

It may be noted that this work specifies ( on pp. 45-46 ) at some 

length the Aparudhas that Bhagavatas should not be guilty of 

and explains the word Bhagavata in several ways. 
t 

The Pitrbhakti is a manual on the Sraddha rites for students 

of the Yajurveda. It was based"®^ on the Katiyakalpa with 

Karka’s bhasya thereon and on the works of Gopala and BhupMa 

(i. e. Bhojadeva ). It is frequently quoted in the isriiddhaviveka 

of Rudradhara. Among the writers named are (besides those 

that occur in the Acaradars'a also): Pitrhitakarapikara, Narayana- 

vrtti (on Asvalayana Gr. S.), Mitaksara, Ratnakarandika, Vidhi- 

puspamala (26 a), ^ubhakara, Smrtimanjari, Smrtimanjusa, 

Halayudha’s Sraddhadhyaya. This w'ork first treats of the 

details of the Pdrvana'srdddha, then of ekoddista, of the monthly 

sraddhas, the sraddha on the 1 Ith day after death, of Sapindl- 

karana, of abhyudayika sraddha. It then proceeds to consider 

the definition of sraddha. 

The Sraddhakalpa was composed by him for the Sama- 

vedins. It is referred to in his Samayapradipa“®® and Pitrbhakti 

( folio 33b). 

1138 Sfr I ^tfrf ^ 

il first v^rse of ( D. C. Ms. 

No. 152 of 1892-95 ). The first > erse of Chaudogiihnika is :— 

’lii ^ i 
irifit fR fRT The tsiaddlmkalpa begins : 

I Rfif Jrarfrr ii 

l gfri: i *rrn'<tu’t4 

3n% 5 i iR?;rrTT<j pp. 45-46. 

1139 ‘ rduffangtlfir: folio 49 a (D. C. Ms. No. 371 

of 1875-76). 

H. D. 96 
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The Saraayapradipa treats of the proper times for various 

vratas}^^° It is divided into three chapters (paricchedas). The 

first is called Samayapariccheda and dilates upon the definition 

of vrata, on the procedure about fasts, nakta and the vratas of 

Ganes'a and other deities, the second is called Sarhvatsara- 

krtya-pariccheda and treats of vratas from the pratipadd to the 

amdvdsyd in the several months and the third is called prakiniaka 

( miscellaneous) dealing with the vratas on sankrdnti (the Sun’s 

passage into another Zodiacal sign) etc. In this work Sridatta 

often refers to the views of the Gaudas and contrasts them 

with his own. He also refers to Gaudanibandha. No other 

writers or works except those that are already enumerated under 

Acaradars'a and Pitrbhakti are named in this work. On folio 

7a there is a name which is somewhat indistinct and appears 

to be ‘ Mitamitradibhih The Samayapradipa is mentioned in 

the Krtya-ratnakara ( pp. 400, 479, 505 1 of Candes'vara and in 

^Qlapani’s Durgotsava-viveka“** Sridatta is more frequently 

quoted in the Sraddhakriya-kaumudi of Govindananda than almost 

any other author or work. 

As i^'ridatta names the Kalpataru, Harihara and Halayudha’s 

work on sraddha he must have flourished later than 1200 A. D. 

As Candesvara mentions his Samayapradipa, Sridatta must have 

flourished before the first quarter of the 14th century. If 

Ganesamisra mentioned in the Acaradarsa be the same as 

Ganesvaramisra, the author of Sugatisopana and uncle of Cande¬ 

svara (which appears extremely probable), then Sridatta flouri¬ 

shed a short time before Candesvara and must have composed 
his works between 1275 and 1510 A. D. 

Sridatta affords hardly any information about himself or 

his family. But as he refers to certain writers by the general 

word ‘ Gaudah ’ (pakvatailam na dusyatiti Gaudah p. 12 of 

Chandogahnika) it may be assumed that he was not a Gauda 

but a Maithila. 

1140 1 verse 2 of ^TTr^Tsr^l'T. 

p. 21 { Calcutta Sanskrit Sahitya I’arishad ed. ), 
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> 

He was liberal enough to assert that a s'udra'^*^ can perform 

Vaisvadeva and the offering of buli, but he cannot adopt the 

procedure of Sakala as it includes Vedamantras; he can, however, 

perform those rites with ‘namah’ as the Mantra and relies on 

Yaj. I. 12 and Visnupurana in support. The Samayapradipa of 

^ridatta is quoted by Raghunandana in (vol. 1), Mala° p. 839 

and ( vol. II) in Ekadasi p. 44. 

It appears that there was another Maithila writer called 

^ridattarais'ra, son of Nagesvaramisra, who composed the 

Ekagnidanapaddhati and one or two other works (Hp. Nepal 

cat. p. 129). The Nepal Ms. of the Ekagnidana-paddhati was 

copied in La-Sam 299 (Laksmanasena era 299, i. e. 1418 A. D.). 

Vide Hp. Nepal cat. XII, 45 and 129. So this Sridatta flourished 

towards the end of the 14th century in the reign of Devasimha 

son of Bhavesa. Vide JASB for 1915 pp. 379-381 and 388-390 

for Sridatta. 

91. Candesvara 

Candesvara is the most prominent figure among Maithila 

nibandhokaras on Dliarmasfistra. He compiled an extensive 

digest called Smrtiratnakara or simply Ratnakara. This digest 

was divided into seven sections viz. on krtya, dana, vyavahara, 

suddhi, puja, vivada and grhastha.”*® Out of these the Vivada- 

ratnakara dealing with dayabhaga and the other titles of law 

( vyavaharapadas) has been printed in the B. I. Series and has 

been translated into English by Mr. G. C. Sarkar and by 

Mr. Justice Digambara Chatterjee. The Vivadaratnakara of 

Candesvara and the Vivadacintamani of Vacaspati are of para- 

' vjRkfir: ••• 
I 

52. in I. P- 24) accepts this view 

of the Chandogahnika. 

1143 1 
II verse towaids the end ( f the 

last verse of of 1884-86, where 

we have -crag ^ I^T: ^). 
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mount authority in matters of Hindu Law in Mithila (modern 

Tirhut) so far as British Indian Courts are concerned. 

The Krtya-ratnakara deals in 22 tarahgas with the discussion 

of Dharma (its real nature, its rewards, means of knowing it 

and the occasions for it), the various vratas and observances 

in the several months from Caitra. the observances in the inter¬ 

calary month, various vratas on the several days of the week, the 

Sun’s passage into a new sign, eclipse on the new-moon day etc. 

This work is referred to in his Danaratnakara, which in its turn is 

quoted in the Grhastha-ratnakara.“*’ The work was printed 

in the Bibliotheca Indica Series in 1926. He belittles Kalpataru, 

Kamadhenu and Parijata. This was probably the first of the 

seven Ratnakaras, since it is mentioned first in the verse quoted 

below“*“ and since it has a very large number of Introductory 

verses. 

The Grhastha-ratnakara is a very extensive work in 68 

tarangas on the duties of householders. The work was printed 

in the Bibliotheca Indica Series in 1928, while the first vol. of H. 

of Dh. was in the Press. It is a large work in 591 pages. It has 

only two Introductory verses, the last quarter of the 2nd saying 

that this Ratnakara is full of Mimarhsu. Verses (3-20) enume¬ 

rate briefly the topics of the 68 tarangas (waves i. e. chapters) 

of this ( Ratnakara which word also means ‘ sea ’), which are ; 

1144 Vide 11 Moo. I. A. 1.39 at p. 174; I. L, R. 20 All. 267 ( P. 0.) 

at p. 290; I. L. K. 10 Cal. 392 at p. 390; I. L. R. 12 Cal. 348 

at p. 351. 

1145 3^; i ii 

Intro, verse in (It. C. Ms. No. 114 of 1884-B6 ); 

folio 76a 

1146 The verses in the 'Krtyar.Rnakara 21 and 2.5 are ft-yrvi; 

'TRtfr *1+1 3’=rrtT: : qrftlinrT fif'n ^ 1 

1 ^ U-irnfiT farf^RK tT^fUdlui: ll. The 

words and rnRintT are paronomastic i. e. they are 

names of specific literary works and have also other meanings. 

A similar ver.se occurs at the end of the Vivadaratnakara 

p. 670 { vide note 893 above ). 
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what girls may be chosen or not chosen for marriage; examin¬ 

ing the gunas (qualities) of the proposed bridegroom, proper 

order of choosing a girl from the several varnas; the proper 

ages of girls and bridegrooms; order of persons entitled to give 

away a girl in marriage; when a girl can choose her own husband ; 

different forms of marriage and their merits and demerits; passing 

over a wife by marrsing another girl; condemnation of a younger 

brother marrying before an elder one; setting up grhya fire and 

performing the worship of fire; worship of gods and officiating 

as a priest; ahnika (daily observances from morning onwards 

such as acamana, brushing the teeth, morning bath, sandhya 

observance, the five daily yajnas, honouring guests, rules about 

food to be taken or not to be taken; observances for women; the 

proper observances and actions for brahmanas and for men of the 

three other varnas ; maintaining oneself in calamities ; the observa¬ 

nces of snataka; about Yama and Niyama; impurity on birth and 

death ; w'hat tends to the ruin of families; proper abode or house 

for a married man ; what a house-holder should speak or not utter 

or what he should not look at; abstaining from adultery ; avoiding 

mixture of castes, paying off debts, listening to MahabhSrata &c., 

actions proper for Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and .^Odras; the obser¬ 

vances of a snataka; yama and niyama; sauca; the observances 

of brahmacarya ; what ruins families; proper abode for a grhastha; 

what a grhastha should or should not speak, or should or should 

not see; things not to be given to siidras; the avoidance of anger, 

adultery and intermixture of castes (safnkara); requiting of 

debts etc. 

The Danaratnakara contains 29 tarangas and deals with the 

following subjects meaning of dana', what may or may not be 

gifted ; fit objects of charity ; the gifts called mahddanas; gifts of 

a thousand cows and heaps of corn; various gifts, such as those 

of food, books ; gifts appropriate to certain months, naksatras and 

tithis; miscellaneous gifts; dedication of wells and tanks for 

public use; planting of trees. 

The Vivadaratnakara is an extensive work (671 pages in 

print) in 100 tarangas on civil and criminal law and deals with 

the 18 titles of law such as ddyabhdga (on partition and inheri¬ 

tance ), rnadana (recovery of debts ) and others. It formed the 

basis of the Vivadacandra of Misarumisra, the Vivada-cintamapi 
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of Vacaspati and the Dandaviveka of Vardharaana. It is 

mentioned in his own Grhastharatnakara."*’ 

The Vyavahararatnakara deals with judicial procedure, such 

as the plaint, the reply, the burden of proof, means of proof, 

judgment etc. Vide Mitra’s Notices, vol. VI. p. 66, No. 2036. 
I 

The Suddhiratnakara is in 34 tarohgas and deals with impurity 

on birth and death, persons who have to observe no as'auca, mean¬ 

ing of sapinda, rites on death up to the end of the period of 

mourning, purifications of food and various substances. Vide 

Mitra’s Notices, vol. VII. p. 149, No. 2384 and I. O. Cat. p. 412, 
No. 1389. 

For the Pfljaratnakara, vide Mitra’s Notices, vol. Ill, p. 162, 

No. 2398. 

It is desirable to mention in one place the references to the 

several Ratnakaras in Raghunandana’s Smrtitattva. 

Krtyaratnakara-( vol. I ) Tithi 85, Jyotistattva 688, Mala° 

768, Grhastha-R. in vol. I, Tithi p. 120, Prayascitta 509, 520, (vol. II) 

Udvaha p. 146; Dana-R.-by Raghu", vol. I in Prayascitta p. 478, 

Jyotistattva 689, { vol. II, Vyavahara, p, 214; Vivada-R. in vol. 

II, Udvaha p. 39, Suddhi p. 236; Pujaratnakara in (vol. I ) Tithi 

102, 129, Ahnika 397; (vol. II), Matha pp. 627, 631; Suddhi- 

ratnakara; (vol. I) Mala° p. 795, (vol. II) Suddhi p. 301. 

Besides this digest Candesvara compiled several other works. 

Krtyacintamani is one of such works. It is a question when 

it was composed. In his Grhastharatnakara he says that certain 

architectural and decorative constructions called Srivrksa, Vardha- 

mana and Nandyavarta have been spoken of by him in the 

Krtyacintamani.”^* But the Krtyacintamani says that he has 
already composed the seven ratnakaras”^**. 

folio 133 b. 

1 folio 113a of D. O. JMs. No. 44 of 1883-84. It should 

be noted that in the printed Orha-tha-ratoakara the words 

quoted are firfimT; ^:5rref- 

tnrrer; l pp. 5.)0-l; so it is likely that some scribe wrote ‘ fjq-- 

1149 l Intro, verse 12 of 

fVermf^n ( I. O. Cat. p. 5ll, No. 1261 ). 
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The Krtyacintamani is divided into sections called prakasas. 

It deals with astronomical matters in relation to the performance 

of several religious ceremonies and sarhskaras, such as taraiuddhf, 

the intercalary month, garbhadhana, simantonnayana, birth of a 

child on the Miila naksatra, the rites on the 6th day after birth, 

namakarana, the movements of Saturn, Sun’s passage from one 

sign into another, the results of eclipses etc. The Krtyacintamni 

expressly states that it was composed after all the seven 

Ratnakaras. The Krtyacintamani is frequently quoted by Raghu- 

nandana; vide (vol. I) Tithi pp. 21, 36, 44; Sraddhah 282, 

Jyotistattva pp. 583, 594, 606, Sarhskara 920; (vol. II) Krtya 

pp. 426, 473, Mala p. 616. 

Another work of Candes’vara, the Rajanitiratnakara, was 

published at Patna ( 1924 ) by Mr. K. P. Jayasval with a learned 

introduction dealing with the personal history of Candes'vara, his 

relations with the Maithila kings and the mediaeval Indian litera¬ 

ture on politics. It appears that Candes'vara did not contemplate 

the writing of a work on politics when he compiled his great 

digest. He wrote the work at the command of the king Bhaves'a 

or ( Bhaves'vara ) of Mithila.'’^® The work contains 16 tarangas 

(waves, i. e. chapters) on the following subjects definition of 

a king, different grades of kings, the eighteen vices or calamities 

for kings, duties of kings; the characteristics and duties of amatyas 

( councillors ): the characteristics ol purohita; the characteristics 

and duties of a pradvivaka (Judge); the members of the hall 

of justice ( sabhyas), their number and qualifications ; concerning 

forts; the time and place and accessories of the settlement of 

royal policy; concerning the state treasury; the army; the com¬ 

mander-in-chief and the discipline of the army; ambassadors, 

allies, and spies; the general obligations of kings, conflict of 

Dharmas'astra and Arthas'astra, the six gimai—saradhi etc., the 

mandala of kings; the king’s power of punishment; abdication by 

king, the heir-apparent, impartibility of the kingdom; the eldest 

son’s right to succeed, the seven constituent elements of the state; 

obligation towards the poor, the helpless etc.; the coronation of 

the heir-apparent or his investiture. 

1150 1 -siting 

pfi II 2nd intro, verse 
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There are two more works composed by Candesvara viz., the 
r 

Danavakyavali and the Sivavakyavali. Vide I. O. Cat. p. 1409, 

No. 3724 for the latter and Harapiasad Shastri’s Cat. ( 1925 ) vol. 

Ill No. 2393 pp. 465-66 for the Danavakyavali. Raghunandana 

quotes Danavakyavali in ( vol. II) Udvaha p. 138 ( which is most 

probably this work of Candesvara). 

Candesvara names in his works, particularly in the Krtyarat- 

nakara and the Vivadaratnakara, a host of writers and works. 

In his great digest he drew largely upon five predecessors and 

incorporated often without acknowledgment much or almost all 

that was valuable in them. These five predecessors were the 

KSmadhenu, the Kalpataru, the Parijata, the Prakasa (i. e. Smrti- 

maharnava) and Halayudha, all of which he quotes scores of 

of times. At the end of the Vivadaratnakara he boasts that what - 

ever is of the essence in the above five works and even more is 

comprehended in his single work the Ratnakara.”®^ Dr. Jayasval 

rightly points out (in Intro, to Rajaritiratnakara p. p.) ‘ From 

Laksmidhara’s Kalpataru on Vyavahara Caudesvara borrows into 

his Vivadaratnakara practically the whole book ’. The boastful 

references to himself and highly slighting remarks about Kama- 

dhenu, Kalpataru and other works which occur in his works are 

felt by modern readers as very objectionable and offensive, since 

he appropriates without express acknowledgement the valuable 

parts of such works as the Kamadhenu, Kalpataru and others. 

In several papers Mr. (now Dr.) Bhabatosh Bhattacharya 

attempts to show Candes'vara’s indebtedness toothers (vide the 

following ) and also offers some other matters about Candesvara 

and others : ( 1 ) Candesvara’s indebtedness to Ballalasena ’ in 

1. C. vol. XI pp. 141-44; (2) Candesvara’s indebtedness to 

Sridatta in N. I. A. ( Poona Vol. V No. 2 pp. 36-38 ); ( 3 ) The 

Dftnasagara and Dinaratnakara ’ in the Proceedings of the 

15th All-India Oriental Conference (Bombay) pp. 281-83- 

(4) Supplementary portion of Grhastharatnakara in I. C. voL 

XIII pp. 79-84, ( 5) Candesvara’s own account of himself 

1151 srwti i ^ q^r- 

^4-^3 II ( N ide notes 840 and 803 for these two verses). 
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and his patron Harisirhhadeva inthe Proceedings of All-India 

Oriental Conference at Tirupati ( 1940) pp. 171-175. I have 

to protest against a careless remark of the writer on p. 171 

‘ Though the Grhastharatnakara of Candes'vara was published in 

1928 he has not utilized the printed edition, but consulted the 

incomplete Deccan College Ms. of the same, which has only folios 

30, 72-113 and has thus failed to supply the additional information 

contained in its Introductory verses 

Here the writer has done an injustice to me. The first volume 

of the ' History of Dharniasastra ’ was published at Poona by 

the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute in August 1930. It 

contains 760 pages, the first 466 pages being more important than 

the rest; the remaining pages contain long lists of the works and 

authors on Dharmas'astra. In the first part of 1926 was published 

by the same Institute the Vyavaharamayukha edited by me (text 

and exhaustive notes ). That is, the wcrk of writing and seeing 

through the press the first volume of the H. of Dh. was at the most 

spread over about four years and a half from 1926. Candes'vara’s 

career and works are dealt with in pp. 366-372. The pages must 

have been written in the last months of 1927 or the first part of 

1928. The press was in Poona and I, who examined three proofs 

of each form, was in Bombay and this took time. There are 

several fallacies in Mr. Bhattacharya’s remarks. A work in Sans¬ 

krit published in Calcutta in 1928 may not be known at all 

elsewhere for years, unless the publisher sends of his own accord 

copies or advertisements to different parts of India or unless 

writers cr libraries and learned societies in other provinces place 
general orders with publishers in Calcutta to send books pub- 

li shed by them. The only Library in Bombay in those days that 

contained a large number of Sanskrit Mss, or printed Sanskrit 

works was that of the Asiatic Society; but even that Society 

had and has limited resources, as it was and is a general library 

and hardly ever placed general orders for Sanskrit works with 

publishers in other and distant parts of India. There are thou¬ 

sands of authors and works in Sanskrit on Dharmasastra ( as pp. 

507-760 of the first volume will indicate). I selected only 113 out 

of them for treatment in 466 pages and relied on printed works 

and Mss. available chiefly in Bombay and Poona. I nowhere 

promised that 1 would scour all Sanskrit Mss. or printed works in 

H. U.—97 
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the whole of India and elsewhere. In this particular instance there 

is nothing to show that the work was even printed when I wrote 

the pages on Candes'vara or sent them to the Press in Poona. 

Among the authors and works mentioned in his seven ratna- 

karas, those mentioned below deserve to be noted.'^''* In I. L. R. 

12 Cal. 348 ( at p. 356 ) the learned judges appear to hold that the 

Parijata mentioned in the Vivadacintamani is the Madanaparijata, 

But this is obviously a mistake (vide pp. 655-56 above on Parijata), 

Besides these in his Rajanitiratnakara he names Kamandaka, 

Kullukabhatta, Pallava and Pallavakara, Srikara. What is printed 

as Natasutra in the Vivadaratnakara ( p. 477 ) is really Lata ( i. e. 

Latyayana ^rautasutra ). Candesvara mentions many vernacular 

words (e. g. Krityaratnakara pp. 109. Ill, 306, 338, 443 ). 

We learn a great deal about the family and personal history 

of Candes'vara from his works. The Vivadaratnakara in the intro¬ 

duction and in the colophon tells us that Candesvara was a 

mantrin (a minister), was entrusted with the office of minister for 

peace and war, that he conquered Nepal and weighed himself 

against gold on the banks of the Vagvatl in sake 1236 ( 1314 A. 

D. There are more or less similar colophons at the end of 

1152 ( commeDiator of vide f4q|cr<r«f|o pp. 453, 
560, 5901, (f%. r;. p, 
46), (fuiio i5a ), 

'ttRw, p. 471 on Jnwrrfg^)’ 

(f'f ), p, i04), 

116 a p. 595) 

g^TTOr^, ^^1^, 

mm: (mmrmm 10 b), 
4, The 

gjnvrq^% and seem to be the same work. 

The work called Pallava ( on Rajaniti) is frequently men¬ 

tioned in the Rajanitiratnakara on pp. 35, 41, 52 53 72 84 

and Pallavakara is mentioend on pp. 18 79. 

Vf^ggrt4ri.-45TT I mmmi: riferms gigntgim mil in% 

11 3rd Intro, verse; at the end we 

have rigm 1 arimr 

mmira ffiwfwgviTmgTm: n 

fqqimrmm: Hgpt; I 
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the RSjanitiratnakara and the other ratnakaras. The grand-father 

of Candes'vara was Devaditya,^“* who was minister of Hara- 

siihhadeva of Tirhut and who belonged to the Karnata family. 

Two families ruled over Mithila viz. the Karnata dynasty from 

1097 A. D. to 1324 A. D. followed by the Kamesvara dynasty. 

The first started with Nanyadeva and ended with Harisiriiha- 

deva (vide JBORS vol. IX p. 300 ff. and vol. X. p. 37 

and JBRS vol. 43 for 1957 pp. 1-6 by Dr. R. C. Majumdar 

and * Karnata rulers of Mithila ’ in the same volume pp. 

61-63 by Mr. Kamal Narain Jha). Harisirfihadeva had to 

retire before the Delhi Sultan Ghiasuddin Tughlak and 

established himself in Nepal which happened in December 1324 

A. D. as the note from the Panji historian of Mithila (vide 

note 1161 below ) shows and ruled there for several years. 

The correct name of the king was Harisirhhadeva, though 

the printed Krtyaratnakara exhibits the name as Harasimhadeva 

(Intro, verse 4). It would be seen from the genealogy that 

Vidyapati, famous for his padas in Maithili, was the son’s son of 

Jayadatta, a first paternal cousin of 'Jandesvara. Vidyapati in his 

Purusapariksa, 2nd tale (Subuddhakatha) narrates the story of 

Harisirhhadeva. There is great confusion about the birth-date of 

Vidyapati, some saying, that he was born in 1340, while others hold 

that his birth was in 1380 A. D. or 1390 A. D. Most hold that 

he died in 1448 A. D. It is unnecessary to give more details 

about him here. Vide I. A. vol. 14 pp. 182-196 by Dr. Grierson, 

vol. 28 pp. 57-58; ‘ Poems of Vidyapati ’ in Devanagari by 

Khagendranath Mitra with a valuable Introduction of 132 pages, 

reviewed in J. G. J. R. I. Vol. X pp. 175-196. Dr. Jayakant 

Mishra’s ‘ History of Maithili Literature ’ vol. I describes on 

pp. 130-196 the period 1350-1450 A. D. as the age of Vidyapati 

Thakur. Besides his famous lyrical poems in Maithili some 

Sanskrit works are ascribed to him viz. Varsakrtya (which 

Raghu° in Mala° in vol. I p. 823 mentions as Vidyapati’s ), Ganga- 

vakyavali ( Raghu° vol. I. pp. 39, 79 and 259 mentions a work 

of this name but its author is not named ), Danavakyavali ( vol. II 

1154 
II 2nd intro, verse to ( I. O. Cat. p. 

1 4 of 

.511, No. 16-21 ; 
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V 

Udvaha 138, author not named), Durgabhaktitarahgini (mentioned 

in vol. I Tithitattva pp. 81, 83, 96, no author named ), Saivasarva- 

svasara, Vibhagasara, Gayavakyavali and four more ( which have 

hardly any bearing on Dharmas'astra ). Of these Gahgavakyavali, 

and Saivasarvasvasara are attributed to queen VisvasadevI and 

Danavakyavali to queen Dhiramati. Vide new 1. A. vol. VII 

pp. 49-57 by G. C. Basu and Mr. Bhabatosh Bhattacharya’s paper 

in the Proceedings of All-India Oriental Conference at Benares 

(in 1943-44) vol. II. pp. 288-297. The grant of the village BisapI 

to Vidyapati (now held by scholars as spurious) is set out by 

Grierson on p. 191 of his paper in I. A. vol. 14 pp. 182-196 on 

‘ Vidyapati and his Contemporaries ’ and Grierson in I. A. vol. 28 

pp. 57-58 states that the grant is dated in La. Sarh. 292 i. e. 

1400-1 A. D. i. e. he holds that La. Sarh. started in 1109 A. D. 

( vide above p. 733 for La. Sarh.) and he sets out the Kames'vara 

dynasty as follows. Panjikaras mention four rulers after 
VisvasadevI, but as Vidyapati does not mention them they are 

omitted here. 

KAMESVARA 

Bhogis'vara (died in La. Sarh. 
I 251) 

Ganesvara (d. in La. Sarh. 252) 

I 
Kirtisirhha (Kirtilata was 
written by Vidyapati in 
his honour) = Queen 
VisvasadevI. 

Bhavasimha or Bhaves'a 

Devasinha died (in La. Sarh. 
I 293). 

Sivasirhha (married several 
times, one of the queens being 
Lachima and he took additional 
title of Rtipanarayana, and 
founded a city called Sivasimha- 
pura. also known as Gajaratha- 
pura. 

There is no unanimity' about the chronology of the rulers of 

the Karnata dynasty. 

The last three of the Karnata Dynasty are stated to have 

been Ramasirhha, Saktisiihha and Harisimha. But even here 

there is a dilBcult problem. In the Inscription of Pratftpamalla 

(1. A. vol. IX pp. 184, 188, 189 ) a king named Bhupalasiihha is 

shown as having ruled between i^aktisirhha and Harisimha. The 

present author need not deal with that question here. We know 

from the Krtyaratnakara (2nd Intro, verse quoted in note 1154 ) 
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that Devaditya, the grand-father of Candes'vara, was the chief 

minister of the king. After Devaditya his son Vires'vara became 

chief minister and Candesvara, the eldest son of Vires'vara, held 

several offices such as chief justice, also minister for peace and war 

and chief minister ( vide note from Mitra’s Notices vol. VI p. 67). 

As Candes'vara weighed himself against precious metals in iake 

1236 ( 1314 A. D.), it follows that he must have been for at least 

several years a favourite minister of the king Harisimhadeva, to 

whom the Panji historians of Mithila assign a reign of 20 years 

i. e. Harisirhhadeva began to rule about 1304 A. D. Harisimha¬ 

deva, being defeated, went to Nepal and the Delhi emperor put 

in his place Kames'vara Rajapandita.’*^® One of the sons of 

Devaditya was Viresvara who was also a minister for peace and 

war of the same king and is said to have made grants to learned 

Brahmanas in Ramapura (i. e. Simraon in Champaran District) 

and other cities (verse 10 of Krtyaratnakara). Mr. Jayasval 

points out in his introduction to the Rajaniti-ratnakara (j ) 

that the correct name of the king was Harisimhadeva. Another 

son of Devaditya was Ganes'vara who was younger than Vire¬ 

s'vara and who was also a great minister and author of Suga- 

tisopana. A copy of this work bears the date La-sam 

( Laksmanasena era) 224 (i. e. 1343-44 A. D. In the 

colophon of this work Devaditya is called ' mahamatta ’ 

( mahamatra ) and Ganesvara is styled maharajadhiraja. In the 
t 

Sraddhaviveka of Rudradhara the Sugatisopana is said to be 

the work of one who was pratihastaka (deputy) of Bhavas'arma^*'^ 

Candes'vara was the son of Vires'vara and like his father and 

grandfather became minister of Harisimhadeva. This must have 

happened about 1310 A. D., as he weighed himself in 1314 A. D. 

The Krtyaratnakara (verse 15) says that he touched the very idol of 

Pas'upati in Nepal and worshipped it after conquering the country. 

1155 Vide a learned paper by Dr. Radhaki ishna Choudhary on 

‘ Harisiiiihadeva ’ of Mithila in ABORT vol. XLII pp. 123-140 

and Dr. Jayakanta Misbra’s ‘ History of Maithili Literature’ 

(Allahabad, 1919 Vol. I Appendix I) on the Kamesvara 

dynasty beginning with Raja-pandita Kamesvara Tbakkura. 

1156 Vide cat. of Nepal palm-leaf and paper mss. p. 132 ( Hara- 

prasad Sastii). 

1157 p. 4 (Benares ed. of 1920 ‘ 
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From the Vyavahararatnakara it appears that Candesvara 

was Chief Judge as well as Minister for peace and war.^^'® 

Candesvara and his ancestors are highly praised for their libe- 

rality“'® In the Danaratnakara (verse 2 at the end) he is said to 

have rescued the earth submerged in the flood of Mlecchas.'*®® 

This probably refers to the defeat of some Mahomedan generals. 

Harisiihhadeva was routed by Ghiasuddin Tughlak in 1324 and 

retired from Tirhut into”®* Nepal. Hence it follows that the seven 

1158 f?Tvff4 

srrf 5 li 

M lira’s l<ot:ces, vol. p. 67. The second pada has four 

syllables less. 

The genealogy of Can lelvara is set out below : 

J I ' 

1159 1 5;^^ 

II 4th verse at end of Mitra’s Notices, vol. VI. 

p. 135 j verse 21 of says that =qa%j^ dug a large lake 

in 3ifq^5^. 

1160 ntn WRft qqt^m 

1161 The Panji historian of Mithila thus describes the departure of 

iTfqgff ^ fhpi „ > 
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Ratnakaras, some of which (like vivada and dana ) refer to his 

weighing himself against gold in 1314 A. D. and his high position 

at the court of Harisirhhadeva, were composed between 1314 and 

1324 A. D. His Rajanitiratnakara was composed at the command 

of Bhaves'a. This last belonged to the line of the Kames'vara 

dynasty which began to rule Tirhut in the third quarter of the 

13th century, in 1370 A. D. according to Mr. Jayasval (introduc¬ 

tion to Rajanitiratnakara, r). Therefore the literary activities of 

Candes'vara extended over about 50 years from 1314 and the 

Rajaniti-ratnakara was probably his last work composed at a very 

advanced age. For the somewhat controversial and confused 

chronology of the Tirhut kings of the Karnata and Kamesvara 

dynasties, vide Hp. cat. (Introduction p. 31 ); Grierson in Ind. 

Ant. vol. 14, pp. 182-196 and Ind. Ant. vol. 28, p. 57; JASB 1915 

pp. 407-433 (M. M. Chakravarti); JBORS vol. IX, p. 300 and 

X, p. 37 (Jayasval). 

Candes'vara exercised very great influence over Maithila and 

Bengal writers. Misarumis'ra, Vardhamana, Vacaspati-raisra and 

Raghunandana^^®^ very frequently quote him. The Viramitrodaya 

(p. 181) calls the Ratnakara ‘Paurastya-nibandha ’ (eastern 

digest). 

92. Harinatha 

Harinatha is the author of a digest called Smrtisara on several 

topics of dharmas'astra. No part of this work has been yet 

printed. In the India Office there are two mss. of the Smrtisara 

(I. O. Cat. p. 448, No, 1488 and p. 449, No. 1489 ). The first 

cites 67 authorities (pramapakah ) on Dharmasastra, out of which 

the Karmapradipa, the Kalpataru, the Kamadhenu, Kumara, 

Ganes'varamis'ra, Vijnrmesvara, Vilamba (?), SmrtimanjOsa and 

Harihara deserve special mention. This ms. contains the portion 

of the Smrtisara on the sarhskaras, rites on death, sraddha and 

1162 The is mentioned by in ( vol. I) in srPTo 

p. 478; the tj^o (in vol. I) pp. 102 and 129, 

p. 397 ; (vol. I) p. 795, (in vol. II) 

p. 301; is mentioned by Raghn. in ( vol. I) 

Tithi p. 85, Jyotistattva p. 688 and Mala, on p. 768; the 

(vol. I) Tithi p. 120, Prayascitta pp. 509, 620; 

(vol II) Udvaha p. 146. 
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prayascitta. The other ms. deals with the principal topics of 

vivada ( various titles of law) and vyavahara (judicial procedure), 

viz. partition, father’s share on partition, larger share to the eldest 

son, persons excluded from partition and inheritance, impartible 

property; stridhana; the several kinds of sons; succession to the 

property of the sonless; re-union; gambling and prize-fighting and 

other titles of law; various methods of danda ( punishment); the 

various units of measure etc.; judicial procedure i. e. the plaint, 

the reply, the means of proof, viz. documents, witnesses, posses¬ 

sion, reasoning, oaths and ordeals; review of judgment; minority 

and dependence; rules about succession according to various 

authors. This last portion appears to be a sort of supplement, 

wherein the views of Balarupa, Parijata, Halayudha, Kalpataru 

and of the Smrtisara itself on the order of succession to a man 

dying sonless are set forth. Vis'varupa and Srikara are named in 

the summary of Balarupa’s views and the Prakasa at a later 

stage (folio 148 b). Bhavadeva-nibandha is also expressly 

named on possession. 

No information is given in the mss. about Harinatha himself. 

He is styled in the colophons ‘ mahamahopadhyaya. ’ In several 

places he refers to the views of the Gaudas on dcdra; e. g. he 

cites the view of the Gaudas that on a fasting day or sraddha day 

one should not employ the twig used in dantadhavana and that 

when there is Ekadasi on two days a house-holder should observe 

a fast on the first and a yati on the second. It appears that he 
was not a Gauda but rather a Maithih. 

The India Office ms. of the vivada portion of the Smrtisara is 

dated samvat 1614 ( i. e. 1558 .4. D.). Another ms. of the same 

portion (vide Mitra’s Notices, vol. V, p. 232, No. 1913) was 

copied in Laksmana samvat 363 i. e. 1469-1470 A. D. Sulapani 

quotes the Smrtisara in his Durgotsavaviveka. Misarumis'ra in 

his Vivadacandra several times refers to the opinions of the 

Smrtisara.'^®® Hence it follows that the Smrtisara was composed 

1163 e. g. ^ sr 

I l folio 5a of 

( P- C. ms. No. 57 of 1883-84 ); arg- JRT 

4l41tn<!4i45T'TJnfiTviT^n^3^ 1 folio 37 b; vide also 57 b 
for another reference to 
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before the last quarter of the 14th century. Candes’vara in his 

voluminous work nowhere refers to Harinatha nor does the latter 

refer to him. Hence they were probably contemporaries or not 

separated by any appreciable interval of time. As Harinatha 

mentions the Kalpataru and Harihara, he must be later than 

about 1250 A. D. If GanesvaramisVa’**^* mentioned by Harinatha 

be the author of the Sugatisopana ( which is extremely probable) 

who was an uncle of Candes'vara, then Harinatha cannot be earlier 

than about 1300 A. D. Harinatha is mentioned in the Danda- 

viveka p. 251 and on p. 326 and the latter refers to the author of 

Smrtisara on pp. 141, 197, 282, 284. Raghuaandana in Smrti- 

tattva, ( vol. I) Tithi p. 85, criticizes the meaning of Varuna given 

by Harinatha; Prayas'citta p. 536 (mentioned as Harinatho- 

padhyaya); Vol. II. Ekadasi pp. 7, 105, Udvaha p. 108, ^uddhi- 

tattva 240 (as against BhavadevabhatU). The Smrtisara is 

several times mentioned as an authority in the Sraddhaviveka of 

Rudradhara (Benares S. Series on pp. 14, 48, 50 ), who is fre¬ 

quently mentioned by Raghunandana in the Smrtitattva ( vol. I.) 

Tithi pp. 136, 137, 186, Sraddha p. 226, Prayas'citta p. 542. The 

Smrtisara is mentioned by the Vivadacintamani“®’ by Vacaspati- 

mis'ra (on p. 36 of the edtion of 1837). Therefore Harinatha 

flourished sometime between 1300-1400 A. D. 

There are several works styled Smrtisara e. g. of Kesava- 

s'arma ( Mitra’s Notices, vol. II. p. 76 ), of YadavabhQsana-bhatta- 

carya ( Mitra’s Notices, vol. IV p. 213 No. 1642), of Devayajnika 

(D. C. Ms, No. 266 of 1884-87 and 344 of 1886-92, the latter 

being called Smrtisarasamgraha). Hence it often becomes difficult 

to say in the case of later works, what particular Smrtisara is 

being quoted. 

1164 

^f?r i (I. O. ms. No. 1188 ). 

1165 1 

3 ^3: 5p?r- 

3rqt 1 r=t414f3^mf5t p. 36. in Srimati Sabitri 

V. Mrs. F. A. Savi. (I. L. R. 12 Patna, p. 359 at p. 513 ) this 

view of the Smrtisara is referred to and discussed. 

H.D. 98 
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93. Madhavacarya 

A vast mass of literature has accumulated on the history of 

Sayana, Madhava, Vidyaranya, the foundation of Vijayanagara, 

the relations of these three with the founding of the city of 

Vijayanagara and their relations with the kings of Vijayanagara, 

the identity of Madhava and Vidyaranya and so on. It is not 

possible to discuss the whole mass of evidence. Attention will 

have to be fixed in this work mainly on the contributions of 

Madhavacarya to Dharmas'astra. 

It must be stated that sectarian zeal, local patriotisms, person¬ 

al inclinations and prejudices appear to have played havoc with 

the Mss, of the works of Sayana and Madhava and inscriptions 

and copperplates relating to them. An instance may be cited to 

illustrate this. There are only six introductory verses in the 

bhasya on the Rgveda. Attempts appear to have been made to 

tamper with verses 3 and 4 (as shown in the note).”®® As to serious 

disputes between persons belonging to different religions persua¬ 

sions, reference may be made to the petition made by Jains that 

the bhaktas (Vaisnavas ) were killing them (Vide Prof. B. R. Sala- 

tore’s Vol. 1. p. 103 ). 

1166 Vide the review of ‘ Vijayanagara-Origin of the City and the 

Empire’ by Dr. N. Venkataramanayya in J. A. H. R. S. Vol. 

IX. pp. 49-54 (by K. Jswara Dutt), in which it is pointed out 

that there are three main theories viz. ( 1 ) Hoysala origin 

propounded by messrs Krishna Swami Aiyyangar and Krishna 

Shastri; ( 2 ) the Cauarese sources advocated by Father Heras 

and Mr. Hayavadana Rao and ( 3 ) the Andhra origin spon¬ 

sored by Vincent Smith and Dr. Venkataramaniah. 

rTs(5 I II 'phK- 

verses 
3 and 4 of the Intro, to the bhasya o? R V. Saihhita. It will be 

seen that some Mss. used by the editors of the Poona Vaidika 

Saiiisodhana Man.lala read in verse 3 for 

and in verse four for and four mss. read 

two more verses after verse 3 as follows — g 

V. 1. 
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Madhavacarya is the brightest star in the galaxy of ddksindtya 

authors on dharmasastra. His fame stands only second to that of 
t 

the great Sahkaracarya. He had a most versatile genius and either 

himself wrote or inspired his brother Sayana and others to write 

voluminous works on almost all branches of Sanskrit literature. 

As an erudite scholar, as a far-sighted statesman, as the bulwark 

of the Vijayanagara kingdom in the first days of its foundation, 

as a samnydsin given to peaceful contemplation and renunciation 

in old age, he led such a varied and useful life that even to this 

day his is a name to conjure with. Among his numerous works 

two deserve special mention here, viz., the Paras'ara-madhaviya 

his commentary on the Parasarasmrti and the Kalanirnaya. 

The Parasara-madhavlya has been published several times, the 

edition in the B. I. Series and in the Bombay Sanskrit Series being 

the best known. In the following the Bombay edition has been 

used. This work is very extensive and occupies about 2300 print¬ 

ed pages in the Bombay edition. It is not a mere commentary on 

Parasara’s text, but is in the nature of a digest of civil and religious 

law. The original srarti of Parasara contains no verses on vyavahdra 

but Madhavacarya hangs on the slender peg of a single verse of 

Para^ra'*” calling upon the king to rule his subjects with righteous¬ 

ness, has treatise on vyavahdra that covers a little over a fourth part 

of the whole commentary (vide note 491 above on Parasara), 

The Paras'ara-madhaviya is a work of authority on modern Hindu 

Law in southern India."®* His style is lucid and he generally 

avoids lengthy and abstruse discussions. Besides numerous smrti- 

karas and puranas he names the following authors and works— 

Apararka, Devasvamin, Puranasara, Prapancasara, Medhatithi, 

Vivaranakara ( on the Vedantasutra ), Visvarupacarya, Sambhu, 

^ivasvamin, Smrticandrika. The Parasara-madhaviya was 

amongst his earliest works. He tells us that there was no 

commentary on Parasara before him."®® Raghunandana in 

Ahnikatattva ( vol. I. p. 382 ) expressly says ' iti Parasarabhasye 

1167 I- 58 is ; ff sT^n t:8!r^ ^TrfSl: 

11 

1168 2 Mad, H. C. R. p, 206 at p. 217; 11 Moo. I. A. p. 487 at p. 508; 

I. L. R. 35 Mad. 152 at p. 156. 

1169 1 

II 9th Intro, verse. 
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Madhavacaryah The Paras'arabha^a is mentioned by Raghu- 

nandana in ( vol. I.) Tithi pp. 24, 63, Ahnika pp. 343, 359 also. 

The Kalanirnaya of Madhavacarya has been published 

several times. In the following the B. I. edition has been used. 

He states that he wrote this work after he composed his commen¬ 

tary on the Paras'arasmrti.^*’" The work is divided into five 

prakaranas. The first ( Upodghata ) deals with a scholastic dis¬ 

quisition on kola (time ) and its real nature; the 2nd (called 

vatsara ) speaks of the year, its various lengths according as it is 

candra, savana or saura, of the two ayanas, of the seasons and 

their number, of the months (candra, saura, savana and naksatra ) 

of the intercalary months, and the religious acts allowed and for¬ 

bidden in intercalary months, of the two paksas (fortnights ); the 

third prakarana ( pratipat-prakarana ) deals with the meaning of 

the word tithi, duration of a tithi, the fifteen tithis of a puksa, two 

kinds of tithis, viz. s'uddha (i. e. not intermixed with another tithi 

on the same day ) and viddha (intermixed with another tithi on 

the same day), rules about the preference of the first tithi for parti¬ 

cular religious rites and observances (for Gods and Manes) 

when intermixed with the preceding and following tithis, the 

fifteen muhurtas of the day and of the night; the fourth ( dvitiyadi- 

tithi-prakarana) extends the application of the rules about 

pratipad to the tithis from the second to the fifteenth and decides 

on what tithi ( whether inermixed with the preceding or the 

following ) certain vratas, such as Gaurlvrata on the third, 

JanmastamI on the 8th, were to be performed; the fifth 

(prakirnaka i. e. miscellaneous ) deals with rules about the deter¬ 

mination of naksatras for various acts, the yogas and karanas 

and rules about sarfikranti and eclipses and the actions proper 
for them. 

The Kalanirnaya besides the names of numesous sages, 

puranas, astronomical and astrological writers mentions the 

following works and authors Kaladars'a (p. 83), Bhoja (as 

having composed in Aryi metre a work on the Saiva dgama) 

Muhutra-vidhana-sara ( p. 341 ). Vatesvarasiddhanta, Vasistha 

4th Intro, verse of 
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Ramayana, the Siddhanta-s'iromani ( of Bhaskaracarya ), Hemadri 

( p. 67 his vratakhanda and Danakhanda ). 

The vesres (Karikas) in the Kalanirnaya are collected 

together and sometimes treated as a separate work. Vide Prof. 

Velankar’s Cat. of the Sanskrit Mss. in the B. B. R. A. S. (pub. 

in 1925 ) No. 676 and also his Cat. of the Desai collection of 

Sanskrit Mss. Nos. 197-199 (pub. in 1953). 

The Kalanirnaya was published by the A. S. B. ( Calcutta) 

in 1889, also in the Kashi Sanskrit Series of Benares in 1936 and 

was also published with the commentary of LaksmTdevi Payagunde, 

It should not be supposed that Sayana single-handed com¬ 

posed the Vedabhasyas. He was probably the chairman of the com¬ 

mittee of scholars gathered for carrying out the work of the several 

bhasyas. From the cnlophons of his several works it appears that 

he was minister under four kings, viz Bukka I, Kampana, 

Sahgama II and Harihara 11. The Mysore Archaeological Report 

for 1908 para 54 states (under date 1386 A. D.) that Harihara 

II gave in the presence of Vidyaranya a copperplate grant to 

three scholars who were the promoters (pramrtaka) in the 

matter of the commentaries on the four Vedas, their names being 

Narayana Vajapeyayajin, Narahari Somayajin and Pandari 

Diksita. Father Heras admits that he himself referred to 

Vidyaranya as the great helper of Harihara in the foundation of 

Vijayanagara, but later be grew wiser and says that it was his 

mistake (vide ‘Beginnings’ &c. p. 14 ). 

Even Father Heras concedes that the stone inscription in E. 

C. VI Sgi of 1346 A. D. is genuine. It records a grant, 

after obeisance to Vidyatlrtha, by Harihara of nine villages to 

Bharatitirtha Srip'ida, his disciples and others and 40 brahmanas 

residing in that t'irtha of Sringeri. Father Heras (on pp. l?-28 

of his work) gives a catalogue of 196 inscriptions from 1336 A. 

D. to 1669 A D. Father Heras summarises on p. 18 of his 

work the principal, historical events in the life of Vidyaranya con¬ 

nected with Vijayanagara, In 1347 Vidyaranya was a minister of 

Marapa in the kingdom of Banavasi-twelve thousand; in 1356 

he was at Benares, but had to return to Vijayanagara as he was 

ordered to do so by his guru Vidyatlrtha; in 1368 he was a 

great minister (Mahapradhana) of Bukka I; in 1380 he is 
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mentioned as Jagadguru; his teachings benefitted Harihara II in 

1384; in 1386 he died at Hampi and an inscription of 

Harihara II contains a funeral eulogy of the learned Guru. 

Heras insists that he was not Jagad-guru in 1346 or 1356. He 

further holds that Vijayanagara was purposely corrupted into 

Vidyanagara; only 54 out of 196 Inscriptions exhibit this form of 

Vidyanagara; while 111 all give the name Vijayanagara and only 

31 refer to the ancient name of the city. Father Heras rounds off 

the examination of the several inscriptions and grants with the 

following conclusion (p. 34 of ‘ Beginning &c. ’ ) : ‘ Hence it may 

be concluded that the ascetics of the Sringerimath fabricated 

the story of Vidyaranya as the founder of the city and Empire of 

Vijayanagara in the beginning of the 16th century. And it seems 

most probable that the fabrication of the whole story and the 

falsification of a great number, if not of all the spurious grants 

above referred to, was perpetrated during the rule of Ramchandra 

Bharati who directed the Sringeri Matha from 1508 to 1560\ 

This is not the place to enter upon an examination of Father 

Heras’ reasons for this conclusion. But I cannot avoid the 

temptation of quoting one of the reasons set forth by Heras as it 

is well worth quoting. It is : ‘ Finally such religious ascetics and 

recluses psychologically are persons often inclined to fabricate 

such fables’. Then he winds up with the remark ‘ Hence that 

fabrication of a story which one may derive a profit from - 

provided no harm should result from the concoction to a third 

person-is always attractive to such religious recluses ’. This is a 

grand generalisation of Father Heras. He adduces no evidence 

except his ipse dixit; comment is superfluous. I hope that Heras 

would have agreed to apply that dictum to the priests of all 

religions, as an English poet says ‘ the priests of all religions are 

the same’. 

In this History of Dharmasastra the discussion of the vexed 

question of the connection of Madhava-Vidyaranya with the foun¬ 

ding of Vijayanagara is not necessary or relevant. The only 

important question for the History is the identity of Madhava and 

Vidyaranya. That Vidyaranya presided over the Sringeri Matha 

is admitted even by Father Heras. That Madhava became a 

Sannyasin and became known as Vidyaranya is a tradition of long 

standing. There is some literary evidence also to substantiate this. 
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Vidyaranya is the author of several works such as the Jivanmukti- 

viveka and the Pancadas'i. The former of these two has several 

Introductory verses, one of which ( verse 9 ) says that some 

sannyasins are called ‘ Kuticaka ’ or ‘ Bahtidaka ’; they are 

‘ tridandins ’ , but the ‘ paramaharfisa ’ is different and that the 

first two have been dealt with by us (me ) in the commentary on 

Paras'ara-srarti, while the Paramahamsa would be expatiated upon 

in this work (i. e. Jivanmukti-viveka ). 

Other questions are : ( 1 ) Who founded Vijayanagara and 

(2) whether Madhava is identical with Vidyaranya. From the 

days of Sewell, who wrote the book ' Forgotten Empire ’ on 

Vijayanagara Empire, many works and papers on the subject of 

the founder or founders of Vijayanagara have appeared. Vide, 

the example, ‘ The origin of the city of Vijayanagara and Empire’ 

by Dr. N. Venkata Ramanayya ( University of Madras 1933 ), 

Dr. B. R. Salatore on ‘ Rajguru of the founders of Vijayanagara 

and the Pontiffs of Wringer! Matha’ in J. A. H. R. vol. IX part 

4 pp. 33-42 and his two volumes on ‘ Social and Political Life in 

the Vijayanagara Empire’ (1934, in obout 1000 pages); Journal of 

Mythic Society, vol. 27 pp. 54-107 (foundation of Vijayanagara); 

‘Founders of Vijayanagara’ by S. Srikantayya ( 1938 ); Mr. 

Gopinath Rao in E. I. vol, XV pp. 10-15. Mr. Srikantayya observ¬ 

es on p. 43 ‘ Who founded Vijayanagara? The question still 

remains unanswered 

On the question of the identity of Madhava and Vidyaranya 

a few references are given here. In I. H. Q. vol. VI pp. 701- 

717 and vol. VII p. 78 ff. Mr. R. Ramrao tries to negative the 

identity. In I. H. Q. vol. VIII pp. 611-644 K. Markandeya 

Sastri replies at length to R. Ramrao. R. Rarmrao returns to the 

charge in I. H. Q. vol. X pp. 801-810; Journal of Indian 

History vol. XII pp. 241-250 (Doraiswamy Iyengar rejects the 

identity of Madhava and Vidyaranya ). The present author holds 

that Madhava and Vidyaranya are identical. 

1171 II... g 
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There are, apart from traditions and chronicles several 

inscriptions that bear on the connection of Madhavacarya or 

Vidyaranya with the several kings of Vijayanagara. Father Heras 

in his work called ‘ Beginnings of Vijyanagar History ’ goes so far 

as to say that practically all inscriptions relating to the Vidya¬ 

ranya tradition or to the connection of Vidyaranya with Harihara 

and Bukka in political and imperial undertakings are spurious or 

must be certainly looked upon with suspicion. His remarks are 

very sweeping and cannot be accepted as embodying the truth. At 

least about 200 inscriptions and grants relating to Vijayanagara are 

known. The scholars must try to separate the spurious ones from 

the others. There is no reason to damn all grants and Inscrip¬ 

tions referring to Vidyaranya. He was a Sannyasin and had 

renounced the world. It is too much to suppose that he forged 

grants. If one holds that he did so, then the question arises, for 

what benefit or for whose benefit? Besides copperplate grants 

can be easily fabricated and passed off; but Incriptions on stone 

are generally in public places such as roads, temples, tops of hills, 

where all members of the public can observe them everyday. A 

scholar must think long before damning an inscription on stone 

as a forgery. 

There is no doubt that in the 13th century A. D. and after¬ 

wards Hindu society in South India was ridden with the wrangles 

and quarrels of the followers of Sahkaracarya, Madhavacarya, 

Ramanujacarya and of Lingayats and Jains and that individuals 

of some persuasions tampered with mss. to bolster up their indivi¬ 

dual preferences, leanings and beliefs. This may be illustrated by 

citing the Introduction of Sayanacarya’s bhasya as done above. 

Sayanacarya’s bhasya”'^ on the Yajurveda-sarhhita is once 

mentioned by Raghunandana (vol. I, Sraddha p. 277 as quoted 

below ). But Madhavacarya is frequently quoted by him. For 

example, the Kalamadhaviva is quoted very often as on ( vol. I) 

Tithi pp. 1, 6, 8, 16, 33, 48, 69 as Kalamadhaviya or Madhava¬ 

carya, Sraddha p. 283 ; the Parasarabhasya of Madhavacarya is 

mentioned in (vol. I) Ahnika cn pp. 336, 382 and simply as 

1172 w i 
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Madhavacarya also in many places e. g. ( vol. I ), ’ Mala pp. 771, 

781, 794 ( definition of the word Mantra ). 

A good deal about the family and personal history of 

Madhavacarya can be gleaned from the above mentioned two 

works and other treatises of Madhavacarya. From the Paras'ara- 

madhavlya we“^® learn that he was the son of Mayana and 

Srimati, that Sayana and Bhoganatha'^^* were his younger 

brothers, that he was a student of the black Yajurveda and of 

the Baudhayana-sutra-carana and belonged to the Bharadvaja- 

gotra. The introductory verses and the colophon of the 

Prayas'citta-sudhanidhi'”'' of Sayana corroborate most of these 

particulars. A verse at the beginning of the Kalanirnaya tells 

us that Vidyatirtha, Bliaratitirtha and isrlkantha were his 

1173 -sfriTfft : HFtvit ii 

11 Intro, \erses G and 7 of 

1174 Khoganatha was a learned man in his own way. Vide I. A. vol. 

45 fip. 22-24 in R. B. R. N irasiihleielur’s paper. He wrote six 

works viz ir^PFPTf^fwl^r, ?iwK- 

ntcNT'insqi. He w.ks the composer of the Bitragunta 

grant of iako 1278 ( A. 14. ), jiuhlished in E. I. vol. III. 

pp. 21-34. in the Alaiiikara-su.lliauidhi (vide ‘ Indian Culture’ 

Vol. VI. pp. 439-447 ly Mr. P. L. Sastry) composed by Sayana 

the Udahaninamala of bhog.inatha is cited. He composed the 

Bitragunta grant and descrikes himself as the ‘ narmasaciva ’ 

of king Saiigama <11;. To translate the word ‘Narmasaciva’ 

as simply ‘ jester ’ is not quite accurate ( as the editor cf the 

Inscription does ) I he idea is : the very learned brothers 

Sayana and Madhava (both ministers) were far above play’_ 

fulness or the cracking of jokes with the king, but Bhoganatha 

a poet, being young and less learned than the other two, could, 

be intimate with the king. The verse quoted in I. A. vol. 45 

p. 24 from the Ahimkar.i-sudhanidhi indicates this : 
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vol. VII. p. 2620 No. 3490. The king referred to is HfR. 

H. D. 99 
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teachers.^’® * The Para&ra-Madhaviya highly eulogises”’'' 

Madhava, compares him to divine and semi-divine councillors 

like Angirasa of Indra and says that he was the hereditary 

teacher {kulaguru) and mantrin of king Bukkana, (or Bukka). 

The colophons to the several works of Sayana, the younger 

brother of Madhavacarya, show that these brothers were closely 

connected with four rulers of the Vijayanagar dynasty, viz. 

Bukka and his son Harihara, Kampa and his son Sahgama. 

In the Yajnatantra-sudhanidhi’”* (ms. in the Bhau Daji collec¬ 

tion ) Sayana, the author of the bhasyas on the Vedas, is said 

to be the kulaguru of Harihara, son of Sangama. In the 

Guruvarfisa-kavya ( Vanivilasa Press ed.) it is said that Vidya- 

ranya was the pupil of Vidyatirtha, that he composed Veda- 

bhasyas and published them in the names of Sayana and 

Madhava, that Harihara and Bukka were the most valiant of 

the five sons of Sahgama (v. 48 ), that Vira Rudra was the 

sovereign of Harihara and Bukka and was defeated by the sura- 

tram i. e. sultan. The same work says that Vidyaranya founded 

Vijayanagar! in sake 1258, Vaisakha suddha 7 Sunday (i. e. 30th 

April 1335 A. D.) and crowned Harihara king.”’*“ 

Burnell in his introduction to the Vanfis'abrahmana started the 

theory that Sayana and Madhava were identical and put forward 

an esoteric meaning on the verse that states that Sayana and 

Bhoganatha were the younger brothers of Madhava. But the facts 

as culled from the works of these two great men and the inscrip¬ 

tions of contemporary Vijayanagara kings are too strong for the 
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hypothesis of Burnell and make it look absurd. The whole 

subject about the relationship of Madhava, Sayana and Bhoga- 

natha has been carefully examined by Rao Bahadur R. Narsimha- 

char in Ind. Ant. vol. 45 pp. 1-6 and 1711. and the theory of 

Burnell has been thoroughly refuted. Sayana and Bhoganatha 

were as real personages as Madhavacarya himself. Madhavacarya 

in his later years became a samnyasin and was named Vidyaranya. 

To the items of evidence adduced by R. B. R. Narasirhhachar for 

establishing the identity of Madhava and Vidyaranya (Ind. Ant. 

vol. 45 p. 18 ) I may add one more. The Viramitrodaya ascribes 

the commentary on Parasara composed by Madhava to Vidya- 

ranya.“’® It has however to be noted that the Guruvarnsakavya 

( Vanivilas Press ed.) says ( V . 41-44) that Vidyaranya was diffe¬ 

rent from both Sayana and Madhava. 

Sayana"*® was not only a very learned man and author of 

several works (besides the Vedabhasyas) but he also fought 

several battles. He composed several works enumerated in the 

note below."” 

In the bhasya on Parasara he names three gurus, Vidya- 

tlrtha, Bharatitlrtha and Srikantha. He, however, says in his 

Anubhtitiprakas'a that Vidyatirtha was his principal guru."** 

Vidy^anya was originally Madhava. He is the author of 

the Jivanmuktiviveka and of Pancadasl. The introductory verses 

9-11 of the Jivanmuktiviveka have been cited above. The com- 

1179 sjfjrjjpcr ^ 
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remarks in TO UT. vol. HI. p. .538. 

1180 From E. I vol. Ill p. 70 and 7 1 it appears that in 1377 a gift 

was made to Sayaua’s three sons, Kampana, May ana and 

Sihgana and that 8ayana died in 1387. 
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mentary on Paras’arasmrti ( called Parasaramadhavlya) is claimed 

to be his by Madhavacarya (vide note 1170). Therefore Vidya- 

ranya’s words lead to the conclusion that he is identical with 

Madhavacarya in a former stage of life (as'rama). Vide Rao 

Bahadur R. Narasimhachar’s learned paper on ‘ Madhavacarya 

and his younger brothers ’ in I. A. vol. 45 pp. 1-6 and 17-24. 

Among the works of Madhavacarya are the following: 

Parasarasmrtibhasya, Kalamadhava, Jivanrauktiviveka, Pancadasl, 

Jaiminlya-nyayamalavistara, Vaiyasika-nyayamalavistara. The 

Pancadasi has a commentary of Ramakrsna (Nir. Press ed. of 

1918 ). It is a famous work on the Advaita Vedanta. It is so 

called because it has 15 Prakaranas. It may also be noted that 

in the Nir. edition the work has 1501 verses. The longest Praka¬ 

ranas are Trptidipa with 298 verses and Citradipa with 290. The 

shortest Prakarana is ‘ Mahavakya-viveka ’ with only eight verses. 

The Jivanmuktiviveka has extensive quotations from the Upa- 

ni^ds and the Bhagavadglta. It also quotes the following works 

and authors viz. Anandabodhacarya (p. 8), Aryapancasiti 

( p. 48 ), Upades'asahasri ( p. 6 ), Gaudapadacarya (pp. 78, 108), 

Daksa p. 106 (two verses of which one is Daksasmrti VII. 30 ), 

Patanjali ( p. 39 \ Bhagavata ( p. 87), Manusmrti (pp. 106 and 

108 quote respectively VIl. 10-11 and VI. 53-54), Medhatithi 

( 9 verses on p. 109 about Yati, probably from his Smrtiviveka 

not yet discovered ), Yama ( p. 108), Yogabhasya (pp. 64. 74), 

YogasQtra ( pp. 46, 67), Vakyavrtti ( p. 30 two verses ), Vedanta- 

sutra (p. 30, IV. 1. 19). 

It appears that Madhavacarya regarded Vidyatirtha, his 

principal guru, as an incarnation of God Mahes'vara. Vide the 
verse quoted in the note below.'^®* 

Besides being a mantrin of the Vijayanagara kings, it 

appears that Madhavacarya performed some great vedic sacri¬ 

fices, and made donations called ‘Mahadanas’. In the 

1183 1 %JrTfri^,?trTqJTT^T 
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Yajnatantrasudhanidhi"®* he is described by Sayana as ‘ Maha- 

kratOnam-aharta ’ and to have weighed himself against precious 

metals (tulapurusadana). 

The chronology of the kings of Vijayanagara has been a 

fruitful source of controversy. It is not necessary to go into 

that chronology in great detail here. It may be studied in such 

works as Sewell’s ‘ Forgotten Empire ’ and in E. I. vol. III. 

p. 36, E. I. vol. XIV p. 68, E. I. vol. XV p. 8. The following 

pedigreeii®* will be sufficient for the purpose of connecting 

Madhava and his brothers with the kings of Vijayanagara. 

The earliest inscription is that of Harihara I dated sake 1261 

( 1339-40 A. D.) wherein Harihara is said to be a Maha- 

mandalesvara and is spoken of as ‘ Sri-Vira-Hariyappa- 

Vodeya The colophon of the Madaviya Dhatuvrtti 

describes Madhava as the great minister of Sahgamaraja, the son 

of Kamparaja.^^*’ The Bitragunta grant in sake 1278 ( 1356 A. 

D.) by Sahgama II at the request of his teacher Srikanthanatha 

shows that Bhoganatha^^®* who composed the contents of the 

grant was a narmasaciva (gay or humorous companion) of 

Sangama II. We saw above that ^rikantha was a teacher of 

Madhavacarya and that Bhoganatha was the youngest brother of 

Madhavacarya. Bhoganatha in order to be a poet and a narama- 
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saciva of a reigning sovereign must have been a grown-up man in 

1356 A. D. and so Madhavacarya must have been quite an 

elderly person about that time. The Kalanirnaya tells us that in 

the cyclic year Tsvara following immediately after sake 1258 

sravana was an intercalary month and that in the cyclic year 

Bhava that preceded sake 1258 (i. e. sake 1256 ) Phalguna was an 

intercalary month and then examines the intercalary months that 

occurred in the cyclic years up to Vikari thereafter (i. e. up to 

iake 1281 Kalanirnaya examines the intercalary 

months from sake 1256 (i. e. 1334 A. D.) to sake 1281 (i. e. 

1359 A. D.), it follows that it was either composed during 

these years or immediately after this period. The Paras'ara- 

madhaviya was composed before the Kalanirnaya. Rao Bahadur 

Narsirhhachar states that in a copperplate grant dated 1386 A. 

D. it is said that Harihara (II) gave in the presence of Vidya- 

ranya-srlpada certain donations to three scholars who were the 

promoters (pravariaka) of the commentaries on the four Vedas 

( Ind. Ant. vol. 45 p. 19 ). Another inscription speaks of Vidya- 

ranya in 1378 A. This shows that Madhavacarya had 

become a samnyasin at least in 1377 A. D. Tradition says that 

Vidyaranya died in 1386 A. D. at the ripe old age of 90. There¬ 

fore we shall not be far wrong if we place the literary activity 

of Madhava-Vidyaranya between 1330-1385 A. D. From the 

remarks about intercalary months it appears that the Parasara- 

madhaviya and Kalanirnaya were composed between 1335-1360 

A. D. There was a tradition among pandits that it was Madhava¬ 

carya who composed bhasyas on the Vedas and ascribed them 
to his brother Sayana. Kasinatha, in his Vitthala-rhmantra- 
sara-bhasya says so. 
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Great confusion has been caused by identifying Madhava- 

Vidyaranya with another scholar named Madhava who was also 

a mantrin of Bukka, who was a great warrior and was governor of 

Banavase and the country round Goa on the western coast. In a 

grant^^®^ of the village K.ucara, also called Madhavapura, dated 

sake 1313 (1391 A. D.), it is said that he routed the armies of the 

Turuskas, wrested Goa the capital of Kohkana from them and 

re-established the temple of Saptanatha (i. e. Sapta-kotis'vara). 

There is another inscription dated sake 1290 (i. e. 1368 A. D.) 

where the great minister ( Mahapradhana ) Madhavahka is stated 

to have ruled over Banavase 12000 under king Bukkaraya ( Ind. 

Ant. vol. IV, p. 206 ). Fleet is wrong in identifying the minister 

Madhavahka with Madhavacarya-Vidy.aranya. Another grant 

from Goa ( found by Dr. Bhau Daji) says that Madhava-mantrin, 

son of Caundibhatta, established the [linga of Saptanatha 

(JBBRAS Vol. 9, p. 228 ). Vide E. C. vol. VllI, Sorab 

No. 375 dated sake 1268 (Sunday Madhava 30, i. e. 11th 

Feb. 1347), where we are told that Madhavamantrin was 

governor of Candragutti, capital of Banavase 12000, that he 

was minister of Marapa, younger brother of Harihara I and that 

he was a disciple of Kriyas'akti, a ^aiva teacher. In E. C. vol. 
VII, Shikarpur 281 dated sake 1290 Kartika bahula 8 (i. e. 15th 

November 1368) Madhava is said to have been a son of the 

Caunda of the Ahgirasa gotra and a minister of Bukka I and 

his guru is said to have been Kasivilasa Kriyas'akti. 

From this it follows that the Madhava mantrin who was a 

governor of Banavase and Goa and was living in 1391 A. D. 

was the son of Caundibhatta and cannot be identified with 

Madhavacarya who was the son of Mayana. 

There is a ms. in the Bombay University Library of a work 

called Kalanirnayakarika in 130 verses, which contains the intro¬ 

ductory verses of the Kalanirnaya dealing with the contents, 

though in a somewhat different order. There are several commen¬ 

taries on the Kalanirnaya, viz. Kalanirnayadipika by Ramacandra- 

carya composed about 1450 A. D., a commentary called Laksml 

1191 JTtfifir'Tf i 
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by LaksmidevI,' wife of Vaidyanatha Payagunda. There is a 

Vivarana of the Kalanirnayadipika, by Nrsirhha, son of Rama- 

candracarya ( vide D. C. Ms. No. 99 of 1871-72 ). 

94 Madanapala and Vi4ve§varabhatta 

The Madanaparijata compiled under the patronage of king 

Madanapala by Visvesvarabhatta is a famous work. Like Bhoja, 

Madanapala seems to have been a great patron of learning and 

several works are attributed to him. At least four works on 

dharmasastra are ascribed to him (i. e. were written under his 

patronage) viz. the Madanaparijata, Smrtimaharnva or Madana- 

raaharnava, Tithinirnayasara and Smrtikaumudi. Four more 

works are ascribed to Madanapala that deal witli subjects other 

than those of Dhasmasastra viz. Madanavinodanighantu, Surya- 

siddhantaviveka, Siddhantagarbha and Yantraprakasa. 

The Madanaparijata is an extensive work in 995 pages pub¬ 

lished in the B. 1. Series (in 1893 ). There are 23 introductory 

verses, the first 13 of which give the genealogy of Madanapala. 

In the printed edition these 13 verses are stated to have been 

added by Purohita Sri-Ramadeva. The last of the introductory 

verses states that the work was composed after a careful study of 

Hemadri, Kalpavrksa (i. e. Kalpataru ), Apararka, Smrticandrika, 

Smrtyarthasara and Mitaksara."“'^ That Madanapala was only 

the patron and not the real author of the work is made clear in 

several places. In the introductory verse 20 it is stated that the 

work was compiled through (lit. by the mouth of) learned 

men.*^®* In several places in the body of the work"®* it is said 

that the author has explained the matter under discussion in 

his work called Subodhini, a commentary on the Mitaksara. 

Therefore the Madanaparijata was really composed by Visves'vara- 

bhatte, the author of the Subodhini. The Madanaparijata con¬ 

tains nine stabakas (bunches i. e. chapters ) on brahmacarya, the 
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dharmas of householders, the daily duties (ahnika-krtya), the 

samskdras from garbhddhdna onwards; impurity on birth and death, 

the purification of various substances (dravya'suddhi), srdddha, 

ddyabhdga ( partition and inheritance ) and prdyascitta. The long¬ 

est section is the 9th on ‘ Prayascittas and Karmaphala ’ (pp, 

304 ), then comes the 7th section on ‘ sraddha ’ ( pp. 172 ), the 3rd 

section on ‘ Ahnika ’ covers pp. 142 and first on ‘ brahmacarya ’ 

is dealt with in 128 pages. The shortest is the 5th on ‘ as'auca’ 

(in 28 pages); the 4th on samskdras also is a short one f only 33 

pages ). In the portion on the Dayabhaga it very closely follows 

the Mitaksara. 

The Madanaparijata (after quoting a verse of Visnu ) on 

p. 654 propounds the somewhat startling proposition that even 

the Kanina and other secondary sons (mentioned by Yaj. II. 

128-132 ) succeed as heirs to a man’s property (vide note 

belowand relies on Yaj. (II. 128-132), who enumerates 

twelve kinds of sons from aurasa to apaviddha and remarks that 

each of these succeeds to the father’s property in the absence of 

any of the sons enumerated before him in the text. Kdnlna is a 

son born to a man from an unmarried girl. Hence a Kanina 

son would have succeeded before the patinarbitava and other 

sons named by Yaj. after him. The Manusmrti (IX. 172) also 

refers to the kdnina son. Vijfianes'vara (in Mit. on Yaj. 

II. 132) contains the very words quoted in the passage as his 

opinion. 

Vide also pp. 385, 603, 774 of the Madanaparijata for 

references to Subodhinl. It may, however, be noted that the 

Subodhini on the Vyavahara section (p. 61 of Gharpure’s ed.) 

states that all this about Kanina and similar sons refers to other 

ages (yugas) and that in the Kali age only two kinds of sons 

(viz. aurasa and dattaka) are recognised. The style of the 

Madanaparijata is simple. Its style is simple and lucid. Besides 

1195 qg i 

(^ ?) I - vTTRB 

1 'tt. p. 654. 

H. D. 100 
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the authors and works mentioned above, it cites those noted 

below.^'®® 

There is a work called Maharnava ascribed to Mandhata, a 

son of Madanapala. In several mss. of this work deposited in the 

Deccan”®’ College there are introductory verses giving the genea¬ 

logy of Madanapala that agree almost word for word with the 

introductory verses of the Madanaparijata. Moreover two verses 

that speak of Visvesvarabhatta occur here also as well as in the 

Madanaparijata and Subodhini. The Madanamaharnava was 

edited by Pandit Embara Krishnamacarya and Mr. M. R. 

Nambiyar and was published in 1953 in the Gaekwad Oriental 

Series. It is a large work in 468 printed pages with an intro¬ 

duction ( pp. 11-26) and a Sanskrit Index (pp. 27-40) of the 

1196 Hundreds of verses from Mann and Yaj. are quoted by the 

Madanaparijata. besides, several smrtikaras, smrtis and 

other authors are named and quoted ; viz. Apararka ( p. 528 ), 
Acarasagara ( 58 ), Kalpataru ( 553, 595, 697 ), Gahgeya ( 96, 
twice ), Guru (i. e. ^Prabhakara 89 ), Govindaraja ( 553-4 ), 
Caturviiiisatimata ( 638, 754, 834, 882); Camatkarakhanda 

( 310 a verse ), Cintamani ( 607 on Sraddha ), Dharmavrtti 

( or-vivrti, 753, 772 ), Narayana ( 69, 71, 72, 565, all verses), 

Badarayana ( 3 verses on pp. 186-187 on the Dviragamana- 

muhurtaof a newly married girl, two of which are in ^ardula- 

vikridita metre), Bhavadeva ( 89 on Vakyabheda), Mandana- 

misra ( 1 83, 185, two verses on gautiahala and gaunamukhya- 

kala), Yajuaparsva ( 161, two verses on bride having menses 

at or about the time of marriage ceremony ), Ratnavall (607), 
Vijuanesvara ( 536 ), ^ivasvamin (619), Visnusamuccaya 

( 291 ) Sat-triihsanmata ( 421 and on nine other pages ), Sure- 

svara ( 186, two verses on dviragamana), Smrticandrika 

( 528, 536 ), Smrtimaujarl ( of Govindaraja 534 ), Smrtimaha. 

rnava ( 93 ), Hemadri ( 536 ). The Cintamani here is the 

Caturvargacintamani of Hemadri. 

1197 For the vide D. C. ms. No. 131 of 1882-83 and Nos. 269 

and 260 of 1886-1892. No. 260 does not contain the verses 

about the genealogy, but the two verses liT^ jirqo and 

(which are 21 and 22 in the ) occur in all the three; 

in No. 131 and No. 259 the verse mm 3Mo occurs in the intro- 

doctory verses and the verse occurs at the end of the 

work and in No. 260 the two verses are the 2nd and 3rd of 

the introductory verses. 
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I 

contents of the 40 chapters. One Ms. directly claims the work as 

Visvesvarabhatta’s while the others say that the work was com¬ 

piled by Mandhata, a son of king Madanapala, through learned 

men. It begins by quoting in the second chapter thirty verses of 

the first chapter of the satatapiya-Karmavipaka contained in 

Jivananda’s Dharmasastra-sangraha (latter part pp. 435-455, in 

all about 187 verses in six chapters). The Anandasrama collec¬ 

tion of Smrtis has a Satatapa-smrti in six chapters but it contains 

about one hundred verses more than in Jivananda’s text, as it adds 

in each chapter several verses. Karmavipaka means ( literally ) the 

fruition of one’s evil actions. The central theory of Satatapa 

is that those guilty of greater or lesser sins who do not undergo 

the appropriate prayas'cittas ( penances ) fall into hell for a time, 

are born again with certain signs (or defects) on their bodies, 

and that if they repent and undergo the prescribed penances, then 

those tell-tale signs disappear and that sins of former lives affect 

men by diseases, which disappear by japa (repetition of sacred 

text inaudibly) or by worship of deities or homas ( offerings in 

fire) and by appropriate gifts. Thirteen diseases and physical 

affections such as leprosy, consumption, loss of sight are caused 

by what are called maliapatakas; dropsy and other diseases are 

the outcome of upapatakas. Appropriate penances (prayascittas ) 

remove the effects; so also do gifts of a cow (with calf) or a 

bull or gifts of ten nimrtanas of land, dinners to brahmanas, 

japa of mantras to Rudra &c. Satatapa explains the well-known 

terras Rudra, Mahdrudra and Atirudra and his words are followed 

by the Madanamaharnava ( vide note below 

In several other places also the Maharnava quotes passages 

from Satatapa-Samhita. For example, on p. 436 it quotes two 

1198 ^ wrbT'-fiwi 1 

n ii 37-38 ( Ananda- 
srama). These are quoted on p. 76 of The 

famous mantra of Rudra is : Htt-W ^ qti; 1 

jpT# 3T^ % stm n %. R. IV, .5. n and qrsf. h. 

16. 1. n^idl i mett 3 qvig- 

^ 3 11 ^rrar. 

II. 43-44 { Jiv. ed.) = II. 52-53 ( of Ananda. ed.). The mantra 

is nvnJTt m II. 23. 1). Ii. 3.14. 3, 
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verses of Satatapasarhhita^^®® (11.43-44 ) for a penance in the case 

of one who kills an elephant. 

The word Karmavipaka occurs in Yaj. III. 133 and in 

Anusasana-paiva ( 144. 43 Ch. ed. ) and Yogasutra II. 17 ( sati 

mule tadvipako jdtydyurbhogah ) i. e. sinners are born as different 

animals or worms etc. ( ManuXlI. 55-60 and Yaj. 111. 207-216), 

they have a long or short life and fierce sufferings in hells ( Mann 

IV. 88-90 and XII. 75, Yaj. III. 206 ). Vide for this doctrine H. of 

Dh. vol. IV. pp. 172-176. Vas. 20. 44 and Sankha quoted in Mit. 

on Yaj. III. 216 hold that the murderer of a brahmanais afflicted 

with leprosy ( brahmaha-kusthi). Long before the Maharnava 

several extensive works on Karmavipaka must have been com¬ 

posed, since the Maharnava cites the work Karmavipakasangraha 

51 times, the Karmavipakasamuccaya 48 times, and the Karma- 

vipakasara 21 times. Vide Smrtitattva, vol. I, Malamasa p. 835 for 

a long quotation from 6atatapiya-karmavipaka. 

Dharma’^®® had a fivefold aspect viz. varna-dharma, asrama- 

dharma, varnas'rama-dharma (e. g. a brahmana-brahmacarin has 

to observe the rules peculiar to his varna as well as rules applicable 

to the stage of studenthood ), guuadharma ( a king has certain 

duties peculiar to his position, viz. protection of subjects, dis¬ 

pensing justice &c. ) and Naimittikadharma ( prayascittas i. e. 

penances). This work also is said to have been compiled by 

1199 ^atatapa is one o£ the sages enumerated in Yaj. I. 4-5 as 

Dharmaprayojaka. A half verse of ^cutatapa is quoted by 

Visvarupa on p. 11 ( Yaj. II. 4-5 ), but the five other quota¬ 

tions of Satatapa by Visva-upa are in prose as on III. 237 

p. 94, on III. 262 p. 148. The ilit. has many verse quotations 

from Satatapa. Averse of Angiras quoted by Mit. on Yaj. 

III. 22 mentions the view of f^atatapa. The Mit, quotes many 

verses of Satatapa and some prose passages on Yaj. III. 243 

254j 263-4. Apararka also quotes a few prose passages of 

Satatapa on Prayascittas ( as on pp. 1053, 1074, 1120 1128 

1147, 1149, 1152, 1158,1161, 1169 ). - ^ . 

1200 wfirfir on ^ II. 25 says rf W RW- 

jfivcT 1 | and then 

elucidates this observation, on%. ig. i mentions 

these five and exemplifies them. 
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Mandhata through the learr.ed.'*®^ It is said to have been based 

on a study of the srnti, the smrtis and the puranas. The work 

is divided into 40 tarangas (waves). The principal subject^’®* 

of the work is to describe how the various diseases which human 

bodies are heir to the result of evil deeds done in past lives 

(this subject being called Karma\ipaka in dharmasastra works) 

and to prescribe various rites and penances for the eradication of 

the evil results of evil deeds. Among the various rites and 

penances that are set forth in great detail may be mentioned the 

KC'smanda-homa, Rudraikadasini, Maharudrabhiseka, Vinayaka- 

santi, the Navagrahayajna &c. The Maharnava mentions the 

Karmavipaka of Hatatapa, the Caturvarga-cintamani ( folio 234 a 

of D. C. Ms.No. 259 of 1886-1892), the Mitaksara, the Karmavi- 

pakasamuccaya &c. It is worthy of note that in the Smrti-kaumudI 

the authorship of the Maharnava is claimed by the author him¬ 

self and is not ascribed to Madanapala’s son.*^°® 

The Tithinirnayasi'ira is another work compiled under Mada¬ 

napala, Stein in his cat. of mss. at Jammu ( p. 306) gives extracts 

from this work. The first fourteen verses are the same as those 

in the Madanaparijata. It appears to have been composed by 
Visvanatha, which is most probably a paraphrase of the name 

Visvesvara'®"* 

1201 #4 fftTf%'-4WT ui-tfTrrr i 

ll 18th ver?e in D. C. ms. No. 2-59 of 1886-92. 

1202 The work hciiin^ ‘ 

i ’• rt?T*n—‘ swr 

qTRqni%sn2fra^^TfuJrf3ft%TRTf%- i p. 4-. The 

same work quotes the Karmavipaka of ^atatapas which pro¬ 

vides in ( II. 5-7 ) that persons guilty of Mahapdtakas after 

enduring torments m hell are affected by diseases like 

leprosy, consumption; blindness and ten other serious ones. The 

five Mahapatakas are declared in Manu XI. 54 as the mur¬ 

der of a brahmana, drink'.ng liquor prepared from rice-flour, 

theft of gold, adultery with the wife of one’s guru and close 

contact with a sinner ( of these types ), as declared in Manu 

XI. 180- 81 and Yaj. III. 227 and 261. 

1203 1 

1204 1 3Tf^ 

ttri: ii 
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The Snirt?kauniudi'“®'’ contains an introduction of 17 verses, 

13 of which set forth the genealogy of Madanapala. The four¬ 

teenth verse tells us that Madanapala composed works called 

Yantraprakas'a, Maharnava, Parijata, Siddhantagarbha and Tithi- 

niraayasara.’^®® The 15th verse says that he composes the Smrti- 

kaumudi through the learned.’^"* The 17th verse says that his 

predecessors have generally dilated upon the dharmas of the three 

higher varnas and the dharmas of the s'udra have not been dealt 

with by them as a principal topic, therefore he would clearly 

expound the dharmas of the last varna. At the end of the ms. 

in the I. O. Cat. it is described as the younger sister of the Mada- 

naparijata and of the Mahaniava.^^®* This is not found in the 
D. C. ms. which was copied in sarhvat 1615. This work is divided 

into four kalollasas, each kalollasa being subdivided into kiranas 

( rays). The first kalollasa has two kiranas, the second has four, 

the third and fourth five kiranas each. The subjects dealt with 

are : 1. two kinds of sudras, viz. : the kevalas'udra ( simple sOdra ) 

and one who is of mixed descent, being born of a stidra woman 

from a man of the higher castes; the mixed castes; IT. general 

discourses on the s'iidra’s adhikdra for engaging in various acts 

and performing various rites, such as the study of the vedas and 

smrtis, the performance of garbhadhana and other sarhskaras and 

the consecration of sacred fires; saihdhyavandana; the sudra’s 

capacity for attaining the knowledge of brahman ; III. marriage; 

diflferent forms of marriage, prohibited degrees of blood relation¬ 

ship (sapindya), the various rites of marriage such as kanyh- 

dana; such sarhskaras as nama-karana (naming the child ), the 

duties of sudras in ordinary and difficult times; asauca for 

sudras; the various sraddhas for them ; the letting loose of a bull 

in honour of the dead; IV. s'udra’s daily duties such as sauca, 

brushing the teeth, baths in the morning and at other times, 

brahmayajna, tarparia, vaisvadeva, daily srdddha, dinner, &c. 

1205 For the vide Aufreeht’s Oxford cat. p. 275 b., I. 0. 

Cat. p, 524, No. 1649 and D. C. ms. No. 51 of 1872-73. 

'kc. 

1207 ^ g: II 

1208 arirg fRTtTT f?IT I 
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The Smrtikaumudi mentions among others Apararka, Krtya- 

kalpataru, Mitaksara, Medhatithi, Yajnaparsva and Smrtimanjari. 

It also quotes from the Vedanta-kalpataru'^"® and the author 

claims the Madanapiirijata as his own work. 

It has been seen how all the four works set out above were 

composed under the patronage of Madanapala and how they were 

probably from the pen of Visves'varabhatta. There is one more 

work on Dharmasastra which Vis’vesvarabhatta composed in his 

own name without the shelter of a patron’s name. It is the 

Subodhini, a commentary on the Mitaksara of Vijnanesvara. The 

vyavahara portion of it has been published in Bombay by Mr. S. 

S. Setlur and also by Mr. J. R. Gharpure. Mr. Govind Das had 

seen portions of the Subodhini on the prayascitta section also. 

The Subodhini does not comment on each word of the Mitak^ra 

but explains only important passages. It is a learned work. This 

was the earliest composition of Visves'varabhatta, since it is men¬ 

tioned even in the Madanaparijata. The first verse of the Subo¬ 

dhini is also the opening verse of the Maharnava and of the 

Smrtikaumudi.*^’'^ 

From the verses’^” 21 and 22 in the introduction to the 

Madanaparijata it appears that Visvesvara was the son of Pedi- 

bhatta and Ambika, that he was of the Kaus'ikagotra and was the 

pupil of Vyasaranya-muni. In the Subodhini also the verse ‘ mata 

&c. ’ occurs at the end with slight suitable variations and the 

II ?TTT^r^M<Tf>IHT ( ? ) f^T 1 

m II folio 3a of the D. C. ms. No. 51 

of 1872-73; folio S.oa of the same has ‘ ^ snwfJf 

T rft-ii I ri em fir? raerrf^f 

1210 jm: finj 11 
'The ( Aufrecht’s Oxf. cat. p. 275b has 

) and Descriptive Gat. of Govt. Sanskrit Mss. 

( Madras ) vol. VII. p. 2625, No. 3495 has and 

PA: . 
1211 tg ^ufct i 

rrrar 

11 
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verse ‘ matiryefem ’ in the beginning. The second introductory 

verse in Mr. Gharpure’s edition makes Visves'vara the son of 

Appabhatta,'^^^ while Mr. Setlur reads ‘ Pettibhatta ’ which is 
probably a misreading for Pedibhatta. From his father’s name it 

appears that Vis'vesvara was a native of the Dravida country^^'® 

and migrated to Northern India in search of patronage after he 

wrote the Subodhinl. Visves'vara is regarded as one of the leading 

authorities of the Benares School of modern Hindu Law.^*'* 

Madanapala belonged to the family of Taka kings that ruled in 

Kastha ( modern Kath ) on the Jumna to the north of Delhi.^”' 

The printed Madanaparijata makes the family name to be 

‘ Kastha, ’ but this is most probably a wrong reading, as in the 

Mah.arnava and the other works of Madanap.ila the family name 

is distinctly stated to be Taka. The pedigree of the family as 

gathered from the Madanapilrijata and the other works is given 

below. Some works such as the Maharnava omit mention of 

Sahajapala. About Sadharana it is said that he brought about 

the remission of all taxes at the three tirthas (Prayaga, Kasl 

1212 I 

1213 One of the donees tnentioied in the Bitragunta grant of king 

Sahgama dated 1356 A. D. is Peddibhatta ; vide E. I, vol. Ill 

at p. 28. Bitragunta is in the Nellore District. 

1214 Vide I. L. R. 16 Cal. 367 at p. 372. 

1215 w m iii i 

vsi? mm ii tn5=^ni qgm- 

^Simm *r#htrT: ll ^ er.ses 4-5 of ; at the 

end of the we read 

^TBT% mJT mR l. Vide Aufrecht’s Oxf.. Cat. p. 

275 a ( ms. of JmR'nRsrm ) where the reading is 

for of the printed text. The pedigree is : Ratna- 

pala ( 12.i;0 A. D.) mentioned in verse 6 of Madanaparijata-son 

Bharahupala ( l-h m. in v. t son Hariscandra ^ 1300 A 

I). ) m. in V. 8-son Sadharana ( or Saharana ) in 1325 A. 
D. m. V. 13 - Son Sahajapala or Sahajendra ( 1360 A. D. ) in 

versesl4-15 and another son Madanapala or Madana nareedra 

in verses 16-20 ( 13i0-!390 A. D. ); son Prthvimalla or 

^rimalJaand another son Ratnapala ( 1425 A. D. ) - Rama- 

raja, son of Ratnapala, author of Rasaratnapradipa. 
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and Gaya Vide N. I. A. vol. VII pp. 176-180 where Dr. P. 

K. Gode produces evidence from tiie Rasaratnapradipa of Rama- 

raja on the Taka kings of Kastha (1200-1590 A. D.) and suggests 

the probable dates of the several kings that are set out in the 

note 1215, with reference to verses in the Madanaparijata and 

other works. 

In the Suryasiddhantaviveka of Madanapala the father of 

Madanapala is said to be Saharana'^’^ which is a Prakrit 

equivalent of Sadharana. Madanapala appears to have been a 

very great patron of learned men and is said to have emulated 

the fame of Bhoja.“'^ Besides the four works described above 

he compiled several other works, the most famous of which is 

his dictionary of drugs called Madanavinodanighantu. That 

work is very extensive, contains about 2250 verses and is 

divided into fourteen xargas, the last of which contains a 

pra'sasti of his family.'^*® This work contains the names of 

medical drugs, the qualities of drugs and of dishes and of the 

flesh of various animals. Some of the words givea as synonyms 

for Sanskrit words occur in the modern Marathi.*^^® We saw 

above that his Smrtikaumudi refers to Yantra-prakasa and 

Siddhantagarbha as two of his works. These two were works 

on astronomy. 

Another work of his is the Surya-siddhantaviveka or 

Vasanarnava, which is a commentary on the Suryasiddhanta. 

1216 l verse 10 on p. 2 of the work in G. 0. 

8. ( 1953 ) of the iffTvk, dl^^41'ti<.r'iiifTh- 

II verse 10 of 

1217 WTtyi: I 

li 5th Intro, verse of (BBRAS cat. 

part I pp. 95-97. 

1218 i 

^ srfWT n verse 18 of ?K^pr#5ncr and verse 

13 of This verse, particularly the 4th pada, occurs 

in the (17th verse), (13th verse). 

1219 Vide D. C.ms. Nos. 1065 and 1066 of 1886-92 for 

fSrqvj. In No. 1065 there is no 

1220 e, g. such words as (for ?lvpjq^), silMtll, 'H'R, «TPR- 

^*rT, <kc. 

H. D. 101 
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There is a ms! of this work in the Bhau Daji Collection of the 

Bombay Asiatic Society.^"^^ Therein after giving his pedigree 

he says that by his works on Smrtisastra, on astronomy and 

mathematics and on medicine he came to be known as abhinava 

Bhoja.^^^^ In this treatise he refers to his own works already 

composed called Siddhantagarbha*^^® and Yantraprakasa. He 

also refers to a Rajamrgahka of Bhoja and to Bhaskara’s works. 

The ms. was copied in sannat 1459, i. e. 1402-3 A. D. In the 

colophon of this work his birudas (titles) are Panditaparijata 

and Abhinava-Bhoja, and he is also styled Maharajadhiraja.^^^* 

In the Madanaparijata and the Maharnava the birudas are 

Panditaparijata and Kataramalla or Kattaramalla. A work called 

Anandasanjivana on singing, dancing, musical instruments and 

ragas is ascribed to Madanapala.’^®^ The king Madana, son of 

Saharana, who is connected with the restoration of Medhatithi’s 

bhasya, must be this Madana. 

A great deal has been written concerning the date of 

Madanapala. The introductory verses giving the genealogy of 

Madanaphla must be held to be genuine, as they occur in the 

ancient ms. (D. C. Ms. No. 131 of A 1882-83 ) of Maharnava 

copied in saihvat 1645 ( 1588-89 A. D.) and in the still older 

ms. f dated samvat 1459) of the Surya-siddhanta-viveka. As 

the Madanaparijata mentions the Smrtieandrika and Hemadri’s 

Caturvarga-cintamani not only in the introductory verses of the 

Madanaparijata but in the body of the Madanaparijata and the 

Maharnava, Madanapala must be certainly later than 1300 A. D. 

As the SmTtikauinudI mentions the Vedantakalpataru that was 

composed in the time of the Yadava princes Krsna and Mahadeva, 

1221 

1222 

1223 

1224 

1225 

Vide BBBAS cat. part. I. pp. 95-97 for this ms. 

srsn ll 7th Intro, verse. 

wif 1 

4TC5TTvf^; HJTTH: I ; but at the 

end of the 1). C. ms. of the the colophon is simply 

Vide Mitra’s Bikaner cat. p. 509. 
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it follows that the work was composed after the third quarter 

of the 13th century. The Madanaparijata is quoted in the 

Nrsirhhaprasada, the Antyestipaddhati of Narayanabhatta, the 

Ahnikatattva vol. I. Tithi 17, Ahnika Tattva pp. 326, 336,384, 

419, Jyotistattva 656, Malamasa 804, (Madanaparijate-Madhava- 

caryadhrta-Satatapavacanat), 814; vol. II. Udvaha 140, Daya 175, 

i^uddhi 235. It may be noted that in the Madras Law Journal, 

vol. IX for 1899 in pp. 7-15, 54-70, 91-114 there are English 

translations of certain parts of the 8th stabaka of the Madana- 

parijata of Raghunandana, the Sraddhakriyakaumudi (pp. 327, 

489) of Govindananda. Therefore it is certainly earlier than 

1500 A. D. And if we rely on the date when the ms. of the 

Suryasiddhantaviveka was copied ( viz. 1402-3 A. D.), it follows 

that Madanapala flourished before 1400 A. D. The Madana- 

vinodanighantu^^^® gives the date of its composition as ‘ Brahma- 

jagad-yugendu ’ of the Vikrama era, magha 6 of the bright 
half and Monday (i. e. 8-1-1375 A. D.). This was inter¬ 

preted by Sarvadhikari (Tagoer Law Lectures pp. 297-298, ed, 

of 1922) as equal to 1231 of the Vikrama era (i. e. 1175 A. 

D.). He held that ‘ yuga ’ meant two. But herein he was 

entirely wrong. Besides, the date proposed by him is impossible, 

since it would lead us to hold that Madanapala wrote in 1175 

A. D. and since, as we saw above, he could not have flourished 

before 1300 A. D. It has been already shown (pp. 309, 369) 

that the view of Sarvadhikari and others that the Parijata 

mentioned by Candes'vara is the same as Madanaparijata is 

quite wrong. Astronomical usage as found in Bhaskara and 

other writers always interprets yiiga^^^^ as meaning four (and 

not two) and hence the date of the composition of the Madana- 

vinodanighantu is 1431 of the Vikrama era (i. e. 1375 A. D.). 

Vide Jolly’s Tagore Law Lectures pp. 14-15, Dr. Bhandarkar’s 

1226 3?^ irr% 
1 verse 14 of the hast ^ in D. C. ms. No. 129 of 1884- 

87 and No. 1066 of 1886-32. Tlie last has a corrupt reading 

TOqr Vide Bhandarkar’s Report for 1883-84 p. 47 

for the date. 

1227 e. g, in his (^T^JTRT«rT4 verse 24) says 

where ^ must mean ‘four’ and is employed for two. 
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Report for 1883-84 pp. 47 and 347 and S. B. E. vol. 25, p. cxxv 
n. 2. A ms. of the Stiryasiddhantaviveka, which is one of the 

last (if not the last) works of Madanapala is dated in 1402-3 

A. D. Hence the literary activity of Madanapala and of his 

protege, Visves'varabhatta, must be placed between 1360- 
1390 A. D. 

95. Madanaratna 

The Madanaratna is an extensive digest on Dharmasastra 

but only one part of it has been edited by the present author for 

the Anup Sanskrit Library of Bikaner and published in 1948. 

The Introduction to that edition (pp. vm-ix) may be consulted 

for more information. In the colophons of mss. it is also called 

Madanaratnapradipa or simply Madanapradipa. The work was 

divided into seven*^^^ sections called uddyotas on samaya (or 

kdla), dcara, vyavahdra, prdya'scitta, ddna, suddhi, santi. The 

order of the various sections was the one indicated, the samayo- 

ddyota being the first part. I have not been able to examine the 

mss. of all the uddyotas. 

The Samayoddyota deals with the subjects usually treated of 

in works on kdla, viz. discussions about the year, the seasons, 

the months, the intercalary months, the rules about iithis, the 

rules about the proper times for various religious observances, 
gifts, homa, the rules about kalivarjya. 

There is a ms. of the Dunoddyota in the Anandasrama 

collection at Poona ( No. 2378 ). Recently (i. e. in 1964) the 

Sanskrit Academy of the Osmania University (Hyderabad, Deccan) 

published a part of the Dana-vivekoddyota in the Sanskrit 
Academy Series (the General editor being Dr. Aryendra Sharma 

M. A., D. Phil., Head of the Department of Sanskrit at the 

Osmania University and the Editors being Shri Khanderao 

Deshpande, M. A,, and Shri D. G. Padhye, B. A. ( Kavyatirtha- 

1228 i n 

verses 24-2.a of ms. of in Visrambag collection I No 

146 and verses 26 and 27 in the I. O. Cat. ms. ( p. 537 b iand 

Peterson s Cat. of Ulwar mss. No. 1410 and extract No. 336 at 
p. 131. 
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Sahityalankara). The first printed part extends to 111 pages and 

it is stated that the wliole work on Dana to be published will 

occupy about 1100 pages in three parts ( in all). The first part 

so far published has been well printed. There are seven parts of 

the Madanaratnapradipa which is a huge work, divided into seven 

parts, of which the first part on Vyavahara was edited by me and 

published in 1948 for the Anup Sanskrit Library of Bikaner. 

The following are the subjects treated of: —eulogy of dma-, the 

nature of dana, various kinds of danas; the constituent elements 

(angdni) of dana; the donor, proper persons for gifts, persons 

underserving of gifts, what things cannot be given away, proper 

and improper times and places for dana, measures of corn and 

other substances and weights and units of length &c., finding out 

the east and other directions, characteristics of a torana, pataka 

and mandapa, tula-purusa (weighing oneself against gold or silver), 

gift of a thousand cows and other magnificent gifts, dedication 

of a tank or well and planting of a garden &c. In this work 

the author refers to Kalpataru and to Hemudri as a daksinatya- 

nibandhakara. 

Deccan College ms. No. 392 of 1891-95 deals with the santi 

section. It treats of rites for propitiating gods and planets and 

averting the evil consequences of great or small portentous 

phenomena, such as Vinayaka-snana, sQrya-s'anti, navagraha-santi, 

santis for birth on certain evil naksatras like mula, a'slesa and 

evil astrological conjunctions like vyatipdta, xaidhrti, samkrantii 

rites for the safety of the foetus and of the newly born infant; 

ayutahoma, laksahoma, kotihoma &c. In this section sages like 

Uttara-Garga, Katy.ayana, Narada, Baijavapa (on grhya), 

Manava-sarhhita, Yajfiavalkya, Snunaka and puranas like the 

Skanda, Bhavisyottara, Visnudharmottara are very frequently 

cited. Besides the following are among the authors and works 

referred to :—Apeksitarthadyotini, a commentary of Narayana, 

Karmavipakasarngraha, Karmavipakasamuccaya, Kumaratantra 

promulgated by the son of Ravana, Prayogasara, Vijnrines'vara- 

carya (in the plural). 

A ms. of the Acaroddyota is noticed by Burnell in his 

Tanjore Cat. (p. 137 b ). Stein (in his Cat. of Jammu mss. ) 

notices an incomplete ms. of the Vyavaharoddyota (p. 98 
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No. 2437). M. M. Haraprasad Sastri notices a ms. of the 

Prayas'cittoddyota (Nepal Palm-leaf and Paper Mss. Cat. XVIII 

and p. 223). 

From the colophons at the end of the several mss. of the 

Madanaratna it appears that the work was composed under the 

patronage of king Madanasi:aha-deva, son of isaktisiihha.^^^® 

The king is styled maharajadhiraja and one of his titles is Kodanda- 

parasurama (meaning ‘ who was a veritable Parasurama in 

wielding the bow). The introductory verses'®*® to the Samayo- 

ddyota in the Visramabaga collection and the Ulwar ms. refer to 

Delhi-desa and its king named Mahapaladeva. Then verse 9 
speaks of Damodara whose exact relationship with Mahapaladeva 

is not clear. Damodara is said to have made the yavanas of 

Mulasthana (modern Multan in the Punjab) give up the slaughter¬ 

ing of cows. The whole pedigree is given below.'®*' .^aktisimha 

is said to have eclipsed even Bhoja. It is further said that 

Madanasirhha called'®*® together four learned men viz., Ratnakara, 

Gopmath, Visvanatha and Gangadharabhatta and entrusted the 

composition of the digest to them. The colophon'®*® at the 

1229 

1230 

1231 

1232 

&c. in UQS. (Anandasrama No. 2378); there is a 

similar colophon at the end of the section. 

I <1^1 i a <ii<i iri 

II fwgfi^vil 

stg: i 

whr (fmPr ?) n verses 
8 and 9 of the Ulwar ms. of 

The pedigree is: 

iTihTT55'^——Jrq'gfgg. 

?ri?»T?igqTq.<: =q gfqq 

1 ^ ^f%^T (q; ?) 
itqlqwq^ II T. 0. Cat. p. 53T, No. 1681, verse 53; this 

is verse 21 in the Visramtag ms. and verse 23 in the ms. in 

Peterson’s Ulwar mss. Cat. 

1233 ggRurrfqu^q (fegr?) g^ 

qr I I qrfg 

qqram sr#Rrag il The Ulwar ms. (Peterson’s Ulwar Cat. 

No. 353) reads 
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end of the Santyuddyota in the Deccan College says that it was 

composed by Vis'vanatha, a resident of Benares and son of 

Bhattapujya, a Srimali Gurjara ( Brahmana). There is a similar 

colophon at the end of the Prayascittoddyota noticed by M. M. 

Haraprasad Sastri. 

The Vyavahara section of the Madanaratna is a large work 

in 348 printed pages. It deals with both judicial procedure and 

the eighteen titles of law ( Vyavaharapadas). A brief analysis of 

its contents is set out here :—'The meaning of Vyavahara, names 

of the titles of law ; Sablia ( court of justice) and its adjuncts; 

the king himself should preside over the court, or a judge 

(pradvivaka) should preside and may be helped by sabhyas 

(persons expert in taw, as stated by Yaj. II. 2); requisite quali¬ 

fications of judge and members of court; when the parties may 

appear through agents; modes of proof viz. documents, witnesses, 

possession; requisites of plaint and of the reply; requisites of 
royal edicts; contents of the decision in a legal dispute; Pas'catkara 

and Jayapatra; inference of three kinds; characteristics of 
possession as means of proof; when ordeals are to be resorted 

to; nine kinds of ordeals; special oaths; deteils of the several 

ordeals; punishments may be of the body or in money (property); 

punishment for brahmana is banishment ( and not of the body ) 

or shaving the head or making a mark on the forehead or 

banishing after seating him on an ass; when a judgement of a 

court may be reviewed; when a person is held to be major; 

recovery of debts is the first vyaxaharapada (cause of legal 

dispute) among the 18; when interest is allowed and the rates 

of interest; rule of damaduppata; mortgage and pledge and 

various kinds of them; surety of various kinds; rules about 

suretyship, debts and about the liability of the heirs of the surety; 

modes of covering debts when the debtor fails to pay; liability 

of son or other heirs to pay the debts of their father or ancestor; 

deposits and the like; sale of or use of property by one not the 

owner of it; rules about property lost and found by one who is 

not the owner; rules about partnership and partners; non- 

rendition or resumption of gifts; disputes between master and 

servant or herdsman ; violation of compacts and the meaning of 

naigama and xrata, puga, gana, sangha, gulma; repentance after 

purchase or sale or non-delivery after sale; breach of contract of 
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service; boundary disputes; abuse and defamation; assault and 

battery; theft; adultery; duties of husband and wife; partition of 

heritage; property not liable to partition ; fresh partition as to 

concealed ancestral estate; definition of stridhana and kinds 

thereof; heirs to stridhana ; heirs of sonless person; gambling and 

prize-fighting; miscellaneous. 

Since the Madanaratna mentions the Mit., the Kalpataru 

and Hemadri, Ratnakara and Madhaviya, it must be certainly later 

than about 1360 A. D. It is quoted as a great authority by the 

writers of the 16th and 17th centuries, such as Narayanabhatta, 

Kamalakarabhatta, Nilakantha and Mitramisra. In the Vyava- 

hara-mayukha Nilakantha relies upon the Madanaratna as often 

as (if not oftener than ) the Mitaksara. The Vyavahara-mayukha 

of Nilakantha published in BORI in 1926 mentions the Madana¬ 

ratna or simply Madana about two dozen times; out of these on 

some pages such as pp. 98, 136, 145 of the text it shows that the 

Madanaratna differs from Vijnanesvara, though on p. 139 it 

doubts the correctness of the explanation given by the Madana¬ 

ratna. In other cases it cites the Madanaratna generally as 

supporting his own views. The Mayukha quotes Smartabhatta- 

carya (i. e. Raghunandana ) on pp. 63 and 88 (text). On p. 88 

(text) it mentions Vacaspati. The Madanaratnapradipa on 

Vyavahara mentions ‘ Madhaviye-vidyaranyasrlcaranah ’ on pp. 86 

and 360, while on pp. 18 and 20 it simply says ‘ Madhavlye 

The Viramitrodaya'*^^ says that the author of the Madanaratna 

refers to the views of the Mitaksara, Kalpataru and 

Halayudha. 

It may be noted thjt it states on p. 335 that the Samaya- 
nirnayodyota and the Acaravivekodyota had already been compo¬ 

sed by the author. It profusely quotes in Vyavaharodyota Manu, 

Yajnavalkya, Narada, Katyayana and Brhaspati. The Parasara- 

madhavlya references on pp. 18. 20. 86, 360 show that he held 

that Madhava was identical with Vidyarauya. This fact that an 

author who flourished in northern India about 1400 A. D. held 

ft fei &c. 

p. 626; vide pp. 5, 29, 36, 59 for reference to 
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this view strongly militates against father Heras’ sweeping asser¬ 

tions against the identity of the two. A remarkable matter is that 

he speaks of Dhares'vara i. e. Bhoja ‘ as bhatta ’ on p. 324 (etat 

Sahgrahakaramatam Dharesvarabhattenapyasritam). Madana- 

siihha and his ancestors are spoken of as ruling the country about 

Delhi. Though Madanasimha bears the high-sounding title of 

maharajadhiraja it is highly probable that he was some feudatory 

chief under the Mahomedan rules of Delhi. It is difficult to 

conceive of a period between 1300 and 1500 A. D. when a Hindu 

ruler was king of Delhi. It may be that during the troublous 

times of Muhammad Tughlak ( 1325-1351 A. D.), when the 

capital was transferred from Delhi to Doulatabad, or during the 

weak rule of the last kings of the Tugidak dynasty ( 1388-1413 A. 

D.). Madanasimha’s predecessors might have usurped some 

territory about Delhi and ruled over it. At all events it would 

not be far from correct if the Madanaratna be placed about 1400- 

1450 A. D. M. M. Haraprasad Sastri ( Report on palm-leaf and 

paper mss. from Nepal, Intro, pp. 31-32) tells us that the 

dynasty to which Madanasimhadeva belonged ruled over 

Gorakhapar-Champaran (Western Tirhut), that Madanasirnha- 

deva was preceded by Saktisiihhadcva, whose predecessor was 

Prthvisiihhadeva. The learned Sastri further says that a ms. of 

the Madanaratnapradipa-prayas'eittodyota applies the title 

‘ kodandaparasurama ’ to Madana (p. 223 ), that a ms. of the 

Amarakos'a was copied in samvat 1511 { 1454-55 A. D.) when 

Madanasimha ruled over Canipakaranyanagara ( p, 51 of the body 

of the Report) and that a ms. of the Narasi hhapurapa was copied 

in La-sam 339 ( 1457-58 A. D.) when Maharajadhiraja Madana- 

siihhadeva ruled over Goraksapura i. e. modern Gorakhpur 

( p. 29 of the Report). It is likely that some confusion arose 
among the scribes of the work owing to the fact that two 

chieftains bearing the name Madanasimha flourished at the same 

period near Delhi and Gorakhpur. The great similarity of the 

names Madanapala and Madanasimha misled J. C. Ghose 

( Hindu Law, vol. II, p. xiv. cd. of 1917 ) into holding that the 

Madanaparijata and the Madanaratna were written under 

Madanapala. But it is clear from the ancestry of the two kings, 

Madanapala and Madanasirhha, and the names of the real 

authors of the digests ( Madanaparijata and Madanaratna) that 

they have no connection with each other. 

H. D.—102 
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96. Vidyapati 

v 

In the first edition of the History of Dharmasastra, Vidyapati 

was not dealt with in the body of the text, but some information 

about him and his works was given in the list of authors on 

pp. 739-40. It is thought advisable that a separate section be de¬ 

voted to Vidyapati in this revised edition, Dr. Umesh Mishra 

published in Hindi*®®® a life of Vidyapati; he gives the pedigree 

which shows that he was fourth in descent from Dhires'vara, uncle 

of Candes'vara. That work deals at some length with the lineage of 

Vidyapati, gives a brief account of the kings of Mithila, the times 

of Vidyapati, his works his padas, (songs) his learning and 

similar matters. There is difference of opinion about the date of 

his birth among scholars but there appears to be agreement about 

the date of his death viz. 1448 A. D. His birth place was 

Bisapi, a village in Madhubani (lit. forest of honey ) on the 

eastern side of north Bihar. The ‘ Love Songs of Vidyapati 

translated into English from Maithili by Mr. Deben Bhattacharya 

and edited with an Introduction, Notes and comments by W. G. 

Archer, were published in London in 1963 by George Allen and 

Unwin ( Ltd.). It was preceded by the publication of the Songs 

of Vidyapati rendered into English by Shri Subhadra Jha in 1954, 

published by Messrs Motilal Banarsidas ( of Benares ). 

This edition of 1954 contains an introduction of 193 pages, 

Maithili text of 212 songs with an English rendering on the 

opposite page of the song and mentions the ragas in which they 

are to be recited. Vidyapati is famous for his songs; he is also 

credited with the authorship of twelve works in Sanskrit (vide 

note below 

1235 Dr. Mishra sets out the contents of the grant on pp. 2-3. The 

grant is dated in La. Saiii. 293. Dr. Mishra refers to Intro¬ 

ductory verses 7-12. 

1236 The names of his twelve works are( or ^15- 

), ( or fT^TPr^rTt;, 

( or ), TJTTdcSrrr, TftffnTrTTTTr, ^TTT^PPtT* 

4^, in his’ nstipHcifT 
( vol I. p. 823 ), refer, to as 

The Nirnayasindhu (Nir.ed. of 1915) with Marathi trans- 
( Continued on the next page ) 
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In the edition by Shri Subhadra Jha the Introduction on p. 18 

sets out a pedigree of the poet Vidyapati viz. his father was Gana- 

pati, whose father was Jayadatta, son of Dhiresvara. Most of 

the dates referring to Vidyapati are in the Laksmanasena era. No 

one knows for certain when this era was started. Dr. Rajendralal 

Mitra held that the La-saifi. (i. e. Laksmanasena era) starts from 

1106 A. D. Kielhorn held that the La-Sarh. started in 1119-20 of 

the Christian era. Several scholars regaid the Bis'api plate as 

spurious. Further, several scholars say that the La-Saih. started 

from the date of the birth of Laksmanasena. The Sena kings are 

called Brahma-khatriyas. For the Inscriptions of Sena Kings, vide 

E. I. Vol. 20 Appendix Nos. 1682-1693 and ‘ Indian Culture ’ vol. 

IV pp. 22 ff. Shri. G. C. Basu ( of Dacca University ) in ‘ New 

Indian Antiquary ’ (Vol. VII pp. 49-57 ) mentions a hitherto 

unknown work of Vidyapati viz. VyadibhaktitarahginI (lit. a 

river of devotion to the serpent goddess Manasa). It is a 

Tantrika work. The Ms. refers to the Durgabhaktitarahgini as his 

own work. 

He was a voluminous and versatile writer. A few words may 

be said here about some of the other works. 

Vidyapati’s name is as great in Bengal as in Mithi’a and it is 

curious that in Bengal Vidyapati is believed to have been a great 

Vaisnava, while in Mithila he was held to be a Saiva.'^®’ The 

poems of Vidyapati were edited and published by Khagendranath 

Mitra. Dr. Bimanbihari Majumdar has completely over-hauled 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

lation, p. 172 relies upon Vidyapati as “ ^fsrrT^T^rTT- 

g nrsiT i fm«r; 

1 The Niruayasindhu several times cites Durga- 

bhaktitarangiui e. g. on pp. 167, 170, 172^ 183. 

1237 Dr. Jayakanta iu his ‘ History of Maithili Literature’ devoted 

pp. 130-196 of volume I to the age of Vidyapati and pp. 

196-224 of the same vol. to his conteai(.oraries and on p. 140 

it is stated that king ^ivasiinha and his queen LakhimadevJ 

liked him very much. Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Umesa Misra 

published in 1937 a work on Vidyapati Thakura, of which the 

third edition published by him iu 1959 has been relied upon 

in this Section for information on some points. 
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and re-arranged the work and has puplished it in Devanagari 

characters along with a very elaborate and informative introduc¬ 

tion of 132 pages ( in 1953 ). There is great difference of opinion 

about what padas were the genuine works of Vidyapati. In this 

latest edition the editor had to reject 203 padas, which had been 

wrongly ascribed to Vidyapati by the editor Babu Nagendranatha 

Gupta (vide J. of G. J. R. Institute Vol. X. pp. 175-196 

Review). 

For Vidyapati’s Purusapariksa, vide No. 1922 in Mitra’s 

Notices (vol. V pp. 244-46). The work was written under the 

orders of King Sivasimha , son of King Devasirhha , of Mithila. 

It has four paricchedas and contains over forty stories about 

heroism, benevolence, dayd (kindness), theft, cowardice, a lazy man, 

a clever man &c. The Purusapariksa was rendered into English by 

Sir George A. Grierson and was published in 1935 by the Royal 

Asiatic Society, London. The translation contains 44 tales in all, 

most of them being arranged in groups e. g. there are at first four 

tales of heroic men and four tales about men of the opposite type. 

Grierson published a paper on ‘ Vidyapati and his contemporaries’ 

in I. A. Vol. XIV ( 1885 ) pp. 182-196. On pp. 190-191 of that 

volume the original Sanskrit of the Bisapi plate and its translation 

into English are set out. It is dated in several eras, son 807, 

saihvat 1455 and sake 1321 ( and L. Sarh. 283, Sravaiia suidi 7 ). 

The Ms. of the Bhagavata Purana copied by Vidyapati bears the 

date ‘ La. Sarh. 349’ says Dr. Jayakanta, while others read that 

date as La. Sarh. 349 or 389 ( vide History of Maithili Literature, 

vol. 1. p. 185. 

He may be held to have flourished between 1360-1448 A. D. 

and should be placed just about the times of Sulapani. Vide 

Journal of Department of Letters for 1929, vol. 16, for an 

informing paper on him. 

The Gahgavakyavali of Queen Visvasadevi was published at 

Calcutta in 1940 in a sumptuous edition by Dr. J. B. Chaudhuri 

Ph.D. (London) with an Introduction of 64 pages, text (in 

Sanskrit pp. 107-314), with numerous appendices such as No. 

I of pp. 1-96 on references, various readings and notes. No. II 

remarks on the quotations in the Gahgavakyavali (pp. 97-101), 

No. Ill (Description of the Mss. of the Gahgavakyavali pp. 102-4), 
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No. IV ( Remarks on the authorship of the Gangavakyavali, pp. 

105-108), No. V pp. 109-iro, on the royal family of Mithila 

No. VI some well-known smartas that have quoted the Gahgava- 

kySvali ( pp. 131-136 ), Index of verses and prose passages quoted 

in the work ( pp. 1-26 ) and names of the sources from which 

they are quoted. Index No. 5 on the maxims quoted ( p. 54) No. 

VI list of works quoted by the authoress that are not extant or 

rare or fragmentary ( p. 55 ); abbreviations (pp. 1-37), Biblio¬ 

graphy (pp. 1-21), General Index (pp. 22-40), additions and 

corrections ( pp. 41-43 ). 

The two verses at the end of the work are quoted below.^®®* 

They are clear on the point that the work was composed by the 

Queen and that all that Vidyapati did was that he studied certain 

works and made her w'ork look faultless by providing it with 

authorities from several nibandhas that he studied. It is clear that 

the work was that of tlie Queen and Vidyapati only supplied some 

textual authorities in support of her propositions. 

An excellent edition of the Gangavakyavali of Queen Visva- 

sadevi. Queen of Padmasirhha (along with the Dvarakapattala by 

Binabai) was published as volumes III and IV (as part of the 

Contribution of Women to Sanskrit Literature) by Dr. J. B. 

Chaudhuri in 1940 at Calcutta, with a Foreword by Dr. C, Otto 

Blagden and with five Appendices one of which contained some 

remarks on the authorship of the work (pp. 105-108) and on 

members of the royal family of Mithila ( 15 in all) and some 

well-known Smarta writers who quoted the Gangavakyavali. 

Visvasadevi was the wife of Padmasimha, son of Sivasirhha, king 

of Mithila.Padmasirhha became the king of Mithila on 

cirri’ Ssth II I Bi=i- 

n last the verses of 

1239 Some writers say that Padmasiiiiha was the brother of ^iva- 

siihha; but that is not correct. They were probably missed 

by the imperfect text of the extract in hlitra’s Notices vol. 

VI p. 3, where a verse refers to Sivasiiiiha and then there is a 

mutilated passage. As printed there is a lacunea in the 

( Continued on the next page) 
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Sivasimha’s death and on the death of Padmasirhha Visvasadevi 

ascended the throne. The work has 29 chapters dealing with 

such matters as remembering the Ganges, uttering its name, pil¬ 

grimage to it, hearing the eulogy of the Ganges, seeing it, bowing 

down to it, sraddha to be performed on it, bathing in it, offering 

libations (tarpana), counting beads (japa), gifts on it and offer¬ 

ing pindas and residing on it; prayas'cittas, voluntary or natural 

death (m.rtyu ), putting the bones of the dead in the waters, baths 

at the confluence of the Ganges and the Sea &c. 

For the ‘ Vibhagasara ’ of Vidyapati, vide Mitra’s Notices 

Vol. VI pp. 67-8. It deals with the meaning of ‘ Daya’, nature 

of partition, what is not liable to partition, disquisition on Stri- 

dhana ( woman’s property ) and its partition among heirs, division 

of wealth concealed, but later found partition among those who 

are born of persons that had partitioned; description of the twelve 

kinds of sons and partition among them; heirs to person dying 

without male issue; partition of wealth among persons who had 

reunited after partition. 

The Danavakyavail is described (on p. 352 of Dr. R. G. 

Bhandarkar’s Report on the search for Sanskrit Mss. for the year 

1883-84) as composed by Dhlramatl, queen of king Darpanarayana 

of Mithila, who was herself learned and who permitted the very 

clever Vidyapati to render it faultless with authoritative texts. 

Qne of \ idyapati’s works is Bhuparikramana of which a 

complete copy exists in the Mss. Library of the Sanskrit College 

of Calcutta. Some account of this work is given by Sri Dinesh 

Chandra Bhattacharya in J. G. J. R. I. Vol. VI at pp. 241-247. 

That work shows that Vidyapati had sakta leanings. His work 

seems to have been called Dvaitanirnaya (or Agamadvaitanirnaya). 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

verse ‘ + -t- + 

wftTfT ll It is quite possible that the ms, presented 

the words (and were read by the editor as 

-F 4- + ) 

1-210 Verse 6 on p. 3.02 of the Report says—‘ 

HT II 
and at the end there is » verse : — 

{Contimud on the next page) 
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In the Journal of Bihar and Orissa Society vol. 28 pp. 406-430 

for 1942 A. D., Bimanbehari Majumdar deals with the ‘ Bhanitas ’ 

in Vidyapati’s Padas. 

97. Vyavaharanirnaya of Varadaraja 

Twelve years after the first volume of the History of 

Dharmasastra was published (in 1930), Prof. K. V. Rangaswami 

Aiyangar and his pupil Mr. A. N. Krishna Aiyangar published 

in the Adyar Library Series ( Madras) an edition of the Vyava- 

haranirnaya of Varadaraja based on nine mss. 

One remarkable feature of the work is that it has no Mahgala 

s'loka at the beginning. Prof. Aiyangar suggests that this is so 

because it is only a part of a large work. 1 am not satisfied with 

the suggestion. The work could have been begun by saying 

‘ after completing the part on the subject already finished I (or 

Varadaraja) begin ’ &c. 

There are four well-known South Indian works on several 

branches of Dharmasastra including Vyavahara viz. the Smrticanf 

drika,the Parasaramadhaviya, the Vyavahara-nirnaya of Varada¬ 

raja and the Smrtimuktaphala of Vaidyanatha Diksita ( composed 

sometime about or after 1700 A. D.), the Vya. N. dealing only 

with Vyavahara. The Mitaksara also may be regarded as South 

Indian, since Vijnanesvara composed it in the domains of the 

CMukya emperor Vikramarka. All except the last two were 

published early. 

In this edition there is a preface ( pp. ix-xx), an Introduc¬ 

tion (pp. xxiii-Lxii), synopsis of its contents, comparative 

statement of the authorities on Vyavahara cited in the Mitaksara, 

Smrti-candrika, Vyavaharanirnaya, Parasara-madhaviya, table of 

contents in Sanskrit (pp. 1-28 ) the text (pp. 1-534), names of 

( Conlinued from the previous page ) 

I '^14414414^ ^'41: II It is stated that 

the Wink was composed by Mahadevi ( great Queen ) Bhlra- 

matl msr.mvat 1539, safca year 1404 (i. e. 1483 A. D.). This 

last verse makes it clear that Vidyapati’s pars was to supply 

relevant authorities on the subject in Sanskrit. Vide the 

paper on ‘ ’ by Ramavatara Pandeya, 

Daltonganj, Bihar. 
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authors and works quoted with references to pages where they 

occur (pp. 538-547 I. Inspite of the large bulk of this publi¬ 

cation the main work will not cover more than half of the 

Mitaksara on the Vyavahara section of Yajnavalkya. Each page 

of it has various readings placed one below another and the result 

is that 1/3 or 1/4 portion of most of the pages contain only 

the various readings ( rarely one half of the page e. g. pp. 114,183, 

234,236-37,476). The Editor quotes frequently in the foot¬ 

notes Narada-Manusamhita and Bhavasvamin’s bhasya (e. g. on 

pp. 304-5, 323-24, 336-37, 379, 382-83). Varadaraja’s explanations 

are often the same as in the Mit. (e. g. on pp. 67, 239, 241, 25l, 

321,413-14,420-21,480) and therefore one may hold that he 

borrows from that work (particularly as he mentions Vijnanesvara 

on p. 78 and appears to refer to him as the most eminent among 

those who have realized brahman on pp. 253, 270). He does not 

enter into discussion on knotty points like those in Yaj. II. 21, II. 

24 or whether ownership arises on partition ( vibhagat-sva-tvam- 

uta svasya sato vibhagah). On p. 521 he quotes the two verses 

of Yaj. II. 305. 306 on review of judgment but has not a word in 

explanation while the Mit. comments on them at length. On Yaj. 

IT. 100-102 the Mit. has three closely printed pages of explanation, 

while the Vya, N. quotes the verses on p. 154 but has not a word 

of explanation. Similarly on Yaj. II. 118-119 the Mit. explains 

in two closely printed pages, while the Vya. N, which quotes both 

on pp. 442-443, has hardly any explanation. 

On the whole the Vyavaharanirnaya is a pedestrian perform¬ 

ance. In spite of the labour bestow’ed by the editors on this 

work, one is surprised at the mistakes committed by them in some 

places. A few are cited here. On pp. 120-121 the Vy. N. quotes 

as Yajnavalkya’s the verses ’uktepi saksibhih’ &c. (Yaj. II. 80 and 

83) but in the alphabetical Sanskrit index of verses it is noted 

( on pp. 580 and 71.:) that the two verses are anamaka ( without 

name). Similarly, on p. 386 the Vy. N. quotes Yaj. I. 65 (dattam 

api haret &c.) and Yaj. II. 146 ( dallva kanjam &c.) but there is 

a footnote ( 4 ) on the same page that those passages of Yaj. are 
not found in the pri.nted Yajnavalkya. 

The Vy. Ts. quotes many Smrtis and some works and authors 

of which the following deserve to be noted. Akhar.dadars'a (p. 

434), Agnimitra (p. 130), Asahaya (pp. 135, 230, 455), Udyo- 
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tana (pp. 78, 455 ), Kavasa (p. 471 ), Krsna (pp. 78, 278), 

Kautilya ( pp. 284-85 ), Dharmadrona ( p. 353 either a work or 

author), Dhares'vara (pp. 78, 135 ), Bhattakumara ( pp. 78, 135), 

Pailcadhyayl (pp. 132, 357 ), Vijnanesvara (p. 78), Ankara 

( p. 135 ), Svayambhuvagama ( p. 14), Acarya Vis'varQpa (pp. 78, 
135, 474). 

The Vy. N. nowhere refers to Bharuci who was comparatively 
an early author on Dharma^astra. 

It is interesting to note that the Vy. N. (on pp. 284-85) 

quotes a passage from Kautilya’s Arthasastra about the payment 

of Daksina when one of the several priests required in Agnistoma 

and other Vedic sacrifices falls ill before the whole sacrifice 
is finished. 

The date of Varadaraja has now to be discussed. As he 

mentions Vijnanesvara, designates him ‘ brahmavitpravara ’ and 

appears to have copied the very words of the Mitaksara ( as indi¬ 

cated above and as admitted by Prof. Aiyangar on p. xxviil 

of the Introduction), he mu-'t be held to be at least one generation 

later than the Mitaksara. It has been shown above that the Mit. 

cannot be placed later than 1100-1120 A. D. 1 regret to say that 

I cannot accept the encomiums that the late Professor showers 

on Varadaraja on p. xxix (as being independent, original as to 

interpretation and endowed with command over Mimamsa and 

Nyaya ). To me he appears to be a puny figure in the matter of 

Mimaihsa applied to Dharmasastra as compared with the vast 

erudition shown by the Mitaksara. Here I cannot deal with the 

arguments of Prof. Aiyangar. Varadaraja is earlier than 1515 

A. D. That is certain. So one has to find out how much earlier 

he can be placed. 

Prof. Aiyangar (on p. lxvi of the Introduction) refers to 

p. 459 of the Vy. N. where the Vedic text ‘ tasmat striyo nirindriya 

adayadir ’ is cited and explaired. On p. lxvi of the Introduction 

he remarks that the interpretation of ‘ nirindriyah ’ as applied to 

women in Manusn rti (in IX. 18) by Varadaraja is original 

was not anticipated by any previous writer. This is a bold and 

sweeping statement. Much of the medieval literature is still 

unpublished and buried in Mss. and chronology is uncertain and 

a large part has perished beyond recovery. The most importaqt 

H. D.—103 
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point of construction of the Vedic text is that it is not to be taken 

literally and as prohibiting women as inheritors of family property. 

It may be shown to be restricted in import in various ways. 

To be brief, Apararka whose commentary on Yaj. cannot be 

placed later than 1140 A. D. has a similar explanation. The 

Manusmrti (IX. 18) refers to the Vedic passage and says 

‘ nirindriya hyamantrasca striyosnrtam-iti sthitih ’. Apararka held 

it was a mere arthavada, not to be taken literally, and that that 

passage refers to cases where a son exists. The Smrticandrika 

also holds that the Sruti is an arthavada and refers to women 

other than those that are expressly named as heirs. The Paras'ara- 

Madhavjya also explains it as indicating that the wife of the sacri- 

ficer has no right to partake of the Soma drink. Madhavacarya 

is the most learned writer among Daksinatyas. His greatness and 

fame stand only second to the great Sahkaracarya. 

The Paras'aramadhaviya is one of his earliest w'orks. The 

Kalanirnaya expressly says that it was composed after the com¬ 

mentary on the Parasarasmrti. Therefore the Parasara-Madhavlya 

cannot be dated later than about 1340 A. D. Great controversies 

have raged round Madhava and Vidyaranya. There are some 

scholars who deny their identity ( vide J. of Indian History Vol. 

XII pp. 241-250 by Doraiswami Iyengar). Unfortunately secta¬ 

rian zeal of Vaisnavas and non-Vaisnavas in South India also 

appears to play a part in these discussions. Prof. Aiyangar’s 

discussion about Varadaraja and Madhava smacks of these ten¬ 

dencies. Some undisputed facts must be first stated. Varadaraja 

is a very common name in the Tamil country as the presiding 

deity at Kancipura is named Varadaraja ( admitted on p. xLvn ). 

Varadaraja is not referred to anywhere by Madhava (admitted by 

Prof. Aiyangar on p. xLviii of Intro, to Vy. N.). But he 

musters courage to say ‘ In spite of the absence of some reference 

to Varadaraja’s work, it is incredible that it should not have been 

known to Madhava ’. The belief of a person however learned he 

may be is worth little. It is the reasons for that belief that 

matter. Prof. Aiyangar may believe anything but it is his reasons 

that have to be examined. If one scholar says that Varadaraja 

borrows from Madhava. he cannot be silenced by another simply 

saying he does not believe that at all. What are the grounds of 

this sweeping assertion? On p. 414 the Vyavaharanirnaya quotes 
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a verse (quoted in note belowas from Prajapati about 

some matters forbidden in Kalijiiga. The same passage occurs 

in the Mit.on Yaj. II. 117. The Mit. composed in about 1100 A. 

D. could not have borrowed it from Vy. N. The same passage is 

quoted in the Smrticandrika as from Sangrahakara (Vyavahara 

p. 266 Gharpure). In the Sac-carila-raksa (p. 47 Venk. Press 

ed.) of Vedantades'ika there is a verse of Yama quoted from 

Skandapurana, the reading of v'hich was changed in a work 

called Varadarajiya-Smrti-Sahgraha. -On p. xlvi (Intro.) Prof. 

Aiyangar refers to certain remarks of Vedantades'ika in his 

Saccaritaraksa viz. that the topic of sanctified food for Vaisnavas 

had been treated by Yamunac&rj'a and elucidated by the teamed 

Varadaraja-pandita in his Sanmargadip’ka and that he (Vedanta- 

desika ) follows in their footsteps. Prof. Aiyangar at once jumps 

to the conclusion that the Smrtisangraha of Varadaraja referred to 

by Vedantades'ika must be the work of Varadaraja, who is the 

author of Vy. Nirnaya. Prof. Aiyangar complacently observes 

(p. XLVI of Intro.) ‘ As the topic comes within the scope of 

Dharmasastra, there is no reasonable ground for ascribing the 

Sanmargadipika to a Varadaraja different from the author of the 

Smrtisangraha There are very reasonable and strong grounds 

for scouting all the remarks of Prof. Aiyangar. In the first place, 

the Varadaraja of Vv. bJ. gi\es no information about himself. He 

nowhere states that it is a part of a larger work nor does he 

mention any work called Sinrti'^angraha. Besides, Varadaraja is 

a very common name in the Tamil country as he admits (p. 

XLVii of Introduction). The Smrticandrika on Vyavahara 

( p. 36 ) quotes five verses from Sangrahakara about the chara¬ 

cteristics of a proper plaint in a suit. The same five verses, are 

quoted by the Mit. on Yaj. II. 9 with the words ‘Yathoktam’. 

These five verses are not found in Vy. N. Therefore, the Sangra- 

ha or Smrti-Sangraha known to the Mit. and Smsticandrika is 

entirely different from the Smrtisr.ngraha of Varadaraja. Prof. 

Aiyangar unnecessarily parades (on p. xxxvii of Intro.) the 

colophons of the Mss. used by him for editing the Vy. N. The 

words ‘ Srlmad-Varadarajiyc vyav^hara-nirnaye ’ or ‘ Srimad- 

Varadarajiye Dharmas'astre vyavaharanirnaye ’ mean nothing more 

1241 tt*rr n l I sjiCgit:- 
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than ‘ Varadarajena prokta ’ ( expounded by Varadaraja ) accord¬ 

ing to Panini IV. 3. 101 ‘ tena proktam’. If one looks into the 

various catalogues of Sanskrit mss. ( such as Aufrecht’s) one 

would find that there are more than two dozen authors called 

Varadaraja. There is at present absolutely no evidence ( except 

the sameness of name) that the Smrtisangraha of Varadaraja 

mentioned in note 3 on p. XLvii is the work of the same Varada¬ 

raja who is the author of the Vy. N. Granting for a moment that 

Vedantades'ika’s Saccaritaraksa was composed about 1297 A. D. 

(as asserted on p. xlv of introduction to Vy. N.) there is no 

substantial evidence to connect that Smrtisangraha with the author 

of the Vy. N. beyond the mere name. It has been shown above 

( under Kalpataru of Laksmidhara ) that scholars have had grave 

doubts about the dates of the successors of Sri Ramanujacarya 

and the dates assigned to them by their own Vaisnava writers and 

the traditions of the Vadagalai and the Tengalai scholars. That 

being the case. 1 take exception to the statement on p. xlvi (of 

Intro.) that Varadarajapandita (author of Sanmargadipika) is 

identical with the Varadaraja. author of Vy. N. Again I take 

strong objection to the remark on p. XLvni that a comparison 

of the two works ( Parasaramadhaviya and Vy. N. ) establishes 

the superior learning and acuteness of the Varadarajiya and its 

greater originality. 1 have shown above how mediocre is the 

work called Vy. N. as compared with the Mitaksara and I hold 

on the evidence available so far that the author of Vy. N. is later 

than the Madhavlya and borrows from the Madhaviya. 

For reasons of space it is impossible to criticize at length the 

many debatable points in Prof. Aiyangar’s Introduction, parti¬ 

cularly about the chronological relation between the Smrticandrika 

and Paras’ara-madhaviva on the one hand and the Vy. N, on the 

other. On pp Ltv-Lv( Intro.) he refers to Prajapati quoting the verse 

about Niyoga, unequal partition and the immolation of a cow. 

That verse is quoted from Sangraha by the Smrticandrika (vide 

note 1241 above ). Prajapati is not cited even once by ViSvarOpa 

on Yaj. The Mit. quotes Prajapati as Smrti only in three places 

viz. on Yaj. III. 20 ( on as'auca and the birth of a son), 111. 25 

(again on as'auca ) and 111. 260 ( penance for a person guilty of 

adultery with even the low caste wife of his brahmana guru). The 

Mit. does not quote Prajapati on acara and Vyavahara. Apararka 
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quotes only four verses of Prajapafi on acara, two on Vyavahara, 

and one on as'auca and one prose passage on the four kinds of 

Sannyasins. The Krtyakalpataru (on Vyavahara) quotes only 

three verses of Prajapati. That establishes that Prajapati’s work 

was either non-existent or negligible in the 9th century A. D., 

was very sparingly relied upon even upto the 12th century A. D. 

and was a very minor authority as compared with Brhaspati, 

Katyayana and many others. The Smrticandrika quotes from 

Prajapati about eleven verses on Ahnika, about 21 on Vyavahara 

and about three on Sraddha. The Smrticandrika would have to be 

placed at the latest about 1220-1250 A. D. ( as Hemadri quotes 

it very frequently ). Turning to the Vyavahara-nirnaya which is 

a much smaller work (being confined only to Vyavahara) it 

quotes about 86 verses of Prajapati, of which about 46 relate to 

ordeals alone. Another remarkable circumstance is that Vy. N. 

was composed at a time when weekdays and Sankranti had come 

very much to the fore even in judicial matters such as trial 

by ordeals. 

Besides, the Smrticandrika even on the section on Vyavahara 

covers (in Gharpure’s ed.) 322 closely printed pages of a very 

large size ( with hardly a line for various readings), with about 

32 lines on each page each line containing from 24 to 38 letters. 

The'Vy. N. has only 534 pages of a smaller size with about 12 to 

23 lines ( of texts ) on each page and a much smaller number 

of letters from 16 to 28 in each line. The Smrticandrika text on 

Vyavahara contains far more matter than the text in the whole of 

the Vyavaharanirnaya. From these facts it may be concluded 

that the Smrticandrika, though more extensive on Vyavahara 

than the Vy. N., quotes Prajapati less than half as many times as 

the Vy. N. does. That is Vy. N. had a much more inflated text 

of Prajapati than what even the Smrticandrika had before it and 

so it probably is a great deal later than the Smrticandrika. Simi¬ 

larly, the Madhaviya on Vyavahara quotes from Prajapati only 35 

verses on Vyavahara of which eleven refer to ordeals. 

Prof. Aiyangar attaches undue importance to the quotations 

from Prajapati in Vy. N. Prajapati is not one among the many 

authors on Dharmasastra named in Yaj. 1. 4-5 nor among the 

thirtysix expounders of Dharma named by Paithmasi quoted by 

the Smrticandrika on its first page. The Parasaramadhaviya on 
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Vyavahara quotes only 31 verses from Prajapati of which only 

eleven are concerned with ordeals, while Vy. N. quotes 86 verses 

from Prajapati on Vyavahara, of which 46 are concerned with 

ordeals. The above facts should be held to lead to the conclusion 

that Vy. N. had before it a far more inflated text of Prajapati 

than what the Madhavlya had before it. Critical scholars should 

not be impressed or influenced by the mention of an ancient name 

tacked to verses by Medieval writers. The Manusmrti (in I. 

34-35 ) says that the first human being created by Viraj was Manu 

who created ten Prajapatis viz. Marici, Atri, Ahgiras, Pulastya, 

Pulaha, Kratu, Pracetas, Vasistha, Bhrgu and Narada, from all of 

whom verses on Dharma topics are quoted by the Mit., Apararka 

and Smrticandrika. That shows that works were palmed off on 

people as composed by primeval sages, though composed by 

scholars in medieval historic times in order to make them appear 

very authoritative. 

The sources of Dharma were chiefly three, viz. ^ruti (or 

Veda), Smrtis and customs (vide Gaut. Dh. S. I. 1-2, Ap. Dh. S. 

I. 1. 1. 2. Vas. Dh. S. I. 4-6, Manu II. 6) and the theory was 

that each succeeding one was inferior in authority to each preced¬ 

ing one. In the march of ages certain practices that prevailed in 

the Vedic times ( such as Niyoga ) and even in the times of the 

Smrtis (such as marriage of a brahmana with a woman of the 

the Ksatriya or Vaisya rurna) went out of vogue and new ones 

came to be observed. In some cases, therefore, changes were 

introduced or recommended by learned men interpreting vedic 

texts as merely arthavadas { not to be taken literally) and by even 

changing the words of the texts. For e.xample, the Kalpataru 

( on Vyavahara p. 691) and Dayatattva^^*^ ( Jivananda ed. p. 185 ) 

provide by quoting Devala that the Stridhana of a woman dying 

childless is taken (on her death ) by her husband or by her mother 

or by her brother or by her father. But writers from Kamarupa 

( Assam) read the same verse as ( aprajayam hared bharta bhrata 

mata pitapi va). Vide Pandit Manoranjan Sastri’s paper in 

‘ Pragjyotisa Souvenir ‘ (published at the time of the 22nd Session 

of the All India Oriental Conference in Jan. 1965 ). Brhaspati 

1242 3w<fFit i atst^rsff inm 
4T II ( vol. II. p. 185 quoting Devala. ). 
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prescribes that the stridhana of a woman on her death passes to 

her sons and to daughters that are unmarried, but the married 

daughter (in such a case) receives a small part as a token of 

honour to her. The Dayabhaga by a slight change ( samudha to 

na labhen-matrkam dhanam ’) denies to the married daughter the 

right to receive even a token part of her mother’s stridhana. 

In the above cases the original text must have been only of 

one tenor, but by a slight change the same verse is made to yield 

a different sense. 

As this Varadaraja is quoted in several places in the Vyava- 

harakanda of the Sarasvativilasa of Prataparudra (on pp. 135, 179, 

268-269, 276, 319 ), his work must be earlier than about 1500 A. 

D. as Prataparudra ruled from 1497 to 1538 A. D. and refers to 

him as one among adhunika writers ( p. 325 ). It should be noted 

that the Sarasvativilasa, which quotes Apararka many times ( as 

on pp. 230, 262, 264, 308, 344-45, 354, 367 &c.) and the Can- 

drikakara (i. e. author of Smrticandrika) dozens of times (as on 

pp. 212, 230, 235, 242, 264, 267, 275, 308, 350) never speaks of 

Apararka or the Candrika or Smrticandrika as adhunika. The 

Smrticandrika would have to be placed between 1200-1240 A. D. 

as it quotes Apararka and is quoted very largely by Heraadri. 

Therefore Varadaraja must be later than 1300 A. D. and would 

have to be assigned to a period between 1450-1495 A. D. (in 

order that he may be styled Adhunika in a work composed in the 

first quarter of the 16th century). 

98. Sulapani 

Jimutavahana, Sulapani and Raghunandana are the three 

leading and very eminent writers on Dharmasastra from Bengal. 

Rai Bahadur Manomohan Chakravarti in his learned and long 

paper ‘ Contributions to the History of Smrti in Bengal and 

Mithila ’ in J. A. S. B. ( New Series ) Vol. XI ( 1915 ) deals with 

Bengal authors on Smrti in pp. 311-406 and deals with Sulapani 

in pp. 336-343 giving n very interesting account of his works 

and time. 

The earliest work of Sulapani appears to have been his Dipa- 

kalika, a commentary on the smrti of Yajnavalkya. It is a very 

brief commentary. Rai Bahadur M. M. Chakravarti had no 
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printed edition of the Dipakatika and relied upon a ms. from the 

Sanskrit College. The Dlpakalika'^*® was published by Mr. 

Gharpure in 1939 in his series of Hindu Law texts. Raghu- 

nandana quotes or refers to it very often in spite of its small size 

(vide vol. I, Sraddha, pp. 201, 208, 225, 247; Ahnika 454; 

Prayascitta 543, 546; vol. II Udvaha 138, Vyavahara 224, 225; 

Divya 577. The portion on the dayabhaga section ( Yajnavalkya 

II, verses 114-149) is contained in live printed pages (vide 

Ghose’s Hindu Law, edition of 1917, vol. IT. pp. 550-554). In 

this commentary, besides the sages he names only a few writers 

and works on dharma, e. g. the Kalpataru, Govindaraja, the 

Mitaksara, Medhatithi and Visvarupa. He entertained somewhat 

archaic views on matters of inheritance. For example, he holds 

that the text speaking of the right of the parents to succeed before 

the brothers of the deceased has reference to property acquired by 

the deceased from his father or grand-father. He explained the 

word ‘ apratisthita ’ in the sutra of Gautama ‘ stridhanarh duhi- 

trnamaprattanam-apratisthitanam ca ’ in the same way as 

Apararka, JimOtavahana and the Smrticandrika.^®** He says that 

a full brother though not re-united succeeded before a half-brother 

1243 The ( ed. by Gharpure ) covers only 110 pages but 

mentions a large number of smrti works, and authors : 

vrrsa^r, rrg, (verse 

), 13743 ( verse ), qJT, 

( p. 81), ( prose once ), ^^1%%^ ( prose 

12 times ), 5rmi?T>T, 13:51Trrm>T, ( once), ( once), 

flflrT ( both prose and verse ), rrfr- 

JTRd’ ( 4 times ), ( once ), 3TT3^ (once), 

ggcT ( twice ). It quotes several jtFrs ( some of them often )- 

®nf?, ail ( 10 times ), ( 13 times ), 

In rni. f7. pp. 390-91 he states—‘ 

I tsttwt ^ 

%lTfir34t: cIT^rt 

1 3 53^33:1 

1244 3irpT?TT 33343 33313 I 3T ^3T 3313: 5331311%: 1 vide 

^'j.Ki'qPsl'Til ( Gharpure’s ed. ) on 511374 p. 385 ‘ 3T3l%{%3T 

3131?n f^>431 f 311 1 fllll 111 11314f4;t3314f3 *333133 siPelT- 

33; 13141 ^^^34531 311'?lTi:iT 41ffe3l3u|PilTfr4ifiii4ui|t)^i ’ 

Vide fl)dT. on 37. II. 145. The sutra of Gautama is : ^ftl^ 
S[%<4'lim3(313lf3fl3t3t 3 1 28. 22. 
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though re-united.This explanation of the much canvassed 

verse of Yaj. offered by Silapani is referred to by the Vjramitro- 

daya.’®'^® The Vyavaharatattva of Raghunandana several times 

refers to Sulapani’s explanations of Yaj.'**^ 

In the Prayas'cittaviveka (p. 390 of Jivananda’s ed.) Sulapani 

states that he has already composed a commentary on Yaj. The 

Suddhitattva (vol. 11 p. 380 ) mentions that .Sulapani also com¬ 

posed ‘ Parisista-dipakalika ’. 

Sulapani wrote several small treatises on topics of dharma- 

sastra. It is doubtful whether he contemplated or proposed to 

make them parts of a huge digest on Smrti. At least twelve 

tractales of his ending in the wotd ‘ Viveka ’ are known. Chakra- 

varti on p. 337 of his paper opines that the several ‘ small treatises 

formed parts of general treatise by name the Smrtiviveka. ’ With 

great respect 1 demur to this conclusion. He nowhere drops even 

a hint that he meant these large and small treatises to be parts of 

a Smrtiviveka viz. Ekadasi-viveka, Tithi-viveka, Dattaka-viveka, 

Durgotsavaprayoga-viveka, Durgotsava-viveka, Dolayatra-viveka, 

Pratistha-viveka, Prayascitta-viveka, Rasayatra-viveka, Vratakala- 

viveka, Suddhi-viveka, Sraddha-viveka, Sarhkranti-viveka, Sarh- 

bandha-viveka (on marriage). Of these the Durgotsavaviveka 

seems to have been amongst his latest works, since he names 

therein five of his vivekas on durgotsava-prayoga, pratistha. 

prayas'citta, suddhi and sraddha. The Sraddha-viveka is the most 

famous of his works and has been printed. His Prayascittaviveka 

and Durgotsava-viveka have also been published, the former by 

Jivananda ( 1893 ) and the latter by the Sanskrit Sahitya Parisad 

at Calcutta in Bengali characters. In the Durgotsava-viveka he 

deals with the worship of Durga in Asvina and also in spring 

(hence the deity is called Vasanti). In the Durgotsavaviveka, 

besides such puranas as the Kalika, Bhavisyottara, Bhagavata, 

1245 g l Vide Uayatattva 

( Vol. II pp. 194-195 ) ‘ 

'TIvqr^lRi... STHgwfir ^^1^ > ’• 

^ i 3 &c. ’ pp. 

682-683. 

1247 e. g. •I ijl.'ri'JlPi- 
i P- (^oL II). 

H. D. 104 
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Devi, he names a host of writers and works as noted below.'^*® 

In spite of Aufrecht’s view the Samvatsara-pradlpa is not his own 

work. The Sarhvatsarapradipa mentioned by ^Qlapani in Durgo- 

tsavaviveka appears to have been a work of Halayudha, as Raghu- 

nandana states in Ekadasitattva (vol. II. p. 51, ‘Sarhvatsara- 

pradipe Halayudhopi etanmatilnusari’) and in Ssuddhi (Vol. II 

p. 327 ‘ ata eva sarhvatsara-pradipe Halfiyudhenoktam). The 

Sarhvatsarapradipa without the author’s name is quoted by 

Raghunandana many times, as in (vol. I) Tithi (pp. 34, 43, 49, 

106); Sraddha, p. 250, Prayascitta p. 508, Malamasa pp. 754, 

848; in vol. II Ekadasi pp. 8, 40, 61-62, 65, 83, and Suddhi 382. 

A Sarasamuccaya is also mentioned in Hemadri (Danakhanda 

page 135). The Smrtisagara is probably the same as the 

Govindarnava of Sesa Nrsirhha. isrikaramis'ra is probably the 

ancient author referred to even by the Mitaksara. 

Sulapani is mentioned by name by Raghunandana in some 

places without any title (as in vol. 1 Malamasa pp. 748, 854-55; 

Vol. II. p. 577 Divya), sometimes as upadhyaya (vol. I. Daya 

175 ) and very often as Mahamahopadhyaya ( as in vol. 1 Prayas¬ 

citta pp. 528, 553 ; vol. II. Vyavahara p. 197, Suddhi p. 296 ). 

Brief notes may be added on a few of his works. 

The Sambandhaviveka^^^^ was edited by Dr. J. B. Chaudhuri 

(Calcutta) in 1942 with an Introduction of 23 pages dealing 

with the origin and development of the forms of marriage 

( 8 forms in the Gaut. Dh. S. and in Asv. Gr. I. 6 ) and contain- 

1248 They are; 

1249 The text in the edition by Dr. Chaudhuri of the Sambandha- 

viveka contains only 15 pages. But about one-third or more 

of each page is covered by various readings. So the text by 

itself would occupy only about six or seven printed pages of 

a small size book in modern times. As there were hardly any 

printing presses for Sanskrit works before the advent of the 

British and as the different parts of India were separated by 

the barriers of language and usages and were governed by 

different dynasties, each region produced its own compilations 

in Sanskrit, particularly on matters of Dharmasastra. 
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ing a few remarks on the work of Sulapani. A work of the same 

name by Bhavadevabhatta who flourished at least three centuries 

before Sulapani has also been edited by Dr. S. C. Baneijee in N. 

I. A. Vol. VI. pp. 97-102. A comparison of the works of the 

same name by Bhavadeva and Sulapani would be interesting but 

reasons of space prevent any such attempt. It is a misnomer to 

speak of the small treatises of Sulapani as granthas or nibandhas. 

It is cumbersome and unnecessary to mention and describe all the 

writings of Sulapani (in a work like the present general History of 

Dharmas'astra) said to be 23 by Dr. S. C. Banerjee in N. I. A. 

vol. V. pp. 169-176. 

For the Dolayatraviveka one has to turn to the volume of 

studies presented to the present author on his completing 60 years 

on the 7th May 1941, to which Dr. S. C. Banerji contributed a 

paper containing the text of Dolayatraviveka of Sulapani (pp. 

56-62) based on seven mss. belonging to the Dacca University 

mss. library. It is a small tract of about five printed pages (if 

the footnotes about different readings of the mss. be excluded). 

bolayatra means the festival of swinging (of the image of Kfsna). 

Half of the work is taken from Skandapurana, some verses are 

also quoted from the Brahmapurana and Devipurana and the 

work called Bhujabalabhima is also cited. The festival may be 
celebrated for three days or five days. Ordinarily it is celebrated 

on the full moon day of Phalguna (but questions arise when 

Paurnima is mixed withCaturdas'i) or with Uttaraphalgum naksatra. 

The conclusions are stated in the note below^“° when one or two 

of the three required particulars are wanting. 

A few words are required to be said on the two extensive 

and important works of Sulapani, viz. Prayascittaviveka and 

Sraddhaviveka. But the Sraddhaviveka not being available to 

me in Devanagari script, 1 have had to give up the idea of say¬ 

ing something about it. The first was printed over seventy years 

ago by Jivananda with the commentary of Govindananda called 

1250 3T^: I 1 ^ 
'fininrot 'hi<- 

p. 60. 
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Tattvarthakaumudi and contains 544 printed pages. Hundreds 

of Prayascittas on serious and insignificant transgressions are 

mentioned in this work. It is difficult to believe that all 

these (or even large portions ) were actually practised by the 

people in the author’s days or even centuries before him. A 

brief statement of its contents is given here.— Etymology'’®^ of 

the word Prayascitta according to Ahgiras and Harha; how sins 

are incurred f acc. to Manu XI. 43, Yaj. III. 219-220); the effect 

of sins are experienced in the present life itself or in another 

life (Yaj. III. 32-33 ); sinners fall into hell or are born with 

bodily defects ( Manu XI. 49, 52 ); narakas ( hells) are many acc. 

to Manu IV. 88-90; two views - one is that the results of every 

act must be endured and there is no escape from them; the other 

is that results of sins may be avoided or mitigated by appropriate 

acts and penances declared in the sastras ( Manu XI. 45, 46, 53 ); 

distinction between sins committed through ignorance and sins 

committed of set purpose ( Yaj. III. 226 ); sinner should approach 

a parisad (assembly of learned men) or the king; consti¬ 

tution of parisad for prescribing appropriate penances (pp. 

27-29); various methods for reducing or removing effects 

of sins ( Manu XI. 227, 230 ); enumeration of penances like 

krcchra, candrayana, prajapatya, santapana, paraka; secret 

penances like japa of mantras and homas; nine kinds of sins, 

such as atipataka, mahapataka, anupataka, upapataka, 

jatibhrarhs'akara &c.; enumeration and definitions of these; acc. 

to Visnu (34. 1 ) there arc three axipatakas viz. incest with 

mother, daughter or daughter-in-law; Manu does not mention 

atipatakas as a distinct class; for Atipatakas, penance for these 

is entering into fire; Prayascittas for the five Mahapatakas (in 

Manu XI. 54 ); upapatakas are 38 in Manu ( XI. 59-66 ); Jati- 

bhrathsakara are sins mentioned in Manu XI. 67-70; penances 

for Mahapatakas; no sin incurred when a brahmana who is 

being treated medically dies (Yaj. ill. 284); Manu (VIII. 350-52) 

and many ancient sages very clearly accept the right of private 

1251 3T^ I 1 1 

vrM: i cTSTt fT^hr: i 

1 504. pp. 2-4. 
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defence by stating that even if one’s guru or a boy or an old 

man or a learned brahmana approaches with a weapon to harm 

a person, the latter should kill him without further thought’^'^; 

penances for killing a brahmana ( 13 indicated by Manu XI. 

72-82 as stated in the Pr. Viveka p. 65); but this applies only 

when killing is not of set purpose; P. (stands for Prayascitta 

or Prayas'cittas in this summary') for those who abet killing 
or who encourage or merely approve; P. are more severe 

according as the culprit in the case of killing a brahmana 

is a Ksatriya or of another varna or even in other offences 

(than killing a brahmara); Daksina in penances depends upon 

the means of the guilty person; penances for drinking sura;^^^^ 

meaning of sura ( Manu Xf. 93), since all intoxicants are not 

regarded as sura (pp. 89 ff.); P. for theft of gold ( pp. 107-127); 

1252 Similar provisions ocsur in Matsya-puraua, chap. 227. 11.5-117 

Prayascitta V. of Sulapapi (pp.-59-60) quotes Manu VIII. 351, 

and remarks that the words ‘ Hanyad-eva ’ show that there is 

no alternative and the only action is to kill that brahmana 

offender ( evaLaro niya 'I'lnhah ) and the Dandaviveka ( p. 

240 ) of Vardhamaua repeats these words of ^ulapani. Vide 

an elaborate paper on ‘ Atatayivadba ’ by Prof, llangaswami 

Aiyar-igar in C. K. Raja Felicitation volume pp. 197-232. 

The Chandogynpanisad ( V. 10. 9 ) enumerates the five Maha- 

patak.is in the vfrse ‘ steno hiranyasya. ... paficamas-cacaca 

rai.star-itiManu IV. 162 and VIIl. 3.50( = Matsyapurana 

227. 115 ) appear to be inconsistent with each other. Therefore 

The Sar. V. p. 155 holds that the latter deals only with the 

punishment for ) Atatayi br.ahmanas. Eten in the Rgveda 

{ VII. 86. 6 ) Vasistha appears to plead with God Varuna that 

man commits sin under the influence of surd, wrath, gambling, 

thoughtlessness and in VITI. 2. 12 refers to brawls ( or fights) 

arising among people intoxicated by surd. 

1253 The Prayascitta V. ( p. 89 ) quotes a 6ruti ‘ Sur^ vai malam- 

annanain ’ and adds ‘ yadyapi annasabdah .... odane prasi- 

ddhastathapi... pista-yavagvadivikaramapi laksayati tena- 

nnavikaraviseso madahetuh suretyuoyate ’ and cites Manu XI. 

93 ‘ Sura vai malamannanam itc. ’ and then quotes two verses 

of Pulastya, in which eleven kinds of intoxicating drinks are 

specified as varieties of madya, are distinguished from sura 

and it is expressly provided that all kinds of madya are not 

(Continued on the next page) 
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Technical meaning of Suvarna; punishments for theft of gold of 

different quantities and discussion of the meaning of steya; 

punishments for theft of gold (including fines); P. for adultery 

with a wife of one’s guru (pp. 128-140); different meanings 

of guru ( Yaj. I. 34, Manu II. 142 and 149); Gautama II. 56, Devala 

who describes eleven kinds of gurvangana; P. for contact with 

sinners (pp. 140-176); nine kinds of contact (samsarga) acc. 

to Brhaspati; P. for anupatakas (those that are equal to 

mahapatakas acc. to Manu XI. 55-58, pp. 176-192); P. for 

Upapatakas (192 ff.) mentioned in Manu ( Xl. 59-66; 59 Upapa- 

takas (Govadha is the first and Nastikya is the last of them); 

P. for killing a cow ( Manu XI. 108-116 ); they varied according 

as the cow belonged to a brahmana or to men of other varnas; 

P. for killing a Ksatriya (Manu Xl. 126-130) or one who is born 

of a pratiloma and others (pp. 221-22); P. for killing women of 

the several varnas (pp. 223-28); P. for killing a foetus ( pp. 228- 

29); P. for killing an elephant, horse, donkey and other animals, 

birds, fishes ( pp. 229-43 ) and for cutting trees, creepers &c. 

double^^®* fines for cutting trees growing in cemeteries, on 

boundaries, holy places, temples (Yaj. 11.227-229); no fault if 

trees are cut for making ploughs or utensils to be used in 

sacrifices ( p. 245 ); P. for eating food and things forbidden ( pp. 

248-53 ); P. for taking food from washermen, Kapalikas, candalas 

&c. (pp. 256-59 ); no P. in certain cases for partaking 

of flesh even by brahmanas (pp. 277-78 ); P. for eating food 

or flesh that is not allowed by sastra ( pp. 281-82 ); fast as a P. 

for not performing one’s daily duties as laid down by the Veda 

(p. 286 quoting Manu Xl. 203); P. for eating onions, garlic 

&c. (pp. 293-95 ); P. for drinking sura, urine &c. through 

ignorance for men of the three varnas (pp. 303 ff. ), P. for eat¬ 

ing food, some part of which was eaten by a cat, crow, dog or 

having hair in it (pp. 320-21 ); P. for dining in a row with men 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

sura ( Pr. V. p. 90 ) ani remarks : 

1 p. 101 and adds ‘ 3 

spjmHW vide p. 106 of Pr. V. 

for a summary of Prayusidttas for drinking sura to be under¬ 

gone by persons of dellereut rarrnis and ages. 

SfK. (%. p. 244 after quoting Yaj. II. 227 -229. 
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of other varms or for drinking water from a well used by candalas 

or from a vessel used by them (pp. 323-28); P. for drinking 

milk which is declared to be unfit (pp. 335-36 quoting Gau¬ 

tama Dh. S. 17. 22-26, Manu V. 8-9, Visnu Dh. S. 51. 38-41 ); 

general rule that where penances are not declared in one Smrti, 

one may draw upon other smrtis or the opinion of s'istas (as 

Sankha-smrti says); as regards upapatakas the rule laid down in 

Visnu*^®^ is that the full penance is to be gone through by a brah- 

mana, 3/4th by a ksatriya, one-half by a Vaisya and l/4th by a 

s'udra (p. 340); different P. for theft of various articles, crops 

and animals (pp. 341-48 ); when adultery is forbidden only as 

upapataka (pp. 349-53 ); offenders committing adultery with 

women of a higher varna were treated with great severity (pp. 

354-55 ) and women of higher varna committing adultery with a 

sudra or antyaja were to be killed or driven away ( p. 360 ); P. for 

having intercourse with one’s wife on what are called parvan days 

(pp. 367~6S quoting Manu IV. 128 and XI. 203 which prescribe 

fast); P. for married woman guilty of adultery (Manu XI. 176 and 

Yaj. 1. 70, 72); P. for a brahmana woman raped by a brahmana 

1255 srsr ^ i ^*tT 

1 fWsr g 'tKhf i %?4ts'4 igsc- 

'5rTl%5 5r^ll STT^T. f4. p. 349. Several medieval writers includ¬ 

ing Sulapani are in the habit of saying that certain verses or 

passages are anakara i. e. not supported by authoritative 

sources since they have not been mentioned by Rajan 

( Bhojadeva ) and others; e. g. in the Prayascitta-Viveka itself 

he says — (srrq-. f|-. 

p. 150; 'TtT?Tt% ^ 

<1^% ’TgTi%:i ihid. p. 152; g f^fvr: 

^«n ‘ o’m-^RT- 
1 ibid. p. 539 ; in 

(p. 57 ) says - ‘ .^ 1 1 tctr- 

in Ekadasitattva 

( vol. II. p. 45 ) administers a sharp rebuke to those who put 

forward such an argument— “ JT tttnvTPTITrg I 

‘ u-di I ■i, gtr; ’ 

^4m;7tqTVHyrq’-4'r^'T!nfh?m'fi i ^gTcrifo^ ^ Rh i 

^sc=g?f?gTnT'4Ttiig i ?r ft 

i ■>Trw5rfe%Tg; 
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or by a person of another varm (pp. 370-73) ; P. for a man having 

intercourse with a woman of any one of the seven antyajas 

knowingly or through ignorance ( pp. 374-75 ); P. for a person 

marrying or setting up a sacred lire before an elder brother or for 

a younger sister marrying before an elder one ( pp. 378-83 ); P. 

for vratya i. e. a person belonging to one of the three varnas 

whose upanayana was not performed even uptill the 16th, 22nd 

or 24th year from birth as required by Manu XI. 196, Yaj. I. 

37-38 ( pp, 384-86 ); P, for an avakirnin ( one who has sexual 

intercourse while he is a brahmacarin or for marrying in ignorance 

paternal aunt’s or maternal aunt’s or maternal uncle’s 

daughter^^'® ) pp. 387-391 ; P. for one who gives up tending 

sacred vedic fires set up by him (Manu XI. 41); P. for Brah- 

mana not studying the Veda or not performing yajna, or not 

1256 A few of the original basic texts ( not many in number), 

that were full of differences of opinion among the sages 

and had to be reconciled or explained away somehow, may 

be cited here in the original. Many of the medieval 

writers cite them and seek to bring order out of them. cTOT- 

trrpi m. i. 8.3.6 quoted 

by on JIT. I. 53. The I. 72 quotes this and 

explains ‘ 

^Tf: 1 sn:# ■wi: 'pgriKp | jfl. vr. g;. 

IV. 2-3; ffi'tit !T i qiTgrrRvSivir: i emr. >7. g;,. 

II. 5.10. 15-16; ur UTiioJrl^i ^ jp i pt 

^■jTTtrbft TTTH’TftT PfP II pg;. III. 5 ; pfipr^fTT g 5W PHP I 

pg. . 60; f%rJTgg^yp I ^rrPTTrrof^jrgf II 

i wnr emiT rngp: f'rgppTsrT ii 

jp. I. 52-53; ‘ pIppIpi ppjp: ’ ^rstpfp quoted by 

fppTo on jp. I. 53; p. 82 ( on PT. I- 53 ) quotes 

as 3TpjpPT^pf ^Jgt PTPp I Pigp: PH fpgp: i HTgp: 

pPiPT PT ’; pgspppt pppff HTfTP p 1 jpg^ 

HiPT PT??TP'n p\p II HPTfpT^p PTPIP ptpp%^ ^fePTg 1 ^PiPPP 

gHPTTPT. HPrgHPP^p; |i pg. XI. 171-72. In spite of these 

verses of Manu marriage of a male with his maternal uncle’s 

daugnter is highly thought of by certain subdivisions even 

among brahmanas in Maharastra and South India. Vide for 

a discussion on this question History of Dharmasastra, vol. 

II. pp. 458-466. 
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having a son that he may undergo is the same as the P. 

for govadha or if not able to do so donate twelve cows or ten 

cows and a bull (pp. 394-95 ); P. for a Vedic student sleeping 

after sunrise, not doing worship and not begging for food for 

a householder brahmana (who is not ill ), not doing daily acts 

enjoined by the Veda or neglecting them for long periods ( pp. 

396-400) or for being a purohita for a sudra or receiving gifts 

from him except in adversity or from seven antyajas, candalas 

or patitas (pp. 401-413 ); P. ( vais'vanara isti) for accepting 

gifts made by others for becoming free from results of Maha- 

patakas or lesser sins (p. 414-416 quoting Yaj. III. 250, Manu 

XI. 193 and 253 ); mention of gifts of high value, middling and 

low value ( pp. 417-18 ); in difficulty a brahmana may do the 

work of a ksatriya or vais'ya, but when the difficulty is gone he 

should give up the wealth so acquired (p. 418 quoting Yaj. III. 

35 ); P. for a brilhmana following the profession of actor, dancer, 

singer, subsisting on wife’s stridhana (enumerated at great length 

from Yama, pp. 421-22) or for engaging in the sale of things that 

are declared to be improper for sale by brahmanas such as sale 

of milk (as in Manu X. 92) or for visiting certain countries 

except on pilgrimage (pp. 425-30); P. for speaking untruth’*” 

or being a false witness (pp. 431-33 ); P. for showing disrespect 

to one’s guru or to a brahmana (p. 437); Where no prayascitta 

is expressly specified for a sinful act Prajapatya is the one to 

be undergone (p. 440); P. for one who after resorting to 

sannydsa, wants to return to his former status after a short time 

or after the passage of a long time or Prajapatya penance for a 

woman who runs away from the funeral pyre after having first 

resorted to it ( pp. 444-46); P. for one bitten by a dog, jackal, 

donkey, village hog ( pp. 448-51 ); P. for carrying the body of 

one who was killed by cows or by a brahmana or that of one 

who commits suicide ( 452-54 ); P. for one who was forcibly made 

1257 The allowed telling a lie in few cases : 

4T ’RW "4 1 ^ II ^llf-rl 34. 25; 

ST sr ^(5 ^ 1 sr 

I 1 65. 30 ; 5TT^. quotes 

a verse of Yama very like the preceding sT ST^T ... »T 

ST g ^gsTT? 1 invTTr4^ TTW^TSfltf^'^ ... cT^msf II ’ 

H. D.—105 
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a slave by mlecchas’^'* and compelled to do condemned acts such 

as killing cows or eating the flesh of donkeys, camels, swine 

( six verses quoted from Devalasmrti) ; P. for ascetics ( Yati) who 

contravene the vratas prescribed for them (pp. 460-64 ) ; P. for 

using a car drawn by camels or donkeys ( 462-63 ); P. for acts 

for which penances are not expressly specified (p. 467 ); P. for 

touching one who should not be touched is a bath ( Manu V. 85); 

P. for touching onions and garlic ( p. 481); P. for touching 

human bone (p. 484); Bala (one below 16 years), old man 

( man above 80 years) and women have to undergo only half of 

the P. that may be awarded to a male (p. 491); a person 

whose lapse is known should undergo the P. laid down by the 

parisad, but one whose lapse is not known to others should 

perform the P. in secret ( such as the one prescribed by Manu 

XI. 257) and in the case of a mahapataka, one hundred prdnd- 

ydmas when not known to others ( vide Yaj. HI. 305 ); procedure 

of undergoing P. ( pp.503 ff.); description of some Prayascittas such 

as prajapatya, several krcchras (pp. 509-512); santapana (512 flF.) 

Paraka ( Manu XI. 215); BrahmakOrca ( pp. 515-16); Candrdyana 

( Manu XI. 216-20) as P. and its five varieties; Tulapurusa {p. 

521 quoting Yaj. III. 322); Masopavasa, vrata for twelve years 

for the murder of a brahmana ( Manu XI. 72); options in the 

case of some vratas such as naktavrata equated with a gift of a 

1258 Vide H. of Dh. Vol. II. pp. 92, 383-85, 389, 392 and Vol. IV. 

pp. 117-118 about the meaning of the word Mleccha and for 

the return to the Hindu fold of persons carried away by 

Mleochas or robbers and made to eat forbidden things and 

to do dirty jobs as slaves. The Prayascittaviveka of ^ulapani 

( pp. 455-456 ) quotes verses ( 17-22 ) of Devala (that occur 

in the collection of Smrtis of the Anan. Press ). Devala was 

liberal enough to prescribe that by proper prayascittas a 

person carried away by mleechas and made to eat even 

condemned flesh and to live like one of them may be taken 

back in the Hindu fold within four years and that after four 

years he becomes assimilated to the Mleechas, has to die as a 

mleccha and thus death frees him from the taint. It is 

very creditable to ^ulapaui that he quotes these verses of 

Devala, that he accepts them in toio and does not try to treat 

them as not applicable in his days or explain them away in 

some other way. 
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silver masaka (p. 522 ); Prajapatyavrata held equal to the gift of 

a cow yielding milk (pp. 525, 528-29 ) or its price; Gautama- 

dharmasutra ( 19. 11-18 ) prescribed various optional prayas'cittas 

( for purification ) viz. Japa ( of sacred texts ), tapas, homa, fast 

and gifts and among gifts of cows also there were certain options 

(Pr. Viveka pp. 530-534 quoting Manu XI. 127-130, Yaj. III. 

266-67); P. for twelve years may be held equal to donating 

180 cows yielding milk (p. 538 ); on p. 538 Paraka is held equal to 

gift of five milk-yielding cows’^^® and these equations are mainly 

based on the dicta of authoritative texts ( pp. 539-40 ) and Siilapani 

discusses here and there the reasonableness of these equations (on 

pp. 538-544). 

The Prayas'cittaviveka is very often referred to by Raghu- 

nandana in his Smrtitattva. Vide (vol. I.) Tithi pp. 28, 90 

( Prayascittavivekakrtam mate tu); Ahnika pp. 341, 350; Prayas- 

citta 467, 470, 472, 477, 481 (criticised ), 485, 513, 517 tac-cin- 

tyam); Vol. II-EkadasI p. 8,15, (Prayascittavivekakrdbhi/i); 

Udvaha p. 112, Dayatattva p. 182; Suddhi p. 283. The Sraddha- 

viveka is also frequently mentioned, e. g. (vol. I) Tithi pp. 12, 

18,154; Sraddha pp. 190, 194,206, 223, 271, 290; Prayas'citta 

p. 471, Mala” pp. 769, 801, 850 (plural krdbhih’ used); vol. 

II. EkadasI pp. 85, 179; Suddhi p. 377. It appears, from the 

fact that the honorific plural is used by Raghunandana when 

referring to the author, that Siilapani was alive or recently dead 

when Raghunandana began to collect material for his work. 

Among the authors and works (omitting Dharmasatras, 

Smrtis and their authors) the following may be cited as men¬ 

tioned by ^ulapani in Prayas'cittaviveka ; Kapardibhasya (p. 536 ); 

Kalpataru (several times as on pp. 104, 144, 149, 155, 178, 180, 

359,364 ); Govindaraja (p 91); Jikana (about 18 times as on pp.l9, 

50, 86, 94, 97 &c.), Dharmapradipa ( about a dozen times pp. 209, 

257, 281, 335, 347, 366, 379, 401, 442, 446, 477, 526 (those under¬ 

lined dissented from ); Dharesvara ( p. 61, same as Bhojadeva); 

Balaka (pp. 43, 55, 93, 125, 131 on gurvahgana), pp. 149,146, 364 

1259 It may be noted that from p. 522 to p. 544 Siilapani deals 

with establishing equi%'alences among certain vralas ( or 

Prayascittas) inter se and also equivalence of some vralaa 

with gifts of milk-yielding cows in certain numbers. 
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(dissented from); Bharti^ajna (p. 254), Rajan (Bhojadeva) 150,152, 

157; Laksmldhara 319, Visvarupa 91, 119 ; ^rlkara 66 (dissented 

from); M. M. Chakravarti (JASB. 1911, p. 339) does not 

mention Kapardibhasya and Bhartryajna. On pp. 98, 139, 536-37 

^ulapani refers to Mahadevapada and on p. 118 ^rimahesvara, all 

referring to God ^iiva as the interlocutor in the Bhavisya Parana. 

The chronological relation between Sulapani and Vacaspati- 

misra appears to be this that Sulapani was the older of the two, 

though they appear to refer to each other. For example, the 

Dvaitanirnaya of Vacaspati ( p. 102 in the Sastramala Series of 

Benares) mentions Sraddhavivekamata. On the other hand, in the 

Rasayatraviveka (which appears to be his last work) Sulapani 

mentions the Tirtha-cintamani of Vacaspatimisra.‘“^“ 

At least thirteen Vivekas are known viz. Ekidasi, Tithi, 

Dattaka, Durgotsava, Dolayatra, Pratistha, Prayas'citta, Rasa- 

yatra, Vratakala, i^uddhi, Sraddha, Sahkranti, Sambandha. The 

Vratakalaviveka is published by Prof. S. C. Banerji in I. H. Q. 

Vol. 17 for 1941 (appendix pp. 1-24, based on seven mss.). It 

mentions the Tithiviveka as already composed (p. 11 ) and also 

Pratisthaviveka (p. 24). He makes remarks on Vratas in general 

and then deals with individual vratas. It differs from the 

Vratatattva of Raghunandana (vol. 11. pp. 151-161) in that 

Raghunandana deals with the characteristics and rites of Vratas 

in general. For a short work (as the Vratakalaviveka is) 
Sulapani mentions a large number of authorities; many Puranas 

are relied upon as much as Smrti works and writers. 

The Tithiviveka'^®' of Sulapani was edited by Prof, of S. C. 
Banerji in P. O. Vol. VI. pp. 230-38, Vol. YU. pp. 8, 95-103. 

It is very brief, the text based on two mss. covering about 12 

pages. It mentions that the Sraddhaviveka had been written 

before it. The object is to resolve the doubts caused by differ¬ 
ent views in the authoritative works. Relying on two verses 

1260 Vide P.asayatraviveka p. 11.5 of Dr. S. C. Banerji’s edition in 

the Sanskrit Sahitya-parisid-patrika, Caleutta, for October 

1941 which has the followiiii; statement ; 

1 p. 161 of B. I. Edition of 

1261 The first verse of Tithiv.ataviveka is : 
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of Devala ( quoted below he appears to lay down the propo¬ 

sitions that in a rite to be performed for worship of gods, find 

out whether the tithi required exists at sunrise (and it does 

not matter if it does not exist later) and in rites in honour of 

pitrs (manes) find out the tithi that exists at sunset and per¬ 

form the rite on it. Dr. J. B. Chaudhuri edited the Tithi- 

viveka (Calcutta 1964) with the commentary called Tatparya- 

dipika by Srintltha-acarya-cudamani, son of mahamahopadhyaya 

Srikara and guru of Raghunandana Bhattacarya. 

A work called ‘ Caturahgadipika ’ (manual of fourhanded 

chess) composed by Salapani was edited by Mr. Mano Mohan 

Ghosh in 1936 with an Introduction, Sanskrit text (pp. 1-24), 

English tr. ( 32 pages ), Index of important words, proper names 

and general index ( pp. 33-36 ). It is mentioned by Raghu¬ 

nandana in (vol. I.) Tithitattva pp. 137-139. Vide Prof. S. K. 

Chatterji felicitation volume pp. 267-275 for Lexicographical 

notes on this work by Prof. E. D. Kulkarni. 

Four works of ^filapaiii are very famous viz. the Dipakalika, 

Prayas'cittaviveka, Durgotsavaviveka and the Sraddhaviveka. 

Unfortunately the last two works are not yet printed in Deva- 

nagari script. The Durgotsavaviveka has been published by the 

Sanskrit Sahitya Parisad of Calcutta in Bengali script and the 

Sraddhaviveka has similarly been published in the Bengali script 

by M. M. Candicarana Smrtibhusana of Calcutta. 
f 

Stilapani is mentioned with great respect by Raghunandana 

not only by the addition of titles like Mahamahopadhyaya but 

by referring to him in the plural as in (vol. I. Tithi p. 90, Prayas- 

cittavivekakrtara mate tu) and in Vol. II. Ekadasi p. 15 (Prayas- 

cittavivekakrdbhir-uktam ). 

Sulapani gives hardly any information about himself.^®®* 

In the colophons of his works he is styled Mahamahopadhyaya 

1262 The two verses of Devala are : ^fr HirjnTrq' 

1 HI fqr II in p. 351 
( cf. Gharpure’s edition. ) 

1263 Vide J. A.S. B. for 1913 Vol. XI. pp, 311 and 336-43 for 

information about ^iilapani by liai Bahadur .M. il. Chkravarti, 

{Continued on the next page) 
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and also Sahudiyan or Sahudiyala or Sahudiya (in a ms. of the 

Dipakalika). What this last means is not clear. It is possible 

that he came from some place called Sahudi. There is hardly any 

reliable evidence to establish that the Sahudiya was a degraded 

section of the Radhiya brahmanas in Bengal from the time of 

Ballalasena. I understand from Bengali friends that in these 

days also the surname Sahudiyan is extant among the srotriya 

brahmanas of the Radhiya group in Bengal. Raghunandana 

( a great Bengali writer) often refers to im as Mahamahopadhyaya 

( vide pp. 527-28 above ). 

There are several commentaries on the Sraddhaviveka such 

as those of ( 1 ) Srinatha-Acaryacudamani, son of ^rikara and 

Guru of Raghunandana; ( 2 ) Acyuta Cakravartin ; ( 3 ) Govinda- 

nanda; (4) ^rikrsna (printed in Bengali type); (5^ Nila- 

kantha; ( 6 ) Jagadlsa ; (7 ) Ramakrsna. Some commentaries 

on the Prayascittaviveka also exist. Besides, the Tattavartha- 

kaumudl of Govindananda (already referred to on p. 828 ) 

there is a commentary called Kaumudl or tippani by Rama¬ 

krsna and another com. called Nigudharthaprakasika. 

As ^ulapani names the Ratnakara of Candesvara and Kala- 

madhaviya, he must be later than about 1365 A. D., since some 

time must have elapsed before a work from Vijayanagara came 

to be regarded as an authority in Bengal. As J^ulapani’s works 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

Srlnatha-Acaryacudamaai appears to be mentioned as Acar- 

yacudamani along with other authors by Raghunandana in 

Vol. II. Yajurvedarsotsargatattva p. 640. Raghunandana 

refers to his guru’s views under the caption ‘ guru-caranah ’ 

in a few places e. g. vol. I. ( Tithi pp. 31, 85, Mala. p. 719, 

815, Saihskara p. 873); vol. II, Ekadasi p. 103. Sriuatha com¬ 

posed several works and commentaries ending in the works 

3r^, For information about ^rlnatha, 

vide I. H. Q. Vol. 26 pp. 277-292 ( by Dr. S. C. Banerji), 

A. B. O. R. I. Vol. 32 ( 1952) pp. 34-52, by Prof. Hazra. Rai 

Bahadur Chakravarti furnishes a good account about his com¬ 

mentaries and works in J. A. S. B. ( new series ) Vol. XI. 
pp. 344-349. ^rinatha wrote two works on ^raddha viz. 

^raddhacandrika ( Smrtitattva, Vol. II. pp. 493 and 500) and 
^raddhadipika (Smrtitattva, Vol. II. p. 488). 
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are mentioned by Rudradhara, Govindananda and Vacaspati, the 

former must be earlier than about 1460. In this connection it 

has to be noted that Govindananda not only comments upon 

Sfllapani’s works but probably looks upon Sulapani as an old 

writer along with Aniruddha.’^®* 

A ms. of the Prayas'cittaviveka was copied at Benares in iake 

1410 (i. e. 1481 A. D. Ms. No. 10849 of the Prayascitta- 

viveka in the Baroda Oriental Institute’s Library was copied in 

Vikrama year 1501 Magha (i. e. about February 1445 A. D.). 

The post-colophon entry in that ms. is set out below.^®®® From 

all these data it follows that Sulapani flourished between 1365 

and 1445 A. D. 

Dr. Hazra in A. B. O. R. 1. Vol. 32 (for 1951 ) in note on 

p. 46 says that Sfllapani’s Tithiviveka and Sraddhaviveka are 

mentioned by Rayamukuta in the Smrtiratnahara which was 

composed before Rayamukuta’s commentary on the Amarakos'a 

and that commentary was begun in 1431-32 A. D. But in 

I. H. Q. vol. 17 (pp. 456-471 ) it is pointed out by Prof. 

Dineshcandra Bhattacharya at p. 468 that the Tika on the 

Amarakos'a was composed in Sake 1396 i. e. 1447-75 A. D. 

and not in sake 1353 (which was mentioned incidentally 

in the ms. and was taken by Colebrooke and later scholars 

as the date of composition ). Further contributions on the same 

subject appear in I. H. Q. vol. 18. pp. 215-224 against Prof. 

Bhattacharya, to which the latter replies in I. H. Q. vol. 19 pp. 

182-190, to which Ahmed Hasan (the writer of the paper in 

I. H. Q. vol. 18 ) gives a rejoinder in I. H. Q. vol. 30 pp. 261-270. 

I cannot go here in these controversies. It has to be remembered 
t 

that the fragment of Smrtiratnakara refers to the Sraddhaviveka 

about three dozen of times. 1 agree with Prof. Bhattacharya’s 

view. So even the dates proposed in the first edition ( 1375-1460 

1263 jw ^ 

dW 1 p. 71 of The word srrqf may 

here mean ‘ eastern writers. ’ 

1264 4:1 

1265 11 

In the tns. looks like But the cast figure may be 

otherwise the date would be impossible or make no sense. 
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A. D.) for ^Qlapani were not altogether wide of the real date. 

In this edition an attempt has been made to advance somewhat 
more definite dates for 6filapani, that is all. 

It appears that Sulapani, Rudradhara and Vacaspati were 

more or less contemporaries of one another. Rudradhara men¬ 

tions on p. 50 ( of his Sraddhaviveka ) ‘ Gaudiya-Sraddhaviveka ’. 

99. Rudradhara 

This is a well-known Maithila writer on Dharmas'astra, who 

composed several works. His i^uddhi-viveka has been published 

several times (at Benares in 1866, in 1878, and by the Venkates'vara 

Press in Bombay, samvat 1978 ). That work is divided into three 

paricchedas and deals with purification from impurity on birth 

and death, the persons liable to undergo purifications, the mean¬ 

ing of the word putra, purification of the body and of various 

substances when polluted, purification of cooked food and water 

and women in their menses. He tells us that after^*®® having 

examined seven works (nibandhas) on suddhi and being encoura¬ 

ged by his father and brother he composed the Suddhiviveka. 

He further says that he made the effort for the benefit of those 

who were not disposed to go through such works as the 

Ratnakara, Parijata, Mituksara and the Haralata.'®®^ Besides 

these he mentions the Acaradarsa, Suddhipradipa, Suddhi-bimba, 

^ridattopadhyaya, Smrtisara and Harihara. 

The i^raddhaviveka of Rudradhara is the most famous of his 

works. (It was printed in the Kashi Sanskrit Series in samvat 

1993 (i. e. 1936-7 A. D.) and the page references are made to 

that edition ). The work is divided into four paricchedas. He 

first defines s'raddha, and then treats of several topics, viz. the 

varieties of s’raddha, the procedure at sraddhas, the mantras that 

are recited, the proper time and place for sraddhas, the Brahmanas 

worthy to be invited at s'raddha and the proper food etc. Among 

the numerous works and authors referred to in the work the 

1266 vng: i 
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undermentioned ones deserve notice.’^®* He refers to his own 

Suddhiviveka as already written ( p. 48 ). Several Puranas are 

mentioned such as the Devipurana (pp. 14-15, 32), Brahma- 

purana ( several times and 7 verses from it are quoted on p. 33 ), 

Matsyapurana ( p. 37 five verses quoted ), Vayu ( p. 37 ). 

In several places he tells us that he follows a diSerent 

tradition on certain matters from that of the Pitrbhakti or of 

the Sugatisopana. He points out that the prasdtikd is a kind 

of grain known in Madhyadesa as Sathila.'^®® 

For his Vratapaddhati, vide Mitra’s Notices, vol. VI, p. 15, 

No. 1995. He says that he was urged by his brother’s advice 

to write the work and that he follows the Samayapradipa.'^^“ 

From the colophon to the Suddhiviveka it appears that Rudra- 

dhara’s father’s name was Laksmidhara and his elder brother’s 

name was Haladhara. 

Another work of his is the Varsakrtya which deals with 
festivals and fasts. 

He was the son of Mahamahopadhyaya Laksmidhara and 

youngest brother of Haladhara. His works are quoted by 

1268 In Sraddhaviveka he quotes the following works : 

( p. 29 ), TTRsmr ( pp. 13, 

so ), ( styled oji p. 13 and quoted several times 

on pp. 3, 13, 14, 15, 24 ), ( 6 verses from Jyotisa on 

p. 37), (p. 19), ( p. 16 ), 

( p. 30 ), ( pp. 13, 24, 29 ), ( p. 29 ), 

( P- 45 )i ( pp. 14, 16, 45 ), (jfNhf 

p. 50 ), ( p. 24 as author of and ), 

irtRiRtTR (pp. 20, 78 ), (Pp. 48, 50 ), 

( pp. 12, 13 ). 

p. 3 has : 3T?f 

•1IH:j4(lr1>1'J77;: 1 cT^ ffw g3>: 

7^: 1; vide p. 13 for a similar diSereuce. 

1269 sretfrRRT 7^7^11 sriw 7TV7RI folio 21 b of the Benares 

ed. of 1920. 

1270 l^7 I at the end of the 

3374(3. 
H. D. 106 
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Vacaspati in his Dvaitayanirnaya, by Govindananda in the Sraddha- 

kriyakaumudi, by Raghunandana (as in vol. I, Tithitattva pp. 136, 

137, 186, Sraddhatattva p. 226, Prayascitta p. 542; vol. II. ^uddhi- 

tattva pp. 265, 272), in several of his tattvas, by Kamalakara and 

Nllakantha. 

As Rudradhara mentions the Ratnakara, the Smrtisara, 
t ^ / f * 

Sndattopadhyaya and the Sraddhaviveka of Sulapani, he is 

certainly later than 1425 A. D. A ms. of his Vratapaddhati is 

dated in Laksmana safnvat 344 i. e. 1463 A. Besides he 

is quoted by Vacaspati and Govindananda. Therefore he must 

have flourished between 1425 and 1460 A. D. 

Raghunandana several times mentions Rudradhara in his 

Smrtitattva viz. (in vol. I), Tithi pp. 136-137 (on Kojagara 

Paurnima), p. 186 (Kuberapuja), Sraddha p. 226, Prayas. p. 542; 

( in vol. II) ^uddhi pp. 265 ( criticized ), 272, 471. Vide M. M. 

Chakravarti in JASB vol. XI (1915) pp. 404-405 for some 

information on Rudradhara. 

The Rudradhara who was a pupil of Candesvara and author 

of the Krtyacandrika, the Vivadacandrika and the Sraddha- 

candrika appears to be a different author. 

100. MisarumiSra 

Misarumisra is famous for his works called Viviidacandra 

and Padartha-candrika ( on the Nyaya-Vaisesika system ). There 

is a ms. of the Vivadacandra in the Deccan College ( No. 57 of 

1883-84). That work deals with the titles of Law (vyavahara- 

padas) such as rnadana (recovery of debt), nyasa (deposit), 

asvamivikraya, sarnbhuya-samutthana (partnership), dayavibhaga, 

strldhana; and then with procedure, viz. the plaint, reply, 

pramanas, witnesses, possession etc. It frequently quotes the 

Ratnakara ( on vivada and vyavahara ) of Candesvara and several 

times criticizes him. Besides numerous smrti writers the other 

authors and works named are : Parijata, Prakas'a, Balarupa 
( often ), Bhavadeva and Smrtisara ( frequently ). 

1271 Vide M. M. Harapr^sad Sastri's Cat. of palm-leaf and paper 

Nepal mss. XIII and p. 73. 
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In the mss. and colophons the name of the author seems to 

be Misarumisra.^"'^ He tells us that he wrote the work under the 

orders of princess LachimadevI, wife of prince Candrasiifiha who 

appears to have been the younger brother of Bhairavasirhhadeva 

of the Kames'vara dynasty of Mithila. The work was probably 

called Vivadacandra to connect it with the prince Candrasiifiha. 

The Vivadacandra first'^^® speaks of king Bhavesa of the Kame- 

svara dynasty, then of his son Harisimhadeva, then of his son 

Darpanarayana and the latter’s queen Hira or Dhira and then of 

Candrasiihha and his queen Lakhima or Lachima. We saw above 

that Candes'vara who had weighed himself against gold in 1314 A. 

D. wrote in his old age under Bhavesa his work on Rajaniti. 

Lachimadevi was queen of the great-grandson of this Bhavesa, 

who became king of Tirhut in the third quarter of the 14th 

century. Therefore Candrasiifiha must have flourished about the 

middle of the 15th century and Misarumis'ra’s work must be 

assigned to that period. M. M. Chakravarti points out (JASB 

for 1915, p. 425) that for Dhlrasiifiha, a son of Darpanarayana, 

there is an authentic date, viz. 321 of the Laksmanasena era in 

Tirhut (i. e. 1438 A. D.), when a ms. of Srinivasa’s Setudarpani 

(com. on Setubandha) was copied during Dhirasirhha’s reign. 

It appears that Misarumisra was closely related to Lakhimadevi, 

who was the daughter of Misarumisra’s sister. 

That the Vivadacandra is a work of authority on Hindu 

Law in Mithila has been recognised from very early days in the 

British courts.^®’* The Vivadacandra held that the word stridhana 

was to be applied to such woman’s property as was technically 

1272 1 ’ki il 

Intro, verses 2 in Milra’s Notices vol. IX p. 12 No. 2901; vide 

I. O. Cat. p. 454 No. 1500 ‘ fl?r 

1273 URrffir: 1 

^ ii 'fhrrswpi.gwiTrwn;: i 

*iCK41 1 cRq n 

ll Intro, verses in the Ueccan College ms. 

1274 Firf« 2 Moo. I. A. p. 132 at p. 147 and p. 152 ( where there is a 

citation in English from the ). 
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so called (by the sages) and not to all property that comes 

to a woman.^^” 

101. VacaspatimiSra 

Vacaspatimis'ra is the foremost nihandha writer on Smrti in 

Mithila. His Vivadacintamani had been recognised by the High 

Courts in India and by the Judicial Committee of the Privy 

Council as a work of paramount authority on matters of Hindu 

Law in Mithila.^^^® His literary activity was closely connected 

with the reigns of two kings of Mithila, viz. Bhairavendra or 

Bhairavasirhha ( also styled Harinarayana ) and his son Rama- 

bhadra (called also Rupanarayana), both of the Kamesvara 

dynasty. Vacaspati was an extremely voluminous writer and 

appears to have composed dozens of works. In the Sraddhakapla 

alias Pitrbhakti'taraugini, almost his latest work, he says that 

he wrote in his youth ten works on s'astra and thirty nibandhas 

on smrti and composed the work in question in his declining 

years.^*®” At least eleven works of his bearing the title ‘ cinta- 

mani ’ are known. They are briefly noticed below. 

The Acaracintamani deals with the daily rites of Vajasane- 

yins.^”® The Acaracintamani is mentioned by Raghu.° (in vol. I) 

1275 ‘ ^ folio 33 a of the D. C. ms. 

1276 Vide 11 Moo. I. A. p. 139 at p. 174 and 487 at p. 508, I. L. R. 20 

All. 267 at p. 290 (P. C), I. L. li. 10 Cal. 392 at p. 399,1. L. R. 

12 Cal. 348 at p. 351. 

1277 41^ 1 II 

vide I. 0. Cat. p. 556 No. 1730. Dr. Rocher tin Preface to 

Vyavaharacintamani (pp. 8-11) brings together all works 

ascribed to Vacaspatiiuis'ra and points out how doubts have 

been entertained about authorship of some of them. It is not 

necessary nor possible (for reasons of space) to go into the 

question of the authorship of some of the works brought toge¬ 

ther by him. One instance may suffice to show the difficulties 

of the task. M. M. Chakravarti held in JASB ( vol. XI N. S. 

for 1915 p. 39fe ) that the work called Candana-dhenu-pramana 

was a work of Vacaspati-mi,ra, but Pi of. D. C. Bhattacharya 

holds in vol. IV. of J. W. J. R. I. ( pp. 295-312 ) that it is a 
work of another Vacaspati (i. e. of Candrasekhara Smrti- 
Vacaspati ). 

1278 ITt tl 

Mitra’s Notices, vol. V. p. 169, No. 1857. 
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Tithi p. 24, Ahnika p. 407 (for the 16 upacaras); (in vol. II I, 

Mathapratisthn, 616; and Ahnikacintamani is mentioned in vol. I 

p. 357 and vol. II p. 58 Ekadas'i (for 36 upacaras in Devapflja). 

The Ahnikacintamani is quoted in his Suddhicintamani. The 

Krtyacintamani was published in Bengali characters at Benares 

in hke 1814 (vide JASB. for 1915, p. 395 ) and deals with the 

festivals that are celebrated on different days in the year. The 

Tirthacintamani has been published in the B. I. Series. It is 

divided into five prakasas, viz. Prayaga, Purusottama ( Puri ), 

Ganga, Gaya and Varanasi and deals with such topics as the 

purpose of pilgrimages, the preliminaries of pilgrimage, the 

various rites to be performed at the several tirthas, the subsidiary 

sacred places at the principal tirthas etc. He mentions the 

Kalpataru, Ganesvaramis'ra, Jayasarma, the Mitaksara, Smrti- 

samuccaya and Hemadri. In the introduction he explicitly states 

that he composed the work after carefully examining the 

Krtyakalpadruma and Parijata,the Ratnakara and other works.’®’® 

The Dvaitacintamani is mentioned in his Krtyacintamani. The 

Niticintamani is mentioned in the Vivadacintamani (p. 72). 

The Vivadacintamani (text ) was published at Calcutta in 1837 

(which edition is used in this work) and was translated into 

English by Prasannakamar Tagore (in 1863 ) with a learned 

preface. A translation into English of the Vivadacintamani made 

by Dr. Ganganath Jha, with an Introduction by Dr. Umesha 

Mishra, was published in the Gaikwad’s Oriental Series ( Baroda ) 

in 1942. The Vivadacintamani w'as elaborately examined by the 

Patna High Court in I. L. R. 12 Patna 359-616 at pp. 420-538 

which examined passages of the Vivadacintamani (from two 

editions of that work viz. one published in 1837 and another 

published by the Venkateshwar Press, Bombay in 1898). It 

explicitly states that the author carefully studied the Krtyakalpa¬ 

druma. Parijata and Ratnakara.’®'® The work deals exhaustively 

with the eighteen titles of law ( vyavaharapadas). The principal 

authors and works, besides the usual smrtis and Puranas, 

II vide p. 268 also. 
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mentioned in the work are noted below.'®*’ In this work he 

mentions several vernacular equivalents for Sanskrit terms. The 

Vyavaharacintamani’®*® deals with judicial procedure, viz. the 

four principal topics thereof, viz. bhasa (the plaint), uttara 

( reply of defendant), kriya ( evidence), nirwaya (decision). An 

excellent edition of the Vyavaharacintamani was published at 

Ghent in 1956 by Dr. Ludo Rocher, based on seven mss., with an 

English translation and several appendices giving the first words 

of the verses (quoted ), the authors quoted or referred to, the 

passages where the Vyavahara-cintamani has been expressly 

referred to and a glossary of technical terms. The Suddhicinta- 

mani was printed at Benares in Bengali characters in sake 1814 

(JASB for 1915. p. 396 « 2 ). The Sudracaracintamani deals 

with the duties of sudras ( Mitra’s Notices, vol. VI, p. 22, No. 

2001 ). The Israddhacintamapi is a standard work and was 

printed at Benares in Bengali characters in sake 1814. The 

Vivada-cintamani (p. 151, ed. of 1837) states that all persons 

that are sonless have been dealt with at length in Sraddha-c. and 

are therefore not dealt with by him in Vivada-c, 

T281 ( of 

p. 67, the same question occurring in the r;. p. 234 ), 

q'TTftrfir, wfeHTT, Note the following 

words ‘ ’ (p. 63), ‘ 

5Ti%5:: ’ ( p. 95, i. e. Kotu-al in Marathi), f%sr%3::’ 

(p. 101; compare Marathi ^ )• Among the medieval writers 

of digests, Ratnakara (i. e. Vivada-ratnakara ) is most freque¬ 

ntly quoted (as on pp. 8, 11, ho, 88,134, 135,141,152,155,166) 

often as ‘ Ratnakaradayah ’ meaning the Vivadaratnakara and 

others; next comes the Smrtisara quoted on pp. 11, 15, 36, 37. 

On p. 15 he uses the honorific plural : fr^- 

dx'iid*T% I I vide 

J. G. J. R. I. vol. IV pp. 295-312 for his Krtyapradipa, a work 

on Nyaya. Raghu° in (vol. II) Ekadasitattva (p. 45) states that 

Vardhamana and Vacaspati rely on Harinathopadhyaya : 

Id, 1 

fipik; t II 

I. 0. Cat. p. 417 No. 1400. 

1282 
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Besides the works and authors enumerated in the foot-note 

above, the others mentioned by him in his several Cintamanis 
are noted below.^®*® 

Besides these there is a group of Vacaspati’s works with the 

title ‘ Nirnaya ’ on Tithi, Dvaita, Mahadana, Vivada, Suddhi and 

some miscellaneous works under the headings ‘ Maharnava only 

one of which viz. Krtyamaharnava was a large one, the rest being 

small; vide M. M. Chakravarti in JASB vol. XI (1915 ) pp. 398- 

99. The Tithinirnaya’"** starts with an invocation of the highest 

Being (paramatnian ) while most of his works are begun with an 

obeisance to Hari or Krsna. It first divides tithis into suddha 

and viddha ( commingled with another tithi) and then discusses 

alt the tithis from the first to the fifteenth and also amavasya; it 

deals with the questions as to the rites of that tithi which is ksaya, 

with sivaratrivrata, naktavrata, holidays, fasts, jayantivrata, 

holika festival etc. 

The Dvaitanirnaya of Vacaspatimisra is one of his famous 
works. It has been published in the Sastramala Series of 

Benares in the year 1994 of Vikrama era (i. e. 1937-38 A. D.) 

and contains 105 closely printed pages. Its very name 

suggests that it states definite conclusions on some matters of 

Dharmas'astra on which there arc differences of opinion. There 

are twelve introductory verses. The first verse praises Krsna and 

identifies him with brahman. Verses 2-6 praise King Bhairavendra 

of Mithila and his queen Jaya who was the mother of king 

Punisottama, state that she assigned this task to him ( v. 7 ) and 

verses 8-10 praise her as having dedicated many parks, got many 

1283 3Tf?r^, siwriT, 

( or simply 

?Tr4,^’iftRnrrfui, 

•srrsfrt^, wf%- 

1284 i 

^mrTTfr-ijyiT^T 5RR# iRrrTRr^ II 

II 

Mitra’s Notices, vol. V. p. 149 No. 1139. 
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reservoirs of water to be dug and made munificent gifts. For a 

work of 105 pages, it quotes numerous authors and works. It is 

impossible to convey in a few words its method of dealing with 

points of dilTerence discussed by it. Two easy examples may be 

cited. A text says about naming a child (namakaram) ‘the 

father should on the 11th or 12th day give a name to the child ’. 

This does not mean that there is an option, viz. that the father 

may choose at his sweet will any of the two days. An option 

like this is liable to have eight faults, accordingto mimamsa rules 

(for which see H. of Dh. vol. V. pp. 1250-52). The real 

meaning is that namakarana should be done as a rule on the 

11th day after birth, but if that is impossible for some reason, 

then it should be done on the 12th day after birth. Most of the 

differences relate to religious rites. An instance of an ordinary 

transaction may be cited here. Manu (VIII. 151) states that 

when money is lent at interest the lender cannot recover more 

than double of what is lent when he demands the sum lent and 

the interest thereon at one time, but in VIII. 142 Manu says 

that the lender may take as interest on money lent at 2, 3, 4 

or 5 per cent per month according to the varna of the 

borrower. The conclusion is that if interest is demanded only 

once it cannot exceed the damdupat rule but if interest is taken 

month by month, the total interest received may be so much 

that the lender may have received in all much more than 

double the amount. 

It refers on p. 6 to this work ^abdanirnaya on p. 17 and 

p. 98 to his Mhadananirnaya and on p. 49 to his Sraddha- 
cintamani. 

Among the authors and works named in the Dvaitanirnaya 
the following may be noted*"^® 

'TRRFt:, VTR^TcT, f-tniURi, 

(.57, fin, 81, H3), 

{Continued on the next page) 
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For a detailed treatment of the MahadSnas based on the 

Puranas vide the author’s H. of Dh. vol. II pp. 869-877, where 

it is shown that Tulapurusa (w'eighing a person against gold or 

silver and donating the metals to worthy brahmanas) is the 

first. The Mahadananirnaya'^®® expatiates on the sixteen 

munificent gifts such as weighing against gold and silver. In the 

introductory verses Vacaspati gives the genealogy of his patron’s 

family from Bhavesa, whose son was Harasirhhadeva, whose son 

was Narasirhha, whose son Bhairavendra bore the biruda ( appel¬ 

lation ) Harinarayana. A verse’^®^ at the beginning and one at 

the end attribute the work to Bhairavendra and to Rupanarayana 

respectively. Rflpa-narayana was the biruda of Ramabhadra, a 

son of Bhairavendra. Therefore it looks probable that the 

work was commenced in the reign of Bhairava and was 

completed in the reign of his son Ramabhadra. The Maha- 

dananirnaya of Vacaspati is expressly named in (vol. I), Tithi- 

tattva p. 99, in Ahnika p. 420 and in (vol. II) Suddhi, p. 241. 

M. M. Chakravarti says that Bhairava himself bore at one time 

the biruda Rupanarayana. M. M. Haraprasad Sastri (Nepal 

Cat. p. 90) mentions a Vhadanirnaya of Vacaspati. It appears 

probable that the ^uddhinirnaya is the same as Suddhi-cinta- 

mani and people were misled. The opening verse of the 

( Continued from the picoious page ) 

rrrrm, (19), 

), «5hxn- 

ffrtlcT, Vrrf^. 

For its size the Dvaitaiiiru.iya has been often quoted by 

Raghu° and sometimes critie!/.ed : ( vol. I) Tithi 42 ( cr. ), 

166; ^raddha 256; Jyotis" 607; Mala” 753, 790 ( cr.), 794 (cr.), 

799 ( cr.), 802, 826, 851 ( cr.); ( vol. II) Eka 5, 42-43, 91 

( cr.); Jalasayotsarga 513; Chandoga-Vrsotsarga 529. 

1286 Vide Haraprasad Sastri’s Cat. of palm leaf and paper Nepal 

mss. p. 122 for the 

11 at end. 

H. D.—107 
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Suddhicintamani published at Eenares in Bengali characters over 

seventy years ago ends with the words ‘ Suddhinirnaya ucyate 

The Suddhinirnaya of Vacaspati deals with impurity, on birth and 

death, the religious acts that must be performed even in times 

of impurity, sapinda relationship, periods of impurity for the prin¬ 

cipal varnas and mixed castes; periods of impurity on abortion, 

the deaths of infants and women, accidental deaths etc., 

overlapping of several periods of asauca; impurity arising from 

carrying a corpse; rites after the death of a samyasin; impurity 

from contact of lower castes, such as washermen and candalas, 

freedom from Impurity at tlrthas and marriages etc. 

It may be noticed that many of his works run in pairs 

e. g. Dvaita-ci°. and Dvaitanirnaya, Suddhi-ci” and Suddhi-ni'. 

Vivada-ci° and Vivada-ni°. Vv'hy it was necessary to do so is 

not clear. 

Besides these, Vacaspati appears to have either composed 

or contemplated writing seven works called Mahilrnava on krtya, 

Scara, vivada, vyavahara, dana, suddhi and pitryajna. Of these 

the Krtyamaharnava is found and deals with festivals and fasts 

and the proper times therefor (vide JASB for 1915, p. 398). 

The Krtyamaharpava is mentioned by Raghu" in ( vol. I) Tithi 

pp. 82, 103 and in (vol. II) Ekadasi pp. 17, 46. He also wrote 

the Gayasiiiddhapaddhati, and the Dattakavidhi. Probably his last 

work, as stated above, was the Sraddhakalpa alias Pitrbhakti- 

tarahgini. 

Apart from the works on dhavmasastra, Vacaspati wrote 

also on the systems of philosophy. But those interested may 

refer to Piof. Dineshcandra Bhaltacharya’s paper on ‘ Vacas- 

patimisra’s Nyaya Works’ in vol. 4 of J. G. J. R. I. pp. 294-312. 

But it is not necessary for our purpose to go into that question. 

Many of the w orks of Vacaspati are mentioned by Raghunan- 

dana in his Tattvas. The Acara-C. is mentioned in (Vol. I) 

Tithi p. 24, Ahnika 407 and in ( \ol. II )Matha (616); Ahnika-C. 

is mentioned in vol. I, Ahnika 357, (vol. II) Ekadaii 58 (on 

36 upacaras in devapuja); Krtya-C. (in vol. 1) Tithi 36, 44, 

140, 1*^2, 149, Sraddha 282; Jyotis 583, 594, 605, 606; Saifiskara 

920; (in vol. 1) Krtya-C. in 426, 473; Tirtha-C. (in Vol. I) 

Prayas. 500, 503; Mala 810; in ( Vol. II) Suddhi 300; Vivada-C. 
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in vol. I, Prayas. 514; in (Vol. TI) Udvaha 136, Daya 176, 

Suddhi 350, 357; Vyavahara-C. in (Vol. II) Prayas’citta p. 474, 

512 ( same verse in both which occurs on p. 139 of Dr. Rocher’s 

ed.); Dvaitanirnaya (very often cited sometimes criticizad or 

rejected) p. 42, Tithi (cr.) 166, Sraddha 256, Jyotistattva 607, 

Mala. 753, 794 ( cr. ). 802, 826; in (vol. II) Eka. 42, 43, 91; 

Suddhi 236,282, 372; Chandogavrsotsarga. 529; ^raddha-C. ( at 

least 20 times ), in Tithi 20, 39. 118, 179; Sraddha 192, 240, 258, 

263, 278, 288, 290, 305, Prayas. 475, Malamasa 753, 814, 844; 

(vol. II) Udvaha 132, Suddhi 306,327; ^udrakrtyavicarana 634. 

The ^raddhakalpa or Pitrbhakti-tarahgini is frequently quoted as 

in (vol. I) Tithi 181, Sraddha 209 (Sraddhakalpa), 229 (Pitr.), 

Suddhi 237. (The letter p. for page is omitted in this paragraph). 

Vacaspati vouchsafes very little information about himself or 

his family. In the colophons of his works he is generally styled 

mahamahopadhyaya and nt'sra or sanmisra. In the colophon 

of the Ssudracara-cintamani^^*^ he is described as the parisad (the 

adviser of the king in finally deciding difficult points of Dharma- 

sastra) of Maharajadhiraja Harinarmana. We saw above that 

his Mahadananirnaya connects itself with two kings Bhairava and 

his son Rupanarayana. At the end of the Sraddhakalpa we are 

told that Vacaspati who was the parisad of Ramabhadradeva 

alias Rupanarayana, son of Harinarayana, composed the work at 

1288 

&C. Mitra’s Notices, vol. VI. 

p. 22 No. iJOl. In the Pitrbhakti-tarangini ( also called 

Sraddhakalpa) also he is styled Parisad of king Ramabhadra. 

Dr. S. C. Banerji states ( in I. H. Q. Vol. 32 for 1956 pp. 

386-392 ) that he found a single ms. of Sambandha-ointamani 

-with a Pandit in East Bengal ( the ms. being corrupt in some 

portions ). It begins with the verse of Manu ( III. 5, asapi- 

nila ca. ), cites Yaj. I. 52 and Manu. V. 60 and other passages 

useally quoted in treatises on “ Sambacdha ”. It is incom¬ 

plete and is ascribed to Vaca.'pati at the end. It contains only 

4| pages in print. I am not inclined to accept it as a work 

of the great Maithila writer and I think it is possible, that 

somebody copying from others or trying his hand at writing 

a tractate on Sambandha, wanted to pass it off as 

Vacaspati’s. 
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the bidding of his patron.*®*® Varadhamana in his Dandaviveka 

says that one of his gurus was Vacaspati.*®®® It is probable 

that it is this Vacaspati that is meant. But as against this 

we must remember that Vacaspati in his ^raddhakalpa quotes 

Vardhamana L’padhyaya on s'raddha. Vardhamana wrote his 

Dandaviveka while king Bhairava was reigning and his Gahga- 

krtyaviveka for Ramabhadradeva. So Vacaspati was an elder 
contemporary of Vardhamana. 

Prasannakumar Tagore assigned 1423 A. D. as the time of 

the Vivadacintamani (vide preface p. xxvtii). Ghose in his 

Hindu Law (vol. II. p. xiv) says that Vacaspati wrote the 

Sraddhacintamani by order of queen Jaya, widow of king Bhaira- 

vadeva and mother of Purusottamadeva,*®®^ that Harinarayana 

1289 5 

sns:^: 'TKi’n: l I. 0. Cat. p. 556 
No. 1730. 

The pedigree of the kings of Mithila from is : 

WW or 

I 

1 ) 

Vide Ind. Ant. vol. XIV. p. 196 for a detailed pedigree 

gathered from Panjas of Mithila (though somewhat confused) 

and Ind. Ant. vol. 28, pp. 57-58. 

1290 ^ n 37;^; 1 verse 6. 

1291 Compare 1 

^irrar 1 4Tg^tn% 11 

verses 5 and 7 of Mitra’s Notices, vol. 1. p. 149. 
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(i. e. Bhairava) ruled from 1513 to 1527 and that the latter was 

killed by Nasratshah, the Pathan king of Bengal. M. M. 

Chakravarti holds that the literary activity of Vacaspati lay 

between 1450 to 1480 A. D. GVide JASB Vol. XI ( N. S.) for 

1915 on p. 400). Since Vacaspati mentions the Ratnakara ( of 

Candes'vara) and Rudradhara as his authorities he must be later 

than about 1425 A. D. Vacaspati’s works are quoted by Govinda- 

nanda and Raghunandana. Therefore Vacaspati is certainly 

earlier than 1540 A. D. The ms. of the Mahadananirnaya found 

in Nepal is dated in 392 of the Laksmanasena era ( Monday 

of Vaisakha, dark half, 12th tithi i. e. 22nd April 1511 A. D. ). 

The ms. of the ^uddhinirnaya ( Mitra’s Notices vol. X. p. 58, 

No. 3308) was copied in sanivat 1416, which must in this parti¬ 

cular case, be taken as equivalent to sake 1416 i. e. 1494-95 

A. D., since Vacaspati could not have flourished about 1360 

A. D. ( which corresponds to Vikrama sumvat 1416 ). Hence the 

period assigned by Chakravarti for the literary activity of Vaca¬ 

spati appears to be correct. That date is further corroborated 

by the fact that Vacaspati wrote under Bhairavendra and his 

son Ramabhadradeva, that were 4th and 5th in descent from 

king Bhavesa of Mithila, who, as we saw above, began to rule 

over Mithila in the third quarter of the 14th century. Vide 

M. M. Chakravarti in JASB Vol. XI ( New Series ) pp. 394-400 

for information on Vacaspati. 

This Vacaspati, who flourished in Mithila in the latter half of 

the fifteenth century, is very often confounded with other authors 

bearing the same name. The great philosopher Vacaspati, who was 

author of the Bhamatl on the Sarirakabhasya of Sankara and 

of several other commentaries on other systems of philosophy, 

flourished in the first half of the 9th century as he wrote his 

Nyayasucinibandha in 898 (most probably of the Vikrama 
era ).i282 -piiei-e ^^s another ( Candrasekhara ) Vacaspati who 

wrote the Smrtisarasarhgraha ( Cat. of Calcutta San. College mss. 

vol. II, p. 181, No. 203) and flourished in the first half of the 

18th century. 

Raghunandana, the foremost medieval Nibandhakara of 

Bengal on Dharmasastra is conspicuous for his strong and frequent 
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criticism of Vacaspati and Maithila writers. He often discusses 

the views of Vacaspati and in a large number of cases states that 

what Vacaspati says should be given up or not followed (heyam) 

or that what Vacaspati says has been rejected or shown to be 

wrong ( nirastam ). The present author will first mention a large 

number of cases by references to the pages of the Smrtitattva 

of Raghu. where those words (heyam) or ' nirastam ’ or 

‘ apastam ’ are used about Vacaspati. ( A ) Important cases where 

the words ‘heyam or nirastam’ have been used are ; (vol. I). 

Tithi p. 20; Sraddha 224, 258, 275, 289, 294; Malamasa 790, 794, 

799, 816, 829, 854; ( vol. II) 6uddhi 292, 306; Yajurvedi-Sraddha 

502. Once the word ‘ Pramaua-sunyam ’ is used in vol. II Yajur- 

vedisraddha p. 488. Sometimes the criticism is a little milder 

viz. when phrases like ‘ ma evam ’ ( in Tithi 20 or Sraddha 288 ) 

or ‘ tad-ayuktara ’ ( Sraddha 290 ) are employed. The present 

author has not collected such cases. Then in many cases 

Raghu° lumps together Maithila writers on certain topics and 

remarks that their views are ‘ heya ’ or ‘ nirasta ’ or ‘ apasta ’, 

The words ‘ Maithiloktam ’ heyam or ‘ nirastam ’) are also fre¬ 

quently employed by Raghunandana. What authors are included 

in those words it is difficult to say. Candesvara, ^rldatta, 

Rudradhara, Misarumisra and Vardhamana are all Maithila 

writers and there are several others less famous Mithila writers. 

A few cases of the words ‘ Maithiloktam heyam ’ or ‘ nirastam ’ 

or ‘ apastam ’ are mentioned here; (in vol. I) Tithi 9, 168 

(apastam); Sraddha 207, 246, 274, 292 308 and 315 

(nirastam), 341 ; Malamasa 804, (vol. II) Suddhi pp. 316, 332 

(Maithilanam Vakyaracana heya). The difficulty of modern 

readers is that most of the works of Vacaspatimisra and 

Vardhamana are not yet availab’e in print and they are not in 

a position to consider the fairness or otherwise of Raghu- 

nandana’s criticisms. The words generally used are either 

or simply or rarely refer to the name of the work 
( e. g. ‘ \A ’ as in Malamasa. p. 794). 

102. Dandaviveka of Vardhamana 

In the first edition of this History, Vardhamana was not 

dealt with, because none of his works was then available to me 

in print. His Dandaviveka was first published in 1931 in the 

Gaikwad Oriental Series (Baroda) edited by Mahamahopa- 
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dhyaya Kamalakrsna Smrtitirtha of Bhatpara in West Bengal 

with an exhaustive Introduction in English and a brief one in 

Sanskrit. 

The work deserves special mention in this history since it 

is probably the only extensive extant Sanskrit work (in 356 

pages ) on the law of crimes and punishments alone. 

Smrtis like those of Manu and Yajnavalkya deal with crimes 

and punishments, but the treatment is brief aud mixed up with 

other matters. For example, Manu VIII. 20 ( =S5antiparva 15. 

30) states that if the king were not vigilant in awarding 

punishment to those who deserve to be punished, the strong 

would devour the weak and further the king properly awarding 

punishments becomes endowed with the three goals of life viz. 

dharma, artha and kama (Manu Vli. 27, Santiparva 121. 10). 

Kautilya ( in I. 4. 11-14) emphasizes the same things.^^®® 

Separate works on Vivada (substantive law) and Vyava- 

hara (procedural law) were composed but those on Vyavahara 

alone were few and far between viz. Vyavahararatnakara of 

Candesvara,^^®* (vide Mitra’s Notices, vol. VI p, 66 No. 2036) 

and Vyavahara-Cintamani of Vacaspati (published long ago and 

lately published by Dr. Rocher). Halayudha also appears to 

have composed either a work dealing with both Vivada and 

Vyavahara or two works dealing with the two branches of law 

separately. 

In dozens of places the Vivadaratnakara mentions Hala- 

yudha’s work and sometimes styles it ' Halayudha-nibandha ’ 

( as on pp. 41, 44 and 50 ). Halayudha appears to have also dealt 

with the procedural law and with crimes and punishments. 

1293 it l 
1 i I. 4, 11,13, 14; 

XRT’. 11 15- 30 “ad spSTT 
0:4 ii 4>4t irg^n W' 

4=44 1 31 10-12 (f%5f^TT^ ed. Poona. ) 

1294 Vide p. 763 above on Candesvara where a verse ig cited 
naming the seven works of Candesvara including one on 

Vyavahara. 
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Vardhamana in the Dandaviveka cites Halayudha 33 times and 

sometime meotions his work Halayudha-nibandha ( as on pp. 72, 

150, 275) and as Halayudhiya (pp, 119. 152 ). 

The Dandaviveka is a large work in 355 printed pages. It 

starts with the eulogy of ‘ danda ’ contained in Manu VII. 14, 

15, 17, 18, points out by quoting Manu VII. 20-21 that, if the 

king does not punish those who deserve punishment then what 

is called Matsyanyaya will prevail. He further cites Manu VIII. 

304 that the king shares one-sixth of the merit { dharma ) of his 

subjects when he properly regulates them and takes l/6th of the 

sins of his subjects if he does not regulate them properly. He 

quotes Brhaspati that Danda is of four levels viz. vag-danda 

(i. e. censure by saying you did an improper act), dhig-danda 

( censuring a guilty person in the words ‘ fie on you who are 

guilty of an unworthy act), dlianadanda (fine, either a fixed 

amount or a varying amount), vadha-danda (inflicting bodily 

pain, mutilation of a limb or iimbs and death); the circumstances 

on which the punishment depends such as jdti (caste), amount 

(of property), age (childhood, grown up man), time of offence 

(day or night &c ). On pp. 22-30 he discusses at some length 

the fines in panas (lowest, middling, highest &c.) basing his 

remarks on Mauu VllI, 138 and Yaj. I. 366 and discusses the scale 

of the values of guiijd, krsnaJa, masa, suvarna (&c.) and of 

weights and measures called karsa, pala, tolaka &c. and coins of 

copper, silver and gold. He discusses at some length the parts 

of an offender’s body that are to be dealt with by way of punish¬ 

ment ( quoting Manu VIII. 124 ) and states different views about 

bodily punishments for a brahmana offender ( pp. 46-48). He 

has a long disquisition on fines with reference to various crimes 

in pp. 52 ff. Manu (VIII. 336) provides that, where for an offence 

an ordinary person would be fined one Karsapana, a rdjan 

(king)^^®® should be fined one thousand panas. The Dapda- 

1295 It may be noted here that commentators like Kulluka state 
that the king in such a case should himself lay down the fine 

and that he should distribute the fine among eminent vaidika 

brahmanaa or throw it into waters, since Varuna is the lord 

of waters and of kings, as said by Manu ( IX. 245 ). Rgveda 

(VII. 49. 3) states that Varuua is the lord of waters and 

{Conlimed on the next page) 
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viveka explains that ‘ rajan' in this passage means only persons 

who are endowed with power (landlords &c,) and not the king 

himself. He quotes Manu VIII. 126 and Yaj. I. 368 and elaborates 

on them. He devotes pp. 88-140 to punishments for thefts of 

various kinds. He deals with adultery, rape and unnatural 

offences on pp. 54-195 and with defamation and cognate offences 

in pp. 196-218, with assault and battery in pp. 219-258, miscella¬ 

neous (prakirnaka ) matters which are taken up by the king him¬ 

self and not brought before the king by any person (pp. 259- 

272); he devotes pp. 273-292 to the rules about property or 

treasure lost and found or buried treasure found. He has a 

special discussion (pp. 293-320) on sahasa (of five kinds viz. 

killing a person, rabbery, carrying away a woman by force or 

rape and the two kinds of pdrusya ), special rules of punishment 

for Sadra guilty of certain acts such as those described in Manu 

VIII. 272, 281 (both verses occur in Narada also ), such as wear¬ 

ing the sacred thread and thereby earning his livelihood or ( Yaj. 

II. 304); cutting down trees growing near temples, burial places 

or on boundaries &c.; On pp. 325-33 he mentions the Vivada- 

padas and details some punishments about some of them such 

as ‘ asvami-vikraya ’ (Manu VIII. 197-198); pp. 331-337 deal 

with fines arising on breach of court’s temporary orders in a 

proceeding such as temporary injunction not to leave one’s place 

of residence or not to do certain acts, pp. 331-355 are concerned 

with fines for members of the court (sabhya) in certain cases, 

review of judgment, fines fur parties attributing faults to good 

witnesses, fines for false witnesses, fines for witnesses found to 

be false on account of being bribed (Manu Vlll. 120-121 ), 

fines for witnesses called upon to depose but not coming to do 

so without any reason &c. 

Vardhamana gives about himself and his work some in¬ 

formation. He wrote the Dandavivcka while king Bhairava was 

the ruler of Mithila and states that his elder brother was 

Gandakamisra and the latter along with Sankara and Vacaspati 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

notes the truth and falsehood of men. The Danlaviveka 

remarks ( p. 56 ) : 

jptJW is one of tbe commentators on the 

Manu-smrti, whom the Daudaviveka quites profusely. 

H, D.—108 
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were his gurus (Intro. Verse 6). At the end he says that he 

wrote the Dandaviveka for the sake of the king of Videha, that he 

was the son of Bhaves'a of the Bilvapancaka family. He mentions 

at the end that he wrote the work after consulting the follow¬ 

ing works and authors viz. Kalpataru, Kamadhenu, Halayudha, 

Dharmakosa, Smrtisara, Krtyasiigara, Ratnakara, Parijala, the 

two Sarhhitas of Manu and Yajfiavalkya with the commentaries 

thereon; besides Vyavaharatilaka, Pradipika and Pradipa. Besides 

those mentioned in the verses at the end and besides the two 

epics, Puranas, Dharmasutras and smrtis he mentions also Krtya- 

sara (p. 28), Grahesvaramis'ra (pp 27, 134), Candes'vara, Catur- 

varga-cintamani ( 326, 346-7 ). Parasarab'.iasya ( p. 279 ), Bhava- 

deva (pp. 77, 238, 347, 353), Bhupalapaddhati (136 ), Balabhusana 

(p. 135 ), Mis'rah (i. e. Vacaspatimisra, his guru 64, 65, 92, 195, 

97, 282, 317 ), Vivada-cintamani (211, 278), Samayaprakasa (136), 

Smttisagara (136), Sulapani (240), Harinatha (p. 251, 326), 

Harihara (182). 

It appears that he composed nine works viz. Dandaviveka, 

Dvaitaviveka, Gahgakrtyaviveka. Paribhasaviveka, Smrtitattva- 

viveka, Dharmapradipa, Smrtiparibhasi, Smrtitattvamrta, Smrti- 

tattvamrta-saroddhara ( abridgement of the preceding ). For the 

Smrtitattvamrta, vide Mitra’s Notices, Vo], VI No. 1992 pp. 12-13 

on (Santika-Paustika) where his mother’s name is given as 

Gauri. The 2nd verse of that work is interesting.^^'*® It says at 

present people’s usages differ from Sastra; when there is a conflict 
*r 

Sastra is stronger and therefore it has been accepted in this work. 

For Smrtitatlvamrta-saroddhara Vide Mitra's Notices Vol. VI p. 

57 (where at the end he refers to the Dandaviveka his as work ). 

On p. 76 of the Dandaviveka he refers to his own Dvaitaviveka.^®®^ 

At the end of the Smrtitattvavivska [ Mdra’s Notices Vol. V No. 

1868 pp. 183-185 the colophon describes Vardhamana as Maha- 

dharmadhikarih (Judge). 

2Dd verse of t:'iUinv=lfin. 

1297 On a verse of Vyasa about a murderer and his associates 

Vardhamana remarks 'TW- 

^ p. 76. 
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Some of his references are interesting e. g. he quotes a prose 

passage of Visnugupta about Rupyamasaka, Dharana, Niska and 

a verse of Visnugupta stating that l/70th part of a siivarna is 

called ropaka and a dinara is equal to 28 ropakas.^^®® 

On p. 28 he refers to another view of Visnugupta on 

‘ Ma^In one place (p. 291-292) he cites some cases of 

conflict between Dharmasastra and Arthas'astra and between two 

dharmasastras also.^®'”’ 

The English Introduction to the Dandaviveka is an instruc¬ 

tive one. It compares the provisions in the Dandaviveka with 

the Indian Penal Code and the modern criminal law of India 

and well brings out the points of agreement and difference 

between them. 

As to his date there is no much difficulty. He was a pupil 

of Vacaspatimisra and refers to the Vivadacintamani of that great 

Maithila scholar and therefore was a junior contemporary of 

Vacaspati. He flourished under king Bhairava of Mithila ( 5th 

Intro, verse of Dandaviveka) who belonged to the Kamesvara 

dynasty. In J. A. S. B. vol. XI ( New Series, p. 433 ) a complete 

list of the kings of this dynasty and the prob.able dates of the 

authors that flourished under the Karnata and Kamesvara dyna- 
t ■ , 

sties is set out, according to which Sahkaramisra (one of the 

gurus of Vardhamilna) flourished in the 2nd and 3rd quarters 

of the 15th century A. D., while Vacaspati flourished in the 3rd 

and 4th quarters of the same century and Vardhamana must 

have flourished some decades before La. Sam. 375 (i. e. 1496 

A. D.), when a ms. of his Gahgakrtyaviveka (one of his latest 

works ) was copied (vide J. A. 3. 3. Vol. XI. p. 403 ). \acas- 

4T ^ I p. 26 ; i 

^rruf d'D; 3=5^% 1 
p. 27, Is Ropak the same as Rupee 1 

1299 ?r!in ^EhtitEK: i 
I fpnisr^zr I p. 28. 

gi%vtT91T4f I ^^41 P- 291. 
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pati’s Sraddhacintamani refers to Vardhamana’s work on ‘ Pari- 

bhasa’. For the Srnrti-paribhasa of Vardhamana, vide Mitra’s 
Notices, vol. V pp. 160-161. 

Raghunandana refers to him as Vardhamanopadhyaya or 

Navya-vardhamana in order to distinguish him from another 

Vardhamana, son of Gahgesopadhyaya, who flourished in the 

13th century. Vide Tithittattva (Vol. 1, 122) where the Smrti- 

paribhasika is cited; for citations from Navya-Vardhamana vide 

Smrtitattva Vol. I, tithi pp, 19, 184, Sraddha, 213, 224; Ahnika p, 

332 (Raghu. differs), 352, 424, Mala. pp. 803, 815, 818. The 

Sraddha-pradipa of Vardhamana is mentsned by Raghu. in 

Sraddhatattava (vol I) p. 414. 

In the Journal of Oriental Institute (Baroda ), vol. II (pp. 

71-85) Dr. Ludo Rocher (Ghent University) furnishes an 

analysis of all mss. of the Dandaviveka with varions readings. 

103. Nrsiihhaprasada 

This is an encyclopaedic work on dharmasastra, no part of 

which had been printed when the first volume of the H. of 

Dh. was published in 1930. Since then, however, four parts of 

it have been published in the series called Princess of Wales 

Sarasvatibhavana Texts (the General editor being M. M. Gopinath 

Kaviraja) viz. Vyavahhrasdra (edited by Pandit Vinayaksastri 

Tillu, Sanskrit College, Benares), Prayas'eitta-sara (edited by 

Pandit Nandakishore Sliarma and Naiidakumar Sharma Sahitya- 

charya), Sraddhasara ( ed. by Pandit Vidyadhara Misra, College 

of Oriedtal Learnir.g, Benares, Hindu University), and Tirthasara 

( edited by Pandit Suryanarayana Sukla, Assistant Professor, Govt. 

Sanskrit College, Benares), the first three being published in 
1934 and the 4th in 1936. 

The Benares Sanskrit College has a complete ms. of 

this vast work. I could examine the whole of it. Besides 

the Deccan College collection has two mss. of portions 

of it, viz. of the Danasara (No. 353 of 1875-76) and of the 

Tirthasara (No. 352 of 1875-76 ). The Danasara and Santisara 

are also noticed in Mitra’s Cat. of Bikaner mss. (pp. 429-430 ) 

and six sections out of twelve are noticed in the I. O. Cat. p. 

434 No. 1467. Unless otherwise stated the references here are 
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to the Benares Sanskrit College ms. and to the four printed 

parts thereof. 

The Nrsiriihaprasada is divided into twelve^®®* sections called 

‘ Sara ' on sarhskara, ahnika, sraddha, kala, vyavahara, prayas'citta, 

karmavipaka, vrata, dana, santi (the averting of evil foreboded 

by natural portents and ether strange occurrences), tirtha and 

pratistha (consecration of temples, idols etc.). Each section^®®® 

begins with an invocation of Nrsiinha (the man-lion incarnation 

of Visnu) after whom the work is named Nrsirhhaprasada (the 

fruit of the grace of Nrsirr.ha). In the Sarhskarasara, after in¬ 

voking Nrsirhha, the intrrduction tells us that’®®® when king 

Rama ruled in Devagiri (modern Daulatabad), Samavit was 

ruler of Delhi and that after the latter Nijamasaha wielded power 

over the world. Then after pronouncing an eulogy on Nijama¬ 

saha (verses 10-13) the author speaks of h'mself. We’®®* are 

told that the author was Dalapati (or Daladhis'a), son of 

Vallabha, of the Bharadvaja-gotra and of the Yajnavalkiya sakha 

(i. e. ^uklayajurveda) and that he was the keeper of the imperial 

records of Nebajana (?). Should we read in note 1304 

1301 sTWl l =^4: 

II 5n«rfevtTfiT'Jl...( tom ) 

) II atsrrf 1 

II I 

£T^; II verses 17-20 of eit+KflK- These verses are 

quoted in the Intro. ( p. 6 ) to the Vyavaharasara. 

1302 e. g. verse 8 of the ytrKTtftrt:. The first verse of is 

sTirRf (13 ?) 
5=5!?% II ; the begins ‘ I 

StratTTt; STf^ II ’ 

1303 tI=3tT H 

1 l^e^lxiissK. rr5’ 

=^R21ti; ll verse 9. 

1304 sTg^rfeT^stprrgri: m niiraqi- 

II veise 14 of The third line is metri¬ 

cally faulty in the Cth syllable. This verse occurs in each 

at the end with variations. In the D. C. ms. No. 358 of 

1875-76 the last two lines are WIi|ufi 
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’ ? This will remove the defect in the metre, 

but the question would still remain ‘who was Nebajana?’. 

Besides, the printed ?rr<rirr, and read the latter 

half of the verse as #rT?^vrngrr?rrrrTT'T: 

There are elaborate colophons^®"® at the end of almost 

each section (called sara) in which we are told that Dalapati 

was the pupil of Scryapandita, that he was a great exponent 

of the Vaisr.avadharma, that he was the chief minister and keeper 

of the records of Nijamasaha. who was the overlord of all 

Yavanas (Mahomedans) and ruler of Devagiri. In some 

colophons ‘ Dalapati or Daladhisa ’ is styled Maharajadhiraja. 

H. P. Shastri in his Preface to Vol. Ill of the Catalogue of 

Govt. Mss. (pp. xxni-xxiv) in the custody of the Bengal 

Asiatic Society remarks that Dalapatiraya was chief of Gadh- 

mandla and had a commanding position in the Nizamshahi 

kingdom of Ahmednagar. Dalapati’s wife was the famous 

Durgavatl who so bravely fought against the generals of Akbar 

that the latter had to come himself to invade her capital. 

It is doubtful whether Dalapati or Daladhisa was the real name 

of the author or was merely a title. It is not unlikely that 

Soryapandita, said to be the guru of the author, is the same as 

Sttrya, the father of the great Maratha saint Ekanatha, who 

wrote his Bhagavata at Benares in sake 1495 (i. e. 1573 A. D.) 

and who states that he was born in a family of devout Vaisnavas. 

The Nrsirfihaprasada names numerous authors and works. 

In the beginning of the Saihskarasara, he mentions a host of 

writers and works that he consulted.^®®® Besides these he 

1305 e. g at the and of the ‘ 

A-c. 

- wfhrfbtfHT - 

&c. folio 3b. 
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mentions Somes'vara (commentator of the Tantravartika ) and 

Kaladipa in the Saihskarasara; the Puranasara in the Ahnikasara; 

Parijata and Vyibhayankara in the Vvavaharasara; Kamika, 

Jnanaratnavali, Balarkodri}a in the Danasara. 

The contents of som? of tl.e sections of the Nrsirhhaprasada 

may be set out here. Tn liie Sanrskarasara the author treats of 

the meaning of dhauna, s’ruti, smrti, the aiithoritativeness of 

puranas, kalivarjya ( usages prohibited in the kali age ), punyaha- 

vacana, madhuparka, vrJdiiis'raddha, garbhadhana, purhsavana, 

jatakarma, namakarana, upunayana, marriage and other samskaras, 

the duties of brahrnacarins, snatakas, householders, vbnaprasthas 

and samnyasins. In the Ahni! asilra the author, after dividing 

the day into eight parts, speaks of the actions appropriate to 

each viz. : in the first getting up from bed at the brahma- 

muhtirta, s'auca, brushing the teeth, decoration of the hair, bath 

etc.; in the second, study; in the third, looking after dependents 

and pursuit of one’s livelihood; in the fourth, midday bath, 

brahmayajnr', tr.rp.'na, vaisvadeva. daily sraddha, in the fifth 

dinner and foods prescribed and forbidden; in the sixth and 

seventh reflecting over iTihn=a and purana; in the 8th decision 

about worldly affairs, evening samdiiya etc. In the Kalasara 

(which is incomplete in the Benares ms.) he defines the nature 

of kala and gives rules and decisions about months, tithis and 

such festivals as Kavaratra, Janmastami etc. In the Vyavahara- 

sara the author deals with the meaning of vyavahara, the 

eighteen titles of lav, the four-fold metliod of deciding dharma, 

the pramanas (means of proof), duyavibhaga etc. In the 

Vratasara he speaks of the several principal vratas in each 

month, some of viiich are for both men and women, some 

for men only and soir;e k r '..mrren only. In the Danasara he 

dilates upon the nature of dana, its varieties, the various 

results of diinas, the proper time and place for danas, proper 

recipients of dana. vl.at tilings can be the subjects of gifts, 

units of gold, silver etc., the description of kunda, mandapa 

and vedi, the sixteen great danas such as tula, hiranyagarbha, 

brahmaiida, kalpapadapa etc., and three atiddnas, viz. land, 

cows and learning; gifts of image, food, ornaments, bed-stead 

etc.; gifts on sar.kranti and eclipses etc. The Tirthasara is 

interesting for this that as the author hailed from Devagiri he 
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speaks principally of tlrthas of the Deccan and Southern India. 

In his work he speaks of Setubandha, Pundarika'^®’ or Paunda- 

rika (modern Pandharpur in the Sholapnr District, it seems ), 

Gayatirtha, eulogies of Godavari, Krsna-Venya, Narmada, 

Malaprahariiii etc. 

As four parts of Nrsiifibaprasada have been published, it 

would be necessary to say a few words on each of the four. 

The Vyavaharasara is rather a large work in 280 pages. 

It relies sparingly on the Dharmasfitras of Apastamba, Gautama, 

Vasistha and Visnu, quotes only a verse from Baudhayana. It 

quotes from Narrda several hundred verses, also from Brha- 

spati and Katyayana. Similarly, most of the verses in Yajna- 

valk'.asmrti on Vyavahara are quoted and the Manusmrti also 

is profusely cited. But out of other Smrtis only a few like 

those of Usanas (p. 12), Pitamaha (only on ordeals), Yama 

(p. 7), Vyasa, Sankha-'.ikhita (p. 200), Sariivarta, Harita (pp. 34, 

35, 213) are quoted. The Sahgrahakara is quoted twice 

(pp. 69 and 219 ). 

The PrSyascitta-sara has 236 printed pages and deals with 

the following matters. Derivation and meaning of the word 

Prayascitta; P. to be prescribed by a parisod; five mahapatakas 

(killing a brahmana &c.); enumeration of patakas that are 

equal to Mahapatakas; those sins that are called Anupatakas 

and Upapatakas; those guilty of Mahapatakas fall into terrible 

hells and after undergoing the torments of hell are born as 

dogs, donkeys, and the like and then they are again born as 

men suffering from such disease as consumption or are born 

as cand-Uas &c. (Yaj, HI. 206-215 ); one should perform 

appropriate penances for sins; requesting the Parisad to declare 

the proper penance. It is unnecessary to set out the penances 

(in view of the fact that a good deal has been stated on them 

from the Prayascitta-viveka of isidapani above. 

1307 ... JRft ^1 f: I 

1 <kc. 
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Besides the Smrtis^®®* and Puranas, the work mentions 

Dharmavivrti (pp. 5, 201), Mitaksara (p. 189 and diCFers from 

it about the meaning of ‘ Brahmakurca’ ), Rajanighantu ( p. 138 ), 

Vakyamimarhsa ( 138-139), Subodhini (com. on Yhj, by 

Visves'varabhatta ), Sus’ruta, Smrtisagara ( 206 ), Smrtyarthasara. 

The ^raddhasfira is comparatively a small work (in 168 

printed pages) but it quotes a far larger number of authors 

and works than the other two. In the Sraddhasara (p. 106) 

the author refers to the fact that the portion on Dana had 

been already composed, that Ahnika had already been dealt 

with, that Prayas'citfasara preceded Sraddhasara’(vide p. 64- 

‘ uktam caitat-bahu Prayas'citte ’). On p. 29 it remarks that it 

will expatiate at length cn the proper time for a certain 

sraddha in Kalanirnayasara. 

1308 In some cases Guru and Brhaspati are separately cited in 

the Vyavaharasara on (he same page; e. g. on p. 57 three 

verses are quoted as D-'ha- aii'j and si.x verses are then quoted 

as from Guru that defi e j. uje terms quoted from Brhaspati; 

On p. 21 Manu IX. 21 i is cded as a text of Brahman and 

hlauu TX. 104 is quuir.l a': from Paramarsi. The Nibandha 

■writers and -(vorks are ?; urin.'ly quoted. On p. 221 Apararka, 

Vi^varupa, Vijfianelvara and IVI.adhavacarya are mentioned. 

On p. 228 are named Med.hatithi, Vijnanesvarabhatta and 

Madhavacarya, Bharuci, t-'mrticandrikakara ( in plural ), 

Dharesvara -lud Srldliara (page 256 ) and p, 257 refers to 

Nibandhas i f Asahaya, Medhatitbi, Vijilanesrara andMadhava. 

The Alitaksara is mentioned on p. 139. Once Kapinjaladhi- 

karapa is cited on p. 20 and on p 231 a sutra of .Taimini ( X. 

8. 5 ) is quoted. These are only patent Mimariisa references 

in this part. 

Vide for Visvesvarabhatta under Madanapala above pp. 792 £E. 

On p. 138 the Nrsiinhaprasada says;—(on the word ) 

and quotes in supp'-rt ‘ 

pp. 138-139; 

vide ( pp. 63-64 b) for almost the same words. 

1309 i 3TJn%fT%it5^5hn3>Tv5i5r% 

1 i p. 167. 

H. D. 109 
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It quotes for its size numerous authorities, particularly 

smrtis and Puranas,^®®'*® but nibandhas or digests rarely. It men- 

tions'the Mitaksara ( p. 43 ), Madhavacarya (p. 94 ), Smrticandri- 

kakara (p. 71 in the plural), Smrtiratnavalikara (p. 94 in 

the plural), 

The Tirthasara is a small work in 103 pages. It deals 

with the following tirthas (16 in number) all in the Deccan 

and South India except Gaya*®’® namely, Setubandha (and 

Rames’vara), Pundarika (Pandharpur on the Bhima, where 

there is Pandurahga’s image), Amardaka (Naganatha pp. 21- 

30), Gaya, Godavari (and subsidiary tirthas), Krsna-Venl 

(and tirthas subsidiary to them), Narmada and eight more. 

The principal authorities are Puranas, viz, Kalika, KOrma, 

Garuda, Padma, Brahma, Brahmavaivarta, Brahmanda, Matsya, 

Vamana, Vayu, Visnu, Saura, Skanda. The few other author¬ 

ities that are quoted are Brhaspati (p. 34, several verses, 

probably from some purana), Mahabharata (on pp, 30, 41, 

42-43), Yaj. (on p. 39, a half verse I. 261), Vasisthasmrti 

( p, 33 ), Vyasa (p. 89, two verses ), 

The Nrsimhaprasada being a work from the Deccan held the 

view that marriage with a maternal uncle’s daughter was 

sanctioned by the Veda and was not to be censured,*®” It says 

1309® The Puranas quoted in Sraddhasara are’: (twenty-four 

verses ), arrf^, (pp. 4, 48), (p. 34), (pp. 3, 

4, 5, 7-8 ), (pp. 3,10-12 ), ( pp. 13. 14, 34, 48,52,’ 

65,), irfqsq (p. 39), (pp. 29, 33, 107 &c.), (pp. 18- 

19, 51, 53 &c.), qif (pp. 9-10 ten verses, 13, 51 six verses, 102). 

(pp- 5, 13, 9, 43, 44, 60, 61, 108-9), (pp. 5^ 55^ 

96 ), 8 (in verses, 28 ), 

1310 The Mahabharata refers to Gaya at length. A famous verse 

quoted on p. 37 of the Tirthasara is ; Jjqf 

1 -4^0 qrr 11 This verse also occurs in 

%ojvq^gjf 85 ( last verse ),qqqq 87. 10. 22. 6, qrfj. 105, 

10, fq II. 3512, qq I. 38.17 and V. 11. 68, ii’. 

5-6. Vide H. of Dh. vol. IV pp. 643-679 for detailed treatment 
on Gaya. 

1311 ■qra-Tiydiqf^aiqq qfrmf^qqr q ... fTObq 1 

folio 9. 
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that where there is (irrecoucikable) conflict between the smrtis 

and puranas there is an option.'^^^ 

As the Nrsirhhaprasada relies upon the Madhaviya and the 

Madanaparijata, it is certainly later than 1400 A. D. As it is 
mentioned as an authority in the Dvaitanirnaya of Sankara- 

bhatta and in the Mayukhas of Nilakantha, it must be earlier 

than about 1575 A. D. If by the Dipikavivarana, which it 

enumerates among its principal authorities, is meant the com. 

of Nrsimha, son of Ramacandracarya, on his father’s comment¬ 

ary of the Kalanirnaya (which is most probable), then the 

Nrsirhhaprasada must be later than about 1500 A. D. Dr. Bhandar- 
kar^sis ggyj Ramacandracarya lived about 1450 A. D. A ms. 

of the Dipikavivarana was copid in samvat 1604 (1548 A. 

The Benares Sanskrit College ms. appears to have been copied 

for Ramapandita Dharmadhikari at Benares, who is said to have 

been the father of Nandapandita*®*^ (see sec. 110 below). At 

the end of several saras either samvat 1568 ( 1511-12 A. D,) or 

1569 occurs as the date.'^'® This may be said to be the date of 

the actual composition of the work or of the copying of the ms. 

for Ramapandita. It seems difficult to believe that Ramapandita 

for whom the ms. was copied in 1511-12 A. D. was the father 

of the famous Nandapandita. We know that Nandapaudita 

composed his Vaijayanti in 1623 A. D. Ramapandita must have 

been a man of middle age before he could order the copying of a 

huge ms. like the Nrsirhhaprasada. If he did this in 1511-12 A. 

D. his son could 1 ardly have been alive 120 years later. Therefore 

it looks probable ihat the dates {samvat 1568 and 1569) are not 

1312 1 folio 14a. 

1313 Report, 1883-84, pp. 58-60. 

1314 Vide I. O. Cat. p. 530, No. 1662. 

1315 Vide Benares ‘ Pandit’ ( New Series ) vol. V. pp. 377-78 for 

an announcement about the by a learned descend¬ 

ant of 

1316 At the end of the colophon of the vre have the date 

‘ and on the back of that 

part of the ms. the date ‘ ’ i. e. 7th 

May 1512 A. D. At the end of the 4iuRMI4)OK we have ‘ 

’. At the end of the 

^ we have ‘ ifi ’. 
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the dates when the ms. was copied for Ramapandita, but rather 

the dates of the composition of the original work or of the copy¬ 

ing the ms. from which Ramapandita got his own ms. copied. 

At all events it is clear that the Nrsirhhaprasada could not have 

been composed later than 1512 A. D. As the author was a 

minister of Nijamasaha who ruled over Devagiri, it appears that 

he is referring to Ahmad Nizam Shah who ruled from 1490-1508 

A. D. or to his son Burhan Nizam Shah ( 1508-1533 A. D. ), most 

probably the former.^"” It may be taken as certain that the 

work was composed between 1190 and 1512 A. D. 

The author Dalapati appears (if it is his proper name) to 
have been a south Indian. He mentions only a few authors and 

digests by name among which are South Indian Madhavacarya, 

Mitaksara, Smrticandrika, Smrtyarthasara. There are also some 

other indications. In the Sraddhasara, while dilating on going to 

Gaya for s'raddha, the author first quotes a verse prescribing that 
the pilgrim intending to go to Gaya should first perform a 

sraddha, should be dressed in a karpata (worn out or ragged 

clothes) and should circumambulate his village.^®^® The author 

says that provision is not restricted to one going to Gaya alone, 

but also applies to Godavari when Jupiter is in the sign of Leo. 

It may be noted that the Nrsirhhaprasada had become a 

well-known work of some authority before 1600 A. D. even at 

Benares. The Nirnayasindhu composed in 1612 A. D. (2nd 

Pariccheda on Navaratra ) refers to passages quoted on Navaratra 

in Nrsirhhaprasada. 

1317 Vide Lane-Pcole’s ‘ Muhammadan dynasties’( ed. of 1924 ) 

p. 320 for the names and dates of the Nizam Shahs. Accord¬ 

ing to Lane-Poole the Nizam Shahs of Ahmednagar ruled from 

1498 to 1595 A, D. 

1318 1 i 

TfvTitT: 1 p. 96. Should ^^e not 

read ‘ ’ 1 ( stflTpifjp + ) ? 

I p 163 with Jlarathi translation (Nir 

Press, 1935 A. D. 
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104. Prataparudradeva 

The Sarasvativilasa was compiled by Prataparudradeva, a 

king of the Gajapati dynasty who ruled at Cuttack (Katakanagari) 

in Orissa. The Dayabhaga portion of this work was published 

with an English translation by Rev. Thomas Foulkes in 1881. 

When the materials for the first volume were being collected, this 

work dealing with Vyavahara was in the Press. It was edited by 

Dr. R. Sham Sastry and was published as a volume in the Oriental 

Library Publications of the University of Mysore. It is a large 

work containing 503 pages of the text with an Introduction of 

thirty-two pages containing an Index of the topics dealt with in it, 

errata and an account of the mss. on which the edition is based. 

After invoking deities the work starts with the pra'sasti of the 

king and his family ( pp. 2-11). Descent is traced to the Sun him¬ 

self through Das'aratha, Rama and his sons. Rama, his son Kusa, 

his son Atithi and in this family of the Raghus was born Kapi- 

lendra, founder of Gajapati dynasty, whose son was Purusottama. 

His queen was Rupambika. Prataparudradeva or Vira-Rudra-deva 

was the son of Purusottama. He is spoken of as having given 

protection to Sultan ( Suratrana ) Husanshah who threw himself 

on his mercy.^®^® In the colophons'®^® the king is styled 

Gajapati, Gaudesvara (king of Gauda), lord of Kalubariga 

(modern Gulbarga) in the Karnataka country of nine crores 

( probably of revenue ) and as the protector of Sultan Husanshah 

of Jamunapura. It is significant that the same titles are applied 

to Purusottama'®®' in his Potavaram grant of sake 1412 ( 1490 A. 

1319 p. 11 ‘ i 

Ac. p. 503. Is Jamunapura modern Jaunpural 

1321 &o. E. I. 

vol. XIII p. 155; vide Dr. Rajendralal Mitra’s ‘Antiquities 

of Orissa ’ vol. II, apdendix pp. 165-167, Ind. Ant. vol. I. 

p. 355 and M. M. Chakravarti’s article on ‘ Uriya Inscriptions 

of 15th and Ifiih centuries’ in JASB vol. 62, part 1, pp. 88- 

104 for inscriptions of this dyasty. Vide the Velicharla 

grant of Prataparudradeva Gajapati dated sake 1432 ( 1510 A. 

D. ) in E. I. vol. 28 pp. 205 fi. 
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D.) and in other inscriptions. Prataparudradeva, while ruling 

his capital'®^* Katakanagari, called together an assembly of 

Pandits and compiled an extensive digest of civil and religious 

law. The royal author feels qualms of conscience on the question 

of eulogising himself and his family but stifles them easily by 

saying that a poet can also be an appreciative critic of his own 

productions.^®®® He boasts that he composed the work for 

saving scholars the trouble of bringing harmony among the 

conflicting dicta of Vijfianayogi, Apararka, Bharuci and others, 

that there was no work that could equal his own and that his 

literary effort would make his predecessors’ works afford illu¬ 

strations of the maxim that when a certain purpose is served by 

one the existence of others is superfluous.'®®* Then it is said 

that the Vyavaharakanda was first taken in hand even before the 

Acarakanda following the special desire of the king Virarudra 

Gajapati.'®®® But it appears from references in the Vyavahara¬ 

kanda itself that before that part was finished the Acarakanda had 

been completed.'®®® The Sarasvatlvilasa, being a work composed 

under the express orders of a king for the benefit of his subjects, 

makes the nearest approach to the Austinian conception of law 

as a command addressed by political superiors to political inferiors 

and enforced by a sanction. 

The principal topics dealt with in the Vyavaharakanda are : 

the hall of justice, the method of judicial procedure, the plaint, 

the reply, documents, possession, rnadana, dayavibhaga, sahasa 

1322 ‘?r ... 

p. 11- 

1323 am 

i p. 11. 

1324 metiRu 

a«iRi I... ^ rrtrrft i 5 jt# ^ 
if: II pp. 11-12; r'lIRa<1 »iI 

II p. 14. 

1325 mwiK'KPrg: 1... 
sr^rd ii p. 15. 

1326 am jnT%w- 
fh% qq i p. 343. 
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and other titles of law. In the beginning of the work he sets out 

at great length the views of ancient writers on politics about 

the constitution of the mandala, such as those of Parasara, 

Usanas, Visnu, Brhaspati, Visalaksa, Manu etc. He generally 

follows the views of Vijnanes'vara on dayavibhaga, but here and 

there strongly criticizes him e. g. he says that Vijnanesvara gave 

a very far-fetched interpretation*®^’ of Yajnavalkya’s verse 

‘ rikthagraha rnam dapyah ’. Another interesting example of 

of criticism of Vijnanesvara is found on p. 457 of Sar. V. 

‘ This 

passage has in view the Mitaksara passage at the beginning of 

Svamipalavivada (taken up immediately after dealing with 

SImavivada) ‘ 

'TTS^nt if fTw i ’ for ’ vide 

Manu VIII. 4-7. Similarly another proposition associated with the 

Mitaksara is attacked by the Sar. V. ( p. 396 ) viz. qg 

On the other hand, Varadaraja refers to Vijnanesvara as 

‘ Brahmavit-pravara ’ (eminent or best among those who realized 

brahman on pp. 253 and 270 of Vyavaharanirnaya ). 

It may be noted that the Sar. V. names (on pp. 13-14)*®®® 

41 Smrtikaras, some Upasmrtis, 18 Puranas and makes a distinc¬ 

tion between Tikakaras (like Vijnanesvara) and Nibandhanakaras 

(i. e. digest-writers) like Laksmidhara. On p. 12 he quotes a 

1327 (o=sgxqTn5- 

*1==^ ? ) 3tf?l%TOnT'TTm*4rtTfirt5rmf«r?I p. 262 ; vide p. 207 

for another example of the criticism of Should we 

not read as the first word ? 

1328 The page references are to the pages in the Mysore Univer¬ 

sity edition of the Sarasvativilasa ( of 1927 ) indicated by the 

form Sar. V. 

sroildT: 

i^Continued on the next page ) 
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verse containing names of sages like Mann, and Vasistha and 

Yoglsvara and Nibandhanakaras like Bharuci, Kularka and 

Yogisvara. 

The Sar. V., though a late work, is of great importance in 

some respects. In scores of places it cites the different views or 

explanations of Vijnanesvara and Bharuci on the same topic or 

verse. A few examples may be cited here. ( 1) On Yaj. I. 312 

( Sar. V. p. 23 on ‘ sthirah ’), Yaj. I. 313 ( Sar. V. p. 20 on the 

‘ uditodita ’), Yaj. I. 317 ( on ‘ patresu Sar. V. p. 24 ), Yaj. I. 

327 (' no krama of the several acts is intended ’ says Bharuci in 

Sar. V. p. 30). 

Differences of opinion between Bharuci and Vijnanesvara are 

pointed out by Sar. V. as to several matters, e. g. on p. 308 Sar. 

V. states that Vijnanayogin, Asahaya and Medhatithi allowed 

recourse to ordeal in the case of a dispute about sale by one who 

was not the owner of the property sold ( asvamivikraya), while 

Bharuci, Apararka and Smrticandrika did not allow such recourse 

to ordeals in that matter. Recently Dr. Derrett (of the London 

School of Oriental and African Studies) came across a ms. of 
Bharuci’s commentary on some chapters of the Manusmrti found 

at Trivandrum and he is thinking of bringing out an edition of 

the part available. Here and there the Sar. V. cites Bharuci’s 

explanations of several passages of Manu and also explanations 

of Vijnanesvara. For example, on Manu VIII. 383 (Sahasram 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

pp. 13-14. 

I p. 14. The word 

• ‘ nibandhana ’ or ‘ nibandfianakara ’ often occurs in the Sar. 

V. ( e. g. pp. 53, 53, 149, b49, 451, 456, 468 ). It appears 

likely that Nibandhanakara in these cases does not refer to 

one work only, but to different digests at different places. 

On p. 53 it is noted that a Nibandhanakara followed Nwada 

aa regards the order ( Krama ) of the 18 Vyavaharapadas and 

not the order given in the Manusmrti. 
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brahmano dandam &c.) he quotes the views of both Vijnanesvara 

and Bharuci;-vide also Sar. V. pp. 369-373 where Manu, Yaj. 

and Visnu are quoted and the differing views of Bharuci and 

Vijnanes'vara are pointed out. A few more cases, where Bharuci’s 

comments along with those of others on some verses of Manu 

are cited, may by pointed out. On p. 348 Manu IX. 103 is cited 

and the word ' Dayadharmam ’ occurring therein is explained by 

Bharuci as indicating both Dayavibluiga and Dharmavibhaga. 

On p. 360 Manu IX. 118 ( svebhyo &c.) is explained by Sar. V. 

which points out that Asahaya, Medhiltithi, Vijnanes'vara hold 

views opposed to those of Bharuci and Apararka. Vide also Sar. 

V. pp. 389-90 where are cited Manu V. 197 and 161 and the 

different explanations of Vijnanesvara and Bharuci are set out. 

Another interesting matter is that the Sar. V. cites in many 

places the explanations of certain siitras and words of Visnu and 

gives their interpretations by Bharuci; vide for example pp. 160, 

314-15, 318-19, 422-23, 427-28, 430-32, 447-48, 487, 488-89. 

The question arises whether Bharuci wrote a commentary on 

Visnu as well as on Manu or whether he embodied many com¬ 

ments on Visnu in his commentary on Manusmrti. That 

question cannot be answered until Bharuci’s commentary on 

Manu is available in print. 

It may be mentioned here that the Sarasvativilasa paid high 

honour to Bharuci, since on p. 428 it refers to Bharuci as 

‘ bhagavat ’ and it appears that Prataparudra and his helpers 

possessed a copy of the commentary of Bharuci on Manu. 

On p. 457 Sar. V. quotes a verse of Visnugupta for explaining 

a stitra of Visnu. Who this Visnugupta is cannot be definitely 

stated. Kautilya, who also is called Visnugupta in the Mudra- 

rak^sa, has some of these terras (in 11. 19. 2-9 ) but there is no 

such verse in the Kautiliya. It may be pointed out that the 

Brhaj-jataka of Varahamihira in VII, 7 and XXI. 3 mentions the 

views of Visnugupta and that Utpala (who comments on Brhaj- 

jataka ) quotes two Arya verses of Visnugupta. So a Visnugupta 

(writer on astrology) flourished before 500 A. D Whether 

Canakya and Visnugupta are identical is discussed by the present 

author in his paper on ‘ Varahamihira and Utpala ’ in JBBRAS 

New Series Vol. 24. 3 at p. 19. 

H. D. 110 
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The Sarasvatl'vilasa quoted the views of Varadaraja in sevaral 

places (e. g. on pp. 135, 179, 268-69, 276, 319 his work must 

be earlier than about 1500 A. D., as Prataparudra ruled from 

1497 to 1538 A. D. and the king refers to him as an adhunika 

(recent writer) on p. 325 (of the Sarasvativilasa under ‘Kritva- 

nusaya ’). It is noteworthy that the Sarasvativilasa, which 

quotes Apararka many times ( as on pp. 230, 262, 264, 308 ) and 

Smrti-candrika dozens of times (as on pp. 212, 230, 235,242, 264, 

267, 275, 308, 350 ) does not speak of Apararka or the Candrika 

( or Smrti-candrika ) as ‘ adhunika ’. The Smrticandrika would 

have to be placed between 1200 A. D. to 1240 A. D., as it quotes 

Apararka and is very largely quoted by Hemadri. Therefore 

Varadaraja has to be assigned to a period between 1450 to 1500 

A. D. in order that in a work like the Sarasvativilasa composed 

in the first quarter of the 16th century he may be called 

‘ adhunika ’ ( recent, modern ). 

The Sarasvativilasa is a work of authority in Southern India 
on matters of Hindu Law, though inferior to the Mitaksara.^®*® 

It informs us that, though the Smrticandrika passed over the 

ordeals of water and poison on the ground that they had gone 

out of vogue, in Utkala the ordeal of water alone was resorted 

1329 Some decisive leferences may be given here to the passages 

in Varadaraja’s Vyavaharanirnaya ( ed. by the late Prof. 

Rangaswami Aiyangar ), which are quoted in Prataparudra’s 

Sarasvativilasa ( on Vyavahara). 

1. On p. 135 of Prataparudra’s work theie is a long quota¬ 

tion of the respective strength of title and mere possession in 

different circumstances, which repeats what Varadaraja says 

on p. 132 of the Vyavaharanirnaya. 

2. On pp. 275-76 of the Sarasvativilasa a passage is quoted as 

cited from Kautilya by Varadaraja ; 1%^: 1 3Tsr 

| This occurs 

in 54(<^^i<f*i'^4 of ( pp. 284-83}; it is found in Kautiliya 

III. 14. 29-32 p. 120 (ed. by Prof. Kangle). 

1330 Vide 2 Mad-H. C. R. 206 at p. 217, 33 Mad. 439 at p. 441, 

35 Mad, 152 at p. 156. 
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I 

to and in Siirasena ( Mathura ) and Magadha ( Bihar) the ordeal 

of poison alone was administered.^®^* 

Besides the usual dharmastttras and other smrtis, the principal 

authors and works named in the Sarasvativilasa are noted 

below.*®®® The Sarasvativilasa presents in the case of the 

dharmasutras, particularly of Visuu and Gautama, great varia¬ 

tions from the printed texts of these works (vide sec. 10, p. 127 

above). The Sarasvativilasa in scores of places gives the con¬ 

flicting views of Bharuci and the Mit.iksara (for which see 

under Bharuci, sec. 62). The Sarasvativilasa also contains valuuable 

information about the views of such authors as Asahaya, Bhava- 

deva and Srikara whose works have not yet come to light. 

Burnell (introduction to Vaihs'a Brahmana p. vii) took 

Prataparudradeva to be the king of that name who belonged to 

the Kakatiya-Ganapati dynasty of Warangal and who was carried 

captive to Delhi in 1332 A. D. But in this he was wrong. It 

has been shown above that the king connected with the com¬ 

position of the Sarasvativilasa belonged to the Gajapati dynasty 

that ruled at Cuttack and not at Warangal. Prataparudradeva 

ruled from 1497 to 1539 A. D. Therefore the Sarasvativilasa 

must have been composed in the first quarter of the 16th cent¬ 

ury. Foulkes thinks (Intro, p. xx) that the work was com¬ 

posed about 1515 A. D. His argument is that though the 

commentary of Madhavacarya was written about two hundred 

years before the Sarasvativilasa, the latter is entirely silent about 

it in his work and that the reason of this is to be sought for 

in the rivalry of the two dynasties of Prataparudra and Krsnaraya 

1331 

I 

i p. 200. 

Vide P- Rharpure’s ed. for its 

opinion cited here. 

1332 aronsT, 3^ (), (i. e. 

vT^itrsr, H'=frraf^, 

r;r3T ( called snf as contrasted with ), 

( on aiPTo ^ ), HitfWdt:, 
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of Vijayanagara which was set at rest by a marriage alliance 

about 1516 A. D. Vide Prof. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar’s ‘ Sour¬ 

ces of Vijayanagar History’ (p. 116), where we are told that 

the daughter of the Orissa king married to Krsnadevaraja was 

named JaganmohinI (according to some) or Tukka ( according 

to others) and Sewell’s ' A Forgotten Empire’ p. 320. Another 

argument advanced by Foulkes for 1515 A. D. as the date of 

the work is that during the latter part of his reign Prataparu- 

dradeva had come under the influence of the great Vaisnavite 

saint Caitanya, who made Puri his residence during the last years 

of his life and that the Sarasvativilusa has in the beginning an 

invocation of Jsiva. Caitanya was born in sake 1407 Phalguna 
Full-moon (i. e. in 1486 D. ); vide Bhandarkar’s ‘ Vaisnavism 

and ^aivism ’ ( p. 83 ) and Caitanya is said to have gone to Puri 

about 1510 A. D. and died in 1533 A. D. (Beames in Ind. Ant. 

vol. II, p. 1 ff.). Both these arguments are not of much weight. 

As a matter of fact in some mss. there is an invocation of both 

Visnu (Hayagriva) and Siva; vide Descriptive Cat. of Govern¬ 

ment S. mss. at Madras vol. VI, p. 2426 No. 3221. 

Among the latest works and authors of certain dates that the 

Sarasvativilasa names are the Smrticandrika and Varadaraja. Some 

confusion has been caused by the fact that there were two kings 

called Prataparudra viz. King Prataparudra Gajapati (ruler of 

Orissa) and Prataparudra Kakatiya (of Warangal). There is a 

work called Prataparudra-Yasobhusana on Sanskrit Poetics (in¬ 

cluding dramaturgy composed by Vidyanatha and published in 

the Bombay Sanskrit Series (in 1909) edited by K. P. Trivedi. 

In that work while dealing with dramaturgy a Sanskrit drama 

is put forward in which Prataparudra Kakatiya is the hero 

(p. 135) (vide pp. 131-218 of that work). He ruled over 

Andhrades'a called Trilihga because that country has three famous 

lihgas (Srisaila, Kalesvara and Draksarama) and he was also 

called Vira-rudra or Rudra. He was the son of Mahadeva and 

Mummudi or Mummudamba. It would be seen that the parents 

of the two Prataparudras were different and that their capitals 

were different ( Katakanagara of the Gajapati king and Ekasila 
of the Kakatiya king). 

An interesting question about the authorship of the Sar. V 
was raised by the late Dr. P. K. Gode in the Calcutta Orientai 
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Journal, Vol. II ( 1934-35) pp. 229-231 and he suggested that 

the real author of the Sara&vativilasa was Lolla Laksmidhara, 

who wrote a commentary on the Saundaryalahari of ^ri Sahkara- 

carya. In the journal of the Bihar Research Society ( for 1950 ), 

Vol. 36 (parts 3-4 pp. 15-18 ) Mr. R. Subrahmanyam raises the 

same question and answers it by saying that the Sarasvativilasa 

was really composed by Lolla Laksmidhara. The arguments 

advanced are flimsy and worth little. He boldly asserts that 

the author of the Sar. V. nowhere gives his own opinion or 

hazards his bonafides. One fails to understand what he means 

by the first part of his dictum. In dozens of places the author 

of Sar. V. gives his own opinions on the varying interpretations 

of Vijnanes'vara and of Bharuci and others. Vide above and 

notes for striking examiples of the decisive conclusions reached 

by Pratuparudra (such as that on the question of Svatva cited 

above ). 

I regret to say that Mr. Subrahmanyam has not made clear 

what he means by saying that he (Prataparudra) nowhere gives 

his opinion and I am afraid that he has not read the original 

text carefully. In many cases he gives his opinions and pre¬ 

fers one explanation to another. Vide p. 208; he employs the 

words ‘ tan-r.\andam ’ against Vijnanes'vara and expressly says 

‘ asmad-uktaiva vyavastha samyak*. On pp. 160-161 he refers 

to the differing explanations of the Smnicandrika and Bharuci 

and expressly says Bharuci’s explanation is the proper one. 

For reasons of space it is not possible to dilate at length on 

this first charge against Prataparudra. Only a few references to 

pages where he prefers one view to another are given here. 

Vide pp. 109 (Vijnanesvaramatameva samyak), 154 ( where the 

views of both Bhavadeva and Apararka are declared as heya 

i. e. to be rejected); p. 384 ^^a'aha,ya-vyakhyanamasahayam), p. 458 

( Medhatithi-vyakhyanam svamatikalpitam iti mantavyam). The 

criticism against his reference to Ganapati, Sarasvati, Hanuman 

is to say the least worth little. Even a Vaisnava king has to 

pay regard to the views of the subjects in his realm and when 

he comes forward as an author he may follow the usual pattern 

of his predecessors viz. of making obeisance to Ganapati and 

to Sarasvati. But even when making homage to Hanumat in 

introductory stanza he emphasizes that Hanumat learnt from his 
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Upadhyaya (adyad-upadhyayat) viz. Raghuvara (i. e, Rama 

who was an incarnation of Visnu) and verse 6 refers to Krsna 

( who was a child of the Yadavas ). Therefore, there is hardly 

anything in the Introductory verses to detract from his being a 

staunch Vaisnava. Further, Mr. Subrahmanyam is offended by 

the use of the words ‘ Kantanam Kamadevah ’ and remarks that 

nobody would write like this. All that is meant is that women 

looked upon the king as the paragon of beauty. Lastly Mr. 

Subrahmanyam complains that the king has overdone the permitted 

bounds of self-laudation. No limits have been set anywhere 

for self-laudation. But one example of another royal author 

several centuries earlier than Prataparudra may be cited for com¬ 

parison viz. of Apararka who in the 5th Introductory verse of 

his commentary on Yaj. states that even God l^iva was astonished 

by the King’s bhakti and that Brhaspati himself was astonished by 

the king’s intellect and the Sun by his brilliance (svatva 

Lolla Laksmidliara appears to have been a braggart. In his 

com. on the Saundaryalaharl he gives at the end of his commentary 

a long list of his several ancestors and credits each of them 

with the authorship of works, hardly any one of which has been 

noticed so far in the numerous reports on Sanskrit Mss. It is 

possible that he might have been one of the Pandits called to 

help king Prataparudra, He must have been paid for his tro¬ 

uble and there the matter ended. This is like the case of 

'Vs'vesvarabhatU who helped Mandanapala in his works and whose 

name occurs as the author in the ms. of some of those works. 

It is known that Godavaramis'ra was a learned court poet of 

Prataparudra ( vide Dr. Gode commemoration volume pp. 63-67 

for him ). 

Vide JBORS. vol. V, pp. 147-148 and Ind. Ant. for 1929, pp. 

28-33 for information about the Em.pire of Orissa and its 

emperors, Kapilendra (who died in 1470 A. D.), Purusottama- 

deva (1470-1497) and Prataparudra-deva. 

There is a ms. of a work called Pratapamartanda or Pra- 

udhapratapamartanda (D. C. ms. No. 48 of 1872-73) which is 

tt^tr H 5th Intro, verse of dtw on Jp. 
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ascribed to Prataparudra, ruler of Utkala, whose capital was 

Kataka on the banks of the Citrotpala. It mentions Kapiles'vara 

Gajapati, his son Purusottama, father of Prataparudra. In the 

colophon the king is described as ‘ Gajapati-Gaudesvara-nava- 

koti-kalabaragesvara-rupa-narayana ’ &c. The work is divided 

into five Prakas'as on Padarthanirnaya, Vatsaradinirupana, Tithi- 

nirupaiia, Vratanirnaya ( such as Navarfitra &c.), Visnubhakti. 

He expressly mentions as his authorities Hemadri, Kalpataru, 

Ratnakara, Mitaksara, Madhaviya, Anantabhatta, Smrticandrika 

Apararka, Parijata, Kaladars'a, Devadasa. Here there is an ex¬ 

press mention of Madhava which refutes Foulkes’ theory set 

out above. 

105. Dharmatattvakalanidhi or Prthvlcandrodaya- 

Vyavaharaprakaia. 

This work was not dealt with in the first edition published 

in 1930 but brief references were made to it in Appendix A 

pp. 566 and 584 and Appendix B p. 712. Since then a small 

portion of the very large digest on Dharmasastra named above 

has been published (in 1962) as Vol. No. 21 of the Bharatiya- 

vidya series edited by Mr. J. H. Dave, M. A. LL. B., Advocate 

(Supreme Court of India). Now that some portion is avail¬ 

able in print it is briefly noticed here. The work means ‘ The 

Moon (Kalanidhi) of the essence of Dharma, or also Prthvi- 

candrodaya ‘ the rise of Prthvicandra ’. This last was a king. 

The volume now published contains a portion of Vyavahara- 

prakasa, one of the several parts of a huge digest on dharma. 

The Introduction ( on pp. v-vi) states that only seven parts of 

the work are available ( each in a single ms.) at different places 

viz. three parts called prak^.!>as on Vyavahara, Vrata and Samaya 

are available in the Anup Sanskrit Library; there is a ms. of 

Sraddha-prakas'a in the Bombay University’s library. A ms. of 

the Asauca-prakilsa is available in the Library of the Baroda 

Oriental Institute, a ms. of Grhasthaprakasa exists in Sarasvati- 

Bhavan Library of Benares and a ms. of Acara-prakasa is 

available in the Adyar Library, Madras. It is not possible to 

say how many parts were included or intended to be included 

in the whole work. But Kalanidhi means ‘the Moon’ and aS 

the Moon is supposed to have sixteen kalas {kala tu sodaso 
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bhagah - Amarakos'a), it was probably intended to spread the 

digest over sixteen parts. The section on Vyavahara is called 

Vyavalifiraprakasa and is divided into 14 ullasas (lit. ‘flashes’ 

or coruscations). Mr. Dave publishes ten out of the 14 uUasas 

and is going to publish the remaining four in the near future. 

The Vyavaharaprakas'a (which is the 7th part of the pro¬ 

posed work) deals with judicial procedure as well as with sub¬ 

stantive law. The present volume contains the whole of judicial 

procedure (technically called Vyavahara ) in 202 pages and some 

titles out of the 18 titles of law (in pp. 203-331 ), viz. from 

rnadana to boundary disputes. 

The present work is beautifully printed by the Nimayasa- 

gar Press (Bombay) and contains (besides the introduction, 

{pp. v-xi), the Index of subjects (xiii-xvi), Sanskrit text 

(pp. 1-331 ), Index of the verses (p. 333-357, in all over 2000 

verses) and an Index of the names of authors and works (pp. 

358-359 ) which inadvertently omits the names of GarudapurSna 

( p. 271), Govindaraja ( p. 132), Candcs'vara (p. 161 ), Bhavadeva 

(p. 116) and all passages that are ascribed to the joint author¬ 

ship of Sahkhalikhita in the text as those of Likhita. 

The very first verse claims that king Prthvicandra personally 

looked into the causes of the citizens day after day along with 

learned brahmanas and the judge and states that he begins the 

composition of a work on vyavahrti ( vyavahara, including both 
substantive and procedural law ). 

More than 50 authorities are cited in the portion published. 

Among the sutrakaras on Dharma. Visnu is most frequently 

quoted, next come Gautama and Sahkhalikhita. Among metrical 

Smrtis Manu is quoted about a hundred times and Yajfiavalkya 

about 120 times. Among the other metrical Smrtis Katyayana, 

Narada and Bdiaspati are all quoted more than 160 times each. 

Vyasa is quoted 40 times and Pitamaha is quoted not only on 

ordeals but also on several other matters. The Ramayana is 

quoted twice and the ATahabharata thrice. Nlany Puranas such 

as Agni, Kalika, Brahma, Bhavisya, Matsya, Markandeya are 

quoted but not at great length. Among digests and writers on 

Dharmasastra are mentioned Kalpataru (several times) Capde- 

svara ( on p. 161 ), Candrikakara (i. e. author of Smrticandrika ) 
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once on p. 55, Parijata (several times), Vijnanayogis'vara (on 

pp. 7, 249), Sarvajna-narayana, commentator of Manu VIII. 

53-54, (on p. 63) and on Manu VJII. 41, 42, 46, (on p. 33), 

Halayudha on p. 161 and 284 ( on Narada’s verses.). 

From the colophons at the end of certain sections (Ulldsas) 

of the portion printed, it appears that the author was the son 

of Nagamalla, was a great devotee of Visnu and had such birudas 

as Kalikala-karna, Pratapa-lahkesvara, Ripujayasimha. On p. 

279 he refers to Brahmacariprakasa as already composed. 

This VyavaharaprakSs'a, when completely printed, would be 

recognised as a treatise on law and procedure applicable to 

Hindus in Northern India. The quotations from authorities are 

ample, to the point, lucid and not burdened with lengthy dis¬ 

cussions on Mimarhsa. It keeps throughout a practical end in 

view viz. to explain the law in easy and clear language. Not 

only the Vyavaharaprakas'a, but other sections on non-legal topics 

have been quoted extensively by writers on Dharmas'astra from 

the 16th century onwards such as the Nirnayasindhu (which 

quotes it hundreds of times), the Mayukhas^ of Nilakantha 

who quotes it in Acara-m., Samaya m. and Sraddha-ra. and 

others. 

His date can be settled without much diflBculty. Mr. Dave 

points out (in Intro, p. vfii) that on the last leaf of a ms. of 
the Vyavaharaprakasa the scribe (named Srivastavya Kayastha ) 

states that he finished the copying of the work on the 15th of 

the bright half of Phalguna on Wednesday in Samvat 1530 i. e. 

( 1474 A. D.) in the city called Sehunda when king Prthvlcandra 

was reigning. 

Therefore it follows that the work was composed sometime 

before 1474 A. D. This date is corroborated by the fact that 

it cites the Smrticandrika and Candes'vara and so it must be 

placed later than about 1375 A. D. Mr. Dave states that Sehunda 

is now a town in Bundelkhand. It is a remarkable coincidence 

that three great digests on Dliarmasastra were composed in 

Bundelkhanda, viz. the Prthivlcandrodaya, the Bhagavantabhas- 

kara of Nilakantha in twelve parts called Mayukhas ( rays ) and 

the Viramitrodaya of Mitrami^ra (the last two in the first half 

of the 17th century). 

H.D.—HI 
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Prof. Velankar’s Catalogue of the Sanskrit mss. in the 

Bombay University No. 251 ( p. 52) is a ms. of the ^raddha- 

prakasa, in 24 uUasas, but it breaks off in the midst of 

Sampatasraddha. 

In A. vs. B. (54 Bom. L. R. pp. 725-754) Mr. Justice 

Tendulkar had to deal with a case in which a suit had been 

brought by the husband against the wife for nullity of marriage 

on the ground that the woman was impotent at the time of 

marriage and continued to be so thereafter and a decree for 

nullity of marriage was passed. Many authorities from original 

Sanskrit texts were cited in the arguments and in the learned 

judgment (pp. 743-754). In the same volume on pp. 115-119, 

Dr. Derrett deals with the question in dispute and relevant 

Sanskrit texts and Mr. Dave, Advocate in the case of A. vs. B* 

cited above, contributed a paper in the Journal portion ( pp. 

25-32) of 55 Bom. L. R. The above mentioned case is a con¬ 

verse of the case Ralan Moni vs. Nagendra Ncirayan ( 1945) 1 

Cal. 407. 

106. Govindananda 

Govindananda wrote several works out of which four have 

been printed in the Bibliotheca Indica series, viz. : the Dana- 

kaumudJ, Suddhikaumudi, Sraddhakaumudi, Varsakriya-kaumudl. 

The last work deals with tithinimaya, vratas on several tiihis all the 

year round, festivals like Durgotsava, Kojagara etc. Besides these 

he wrote a commentary called Arthakaumudi on the ^iuddhidipika 

of Srinivasa which was printed in Bengali characters, and also 

a commentary called Tattvartha-kaumudl on ^ulapani’s Praya- 

^ittaviveka (published by Jivananda at Calcutta). This com¬ 

mentary is extensive and learned. A verse eulogising his father’s 

great learning in Astronomy, Vedanta and Smrti occurs in the 

commentary as well as in Sraddhakriyakaumudi (it is quoted 

below His works are of great utility on acccount of the 

1334 qvi ^ster- 

^vthsot: II 2ud \erse to the and 

in ( which) hitter reads the last words as 

(.Continued on the next page) 
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numerous authors and works quoted therein. The following 

deserve special mention.^®®” He was the son of Ganapatibhatta 

and was styled Kavikahkaniicarya. From the introductory and 

final verses of his works it appears that he was a Vaisnava. 

His father was a resident of Bagri in the Midnapur District 

of Bengal. 

Since he quotes Rudradhara-upadhyaya ( pp. 115, 116) and 

his Sraddhaviveka in Sraddha-kriyakaumudi and Vacaspatimis'ra 

on p. 452 of the same and Sraddhacintfimani sixteen times in the 

same work, he is not earlier than about 1500 A. D. His father 

composed his astronomical work Jyotismati in Kali year 4613 

(i. e. 1512 A. D.), when his name had become famous. 

Dr. Bhabatosh Bhattacharya in his paper ‘ Govindananda the 
least appreciated Bengal Nibandhakara ’ (in JOR, Madras, 

Vol. XXIX for 1963 pp. 101-107 ) blames me for not mentioning 

( in the first edition of the H. of Dh. vol. I) all the years in which 

intercalary months occurred near about Govindananda’s time and 

for not making use of a verse (quoted below ) about the compo¬ 

sition of the work of Govindananda’s father contained in the 

editor’s Preface to the Varsakriyakaumudi. I must enter a protest 

against these references to my not dilating on matters occurring 

even in prefaces to editions. I had to deal in H. of Dh. with 

more than one hundred authors in less than 500 pages. I could 

not indulge in long discussions as one can do in papers in journals. 

Even without referring to the date in the preface to Varsakriya¬ 

kaumudi I placed Govindananda between 1500-1540 A. D. 

Dr. Bhattacharya himself ( in J. O. R. Madras, Vol. XXIX pp. 

101-107 at p. 103) holds that my conclusion (in H. of Dh. vol. I 

1930 on p. 415 ) ‘ we shall be very near the truth if Govinda- 

1335 

( Continued from the previous page ) 
which are not clear, but may mean ‘ who is like an eye 

( sight ) to the good. ’ 

n quoted from paper in J. 0. R. 

( Madras) vol. XXIX p. 101. 

(com. of 
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nanda’s literary activity be placed between 1500 and 1540 A, D. ’ 
was justified. My reason for stating only a few intarcalary months 

was to find out the latest dates ( which Govindananda cited) for 
' t 

arriving at the date of composition of that work (Suddhi- 

kaumudi ).■ Dr. Bhattacharya is not quite accurate when he says 

on p. 500 of his paper on the Varsakriyakaumudi of Govinda¬ 

nanda in Adyar Library Bulletin ( Vol. XXV pp. 505-510) that 

Dr. Hazra’s paper on ‘ works and period of literary activity of 

Govindananda ’ (J. O. R. Madras, Vol. XVIII pp. 97-108 ) has 

settled with certainty Govindananda’s date as 1510-40 A. D. 

The only settled date ( if at all) is that of the composition 

of Jyolismati ( an astronomical work of which only a single ms. 

is said to have been found ) of Ganapatibhatta (written in 4613 

Kaliyuga i. e. about 1512-13 A. D. ). Dr. Hazra towards the end 

of his paper (pp. 107-108 1 relies on the three epithets ( of self- 

praise ) applied to Ganapatibhatta by himself viz. whose name 

was famous (prasiddhahvayah), who was superior on account 

of his well known qualities (khyatagunottara) and the leader 

among astronomers. There is nothing to show that all these 

epithets were really deserved. There is nothing to show that the 

epithet ‘ bhatta ’ had been conferred upon him. Further, we do 

not know whether a son had already been born to him about or 

before 1512 or whether the son was 10 or 20 or 40 years old at 

the time. 

It may be noted that Govindananda himself was loose in 

giving the names of some of his own works; for example, the 5th 

Introductory verse in his work on Dana employs the word ‘ Dana- 

kriyakaumudi % while the verse preceding the last one in the same 

work employs the word ‘ Danakaumud: ’. Similarly, the fifth 

Introductory verse of the Sraddhakaumudi has ■ Sri-Govindakavih 

karoti gahanam Sraddhakriyakaumdjm while at the end of the 

same work he says ‘ Govindanandakrtina krteyam ^raddha- 

kaumudi ’. But as regards the Saddhikaumudi the Introductory 

verse is ‘ Sri Govindakavih karoti gahanam s'uddher-imam 

kaumudim ’ and at the end we have the verse ' Ganapatibhatta- 

tavjyo Govindananda panditah s'rlman i samakrta santosartham 

sudhiyam Sr'i SM(/c//i(-kaumudim-etam ’ ii. 

The Danakriyakaumudi mentions no other Kaumudi but is 

itself mentioned by ^raddhakriyakaumudi on pp. 340 and 529 and 
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by ^uddhikaumudi on p. 160 and by the Varsakriya-Kaumudi on 

pp. 352, 487. The Sraddhakaumudi mentions the Danakaumudi 

on pp. 340 and 529 and the Suddhikaumudi on pp. 323, 342, 348, 

440 and 483 and is mentioned by the Varsakriyakaumudi^®®® on 

pp. 352, 487. The Suddhikaumudi mentions the Danakaumudi 

on p. 160 and is mentioned by the Varsakriyakaumudi on p. 359. 

The Varsakriyakaumudi mentions all the other three works as 

stated above but is not quoted by any of the other three Kaumudis 

and therefore it is the latest among his four works. 

On pp. 266-267 of the Suddhikaumudi it is stated by 

Govindananda that in 1414 sake (i. e. 1492 A. D.) Vais'akha was 

intercalary, in iake 1416 ( 1494 A. D.) Bhadrapada was so, in 

sake 1419 ( 1497 A. D.) Sravana was intercalary in the 36th 

month from the time when an intercalary month occurred before 

that year and it remarks that there is not certain rule about these 

intercalary months, except this that an intercalary month does 

occur in the 3rd solar year after the occurrence of an intercalary 

month in some year. Then on p. 270 he quotes a Jyotisa verse 

and states that in sake 1449 (1527 A. D.) there was an intercalary 

month, Asadha, that in 1452 sake Vais'akha was an intercalary 

month, then in 1454 iake < 1532 A. D.), Bhadrapada was an inter¬ 

calary month and in 1457 sake ( 1535 A. D.) there was Sravana 

as intercalary month and remarks that all this about intercalary 

months is not certain, but it is only prayika ( probable). 

The learned editor of the Varsakriyakaumudi appends in the 

Preface ( pp. iii-v ) a list of fourteen matters on which Govinda¬ 

nanda differs from Raghunandana. Dr. Bhabatosh Bhattacharya 

in his paper on the Varsakriyakaumudi ( Adyar Library Bulletin, 

Vol. XXV on pp. 506-507 ) gives (on the fourteen points of 

difference between the two great scholars ) references to the pages 

of Varsakriya and of the Tattvas on Ekadasi, Krtya and Tithi. 

The Sraddhakriyakaumudi mentions .Sulapani several times 

(on pp. 31, 71, 138, 374, 380, 549) and once on p. 71 includes 

him along with Aniruddha among the ancient ones '( vid note 1263 

1336 (on p. 579 ) ends in a somewhat mutilated form as 

follows : 5^4 4^341 I f4f XXX II 

44)44: 1 f4J4T4?4T43<lMMdfa*n II 

44^4) 44THT 1 
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above pracamasammatam ). ‘ Pracam ’ may also mean * eastern ’ 

but that meaning would not be proper here, since Aniruddha, 

Sulapani and Govindananda are all men from Bengal. It men¬ 

tions the Sraddhacintamani of Vacaspati sixteen times and often 

says that its opinion deserves to be rejected ( heyam or apastam ) 

as on p. 354 or is stupid ( mandam ) as on pp. 185, 280, 296, 319. 

Govindananda wrote a learned and extensive commentary 

called Tattvarthakaumudi on the Prayascittaviveka of ^tilapani. 

The verse describing his father’s attainments in Astronomy, 

Vedanta and Smrtis also occurs there. On p. 142 of that com¬ 

mentary he holds an elaborate discussion on the Holakadhikarana 

(Jaimini’s Sutras I. 3. 15-23) and he finds fault with JimQta- 

vahana’s interpretation of it in the Dayabhaga. Vide H. of Dh. 

vol. V. pp. 237-241 and 1281-82. It is not possible ( for reasons 

of space ) to say more about the Tattvarthakaumudi here. 
f 

Apart from his com. on Stilapani’s work the four Kaumudis 

cover over 1800 printed pages. His is a great effort and is next 

to Raghunandana’s Smrtitattva in extent. 

Raghunandana does not mention him by name or his works 

nor does Govindananda refer to Raghunandana or his works or 

views. Govindananda appears to be the earlier of the two, 

though they were contemporaries. 

Govindananda mentions Sridharasvamin, the famous com¬ 

mentator of the Bhagavatapurana, in Varsakriyakaumudi (p. 56 ) 

and declares that a certain verse ( kalardham dvadasim drstva &c.) 

quoted by him appears to be amiila (baseless), while Raghu¬ 

nandana also quotes him (i. e. Sridharasvamin ) in ( vol. I) Tithi 

107, Prayascitta 517 t refers to his commentary on the 12th 

adhyayaof the 10th Skandha), (vol. II) Ekadasi 25, Krtya 430 

( Sridharasvami-vyakhyfinara-atra grahyam ). 

On p. 559 of the Sraddha-kriyakaumudi, while dealing with 

S^raddha in honour of ancient sages like Sanaka and the use 

of the word ‘ hanta ’ therein, Govindananda remarks ‘ the rite 

(offering sraddha to Sanaka and others ) may be seen in Kriya- 

kaumudi ’. Several explanations of these words are possible viz. 

that it is a marginal note introduced by scribes in the text or 

that Kriyakaumudi is a work of Govindananda himself or that 

Kriyakaumudi is a work by some other author. Raghunandana 
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(in Ahnikatattva, 343) quotes two verses from KriyakaumudI 

(attributed to Vasistha) that enumerate seven trees or plants 

called ‘ trnaraja ’ and condemns the use of the skins or leaves of 

those trees for ‘ dantadhavana ’ and on p. 344 cites a verse from 

KriyakaumudI that requires that if a man knowingly touches a 

jalaukd (leech) or similar worm he should forbear from perform¬ 

ing daily religious duties ( unless he bathes or washes the hands ). 

On p. 376 of Ahnikatattva Raghu. quotes a half verse from 

Kaumudi*®^^ forbidding for tarpana the use of water taken from 

a sQdra or water falling from clouds. 

It appears that the Bengal Asiatic Society has a ms. of a 

work called Kriyakaumudi.*®** I learn from Dr. Bhabatosh 

Bhattacharya that Dr. Shrimati Vani Chakravarti in her recently 

published Bengali work (in July 1964) named ‘ samaja-samskaraka 

Raghunandana ’ has shown that all the quotations from Kriya¬ 

kaumudI found in Raghunandana’s Smrtitattva ( which are only 

four or rather 3^ verses) can be identified in the ms. of Kriya¬ 

kaumudI belonging to the Bengal Asiatic Society. Those 

quotations by Raghunandana appear, according to Dr. Miss. Vani, 

on folios 7, 8 and 34 of the A. S. Ms. of KriyakaumudI. 

Dr. Bhabatosh Bhattacharya assures me (from personal examina¬ 

tion of the ms.) that the prayoga alluded to in p. 559 of the 

SraddhakriyakaumudI occurs on folio 36 of the ms. (in the 

Asiatic Society). This makes the conclusion certain that the 

KriyakaumudI was a work of Govindananda. There is evidence 

in the Suddhikaumudi that he describes the details of a subject 

in one KaumudI ( viz. on Dana ) and sets out the mere prayoga 

in another work (viz. in i^uddhikaumudi). 

Dr. Hazra in J. O. R. ( Madras ) Vol. XXIII pp. 97-108 sets 

out all the works of Govindananda (eleven in all) with some 

1337 

1338 

It is difficult to say why the quotation on p. 376 is cited from 

‘ Kanmudi ’ and not from ‘ KriyakaumudI while the other 

two are cited from KriyakaumudI. 

The beginning of the KriyakaumudI ( in the ms. of the A. S. 

of Bengal ) is 

1. The ms. ends; 

?WTH1 I 
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details in each case and holds (pp. 99-101) that the Kriya- 

kaumudi ( m. in Sraddhakriyakaumudi p. 559 ) is his (Govinda- 

nanda’s) work. 

The learned editor of the Varsakriyakaumudi (M. M. 

Kamalakrisna Smrtitirtha) stated clearly in his Introduction to 

Var^kriyakaumudi (page ii) that the author Govindananda 

lived in the village of Bagri in the Midnapure District, that he 

was a devout Vaisnava ( as appears from the Introductory verses 

of the Varsakriyakaumudi and his other works), that some of 

the pascatya vaidikas of the Gautama family assert that they are 

descendants of Ganapati-bhatta and Pandit Haranchandra Tarka- 

vagisa of Bagri (who supplied to the editor the date of the 

Jyotismatl) traced his descent from Ganapatibhatta (p. iii of 

Introduction). The eminent scholar M. M. Dr. Haraprasad 

Sastri in the Preface to his Descriptive Cat. of Sanskrit Mss. vol. 

Ill ( published by the Asiatic Society of Calcutta in 1925 ) made 

two statements which are inaccurate. One statement was that at 

the end of the 15th century a leader of the foreign brahmanas 

settled in the outskirts of Bengal in the district of Bankura, wrote 

a code for the brahmanas of his own persuasion entitled Varsa¬ 

kriyakaumudi, complete in six books; ( p. xxi). The second 

inaccurate statement was that Govindananda Kavikahkanacarya 

was a Dravida Brahmana settled in the District of Bankura in 

Bengal and that he wrote a comprehensive work entitled Kriya- 

kaumudi of which Danakriya and Varsakriya are represented in 

Nos. 2691 and 2692 (of the Society’s mss.). One mistake is 

that the so-called code is called Varsakriyakaumudi and another 

is that it is in six books. It is one of his books (and not the 

whole code) that is called Varsakriyakaumudi and the code is 

not in six books but only in four (or at the most in five). There 

is nothing to show that Dravida brahmanas settled in West 

Bengal in the 14th century. The only probable migration might 

have been from Kanoj (which can be described as being to the 
west of Bengal). 

I am inclined to hold that the KriyakaumudI is Govinda- 

nanda’s work. He had already given some directions about the 

sraddha in honour of Sanaka (and other sages on pp. 557—58 ) 

and therefore added that the detailed procedure of Sanaka’s 

Sraddha would be found in KriyakaumudI. The note below 
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collects in one place some references to the pages of detailed 

procedures mentioned in his works. In this case he did not like 

to dwell long on Sanakadisraddha (which was a daily one) and 

referred to another work for details. It would be noticed that 

( in some cases mentioned in the note he expressly says that 

he has already explained some matters in another work and uses 

the words ‘ asmabhih ’ and ‘ vivecanam. .krtam ’ &c. 

For information about Govindananda vide JASB (New 

Series) Vol. XI for 1915 pp. 351-57. His Suddhi-kaumudI exam¬ 

ines intercalary months'^*® from sake 1414 to k'ike 1457 (i. e. from 

1492 A. D. to 1535 A. D.). Therefore it appears that he wrote his 

Suddhikaumudi immediately after sake 1457 (i. e. 1535 A. D.). 

He wrote the Srfiddha-kaumudi and Varsa-kriyakaumudi after the 

Suddhikaumudi. Therefore we shall be very near the truth if 

his literary activity be placed between 150J and 1540 A, D. 

Vide M. M. Chakravarti in JASB for 1915 p. 355 for infor¬ 

mation about Govindananda. 

1339 ^ II ^554:1 
p. 559; compare I p 340 ; 

aud 3:^84:1 >413:1^414. p. 529 ; 

w5:fe4T^r. p. 323; i «tT5:fe4t^. 

p. 342; 1 p. 348; JTr?rr%^- 

g =4T^4I4rfl4fe l p. 440 

3's=4:1 m5:fiF;4i^f. p. 483; 

«;41 4^4t^. p. 352; f4%44T 4% 

I 44^4m. p. 487; g 

4^ g%4g?rt amf^ 5rq%R% i 441^1#. p. 359; g 

1 ff g srqmTrM 1 
p. 160. This last is an important indication. He writes in 

detail on ‘ Dana ’ in one work and the procedure of the same 

topic he sets out in another work of his. 

1340 3fcT 03^ ^Dj'4tfptt^-?irn3;4 Wenit) rretF3T^tcrf^=54^ 1 4T ^iRluid'h: 

Jtfg;: 44j:44;#g 4ftd: II ffg 1 ri4T =4g%44if44;=4g4^rw5i4n=^ 

n<snTtT: I gtf: 4t ^5rrf44)'4g?4J4rtT<r4>r®4 vr? ^igft^i'vjtivt 

I ... act: 4t gTr45f?rf44iggt^?ItT4r4;Tst' 54t 

54f»r=4Rl 1:440 1 p- 266; vide p. 270 

for intercalary month in sake 1449 and 1457. 

a. D. 112 
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107. Raghunandana 

Raghunandana is the last great writer of Bengal on dharma¬ 

sastra. He compiled an encyclopaedic work on the different 

branches of dharmasastra styled Smrtitattva, divided into 28 

sections called tattvas. He cites the names of over 300 authors 

and works in his encyclopaedia, which have been collected 

together by M. M. Chakravarti ( JASB for 1915 pp. 363-375). 

His wonderful mastery over smrti material and his erudition 

displayed in the Smrti-tattva earned for him the appellation 

smartabhattacarya or simply ‘ smarta ’ from later writers. For 

example, the Viramitrodaya refers to him in that way and so does 

Nilakantha in his Vyavaharamayukha.’®*' His Smrtitattva was 

printed at Serampore in Bengali characters so far back as 1834- 

35 A. D. The Smrtitattva was published by Jivananda in 1895 

(in two volumes) in 1631 pages. Out of 28 tattvas the Itgvedi- 

vrsotsargatattva is not included in Jivananda’s edition ; but for a 

brief note on Rgvedivrsotsargatattva, vide Mitra’s Notices, vol. 

VII p. 119 No. 2349 (which follows the procedure laid down by 

^aunaka). Thr Sraddhatattva (in Jivananda’s ed. vol. I. pp. 189- 

325) is really Samasraddhatattva, since Raghunandana being a 

Bengali Radhlya brahmana was a Samavedin. He begins by 

quoting in the very first lines of this part Gobhila: ‘ Atha 

Parvanasraddham tatra Gobhilah i Atha sraddham amavasya- 

yam pitrbhyo dadyat On many pages he quotes Gobhila 

grhysutra, as on pp. 195 (twice), 196, 203, 207, 209. 210, 213, 

(twice), 218, 228, 233 (twice), 235 (several times),’238, 240, 

242, 245, 259, 273 (five lines quoted), 282, 288, (6 lines), 

307 ( 6 lines). The Tithitattva (in Jivananda’s edition ) men¬ 

tions on p. 93 (vol. I) a Durg.apujatattva (pujayam visesastu 

Durgapujatattvesvasandheyah) and at the end of the 2nd vol 

of Jivananda’s edition there is Srl-Durgarcanapaddhati, which 

IS the same as the Durgapuja-prayogatattva published by the 
Sanskrit Sahitya Parisad. Calcutta. He wrote also a Tirtha- 

1341 Vide *1. p. 697 «„ fe,., 

^l=.d?WHI(te,tp.ll2ol„r edition) ■ 
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yatratattva, dealing only with pilgrimages to Gaya,^®*^ Prayaga and 

Varanasi. He also wrote a commentary on the Dayabhaga. 

It has also been published by Jivananda (in two volumes), 

Some tattvas have been separately published as e. g. the Vyavaha- 

ratattva and the Dayatattva (published at Calcutta in 1828 by 

the Department of Public Instruction). His Dayatattva was 

translated into English by Golapcandra Sarkar. In his Mala- 

masatattva the names of his tattvas are given.Vide Mitra’s 

Notices, vol. III. p. 50 No. 1081 and I. O. Cat. p. 420 No. 1405 

for an enumeration of the tattvas and for reference to the 

volumes and pages in the Serampore edition. The tattvas are 

not arranged in the verses quoted below according to their 

chronological order, but according to the exigencies of the 

metre. In this work I have used Jivananda's edition. 

1342 Dr. Bbabatosh Bhattacharya sent me a brief account of Gaya 

contained in the Tirthayatratattva (published in Bengali script 

by the Sanskrit Sahitya Parisad of Calcutta), which I utilized 

in my description of Gaya pilgrimage in vol. IV pp. 670-674. 

1343 1... 1 

I ^ II arfeST^IT 4<t- 

«jKT I ^ I 

I rtrt ii 

The 28 ^3 are on ( intercalary months), 

f%{^, 
(3 ?rv^s on and 

trf^ST ( two onand Hssi^gr ), (i. e. rr(l^), 

^8jT, ^TTireTtg:, 

In the Serampore edition is not printed (vide 

Chakravarti in J ASB 1915 p. 363). In Jivanada’s edition 

also the grifqlttnt is not included and the seems to 

be included under (Vide Smrtitattva, vol. I pp. 41- 

54 ). Raghunandana treats of Durgotsava at some length in 

Tithitattva ( vol. I pp. 64-104 ) and winds up with the words 

‘ iti Vandyaghatlya...^ri Raghunandana-bhattacarya-Viracita- 

Durgapujatftttvam samaptam ’. I think that it is very likely 

that these words were added by scribes. We have to under¬ 

stand the word Pratistha as meant for Devapratistha only 

( vol. II pp. 502-513 ) and that the word ‘ Tadagabhavanot- 

sarga’ in the note is meant both for ‘ Jalasayotsargattva ’ 

(vol. II. pp. 513-528) and ‘ Mathapratisthadi’ (vol. II 

pp. 613-633 ). 
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It is not feasible to give even brief sammaries of Raghu- 

nandana’s tattvas. Their very names indicate the subject matter. 

But one of them, the Dayatattva, deserves special mention. It 

treats of partition made by father, partition among brothers after 

their father’s death, persons not entitled to a share, property not 

liable to partition, evidence of separation, str'idhana and its 

devolution, inheritance to one dying sonless etc. His Tithitattva 

contains a description in Sanskrit of the game called Caturanga 

played on the full moon of As'vina by four players. Vide (in 

vol. I) Tithi-tattva pp. 137-139 ( for a description of ‘ catu- 

rahgakridana ). 

Besides the 28 tattvas Raghunandana is said to have com¬ 

posed several other works. There is a commentary on the Daya- 

bhaga attributed to him. Colebrooke suspected its genuineness, 

but the colophon of the commentary*®** gives the same details 

about Raghunandana as are found in his admitted works. It is 

to be noticed that the Dayatattva of Raghunandana sets forth the 

same principles of Hindu law that are peculiar to JimQtavahana, 

though in matters of detail they disagree in a few cases. The 
Viramitrodaya styles the author of the Dayatattva a follower 

of JimQtavahana.*®*® It has been held by the Calcutta High 

Court that Raghunandana’s is the best commentary on the 

Dayabhaga and that the authority of Raghunandana is acknow¬ 

ledged and respected universally in the Bengal School.*®*® 

Besides the above, Raghunandana wrote also Tirthatattva 

or Tirthayatravidhitattva, the Dvadas'ayatratattva ( on the princi¬ 

pal festivals at Jagannathapuri, one in each month), Tripuskara- 

santi-tattva, Gayasraddhapaddhati and Rasayatrapaddhati. His 

works however are not very much in vogue elsewhere than in 

Bengal. 

Raghunandana was the son of Hariharabhattacarya and was 

a Bengal Vandyaghatiya Brahmana. He was a pupil of Srinatha. 

acarya-cudamani, whose works are frequently quoted in the 

1344 ^1% 

tWTHT 1 

^qr: h# i qTqciTqtiTr.i}^ i p. 703. 

1346 I. L. R. 4 Cal. 5.50 at p. 554; I. L. R. 22. Cal. 347 at p. 351. 
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several tattvas (vide Chakravarti in JASB for 1915 p. 351 n. 2). 

According to tradition Raghunandana and the great Vaisnavite 

saint Caitanya were pupils of the same teacher, Vasudeva Sarva- 

bhauma, who was the shining light of the new logic (navyanyaya) 

at Navadvipa and were residents of that place (Sarvadhikari’s 

Tagore Law Lectures, first edition p. 403 if.). 

Among the authors and works quoted in his encyclopaedia 

by Raghunandana those noted below deserve mention.^^*^ 

In the Malaraasatattva, after citing the names of the tattvas 

and mentioning the topics to be dealt with in Malamasatattva, 

he states (’vol. 1. p. 738 lines 1-2) that he is writing the work 

after looking into many nibandlias (nibandhan bahudhalocya 

nibadhyante satam rnude). It may be noted further that he 

enumerates the names of the 18 Puranas from the Visnupurana 

(HI. 6. 21-23) and quotes from the Kflrma the names of 18 

upapurams (in Smrtitattva, vol. I. pp. 792-93 ). Raghunandana 

profusely quotes all the 18 Puraiias, but the Upapuranas are 

sparingly cited except the Adi, Aditya, Kalika, Devi, Nandikes- 

vara, Narasirhha, Naradiya. 

In may be noted that Raghunandana in Malamasatattva 

( vol. 1. p. 792 ) quotes a passage accepted by great people ( or 

by many people) viz. ‘ ^udras are Vajasaneyins in all matters and 

should follow the procedure laid down by the sages of that 

1347 atPr'Tt^, 

3n=^t:T^, 3fT=gT4^5TRfvt ( i- e. 41^41, 

5^1, (of nm 

li?rf%tTTiTfST, 

srahr- 

HK, , ifhTW- 
m, rt^^nTTK^mr, rrn^i^rfjtvijt, g^- 

^T=^%firsT, 

(of his 

teacher ), girftTW'Tl^T, fKft:, 
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Veda In another place i. e. in the f50drakrtyavjcaranatattva 

(vol. II. p. 634) he quotes the passage ‘ Arsakrametia sarvatra 

&c. ’ and remarks that the mantra to be recited is to be taken 

from the Grhya relating to Yajurveda. The Smrti of Yajnavalkya 

(I. 121)'®^® provides that he (the sQdra ) should perform the 

five daily yajhas to the accompaniment of the word ‘ namah ’ as 

Xht mantra. The Mitaksara on Yaj. I. 121 says the same thing 

and adds that the s'udra should perform five daily yajnas to the 

accompaniment of the word ‘ Namaskara ’ as the Mantra and then 

states that some prescribed a mantra for Sudras as noted in the 
footnote’®*®. This establishes that at least in some parts of 

India sudras could even in the 11th century A. D. repeat a 

mantra cited in the note below'. It appears that the opposite 

view viz. that a sudra could repeat only the word ‘ namaskara ' 

as a mantra had begun to be emphasized in the llth century 

A. D. and had been prescribed some centuries before Christ in 

some works such as the Gautama-DharmasQtra ( X. 66 ‘ anujna- 

tosya namaskaro mantrah ’). 

How the attitude of our learned writers towards women and 

sudras went on becoming stiffer and stiffer may be very briefly 

indicated here. In the daily tarpana ( satiating by offering water ) 

three women are included in the tarpana of sages viz. ‘ Gargi- 

^ p. 792 ( vol. I). 

1349 I «14R+ITU| 
Jtr^. I. 121. The com. of says : 

| srj- 
shr 5T ^crrfiT>rr?nf^ i ^ 

snt 3 1; the 
commentary says «ir5:rf^r fezTi: 

1’raniKfrPi; 

^ iTfT^tfit’ST 

I iW; iW: l rfq I 

on ri3 HI- 121 remarks (probably following Gautama) 

'T^rTfT^T^T^iT-^^ fiqq-q; i jrt- 

1^ qrr: Rfqltq' Jfql JTU: 1 ffir I STP 

I m qjqsjf ^ l4rf%%s5TT%!n=qTqf; it fiRp. 
on PT T. 121. 

1350 
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Vacaknavi, Vadava Pratitheyi and Sulabha Maitreyl ’ (vide H. 

of Dh. Vol. II. p. 691 ). Further, in the Brhadaraaayakopanisad, 

the great sage Yajnavalkya imparts to his wife Maitreyi the know¬ 

ledge of brahman ( Br. Up. 11.4-5), Sahkaracarya^®'^ on 

BrahmasQtra I. 3. 38 quotes a portion of Santiparva 328. 49 for 

establishing that Smrti declares that men of all four varnas have 

the right ( or privilege) to acquire knowledge of Itihasa and 

Puranas. The Dharmasindhu'®®’ says ( p. 77) ‘ Ksatriyas and 

Vaisyas have the privilege (or capacity) to perform rajasapiija 

containing offerings of flesh and to perform japa and homa; simil¬ 

arly, in the case of s'udras, tamasapnja without mantras and japa 

with offerings of even flesh is allowed, but the Sattvikapuja 

consisting of japa of saptas’ati and homa should be got performed 

through brahmanas, ( since ) sCidras and women have no privilege 

of reciting even the mantras from Puninas and that in the 

bhasya (commentary) on the words ‘ the s’lldra may secure 

happiness ’, it has been said that the s'adra reaps the fruit of 

religious rites viz. merely by listening to the mantras and not 

by repeating the mantras himself; therefore it should be unders- 

stood that the sOdra secures the desired fruits (results) of religious 

rites by merely listening to the Purana mantras and not by 

himself reciting them; from this it should be understood that 

personal recitation by women and sOdras of the Gita and the 

thousand names of Visnu would lead to sin in their case. This 

1351 With reg.ai d to Itihasa and Puranas says at the end 

of the bhasya on Vedantasutra I. 3. 38 ‘ 

l sffWW conveys the same sense ( derived 

from the root rrq; with srW ) as ( derived from root 

? with ). 

1352 i h ^ 
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dictum of the Darmasindhu is opposed to that of Gita’®®^ itself 

(IX. 32) and the words of i^ahkaracarya who places the Sudras 

on the same footing as the three Varnas. 

The Bhagavatapurana’^”* (I. 4. 25) expressly states ‘ As 

the three vedas cannot reach the ears of (i. e. are not or cannot 

be studied by) women, sudras and those who are merely 

somhow related to the twice-born, the sage (Vyasa) composed 

the Bharata story (i. e. the epic Mahabharata) out of 
compassion for them Some writers from Mithila, says 

Raghunandana in fSudrakrtyavicaranatattva (vol. II, p. 635), 
held that in s'raddhas a sudra could repeat a Purana mantra; 

to this Raghunandana replies that the Varaha and Matsya 

Puranas are opposed to this.*®’'® The result would be that there 

is an option, the Mahabharata can be studied by women and 

sudras just as men of the first three varnas study the Veda. 

Even granting that some Pm anas like the Matsya and Varaha 

are opposed to this, that does not matter. There would be 

an option as the Bhagavata purana states that the Mahabharata 

takes the place of Veda in the case of women and sudras, while 

some Puranas deny this in certain matters. 

Aufrecht placed Raghunandana between 1430-1612 A. D. 

Dr. Jolly (Tagore Law Lectures p. 10) places him early in the 

16th century. In I. L. R. 48 Cal. 643 ( F. B. ) at p. 695 it is said 

that Raghunandana belongs to the latter half of the 15th century. 

As Raghunandana’s works are quoted and criticised by the Virami- 

trodaya(pp. 79, 531, 683, 697, 703 etc.,) and by Nilakantha, 

Raghunandana is certainly earlier than 1600 A. D. As he names 

Madhavacarya, Sulapani, Rayamukuta, Rudradhara and Vacaspati, 

he is later than about 1500 A. D. If tradition is to be believed 

that he was a fellow-student of Caitanya he must have been born 

about 1490 A. D. Caitanya is said to have been born in 1485 

1353 iftni IX. 32 i.s m ^ I 

TO UMri; II 

1354 JT sfunr=TOi i;w 

f^ii I. 4. 25. 

«rT^ srdtw l ( vol. II. p. 635 ). 
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or 1486 A. In his Jyotistattva he mentions sake 1421^®*’ 

in connection with the position of Visuva. That shows that the 

work was not composed probably very much long after that date 

(i. e. 1499-1500 A. D.). In the same Tattva (vol. I. p. 568 ) 

for calculating ravi-sarhkranti he takes sake 1489 as the basis 

( i. e. 1567 A. D.). So that Tattva was composed just about 

that year. A ms. of the Chandoga-s'raddha-tattva was copied 

in sake 1497 ( 1575-76 A. D. and a ms. of the Matha- 

pratistha-tattva was copied in sake 1498 (i. e. 1576-77 A. D.).*®'® 

Therefore he must have flourished before 1575. Raghuandana, 

as shown above at some length ( on pp. 853-54) very often criti¬ 

cizes Vacaspati, whose literary activities have been placed above 

between 1450-1480 A. D. Besides, Narayanabhatta, who was 

bom in 1513 A. D. (as will be shown under Narayanabhatte ) 

and was the paternal grandfather of the famous cousins 

Kamalakara (who composed the Nirnayasindhu in 1612 A. D.) 

and Nllakantha, is mentioned with great respect as ‘ Bhatta- 

narayanacaranah by Raghuanandana in (vol. I) Tithitattva 

(pp. 99-100), Sraddhatattva (pp. 201, 245), Sarhskaratattva 

pp. 868, 878 (in vol, II). ^uddhitattva ( p, 251 ). Therefore 

Narayanabhatta must have been an honoured contemporary of 

Raghunandana. The latter very rarely differs (if at all) from 

Narayanabhatta and never employs words like ‘ heyam ’ or 

‘ nirastam ’ about Narayanabhatta’s views ( as Raghu. does in the 

case of Vacaspati). So Raghunandana may be said to have 

flourished between 1510-1580 A. D. It may be noted that the 

Nirnayasindhu ( 2nd. Pari. p. 83 ) mentions the Tithitattva as 

quoting Kalikapurana about bath in the waters of the Brahma- 

1356 Vide Prof. Jadunath Sarkar’s ‘ Chaitanya’s pilgrimage and 

teachings’ for 1485 ( as birth date ) and M. T. Kennedy’s 

‘ Religious life of India’ ( 1925 ) p. 13 for 1486 A. D. 

1357 1 ( Jirananda, vol. I, p. 562 ). 

1358 Mitra’s Notices, vol. Ill, p. 20 No. 1081. 

1359 Mitra’s Notices, vol. Ill, p. 53 No. 1083. 

1360 

nrurlM, cr9iKf7 

1 pp. 99-100. Vide p. 878 for simi¬ 

lar words. 

H. D. 113 
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putra in Caitra on the 8th of the s'ukla fortnight, which passage 

occurs in Tithitattva p. 59 { vol. I). 

Raghunandana was a great writer with wide reading, a 

wonderful memory, patient industry and a logical mind. 

Several papers have been w'ritten about him. I have read 

some of them. The following may be mentioned. 

1. J. A. S. B. New Series, Vol. XI, pp. 351-357 by M. M. 

Chakravarti, with an Index of Writers and Works in English 

characters ( pp. 363-375 ) based on the text in the Serampore 

edition of 27 tattvas ( omitting ‘ Rgvrsotsaraga-tattva ’) published 

in 1834-35). This index loses much of its usefulness because 

very few libraries in modern India have got the very old Seram- 

pore edition and the only procurable edition now for many is that 

of Jivananda’s. The present author had to spend weeks over 

preparing an index of authors and works by reference to the 

pages of the edition of Jivananda. 

2. Dr, R. C. Hazra’s note on the ‘ works and time of 

Raghu’. in ( journal) Bharatiya Vidya, Vol. XI part 2 ( 1950) 

pp. 178-182 (where he places Raghu. between 1520-75 A. D.) 

3. ‘ Raghunandana’s indebtedness to his predecessors ’ by 

Dr. Bhabatosh Bhattacharya (published by the Asiatic Society, 

Calcutta. 1953-54) in its Journal, part 1 pp. 153-201 of vol. 

XIX (Letters), part 2 pp. 68-173 in vol. XX; part 3 in vol. 

XX pp. 229-312 and the same writer’s paper on ‘Raghunandana’s 

indebtedness to Candesvara ’ in N. I. A. vol. I pp 534-35. 

4. ‘ Ramayana and its influence on Ballalasena and Raghu¬ 

nandana ’ by Dr. Bhabatosh Bhattacharya in J. O. I. ( Baroda), 
Vol. II pp. 18-22. 

5. “ Devotional element in Raghunandana’s works in 

Siddhabharati in honour of Dr. Siddheshwar Varma, pub. by 

V. V. R. Institute, Hoshiarpur, part I pp. 225-229 ( 1950). 

1361 In this paper Dr. Bhattacharya deals only with quotations 

from the BhagavadLuta and the Bhagavatapurana. I have not 

checked quotations from the Bhagavatapurana mentioned by 

him. As regards the Bhagavadgita he omits in this paper 

some verses quoted by Raghu’ from it. But in his monograph 

on ‘ Raghunandana’s indebtedness to his predecessors’ ( publi- 
( Continued on the next page ) 
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The Tattvas in the Smrtitattva enable us to see clearly, what 

subjects falling under Dharmasastra had assumed importance and 

gripped people’s minds in the 16th century A. D. and a few 

centuries before. The Tattvas^®®® are arranged here in the order 

of the number of pages devoted to each tattva in Raghunan- 

dana’s Smrtitattva. (1 ) Tithi 188 pages (vol. I pp. 1-188); 2 

Suddhi, 180 pages, ( vol. U. pp. 233-412 ); 3 Jyotistattva pp. 177 

( vol. I pp. 559-735 ); 4. Ahnika, 140 pp. (vol. I pp. 326-465 ); 

5. Sraddha 137 pp. (vol. I. pp. 189-325); 6. Malamasa pp. 121 

(vol. I pp. 736-856); 7. EkadasI pp. 105 (vol. II pp. 1-105); 

8. Prayas'citta pp. 93 (vol. I pp. 466-558 ); 9. Samskara pp. 92 

( vol. I pp. 587-948 ); 10. Krtya p. 60 ( vol. II. pp. 423-483); 

11. Udvaha pp. 45 ( vol. II pp. 106-150); 12. Divya pp. 40 (vol. 

II. pp. 574-613 ); 13. Daya, pp. 36 (vol. II pp. 161-197); 14. 

Vyavahara pp. 36 ( vol. IT pp. 197-233 ); 15. Chandogavrsotsarga 

pp. 34 (vol. II pp. 528-562; 16. Yajurvedis'raddha pp. 20 pp. 

613-633); 17. Mathapratistha pp. 20 (vol. II pp. 613-633); 18. 

Jalas'ayotsarga pp. 15 (vol. II pp. 513-528 ); 19. Diksa, pp. 14 

( Continued from the previous page) 
shed by the Calcutta Asiatic’ Society in 1965 ) he has exhau¬ 

stively dealt with the Bhagavadgita quotations on pp. 50-51. 

He is sometimes uncharitable when dealing with others as 

( e. g. ) when he says on p. 225 of ‘ Siddhabharatl, ’ part I 

“Though Prof. P. V, Kane and Dr. S. K. Dey have occasionally 

repeated the fact of particular digest-writers having been 

quoted by Raghunandana from the above-mentioned list of 

Chakravarti, yet, far from identifying the quotations, they 

have nowhere even mentioned the fact of the Bhagavadgita or 

the^rlmad-Bhagavata having’been quoted by Raghunandana”. 

The History of Dharmasastra vol. I ( published in 1930), 

contains only 466 pages on details of about 113 authors and 

their works and it was irrelevant and absolutely unnecessary 

to say anywhere in the History of Dh. (vol. I) that the verses 

from the Gita had been mentioned by a writer of the 16th 

century. 

1362 It may be noted that the Krspajanmastaml-tattva is included 

in Tithitattva ( pp. 41-54 ). So also the Durgapuja-tattva has 

been dealt with in Tithitattva ( pp. 64-104 ) which has at the 

end the words ‘ Durgapujatattvam samaptam ’. The Durgar- 

canapaddhati at the end of the 2nd volume ( pp. 659-683 ) is 

not Durgapujatattva; it is the additional matter. 
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(vol. II pp. 645-658); 20. Devapratistha, pp. 12 (vol. II ^p. 

502-513); 21. Vastuyaga, pp. 12 ( vol. II pp. 412-423); 22. Sri- 

purusottama, pp. 11 (vol. II pp. 563-573 ); 23. Vrata, pp. 10 

(vol. IIpp. 151-160); 24. Yajurvedi-Vrsotsarga, pp. 9 (vol. II 

pp. 636-644); 25. Sudrakrtya-vicarana pp. 4 (vol. II pp. 633-636); 

26. Durgarcanapaddhati pp. 659-683. It would be noticed that 

religious duties on the different tithis of the year occupy, as 

regards extent, the first place; then comes Suddhi (asauca on 

death and impurity on birth). then astronomical and astrologi¬ 

cal matters, then ahnika (the daily religious duties), then Sra- 

ddhas, then religious duties in intercalary month. It may be 

noticed that inheritance and partition cover only 36 pages and 

so do administration of justice, substantive and procedural 

law; and ordeals are assigned more pages than even Daya and 

Vyavahara. 

The first volume of the tattvas (Jivananda’s edition) con¬ 

tains only nine tattvas in 948 pages, while the second volume 

of 683 pages contains 18 tattvas. There is hardly anything to 

prove or to show that this was Raghunandan’s own arrange¬ 

ment. Probably it is due to modern editors. There is some 

internal evidence to establish the order in which at least some 

of the tattvas were composed. For example, pursuing the San¬ 

skrit alphabetical order of the names, the following brief state¬ 

ment is made. 

Of the tattvas 1[( 1 ) the Ahnika was composed before f^ra- 

ddha (vide p. 233 of Sr.), while Ahnika (p. 375) mentions 

Suddhi as already composed; (2 ) The Udvaha was composed 

before Saihskara ( vol. 1 p. 884) and after Suddhi (vol. II p. 107) 

and after Dfiyatattva ( vol. II. p. 127 ); ( 3) The Ekadasi was 

composed before Tithi ( vol. I pp. 6 and 150 ), before Malamasa, 

( as Ekadasi vol. II p. 19 says ‘ Vaksyate ’). 4. Chandoga-Vrsot- 

sarga was written after Suddhi ( vol. II p. 532 ); ( 5 ) Jyotis. was 

composed after Ma’amnsa (vol. I p. 775 ); ( 6 ) Tithi was written 

after Ekadasi (vide vol. I pp. 6, 150), after Suddhi and Sriiddha 

( p. 15 vol. I), after Malamasa (vol. I, Tithi pp. 152, 167); 

^ These figures do not refer to the number of the tattvas but 

only count the tattvas that refer to priority or posteriority 

among themselves. 
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(7) Dayatattva was composed before Udvaha (vol. II p. 127) and 

after tiuddhi (vol. II pp. 190-197); (8) Divya. was composed 

before Vyavahara ( vol. II p. 211 ); ( 9 ) Durgapnja mentioned by 

Tithitattva ( vol. I p. 93 as ‘ as anusandheyah ’ ) does not show 

priority or posteriority; (10) Malamasa was composed after 

Jyotistattva ( vol. I p. 775 ) and after ^raddha and Udvaha 

( vol. I p. 884 ); (11) Vyavahara was written after Divyattattva 

( vol. II p. 228 ); (( 12 ) Suddhi was composed before Tithi (vol. 

Ip. 15) and after Ekadas'i. (vol. II. p. 307) and also before 

Udvaha (vol. II p. 107); (13) Sraddha was composed before 

Tithi (vol. Ip. 15) and Samskara (vol. I p. 884) and after 

Ahnika (Sraddha vol. I p. 233 ); (14) Samskara was com¬ 

posed before Chandogavrsotsargatattva (vol. II pp. 543-547) 

and after Sraddha and Udvaha (vol. I p, 884). 

Another method which may be briefly indicated for finding 

the order in which the tattvas were composed is as follows : 

One may say that when Raghu says about a topic that it has 

been • vivrta ’ (expounded) or ‘ prapancita ’ (dealt with in 

detail) or uses past passive participles of the same meaning, 

one may reasonably hold that that subject had been already dealt 

with in a taltva. But wheu he uses words like ‘ anusandheyam ’ 

( may be consulted ) or Jfieyam (may be known or understood 

from) a conclusion about priority or posteriority cannot be 

reasonably drawn. A very learned man (particularly before the 

advent of printing) may have been engaged in or contemplating 

the composition of two or three works at the same time and 

one day he might write a chapter of one book and the next 

day or a few days later be might compose a chapter for 

another work of his by way of change or variety. Therefore, the 

words ‘anusandheyam’ and ‘jfieyam’ may be employed with 

reference to a work already composed or yet to be composed. 

The present author holds that the mention of 28 tattvas 

contained at the beginning of the Malamasatattva'®®® was only 

a draft (of the tattvas to be described) prepared at some time 

before Raghunandana began to describe the several tattvas. It 

1363 Why the intercalary Month is called Malimluca is stated by 

Raghu’ in Malamasatattva, Vol. I p. 768 as ‘ mali san mlocati 

gacchatiti malimlucah ’. 
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appears that some tattvas at least had been composed before 

the Malamasatattva was actually written. For example the 

Malamasa. (vol. I p. 834) quotes Manu IV, 103 (vidyut-stanita 

&c. ) and adds that it was explained in Tithitvttva. On p. 775 

( vol. I) the Malamasa” expressly says ‘ Tajjyotihsastroktakala...iti 

Jyotistattve-bahudha vivrtam’. From the Ekadasitattva (vol. 

II p. 19) it appears that the Malamasatattva was yet to be 

composed when the former was composed (evarh ca Gobhila- 

nuktesvannaprasanadisu yad-Vrddhisraddham tan-malamasatattvc 

matsyapuranadivacanad vakayate ’. The most extensive tattvas 

are (as shown in detail above) those on Tithi, Suddhi, Jyotis, 

Ahnika and Sraddha, whereas Malamasa comes only next to 

these five in extent, 

Raghunandana was a master in the application of the Mimarh- 

sasOtras and Nyayas. I shall only mention a few of the most 

important pages where Jaimini’s sotras are actually cited; (in 

vol. I. Tithi 95 and Sraddha 221 definitions of rk, yajus, sama); 

Ahnika (p. 338); Prayas, p. 479 (Jai. III. 4. 17), 480 ( Jai. 1.2,1) 

MalamSsa (p. 806 ), Ekadasi p. 88 and p. 97 (Jaimini VI. 3. 18). 

Raghunandana employs two kinds of Nyhyas viz. those based 

on the discussions in Jaimini and the explanations given by his 

commentators and nyayas (maxims) that are more or less of a 

popular nature. A few examples of the two kinds may be 

mentioned by way of illustration. Two nyayas of the first type 

cited by Raghu. may be mentioned as examples. There is ‘ Sam- 

yogaprthaktvanyaya (based on Jaiminisutra IV. 3. 5-7 which is 

mentioned and explained by Raghu. in Tithi (vol. I p. 44 ), Pr. 

T. ( vol. I pp. 474-475 ) and ( also in vol. II) Ekadasi pp. 29-30. 

Another well-know Nyaya is Sarvasakhapratyaya-nyaya ( Jaimini 

II. 4. 8-33 ). Raghu. relies on it in ( vol. II) Suddhi p. 378. Ex¬ 

amples of a popular sort of nyayas are Gobalivardanyaya that 

occurs (in vol. I Tithi p. 142) and Dandapupanyaya (that 

occurs in Dayatattva, vol. 11. p. 170); vide H. of Dh. vol. V 

pp. 1343, 1344 for the elucidation of these two and pp. 1339-1351 
for over 171 nyayas explained briefly. 
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Narayanabhatta^^®* was the most famous of the celebrated 

family of the Bhattas of Benares. For a biography of the Bhatta 

1364 The work of ^ankarabhatte is called Gadhi-vaib^anucarita. 
The first leaf of the uis. is missing and the work comes abruptly 
to an end. Even in ancient times there appears to have been 
a rivalry between the two great sages of the Rgveda viz. 
Vasistha (to whom and his family are ascribed the verses 
in the VII Mandala of the Egveda) and Visvamitra (to 
whom are ascribed the veises of the 3rd Mandala of the same 
Veda). It appears from R.g. III. 53. 9-12 that Visvamitra’s 
ancestor was Kusika and that his prayers helped Bharata 
people. At least as early as the Mababh^ya ( vol. II p. 254 
of Kielhorn’s ed. ) of Pataujali ( on Pan IV. 1. lOt) the pedi¬ 
gree was Kusika-Gadhi-Visvamitra. The name Gadhi does 
not occur in the Rgveda. The Mababharata and some of the 
Puranas are full of stories about the rivalry between Visva¬ 
mitra and Vasistha. For enmity (vaira) between the two 
sages, vide Adi chap. 175-176, Chitrashala ed. The gotra of the 
family was Visvamitra and the family is known as Gadhivaitla. 
In Rg. III. 33. 5 Visvamitra is said to be sunu (son) of 
Kusika. The plural of Kusika occurs frequently in the Rg. 
^afikarabhatta also composed a work called Dvaitanirnaya, an 
account of which contributed by the present author will be 
found in ABORI vol. Ill pp. 67-72 (for 1921-22 ). The 
Gadhivaihsanucarita of ^aiikarabhatta does not mention the 
fact of the re-establishment of Visvesvara by his father 
Narayanabhatta. It is later descendants of Narayanabhatta 
that refer to this deed of Narayanabhatta. It is possible that 
^aiikarabhatta wrote the Gadhivamsanucarita before the 
restoration of Visvesvata shrine. 

Narayanabhatta appears to have composed a work called 
‘ jivac-chraddhavidhi’ ( based on the Brahmapurana and other 
works ) enabling a person to perform his own sraddha while 
he was alive. Vide Prof. G. V. Devasthali’s Des. Cat. of 
Sanskrit and Prakrit Mss. in the Library of the Bombay 
University No. 1045 p. 376 and Prof. Velankar’s Des. Cat. of 
the Sanskrit Mss. in the Iccharam Desai Collection of the 
Bombay Universsty Nos. 292-294 pp. 60-61. No. 292 begins : 

[^Continued on tho next page) 
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family of Benares, vide I. A. vol. 41 pp. 7-13 and for a detailed 

account of some members of that family and their works 

( particularly on Dharmasastra ), vide the present author’s Intro¬ 

duction to the Vyavaharamayukha ( pp. v-xlv ) published by the 

B. O. R. I. in 1926. From several references it appears that 

Narayanabhatta wrote a bhasya on the Gobhila-grhya-stitra; vide 

Smrtitattva (vol. 1 )-Tithi p. 14 ‘ Kusantarapratinidhir-Bhattanh- 

rayanair - Gobhila-bhasya uktah ); Sarhskaratattva pp, 878 

and 904; ( vol. II ) Udvahatattva p. 130. A few more examples 

of the use of the honorific plural Bhatta-Narayanacaranali ’ by 

Raghu. may be added here. Vide (vol.l) Sraddha pp. 201, 

245; Samskara p. 868; (vol. II) Matbapratistha 620, ^uddhi 251. 

M. M. Haraprasad Sastri has broght to light a biography of this 

family written by Sahkarabhatta, a son of Narayanabhatta (Ind. 

Ant. for 1912 vol. 41, pp. 7-13 ). Narayanabhatta’s father Ramc- 

svarabhatta whose gotra was Visvamitra migrated from Prati- 

sthana (Paithan) in the Deccan to Benares. Raraesvarabhatta 

was a very learned man and his learning drew to him students 

from the whole of India. Narayanabhatta was born according 

to Sankarabhatta’s biography in hake 1435 in the month of 

Caitra (i. e. about March 1513 A. D.). Narayanabhatta was the 

eldest of three sons, the other two being Sridhara and Madhava. 

Narayanabhatta learnt all the sastras at the feet of his father. 

Pandits all over India looked up to him as their leader and 

patron and he was an assiduous collector of Sanskrit mss. It 

is said that Narayanabhatta brought down by his holiness rain 

in a season of drought and thereby induced the Mahomedan 

ruler that had razed the temple of Visves'vara at Benares to the 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

II; the present author in his 

youth knew some persons in the Konkan that had performed 

Jlvae-chraddha. This was a perverse extension of the or iginal 

idea of ^raddha. It may however be noted that the Vayu- 

purana ( on Gaya ) chap. 83. 34 refers to the offering of sraddha 

to oneself at Gaya, 3 i 

ll quoted in p. 350 from 

; vide also fjqvq; giWciK^: | aTTPPRg3*17 

^ II 3X3 ’*®5. 12 and 3?%o 115. 68 The 

p. 350 remarks ‘ ft 

<53 35X4 ST 3 I 
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ground to allow him to rebuild it. For his erudition and piety 

Narayanabhatta was honoured with the title ‘Jagadguru’ and 

his family was given the first place of honour in the assembly 

of learned Brahmanas and at the recitations of the Vedas. It 

was Narayanabhatta and his equally worthy descendants that 

raised daksinatya pandits to the position of high eminence at 

Benares which they still hold. Narayanabhatta wrote numerous 

works on dharmasastra among which may be mentioned the 

Antyestipaddhati ( printed by Nirnayasagara Press), the Tristhall- 

setu (dealing with the ceremonies to be performed generally at 

all sacred places and particularly at Prayaga, Kas'i and Gaya) 

and the Prayogaratna (printed at the Nirnayasagara Press, 1915 

A. D. ). This last contains detailed descriptions and rituals of 

the samskaras from garbhddhana to vivdha. His are standard 

works on the subjects they deal with and are used even now 

almost throughout the whole of India. He composed a com¬ 

mentary on the introductory verses contained in the Kalamadhava 

(vide Madras Triennial Cat. vol. III. Sanskrit C. p. 4114 No, 

2852) and a commentary on portions of the Sfistradjpika of 

Parthasarathimis'ra. He composed a work on ordeals which is 

referred to in the Vyavaharatattva of Nilakar.tha {vide p. 457 

of my edition of the VyavaharamayQkha and Bikaner cat. p. 

387 No. 832 fora Divyrmusthana-paddhati of Narayanabhatta) 

and also paddhatis on the dedication of gardens, tanks etc. 

For a Jalasayotsargavidhi of Narayana, vide I. O. Cat. No. 1717 

and Mitra’s Notices V. p. 146 and Prof, '^elankar’s Cat. of the 

Bombay University’s Desai Collection of Mss. pp. 41-42 No. 204. 

He exercised a profound influence over later writers directly and 

indirectly through his sons and grand-sons. Vide Cat. of India 

Ofiice Sanskrit Mss. ( part III p. 547 where the (ft ?) 

of son of says so) and Hultzsch’s Report on 

South Indian Sanskrit mss. vol. III. p. 106 which quotes a verse 

from about the re-installation of Vis'vesvara by Narayana¬ 

bhatta : 

^ijT'rq'inrw ii 5th verse at the end of the work. 

Those interested in the several eminent writers of this gifted 

Bhatta family of Benares may refer to the present author’s 

Introduction to the VyavaharamayQkha of Nilakantha (published 

H. D. 114 
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by the Bhandarkar Oriental Institute, Poona, in 1926 pp. 

v-xxvn ). Only a brief pedigree of the family is added here: 

As he was born in 1513 A. D. and composed the commentary 

on the Vrttaratnakara in 1545 A. D., his literary activity must be 

placed between 1540 and 1570 A. D. This is further corrobora¬ 

ted by the fact that his grandson Kamalakarabhatta composed the 

Nirnayasindhu, one of his earliest works, in 1612 A. D. 

It appears that Kantanathabhatta, a descendant of Karaala- 

karabhatta, published a work called ‘ Bhatta-vamsa-Kavyam ’ in 

1903 at the Ananda-kadambini press of Mirzapur. Kantanatha- 

Bhatta was head Pandit at the Sanskrit Patliasala at that place. 

In the Hindi Preface to that work he said that he saw Sankara- 

bhatta’s work called Gadhivams'avarnana and Mandlik’s edition 

of the Vyavaharamayukha and that induced him to write the 

work. It is in 10 sargas and contains 429 verses in several 
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metres. The pedigree he gives differs from Sahkarabhatta’s work 

in several respects. It is unnecessary to pursue this matter here. 

There is a work on dharmas'astra called Dharmapravrtti 

composed by a Naniyana. Mr. K. P. Jayasval holds that this was 

composed by Jagadguru’Narayambhatta. (JBORS for 1927, vol. 

XIII, parts III-IV, p. XI). The same view is held by M. M. 

Haraprasad i^astri ( Ind. Ant. for 1912 p. 7). Prof. Velankar in 

his Cat. of the Sanskrit Mss. in the Iccharam Suryaram Desai 

Collection of the Bombay University ( p. 45 ) appears to identify 

Narayana, author of Dharmapravrtti ( mss. No. 217 and 218 on 

p. 45 ) with the famous Narayanabhatta, author of Prayogaratna. 

But this identity is extremely doubtful. The benedictory verses'®**® 

in the Dharmapravrtti are diffierent from those of the Prayo¬ 

garatna and Tristhalisetu, the method of treatment and the 

style are different and the colophons are also different. The 

author of the Dharmapravrtti does not mention his ancestors as 

Narayanabhatta does. Nilakantha in his VyavaharamayOkha 

finds'®®' fault with the Dharmapravrtti by saying that certain 

quotations therein are unauthoritative. 

109. Todarananda 

Raja Todaramalla, the celebrated finance minister of Akbar, 

compiled an extensive encyclopaidia of civil and religious law, 
astronomy and medicine. I gave in the first edition some in¬ 
formation about this work gathered from several sources. No 

part of the work had been printed when the first edition of the 

first volume was published in 1930. In 1945 Pandit K. Madhav 

Krishna Sarma contributed a paper on Todarananda to the 
Journal of the G. J. R. I. of Allahabad, vol. III. pp. 63-66. 

There he stated that the Anup Sanskrit Library at Bikaner has 

the most complete set of the parts of the Todarananda. In 1948 

Dr. P. L. Vaidya published a volume containing two parts of the 

text of the encyclopaedic work viz. on Sarga ( creation of the 

1366 The introductory verse is ; ;iKT4'^ ^ tRIfldfn 1 

4 II !TKT4^ 3 1 I. 0. 

c»t. p. 480 No. 1560. 

1367 Vide p. 134 of ( my edition). 
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world) and Avataras, in the Gahga Oriental Series of Bikaner 

with a Foreword by Sardar K. M. Panikkara (the then Prime 

Minister of the Bikaner State ), with a learned Introduction (by 

Dr. Vaidya), Text (in 386 pages) and some Appendices 

( Appendix A, giving a brief sketch of the life of Raja Todar- 

mal, B containing a few stanzas glorifying Todarmal found in 

Manirama’s Padyasahgraha and three verses from the Benares 

Draupadi-Kuiida Inscription of Sahivat 1616 (i. e. 1589 A. D.) 

inscribed by order of Todarmal, Appendix C (pp. 395-414) 

supplying information on several sections of the Todarananda 

derived from mss. in different libraries. 

Dr. Vaidya (in his Introduction pp. xvii-xxxi) brings to¬ 

gether valuable information about Todarmal and his work. 

After a few Introductory verses containing obeisance to 

Brahman, Krsna, Ganes'a and Manu (in six verses), a few 

verses (I. 7-18 ) deal with the family and ancestors of Todarmal. 

Todarmal came of a Ksatriya family of Oudh called Tandana. 

The first ancestor named is Bala (1.7) who was a devotee of 

Krsna. His son was Attali - son Dama ( Damodara ) - son Assfl 

( a warrior and devotee of Krsna ) - his sen Dvarakadasa, patron 

of learned men-son Dvijamalla - son Bhagavatidasa - son Todara- 

malla born at Laharpur in Oudh. The family was in straightened 

circumstances owing to Bhagavatldasa’s large charities which the 

Pandit ( who composed the Intro, verses ) says uprooted poverty 

for a long time (Intro, v. 13 ). He had to accept service under 

Akbar as a clerk. Akbar soon found out Todarraal’s great 

talents and sent him to Gujarat ( wliich had recently been con¬ 

quered by him) as a gifted revenue settlement officer and also a 

warrior. Later, Akbar sent him to Bihar and Bengal for the 

same purpose. Akbar made him a commander, ]Vjzir and Diwan 

in 1582 A. D.). Todarmal was not only endowed with high qua¬ 

lities but was also higlily interested in learning and spent much 

of his wealth in charities, in building or renovating temples, 

consecrating images of Krsna and constructing large tanks and 

wells. He is said to have rebuilt the temple of Visvesvara at 

the instance of Narayanabhatta about 1585 A. D. This temple 

was later demolished in 1669 A. D. by Aurangzeb. The Todara¬ 

nanda is divided into 22 sections called Saukhyas and each 
Saukhya has sub-sections called harms. 
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The question is whether Todarrral is the author of the work 

called Todarananda, that he was the inspirer, there can be no 

doubt. Verse 19 ( of Introduction) states that he called together 

learned Pandits of pure characfer, honoured them and instructed 

them to compile this work which would be the quintessence of 

the several Puranas and Snirtis.’*®® Dr. P. L. Vaidya says that the 

Todaranananda must have been composed between 1572 A. D. 

( which is the year mentioned in Jyotisaukhya p. xxx of Intro.) 

and 1589 A. D. (the year in which Todarmal died). We have 

also to remember that the extent of the Encyclopaedia (as Dr. 

Vaidya says on p. 414 ) cannot be fixed with certainty, since the 

Rajaniti and Karmavipaka sections have not yet been traced and 

the braddhasaukhya Ms. has no beginning nor end. He further 

says that we can roughly ascertain the extent of the remaining 

sections which put together comes to be of 72150 Slokas (each 

sloka of 32 syllables ). He further conjectures that the extent of 

the entire Todarananda may be in the neighbourhood of 80000 
Slokas, 

The several parts of that encyclopaedia dealing with ocara, 

dam, vyavahara, sraddha, viveka, pray si Ufa, samaya were called 

satikhyas. An account of some of the saitkhyas that were avail¬ 

able to me may be concisely given here. The Vyavaharasau- 

khya CD. C. ms. No. 366 of 1875-76) begins with an invocation 

of Siva, speaks of the parasika emperor’®^” (Akbar) of Hind 

(India) and then deals with the several topics of judicial pro¬ 

cedure such as the king’s duty to look into disputes, the sabha, 

judge, meaning of the word vyavahara, enumeration of 18 

yyavaharapadas, time and place of vyavahara, the plaint, the reply, 

the agent of the parties {pratinidhi), pratyakalita, the superiority 

of one mode of proof over another, witnesses, documents, 

possession, inference, ordeals and oaths, grades of punish- 

1368 Verses 18-19 in Introduction ( I. 1 ) are: 

fqqqfqqtq ^ilq q^sr: q^qqfq ii q;qrfqq 

I ??Tn%r- 

TJPsmg II 

1369 «ltqn%rqqqTt:#q'qt;#gqitq ijsfTirql ilq?:q^qirqi%tvirqlq5mTqt- 

qq: i ^rqmtqqrqTqqqqr'-qnTq q^'RnqTqrq^qq; sqqqnfJmqqit;^ 
II 2nd verse. 
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ments and Ones. The Vyavaharasaukhya does not dwell on 

the exposition of the several titles of law. Besides the smrti 

writers, it principally relies on the Kalpataru, the Parijata, Bhava- 

deva, the Mitaksara. the Ratnakara, Harihara, and Halayudha. 

The several sections are styled harsas. 

The Vivahasaukhya ( D. C. Ms. No. 916 of 1886-92 in 

folios 54) is chiefly concerned with the astrological aspects of 

marriage viz. the proper year, month, day, zodiacal sign, naksa- 

tra for marriage, good characteristics of a marriageable girl and 

bridegroom; proper age for marriage for a girl and a male; 

many authors and works are quoted ( most of which are men¬ 

tioned below 

The Sraddhasaukhya (D. C. ms. No. 257 of 1884-87) is an 

extensive work and deals with the usual topics such as the differ¬ 

ent kinds of sraddhas, the time and place for sraddha, the 

proper brahmanas, sapindikarana &c. The sections of this work 

also are divided into harsas. Besides those enumerated above the 

authors and works mentioned are noted below.*®” 

The Jyotihsaukhya ( D. C. ms. No. 915 of 1886-92) consti¬ 

tutes the Samhita branch of Indian astronomy and deals with 

1.370 ( several times ), ( 516)^ 

nn, (on ), =5;?^, 
( 28 b ), ( 300 a), (51 b 

( 50 b ), (7b), ( 29 b ), jtRT, 

( 6 a ), ( 37 a, 52 on 

( 3 ), ( 49 b ), ( 32 b ), »rK- 

( 52 b ), (twice on 28 b ), 1T5, nf ( 23b, 

52 b ), ( o'^: on 27 a ), Itqttitfl 

( 8 b, 48 a r^rnTT^5?rn?2iT^ ), (30b), 

(36 b), qtjf or (13,44 a 

), ( frequently named ), qflreRffm, 

( oq'Z^ p. 9, HHiMUn p. 44 ), 

( 43 a ), and also alone ( pp. 23, 24, 39 ), ( 26 a ), 

f5:mre%cTT (31a, 36 b ), (13 b), 5qqfn;=qu%5gr; ( 53 a, 

about six verfes quoted ), ( 27 a, 30 b, 51 b ), sqjH- 

tflm ( 17 b ), ( 1-2 a, 35 a ), ( 13 ), 

HTtelii^ ( 52 a \ ( p. 14 ), 
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such topics as the results of eclipses, the appearance of comets, 

the rise of Agastya, Ursa major, the signs of the Zodiac &c. 

It frequently refers to Kasyapa, Garga (or Vrddhagarga), 

Paras'ara, Mayfiracitra, Varaha. The colophons state that Todara- 

malla was a scion of the Tandala (or - na) family and that the 

work was compiled by Nilakantha at the order of Todaramalla.^®’* 

This Nilakantha appears to be the author of the Sanjnatantra on 

which a commentary was written by his son Govinda in 1622 

A. D., in which it is stated that Nilakantha was honoured by 

Akbar and had composed the Todarananda.’®^® In the Tajika-Nlla- 

kanthi of Nilakntha it is stated that the author composed works 

on the three branches of Jyotisa which gave delight to Todara.^®^* 

The Jyotihsaukhya was composed in s'ake 14941®^® (i, e. 1572 

A. D.). The ms. of the Vyavaharasaukhya bears at the end the 

date samvat 1638 ( 1581-82'^^® AD.) which seems to be the 

date of its composition. Todaramalla was a man of versatile 

genius. He distinguished himself as an able commander as well 

as a great financier and statesman. The Todarananda gives some 

information about the family of Todarmal and his ancestors (as 

briefly set out above). Besides, Blochman’s English translation 

of the Ain-i-Akbari ( Vol. I. pp. 351-52) gives some informa¬ 

tion. On p. 352 we are told that his son Dharu i. e. Govar- 

dhanadhari) was a commander of 700 horse and was killed in 

a campaign in Sindh. Beveridge’s Akbarnama (Index Vol. p. 62 ) 

refers to two sons of Todarmal viz. Dhari (i. e. Govardhana- 

dhari) and Kalyana. Other useful works are; Vincent Smith’s 

biography of Akbar in the series called “ Rulers of India ” ; and 

Dr. A. S. Altekar’s History of Benares ( pp. 39-43). Todarmal 

was born at Laharpur in Oudh and not at Lahore as is often 

1372 ^ 

<tc. folio 23a. 

1373 Vide cat. of BBRAS m.ss. part I, p. 187 No. 262. 

1374 WTH 1% 

■^urr^^r; 1 if 
II 9th verse, Peterson’s cat. of Ulwar mss., 

extract No. 502. 

1375 ‘ cTsqr vo^o ’ folio 38. 

1376 ‘ ^ ’ H- C. ms. No. 366 of 1875-76^ 
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stated (vide Blochman’s translation p. 620) and he died on 10th 

November 1589 A. D. 

Dr. Vaidya’s edition of the first two parts (on p. 6 verses 

24-27) enumerates the twenfytwo parts (called Saukhyas) in 

which the subjects were distributed (vide not below 

Several parts of this huge work are described as viracita 

( composed) by Todarmalla e. g. the printed text of Dr. Vaidya’s 

edition of the first two Saukhyas ( vide note below ). Dr. Vaidya 

(in Intro, p. xxvi) argues that these words are not to be taken 

literally, that all that is meant is that Todaramalla conceived 

the project and provided for all the expenses incurred in engag¬ 

ing learned Pandits for collecting the material, for arranging it 

under proper heads and making copies of the several parts of it. 

I agree with him in this matter. But Dr. Vaidya goes further 

and argues ( Introduction pp. xxvn-vin ) that considering all 

the facts he would ascribe the authorship of the Todarananda 

to Narayanabhaua chiefly ( p. xxvin of Intro.). I demur to this 

conclusion. In verse 19 of the Introduction quoted above, it is 

expressly stated that Todarmal invited learned men of pure 

character and directed them to compose the work. There was 

nothing to prevent him from saying that he called ‘ Bhatta- 

Narayana ’ among the Pandits to preside over the task of pre¬ 

paring a huge work on Dharmasastra. 

Dr. Vaidya agrees ( p. xxx of Introduction ) that the work 

was undertaken and finished between 1572 to 1589 A. D., the 

the year in which Todarmal died. 

To me it appears probable that Narayanabhatta refused to 

undertake such a heavy task because he had become old (in 

13/7 tt'Tl't)!wliuJiif; 1 

11 ?rr5Tf% 3?TT^i i 

II srr^f^ i jf^s- 

;i verses 24-27 ( of the first ftf of first 

called nu ). The colophon at the end of the printed text 

is w/jgrrrwt; ^Nitr 4n^<Tf??;T5T. 
giffTBT^hrefirT jria-ngT^— 
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1572 he would have been about 59 years old). There is ano¬ 

ther important circumstance indicating that Narayanabhafta must 

not have anything to do with this encyclopaedia, since we know 

for certain that the Jyotihsaukhya, ( a part of the Todarananda ) 

was composed by Nilakantha, son of Ananta (vide p. 398 of 

Dr. Vaidya’s edition ). If the name of one Pandit Nilakantha is 

expressly mentioned as regards the Sarhhitasaukhya, no acceptable 

reason can be advanced as to why Narayanabhatta’s name is 

not mentioned anywhere, if he had been responsible for the 

other parts of the encyclopaedia or for the whole work. 

It may be noted that the Todarananda came to be mentioned 

as an authoritative work at least from about 1610 A. D. For 

example, the Niniayasindhu (of Kamalakarabhatta) cites it and 

so does the Vyavaharamayukha of Nilakantha, paternal cousin of 

Kamalakara (vide note below 

The Vivahasaukhya refers to the Rajanitisaukhya, to the 

Ganitasaukhya, Samskarasaukhya, Horasukha (these last three 

said to be already composed 

The Marathi magazine ‘ Itihasasamgraha ’ publishes an in¬ 

scription on a stone found in the Draupadikupda at Benares 

wherein it is said that Todskfd of the Tapdana family construc- 

1378 ^ «TTtfq- ^ 1 

^ ^ P-26 Nim. edition with 

Marathi tr. of 1935; vide also pp. 96, 102, 107 of the same; 

the Tirthas lukhya is mentioned by the p. 104. 

( present author’s ed. ). 

1379 l folio 53 b; 

+4grit l folio 11b, and 

f fir 1 folio 5 a ; 3^: tf 

1 folio p. 6 b. 

Dr. Vaidya describes at some length (in Appendix C pp. 

39%4U ) the mss. material available for the several Saukhyas 

in addition to the Agaraasaukhya or Mantrasaukhya not 

enumerated among the 22 Saukhyas. Page 402 (of Dr. 
Vaidya’s appendix ) shows that the Vastusaukhya ( or Desa- 

saukhya ) also appears to have been entrusted to Nilakantha, 

son of Ananta. 

H. D.—115 
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ted that beautiful reservoir in 1646 of the Vikrama era^®*® (i. e. 

1589 A. D.). Therefore it follows that literary works were com¬ 

piled under the patronage of Todarmal between 1570-4 586 A. D. 

It is not possible for reasons of space to deal with all or 

most of the Saukhyas of Todarananda but it would be inte¬ 

resting for scholars to know something more of one or more 

of the other Saukhyas like the Vivahasaukkya of this large 

Saukhya called Todarananda. 

He begins by saying that the person who has completed 

his studies (snataka) and has returned from the Gurukula is 

required by the Smttis e. g. Manu III. 2, VI. 34 to become a 

householder. Therefore our s'astras require every young man 

to be married and in order that he should get married he has to 

look into the Astrological matters which are omitted here. 

Manu and others praise Vivaha very much which is unnecessary 

to set out here. Manu recommends (chap. IX ) a girl that has 

attained puberty to be married by her parents and guardians 

to a worthy bride-groom and that if such a bride-groom is 

not secured she might remain unmarried for her life. While 

arranging for the matter parents or guardians require that an 

astrologically proper conjunction of heavenly bodies is secured. 

According to Saihskara-saukhya based on Parasara and other 

writers the girl should be married between 8 to 10 years. One 

writer called ^ridhara in his work called Vivahapatala quotes 

that the marriage may be performed at all times. Many authors and 

works have been quoted in this Vivahasaukhya No. 916 of 1886- 

92 at B. O. R. I. Dozens of Smrtis and authors are quoted as also 

astrological and astronomical works. But it is not possible to 
enter into greater details here for want of space. 

It refers to the Ganitasaukhya on fol. 26 a. He also refers 

to Horasaukhya on folio 46b, Rfijanui-Saukhya on folio 53 b. 

This ms. is well written and the present author feels that an 

edition of it can be easily brought out on one ms. alone. 

1380 Vide ed. by the late Uao Bahadur D. B. Parasni.o 

voh I, part 4, p. 20. 
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110. Nandapandita 

Nandapandita was a voluminous writer on dharmasastra. 

An account of his principal works on dharmasastra is given 

below, particularly because most of them are yet unpublished. 

He was also called Vinayaka as stated in his commentary ( named 

Suddhi-candrika) on the Sadasiti (also called Asaucanirnaya) 

of Aditya of the Kausika-gotra. Nandapandita came of the 

Dharmadhikari family of Benares and is described as the son of 

Dharmadhikari Ramapandita. There were several families in 

Benares famous for their learned works on Dharmasastra and 

other branches such as the Bhfttta family (to which belonged 

Bhattanarayana, Kamalakara and Nilakandia), the Dharmadhi¬ 

kari family and the Sesa family. This last had Sesakrsna, his son 

Vis'vesvara, whose three pupils viz. Jagannathapandita, Bhattoji 

Diksita and Annambhatta, author of Tarkasahgraha, distinguished 

themselves as great scholars in their own special studies. 

He composed a commentary called Vidvanmanohara on the 

Paras'arasmrti. He expressly mentions therein that he follows 

the commentary of Madhavacarya.'®^' This commentary is 

referred to in his Vaijayanti.*®*^ 

He also appears to have written a commentary called 

Pramitaksara or Pratitaksara on the Mitaksara of Vijnanesvara.^®®* 

This commentary was probably not completed, as only fragments 

are found with his descendants. 

Nandapandita also composed a work called Sraddhakalpalata, 

which is referred to in his ^uddhicandrika'’** and in the Vaija- 

1381 

1382 

1383 

1384 

and 5, I. O. Cat. p. 377 No. 1301. 

sernjarrstt 

^ 
I on 15. 42. 

On 15. 9 he say.s ‘ I 

9tTfJr: i ’ folio 86 b 

of the I. O, ms. ( of ; on 16. 1 ‘ RtcTT^- 

’ < ^0^'° 93 b). 

‘ H ^ ^ folio 31 b of 

on 21. 19 *31^^ 

1 ’ folio 123 b 
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yanti. In this work'®*® he refers to a city called Sadh^ana 

( probably modern Saharanpur ) where the Sahagila family ruled. 

He speaks of Sirhharaalla, Vasavana, RCpacandra, BhQpacandra 

and Paramananda as successive members of the dynasty and says 

that he was urged to write the work by the last of them and that 

he relies upon the Sraddhadipika of Govindapandita.'®*® At the 

end of the ms. of the Vaijayanti in the Deccan College Collection 

it is said that the Vidvanmanohara, the Smrtisindhu and the 

^raddhakalpalata were the commentaries composed by Nanda- 

pandita.^®*’ But from the contents given in the India OfBce 

Catalogue it does not appear that the work was a commentary. 

It is divided into five stabakas and deals with the usual topics, 

viz. what is sraddha, the proper time and place for it, the proper 

brahmanas, various kinds of iraddhas &c. The principal authors 

and works named therein are given below.'*®* The ^raddha- 

kalpalata was published in the Chowkhamba S. Series ( 1935 ) in 

262 pages. In Poona Orientalist ( vol. 15 pp. 60-64 ) Dr. S. L. 

Katre shows that a ms. of the Sraddhakalpalata is dated in 

Samvat 1641 (i. e. 1584-85 A. D.). The same scholar shows 

(in I. H. Q. vol. 28 for 1952, pp. 91 ff.) that a ms. of ^uddhi- 

candrika (which mentions the J^raddhakalpalata at least five 

times) was copied in Samraf 1960, !§ravaiia-vadi (i. e. in July 

1603 A. D.). Therefore Sraddhakalpalata must have been 

composed several years earlier than 1603 A. D. 

The Suddhicandrika of Nandapandita on the Sadasiti of Ad- 

ityacarya has been published in the Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series 

of Benares ( 1928 The Suddhicandrika, a commentary on the 

1385 Vide I. O. Cat. p, 556 iNo. 1 i 31 for 

II I. O. Cat. p. 557. 

1387 ‘ Mtl^K^dsiT-M I %rr 

ftn aNii: ll D. C. ms. No. 39 of 1866-68. 

1388 

1389 Vide Prof. Devasthali’s Cat. of Sanskrit Mss. No. 974 pp. 351- 

52, II> 

&C.N0.975 in Prof. Devasthali's Cat. is a ^rork in 142 stanzas, 

(Continued on the next page ) 
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Sadasiti or As'aucanirnaya of Kaus'ikaditya, is also one of the 

works of Nandapandita. It is referred to in his Vaijayanti.^*®® 

The Bhadkamkar collection made by Prof, Velankar contains a 

ms. of this work and it has recently been published in the Chow- 

khamba Sanskrit Series. The principal authors and works 

quoted therein are noted below.'*®^ 

Another work of Nandapandita is the Smrtisindhu, which 

seems to have been an extensive digest of smrti material. 

Portions of it have been recovered. In the Deccan College Colle¬ 

ction there is a ms. of the Sa.hskara-nirnayatarahga of the 

Smrtisindhu, which, according to a verse at the end, was composed 

by Nandapandita at the command of king Harivarhs'a-varman of 

the Mahendra family and son of king Mahgo.^’®^ 

It appears that he compiled a summary of the doctrines of 

his work Smrtisindhu. That summary was called Tattvamukta- 

vali.^®®® It is almost certain that the fragment of the Tattva- 

muktavall noticed in the BBRAS Cat. at p. 217 is a part of this 

work. That fragment contains 8 verses on upakarma and three 

on holika with commentary and the verses are numbered from 

(Conlinued from the previous page) 

86 ascribed to and 56 to nifvTer. This Ms, has at end 

the verse : I 

II The 

mentions, among other work and authors, ml- 

srf^, ( commentatr of 

1390 on 22. 8 ‘ WPfisq’: ’ folio 125 b of 

1391 (on qTt:^gir), W5rf%, ^rKT^nrot^, 

(?), iRR, JP'R, ^'trrTTf, 

11%^, (on 

^K<soT, 

f:[T 5^: II Ib C. ms. No. 612 of 1883-84; vide 

Bhandarkar’s Report for 1883-84 p. 353 for extract. 

1393 Vide Mitra’s Bikaner Cat. p. 476 No. 1204 for a ms. of the 

the commentary The last verses are: 

fTR^Tirr: l JfR’- 

II fdT W 1 f®!; 

sfhRTitggT HTT II 
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557 to 564 and then 607-609. If the above surmise be correct, 

the work was a large one and contained over 610 verses. Two of 

the verses name Hemadri and Parijata.'®®* 

A few words may be said there about the edition of Nanda- 

pandita’s commentary Vaijayanti on the Visnusmrti published 

(in 1960 ) at Adyar (in its library series ). It is in two volumes 

containing 1070 pages in all. The text and com. are printed In 

beautiful type at the Vasant Press, the Theosophical Society of 

Adyar. There is a preface ( 4 pages ), Introduction (pp. ix-xxvn) 

by Pandit V. Krishnamacharya, also a Bibliography, 100 chapters 

of the Visnudharmas'astra, the text of the Smrti in large and 

beautiful type, the commentary Vaijayanti in a smaller but clear 

type, several Indexes, viz. alphabetical index of the sOtras of 

Visnusmrti, an Index of the words occurring in the sutras, an 

Index of the mantras cited in the Visnusmrti, an Index of the 

authors and works cited in the commentary; an Index of the 

texts cited as authorities in the Vaijayanti (pp. 952-1667); 

Addenda and Corrigenda (two pages). In this work he refers 

to a Brihmana dynasty of the Vasistha gotra at Vijayapura 

(Vijayanagara ?) in Karnata country, in which was born Konda- 

panayaka, whose son was Kesavanayaka, whose son was Ananta 

alias Vavarasa, whose sons were Kesava and Rudra. Kesava, son of 

Koiidapa, seems to have gone to Benares with his sons and grand¬ 

sons and made extensive gifts of all kinds.^*®* There is a hyper¬ 

bolical description of his great gifts (mahadanas including tula, 

i. e. weighing against gold or silver). In verses 76-77 of the printed 

edition of Vaijayanti, Kesavanayaka enjoined upon Nandapandita 

the task of composing a commentary on the Visnusmrti.^*®® In 

the colophons at the end of the chapters of Visnu, Kondapanayaka 

is styled Maharajadhiraja and it is said that Nandapandita was 

encouraged in the task by Kesavanayaka alias Tammananayaka. 

1394 • It begins I 557, verse 561 is 

and 564 is wtff 

I 

1395 gtr: irrll: i jtsi: 

^3^%: ll ( ver&e 65 ). 

1396 ^ in'T 

=3 tju'tfu'saaq 

^33; II verse 94. 
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At the end of chapter 101, we are told that Kes'avanayaka, 

Nandapandita’s patron, secured moksa by breathing his last on 

the Manikarpika in Benares.^^®' There are six verses at the end 

one of which says that in the Kali age there is no one more 

liberal than Vavarasa (a son of Kes'avanayaka ) and no one 

more learned than Nandapaudita.*®®® As he wrote on the 

encouragement of Kes'ava, the commentary is also styled Kes'ava- 

Vaijayanti. Among the authors and works mentioned in this 

commentary are Devasvami, Budhasmrti, Bhavadeva, Madhava- 

carya, Vacaspati, Sarvajna, Subodhini ( com. on the Mit.), Hara- 

datta, Hemadri. In the Vaijayanti he refers to no less than six 

of his works viz: the Vidvan-manohara, the Pramitaksara, the 

Sraddhakalpalata, the 6uddhicandrika, the Dattaka-mimamsa 

( vide note 1382 above). Butin the Dattaka-raimarhsa itself he 

refers to his Kes'ava-Vaijayanti as already composed.^®®® There¬ 

fore it follows that both works were probably being composed at 

the same time. The Vaijayanti was held by the British Indian 

Courts as one of the leading authorities of the Benares School 

of modern Hindu Law,**®® 

Nandapandita, though he generally follows the Mitaksarh, 

was not a slavish admirer of Vijnnnesvara. He does not accept 

the explanation the Mitaksara gives of Yaj. 11. 17 (saksisubha- 

yatahetc.). Similarly on Visnu 8. 12, 22. 41, 23. 11, 27. 2 he 

emphatically says that the Mitaksara is wrong.**®* He prefers the 

father to the mother as an heir (on Visnu 17. 6-7) and seems to 

have placed the paternal grandmother as an heir after the mother 

1397 3%: 
II P- *59 of the printed edition, 

1398 if 
^jTrgf^^ll p. 900 of the printed edition. 

1399 ‘I (on priority 
among the twelve kinds of sons ) p. 112 of 

1400 Vide I. L. R. 16 Cal. 367 at p. 372. 

1401 ivitdt i 
on 27. 2. fiptf- on I. 11 says ‘ ^ 5P^W#IT- 

I 4 4 p tittidl ^rttiii ; 

I p. 240. 
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but before the brother (folio 101 b). He explains sapinda 

relationship in the same way as the Mit.^*°^ does. He says that 

the word ‘bhratarah’ in Yaj. should be explained as standing for 

‘ brothers and sisters ’ and that in the father’s line, after the 

brother and brother’s son, the brother’s grandson succeeds and, 

on failure of the brother’s grandson, the paternal grandfather, his 

son and grandson are heirs one after another, i. e. in each line 

three generations succeed and then there is a devolution in favour 

of the next higher line. This view is opposed to that of the 

Subodhini and the Smrticandrika, which take only the son and 

grandson of each paternal ancestor. Vide ray notes to the 

Vyavaharamayukha for fuller details (pp. 253-254). Nanda- 

pandita stands alone among modern nibandhukaras in having 

recognised a uterine brother'*"* (i. e. the son of the same mother 

but of a diflferent father) as an heir. It is remarkable that 

Nandapandita preferred a person’s predeceased son’s widow 

(i. e. widowed daughter-in-law ) as an heir to that man’s own 
daughter.**"* 

The Dattaka-mimamsa is the most famous work of Nanda¬ 

pandita. It was translated very early by Sutherland in 1821 A. 

D. (comprised in Stoke’s Hindu Law Books). In the following 

the edition of Bharatacandra Siromani ( published in 1885 with 

1402 Pprit tr HTfRT '^'tr % 1 
on 11^5 22. 5 (folio 124 a). The Mit. on Yaj. I. 52 says 

tcf 

1403 Vide%^TJp^ on fipsjj 17. 8 (foho 102 a). The important portion 
is ‘ 5r*nT i srar^- 

3 3^: i... tTifitT 

\ TFTT 1 
rib'llt<if ^ 

srtRK^^t: 3m ^33: 1 41 cl 

itT 5T«rh \ 

1 4t5nrT'n?’TT31 ^rmJTrrni^l f^rsrfqiHhftra ’. 
1404 %3iq?dt on 17. 4 ( folio 100a ) 

(?) I ^ \ 

ifiipiTft 1 cRf 5?iTR?3<lTi^m^TT3»n% ffefd 3^: I Vide I. L. 
B, 16 Cal, 367 at p, 376 where this view is referred to. 
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his own commentary) has been used. In this work he lays down 

rules as to the person who may adopt, when he may adopt, 

who can give in adoption, who may be adopted, the motives of 

adoption, the necessary ceremonies of adoptions, the results of 

adoption. Among the authors and works qouted or referred to, 

those mentioned below may be noted.'*®* 

The Anandashram Press of Poona brought out (in 1941 A. 

D. ) an edition of the Dattakamimamsa with a modern Sanskrit 

commentary called Manjar? by 6ahkara, son of Rahganatha. 

From very early days of the British rule in India the Dattaka- 

mimarhsa came to be regarded as the standard work on adoption. 

In Collector of Madura v. Mootoo Ramalinga}^^^ the Privy 

Council says “ Again of the Dattakamimarhsa of Nandapandita 

and the Dattakacandrika of Devannabhatta, two treatises on the 

particular subject of adoption, Sir William Macnaghten says that 

they are respected all over India; but that, when they differ, the 

doctrine of the latter is adhered to in Bengal and by the southern 

jurists, while the former is held to be the infallible guide in the 

provinces of Mithila and Benares. ” That this estimate is some¬ 

what too strongly put has been said by the Privy Council itself in 

Bhagwansingh v. Bhagwansingh^*'’' ‘to call it infallible is too 

strong an expression and the estisnates of Sutherlind and of 

West and Biihler seem nearer the true mark; but it is clear that 

both works must be accepted as bearing high authority for so 

long a time that they have become embedded in the general law. ’ 

The Privy Council furhter lays down ‘their Lordships cannot 

concur with Knox J. in saying that their (of the Dattaka¬ 

mimamsa and Dattaka-candrika) authority is open to examina¬ 

tion, explanation, criticism, adoption or rejection like any 

scientific treatises on European jurisprudence.’ Even in those 

parts of the Bombay Presidency where the Vyavaharamayukha 

is a work of paramount authority, the Dattakamimarhsa has on 

the subject of adoption been preferred in certain matters to the 

1405 arw^, 
(com. on 

1406 12 Moo. I. A. 397 at p. 437. 
1407 L. R. 26 I. A. 153 at p. 161. 
1408 L. R. 26 I. A. 113 at p. 132. 

H. D. 116 
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Vyavaharamayukha. For example, the Bombay High Court, 

following the Dattakamimamsa, has laid down that among the 

three higher castes a man cannot adopt his own daughter’s, 

sister’s, or mother’s sister’s son. The view of the Vyavahara¬ 

mayukha, on the contrary, is that he can take these in adop¬ 

tion. The limits to which Nandapandita will be follow'ed by 

the courts are laid down in Ramachandra v. Gopal ; ‘The 

authority of Nandapandita must be accepted except where it 

can be shown that he deviates from or adds to the smrtis or 

where his version of the law is opposed to such established 

custom as the Courts recognise 

Several views expressed in the Dattakamimamsa have been 

set at naught in the various provinces by the British Indian 

Courts. Nandapandita held that a widow could not adopt at 

aji liio Except in Mithila this view has nowhere been entertained 

in India and the Courts have held that the Law of Benares, 

Bengal, Madras and Bombay is different. Nandapandita put 

forward the position that the brother’s son must be preferred 

for adoption over any other sagotra or sapinda?^^^ This has, 

however, been treated in all provinces as no more than a mere 

recommendation and that failure to observe it entails no legal 

or religious consequences whatever. The expression ‘ putra- 

cchaya ’ in ‘ putracchayavahara ’ occurring in the text of Saunaka 

was explained by Nandapandita to mean ‘ similarity to a son 

bom ’ and he said that the similarity consisted in the possibility 

of being begotten by means of niyoga and the like.^*'* Suther¬ 

land wrongly introduced the word ‘ marriage ’ after niyoga in 

his translation and some of the High Courts in India, following 

this wrong translation, evolved the rule that no one could be 

adopted whose mother the adopting father could not have 

legally married in her maiden state.^*^® But the Bombay High 

Court has laid down that the rule is restricted to the three 

1409 I. L. R. 32. Bom. 619 at p. 624. 

1410 3TVR I 

1411 ^ l 

1413 Vide I. L. R. 11 Mad, 49 ( F, B.), I. L. R. 27 All. 417, I. L. 

R. 43 Mad. 830, 
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specified cases of the daughter’s son, the sister’s son, and the 

mother’s sister’s son,^*** From the text (brahmanaditraye nasti 

bhagineyah sutah kvacit), Nandapandita evolved the curious 

rule that a widow cannot adopt to her deceased husband her 

own brother’s son. But the Privy Council has refused to follow 

this dictum on the ground that the gloss of Nandapandita is 

an extension not based on the authority of any smrti and has 

upheld such an adoption.^**® 

It should be noted that the * Hindu Adoption and Main¬ 

tenance Act ’ ( No. 78 of 1956 ) passed by the Indian Parliament 

has made far-reaching and radical changes in the Law of Hindu 

Adoption and section 4 of that Act overrules all texts, rules 

or interpretations of Hindu Law or customs and usages as 

part of that law, except in so far as they may have been 

expressly saved by that Act. 

About the personal history of Nandapandita we do not know 

much. Mandlik in his Hindu Law ( lxxii, «. 3) gives what 

information he could gather from descendants of Nandapandita 

living in Benares. According to him the founder of the family 

was Laksmidhara who was a resident of Bidar (now in the 

Nizam’s dominions) and who went to Benares. Nandapandita 

was the sixth in descent from him. Dr. Jolly visited at Benares 

Pandit Dhundiraja Dharmadhikari who was 9th in descent from 

Nandapandita (Tagore Law Lectures, p. 15) and Mandlik’s 

information also was gathered from persons who were 9th in 

descent from Nandapandita. Mandlik also gives a detailed genea¬ 

logical tree. We learn from several works of Nandapandita and 

their colophons that he was also named Vinayakapandita and 

was the son of Ramapandita of Benares who is styled Dharma¬ 

dhikari. Nandapandita also is described as Dharmadhikari in 

the Samskaranirnaya-tarahga of the Smrtisindhu ( vide note 1392 

above). It appears that Nandapandita was at different times 

patronised by rich patrons from different parts of India. He 

composed the Sraddhakalpalata for Paramananda of the Sahagila 

1414 Vide I. L. R. 32 Bom. 619, I. L. R. 36 Bom. 533, 15 Bom. L. 

R. 824 ( paternal aunt’s son could be validly adopted ), I. L. 

R. 39 Bom. 410 ( adoption of half-brother held valid ). 

1415 Futtulal V. Parhati I. L. R. 37 All 359. (P. C. ). 
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family of Sadharana, the Smrtisindhu for Harivams'avarman of 

the Mahendra family and the Vaijayanti for Kesavanayaka of 

Madhurh. 

Mandlik notes that Nandapandita is credited with the author¬ 

ship of 13 works. Eight works of Nandapandita have been named 

and described above. Mandlik names six of these. Besides these he 

is said to have written Navaratra-pradipa which has been published 

in the Princess of Wales Sarasvati Bhavana Series, three sections 

of a work named Harivams'avilasa ( viz. daiiakautuka, ahnika- 

kautuka and samskarakautuka), Balabhusa, Tirthakalpalata, 

Kalanirnayakautuka, Kaslprakasa, Mfidhavananda. But we saw 

above (note 1393) that the BalabhQsi is only a commentary on 

the Tattvamuktavali (probably composed by another writer). 

The Kasiprakasa was certainly composed by Nandapandita as he 

is described in the India Office ms. to have been the son of 

Ramapandita.^“* That work was composed at the order of one 

Sarvabhatta, who was the guru of Krsnannyaka of Madhura, 

In Mitra’s Notices two works, Jyotihsastrasamuccaya and Smarta- 

samuccaya, are described as composed by Nandapandita, son of 

Devasarman and Vrnda.***’ The latter seems to have been an 

extensive work and dealt with tithinirnaya, intercalary month, 

marriage, sapinda relationship, the samskaras, daily observances, 

antyesti (funeral rites ), asauca, kuddii, srdddha, prdyaicHta, 

ddyabhdga and vyavahdra. Though the name of the father, Deva¬ 

sarman, creates suspicion in one’s mind, both these works must 

be regarded as the works of Nandapandita, son of Ramapandita, 

as in the Smartasamuccaya the author refers his readers to his 

Dattaka-miraarhsa for the subject of adoption. It is not unlikely 

that just as Nandapandita had the alias Vinayaka, his father 
Ramapandita was also called Devasarman. 

Mandlik ( Hindu Law lxxii, n. 3 ) notes that on a copy of 

the Madhavananda-kavy'a composed by Nanda the year samvat 

1655 ( 1599 A. D.) is given, probably in Nandapandita’s own 

handwriting. The Vaijayanti was one of Nandapandita’s latest 

works. That work, we are told, was composed at Kasl in 

Vikrama samvat 1679 (Nov. 1623 ) on the Full moon of Kartika 

1416 Vide I. 0. cat. p. 391 No. 3701. 

1417 Vide vol. V. p. 80 No. 1762 and vol. VI, p. 165 No. 2105. 
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when the sun was in Scorpion and the moon in Taurus.^*^® There¬ 

fore the literary activity of Nandapandila must be placed between 

1580 and 1630 A. D. Mar dlik in his Hindu Law ( p. 281 ) says 

that the Vaijayanti of Nandapandita is referred to in the 

VyavahftramayOkha of Nilakantha. I have not been able to find 

the reference in the latter work. 

111. Kamalakarabhatta 

Kamalakarabhatta was one of the foremost scions of the 

Bhatta family. He was a grandson of the famous Narayana- 

bhatta and a son of Ramakrsnabhatta. He was one of three 

brothers, the eldest being Dinakara alias Divakara’*'® and the 

youngest was Laksmanabhntta,'^®® who studied under Kamala- 

karabhatta. Kamalakarabhatta’s father Ramakrsna also was a 

veryi^^i learned man and a profound mlmamsaka and his mother 

Uma immolated hereself as a satl. Kamalakara was a man of 

profound erudition and composed works on almost every sastra. 

In some of his own works there are high eulogies of his learn¬ 

ing and proficiency in Tarka, Nyaya, grammar, mimamsa (in 

both the schools of Kumarila and Prabhakara), Vedanta, Poetics, 

dharmasastra and Vedic sacrifices.**®® He composed more 

than twenty-two works. At the end of his Vivadatandava it is 

1418 ^ 

eftsTJwrf n 7th verse at the end. 

1419 i ii 

6th Intro, verse of is a desya word meaning 

HnX according to on amt:. is a form of Vi?nu, 

■worshipded at Benares. 

1420 3Ttft^ ^itvrrat:^?t;ni: l II 
7th Intro, verse of 3fr^K<r«f. 

1421 ^ I tfl^r «r: 
sfhftsgmg g^dl at the 

end of 2nd 

1422 ^ mtr i stTJf: sRifer- 

rrieirr nif^Tt^srEff i rriH; 5TT*n^^ vfir i 
wW sigt7Tt:nftrW5n%3 ll from ^TS2l5r4.l^|M||tf<|| 

D. C. ms. Xo. 433 of 1895-1902. 
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said that he composed the Nirnayasindhu, a commentary on the 

Vartika ( of Kumarila ), a work on the mimmisa ( sastratattva ) 

and a series of 20 other works.^*®* At the end of a ms. of the 

6antiratna in the Bhau Daji collection there is a list of 22 works 

of his out of which the Nirnayasindhu is said to have been the 

first.^*®* More than half of these works are concerned with topics 

11 Vide I. 0. cat. p. 455 No. 1502; 

also vide D. C. ms. No. 122 of 1883-84 for a ms. of 

commentary on the first pada of the 2nd chap, called ^TRT*r of 

the rT^^mfcFti. 

1424 3TI^ RtriqreFPg JJT: 1 ^ 

11 l ^ ?FTT- 

II 5njrf^% cTSTT’K^ 1 nt^- 

siTOTTvi: II t:?'5T qsfci; i ^?:TVTt wf 
^5^ II ^ rrsn t a»rT 

q;iT5rrqi^:: ii i qTJitPng%- 
Vrir qnr^rqiF^it'iir i ^ sF^irRf i W 

5511 UPtclT tT*TqT^^: II concluding verses of 

The verses enumerating the 22 works are found not in all 

mss, of the ^antiratna, but occur in the ms. described in 

Prof. Velankar’s Cat. of Sanskrit and Prakrit Mss. in the 

Library of the B. B. R. A. S. (p. 234 ) published in 1925. 

Though in the ^antiratna it is stated that the Nirnayasindhu 

was Kamalakara’s first work, yet it appears probable that 

Kamalakara made additions to that work from time to time 

e. g. on p. 248 of the Nirnayasindhu he says ‘ erKfj 

yqlhqrR'dilr ^ ^^1^ ’; the word ^ is 

rather of doubtful import. It is possible that he had then 

only planned to write that work. On p. 257 of the same work 

on ‘ahdapurti’ he refers to his work E^udrakamalakara 

“ iRflW ” On p. 293 ( of Nirnaya. ) he mentions 

his Pravaradarpana. The ^antiratna is a large work dealing 

with rites for averting the evil consequences of portentuous 

phenomena or for birth on certain tithis, naksatras ( like 

Mula, Jyestha, Islesa) or evil influences of planets. The 

^antiratna is also called ^antiratnakara, as in the Ms. in the 

Bhau Daji Collection of Mss. of the Bombay Asiatic Society 

( No. 305 of that collection, the extent being 357 folios); 

vide Prof. Velankar’s Cat. of the Mss. with the B. B. R. A. S. 

and No. 732, p. 235 and I. 0. Cat. vol. 111. (by Eggeling ) 

(Continued on the next page ) 
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of Dharmas'astra, viz. the Nirnayasindhu, the Danakamalakara, 

^antiratna, POrtakamalakara, Vratakamalakara, Prayascittaratna, 

Vivadatandava, Bahvrcahnika, Gotrapravaradarpatia, Karmavi- 

pakaratna, Sudrakamalakara, Sarvatirthavidhi. The ^udrakamala- 

kara, the Vivadatandava and the Nirnayasindhu are the most 

famous of his works on dharmasastra. Brief references may be 
made here to some of the works of Kamalakarabhatta other 

than the three mentioned above. It appears from the introductory 
verses of the Vratakamalakara that Kamalakara intended to 

compose a digest on dharma called Dharntafattva in ten paric- 

chedas^*"* and not only carried it out but added some more 

works on dharma. It will be noticed that nine out of these 10 

sections are enumerated under the same names at the end of the 
r 

Santiratna quoted above, the one not named being the section on 

acara. Burnell mentions a work called Acaradipa by Kamalakara 

on daily duties and on the same page notices another work on 

ahnika by Kamalakara.It is difficult to say whether both are 

names of the same work. It is not unlikely that the acara section 

of the digest Dharmatattva is the same as the Bahvrcahnika enu¬ 

merated at the end of the Santiratna. There is a ms. of the 

Bahvrcahnika at Bikaner.*^^’ It deals with daily duties commenc¬ 

ing with rising from one’s bed at the brahma muhurta. In this 

work Kamalakarabhatta refers to his own Prayascittaratna, and 

1425 

1426 

1427 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

pp. 56?-69 No. 1758. He expresses his difference even from 

his very famous grandfather Narayanabhatta : e. g. on p. 214 

he says “ JTTET^ff 11^41'+% 

5 ” Similarly on p. 215 he differs from 

Narayanabhatta “ d [h (d i g 

‘ aTf^F^nt l He differs from his 

father Ramakrsnabhatta also e. g. on p. 160. “ 3Tifidi«: 

i 3n=^ ii 

trf^TT g I Intro, verses to vide 

Mitra’s Bikaner cat. p. 499, No. 1071. 

Vide Burnell’s Tanjore cat. p. 135 b. 

Vide Mitra’s Bikaner cat. p. 355 No. 767. 
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to the Madanaparijata, Madanaratna, Madhava and ^Olapani. 
The Pflrtakamalakara'^^* was an extensive work and dealt with 

the dedication of tanks, we1!s, trees and gardens to the public, 

the dedication of AsvaHha tree and five sacred trees, dedication 

and laying the foundation of public buildings, consecration of 

sacred images, of felagrama, of temples and flags, repairing of 

images, accidental breaking of temples, consecration of Vinayaka, 

pacification of planets, coronation of kings and emperors. In this 

work he mentions his own Dfinakamalakara. 

The 6antiratna or Santikamalakara is a huge work.^^^® 

It deals with various rites for propitiating Vinayaka, the nine 

planets, and for averting the consequences of portentous occur¬ 

rences and evil omens, birth on such constellations as mula, the 
observances known as Ekadas'ini, Laghurudra, Maharudra, Sata- 

candl &c. He refers to his own Nirnayasindhu in this work. 

The Nirnayasindhu (on pp. 293, 300-301 ) mentions Pravara- 

darpana as his work on Gotras and Pravaras. 

In the Bombay Asiatic Society’s Library there is a ms. of his 

Sathskara-prayogakamalakara which appears to be over and above 

the 22 works enumerated above.“*® He starts with an enumera¬ 

tion of the 48 samskaras mentioned by Gautama, deals with the 

several samskaras of purhsavana, jatakarma, marriage &c., and 

with utsarjana and upilkarma, propitiatory rites on the first 

appearance of menses, the Astaka s'raddha &c. 

His Tattva-kamalakara appears to have been a work of consi¬ 

derable interest dealing with the bearing of the doctrines and 

maxims of the Mimarhsa system on ritual and dharmas'astra.^'^®^ 

A ms. of it is dated sanivat 1695 Caitra s'ukla 4 Friday (i. e. 9th 

March 1638 A. D.). Tattvakamlakara and Mimamsa-kautuhala are 

two separate works, incomplete mss. of which are in possession of 

the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Vide ‘ Indian Culture ’ Vol. V. 

1428 Vide Mitra’s Notices vol. V, p 138 No. 1^81 for ; 

in the Bombay Asiatic Society’s collection of this. 

1429 Vide I. 0. cat. p. 568 No. 1758 and BBRAS cab p. 234 No. 

7 29 for 

1430 Vide I. 0. cat. p. 514 No. 1630 for 

1431 Vide Mitra's Notice.e, vol. III. p. 335 No. 1331 for 
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pp. 211-214 ( paper by Prof. Chintaharan Chakravarti ). The first 

is briefly mentioned in Mitra’s Notices, vol. III. p. 335 and it is 

stated in * Indian Culture ’ Vol. V. that it comments on some 

selected sfltras of the Pflrvamima'fisa system. The Mimarasa-kau- 

tuhala gives a brief outline of the principal doctrines of the 

POrvamimamsa system. Of the Mantrakamalakara a ms, 

(complete in 126 leaves) is in the possession of the A. S. of Bengal. 

The work was composed for the benefit of Ananta, son of 

Kamalakarabhatta. 

For the Prayas'cittaratna, vide Biihler’s report, 3, p. 108. 

I was able to secure a ms. of the Vivadatandava from the 

Mandlik collection in the Fergusson College at Poona. That 

work closely resembles in method and matter the Vyavahara- 

mayukha of Kamalakara’s cousin Nilakantha, the section on 

ordeals being almost the same in both. It treats of the follow¬ 

ing subjects : the sabha; members of the sabba; judge, amatya; 

the scribe and the accountant; conflict of smrtis; the plaint, the 

reply, the modes of proof, viz. documents, witnesses, possession; 

modes of punishment; the principal and secondary sons; the 

enumeration of the eighteen titles of law; partition of heritage 

and detailed description of the other titles. Like the Vyavaha- 
raraayukha, the Vivadatandava quotes the .Madanaratna as fre¬ 

quently as ( or perhaps more frequently than) the Mitaksara. The 

other writers and works quoted are noted below.As it mentions 

several works of his own, viz. Nirnayasindhu, the Danakamala- 

kara, the Prayascittaratna and the f;iidradharma (i. e. Sudra- 

kamalakara), the Vivadatandava was one of his latest works* 

On several points he differs from his own cousin Nilakantha. 

For example, he prefers the mother to the father as an heir and 

does not give the sister a high place among the gotraja heirs as 

Nilakantha does. The Vivadatandava has been frequently noti¬ 

ced in judicial decisions.*^^* 

The Vivadatandava was published in " Our Heritage ” Vol. 

VII part 2 pp. 1-23 edited by Dr. Herambanath Chattopadhyaya. 

1432 artni#;, (of i. e. 

1433 Vide I. L. R. 33 Bom. 452 at p. 459, I. L. R. 9 Cal. 315 at p. 
324, I. L. R. 39 Cal. 319 at p, 331 for references to 

H. D. 117 
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The work is a small one. About half of its 23 pages contain foot¬ 

notes covering half or more of each page. Pages 2-5 have only 

1/3 page for the text. Its first verse is quoted below**®* 

The Sudrakaraalakara (also called Sudra-dharmatattva or 

Siidradharmatattvaprakaia ) has been printed in Bombay several 
times ( with Marathi translation ). I used the Nirnayasagara edi¬ 

tion of 1895. In this work he refers to his own Danakamalakara, 

Purtakamalakara, Prayas'cittaratna and Nirnayasindhu. Out of 

about two hundred authors and works quoted therein, prominent 

ones are noted below.**®' This work is a standard treatise on the 
t 

duties and religious observances of Sudras. 

Kamalakarabhatta was at least prepared to say, following 

his father Ramakrnsabhatta, that in spite of the statement in 

some Puranas that in the Kaliyuga only two varnas viz. the 

first ( Brahmanas ) and the last ( viz. S idras ) exist, Ksatriyas and 

Vaisyas that have given up their proper religious and other activi¬ 

ties do exist here and there.**®' 

He first starts with the discussion that the Sodra is not 

authorised to study the Vedas, but that he can listen to the recita¬ 

tion by Brahmanas of smrtis and puranas and religious rites are 

to be performed for i^iidras with Puranic mantras. Then the follo¬ 

wing subjects are dealt withworship of Visnu and other 

deities by Madras and the observances of vratas and fasts by them; 

Sudra can make gifts of works of public utility (purta); Sodra 

can adopt a son; the conflicting views as to the number of 

sarfiskaras for a isudra, most authors holding that he is entitled 

to ten samskaras (without Vedic mantras), viz. garbhadhana, 

purhsavana, simanta, jatakarma, namakarana, sisuniskramana, 

annapras'ana, cudakarma, karnavedha, and vivaha; the five great 

1434 %TTl m srjjlfi' n?:frTnf^ i i 

first ver.se of 

1435 »11 

1436 5T5T ^11%^ i %vrT: 

ffirfr; i am: w irfn: i i 

n 
at end. 
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daily yajnas were to be performed for the sudra according to the 

Vajasaneyasakha s'raddhas for Sudra (to be performed with 

uncooked food); actions prescribed and forbidden in the case 

of Sodras; the details of various rites and sariiskaras of Madras; 
the daily duties of isiidras; impurity on birth and death; rites 

after death; duties of wives and widows; persons of mixed 

castes who have to follow the rules laid down for Sudras; rules 

for those who are born of pratiloma connections; about Kayasthas. 

The Nirnayasindhu or Nirnayakamalakara is the most famous 

of Kamalakara’s works. It is a monument of erudition, industry 

and lucidity. It has been judicially referred to as a work of 

authority.I have used the Nirnayasagara edition of 1905 

( with Marathi translation). In the whole range of nibandhakaras 

there is hardly any other writer, except perhaps Nilakantha and 

Mitramis'ra, who lays under contribution as many works as 

Kamalakara does. In the Nirnayasindhu about one hundred 

smrtis and over three hundred nibandhakaras are mentioned by 

name. In the introductory verses he expressly says that he 

pondered over the views of Hemadri, Madhava and other learned 

writers. The work is divided into three paricchedas. The following 

is a very concise statement of the contents of this voluminous 

work. The principal subject is to give decisive opinions as to 

the proper times for various religious acts; the various views 

about the year being solar, lunar, sidereal etc., months of four 

kinds, lunar, solar etc., sarhkranti rites and gifts; intercalary 

month; ksayamasj; about tithis, siiddhd and viddhd (combined 

with another t/t/i/ on same day); vratas; the various vrato and 

festivals during the twelve months of the year; the samskaras 

from garbhadhana onwards; sapinda relationship; consecration 

of images; auspicious times (nnihurtas) for various actions such 

as sowing operations, buying horses and cattle &c.; sraddha; 

1437 This is interesting ‘ ?i::^rvir I ...t HTTSf- 

=(ii"eiP- '51; vide 

( Jivananda vol. II. p. 634 ) and ( vol. I, p. 792 ) for 

an explanation of this. 

1438 I. L. R. 3 Bom. at p. 197 ; Khushalchand v. Bai Mani I. L. R. 

11 Bom. 247 at p. 25 4 ; I. L. R. 46 Bom. at p. 556 ; I. L. R. 49 

Bom. 739 at p. 757; I. L. R. 9 Cal 315 at p. 324. 
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impurities on birth and death; rites after death, rites for sad; 
samnyasa. 

The time when Kamalakara flourished can be determined with 

great accuracy, \^'e saw above that the Niniayasindhu was one 

of his earliest works and that it is referred to in several works of 

his. According to a verse at the end of the Nirnayasindhu the 

work was eomposed in 1668 of the Vikrama era on the 14th day 

of the dark half of the month of Masha when cyclic year was 

Raudra (i. e. on the 20th February 1612 A. D.). In a ms. 

noticed by M. M. Haraprasada ?>astri the same verse is read 

differently, so as to refer the composition to Vikrama samvat 

1678 ; but it is clearly a copyist’s error or misreading, since the 

cyclic year Raudra cannot tally with Vikraina 1678.'^®“ We saw 

above that a ms, of the Tattvakanialakara is dated lo38 A. D. 

Kamalakara was a voluminous writer and therefore we shall be 

not far wrong if his literary activity be assigned to the period 

between 1610 A D and 1640 A. D, This date is corroborated 

in several ways. His grandfather Naravanabhatta w'as born in 

1513 A. D. and he quotes in his Nirnayasindhu the Todarananda 

compiled in the last quarter of the 16th century. 

The Todarananda is quoted by the Nirnayasindhu on p. 26, 

on p. 96 ( on Nrsirhhajayanti) and on p. 104 (the Tithisaukhya 
of Todarananda is quoted in Caturmfi'^yanirnaya). 

Though he expressly states in the Introductory verse 7 of the 

Nirnayasindhu that he bestowed proper thought on the views of 

Hemadri and Madhava and quotes both of them hundreds of 

times, he differs, in some places, from both of them or one of the 

two. On the Parana ( breaking the fast) on yivaratri there are 

contradictory texts and both Hemadri and Madliava evolve the 

same order out of contradictions, hut Kamalakara does not 

accept that \ya\’asiha ( vide pp. 224-25 of the Nirnayadndhu ). 

Another inter-wting remark of Kamalakara diows that he 

probably introduced change^ lo, g after the Nirr.3y., = indhu was 

composed in 1612 .y. D. In t'-.e NirmeasinJlm (3rd pari, pur- 

1439 5T?;irfr!f;^5m=Ta'^'[5^ j tirtT- 

II i;th at end; vide Notices of 

mss. by H,iraiira.sa(i:i ^ast.i vol. N, p. :!24, No 1233 where the 

reading is 
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vardha p. 250 on the subject of adoption ) he holds that there is 

ownership in the father as regards his son and pompously declares 

that he, who says that there is no ownership in one’s son, is a 

fool.^'^*^ The Nir.’.ayasindhu was Kamalukara’s first work. The 

latter was the 2ud son of Ramakrsna, who was the eldest son of 

Narayanabhatta, while Nilakantha was the youngest of four 

brothers, who were the sons of Sahkarabhatta, the 2nd son of 

Naraya. abhatta. So though both were first cousins, it is very 

likely that Nilakantha, author of the twelve Mayakhas, was 

junior to Kamalakara by some years at least and could not have 

been the author of a work before 1612 A. D., the date of the 

Nirnayasindhu, tlie first work of Kamalakara. 

Ke desired his work to be encyclopaedic and therefore, 

he remarks that the rites called Satacandi, and Sahasracandi 

are not described in the great works (on Dharmasastra), but as 

those rites had become popular among people, he describes them in 

the Nirnayasindhu (in his section on Navaratra pp. 185-86).’**^ 

He quotes the Tristhalisetu of Narayanabhatta dozens of times 

(e. g. pp. 16, 89,59.151,208 209,214,274 &c.j and also the Prayo- 

garatna of the same, though rot so frequently ( as on pp. 53, 259, 

266,267). He quotes Raglnmandana’s work frequently e. g. 

Tithitattva ( vol. I. pp. 135-36 ) quotes four verses from Lihga- 

purana ( A.svinc paur iamasyam tu &■:.) which are quoted in the 

Nirnyasindhu (p. 191, 2nd pariccheda). Similarly, about the 

amavasya of AAina the Nirnayasindhu (p. 200) mentions a passage 

quoted in Tithitattva'^'^^ ( Jivananda, vol. Ip. 185 ). 

1440 1 

fiuaifo p. haO; vide p. 92 ( my edition ) ‘ 

msiW P- 187 about 

Navaratraparaua, he employs the words It 

is diilieult to say whom he here dubs as tool. On page 

600 he regards a remark of Sulapani as due to foolishness. 

'fi'jr 

^^rqrfSr: 1 fl:dIqTTA^n«RT4T% 1 

1441 On page 186 he states s;4 

1442 3T^i I sTTpr^ 5 1 

tn II -^l^r qF^tlrr m 11 
(Continued on the next page ) 
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On p. 82 he refers to the Kohkanas'^*® that rely on certain 

passages (about 7 verses) as contained in the Varahapurana 

about the Jayantis (tithis) of the ten avataras of Visnu (viz. from 

Matsya to Kalkin ) and remarks that they are obligatory on the 

devotees of the respective ten avataras and optional for others. 

Here the word Kaunkanas refers probably to learned men from 

Konkana residing in Benares in Karaalakara’s times or to authors 

from Konkana ( probably the latter). 

The Nirnayasindhu frequently mentions an author called 

Narayana-vrtti-krt. ( e. g. pp. 37, 55, 58, 116, 153, 191, 291 &c.) 

on the As'valayana Srauta and Grhya siitras, He is to be 

distinguished from Narayanabhatta (the grandfather of 

Kamalakara). 

He notes that the works of Gauda authors,’^** such as 

the Tithitattva, hold that, after an invitation to officiate at a 

sraddha is given and accepted, if there is death of a relative of 

the person inviting a brahmana or a relative of the invitee 

dies, both are not affected by as'auca, since the Visnusmrti 

provides that there is no asauca for the performer ( of sraddha ) 

nor for the officiating priest after the invitation to officiate is 

given and accepted. The Nirnayasindhu remarks that the text 

applies to marriage and not to s'raddhas, since the word ‘sraddha’ 

does not occur therein. 

( Continued from (he previous page ) 

p. 191; ( vol. l. pp. 13.5~36); 

m i RjfirfTrq p. 185 quoted on p. 200 

of fn. fa. 

1443 qi+MIM' I srTqi% g 

ircTffiifr 1 nv-ti qstqgqrq’qr^i... 

afff i a jqiaq,i«ii fatqr sffqqr g qtFq'iroi 

p. 62. 

1444 mfird^iMrW'-ng RJT'qvTl^i; 

I rsTirqffi-S p. 47o; c-nnpure ( vol. II p. 290 ); 

‘ I sifUTur'^j srlira i ^iftcTRqjRqrfq 

fqirtq ^r^qrqifeq^q ^ 1 fq-Tj ffrgfg ... 

i ttq qn^q^TT^fq 

1 aqr q I qqqitfqqi^ Jtrt: ^rq i sir®^ 
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Kamalakara sometimes differs from his great ancestor 

Narayanabhatta. For example, on p. 325 he quotes from the 

Prayogaratna a verse ‘ If the newly married bride makes her first 

entrance into her husband’s house on the first, third or fifth day 

or the 2nd or 4th day from the day of her marriage, it is auspici¬ 

ous, but if she enters on the 6th day after her marriage she would 

incur sorrow in the form of separation or disease’. The Nirnaya- 

sindhu avers that a passage in support of this has to be found 

(i. e. the asseitoin made is baseless).***^ On p. 337 ( of N. S.) 

he further points out that in the Tristhalisetu his venerable 

grandfather stated that sudras have no right to instal images of 

deities like Visnu or Bahkara and relied on a passage of the 

Skandapurana quoted in the Brahan-Naradiya but he (Kamala¬ 

kara ) says ‘ we hold that, on account of other passages from the 

Devipurana quoted in the Krtyakalpataru, in the case of sOdras 

there is an option as to establishing images of Visnu or 

Sankara.i^*® Vide p. 553, where he differs from Narayanabhatta 

about suicide by a brahmana in certain circumustances and p. 554 

where Madhava, Aparatka and Hemadri approve of it for certain 

persons suffering from incurable diseases. 

In some matters the N. S. takes a position far in advance of 

what some orthodox briihmanas in modern times would like to 

recommend or follow; e. g. on p. 304 he provides that when a 

girl reaches the age of puberty, one should not wait to consider 

whether Jupiter’s position is favourable but she should be got 

married even when Jupiter is in the 8th place from the ra'si at her 

birth (after performing Brhaspati-santi thrice ). 

There are some interesting observations he makes. For 

example, if a man docs not know his gotra and pravara he 

1445 i 

325. 

1446 i ^sTtrliiT JTifwt:; i t i 

I P=T- ra. p. 3.37. The Devipurana 

verse quoted in the Krtyakalpataru is : 

8F*t: i wiftpr rpr; i Jmrt;: 
^i: (p. 336 of 
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quotes Satyasadha to the effect that he should take the gotra 

and pravara of his purohita or acarya; if he does not know them 

he should adopt the gotra and pravara of some one else or 

he should adopt Jamadagni as his gotra.^**^ 

People in the medieval times seem to have been frightened 

by the very names of some of the naksatras on which children 

were born. It is stated in the Brahmayamala quoted in the 

Nirnayasindhu that the effects of the birth of a child on one of 

the ten parts of the Jyestha-naksatra are respectively as follows:— 

( 1 ) death of the child’s mother’s mother, ( 2) death of the 

child’s mother’s father, (3) death of the mother’s brother. 

( 4 ) death of the child’s mother, ( 5 ) death of the child itself, 

( 6 ) destruction of the gotra ( of the child ), (7 ) destruction of 

the families of the child’s mother and father, ( 8 ) death of the 

elder brother ( of the child ), (9) death of the father-in-law of 

the child, (10) death of relations. Similarly, very dire results of 

the birth of a child on Mola naksatra are stated; viz. a child 

born in the first two ghatikas of MQla should be abandoned or 

the father of the child should not see its face for eight years; 

birth of a child born on the four quarters of the Mula naksatra 

portends respectively death of the father, death of the mother, 

loss of father’s wealth and the 4th quarter is auspicious. 

The Nirnayasindhu is a very large work and is divided into 

three Paricchedas (sections ). The firsr section (pp. 1-77) deals 

with Kala divisions viz. Abda (year ), ayana ( half year), rtu 

( seasons), masa ( months ), divasa ( days); the year is of five 

sorts acc. to Madhava viz. Savana, Saura, Candra, Naksatra and 

Barhaspatya; the year for Dharmasastra purposes, acc. to 

Hemadri, is only of three kinds (the last two not being required 

in Dharmasastra); months are twelve; the candra years have 

respectively sixty names Prabhava, Vibhava &c.; Malamasa, 

Ksayamasa; tithis are either suddha (that is not mixed with or 

joined to another tithi on the same day) or viddhd (joined to 

another tithi on the same day); vratas; installations of images; 

1 pp. 301-2. 
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matters to be avoided on the tithis ( from 1st to 15th ); eclipses 

and rites on them; bath in the sea. The 2nd pariccheda (pp. 79- 

230 ) deals with the first tithi of the year and nirnayas (decisions 

about it ) throughout the twelve months of the year from Caitra 

onwards and discusses the religious acts ( krtya) to be performed 

on the tithis of the months from Caitra onwards; the third 

pariccheda is called prakirnaka (miscellaneous ) and' is divided 

into two parts; The first {pQrvardha on pp. 231-371 ) deals with 

the Samskaras from Garbhadhana to Vivaha (marriage), with 

Vedic mantras for three varnas and without Vedic mantras for 

sudras ; time for Agnihotra; proper times for performing certain 

religious acts such as dedication of tanks and wells to the public, 

planting groves, installing images of gods for worship, and their 

worship; muhurtas ( proper or auspicious times ) for certain acts 

such as agricultural operations, shaving the head, for beginning 

to take madicines. for oil bath, for beginning to build a house, 

or for occupying it for the first time Kalivarjya (actions forbidden 

in the Kaliyuga); the latter part of the third section (Uttarardha) 

occupies pp. 372-636 and deals with the following: 

Sraddhas (pp. 372-510) in all twelve varieties of s'raddhas, 

of which Parvana, ekoddista, Vrddhis'raddha and Sapindana 

are the principal ones; ixsauca (impurity on birth and death) 

pp. 510-622, Sahagamana ( pp. 623-626); Vidhavadharmas 

( duties of widows ) and Sannyasa ( pp. 627-635 ). 

On several topics in the Nirnayasindhu, Kamalakarabhatta, 

quotes verses composed by himself, such as on the best or 

middling brahmanas to be invited in s’raddhas and those 

that should not be invited at Sraddhas (on pp. 396, 399) 

and remarks ‘ the basis for such selection may be under¬ 

stood from Hemadri ( pages 396-97 of Nirnayasindhu ) and for 

those to be avoided from Hemadri and Prthvicandrodaya 

( p. 399 ) ’. On p. 459 he cites a verse composed by himself 

about the Vaisvadeva homa on the day of Sraddha. Gagabhatta 

alias Visvesvarabhatta, who officiated at the coronation of the 

great Shivaji in 1674 A. D., was Kamalakarabhatta’s nephew. 

112. Nllakanthabhatta 

In my introduction to the Vyavaharamayukha (Poona, 

1926) pp. v-XLiv, I have dealt exhaustively with the personal 

H. D. 118 
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history of Nilakantha, his works, their contents, their position 

in dharmasastra literature, the period of Nllakantha’s literary 

activity and his position in modern Hindu Law. In the following 

a brief resume of the conclusions there arrived at is given. 

Nilakantha was a grandson of Narflyanabhatta and a son of 

Sahkarabhatta. Sahkarabhatta was a profound mimamsaka and 

composed several works on mimarhsa, viz. a com. on the 

Sastradipika, the Vidhirasayanadusana, the Mimarfisabalaprakas'a. 

He also wrote Dvaitanirnaya (vide Annals of the Bhandarkar 

Institute, vol. Ill part 2. pp. 67-72 for an account of it) and the 

Dharmaprakas'a or Sarvadharmaprakasa. Nilakantha composed 

an encyclopaedia of religious and civil law, styled Bhagavanta- 

bhaskara, in honour of his patron Bhagavantadeva, a Bundella 

chieftain of the Sehgara clan, that ruled at Bhareha near the 

confluence of the Jumna and the Chambal. This work is 

divided into 12 sections ( called ‘ rays ’ ) on saihskara, 

acara, kala ( or samaya ), s'raddha, niti, vyavahara, dana, utsarga, 

pratistha, prayascitta, suddhi, santi. These have been printed at 

Benares and some of them have been printed in Bombay at the 

Gujarati Press and all twelve between 1921-28 A. D. by Mr, Ghar- 

pure. Besides this encyclopaedia he composed also a work called 

Vyavaharatattva, which is a summary of the Vyavaharamayukha, 

and probably a work styled Dattakanirnaya. The Vyavahara¬ 

tattva has been for the first time published by me as appendix I 

to my edition of the Vyavaharamayukha. 

In Mss. of the several Mayukhas there are introductory 

verses which set out a royal family called Sehgara, the first 

named king being Karna, followed by more than a dozen kings. 

King Bhagavantadeva of that family directed BhatU Nilakantha 

to write a work (nibandha). The work was called Bhagavanta- 

bhftskara and as the sun ( Bhaskara ) is also called ‘ Dvadasatma ’ 

( as in Amarakosa) the work is divided into twelve parts ( called 

Mayukhas ). It appears from some Mss. that Sankara, son of 

Nilakantha, had something to do with the SarhskaramayQkha 
(vide footnote).***^ 

1448 Several Mayukhas have the following verses ‘ tTfT 

I 3tT?TtTI?T2f ’jvvfi ffj 

(Contimud on the next page ) 
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Nilakantha is one of the foremost nibandhakaras. Being 
brought up in a family that had made the study of mimarhsa 
its own for several generations, he is very acute in applying 
the maxims and rules of mim'amsd to dharmas'iistra. He stands 
unsurpassed by any mediaeval Sanskrit writer on dharmasastra 
in mastery over the vast smrti lore, in lucidity of exposition, in 
conciseness and ease of style, in clarity of vision and sobriety 
of judgement. Though he admired the learning and labours of 
such predecessors as Vijfianes'vara, Hemadri and others, he does 
not slavishly follow their dicta and expresses his dissent from 
them most frankly. 

His Vyavaharamayiikha was held to be a work of paramount 

authority by the Bombay High Court before 1956 ( when Hindu 

law was codified) in certain parts of India—Gujerat, the island 

of Bombay and northern Konkan.***® Even in the other parts 

of the Bombay Presidency such as the Maratha country and 

the Ratnagiri District the Vyavaharamayukha occupies a very 

(Continued from the previous page ) 

i sipt- 

JT^JiaT: H f’ceur in ( verses 11-12 ), 

m5:rr. (verses lO-ll), (verses 12,14), 

( verses 11, 13 ), ( 13, 15 ) 

In Gliarpure’s edition of the Mayukbas we have, in 

the 2nd verse as; %WT 

2nd verse of ( Gharpure’s ed. of 1927 ), 

Niti means ‘ Rajanlti’, Utsarga means dedication to the 

public of wells, tanks, gardens, temples and the like; Vivada 

means here ‘substantive and adjective law Pratistha means 

the establishment of images of gods and lihgas in temples, 

^uddhi means purifying articles of gold, silver, copper, stones, 

conches, purification after a birth or death; Santi means rites 

for averting evil effects of portentous phenomena, evil conjun¬ 

ctions of stars and planets ifec, 

1449 Vide Lalluhhai i\ Munkiivarbai 1. L. R. 2 Bom. 388 at p. 418 j 

1. L. R. 6 Bom. 541 at p. 546; I. L. R. 14 Bom. 612 at. pp. 

623-624 j 1. L. R. 24 Bom. 367 ( F. B.) at p. 373. 
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important place though it was subordinate to the Mitaksara^^^® 
The general principle, on which the Bombay High Court acted in 

construing the rules laid down in the Mitaksara and the Vyava- 

haramayukha, is that the two works are to be harmonized with 

one another wherever and so far as that is reasonably possible. 

Though the Mitaksara is a paramount authority in the Maratha 

country and the Ratnagiri District and though it is silent about 

the sister’s right as a gotraja heir, the courts, in deference to 

the authority of the Vyavaharamayukha, have assigned to the 

sister a high place as an heir even in the Maratha country and in 

Ratnagiri. Among the other Mayukhas, the Sarhskaramayukha 

has been frequently relied upon by the courts.The Praya- 

s'cittamayukha and the Pratisthamayukha’^” have also been relied 

upon in the High Court. 

The period of Nilakautha’s literary activity can be settled 

within very narrow limits. He was the youngest son of 6ahkara- 

bhatta. In the Dvaitanirnaya, SahkarabhatU quotes the views 

of the Todarananda which, as we saw above, must have been 

composed between 1570 and 1589 A. D. So the Dvaitanirnaya 

could not have been composed before 1590 A. D. Nllakantha, 
the youngest son of Sahkarabhatta, could hardly have commenced 

his literary career earlier than Kamalakarabhatta who was the 
t 

second son of Sahkarabhatta’s elder brother. Kamalakara com¬ 

posed his Nirnayasindhu in 1612 A. D. The Nirnayasindhu is 

mentioned in the Samayamayukha (p. 67) and in Suddhimayu- 

kha p. 23 (both in Gharpure’s ed.) and Bhattoji-Diksita is 

mentioned in Acaramayukha (p. 54). Nilakantha refers to his 

father’s Dvaitanirnaya in Sraddhamay‘:kha p. 59. 

It may be noted that a work called Santikaustubha by 

Nilakantha is described in Prof. Devasthali’s Cat. of the Sanskrit 

1450 Vide Krishnaji v. Panduran<j 12 Bom. H. C. R. 65 at pp. 

67-68 ; 5 Bom. H. C, R. ( A. C. J. ) 181 at p. 1S5; 7 Bom. H. C. 

R. ( A. C. J. ) at p. 169; I. L. R. 14 Bom. 612 at p. 616. 

1451 Gojabai i>. Shrimant Shahajirao I. L. R. 1” Bom. 114 at p. 118 

and Kesserbai v. Ilunsraj I. L. R. 30 Bom. 431 at p. 442 (P. C.). 

1452 I. L. R. 2 Bom. 388 at p. 42.5 ; I. L. R. 3 Bom. 353 at p. 361 ; 

I. Ij. R. 32 Bom. 81 at pp. 88 and 96 j 46 Bom. at p. 884. 

1453 Vide Farami v. Mahadevi I. L. B,. 34 Bom. 278 at p. 283 (for 

) and 22 Bom. L. R. p. 334 ( for ). 
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mss. in the Bombay University Library (No. 1162 on p. 415). 

It seems to be different from the Santimayukha of Nilakautha. 

The ms. is dated sake 1698 ( 1776 A. D.) So Nilakantba’s literary 

activity must have commenced a good deal after 1610. One ms. 

of the Vyavaharatattva bears the date samvat 1700 ( 1644 A. D.) 

This shows that the Vyavaharatattva was composed not later than 

1644 A. D. The Vyavaharatattva refers to the Vyavaharama- 

yukha as already composed. Hence we may say, without being 

far from the truth, that Nilakantha’s literary career falls between 

1610 and 1645 A. D. This date is confirmed by the fact that 

Nilakantha’s son Sankara wrote the Kundabhaskara in 1671 A. D. 

and Divakarabliatta, the son of Nilakaniha’s daughter, composed 

his Acurarka in 1686 A. D. It appears that there was probably a 

rivalry between the two great cousins Kamalakarabhatta and 

Nilakantha. On many matters their views diverged. Though 

the Nirnayasindhu is said to have been composed in 1668 of the 

Vikrama era, yet from the references to several works of his 

own in the Nirnavasindlui it looks as if Kamalakara revised it 

from time to time by adding on references to his own other 

works and to those of others. The Nirnayasindhu (III pariccheda, 

section on Dattakagrahana) emphatically says that he who asserts 

the absence of ownership in one’s son in spite of Vedic indica¬ 

tions is a fool.''*®^ It is not unreasonable to suppose that this is a 

hit at Nilakantha who must have been younger than Kamala¬ 

kara and who tries hard in his Vyavaharamayukha to establish 

that there is no ownership in one’s wife and children. 

113. The Viramitrodaya of Mitramisra 

The Viramitrodaya is a vast digest composed by Mitramisra 

embracing almost all branches of Dharmasastra. Excepting the 

Caturvarga-cintamani of Hemadri, this work is probably the 

largest known on dharmasastra. But it surpasses in interest and 

usefulness even Hemadri’s work since it deals with vyavahara 

also. It was divided into sections called prakd'sas. When the 

first edition of the His. of Dh. was published in 1930, the prakasas 

on vyavahara, Paribhasa, sarhskara, rajaniti, ahnika.. puja, tlrtha 

1454 ‘ 3=t contrast p. 92 
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and laksana had been published, the first by Jivananda (Cal¬ 

cutta 1875) and the rest in the Chowkhamba Sanskrit series. 

The text of the diiyabhaga portion of the Vyavaharaprakas'a was 

also published by Golapchandra Sarkar Sastri with an English 

translation (Calcutta 1879). It appears that Mitramis'ra wrote 

on prayascitta also.'*” Of the Prayascittaprakasa there is a 

complete and well written ms. (No. 2610) m the Anup 

Sanskrit Library at Bikaner and there is also another ms. of 

Laksanaprakasa (No. 239 p. 49 of Val. Cat. of. mss. in I. C. Desai 

collection ). The very names of the sections of the Viramitrodaya 

convey an idea of the subjects dealt with in them. The Laksana¬ 

prakasa deals with the auspicious signs of men, women, the 

several Parts of human body, elephants, horses, thrones, swords, 

bows and with the characteristics and qualities of the queen, the 

ministers, the astrologer, physician, door-keeper, description of 

salagrama. sivalihga, rudraksa beads etc. In the Ahnikaprakasa 

he dilates upon the daily duties beginning with one’s rising from 

bed on brahmamuhflrta, s'auca, acamana and ending with going 

to bed. The Vyavaharaprakas'a is probably the leargest nibandha 

on vyavahara. This is divided into four parts The first part 

deals with the meaning of vyavahara, the constitution of the 

sabha (court of justice), the appointment of judges, conflict of 

dharmas'astra and arthas'astra, assessors, the various grades of 

courts, the procedure about plaints and defendant’s replies and 

their faults: the burdeu of proof and and the means of proof. 

The second gives a detailed exposition of the means of proof, 

viz. witnesses, documents, possession and ordeals. The third 

treats of the eighteen titles of law including dayavibhaga and 

the fourth very briefly speaks of those matters which w'ere to be 

started suo motii by the king and not by a private individual. 

The dayavibhaga portion of the Vyavaharaprakasa occupies a 

little more than-one-fourth of the whole of the work. 

In the Tirthaprakas'a he deals with the nature of tlrthas, the 

utility thereof for men, the persons entitled to undertake pilgrim¬ 

age, the proper times for pilgrimage, the ceremonial acts to be 

performed at tlrthas such as shaving, fasts, bathing, gifts, the 

145') tqjtrTrf'T ?) 

I 41X0 p. 640 ( section, Jivananda). 
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description of the several varsas and dvipas and of sacred rivers 

like the Ganges, Narmada, sacred places like Gaya, Prabhasa, 
Badri, Puskara and Puri. 

In the Pujaprakas'a he speaks of the definition of pujd, persons 

entitled to perform puja ( worship of gods ), the rewards of pujd, 

proper times and places for piijd, s'alagrama, the proper articles 

and clothes for the worship of idols, proper flowers, fragrant 

substances, naivedya, the detailed method of worshiping Visnu, 

Siva, the Sun, Durga, Brahma etc. In the printed edition there are 

no introductory verses here. 

In the Sarhskara-prakas'a the author enumerates the sarhskaras 

and describes in detail garbhiidhana, purhsavana, anavalobhana^ 

simantonnayana, jatakarma, namakarana, sis'uniskramana, anna- 

prasana, cuda, upanayana, vivdha etc., the duties of brahmacarins, 

gotras, pravaras and sdpindya, all astrological matters in connec¬ 

tion with marriage, pindapitryajna, sarpabali, astakasraddha, 
sQlagava. 

The Rajanitiprakas'a treats of the definition of rdjan, the 

proper time and procedure of coronation, the daily routine for 

kings, the qualifications of ministers, commander-in-chief and the 

dependents of king, forts, capital, places, the four expedients of 

sdma etc. the six gimas, auspicious and evil signs, marching for 

battle, Kaumudi and Indradhvaja festivals etc. 

In all his works Mitramis'ra mentions hundreds of authors 

and works. The portion on vyavahara is full of long-drawn 

controversies in which he refutes the views of numerous prede¬ 

cessors. The Viramitrodaya enters into polemics far more fre¬ 

quently than Nilakantha. He generally upholds the Mitaksara of 

Vijnanesvara againts all its critics, particularly the writers of the 

Bengal school. But he does not slavishly admire the Mitaksara 

in every thing. Now and then he rebukes even Vijnanesvara. 

For example, he does not approve of what the Mitaksara says 

about the son called Kdnhiaj*^^ He finds fault with Vijnanesvara’s 

explanation of the verse ‘ anyodaryastu ’ as extremely forced and 

1456 3 

^ ^ I 41^0 p- 606. 
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far-fetched and as simply exhibtiing the author’s pedantry,^**^ 

Out of the host of works and writers that he names in the 

vyavahara section the important ones are noted below/*®* 

The Viramitrodaya was held to be a work of high authority 
by the Privy Council in the Benares School of Hindu Law. 

The Vyavaharaprakas'a was published in the Chowkhamba Series 

in 1932. The Privy Council has laid down that ‘ the Viramitro¬ 
daya is properly receivable as an exposition of what may have 

been left doubtful by the Mitaksara and declaratory of the law 
of the Benares school. ’ Similarly it has been said by the 

same high tribunal that the Viramitrodaya may be referred to 

even in Bengal where the Dayabhaga is silent.'**® But where the 

text of the Mitaksara on any point is quite clear, the gloss of the 

Viramitrodaya on the text of any sage, which is in conflict with 

the rule laid down in the former, cannot be referred to for the 

purpose of casting a doubt on the clear rule of the Mitaksara.'*®' 

The Viramitrodaya is inferior to the Vyavaharamayukha in 

Western India'*** and its doctrines are not followed in those 

provinces when in conflict with those of the other two works. 

Their Lordships of the Privy Council say in Vedachala v. Subra- 

1457 ’TTfiT 

I p. 681; vide pp. 183, 668 for other criti¬ 

cisms of the 

1458 nlW, ( of ), 

HiR^in, TT^fuiiRr, 
firur^tr, 

( of ), s^TWl’nj^RTTUf^, 

1459 Vide Giridharilal v. The Bengal Government 12 Moo. I. A. 

448 at p. 466 ( where following the Viramitrodaya the mater¬ 

nal uncle was held to be an heir as a handdhu)-^ vide Collector 

of Madeira v. Mootoo Ramlinga 12 Moo. I. A. 397 at p. 438. 

1460 Moniram v. Keri Kolitani I. L. R. 5 Cal. 776 ( P. C. ) at p. 789 

where it was held that unchastity in the case of a widow 

subsequent to her inheriting her husband’s property does not 

work forfeiture of her rights ). 

1461 I. L. R. 25 Cal. 354 at pp. 367-368. 

1462 12 Moo. I. A. 397 at p. 438 and I. L. R. 3 Bom. 369. 
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mania'^^^^ ‘ alothough the SmTticandrika in the Southern Presi¬ 

dency is regarded as the m-ist authoritative commentary on 

Vijnanes'vara’s work, the Vram';--'>hr.ya holds, as in Western India, 

a high position. Itsupplemrat many gaps and omissions in the 

earlier commentaries and iiiasemtes and elucidates with logical 

preciseness the meaning of doubif;! prescriptions.’ 

There is a ms. of the Din prakas'a in the Deccan College 

( No. 305 of 1884-1887 ). It is m extensive work and contains 
the usual topics about gifts. 

Besides the digest called Vir,, iii'rodaya, MitramisVa composed 

a commentary on the smni of Yain I'.alkya. The Com. of Mitra- 

mis'ra on the Yajnavalkysmrti was published (after the first 

volume of the H. of Dh. had b.^en sent to the Press) in the Chow- 

khamba Sanskrit Series in sevcr.il fascicules (from 1927-1930 V 

Besides the works uoteed above h: quotes the Karmapradipa and 

the Smrtisara. In this work he does not quite approve of the 

reasons for the preference shown to th: mother over the father 

as an heir by the Mitaksara, viz. the occurrence of the word 

‘ mata ’ as the first word when the word ‘pitarau’ is dissolved 

and the greater propinquit'’ of the mother as compared with 

the father, since the latter can beget sous from another wife.’*®^ 

The commentary gives three varieties of r/fisi.''*®® Vide I. O. cat. 

p. 371 No. 1288 and Pe;ers<'a’s 2nd report pp. 49-53 for further 

details about this commentary. 

In the Acaraprakas'a he quotes besides some of the works 
mentioned above he follovcing also, viz. Kulluka, Prayogapari- 

1463 I. L. R, 44 Mad. 753 t P. C.) at p. 764 = L. R. 48 I. A. p. 349. 

1464 ^ f<T^tr^?rr 

1 vide of 

the VirainiU'odaya ^ Ch.jw. M. Scries, ]U3'2, pp. 522-24 ) which 

stroi.gly opposes the tMit. unrl ends with the words ' 

PTiq: rtig: gquq.tqaift fegtFtrqql n#- 

1 ( p. 524 ); vide p. 603 of the Tikfi of Mitramisra on 

Yaj. IT, 13-5; compare attwqivl p. 666 (Jivananda) where 

Mitramisra is apologetic ahnirt the same reasons of the Mit. 

1465 qrdl fqqreii'TRsjtfidT 1 cir =q ftlqqt 1 phvi 

<Tr^t;rTinfqqqT 1 p. 73S of the edition of Yaj. 

with Mit. and Yiramitiodaya ( Chowkhamba S. Series, 1928 ). 

H. D. 119 
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jata, Prayascittaviveka, Madanaparijata, Sridatta ( vide I. O. cat. 

p. 437 No. 1471 ). 

In the introductions to the several sections of his digest 

and also in the colophons therein Mitramisra furnishes consider¬ 

able information about himself, his family and the family 

of his patron. Mitramisra was the son of Paras'urama- 

pandita and grandson of Hamsapandita. Harhsapandita 

seems to have been a native of Gopacala ( Gw'alior) and 

was endowed with the rare combination of wealth and 

learning. One Candesvara of Kasi was the guru of Parasu- 

ramapandita. Mitramisra indulges in hyperbolic’*’’® descrip¬ 

tions of his own learning and naively tells his readers that they 

need study only his work and may neglect all other nibandhas. 

Mitramisra was commanded by Virasirhha to compose his great 

digest.’*®’ The introduction to the Ahnikoprakas'a starts with 

king Medinimalla who was a scion of the Kas’iraja family. His 

son was Arjunadeva who became ruler of Buudelkhand. His son 

was Malakhana, whose son w'as Prataparudra (founder of the 

capital Orccha ). In the commentary of Mitramisra on the Vyava- 

hara section of Yaj. Smrti the se^'cnd verse begins ‘ arr# ^fvt- 

’ i. e. the capital is called ( or 

"jt;). His son was Madhukarasaha, whose son was Virasirhha. 

Vide Dept, of Letters, Calcutta University, vol. X111 for a paper 

on Bir Singh Deo by Mr. L; la Siiaram, ( pp. 1-34 ) and a paper 

on ‘ Nllakantha and Mitramisra ’ in Calcutta Review vol. LVI ( for 

July-September) for 1935 pp. 147-56 Virasimha’s son was’*®* 

1466 nr g'tT 

ff i 

II Verse 37 in ; 

ver.se 39 of 3rT%-W^5I. 

1467 

^ttRr^TiTTstqiTr^: rrftTftri i 

sflM' 

§ KOI3!% if'TiTiT Intro, verse to 
( Jivananda ). 

rrrrr gyra"- 
3'^T’a^: 1 

f^sTT 

( Conlinued on the next page ) 

1468 
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Jujhara who is described as ‘ young ’ ( yuva in verse 23 ). His 

son was Vikramarka whose son was Narasimhadeva. There is no 

such introduction to the printed Pnj.iprakasa and Narasimhadeva 

is not mentioned in the introductions to the other prakasas. From 

the article of Mr. Lala Sifarum in the Calcutta Review ( May and 

July 1924) further infornntion can be gathered about Birsinghdeo 

(i. e. Virasirhhadeva ), Tn the art’cle it is shown how and under 

what circumstances Virasimha ki"ed Abul Fazal, the friend of 

Emperor Akbar and a great literary genius. We are told there 

that there is a work called Virasimliadeva-carita composed in 

Vikrama year 1664 ( 1607-8 A. D.) by Kesavadasa, author of 

Kavipriya and Rasikapriya. Virasi hha was 7th out of the eight 

sons of Madhukarasaha. Not only was he a soldier, but he was a 

great builder. He built the palace forts of Orcchha and Datia, the 

temple of Kesavadeva at T.lathura, several lakes called Birasagara, 

Simhasagara and Deosagara (after the three parts of his own 

name). He is said to have ruled at Orchha from 1605 to 1627 

A. D. From the introduction to the commentary^*®® on Yajna- 

valkya it appears that VirasinVna commanded Mitramis'ra to write 

it and that a learned man Sr.dananda, the ornament to Tirabhukti 

( Tirhoot) received directions to collect materials from Mitramisra 

who was a wealthy person. It will be seen that the title Virami- 

trodaya very cleverly suggests that Mitramis'ra wrote it under the 

patronage of Virasirhhadeva. The title may mean ‘ the rise of Vira 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

II verse 27 of 

The colophou at the end of the first part of is 

vR rr- 

Vide Pogson’s ‘ History of Boondelas’ pp. 10-11 for Arjuna- 

deva and his descendants. 

1469 Chowlihainba Sk. Series, ed. of the Com. on p. 387 rtiTi'-MOK 

fTfifiT II TTfIwlRh'tJTITT. 

ffr 15 and 16. 
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and Mitra ’ or ‘ the rise of the friend of Vira ’ or ‘ the rise of 

the sun, viz. Vira 

The Introductory verses to several parts of the Viramitrodaya 

furnish information about the frmily of the author. 

The editor of the Vyavahfiraprakasa ( Pandit Visnu Prasad 

Bhandari) gives some ad htional inforiiiation about Mitramisra. 

It is stated tliat Mitramisra also coniDOsed a campu called 

‘ Anandakandaat the end of v.hich he ..lives some information 

about his family and hiin.,.^lf. lie a br.lhmana of the 

Sannadhya class (a section of G.atda bra'ir sanas); he had two 

elder brothers, named V'iresvara and Cakfapani and a younger 

brother called Yognd.lea and a sister nai.icd Suniti. The editor 

quotes a verse (sec note below)'-''' occu^rring at the end of 

the Anandakanda-campu. 

The time when Mitramisra flenrished can be easily settled 

on account of his relations with VlrasirMtadeva. In his Ahnika- 

prakas'a (vide footnote 1468 abo\e ) he mentions the great-grand 

son of Virasimha. Therefore that section must have been written 

when Virasiiuha was advance 1 i.' age. Virasirhha ruled at 

Orchha from 1605 to 1627. 11.nee ilie literary activity of 

Mitramisra must be placed in the firs? two quarters of the 17th 

century. This date agrees will; the fact that he names Vacaspati 

and Raghunandana. '.Ve thus hc -d a? Mitramisra was almost a 

contemporary of Kamulakan.bhatta and Kilai.antha. The two 

latter do not refer to him nor docs Mitramisra name them. 

The Chowkhamba Sanskrit series of Benares has published 

twelve praka-sas of the Viramitrodaya viz, on Paribhitsa, Sams- 

I On p. 7 of the Sjuidcrii introtiuction by the 

editor. The yeir c.dlrd Sak.i Imio ,me-. to ICS.s. Hu» here 

Sake cannot i <> ( hen to u e tl.e -rd valianiituha ( as the year 

then wouid be Ufp A. I*. •.Ubd. •- im;, i,, equate with 

MitraniiJra bein.; .a , in hr p..troi,!Z(..i l)y Vira-i.: hadeva. If 
we held it ■'u i.e tiie A ;; n;;, r"'-',; iben oiilv can he be 

the patron ( t'lkr.-iuiii i'm.s 'op lr,al-3'2 A. D. ). In 

north India the er.i u?cd tor many crnlar.es ha.s been that of 
Vikraina alone, the Sdlivahana eia called .4;,ha l.eing confined 
to the Deccan and ettuntries to llie s< nth. 
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kara, Ahnika, Pfija, Laksana, Rajaniti, Tirtha, Vyavahara, Sraddha, 

Samaya, Bhakti, SuJdhi. A few words may be said here on 

some of them. The last three here are comparatively smaller 

than the others. 

The Paribhfist prakasa ( a snial! part exiending to 116 printed 

pages } describes the genealogy of the family to whieh**'^ Vira- 

sihiha belonged, '.hen mentions Ka.hsapandita, who belonged to 

a brahmana family of Gopacala (i. e. modern Gwalior) whose 

son was Parasurama ( verse 30, w.iose teacher was Candisvara, 

verses 30-31), whose so.i was MTumisra (verse 32) who be¬ 

came a great favourite of kirn Virasimha (v. 35) by whose 

order the work ( called Vira.'ritroda; a ) was composed by Mitra- 

rnisra ( v. 36 ); twenty-two nart= c. lied prakasas were composed 

by Mitramis'ra, They a' c: Paribhasn. Sahiskfira, Ahnika, Puja, 

Pratistha, Rajadharma. V;. av.ahara, Suddhi, Sraddha, Tirtha, Dana, 

Vrata, Samaya, Jyolis, t-anti, Karmivipaka, Cikitsa, Prayas'eitta, 

Praktrnaka, Laksana, Bhakti, Moksa. Eleven (excluding 

Sarhskara) cover about 4500 fhued page'. The 22 parts must 

have covered about two lakhs cf slokas (each of 32 syllables) 

i. e. they came to double of the Mahabharata in extent. Among 

those published in the Cho'.■klv..mba series, six cover about 500 

or more printed pages each viz. tho^e on Samskara, Ahnika, 

Laksana, Rajan'iti, Tlrdm, Vyavaliara. The Vyavaharaprakas'a is 
a large work; it deals with legal procedure (viz. plaint, reply, 

evidence, w'itnesses, documents, possession; oaths and ordeals); 

the eighteen titles of law' (from rnfidana to Dayabhaga) i. e. it 

deals with both siibstautive la v and adjective law. In the 

Vyavaharaprakasa he quotes and discusses numerous works 

i ^ ^si*TT2T y^rer- 

140II Amhty gtiT 

f%cTT 1 (Introductory 

verses to s 'cr=e 43 raters to ). 

I htR-g yssmr^rrmstvrriTT^ 

?rH II =4rg4 TS'tRdtq R'gg 

tw R4jrjt: g'lff: n verses 

32 and 33 of the Introduction to the 
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and authors (the important ones are quoted in the note below)^'*’’^ 

On pp. 557 and 564 he mentions his own Pasibhasa-prakasa. 

It is not possible for reasons of space to give even briefly the 

contents of all the twenty-two parts of Viramitrodaya. 

An attempt has to be made to convey the matters dealt 

with in a few of the 22 parts. The Riljanitiprakas'a covers 493 

printed pages. A very brief summary of it would be interesting. 

The meaning of the word ‘ rajan ’; praise of king’s office; coro¬ 

nation of a king and the proper times for the coronation and 

those that are prohibited for it. Description of the ceremony 

of coronation; the good qualities required in a king and actions 

prescribed for kings and those forbidden; his daily duties; per¬ 

sons who are helpers of the king viz. the Chief Minister the 

Commander-in-chief, the heads of departments, envoy, chamber- 

lain, guard, servants ; forts and capital; treasury, army, friends ; 

the Updyas Sama, Dana, Danda, Bheda; taking counsel with 

ministers; guarding the heir to the throne; the aspects of policy ; 

the circle of kings; the six gums laid down by Manu VII. 160 

and Yaj. I. 347; marching on an invasion; king’s dreams and 

their meaning; the good or evil omens; preparing the king for 

actual fight; public festivals like Kaumudi; raising Indra’s 

banner; worship of Bhadrakali; Lohdbliisdrika; Vasor-dhdra; 

homa causing destruction of enemies; the rite called Ghrtaka- 

mbala described in Visnudharmottara; prakirnaka (miscellaneous 

matters); sights and dreams that are auspicious and those that 

are inauspicious; nimittas (i. e. throbbing of certain parts of 

the body such as eyes); Jaydbbiseka according to the Lihga- 

1472 The important works and authors mentioned or quoted in the 

Vyavaharaprakiisha are : ( f. stands for ‘ frequently ’) : 

( f- ). ( p. 79 ); ( f. ), ( page 81 ). 

( f. and on p. 533 he is said to be ••qr^rT ), ( of 

<3*1 ■■'t't. f- )> ( f. ), ( p. 43 ), ( f. 

its opinion declared to be on p, 137 ), ( f.; once 

on p. 75 styled Bhagav.au ), ( f. ), 

(called 9TT=^T?[ on p. ii9), or 

( pp. 179, 531 ), ( p. 553 ), ( pp. 

60, 86 ), ( 63 ), ( P- 75 ), ( p. 523 ). 
9tra<TfT=^T4, (i. e. on p. 548 ( p. 62 ), 

(p. 534 ). 
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purana; Kaumudimahotsava, raising of Indra-dhvaja; Vasordhara 

( pp. 447-467); Satrunasana rites (i. e. rites for liquidating an 

enemy) such as Krttikasnana (p. 458 ), and Ghritakambalas’anti 

from the Visnudharmottarapurana and from Atharvaveda-pari- 

s'ista ( pp. 459-464); Viduroktanitis from the Mahabharata (pp. 

465-493 

The Tirthaprakas’a of the Viramitrodaya occupies 610 printed 

pages. After mentioning the several members of the family of 

his patron Virasirhha, he praises himself to the skies in verses 

32-33, (vide note 1471 above). In 18 verses he gives a summary 

of its contents, viz. the large provinces and mountains of Jambu- 

dvipa (India ), description of Kasi, Pra>aga, Gayavidhi, of rivers 

like Sarasvati, Gahga, Yamuna, Narmada, holy places like 

Kuruksetra, Kokamukha, Prthadaka, Prabhasa, Puskara, Badari, 

Lohargala, Kedara, Naimisa. Indraprastha, Ayodhya, Mathura, 

Citrakuta. Ujjayini, Dwaraka, Tapi, Payosni, Godavari, Sahya, 

Gokarna, Saptakotisvara, Kaveri, Setubandha, Ramesvara, Puru- 

sottania, Ekasura, Konarka, Virajaks^-tra, Kamarupa, Karatoya, 

Brahmaputrauada. He proposes to restrict the word Tirtha only 

to such places or rivers as are enumerated as tirthas by the 

learned or by great sages. 

He profusely quotes the Mahabharata in the Tirthaprakasa. 

Tirthas are either Daiva (such as Varanasi, Prabhasa, Puskara), 

or asura (such as Gaya); or arsani (those that are established 

by rsis) and manusa are those established by rulers of Sorya- 

varhsa or Somavaifia. Men of all varnas and asramas are 

entitled to perform tirthayatra (p. 19). The Mahabharata and 

the Puranas are full of descriptions of tirthas and pilgrimages. 

Kuruk^tra’^^* as a tirtha is described in Vanaparva 83. 1-8. 

Vanaparva chapters 87-90 speak of the tirthas in the east, 

south, west and north respectively. Salyaparva (chapters 

35-39 ) describes the tirthas which were visited by Balarama in 

1473 Vide a paper by Prof. B.K.Sark.ar on ‘Nflakantha and Mitra- 

misra’ in Calcutta Pieview vol. LVI ( for 1935 ) pp. 147-156. 

1474 TtfH^sPr 4T3VT1 vtgOfen: i ^tfir rpinf 

83. 203-4; 5^ ^14^14 rtJlT 

^ 87.10. 
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his pilgrimage. The Anusasanaparva (chapter 26 ) is full of the 

greatness of the Ganges.'*'" Two typical verses are quoted 

below from it. On p. 315 of the Rajanitiprakasa'"" he quotes 

a verse of Vyasa in which different words are given to indicate 
what Doha is and which distinguishes Purusakdra ( human effort) 

from Doha; vide also Manu Vil. 205, Yaj. I. 349 and 351. 

Vanaparva (82.9-12) deals with this topic of Daiva and 

Purusakara.'*” 

In the Indian Historical Quarterly (Vo!. 24 for 1948 pp. 

336-7 ) Pandit K. Madhav Krishna Sarma informs scholars that 

the Anup Sanskrit Library at Bikaner has a ms. of the Moksa- 

prakasa. The first folio is missing. There are in all 342 paper 

folios, 8 lines on each page and 40 syllables in each line. The 

main topics dealt with are stated in the note below.'*'® 

His Bhaktiprakfisa is a substantial work of 175 printed pages. 

In his Introductory verses he states the philosophical doctrine 

that God is one, but he further states that Mukti is difficult; 

the mind does not give up all the worldly by matters. Therefore 

devotion to Hari is the only way. He mentions the nine aspects 

1475 msta I 5:^1- 

TfRfct, ci«rT i 

II -'h ^2 ;;-id 1. 

1 nri^TiTr ii i g^: 

II p. Plo. 

1477 2r6T^#r=4 H II 
82. 8, 0 !5 ( quote I iu T. p. ISt, Gharpure’s 

ed.). 82. 10 is I arf^nr- 

fjrfTtaf tr i 

1478 

qTT4i^h4^nfr4I44T’4:, 

44'T4T%^4'hfl4e+4t4:.4 ra.n-’-4if4r;T^qlTT, nP^TiTT^, 

fqwirTf-Trpar, sTi^Gf^nf^ i It 
quotes at the begiiiing a from the 3Iarkundej apurana 

and winds up with two veises from the Gita ( VIII. 26-27 ) 

and briefly explains them. 
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of ‘ bhakti ’ ( the verse is quoted below and dilates on them 

in pp. 31-128. He points out each of the nine aspects may be 

Sattviki, Rajasi or Tamasi and expounds these. He mentions 

the Bhagavatapurilna and the comnientator Stidharasvamin fre¬ 

quently. He frequently quotes the Puraras and the Bhagavad- 

gita. At the end (on pp. 134-175 ) he deals with ‘ bhajaniya- 

nirnaya ’ ( exposition on the object of worship ). 

In the Vyahgyartha-kaumudi of Anantasrama'^®'* of Punya- 

stanibha (Puntambe) on the Godilvari, a commentary on the 

Rasamanjari of Bhanudatta, the author gives a pedigree of his 

patron. He describes the Kasiraja family at Benares, in which 

was born Prataparudra whose son was Madhukarasaha, whose 

son was Virasimhadeva. Ananta wrote the commentary for 

Candrabhanu, a son of Virasi -hadeva, in 1635 A. D. This 

corroborates the dates above given by Mr. Lala Sitaram. There¬ 

fore it is almost beyond doubt that the literary activity of Mitra- 

raisra lies between 1610 and 1640 A. D. 

114. Anantadeva 

Anantadeva compiled a \ast digest called Smrtiicaustubha 

divided into several seetionson samskaras, hcara, raiadharma, dana, 

utsarga, pratistha, tilhi and samvatsara. The section on sarias- 

kilras and that on rajadharme arc also celled Samskara-kaustu- 

bha and Rajadharma-kaustu'ol a. Each KauAubha is subdivided 

into parts called didhiti. The San' skara-kaustubha is the most 

popular and most well-kuowa of ids. it has been printed 

several times, the best editions being that of the Nirnayasagara 

Press ( 1913 ) and that issued at Baroda (1914 ) under the patron¬ 

age of H. K. the Maharaja Gaik\.ad (with a Marathi trans- 

1479 The Introductory verses of Bhaktiprakasa are quoted here ; 

1 “ i 

qjrprqsdhTgxtnJk ii p. 30 of 

1480 Vide I. O. cat. p. 356 No. 1224. 

H. D. 120 
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lation by Sastri Venkatacarya Upadhyaya ). The Samskara-kau- 

stubha was recognised as an authoritative work for India by the 

Privy Council and the Bombay High Court'*^^. It is a large 

work dealing with the sarhskaras from Garbhadhana to vivaha 

(marriage) and is full of quotations and discussions. The 

following is a very brief summary of the contents 

The sixteen sarhskaras, the first being garbhadhana, the 

astrological aspects of the first appearance of menses and the 

various propitiatory rites therefor; the proper times for garbha¬ 

dhana and the several rites connected therewith; punyahavacana, 

nandis'raddha, matrkapujana; narayanabali and nagabali; panca- 

gavya, krcchra and other prayascittas; candrayanavrata; adop¬ 

tion, who is entitled to adopt, who can be adopted, rites of 

adoption, gotra and sapindya of the adopted son, mourning to 

be observed by the adopted, succession of the adopted; putra- 

kamesti; puihsavana; anavalobhana; simantonnayana; rites on 

the birth of a child or son; impurity on birth; propitiatory 

rites for evil aspects at birth; namakarana'; niskraniana; anna- 

pras'ana; piercing the ear; celebration of birth day; caula; 

upanayana, proper times for it, the necessary materials for it, 

the gayatri, the vows of a brahmacarin ; samavartana; marriage, 

sapindya for it, gotras and pravaras, proper times for marriage, 

forms of marriage, vag-niscaya, simantapujana, madhuparka, 

kanyadana, vivahahoma, saptapadi, homa on the entrance of the 

married couple etc. 

The portion of the Sarhskara-kaustubha on the subject of 

adoption is frequently cited separately as Dattakadidhiti and is so 

entered in the catalogues of mss. It is a treatise of great import¬ 

ance and deserves to be studied along with the Dattaka- 

mimarhsa, the Vyavaharamayukha and other similar works. The 
more important of his views are set out below. Like the Dattaka- 
mimarhsa he recommends that the nephew is the most suitable 

for adoption, then one may select any sagotra sapinda, then an 

asagotra sapinda^ then a sagotra but asapinda, then any one of 

the same caste though not sagotra. but a daughter's or sister’s son 

1481 Vide Collector of Madura v. Muotoo Ramulinya 12 lloo. I. 

A. 397 at p. 438; Sakharatu v. Sitahai I. L. R. 3 Bom. 

363 at p. 361, 
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cannot be adopted nor can a brother, a paternal or maternal 

uncele be adopted. A Sudra may adopt a daughter’s or sister’s 

son. The person to be adopted must not be an only son or the 

eldest. A wife can adopt with the consent of her husband and a 

widow does not require the express permission of her husband. 

The boy to be adopted may be below five or above five and may 

be taken before or after the cuda ceremony is performed in the 

natural family. Anantadeva refers to view of some that 

the verses of the Kalikapurana on this subject are not found in 

several mss. and so are unauthoritative and tells us that others 

hold that the whole passage refers to the adoption of an asagotra 

boy. Anantadeva himself holds, like the Vyavaharamayukha, 

that even an asagotra boy may be adopted after his upanayana 

is performed in the natural family. When the ceremony of caula 

and the rest are performed in the family of the adopter, the 

adopted boy belongs to the gotra of the adopter, but where 

1482 3 

I 3T3: 

I pp. 47-48 of the 

oblong Nir. edition of 1937, pp. 169-170; compare 

p. 114 the present author's edition for remarks on the 

5^01 passage. The fJpnJtftBg quotes the Kalikapurana passages 

and adds ‘ qrsfq Btf §%qtS^R;qT BBBT BRTT ffw 

T^fTdwT%;, 1 Rraftfw 

B ?:vrqi'Tt, ‘ 

cTIvqr ‘ 

3 Tferi:: ’ 3^=^ st «T3- 
1 p. 250; ‘ ’ is =s. V II. 4. 8. 

How bewildering are the differences among -writers on 

‘ Dattaka ’ { adopted son ) may be seen from the following 

passage on the Sapii,,da relationship of the dattaka son from 

the Sapindyapradipa or - nirnaya of ISiSgojibhatta ( Prof. 

Devasthali’s Cat. No. 1193 p. 431 ' 

BTfipJBii ffspifv'gBn%: 1 BRqfttsfq BTHTT- 

I 1 )- 

1 qig^- 
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the upanayana alone is performed in the adoptive family or the 

adoption is made after upanayana the boy belongs to both gotras. 

But this holds good only as regards obeisance, sraddha etc. while 

for marriage every adopted boy has to avoid the gotra and 

praxara of both families. If a natural son be bcrn to the adopter 

after he takes a boy in adoption, the adopted boy becomes an 

equal sharer with the aurasa, if all the sarinkaras up to upanayana 

are performed by the adoptive father for the adopted boy, or he 
takes only a fourth share if only some of the samskaras ending 

with upanayana are performed by the adopter and he gets no 

inheritance but only provision for m.arriage if he was adopted 

after upanayana is performed in the natural family. Anantadcva, 

disagreeing with Nilakantlia, holds that a girl may be adopted.^*** 

Like the Niriiaiasindhu and the mayukiias of Nilakantha, 
Anantadeva in the Sarhskarakaustnbha and elsewhere names several 
hundred authors and works. It is not necessary to set out the 

whole lot. His authorities are practically the fame as those of the 

former. He principally relies avaong nibandhas upon the Mitaksara, 

Apararka, Hemadri, Madhava, Madanaratna, Madanapfirijata, 

The Smrtikaustubha was divided into several didhitis ( rays, parts ). 
In the Smrtikaustubha published by the N'irnayasagara Press it is 

expressly stated that the tiihididhiii has been already'*^^ expound¬ 

ed. At the end also it is said that the work is only the complete 

abdadidhiti (i. e. portion dealing with sarhvatsaras of five kinds). 

The year is said to be of five kinds, candva, saura, savana, barhas- 

patya and niiksatra. The printed w ork treats of the several rites, 

observances, festivals and xratas on the important titliis of the 

twelve months of the candra year with ihe intercalary month and 

observances tl ercof, the rites proper to saura year and samkraiitis 

1483 grfir 1 

1 p. 118; con'r-i-t p. 108 ‘ 

5T to. ’ ( my edUmii, Pi.oua ). 

1484 q Td ^eir 

i;r\ II Verse 3 at 

the end of the r. ed. ). It may be noted 

that in the verse 20 is : fd^^Idrq^Tftr 
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(the sun’s passage from one sign into another), the rites of 
the sdvana year, the rules about rites when Jupiter is in the 

sign of Leo, the rites of the naksatra year, the actions forbidden 

and allowed in Kaii age according to Anantadeva and discussion 

of the view's of Keaniuuii, Mftdhava and the Madanaparijata 
thereon. 

In Introductory verses 10-14 of the Rajadharmakaustubha'*®® 

edited by M. M. Kamalakrsna Smrtitirtha and his son Mr. (now 

Dr.) Bhabatosh Bhattacharya in 1935 in Gaekwad’s Oriental 

Series, it is stated ihat tiie work was composed for the greater 

glory of king Baj-Baliadur and is divided into several didhitis 

(rays, parts) viz. four; the firs! '.{'iciniti ( pp. 3-128 ) dealing with 

the founding of the ci-piud, the palace, temples with idols and 

lifigas, villages, foris, constru-ilon of wells and lakes, laying out 

parks; the 2nd part {in pp l2'r-232 ) treats Vastupfija, vastu of 

various parts, the deities to be established thereon, vdstu- 

ydga-prayoga, Siinti laid down by Asvalayana &c., rules 

about constructing and dedicating v\e"s, reservoirs of water, 

gardens, establisl .ucat of images of gods. The third didhiii 

Called Rajyabhiscka ( pp. 233-380) is concerned with the crowning 

of the kmg, characteristic qualities which a king should possess, 

the cluiracterisii^s and qualities desirable in the chief queen 

( cigramahlsi), of the iKontrut ( such as being an expert in the four 

means of royal policy \iz. idnia, dcina, bheda and Danda, Yaj. I, 

346 ), the Purohita ( Yaj. 1. 313 ), Jyotirvii { well-versed in astro¬ 

logy and astronomy having 64 angas and iipahgas as described by 

Garga); procedure of Iwiiias and sUntis (like Aindri); procedure 

of the abhiseka ( ceremonies of crowning the king ) as 

described in the Puranas ( pardcularly in the Visnu-dharmottara ) 

pp. 346-63 ; actions and rites to be performed after the crowning 

of the kina; PusyiibhiseLa t in .Atharva laparis'sta ); the 4th part 

(didhiti)is ccncerned with prajiipalana ( protecting and govern¬ 

ing the subjects ), covers pp. 381-496 and deals with legal pro¬ 

cedure (including ordeals ) and decisions of the various matters 

of dispute among the subjects. There is hardly anything new or 

^ ctcT: 30 II I 10, 13-14. 
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striking in it and often it is very meagre as compared with even 

Yaj. smrti e g. on ‘ Sambhinasamutthana ’ it quotes only four 

verses (without a word of comment) that are Yaj. II. 259-60, 

263-265, while Yaj. devotes seven verses to the same topic viz. 

II. 259-265'^“® 

The Rajadharmakaustubha quotes profusely from the 

Matsyapurana, the Visnudharmottara-purana and the Brhatsa- 

rfihita (whole chapters being quoted semetimes from these). 

Dr. Miss.PriyabalaShah published Khanda 111 of theVisnudharmo- 

ttara (chapters 1-118) in two parts in the Gaekwad Oriental 

Series. Vide also ‘ Studies in Dharmasastra ’ by Dr. Bhabatosh 

Bhattacharya ( 1964), pp. 22-23 for Anantadeva. 

The name Smrtikaustubha (cf. the Nir. ed. of 1908 ) is 

misleading. It does not deal with all or many topics treated of in 

Smrtis. It deals only with the religious rites to be performed in 
the Candra year in its several months and on several t/tiiis and the 

religious rites to be performed in the other four kinds of years 

and their months. The Smrtikaustubha is really ‘ Abdadidhiti ’ 

1486 I would like to devote here a few lines to the memory of the 

learned editor of the Rajadharmakaubtubha, Mahamaho- 

padliyaya Kamalakrsua Smrtitirtha. He was born in 1870 in 

a Pandit family at Bhatpara ( well-krown as Bhattapalll) 

in West Bengal about 32 miles north of Clacutta ) and was 

11th in dessent from Narayana, the original settler in the 

town. He accompanied iM. 31. Haraprasad Shastri in his 

tour for search of Sanskrit Mss. in Nepal in 1897. He worked 

as Prof, of Smrti in the .Sankrit College at Bhatpara till his 

last day ( i. e. 25tli January 1934 ). He edited many works 

viz. the Haralala Ilf aitul.lha, three Ratuakaras of Cande- 

Aaraiii' Kitya, (I rhastha and Vivada), the Tlrihacintamani 

of Vacaspati, four Kaumudis of Govindananda (on Varsakriya, 

Dana, Sr.addhi and Suddhi ); all the nine published in the 

B. I. Series Rajadharmakaustubha of Anantadeva, Danda- 

viveka of Vardhamana ( both published in the Gaekawad’s 

Oriental Series ). The Govt, of India conferred on him the 

title of .Mahamahopadhyaya in 1926. He also edited some 

works in Bengali, e. g. he translated the Agastyasariihita in 

Bengali and publish.id it in Bengali script; he translated into 

Bengali the latter half of Somadeva’s Kathasaritasagara 

( and it was published after his death ). 
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or ‘ Sarfivatsaradldhiti as Anantadeva expressly says in 

Introductory verse 20 of the Smrtikaustubha that he is going to 

expatiate on ‘ Abdadidhiti 

In this w ork, while describing the religious rites to be per¬ 

formed on certain t/t/n'i he frequently cites at some length thekathds 

( stories ) connected with those tithis; vide, for examples, the 

Vata-Savitrivratakatha on Jyestha Paurnamasi pp. 44-50, Maha- 

laksmikatha on pp. 148-150, Anantacaturdas'ivratakatha (pp. 

170-175), Sivaratrivratakatha ( pp. 398-410). 

Hemadri’"^®* deals only with three kinds of abdas or samvatsa- 

ras viz. Lunar (cfindra), Saura (solar) and Savana, while 

Madhava added two more viz. Barhaspatya and Naksatra. The 

Smrtikaustubha ( pp. 462-63 ) quotes Yajnavalkya (I. 265-268 ) 

which set out the results of performing Sraddhas on the naksatras 

from Krttika to Bharapi. The Manusmrti 111. 277 provides what 
one secures by performing sraddhas on the even tithis ( 2nd, 4th 

&c. ) and even Naksatras ( Bharani, Rohini &c.) and on 1st, 3rd 

and other uneven thJiis and naksatras ( Asvini, Krttikas etc.). 

It is unnecessary to go into details about the other treatises 

on prayascitta, &c. It is said by Eggeling (I. O Cat. No. 1475) 

that Anantadeva’s Smrtikaustubha comprised twelve parts. For 

Bhagavadbhaktinirr.aya vide Velankar’s Cat. of Iccharam Desai 

collection p. 49, Anantadeva also wrote several prayogas 

such as the Agnihotraprayoga, Caturmasyaprayoga. In the 

Bhadkamkar collection there is a ms. of a drama called Krsna- 

1487 In ^nsTW^T^vr ( p. 94 of edition in Gaekwad series) we 

meet wi’h the passage ‘ cur'dn’l^i'sTt'chclc^T 

For vide pp. 245-250 of the ( Nir. 

ed. of 1909 ). 

1488 On p. 459 of the ( N;r. ed. of 1909 ) says : 

... cpftrf^ 

rrsrrrnucrqr qi449 d-t d ly sr^yrdT^ cT^RT:vigf%cirf^ i 

cTctrrtFni; i d i rtf 

gwrflTct efsr Ifr’Td; 1 dcdild 

4951?^ SK44*Tri'Tcr^ 1 ... cl%% ?lI9cn 3^ cTT^- 

vTRit^ 1 cf;i:^uaT%reTf4iddi^# i 

I p. 462. 
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bhakti-candrika composed by Anantadeva in which the characters 

are a Saiva, Vaisna\a, Mlmarhsaka, TarVika &c. 

In the Srnrtikaiistuhha (Nirnayasagara edition of 1909) 

Anantadeva gives a pedigree'*'^® cf his patron’s family. The 

family claimed descent from the moon. Whether the first 

three kings, mentioned in the Smrtikaustubha, were related as 

father and son is doubtful. Laksmanacandra is said to have 

been the son of Riidracardra ar.d it was lie who conquered 

several chiefs wielding sway over the Himalayan territories.^^®® 

Trimallacandra, the su.cessor (and probably the son) of 

Laksiuar.arandra, is praised for his continual liberality to the 

learned men of Benaresd'*''’ It was at the command of Baz 

Bahadurcandra and for pleasing him that Anantadeva compiled 

his Smrtikaustubha.’^-® At tl.e end Anantadeva tells us that 

Baz Bahadurcandra conquered se-cm; mountain forts in the 

Himalayas.'’’® After giving a ped’yee cf his patron’s family 

Anantadewi gives some information abotit himself. He w'as a 

descendant of the great Mara'ha saint Ekanatha whom he 

describes as endowed wuh Vcd.ic suciifices and as a devotee 

1489 Ihe pedigrer of the king t patrrm of Anantadeva) who is 

de.-criled as of tlm Candra-van ?a is as follows:—— 

—(son ) —^rmt- 

^ ide Pn f. W. V. Devas!,hall’s Cat. of the Sanskrit 

Mss. in the r.ihrary of the 'it.-rnhay University ( 1944 ) No. 

1212 pp. 4.3,'-418 for a long qnotrtion from it, in which 

is the nau e of the first aiicestor of Baz Bahadur 

(verse 2 ) and verse 7 shows as the son or successor 

of b’llacandra. 

1490 f 

ii verse 5. 

1491 n verse 0. 

1492 rTtrijm'S 1 

^T^Tfrr^T 11 

a verses 17-18. 

1493 ilTin^nTR ^f-r fUTlvT JJtfrTtTPri 1 

^T%5[-'H^Tiy;,T5-^ ;.,vy yy^d yryruyf v^r 5[; j 

Cft?r ?J-f.57^h'myR;4 ,1 verses 2 and 3 of the tot%- 

( Nir, ed. of 1909 ). 
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of Krsna.^*®^ That this Ekanatha is the same as the great 

Maratha saint is vouchsafed by Ka,sinatha, author of Dhanna- 

sindhu, in another work of his.'^»= Anantadeva was the great- 

great-grand-son of Ekanatha and he was the grandson of 

Ananta and son of Apadeva, the author of the Miraarhsa- 

nyayaprakasa alias ApadevL Mimarhsa lore seems to have been 

a hereditary endowment in the family as in the case of 

the Bhattas of Benares. In all his works, particularly in 

the Sarhskarakaustubha, Anantadeva applies at every step 

the maxims and doctrines of the Pnrvamimarhsa for the 

decision of doubtful points of Dharmasastra. Anantadeva had 

a younger brother Jivadeva whose Gotrapravaraniruaya he 

draws upon in the Sarhskarakaustubha after dealing with sapindya 

for marriage in his own way. The quotation is a long one 

beginning with the words ‘ 

’ on p. 179 (b ) of ( oblong Nir, edition 

of 1913 ) and ending on p. 196 ( a ) with the verse: 

q-frga f<<'fj-H 19^ ^ quit: l 

For account of the of vide Prof. Devasthali’s 

Cat. No. 1029 p. 369 and Nos. 1210-12 pp. 436-38. Dr. Bhandar- 

kar notices an Asaucanirnaya of Jivadeva in which the 

Niruayasindhu is cited as an authority.^*®® 

West and Biihler in their digesF^®’ thought that Ananta¬ 

deva flourished about the same time as the author of the 

Nirnayasindhu. But this requires some correction. Baz Baha¬ 

dur, the patron of Anantadeva, seems to have been a scion of 

1494 

1495 

r. 1 4'iiRKDwf%;flr?r^ ii 
verse 13 of 

The pedigree of is :— I—son I—son 

1—son arpi^ II—’Sons II and atpi^ II 

is the author of the famous work or 

( vide Intro, verse 16 to the Smrtikaustubha, Nir. ed. 

Tide his folio 37 a { D. G. ms. No. 100 of 

1869-70). 

1496 Vide Bhandarkar’s Report, 1883-84, p. 53 { for ). 

1497 Vide Digest p. 24 ( 3rd ed.) and p. 25 { 4th ed.). 

H D. 121 
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the Candra (or Chand) family and ruled over Almora and 

Nainital from 1638 to 1678 A. D. It is said in the Imperial 

Gazetteer’^®* that the first of the Chandrarajas was Somachand 

who hailed from Jhusi near Allahabad and came to the Hima¬ 

layan regions in the 10th century and that in 1563 the capital 

was transferred to Almora by Kalyancanda, whose son Rudra- 

candra was a contemporary of Akbar and made his obeisance 

to the latter in 1587 A. D. at Lahore. The Smrtikaustubha 

does mention the ancestors Katyanacandra and Rudracandra of 

Baz Bahadur. Between Baz Bahadur and Rudracandra there 

are three names. Supposing that they are the three direct 

ascendants of Baz Bahadur and following a period of 25 years 

for each after Rudracandra’s known date of 1587 A. D., we 

get the year 1662 A. D. for Baz Bahadur. We are told in the 

Gazetteer that in 1672 Baz Bahadur introduced a poll tax, the 

proceeds of which he remitted to Delhi as tribute. Therefore 

Anantadeva must have been patronised by Baz Bahadur between 

1645 and 1675 A. D. A greater approximation can be made 

in another way. The saint Ekanatha finished his Marathi 

Bhagavata at Benares in sake 1495 and 1630 of the Vikrama 

era on Kartika full-moon day (i. e. 9th November 1573) as he 

himself tells us.'^®® Anantadeva was the fourth in descent 

from him ( exclusive of Ekanatha ). Counting 25 years for each 

of the four generations, Anantadeva should have been a grown 

up man in 1673 A. D. There are controversies about the 

dates of the birth and death of Ekanatha, the commonly 

accepted dates being sake 1450-1521 (b. 1528-d. 1600 A. D.). 

The date of his death is sake 1521 Phalguna dark half 6th day 

1498 Vide Imperial Gazetteer of India vol. XVIII. p. 324 and vol. 

V. p. 24.5. 

1499 1 I 

^ 1 sNtr ii 

I sNir II 

I I 

sr%iR i rrt i 

I sNiT % WTfII 

verses 552-555 of the last ar’ijfyq' ( Nirnayasagara Edition ). 
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(25 February 1600). Others give 1548-1599 A. D. as the dates. 

Whichever date is correct, the literary activity of Anantadeva 

must be assigned to the third quarter of the 17th century. 

This date is confirmed by the fact that in the Asaucanirnaya 

of Jivadeva, younger brother of Anantadeva, the Nirnayasindhu 

composed in 1611-12 A. D. is cited as an authority. 

Doubts were expressed by some Marathi writers as to 

whether Ekanatha, mentioned as the ancestor of Anantadeva, is 

identical with the well-known Marathi poet and saint Ekanatha. 

It is unnecessary in this work to discuss that matter. The 

present author holds that they are identical. Those interested 

may read the contribution of Dr. P. K. Code in ‘ Studies in 

literary History’ vol. II (for 1954) pp. 39-41. 

Anantadeva was a very learned man. He was at home in 

both Purvamimarhsa and Dharmasastra. He wrote a learned 

commentary called Bhattalahkara on Apadeva’s Mlmamsanyaya- 

prakas’a. 

On p. 469 of the Smrtikaustubha (Nir. ed.) Anantadeva 

refers to a work called Bhaktiviveka composed by his grand¬ 

father ( Anantadeva I, grandson of Ekanhtha ). 

Anantadeva wrote many works on Dharmasastra. A few 

may be mentioned here. He composed Antyertipaddhati (vide 

Prof. Velankara’s Cat. No. 665 p. 209), Caturmasyaprayoga 

(the same cat. p. 184 No. 575), Bhagavadbhaktinirnaya (vide 

Velanakar’s Cat of Iccharam Desai collection (No. 231 ). 

On of he wrote a commentary called 

Prakasa (vide Velankar’s Cat. No. 115). 

115. Nagojibhatta 

The learning of Nagojibhatta was of an encyclopaedic 

character. Though his special forte was Vyakarana (grammar) 

he wrote standard works also on poetics, dharmasastra, yoga 

and other s'astras. The number of works ascribed to him is 

very large. Aufrecht in his Cat. Catalogorum, part I pp. 283- 

284 mentions 47 works as composed by him. Dr. P. K. Gode 

in volume HI of his ‘ Studies in Indian Literary History ’ 

pp. 214-219 deals at some length with the works of Nagoji 

on Vyjkarana ( Grammar), Poetics and Dharmasastra (in its 
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several branches). On dharmasastra he composed several 

works, viz. Acarendus'ekhara, As'aucanirnaya, Tithindus'ekhara, 

Tirthendusekhara, Prayas'cittendusekhara or Prayascittasara- 

saihgraha, Sraddhendusekhara, Sapindimanjari and Sapindya- 

dipika or Sapindyanirnaya. Of his far-famed works on the 

Paninian system, such as the Mahabhasya-pradipoddyota, the 

Paribhasendusekhara, the Vaiyakaranasiddhantamanjusa, (in 

large and small recensions), the Sabdendus'ekhara (big and 

small) and of his commentaries on the Kavyaprakas'a-pradipa, 

the Kuvalayananda, the Rasagahgadhara, the Rasatarangini, 

the Rasamanjari, nothing can be said here for want of space. 

For his Prayas'cittendusekhara, vide Mitra’s Notices vol. V, 

p. 23 No. 1735, where detailed contents are given; for the 

Sraddhendusekhara, Ulwar cat. extract No. 360 p. 139, for the 

Tirthendusekhara, Ulwar cat. p. 120, extract No. 312. 

Some of Nagojibhatta’s (or Nagesabhatta’s) works on 

Dharmasastra may be mentioned here. He composed the 

Tithinirnayatattva containing 101 stanzas (in writing which he 

relied upon the conclusions of the Nirnayasindhu'The 

names of his w'orks on Dharmasastra are mentioned in the 

note below.^'"^ Nagoji’s surname was Kala (i. e. Kale in 

these days) but in some Mss. it is given as Upadhyaya (vide 

note below 

1600 

1501 

1502 

II vide Prof. Velankar’s Cat. of the mss. of the 

Iccharam Desai collection p. 42 No. 207. 

Rf, 

r=i<?ufly3BTthi|^ (or simply )j JfPI- 

( on the 

of the ), 

msfN. 
Vide Prof. Velankara’s Cat. of Sanskrit mss. in Bombay 

University Library ( pub. in 19’^3 A. P. ) No. 1316 

of •iidJi'rrg has ( on p. 240 \ The colophon ‘ 

The Paribhasas dealt with by Nagesa are 122, the first being 

‘ ’ and the last being 

%nTit'Tx; ’ Kielhorn’s edition of the 

covers 116 printed pages. 
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He composed works on Kavyasastra, such as the Kavya- 

pradipoddyota, the Rasagahgadhara-marmaprakasa ( Nir. ed.), 

and very learned works on Vyakarana ( grammar) such as the 

Paribhasendus'ekhara (vide Dr. P. K. Code’s ‘ Relative chrono¬ 

logy of Nagoji’s works ‘ in his ‘ Studies in Literary History ’ 

vol. HI pp. 212-219). 

Nagojibhatta was the son of Sivabhatta and Sati and 

was a Maharastra Brahmana surnamed Kala (Kale). At 

the beginning and end of several works of his (such as 

Rasagangadhara-marmaprakas'a, the Manjusa) he tells us that 

he was patronised by Rama of the Bisena family,^®®® the 

ruler of a city named Srhgavera (which seems to be on 

the Ganges above Allahabad ). He was the pupil of Hari- 

diksita,''®* son of Vires'vara and pupil of Ramas'rama and 

grandson of the great grammarian Bhattoji-diksita.'^®^ Tradition 

says that he composed the grammatical work ^abdaratna and 

ascribed it to his teacher Haridiksita in gratitude. In the’®®® 

commentary on the Praudhamanorama Haridiksita refers to 

the Sabdaratna as his own work and to the ^abdendus'ekhara 

as that of his pupil. 

Bhattojidiksita was a pupil of the Mimarhsaka Sahkara- 

bhatta and of Sesa Srikrsna and almost a contemporary of 

Jagannathapandita. Bhattoji’s pupil Nllakantha Sukla wrote a 

work in sarhvat 1663 ( Dr. Belvalkar in ‘ Systems of Sanskrit 

Grammar p. 471. Therefore he flourished in the first half 

of the 17th century. For the date of Bhattoji, vide J. O. I. 

( Baroda ) vol. IV pp. 33-36 and J. of Venkatesvara O. I. vol. 

I part 2 pp. 117-127. In Kane Festschrift Dr. Code places 

Varadaraja, a pupil of Bhattoji, between 1600-1650 A. D. 

1504 the end of the 

1505 

1 5«it^ 

^ ^lf 'FfviJTcTIKnWSl'IfT^: II 2nd Intro, verse to the 

T. O. Cat. p. 174 Nos. 651-52. 

1506 ^ I at end 

of D. C. ms. No. 520 of 18^6-1892 and Tri, Cat. Madras Govt, 

mss,for 1919-22 p. 4913 (1st verse). 
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(pp, 188-199) and so Bhattoji, who was a pupil of ^ahkara- 

bhatta, may be assigned to the period between 1575-1645 A. 

D. Nagojibhatta was a pupil of Bhattoji’s grandson. There* 

fore Nagojibhatta must have flourished towards the end of the 

17th century and the first half of the 18th century. Nagoji- 

bhatta’s literary activities, looking to his vast out-put, must 

have extended over a long period of more than 50 years. The 

pedigree^®®’ from Bhattojidiksita, through a succession of 

teacher and pupils or father and son, is given below. Vide 

introduction to the Rasagangadhara (Nirn. ed.); Trivedi’s 

introduction pp. 18-20 to the Vaiyakaranabhusana of Konda- 

bhatta, a nephew of Bhattoji (B. S. series); Dr. Belvalkar’s 

Systems of Sanskrit grammar pp. 46-50 and Kielhorn’s preface 

to the Paribhasendusekhara p. xxv (where the succession of 

teacher and pupil is brought down to the days of Kielhorn 

himself) for further details. In the Indian Antiquary, vol, 41 

1507 For a discussion of the the date of Bhattojidiksita, vide Prof. 

P. K. Code’s paper in ‘ Annals of Oriental Institute at Tiru- 

pati ’ ( vol. I, part 4 pp. 1-16 ). The pedigrees are :— 

(a) 

( son ) ( pupil) 

(pupil) (son ) 
I 
i 

(son) 

( pupil) 

( pupil) 

1 

or 

(son) 

or 

(son) 

( b) 

’Tl'TT^ 
( pnpil) 

(son) 
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p. 247, Mr. S. P. V. Ranganatha Svami makes Bhattoji a pupil 

of Sesa Viresvara and not of Sesa Krsna. But the passage of 

the Manoramakucamardana, if properly interpreted, makes it 

clear that Bhattoji was the pupil of Sesa Krsna and not of 

Vlres'vara.^^®® A ms. of Nagojibhatta’s commentary on the 

Rasamafijari is dated samvat 1769, Magha 7th bright half, Wednes¬ 

day, i. e. 21st January 1713 A, D. ( vide 1. O. cat. vol. Ill p. 365 ). 

It is not unlikely that Nagojibhatta first composed his commen¬ 

taries on the comparatively easy sastra of poetics and that he 

then worked upon Dharmasastra and Vyakarana. The edition of 

the Rasagangadhara in the Kavyamala series says that there is a 

tradition that Nagoji was invited by king Savai Jaising of Jaipur 

to a horse-sacrifice in 1714 A. D., but that Nagoji declined on 

the ground of Ksetra-saihnyasa. That Savai Jaising of Amber 

performed the Asvamedha sacrifice was scouted by Prof. D. C. 

Sarakar, but long and forceful arguments have been advanced 

against this theory by Dr. P. K. Gode (in his ‘ studies in literary 

history ’, vol. HI pp. 166-180) and in J. 1. H. (Madras) vol. 15 

pp. 364-367 ; vide also * Poona Orientalist’, vol. II pp. 166-178 

for Savai Jaising. Therefore his literary activity must be 

placed between 1700 and 1750 A. D. Mahamahopadhyaya 

Haraprasada aastri says (Ind. Ant. vol. 41 p. 12) that Nagoji 

died about 1775. But this appears rather improbable. If one 

of his works was copied in 1713 A. D. he could hardly have 

lived up to 1775, unless he was about 100 years old at that 

time. 

^ ^ sTJntj... 

n^t:itT?rraTf^- 

1 ^rr ^ 

II p. 3 of the Intro, to the 

means ‘ pupil’ here as Mr. Ranganath Svami contends 

{Ind. Ant. vol. 41 p. 251), why should the dual be necessary 

or be used and not the singular or plural 1 The is 

a com. on the of Vide Journal of 

Oriental Research vol. Ill, part 2, p. 146 where it is said that 

J agannMha was a pupil of son of fNfPh, who lived 

under the patronage of Giridhari, son of Toilarmal and that 

Bhattoji was pupil of and later of 
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116. Balakrsna or Balambhatta 

The Laksmivyakhyana alias the Balambhatri is a commentary 

on the Mitaksara of Vijnanes'vara, ascribed to a lady named 

LaksmidevL The commentary is a voluminous one and displays 

uneven workmanship. The commentary on the acara section of 

the Mitaksara is the most learned part of the whole book and is 

almost an independent work. The late Mr. J. R. Gharpure 

published all the three parts on acara (pp. 626), Vyavahara 

( pp. 402) and Prayascifta (pp. 220). The portion on Prayascitta 

is very meagre as compared with the portion of the com. on 

Acara and Vyavahara. The commentary on the Prayascitta 

portion of the Mitaksara covers in Mr. Gharpure’s edition 

(published in 1924) 220 pages, while the Balambhatti on the 

acara and Vyavahara sections in the same series is very exhaustive, 
covering respectively pp. 626 and pp. 402. 

In the Balambhatti the author quotes by name a host of 

writers and works. As the Balambhatti is almost the latest work 

of Dharmasastra worth special mention in this work, no useful 

chronological purpose will be served by giving the names of all 

such writers and works. It may, however, be stated that he 

names the Nirnayasindhu, the Viramitrodaya, the Mayukhas of 

Nilakantha, the Sarhskarakaustubha, Siddhesvarabhatta the nep¬ 

hew of Nilakantha, Khandadeva the author of Bhattadlpika on the 

Mimamsasutra, the Kayasthadharmapradipa of Gagabhatta and 
the author’s father’s commentary thereon. 

Of the Balambhatti ascribed to LaksmidevI, West and Biihler 

say ' she generally advocates latitudinarian views and gives the 

widest interpretation possible to every term of Yajfiavalkya. 

Her opinions are held in comparatively small esteem and are 

hardly ever brought forward by the sastris, if unsupported by 

other authorities For example, in the Balambhatti the word 

‘ bhratarah ‘, occurring in Yajfiavalkya’s verses laying down the 

order of succession to a man dying without male issue, is inter¬ 

preted as including sisters and the author says that sisters 

succeed immediately after brothers.'®*® This dictum of Balam- 

1509 Digest of Hindu Law, 3rd ed. p. 17. 

1510 ‘ ?rmT i ’ 

p. 200 (Gharpure) on II. 135; ‘ ^ VITg: 5WT: 

3^: ’ p. 210. 
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bhaUa taken along with the words of the VyavaharamayQkha 

seems to have influenced their Lordships of the Privy Council 

in Vinayak v. Lakshmibai on the question of the rights of the 

sister as an heir.*®“ In Sakharam v. Sitabaf^^^ Sir Michael 

Westropp C. J. went so far as to say on the construction of 

the term ‘ brethren ’ in the Mitaksara as including sisters, which 

construction was adopted in that case (in Vinayak v. Lakshmi¬ 

bai ) both by the Supreme Court and the Privy Council, “ we 

must treat the Mitaksara also as preferring sisters to half brothers, 

whom it brings in after brothers. ” But this was a mere obiter 

dictum, since the case in which these observations were made 

was governed by the law of the Vyavaharamayiikha which ex¬ 

pressly prefers full sisters to half brothers. It has been laid 

down in several cases in Bombay*^*® that Balambhatta’s doctrine 

that the word ‘ brothers ’ includes ' sisters ’ has not been accepted 

in that Presidency and that Sir Michael Westropp was under a 

misapprehension as to the exact drift of the Balambhatti which 

nowhere says that the term ‘ brothers ’ excludes half brothers 

and which does not bring in the full sister before the half bro¬ 

ther, but expressly says that the full brother inherits first, then 

the half brother and then comes the sister. The Balambhatti 

not only brings in the sisters after full and half brothers, but places 

the sons and daughters of sisters after the sons and daughters 

of brother’s, full or half. This is in direct conflict with the order 

of succession expressly mentioned by the Mitaksara and the 

Bombay High Court has refused to give the sister’s son the place 

which the Balambhatti assigns to him and treats him as a mere 
bandhu.^^^^ The Balambhatti is regarded as of little authority in 

the interpretation of the Mitaksara m the Bombay Presidency and 

its interpretations cannot be accepted without due caution and 

examination.^®'^ Even in the Benares’®'® School where the Balam- 

1511 9 Moo. I. A. 516 = 1 Bom. H. C. R 117 ati)p. 122-123; vide also 

Bokharam v. Situbai I. L. R. 3 Bom 353 at pp. 360 and 363. 

1512 I. L. R. 3 Bom. 353 at p. 363. 

1513 Vide Mulji v. Cursandas Nalha 24 Bom. 663 at p. 579 and 

Bhagwan v. Warubai I, L. R. 32 Bom. 300 at p. 305. 

1514 Vide Bhagwan v. Warubai I. L. R. 32 Bom. 390 at p. 312. 

1515 Vide Dattalraya v. Gangabai 1, L. R. 46 Bom. 557 at p. 558. 

1516 Vide Tuhhi R'a,m v. Behari Lai I. L. R. 12 All. 328 at p, 

368 ( F. B.). 

H. D. 122 
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bhatti has been accepted as one of the leading authorities, the 

authority of Balambhatta has been held to be inferior to that 

of Nandapandita in matters of adoption, it being held that a 

widow cannot adopt in the Benares School without express 

authority from her husband (while Balambhatta holds that she 

can adopt without such authority). Similarly it has been held 

that the BalambhattI cannot prevail over the views of the 

Viraraitrodaya and that a daughter-in-law is not in the line of 

heirs at all though the Balambhatta says that she is so.'®^^ 

The author of the Balambhatti is somewhat of an enigma. 

Such women as Sila, Vijja, Avanti-sundarl have been worshippers 

at the shrine of the Muse of Poetry. A lady has been associ¬ 

ated with the composition of a work on Mathematics, viz. the 

Lilavati. Inspiration for several works on Dharmasastra was, we 

know, derived from queens and princesses, as in the case of the 

Vivadacandra compiled by Queen LaksmidevI through Misaru- 

mi^ra, the Danavakyavali compiled by Mahadevi Dhiramati of 

Mithila through Vidyapati, the Dvaitanirnaya composed by 

Vacaspati at the bidding of queen Jaya, wife of king Bhaira- 

vendra. It gives one great pleasure to contemplate that at least 

one work on Dharmasastra, the Balambhatti, is claimed by a 

lady as her own. But this pleasure receives a rude shock if the 

question of the authorship of the Balambhatti is dispassionately 

considered. The introductory verses no doubt start by saying 

that Laksmi, the wife of Vaidyanatha Payagunda, and the daughter 

of Mahadeva of the Mudgala gotra and surnamed Kherada 

composed the work, her maiden name being Uma.^“® The 

colophon at the end of the acara portion says that the work 

was composed by Laksmi. the daughter of Mahadeva and Uma, 

the wife of Vaidyanatha Payagunda and the mother of Bala- 

1517 I. L. R. 9 Cal. 315 at p. 324; vide also I. L. R. 16 Cal. 367 at 

pp. 376-77 (about brother’s widow). 

1 fildtSftJtn II Intro, verses of 
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krsna.^“^® At the end of the vyavahara section in the printed 

editions we have the words ‘ mother of Lalakrsna ’ but this is 

obviously a misreading of the mss. or a mistake of the copyists. 

The pretence that the work was composed by a lady is made 

extremely plausible by the frantic efforts made in it for the 

rights of women in matters of inheritance. But this pretence is 

not kept up in the body of the work at all. In several places 

the author of the BalambhattI refers to the Manjusa and other 

works of his guru and to works of his father.*®^® We know 

that Vaidyanatha Payagunda was a pupil of Nagojibaatta,^®®‘ 

who composed several Manjtisas (on grammar) and a work on 

prayascitta. Therefore it follows either that the Balambhatti 

was composed by Vaidyanatha himself and ascribed to his wife 

or that the work was composed by Balakrsna alias Balambhatta, 

son of Vaidyanatha, and was ascribed to his mother. Nagoji- 

bhatte who certainly attained a very advanced age was the guru 

of Vaidyanatha as well as of the latter’s son Balakrsna. That 

Balakrsna or Balambhatta Payagunda was a learned man like 

his father Vaidyanatha follows from several circumstances. He 

wrote a work called Upakrtitattva.’*^^^ Gopala alias Manudeva, 

in his commentary called Laghubhflsanakanti on the Vaiyakara- 

1519 

Vide for an identical colophon at the end of the 

section, I. 0. cat. pp. 369-370 No. 1282 and Aufrecht’s Oxford 

cat. p. 262 b. 

1520 e. g. 3n=qp:o p. 448 ‘ m 

; P- 311 

^vqq; i I... dfe# drnT^rflffrddd- 

qq^=5q^ 1 The first 

passage is not properly arranged in Mr. Gharpure’s edition; 

vide p. 415 for m?fsrTqf^=dfdvid. 

1521 %?riTT»r: trjw ^r^-»T?2r 

II. Vide I. 0. cat, p, 163 No. 610 for the jr»TT, a com. 

on ^rjlf^’s 

1522 Vide Stein’s cat. p. 302 tsIvtt;Tq di'Tl'^dH, 1 TT^T- 

4icsji'>ui: ifi^ flvdJi'llSitft' II 
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nabhusanasara, styles Balambhatta Payagunda his guruP*^ 

Looking to the colophons where LaksmI is referred to as the 

mother of Balakrsna and to the fact that the work is known as 

Balambhatti, we must conclude that it was composed by Balam¬ 

bhatta and not by his father Vaidyanatha. What motive impelled 

Balambhatta to publish the work in the name of his mother it 

is difficult to say. Tradition says that he did so to console 

Laksmidevi in her bereavement on the death of a child. Vaidya¬ 

natha composed several commentaries on grammatical works 

such as on the Mahabhasyapradipoddyota of Nagojibhatta, on 

the Paribhasendus'ekhara (com. called Kas'ika and Gada), on 

the Vaiyakarana-siddhantamanjusa (com. called Kala), on the 

Laghus'abdendusekhara (com. Cidasthimala), on the Laghu- 

sabdaratna (com. Bhavaprakas'a ). Mr. Govinda Das (p. 27 in 

Mr. Gharpure’s edition of acara portion) says that these works 

were really composed by Brdambhatta and ascribed to his father. 

In these grammatical works the names of Vaidyanatha’s parents 

are given as Mabadeva and Veni. 

The 1. O. cat. (pp. 458-59, No. 1507) notices an incom¬ 

plete work called Dharmasastrasamgraha compiled by Bala^rman 

Payagunda, son of Vaidyanatha and Laksmi and patronised^'^* 

by Colebrooke. The work dealt with topics of civil law, viz. 

definition of vyavahara, sabha, the judge, the sabhyas, the rela¬ 

tive strength of smrtis etc., return of debts etc. It breaks off 

at folio 79. On the ms. there is a note in Colebrooke’s own 

hand (which is not complimentary to the honesty of Balasar- 

n3??T'Tt:TbT'?: 1 I. o. cat. p. 189 No. 717 and 

Prof. Velankar’s Gat. of Iccharam S. Desai Collection of Mss. 

No. 1592, p. 294. 

1524 ^vtW’(h:: II V i 

i ll it appears from the 

words ‘ son of Laksmi and who had a mother ( step-mother ) 

called Bhavani ’ that Balasarmau Payagunda ( or Payagunde ) 

bad a step-mother also. Vide Dr. Raghavan in ‘ New Indian 

Anti|nary ’ Vol. I. p. 404 referring to a work called Avimu- 

ktatattva ( on the greatness of Benares). 
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man) dated 1st May 1800; “fresh sheets were received from 

Balas'arma Payagunda on this date. This is little else but the 

Viramitrodaya revised. As it is a scarce book and very little 

known Balasarma and his pupil Manudeva did not suspect, I could 

detect the plagiarism. ” 

The foregoing shows that Balakrsna Payagunda was a 

Deccani Brahmana, that his father and mother were Vaidya- 

natha and Laksmi, that his maternal grandfather was Mahadeva, 

also a Deccani Briihmana surnamed Kherada, that he was the 

pupil of Nagojibhatta and that he was a pandit of Colebrooke- 

Mr. Govinda Das is not right when he identifies ( p. 27) Vaidj'a- 

natha the commentator of several grammatical works of Nago¬ 

jibhatta with Vaidyanatha the author of several commentaries on 

Alahkara works (such as the Udaharanacandrika on Kavya- 

prakas'a and the Prabha on the Kavyapradipa ). The reasons 

are two. Vaidyanatha, author of the Udaharanacandrika, was 

the son of Ramabhatta, son of Vitthala Tatsat, while Vaidya¬ 

natha the grammarian was a son of Mahadeva and Veni. Besides 

the Udaharanacandrika was composed^in samvat 1740 Kartika 

suddha 8, Wednesday (i. e. 17th October 1683 ). We saw above 

that Vaidyanatha Payagunda was a pupil of Nagoji, who flouri¬ 

shed towards the end of 17th and the first half of the 18th 

century. If Vaidyanatha, the writer on poetics, were the same 

as the commentator of Nagoji, he could not have composed a 

a work on poetics so early as 1683 A. D. Dr. Belvalkar 

(Systems of Sanskrit Grammar p. 60) says ' LaksmidevI, the 

wife of king Candrasiniha of Milhila, was probably his patro¬ 

ness in whose honour he is reported to have composed a 

commentary on the Vyavaharakanda of the Mitak^ra. ’ This 

throws to the winds all chronology. We saw above ( pp. 399 

and 404) that the Mithila princess Laksmi or Lachimadevi 

flourished in the first half of the 15th century, while the 

Balambhatti quoting, as it does, writers and works like Gaga- 

1525 Vide I. O. cat. p. 329 No. 1151 for the and its 

date feh 1 %?r5n4l«t- 

II; vide Stein’s cat, pp. 60, 61, 62, and 80 for com¬ 

mentaries on the and the 

by son of 
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bhatta and the Kaustubha could not have been composed before 

1700 A. D. 

Mr. Govinda Das says that a ms. of the acarakanda of the 

Balambhatti in the Benares palace library is dated samvat 1831 

(i. e. 1774-75 A. D. ). The I. O. cat. (pp. 458-459) notices 

that Balambhatta was about 80 years old when Colebrooke 

entrusted the Dharma4astrasarhgraha to him about 1800 A. D. 

Besides both Balambhatta and his father Vaidyanatha were the 

pupils of Nagojibha+ta. The ms. of the Upakrtitattva ( Stein’s 

Jammu cat. p, 302) is dated samvat 1848 i. e. 1791-92 A. D, 

and the ms. of the Laghubhfisanakanti of Balambhatta’s pupil 

is dated samvat 1856 (i. e. 1799-1800 A. D.). Hence is follows 

that Balambhatta must have flourished between 1730 and 1820 

A. D. Mr. Govinda Das says that Balambhatta died at the age 

of 90 and gives his dates as 1740 to 1830 A. D. (p. 29 of Mr. 

Gharpure’s acara section of Balambhatti at the end ). 

117, Ka§lnatha-Upadhyaya 

Kasinatha Upadhyaya or Baba Padhye composed an extensive 

work called Dharmasindhusara or Dharmabdhisara, which is 

popularly known as Dharmasindhu. It is now the leading work 

in matters of religious observances in the Deccan and has been 

referred to even in judicial decisions.’^^® It has been published 

several times. In the following the Nirnayasagara edition of 

1936 has been used. He says that he consulted former nibandhas 

and, following the order of the subject-matters in the Nirnaya- 

sindhu, composed the work which sets forth only the establi¬ 

shed conclusions after eliminating the original smrti texts.“^’ 

1.526 I. L. R. 49 Bom. 7-39 at p. 756. 

1527 frm5i;il ffl 

STiqvi f55<cflftr II 

Introductory verses 3 and 4; then at the end the following 

verse states the object he has in view and how he is going to 

achieve it and also the persons for whom his work is intended t 

fltlitfr: l =^^TvrtJff II 

q-ttTfjr ftisTT^ I ^ 
(Continued on the next page ) 
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He (Kasinatha Upadhyaya) expressly mentions Madhava- 

carya in the Introductory verse (3) and states that he consulted 

former nibandhas such as the Nirnayasindhu that establish con¬ 

clusions (in matters of Dharma ). He sometimes employs the 

very words of the Nirnayasindhu as, for instance, on defining 

Vaisnava and Smarta. 

The following are among the principal authors and works 

mentioned by the Dharmasindhu : Akhandadars'a, Agnipurana, 

Kalatattvavivecana (frequently ), Kaustubha ( frequently ), Grhya- 

gnisagara, Purusarthacintamani, Parijata, Purtakamalakara, 

Bhaktinirnaya, Bhattoiidiksita, Bhaskararaya (described as 

Navinatara on p. 77), Maharnava, Madhava, Muhurta-Cinta- 

mani, Muhurtamartanda, Ramarcanacandrika, ^antimayiikha, 

^antisara, ^udrakamalakara, S^raddhasagara, Sapindyadipika. 

The Dharmasindhu is divided into three paricchedas (sections) 

and contains 433 closely printed pages (in the Nir. ed. of 1936), 

The first pariccheda covers 34 pages and deals with the divisions 

of the year, seasons, months (lunar, solar, savana, naksatra, 

Barhaspatya), discussion on matters to be avoided on certain 

days and tit his and to be performed on them. The 2nd pari¬ 

ccheda (covering pp. 35-116) deals with religious acts to be done 

in the several months from Caitra onwards to Phalguna and 
p. 115 states that authoritative texts should be found from works 

like Kaustubha, Nirnayasindhu, and those of Madhava. The 

third pariccheda is divided into two parts, the first covering 

pp, 117-314 and the second covering pp. 315-433. The first 

part of the third parichhcda deals with the Sarhskaras from 

Garbhadhana onwards. In each case it starts with the considera¬ 

tion of proper times (months, tithis, the week days, the astro¬ 

logical yogas) and discusses the results of eclipses, night, even¬ 

ing and other times for different acts; Narayanabali, Nagabali, 

listening to the recitation of Harivamsa, adoption of a son and 

discussion about the gotra of an adopted son and his sapipda 

relationship; other rites like pumsavana, sasthipfljana, Santi such 

( Continued from the previous page ) 

II 6-10 at end. 
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as Goprasava, for being born on the 14th tithi of the dark half 

of a month, or on amavasya (called sinhall or kuhii), for 

birth, on Naksatras like Mula, Aslesa, Jyestha or on Yogas like 

Vyatipata or in the midst of an eclipse or on birth of twins or on 

birth of a daughter after three sons or a son after three daugh¬ 

ters in succession, naming a child after the name of a devata, 

of a month, of a naksatra and vyavaharika ( for general use ); 

other rites like taking an infant out of the house in the sun; first 

feeding of food; piercing the ear-lobe; Vardhapana rite every 

month on the day of birth and every year; Caula ( first tonsure 

of the hair on the child’s head); Upanayana, proper years and 

times for it astrologically and otherwise; Vinayakas'anti on Upa¬ 

nayana and marriage, duties of a brahmacarin; samavartana 

( returning from guru after learning the Veda and vidyas ): Vivaha 

( marriage) and astrological considerations before deciding on 

the proposed bride, particularly avoiding sdpindya; discussion 

about sagotra and sapravara; consideration of pratikula (i. e- 

after a marriage is decided upon but the rites of marriage are 

not gone through and then somebody within three degrees of 

the proposed bride’s or bridegroom’s gotra dies, that is pratikula); 

consideration of the positions of the Sun and Jupiter of the 

proposed bridegroom and bride; discussion of the proper year 

for the marriage of a girl and the proposed bridegroom; eight 

forms of marriage; proper months for marriage; the description 

of the rites in the case of a proper marriage; the homo for 

marriage and homa on entering the bridegroom’s house; arka- 

vivdha ( marriage with arka plant alter the death of two wives in 

succession and before performing the third marriage with another 

girl ). 

pages 235-314 deal with daily duties ( ahnika ) from leaving 

one’s bed such as answering calls of nature, cleaning the teeth, 

taking a bath, performance of the morning sandhyd (Vedic 

prayers &c.); performance of homa. pujaprayoga; bath in the 

noon; Brahmayajfia, tarpana; Vaisvadeva; Baliharana; Deva- 

yajna; bhojana: other duties which are Naimittaka and Kamya; 

what should be done and not done in Kaliyugafpp. 309-312); 

dreams that foreshadow favourable results; latter part of the 3rd 

pariccheda ( pp. 315-433 ) deals with sraddhas; meaning of the 

word sraddha; \arieties of sraddhas viz. Parvana (for three 
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ancestors viz. father, grandfather and great-grandfather ), Ekoddi* 

sta, Nandis'raddha, Sapindikaranas'raddha. 

Kasinatha was a very learned man and a great devotee of 

God Vithoba at Pandharpur in the Sholapur District. He wrote 

several other works such as the Prayas'cittendusekhara (Buhler 

3. 110), an exposition of the Vedastuti in the BhagavatapurSna 

( X. 87 ) and a work called Vitthala-rhmantrasarabha^a.^®*® In 

the latter he takes several Rk verses ( such as Rgveda I. 95. 1-11 

and I. 164. 31 ) and explains them as applying to God Vitthala.*'*® 

We know a good deal about the family of Kasinatha Padhye 

from his own works and from the biography of the great 

Marathi poet Moropant published by Mr. L. R. Pangarkar (ed. 

of 1908, chap. 16 pp. 107-119). His family hailed from Golavali, 

a village in the Ratnagiri District. They were Karhada Brah- 

manas and had the Joshi and Upadhye vrtti of seventy-two 

villages in the Sahgames'vara taluka of the Ratnagiri District. 

At the end of the Dharmasindhu he says that his grandfather 

15-28 

1529 

Vide D. C. ms. No. 100 of 1869-70 dated sake 1731. In this 

is derived as‘,‘ ST: 5I<=2Tr: cTHi; 

^f*rrrf% i ms. of 

( No. lOO of 1869-70 ) now lodged in the 

B. O. R. I. Library. The first verse cited is j ( ^. I. 95 

1 ). After explaining the eleven verses of Rgveda I. 95 the 

ms. proceeds to elucidate some other verses of the Rgveda 

such as 1.164.31. He propounds certain general principles 

of the interpretation of Vedic verses and applies them to 

seveval ver.ses of the Rgveda. Reasons of lack of space forbid 

further remarks. This work richly deserves to be printed 

and published. He remarks on folio 28 b — 

3T?^r (^. 

54Ttf?nfT%^n^T»Tf?rf i (^. v. ?) 
srfjmfrqr «rn?-4TJnci; i 

sJfTW^ra... 

H.D. 123 
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was Kasyupadhyaya who had two sons Yajnesvara and Ananta. 

Ananta was a very pious man and a great devotee and left his 

native land Kohkana, and resided at Pandharpur on the Bhima. 

The Dharmasindhu does not give the reason for Ananta’s 

migration from Kohkana. But it is said that the Padhyes had a 

dispute with another family about the upadhye vrtti, took it for 

decision to the Peshwa’s Court at Poona and were defeated, 

on which they cussed the Peshwa, vowed not to stay in the 

territories under the Peshwa’s rule and migrated to Pandharpur, 

Vide STT. %. h. for sake 1833 p. 100 for the judgement deli¬ 

vered in 1762 A. D. in the dispute between Joshi and Padhye. 

The Dharmasindhu was composed’in sake 1712 i. e. 1790-1 

A. D. Kasinatha was related to the great Marathi poet Moro- 

pant, as his daughter Avadi was married to Ramakrsna, the 

second son of the poet. He had great veneration for Moropant 

and refers to the Mantrabhagavata of the latter.’^®’ Kasinatha 

became a sartmyasin and died in sake 1727 i. e, 1805-6 A. D.”®” 

118, Jagannatha Tarkapaxicanana 

After the British took over the administration of Bengal 

from the Nabobs, attempts were made to compile easily acce¬ 

ssible digests of the personal law of the Hindus. It appears 

that Warren Hastings conceived the idea that a compilation of 

laws applicable to Hindus should be prepared and called together 

1530 ‘ 1 % 

&c. ’ p. 3. 

othim«r 

1 folio 36a of D. 
C. ms. No. 100 of 1869-70. 

1532 The pedi-ree is •_ or — son — son 

3PPP — son — sons and ( who died 

in sake 1696 ) —( sTpvp’s son ) ^T^tiT alias ( died in 

'sake 1727 i. e. 1805 A. D.) and ^^PT*r’s brother f%pr, died 

about 'sake 1747 (i. e. 1825 A, D. ). 
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several Pandits ( whose names are given in the note below 

to compile a digest in Sanskrit; this was translated into Persian 

and the Persian version was rendered into English by Nathaniel 

Brassey Halhed with a long Preface in English in which on 

p. XLiv he quotes the Gita verse ( II. 22) - ‘ Vasamsi Jirnani’ 

in original Sanskrit. Vide for this I. O. Cat. p. 458. This was 

a very unsatisfactory work. Another attempt was made by 

Trivedi Sarvorus'arnian who compiled in 1789 for Sir William 

Jones another Digest of law called Vivadasararnava'®®* in nine 

tarangas. This digest was suggested by Sir William Jones and 

two parts of it on contracts and succession were translated by 

Colebrooke in 1796. The translation was first published in 1797 

A. D, and is known to the legal profession as Colebrooke’s 

Digest. This work exercised great influence over the courts in 

their administration of Hindu Law in the early days. The work 

is divided into dvipas, each dvipa being subdivided into ratnas. 

The principal topics dealt with are: recovery of debts, deposits, 

sale without ownership, partnership, rescission of gifts, non¬ 

payment of wages, rescission of sale and purchase, emancipa¬ 

tion from slavery, disputes between master and servant, duties of 

man and wife, inheritance and partition. Jagannatha is said to have 

died at the venerable age of 111 in 1806.'®*° Vide ‘ Dictionary of 

Indian Biography ’ by C. E. Auckland published in 1906, where on 

p.415 the dates of his birth and death are put as 1695-1806 A. D. 

with question marks against both dates. It is said ‘ the date of 
his birth is based on tradition. ’ He had a wonderful memory, 

became a remarkable logician and unrivalled his knowledge of 

Hindu Law; he was consulted by Sir William Jones and Harr¬ 

ington, he was held in great respect by the highest Hindu nobles 

1533 Vide Mitra’s Notices of Sanskrit Mss. Vol. X. No. 3376 pp. 

115-117 where the names of the Pandits who prepared the 

Sanskrit work are given in the verse : ^v[^g^r-5’TlTrn'-<cr*nTbTT5r 

1534 Vide verses 6 and 7 of in I. O. Cat. Vol. III. 

No. 1505 ‘sfif ?r»rr stw: i 

II 

1535 Vide ‘ Dawn of new Indiv ’ by Mr. Brajendranath Banerjee, 

1927, Calcutta ( pp. 81-91 ). 
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and the Hindu community. He had a free college for students, 

he left a great reputation as a scholar and died at a great age 

in 1806. 

Though Jagannatha exercised great influence in moulding 

Hindu Law in Bengal, his work has been held from very early 

times not to have any binding authority in Western India. 

119. Conclusion 

In the foregoing pages most of the classical works and the 

most prominent writers on Dharmas'astra during a period of 

about twenty-five centuries have been passed in review. The 

number of authors and works on dharmas'astra is legion. All 

these numberless authors and works were actuated by the most 

laudable motives of regulating the Aryan society in all matters, 

civil, religious and moral, and of securing for the members of 

that society happiness in this world and the next. They 

laid the greatest emphasis on the duties of every man as 

a member of the whole Aryan society, as a member of 

the particular class to which he belonged and very little 

emphasis on the privileges of men. They created great solidarity 

and cohesion among the several classes of the Aryan society in 

India in spite of their conflicting interests and inclinations and 

enabled Hindu society to hold its own against successive aggre¬ 
ssions of foreign invaders. They preserved Hindu culture and 

literature in the midst of alien cultures and in spite of bigoted 

foreign domination. There is no doubt that the authors on 

dharmas'astra in their desire to evolve order out of chaos and 

to adjust and harmonise the varying practices of people with 

the dicta of ancient sages were guilty of the faults of raising 

hair-splitting arguments, divisions and sub-divisions and also of 

thinking that religious rites and formularies were the be-all and 

end-all of human existence. But living as, most of the later writers 

did, in the midst of aggressive and violently unsympathetic cultures 

and rulers and possessing no powerful central government that 

sympathised with their ideals, they were driven more and more to 

revolve within their own narrow grooves and could not see far in 

order to regulate society in a free and buoyant spirit. In spite of 

1536 Vide Vinayak o. LaJcshmihai, 1 Bom, H. C. R. 117 at p. 124. 
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these defects, the work done by the writers on dharmas'astra 

should excite our admiration and entitles them to the regard of all 

those that are interested in the study of the vicissitudes of Hindu 

society for thousands of years. 

Brief Note on Dharma^astra Works and Writers 

from Kamarupa (i. e. Assam) 

Raghunandana in his Smrtitattva several times mentions 

‘ Kamarupiya-nibandha For example, in ( vol. I) Tithitattva^'®^ 

p. 86, Prayas'citta p. 555, Malamasa p. 820; (vol. II) Ekadasi- 

tattva p. 102. The Tithitattva ( p. 76 ) says that the Smrtisagara 

quotes the ' Matsyasukta ’ and the Prayascittatattva (p. 535) says 

that the Smrtisagara is Kamarupiya-nibandha. It may be noted 

that on pp, 530 and 532 of the Prayascittatattva ( vol. I) a work 

entitled Smrtisagarasara is cited and verses of Brhad-Ahgiras 

are quoted from it. The Nirnayasindhu under the topic of 

‘mahanavami’ (p. 186 of Nir. edition of 1935) mentions Kama- 

rOpa-nibandha and quotes the same verse as is quoted by 
Raghunandana (in vol. I. p. 86 ) as from Smrtisagara, a Khma- 

ruplya nibandha. 

On the occasion of the 22nd session of the All-India Ori¬ 

ental Conference held at Gauhati (Assam) in January 1965 a 

‘ Pragjyotisa souvenir ’ was published by Dr. Maheswara Neog 

(Local Secretary of that Conference). Among the several papers 

contained in that souvenir. Pandit Manaranjan Sastri, Principal 

of the Sanskrit College at Nalbari ( Assam), contributes (on 

pp. 91-114 ) a very interesting and informative paper on the 

Kamarupa School of Dharmasastra. In the brief account that 

I present here I can refer only to a few salient points. 

1637 The verse ^ I qr ^ 

tTT II quoted by Raghu ( vol. I) Tithitattva, p. 86 

and on p. 23 of the of com¬ 

piled in sake 1308 ( 1386 A. D. ), 
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One of the early and famous writers from Kamarupa is 

Nilambaracarya. He is credited with the authorship of four 

works viz. (i) Arfis'aprakas'ika, a Com. on the Visnupurana; 

(ii) Sraddhaprakas'a or Sraddhabhasya; (iii) KalakaumudI ( on 

the appropriate times for religious acts and rites) and (iv) 

Candraprabha - a digest of Smrti material dealing with sins 

and prayas'cittas to be performed for the removal of the effects of 

sins. He tells us little about himself. At the end of the ^raddha- 

prakasa he tells us that his father was a learned man named 

Sahkarsana and gave himself up at the confluence of the Ganges 

with the ocean. He learnt the sastras from his father. He holds 

the view that the word masa means by itself the lunar ( candra ) 

month, while other Kamarupa writers held and hold till these 

days the view that masa means Saura (solar ) month. As Sula- 
pani in his Durgotsavaviveka, and Govindananda in the Jsuddhi- 

kaumudi ( p. 275 ) mention him, he must be earlier than about 

1375 A. D. and as he mentions the Kalpataru, Jimutavahana, 
Govindaraja, Bhavadevabhatta, he must be later than about 
1225 A. D. In his Sraddhaprakas'a (when treating of ‘ adhimasas ’ 

intercalary months) he says that he himself has observed about 

intercalary months, certain irregularities and mentions hke 1199 

( i. e. 1277 A. D.) as the year in which the irregularity occurred. 

So Nilambara must have flourished between 1240 and 1300 A. D. 

The KalakaumudI is mentioned several times by Raghu- 

nandana e. g. vol. I, Tithi pp. 73, 129, 141 and (vol. II) in 

Ekadas'itattva p. 51. A work called Smrtisagara is quoted several 

times by Raghunandana e. g. (in Vol. I) Tithi p. 76 (three verses 

are quoted as from Matsyasukta cited by Smrtisagara), Tithi 

p, 86 (Smrtisagara is a Kamar tpiyanibandha ), Prayascitta-tattva 

p. 474 (quoting Devala), Prayascitta-tattva p. 554 cites Smrti¬ 

sagara quoting Yama and Matsyatantra, (vol. I. p. 555); Ragu- 

nandana also quotes Smrtisagara ( vol. I. Prayas'cittatattva pp. 

530, 532 one verse on each page quoted from Brhad-Ahgiras). 

It is clear from the above passages that the word ‘ Karaarupiya ’ 

‘ Kamarupanibandha ’ is not the name of one work, but that it is 

a general name for works composed by scholars from K^arQpa. 

The Matsyasukta is frequently quoted by Raghunandana, as 

in ( vol. I) Tithi. p. 86, Malamasa. p. 814, Samskara p. 886; 

(in vol, 11.) pp. 61, 69, 83 ( several verses ), 141 (when Stridhvani 

is hbha Ekadas'i pp. 61, 69, 83; Udvaha p. 141. 
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Six verses from Svalpamatsyapurana are cited by Raghu- 

nandana in ( vol. II) Chandogavrsotsargatattva p. 537 (bearing on 

the ^raddba of a man’s father. ). For some details about this 

work, vide Journal of Ganganath Jha Research Institute, vol. IX 

parts 2-4, November 1953. The first five chapters are only a 

summary of the first six chapters of the Matsya-purana. The 

interlocators are God incarnated as Matsya and the hearer is 

sage Manu. 

Recently (in December 1964 ) Dr. P. C. Choudhury ( Direc¬ 

tor of the Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies, 

Assam ) published a work edited by Pandit Manoranjan Shastri 

and himself entitled ' Smrtijyotisasara-sangraha ’ containing three 

Dharmasastra works from Kamarupa viz. I. Smrtisagarasara by 

Damodaramisra (composed in sake 1308 i. e. 1386A. D.) 76 pages; 

II Grahanakaumudi ( pp. 79-121 ) by Mahamahopadhyaya Pham- 

bara-Siddhantavagis'abhattacarya, the most famous among 

Kamarupa writers on Dharmasastra (composed in sake 1530 i. e. 
1608 A. D.); III. Jyotirmala (pp. 125-163 ) on several astro¬ 

logical matters by Laksmipati in 'sake 1613 (1691 A. D.). 

It appears from the 2nd Introductory verse of the Smrti¬ 

sagarasara that it was epitome of a vast work and was 

condensed as Smrtisagarasara for the benefit of the sons and 

pupils of Damodaramisra^®^* and it was compiled in sake 1308 

( i. e. 1386 A. D.). That it is a mere epitome is made clear in 

various places by the words ‘ vidhislu mule ’ p. 43 or Vistarastu 

mule (p. 73). It criticizes Nilambara*®*" and mentions many 

works that preceded him, such as Kalpataru (p. 36 ), JlmUta- 

vahana, Rajamartanda ( p. 69 ), and Brhad-Rajamartanda ( pp. 

63, 65 ), several Puranas etc. 

The colophon at the end of Grahana-kaumudi declares that 

Ktambara was patronized by the king Laksminarayana of 

Kamarupa. He quotes numerous authorities and in the Grahana¬ 

kaumudi he quotes the Krtyacintamani several times e. g. pp. 

9^4 II Iiitro. verses of the 

1 p. 34 of 
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101, 102, 103 and 118). In his ‘ Pragjyotisa Souvenir ’ Pandit 

Manoranjana Sastri points out ( on p. 107) that one Pandit 

Taranath Goswami of Gauripur mentions 18 works called Kau- 

mudis as composed by Pltambara-vagisa, while another Pandit 

adds ten more Kaumudis, as composed by Pitambara (in all 28 ) 

and Pandit Manoranjana Sastri gives his own list of 31 Kau¬ 

mudis of Pitambara (pp. 108-116 of Pragjyotisa Souvenir). 

Pandit Manoranjana Sastri postulates that Pitambara lived for 

about 90 years from about 1525 to 1615 A. D. (Pragjyotisa Sou¬ 

venir, p. Ill). 

The printed Smrtitattva apparently mentions three works 

called Smrtisagara, Smrtisagarasara and Smrtisarasagara. This 

last, is quoted only once by Raghunandana ( vol. I Tithi p. 181, 

three verses) and it appears to the present author a copyist’s 

mistake ( for Smrtisagarasara ). 

Besides these three, there are other Kamarupa writers on 

Dharmasastra, such as Vedacarya author of a Dharmas'astra 

digest called Smrti-ratnakara (vide Journal of the Assam 

Research Society, Hemachandra Goswami Commemoration vol. 

XIV, 1960 pp. 63-77 ). 

There is a large field for work by Kamarupa scholars on the 

DharmaSastra works composed in Assam during the last seven 

or eight centuries. 



APPENDIX A. 

List of Works on DharmaSastra 

It is necessary to say a few words about the methods followed 

in preparing this list of the works on dharmas'astra. Purely 

srauta works have generally been excluded, except where they 

have been profusely quoted or relied upon by dharmas'astra 

writers. Works of the Tantra class and the Puranas have been 

passed over, inas-much as they form in themselves independent 

and extensive branches of Sanskrit literature requiring an 

exhaustive and detailed treatment, which from considerations of 

space had to be abandoned here. All individual prayogas, 

mahatmyas, vidhis, vratas, santis, stotras have been omitted, 

except where the names of the authors are well-known or there 

is some importance or peculiarity attaching to them. Purely 

astrological works on jataka, and tajika have not been included, 

but works of the muhOrta class that are closely connected with 

everyday religious practices have been included. Though the 

grhyasQtras and their commentaries were not dwelt upon in the 

body of the present work, they have been included in this list as 

their subject-matter is closely allied to dharmasastra. Only works 

up to about 1820 A. D. have been entered here. Works on 

politics ( arthasastra) have also been included. I am afraid that 

all the restrictions set out above have not been rigorously observed 

in the following and crave the indulgence of scholars in this 

respect. I must gratefully acknowledge, as everyone engaged in 

preparing a similar list on any branch of post-Vedic literature 

must do, my indebtedness to the monumental Catalogus Cata- 

logorum of Dr. Aufrecht. But even that catalogue leaves many 

things doubtful and necessarily gives meagre information. For 

removing such doubts I was compelled to read and compare the 

the original catalogues of Sanskrit mss. such as that of the India 

Office, the Notices of Sanskrit mss. by Dr. Mitra and M. M. 

Haraprasada. Besides the third part of Aufrecht’s Catalogue 

was published in 1903. Since then several other catalogues, such 

as the Descriptive Catalogues and Triennial Catalogues of the 

Madras Govt. mss. Library, Notices of mss. (new series, part III) by 

M. M. Haraprasada Sastri, Catalogue of Palmleaf and Paper mss. 

of Nepal Durbar Library by M. M. Haraprasada Sastri, Hultzsch’s 

Report (part III), Catalogue of Central Provinces Sanskrit mss. 

by Rai Bahadur Hiralal and Catalogue of the mss. collected by 
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the Bihar and Orissa Govt. ( vol. I), have been published. More¬ 

over I have consulted hundreds of mss. from collections like 

those at the Deccan College (now in the Bhandarkar O. R. 

Institute at Poona), at the Anandas'rama Institution ( Poona), 

the Bhadkamkar memorial collection started by Prof. H. D. 

Velankar in Bombay at the Wilson College and the vast collection 

of the Baroda Oriental Institute. In preparing this list I give, 

wherever possible and desirable, the names of the authors and 

of their ancestors, the names of the works quoted by them or of 

the works that quote them, the age of the v/ork ( or of the mss.) 

their contents &c. In most cases the very name of the work 

indicates its subject-matter. In spite of all this many doubtful 

points are still left. Various circumstances tend to create con¬ 

fusion in preparing such lists as are offered here. The same work 

appears under two, three or even more names in the mss. and 

the catalogues. Sometimes the names of the authors and even 

their fathers’ names are the same as in the case of Divakara, son 

of Mahadeva and Sankara, son of Nilakantha. Very often 

portions of a large work appear separately as distinct works in 

the Catalogues. The same author appears under several forms, 

as Narasiifiha and Nrsirhha, Nages'a and Nagoji. I have made 

great efforts to remove such doubts as far as I could and hope 

that I have been able to make my own humble contributions to the 

work so ably done by Aufrecht and others. I do not give 

references to catalogues in the case of each work, nor do I give 

all possible references to catalogues against each entry. Only in 

important cases have 1 given references to catalogues. It has 

been my endeavour to give earlier references to work and authors 

wherever 1 could, than those given by Aufrecht and to find out 

the age of a work or author by resort to various devices. Only 

a detailed comparison with Aufrecht can show this, which task I 

must, in all humility, leave to the readers who will use this list. 

One more feature of this list to which I wish to draw the attention 

of the reader is that I have pointed out what works have been 

printed. In doing this I generally refer only to well-known series 

and editions like the Bombay Sanskrit series, the Benares Sanskrit 

series and have not set out editions to which very few can have 

access. For those who want exhaustive information on this point, 

the catalogues of printed works in the British Museum Library 

which have now been brought up to 1928 will be found helpful. 
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Besides the abbreviations given at the beginning of this work, 

the following abbreviations have been employed in this list and 

the next. 

a = author of. 

Anan. sm. = The collection of smrtis published by the Ananda- 

srama Press, Poona. 

Anan. p. = Anandas'rama Press (Series of books). 

Ano. = Anonymous. 

Aufrechl’s Oxf. Cat. = Catalogue of Sanskrit mss. in the Bodleian 

Library at Oxford by Dr. Aufrecht ( 1864 ). 

Baroda O. I. = Collection of Mss. at the Baroda Oriental Institute. 

Ben. S. Series = Benares Sanskrit Series. 

Bhad. col.=Bhadkamkar Memorial Collection made by Prof. H. 

D. Velankar of Wilson College, Bombay. 

Bik. Cat. = Catalogue of Sanskrit mss. in the Library of H. H. the 

Maharaja of Bikaner by Rajendralal Mitra (1880). 

B. O. Cat. = Cat. of mss. collected for the Bihar and Orissa 

Government, vol. 1. 

Burnell’s Tanj. Cat. = Classified Index to the Sanskrit mss. in the 

palace at Tanjore by Dr. A. C. Burnell ( 1880 ). 

C. = commentary ( of a work under which this letter occurs). 

CC. = commentary on a commentary. 

Ch. S. Series = Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series. 

com, = commentary or commentator, according to context. 

C. P. cat. = Catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakrit mss. in the Central 

Provinces and Berar, by Rai Bahadur Hiralal ( 1926, 

Nagpur). 

G. O. Series = Gaikwad’s Oriental Series, Baroda. 

Govt. O. Series = Government Oriental Series, Poona. 

Hultzsch’s R. = Reports on Sanskrit mss. in Southern India by 

Dr. Hultzsch, parts I-III. 

Jivananda sm. = collection of smrtis edited by Jivananda in two 

parts. 

m. ■= mentioned (by or in). 
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Mysore G. O. L. = Mysore Government Oriental Library Series. 

N. = Notices of Sanskrit mss. in Bengal vols. 1-XI (vols. I-IX by 

Dr. R. Mitra and X-XI by M. M. Haraprasada Sastri). 

N. (new series) = Notices of Sanskrit mss., new series, vols. I-III 

by M. M. Haraprasada Sastri. 

Nir. P. = Nirnayasagara Press, Bombay. 

pr. = printed. 

q. = quotes. 

Stein’s cat. or Stein = Catalogue of the Sanskrit mss. in the 

Raghunath temple Library of H. H. the Maharaja of 

Jammu and Kashmir, by Dr. M. A. Stein ( 1894 ). 

Ulwar cat. = Catalogue of mss. in the Library of the Maharaja of 

Ulwar, by Dr, Peterson. 

Venk. P. = Vehkates'vara Press, Bombay. 

W. and K. = Catalogue of Sanskrit mss. in the Bodleian Library, 

vol. II ( 1905 ) by Dr. Winternitz and Prof. A. B. Keith. 
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gives propitiatory rites 

(6anti) for any particular aihsa 

of a man’s rasi. 

by l%g;i5?T- 

9rn?t5T) composed in 6ake 1636 

( WffTfaTOS^qft ) on intercalary 

months, how to calculate them 

and on the special duties per¬ 

formed in them. 

ar?inn5nsrram- 
by ara»rs (?) m. in 

of,gf3JII«T. Divided 

into kandas on dharma and 

vyavahara. 

arnw or arni^raflcn m. in ^155- 

of in arw?- 

^TiSrfsiohi by 

on ceiemonies per¬ 

formed to make up for omi¬ 

ssion in the daily performance 

of aupasana. 

by |?r?n«T, 

son of son of 

About 1683 A. D. 

by gf OT, son of 

and grandson of 

names 

^fTTi 

C. by author. 

C. called by nni^SRT- 

C. by (this is 

probably the same as the 

author’s own com.). 

by of 

sisni3T%^^!r by JigTRlsr- 

myigqfs by JTgrpnsT (in 65 

verses). 

aiWMg^fk by ^**1 (-f^- or 

of the ^Rfspnhr. 

c. by 

(in 11 khandas ). 

amsr^- 
araiT^f^ ascribed to 

or ^ismiT by 

(Baroda O. I. No. 7129 C.). 

by son of 

3raT^^)l%rr attrrRBT of iinTSig- 

(in 6 Sl^tJis). 

ap^N^^^'by ®on of br^ 

of BTIT^TSff^. in two 

C. refers to »<>.». 

C. by 4}|T|^Tf- 

««Wit5 
(Hnltzsch R. I. 

No. 270 ). 

gf^iqnnRin ( from SRTTTTfJT of 

^nTRoms). 

(from qigtNmBT). 

„ (from OTRT#^)- 

Vide sec. 39. 

C. by gif- 
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snron^isjicft^T % 

8n%5El.-dUWl%^. 

•rfd^^WI^cT- 

snrNiTiWohr by jft^r ( b. o. cat. 

vol. I, p. 2, No. 3 ). 

by ( B. O. 

cat. vol. I, p, 3, No. 4 ). 

BTra Vide sec. 16. 

C. by jBir^nST- 

C. by Later than 1686 
A. D. 

^ f^tr- 

or by ;iT^- 

5rir^ of the ^vi^Tor family, son 

o^ ^nd elder brother of 

Based on the 

of St^^. On f^, and 

BTW phenomena. Quotes jjm- 

N (new series) vol. I, 
pp. 2-4 

by 

by son of 

( printed in 1905 by 

Prabhakari and Co., Calcutta ); 

“• ^y ^- 

'•»*'<» begun in 1090 

iake(1168 A. D.) and finished 

by ®5fipiT^. 

»r^dB|4|<«K by 

» by sfjTjfa- 

«fgoi«-5; quoted by in 

^lll'-ddxctlt^d- 

on ;s?qj?TS of three kinds, 

f^. 805^8?, *fijT 

of ^fnr^. 

i -vide 

3t'iftg^4T5f9TTf^ attributed to 

3tsi?cr8?T8?l- m. in 

st5TMi4d«i;.jliq;grf^ ( from the 

of 5rfr 

or of 

3R?:t4ti-{lfejrcT son of f%ig«Tn7> 

surnamed Vide 

under jnmiTriT- 

com. of on anV' 

Vide sec. 87. 

arniTjiiRow- 

8T5Tifv?nf^ of 5n^ 

3T5»TtiI*5qa5 by 3f?TBrT?T- 

844^*14014)^1 IT by rnd^ws- 

aT5RT0lf^%^ (quoted by 

‘o 5^^). 

8t^4)T4|q,gf^ by 3T'R«-^dl4'i son of 

'd'li'j'i 

C. by ( Baroda O. 

I. No. 12537 ). 

845®pnrg:f^ 

C. by 4^^. 

or written 

under Anupasiihha Rathor by 

4TTOI4TIT son of TTgfRUT; 

son of divided into six 

P^rts, 3rRT44?iT, 4i4)4)4c4T, 

^l%4c4f- 

Refers to Alamgir, emperor of 

f^oJhi. eontempo- 
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rary of Shah Jehan. About 

1660 A. D. 

attributed to 

^ of Bikaner. Treats of the 

io five ullasas. 

ruled in 1673, ‘-on of 

( 1634 }. Vide D. C. 

ms. 22 of 1902-1907 copied in 

sake 1691. Vide under 

Tr^rm- 

by JirnTTH- Quotes 

Lator than 1640 A. D. 

by son of 

Vide sec. 114. 

«n=rqf|«T^fs by %5T^. son of ai^rf- 

iTg of ( Buntauibe on 

the Godavari). Later than 

1450 A. D. 

WFc^lCT^fe by J7|jffT¥r5- 

by TIRT^BT- 

by son of 

alias VIT^VT^, following ¥11^131- 

and the thereon; 

says there are a hundred 

following »IH1[T31, but his is 

quite different. 

or sffi«|^^q;gia by 

3l5Him<»ti son of ; vide 

sec. 108 ( pr. Nir. P-). 

gR^igqgl^ or by 

son of 

3r-<qieq^T5T by of the 

»n?S13riTt5r- N ( new series) 

vol. III. p. 3, 

). 

3Rc^qm»T ( ) by |i^- 

from his qq^q^fSl. 

st-cqfgir^lfn by qinquraf. Vide 

sec. 108. 

3lMl%g^T>T by fq^iqi«r, based on 

sn^BBT- 

by quoted by 

iu 

printed in Bombay in 

1890 A. D. 

atg^- 

sraaRPT- 

3f^qi5T5T5rqVq. 

3T?afg^i- 

5r?qg^qqTft«n5;g:§:i%- 

3n^3'5f^?ni5=T a-cribed to 

3riq'-ii«!t'T?:f^ (or ) of aifq- 

qi^ m. in sTpSri^ of 

of <1)1^4 

Earlier than 15U0 A. D. 

wrqrrR5=BTf^ jnsRTrarRSf of 

3f?|%gi4?fffcr5ft, com. by q^iqur, 

m. in ( qrF?3^^^ 

StS^'JJ^a^fT or 

aifsq by (?) 1 quoted by 

?ftq? iu ^^BTsqRTT. 

ST^TSftHTSfqq^^- 
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arwT^Fri^- 
by 

( on at^frg )by gsr- 

gni?T, son of of 

(printed in Telugu script, 

Madras ISTl). Vide Hultzsch’s 

R. vol. II. p. 113 and preface 

р. VI. 

с. vresr^n'q+T by the author 

himself; refers to JXfVt- 

^ and of 9fli%=nRr?T- 
Later than 1400 A. D. 

ai^TJT^f^ m. in Ft^' 

f^r^. Vide Ulwar cat. No. 

12.0 3 and extract 285, which 

show that there are 149 verses 

on acceptance of gifts and 

Hl^rfST^s connected therewith. 

3raT%^lfWl% by 

( on marriage with the 

Arka plant before marrying a 

third wife on the death of the 

first two ). BBRAS. cat. p. 240 

alias hr^- 

^ by king xxVffrfff 

( vol. I in G. 0. S. and also in 

Mysore G. 0. Tj.!; composed in 

1051 sake ( i, e. 1129 A. D.); 

has 100 chapters divided into 

five on ‘ means of acquir¬ 

ing tajya ’ ‘ means of the sta¬ 

bility of the kingdom,’ ‘royal 

enjoyments,’ ‘ vinoclaoT recrea¬ 

tions ’ and ‘kritla’ (games 

and sports ). 

m. in of 

Earlier than 1575 

A. D. 

in. in 

WiTilPrqf^ by HTIRin^T?. 

S^rTf^T^STfhr^f^m: by 
a protege of of Bika¬ 

ner. About 1650 A. D. 

argerswf^'^ by ttniRinM?. Vid e 

sec. 108. 

3I^51T4^^5«T®rn by 

worship of )• 

3T#n'gWift:5ncT by 

of jxVRf^s^, a com. on 

Vide sec. 106. 

3145X1^ of 5pTf2t5?i; vide sec. 14. 

C- sr[%iT^{a^T of 

( ms. on chap. 8-36 of 2nd 

srm^TOI). 
Cl- of TiTvra^n^fiiw- 

C. by ntnq#?rr%q(lTri. 

S. S ). 

3x4117^1 m- in 

3Tqi^^qj’^5X^ ( Baroda O. I. No. 

3742 ). 

axf’sfixsof |jix^l4; 1088-1172 A.D. 

( printed at Ahmedabad, 1906). 

^^^XT?T*T’ 

3X5r?I5|;X^H^XX?T. 
3X5'T?TJT m. in ^fggxT of fftsTW- 

SRtfrXXSnr—.A.no. Gives denomi¬ 

nations of ten classes of saih- 

nyasins and their dyties, N 
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( new series ) vol. III. preface 

p. IX and p. 8. 

(or rather 

by Vide sec. 110. 

by g-jn^n'<I (B. O. Cat. 

No. 10, p. 7). 

«T5UyM<*>I^T-vide under sfrn^- 

7%!^. Many works on 5(r?n^ 

indiscriminately use the words 

3T5^ and arRn^. 

mentions 

?r> and 

»r«c?Tirr%Bi- 

W'snJhnTJT ( from ) 

BBRAS cat. vol. II. p. 240. 

( acc. to ) 

BBRAS cat. vol. II. p. 240. 

8TS*I*4d.- 

8Tg*i+4q<f^. 
arg^Rn^JIIsq vide ^fr^ora-- 

®rCTITSI^5fhq^q by son 

of ( Baroda O. I. No. 

12586 A). About 1550-1625 
A. D. 

quoted in ^^4- 

?rmT 

Baroda 0. I- 

No. 12743 ). 

( Baroda 0. I. No. 

3854). 

(Stein p. 82). 

H. D.—125 

3Tgtw4?^; by 

3rgT??R^?nT- 

No. 10214). 

arfint^g^qftagqfhjT by arfN^N 
(new series) vol. III. p. 11. 

STHH '531« J?) ciqftajT-probably the 

same as 5TOnV---qO^ above. 

3r?nq'r5ra4t^qftjlgT%l% by 

3rf(q^5nf^. 

! sri^rq^ (from Baroda 

0. I. No. 5478) 

I 3n%Tg%qqViT- 

3T^s.^;g;^oi. 
_rsr<K 

STfmi'q- 

(Ms. in Benares 

S. college ) by called 

after ^ife of 

son of seems to refer 

to Ahilyabai, the famous ruler 

of Indore in the latter half of 

the 18th century). 

arrefwqgflrn ( pr. at Adyar by 

Schrader ). 

by gjTl^. por¬ 

tion, pr. at Lucknow in 1891. 

by fgp? Part 

of (q- 

O'! in 12 

chapters. (I. 0. Cat vol. III. 

p. 380, No. 1304) 

arrail^Tgft by jftqiss (Baroda 0. 

I. No. 11133). 
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by ?i5ITn»T son of | 

(Vaisnavite treatise on 

good conduct and devotion to 

Visnn) ms. (N. vol. VIII. 191) 

dated ^qg;1782 (1725-26 A.D.). 

( Baroda O. I. No. 

12796 ). 

Wl^R^f?^ by 

WRR^RS^T by rRPrmr?!- 
1367 A.D. he composed hisgq^ 

grammar and his 

in 1376 A. D. 

an^R^rf^l by ^«gTms>r. 

«II^R^R3«I by 

by ?it^isn=gRj=^I- 

JTfbr, son of (on 

duties of and f^s ), ms. 

copied in ^abe 1410 (1188-89 

A.D.); m. by flourished 

about 1475 A. D.; vide I 0. 

Cat. p. 524 for date ^ake 1410 

of the ms. 

alias by 

^4%^, son of and pupil 

of fgps of 

55T; divided into 8 rrf^^gi^s in 

relation to the duties of the 

eight parts of the day for Vaja- 

saneyas; composed under 

youngest of the three sons of a 

chief named king of 

on the banks of on the 

Western coast of India. Later 

than 1500 A. D. Vide Mitia’s 

Notices V. p. 97 and I. O. Cat. 

p. 506. 

by 

Wrai^l^^RlRt by m. 

by Vide sec. 101. 

ifll“yRfRI§uft by rraiTRlftw- 

STi'gi^rR^ by gftjRn^, son of 

(Stein’s cat. pp. 83 and 301). 

quoted in 

^mi and (quiq<ftq^; earlier 

than 1500 A. D. 

STTgRlir^t^ by in 108 

verses. Vide D. C. Ms. No. 135 

of 1886-92 for a fragment. 

gn^R^qur by the same as 

aiT^Rl^^l; sec 90. 

an^?quT of ^)q^, m. in 

sn^R^lSd- 

STRRfVRri^ part of the 

of aq?d<q. 

airqR^q-or Sp^ by igRgiqi.1 resi¬ 

dent of (Kopargaon) on 

the Godavari. 

sqrqRfW by stRI^ on ahnika in 

8 an^ppps; quoted by 1° 

bis and by an&fV^- 

on 

ms. (B. O. Cat. No. 22) dated 

1436 A. D. 

of PRirf?^) patroni¬ 

sed by fIriqsEjp; ms. copied 1762 

A. D. 

aiMR^iq+i. 

aTIHJR-OlM+l by 

3n^R^|q^. a com. by gRpaig on 

tbe an^RT^ of 

3TT^R^q=ET from RR^jg^qq ( B»~ 
roda 0. I. No. 10910) 

Wl’aRt’rffqq^ by fqan^, compo¬ 

sed under king ppm? of filfW- 

oTT; solves doubts on an?- 

About 1500 A. D. 
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wnnsMter by span a 
native of composed 
in the time of Shahaji ( 1684- 
1711 A. D.); divided into four 
kandas on wrgiT, ?n^, 
“d ^^yfsrohr- 

8n^]%iik by jitw- 
WI’^NHuW in 66 verses on duties 

of mgiors, origin of &c. 
gn^iiqaiRt'*i by jrsRm^- 

by 
n by 
.1 by 

WT^nrai^T by son of 
snojisjfKBaroda O.I. No.l2789). 

01NI4M4lRl<t>l quoted in arf^- 

gn’gr^g^? by quoted in 
of 

wrraKJi^ by ?nn%^- '"''■ote 
also. 

an^RSi'Oq by 
wr^HSRrai- 

WT^IT^JJ^ut of Tm ( in 
1741 Sake) in 9 pr. in 
Anan. F. 

«rT9T?jr^ by 
8n=gi?Il^ of ( ed. by J. 

R. Gharpure, Bombay and by 
Gujarati P., Bombay ). Vide 
sec. 112. 

arr^irm’?^ of jn^^r^.tbe first 
part of his com. on 

by 
m. in snigsficttgr of ^- 

51^- 

by Jtmm (first part of 

arraimJT by ^SCflTUWS, son of ^- 
fjajTWf, son of ^nTPrumf- He 
was younger brother of 

and so flourished 1580- 
1640 A. D. pr. at Nir. P. 

sn^THfST by 
aTRIffHI*?: quoted by in 

9m%9ErRsr- 

by ^inqfa ammw- 
He wrote 

also. 

gTT^in^l'^ by 
by ( part of 

)■ 

3rrarT733ri%^i^. 

3tiyR«JIf by fMmfuRTjrf, son of 
wihft 

WT^R^Jl? by 5R5?qf^5i, son of 
•TRPIUI. 

of quoted in 
the ( P- 58 ), 

of and in au¬ 
thor’s own work ^pnqpR (com¬ 
posed about 1168 A. D.). 

an=gi7qH m- by fwif? (HI. 2. 
900). 

ariNKtHK by ^acjTom?, son of 
^Wf.Wfi son of sriTPPn; seems 
to be the same work as sn^I^- 

above. 
T by son 

of n^par. 
by (nfarer). About 

1300 A. D. ( pr. at Benares, 
saihvat 1920 and by Ven. P.); 
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m. in the of and 

mentions and 

vide sec. 90. 

C*. by son of 

composed in Eenares in 1696 

(1640 A, D.). pr. by Ven. 

P- C. an^R^iq^i by g 

abridirtnent of the 

WNkW a part of 

by Iq'ti'Mi son of son of 

gi^^an; refers to author 

o^ TT^J^fs who was his maternal 

grandfather; composed in 

1743 (i. e. 1686-87 A. D.). 

C. by 

«rrqpnRRBiT (of wm- 

by the author’s son 

who wrote to 

Tiqfe and also. 

by 

wrqi^l* by 

«NK-^ of son of 

surnamed Composed in 

^ake 1760.(1838 B. D.) at 

(modern Satara), pr. in Anan.P. 

and Vide sec. 115. 

by 

„ part of by 

first part of the q^- 

by son of 

^Wiquiqfw^ 'qjril^lftq; at 

Benares at the bidding of qy^- 

who was a 

snim and son of ^fe<!t(T)fiP8r. 

who was given the title 

^n^TPT by the emperor. The 

25th 41^^ speaks of the origin 

of ^n^^WYqsninis. N. (new 

serie.s) vol. II. pp. 10-12. 

3n=qifl^?T by JTg;^T»I gW- 

®n=qiq>jaip=^, of g^^|T>i4 son of 

?rfn65rri?!RTq ( Madras ms. 

contains only the chap, called 

q^^lt^ipJT dealing with rites 

and worships performed by 

gsiigs during the day divided 

into five parts). 

srRiq^^qfSr- 
c. on q^tfor’s 

quoted by and in ^j^- 

3ni%'-'qi% 

Vide b, b. r. a. s. 

Cat. vol. ir. p. 241. 

3ngTH?qT?iq^% (Baroda 0. I. 

No. 5803). 

3TTg?«sqRTf^. 

3Ti3T^’!n?nqra by arri^^. 

by 

3niTT%q^fw D. c. Ms. No. 138 

of 1886-92. 

9iN<4>qqvil^ in 9 ap^BTS (I. 0. 

Cat. vol. III. p. 380 No. 1305). 

There is another in 6 chapters 

(T. O. Cat. vol. III. p. 381, No. 

130S), 

dq. by 
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(in 369 verses ). I. O. 

Cat. vol. III. p. 381. 

( dqs. in Bom. Uni¬ 

versity Library) in 14 adhyayas 

and 141 khandikas; ends with 

anadhyaya ( school holidays ); 

m. in 

3rT«l4ai5r(i|dl8iRT i^y of 

(Baroda O. I. No. 7603 ). 

Mentions and 

attributed to 

Tulajiraja ( 1765-88 A. D. ). 

V ide 

in 

of 

«miw*«tMPTfaTr5rajtft- vide srnr- 

by son 

of li contains four 

on an'^T^Hi S^T- 

TWT, WraR (pr- B. I. Series ). 

C. Vide Stein ( Cat. p. 12 ). 

or 

ano. (Is it same as above?) 

( ed. by Winter- 

nitz and tr. in S. B. E. vol. 30 ). 

C. SRIfSTT By ( pr. in 

Mysore G. 0. L. Series ). 

C. by^. 

°I>9U<4>|R4>I (pr. at Kumbha- 

konam, 1916 ). 

C. by 

( pr. Kashi S. Series ). 

C. snitiTfra by 

(pr. at Eambhakonam,1902). 

arm^cTRjjfisRtn- 

STTRcIRJJfriTIRR^JIf quoted by 

Imf?. 

wrmfT^jjfTRn: by 

4t<R»T? (sn^). 

son of 
by 

by ST^- 

( exposition of 3Tiq^>«fqir 

in 969 verses composed in sake 

1536, 1614-15 A. D.; pr. in 

1922 with Telugu tr.). 

aTI’RarqaifRiT by qiqnunrj. 

^ide sec. 7. 

C. 3»5o[«51 by ( pr. in B. 

S. Series and at Kumbha- 

konam), 

by 

( edited with 

two com. in Mysore G. O. L. 

Series 1894 and in Anand. 

Series No. 93 ). 

C. by 

C- byg^^Tt. 

bym^TOs 
( Hultzsch R. 1 No. 87 ). 

ariq^iRSfmn^R by strrowrs^ 

3TPR?FqSl4m?IR by IRTpiT?. 

c. by^qiiaqdr^. 
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(in verse in 10 

chapters ) pr. by Jivananda, 

BIWd'MHLI^i quoted by f^^- 

Jim. STTrT- 

8rmd?^T%^ by 

by 

8nq^?r»4t«ig . 

ed. by Dr. 

Winternitz. 

wrrE?R^«rawTsr*fhT- 

3nTRTtW^tq'^^-see 5RrT?raTTmt- 

WR^fd- 

«iKi^5?i4q<Ri by ^T^jnrnui. 

gnymiggrnq^f^ by 

8n?Wn?OTIT*nn ( Baroda O. I.No. 

5424 ). 

aiiy'dP'ij'bl- 

by 

m. by fSpiRT^f^. 

wTTO«!n^m^ of 

«I!4N by 

STR^^I^R?) part of 

SIRft’y^R^ by ( a 
part of ). 

oiivu'y<*iR<i>i' 

an^n^^Tsqyfi by n^rarr- 

r by ^igTHR. 
_ 

son of 

son of 

)■ 

<yi4INyf'4'l>t by f|v>i^%uiQi«qi«i’)'4[* 

wsranr- 

STRn^a^- vide gi|:rrf^. 

aiRlt^dT^ by IT5T%^, son of f^nj- 

^ of the ariT?c?Tnt5ri in 48 

verses. Hultzsch R. II. p 143. 

C by ( JTPSPT ), son of 

8mfi=aRR^PraiT 

aTnmy^5r^3t3pt-see 
5? ^ 

pr. at Aligarh. 

C. ^ by whose gnm 

3f^; quotes 

by ( Baroda 0. I. 

No. 3883 is dated 

1579, 1522-23 A. D. ), 

C- by^T5t^^. 

alias by j^- 

ST'ST; vide under also. 

C. by 

by ?^5Tr*f, son of son 

n^ composed in A. D. 

1578. 

C- () by son of 

mention* 

yN^Rii (Stein’s cat. 

p. 302 for extract); later 

than 1650 A. D. 

C by^l^. 

C- by sfh^. 
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C. by (I. 0. ms. dated 

^^ 1589 i. e, 153-2 A. D.; 

vide cat. p. 565. 

part the 

by 3R?5t^ 

arUFU^jV’T^ by a prince of 

(Cranganore). 

C. by author. 

8ii^fN<0F>^i tjy 

by abas 

niTTI^T^ P- t36- Portion 

of oo suwra* 

«Wnv«<ftN^ by ^Tigs?T »i5T- ' 

^|4- 

by 

who consulted 

or Aufrecbt 

II. p. 11 identifies ^bh 

by arii^mi^ or 

C. gK-Jiiri'cPi tiy 

(pr. Ch. S. Series) between 

1590-1625 A. D, 

of cRi%^fg!^ (io 

Bhadkamkar collection )', con¬ 

tains 146 verses, refers to 86 

verses of «Rf5rai^3l and adds 

certain texts of 

by n>n5r. composed 

in ^ 1535 ( 1613 A. D.); 

quoted by him in ^• 

IX p. 267. 

«(|»tl=gnHtn^ by son of 

-who is styled 

also by 

by son of 

born on the Godavari; 

probably brother of ani^rF^- 

by son 

of son of ^KT^roi of the 

(divided into sSqrs), 

(pr. at Nir. P.). Quotes 

and about 

1760 A. D. 

by son of 

T%^ 

SJWMM'JPI by (1560-1620 

A. D.). 

an^fr^riHwni by son of iiir- 

about 1515-1570 A. D.). 

by 

under 
CO 

^y ^1^’ 
qjg. Refers to 9tRn^5t^ and 

as his authorities. 

by ^»aT- 

an^f^'TpT by ^2r9T4; 

sTwI^r^- 

sn^tNpI^^ by qqi'ntmig'ddKI' 

aiRn^f^^ by ( Is 

it same as an^iiw^lrl’i ? )• 

C. by (Baroda 0. L 

No. 6380 b.). 

arRlI^Pt^ by 

3n5n^TH<fk by gViis^iRi- 

arRii^^*^ by sft- 

or by 
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or 

WI^NHum or ^ com. on 

some work of 

(Baroda 0. I. 

No. 12600). 

Bn^n^Rui^rfhpx by 

8nflRa4>t5r by ^5^ 

probably the same as that m. 

of and so 

before 1.500 A. D. 

wiwrasj^Rr (from '^Trar^^^^rfsTfir) 

by 

by 

«rmR5ra^ 

arr^fN^ra^ by 

by or 

son of of the 

»T^, with his own com. Vide 

above. Hultzsch R. II. 

No. 1099. 

C. an^n^quk by TmT3^%?r 

aiisnivj^icji*; by 

WT^fN^idttf by qf?qRTTq»?iq ( pro¬ 

bably same as ^nqjq above). 

8TRlkw55ftra SCO above 

by 

by ?Rqr4t5n%'^ 

(Baroda 0. I. 5862). 

by arsraiq- 

anW^HJTf by son of 

an^tl^gyai by quotes 

3TI=gR^T^?ftrT, Sfltq^rJk, WSTiara^. 

Brwmq^ftfq. 

8n#R^d^5I^^4t-Vide under 
CO 

CO 

by 

of na. in his 

^irrs^mR- 

afTRTHRUR by 

3iT5rr9l?l>s,kn' 

af ■ 

by sur- 

named qqrgvl') son of 

compiled for prince qqi^ ( of 

Tiqqrrr)- The author also wrote 

rjuoted in 

an^rr^Ti^Mnk by 

3n5rT=51g^ by ( pr. in Tri, 

S. Series ). 

C. anonymous. Names fq5fq- 

on 

and Hs WTftH(- 

WI?fiqVqq5r^^T>fm by 

son of ^scjftq^; see arij^iqq^iq, 

alias above. 

by Turlq^. 

by qnfH^q^r 

( pr. Nir. P, and 

B. I. Series and translated in S. 

B. E. vol. 29 ). 

C. SRd'q^ by gyqq (pr. Tri. 

S. Series ). 
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minister of Tanjore king 

Shahji and Sarfoji I. 

C. by 

C. by Sl’iP^rE^T- 
W53^. father of arf^nr^ 

son of ^pgTi son of 

N. vol. X. p. 163. 

About end of 8th century, 

by t^grrilT^; m. by ;Tmqu|. 

About 1000-1050 A. D. 

by ^pTur son of of 

(pr. B. I. Series and 

Nir. P. ); refers to bhasya 

of Doubtful whe¬ 

ther he is identical with 

»nTr*r»Ii son of com¬ 

mentator of sn'ffsrpisrwRr. 

Vide BBRAS. cat. vol. II. 

p. 202. 

c. by Follows 

ami 

others, 

in 22 adhya- 

yas and 1296 verses. 

C. by a pupil of 

or 5nT^>Tf. 

by srm^m. 

by fiTifr® 

Refers 

^o Hirnrnf f% on 
and to B.B.R.A. 

S. cat. vol. II. p. 203; pr. in 

Bombay^ 1891. 

3nw^T?Tirq«r^^ by 

»nwFTJrqir^f?«T^'i by 

( pr. Nir. P. 

and B. I. Series at end of qfi- 

^ )• 

H. D.—126 

3Tr«5n?T^J2^ra;5rRPT#5r by 

aTT^^q-'JJT5TI^ in 22 ananas on 

duties of f^s and on is(^, jjpj- 

T^. >*50. ( Baroda O. 

I. No. 8708 ). 

SfTT^ra^T'J^It^Tin ( Hultzsch R. I. 

No. 431 ). 

C. by Rcg. 

afTTWFRinnn^R-5T by f^ng 

son of 

ariWl^ST^rraWT^SI^im by 

son of 

an^^smsi^^aq^fri by inmcT. 

3n«55T?THirqTn by 

by ;Ta^- 

( pr- Benares S. Series ). 

( “S, in Bombay 

University Library ) in eleven 

adhyayas and about 2000 

veises; refers to sn'a^rpTiT’Jir' 

^5{ and thereon and ^THqR 

also. Quoted by and 

3TT(|^if5i*u^ (wr^j^rpunq-)- 

anfs^mjuot UfTf% by 

son of ^ide sec. 107. 

by son 

of fq^JIPT ^KUT- 

3nf|3P^'«^f55PTln. 

numerous works are so 

styled. Only some are noted 

below. 
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by arPF?. son of irvrT^^ of 

the 5^rg^pr. 

arrilt? aiNt^' 
8nfs« '^y ^H^RR.son of ?T»TfTOI- 

Sec. Ill; same as srS^ITS?' 

BTfff? by ugrm. 

8n%^by for follow¬ 

ers of 

«rTfl^ by He wrote 

8n%5?W<T also. 

«rr%« by 

80%^ by 5?nT5'. 

anfl^ by (from 

WT%« by son of 

wril;^ by f^55n^i4- 

sni^ (^viPTsfR) by . I 

3n%^ by |?nn«i 

8lTfl« by ( for followers of 

)• 

8n%^^gT of f^I^; m. in JT^S 

of and so 

before 1500 A. D. 

( from )• 

8n%iH*»^ by pupil of 

<4lddNl4 ( Baroda O. I. No. 

8809 ). This is a com. on 

of ann^^. 

by spRfRm- 

by f^sufSi ^ {Is 

it ^1?S?Et or 1). 

by request of jftf 51- 

by <TV4ldl4- 

by ®o° o* 

WITT? of ?TH5PI?5 

mentions ( pr- at Nir. 

P. with extracts from on 

Vedic mantras ). Same as 

3nii*'d^5'«J by ^TOW- 

3Tri|pBT%5=cn*n% quoted by^’^ips^ 

in Wllg^T^ (and so earlier 

than 1500 A. D. ). 

«ns^at^ or anlS'fcNRrlf^ by ^- 

pr- by Jivananda. 

C- byirg^. 

of ( pr- ’«^ith 

Marathi tr. in Bombay, 1876 ). 

anT^^flT^ by residing at 

8tM'?5r> ®on of son of 

iTl(%^, son of QfSpn'iT. son of 

surnamed 44^^. About 

1518 A. D. Vide Ulwar cat. 

extract No. 291. 

by fircJTIff- 

anrl^im by 7i|sn«r 

son of ;n>^i son of , he 

was younger brother of ^^•TRT 

and S^i^- 
anilSb’Kia by Vide 

?Tl%*n below. 

»m%^>Tri^5r by 8R??nfTi. 

from the 

anfg^Trftq- quoted by ?pw8n«R:- 

3ni%«5r?ihT by of cfe^finw 

( Kopargaon on the )• 

There is confusion of author¬ 

ship in Baroda O. I. No. 277. 
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by son of 

ciuo<'ed by 3H?fI 

in his 

3n%^snff*T by ifVg’IJT 

(for sfliq^J^gs). 

WT%^^ by son of 

(for 

anfs^jratn by ^^srp-r. son of jnvrg 

son of bis younger 

brother gvn^ composed ^- 

Sl^g in 1683 A. D. at the age 

of 19. 

an%PrallR?5WT55T by fgWTf- 

W. son of 

resident of ( modern Wai 

in Satara District). Mentions 

arrami 

mentions 

(I. 0. Cat. III. p. 555) 

by ^^[^PTin- 

qni- 

by ^>aT, son of 

son of Rraqf»^cT at 

5'fg^iaaT ( modern Puntambe ) 

( on the Godavari); composed 

in sake i. e 1598 

A. D. 

(on daily duties), 

anfg^^^ by ^%tinw ^rdfribrws- 
in three 

by 

(Baroda O. I. No. 12306-7). 

anf^al^ by ^g5n^- 

by snnaoDTS 

of ^fjRn^- 

of 

anil^^ by gui^, written for 

Lala Thakkura. 

S(nTi^*is&T by filgfm, an abridg¬ 

ment of g?prpT’s 

of aR5?G75, son of 

5nfRr«5. son of for g|f- 

3n%^HR by ^5igl3?r5I (2nd 

chap, of ^iQ^gRT? )• 

Wni^flR by giawTS ( probably 

same as author of arnS^RR" 

Jf^ below ). 

anii^HR by g??f«n=gw- 

anfe^BR by 

amS^RRRSRt by gRSJRf, son of 

fgOTlsmi ^RIR 

of In^ in 17 ^tr$s on 

duties of snignTS; vide BBRAS. 

cat. p. 204 No. 651. 

anfs^T^RTRl by iwcM Id. 
great-great-grandson of 

of the family of oom- 

piled under HTjn ^®R?4PT of 

Nadia about 1750 A. D. 

of grg^arRiT^T^. son of 

on duties and ritual of 

the school of gcnigs. 

3iTii^5:R quoted by in 

by 

f?IPT«r5m m. in 

5>gTf?Tffn quoted by in 

by ®“ »n»i- 

C. by 
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marriage, &c.) 

3'^mT'T^'^ by 

attributed to f^tm- 

of 

3r«T^^»T. part of 
c 

of aPT'ct?? 

by 

by ai?r?cl%^- 

3c?nT7ft%?- 

TcfnfinftiT by smunniTs 

■ir^4n^ by sft5r^ (pr- by J. 

R. Gharpure in Bombay). 

gR?mf<n^5r4lrT by ^ppffcti, son 

of jrrn^P'HTs 

3f^'4VriT?R5r4tn by soil 

of ?rfT^- 

by ^3iHW- 

3?3gq^?I by 

by ^l5.^^gR, com¬ 

posed in sake 1554 i. e. 1632 

A. D. (Baroda O. I. 2375). 

3cMqM4i(4i- 

3??igirErH by g^Tfir- 

3r?f?»T^5r- 

ar^mgffJT^RT by 

(cP^) quoted in 

(Baroda O. I Ro. 

8016 ). 

*^n5ra#iT 

g'^If-^n=3‘5T by 

^^TfcR^-see 

c. by ^5itn»T-^t'g^%'*f?r9T4 
(p. inted in 1877 at Cal¬ 

cutta in Bengali characters and 

in 1916). 

3^15T^tn?T by 4i)qWW4|qmaf*nT. 

by nORm?- 

N. vol. II. p. 77. 

'ide 

i%^Rr- 

by nHtsn*! 

(Baroda 0 I. No. 10226). 

by 

pupil of 

^•T?7JI5ERTg:f^. 

anonymous, 

by f^gfPT??. 

by ntfir^- 

3-q?r^T?Rr§i by 

g-qsRnnra by ®tnn%- 

by ( for 

followers). 

by 

(Stein’s cat. p. 12). 

s-qispjTOSi^ ) by 

l?PTr4- 

THI^rrSTJlFt by ^55^t%rr. 

airrewsriThT (srprera^)- 
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^cPfljprm by sou of 

5niT?i^mgr by abas gR- 

IKTOT qRJTR; dated 

1848 ( 1792 A. D.) in Stem’s 

cat. p. 302. 

by ??lISiT- 

3^'43,»RAtiR by gWtRT «“«• bfo. 

3862 in Baroda 0. I. is dated 

1764 ). 

^^1%^ by sbrirR- Abo 

called ^?nf^rgR^^T- 

by ^TTBriT- 

by ^RfRT’4- 

SRISrTrT by sm of 

(following ^s5’?’f>il )■ 

Baroda 0. I. Jlc. 8515 ms. 

dated 1676 ( sake ). 

^llH^TSiRT- RRT«r?T- 

by 3R?rt^^- 

SRRrrfot. 

see r^^RRR^. 

( rite for inducing 

rainfall ). Baroda O. I. 11047 

A and C. 

by ^fRtp. 

q^^rarsi^sRnfjR by ir^ ( Baroda 

O. I. No. 5661 ). 

by vng^n, son of 

son of 5tlTRf • About 

1640-1680 A.D. 

) also known 

as R^i}R> irRMHl6+ ^rid Rr^- 

S«I- I pr- i*i Mysore G. O. L. 

Series, 1902 ). Vide atiq^gr^- 

R??rqT5- 

by 

sfl^rrmw j ms- 

copied under of RR55T 

in 5r. R. 299 i- e. 1418 A. D. 

i^RRPftlRTn ( chanting of ^- 

eleven times). 

i^^RqfRR by ^ 

1 C. by ^yrRlR 

C. ^ by ^igRTf^ RlRTtfb 

a friend of Colebrooke, 

residing at ^antipura. He 

was a descendant of arj^i 

associate of 

( several works are 

so called and are ano. in the 

catalogues ). 

or {sftn^RIR by ^- 

oftRf, son of g^Ti^ ; composed 

in sake 1408 ( i486 A. D.); 

refers to JT^RRlT^Rr 

mentiors SRrg^If, 

R^.q ( verses on varieties of 
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5^ and ), 

{ three ^pvn'T verses on 

K4>l^^fT )• Baroda 0. I. ms. 

No. 12052 is dated ^5?j^lfi20. 

of son of 

of family, at 

( Wai) on the Krsna. 

By ?, son of ;ft5r- 

?Btr5 ( part of ?r?T^TT^ )• 

^TgtmWJT. 

of #,«,!!RiT«T5, son 

of TWfPf; soc. 111. 

or -jram by ^BCTt- 

^Vflirgr, son of ( according 

to ¥ire^). 

or by 

!IT?T?fOW?, son of TT#^. 

( a pupil of anstf^fh^ ). 

by sec. 98. 

by 

'5*TT5fT^trfsi'»J?I (Baroda O. I. 

8332 ). 

'C^Rr5iT?mH4!T by ?roeraRpr 
( Baroda 0. I. 8656 ). 

H+iRg^ra;. 

Hs&iKe«rT^<T?:Tlr 

<?^n^srT:?sram- 

by son 

of composed for 

securing the favour of the king 

of TOf?I55T. 

by rpTRi^. 

by gufR^. 

Bfkr^PTJn^tTk^ (from 

of )■ 

by f€r^;jT?r,son 

of ( according 

to )• 

He was 

5RqfTT%S quoted by in ifft- 

^13^ quoted by in qf^- 

^3^5 and 

^ijqoi by “• >“ 

It is a com. on 

^JIRPT- 

«n- by on jfp 

^[^Msnnq. 

qpqrmqTf- 
^m^TC- 

m. by %., sfR^- 

of 

m. in 

io 10 ararprs, each with 

100 verses, on degeneration of 

aums in Kali, purifying 

ceremonies, adopted son, 

gifts, penances. 
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*5fWT7T5jq^T%- 

qpJil^qpr ( from siqiinTTf»5Tl?r )• 

( Biiroda O. I. 

9506 dated ^<4^ 1618, i. e. 

1561-62 A. D. ). 

^jpiSnnERT by fOTITW. 

by f sn^^, son of aTT^Pf- 

3grT?f- 

by msn^ag^rjT^. 

(Ira ) composed by 

^IRI»g io 1073 A. D. ;ms. 

copied in 1206 A. D.; vide Hp. 

р. 95. 

^ax^sraira^l ^bas ®gcr^1% by 

f50IW5, son of son of 

7^^, on 3n%^, 

mjpTTi ^rrs:-, quotes 

gTOaT»n<ra, =3i'?'PT. ^rw- 

JT^sraTIT^^f- About 1400- 

1550 A. D. ( Stein’s cat. p. 

304, extract). 

quoted in T^|U^»ra^- 

of In¬ 

complete ms. in BBRAS. cat. 

pp. 211-213; a vast work; over 

73 adhyayas on 

irraravT- Names 

of f son of 

( Baroda O. I. No. 6892 ) on 

f'ra. ^*=’qrara. 

^iVra by anJi??a74 

с. by 

CC. by 

^H»l5;ra by 

d>4qig5 “■ in 

^H^RT by ^5ira^^- 

“• by in 

^ira- 

of q^sin: g^^ira (nn 

«Tr5^g'. 

ram. )• 

attributed to ^pqfra«f or 

jlViam- Also called, gi?^iraft- 

f^g; quoted by ^qTl%, in'm. 

I+4- 

C. by an^nf^ or an^Tl^, son 

of g=E^. 

C. qf?T%?aspl5T by ^Rraorrai- 

«n*Ti son of litui ( B- I* 

series 1909). 

C. by ^raTTJT. son of 

SRTa^WWl. n iRgf^ to qi4W- 

by apmtsf- 

by 

( Ulwar cat. No. 1277 ). 

^H?fi=g5T 108 stanzas on duties of 

householders. 

by ^bo is said to 

have instructed STR^ on the 

fruits of W in 12 aumra* 

( Ulwar cat. extract 293 ). 

^jffann^ by who is instructed 

by^- 

by jjg who is instructed 

by WTOB’ 

by 

^4fg'B5P by anmi^- see ji^nn^- 

^raqra by m. in 

^Hraqm?nan5 ““d gf^jRira; 

earlier than 1380 A. D. 
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by to gf^ ( TJlwar 

cat. No. 1278 and extract No 
293 ). 

by 

by see 

m. in p. 
242. ■ 

by 5Tf ?¥I5, son of 

(I. 0. Cat. vol. Ill p 
57.5). 

by the eldest sou of 

of Vide 

under HTHTT^^Ri'^qj^;. 

%'H'iqqi^ from the ^1^77]^^- 

^1%!^ from qiTflT^q^^rrr (pr. 
Jivananda II. p. 435 ff. 

fI om the 

^ 1^ q by qiu^ 

^f^qf^Rqr3?t- 

vide 77510^^- 

by qj;f755j^^ son of 

( pr. at Venk. P.)_ 

a part of ^§751101. 

from 7f5iOTq5pjf,%- 
qrqj, quoted by 57^7 in 

and in 77^7777. 

m. in Jf^,ri7^ of j 
77l?V7r^, son of Tf^qi^y and in 

Earlier than 
1350 A. D. 

^ra'TI^TI quoted by 57^ in 

^Rqi^ and ]U H;in=gRJr?7q 

pp. 140 and 207. 

^f^qi^RTT by ^q{g7p3 ( a),out 
1510 A. D. 

^I^qr^RR by son of ^- 

^507, son of TTTTRum? ( I. O. 

ms, dated 1696; vide 

cat. p. 573 ). About 1585-1640 

A. D. 

^4Tf^qidi4<TT by ^^7777. 

^flf^qi5«7n7r^ by eldest son of 

^T'5^ or son of qq)^|77; 

vide under RRIflg^^qi^ and 

^fqqiq;. 

^flRqi^l^ by 57^. See ^4(lWI«4»- 

^wf^qrqjqTiTTF- 

^HRJTf m. in 87^7^77^. 

^^'R?f&7 by . yiJe 

under ^5^^777. Said to have 

been born about 1519 A. D. 

by 

< Baroda 0. I. 8361 ) on 

itc. 

by 77q^g^ ( vide sec. 

''I- 
^HTiq:g:r?7?5^. 

of 377*^^ ( sec. 83 ); 

quoted by and ^957^. 

^JTiq^75r^ of g557^>q ( sec. 73 ). 

m. in of 

Tq^ariTi. 

vide ^=p^7 quoted by 

^l%'?4a^7U7 by ^77557^7775. 

q;fl5R7i77Rflj75 by ^%^^777^''7. 

^^SnvTTfsR of in 

two parts, first on worship of 

and 2nd on ^,,^7, 

%lM’fi55 <fcc. 
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^%^34f^unj by ^Tjfhrr. eldest 

brother of quoted in 

grrai^fl^. About 1610 A. D. 

Mentions Tn^mtumi of ?ri?r?m- 

*T5, of his fatlier, 

SfTg:^«T%^I etc. 

(Baroda O. I. No. 10793). 

by ; vide sec. 78. 

( eleven kandas pr. in G. O. 

Series). 

quoted in and 

by 

see 

and ?1J75;^5'I51T; quoted by 

<gut^ and jr^'llR^lcT I'vbo 

both mean of ^spFTt'ST)- 

vide 

by (1); quoted by 

of ?(ir^wr, by 

?f5T5^ in JT5mi?T3T5r 

quoted in q;(l5R^%- 

oq-|^ and on rn 

by 

by Cbf|?i5ifitf^ 

quoted in 

and 

or by 

quoted in fjnf?, 

;t 
m. by pnf^ and 

H. D.—127 

by ^1% (ed. by 

Dr. Caland in D. A. V. College 

Series, Lahore 1925, with ex¬ 

tracts from three com.). 

C. (»ncq) by ^qtnsr, son of 

s'Rmw+ig- 
C. fqq^ui by 

C. of ^^oi«ig, son of 

Wmqit-qg. 

by iT5q\q^. 

qjiuq quoted in anq. vr. 1.19. 7. 

qiT^»J5r see qK^j^fT; m. in 

sFimiqq^ir^TR^- 

qn^qpTHJjuqftf^. 

iPIcqiqq^JjRr m.by qigqgq?. fqgrr- 

Imf?-, JTTirar. See f,^qiigii- 

qq m. by^^y^q; pr.Jivananda 

Sm. part I, pp. 603-644. This is 

also called and 

in A nan. Sm. pp. 49-71. 

a com. on the l-aMUiq 

by ql^qT«T- 

of qtqr^; vide sec. 72. 

of ?nftqT, son of on 

W, ai^j and jq^^. Compiled 

under fq^qp^ son of gp^dqigy 

in four qpps ( on q;^, bt^’j 

qV^ ); ms. in Stein’s Cat. pp. 84 

and 303 contains 283 verses on 

>qq and breaks off after 206 on 

arsq. 

by qr^pm, commen¬ 

tator of qijf-l£id (vide q^ V. 

56, 80, 104). 

( pr. in B. I. 

Series and Tri. S. Series ) m. in 
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19 ^3 and 1087 verses. Some 

mss. have 20 ^^s. 

C. by sn^HTOH- 

C- (vide Ulwar 

Cat. extract 295 ■which 

begins work with the first 

verse of and deri¬ 

ves as f 

^ sinq^ - 

‘-1 i+iMrM 

C. by gjjRur. 

c. 5t?mi?rr by in 

Tri. S. Series). 

c snnraRT by cTydf^rsT. 

quoted by 

in JreWRRTt^ and by 

by 

in ten 

Wfir^ m. by 

^(^531^ K, f?r f^- 

«TWn5^^B?T?5t. 

^i^resraji^nTwr§?r?5R55K i’j 

555Jft5nTpr»i’Tiu^. 

jlM or by 

alias (composed abont 

1674 A. D ). 

by Printed at 

Bombay in 1873. Same as cppij- 

Baroda O. I. Ms. 

No. 9670 is dated 1727 

(1670-71 A. D.). 

»w<:»r>fqN by uwmr- 
^Noisn«ri«^- 

by aRsg^. 

^4>I^itiI (5ff) by jjpsi^. 

by son 

of WtT*T. of JnS5nTl?T. 

C- by author himself. 

by +fl<5!W^, son 

of ^TTT^soi. 

^^^tsift»nrT5iq«iw by f^srm, 

son of i%jan5T?r. 

by 

51%^, son of ^TOt. 

!6l4R«I*i;3t3'T on ?in^. 

m.by^jniff.Jn^, 

m in 

by »Tlq|g»iS, son of 

q^nrs. vrho was a m. 

by mgfi> ^gwi<; 
earlier than 1400 A. D. 

*l<!5’*lii4V by son of 

<KI’44> author of m. in 

of iiVlV?H-<f- 

m. in 51 

by fropdf^^^. 

*l<!iTiPi?'»i by qTUf?7 

5|>i<»r»«^i«iui m. in of 

jFI ( so earlier than 

1500 A. D.). 

by 7^>TTtnd^ styled 

^■fcin^t«4qTrt, son of id^irr^ (and 

'AWni), son of His 

elder brother was 

Composed in 1677 i. e. 

1620 A. D., deals with fof^, 

*n«r, arf^TRi- 
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(based on by 

son of and pnpil of 

ifhirasp About 1700 

A. D. 

c. ^i*jiT*RT I'y 

first part of by 

cpT?rf^5T^ by 

na. in 

(?T^TOR)- Earlier 

than 1500 A. D. 

C. m. in ii^lrunRgfl^ 

of 

sppjpUfqni by%?r5nq 

^igrf^tfc^T by 3ni^*f5 

by ntqT^f^Tq'nSTHH- 

^|5sf»r^ni by 

(?s^) by ^Tiri^' 

by probably 

same as ^grpT^nreWS^^' 

Riq^ui )• 

(?i%H ) by 

(Baroda 0. I. I'o. 5373). 

«f»WW^q by JiT'qq (called 

>TW4tq)- pr- iri B. I. Series and 

Ch. S. Series. 

C. by fq?rHl^cr4fd55g5, son of 

written in 

1670 (<slgft<«-4(JldS^) i- e. 

1614 A. D (D.C.No. 264 of 

1886-92). 

c. ^Rsjii uiq«ni%il<* by 

5rRiq’in(Ti> 

C. ^15rWlVjq^F5^ by JTg^iqpT 

c. vide 

of ^TBd^grqrq below. 

C. by 

C. 5f^ by wife of 

qgpfiq qrq?!^- 

from qRtrq^qw^ of 

smf?* 

(130 <t>iR4>|s of 

HjiqqT^iq taken from ^rgmi^q)- 

C. ano. ( N. vol. X. pp. 239- 

240). 

C. by l^pT ( Stein’s Cat. p. 

85), son of nUd'Sr- 

a part of 

fSrgPT of qp^qiu^- 

by son 

of surnamed About 

1660. He was daughter’s son 

of ^jT^OTii father of ^IRTI^- 

(2) by o* 
son of and 

and grandson of 

by ^RftqiqWl 

also called son 

of gpEfTTR^T? 8,nd grandson of 

S'Od pupil of 4l<|rd' 

dileiiMUiq^iq^ by 

^ *rpq^tq- 

qiloiCl'^q by eiHdrif IdPT) son of 

^MJlidiq s,nd great-grandson of 

i5<d»-dl^iq ^od pupil of q^JT^- 

About 1400 A. D. 

He wrote qi^qi^g^. 

C. ilrq^oj by his son ms. 

dated 1548 A. D.; m. in 

^f^q?n^- This gives a de¬ 

tailed pedigree of the 

family (Baroda 0.T. Ms.Xo, 
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10410, which says it was co¬ 

mposed in sake 1331 57^7^- 

c. Tmsr^RT compos¬ 

ed by order of 

C. by 

^l^l^uiqMcfii^r son of 

rapy and grandson of 

His mother was daughter 

of author of epjgmq- 

So about 1670 A. D. 

Baroda O. I. No. 8455 is dated 

sake 1603 jppq’ (February 1682 

A. D. ). 

by son of 

based on lung’s work. 

4|9Hum9TT by g;5sqfd4T3r (part of 

seo. 103. 

in 118 verses by 

S(m of , based 

on prose materials collected by 

son of sraqxJT. io 

5^ near modern Sihor; composed 

in 1709 i. e. 1652-53 A. 

D. in the city of Bhuja (modern 

Bhuj). Vide D. C.Ms. No. 275 

of 1887-91. 

C. by same; composed in 

1710. 

*l<!4pl>5<4«ic«4 or 

(part of zlsTFI'?). 

by snisgilq^. 

m. in q^fltunfisiw of 

♦Hsr^ifq by 

by sfiffqpr 

(Baroda O. I. 10260j. 

by (Baifoda 

O. I. 10155). 

or of 

sec. 112. 

(pr. Kashi S. Series and 

B. I. Series). Vide 

above. 

or 

C- by son of 

son of f^gg. TJlwar Cat. 

No. 1293. 

?I3Blr?ud by son 

of rUT^ra^ and grandson of 

m. in of 

5T??qinSfI- 

apigfgnsnJT of sft^. 

"Pieft'qHq<(lr of 

by ( B. I. 

Series). Vide sec. 79; m. by 

and 

^15li%q^H41H4441S by 

of ^OTffjpsr of the 

of ?T5P3T. son of 

and STRsft and nephew of 

5^ngt^ who was guru of the 

queen of ^|,w|4^qpf; pr. in B. 

I. Series. Between 1450-1500 

A. D. Mentions 

^wiri'gi-n or by 

®on of :j?nq^ or g^pur- 

VT^, son of surnamed 

imiforq;. Later than 1550 A. D. 

«T^K3fr or by 

of qrn|)^j pupil qf 
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ms. dated ^r^l581; 

qnoted by 

composed between 1200-1325 

A. D,, as it mentions 

(and C. 3^gT) by 

one of whose four 

brothers was 

(1) (pr. at Madras in Telugu and 

Grantha characters) HuHzsch 

R. I. p. 72. 

(2) by §^ST555Sf4t5ITT83 and com. 

by author; pr. at Madras in 

1880, 

“ in 8t§afn*R 

gn%grg%iT^ m. in 

m. in wg^lgro- 

gl^TlC m. in I'mf?, JTgrrra^f^ o* 

^o; seems to be the Tautric 

work of that name. 

pr. at Murshidabad, 1877-79, 

in Bengali characters. 

by jr*n^' 

by qm53?«^r#- 

by iWTg?: (Is it 

the same as o%% above 1) 

Cat.^pp.^sefsOS)^Divided into 

ggil^s. Probably the same as 

above. 

(from the 

by irs'3»lf^' Sen- 1^0- 

gT5ftJTTnigi%l3^R by STWPPim?- 

by snsT3W- 

gRflJSTcra^ft^ or 

by 

by fg’a^tjpan^- 

by son 

of fiiT, son of qi^jpiT) composed 

at ?TSr^*IT by order of <»ih^4- 

gI5n<mH5n^ "i^ide sec. 19 (vide I. 

O. Cat, vol. III. p. 384 Ho. 

1317). 

by 

under the patronage of 

in the reign of Akbar (latter 

half of 16th century). 

^aJlgRTofT%CT5Jim^; vide under 

(I- P- b38 Ho. 

1682). 

of son of 

son of sqWdRiqnr; compos¬ 

ed in 1577 sake ( 1655-56 A. 

D.).BBRAS Cat. p.l38. He was 

of the 

mentions 

l^RtninT, P'’- 

at Benares in 1879 A. D. 

C. by author. 

fU^^igTgm by son of 

son of ^JTfOTi. He was 

pupil of ^Ttmn^ct, father of 

About 1600 A. D. 

by 

or ^u^RPi^TTgig^ in 

103 verses of son of 
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He is di£Eerent from 

»• ol bet¬ 

ween 1520-1600 A. D., as m. 

in and as he men¬ 

tions and 

C. by author. 

by son of 

5!!?^ (jifm)- 

C. jiU4'[^r^ by the same. Vide 

Hultzsch’s Report No. III. 

p. V. and p. 80; mentions 

and 

Later than 1680 

A. D. 

by of the Hsrsw 

family, son of son 

of 

or qqiiRrsei by 

by g|5, 

son of of com¬ 

posed at (Khambayat) 

in 1623 A. D. Has 164 verses. 

C. by author composed in 

1632 A. D. Vide D. C. Ms. 

No. 204 of 1884-87. 

by MTs- 

C. by author. 

by an 

inhabitant of compos¬ 

ed in 1506 i. e. 1449-50 

A. D. 

C. by author. 

by Vimim- 

f’nPTffw of ;nqtl%4T5. 

ano. ( BBRAS Cat. 

p. 138). 

1^5151 by son of HRm 

of family (from the 

smmnf&s)- vide Ulwar Cat. 

extract 299. About 1710 A. D. 

in 21 verses by 

^rSTsp, son of 

C. by same; quotes ^rf^T'E- 

by son of 

and teacher of 

(Haibatrao) in 20 fine verses 

in qi||g^^Tgg. and 

C. by author. 

by sci%^, son of 

in 7 3 verses. Composed 

in sake 1544 (1632 A. D.) D. 

C. Ms. No. 42 of 1882-83. 

vide 

by qnq^q%. 

ffl^nn^q^gfr vide 

by 

by son 

of 

f by snHqof. son of 

composed in sake 1500, 

1578 A. D.; in 49 ^t^s written 

at JTq?3niT> ^vhile his qfiaWg 

dwelt at flon^TTW. 

by son of 

the author. 

f^qu^qftuTq from 

by son of 

?JTf?vrf (Stein p. 86). 
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f>'^*n»«wnfirsr^Tfe5pr by siTfft- 
*15 snrnamed Peterson 

(Ulwar Cat. extract No. 300) 

wrongly says that the work is 

called 

C. by author. 

(same as 

above) of son 

•> composed in 

1506 (1449-50 A. D.) at the 

order of the king of In 

C. by same. 

by aispcm?- 

by 

by %^w»r5, son of 

by (pro¬ 

bably same as 

above ). 

by 

fCifftlciMMSf by ^pRfOTI- 

or by 

son of of 

Sangamner ( in Ahmednagar 

District) of the 

composed in ^ake 1541 (51^ 

i.c. 1619-20 A. D. 

Vide BBRAS Cat. p. 141. 

C. by same; pr. at Bombay in 

1892. 

C- bynif. 

by Based on 

tbe fcgiffg of tro. 

of son of 

n?IWT of and 

*ntwnt5fj composed at Jnnnar 

in 1691-92 A. D. in 71 verses. 

C. srai by 8R??r, son of %%>aTi 

residing at (Pali in 

Bhor State). D. C. Ms. No. 

43 of A 1882-83, Composed 

in 1693 A. D. 

f of Probably 

the same as ^u's;ii>3<T9l90|. 

by irlqis (Ulwar Cat. 

No. 1303 and extract 301). 

C. 

by son of 

of 80° 

of son of sriRTW; quotes 

of ?TTRTH^ and is 

quoted in of 

flourished between 1450- 

1615 A. D. In 84 verses. 

C. by (the author^ 

fir^STRlIr by 5rt, son of 

alias Babu; composed in 

6ake 1790. pr. at Nir. P. 

fu^api by 
Probably the same as ^vv 

^rartot!^ above. 

fU^^g&ffrT of nJT. son of 

in Stein’s Cat. p. 186)} 

same as and 

above; m. in 

About 1449 A. D, 
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from cR^HR- 

by 

m. in 

Earlier than 1640 A. D. 

of m. in 

JraFRTRf^? (lplsr?i5r). 

by 

f^RTvprfMR. 

f'ide above. 

fr^RT^ by 

§>»«(«% by nJmS- 

by ^JTgT3im^ 

son of m. in 1449 A.D, 

(at bidding of prince 

of R^5^). Probably the same as 

above. 

C, by author. 

f»Rf(aE by ^wjjgT^. 

by 5rf^«I son of 

of the family; pr. at 

Batnagiri in 1873. 

C. rOBi«R!T by son of 

H5?! who was author of 

fW3'«T5qrf«f<; pr. at Bom¬ 

bay in 1902. He wrote 

io 1635-36 A. D. 

f by 

C. by author. 

fqgRk by 3T^tT^, son of 

son of ^n^T; ms. copied 

in sake 1661 (1739 A. D.). 

in 9 ^R>RT verses by 

fu^5;al?r by son of 

miTRs 

C. by son of 

the author. 

fu^^d>er?5fsT by srrct^- 

alias 

of 5nTRI, son of 

same as com. on 

composed in 1671 A. D. 

f in 3nRl%, ^@1^^ 
of ^RjEraifST, fJTTfff- 

of the son of n^op; m. 

in JT^SRc^ ( gTRfg^gla ). 

f m. in RTffRm. STRli, 

by ^RT=q?g'. 

by gsTmfelRW alias 

fsoi^^IRW, son of and 

disciple of about 

1650 A. D. 

or ^HI51?WT by 

WTR^IR- 

by 5p^^. 

by 

^75n%^- 

^5?TT'r?fiqsppVR- 

f^5!8jr7i. 

son of (Baroda O. I. 

10629 ). 

f by jrioRRT^'li^. 

?'ktrrr5^ i^y ar^rRwfttsr- 

alias by 

vide sec. 78. 
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fby “• by ^- 

^<T%RTSr- Earlier than 1500 

A. D. 

p^^qadl of m. by 

in W55Jire?R^- 

of son of 

vide under 

vide sec. 106 on 

It is this that is m. in 

of ?5o- 

by 

by He men¬ 

tions 

by raraT?crmnt?r»TST^ 

(Baroda 0. I. No. 10152 on 

portion of it). 

f?5T=5i%^r by 

by jRXjRtqRqR, 

pupil of (a calendar of 

fasts and feasts enjoined in the 

and the rites appropriate 

to them). About 1360-1400 

A. D. 

?^N*^I«(ui by m. in his 

vide see. 91. Deals 

'^ifb ift^, Wolffs;. 

sT??^, 5f d, srfvi- 

*n?T. and other 

5T^?9r3R, 

^#51, SlS»n'K@- 

?t!lFdHIH(ui of sec. 101. 

Wfoi by RRTTJT gff, son of 

flr«n*T- In five a^Rps for 

followers. Based on 

deals with q^^rpn. f%«rK.’ 

qirtRm. arg^T. 
^^^Rs. Stein’s Cat. (Intro, p. 

XV and p. 86) gives the date 

H. D.—128 

of composition as sake 1562 

(1640-41 A. D,), but B. 0. Cat. 

vol. I No. 72 and JBOBS. for 

1927 parts III-IV p. IX give 

1500 sake (1578-79 A. D.) as 

the date. 

f.f*Trrtq of 

pqdtq alias stqViTBH of frop^ 

^raqi»ft5T 

ffqeft^PJT^ alias frq^l55i%I%rfrq 

of son of m. 

in and srTqT%TPdTq, 

W-> ?lJTq5PT5t and quotes jp^ptjR- 

About 1475-1525 A. D. 

jifqdqm or efppqf^^jrt, son of fpp- 

m. in his 5qq;pqi?tpoi. 

f cq^ na. in ^qpHIP^pqp. 

by rfiTqs^ (pr- at 
Bombay in 1855). 

frqsp^ of ^isuriHqi^iq 

fcqqftq of ^?pqw? ( this is 

probably the ^?qjp^q quoted 

in %lt.SdTq, and other 

rTRs;. 

fcqff^ by qj-jq?, son of pp^p^ 

composed in sake 1640 

'itqflIH on fsp^JP, dJUrP^j dat+M 

rites and observances in the 12 

montiis of the year, on 

eclipses «bc. at ipp^pfq { modern 

Satara). N. vol. X. pp. 217-219. 

frqqsinfq of qpq^^ftpsp under 

fof ftp^^rr Heals 

with feasts and fasts of impor¬ 

tant days of the twelve months 

of the year; m. in a<PdR4T<|^; 

vide sec. 101. 

^i<Ie 
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m. in fJt. f^. 

of son of 

son of qmquuTg who was 

honoured by the king of 

In 8 sraras- Mentions 

and his own 

Baroda O. I. No. 1953. 

of vide sec. 

91. (pr. B. I. Series, 1921). 

of 

of son of 

and grandson of 

^7^. He was daughter’s son 

of l^STPT, author of 

Composed in 1705 

(1648-49 A. D.). Deals with 

religious observances of ^f*js 

from STRPT^ and of months 

from to in^^pr; quotes 

5BTT^) d 

of ^yaftfhiR. 

of ^i^dm- 

a manual of ceremonial 

observances for different 

months of the year compiled 

under prince of 

about 1750 A. D. 

fKf*r?ig^ of ■n- in ^- 

4<dH»< p. 499. 

f?*RmTC m. in and 

4HI94 of Earlier than 

1400 A. D. 

f>y *T^?T5n>-r ^ 

f<«flR«gi9?T of 

(pr. at Bombay). 

fc!TaK«g^<l of 

vide 

m. in ta^aa^l^ 

by 

t>5Ul*lf*<*^=l^ alias »TT%TT^ or 

a work on 

worship in four parts (jT^ft®)- 

JOTHnft?T the same as ^rfaT^a^- 

fWl; “• in snftiRcsr of ;nn*r>n(I5 

and in 41|f^d>'dp44>T- Earlier 

than 1500 A. D. 

^>nT4agPf{+I of ^siqifiir, son of 

by an^dt4- N. 

(new series) vol. III. preface 

VI. 

%'5TqiON by 

on eight kinds of forts. 

by son of 

sTRiaara? 

by JT^nq^q. In 

three on magic charms 

and expedients for protecting 

the king’s person and for various 

other purposes, and on various 

startling, interesting experi¬ 

ments on women, plants, food. 

N. IX. pp. 189-190 and D. C. 

Ms, No. 981 of 1887-91 and 

1031 of 1884-87. About 1520 

A. D. 

in 14 STVZTBfs (ed. by 

Bloomfield, 1889). 

^ hy 
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of son 

of?Tt^^, son of SRScTi com¬ 

posed at (Stein’s Cat. 

p. 248. 

m. in piuij; 

Ititt®!! on jntw, 5*n%. invra- 

(pr. in l^cn. S. 

Series). Vide under 

“• fJr?n8j?T 

5R»l4ifM4I in. in gt#ft?TT#g^t 

(p. 121) and ^gstf^grOr^; 

before 1500 A. D. 

(on worship of ^oti ) 

by in 8 qjgjs. About 

1500 A. D. 

C. by 

C- by ( pr. in Ch. S. 

Series ). 

by fsrf?lT*n^- 

m- in 5Jnf^- 

of ( pr. in 

B. I. Series). Vide sec. 106. 

f5BMI+l^(0 o* WgTRlU 

m. in 

by m^sn^I- Describes 

rites from the day of death to 

for ttparf^^^s. D. 

C. Ms. No. 207 of 1884-87. 

or jfH W 

N. X. p. 237. 

(astrological work in 

relation to dharma) m. by 

•nm#- 

ioi^ 

“.in pr. and ^- 

H«r^pr{^; earlier than 1600 

A. D. 

by q^- 

^rir (Stein’s Cat. p. 87). 

qr^rUT (Stein’s Cat. p. 87). 

of Tfirmui^. son 

of nnt@rajfV^^; composed 

during the teign of 

of 67m?a- Gives a long list of 

of authorities, such as 

^^TffpT. aR^qfurd, 

prq^ ^c. Vide N. vol. VI, 

p. 44. 

by nuRT?^- 

by composed in 

Vikrama 1568 { 1512 A. D. ) 

nt where he was 

governor. On arrgiT, 

TR) 3’fr; nis. 

copied in 1582 { 1526 A. 

D.) when was ruler 

(Stein’s Cat. p. 305, extract), 

or ^qoi by son of 

nsTVR 

(Baroda 0. I. 1142) 

(pi"- in Mysore G. 0. L. 

Series and translated in S. B. 

E. vol. 29). Agrees closely with 

C. of son of ^rKRoi 

residing at (pr. in 

above). 

by cTTIR. 
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by snq?^- 

by for king 

of ftrf^ 1450-1500 

A. D. 

njT’srrrsIfr by (Stein’s 

Cat. p. 87) m. in 

(vide BBRAS Cat. vol. II. 

p. 226). 

by ipitirRr, son of 

in 3 chapters. He says 

that king of f^rtWl gave 

to his grandfather. N. vol. 

V. p. 183; ms. dated 1766 

( 1710 A. D. ). 

by 

*T3FHT%JraT5T by compos¬ 

ed 18-32(1705-96 A.D.). 

by 

TTfr^ m. in and 

n#RI«rafi5 by under 

the patronage of 

wife of jnrf^ of ftrf>4?n. 

son of son of 

sou of m. by 

and (in snqilra^). 

About 1400-1150 A D. Speaks 

of the advantage of visiting 

and worshipping the Gauges 

and bathing therein. 

*i5riW% by (L'lwar 

Cat. No. 1300). 

(Wl^taH^JH) pr. in B. I. 
Series. 

jRI?q55 m. in sTWHTtW^- 

m. in 

»T?I5qi?r “. by of sftijg- 

ip^rqspfpT (Stein’s Cat. p 87). 

m. by wq^jcfc, 

Ibb?- 

m. by vrDl^- Earlier 

than 1600 A. D. 

*ratgBI=T<r3:% part of 

of Himoiw?- 

nqi^awq^'IS abas iraN^ by 

^ide TTmq<r% 

*BTl*rrRT by 8T?^$c4. 

'>y 11^. son of 

son of flourished between 

1550-1625 A.D. 

*BTiqi.rcT^|q^l by JTKn^ 

from the by 

5niBr»r- 

>T*nq^RT N- (new series) vol. 1. 

p. 84. 

irinuotil i'y qT^re>T%ftrw 

riqRWlsrqhl by JTf^Jr^%rr 

nqiWRq^fir 

'<y son of 

(for 

B-m%fi-gq>gby Vide 

p. 892 above. 

l-s m. in 

riqiWT-sf^ftr by ( Baroda 
O. I, 8688). 

*Bnm¥TI?q^ of ^pq^. The 

first verse specially mentions 
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(i. its authorities. 

or maDual of 

domestic rites ( for ) 

by on 

•jrRn^Bi oxprossly states that it 

follows m. in II^T^T- 

on ®nd in 

I- O nas. dated 

1675 i. e. 1519 A. D. ( Vide I. 

O. Cat. p. 515 No. 1633 ). 

na. in f%9n- 

son of tioiiH?r; completed liy 

About first half of 

the 14th century. 

attributed to ^PT^; mentions 

5PP^. 

npimfq^i^ ^y ^rtmvr?. 

<iTq4C\q<l^ of 

or q^ by 5riT, 

son of qgtqS. surnamed 

He wrote SRft?nqsT^5^ 
1675 ( 1753 A.D.). 

by mqTTO- 

fliq-iflliHatui by HHqws- 

nprafSTSTOraf'S’^r by ^r^PTPI, 

son of qnjTIW? “nd qi^unfft, 

surnamed His guru was 

Ulwar Cat. extract 618. 

irppai‘tgT4Jl>Jin^tT by f WIWJ, son 

of qinq**!^; comprrsed in 

1757. A. D. 

by apT^^^- 

npnftST«S^f''T^f^ by 

7TPT^3T«T^Rrf^ trom the qpHt- 
Ulwar 

Cat. extract 302 ). 

in?T^3TSHnnqf^ ^'■0'“ 5m7i- 

pf^^- 

npT^T^®n^^ ( Ulwar Cat. No. 

1312 and extract 304 ). 

nrniqq?^ '“• in wi^yi^ (^oi. i. 

p. 213 ). 

n^' ^y 1^*®^’ wai®> 

3Tqu4, 

mf^q^fq^ by sq^q^, pupi' of 

q#5T 

Tlligqf^q'n i°^ggl^°> ^l^PT^- 

jpw^rft by f^r?qp?5^ror> son of 

of the H5K5’ family. 

On qpTW^- 

giuprq^q in wTirraq^ of 

and in prppJ^ and q^qppRq- 

Earlier than 1400 A. D. 

I^ftiq^ of ?f|!nq anqpj in 

his ^rMutde^q- 

'»y qPT^- ’'"ide 

on doubtful points of 

rites and ceremonies. 

jjSqf^W by fif%>8T. 

JJgsriq^pt^- 

»;Sdl^ by (portion of 

m^BPnWq )■ 

^wgqn'fiss 

JjlWffqiq^T by qvqsjq » large 

work in 589 pages ( pr. in B. I. 

Series, 1928 ); Sec. 91. 
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(I) by 3i^5r- 

( 2 ) by 

( 3 ) by son of 

JJiraTRW by 

by composed in 

1266 A. D. 

m. in 

^lId|cM4<^5»r com. on anq©?^- 

by g^4HWr4. 

WT^«T%5EIT, summary of 

matters connected with dome¬ 

stic rites, according to 

quv^w- 

( in::5rp^ ) by 

UlwarCat. extract 54. 

by 

by in three 

kandasoD ar^^T &c.; 

ms. copied in 5^% 1720. 

’Jirqftf^g-vide under 

tiRRie, 

»14IiRuiB by aRi?gtT5. 

^flMRRlg by l^u^qpjpgpf. 

* com. on 

by srm^m- 

^@5l4hT (SfTTOWrnT) by 

^t4r. He quotes §^qpgi4. Ul- 

war Cat. extract 14. 

^ira*nT- 

( Hultzsch R. I. 

No. 637 ). 

or “• 

by 

qimJT by’^^^T^^lfjf ( i. e. pro¬ 

bably in 21 khandas; 

deals with like naj^- 

’5T5T. SR^, ft^JTS^hpnr, iilld*4i 

sn«T^?tii, at5tqj^H, 5^7^, ^- 

and 
SB^TTs like qT'5?i^. 

or by 

son of 

of fTftgjTT^. Hultzsch R. 

I. No. 603 and extract, p. 88. 

Refers to his fqtjRVjpBTf and its 

efr^T and antqi’q^TgaS and its 

i<s«< I- 

by anrfm in bis an®!T 

Ilb 1 1. 

^7jyM=».||?|*T (on 

by son of About 

1600 A. D. 

alias by gR|- 

^onT5> son of sur- 

named aiH^ ( aTRt); quotes 

on 

on amwst, snrhrqTf^, 

snfTHTnr. roRtth^, witm- 

'HgTTRirarT and ^pqgj- 

anpift and his own Sn^^HR- 

J. iater than 1650 A. D. 

by ( pr. in B. 

I- Series as appendix to 

W); ™. in f^f^pgjjjfor of 

%gTW and in the 

'‘“‘J *Ta«W8RI^. 
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V Tmfwr, son of ^mhrr- 

m. in 

and edited by Bloom 

field in Z. D. M. G. vol. 35 pp. 

637-648 in 209 verses and two 

inTra^s. Begins vnrm; Hsr?- 

'nw'HvRT I mgronirt 

Text same as in B. I. Series 

by of 

27 :^8. 

by rnriJR ; 

mentions of 

by 

by *T5T^%qg'. 

’‘rhrSRR ( Bik. Cat. p. 391 ). 

by snn^'l^^r (probably 

same as ^K^stTTtl^i a com. on 

of ), 

*T^^SKR^r»« (taken from sn^" 

). 
(taken from 

BlyiUtOH by 

by (in 

which is taken 

from his brother’s work ). 

*ft^hq<f5r^Rr by antr^ ( probably 

a mistake, as was a son 

of ). Vide Baroda O. I. 

No. 1870. 

by son of 

nUfwi (also styled 

(pr. by Chentsalrao, Mysore 

1900 ). First half of Nth cen¬ 

tury. 

by of srf^- 

miT ( ms. in Baroda O I. 8131 

dated ^ 1600 ). Each verse 

ends with the words ^ 

by ST»n5K 

nNtl^TT^aRi by (Baroda 

0. I. 11041). 

^fraSR^M^lJr by son of 

snq^ and younger brother of 

BRgct^, author of 

quotes sR^n^, an'agRd^jtr- 

fm«K> About 

1660-1680; says in^nhr is to 

be avoided in marriage by 

nmlwjsftqs alone as 

says and as the is to the 

same effect. 

by 

by SflOVUGTf m. in 

Wrasi^lH'jR by 

Hraa«f<l5iul<l by <nnT^ ( Baroda 

O. I. 8789). 

nrasr^riHtiR by ; first 

half of Nth century (also 

styled nmcitTHJiq by (sifinR) 

C- by snmwiW. son of 

( pr. by Chentsalrao, 

Mysore. 1900). 

nt^SRlW^ra by son of 

WT^. son of 1550-1625 

A. D. 

»n^JR?Ru|«r by f^ViTT^lt? or 

son of and youn¬ 

ger brother of finishec} 
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at Benares (1. 0. Cat. vol. III. 

p. 680). Composed in 6ake 

1506. (BarodaO. I. 11055). 

In verse and prose. 

by 

by f^^- 

( Baroda O. I. 9376 ). 

Different from 

by wjh'sr; same as 

by%^, who also 

wrote gf 

C. by n*T; quotes 

swt^iqiftsiTrr 

alias SRfJT^ by 

( standard work 

on this subject). Pr. by Chent- 

salrao, Mysore, 1900. Under 

each of the eight original got- 

ras quotes passages from snq- 

mentions 

and as »T75q^3 on 

m. in Or % , 

srm?, ?TT?FlitTrt?n Earlier than 

1450 A. D. 

by ; gives 

exhaustive enumeration of 

divisions and sub-divisions of 

gotias; mentions 

s«ii»f^ri^R of ^>ai- 

Jiq-. ( Baroda O, I. No. 7657 ). 

rfl^JmU^ftRRt^R by 

son of 

by son of 

?TITf-®nrf ®^ud younger brother 

of About 1585- 

1630 A. D. 

( from the 

by vrsr^TR )• 

JBRJRTTHIFT vide sra^i«nR- 

( Bom the 

iri5T5T )• 

rflRT^ by 

by ngg^im^T- 

son of g-STTPST. 

mqic-r^lR^ (gigmsflR) 420 ver¬ 
ses on various matters connect¬ 

ed with religious observances, 

such as the measurement and 

construction of altars. 

JTiqRrq^;^ He is m. even by 

qpqqui. Earlier than 1000 A. 

1) BBRAS. cat. vol. II. p. 183. 

rn^Rr'^TT^'R by son of 

belonging to ^qrp^ coun¬ 

try ( on worship of |F.wr )• !• O- 

ms. ( Cat. p. 587 ) dated 

1664. 

JTNRRrqi^ by mtncJ. 

>fpTRrRP5T^ nu aR^lTirR- 

rnqT®i^^^R4°hi 

iftqRri^R^R^ by 

( pr. in B. I. Series 

and by Dr. Knauer and tr. in 

S. B. E. vol. 30. ). 

C. ( vixsq ) by w^qTTBTUI son of 

4T1T^; m. m ?Trg;?tTq of 

tus. copied in gr. 

431 ( 1549 50 A. D.). 

C. ( Risq) by m. in 

of ixtfqs^RTS^ 
and in Earlier 

than 1500 A. D. 

C. RXSfT UQ. in %f«lctTq and 

snilvTTq. Earlier than 1500 
A. D. 
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C. by^iTim- 

C!- by son 

of flrsiTO' (different from the 

author’s ) • 

About 1640 A. D. (. Stein’s 

Cat. p. 86). 

C. by of 

C. by 

son of ^sriJi (Stein’s Cat. 

p. 15 and p. 250). 

ntfirgrqRfiia (pr. in B. I. Series 

with com.) on ^Tsan^J^. ^RR- 

^ and «irpg:^^. 

C. by qRTqoi; m. by 

m. by 

in RrPTim and Pro¬ 

bably the same as vriR of 

same as sp^ST^q of 

^Itqiqq. Anan. Sm. pp. 49-71. 

( on rites for propi¬ 

tiating the planets in their 

nvil positions, (in otc.) 

N. vol. X. pp. 201-202. 

C. (wRq) by q^iqqra;; m. in 

srnyfR of JiFPRrq's 

probably the same as 

above. 

^ i>y “• in of 

qqqq s 

’TkqqrqiaTr. 

“• in 

and qgtqragTq. So earlier than 

1500 A. D. 

( pr- at Bom¬ 

bay ). 

nVfq?TI'^ ^ii»® or 

qqqtqrq^ by frq^'^f, son of 

^iqqsg-; compiled under the 

orders of tigin^llfqTRr nlfq!^- 

qpg" of Kasi, divided into six 

qlf^s (waves) on 3n%^, 

gd;. and inqfaq; 

quotes ^5qq^, anm^, qrqqr- 

qiq> and is quoted in 

the ^qf^, arrgiTRT of 

SSSftrniq^; compiled between 

1400 and 1450 A. D, Vide 

TJlwar Cat. extract, 304 for a 

long description of a town 

(Tinqf^R near Benares, which 

is said to have surpassed Delhi 

and KalpI and of the ^q'lTgq 

family of kings, of which 

nlfqRqR ■was a scion and of 

the ^q family. The Ulwar Ms. 

(verse 85) speaks of only five 

^^s (omitting snqfkq)- It 

appears that ftq^^t in bis 

?g^qRf5RtJnbl claims the qHq- 

gijiniq as his work. Vide Ind. 

Ant. for 1912 p. 248. 

qisiqq^q n:. in the of 

m. in fq. ra- 

(probably the «n^?nq? of 

na. in 

(probably the of 

qHq^qiqsq). 

na. in the 

of 

H. D —129 
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iftcmVTR^ vide sec. 5; pr. in B. 

S. Series and Jivananda Sm. 

part II. pp. 403-434. 

C. by gif- 

C. (»n^) by (pr. in 

Mysore G. O. Ij. Series). 

c. wmSSriT by 5^ (pr. in 

Anan. P.). 

or ^%ji5iTn5r- 

by 5rtT5rfl^. 

ifguiPi^R (from the i|q)4T^R of 

n^^RSnrtn; refers to jTpjar. 

jr5Sf^%5r^ by Jnw^, son of 

f OTti^ of ?TlT575nft?r. Peter¬ 

son’s 5th Report p. 176. 

by Mentions 

'ON'CI- 

by 

from of 

JTS^rgq5%. 

HS*ig(^WR by son of 

of 5nnt^4?i. 

JTS’rm^igfr by rrnfWGTjrgw. 

nS^TPISRVcl^ or by 

<^n'5?»t) son of pr. in 

Bengali type by Sanskrit 

Sahitya Parishad, Caleutta(No. 

10). This is over and above his 

28 gRs. 

according to ^pipRand 

mPTOr- 

JIf^TFcrT^% or grashnPrT by 

*101^1% n^. son of 

About 1686 A. D. 

by ?ft;5^T3r. 

( Peterson’s 6th 

Report p. 98 ). 

Jnjn%<n51 or qiMtqmflfiuR (from 

tbe of the 

S?TOl)- 

by qrrf^. 

“• in of 

g^aqifir- So earlier than 1400. 

or 

byRW^m^f^in 12 ^i^s 

on 

SR) ) STRn^" 

s^qfTT) srPTW^, under orders 

of prince qRRUIRU, son of 

«VtWf5: mentions jRiqJTraV, 

^R^lSdlrt) ^F'RRI^Ioftq-, SR^- 

vrfm. First half of 17th century, 

pr. in Ch. S. Series. 

by 

son of 3R^JTJT5, son of %qTm- 

JTJ. of the ¥Ig family. ( Ulwar 

Cat. extract 620), 

^os^iram by son of 

TWftot. 
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by sirnt^ws- 

^rai»n by jTsmn^ 

On daily duties, ?rn;> 

Jisriim- 5rat^#nT»nV &c. 

( Baroda O. 1. No. 296 dated 

?^q;1593 ). 

'^5ftT?I5lk»W5II« by 

( on the ceremonies to 

be performed on the fourth 

night after marriage). 

by ( Baroda O. 

I. 1488). In fourteen verses 

on 

C. byqfia^. 

of Vide 

sec. 88 ( pr. in B. I. Series ). 

Hultzsoh R. I. No. 658 con¬ 

tains srwf^ and but 

they are most probably by a 

different author. 

^^P^rW4m or-^^. Vide sec. 42. 

by ( Ben. S. Series 

publishes on 

STf^ ). The I O. Cat. ms. p. 

475 (on only ) 

ascribes it in the ccdophons 

to son of snrmwmi 

Mss. of ao't 

JrrafaTl^rrS are known. 

C. by TITT^g, son of JnTra<n. 

( Baroda O. I. 

2247 and 10540). 

or by qpg- 

Rites on the occasion of 

the first sraddha of a woman 

dying before her husband and 

son. Based on N. ( new 

series ) I. p. 100. 

by ^?5r!iBi ^■ 
'517 of 55^7. N. ( new series ) 

I. p. 101; ms. dated 1765 A.D. 

quoted in wui5#r^- 

^a^T?r “• by fjT- W i 
q#sa’s 

Earlier than 1570 A. D. 

“-in 

m. in f^. TO- ( probably 

^5195'^^ or SfTRK^P^T^ ). 

'5Wr*Ur7?5BTTqT by (pr. 

at Benares, 1870); m. in 

C. {arsTsm 
C. by (pr. 

at Benares, 1870). 

C. by 5BnRT5r. 

by ?T3iT5WI; (is 

probably the work so m. by f^I. 

). It is on astrology. Earlier 

than 1550 A. D. 

C. ( ms. dated ^5^ 1657 i. e. 

1600-1601 A. D.). 

by On 

of two kinds, 

■STR and others ) and ^ ( such 

as 57^551). on g|^s for 77^- 

gisf and other g^ffs and on 

lI?rmBfrnTf75r; D. C. Ms. No. 

I12 of 1895-1902 copied ip 

^1719. 
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( aoc. to ^Krpi?r); vide 

B.B.R.A.S. Cat. vol. II. p. 243. 

by Bi5T?cf§W- 

based on 

’i®qRi?lg. qsr^- 

sw«4!T^, ?nT^TRr^ 
and Later than 1450 

A. D. 

( ed- by Kressler ). 

^Fi^ersfiRr or ^gmr?q?i3nftf?r or 

^PJ1^4ld=e- There is a ^- 
in 660 verses. There is 

a a^ijjor^JT also. 

of 7rin5T?r 

^m^^nTTfrmrT^ITf in 108 stan¬ 

zas. It begins ‘ 

?rsTtT??rq, I ’ 

by <^q(irga. 

^rom the ^wr^PT* 

of flf^snsT 

Vide 

gs^rajfr Vide 

C. ( ) m. by in his 

3TH1^T 

by *ra?cnj?; vide sec. 

74. 

c. of nJWTn, 
composed in 6ake 1544 

( 1622 A. D. ). 

^gjVntrftl^g-same as 

( It is in verse ). 

cutta 0. Series No. 2, 1921 ). 

^i'»i'f^yiT?iJig 

‘g|°T’fq^4 ( pr. at end of the 

in Dr. Sham Sastri’s edi¬ 

tion ). 

^T3TT?!»»?r?4 by 

by nnTRy. 

■siTg4^>?4«Jrg- 

by 

by 

by \?r»T?qT 

by q^oftioT 

'arfmoft^T^inftmg m. by 

by Irosg- ( pr. in Kavya- 

mala Series ). 

by ^iSTTPf. 

(•■rn- 

g?^OMKI%g m. by |jn§r- 

C. m. in ?in4;f%^ of 

c. srapT by wgTJiBnitTiTg «mT- 
z(Uj, son of iftoi and grand¬ 

son of gjiiqia, who was a 

great jfT^n^ and patroni¬ 

sed by king Vide 

under 

?ITTW3T^ by ?fRI«T. son of 

C’C’- byff^. 

by 5^. 

C by 3rpn>gT or 8n^n4) son of 

by 

by ^RfnTffi son of ypsIN^^i 
son of tW|)8IT. 
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by son 

of 

m. by 

by SOD of 

RSrw- (I- O. Cat. I. p 95 ms. 

dated 1810 i. e. 1753-54 

A. D.). Composed about 1640. 

by 

of (Baroda 0. I. No. 

1026). Ms. dated 1860. 

by ^1^, m. by 

by 

by nwfsoi 

of son 

of «|^«Tf^9r- Vide under 

m. in fJr^rwTi, Iht^. 

5f*T5S«n by of the 

(io more than 24 

sixths). 

^»T4HS4<^lRitSl m. in n^v^^’s 1TTS«T 

oo 

^WTSPnpRr by qjRlST, composed 

under orders of 5f»tg}q’, of 

Kamboja family. Vide Mitra’s 

Notices vol. V. p. 109 for 

contents (the ms. was copied 

in 1838 i. e. 1782-83 A. 

D); in ten jp^s. 

by compiled 

under the partonage of prince 

(*T5R^) younger 

brother of who was son 

of gT55^^) son of who was 

sole minister of the king of 

Delhi. The family was Man- 

dira from Kosala country and 

their capital was Deals 

with arraiT, «JT^, ?i*TRcr. 

I^j 41^^IT* SBjTn^ and 

The date in the I. O. ms. 

is corrupt ‘^iSTlTraimi^Rr’ {1 

Tf5Trerar>I%f?r 1559) of the 

era. About 1500 A. D. 

Names 

>^s. ( Baroda 0. I. 

No. 2366 ) dated 1565 ^ 

( 1508-09 A. D. ). 

5PnnTwfgrt^ by grr^wf^ (Baroda 

O. I. No. 12774). On 

5J5filgfllcRT or gr^grft^aflTW by 

T^TFcTH. 

by 

gpEf^ m. in RrlluRRf. 

sninTTHohl (on fconRnSrft) by 

by pupil 

of and son of 

ant^wiT^- 

3ProT^WH#ST?r by of 

jftT9ff5T (modern Gorakhpur). 

He was a devotee of tnTPT’n* 

deals with all religions acts 
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(nitya, naimittika and kamya) 

about Tbe at the 

end of D. C. Ms. No. 241 of A 

1881-82 is by 

ms. copied 1827 (1771 

A. D.). 

by of the 

so“ of 
of Benares (extensive work 

in 900 pages pr. by Laksini- 

vehkatesvara Press at Kalyan 

in 1925). A digest in 19 

on etc. the 

first being on compiled 

under the patronage of sniias 

who performed io 

and also His 

city ( Amber ) is also 

referred to. Composed in Vi- 

krama 1770(1713 A D.). Gives 

genealogy as ( wbo 

brought Shivaji to Delhi )- 

Sometimes called 

( Ulwar Cat. extract 305 ); pr. 

in Bombay, 1903. 

1) ua. in 

of sauf^f (p. 166). 

by 

“■ by K- W- and by if^aR 

'jImivW' 

!a?5Rmsn^ by xngfoiftxsr. 

or-rx^%. 

(1) by ^TfI«T<XDT5, son of 

>9^; quotes 1513- 

1575 A. D.; sec. 108. 

(2) by see. 111. 

pr. at Ratnagarh 

(1893 A. D.). 

of (pr. by 

Jivananda) Sec, 107. 

5nrf^B51. from the 

by %;raxil5. 

by 

by siiqouj* 

snsRs^RRrJra’ by ftaiui?; N. 

(new series) IT pp. 55-56. 

STlTdR'ftq (Baroda O. I. No. 

11003 ) on etc. 

501^*1 |gl (part of ^i(l*|@aM|). 

(^ide N. vol. II p. 151) 

on the origin of diSerent 

Hindu castes. 

5ni%BT5n by ?xtxnn«l. son of 

and H|qiix9^h surnamed 

and inhabitant of gRyjijii. 

Divided into three parts in 

verse on timr, 

but contains nothing 

on or griRs. D. C. Ms. No. 

302 of 1884-86. 

(from q^nirn^); 
Stein’s Cat. p. 94. 

m in is^RRmbn% 
of 5iq-^OTi and in 

by ^cunrHip? -qf^Srr. 
Part of a larger work called 

snprmii^ by 

by ( Baroda 

0, I. 11147). 
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by 

by ?^?nST- 

by ( N. vol. IX. 

p. 179). Stein’s Cat. calls it 

( P- 89 ). 

by (probably 

same as the first part of 

by of 

^IKlgWhr, son of^TI#^. grand¬ 

son of ^^ST. of 5j9n»^5T 

( ParMda in Maharastra 1). In 

three ^^^s; ms. (I. 0. Cat. 

vol. III. p. 519 No. 1639 ) is 

dated sake 1564 ( 1642 A. D.). 

Peterson ( in Ulwar Cat. No. 

1323 ) says that it is part of 

which is quo¬ 

ted by ^od he gives the 

father’s name as pre¬ 

viously called 

grandfather as ‘ Samaraja ’. 

3nfrff%^^?r35I«' attributed to 

HPPJI. 

by 

by 

3nra?ns4^i? by wsjsgrRsrK 

m. in 

of and by 

according to 

fqifcH ) on repairing temples 

images of gods &c. N. vol. X. 

p. 271. 

by 5n?pr>rof, son of 

by 

*1?, son of N. ( new 

series) vol. III. p. 64 (ms. 

dated 1785 ). 

qieijjug ( Baroda 0. I. Nos. 

358 and 5549 ). 

or -q,^(qpFq 

by nwf oiiw?, son of JTiiraom^ 

son of About 1570-1590 

A. D. 

by 

WTOlfipI., son of 

by jig- 

son of 

abridgment of the above ms. 

( Ulwar Cat. No. 1324) copied 

in 1812 ( 1755-6 A. D.). 

Aufrecht’s Leipzig Cat. 

p. 611. 

(ed. by Dr. Caland, 

PanJab Oriental Series 1922 ). 

C. by «ftfqqT?T («- 

tracts printed in above ). 

^ ^ - - ^ 

(in the form of a dia¬ 

logue between nnd ). 

Divided into g^i^s on jffif- 

fsj^, *o-> ^ide Bik. Cat. p. 

398. Burnell ( Tanjore ms. cat. 

p. 136 b) says that the author’s 

name appears to be 

Baroda O. I. 1136 is a part of 

it ( on ) and 
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extends over 10000 and 

No. 10546 is another in 14000 

sni- 

by m. in the ^^4- 

ir?lT of and in a!n%^rrT^ 

of and in an^RJT^- 

m. in ^'^- 

JTHK {?T5l?n^), 
Earlier than 1250 A. D. 

3ri*np by son of 

»J1, in four 

giHRS'^crri'I'oft by fOTiT^^ on 

WE^s. 

m. by 

3!ri^;?Tmi m. in of n^m?, 

&• % 

by 

3?TH^:?Tr»TTHI? by N. 

( new series ) vol. I p. 134, ms. 

dated sake 1670 ( 1748 A. D.). 

“• in vr4fffT% and 

34tfa?m«Jr5 m. by in 

3^^? and w^JTTlftsnfr- 

by f^?n- 

m- by 

by son of 

34tfaT0?W m. in mfspfiin^, 4- tpr- 

m. in 

and and 

m- in jfrf^'^li/f? and 

3mm?c5T na. in of 

S^TTftTOST by *«ord4'I*[T5T5I N, 

( new series ) II. p. 58. 

3?fn3^q na. by of 

^Sfnfoi, by 

3!mscji^Rr m. by swtniM of JTm- 

ft- f«-. 

3?ftrcn5RW by ?5^S5JT- 

by nnder 

Raja Torlaramalla. 

vide sec. 109. 

gftsiTflR by ftjaifi*! under the 

patronage of Maharaja ^“wj. On 

the rites for every day of the 

year; ms. written in lake 1589 

i. e. 1667-68, A. D. ( Burnell’s 

Tanjore Cat. p. 136b.). 

m- in the 

of sniRTUIiTl, by in 

( vol. I p. 213 ) and in 

; earlier than 1525 

A. D. 

rl^OUftlgl- 

rf^oiftqisft of ( part of 

)• 

ct^n7ftHT%iq^ by ;jqt- 

vinei. 

by *i(- 

rl^njfHncRq by 

If is a com. on 

of ^j^qrior, 

axq#l5E5*T by »T5fl%^%?r ( Baro- 

da 0. I. No. 376 ). Written at 

the bidding of %Stqr> 
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Dilates on the question as to 

•who should observe riles, 

discourses on the inadvisability 

of and 

by 3?IJ3r^. 

by son of 

JlWmSTTTWIFI Vide 

Mitra’s Notices vol. V. p. 155 

for contents; ms copied in 

sake 1661. 

vide m^^sr¥TT%^T- 

vide BBRAS Cat. p. 

217 No. 687, probably same as 

the next. 

C. vide BBRAS Cat. p. 217 

No. 687. 

of JTS^q’i'^rT vide sec. 

110. Gives summary of his 

C. by 

C. by 

by 

m- in and 

in and and 

in 

m. in of ;[^o. 

m. by |htT^ 

?I^T^g^IT5rref- vide ?;5itcRgT^. 

by An 

abridgment of his 

or divided into 

four on aJT^I?. SITgi- gi%: 

and s^T’^gR- Composed when 

king ^TJT of reigning. 

Latter half of 15th century; 

mentions his in 

H. D.—130 

011^4, a com. on 

of ^gtqnot (pr. by Jivananda). 

?RfT»4’?fl’T- 

ortw^^r m- by in sni%*- 

fR^ 

a^tnn3R»T. 

G. 

by arJCRaT^II^ 

against the practice of branding 

the body with marks (as ^aiiqs 

do). 

ct?Tg?T^l?ni or f'om 

cfjrggn^^ by 

(Baroda O. I. 11575). 

by ?TJT^?ni. 

by 3T«idM'g^t^' 

by 

or of 

son of arrrgw- 

by (Baroda 0.1. 

8336). 

by q^^JTWSi; (B. O. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 145; ms, 

copied in gj. 345 i. e. 1464 

A. D ). 

by 

W4=53gtg^ ni. in 

f^fgtRg by 

C. by g'fsfefW- N. 

(new series) I. p. 155. 

C. by ^(5rkW 5l=^WRr- N. 

(new series) II. p. 71. 
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C. by N. 

(new series) II. p. 72. 

by (pr. 

at Benares in 1887 A. D.). 

Rtf*TrlT^«K by 

(part of of 

8PT^>q). 

by ^T5fRTSI. son of 

5RRT*RTf (Baroda O. I. No. 

10724). 

rawtaHuiq ( or ) by 

^<4q IR- Same as above. 

f?ri*lt>3q%T<q alias by 

^<j>q||5( Names ^qgRHTSf^, 

c. by sft^T’qqnf^, son of 

from the 

by 3RTRR7? (Baroda O. 

I. No. 10611 is dated 

1583 i. e. 1526-27 A. D,). 

by 

by nWT^- 

by nhTRT 

RTwfsnn^r by (Ui- 

war Cat. No. 1326). Peterson 

is wrong in saying that he 

praises one is 

here the incarnation of 

identified with 

(Time) and 

by 

by 

by son of 

based upon fqilmi^rg- 

TrTprf^TqJT by •nn^FiniS' 

by vfKiquRTS- 

by qajrig^ffsr- 

mfy{snn?l by ^niKTST- 

Relies on |jn^. 

by «fri^(pr. at Benares 

and Bombay). 

by jT^nsn*! gn 

W-lftoT?! by 

T^fJpJlJT by jTpqW of ^i^y- 

Hopi). 

by ^!n«l ( probably 

same as W. and K. 

Cat. II p. 282; notes that 

is written on title page of 

by ^jTiqfs hkim; n. 
(new series) T. p. 156; composed 

in sake 1633. 

by names 

and So 

later than 1640 A. D.; ms. 

copied in sake 1681 (1759 A. 

D.); pr. at Bombay in 1864. 

of pupil of 

<llqi^, Baroda 0. I. No. 1524. 

About 1400 A. D. 

C by ^5, son of the author. 

Ms. dated 1638 (1582 

A. D.). 

by 7|44q^|<'. 

by 

names fjnf^> 

HP4W, gTR- 
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by l?Rm (fi'o™ 

by 

(Ulwar Cat. No. 1329 ). 

by 

f^rpriiTOl^r by 

by 

laisri^ohr from the of 

from the 

^5r^RnT5Ti%^. 

T^srftw by 

by Refers to 

t3F?nT"*T- 

fdmggTN^ by 

famJTWft of *10151, son of 

son of llgRg, son of 55I5nn- 

by 

ffrra^cSimsn by son of 

aniScI. son of H^dinlui. 

fiiwfsroi*i*nf^ by «fn%qT?n4; 

son of of the c^%^- 

nhr 

^‘^fsrinrg* by ( Baroda 

0. I. No. 8336 ). 

ranrfsTohTgrgf by 

by 5111^, son of 

: by ^suifil^rai4- 

or faPT^ronr by 

son of 

i^mMuk«Ji5 by ^ 

mary of the of 9Rf^- 

C. by ^1^ ( Baroda O. I. ms. 

No. 1524 is dated 1683 ). 

Later than 1400 A. D. 

raT^%oRr«^?ig*a*i- 

fgTWTopRm by Vide 

sec. 94. 

or <*^WpJ|%<n«T or 

by 

above. Also called 

^«raT3F*r^?r-Vide f3mi%ok of 

5TOi*nirai 

of 5^^101 m. in ^- 

!T?^’s firlsiaRa- 

c. by «ftvnsi 

surai^^wm, son of ?n^ : 

about 1475-1525 A. D. N. 

(new series) vol. II. pp. 73- 

74 ms. copied in 1512-13 

A. D. 

or by 

Vide above ( pr. in Bombay 

1864 ). 

faWiH? ^rio. N. (new series) II. 

p. 75. 

or by 

mppiw by 5n*T5nT5- 

by Rfgi^, son of jt5T^, 

son of 5i55^uui of ; 

author of sn^KT^ ( both being 

parts of ) Ab¬ 

out 1683 A. D. 

a by his son 

( Baroda O. I. No. 

5947 ). The author says that 

HHBIUTOS, author of M^TbKM, 
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was the great-grand-father 

) of fiis mother. So 

author flourished about 1650 

A. D. 

by ( same as 

above 1 ). 

fir«=ErT^?r^i%tjPT by 

( Baroda 0. I. ms. No. 5772 is 

dated 1605 ^-^i.e. 1548-49 

A. D.) Mentions ^I^TT- 

^ aod HUPTI^. So I 

later than 1400 A. D. | 

by nHtsnsr. 

of tnnnM (part of 

j “1®- copied in 1707 

A. D.). 

by 

N. ( new series ) vol. II. 

p. 75. 

by gft^igifqgr. 

alias of 

son of 

Vide sec. 111. 

by ®on of 

g^t?lgcn by q5?qf5^. Sec. 

110. 
by 

m. by 

of 5717, son of qgigr; 

mentions cft^f^^riwfoi. Same as 

of 

by q|^4m%fiisr, in 

five q^TTTS (pr. in B. I. Series); 

m. in the g^[?iT3r of 

and in f^. Vide sec. 101. 

or of 

5^0. This is over and above 

bis 7;gi%rRq in 28 ?rvqs. 

^q?qijl ( vide under ) 

of^l^TUT, son of fq>8nn«T> snr- 

named 

or ^^5f5fi»fl%nfq of 

7m=g5=5’- 

by sqig. 

by 

^qiqirftq by T^sp^. Same as 

sec. 107. 

^qraiH^- 

by appcTW?, son of 

«I5, at the request of apj^*^. 

or 7I4{M«K of TWlIsoi, 

son of HTiqW, of qiRTTnhf; “as. 

dated 1690 (1634-35 A.D.). 

He composed the 

Toft, com. on qrret^f^I, at 

Benares in 1600. He is 

author of SprnPTT^’'^; flouri¬ 

shed between 1500-1545 A. D. 

rflwmf m. in by 

by ?r%q7m- 

( part of ); pr. 

in Prince of Wales Series. 

by gif. 

( part of 

of snn)^5T5, son of 

ftra*T?- Vide sec. 115. 

rft^Tnqgr^rg^ by son of 

Vide under 
About 1753 A. D. 

gset^IOTTSST^TlTOt^^ by 

( Baroda 0. I. No. 3894 ). 
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’TTWFI- 

(taken from SRirT- 

C!at. No. 1334 

and extract 313). 

3^RT<T- 

^^Rsram ( 

g^Ri^sniWi ^y 
^^OTt- Sec. 111. 

5?n^T»TRf^‘ 

gssis^^RsraVn by 

5®T3wrfiTPnr5^ '^y iftTtR’T- 
3?ST3^^JIfRRirahl or g^RR- 

^rftr by ;nTR'>T«5> ®°“ 

sec. 108. 

by 
n ” 

Is it the same as the 

next ] 

or WRTRR?!'^^ 
<n « 

(pr- at Benares in 

1876 with com.) in 30 

verses on an^lR' Ulwar Cat. 

No. 1339 ascribes it to 

Vide BBRAS Cat. vol II pp- 

209-210 where it is ascribed to 

liRT^ 

C. i^^oi by son of 

JIBR. son of flourished 

1560-1625 A. D. 

CC. f^OT^iRT^T by 

son of gi55f'R- 

Names llftftl- 

Between 1660-1710 

A. B. He says he follows 

com. of on the 

C. anw^^RlJR- 

C. ascribed to fg^R^ (wro¬ 

ngly). Vide under 

C. by anr^rTWS (Ulwar Cat. 

No. 1340). 

C by jtSRR (Ulwar Cat. No. 

1341); ms. in Baroda 0. I. 

3883 is dated 

1522-23 A. D.). 

C. by araR, son of 

son of 

About 1610-1660 A. D. 

C. by ^SDiflR 

C. by^T^r^r- 

C. by 

C. by ft>atsn*I- 

C. (vide I. 0. Cat. Ill p. 566, 

No. 1750-51). 

C. by^w^TWHrft- 

C. by author. 

alias aiRRR^^' 

RRSBRlft^ by 
son of 

( pr. in B. I. Series ). Printed 

text and mss. differ. Divided 

into four sections in 575 verses 

on 5*r* 

TR^i RTHtI and He 

names ^SR^RIR) 

on 3n«ff5R- 

sfSnrl^. «R*n»l. Vtgenti^- 

5n^i%5n«T (on tp?ftjit<n), 

>b>9, “^“y 
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of his though primarily 

ooncerued with srauta rites,are 

quoted largely in '''"orks. 

He incidentally deals with 

many topics of such as 

proper actions in (I- 

165-177), what is for 

an act etc. He is named by 

f JTT^ and the So 

he flourished after 1000 and 

before 1‘200 A. D. Vide Dr. 

Bhandarkar’s Report for 1883 

-84 pp. 30-3] for date. 

C. 

( Aufrecht’s 

Leipzig Cat. 591 ). 

of vide p. 

892 above. 

m. in i%. -1%. 

(rules for the consecra¬ 

tion of images when transferred 

from one place to another 

through fear of mlecchas or 

otherwise). N. vol. JX. p. 295). 

by (Baroda 

O. I. 5840). 

of son of 

of son of 

(P*"- -^^uandasrama 

Poona). The first part deals 

with rites common to all sacred 

places apd then the special 

features of the pilgrimage to 

snTFT. and Composed 

about 1550-60 A. D. 

T%^iag?ITT or or 

?rraif^ by 

m- by gT^Rq1?rftT«T in 

bis So earlier than 

1400 A. D. 

la. by ^nf?. 

and in 

by 

vide 

see sec. 43; pr. Jivananda 

Sm. part II, pp. 383-402, Anan. 

sm. pp. 72-84. 

C. by 

C. by 

by JTimnr (Baroda 

O. I. 9175). 

(extracted from the 

sllfaBSffl of 

of gntuM of W5^qgaiJT, 

sou of ^i^qr^nd younger brother 

of in seven 

(pr. in G. O. Series; see sec. 

102); latter half of 15th century; 

on penal offences, the propriety 

of inflicting punishments and 

the diSerent forms of punish¬ 

ments to be inflicted. N. vol. V. 

p. 225 No. 1910; composed for 

the king of wf^RTT; mentions 

qift- 

5il?r, 5qgfflD%3!^) STHf^ and 

sr?tq as among his authorities. 

It is a part of his 
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by 

(pr. at Calcutta in 1827 in 

Bengali characters ). Summari¬ 

sed in pr- under 

the patronage of P. C. Tagore. 

by ( pr. at 

Calcutta). 

of (pr. Cal¬ 

cutta 18-t7, text with Marathi 

translation pr. at Baroda; 1899\ 

The last verse is interpreted as 

giving as the name of 

the author. Said to be fabric¬ 

ated by a pandit of Colebroo- 

ke’s. The author says he wrote 

C. by 

by 

by ^oSWIT, son of 

( Baroda 0. I. 

6572 B.) 

chandra ^iromani’s 

jffoi. Also styled 

by • 

by (probab¬ 

ly same as above). 

^rT^PS^farviR by 

by same as 

^=Pl%'n*I above. 

of alias 

(pr. by RwTflfoi a* 

Calcutta and in Anan. P. ). 

Vide Sec. 110. 

c. by fs^gggi?- 

g-dditfwiOT by irrararai^- 

^■d4ifiT% (extract from the 

of ). 

giM<»TgpT by gi^t^qfg; 
( New Series ) vol. HI. preface 

pp. VII-VIII. 

by (■ride 

fqorg above ). 

or -f^g by fft- 

N. vol. XI; Intro, p. 5. 

of ( a part of his 

sqgglTlgg^ )• Summarised in 

the 

by fqpTsi ( N. X. p. 71). 

9txf=p^lf^ by HfRfttTvgig 

mqsdVlg ( pr. at Calcutta and 

also at Bhavnagar ). Summari¬ 

sed in 

by gic!iRii(%R[. 

g’gBf/wulg by ^>agm 3rqT«ng 

yTt«ti(dUig by ^^qriUT ( P^rt of his 

digest called Nearly 

the whole is pr. in Bharata- 

by g4*nH7 ’^bo per¬ 

forms an obeisance to N. 

( new series) vol. I. p. 166. 

^(^pgronpl by son of 

grrar® 

by 

( pr. at Calcutta 1875 ). 

by 

( Stein’s Cat. p. 307 ). 

by jrri^T 

(Baroda O. I. No. 10701 b ). 
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by ^ftfsT^mr^W- 

by son of 

names 

T?i0H?. 

^Tgl'^oi^T, ?WRT?n; later than 

1650 A. D. 

^EHiqOT by 

( Baroda O. I. No. 7204 ). 

by %?r5Tm- 

?^?mg by 

by son 

of ^W4T3^i%3 of the Phalnit- 

kar family. His guru was 

wtcTR?^- 

by 

qfn'id 

?Tjffjn3^trr3t^ 
?tTI^ by jnvra«TI^ 

by ^ ^^f?r, son of 

son of Ho ■^as a pupil of 

at Nasik on the Goda¬ 

vari and composed the work in 

s'ake 1691 ( 1769 A. D. ). Na¬ 

mes ^iJpif^f^Tand 

or by 

by nnRR^%- 

by iwgsr- 
5l'»«f5lri%R,, son of ?TR5riT; 

flourished towards the end of 

the 18th century. 

by called 

son of sun of 

On such topics as 

Probably a part of his 

(N- ^ol. VIII. p. 14). 

Mentions ^155- 

BTUPI, 

by ^TJnr?, son of f^JasTHT 

fifes- 

^snig-q^fe by Based on 

Inna’s work. 

by ^mir. son of 

'q?^Tq?- 

g-^^srrgsrqhT by (Hai-o- 

da O. I. ms. 1677 dated sake 

1680). 

g-5^sn?:arfe*T by m^TTiT- 

g-5TRfa^ 

^5T^?T1^T or of q^qfe 

fur Yajurvedins ( Kanva). He 

was elder brother of 

and Pandit of Laksmanasena 

of Bengal and so flourished 

about 1168-1200 A. D. 

g’5t^H>TS;T% by JTfTOfVTP^BI 
tor Rgvedins ( about 

mr'imflr etc.). N. vol. II. p. 6i. 

by ipJiqR, son of 

by sn^oRlf. 

by ^-artvR- 

’^5r^nq^% by ; (the 

work is also called 

or b According 

to gsiftR school. Vide sec. 74. 

by for 

Vajasaneyins; same as nvri" 

^5ni%fqra^5PRq4:T4. 

of ( part of 

5nfm?iq^). 
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or-fSrf^ ( part of 

5?n^’s ). 

by 

son of 

?5n»r^r?T (on fasts and festivals) 

m. in 

by son of 

of the family. 

(Baroda O. I. 10963). 

(ascribed to on 

Same as 

above. 

C- byaifH^, son of ^sf^vR;- 

In Hultzsch’s Report III p. 

101 we find that says 

which shows that he regar 

ded the author of 

as different from 

Same as ij^’irRI- 

by |gsnqfiT8jr?T 

of sec. 

111. 

qooted in 

^H4»gqd^ of 

apgqg^; sec. 78. 

gw4>i"sq# by RR^rsft sRnqffjf 

(from q^g^lflSTfnq). 

H. D.—131 

Tlsf^g^F (extracted from the ^- 

of sR^qfw^)- 

?H'*lji^ by 

or 

(about 1500-1540 

A. D.); mentioned in his ?in^- 

Vide sec. 106; pr. 

in B. T. Series. 

:?R^?^(from the ttiia.ju'erJsT 

of arJT?cT$^)- 

<iM-ciR4^ *T^- 

jfprgif^T by (abstract of 

tmf?)- 

<jW-^R?qn by »on^ of 

HgT^ and grandson of 

surnamed gpfg:; names 

3[^fT, ^?r5T. 
also called ^isfR^rT' 

Later than 1660 A. B.; 

pr. at Benares in 1864 and at 

Bombay in 1880 and 1884. 

by :f)5S^W3 

by ?ftsn«T WNl4\5I- 

jlfoi, son of About 1475- 

1525 A. D. 

by I»ntl4qf^- 

•^WdT^- 

;{RgqiiI m. in g%?rfg (vol. II. 

p. 250) and by 

by 

by Rf^r^ET, son of 

by son of 

5TTW- 
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by son of 

Names 

In four ms. 

(Mitra’s Notices vol, V p. 144) 

dated sake 1558, i. e. 1636- 

37 A. D. 

or by son 

of of ^01 family. N. vol. 

V. p. 150. Peterson (5th Report 

p. 177) reads and shows 

that ^4^ compiled it at the 

bidding of 

by ^1^ -summa¬ 

rises ^H?1FTT. as he expressly 

says. 

by ^4^51 vide above 

under also. 

by 

4IH<xT minister of king 

He was first 

cousin ( paternal ) of 

First half of 14th century (I. 

O. Cat. vol. III. p. 550 No. 

1714). The colophon describes 

it as the work of who 

is in the 4th introductory verse 

referreed to as born of the 

and as an 

and appointed (to compose the 

work 9). 

by 

^FTlftain by 

^IstMlR-jtld by 3r?n:?nTf, son of 

snihr or !Tm^, son of of 
ss 

?HMlRsrtM by 

^FTiraTT- 

?Rsi^Rr of fjrai'irsr (part of ^- 

Vide sec. 113, 

^5TJi#r by ^Rm- 

by ^RTfT- 

^RSrClT by W?m^iTT«inT rtRW. 

son of f^OTpr^g^from Gurjar- 

de^a. 

^ I =(«»>■ 
description of ceremo¬ 

nies to be performed by wives 

estianged from husbands or by 

women afraid of being separat¬ 

ed from their sons. (I. O. Cat. 

vol. in. p. 677 ). 

?T5r¥n»T^5t by ; 

composed during the reign of 

• It is a huge work and 

is very valuable for the history 

of the text of the Puranas and 

for Poranic rites, as it deals 

principally with topics of qjf 

relying upon the g^s. Vdie 

D. C. ms. No. 265 of 1887-91 

which contains 392 folios. D. 

C. ms. No. 496 of 1886-92 is a 

fragment of it, on grammatical 

points arising out of gypus. 

It gives various derivations of 

the word as applied to the 

alphabet. It mentions 

and so is later than 1300 A. D. 

by RgRTSj. 

by son of 

T^TlT^'RJira??; composed in 

Rgq( 1735 (1678-79 A. D.) by 

command of 

by •ftojcDu.j, son of 

VT?. First half of the 17th 

century (pr. in Kashi S. Series 

and by Mr. Gharpure, Bombay). 
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m. in 

part of 

by^r>%>arT. Videsec. 91. 

by son of 53^, 

of the family; compiled 

under the direction of 

king ofj saigigr in 

Gives genealogy of 

whose ancestor founded 

Bikaner. says he com¬ 

posed at the king’s bidding five 

other works (on 

5lf?RJT, SftWT^ 

( on antidotes against poisons ) 

and RfeffllflRrtftTTfgT- About 
1675 A. D. 

by ( Baro- 

da 0. I. ms. 10513 dated 

1687 i. e. 1630-1 A. D.) D. C. 

ms. 332 of 1880-81 is dated 

1594. 

by men¬ 

tioned in a ms. of 

which was copied in sake 1297 

( 1375 A. D.). 

by sn^pit. 

by compo¬ 

sed at the direction of 

qneen of ?tf- 

sflTBrn of driven; nis. dated 

5^?^ 1539 ( 1483 A. D. >. First 

half of 15tb century. Vide 

Bhandarkar’s Report 1883-84 

p 352 for extract. 

Anonymous ( D. C. 

ms, No. 367 of 1891-95). 

TTTRSiq. 

m. by |jn^; 

of 

by »7T5ftT%?r, son of 

About 1650 A. D. 

or (from 

). 

by son of 

Vide above. 

by 3nT??nT5. 

?R?nn? by in imi¬ 

tation of isig^ig^q’s work. 

^^*imTby ( pr. in B. I. 

Series in 1956 ). V^e sec. 84. 

glTON, portion of 

Vide sec. 103. 

<fHg|l7HiPfg ( only section on qpfg- 

<^n). U1 war Cat. No. 1355 and 

extract 319. 

Bik. Cat. p. 

375). 

m. in and 

{ part of )■ 

by son of 

^TTT^T'jl JTfiqq. He was daugh¬ 

ter’s son of d)tj><feU(5»TS. A ver¬ 

sified summary of contents was 

added to this work by his youn¬ 

ger son He wrote 

in 1686 A. D. The 

work is part of his 

Vide under ( I- 

O. Cat. vol. III. pp. 547-48 ). 

by g^rsnsi, son of 

the author. 

part of 

q- 
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composed by order of 

queen wife of 

*1''! (^lir^Traqf^fr) 
of mraSST First half of 15th 
century. 

-same as 

( a part of JRST^f^JI^q ). 

by ^TOT^R. 

m. in and 

and ; eai lier 

than 1500 A. D. 

by cftRRT 

^Rl^r. About 1604 A, D.; pr. 

at Calcutta 1904. 

?R*««ifS of ?»^^OTr 

(pr. at Calcutta, 1828 and 

translated by Wynch ); men- 

tions 3rRT^=^flf3l. 

TPmR or of 

( pr- by Jivananda ). Vide sec. 

107. 

by ^RftTFT ^Rwf?r 

by?RRlf?r- 

by fRR?r 515. 

C. Ano. N. ( new series ) vol. 

II. p. 80. 

in ten 

verses on inheritance ( pr. by 

Burnell at Mangalore ). 

C. by son of 

com. on 5R¥rR. Vide 

under ^r»ir. 

by n^qiobq^Rvf. Summ¬ 

ary of ?^5TR?l’s 5R5TR. 

by RfnviT 

TPlfsT^R by q u otes 

MIK^Wi ^BUTR and ^pg^R. 

Vide I. O. Cat. vol. III. p. 462 

No. 1523; p. 463 No. 1524 

shows that there is some confu¬ 

sion between Titqigr and ^if)^- 

5W?. 

of gf^pgigg. Vide sec. 

79; (pr. with seven com. by 

Bharatachandra for Frasanna 

Kumar Tagore, 1863-66 ). 

by gR^n'TU^'^pft ( pr. at 

Calcutta 1893, 1898 ). 

son of 

g^gR; criticizes ^rr’s 

and he is quoted by 

and «n^(Ji 1500-1550 
A. D. 

by:jgRTf^. 

C. by fiTOT^pg gnrf. 

by *ifi^. 

by JTWTTW- 

whose daughter’s son was 

living in 1790 A. D. ( pr. in 

1863 ). 

C- by 

C- by ( vide I. L. R. 48 

Cal. 702 ). 

C- by JTf^; quotes 

g^ff ( pr. in 1863 ). 

by ( pr. in 1863 ), 
son of f 

C- by ntRm f^itNNRR. 

C- RfR or by nimg-, 

son of ?ftgR ariRi^ 

quoted in gj^^cl’s ( pr. 

in 1863 ). 

by sftgR, son of gn<4>4N|4; 

criticized by gR^ ( pr. in 

1863). 1475-1525 A. J>, 
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^PnniT—a portion cf 5il^g|<HU|^| 

o* 

?nHn»T—a portion of the i%^- 

*TS=pik of 5firaisi- 

by ttiirni. 

by jTt5?r^ R?n- 
^I^:5qRr. N. (new series) I. 172. 

or by ?tr?^ 

(I. O. Cat. p. 463). 

by (Peterson’s 

6th Report No. 84). 

by srn?i^. 

?TRRTRf^5r>ir of «flcE^-vide ^jz(- 

above. 

alias by 

•n*T a com. on 

5TRRFI of composed 

in 1657 A. D. Part of 

^RWI%- N, vol. V. p. 154. 

of in 8 

cn:5=s- Composed in (5TT%iSr#5!- 

5TI4d4'*i<*lfRRI^) sake 1583 i. e. 

1661-62 A. D.; composed for 

by ncRIRf 

(part of sqci^jni^’^). 

?TR*»HH%g:i5rr of ggs«g- 

RSN|4 (I- 0- Cat. p. 465). 

com. 

on Vide above. 

pupil of ^qf^. N. (new series) 

vol. I p. 174; towards end of 

I8th century, 

by 

WfstR -vide nfTRRlR^^ of 

?TRRW 

by 

by q5i^5. 

=«>»*( !<?*«I by 
son of Vide 

by 

STIH. 

^rt%?R^R?iJI8 by ^OTj or 5|^i- 

f-®t Ulwar Cat. No. 

1356. Seems to be same as the 

preceding. 

?Wn%5>Tf?^JT by 

(on sng;) D. 

C. Ms. No. 267 of 1887-91 

contains prose passages about 

sram- 

( Baroda 0. I. No. 

8156 ). On rites of death and 

I after death. 

by 

Rfn^RPfiR. 

or 

begun by alias 

son of ^fq|5OTi^, son of 

qoujg and finished by his son 

alias qijq^; contains 

sections on angpf, ^T^Ti 

'fW) mObIi STRiy-tii ®q^SKi 

RRi RTS 

of 

I^siRRjftRTRT of qRiRUi ( for qpar 

follower's). 

of fegW 

Manual of daily religious 
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duties of householders. About 

1715 A. D. 

m. by 

m. by ^jgrrsTOJl- 

of 

m. by fJr. i%., x^qisf- 

Earlier 

than 1500 A. D. Probably the 

same as 

RiildTd of Vide sec. 107. 

C by 

or m. by 

mentions only Vaisnavite 

rites. (Mitra’s Notices vol. VI 

p. 32, ms. copied in 1551 sake 

i. e. 1629-30 A. D.), 

of Compiled 
NO 

under Muhamad Shah ^N. vol. 

V. p. 282). 

l^oqfsTcfer of compiled 
V9 

«nder ^iXTH^ri^ (N. vol. VI. p. 

40). Earlier than 1575 A. D. 

Vide under of 

3T»Tt3T 

by ?i^RS?. 

by An 

Abridgement in verse of his 

^I555fl<T and 

(d®<iig8liH-s.% by sn^FPimi, son 

of Vide sec. 108. N. 

(new series) vol. III. p. 92. 

^V«incrf^byx^;X^- Vide sec, 107. 

^wicR^sr^Ti^ of (C. 
- P. Cat. No. 2202. 

of ^tsiqifui, com. on 

Vide sec. 98.; 

pub. by Mr. Gharpure in his 

series of Hindu Law texts. 

or 

—Occurs in the name of 

several works such as 

&c. 

f^itcfraRWT (BarodaO. I. 10625 

dated 1757 ^^cl). 

(alias by 

^'351^1^1 *1^, a STK^^ellglU) of 

li’or chapters on fjrjsii 

JXIfl, persons qualified to per¬ 

form religious ceremonies such 

as fasts and penances; 

solves doubts on points of 

dharma. 

Vide 

by 

or 

ascribed to of 

composed by f^?nqf%. This was 

his last work. Praises 

son of and his brother 

who is here styled ^- 

^UNvii though elsewhere he is 

called (vide Ind. 

Ant. vol. 14 p. 193). About 

1438 A. D.; pr. in Calcutta, 

1909. Mentions Xfii Idaf • 

of 

m- by in 
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by gig. 

by gT3- 
N. ( new series ), vol. I. 

p. 81. 

by 

by 
first describing gfiT^T^- 

^ and the 2nd 

It speaks of the on 

while, the well- 

known is in ?(tn%T- 

m. in 

alias ?Win^ by 

TlldTitT) son of In seven 

m<^4>s. Composed under pa¬ 

tronage of queen of 

king on the and 

father of vide Bik. 

Cat, p. 450 and I. 0. Cat. p. 536 

No. 1680; m. by ^r#T^TS in 

^dfipjl-q and names P|U|^H£^, 

Between 

1460-1550 A. D. Deals with 

on fgfirs. 

etc. Is this ^gyqf^ the same as 

the author of i Tbe 

seven sections are on 

an^TT, 5?rafK, ?t5t. g%, ^’air- 
( or ? ). 

by 5r»^«T- 

1«5.I5t!I4UlW. Mentions #RfTr 

Sf^, He was a pandit 

at the court of the king of 

About 1715 A. D. 

by 

WW *llT*nW at the instance of 

prince »nPn% of 

Orissa. 

107. 

byrgsTfg^T. Vide sec. 

fn?c?Tqfjn^q by ( N. vol. 

VI p. 210). 

by WtiqqaHVl 

(name not given). Mitra 

appears to regard this as differ¬ 

ent from above, while Aufre- 

cht holds them identical. N. 

vol. Vll. p. 7. 

vide 

by Calcutta. 

Sanskrit College Mss. Cat. Vol. 

11. pp. 310-311 No. 336. 

by g®qi(oi. Vide 

sec. 98. 

JTFI 

from of 

HHTtmtll). 

frt^sgoi- 

by ^^!Tgr. 

gqqnsfhl m. in f^Rqift- 

5n^. of Earlier 

than 1600 A. D, 

(marriage of an 

idol of fqeg with N. 

( new series ) I. p. 179. 

^q^fTir515r or ??g5lS!q^fff3l by 

son of STW^W, son 

of of the inmmhr- Exten¬ 

sive digest of leading rites with 

particular reference to luna¬ 

tions, and on ?rpg;, jqgr- 

Based, as the author says, 
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on ^x%- 

?nT. flRTTSSTI. Between 

1350-1500 A, D. Baroda O. I. 

No. 5581. 

in- by 

SIRT) (Probably the 

same as above ). 

m. in of srjrs<r- 

Probably the Jrfit5g-q^X% 

^ of arfl?cr^%r. 

?^srfdmaxq or qfg^XtTrq of q^- 

H'q*). Vide sec. 107. 

t^sn^fSrq^iX by 5?XIITg?^, son of 

( Bik. Cat. p. 380 ). 

?^«llQj<tiW-s,x% ( ) of 1^- 

(pr. in Kashi S, Series). 

^St^fe-vide sec. 23; pr. Anan. 

Sm. pp. 86-89. 

by ^xiq, son of 

surnamed ^xiq ( Baroda 

O. I. 1464 ). 

t^W<4nRf?XRf^ by qjxriH- 

“. in 

by qi»g^%;g;X5^- 

^T?r (N. vol. VIT p, 154 j 

gives date of completion as i 

qn% I 
g^T)- 

?4t'ivj||H<S!% by gqpiqlixfq. 

tigfeuPnaRr ( Aufrecht’s Leip¬ 

zig Cat. 673 ). 

m. in z)^qx»l?^. 

t^JPTlST by 5t5ei|^_ m. by q^. 

, in and xqgyqxxfx- 

SRq and in zt^qx^T^ ^.nd by 

f^.; ( probably a purely astro¬ 

logical work). Earlier than 

1500 A. D. 

by or «ftqx%; m. 

by fa- ( probably a purely 

astrological work ). 

«!»'-«in IdTq or ?l®?lX5nilTniIRR^ 

of vide sec. 107 N. 

( new series ) vol. I. p. 191. 

of ^j^qxfox. Vide 

sec. 98. 

by ^q|quid<t>f^x^- 

^'^Ill'joik'S.ia of ^q]|Mc4iqr. 

3^*fgfe by q^jq. 

by gxjqrqxJT, son of 

q”)^|*q<. Author describes him- 

^qX; quotes fJx. gx%n^, 

he was born in 

1724 ( 1668 A. D.) and 

died about 1781. p,. in 

1906. 

?TlITquiJjfiqiq%^. 

?Tfriqur»J^<piSqqqq)»X. 

Slirraui^fl^^ vide ^I%q^^X^ ; 

pr. at Anand^rama Press, 

Poona with com. 

^ by 

by 

by ,xqix^- 

?TfrBT'nq@4jy,j(^x'iiX by 

?nt 1^^141 for. 
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( Baroda O. I. No. 

12225 ). 

or ^T^»i<4|^iamaiTc; 

of On the twelve great 

festivals of Visnu at J aganna- 

thapuri. 

by 

( about )• N. ( new 

series ) I. p. 194. 

?T^f%viggnftjrTOT. 

?T^4riS^4f%l%- 

by n^^niT io 6 

Hultzsch’s Report .III. p. 60. 

of the elder 

brother ofg^si^q. About 1170- 

1200 A. D. 

^eraf^ of f^^T?atigirnT. 

son of ^?inj5pi(. Calcutta 

Sanskrit College Mss. Cat. 

Vol. II. 79. 

by sr^^gf5[ ; quoted by 

??5i<ni'3t in 

mentions 

of ( pr. in 

^astramala Series, Benares). 

Vide sec. 101. 

C- St^RT of by 

iirsr- 
c. 5l^q or^RT,^*^ byinpsvnst 

( I. 0. Cat vol. III. p. 488 ). 

H. D.—132 

Irngtnri by 5r^*Tl- About 1580- 

1600; on doubtful points of 

Vide Annals of Bhandar- 

kar Institute vol. III. part 

2 pp. 67-72. 

1r'=r%^«I “ io by 

as composed by his grand¬ 

father. Latter half of the 17th 

century. 

or gaqRRlg by 

m. by ^fgqnoi; in 

two tjj^xl^s ; dwells at great 

length on %tt^s. Vide Mitra’s 

Notices V. p. 186. 

by son of 

About 1600-1640 A.D. 

“• in %cr^?i- 

by =aP3?rent array! ft, 

son of ft^n^qoi- 

by >ngws. 

son of «on of 

{ whose "Irfr-firuiq is summarised 

herein ). About 1640-1670 

A. D. 

by son of 

About 1500 A. D. 

m. in 5T«TWT»Trft^ of 

^igrqppjlft^ or by 

son of f,5ui5<^< of 

( Baroda O. I. No. 12708 ). 

Mentions cfiRgy. 

Later than 1680 A. D. 

m- by in^eR^. 

>?fl^Tmft%^-vide 

m- by in 

ft- ft 
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alias ^{g?;TT*Tfw by 

by pr. at 

Calcutta in flfnpin 

series. 

( author not known ). 

508 ^iftcpis compiled from 

various authors. Mentions 

a»d 

and so later than 1680 

A. D. ( vide BBRAS Cat. p. 

219, No. 691). 

by m. by 

and in by 

The work deals with 

etc. 

son of niflfs:^- 

son of of ^nr^T^- 

JTl?r. Based on 

and its tr%%g. Divided into 

f%^s on ikc. Baroda 

0 I. No. 5860 is dated 

1810. 

. son 

of Divided into ten 

on 

5n^, 3TrgH> 
ferT, and Bik Cat. 

p. 99. 

by son 

of STPTOS- 
^«A*ul«rtiq. qTH%OTI^. Divided 

into ten jRFRfs, 7th being on 

Baroda O. I. No. 4006. 

Vide sec. 105. 

^JT?If<q*RT by son of 

irlf^s^fSIrT of ^qyjnJT(Kopar- 

gaon on the Com¬ 

posed in sake 1698 

i. e. 1776 A. D. at on 

the Ganges ( Allahabad ). 

Hultzsch (Report No. Ill p. V. 

wrongly says that he com¬ 

posed it in 1746 A. D. though 

in his extract at p. 84 he gives 

5TinTS:??IiJtin# as the date ). 

WfTt^aSTf by 

vuTtiTqi^f%?amf3r. 
vide 

alias ^^flTITT- 

m. in arifgcfc^t^g^ of 

or by :q5g-- 

$nsfT qi^^qid- Reconciles dis¬ 

cordant opinions on points of 

^roftTf^t^-vide gaftoiq of 5TfT- 

vi4f%5ar by ^TJT^isuiqfo^a. 

by 

of 

by 

WJfqJRT by ;iT^. D. C. ms. No. 

221 of 1886-92 deals with 

>• e. sms in Im and the 

other months mentions 

qmmfaw«T. g^or^rg^^. La¬ 

ter than 1500 A. D. 

WlimRT or by 5TfT- 

son of viTIBm^and qiq^. 

Latter half 16th century. Says 

that he follows ths works of 

mni, 
Iht^, 

^Wf. Refers 
to his own For 

a part of it on vide I. O. 

Cat. yol III p. 482 No. 1564. 
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(amfr^^F* P- 5iFtT«I^' 

of !5^TFr. gfecRar of 

etc. 

q^SRfnr ty JTfFl? 

vnfa^ by ^ST^?I; N. (new senes) 

II p. 46 (on nisi only). 

Vf^IT^ by gnnR- 

of nt5I-vide p. 591 of the 

text. Composed between UOO 

and 1600 A. D. 

oom. on aifii'i'i'l^^ril'.l 

(q. V. ) by gsTirnii ^on of 

by “• by 

1115 in by 

of 
Treats of daily duties (ahnika), 

sauca, itoNh 

444^11^) 3TRn^’ 

sipifsr^. Ki(«4P(Wi 

q|^. Mentions inV|41««'bl5'' 

fjpnn, u^'nHsn^T, tnilTiiift- 

5iT^, nnoisr, anp^i^W’ 

w<i4inm’|f% on gn^<»N^; “■ by 

in 

ms. (vide Cat, p. 480 No. 1560) 1 
is dated 1659 (1602-03 

A. D.). So between 1400-1600 

A. D. Vide p. 907 above. 

>^^•411^ m. in 

%mfk (III- 2.747). 

(Baroda 0.1.11821). 

digest by <3i\4^d<41gW of 

which the and 

are parts* 

WlrH by niniVTl; son of nSR^' 

Divided into frf^s on 

and other subjects. 

by ^- 

rai^rifni^>in«T> 3^41. gnifif- 

fn^qoT, n5irr(??r, argci, strit^. 

n^aniJT. snrvTiBT etc. 

“■ n- (P' 

on the constitution of 

aod 

'll- quotes a (on 

ninfa^)- H ®eems probable 

that both are identical and are 

the same as above. 

by ; explains 

and illustrates iftTirai5='IBl®- 

by in’a^TPI^) son of ^i+t)’ 

^and glRi and grandson of 

■^1^. Deals with fasts and 

festivals in 8 ^pr^; quotes 

turi?" 

Between 1450- 

1525 A. D. Vide Ulwar Cat. 

extract 320 for detailed 

contents where the ms. is dated 

1583. 

by 

son of 41TRTWI* 

\W4IN*IK'®T- 

vin^rrerf^'ii by 
i?4^rerH5r?-eoilection of 

texts on «rpi:; BBRAS Cat. 

p. 219 No. 692. 
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son of and ctstf^V. I. O. 

Cat. p. 458. Vide sec. 116. 

About 1800 A. D. 

by About 

1600-1650 A. D. 

of Com¬ 

posed in 1686 A. D. Vide 

above 

or m- by ^- 

of 

by smr^IiRTflq;- 

RJIRJTf by 

'srilRSf^Rl^q?! by WTIR?. 

’qWRR by (ms. copied in 

sake 1607, vide Hp. Cat. p. 

XV). 

lariTRK by 5Wm-m. in 3n=qTT«^- 

Earlier than 1600 A. D. 

same as 

m- i n 

of and in com. on 

by vrft^ (vide 

BBRAS Cat. p 216). 

or by 

5fj?j alias Vide sec. 

117. 

by flfbinR- 

by snrn'q- Compiled 

from and 

^4^ by gfflsr of CRRii: gotra on 

*qq5R- Refers to f^grR^aT- 

by A vast work. 

by fiwiqfigd. 

C. by^TjpTf^. 

^qjrfvnfa^msft of 5^, son 
NS 

of fjgqRr He hailed from 

Jn%5JT^ in tbe territory of 

ft'srnT^nj but compiled the 

digest in Mithila in 1410 

(1353-54 A. D.). Contains 

twelve chapters on 9n%^, «^irf> 

sn^. an5n=q, 5%, 
religious benefactions, «aiM'i[W> 

optional feasts, pilgrimages, 

sn^«TT. and duties 

common to all classes. Vide N. 

vol. VI. pp. 18-20. M. M. Chv 

kravarti (JASB for 1915 pp. 

392-393) says that 1410 

must be taken to be Sake, since 

®ra was not in use in 

ferR551- But this is not very 

convincing. 

by 

m. by in 

RRT^ Rrobably may 

not be a work at all, but may 

refer in general to works on 
_L 

by son of 

Vffl^WTTi^I same as <a^qQt<arR- 

of qtgiJR?, son of 

Vide Bik. Cat. p. 383 (on 

l%firf5rnR)i vrhich ms. is dated 

1681 A. D. 

m. in aRRreq^ of 

RRTROI,by and in r^rt^- 

m. in of 

of 

(RR^rfRRW^ and are 

probably the same). 
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( on gifts of 

heaps of corn ). N. ( new series) 

II. p. 88. 

-from 

*f?iRRrFr?T5T. 

by SI^«T5. 

STTO^fHOPl by iTiiTR55«lT?r. 

by irytfufSgff ( pr. in 

Series No. 23 ). 

HSmn^cr by ( D. C. Ms. | by 

No. 97 of A 1882-83 ). 

’f*f*TT&r«TfecpT 

5T5n«¥rT«m5iwfjr by 
Baroda O. I. 10219 ). 

ethtift^B of Vide P“P'‘ of ?Tc«Tra?r Vide 
srr^;^. 

C. by 

WT^<*insr^T by |BOTifii?i, son 

of composed in 

1448-49 A. D. 

^ I'y 

’Ml|^4tssc attributed to 

( Baroda 0. I. 2279 ). 

Baroda O I. 6887 ). 

®raJT5^rnNt-Vide under 

5i^TW and pat ron ised by f^r^x^- 

gfsg- and ^roigp^', Zamindars 

of Bengal in the 2nd half of 

18th century. N. ( new series ) 

vo). II. p 92. 

snnl^^ m. in ^jg^ffiSiihf Ear- 

Her than 1600 A. D. 

;XXJ1^'X<T m. in axT^rW^; seems 

to be the same as ;xxn^tiljg4». 

by ^pgx^. 

JJirfSj/aiX by 5xV^ 

^X»t^ by 5n5f^ 

by i%iXCW.son of on axNKi «sp®- 

^sn*r for ^xirg^ followers «*“y 

I. O. Ms. ( Cat. p. 570 ) copied by w^JXH, son 

in 1806 ( 1749 A. D. ). 

'T^JT^^Xqsn BBRAS Cat. vol. 

II- p. 243. 

by ^xxx^fx- Is it same 

of ?x^. About 1500 A. D. 

by f^?x^n«T- 

5JFftWK<l^ by TTff^ 

son of nm'a?- First half of 14th 

centurj’. 
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Dr. Jolly ). 

as all) ended by 

%<?«< i“i*T5- 

D. by ?jrRT8i. 

•TH^FT- “3. in the and 

other ;i^s. Probably the 

s^- 

'TTTTWtTTOTTOrrf 

*rRT«l'inT^T% in. in and 

of ^0. 

♦nTFrU^feiT^faby^j^jaf ( Baroda 

0. I. 11497 ). 

dKRUNRAlUniT by son 

of HR?«<n- 

dl4l'M<>(*r^- The same as 

and 3I?5§reiT^fd by 

snTFTirft^ m. in pro¬ 

bably the com. on anWTilSTgir 

by wm^Tir- 

'rRI'4«R^r% m. by 3fqRT%- 

( Baroda O. I. ms. 

No. 603 dated 1647 i. e. 

1490-91 A. D. ). 

by ®on of sr*n 

for 

based on Also called 

D. C. Ms No 228 

of 1886-92. D. C. Ms. No. 119 

of 1884-85 is dated 1434 

i. e. 1377-8 A. D. 

by ^55fqfq. 

of son 

of 

by ^nwfSFI f^- 

Quotes TTgM^- 

FTf^^Rqi:^ by^;g|q( Barode 

0. I. 4011 ). 

by 

f^^rr^iTT'^m of 

son of ( pr. in P. I. 

Series). For Bif- 

ween 1360-1500 A. D. 

f^i?lT^TT!lfV'r by ^71% qiaqlqq^of 

son of gnft' and grand¬ 

son of q7Tii7 and pupil of fqcq- 

^7; migrated to Fami¬ 

ly came from 3c^5!r; quotes 

rr^» snramr. JTtvr^ a very 

large work. Later than 1400 

A. D. ( pr. in B. I. Series, 2 

parts pp. 1-725 ). Ulwar Cat. 

extract 322. 

m. by ^155X57^ of 3Tlf^- 

»T5 

f^Tgmqq^t% by 

by ^7X1^17 ( Bik. 
Cat. p. 322). Contained at least 

62jto7XS and dealt with Txifigs. 

m. by TTTTqqn'q^H^* 

TdqrVTSxqqxq by Txnfsig^. Divided 

into four sn^qx^s on ^XTITF^T- 

TrTf«I^'nq, ?d!q^iqHU|^, gqx- 

and ?lx^;^T5r- Mentions 

31d?rnn. Imf?. JTT’qq and 

as his authorities. 

D. C. Ms. No. 102 of 1882-83 

was copied in 1673. 

Between 1400-1600 A. D. 

M'S!•■'77131 Vide under 7TlTqq^l7|. 

T^d'WiTTTtlT'f^ by (Baroda 

0. I. 4012 and 9212 ). A huge 

work on ^x^rs, astrological 
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information about 

etc., 

by son of 

Vide under sn’iffk^- 

viTpqr- A is m. in 

IJTSPPERTR by nikpj, son of 
A huge work in three sdan^is 

on STfEtlT, »nd 
D. C. Ms. 123 of 1884-86 is 

dated 1632; m. in vrnirfl%. 

by rmw 

by m. by | 

sp^ and in 

by son of 

by &S55rll?i^JTf7- 

at the instance of 

STREIT^JET, sou of a|^ 

of the iflfw^Thr ( Stein’s Cat. 

p, 308 contains the porion on 

*I5mTO )• 

by son of %ct 

( C. P. Cat. No. 2598 )j he is 

author of gtl^iyst^br > which 

is quoted in Ear¬ 

lier than 1450 A. D. ( Ulwar 

Cat. No. 1256 ). 

f^nlq^ifui by ?i5r?iT^4( C- P- 

No. 2599 ). 

^tfpT^OT by f^PT^. son of guT- 

On and other 
sa 

rites. 

Igifpr^'^q m. in (%.%., aJHbRfJfof 

by 8R5r one of 

the three sons of and 

pupil of He was 

from ^nd of Hgysr 

subsection of gint[Milg(U(s and 

was also styled ^rptg^- He 

wrote also 

before this work. The work 

deals with SftR^, eclipses. 

The work was finished in 

1575 ( i. e. in 

1518 A. D. ); quotes 

^uP4Hia, 

2KT?!i^^. griopTgwg, an^TT- 

ra95^ Vide Ulwar Cat. extract 

No. 323. He has the verse ^ 

STUT ( *n55rnmi5^ I ) in 

his introductory verses; pr. at 

Nadiad, 1897. 

C. m- in fqTiprfe?^. 

Between 1520- 

1600 A. D. 

l%01?r^ftl^lby ^EtTTjfoa.in fJrf^. 

and srx.^JT^^- Probably same 

as fgufgftq^ by ar^- 

“. in of 

f%«nrr- 

ptofnn^pg. 

Pful^tST^Vft^ “• in ^l-s.>*<!r4<5dl of 

by apipg^, son of 

JTfT^g, on ^^s. 

by 5^. 

fsnfrt«m^ by sftgjfOS ( C.p. Cat. 

No. 2600 ). 

ms. dated 1725 

jpg ( 1669 A. D.) in Peterson’s 

6th Keport p. 10. 
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by iT^m- 

fsrof?TT5HT^ by 

“ by 

and by in 

Earlier than 1500 A. D. 

f^rtJTqr^ m. by PT IH 

by ir^TN^- 

Ra'm^gf by ng^ST- 

by 

by ni^jfV ( C. P. Cat. 

No. 2602 ). 

Rtik^n? by son of 

lo 6 qftxg^s on 

RR. STR' etc. Composed in 

f^5FiT«^ 1836 ( 1780 A. D. ). 

by Biiroda 0.1. 

8670 ). Later than 1612 A. D. 

and earlier than 1700A. D. 

^nJkfJR by 

by 55i5i?T(ui. 

( Baroda O. I. 4015). 

by ( probably 

the same as author of ^T^TRUR- 

) 

by ( This 

work is frobably the same as 

of com¬ 

posed in 1668 ( 1612 

A. D. ). Vide sec. Ill; pr. in 

Ch. S. Series and at Nir. P. 

C RqRRT or by ^ajurj 

Slit- 

m- in BTfWISKW^- 

Rol^lUgg by sd^ ( or-j ) STR^ft. 

son of at the direc¬ 

tion of prince who ruled 

on the Jumna. Gives 

a genealogy of the Hig^TOf 

( i ) kings of 

The introductory verses ( which 

vary to some extent in different 

mss. enumerate authorities on 

which he relies viz. 

wqTT^> 8nR( 

STTnmg^, snRcrerfhrqiRft^- 
T%S. TR^tgiE, 

^JRRTRoiV^T, R?ims- 

'T^I R’a^fsfqpR. One verse 

occurring in some mss. mentions 

Imf^. RRTRfoi- fint 

IrIR’s qPRsfsnJR p. 34 men¬ 

tions a RORPJR. The work is 

mentioned in ?rra:- 

So the work is 

earlier than 1500 A. D. and 

certainly later than 1250. There 

are four sections on a'gftRy- 

R^> and STR^ 

( pr, by Ven. P. ). 

of TfrftRI4Rt/|, son of 

^TSfRUi, under ( Calcutta 

Sanskrit Col. Mss. vol. II. 

p. 78). Seems to be the same 

as of ajlIR, though 

*fi’^R1TR*n causes some mis¬ 

giving. The Bik. Cat. p. 426 

also refers to RR^JTRR'II and 

TRufRRR by N. vol. XI 

preface p. 4. 

( qrilTR ) «n. in the 

of ^o. 
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fjj&nn4ir?>T m. in aTf5?TWJT%- 

(iilso styled 

Mentions 

and So later than 

1650 A.D.( Ulw u- Cat. extract 

326 ). Vide o^ 

T^ai.^K<st'J^dit«3>r I’y 

(’Biroda O. I. 5247 ). Dilates 

upon certain doubts raised 

about the ftt7[?fi;5TT of 

by 

sftfcrnwcr^rrer by 3;5frft'n%. 

^%f%sriTfffh by cn=gspTf^fiTsr. 

by f^gfir- 

^faa^RT by Wlim { ed. at 

Madras by Dr. Oppert, 1882 ). 

Also called ?fti?rg^f^T- 3itTTi- 

was instructed by gjfrUTltjrT 

at cl^i%55T io eight chapters 

on 

^g’lr'TT^) g^^'^Tntf'I'^) 

q^sp, gpqqrn and ^t^jfcqj'TIT- 

Enumerates the founders of 

c. by ?fhinm. S‘>o of 

qs^rrf of ^irrsWTlfiq- 

sft^UfW ascribed to 

sfti^VTTjT^lTraq'-dedicated to qhi- 

( Mitra’s Notices vol. II. 

p. 33 ). 

by ?nT^T^, son of 

-on of apf%'. ^on of 

sr^^s ( Chapters corresp nd- 

II. D.—133 

ing to the eight astakas of the 

Rgveda ) and 200 verses, 

illustrating moral maxims by 

A^edic examples. Vide Ind. 

Ant. vol. V. p. 116. Composed 

in 1550 ( 1494 A. D.). He 

was a young man when he 

composed the work and could 

repeat the Veda in eleven 

wavs. 

C by aut! or. 

C. by author, 

C. by ^^fT3I. 

by 5TJg?TjI A frag¬ 

ment culled r^U'SdtlrlH^oi 

( Burnell’s Tanj' re Cat. p. 

141 b ). 

^l^Rg^by ( pr.at Bena¬ 

res and by J. R. Gharpure and 

by Gujarati P. Bombay ). 

jfIfrmRJi by srmiioi. 
qlfq??q attiibuted to g?qT%. 

jfrRr?fqT?.T fsnifftqiwsdR^T- 

'Tl% grandfather of qfP3Ti 

author of ^55?nT' About 1450 

A. D. 

eif 

qu%^. Vide sec. 91; pr. by 

Mr. K. P. Jayasval. 

sfVf^553T by m. in 

of the author. 2nd 

and 3rd quarters of llth 

century. 

of pnpil 

(ji and younger brother of 

Printed with com. in 

Bombay in the Maneckchand 

Digandiar Jaina Granthamala. 

In 32 sections on qR, gi4i 

gjftq^qq, suF^RfR^t 
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gi^TT, grV- 

f|?T, f5T, =gTT, 

*c. ), 

Tra?HI. f^?1I3¥T5T, ^=3TT, 

AufrPcht noles 

that he is quoted l)y 

on 

C. ( anonymous ). Very valu¬ 

able as re^ardb quutat.ous 

from numerous ^^|%s and 

works on politics. 

by 

by ^^on5Tl? 

sftlcreg^ 

attributed to g2^?r. 

sftmnU attribute! to 

( pr. by Jivananda ). 

by 

by aieqj 

«n<l-ildll>»i^l by ^nnTRT^RI cW- 

'rai5R- 

by 

on the ceremony of 

in SlI^- I. 0. Ms (Cat., 

p. 578 ) is dated 1648 

(1591-92 A. D.), 

^a’dufdisisr^n- 

ijrnniraumiT by 

( based onanWI^ST^JUqftfllH)- 

Baroda O. I. 8876 A. 

^f«|3iq?erHiiifiq by »riqi5!%raq:- 

“• in. fsr ^ *nd 

?43riWl?g^ of an^i^. 

by son of 

?Tqi'qR- f^tein’s Cat. p. 222. 

5ifqsq?nq.-3f^ by fqrqq- 

of 555qr?R13l, son of 

qgvr Vide sec. 103. 

m. in an^irm- 

by sTgrr^q’^^- 

^lirfTT^qVq^fsn^ by ^%T^. 

^R^VR^Tof aimJTqaflijquimw- 

f^RTc^HTISt^r or ?qR«|(i^. 
Vide sqqfl^IITJJ^ of 

qifST- 

'qT«q^T% by 

( rites performed for 

persons who died when the 

moon was in any from 

qa^^TlpaRmby 

qg^T^ncqRlq on laqgr daily 
duties. 

qg^srqrai by T^qqTnqnn- 

q^TT^q^qq^f • 

q^qT^aTun aim. 

qafq^R^ytN) ( )■ 

( according to 3inq^- 

) on fifteen of the 

prii cipal g^^s. 

qa^ifq^iRr. 

q^HiTq^qqhr 
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attributed to 

treats of fifth stage called 

where a g'ves 

up even his and 

and wanders about alone like 

a child or a lunatic. N. vol. 

X. p. 320. 

trg?fTsr^?n«R- 

qa558ir®lf%T%- 

'ranJWT-T^Ti 

)• 

i® 8 ar^iPTS ( Baroda 

O. I. 12355 ). 

pupil of ^5=3') ^ manual of 

%CTI3 rites in accordance with 

the doctrines of ( dll: 

5<it 3*11 ^rm i 

% 'Tal 

1^; II )• 

for all ?fl5«iNS- 

from 5I?lf?IS+vrT^W. 

m. in 

M^WddM4T^ f’y TT^T^’ *on of 
H3T35 ( on Msaiddd 

of^,T^,»T^. “*o^ T^^'; 

vide 

MaiMcin'i'dl- 

'TaT«f<IISTIt#SNiira By Kdl<*x> ®on 

of Jif^. Probably the =ame 

M s 

qgl^d'd^R “ io 

q[qsg»Tft^^ by |?iP3 m =3g- 

4nt%?cnJTl9l as refuting JTfR'3' 

n3l( III. 2. 481 ). Vide p. 662 

above. 

of igrrg’^ oi- i“ mirn- 

jcR^qand in qi?n?ff^dTq (Jiva- 

nanda, vol. I. p- 531). 

qfSrnq'RTqf^ By 

qi%d^M<miqi%=g By an assembly 

of pandits under king Sarfoji 

of Taiijore ( Hultzsch’s Report 

ITT. pp. XII and 1 20 ). 

I^HSRJnrfilr^yHtWSraT^T- 

By 3qmR. 

q?Tsri3^ of HRWRS K-ra’ 

and ^3^H5n^- 

q^rmf^ By ( Baroda 

O. I. 2393 ). 

q^vn^qs^- 
m. by of gfiJj^o. 

qi^i^irdiwq- 

qf By 

q^jjqtROI By dTq^ ailS^- 

By TTffi^^iq ( Mitra’s 

Notices X.p. 296 ). About 1740- 

49 A. D. during the reign of 

Shahu, grandson of Shivaji 

when Balaji Bajirao was 

Peshwa. TT5T- 

55^^ and a fovourite of 

Shahu, refe's to si|sidd anz^ 

as a hypocrite and a Karhada 

Brahmana. 

q<RiBqRdM'*y4RJi5 By 

^^arf^-same as q^yRHn^ 

( pr. by Bre>s ). 

qTqfR^qi«9-S.fd- 

q^Rf?TRafBn?iq By ^Ttqpf; 

BBBAS. Cat. vol.'ll, p. 246. 

1 
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or by 

fVR3;W«T ( Bik. Cat. i>. 431 ). 

“ in jt of 

afftscT^Hr. 

son of 'n ho was 

nt This is a 

digest in two on 3i]=gTf 

and ?n^ compiled at 

on the i .'■ Older of 

TTgrTufirisr (srg ), son of 

( or i, -who 

is styled The 

work is mentioned in aTi=5Ri^ 

and 3E^c?t4?1T<1T! n' d mention i 

and Between 

1400-1600 A. D 

'TT^fmETcn'T b.v or r-F^T^'r 

srtrmRT- son of 

<‘f and pupil 

of and a protegee of 

Beeins to have 

contained at least ariT^q;, 3tlH- 

fqqq;, ?i?, STqfaTT, 

qi^nflraand Vide Vi ram- 

bag Collection ( in Decc.in 

College) 11 Nos. 243-216 and 

Burnell’s Tanjore Cat. p. 131a. 

A huge work. Bar da 0. 1. 

5887 is tRiqf^vrqiT’rS' which is 

like TtiifiRiglfT in subject- 

matter. 

C. Srng^^F^qftfqq,! or 

of 

Quotes q5!^T^4-. 

q^RTiq^RT '>}' ¥no?ti.3T t v.de 

qTRTf»^TS-^i‘i*? '■^0. 3.5 ( pr.nted 

several times B. S Scries ed 

the best; pr. also in Jivananda 

Sm part 11 pp. 1-52 ). 

C. by jfx>q^jTjx4 vide. sec. 93 

( pr. B. S. Series ). 

C by m. in w^?n?T- 

?fTq of (p. 787 of Jiva- 

nanda). Earlier than 1500. 

A. D. 

B. l)y TTP^qf^. 

A’ide -ec. no (I. 0. Cat. 

vol. Ill p. 377 No. 1301 

gives a summary ); pr. in 

Ben,ires in ‘ The Pandit ’ 

New Series, vols 29-32. 

C by qiqg^, son of 

and %ijf) and pupil 

of mrTT%. 

C If-Tvq^ by tBTTTJSjXrqcq;!;; men¬ 
tions rfpq-gj^; Palmleaf Ms. 

No. 69-56 in Baroda 0. I. 

qfrWTqifqqqx by son of 

vrqjT, of j%5.:xqg5 family. 

About 1460-1500 A. D. On 

^Sri%E. and 

qi^Tm-^lfl, Sftl and ^5^, 

sftpqJTq- f^i5T> "iSTT, ?iT:g;, H'gq#, 

?;q-, 5;q, &c. 

qft^q^rqsffe^ of ^r^qxfuj m. in 

§T^3Tq of This is proba¬ 

bly a Commentary on a jjij- 

qf-tf^S 1 such as ). 

qft'i^TSqqiTTr m. in and 

r[q>!7^'t<4tq of Proba¬ 

bly the same as jltqfri^r^- 

IPST^ <1 V. 

SfrlTH 

qfi'RTqiqjxf. 

qufrqtsrr^ part of 

qflSqTTTq same asof ^o. 
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by On ordeals, i 

Names 

Later than 1450 A. D. 

or ( crem ition 

of eliigies of persons who died 

abroad ). 

( about resorting 

to the order of )■ 

q^T%tf[?T by noicifa sou of 

a’^tl grandson of 

who was gfiffw and 

honoured by JT^T??- 

Discourses on the proper time 

for new and full moon sacri 

ficesand c ir responding ohsequi- 

al offerings. Names 

Rf01?T»Tl^T> ; 

composed in (H5fl' 

5T%) i. e. 1605-86 A. D. 

q^PUJtJf by griR:- 

'T^Rfoi^T by ?5^T5!T 
of njvqq. Between 15.50-16-5 

A. D. 

qqiqoiq a portion of 

T^eag- 

by fl^qa=iV!.T. of 

' in 7 chapters on the 

canonical use of various kinds 

of flesh. 

work on politics m. in the 

of Ear¬ 

lier than 1300 A. D. 

q^q.^iq prognostications derived 

from the falling of a hou e- 

lizard. 

q^'irnBS^. 

q®lqa5Ti%=^T?:- 

qgtqcI^5Tn^ 

qs(4iU'5T?«ran^5rfH- 

qgl^TlS^r- 

STH'cT- 

qTq^fmqi?fN5rq^*T- 

qfi5ri^>q'in%'iiT5r rite in snqti of 

casting new thieads around an 

image and hence taking them 

to wear. 

qgqfd^f^I ro in 

( pp. 2o6, 210 ). Probably 

same as qgqRr’s 

qgqfatqq?iq m- in 

(p. .503J. Probably the same 

as the ^n^.qiiTrr of qgqf^i 

Icodher of gSJigiq- About 

1170-1200 A. D. 

qi-iRT^PTinq or q.^f^ by =g?3-qr^ 

alias son of g'qiqi% 

alias g-qi5Tf T or son 

of alias Between 

1.57 5 1650 A. 1). 

qi'TT^^rq^FT by 3Tq;am?r- 

qr^q^q^ia q^qra- 

qiqjcjg^qVo 'O’ son of 

qi^fjOTT- Follws ariHtt'MiqR* 

qjq. I. O. Cat. pp. 99-100 ( ms. 

dated D 19 i. e. 1692-93 

A. D.). Flourished between 

1660-1710 A. D. 

qiai^raiT^f^^- 

qtMJTS'tiif^qfq'4^ f'y 

a^qini^T- ( N. vol IX. p. 244 

says that author is while 
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the colophon extracted has 

)• 

I’y son 

of JTg5T^^ and grandson of 

of the 

Composed in sake 1188 i e. 

1266 A. D. ( I. O. Cat vol. 

I. p. 67 ). 

on ( pr. in 

Gujarati P. ). 

( also called 

) in 3 ^ju^s ( pr. by 

Stenzler in 1876 at Leipzig and 

in Kashi S. Series with several 

commentaries and by the Guja¬ 

rati Press, Bombay, with 

several commentaries and 

translated in S. B. E. vol. 29). 

C. “■ by 

in his g1%=^5=PI. Earlier 

than 1550 A. D. 

C- by Pnpil 

of 

C. nepT^r by ^^wsr.son of fq^- 

used by his son 

C. by ?TJTf uir, son 

of ^1^?, son of qqirm^ 

(4^w^s pr. in Ch. S. Series). 

He was of MRflStTrN and 

was patronised by fsRiq- 

Wf; be compiled it in 

^aflusssq^i^ on the 

river; mentions ^ITfT, 

and 

He wrote ?n^0T- 

<T% also. Videl. O. Cat. 

p. 562 for his 

About 1750 A. D. 

C' ?13^5T^»TT by son of 

of re.sid- 

ing in Mewad. Names 

■^^Z, and and 

is m. by n^’9R- Ulwar Cat. 

extract 39 gives 1611 

( 1554-5 A. D.) as the date 

( probably of copying ). Bet¬ 

ween 1200-1400 A. D.; pr. 

at Gujarati Press and in 

Kashi S. Series. 

C. (insq ) by m. by 

TTU^JT, tnif? and 5^. 

Earlier than 1100 A. D. 

( pr. in Gujarati P. ed. ). 

G. ( ) by ( on qf^- 

); pr. at Guja¬ 

rati P. 

C. by son of qursf- 

Names 5I?HTlT«n®T. 

«n}?Tg> JT^Tlft^n^. 
About 1500 A. D.; pr. in 

Kashi S. Series and in 

Gujarati P. edition. 

C. by m. by SHRlff in 

his jn's?T- 

C- ( on qn^JJfTJTS^s ) by 

grmmw, son of q^SI; 

ms, (in Stein’s Cat. p. 252) 

dated 14 30 ( 1373 

A. D. ). 

by WT’TT^jftTvT- 

by ; m. by 

and in q^^STTS:- 

?Rq. Contains q^;f|l of all 

rites. Earlier than 1250 A. D. 

C. by fq^qxsi, son of . a 

*ITiTTqT§niI of the ^T^qqqhr; 

compiled at Benares by 

great-grandson of 

who was uncle of 
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in 169-2 jn^T 

(i. e. 1635 A. D.)- Names 

Therefore nouri¬ 

shed about 1550 A.D. Vide 

Ulwar Cat. extract 42( pr. 

in Gujarati P. ed. ). 

C. by f ni- in 
( Jivananda vol. I. p- 

531 ). 

C. ( *n5?i and ) by gffST 

( pr. in Gujarati P. and 

Kashi S. Ser.ei ). Names 

*^“<1 i® na in 

oi ( P 

418 ). Between 1275-1400 

A. D. Vide sec. 85. 

in his ( Ji'^^’ 

nanda \ol. II. p. 488 ) men¬ 

tions both iind 

in the same sentence as 

explaining a passage of spi^qi- 

^ I 

Vide above. 

Vide above. 

'm?^4R5HTiWT by \ ide 

above under rTR^^gHg,^- 

‘'y 

^ ( Stein’s Cat. p. 17 ). 

’Rl^^IRt-nnmerous works on dhar- 

ma have this ending e. g. 

qift3ii?r, spnanROTri, fioJisi- 

qrf?^ 

qiRSn^- ■Fide sec. 76 

qft^RT of Rig^ B. 0. Mss. Cat. 

vol. I. No. 257 and JBOKS for 

1927 parts IlI-IV p. vii. 

«nm^55§'^-foni:ded of 

(I- 0- 

Cat. p. 585 ). 

( 1’*^° different 

vvorks in Stein’s Cat. p. 95 ). 

tim=g3«ri3iratiT 6y 

by ®on 

of On 

various kinds of nnd 

particularly qi^OTWl^i accord¬ 

ing to the gr^n school. 

qi4!n5l^iiIR%r^ ( Stein’s Cat. 

p. 95 ). 

qTqoiq^*T-part of 

( an’a^rpRftq )• 

C. q:ftq«TS^ by STRiqui 

qT’5nl?i^5:T^^^• 

qiqoTWP^Jl^ Ion s 

qill<JT?Ti5aq>n for qpsffi^'qgs by 

qiqoi^qisfiqi^q^ ( P'“'t 

of qTTiq®IRl )• 

qrqaiT^^niiq^q ?Tl-^rlxq of 

jq«rqfq?^^q^q (ff) by 

=q?3=^fl5, sou of 4*nq{q- 

fqcgiqijq^qqVn by 

alias qRiIRSi 'i'l® ^i*^' 

p. 136. 

from the sRtVq- 

of 

' i'le -no 41- 

Iq^^iqqi of arfq^- ’'^i<le sec. 83 

( pr. in H^fcTOTTffqqi^l 

ies, Calcutta ). 

f^qsfq of JTtqi5rpqiq- Mentions 
Ijatcr than 1450 A, D 
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by Vide sec 90. 

p- 761 for students of 

C. by About end of 15th 

century. 

alias siTT^^^cr by 

Vide sec. 101 p. 

844. 

WJ^WJTlTI-by a follower of ^qf^- 

^l^r ( vol X. p -271 ). 

( a(rm?r?^5T ) by 

ni«T»Ti'Tf^ 

by qg^isj. 

by 

by ^^jqiST, son of 

( a com. ) 

by a probably 

the same as above. 

by nyrTR. 

C- by siqsriqjq^j, son of 

by RCg-IR. 

by 

3irTST4>R( SIRS 31-32 of ^q) 

C- by ^q^TW^, (pr at Kum- 

bhakonam, 1905), 

ftijflaqROTt m. in fq^RT% of 

«ft?Tr. About 1300 A. D 

ftgqg^T^R by jt?Piqq^5TR^ N. 

( new series) vol. III. p 116 

J^RIRT by srRiqoiqpiafr, son of 

I%<9R1R and pupil of 

N. vol. X. p. 3 12. Recommends 

fq^g in sacrifices instead of a 

goat; ms. dated 1785 i. e. 

1728 A. D. 

fqgq^fprg-q by of 

RFRiftR ( Baroda O. I. No. 

2436 ). This is probably the 

same as fqgq^J^^R above. 

C. ( containd in Baroda Ms.). 

iqgqgtio^^iTvqi^lsq^f^ by qjji- 

qi^- 

IqgqijfftffTRi^TR^ by RRTq'q; 

Son of jqrjRTR- 

gRq^li??15tTHaiq. 

g'^qifqi^qS’Ttn by 

gRqiR?tiq-^T by qfRiTg- on the 

rights of partition and inheri¬ 

tance of the twelve kinds of 

sons. 

gqqi^JTfSnitJT ascribed to 

(Beterson’s 6th Report No. 122). 

( Stein’s 
Cat. p. 95 ). 

gvHESt^RfqtpilTI. 

gR’pqrqiTnq’^q of ^inqfu^^j’, son 

i of of the qcRRhf. Men- 

I B iter than 1400 A. D 
t 

gtftqJTuijjiqi^ ofsTs^j^^. Same 

as ^vI^JTTRtRT above. V ide sec. 
110. 

g^cqmqi;i%. 

g^ R’Tiq ( on rekindling of the 

householder’s fire ), 

gq^q^fqq-Second initiation of a 

brahmaua, when first vitiated 

by partaking of forbidden food. 

g’q^qqsrqqVn by son of 
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gnmif jfiJTraT by ( Baro- 

da O. I. No. 9026 ), 

by son of 

of disciple 

of f5nW'5 and Com¬ 

posed in Benares 

griffno in 

of aod By rgo in 

and 3ni%;prlT^. 

griffroi^i'^^JT by qrrriH ?§'?(• 

srrr discple of T^fg?3'I?nT) 

( N. vol. VII. p 163 ). D. C. 

Ms. No. 33 of 1898-99 is dated 

1753. 

gr«roi=gi%^ by 

griffrotgis^i by fgg^r^ssnr. 

gr«r»JT^'?fq9FI by ^i5ftrrT'«I. i’Ou of 

grar’nfrmT by =g?5-5r»^r- 

gramfiifr^ by rTff=a'?- 

grfr^^r^ tn- f" by 

gn<>inH^^ “• by fmr?. wJTqigrr, 

W- %•, t'rfl^'nsf- Earlier than 

1200 A. D. 

grTai?!^^^ by oo“- 
piled under Ben^nil Z.imindar 

in sike 1396 (1174-75 

A. D). 

grTJin^rgi by g^^hw (iMitra’s 

Notices vol. I- p. 188 ). 

gnilH^^ by son of 
On 730 interesting 

points; composed in 1474 A.D. 

(Vide Aufrecht’s Oxf. Cat. pp. 

84-87 ). 

grmnir in 
anis^cRar- Earlier 

than 1300 A, D. 

grr'nrnr by prince ^g^r^son of 

of n. vol. x 
pp. 62-65. 

giT^isiTHJi^- 

g^q,4f%??rTOm< ffqsgirg 

son of ria^'i'JI ^ '’^'7 large 

work on etc. Relies 

upon gun? and Tn'ff^ prin¬ 

cipally; pr. By Nir. P. and by 

Allan. P. ; ms. ( Baroda O. I. 

No. 1666 ) dated sake 1706 

(1784-85 A. D.). 

by sigiM'-^vnrffT. 

pupil of riB?T3tnrrgrft. "^"ery 

large work in three parts, each 

having 4, 5 and 6 chapters re¬ 

spectively 0.1 religious efficacy 

of irrfl. devotion to ^g 

&;c ;Coiijposed in 1476 (probab¬ 

ly sake) at Malavli village on 

the river Asanasi. Names fgrgfj- 

and i.s m. in ^g^R^tm- 

Vide BBllAS. Cat..pp. 220- 

222 No. 699. Pr. at Chidam¬ 

baram, 1907. 

g^pirr-HT^r by pupil of 
; in 15 gf|ps on 

grt'nRTRluqfqqqi.mqnrftqT?^^, 

gui)fgvqBT%9^. 

?rxqq?P4f4%^i g^ffvrfqgsp. 

gWM^-4TTffT% by rTppJIT^. 
(acccrding to some mss. such as 

Baroda O. 1. No. 7101 and by 

f^^iprq according to others ). 

On yr4. SIV. and ;fr^. 

g^t^rr%3rlvg of rgo. On the 

famous shrine of in 

Orissa Vide sec. 107, 

H. D.—134 
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''ide Peter 

son’s 6th Report No. 95. 

Vide sec. 45 pp. 516- 

17. 

in and 

by ^TTH ( ior 

^»n^lT4 sect ). 

gWTf^Iflfal. 

gwTflRST by On the flowers 

and leaves appropriate to the 

•worship of deities. 

“• in ibe sTg5?n- 

by 

by son of 

3i»n^*T- 

or tifURRiT by 

pupil of gT(^5^?r(4 { Paroda 

O. I. 8685 ). 

gilT'7^T% by son of 

^'sgvrs ; BarodaO. I. 

No. 10471 copied in sake 1735 

i. e. 1813-14 A. D. 

«^m9S ill in 

gmsi^5T by part of ^- 

). Vide sec. 113. 

by m. in ^?jn6R5 
by 

gijlKH|*4 by Vide sec. 91 • 

<5^^ by ftg^. On in?4{«TT 

by Vide 

sec. 111. 

gjitl^Kl-a section of the Sl^nqqi^- 

of 

*^411^ i’y 

by part of 

q V. 

daily duties from 

to ) for %5iJicts. 

probably the same as 

; ni. in fin^T^qiUsfncr. 

ni.by %Jiif5 ( gg^n** 

III. 1 I82,%fn%rn^ of 5rfT*i?. 

R^^l«TqilbncT, Or- %• Earlier 

than 1250 A. D. 

by SHT^ra^THSf, son of 

turn'd of »?TT5T3inV^ ^nd sur- 

named qscf. D. C. Ms. Nh. 126 

of 1884-86 was composed in 

ST'Tqa^qrHfiTfRTra ( 1659 i. e. 

1737-38 ). It deals with sraoiT" 

5lT!lf»Tl ^0. 

tn- in 

%'iR5Rr m. in. fircnSiRT ( on ?n- 

III. 18 ). 

vide sec. 24. 

by ^56\g^. 

by son of ?|^W1 

of the »T^pjHrit?r. According to 

and 

llultzsch R. I. No. 58. 

q^nm?6^by*nnT;f in two JHirS 

( each in 12 )• 

S^qr-several works end in sx^xgx 

e- g- of 5riT*T5, qr- 

giwa^RT, qftf^igaq»w. 

JT^Xqx-vide sec. 75. 

vide sec. 47, 
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sec. 48; pr. 

Anan. Sm. pp. 90-98. 

on 

srani^r^T 

ascribed to On the 

nature and mystic import of 

C. by |jnf? 

Jr^^5«T by gnH><rft4- 

( from ). 

pupil of 

sm^^qui l)y 

SpiR^4<iI by 

sr>mi?%« m by in anfg^- 

citsr 

jmm4H=9ls5^ by gf ??§iTgr. 

by 

son of and grand¬ 

son of ^^ffqrs^- 

of ^5^^, son of 

Hirwn of iTPTSm ny?T; com¬ 

posed at sn%^»I ( modern Pai- 

thanon the Godavari) in 

6ake 1632 i. e. 1710-! I A. D. 

An extensive digest d.vided 

into snRT^fs on 

5I5t|5npcI, 

STFlf^I^, -rtlRlRf't't- 

Vide BBKAS. Cat. p. 222 Nos. 

700-703. 

sramn^us of aistiaNJua''^ 

attributed to ifensre? 

king of son of j^rfhw. 

Son of of the solar race. 

In 5 Vide sec. 104 and 

N. vol X. pp 222-225; m. in 

JT^ and 

HcrpTJTiau^ by son of 

jpj'^ar; composed at the bidding 

of king ( stein’s 

Cat. p. 96 ). Probably the Same 

as above. 

ni. in by 

( probably the same as 

srarmi^^ )• 

sRmra by of the 

jx)^ and surnamed tTgX^Sf, son 

of Tfll^, son of MtUm, son of 

T^'TI^; based on his ancestor’s 

and composed by 

order of king st^<T, grandson 

of ( Ul’i^ar Cat. extract 

328 ). 

5n%ir55rBxf«Tr!i^R 

5X(dBI'4H- 

af^wsTprer by 

sr^XTT^fJT? “■ in of 

by ^ 

sri%^#igft by 5rfT- 

by 

snasrav^or by ^- 

vide sec. 107 

aT^iT^>n by (RPim, son of ntin?f. 

son of 'ixmq’m ( ms. in Bhad- 

kamkar collection dated sake 

1706 i. e. 1784-5 A. D.). 

STRrei^h^ from the 

of SR5xl%^. 

xnasif*!^ of ^TTW- 

5lI%gTTg;f^ by anTJ'xms alias 
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by S'in of 

V. p. 157, uis. 

copied in 1785. 

Sn%¥T'rS;!% by 
by 

37^11:1% by ^iqTf':7i. 

afaw'T^m by 5ti7»ti- 

Jn^?m55i?T by ■ 

jriasiagVg of 

by vide sec. 

Hd; ( pr. by J. K. Glwrpare ). 

Styled jrfdfgiJigtTI “Iso ( vide 

Ulwar Cat. extract o3u ). 

stidsnfjf- 

iTigST'^Tjfir by fggig;r. 

of ^fljcrfg. 

snggirsflrsp of (sec. y* ). 

>0 tgaiggirTcg of 

5n%?tHT7R' of in. in his 

?IH5nn{. Vide sec. 81. 

5lT%gT«T17 b} in. in 

Sri%Sl?IRfrR^I by 7-W, 

sun of f%?iiJn5r, in 73^2!; 
composed in sake 17u2 ( 1780- 

81 A. G. ); Baroda O. I. Ao. 

333. 

ai%gTRR?iJTf ni- by 
p. 134 ), 

and 

afg|5T by son of gRpfni 

Hjj. ( Baroda O. I. liUSO b ). 

part of ) 

by and his son, 

alias inniRS- 

( rules for tying 

of a sir.1)0 as a charm on the 

the wn.st at weddings and 

other fealive occasions ) 

com. of gpgqfn-gg on the 

firwni sec. 110. 

i'art of 5rgfII<?g of 

niggiFTWRurg by 

ggiRo-'Ciirs as the last jiart of 

the n.iines of several works 

sU li a.s ari^iTUftT, fr!m7T7. 

-HRgfffrg, RgcRfjT^q. 

vide sec. 81. 

vide JTfWflqo- 

ni. 11. grr^Prsrsennd 

1’ R??gAH5tTR- Earlier than 

i s50 A. D. 

by fat'-gw-g ( from 2^- 

qfiq'igiqigiH by pupil of 

qq3‘7R >n by gqiicqT^igft. 

iTifg-^gTg of Seein.s to be 

a Work of the gjg class, earlier 

than 1150 A. D. 

C. cgt^qiT, quoted by ^gg(?T 

i 1 Earlier than 

1550 A. 1). 

C. by ntgimgRiR^ 

^ by 3(qfg^. 

irT3RTrfqt^ or ^rggiqfgg^ by 

nffig? JTIT^qJT, son of *Ti?n%g. 

In 8 ms. dated ?qg?i; 

isio (17<3-84 A. D.); vide N. 

V<d. X.16J. On 3nfS«,«r<Wi,5Th 

moral maxima. 
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by I^T^T ( or Fkoji ) 

of Tiinjiire, who reiu'oed from 

1676 to If Si A. I>. Soinefrai^- 

uients on amt are 

recovered ( Durneil’s Taiijoie 

Cat. p. 141 b ). 

HTSrnf^ftPT^T by inen- 

tions 

WT'FT> 

( aci'ordir" tn TTifijrjf 

school ). 

by 

sTmoT^tror- 

Jffiroiq^ of or z^, 

divided izjto (oi 

(fcc. 

STflltllSlJIf. 

sunoisinsRtT'^T^i. 

n^rn^r- 

JFTTfl^fq' ( part of f%r«4~,'j^r; ;, 

si^lFTSI^T<il or EtrnntFt^F ; frau 

ra^^fr^g )■ 

Jf^FTSg m. in ^fcTFFg'iT of 

I same as part of 

l%?sr5ftflg). 

iFrTn^T»^g4T by 

f'V gT?TIW- 

S«r'ni=3(?5^T by ^firTvrR'^Tc:^, bro¬ 
ther of saicTR'fip. 

sprlrr^ls^^ in 18 jjju-^s. From 

g«qgiT to ?![:§■; fo'h.ws spiq-s^R- 

meutUins ^TZ'i-J^'yr, ^W- 

fl^T, ' 

^5jpr?c»n^ (Mad¬ 

ras (Jovt. Sanskrit Mss. Cat. 

vol. Vn. p. 2798 No. 3713). 

5(=!tfnr=t;?rimi'cT (part of 

by st^RWf). 

( 'ns. in Bhadkatn- 

kar collection) on 

Si?lT?qRJT, Sfiisr, RT^kl^. 

TE?^r??tfrJir>?r. nw^vTisr, ?iiJT- 

q^'i_3Tl ^l3T=praT, 

J and other zt^;5,.s,3cpT^q-,f^3TJ- 

snfln^^'irrfoT ( Mitia’s Notices, 

vol.'lV. p. 22 ) 

ir?V!'i=g^tTriqT m. by ?^?i5r. 

;i?nndt^ of son of wigisr 

of 5rj(n^ijn)^, composed at 

Betiares in 25 ^^^son ordinary 

reli,i>ious rites 

JTfWtS &c.; compo¬ 

sed ill sake 1577 ( 1656 A. D.). 

noirrm^tq; by ( Baroda 

O, I. 9806 ). 

5r^'m^>TOI by ^;?T>pJr, son of 

j«^. Deals with domestic rites 

accordin;; to Rgveda ritual. 

Names ^333551 of twf?, 

tsflvT?, 

I.ater than 1400 A. D. 

!Tqin^<m by q?Ri44ff%cr, son of 

jTtqt^r, son of deals 

with ^^or- 

«53n die. 

srqin?'BJI by T|?nN?i.fT- 

sT^rr^qii- '-y TiiRpdfqfiigraRf^ 

on daily religious duties of 

h"U'Pholders; ijuites 

Sf?fViI7q'iiI by 

StTin^iqi by 
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Ano. N. (New Series ) 

Yol. II. p, 190. On llie last rites 

of a man, his cremation and 

fin^. Mentions ( author 

much removed 

from him. 

(to ) by ^?IT- 

WT- 

by jT*Ri=gT4. 

by 7T7TJTOHT5. 

jratn^^Tim- 

JpflniaifST “• in ^gflfel5l4ln- 

of Him? (), 

of son of 

wsiNi4 (for wT'reppir'ms )• 

This is called fiaiFWCT^- 

of ^«T?77m4; based on 

'TT^FT, FS:j^7, and fol¬ 

lows ^TiTT^Srqir Also styled 

of 7^I»T, son of gj^j. 

^ ) . 
of ( in 2 on do¬ 

mestic religious rites ); at¬ 

tached to com. on <7177^7^^- 

SFTFI^ra to ^T7qFl?7«n:g;^. 

by rR7T;i. 

JFniiqUT^ by ( vide I. O. 

Cat. p. 415 No. 1396 ). Men¬ 

tions pnf?, ^R'nr, jRn^ 

( which the editor of I. O. Cat. 

takes to be ^fSRTT? ). This is 

most probably the same as 

the next below and 

Qieans probably no more than 

the commentary 5777;^ of f^gg 

on the a%q73pig^ of 7777^. 

Vide I. 0. Cat. p. 166 for SfTlT^ 

com. and Bhandarkar Report 

1883—84 p. 59 for pedigree. 

!74TF«7n73I17r by a native of 

of the ^i%5?7H757. Has 

five ^pi^s on ^7^, «77^77W- 

anvjFT, 87)1%^, 

Portion on ^7^7 printed at 

Nir. Press ( 1916 ). Speaks of 

777^77®; mentions 

®nd ^7^i7^'p7 ( on same page ), 

?R!^«io7, i%?7777T7. »figai^q, 

fqm7?5T, 7^- 

77T78R; criticizes gTTif^ and 

777^ ; composed between 1360 

and 1435 A. D. It is this work 

probably that is mentioned in 

{^777177). tJWSim 

( 777^77 portion ) and STTfinTT^T 

of ^777a'JI*f?; uas, ( Bik. Cat. p. 

439 ) is dated 1495 

( 1438-39 A. D.). 

atTiFaiR^riTr by 3^4777^775, son of 

5^73774. 

a477TTT7^777 by 7^?77»4 

5r4777qTH3tTcf77177q7% dq. in ^- 

aainafiq by %^5r7i7T- 

by ( Ba- 

roda O. I. No. 12959 ). 

qqid+lpl by son of 37774' 

^ 5n777f>i7. 

by (?) 

ra7'qi%; 1). c. Ms. No. 102 of 

1871-72. Quotes 

sr4777q7^777, , 371^^1777!^^, 
Later than 1650 A. D, 
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by ^knsfar- 

5WtlIT??r or ?HTrtT3^5iq^,m by 

son of ; deals 

with :i5 according to 

and 

5w?JTfgrg5T, ^^<n3p. 

sn?lfa^. ( I. o. Cat. Vdl. Ill 

p. 515 ). 

( ^’nT%#5T ) hy ara^- 

^cf, son of foTq^iP-I; '’ide Peter- 

si n’s 5th Report No 126. 

Probably the same as above 

Si in of 

SpfliPtrST by son of 

inrllT^tsr by son of 

( pr. by Nir. P. ) for 

Vide sec. 108. 

sraln??^ by aiTi%T%. 

smtiT^ by son of ^- 

according to an^STPIST 

and >jnsT^ ; quoted in 

of ; between 

1500-1600 A D. 

snrhr??^ by ( C. p. Cat. 

No. 3131 ). 

5nfpT?f5T or ?jii^n<n^r?r of n%^, 

son of ; com¬ 

posed at KasI on 

and ?*!;§[•; pr. in sake 1798; 

eulogises Hl^?^ ; nis. { Baroda 

O. I. No. 1H26 ) dated 1844 

e. 1787-88 A. P. 

jPnTT^rir by jjf )• 

SPJ'BKH by fon of 

«nq^. 

JT%RfJT by fim- 

JPTVn?r^»|«n by ?^>.I 

BBRAS. Cat. vol II p. 185 ). 

snfBR?5THT^I by 

5r?AlTTf5TB15!T by son of 

n raTurm mim; 

on men¬ 

tions Between 1620 

and 1760 A. D. Also called 

and sr^^JTJTRB 

by g^^hw Pi?n- 
gmt5T- 

by 

SPrlmMflgf m. by 

SBiVm^I^-vide n^rVji^q of 

?ril above. 

by ?Rra??T«Tf ( for 

^5rt?l0?V?is ) Baroda 0. I. 8365. 

by q<«RP?EH. 

pupil of 

probably on srauta rites only ). 

inTtn^pra by fqg®, son of 

qqVniasif by 

aqV*I?n*TT by HRPm aH5[^. Later 

than 1650 A. D.; also called 

SpftnQH ( ^V. and K. Cat. II. p. 

97 ) in 8 cfi^s. 

by 

son of HTTiqoT. This is also called 

^eTfffq by ^qf^lTsnflTOl?- 

snrtngi? by 

^ )• On Vaidic sacrifices. 

Names sjRiqor and Jierequft 

About 1100 A. D. 

smhTHiT by ( anq^rt?^ )• 

sratn^nT by ^*i5-qH^, son of 

( ^leqiqsfrq )• Refers W 
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JTT'3'T, q?T^!W, 

n^jvq^, TTirwm ff 

Deals with %f(fr matfers. 

'^'y ^titroi. s'.n of ^rsfJTt- 

same as or 

srqVn^iTn?- 

initn^nc by 

iRm?jT?: by «iRf,wr, a ^n%tJiRr, 

residiug in »Tt^^'71T{. 

ir^?iR by alias inm- 

Hj, son of On gwqif- 

notqftq;^^ Ac, 

SRtTlHR by 

srqtTORiqil^ uJ- bi 

snqrqfiRqi^q of f qR^^tfir ; 

oo qi?¥riqT. snff^, qm- 

1%^. 

5rq>nR?T by q5o^?Tvr!qi%, son of 

t?Rl’T, of It is a 

Com, oil his own 5plfr=BJiT5^^j. 

( STTWiq^lq’ ) pr. by 
P. Chentsalrao in 

( Mysore, 1900 ). 

C- by quiq'q (pr- in the above) 

q^figira' ( aTiq^rRqR ). 

C- by ( pr. by 

Chentsalrao in 

Mysore, 19t0 

pr at Kuinbhakonam 191D. 

in one 5f:» ). 

qqUrni-^a work on SR^s m ^tR^- 

verses. Vide BBRAS 

Cat, p ‘225 No. 707 ; breaks off i 

in verse 2~). 

qq?=7^ by also called 

m^jRTProi^ ( ?'■• 

Rqf^qr^R^ edited by P. 

Chentsalrao, Mysore 1900 ). 

nqT'flq or iR^jRtq m. in ir?;- 

•<tiq^T- 

by ^ctiIr ; mentions 

qqwsfft, ?^R=qP3q5T b®!*'*' 

than 1250 A. D, 

qqD'q'^q-t'om thex%pj|^5r 

qqiRoi^r of 

Calcutta S. College ils«. Cat. 

vol. II p. 69, No. G5. 

C TTRq%5I.- 

qgr?fqinq by ^r^fsr- -^bo called 

Jl>qqq?Raiq. 

qqi[RtT|?rqT7gqDR of fqtaqRlq- 

a5<o vide m. in 

5jf%q)qT7- 

qq^-|'qq?JI m. in the q^?^fqcfp 

jfq?TV-qiq ( there is a section on 

gq^ in most of the sqR^jqs ). 

aq?p;qRoftheRqq%iR BORAS 

Cat. vol. TI. p. 177. 

srqqinqR ascribed to sr^. On 

jffqs and gqqs. 

qq^DqR by q^R, minister of 

5?SfqiJiqq; about 1170-1200 

A. D. 

aqqitqjq ascribed to 

gq^lRR ascribed to jjRTfw. tbe 

eleventh qft:i^ of q.lRRq. 

qq?i'iqiq by r^r^r- 

gq^jvRR from Rsg^jirrlT. 

IRTDRR Irom tpjfgqqtJi. 

qqiFt^qi by irn'^T, son of 

composed at Rjvrqfq ( modern 

Khairsbayat cr Cambay )in 
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1663( 1606-7 A.D.). Deals with 

dnties of aigims driven 

to foreign lands for livelihood. 

awRcHmof fftgrro son of 5^- 

nnder . iii n^T'T^JT 

in 1614 (1557-58 A. D.). 

A work in verse on various 

subjects including 3?iVT%:- 

5TI^- 

“■ ill srrgiT^fsr of 

( follows ). 

( as opposed to arfir- 

) vide under 

by 5T7hm^?i (for 
the followers of %ggq ). 

srr®rf^Tr*(?»d or-f^ok by nttn^r- 
Points out differ¬ 

ences between 

p. 119. 

by ^RftdDT- 

d<4>W|^K' Mentions views of 

AijSHlPlj 

filpfRT?^55t^- N. ( new 

series ) I. pp. 233-35. 

by 

portion of 

srpTTa^F^-2nd part of l^nrpp’s 

srDrfaT(4»lR*I by nhi^r; based 

on the ; flourished 

before ^jpir. 

smrfarTf^f?? by 

smnkrrffj^ by gf?^5n^ 

H. D.—135 

5rprf»TTff[^S?r by son of 

and pupil of 3IST??J^^. 

Stein’s Cat. p. 96, Hultzsch’s 

Report III p. 56. On both 

s^fcT and About 

1660-1700. 

STramrTffl^ by model¬ 

led on qpnaTifir^ of ^55quai. 

N. X, p. 197. 

ITDlf^^tg^ alias sn?lf«^g^ 

of fSoT^ 

srnrfW^Tg^ alias srwfarrig^^- 

of ?m?CTT- 

by T^gi^. son of 

son of surnamed 

by gff3[5rRr- 

strsnara^f^^i by ^rrprf^ of the 

race. 

s{FriaTi=gf5^i by 

jn?n«Tfap^ by “• 

by in his sinimffgi^^i 

and in 

sTFifa-dr^mfoi by gr^^rf^sT. 

Vide sec 101. 

of ?55n=?5T- "^ide 

sec. 107 ; pr. by Jivananda. 

C. by ( pr. at 

Calcutta in 1900 ). 

C- by ( pr. at 

Calcutta 1885 in Bengali 

characters). He was a friend 

of Colebrooke and a des¬ 

cendant of argg, an asso¬ 

ciate of 

c. by ra^pfr- 
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stwfa^’T™ ’I' sfanrsTR^fof 

Earlier than 1700 A. D. 

by ?m- 

sn’ira^l'raT by ^^srm, son of 

l?mm( from his ) 

JrraHTrr^m^ by ciT^^>ira- 

by Vide 

sec. 74 Also ealled-sj^^. 

jrFlf«Trft^'n by h3^?t ^pr. in 

Bengali characters at Calcutta 

1883 ). 

by I 

amwrrfJToHr by *Thi?R=*rT*rq3T5i5T 

Summary of work 

jn^Tf^rm^y 

aWTW^qgRr by Ms. copi¬ 

ed in 1669 A. D. ( Aufrecht’s 

Oxf. Cat. 293 a ). 

snqf^q^f^ by 

son of Imiff; iri four qz^s. 

sn^TkrrRf^ by son of 

by nuiJii Rrsr «5t- 

srpriar^qifNfm by ^r^qpl^- Men¬ 

tions ( N. vol. VI. p. 

300 ). 

(Stein’s Cat. pp. 96, 

310 ). 

inqfarv!si*4ui by ^ftr. 

snqikrnrarn by qisq^^fr- 
Sec. 74. 

snqiaTTSrafJl by qilT^WT. 

5rnn«Tm^RT r ®f 

son of 

siqi'a^q^q “• by 

( on ). 

srram^#T by 

snqfk^q^tq by Bf^- 

Cat. p. 137 says so, bnt it 

appears that f® * 

on ’whom 

the author follows on 

jn^qT^q’Jiq by qjpfirftr of q^i^qr, 

composed in sake 1675 ( Baro- 

da O. I. 1490 ). 

SiqiarTg^q by son 

of sftlRqra^linT- 

inqf^qftq by ^pH^T^- 

mqfafnpj^q by qr?T^it?ra3^. 

pupil of qsepRtST. 

srrqfjff^f^q by qp%4>qfrr. 

mRm^qflq by ^r^qftrsT, son of 

^rqqpq. He was of qRTPPR; 

flourished in 2nd and 3rd quar¬ 

ters of the 15 th century). 

by apTprg^, son 

of sppq^R Vide sec. 114. 

qrqiiffTPirfHq^ by hp^?^ ( Same 

as snqf^5IRf^ ) on snqplTrls 

in ?qp?p rites. 

by 8pqsrr^t%^. 

snqRTriqqhl by ( N. vol. 

X. 164 ), based on app^^^pq. 

SPPqpa^qqVjT by p'^qitfcp. Vide un¬ 

der smrfk^^n. 

snqf^ipftTI by qpg^nJl ?pip^^- 

qpqp'k^qqVniRprrp^yp- mentions 

^JjniRRPp, fR^prr^jpu^pp, sp^, 
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of son of 

Stein’s Cat. p. 96, 

gives as sake 1736. 

of son 

of ^OTifjiST, and pupil of 

and 

of sftgc>»os; vide sec. 

112. pr. by Mr. J. R. Gharpure, 

SIRri^«Tg«^of mgn^fiT?r (Mit- 

ra’s Notices vol. VII, p. 7, No. 

2252 dated sake 1544 i. e. 

1622-23 A. D.). 

STRlfa^gTSW^ by son of 

(part of his 

Hf^)- 

arg^oft to above by Igq-pi, 

son of author. 

sri^l«Tt^i+,N<A by 

URlf^TRH by ^55^^15 “• in 

’O'H «>)'«<■ 

jfnnkfwfjwi^i by 

aWi^Ttlc'Wicjn by 

by m. in 

sfRri«Traiftf^ by aran??- 

StRirarTf^ by 

by jTi^ 

mentions *n>^ar- 

from 

amfaal^f^ attributed to ^f^iTcF. 

aiafa^^waa by aniJvrta- 

snafaafepToia by 

by 

aiaf^faaa of Vide sec. 

98 (Baroda O. I. 10849 dated 

1501 i. e. 1444-45 A. D.); 

pr. by Jivananda. 

C- by 

son of inuiaidVfg. Vide sec. 

106 (pr. by Jivananda). 

C. or flwisft by 

C. faiJ^sja^lf^T- N. (new 

series) vol. II. p. 114. 

aiaf^^^^ of About 

1475-1525 A.D. 

ataT«Tii^^^?il?r (part of 

j^). Sec. 95. 

snafkrfsaa^R^ by 

(N. vol. IV 

No. 1580). He wrote also 

saa^iTra^s on ^f?T, 

sn^. ^la. gi%- Ms. dated lake 

1611. 

aiafsiTisaa^^m? by 

aiaf^vi^a^aTHK by ar^^isj-. 

arafwwrr^ by in 4 a^- 

m. in fg. ^., srpifirrTfr^ 

Earlier than 1550 A. D. 

C- by aiaqa^l^; ms. 

dated 1641 (1584-85A. 

D.) in Stein’s Cat. p. 311. 

aiai^'nyl«g<n'^>l(^'M by iftaiST" 

aiafavi^^qg:^ by 

aiafa’TO^ by pqpdiaiuiHfiai- 

Probably the same as 

aiai«^5Jiq^e#a above. 

arai^eaf by 

N. (new series) l.[^p. 239. 
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sn^mTWnf by (Thig is in 

Hindi, prepared for 

%cn*^Tl of Benares). 1770-1781 

A. D. 

by ^Kl?roi»T5; men¬ 

tions 

So later than 1600 A. 

D. Defines sn^lfk^ as ‘ 

jn?raiiisn3i??TfraH^jr: 

of son of 

srBn«^?fg^?r by 

srpn%^?T5^ «TR^- 

sn^T^rWH by 

snjrfWTTHlT by ^5!<Tfa (part of 

pr in Prince of 

Wales Series). Vide sec. 103. 

srBn«^?IR by (¥lf)nj ?) m. 

Jrrafsr^THl? by 

m. in SlrrmT?l?(f (vide BBR AS. 

Cat. p. 224). 

aw(a^?m by ? 

UWiaTtyK from of RI^- 

N. (new series) I. 

p. 240. Ms. dated sake 1613 

(1691 A. D.). 

SIRlf^RR+rg^ of (N. 

vol. IX p. 58). 

sn?nsriRn«ijif i>y n. 

(new series) vol. 111. p. 126. 

srpn«r^T?R^ i>>’ 5iTnli^«5. 

Vide sec. 115. 

JrPB«^41R4i«5 by ??5rT^Tftlsr. 

SrRT*9TRIRT=tl% (portion of 

«R^3Tinr)- 

JTBn^TTgRTfJrfR of ^TTOin, son of 

THROI and brother of niRRI^T^. 

Vide sec. 93. 

by 
(siFreR^)- 

by 

m^rfa^RPT 3rd chap, of {q^^- 

of JT^t^sr, son of JT5T5f- 

(!• O- Cat. vol. 

Ill p. 555). 

sn*IT^13^{ni^ by|?i;n»-I^lf^- 

sriifTW^^rTtt’IT by ^i^|H|i!|, son of 

aT?T??r,(also called srpTf^rTSpiVn- 

RRRJIS) composed for 

pr, in Bombay in 1863 and 

1882. Vide sec. 117. 

by sipil^ra?, son 

of and Vide sec. 

115; ms. (N. vol. V p. 23) is 

dated 1848 i. e. 1781-82 

A. D. 

5n^T'k'd^^4)isR«K«i|g by hPtH^i 

son of and (I. 0. 

Cat. vol. Ill p. 555). 

JfPrlk^r^^R by (part of 

by (part 

of JI^srrt). Vide sec. 95. 

by son of 

surnamed Also 

called ^ranpifk^ and ^n^- 

(vide Baroda O. I. 

1334, 1543, 1663). 

aprfa^ISTRTT by aTH»^Tl^4- Offen¬ 

ce s classified under 4 heads, 

heinous, gross, venial and 

slight and their expiation. 
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Earlier than 1600 A, D. 

STTHTTJn^^I by suruamed 

Based on the 

and jR9ISTi'»t J ms. in 

Bhadkamkar collection copied 

in sake 1714 (1792-93 A. D.); 

names 

5IT?lT?siraSI by 

in«i^5tfaai^fvrf?r (part of 

^^«T)by ar^^. Vide sec. 

114. 

5nqi^f^^g(dg|Ni^ by ^.JTSinET- 
Sec. 111. 

A no. 

by JTtrftsrm 

&cTir^ by f «aiTfiraT^T4- 

vide Hp. Cat. XVII 

(ms. dated 1707 A. D.). 

or by 

Ulwar Cat. No. 1403. 

by 

by ^HT^- 

^isffgt’mra'rs or ^i5!T^OT?iH5f5 by 

Vide sraiBBT^^- 

Vxfttl'jiB m- in SWTnBn^cT of 

( probably a purely astro¬ 

logical work). 

4><!1 I i*( «(=!>■ 

m. in q^. hT- 
sa 

compiled from the JigT' 

Bi%BSTi’i5n- 

m. in {if. {^. 
c. 

( according to 5n^) 

N. vol. X. p. 5. 

by ^TlditSNIB- 

Burnell’s Tanjore Cat. p. 14 b. 

This is the same as the above ; 

m. in ?IJT^TO^. 

m. in |?nf?. ?1®. 

1b fn- 

i± 

c 
by ^JT5sm> son of 

Refers to his jnBTaRRfB. 

m. in srpriarlB^ 

and in com. on 

m. by gpnf?- 

on gi^s for fre{- 

gBBB, STBBB and other 

^^f^s and on portentous phe¬ 

nomena. The (9^- 

Si^Rf p. 3-56 ) quotes qig^pf^f- 

BlStll on elephants in prose 

and verse. 

I pr- in Punjab S. 

Series ). Also called 

of In 46 

3^1^ on jn?n%^. 

by pr- ( WHRi 

sqqffp and jnqT«Tr) by J. R. 

Gbarpure and vyavahara por- 
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tion is translated by him. Vide 

sec. 116. 

m. in 

()• 

on 

5n'5^5r^% “■ by fJrami ( on jH’ 
III. 58 ). 

II^ST+RT “. by 

by ( son of the 

great Shivaji). 1680-1689 A. 

D. On politics &c. pr. in Govt. 

Oriental Series, Poona, 1926. 

* small treatise of about 

one page in print in prose. D. 

C. Mss. No. 207 of A 1881-82 

and 146 of 1895-1902. Defines 

as «nn¥5^?I?rPJnT; and sum¬ 

marises rules on 

and other qg- 

?TV;i«n»T, 
rules common to all, duties of 

the four ^s, and 

tmf? in ( III. 

2. 746 ) quotes some sutras on 

and it is m. in 

srpnarnr^. i. o. Cat. voi. iii 
p. 386 (No. 1323) sets out the 

■whole Vide sec. 25. 

C. by 

I'^nen'l- 

Stein’s Cat. p. 96. 

by ( Ba- 

roda O. I. 9705 ). 

Sm. part II. pp. 53-309 ). 

by 5qre> 

in Anan. Sm. pp. 99- 

107. 

(pnb. Kaivalya- 

dham, Lonavla, in J B. B. R. 

A. S. vol. 28 ). 

of quT5T*T5. 

l??T5nTT^ “. by in JRS- 

BlRcTf^ and 

ni. by f^^rnsinrT. 

SSig'SI, JT?. Tl- 

m- by maio. 

fS^qia^niPct (from 

of ). 

lS^ira^f«-vide sec. 37; pr. Ji- 

vananda Sm, part I pp. 644- 

65land Anan. Sm.pp, 108-1 ll- 

( G. 0. Series). 

C. m. by (<TROT??r»«. 

c|n55o p. 309 ). 

( or-fq ) m. by f in^- 

in 5^11^ on 

( 1. 3. 11 ) in the ■words ‘ari^" 

fjsn’- 
ni. by atqntg (in verse 

about and ^nqu^). 

m. by 

C- by jfi>grqgf7r. 

Br. in Mysore G. O. D 

Series, ed. by Dr. Shamasastri; 

divided into 4 si^j'S of two 

SW3 of 5 STWS of 

3 of and 

one of It is the 

(II- 6 ) that 

contains a passage about g5i- 

sriaJTf ( adoption ) that resem¬ 

bles closely a passage of qi%B- 

C. «5[ui5?n^T by aTsiqjfc. 
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C. ( called )• 

Hultzsch ir. No. 668. 

by 

by 

(ed. by Hart- 

ing). 

by son 

of or =9^311^. Ulwar Cat. 

extract 21; refers to spnil^R'. 

^laWJTrrRr on ritual. 

-vide sec. 6 : pr. 

Anan. Sm. pp. 42.5-484 and 

Mysore G. 0. L. Series. 

C- by iTtfg?^n«si. (Mysore 

G. 0. L. Series). 

C. aroer by 

Hultzsch R. II. No. 672. 

by 

ni- in 

by ^^0. 

in- in IHrn^TT (on z[j. 

III. 268), wiiti4, ^‘3=50. 

airgifeia^qsfRrfk^sRm bbR- 

AS. Cat. vol. II. p. 246. 

m. in by 

as quoted by So earlier 

than 1100 A. D. It appears to 

be a com. on 5rT^Til*rqfr- 

( com. on gK?tWf^ ) 

of son of nt^iiirar- 

va 

Refers to g?TT?4TTWI, 

TR^iJfrvns^T- N- (new series) 

p. 250. 

5r^iT5TsiPTT«^ by ?fti5rara^t%cr 
(baroda O. I. 6789 d). 

snsniRg^? by (sec. 73). 

pr. at Calcutta in 1893 and 1960 

and at Benares. 

snira^R^Rr ui. in wmsfRT (?n- 

III. 257). 

4TRR3Wrjf5 by Probably 

different from the famous fg- 

iT?^q4rgl^l4- N. (new series) 

1. p. 251. 

by in 8 

3g[?iVgs. 

«i%4nnJi^ri?T by 

4?T^nTaRJJ5 (for ^x^v^s). 

by a son of 

«lT%T?IT^rTO5^ by avTIiJ5f; com¬ 

posed in ^ake 1463 (1541-42 

A. D.); m. in 

by 

by fwi^. 

*n%r^« by 

by stfPTfgi^- 

by (for 

HRig^s). 

by ^f®5T. 

^TT^glspni!! by ^5®^. 

C- by^g^pi. 
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m. in and 

by 

or 

by 3rJrf?r^) son of sriq^. Vide 

sec. 114. 

by com- 

posed at Benares. The author 

was a 

C. ^frcWRSI by author. Com¬ 

posed in sake 1555 Phalguna 

(1634 A. D.). Bhandarkar’s 

Report for 1887-91 p. 

LXXX, 

by pupil 

of sr^b3H??> iu 20 f|R5T?is on 

religious ceremonies of gcojg-s; 

m- iu of 

C. (with text pr. at Calcutta 

in 1845). 

or by 

divided into twelve 

Jl^s. Vide sec. 112 (the whole 

published at Benares in 1879- 

80). 

“• in 

^SW^Id-Vide sec, 27. 

C- by^T^FfiT^. 

iu l%- 1% (on 

•TajTSrK^r)- Probably a purely 

astrological work. 

m. in 

Probably the srFn'arTf^qoi of 

^idu PP- 641-42 
above. 

VTW^»T!RPT5T. 

or iqrr^Tinf^^ by 

TRTf^^l > son of sftHRT- 

C- by author. Relies 

on T%^fT- 

on 

the prohibition of intermarriage 

between persons of the 

aad TITT^ gotras. 

ed. by Dr. J. W. Salo¬ 

mons at Leyden. 

C. by 

C. JJimtnim by 

vide 

C- by IfSRRT son of 

and guf^ and pupil of 

Vide sec. 116. 

m. by ^TR¥T in 

(it is probably 

^tftncg on ^K^tsrqgr) aud 

by sftltf in qR^JJSRJ^W^- 

m. by in 

m. in T%. fR. and 

^n.-rgr^gftf^ by Rigpsft (or 

-jgj) alias Ulwar Cat. 

extract 648. 

iTTfgsngf^ or ^nfgjwif^rajrpr- 

faJrTJr^^ur. Ano.; mentions 

Jn'^gT^ig. BBRAS. Cat. vol. 

II. p. 197. 

m. in Tgom^<». 
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»rrsn>4?fJI5 m. by Imf? (III. 1. 

1360, where a verse in 

metre is quoted in which 

is named), 

(on BrRn=g )> of 

Between 1000-1200 A. D. 

by pupil of 

on the duties of 

ascetics and on those entitled 

to take to N- (new 

series) vol. I. p. 260. 

m, in of 

in (2kn- 

*T^)> in (seems to be 

an astrological work), 

(on the question, when 

food may be taken before an 

eclipse), 

gPhii+t'j( by 

of vwe p. 

588 above; m. in 

of An 

astrological work, 

Aufrecht’s Leipzig Cat, 

No. 538. 

Aufrecht’s 

Leipzig Cat. 537. 

na. in 

(p. 499) of Probably a 

work of 

m. in 

by An ency¬ 

clopaedia of Dharma, astrology, 

poetics &c. m. in fg. %, ^ij|g- 

B. D.—136 

m. by 

of atggo, ftrcnanTi. anmi- 

by . 

by sftiggragj, 

pupil of and son of 

by ^%5III On 

nis. (Bik. Cat. p. 

41fi) is dated 1725 (1668- 

69 A. D.). 

by got^, son of 

On the rites to be per¬ 

formed at gqgqg, ‘i^o. 

ft-Occurs as the last compo¬ 

nent of many works, e. g. 

(of 

gtr^p^rm). 
JlSRHIimg of Vide sec. 

107. 

Tl5P^T^%l%=gi? (on religious 

practices in the seven principal 

mathas of the school). 

N. vol. X. 256 and Stein’s Cat. 

p. 312. 

jf^tgqrr of (C. P. Cat. 

Nos. 3771-72). 

of nifjl^g (C. P. Cat. No. 

3770). 

515' 

by f^m- 

of grsftvrs 
C- JTWRI^ (by author). 

by son 

of composed at in 

sake 1541 (1619-20 A. D.). 
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C. by author; mentions 

iT?nTi?TR. ?w- 

m. in 

by a son of 

(Aufrecht’s Leipzig 

Cat. No. 647). 

Aufrecht’s Leip¬ 

zig Cat. No. 648). 

jnt'Tdsn- 
flaVu by 

JT^«g by son of anq%^; 

“■ Sec. 114. 

attributed to 

(composed by f^^^^Tl). Vide 

sec. 94. 

V ide 

»I?«TT55T or attributed 

4o Vide sec. 95. 

Ulwar Cat. extract 336 for 

Baroda O. I. No. 4035 

dated 1551 

(1494-95 A. D.). This last refers 

to as the 

author. 

m. in 

(q;. III. 243, 247, 257, 260). 

*rgwRr or arpr^iRn^ Vide 

sec. 31 (vide pp. 346-48 for edi¬ 

tions of commentaries). 

C- by 

Vide sec. 89. He was a 

native of i. e. Rajsahi 
in Bengal. 

c by ?fH^- 
(?*■• by V. N. Mandlik). 

Vide sec. 77. 

C. 5fR^ by A late 

writer ( pr. by V. N. 

Mandlik ). 

C by 

Between 1100-1300 A. D. 

(pr, by V. N. Mandlik). 

C. by 

Later than 1400 

(pr. by V. N. Mandlik). 

C by WluKUT^lfiira 

son of 4|g-miT (vide Stein’s 

Cat. p. 98). 

C. by sfffifiJi. Vide sec. 59. 

C. by 3^^ m. in f^. Ear¬ 

lier than 1300 A. D. 

C. by 3qi\;?ipT) m. in 

V1IC4T 

C. by 51^ m. in ^\qirafzmii:?T. 

c. by^mnrm- 
C. by m. by 

Between 950-1200 A. D. 

C by 4TI5R “ '^•5 

p. 346. 

C- (mIs^i) by fl>^TRrfir; vide sec. 

64 (pr. by V. N. Mandlik 

and by J. R. Gharpure). 

C. by 413^, m. by 

by (pr. by V. N. 

Mandlik). 

C. by;5T%^:3. 

C. by anonymous (Kashmirian); 

portions pr. by Dr. Jolly, 

by 
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»T5^¥hr m- in 

by in 
20 qf^x^^s. Ulwar Cat. extract 

651. 

by mwitf- 

qi^qT?) said be a 
In four ^jv^s explains of 

ms. ( N. vol. X. 

p. 122 ) dated sake 1717 i. e. 

1795 A. D. 

^P^fTP^nRERr m. by in 

jR5rJI5T5T m. by j^o in 

by 5^^. Vide under 

m. in and 

»reifn5RRq by 1^0. 

m.in 3rf5qpBT*I^f- 

*P=5rgR«Jfl’m. in 

of %qTUT- 

or or 

attributed to stK?. Deals with 

indications of prospective rain, 

famine etc. from the appear¬ 

ance of the atmosphere Ac.; m. 

in argSWTPT of 

by 11^5^ in 7 kandas. 

( Tri. Cat. Madras Govt. Mss. 

1919-22 p. 4404 ). 

TRUi^q^1% ( ascribed to the 

)• 

TRURnqfq^Orui^ on rites and ex¬ 

piations to be performed at 

time of death ( Bik. Cat. p.420). 

-vide sec. 49. 

m. in 

of 

JI5tm?lclTq or of 

•RTST pit by Jivananda. 

C- by EERfmff qT=q¥fm, son of 

and grandson of 

C. by JTf ?PTI«T- 

C- iz'Tsn by ?T^mfq- 

C. by 

C- by gf^m- 

by ?5Tg^- 

by fg^qflr, son of 

( Baroda 0. I. No. 

12851 ). 

iRSjnpf^*! by son of 

jR«TR?i^rnqcrpgrw^ by qrg^- 

by son of 

composed in sake 1603 

(1681-82 A. D. ). 

A.no.; composed in 

1579 A. D. (Bik. Cat. p. 417 ). 

The date seems to be rather 

1679 ( 1600 5r%. ) 

Ano. 

W^THT»4BSI5 by 3^q«|i?:5T«q.;N. 

( new series ) vol. I, p. 279. 

JTgiJrnqfd m 

by king of 

filf*R5T) vvith the help of 

ms. ( Hp. Cat. 

pp. XII. 36 and 122 ) dated 

gs. 4 392 ( i. e. 1511 A. D. ) 

The pedigree is given as 

his son his son 
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styled here, though 

elsewhere ; vide also 

Ulwar Cat. No. 1413 where 

this work appears to be styled 

JTfi4MJratnq.iirr. 

Cat. p. 550. No, 1715 must be 

taken as dated sake 1452, 

i. e. 1530 A. D. as the cyclic 

year agrees). Also called 

in by in 

H«l?R'T5ra by 

of ^R'nfnftrsT. 
son or 5 

mentions a work called 

)by 
Pnpil of 

N. vol. X. p. 239, 

ni. by 

yrglsr^tq^RT^f^ N- ( new series ) 

I. p. 280. 

m. by in 3(1%^- 

cR5. 

JlgTSRTRoi^" 

by 5^^^, m. in. 

his 

wgi«4*4*5!jqq^t%- 

«6it}i4'iiM5lJT'i.'dN>dfir> 

JRRSWR soo 

by spg^S?^ iWH’ 

son of ( acc to qn^n)- 

About 1518 A. D. 

by 3r^ft%rr. son of 

surnamed ; 

quotes snrtjRRT of jn^pmwi- 

So later than 1575 A. D. { also 

called TTgreg-SRVm^f^ )■ 

JTgl^q^fir by m. in 

JTf by snmoi ( “00- fo 

)• 

JTgT^?q?;i% by qqg^ir, son of 

^ ( acc, to *“• by 

Composed in 1459 

A. D. 

by (or 

) son of rniRTTWS. son of 

?fnVTl of in 
The work is also called 

and the author was also 

called About 1627- 

1655 A. D, ( Ulwar Cat. No. 

1415 ). 

by ( for 

) Baroda O. I. 1250. 

by 

by son of 

Same as the work of 

or Hfpnqn^Tqr m- by |jnf5 

( vol. III. part 1, pp. 183,1440 ) 

and by of qjsrqiM- 

This is also called or 

-Sf^qr Vide pp. 654-55 above. 

JUTHq ( ) attributed to 

a son of V ide 

sec. 94 pp. 794-97. 
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by son of 

)• Vide sec. 94. 

( N. vol. VIT. p. 121). same as 

attributed to 

*i5iaMMqVn- 

disciple of 

JI?ngtCTp55nq^ by %<r?qKrfT 

41gl4llPkl in two 3t«iTqs ( of 18 

and 25 sections ) on expiatory 

and propitiatory rites. 

by of 

mreiftiHofq. 

H^2tl?TO?5T- 

JimRoiV by |iV- 

5FIT4mfi^q5!dl by (C. P. 

Cat. No. 4143). 

T^- 

irrahnqH- 

JTr»S^?^{?T m. in cEl55T%^ of 

Rliinmfqnni by qRTqnr. 

»TPI»rrqRnrq by ^ITP% Hl^C, 

son of gsC^, son of 

( Baroda 0. I No. 1463 ). On 

the question of Jntjifra' being 

prohibited in marriage to rfi«r- 

sTTHOIs. 

oom. on m. 

in fq. f^. 

rrn^qTqqispJtiT- 

nTqT%«rra:TTnq by 

jnvnrqspm or ?i?igR^fgr?q. Vide 

Jn>q^^I5SRorq. Vide ^Rjlsnifq 

of HT^q above. 

by ?iqf;<suifh%cr, 
son of qRrqoT- An abstract of 

^or 

?58pTni^^' Vide Stein’s Cat. p. 

309 for extract. About 1575- 

1600 A. D. 

»mi4TTJmn by qniqoi^l^, son of 

m. in Iq. fg. 

by Tries to 

prove that the directions about 

offering of flesh do not apply 

to the present age. 

or by fq^- 

Composed 

about 1634 A. D.; pr. in ^- 

series. Styled also 

ni?raxq{q=qH- 

“• by in gqqi^- 

?Jxq ( P- 509 ). 

by q^- 

JB’Tq’JfRJyf ( od. by Knauer and 

in the G. O. Series with 

com.) in two parts called 

C. (vn^) byareiq^; mentions 

qurq^qqj irktr, qmrr. 

I^iq. 4W4^qT4ft, vrsfJTR. 
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and himself. In the 

Intro, to 2nd he says he 

composed when 100 years ( of 

what era 1) were completed. 

( BBRAS Cat. p. 

206 No. 657). 

*TH«iyj!i^liy-vide under 

m. by 

WR?inRN^ of TH?f^ ( C. P. 

Cat. No. 4116). 

of ?Tfir^, Vide arfi^r- 

ftRTr*n%?crriTf^ above. 

m. by fjTcTTgTT ( on 

?n- in. 19 ) and 

m. in 

by gfgagig?. 

WTSrqqqiq m. in of 

qwqjyq. It is probably only a 

reference to some view of jfpjf 

and not to a work of that name. 

Ano. On the 

months and appropriate feasts, 

fasts and religious rites in 

each. ( Bik. Cat, p. 421 ). 

wW'iqui. 

TTRlqaTq by 

jrratftnTm by qrfrod- 

qpjqiq. On 4 kinds of months, 

and sqj^q, and 

on the various religious rites 

and festivals of each of the 

twelve months of the year. 

by 

by father 

of ; m. in 

by 

(anq^ftj^q) by 

jnfw5«ngqiRVq^w by jfn^ 

wai^l com. on ifmqTHtir^ by 

Vide sec. 87. 

com, on qigqgfq^m by 

maieni com. on by 

also called 

^fj. Vide sec. 71. 

C- sriJrmsjTT or SRftai^ by 

Vide sec. 110. 

C- qi55J»T^ alias 

by 5rsfq?^- Vide sec. 116; 

pr. in Ch. S. Series (sqqf tl) 

and Viy J. R. Gharpure 

(an^I, qTqf»^ and^q^). 

gqtlWl by Vide 

sec. 94 p. 799. ( sqqgi^ text 

pr. by Mr. Gharpure and 

tr. by him ). 

Cl- ft’5n«fiT?nq by 

Cl- by 

Cl- by (vide 

Peterson’s 6th Report p. 

11.). 

Cl. ^FETWIf by qpqrofgq- 

qiBi 

Cl. by 

C. by f^|^- 

son of qq^- 

5T?. on sqq^q^. 
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^5n!iRI?n? (summary of 

^’s work) by ipiiTTJT- 

by ^rJunrq^TIll son of 

; com posed 

under prince of wfsT®!- 

Speaks of the daily religious 

duties according to such 

as 

aquj. 

Jirawinr, 357^5 m#- 

N. vol, YI. pp. 30-32. 

He wrote also frrf5l^5T^iTrr 

describing and his 
•'a 

nine descendants, iTf^r having 

got ^T57j- from Delhi king. N. 

vol. VI, p. 48. 

by son of 

and applies 

rules of to “ot¬ 

ters such as STTig;. 

N. vol. Y. pp. 281-82. 

His teacher was Trf^T^^Tg- 

by ?TT»^> son of 

arRTT^^; divided into si^^rs 

on seven holy places 8i7jy^i7n> 

HT^IT *0. (Baroda O. 

I. 12386). He quotes vedio 

passages like (tor 

spnn), JT^ST?T 

smimr (I- m) for and 

for Jinii and 

^Rft respectively. 

by n^iqfs 

On religious duties on a 

pilgrimage to sirrSTPlgft- About 

1500 A. D. 

(Palm-leaf Ms. No. 

11950 Baroda 0. I.) on jn'TIl^' 

3T5^. sn«Tf^- 

g^lfar^TOl. 

gi^RcT^ftlURST by 

by 5Tf?5r^- 

Quotes gi'^arq’. N. (new series) 

vol. III. p. 152. 

5f^5<?flT m. by in 

g^d(Earlier than 1650 

A.' D.). 

gfd^^JT by 

by fdg5Jfrt»d, son of 

f;r5mrl of fsunf^JThl; oo*n- 
posed in 1628 A D. 

C. by author. 

g^d^^’TT^T by 

gg^dduirrm by son of 

composed in 1685 A.D. 

C. by son of ^dHm- 

C- by q^g^wfilST. 

by About 

1610 A. D. 

gf ^T%?rrTOT^ by son of 

and younger brother of 

composed at Benares 

in 1600-01 A. D.; m. in !R^T7' 

of pr. at Bombay 

in 1902; (vide Ulwar Cat. 

extract 543 which shows that 

«f)5E^5 was a Pandit in Ak- 

bar’s court). His ancestors came 

from 
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C. srfvidl^RT author; pr. at 

Benares 1848. 

C- ¥TJT%. 

C. by 

C. 

<ft^gRT by son of 

composed in 1603 

A. D. Pr. at Bombay in 

1873. irlra?? "was nephew 

by author. 

Sfaf^ScOtim by 1^51^. 

gfdf^^mfutHTRuft. 

gfcT^^Tmor by son of 

?fif of wTTgn^rnt^ 

l^y #5r^ l^ir, son of 
m. in 

C. by author. 

by^iTRT^r. 

C. by TiORi^^, sou of 

composed about 1540 
A. D. 

C. by jTgT^ m. in 

m. in 

C. (Madras Govt. Mss. 

Cat. Nos. 1870, 1874). 

5f;?r?^ur by ^T^r^rfuij son of 5JII- 

SIB’ uf of 

to the south of jpj-jix. Ulwar 

Cat. extract 544. 

gf ^01 by 

C. by 

gf^’T by 

by a son of 

gfiSfrr^ by sn^rtw- 

gf^>4^ by JTfT$^, son of ^I|(5T 

( ). Vide Aufrecht’s 

Oxf. Cat. p. 336a. 

C. by author composed in sake 

1583 (1661 A. D.). Mentions 

gfg^q^ by son of 

gf^l^T na. in a^c. 

to pT. W- 

gi^OrdlM+T attributed to 

gfdPtff|?T 

gfsq^dV- 

gf^<m8JI by $5rTT3T. 

gf dgqoi or by ?TtT^5F 

N. vol. XI preface p. 4). 

gf^g^Jl^T by 

gfby ngrfi^; son of ^- 

gf dMIR by qR^. 

gf^B^ by in 4 

and 101 verses. Vide 

Ulwar Cat. extract No, 545; 

composed in 1726 (1670 

A. D.). 

gf^^ by gRHKiquf. 

gf^TRlUf by fq^iR. 

gg^ctfTPqTfTq' ascribed to Rp^or or 

RTiqqrgTq- 

gfdRiau^ by 

ggi5*iiri«« by son of 

STRICT. Composed in sake 1493 

Phalguna (i. e. about March 

1572 A. D.) near Devagiri in 
160 verses. 
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C- by author; pr. 

(with text) in Bonaliay, 

1861. 

m- in of 

and 5^. Earlier than 

1650 A. D. 

by son of 

of the^nl^^^JT)^ and f^Tfcri^q- 

subcaste ;pr. at Ilatnayin in 

1878. 

by 

I'y 

by »n^T. 

by ( vide 

Ulwar Cat, extract 546 ). 

5^<i4jThWc41 by 5?5flfT^?I, son of 

>rhn55i composed in 1618 A. D. 

by 

5f^4jTF.N<ar by 

5f ^’ET^T by 

by son of 

( also called g|-^- 

gf^?^ by JTl^53r. 

gfd4H by 

gg,d4td by 

by sfi^r^; m. by 

C. by author. 

by 

C. by author. 

g|;^T3r by 

gf #f%TtR?lK “• in 

gi^^fTT^nr- 

gf^filTlHfoi by son of 

I c. by ejafjmilr. 

gf ^R=g?i by Imn^. 

by ( ? ). Is 

it not the same as the next 1 

by son of f^ggr 

^%d'. son of at Benares; 

composed in sake 1557 i. e. 

1635-36 ( vide N. vol. I. p. 

109 ). 

g?'^?l'R' ( ^i'^o Burnell’s Tanjore 

Cat. p. 79 a ). 

gf^«TT by Hig?Tf- 

gf^^- 

gf^flr by 

gf^wfs: by jTiT^- 

gf^UT^l by jT^^j^snJr«r pr. at 

Lahore, 

gfby 

g|;rl^?5rT in- in by ^o. 

gfyl^^ by 

C. SIJ1T by author. 

gsriWfit by son of 

Composed in sake 1554 jjig' 15 

( 1633 A. D. ). Vide Stein’s 

Cat. p. 343 for extract. 

gfafe^fTC by ^raTW. 

g|;et)gfe. 

giigl-a- treatise on «f5qsj|+!4s, 

vnT^HBn^'rT, 5*rg?n^mTf?- 

H. D.—137 
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N. vol. II p. 49 and N. ( new 

series ) vol. II pp. 146-7. 

JJ^rarldUT- N. ( new series) I. p. 

293. 

( I’ites for averting 

the evil effects of hirth on a 

day when the niooi. is in the 

Mfila constellation ). 

attnhuted to 

hy 

^^rri'cT attributed to 

55t5TTf!=?I^«I ^’^ide Stein’s Cat. 

p. 99. 

by n>?5ire't. 

of (t;. P. Cat. 

No. 4321 ). 

or by grg^rj, 

contains summary of fines ordai¬ 

ned in lieu of various nifts at 

various ceremiinial lites, when 

one is unable to give the gifts. 

Names JTtqjgsVTT's^. dated 

sake 1756 ( N. vol. X. p. 238). 

(in 5 1/2 verses ) 

attributed to Deals 

with substitution of money f.T 

gifts of cows and other 

property. Vide BBRA8. Cat. 

vol. II p. 171 for text. 

C- by N, ( new 

series ) vol. Ill preface 

p. iv. 

C. by 

C- by son of ^^UIT, 

surnamed and resi¬ 

dent of Mentions 

and his son. Later 

than 1570 A. D. 

m. in 

pp. 764-65, 784 and in gpj-- 

( gift of a she- 

buffalo at the time of death of 

a person ). 

( on 16 

according to HiTpqoi school). 

The chap, called 

JT^qofyqjjUqftf^ m. by 

fflif?, n- qi- 
fl^PTofttn^#^ft^q^-Vide 

q^pT. 
( a part of 

or ^5qfJ^ ) by Sec.78. 

m. by lo com. 

on qK^^V>J|rqfti^. This is 

probably the same as the 

of 

son of ( Bik, Cat. pp. 

325-326 ). 

of ; m. in 

( III. 2. 883 as jjVg- 

), R. %. 

or by ^g^y- 

^T8iJ5 or son of 

and younger brother of 

rTrqV«Tmi in 3 qj^u^s on anfg^, 

i consecra- 

t'on <f q^fire) according to 

Vide Ulwar Cat. No, 

1280. 
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of Vide 

sec. 107. 

of ?^o. Vide sec. 

107. 

of Vide 

under 

^i:^pgT^^gT?f?gnT by 
( Baroda O. I. 374 ). His 

is that wherever the 

word occurs by itself 

i® fo be understood 

and not 

“• in iT^r^T- 

«n««T on 

«T3%ST?crfgJTf by 

*T^%37'5r?iJT? by ^ffjraiT- 

by TITT^, son of 

( for )■ 

?TI%sflT^'^ by 
( Baroda O. I. 5015 ). 

»ifd4s<d5Ti^5r?fin by 

SrSfTfJI; mentions 

by g^i^n 

pupil of '^u|?sif^. 

Ano. 

*TT%y«'sT^T5T by 
( Baroda O, I. 12289 ). 

®ri%wllI^RT by Same as 

®?T5lf below. 

by 

?Tfcryir?m5 Ano. ( N. vol. IX. p. 

278). First speaks of srp^T^rTT" 

vm f''om ^Tt<r9i?r, of hjijitpt 

find then of 

pupil of ( pr. by 

8rRf?T«rtT, Poona ). 

by ?n?ysi^RT in II 

parvans for %ci)T?s. 

by 

by 

pupil of ; nas. ( N. 

vol. VIII. p. 293 ) dated 

1668 ( 1611-12 A. D.). Also 

called ( same as 

ab,)ve ). 

by sn^s^RJ^ 

( Baroda O. I. 5017 ). 

^rRqR'ryBfH^qrn by 

pupil of ^RPcf- 

?IR{^g=fIJ?4sT in 3 ^\js. 

?IRgF?5TRt'?- 

yR^T’T?W»ViT- 

or of flr’g- 

On H5=?rRT> tbe four kinds 

of yfirs, viz. fH. 

and their duties. N. vol. 

X. 175. Mentions fyyRfll^l. 

y(dB4:^IT ( a' part of 

q?dB44glT ( on the funeral rites 

and str:® for ?Tf^ performed by 

his son ). N. vol. X. p. 10. 

yf^q^spITiRTH by 

by f^jg^. N. vol. 

I p. 173. 

?TR?n3;TTf%fil (two different 

works ). Vide Stein’s Cat. p. 99. 
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(I- 

p. 523 No. 1647 ). 

I'y r»P'' «f 
N. Vol. X. p. 9. 

*ilafe^|jiciwuijr >'y 

*jwgOT- 

*rr?T5m'T^^ fey 

fey 

*T^^TTeji?T?i?iRra?^T?ip!n»T fey 

( N- Vol. I. p. 

174). 

?n?mT^5mVn. 
( BS'i'oda O. I. 8563). 

Vide sec. 50; pr. Jh'a- 

nanda 8m. part I pp. 560-567 

and Anan. Sm. pp. 112-116. 

fey son of 

On funeral rites, ?ilfpr^^s^ui 

etc. Relies on STT^mH4J^, 

WRST^f^i W'^s thereon and 

on 

q^s»»afyT^4 fey *11^ or ^f^- 

jTj^, son of 3n<n^»l5, son of 

STTW?. son of 3^^tT; patron¬ 

ised by son of ^5^- 

*ri^, king of Bundelkhand, Bik. 

Cat. p. 508 containing 

out of this work. N. 

vol. IV p. 269 has same, 

hailed from and 

was of qBl^qqnt^r ^nd an^lT^H? 

dwelt in About 1676. 

^">de sec, 34. 

C. by 8rT?l4; Vide sec. 80. 

C. by^gijrim^- 

C. by m. in of 

?5o. 

C by m. in i^cSqnfoi’s 

( P- 529 ). 

c. fey Vide 

sec. 61. 

cc f^*n^- 

CC. of gtJTqi- 

T^- 

CC. ^gjnTTpTT fey pupil’s pu¬ 

pil of 

CC. ano. 

c. by JT^^nn- 

c. rirm^ITT by Vide 

sec. 71. For com. on ftrm- 

vide under RlrcnSiRT 

above. 

fey 

0. of ^^qiiur- Vide 

sec. 98. 

c. by Sec. 

113. (portion printed in 

Ch. S. series ). 

( C. P. Cat. No. 

4414 ). 

fey ^fhrwT- 
Jri^rraqTgT^iq’ (auspicious times 

for marriage, journey <kc.) N. 

( new series ) vol. II. p. 149. 

of Deals with 

state administration and topics 

of such as ^f^- 

?ii^i, Bfsvr; feaf, srm- 
rjtW> itg^, 
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*c. Names him¬ 

self as authority and 

nn, f5?!?- 
ST^ITi 5n#'JT and several j^jois. 

(pr. in Cal. O. Series No. 1). 

gJTpf^ (C. P. Cat. No. 4418). 

hy 155. 

g^snysr^RT by 

m. by ygo in 

(from aiiagTiai chap. 

123-125). 

C. ano. 

C. by HgyHPT 1I5- 

C- byyrff^^. 

by imrw in 

jy^pyys. Ulwar Cat. extract 551. 

g^qmi m. in 5qVm^^ by ygo. 

g^?qiq^- 
Tff^I«ltRrqni%^ by 

^sr^j^qsrqrn by 

by ^01 (Hp Cat. pp. 

x-xi ms. copied in 1189 

i. e. 1132-33 A. D.); treats of 

rites for Vajasaneyins. D. C. 

Ms. No. 273 of 1886-92 is 

incomplete and contains the 

followin,g topics, viz. srPlfs^) 

^^1411^1 

^q. 

m. by IflTTf (HI- 2- 750), 

in ?1°> 

by m. in gqH^- 

(vol. I. p. 596). 

?cqm55T m. in gi%?Rq of ygo, 

fq’qq^tq^; probably 

sftqi%’s work or work. 

ft5y«H5 m- in T^- W- 

IfTOiny m. in jg. fg. 

Vide under sec. 

91. 

y?jn5? by jftqR:. 

by ymqyn?- Stein’s Cat. 

p. 100 has the portion on 

snqf^- 

ytgpTq m. by ygo. 

m. in gin^ (III. 2. 857), 

by fgo in jpgRnaaxq’ 

T«mmft*i55pr'iiq- 

by yggrsi, son of 

m- in 

(probably on yn%). 

m in f5r. ra- 

or yy3lvq;f^R5*T (part of 

by STJRclt^ Pr. in 

G. O. Series in 1935. Vide sec. 

114. 

attributed to 

of Tanjore (1765- 

1788). 

TUnfltS *no. 

yFSRtfa by 

TRnft^ by >Tt^. 

by qy^f% (?) Begins with 

the well-known verse aboat 

nine gems ‘ etc. ’ (vide 

Burnell’s Tanj. Cat. p. 141b). 
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by gftitq of Benares, 

m. by 

of 

?ra^mrir^Rr by (part of 

pr. in Ch. S. Series. 

^T'jfsnfdJT+i^r by 

TTSsflRW^^-same as of 

?T3r»ftf?Rirei by in 8 chap¬ 

ters and about 566 verses. W. 

and K. Cat. II. p. 182. 

0*' (on politics) 

by TTflR?=?cfl4 Names f^’s 

of 7^. Vide p. 588 

above. D. C, Ms. No. 342 of 

1879-80 is a work called ^|5f- 

of on astrology in 

relation to and contains 

such topics as fir^ig- 

The Ms. is dated 

1655 (i. e. about April 

1598). 

C. byjiijpT,%. 

<W<»ra* m. in 

(Mysore ed. p. 21). 

Ii'fldQVr (by ?) m. in 

of TTgT?^. 

?T3nTtlt« by 

5n3rrf5i^?tnnn (from of 

713^411^^ (from zt^^H.:^). 

(part of 

Ijfhr)- 

by 

TT3JTinTt«9^% by son of 

n3infiT^^ir?f)n by son of 

TUTfOTT- Sec. 111. 

?T3?nT^^Jl^n by 
son of 

ijy ai;T?cI*n, nf 

Divided into ten 

kanilas, which were in order 

HFTTW^, 

?ni'iT. an^R, T13r41|% and 

(gap, probably 3^^^). Aufrecht 

says that there were seven 

Burg'S, but a ms. in Bhadkam- 

kar collection gives ten and 

names them as above except 

the last. Flourished about 1640- 

1670 A. D. (Vide Bik. Cat. pp. 

445-447 for some of ’these 

kaudas). 

riR^rg^ m. in and 
rv rv 

FT- TR- 

TIBrlr^Sl^RI attributed 

alias by 

or son of ^g- 

gg; composed in sake 1506 

(1584 A. D ). 

Quotes f^. f^. 

by R55ygfT%?r. 

TRRT«l'Ti:fg by 

by 

4I*hPhi-R by ^n?T4T. son of 

son of ^rfgnrgrif^ Compos¬ 

ed in 1720 A. D. (Ulwar Cat. 

No. 1431). 
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( Ulwar 

Cat. No. 1432 and extract 341.) 

Stein’s Cat. p, 101. 

nnsi^Rr 
(1) com. on by ?in- 

(2) a digest of religious obser¬ 

vances compiled in the 

name of ( described 

as ), son of 

and descendant of 

the royal family of Tri{tn^?f- 

fTlTTH himself a 

feudatory of Jehangir and 

Shah Jehan. The I. 0. Cat. 

( vol. III. p. 502 ) says ' 

that the real author yfus 

son of and 

father of ;nn'^ T%T^- 

llelies of |nT%! and 

writers. Latter half of 

17th century. Peterson ( in 

L I war Cat. No 1413 ) says 

that this is a com. on the 

^.acT^Isra=g? But from 

the description in the I. O. 

Cat. this does not appear 

likely. 

Peter¬ 

son’s 6th Report p 107. 

aa- i"! and 

of ^o, i5r. 13. 

*^y ST^rTTSTfr- 

by arx^^^^nnH, 
pupil of 

in 5 <1235 ( D. C. 

Ms. 440 of lb91-95 is dated 

sake 1607 i. e. 1685 A. D.). 

Traces Jj^^TCfTT I^om to 

^'3?, in four qZ3S. 

C. 3fby TT^mr- 

by 

ibllwar Cat. No.1435). 

by riwpn^' 

?lTn^?rt?51T?T by “• 1“ 

by ?im33i- 

?PT312T?t^ “• by 1° 
g^a^, ( p. ‘-^is). 

of 

^IfPTivrmm by ^o. Vide p. 892 

above. 

of Vide sec. 

98. 

by ^141^,an. son 

of ariTaar- 

( I ) ano. ( Burnell’s Tanj. Cat. 

p. 138 a ) : ms. dated 

1714 ( 1657-58 A. D.). 

( 3 ) by a son of fst^JaT- 

O'" by 
son of 3^^ 

resident of Benares. Mentions 

Itnfsr. a^ttmrNrra. 

of 1m- 

Later than 1640 A. D. 

or by 

son of fitMTO; ^or 

^J|qs ( Ba'oda O. 1. 8018). 
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'll4+< A very large work. Ba- 

roda 0. I. 10946 has 13 

and probably there were more. 

(1) by <rr5n*T> son of an 

Describes the 

rites connected with 6iva 

worship in the form of 

There are in all 

1028 verses on ^^-srtTJRTJTT. 

'qrartl^r- Composed in 

1515 ( 1458 A. D. ). Also 

called 

(2) another shorter treatise on 

same subject; introduction 

being partly identical. Com¬ 

posed between 1578-1643 

A. D. ( vide I. 0. Cat. p. 

584 ). 

(3) by son of 

^T?T. Baroda Ms. 8030 is 

dated 1809 ( 1752-53 

A. D.). 

(4) Describes follow¬ 

ing though 

^ is recited in all lakhas ; 

says ‘ ^^T- 

era 

5rq^^ 
O.Ms, date! 

1587 i. e. 1530-31 

A. D. ( vide Cat. p. 580 

No. 1783); quotes 

often. 

( SRTpquftq ) Baroda 0. I. 
2452. 

^?q5% by anq-^. 

by^Rftfti%?ri son of g:^- 

Also called l^8Mq<ra 

‘ind JTgT^g-q^. 

by inTraiq*!?, son of ^q- 

qsi^ rTsinq ara(t^i?tT^Tg?ri^ 

q^&. ’ 

^S'q^Id by 4Tn5^:ft%cr, son of 

(according to 

^q^ra by ; ms. ( Bik. Cat. 

p. 601 ) dated sake 1604 {1682 

A. D.). 

^?q^% by son of 

and younger brother of 

(for wraip^^frqs). 

^?'i5nq^- Peterson’s 6th Re¬ 
port p, 109. 

^?mRcrg-i% by son 

of ??^T^qfV%rT 
^fqvqpqqr5p% by 

^?W<s>T?n^<4f'q by 

^5.<:>11^1^1^ or by 

?Tq^rop, Sun of sppqjqnnp^; m. 

’o qnira??q of ^jp^p^. About 

1570-1600. 

manual of formula 

intended for worship. 

or -qyJT by apqfjp^, son of 

residing at Benares, also 

called %rq?nfp^ for qpjp^p^q. 

^TBST; Peterson’s 5th Report 
p. 175. ^ 

^TSiraRor. 
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by ;tTTT?I1I, son of 

Biff'S? ( D. C. Ms. No. 283 of 

1886-92 ). Seems to be same 

as (4) above. 

by of the 

family of Relies on 

as the principal authority. 

WrggR'T?# by son of 

m in 

q. V. About 1760 A. D. 

^ig^RT^fer or Vide 

above. 

by son of 

surnamed 3rarf%?r 

by ; vide 

^'T^nrnrjft^T () by 

son of 5Tf%TS5 

the D. C. Ms. No. 210 of A 

1881-82 ( 428 folios) a pedi¬ 

gree is given, which starts with 

in whose family 

■was born who conquer¬ 

ed 3TffilT15r; his son was 

was 13th from 

and king of 

The work deals with 

^pps such as (npio 

folio 210), and with 

W3^4T, 

Relies upon 

«Ti3Rr5r, 5r^ffVvR (<*5q?r^ ), 

tHT^> <ni?5nfT, 

HfKR'T^fe of ^q- 

HtTWm) described above seems 

to be a part of this; m. in 

H. D.—138 

^T9RmTJT^f?m<T^ of qHiqgf 

V15. Between 1450-1525 A. D. 

or vide qrc- 

above. In 1266- 

67 A. D. 

by part of 

qt»m5fT??T ( on politics ); pr. in 

Chowkhamba S. Series. 

^SJ'JRfTOTfe^T by rnitfaenosa. 

son of in five q^f^s 

on qort^rqi^R, ^i3r, 3^11, 

5T(tT; seems to be a com. on hia 

55ariRra^ 1 in one hundred 

verses). Vide Burnell’s Tanj. 

Cat. pp. 132 b and 164 b. 

^ain»I5IfT^ by 3TTtf^‘^cr- 

5r§JO!QJlf m. by |?ni^ in 

p. 328, f 

by t^TTl?- On the in¬ 

dications and predictions from 

bodily signs and on Prakrits. 

Vide Bik. Cat. p. 411. 

5!5?niHg^q m. by |gif^ in ^• 

p. 823, by fj;. !%• 

rules for the con¬ 

struction of i%qR5|fs in 32 

sections. 

( 1) by son of 

( 2 ) by JTtflr5=^, son of 5^^. 

( 3 ) by qnrqarVTS, son of ^- 

j(iq. Sec. 108. 

5iaFT^?T5^ ni, in of 
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in five 5r^5is. 

tjjr sftfifcrjR. 

t>y , son of 

^ ( for Tn«?Tfi?Sf^ri^I) Ba- 

roda O. I. 12072 dated 

1552 and No. 4055 dated 1507 

by The 

first verse is sqHT'3^T' 

^s=qKRT?R!T and the 

last verse is =5 

T%m: I ( vide Bik. 

Cat. pp. 408-409 ). 

by 

m. in 

tn. by f^r. 1%., 4 

by T5RRfw ( Baroda O. 

I. 12854 ). 

or by 

»r5, son of son of 

HR; based on and 

gWJfJTm and 5I?i?cr Deals 

with leading topics of ari’gxT. 

N. vol. X. p. 248; 

Baroda O. I. No. 1422 is dated 

1592 ( 1535 36 A. D.). It 

mentions 

Between 1300-1500 

A. D. 

m- by anrix# ( on q-. 

I. 238) and by in sn^m- 

“• i° 3nm4 and 
of pr. 

Anan. Sm. pp. 117-123. 

(pr. Jivananda Sm. part 

II pp. 310-320 ) m. in 

555^^4^% pr. in Anan. Sm. pp. 

124-127. 

?*■• -^nan. Sm. pp. 

128-135. 

in 114 verses 

( Baroda 0. I. 11863 ). 

m. in 3nm% (pr- in 

Anan. Sm. pp. 136-141 and 

Jivananda Sm. part I. pp. 

177-193 ). 

( pr. Jivananda Sm. 

pari I pp. 1-12 ) vide p. 263 

above. 

pr. Anan. Sm. 

( pp. 142-181). 

guru of R?IR?^Sr. 

^fe5TT=|jrftfq^. 

by 

pupil of ^^SI^?rRRqi?I. 

Probably same as ^r^rgr^- 

^ui?ilTg; ( on offerings of salt 

cakes to the deceased on 4th 

day after death ). 

fef%a4^R-vide sec. 13, p. 138; 

Jivananda Sm. part TI. pp. 

375-382 and Anan. Sm. pp. 

182-186. D. C. Ms. 44 of 1866- 

68 contains a in 6 

ariJ^TRs where and other 

sages are represented as asking 

about and 
srpifWTTS. 
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^'3R<»li?T/^5pI- 

T%f ufaei anifgr- 

by 3r5Rcr (accord¬ 

ing to I- O' Oat. voi. 

III. pp. 584-585. 

RTg'lfsruraOT^ftl by SHTmoRT?, son 

of 

^irlsrgf^T by 

Son of son of 

composed for pleasing king 

He wrote 3ri^r5^%- 

^Iso, First quarter of 

the 18th century. 

^'TaT%«I on fifty forms of 

deeds, bonds and letters, com¬ 

posed in 1232 A. D. Vide 

Bhandarkar’s Report for 1882- 

83, No. 410; ms. dated 

1536, i. e. 1479-80 A. D. 

contains forms of mort¬ 

gage-deeds, sale-deeds, treaties, 

cited from actual decuments in 

the royal secretariat from 9th 

to I6th century of Vikrama era, 

published in G. O. Series 

(1925). 

by son of 

io 464 verses and four 

^nrs on (origin of writing), 

(the art of the 

scribe) and ms. copied 

in 1625 A. D. (Aufrecht’s 

Oxf. Cat.). 

by Latter half of 

11th century; gives specimens 

of letters, bonds, deeds &c. 

in srf5^T^^' 

sec. 51. 

by 

(Baroda 0.1. No. 5507). 

(Bik. Cat. p. 489). 

i'y son 

of mentions i^. 

m. in of 

“ in and by 

on 

(Hultzsch R.I. No. 448). 

by iijqrr*!. 

cJOI^T^R. 

iGd- 

by Rin^JT- On 

mixed castes. N. (new series) 

I. p. 333. 

^RRnPI by IsiHTN 

€rJi^«rn^w by ^‘■o- 

bably the same as above. 

goiisTR^H^'T or by ^OJI, 

son of son of of 

the vnr^RUrl^; composed at 

Benares on sh^E^rs, nlvTSW- 

^rnra, ?!TRfl<TT^> 55^>JT, ^f^- 

8n%^- 

R#5n^T^, gTlfsn%?T *0. 

by king ^ctj who 

ruled over wgmg on the banks 
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of the (vide Bik. Cat. 

p. 489). This is a large work. 

(styled 

by of sisfffmT; 
pr. at Benares in 1903; m. 

in of ^^Ttrrf&I- 

’’ of of fami¬ 

ly. Deals with g;Erf^ ^nd 

the festivals and ETrTS of the 

12 months of the year. 

” by About first half 

of 15th century; m. in jt^s- 

of ?^o. 

” by 51^. It is also styled 

or 

(Bik. Cat. p. 468). 

” by (C. B. Cat. 

No. 5017). 

f*'oin the 

(JTRTT) by 

ms. dated 1477 A. D.(B. 

O. Ms,s. Cat. vol. I. No. 312 and 

JBORS for 1927 parts III-IV 

p. IV). 

or by 

son of (pr- in 

B. I. Series). Vide sec. 106. 

iyj^qof m. in of 

io «*r!TW^ Earlier 

than 1600 A. D. 

P^''f of WasRJPgH of 

^4^7 oa. in 

“• by 

by ^g?n«T 

composed by order of king 

f’y 

5?P=?f?r3*T5. son of flr^nST and 

younger brother of 

composed by order of <(4 

of m- in 3T^?n»R by 

and in of 

^^qiPI. Earlier than 1150 A.D, 

C. by vfT^^sg'Tifuf in Akbar’s 

reign. 

vide sec. 9; pr. in 

B. S. Series, Jivananda Sm. 

part II. pp. 456-496 and 

Anan. 8m. pp. 187-231. 

C. by m. in 

on 

grTOS^'flm or in 45 

aiiiqBTS on 5rri?». STT. sVh. 

on certain astrological 

aspects of ^5ji5r. otc. (Ulwar 

Cat. extract 582). 

in ten 3it-?n?is .and 

about 1100 verses. On the 

4^i:s for lOTiarmgrors, 

3TRn^. 

JjJgsTRlI (I- O- Cat. vol. III. 

p. 392 No. 1339). Baroda 0. 

I. Ms. No. 1885 is dated ^ake 

1564. 

or 

C. ^iwgiTt's^r by t^irsr. nff is 

said to have asked why 

he was exiled. Deals with 

propitiatory rites for evil 
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aspects of planets, 

Says that it was 

based by on 

Vide D. C. Ms. No. 

245 of 1879-go. Ban,da O. 

]. 1412 is dated ggg 1565 

(1508-09 A. D.). 1 he com. 

gives only the of 

verses. It says that 

was imparted to and 

others by gfgg. 

of f?T^i;cHrapr5T- On 

proper times for religious 

ceremonies. Part of ^ggiig- 

in 

gTW?I??5!ra% tn. in spr^etT of 

by STHT#- 

son of 

a work by a follower 

of according to ^- 

Mentioned by^^gg^. 

Between lOSO-1125 A. D. 

or 

with sTgr^^, 

wraiT, 9tT%^, sns:, ^i'?^- 

gUPT^ft^-a large work in verse; 

follows mainly. 

m. in 

^HsfdlduW- 
by son of 

gigxg^isr'P*"- in Gr- O. Series in 21 

on g^gnrs from STia^, 

to 5H^g and on gjgg^ 

and gr^g^. 

by gcfi5T, son of i^=g^; 

composed in 1785 A. D. 

by Sec. 98. 

by son of 

fg^pi (bo rather revised or 

restored it). Vide Bik. Cat. 

p. 490 (tg^^ ^gi 5nPc»3^fast 

«T SRllT^rn)- 

grg^g'V or gg'rnTtggiSST; pr- in 

Bombay 1884. Quotes fgtfj, 

^giTc»n^> ^ggirPini, 

fg. fg. So later than 1620 A. D. 

Speaks of ^anfgBioig^, 

sR>n, 

giTPrrfmsg>g, sjggfni^^- 

STETin. 

by sp^tJTRT^' 

^1^3=31^1 by 

gR^gvg by goigl^fesg; pr. at 

Lahore (1853). 

or gi^^m (Baroda 

O. I. No. 1672). 

giT?5'i3rag^m by ggjn=gi4- 

i>y grfgsp^- 

by grg^ m in Or- w. 

i'y Sec. 107- 
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l>y pr- fit 

Benares, 1883 and Calcutta, 

1885. 

by 

dKB-Iotvrf. According to an^- 

SSBPnjlT; m. in of 

extracted from 

5n#a¥fIT of 

ar^g^rrer by m. in f^. f^. 

by at the bid¬ 

ding of son of 

Ulwar Cat. extract 576. 

pr. at Biingalore, 

1884. 

by JTVtTt5!5=aia'mHa- 

faraa^^nftrair.q 

1444 and extract 344), 

{a3RTTa55W by ^tTfism on 

^TH. sfiragr, mrafa^Rr- 
Relies upon JTjis^is of 

and 

m. in ^^STHT?- 

na. by |jnT? 

p. 109), in (part of 

faig5fl*r na. in sri^^rq^ of n^Tf.'sui. 

fgr^^'rfir- (from the of 

BlPTRrr chapters 33-40 of the 

Bombay edition’'; pr. at Cuja- 

rati Press, Bombay. 

i^srrarr^f^ “.in RrSfran^T 

pp. 566, 571. 

m?nvifh'%^ra “. in by 

?!“• 

vide 

in f^. fn. (may also 

be the name of an author). 

ra^rRt^TT- com. on rRT5R^f% 

by Vide sec. HO. 

pr^^vrtT. 

by 

m. in j%. 1%. 

“.in f^wi^RincT of 

SnifrT. 

of 3T^?cT*T?, son of 

Composed at Benares in 

1625 A. D. He styles himself 

T^:. In five 

on ^iNrspn, 

311%^. sralni- 

and funeral ceremonies, 

the third dealing with 3{TI^^, 

and the fifth with 

^n-'S:. 3THiTT% 5^1^^ and siRo. 

Mentions 

I%?*l^^(pr. B. I. Series). 

T^>»T5TJT15S1 or by 

of 3n%TTt^. Resided on 

tbe ^giT^fx near in 

%TR^; m. in and 

f%’?RnT^Trr Earlier than 1550 

A. D. There are 240 q^^ujs in 

the I. O. Ms. (Cat. p. 575 No. 

1769) which was copied in 

17.12; pr. in Anan. P. Series, 

1920 (1765-66 A. D.). Baroda 

O. I. No. 104 49 copied in 

1622 (156-5-66 A. D.). 
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C. by son of f 

by 

by 

by qx^x^T’HViS- 

m. in 

T^vnsreTTHJT? Ano. ViHe Bik. 

Cat. p. 494. 

) nj. in {qg- 

of Earlier than 

1300 A. D. 

raT^5?r by 

m. in |qif^. 

smnqiKiTTrr 

ftqjq+'tiJT by ^TXTf^iir, son of 

sumamed ^fjg (^m"!)- 

Composed in 1702 A. D. 

by ?ifi\9rfi=gTq'' Baroda O. T. 

No. 5491 dated 1607 

( 1550-51 A. D. ). 

‘-'O™. on Jjfr<?T by 

^Vnnrm or-5rrqfq^R by 

son of snTTq'nRS- Relies on 

Wfn^TT- About 1575-1600 A. 

D. Deals ■with 3r5]%q;vj and 

«aRra?>q^qgj5qiTTiJl5^i:, HRI- 

argR^wi^sBTT, wtctt 

preferred to fqgj as heir. The 

Bhadkamkar collection ms. 

comes up to only RjrT?- I 

fqRRiHwiq’- 

f^TRjR of iq^nqpT; composed 

under orders of ^qjfRiq'qi 

of sen of On 

RTHT. ?T?5r^'qg^. sf^- 

R^isfqwm- "^ol. 

VI. p. 67. 

iqijmqR'Ji. 

or llrTr«l^<jy?x5cr- 

in^I a com. on an^qq^H^^T- 

by 5raflft^> son 

of aod pupil 

of Rqq^^WITai- His gotra 

was ^Ruq and his grandfather 

was gxRJT and grand-uncle 

and great-grand-father 

was who was a minister of 

of 5TT^vr?t ( Sambhar). 

was commander-in-chief 

and was of 

^c^tlDTi who was killed by 

crowned ^ftlTST in 

and ifRRr went to 

W'nflsrris^ 'fbo family origin¬ 

ally came from ansR^SRR- 

Work is divided into seven 

gff^^uts; ms. (I. O. Cat. p. 

489 No. 1577 ) is dated 

1582 ( 1526 A. D.). Deals 

with disputed points of sacred 

law, such ai the persons entitl¬ 

ed to offer ?in^ to the de- 

ceased ^sn^fa^ etc. 

{ir5?IlRRJf?q;iR5pT m- by ^RRXR 

of n^DR. 

“■ by 

InTi?- 

( a portion of the 

of ) vide sec. 78. 

by K^rn^qr fegFcT- 

composed in sate 1529 
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( 1604 A. D. ). He was patron¬ 

ised by the Raja of Assam. 

^1^=95? by Vide sec. 

100. 
by gT^?a?Trr; quotes 

^qrfat and bater 

than 1600 A. D. 

by ;fT5TH^- 

qi«n^, pupil of In liis 

quotes gvqjfpf. On 

the 18 titles of law. About 

1450 A. D. 

by 

Sec. 101; pr. at Bombay. Eng¬ 

lish tr. by I)r. Ganganath Jha. 

pr. in G. 0. Series. 

by q;iT^T5PT¥f?- Sec. 

111. 
by jflw- 

f^gflSfWinqr by 

{gm=iw5T'jfgt by 5in?rp4?i3B7Stw^- 

Colebrooke translated two 

out of the several principal 

topics of this work. Vide N. 

( new series ) vol, I. preface 

pp. XIII-XIV. 

mari^Jn^ by v Ide sec. 

91. 

by 

on the 18 titles of law. 

by JTttn55m:g-I?rT- 

of m. in his 

^TXIXT- Vide sec. 89. 

compiled by 

5TIT^ 1%%^ at the instance of 

Sir William Jones in 1789 in 

nine g^^s. The ooliijhon has 

the rather picturesque words 

etc. (Cat. of Madras Govt. Mss. 

vol. VI. p. 2407, No. 3203 ). 

or compiled 

by and several other 

Pandits. ( D. C. Ms. No. 364 of 

1875-76, N. vol. IX p. 244 

No 3165 ). 

compiled in 1773 for 

Warren Hastings by 

and several other Pandits and 

translated into English by 

Halhed (which translation was 

published in 1774 A. D.). 

Divided into 21 ^f^s ( waves, 

.sections ) on ^oii^VT and the 

other titles of law (5?iq^T^q^s). 

Pr. by the Venk, Press, Bom¬ 

bay. This edition shows that 

the work was composed at the 

court of Ranjit Singh of 

Lahore. Towards the end the 

names of the Pandits who 

compiled it are given. Vide N. 

vol. X. pp. 115-116 and N. 

( new series ) I. pp. 339-341 

where the verses about the 

names of the collaborating 

Paudits are given, but the 

reference to Ranjit Singh does 

not occur. 

Hdir;i4aJTf. 

by of 

Vide fqgTfq^;^. 

Nd ( Dl- 

w-ar Cat. No. 1452 and extract). 

Relies on 5^. 
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Ms. copied in 

1113 A. D. ( Hp. Cat. p. XI ). 

C. P. Cat. No. 5140- 

41. 

flr^?5R5r or by 

Sec. 107. 

C. by 

“• in { ' ol- 

II. p. 117 ) of f^o. 

f^^rflmnHsrrdk 

by l?nnsi- j 

na. in 3?rH^?rc^ of i 

Probably an astrological work j 

of or of 

rawrra by ^trottSi (i) 

son of gf;?. 

by 

by 

Baroda 0. 1. No. 133. 

or 

by nifhTfT- 

by =gggK. 

by 5|iram- 

by jrrefr- 

by RRiqnRIS- 

by ^TJr=g?3^- 

or by 

TTsnn^rT. son of nar^iR, 

son of He was paternal 

first cousin of =g<i%^ and so 

flourished about 1310-1360 

A. D. On BnagR^^jTT^, i%=nf, 

g?I^R and the other 

H. D. -139 

Wf^RS up to He 

wrote for cTTSTRH^T students. 

fd'BSI-fra from the arg^NtJiR. 

pr^Tfq^lrsqnf^ir by 

from the of 

TWIR5r by f An elaborate 

treatise on marriage in 122 

chapters. 

RmSRSTROT by 

l%n?f??TRT by son of 

irfoRT or fRRT) in 17 chapters on 

auspicious times for marriage. 

One ms, is dated sake 1326 i.e. 

1398-99 A. D. ( BBRAS. Cat. 

part 1. p. 109 No. 322 )• m. in 

of Rfi^, in ft^nsTS^- 

C- by son of 

in sake 1476 i. e. 

1554-55 A. D. ( BBRAS. 

Cat. part 1. p 110 No. 334,). 

See Bhandarkar’s Report 

for 1883-84 pp. 372-373, 

where we read that rurt 

first composed 

then ?TT^%fR, then a com. 

on a com. on 

RRT^TTIPiV'TrR^ ascribed to ^- 

( N. vol. XI preface 

P H). 

byaRPRRTR- 

5ni<3l*4; 
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propitiation of angry deities 

and consecration of tanks and 

wells &c. Ms. (Hp. Cat, pp. xiii 

and 65 ) dated 55. 372 i. e. 

1490-91. This is different from 

by Discussion 

about wearing the and 

mu, 

d'i'JI, TSIT^’JilT, 

rag<»^, irfrreV^vr^. N. voi x. 
pp. 105-107. I 

by Treats of 

compiled under au¬ 

spices of ; Ms. ( I. O. 

Cat. p. 551 No. 1617 ) copied 

in ^ 1638 ( 1582 A.D.). 

by m- in bis 

t>d4d»4t<iTV 1475-1525 A. D. 

by On stRH^ 

of two kinds, *^“<1 

^RlW- 

in. in 3n=gm#- 

( O.P. Cat. No. 5197 

D. C. Ms. No. 144 of 

1884-86. For followers 

on daily duties like 

j>«ii.»irflia4VRium, JTfotRm, 
and ?rx^. 

of T^^Tar of 

the son of 

son of son of ^UT«Ii»ll- 

On various ceremonies 

and expiations based on 

Composed in 1544 

A. D. Vide N. vol. X. pp. 

233-235. 

m- in 

f^. f^. Vide pp. 564-65 

above. Bik. Cat. p. 497 No. 

1967 is which 

deals with relationship 

in marriage, particularly 

aViout the girl being beyond 

the 6fth and the seventh from 

the mother and father 

respectively. 

“• in by 

( vol. II p. 116 ). 

by son 

of anmH^cq-, who styles 

himself TftdT^gj^PT. Author 

was devotee of in 

Benares. Divided into 4 

on stTgiT, miH, sjmfSrrr 
and gT?T. Ist has 42 

verses and one 

on daily religious duties such 

2nd ( on 5?I55T^ ) has 44 

verses in various metres 

{wrils^, Bg^i^FgT,«fcc>, 

3rd ( srBIT%^ ) has 53 verses 

( all except last which 

is inflnff ) 4th has 53 

■verses in 

Koft, aiggi^, and other metres 

on 

^T5i\JITfFWI- Author’s patron 

seems to have been ^(r2[ or 

^RITnr, son of at 
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Refers to 

ffWrfIrfsT and M. by 

5Jnf? ( III- 2. p. 102, which 

occurs in com. on III. 

37) and by gn^rN. 

Mysore ed. p. 164 ‘ 

5^ qw f%9T- 

II )• Later 

than 1100 - A, D. and earlier 

than 1200 A. D.( This informa¬ 

tion is based on two mss. in 

the Bhadkamkar collection ). 

C. by author ( Vide BBRAS. 

Cat. part 2 pp. 229-231 

for fuller details ). 

■^«TfB5r¥«q- on the daily cere¬ 

monies performed by g’jigniis. 

ft'ulflinqjsyHCiq- 

f%’fflftj’^'??%-vide Sec. 52 p. 529. 

m- in 

Probably the JT^qqxR^n^f fr 

of 

by on 

in 

( Hultzsch R. I. No. 

69). 

( Hultzsch R.I. 

No 144). 

( or qfa>qTO5Tf )by 

pupil of^^E515!iq. 

Mentions ^Rjiqq. 

by {q^aisrJT- 

( from ^;gTTF4«^5n ) on 

rites for averting evil conse¬ 

quences of being born at one 

of the four periods called f^- 

fqs^nfqaran^ by qqjnf^- 

Digest of -rites for jn^-q 

followers. 

by aTTin=^?ftq. 

fqsg^nsfnrsJiTJsJTR by gchrjrrai^- 

fHr55>3riTjftm?n by son of 

^qqj.Ulwar Cat. 1457. 

fqggqjJqq.Vide sec. 10. Pr. Jiva- 

nanda Sm. part I. pp. 60-176. 

C. IsRFfft by qpqqfhqq. Vide 

sec. 110. 

m. in 3lHflgR55Ta 

{^’S^BlTfOSirT m. in of 

sStiJcRTSST- 

C. by fr^FPff - 

fqCTpj3T[qqfq- 

fqsgq^fqfq by ( Baroda 

O. I. No. 5487 said to be 

author’s copy is dated 

1692 i. e. 1635-36 A. D. ) 

RCTjqRBTRW^MUI of 

qrrfl, son of mqqiqiq- 

m. in (qiqq^q^,. 

Ijy ^fRoq or 

in 19 kalas; m. by 

in 

Deals with principal 

fasts,festivals and ceremonies; 

Ms. dated 1496 ( 1440 

A. D. ). Bhandarkar’s Report 

1883-84, p. 76. 
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m. by 

T^OTpjjSSIRrerRf^ by iRSuf^, son 

of ( part of a larger 

work called 

or ^^f'TfN?TrT«ra) Ms. 
copied in 1675. 

by son of 

Sec. 114. Deals with 

rites in honour of Visnu to be 

performed by one who desires 

a son. Ulwar Cat. No 1458 : 

Baroda I. O. 2264 dated 

1604 which seems to be sake. 

tSpsqi^f^ m. by ^TTOTHT, 

of ;^fio 

T%55«rpg: ( part of snTFTtT^ in 

). 

f^«ni7r§:r% alias 

by ;Tn:T?T>n, son of 

TTff’BT ( Baroda 0.1. 8171). 

m. in 3itTTT#. ?TT- 'B- 

( p. 291 ). 

ide above. 

sft4HKf95l'4'sil+^ Vide 

com. on 

by fiir^ftrsr ( 4 parts on 

pr. in Chowkhamba S. Series). 

Vide sec. 1! 3. 

by tJr^sr a digest 

divided into starts on 

( pr. by Jivananda), qr^RFfT, 

^vib ^^Tuf, 

Rinr ( the frist .six pr. 

in Ch. S. Series). Vide sec. 113. 

rv ^ ? fs < 

( R^^RST^ ) by 

or by 

king son of t=ra45I.. 

son of of 

On expiations for lapses 

committed in this life ; com¬ 

posed in 1439 (1383 A.D.). 

Stein’s Cat. p. 189. D. C. Ms. 

No. 85 of 1869-70 is dated ^31^ 

1572. It says that the work 

( which is over 400 folios ) is 

a compendium of an^W^) 

5rrer and vgtf^rei, it borrows 

from IT5T, Hlfm, ITf, 

STRI- The work is also 

styled 

f’fRrsra^tfirail by 

on proper time for breaking 

fast on ^5ft. 

or by 

son of IT5TKSI and father of 

Rr^4Wl4; ni. in fij. ■j^., 

RlilFTRT^-An astrological work. 

About 1100-1150 A. D. In 11 

a^RtJIs on ?iTnT%TR, 

1%^. SRS^imH. ^ijr 

^IRrf, 7'4SrH8I- Baroda O. I, 

No. 8173. 

ffniaflRrgrtl pr. in Jivananda 

Sm. part II pp. 497-638. 

(in 12 chapters.) 

Vide PP- 465-66 

above. 

pr in Anan. Sm. 

pp. 232-2.35. 
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(pr- Jivananda Sm. 

part I. pp. 194-409 and Anan. 

Sm. pp. 236-356). 

C<IN4Jifd pr- in Jivananda Sm. 

part I. pp. 47-59. 

f%srT^- 

by son of 

1*^*1*^.13 by son of 

at Benares. 

by JTi^^fOnr^ (part 

of srarrpt^). 

of in 307 

verses. Baroda O I. Ms. 9470 

is dated 1592. 

504lMi?jf^T by in 1559 

i. e. 1503 

A. D. 

loft Directions for worshipping 

before starting on a jour¬ 

ney. Bik. Cat. p. 492. 

d^^Tiqirsmlagi. 

pr. Anan. Sm. pp. 

357-371. 

by cp^RTir. 

f%srran^T%Tn*T (flT^TTTP^jrhr) by 

sr»r^^) son of (Baroda 

0. I, 10464). 

for followers of the 

sect. 

by 

by ^o. He wrote one 

for each of 

ascribed to 

with reference to 

f^R?T>Tq^% by son of 

I'Tiwiiqftws. 

) for 

students 

by son of 

Also called 

^4'f)^<W<rR (353(111) attributed to 

?!»• 

Stein’s Cat. p. 104. 

ggigojR On the holidays as to 

Vedic studies. 

Vide sec. 15. 

C- by son of 

(on 2 out of 3 JWS 

only found yet). 

(containing the 

TP^s required in the t^pr^- 

; in 8 srws (4 mfjs pr. 

at Kumbhakonam in 1910). 

q<!<in«4f?rn na- by 

R- T%-, 

by ;jiyg, son of 

flPRIR^ Hand¬ 

book of domestic rites according 

to g^ppsr^fr, pr. at Ellore 1915. 

of 

^Vpr^, son of ^qgqMi4- 

in 10 jpijs ( 7 of 

^ and 3 of ^r4) pr- at Kum- 

bhakonam 1914 and by Dr. 

Caland in B. I. Series with 

English translation (1927 text, 

1929). 
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C. by son of 

com. on by 

^S;»q(q^^ composed in 1623 A. 

D. (pub. Adyar Library Series 

in 1960). Vide sec. 110. 

(on gift of a black cow 

to secure for the soul of a 

deceased person a safe passage 

over the Vaitarani river in 

hell). 

Stein’s Cat. p.l04. 

by 

WrpfPT. 'V^ide 

''^ide under 

5ftmxr5RT or imRT^T 

“• by fJmi8?5n (^i- 
III. 326), 8mi4- 

by ?Tm^5=^ '^PT- 

(Baroda 0.1.1741) 

against <^o- 

of fReui^. 

by anrs^m- 

iri ^0^ verses divided 

into five chapters on 

?j%i£nl, atisms, qTft:^Fi?T, 

vr4- 

by 

qiqoi, a follower of 

who was a follower of 

by f son 

of ?lflRT4- 

Ulwar Cat. No. 1466. 

by Men¬ 

tions m- W'l 

^=gsr. 

tsojqgfjjot by 

^cuTtjqq^gl (Baroda 0. I. 8133). 

qstJiq?T4^q of 55113’^ “• i“ bis 

|wTq%;gPcI^H^l by son 

of |560i, son of 

C. by iqg^, son of son of 

(the author). 

m. in 3n%^cRg by 

and in fq. 1%. 

Iffliqi^by »TV55Rl«r. N. vol. VI. 

pp. 185-86. 

(Baroda O. I. 10543). 

%«lJIqVqq^f^^fIp^^I. D. C. Ms. No. 

160 of 1884-86 is dated 

1732 (1675-76 A. D.). It men¬ 

tions ^TOTW^Fg^. 

It supports the marking of the 

body with ^55 by citing verses 

from qss^tWI and 8i«rSq^ 

§wn ^tiT I )• 

S^rfdNSPtUR by 

®’?^)'TR5R«RnFfT by <t)^Q>|c|><4l^- 

®^i’TTgif^r»r. 

5!Tg^|rn|ui by aTRJ^^Hr!, son of 

On points of rites 

and rules, such as 

’l^FTfT, ?R;i#vr, aTR^^q, «n^, 

gl<l(^«nil- N. vol. 
VIII. p. 211. 
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by ^T'jprmiTri N. 

vol. X. p. 84 is confined only 

to 8TWR. 

-A^no. on 

amfira, JIK- 

Mdi^) ?Fr- 

5<i4'^iii4)i4r- 

sara^Rr^WlST by ^^SfntsiRFm- 

?armi55fR, son of H^T^- In 

ten on ^;pnTin. 

mentions ^renaiRT 

and 

-Ano. 

ST^srrJra of (on pre¬ 

emption ). 

of ?^5nsii S't order of 

king 

of ?maT7" Vide under 

by 

by nnt^pTg. Gives 

decisions on jjpnSr^, inheri¬ 

tance etc. 

WTSRmRJIf by Gn definite 

conclusions about an?^* 

«^<*4uj, R5BT#?ii%rR. 

3i?jnerfV. anfi^. tgsn'asr- 

^Win. B»sed on ?^o. 

S^STTHR by srRRORnH ( ^• 

Cat. p. 452 ) on anrfi^, aTR^^. 

STR- Difier- 

ent from next. 

S^g^RTITOiTg by 

On law of inheritance. This is 

also called 

VideN. vol. III. pp. 126-127 

and I. O. Cat. p. 453 which 

shows that ihe work embraced 

wraW. ?mann and srj^. 

s^T^^mnWITf by Probably 

same as 

a^^I«R««f by 

apff, son of on ^fSr, 

ai5^rfg, an^ etc. 

Vide N. vol. IV, pp. 289-291; 

N. ( new series) I. p. 349 

describes him as the son of 

?TfrnlTi55 of =gg45r- 

by Ms. 

copied in sake 1741 ( 1819-20 

A. D. ). 

TggR^'Hgl^?. by ^ag|^ son 

of (7th section of \^- 

cTtR). 

!T5SR*5qd5 by (portion 

of tfcgqg^). Vide sec. 78. 

sq-^SR^hn’ by A part of 

his a-tdlig-dRRTgR on judicial 

procedure and civil and crimi¬ 

nal law composed under 

king of filiqqiT- Latter half of 

15th century, 

aq’qsi^qilg^ by 

(Baroda 0.1.10105 dated 

sake 1535 ). 

aqqfR^'ri^? m. in R^R«|^^- 

aqqiR^^?^ ( part of 

on judicial procedure and 

the (jf^^q^s ). 

eqd^R=dRr*R by ^q^Riqai, son 

of aTqptisriR, son of 

composed in 1637 ( 1680- 

81 ) in 13 q^TUfs (in D. C. Ms. 

No 199 of A 1883-84 and 14 

in Mitra’s Notices vol. V. p. 91, 

which splits into two ) ; 

on astrology in connection with 

and 
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the other 

JRWlHOrnJI. 

by Vide 

above p. 846 ; on vri^, 

and N. III. p. 34. 

s^miRclTer by sflcr^tTj, son of 

?rwwi- Sec. 112. 

W1<4SK<IV<4 by Vide sec. 

107. 

WTg^T?r?^^-vide 

by Vide 

sec. 74 pp. 639 -40. 

WT^T?^ by On 

meaning of sq^gi;, plaint, 

reply, means of proof, witness¬ 

es, documents, possession, 

judgment. 

by TTJTfwirtrs- On ^ 

W) 4TT<n, 

sn^??n«4> ?n% fei^ra, , 

or by 

(part of ^TSOW- 

5«ra5K^fT9PI m- by in 

on ordeals. 

Wl!45Kl%n?T (*lk) m- in 

5>4<45KK1uI<( by JT^TRmfilsrni^ 
residing at Benares by order 

of On judicial proce¬ 

dure and the sq^gRTT^s. D. C. 

Ms. 140 of 1892-95 copied in 

^^ 1885 ( 1798-99 A. D. ). 

«74qffn[1%iqq by 1 m. in 

^ . 1%. %•; composed about 

1500 (tr. into English by 

Burnell). 

wrqgnftSrq by sflqfir m- in 5jflf%- 

^eivq and ^rfsravq of Pro¬ 

bably astrological as bearing 

on qH^rrer. 

Eq^n?'T?^KT- ( Vide Tri. Cat. of 

Madras Govt. Mss. for 1919-22 

vol. IV p. 4836 ). Breaks off 

in the midst of 8th topic (^nqx" 

fq^HOI ), the other seven being 

WTqgKI<4<Al<4>«i'TR) II7^^qi«P^Wi 

?i»n5E5im, H¥q^8fi<n, 

sqqgK^q^'T, HvlKf^fq. 

wrqgRtTKMm by gHT<lftr«r- 

wjqgKnftftre- 

5!iqglOI«Kr by gs.q'i=q?5 ( part of 

pr. in Bharatiya 

Vidya Series ). Vide sec. 102. 

by ( part of 

)■ pr. Ch. S. Series. 

Vide sec. 113. 

sqqgTTJrai?! by ( king of 
Tanjore 1798-1833 A. D.). 

sqqgKa^5T by gn^HTT- 

wrqgKST^'^q by ^^qpjiqqi 

wrqgnriT^t'T by ^siq. On astrology 
applied to ( Hp. Cat. 

pp. XX and 253) m. in 

5Rq by ^o. 

wiqgT?Slf\q by q^THuriiTW. On 

judicial procedure. 

^qfRUfflW m- by sr^JTR- 

*qqgKJl^ by sftgf^us. Vide sec. 

112 (pr. by the Bhandarkar 

O. R. Institute, Poona, by J. R. 

Gharpure, Bombay and by V. 

N. Mandlik ). 

wrqgRTrnppT or of 

^ahfqqTgq. Vide sec. 79 p. 702. 

^WgRRlMq- ( the third part of 

rRRRJnvrqhl )• 

sqqgKtlWl by 18th cen¬ 

tury. Much used in Malabar. 
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(BarodaO.I. 6373). 

by son of 

o* tbe 

®^SH?fsrRR by Sec. 91 

p. 766. 

«1^5Rf5RhTftT of ymwoT, pupil of 

^ide pp. 616-16. 

Vide Tri. Cat. of Madras Govt. 

Mss. vol. III. part I C. p. 3938 

No. 2750. 

by gR^rui- 

™' iu ^^STTovsiOTd 

by and in (jf- !%• 

by SOD of 

on s^raiK i. e 

judicial procedure etc. 

ssr^giWR by jr?rm«rftr«r- 

m. in f?!- and 

5R<ISRGR«nf by sjRpuJRrwi 

5?I^fRfTRRJl? by N. 

(new series) vol. III. p. 192. 

: by 

composed under Ranjit Singh 

of Lahore (1799 A. D.). 

by i%5iqf%, son 

of at the request of 

Colebrooke, in sake 1725 

(1803-04 A. D.). 

C. by author. 

(part of zlstH?^). 

ni^iRTirm- 

of Benares at the order of 

Deals with judicial 

procedure and »i|tjgnqgs (titles 

of law). 

H. D.—140 

llli 

by sq^ifuililsr; D. C. 

Ms. No. 247 of 1887-91 deals 

with (Ms. 

is incomplete) 

5*r5rfRT»^?m by Same as 

s*I^gRmJJT%RRR5^«T by 

(king of Tanjore 1798- 

1833 A. D.). Probably same as 

ssrafRSr^^T above. 

5*l^gR)=E^ by 3qi«R?T; m. 

by R. 1R , JTh'^s^luJd, 

?^r4r3R- Earlier than 1500 

A. D. 

s^lJR^f^ or 5?iTaqi^f?r m. in 

romsiRT (on ?n' 3. 30), apRi^, 

s»lW<^|d Vide sec. 53; pr. in 

Jivananda Sm. II. pp. 321-342 

and Anan. Sm. pp. 357-371 

(about 248 verses). 

C. by ^otrtR' 

RSrat^. 

SIGH’S, lo- 

by q:R551^R5- ^ec. 
111. 

m. by 

by WI%5aRS- 

c(d»|g5|%niV by 

by 

^«>1HU|. Vide sec. 

98. 

of ^iR^wnTS- 

of 5I^R5. 

era^RgR- 
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of ^o. Sec. 107. 

gdMo'w by 

by ST^nsi of jtoi family; 

son of ^‘^■ 

^?n?5;ra of ?T5i*T^'n«n^- 
Vide sec. 99 p. 841. One ms. 

dated 344 i. e. 

1463 A. D. Hp. Cat. xiii and 

73). 

gglf^m(a part of the^fjT^^). 

gnura^T- vide ^cirrir. 

by aRSrT^- 

gdilftaidT^ by ^0. Vide sTcrtRg- 

aasnSwsrain or HraRoi^crsiw- 

snr^^T 

^cra5>^»r^% by son 

of ipit^f (for grT3l«^?T^gi)- 

or io 

five (j for ^511X^8 on f^'^- 

series ) vol. II. p. 182. 

by ?nTR|5t; pr. at 

Sholapur in 1871. 

by 

acRTsr or 35rsnBT5r by fgr<a^rm, son 

of T^Tig. Compiled at Benares 

in sake 1658 (1736 A. D.); was 

a Cittapavana Brahmana of 

^andilya gotra and came from 

Safigamesvara in the Ratnagiri 

District. Pr. several times at 

Bombay, Ven. Press, ed. being 

the latest. 

by fsoi^. 

composed by order of 

of First 
quarter of 14th century, 

m. by 

^fr^rqpr- 

m. by 

^tr«TT by 

Eter?lII by (J5sqi% (part of 

ddail by sfV^. Vide sec. 90. 

aar^n by ^cqqifol^mi son of 

*T#t55t«^tt^Wqrai at the order 

of king of 

son of son of of 

xqqgqg family; mentions 

as one of his authorities and 

also 3qtRr|iT4^. 

by 

acIW by son of a 

huge work; flourished between 

1620-1675; wrote his 

iu 1671 A. D.; pr. at Lucknow 

in 1877, 1881. 

(part of f^q^O^iqVrr). 

^rTl^Bqdcbtg^ by based 

on as he expressly says; 

dilates upon those ^^s that are 

observed among »^s. 

by qr^, son of 

q^l55gj^, surnamed of the 

f^riqi^q subcaste. He wrote 

and refers to 
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his Composed 

in sake 1625 ( 

i. e. 1703-4 A. D.); pr. in 

Bombay at press 

( 1863 A. D.). Peterson (in 

Ulwar Cat. extract 352) wrong- 

ly reads for 

T%^'7WHo- 

(extracted 

from the of 

SfFnnnT?); decides that mode¬ 

rn princes are not entitled to 

have performed ( pr. in 

Ch. S. Series, two recensions, 

and ^). 

Stein’s Cat. p. 105. 

(pr. in Ch. S. 

Series). 

by N. 

( new series ) vol. III. p. 194 

( gi??T means )■ 

or or by 

^seRTST. Vide under gr^l^^r- 

tlvt)*!- 

C. by «rT5=g?5iTf5i. 

m. by of 

5*nf?- Earlier than 1000 A. D. 

( on ceremonies at the 

time of laying the foundation 

of a house ). 

^jgf^*yKUld|r4 by g^qT-d4f. son 

of «AdlW< ( Baroda 0. I. 736 ). 

m. by of 

Vide sec. 12. 

C. m. by and 

lil5 

Vide sec. 12; pr. 

Anan. Sm. pp. 372-373. 

Vide sec. 12; pr. Jiva- 

nanda Sm. part II pp. 343-374 

and Anan. Sm. pp. 374-395. 

m. in qj. 

by 

by ^OTRT^ son of 

qicra'rgifqsjpiq^Tq by 5PRHn?5. 

5Rrg«rg:'lT^’?R'On'T?:^ vide Ste¬ 
in’s Cat. p. 237. 

by 

^ ( from his ). 

on snqi^. Videsiqrf^- 

5Rrg-qV. 

C srPTIWrlSl^tmiT. 

by q|5«T5. 

5r?r#qft by 

5Trn5T^^’JI? na. by of 

vl3«)- 

“• io or 

01. in 3(q^, 

3iTi5Fjfl?n?n' 

5n^PnT^'rfT%E m. in fq. 
and 

y of fq^^rTpr 

5n^PPT^?ijT5 by son of 

5513 { pr. in Ben. S. Series ) j 
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Stein’s Cat. p. 19 gives 

1428 as the date. 

( edited by Olden- 

berg in Indische Studien, vol. 

15 pp. 1-166 and translated in 

S. B. E. vol. 29 ). 

C. ( ) by quoted in 

according to 

gRW ( vol. II. p. 312). 

Earlier than 1100 A. D. 

C. ( on four only ). N. 

vol. I pp. 2-4. 

C. by son of 

C. by ^insi- 

c. or air3T7nin% 

by son of 

son of fjiTd^W. son of 

in^- 

C. by HUBIIT, son of 

fs'inft son of 

gives pedigree of family 

which was hbTT from sflqiz- 

gqgft in Gujerat. ?rpn^ 

was 8th from of 

that family. Work com¬ 

posed in 1629 

&c.) probably 

of era ( i. e. in 1573 

A. D.); Ms. in Bombay 

University Library. He 

wrote also. 

Vide Ulwar Cat. for a long 

extract and D. C. Ms. No. 

6 of 1879-80. 

c. 

or -T55p^'^ by 

son of About 

1518 A, D. 

or m. in 

of 

m. by on ang- 

9. ii. 21. 

.(in verse ) on 

surgiftwi 

?^vT5r, 
( V ide Tri. Cat. of 

Madras Govt. Mss. for 1919-22 

vol. IV p. 5153 ). 

m. in gr?no (qr^. HI- 

2d0 ); ?53frrgo, on 

; in five srvqi^s on 

( Cat. of Madras 

Govt. Mss. vol. V. p. 1991; 

Baroda 0. I. No. 7966 ). 

?ngi5rT?^%-Vide sec. 28; pr. Ji- 

vananda Sm. part II. pp. 435- 

455 and Anan. Sm. pp. 396- 

410. 

in mixed prose and 

verse on expiation and 

(I. O. Cat. p. 398). 

in 12 ( I_ Q. 

Cat. p. 399. 

in 87 aregr*!® and 

2376 verses ( N. vol. II. p. 4 ). 

ldlPd+H«!i|=|i< or of ^- 

on the propitiatory 

rites in case of portents. Vide 

Sec. Ill ; pr. at Bombay. 

on propitiatory 

rites for several happenings 

such as the following, viz. of a 

frog in domestic fire, 

birth of a child on or 

STJjRT etc. 
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^lPa^§qf5I^t<T or 

by 0“ inca¬ 

ntations forkillinw, subjugating 

or bewitching rivals. N. vol. 

II. p. 107 and vol. V. p. 275 

(Ms. dated 1851). 

of in 213 verses. 

See gTW^vnrar above, 

tells why the latter and 

others like qpr^grs, 

suIEered from unfavourable 

stars and dilates upon 

Employs Tis^fs from 

(^ide D. C. Ms. No. 104 

of 1871-72). 

of son of 

TTH^wit. Probably the same as 

51 • 

5lT!^'a<*l4ri'tT (C. P. Cat. No. 5585). 

5T#?nniiq% by inriqi% 

About 1685 A. D. 

by m. in his 

(vide Aufrecht’s 

Oxf. Cat. p. 21 lb). 

by m. in 

bis sftraSRPRT 

by son of 

of jft5 caste. 

^nf^raratrerr or by 

Names ST^g:- 

Defines as ‘ 

rWI 511^4^ 

w^as-Ri ^fl^- 
'WIillHt’H'lKoi 5111^: *1 ’• 

“• by ^0 in 

rlT?, ^RrR^, 

sn^rl^ (p. 195). 

5TTfJtlR'Jiq’- 

by RT^rr, son of 

r^^SHTT. It deals with rites 

propitiating the nine grahas 

(planets) according to Sama- 

veda. The author wrote also 

Ms. (I. O. Cat. 

p. 570 No. 1762) dated 

1806 (1749-50 A. D.). 

^nPdMlR^ld by 3R?fr5?5. 

5nl^qif%^ of q^H- 

5ni?rma6R by JitfiRS (same as the 

first 7 chapters of the ^ifsi^^T). 

5TTRrnraT5r (from the 

5nF^57T by Same as 

of Vide sec. 

112; pr. in Bombay by J. R. 

Gharpure. 

or 5n#5T?5Hl^T of 

Sec. Ill (BBRAS 

Cat. p. 234 No. 729). Vide 

5llPd»'fl5yT^ above. 

51X1%!%^^ by Tsr^«T on rites for 

propitiating planets etc. (part 

of ;X^X??T). Vide Ulwar Cat. 

extract 353 for table of 

contents. 
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m. in x^. TH-, 

by (part ot 

by ^-sra^, son of 

A very big work on 

propitiatory rites like 

?i^'T?inTNr, 

in Bombay several times, the 

most recent edition being that 

of Ven. Press. 

by iniiR- 

part of JT^TO^r- Vide 

Sec. 95. 

and by ^o. 

by son 

of sou of fif5nTi=gi4 of 

diVilfg- Rather a Tantric 

work very frequently quoted 

in ^5Trei ^orks; m. by 

by in 

Earlier than 1300 A. D. 

C. m. in jprg7ni^rr®^iij by 

?Wrt|sim41 in 1449-50 A.D. 

c. 4;^4jt{q^ by 

pupil of sn^nTtmrft- 

c. j^rnsreiRrar by 

c. by 

c. by^T5fl?n«T- 
c. rP^rSRlq by 5rSfR<H^%^ (Is 

there some confusion of the 

author with the com. 1). 

C. by son of 

4|Md^4 ; composed when 

^5Tg-, son of rnled 

over About 1450 A. 

D. Vide N. vol. VI p. 233. 

C. by 5iTrprJt> 

C. n^RT by 

C. by Hpqq- 

C. by , son of 

son of m. in 

Enr?T3t- Author’s family 

migrated from 

(Nasik) on to Bena¬ 

res. Composed in 1550 

12 (probably of 

the era). Vide Ulwar 

Cat. extract 669. 

C. by TTH^lISfra- 

C. by aiiRfir- 

q?«I. 

C. by 

qm^R’isRin by 

^ncSJTUPTR^^. 

5lI®aW'?Rqy:% by Vide 

I. O. Cat. p. 593 No. 1805 (Ms. 

dated ^gq;1858 i. e. 1801-02). 

qrRsnim^?!- 

^TRjjnqqrVgn by Adiij (i. o. 
Cat. p. 592). 

qiliiSWmqiTSifI (Bik. Cat. p. 450), 

A different work. 

Ano. N. (new series) 

II. p. 187. 

by 

m. by 

tmii, iR- qr. r %• 

5IR!T^Hq^fs (a part of 

of q^qR). 
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by arftifyfir ; Ms. 

( Baroda 0. I. 8132) dated 

1664 ( 1607-8 A. D. ) 

deals with and refers 

to portion of the work on 

5n^f^TT4?ITT. 

by 

by j.hit of the fVw 

family by order of 

(?) ( Vide Burnell’s Tanj. 

Cat. p. 133a ). Mentions 

JTTVra'j Later than 1450 

A. D. 

or ftT§=T«lft?T m. in fif. 

Vide C. P. Cat. 5670-71. 

fil 

by 

by king 

I of the Keladi dynasty; 

contains a chapter on polity. 

Divided into each 

being divided into 

Published by B. M. Nath and 

Co. at Madras. 

composed for 

a former Maharaja 

of Ulwar. ( Ulwar Cat. No. 

1485 ). 

the same as f^- 

by fR?nT. 

Vide Bik. 

Cat. p. 611). 

fil3PJ5ira?%oi> by son of 

<34(4141, suruamed gj^-. 

Ano.( N. vol. II p. 

225). 

^ra'ivHiy+R'- 

by 4(41^5?, 

son of of the 

Explains (JJIT) ^ 

on beginning with 

arsTTctl 

sqi^inFTTrr: • N. vol. X p. 

347. 

Dl^filiaBl by 

by i^l4'iqiauq Vide 

RRISSqtli?!- 

mqfggafaaif^Rr by brsxi. 

f5mT^qT%iriqfsr by 4i*Tf«'»roi. 

son of q|4|4(umg. 

by son of 

^^4. Sec. 91. 

m. in f5r. and by 

flraRT^^TftTWr by 5ft. 

m. in fij. fft. 

by 

by 

son of in 16 sr^iqrs. 

by sm^^. 

ftraraqmVqfSi by ^rrukh??- 
5TPI- 

ftrqrlsTftrdjRfti by srupn^sim- 

pupil of g?>^(«TS^qp!T, in 20 

(%qi5rqsnasi by 4rqifOT(. 
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(pr. by Oppert at 

Madras in 1892 and by Jivar 

nanda in 1892 and tr. by Prof. 

Benoy Kumar Sarkar in S. B. 

H. Series ) in four chapters in 

about 2500 verses. Speaks of 

missiles, gunpowder ifec. 

giPSBt- 

of ( Hp. Cat. 

pp. XXI and 255 ). Compiled 

from spiVtoR- 

(1) based on g%?Rgr 

by Tm«?’«iprr55iK- 

(2) by N. 

( new series) II. p. 196. 

N. ( new series ) I. pp. 367- 

369; mentions 

by pr- in 

B. I. Series Vide sec. 106. 

by on ^nJPT, 

by ra¥Fa:^T»lhT«?T- 

( I^^iroda O. I. 10183 ). 

™- i“ ^l^F of nTI'3?- 

by (Hultzsch 

R. I. No. 93 ). 

gfe-dfig^T 00“- o® O'" 
ansTFtFPn?! of by 

Vide sec. 110. 

gfei^fniTFi by gr3?qram«r 

Vide sec. 101. 

gr^dT^ of f^o. Vide sec. 107; 

pr. by Jivananda. 

C. by ^RftTFT son of 

residing at (^liggf 

in Rankura; pr. at Calcutta 

1884, 1907. 

C. by 5^*lK=^«r^^WIt=atFf • 

N. ( new series ) vol. I. p. 

371. 

C- by pr- at Cal- 

cutta, 1884, 1907. 

gf|-?TTg^lf^I by ?4TO3WJt*tl- 

Same as 

above. 

gfi:«ltcl¥TR^t of ?ftHT?Fl0T-Based 

on gf^ cF^ of 

gferF^Tift^ of sftriPT no. in 

ax^ ( vol. II. p. 257 ) of ;[^o. 

About 1475-1525. 

^f%;^qui of 3FFfl%^ 

fines as fSri|rr^B^|cgsr?lt- 

gfl;; I Contains 

almost same topics as in gf^- 

%Tg^ of nti^s^FF^ 

gi^:^ oi-5fftii by same 

subj ects ti eated as in 

of 

g%^T m. in {vf. %. and ROTT- 

qiF^nxr and of 

gT%ftt^- 

(1) of ?ftfTr^ Jl^dPFft^T in 

eight Bt^inis on 

^ and H?- 

tIFTg(<ftuW, 
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5nmf^f*rn^T. 
Composed about 1159-60x1. 

D. (vide Ind. Ant., vol. 51 

for 1922 pp. 146-47); tn, in 

srnm?!^ of Men¬ 

tions by name 

and quotes largely from 

his works. 

C. imr by ^oitgR- 

c. by (pr. at 

Calcutta in 1901). 

by 

f, son of qrnqRr- 

Vide sec. 106 p. S82; pr. 

at Calcutta in 1901. 

by Based on 

(Hp. Cat. pp. XXI and 2.55). 

by smT^TOTH^^. 

by^^4T5- Same as 5%- 

SRflT- 

by IT^?HPT5THq;. 

of son of ^5-- 

5t4^- His grandfather 

was chief judge of eldest 

son of of and his 

greatgrand-father 

was chief judge of About 

1450 A. D. 

gr^fsfuHf by ^JTpTra 

by 

by JTSW^- 

qpan?T ?T#rr«r sec. 101 

p. 853. 

m. in of 

gf^sr«ra by (5^) of Bena¬ 

res, son of sriqTra*T5> son of 

son of who was 

H. D. -141 

a resident of 

Composed in 1752 

i- e- 1695-96 A. D. 

Vide N. vol. II. p. 126 for the 

same author’s com. (^) on 

(composed in 1732^^). 

gillSf^RT m- by in 

g^ST^RT by son of 

ai tbe bidding of gtzTBT- 

of %5TgRT5 Videgf%^ 

above. 

by ^sg|^q.aid%<Hlhr- 

^q»n by 

gfg-fqqq m. in of 

Earlier than 1425 A. D. 

by f^lSrfcH'Tj^qfcf. 

by eftcjcEijS. Vide sec. 

112 tpr. by J. R. Gharpure in 

Bombay). 

cst by JTfTOfhTwm 

of ( in Bengal ). 

On 3TRn=q. N. (new series) II 

p. 201. 

gf«??5T from the 3T^f%5n?f- 

by 

by jtIUkw, son of ngmq. 

by :gij%ja^. Vide sec. 

91 p. 766. 

by 

by 

(styled and qftgdNl4) 

on wT^R, 3nq^4> sipiT»Tr ^c. 

(Tri. Cat. of Madras Govt. Mss. 

for 1919-22 p. 5474). 
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(1) by son of and 

youngest brother of g^SVlT* 

Vide sec. 99 p. 840. 

(2) by son of 

Mentions ^gq^ioi at end. 1475- 

1525 A. D. 

(3) a portion of the fTT^RH by 

(^) by ^ide sec. 98. 

and About end of 

15th century. (N. vol. VI p. 7). 

or 

. Vide sec. 111. 

in 

of 

w^5rjVlWr by 

Deals with genealogy and 

history of the ^iq'^s of Bengal 

(N. vol. IT p. 55). 

j-part of 

of 

a native of paJ't 

of 4 ^^s. copied 

in sake 1610 (1688-89 A. D.). 

Vide N. vol. IV p. 130. He 

wrote similar works on farfsp, 

HBriara, ^5. «ni: and 

5%?m- 

(1) by fUirtgr ^W<4nft^r. a 

(2) by »T^T^. 

(3) by ?ft^U55nT^. N. (new 

series) vol. I. p. 372. 

gl<4)g by 

m. in ftnno (^n- in. 

16), iHT^lji. 

by Treats 

of domestic rites according to 

Gives pedigree of patron 

as king of gg%r 

his son ^qHK|qoT-4^^qn;wiJ|- 

?r^^i?:iv°i 'suraTTiam laft^EtRT- 
who is said to have writ¬ 

ten the work with the help of 

whose gurng were 

by 5n^3f5T^' 

of ^o. Vide sec. 

107. 

of The 

same as 5g^6r^JJ5n^T- 

by ; the 

same as the ^|df<^gfO 

jj^qqT^. Sec. 94 p. 798. 

part of 

ax^, completed by <Tiqpqg. 

^^q^fg by arfqqi^, son of 

qRSr, son of son of 

XXqi^f^qXg. One Ms. copied in 

51% 1442 i. e. 1520 A. D. (N. 

vol. V. p. 302) in in 

and in 81K<4^» 

Expressly says that it was 

based on ^xtxtr^sx’s work. The 

English note in N. is wrong. 

The verse at the end says 

distinctly that it was copied in 

gn% 

i- e. sake 1442 (1620 

A. D.). 
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*ThT5r, son of 

son of surnamed 

A very large work on 10 

of viz. gR- 

BnrgfswT, ^mRcfia^nr, 
!ITJT^tui. RKBHUI. 813- 

RRRi and also 

on iraJTfpr^. Refers to 

and Later than 1640 

A. D. Portion on is 

styled also 

^SN'fliKi published by f,OTi?nf as 

a part of ?^fd«^I7T5f- Men- 

^ions Begins with 

JT^PT- Baroda O. I. No. 8023. 

t>y nJT5IlT- 

by 1 
Nd 

by nVqT^IT^, son 

of (Baroda O. I. 8975). 

( Ulwar Cat. No. 1492 ). 

l'4IT- Appears to contain only 

extracts from g^jiJis. 

by 8[|^^(dffr8r> 

written at the court of fft»rRT' 

^ of Vide sec. 101. 

of If is 
>5 

doubtful whether he is the 

same as cousin of 

^?r3Rf3i^qgn% by nH^irfirsr 

by son of 

Vf^bo wrote nh%’=?TOlV- 

Work composed at request of 

son of who 

showed his prowess in the 

south and is styled 

D. C. Ms. No. 55 of 1872-73 

was copied at (modern 

Cambay) in ]647 

gf? V jn ( 4th March 1591 ). 

Names 

and is mentioned 

in 3ngR?fH of 5rspp»r ( on ^j^- 

). Between 1520-1590 A. 

D. For the family, vide 

Ind. Ant. vol. 41 p. 245 £f. 

or by 

or -spftiT of ^o. N. 

( new series ) vol, II. p. 200. 

ig^^lfg+NK of Palm-leaf 

Ms. dated sake 1462 i. e. 1540- 

41 A. D. 

under order of prince of 

Tftr, son of N. ( new 

series ) I, p. 373. 

^3\M<rd- 

ni. in 

above. 

by 

%d<*<5q^R by 

5lddxdiJ'»>l41' 

%^dldl44mg- 
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R. I. No. 76. 

A 

^ _ 

of 5^vj 

Hultzsch 

in his 

lr9?ra^3RIR by fcraFTf^, composed 

at the Ijidding of queen f^qTH' 

-wife of iRri^ of 

son of son of 

son of »I?5T. Between 1400- 

1450 A. D. ( N. vol. VI. 

pp. 1-5 ). 

«dfi4«Rt$I^T or ra^:pcR^ m. 

in f^. 1%. 

■iiNitWl'^TRlT- 

or Kt4|?5r^m!- 

W^^SiTJI 

5n^«5r5f^l% by 

5U-dN+ldNTR- 

“■ by in ^- 

I. 59. 

^IH'ti+lW'bi or 

( D. C. Ms. 97 of 1869-70 ). 

An extensive work in 20 

starts in verse on domestic 

rites. Mentions arpaWST^TRIRj 

five 5n^TS of the 

g^ofr; ^Is. written in 

1653 ( 1566-67 A. D.). Vide 

Bik. Cat. p. 152 for 

and Baroda O. I. No. 

8637. 

(C. P. Cat. 5898). 

^fNl^qir m. by 8PRl4, 

( two verses ) on p. 525. 

Vide BBRAS Cat. 

p. 208 for a large work in verse 

on gtniiggi^, 

qi^. IRT^RR and 

other ?i^TTS, :jRraqiqT^, ff- 

RR^TlPcf) 

qrqni^n^, aroqin, hri^ &c. 

MentioES angu^JjR, qj^Rqift- 

fSRTR, III- 

on the worship of the 9 

ri?s- 

wqoi^^T^&tjR by 4i)qi55^fi|^. 

ni. in STR^^q^R! of 

the 5th part of the 

of trq^qgTH^- Mentions 

definition of ‘7^- 

gi^ sti4iopaV«ii(q4- 

N. vol. I. p. 299. 

alias V|<^q^f^ of 

He bows to ^TgqHR<n. 

Quotes fsfig- 

qi^id, •IKlMUl'^iTi^ff, SR^gf 

^nfti fRlR. fR=gr> ?^Ri[RT‘ 
gj%. (D. C. Ms. No. 421 of 

1891-95). 

«l«+l'^=«>lRq?tq of 

m. in q<7tJi^%?n<HUR of 

R5- 
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(ITR^ ) BBRAS Cat. 

vol. II p. 177. 

(1) ( also called 

sri^^T^ or 

in 9 chapters 

followed by 9 on ^17^ 

ceremonies; pr. at Gujarati 

P. with several com. 

C- snrtTPi^ ( N. vol. II p. 

174). 

C- (srT?:f¥^*n«r) by ( pr. 

Gujarati P. ). 

C- of f soimw, son 

of son of 

son of ; m. in pf. 

f|j. Refers to ^^’s and 

com. ( pr. by Guja¬ 

rati P.). 

C. by son of ^Tffq- 

( Ulwar Cat, 1509 and 

extract 358); pr. Gujarati P. 

C. by 

C. by son of 

( Ulwar Cat. extnct 44 ). 

by ( na. in 

p. 174). 

C. by son of 

Mentions and 

and is m. by %rpg;- 

Vide p. 636 above. 

It appears from the iutro- 

duotory and final verses 

that the Ms. (BBRAS. 

Cat. vol. II. p. 170 ) is the 

same as the Ulwar Ms. and 

that iftgsTgy is a wrong 

reading of the original 

which means 

gw- (Jiva- 

nanda vol. II. p. 496 ) 

expressly mentions the 

WT5?! of sftSTTTgr on 

(3) a qi7%gr of the 

(3) 

by JTST^RT^ ( Baroda O. I. 

12895 ). 

(4) W?T0Tt^- 

(5) 44th iinrf^g of 

(6) 

by 

by 

by Also styled f^- 

»Tl%cG%g|t- Vide sec. 101. 

by Also styled 

5>n^. Vide sec. 90 p. 761. 

Based on jpr, gms 

and iqrqi,^' and jjq ( N. vol. 

III. p. 34 and II. p. 364 ). 

by ( Peterson’s 6th Re¬ 

port p. 11). Refers to ^- 

as his work. 

of g)R5n%<?i5t- 

WI’a.»<!rSg*T- 

?rr?:^9»n '^i'ie (I. O. Cat. p.558.) 

5iTre:^5>TW«^- vide under 

of m. 

byH^TF^rfin his ?n^^5»I5tcn- 

by Vide 

sec. 110. 

by son of 

C. by author. Vide Stein’s 

Cat. pp. 105, 316. 

srrc^^q^- vide (^7^- 
?pfxq-) above. 
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qftRig of ^icJnqsr; vide 

^fom the 

of 

«ri<^pl''5 by 

^K'itilgg by |?r?nai part 

of 

by |?i5n«I probably 

the same as above. 

yK<^IK^ Ulwar Cat. No. 1496 

and extract 354. 

by 

by ^- 

^14^1 Rr^I by fwr, son of firsg- 

6rsr> son of son of 

(pr- io Gujarati 

Press ed. of )■ Men¬ 

tions and 

is m. by in %n5^?5q- 

5I?n and sn^O^. Between 

1300-1500 A. D. 

sri^feqq-^lq by Ulwar 

Cat. extract 355 gives 

summary of contents. 

or «rra:%qi^tgfl of 

Vide sec. 106 ; pr. 

in B. I. Series. 

by son of Hfx- 

%l|>d<d*i4“from srqtTiqrftqn^r of 

^K'HUiqid or of 

son of ( C. P. Cat. 

No. 5921 ). Vide 

below. 

biK^P5*I 
(1) by Rqr^T, son of.^gi^^, 

son of «)|g^an of the 

gTaml^’ Part of his ^- 

An wgqjqoft 

to it was prepared by his 

son Vide under 

811^111^* About 1680 A. D. 

(2) by spr^. 

(3) by <WT)?g»T? 

(4) by pupil of ^>aq. 

Quotes qilin^’s de6nition 

of arrs! ‘ 

«iraT^’ 

No. vol. VIII p. 270. 

(5) by 3irqi4’^SFri5r, 

son of in 

p. 493 as his 

teacher’s work, which criti¬ 

cizes 1475-1525 A.D. 

- same as sn^- 

by 

«rra:T%5=mBfur by qi^qflirilST; pr. 

at Benares in sake 1814. Vide 

sec. 101. 

c by ^fTff^q|>sq|q 

qiq^q ( N. vol. V. 165. ) 

by f^rqrw. son of 

sftfqsnw 51?. Styled spitn- 

q^ or ; summarises 

section on in his 

i%!=?nWFr ( vide I. O. Cat. p. 

538 ). 

sn^aT^ by ;[go. Vide sec. 107 ; 

pr. by Jivananda. 
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c. firffe by 
son of (pr- io 

Bengali characters at Cal¬ 

cutta ). 

c. by n^^sB- 

c. ?n«:ctT^?5t by 

son of 

He eommented 

on sn?n»TraT^ also. 

“• in ^isiqTRsrra 

of 5m^OTig44|jft5r; cri¬ 

ticizes tfcyrg^. Also styled 

5ftg or -Ji^. 

«n«^ of 

of 

str[^ m. by ^r^qTRsrreT 

srrsgfi^ by aRTfsira?!^ (also 

called osR['ft|). N. vol. X 107. 

Refutes 

«rra[^ by 4T5I'TI^- 

srre;^tq^fegpT of m. in 

ft- %, ftgfR’nftsnrf 

^tK'Opi+T by grro?, 

son of based on 

%Ic«IR^^5r and 

of 

by formerly 

son of son of 

?snT?of in Gujerat. He 

■w^rote in 1643 A, D. 

for Emperor Shah J ehan. 

jlfoi, son of For 

followers; m. by in 

1475-1525 A. 

by who is de¬ 

scribed as ^fafsrgtgr ( » 

^IHOt) for followers. 

N, ( new series ) vol. I. p. 379. 

VI<H=l*l«^*l44y- Vide «n9[^ 

( cElfqiqiftgT ) above. 

Vl»dftgqui (Hlwar Cat. 1501). 

of 3?Iiqft m. in sng-- 

of •t'^wia^d- 

of 

yi^Hoigr of ^ra»i5- 

of 

yi<pm?q<{)(q^ by of 

qTT^rf»?hr- Mentions q>TgK4f- 

nf (f^al. s. Col. 

Mss. Cat. vol. II p. 392 ). 

“■ by qi-q^q id firm’s If^- 

( Oxf. Cat. p. 273 b). 

?ii5:q^[ “• sTKftt'* nf 

Earlier than 1400 A. D. 

?TKq>4id-qa)^»^i'>^'£)- 
CO 

by «(«g)|^ro ( Ulwar 

Cat. No. 1503 ). 

%n-d.'Ps:ft by ^mrisr, son of 

irfai, son of son of 

qifgSpft^FrT of Kanoj; Ms. (I. 

O. Cat. p. 559) copied in 

1805 ( 1748-49 A. D. ). 

WKM'd.ft by jflN^qivC^i son of 

?I«q(«dd- 

D. by 
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by 

by sTTTmom? STO^ 

( Baroda 0. I. 338 ). 

Sn^'T^T% by mentioned 

in 

by qgtira, elder brother 

of '^bo mentions it in 

C. byg^sT^Vf. 

by ^^sr, son of in^r^* 

Also called ^^srrg;q^rfg. Based 

on t^TX^’s work. He was a 

nephew of TrHW«I'fT5- 

STR'Rfa by ^^5n«T*T5- 

of 5Tlf, Sou of 

of the 5rif^^^nV5r- 

by |jn^- Refers to his 

Stein’s Cat. 

pp. 316-17. 

m. in sn;gqi[^ of 

and ( «rT^'^ ). 

WTS.'nft^W m. by in f^iq^- 

(fnfinnqqftTOs). 

by ?rfTTf;x%q. 

I'S.^qi^oi by (Ms. in Anan- 

dasrama collection at Poona V 

Quotes Between 900- 

1100 A.D as is mention” 

ed in 

SII<d,«*I5r m. in f^r- %• 

sTRsr^ by ^TOrffl^rgBr- 

WTSST'Ot by «lsRTff, son of 

( Baroda 0. I. 9971 ); not later 

than 1750 A. D. 

by son of 

Ms. dated qj% 1448 

( 1526 A. D.). The author is 

described as having jurisdic- 

(probablyas Vide 

N. (new series) vol. I. pp. 

380-81. 

tTT^SRiq by 

qXtTiTq’, son of wg^3«T- For 

students of ( N. vol. VI. 

p. 299 ). 

by ( C. P. Cat. 

5939 ). Probably the same as 

5*15^1^^ °r 

by q^UTH no. in ?n^axq 

of 

«tTi:SRnT by 5T^Tftr«r, son of jrq- 

5n«raBBST; na. in of 

srT?T«qT*ig^> 
of ^o. ( N. vol. VII, p. 191 ). 

He was guru of 

srMffJTI by OTi. 

C. 

sii:g3iqm. 

„ anq^qrqtq- 

)j qiqrq^q- 

.. WT^Hltq- 

17 BqiMuflq- 

II ^Bqiqiq- 

j. anwjqjftq by 

«rrg;qTiq „ by ^x^rtTSi ®°“ 
o‘ 

SJTSqqTn by jftqi^^. Mentions 

JTqm^qoi. q?MT«ftqf^qrq, gvft- 

fq^qq. 
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by ^5riT- 

sn^sr^ftn by A part 

of his 

?IT<JR»>nf%5?nJTf5l of siijqfRf. 

sn^snrtnwfR () by 

sTT^TniraT- 

^TT^sIW'r- 

^ I'S.'ri 

m. in f^. i%. and gf|;- 

of 

«TRW^by %5II^, re¬ 

siding at in Rajapur 

Taluka of Ratnagiri L'istrict 

sake 1732 ( 1810 A. D.); pr. in 

Anan. P. 

STRW^'t by 

from the srT§r<ir- 

of Ulwar Cat. 

extract 356. 

of Vide sec. 

112. pr. by J. R. Gharpure. 

SnilftHiRT by 

by pupil of ^- 

for followers of 

s'ud Relies upon 

by f^5r^, son 

of Mentioned in his 

m. by ^T»nn«7 in 

WTilfe- 

%l|;i=lUR by 

m. in. 4. Same as 

H. D^142 

Vide D. C. Ms. No. 

223 of 1879-80; mentions 

^RSTRIR, armrR?. 

gJT?5. 5nfimq-, on 

ffl;sR3:. RuinR'T’ijn. 
other 

( ) by Vide 

BBRAS. Cat. p. 236 No. 236; 

refers to ^5qcT^, 

3-Tl':?TIR. gcngRtR, 

Between 1200-1500 A. D. 

?n^f%¥tT% on the point when 

the genitive, objective^ dative 

and vocative are to be used in 

^rf^. N. vol. X. p. 347. 

y(4fd|t(* by ^^fiT5>r, son of mni- 

^mf. Peterson’s 2nd Report p, 

188. 

by son of gisejft- 

VR. Vide sec. 99 ; pr. at 

Benares. 

by 5}^m|U| sec. 98 ; pr. 

in Calcutta by M. M. Madhu- 

sudan Smrtiratna. 

C. Rwjsft by 

m. in his 

C. arsj^ig^ by ; 

sec. 106. 

C. by 5Rr?T^. 

C. by %fl^C0T; pr. at Calcutta in 

Bengali characters 1800 

A. D. 

C. by sftes^trj. 

C. by %fhn«T son 

on sft^. N. ( new series ) 

vol. I pp. 381-382 ; shows 

that only elaborated 

what his father said. 
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c. by jtst- \ 

N. vol. X. p. 119. 

«tra®^i^«irerarT of 
g(«5«i^^»n«|rT. 

t%f^-Ulwar Cat. No. 

1508 and extract 357. 

srpra^sr- 

?n3;^^-from srjftiRiftinrr of 

sn-4<i*5Ti^^^- 

srre:^- 
(1) m. in the Ear¬ 

lier than 1200 A. D, 

(2) of son of ^Wxn, 

son of SWFWS- Based upon 

a.n.uiji«’s Wl.dctiv<J44?. He 

wrote on ^5|?n- 

Composed at 

Benares in iake 1673 

(l^ngqp?^) i e. 1751 

A. D. Vide I. 0. Cat. pp. 

560-61, No. 1738. I. O. 

Cat. p. 562 gives the date 

as iI»Tsnn (fT 
( 1670-1690 ) and 1826 of 

(i.e. 1770 A. D.) 

which is probably the date 

of copying. Mentions 

and 

gttw- 

«ii«aTnT 

(1) by (1)- is it a mis¬ 

reading for or 

»TS ? 

(2) by 5^^. Vide sec. 89 

p. 758. 

(3) HKium m. in his ^n* 

q. V. Later than 

1650 A. D. 

«n^TT- 

(1) part of “■ “ 

^HmftWKT; ed. by Pandit 

Vidyadhara Misra in Prin¬ 

ce of Wales Series. 

(2) by 

part of zlgfiqgg. Vide 

sec. 109. 

gng:lmf^- the srn: section of the 

^g^^rf^paTOT*!* 

by iWfOTT (Baro- 

da O. I. 303 ). 

by 

who became a 

and was styled ; 

based on for 4i|vq|Pg^- 

5TMT (Ulwar Cat. extract 359.) 

by 

sn?.Ti^^^ig3ri by ?refwn- 
by 

by 

q^Hd (N. vol. Ill p. 60). 
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Ano. ( N. vol. V. p. 96.) 

y by sur- 
named Kala. Sec. 115. 

m- in sTWh’s ^Tg^IffPr- 
It is probably a portion 

of W^sn[?5T- 

by 

«rranR54?m%5r?rhT- a »j5r rite. 

siRibft (8n^<!si4*n^ )• 

» ()■ 

.. () by nyrftsrPT 

(anwT^nfk )• 

%IWuTl<:w4*«>4 

m. in of 

*ITR 

m. in by 

?!"• 

m. in fir. TO-. 5r!Tln«nft- 

gflcT- Vide sec. 82 p. 726. 

by sfiRraiR, son 

of jiV^sofT^ of ^jRranra- On 

(Tri. Cat. of Madras 

Govt. Mss. 1919-22 p. 5179 ). 

m. in 

snql^5<t4^Kg|u[<T m. in 

of (Jivananda vol. I. p. 

21 ). 

sfi«II95?Tg5R?ig^«I m- in 

of ^o. Probably the same 

as above. 

m- in 5?tfg^Tdl of 
( vol. I. p. 582). 

WRq^SJT^RI by fgTi^yr?- Peter¬ 

son’s 5th Report No. 154, 

gf^'inrai by 

%nrHfllA*HSRrtlT by 

WfTOncrfem^TR- 

srpRJTRI^TR by <t 

“ in aniTT^- 

m. in ^155^% of 

31141=^) 

(«ra%^#w) by ^- 

C- by ^wtnw^ pr. in 

?R^t*raR series ( No. 22 ). 

^^5p|ai by c^1%- 

on 96 sn^s. 

m. in wraRjp^. 

( Burnell’s Tanj. 

Cat. p. 143a ) decides that if a 

man dies childless, leaving a 

widow and mother, each takes 

half of his estate. 

^TR^4a^Rr- 

son of He was called 

on becoming a 

m. in 

^wtqf^Srr- 

4Ran*n«*r of 
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Collection of 

rituals for the worship of 

nected matters ( N. vol. IX p. 

273 ). 

by 

(part of 

by f 

IH f^S^tnfa by Rc^T- 
5f5^. Discourse on the sentences 

used at wedding and five other 

sacraments, for, students of 

Based upon N. 

vol. III. p. 27. 

q^'^qiSRcT- Vide sec. 54. 

of f^g5r?'h%?r ( C. P. Cat. 

No. 6029 ). 

qnoraf^sn^^ura- by son 

of irtf^^fr. The 96 ?it^s are 

briefly set out in one verse 

‘anTTgnJTg^lRrf^qTrTJTfRRn: > 

fSm; II ’• Mentions 

RH, of 

; ( Ms. in Bhadkam- 

kar collection). Later than 

1650 A. D. 

qworaffT?JK7T^ffr by ^^snsi. son of 

RT'qq. son of Refers to 

5TRTqoi*T5 as his uncle. About 

15.50-1625 A. D. 

TroT^T^^ipgTniVn. 

( ceremonies on atta¬ 

ining 60 years ). Vide Burnell’s 

Tanj. Cat. pp. 138b, 151b. 

or W5n=gi%i3i?i by ^T%5PT' 

( i. e 3n%5q of tbe 

J7t?r )• The first verse is ‘ 3fm- 

11*1 RrT?qi'?iq' 1 

lSTUt?THU. ’ It is in 86 verses on 

impurities on birth and death 

and in five sRE^s on 

3T?pft^Rn’9f> 

and gnqn^^I?- Aufrecht 

( II. p. 82 ) is wrong in iden¬ 

tifying it with arwmRsqfrt^- 

c. by 

C. by (pr. 

in Ch. S. Series with text), 

by 

“• by and 

«m m 

by 

^^5r^q5T% by ngJiviT. 

on the sixteen 

?8Tivf)qisp. SRqsTi snm- 

>1,111, ’TarTeRi H|H«I><0I, fH^5b*iO|, 

arastRPT. =915556^, ^- 

Mentions SRttRRR, Spfnnnft- 

ina', j Ms. ( in Bhadkam- 

kar collection) dated sake 1695. 

After 1500 A, D. 

Ano.; men¬ 

tions Hqf4Rgjlq. ( N. vol. II. 

pp. 310-311). 

or by 

?W?Tr of the ?^qi^c|3|T mini¬ 

ster of king of of 
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the with the help of 

his family priest. He 

was a paternal first cousin of 

^0%^ and so flourished in 

first half of 14th century. 

hy son 

ot TTSr?®T- Sec. 111. 

^51414*111: (according to 3TT^- 

hy 

hy An abri¬ 

dgement of his 

or ^^TT'T:^rT 

(Bik. Cat. p. 463) by 

HJRri%rr- 

^35l4i^M4jg hy 

(for worship 

of 

of a devotee 

ol ^^5T> son of g^vfT=gR; in 

12 ^^s in verse. Begins with 

festival in *tT?'T? 

and then describes festivals in 

other months. D. C. Ms. No. 

201 of A 1882-83. 

or or ^- 

part of 

of Vide sec. 114. 

^^rfl?f.r!ra^5r- a part of the 

hy jn??R5wi 

hy Sec. 

106. 

part of the 

of ai<trq^q. 

in no. hy 

STTli^T^ig^. 

and in 

(II.p.51) and (11-327) 

as gg^^u’s. Aufrecht (Cat. I. 

p. 681) wrongly ascribes it to 

Vide p. 826 above. 

Vide N. (new series) I. p. 390 

for a ?Rc«?IT?W- 

?N«?finiR?nf of %fl^W5TgR. 

son of J^TfROT of the 

clan. 

hy fsr4?T?UT- 

H5tH?tcH5«15IRtn^ of on 

the same subject as preceding. 

Expressly says that it was 

composed to clear up the q;gf^ 

of In prose. D. C. Ms. 

No. 177 of 1884-86. Earlier 

than 1750 A. D. 

Vide sec. 56; pr. Jiva- 

nanda Sm. part I pp. 584-603 

and Anan. Sm. pp. 411-424. 

hy t?RT«T. Probably a 

portion of the ^agtElW- 

or by 

Vide sec. Ill (vide 

BBRAS Cat. p. 236 and I. O. 

Cat. p. 514). 

son of In three 

^u^s on nui^ijijR, and 

names gig^’s 

on (qrf^^) ’JIT- Speaks of 25 

^^lys. Ulwar Cat. extract 364 
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by frn^i son 

or ?rE^^R-part 

of of arsFrT?^- '^ide 

see. 114 (pr. by Nir. P. and at 

Baroda with Marathi trans¬ 

lation). 

or-i^f) by 

^tfSRr- On a^TTS of iurfqTJT. 

a?ra^, garg-ciggg?!, 

%5n?5T, ^cn%?nT, (O. c. 
Ms. No. 610 of 1882-83). 

com. on 

^ by TWf.sPt Vide under 

above. 

of Vide 

below. 

^^ltI%?anTfa by ^iJf^CTi of 

Benares (C. P. Cat. No. 6073). 

Probably the same as 

^ToPTft- 

4i?*IWT^ of Vide sec. 

107. 

0. by fWHpi- 

(pr- at Benares). 

(1) by surg^jgwg, son of 3’flwoj- 
son of Based on 

BTnretJ^^ir. Treats of 

from Names 

fTTW^, and 

on arrmt^, smrmsT. 

One Ms. (I. 0. Cat. p. 98 No. 

467) is dated sake 1607 

(1685). Between 1575-1650 

A. D. 

(2) by fac?nW5, son of Tra^Tl, 

sprnamed u^; for snig^n^Tfs. 

In 1776 A. D. he composed 

bis on sn^SPPI^- 

(3) by a part of 

Vide sec. 110. 

by HTgft (C. P. Cat. 

No. 6076). Pr. at Benares in 

1894. 

by son of 

framJT (for jnwrmsftjfs). Men¬ 

tions ^ntisvaaiTt spfPi* 

^quT, JT^rnUrST, fWPTft- 

a^>#iw^w by snHs^jnJT 

by 

above, 

by ngniq^^lg, son of 

HJT- Vide 

by simqwrai- 

B^6Cq^ l% by The same 

as V^tde 

sec. 74. 

C- ?gBI by Composed 

in sake 1544(1622-23 A. D). 

N. VI. pp. 237-38. 

by 

(1) a part of srapj^nd^- 

(2) a part of by 

#5^wq^iq+l by 

(1) by son of 

Wiqif^d. Based on ^ and 
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Divides into 

mir ( and others ) 

And and others). 

D.C.Ms.No.611 of 1882-83. 

(2) by or-?i5, son of 

son of fir^vrP-T- sur- 

named (?fn:% ); pr. by 

Venk. P.; follows gig" 

and on <lT?^gSr 

and mentions srsft’rr^'f'ir 
Vide BBRAS. Cat. vol. II 

p. 236 No. 739. 

by same as 

(1) by Vide sec. 112 

In many Mss. ascrided to 

his son 51^. pr. at Gujrati 

P. and by Mr. J. It. 

Gharpure. 

(2) „ or by 

son of son of 

He was a nephew of 

Flourished betw¬ 

een 1630-1670 A. D. Treats 

of 25 tg^KS and gives at 

the .end of the work a 

complete list of riV^s and 

Jra^s. 

by 
contains two chapters on 

Vill'jnMI* and ^T^nig. Pr. at 

Madras. 

of 

by ^ug^pT, son of g^- 

son of ; m. in bis 

Later than 1400 A. D. 

His family was patronised by 

king. 

from the argqt^^TO or 

of wforn??. 

(1) by iTtTftsim*I5( pr- -^nan. 

P. and in Ch. S. Series ). 

(2) by snn^ms- 

of grefMl. son of 

of ^qg^irai and resi¬ 

dent of srragpi- 

?I^TT91TTI*5' ( “ioals with the pro¬ 

per times for such ^f^^s as 

&c.). N. vol. I. p. 150. 

or by>^. 

^ portion of the 

compiled by 

by HHiqomg ( on 

)• 

part of the 

Vide sec. 103. ,_ 

of son of 

gT; vide above. Re¬ 

fers to of his 

father. 

portion of the 

+4l^«id 

or ?I^snl?nTW by |?r- 

Hlg, son of son of %5Tg; 

in 4 ppfs. Ulwar Cat. extract 

63. On the rites performed in 

ailggcg fire according to 

m. in of 
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m. in An astro¬ 

logical work. 

m- in 

ijy Baroda 

O. I. 335 ). 

0=t>55\^[U(dHI • 

?i^3Ti''i?rgw?r m. by afrijT^^rni. 

of (N. iv. 

pp. 222 23 ). 

by ( N. I. 

p. 166 ). 

«^5qsrTi:af?TVJT- 

of Jf^^q (about the «^5qs 

to be made in the beginn¬ 

ing of all rites ). Ldvided 

into four parts on f%fv, 

^Fqwf'iI^Tl^q, N. vol. 

II. pp. 329-330. 

(probably a purely 

astrological work ) by 

by f^q. 

by m. by 

in 

by ra^gqiJftjjmST- 

Ms. (N. vol. VIII. p. 198) 

dated sake 1640 ( 1618 A. D.) 

by JTtqTg^F^qiq- 

q^H'd in 3 parts, 
by 

HjElFcTRoig- ^ portion of the 

Ano.; mentions 

^1^, f^T^fcTT- 

JTFI. 

by ^gtqnui. Vide sec. 

98 at p. 825. N. VI. p. 205. 

I sqggFastT^STTfdmq Ano. ( N. II. 

313). 

«^n'^5nF^- 

Briefly describes 

religious rites from gq- to 

<K1535T. E.tpressly says that it 

is based on Ms. in 

Bik. Cat. p. 454 is dated Sake 

1514 ( 1592 A. D. ), which is a 

misreading i i of 

is meant. 

m. in ^^Tqqfiqrq of 

H%FfVffag;TT by TTJUn- 

by qu^i^FT, son 

of written at the desire 

of of 

Hwqfgf^fd'nq^iR by 

®on of in 1633 A.D. 

flMq'i.diq^fd ( TJlwar Cat. 2412 ) 

by?f5F?5re^. 

( Ulwar Cat. 1513). 

Haqrrig?gF5^ by 

Same as 3nfg^l%^of 

above. 
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?l^RR44|UI«iTS of 
who wrote in Benares and was 

the principal pandit in the 

parisadofthe king of 

( modern Tirhut). Dilates upon 

the weights, numbers and 

measures required in 

rules ( such as size of tooth 

brush, number of sacred 

threads for sriiror's ). 

N. vol. V. pp. 161-162. 

O'" ■ '’’ide sec. 55. 

( C. P. Cat. No. 

6153 }. 

by gffTTisi. 

Vide 

above. 

?i^Raqf?^it7r by of 

on the duties of 

Mentions ^KrT^^TT^^- 

by on 5T^*- 

and 

^ sr^i(cns). 

R^RcRW by ^tRI^^NPT 

C. by himself, 

by 

)- who bows to several 

teachers of the 

system, viz. ^|«r, nwRfST, 

5^. TTHig^jTfRrjT.iRRnrf^^, 

"fee. 

RSISlcIg^n by ^ oom. on 

'lR^^'>,j4Riyt; m. in g|;lrftq^ 

of JTST^g- 

H. D.—143 

Madras Govt. 

Mss. Cat. vol. V. p. 2212, vol. 

VI. p. 2308. 

Rf??«imR^fq=bI by JTiqRnTI for 

Ioti^s. He wrote gfnifaQgilR 

also. Flourished about 1500- 

I-tG-^ a. D. Names sgfjf- 

’5¥> and 

^rmoT- 

m. in ^15?^^ of 

3TIT7t4. gTT'g:^^. 

HrRsi^JijrftTq^ or 

an account of the principal 

%«oiqr teachers. 

by 

RR15%i!?Rby 

on mfil, niqm^ ic. N. ( new 
series ) vol. 11. p. 210. 

R?1^R5FJT by TUTqj^. 

attributed to 

?RT=3R^1r?q5T ( !>• C. Ms, No. 

108 of 1869-70 copied in 

1787 JTTg, i. e. February 1731 

A. D. ). Inculcates 

Mentions R^iaH- 

and its 

Vide aTRUTfP^iV- 

^ alias JTTRqJt^qr- 

by 3T;n=cRII. 

R^I^inraiiT by (for 
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SHT^aw?. son of 

composed at Benares 

at the desire of son 

of Wli^. son of About 

1715 A. D. ( vide Stein’s Cat. 

pp. 317-318). 

?T?lwf^0T hy 

by ifestm Vide 

under 

by 5n7W5- son of 

( I. O. Cat. p. 590 

No. 1800). Probably a spurious 

work. In N. vol. 1. p. 103 

author’s name is wanting 

though the first verse is same 

as in I 0. Cat. p 590. 

?Rriw«ir5 by sfiFT^raqfh^fT in 
three ^pi^s on 

and snqfaTT 

by in 40 

verses. 

C- by pupil of ?pi-gr. Ba- 

roda O. I. No. 1884. 

C. by 7T4IT’7i4' Baroda O. I. 

No. 2619. 

by snTiq'iiqfw^, son 

of fq^isj. In Bik. Cat. p. 449 

the work is styled 

So also in Stein’s Cut p. 107. 

by on 

811%^ ( C. P. Cat. 6193 ). 

by (C. P. 

Cat. 6192 ). 

Baroda 

Oriental Institute No. 1880). 

Mentions jpsflnqn?qn?r. 

na. in 

RCf^fgSrTmfui m. in STr^RW^- 

by f ftsren^, son 

of JTf qr of TT^n- In 62 verses. 

He wrote arrgj^a^ also. 

RJRfRRRfgcJT m. in 

and fJr. TR. 

RcTprfff^- .gi’^es astrological 

reasons for a man’s being 

issueless. 

ReriRftmr by 

^qfVfq^l by 

RaRT^f^T by 

R?4^f^T com. on fRRm q- v. 

R^qi^R^I by son of 

sflRlRT' 

R'^TTRRRISR by q^g^iR ( Baroda 

O. I. 6463 ). Also called fjqi- 

+<yqc!nn- 

^■qifsnnq. 

R«lri%^^<i(qq^ by f.Bqqfi^d, 

son of ^mq!'*^ and in 

four 5^s. Hultzsch R. I. No. 

442 extract p. 80. 

R'^'Riq^- m. in of 

rctrsptir N. vol. X. p. 343. 

R^qRRTSl^ by RTRl^Rf in 3 

^tiis Baroda 0. I. No. 29. 

^i'^nq^^RlsR or gwqiflTRT by 
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by son 

in four chapters 

( BBRAS Cat. p. 237 ). 

by ^OTTqfu^, son 

of ?W»T1 *nd and pupil 

of »nd ^(soi. Hultz- 

»ch’s R. I. p. 58. This is also 

called ^WTras^q^%. Pr. in 

An an. P. 

by son 

of and ( for 

STT^^T^TJft^Is); composed at 

request of son of 

by or 

TS^R^o. 

by RiTPiniTf^i'cr, 

who composed 60 works. 

^■«lI^S3r?r¥rT«’!T by pa- 

of Rfi^; composed at 

Benares in 57% 1574 ( 1652- 53 

A. D.). 

by ( on 

^^^?15=wn and ) 

?T«TR??»nTI5?T by ( on 

) 

by pupil of 

Stein’s Cat. p. 256. 

by 1 

?naiT=I^R#nsR by ( Ulwar 

Cat. No. 1514 ). 

by 

^«lX5f^ip;g--there are several 

works with this title lor the 

followers of the different 

Vedas. 

^^TWsyoRRoRx ggl5r^TI%^T by 

pupil of 

Stein’s Cat. p. 256. About 

16.50 A. D. 

^VTTtRJrOq by 

( Baroda O. I. No. 29 ). 

H'^RT^s^rag^ui-from the f^- 

^<?m553T' 

H5ixXRJTftiiq^l% by 8XT5TS?Tft4'> son 

of 35ritR»T5. 

by 5X1?!^. 

JH'TIHJlfUIl'Sm attributed to 
A 

^?!Ti?rjifO!?fRHX5rr i>y »fl4n?r^- 

5X^ ( Baroda 0. I. 12305 ). 

«Kn?raTii'r?;f^ a'ias sasTnsjmhr 

alias ascribed to sfxBpxfx- 

gxlr ( on rites when a person 

enters order of ^PXRT )• 

by axfiT5tf^»iV<ftsn«T 
( Baroda O. I. 100-57 ). 

^'^TlfTflPT^ i’y ?41%^R!i<XSW 

pupil of ^'^srtT ( Ulwar Cat. 

extract 363 ). 

^RTVIH^JTf by ax^jxrrSTJT- 

^RTfTRUlV by 

by in 

verse. 

C by same. 

C. x^^TUI by g^x^fX son of 

D. C. Ms. No. 175 

of 1884-86. 

C- by TfRX«T. pupil of x^g®- 

^fgXrX, BBRAS Cat. vol. 

II p. 327. 

U. by x%g^. 

by 
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m. in fir %. ?Tra:- 

by st^^ttsth 

««TIOT<Q| by 3TR5^^, the 

founder of the ( 1119- 

1199 A. D ). Stein’s Cat. p. 318 

for extract. 

by 

by Baroda 

O. 1. No. 1676 is a 

following snrT5T^^*rq?:%- 

by ( extracted 

from )• 

ascribed to 5Tl?r5l4 

(I. O.Cat. p. 521 No. 1642 ). 

41 >■<414114.1% ascribed to (N. 

vol. IT. p. 101 ). 

4iwn4ii(5rfHul*r- 

4i*^ 1414^(1^ by M4J*t(#nT5T4^ 
( according to tenets ). 

4lVll4lO%- 

41wH4<g4iJT;by N.vol. X. 

p. 178. 

4l^4T%f% by ( Baroda 

O. I. 8512), 

4i«iran§^- 

?T«in%14.Rl (for%TOi^s) I. O. 

Cat. p. 523. 

i^^m%TrJrhr4{%{% stein’s Cat. 
p. 107. 

41?«lTf«5mV^1T% by ^T?cmHT- 

g’JI ?H?I^4T, on the ascetic’s 

son performing 4iTqu4)la4U| for 

his father. 

«.x by fOTram(on 

the necessity of f||t|u4)l>4UI 

for inra )■ 

4T?Win5''3^41T^'»^ ( Madras 

Govt. Mss. Cat. vol VI p. 2314 

No. 3093 ). 

4qfqu^^4UT. 

4iri»>^1^3Ba^5T. 

by ( C. P. Cat. 

No. 6221). 

4iHqT^*rg«T5?T- 

Divided into four 

q^s, each sT^ff being divided in¬ 

to ai^qpqs. N. vol. II. pp. 122- 

125. 

by son 

of ; on ?Tg(Jii%4, 4i§5r#. 

WT^3it, arm^ui, Big^)| and 

qr^^WT.'g'- Names 

5^3^- 

41?T4T?l»5npr^- vide y|g|l^ltl|f<- 

ra^lT- 

or-4i3T% “• jD R- f^- 
41?ri¥4iT3^% in 36 verses ( 1.0. 

Cat. p. 402 ). The seven sages 

are SflRT^, 

JTtTi 

?WI14=l?ld41Jff- 

4;4T5tT41^^siro5^>T by 

aiRl4 ( N. vol. VIII. p. 144 )..; 

53g'4^«lTSBlVtT by 3R?rff)f^rr, son 

of surnamed 

4TIT4p4TSfqVn by son of 
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from the 

of 

from the of 

5fRm*T5- 

Rules for ordi¬ 

nation of aaiiinyasins and for 

the ten orders STTRJI, 

3R^. Rift, qtrT, RTRT. 

and and account of 

the ten great teachers from 

to 5T^r5T=T and the lat¬ 

ter’s disciples. N. vol. VI. p. 295. 

RRNT^SFI 

by 

RJRr^5<Rr^ by son of 

SrSfimRg- Vide Bik. Cat. p. 451 

(which gives only 

out of it). 

by son of 

for (the Maralha king 

Sambhaji) in 1681. 

by sr^pgvrg on times 

proper for religious rites; Ms. 

(N. vol. VIII. p. 205) dated 

sake 1602 (1680-81 A. D.). 

^R^llduW- the 5th part of the 

SRIfTJfiaug by son of 

JITRSTi son of STRRTJI of the 

•RlgR^ilvT- Composed at the 

order of king ( ^^ ). 

About 1500-1525 A. D. 

by 

?RnisraRr by Vide 

N. vol. VIII. p. 213. 

RJRrJT^FRT by described 

It is a part of a digest 

called ; composed by 

order of qptfSf&f, son of 

f^> born in family. His 

which are the same as those of 

under whom TTgdtW 

was compiled. It is probably 

this work that is mentioned by 

R^TflRRR^ of 
as 

RJRTSI^ by (C. P. 

Cat. 6284). 

by Vide sec. 90. 

C. !^ttnfg;TT by 

by com¬ 

posed in sake 1481 (?(ti% 

R3fR%5pBRgrRJj5rTR?r) i. e. 1559- 

60 A. D, Doubtful whether he 

was father of ^o. N. vol. Ill, 

pp. 55-56 and Baroda 0.1. No. 

10120. It deals with astrological 

for religious rites. 

RRRRjfkRT (C- P. Cat. 6286). 

or by 

V’ide sec. 112. Pr. by Mr. 

Gharpure. 

RR'MR^td by ^OTlRg- 

?RRRRr by jnuHRT- 

RRRT^y^ by Vide^qf- 

RRRt^?itR- part of R-gR;;R. 

RIRRR by TRr3^) son of 

Deals with astrological calcu¬ 

lations from names of bellige¬ 

rents &c. 
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C. by younger brother of 

author. Stein’s Cat. p. 174. 

C- by son of 

and fw5n55T^- He calls the 

author his N. II. pp. 

204-206. 

41*1 lsl5 ■ 

4reT*r5ra?Jl^- stein’s Cat. p. 107. 

4?Jn4^?TsnTVrT by 5?TTfig=^. 

4J5?w5i<*4ui by 3rjram4jft:- 

on !aj;s^ m- in 
of 

4ig??TPUftJTWT- 

by ; com¬ 

posed at in 1610 

(1553-54 A, D.); in five sfip^fuis; 

gives q^i of 

from 5^^JT> 5nn> Hlf?, fOTl- 

speaks of the 

of the path and then 

of his son his sons 

fnfbrr and others who were 

living when work was coiupi'S- 

ed; mentions the five things 

on which dwelt 

(viz. 3^51, *rn^f44- 

narrates stories of and 

Jl!grgi?T, nnd 

and of birth of q|;tr while his 

parents were running away 

from Kasi. D. C Ms. No. 176 

of 1884-86. 

by Tiourfa son 

of on auspicious 

times for marriage, forms of 

marriage etc. About 1685 A. D. 

Ano.; on prohibited 

degrees of relationship in 

marriage. 

m. in fS^. f^. 

by JTtqTg^wqai^nr- 

on relationship that 

allowed or disallowed marriage 

between the parties (such as 

4iiTRt?^, 4utV^, ?mnT- 

imi, 

«55='4Sl^fq?T by T%?lT^fvi(Baroda 

O. I. 101C 6). 

m. in 

by 

3TlfrtT^ and Vide 

sec. 74. 

by gtvgsqiiSl; m. by 

in gi%;3fgr) ■'^bo mentions a 

thereto in 

A"ide see. 98 and N. (new 

series) vol. I preface p, x. 

of m. in 

S’SIffTTil and (p. 891 

of 7^0). This is probably a 

ifTm? to work. 

or 3^S?IW4SIT 

(N. II. p. 334, different from 

above). 

(seems to be a on 

fwqir) m. by in 

and fjrtjlii- 

by JfcrtT^g^ of the 

sffviqia dynasty of Orissa. Vide 

sec. 104. 
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by Con¬ 

tains dissertations on topics of 

such as STT^, 

for purposes of marriage. 

Mitra regards it as ancient, as 

it names no work ( N. vol. VI. 

p. 39 ). 

or by 

Ulwar Cat. extract No. 370. 

Peterson seems to be wrong in 

saying that is fbe 

author (Ulwar Cat. No. 1537). 

by 

by N- 

( new series ) vol. Ill p. 219. 

by a son of 

>g5^T«ira- 

?i^tj]rafsn^rraT%- 

by son of 

^"ide vraST^RT- 

of in 426 

verses on i° various 

months and and connect 

ed festivals and rites such as 

on 

on 

(D. C. Ms. 331 of 18^7-91). 

by 

by gf Z?PT. 

?i§jiRn^TjjT^ by 

by 9T®?nT%5I, or 

son of son of 

Wrote 

under Tan jot e king, ^arabha, 

son of Tulaja. 

?i^srpnaTR5^oi. 

«^tTt?IT<T5T by Bi^Pcr?^- 

fRETcftsiiq^npnJT. 

e^^ni'cT. 

^ft^npcrErqm-quotes |tnR (Bik. 

Cat. p. 459 ). 

by Vide 

BBRAS, Cat. p. 238 No. 744 

(Ms. dated sake 1637) and Bik. 

Cat. p. 459. 

“• in fsf- %• 

by »T5n^. Between 

1600-1650. 

■ I .s: . j i j«j j 

Ano.; in 14 versci 

on ?n^. 

C. Ano. ( by one familiar with 

M arathi as he translates 

as ^n^STRT »8 

tSTtJoST, ^rSTUPT as SRS^). 

Ms. in Bhadkamkar collec¬ 

tion. The colophon at end 

says that c^rf^^TS follow 

’s work. The first verse 

on is 

Byig^l5i5Ti«H«f5idT- 

^f^rgglr 

frH I sft^- 

^er^l551T%l 

?Birrai wsw^i* 
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or ascribed 

to (I. 0. Cat. p. 578 

No. 774). In 66 verses. 

on ceremonies per¬ 

formed when a wife burnt her¬ 

self on her husband’s pyre. 

or b)- C. 

Ms. No. 183 of 1884-86 is 

dated 1686. 

by 

( Ulwar Cat. 1528, 

extract 365 ). 

by son 

of nUfS''!- Refers to 

as his own work ( N. IX. 

pp 203-204) About 1612 A.D. 

Stein’s Cat.p. 107. 

by 

son of ( Ulwar 

Cat. extract 28 ). The original 

sutras are ^JRIRr’s, 

by 

RljfRT, son of srirt- 

^Tt- ^entions 

»l^|ON- About 1800 A. D. ( N. 

vol. VII. p. 223). 

by f on an^. N. vol. 

VII. p. 281. 

accord¬ 

ing to N. II. p. 66. 

several works are so called 

viz. ?FT5n»Ri 

?niRg%aT m- by |jni? II. p. 852. 

rules for funeral cere¬ 

monies of agcihotrins. 

vide 

?ins?Tl?ISTJJfr?ms by Vide 

?Tl^ra!T*»; (pr. in Ben. S.Series). 

by on 

observances of ^coiRs. 

iBurnell’s Tanj. Cat. 

p. no b. ). 

?nWJ!5tIRT%^)35tf. 

according 

to ( N. II. p. 632 ). 

by STTW- 

or-^sf^^l by r^- 

fsrsr^^ alias arPT^^. son of 

^qrfa, son of ^55^ti3, in 24 

verses (or 25 in some mss.), on 

for marriage. He was 

a resident of ( H- b"- 

Ms. 613 of 1882-83 copied in 

sake 1760j. The author was 

pupil of f|[g5f. The work takes 

Rfcpj^ to mean connected by 

particles of the same body. 

Vide N. ( new series ) vol. Ill 

preface pp. VIII-IX and p. 

222 where the verses are said 

to be 36. 

tl" by son of 

son of (pr. in 

series, 1927, 

with text). He was the au¬ 

thor’s grandson and pupil of 

Rlir?!. Mentions 

Hlfq'g^qtP^q of 

his teacher snnqr, IrT^iihT. 
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of son 

( Baroda 0.1. 12783). 

«T{7«^rftW¥T by snTO, same as 

or 

?rTn''«?T3tfq*I or gTN^f%^?T by 

( Bhadkamkar collec¬ 

tion ). Mentions sr^^OnH^r- 

Probably it is this that is 

mentioned in i%. f^. He was 

the grand-uncle of ^TT^|4i^ and 

so flourished about 1520-1580 

A. D.; D. C. Ms. 208 of A 

1882-83 is called 

^nfqqgqfquiq- and diacus^es cer¬ 

tain views of ift'J? about 

b)' C. Ms. 129 of 

1895-98 is dated 1647 

( 1590 A. D.). 

«iIq'i3ufJr'n?T by snnVmvrs- 
Names 

( Ms. in 

Bhadkamkar collection dated 

sake 1725 ). 

of D. C. Ms. 

No. 622 of 1883-84 begins‘arsT 

by qTtr^cui ( C. P. 

Cat. Nos. 6378-80 ). 

by nWT? ( Baroda 

O. I. 5032 ). 

fllf^osqHoiV by sftvrTtTf i “• by 

5!r. JT. The same as 

( D. C. Ms. No. 128 of 

1895-98 ). 

^Ilfqtrsqsr^q of “• io oom. 

on Br. by 

Mr. J. R. Gharpure. 

?lIN>»^tnTnHT m- in pro¬ 

bably the same as 

of 

by alias 

5TI*nvrf ' Baroda O. I. 1947 ). 

?Ilfqu^iqqq by nVql^iq^i^. 

by son of 

'^T'^rC ( Baroda O. I. 12784 ). 

fjTJTJiafraTer^ by 

by Vide 

above, 

vide 

WtPJfiqftRTV- vide lih'iragil- 

by 

of vide 

of Sec. 74. 

by 

son of N. ( new series) 

volIlT. p 221. About 1300 

A. 1>. 

WWFq!Tg5^( part of 

ra. in 1%. ra. This is 

probably the JUJBarrrg'JTf^ 

of Hit'll- 

^iwsBau'nq^r- 
Composed by the 

eldest son of son of 

q^TH, a Rin^^gior and com¬ 

piled in 1440(1384 A.D.) 

at under the 

patronage of minister of 

king son of 

Author says he bases his work 

on sp^qj* of Rfgfigq or 

B. D.-144 
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jnflrf?ro, from which he 

borrowed matter of the extent 

of 1200 while his own 

work extends to 4900 

units, the author borrowed 276 

units from and 500 

from There are 55 

H^ms and 45 arf^i^s. Vide 

I. 0 Cat. p. 572 No. 1767, 

Baroda O.I.No. 9459 and 9082 

and Bhandarkar’s Report for 

1882-83 p. 63 There are 

quotations from and 

The Baroda Ms. 

9082 was copied in 1496 

( 1439 A. D. ). 

3s=^'mi%g- 
inSTM by sftTnsT. 

flKiSni under ^gtiOTspr^TTfs- 

ui. in «n,, 

of 7^0, 

-A-no. on auspicious and 

inauspicious days for religious 

rites in 881 verses. Ms. ( I. O. 

Cat. p. 535 No. 1679 ) dated 

^ 1774 ( 1717-18 A. D ). 

?TiTOJi5 by 

b'y m in 

Clt^ of ^o. 

^nr^ncff by 

na. in anci 

?n??iTnT 

by 

m by snm^ P- 872 ( on 

)• Probably an 

astrological work, such as that 

of which is men- 

tined even by Alberuni and 

so was earlier than 1000 A. D. 

vide 

com. on 

by ^gws- 

( on merit by bath¬ 

ing in when Jupiter is 

in l.eo ). N. vol. X.p. 348. 

Based on 

m. by ^0 in 

JTeSJTlHa^- 

by vijfjj^rr { C. P. 

Cat. 6521 ). 

by Vide 

by ( C. 

P. Cat. 6522 ). 

by ?^tiT- 

by written 

for Colebrooke. 

on ( Burnell’s 

Tanj. Cat. 143 b. ). 

vide 

IHifFrT^rac m. in the of 

'nn^’iivr? and ;p4Mf^yja^ of 

qgo. Probably a work. 

Earlier than 1500 A. D. 

by son of 

m. by in 
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m, in ^%?lRt?TT 

of 

by o«» 
WT=^R. snyn^, STR and arecqft- 

( acceptance of gifts from 

improper persons ). N. vol. II. 

p. 136. 

§nf3?iV«n5I by iT&rwri^^, son d 
Ho was uncle of 

jjj^. Vide p. 773 above. 

Author styles himself iTgrTTitT- 

f^pif and says he was assisted 

by (bis 

father); m. by in 

and by About 1st half of 

14th century. 

by alias nmi- 

*T5, son of on 16 

Composed about 1675 

A. D. (Bik. Cat. p. 475 ). 

com. of on 

m- by 

in 1^- 1«- 

Earlier than 1550 A. D. 

C. WP^l^gT by sl^rg?n^»4’; 

m. in pf. fe. 

( Baroda O. I. 

4085 ). Justifies ?rH=g^K^^- 

by ^OTPTS; Ms. copied 

in 1834. 

gwt-sjfpij+i. 

m- in «IR5PtV^I of iff- 

and in irapi-tjIsjiBl, in 

^OTigjr[3i?n. 

gp???T5fR “■ io irqTViT=g#5^- 

git*ri- com. by son of f^- 

on the of 

composed in 1692 A. D. 

a«nn<RM- pr- in Kas! 

S. Series (and 

g^lVft ( ) by 3T;T?rnil 

on the pacification of the qqiqgs. 

(com. on ) by 

SffSrffr, son of sOTSSi^. 1610- 

1660 A. D. 

by 

by son of 

Compiled under 

orders of of ipfsq^. A 

digest on ten 

daily religious duties. (N. 

VI. p. 47 ). 

com. on the by 

Vide sec. 94, Text 

on oqq^fp and translation pr. 

by Mr. J. R. Gharpure. 

g^T^ (srqfBTRra) by %qqnw- 

son of f^SjUtr, for students of 

Mentions his own 

{%;^iqf^. About 1640 A, D, 

gjqqgiqjfg^- Vide sec. 29 and 

Tri. Cat. of M adras Govt. Mss. 
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for 1919-22 pp. 5160-62 for a 

prose 

by m?rT8if?T> 

l%5r^3I¥t- 

44cl<4>l^'n^ ( called arS^RTI' 

on the margin ). The 

first verse is 

in Stein’s Cat. (p. 319) is 

dated 1466 ( 1409-10 

A. D.). 

of of ^2f^- 

^ (in Bhadkamkar collection). 

Mentions 

« 

by 

by gmsnm'JigaB- 

^«rraTi%i%- 

by ^flrHT4*T5, son of 

s,nd younger brother of 

of the IhW 

family. 

) m, in jrsjtrt- 

rfT^ of ^o. ¥Tf^?ll®RT p. 

422 ( Mysore ed. ) quotes 

?rw on ^»nn- 

by ( Baroda 

O. I. 1903. ). 

^iq;^3piT5rT5f;? of m. 

q^JR- I 

“• by io 
and fM^rTR- 

^^tR5Pir[%R 

^SWRlby son of 

^wi. A coniptehensive digest 

on vflrqri^- Cat. p. 475 

contains only 3'?ng<r5'- 

son of ^rnn^r JTITlq, on 

the installation of f^q, 

HURT, and flf-sg in a temple, 

by 

by Jiiiira, son of 

About 1520—1580. 

^5«li<n^5pwi%qi^ ( Ulw^ar Cat. ex¬ 

tract No. 293 ) pr. in Bombay. 

^5l^|srq>M “ in of 

sfRTqoi' 

by 3q?g^. 

„ (snjg^siqsflq )• 

pqi^qi^aarn ()• 

^T^Wr^aam by ^jrai^. N. 
( new series ) vol. III. p. 236. 

^sB^qraaqm by 

^^TarJiai^- 

w«TTfes=a^Br- 

or ^^sii^Rjpor 

by ^T^pTSf. 

C- by 
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by 

son of 

CC. by^OTisnsT- 

c. by gm 

Jribf. 

c. by ?)• 

C. by (^- 

VII. p. 304). 

by 

C. by 

fjj^. Says that he follows 

in this work his tn^- 

C, and by 

(Baroda O. I. 296 dated 

1593). 

^n^5=r?ft by nffivnr (C- P- Cat. 

No. 6710). 

44<lrifiq41|qi (Mysore Govt. Mss. 

Cat. p. 76). 

^Id Ano.; follows anWT- 

Burnell’s Tanj. Cat 139a 

from a?nn»i^ of 

»I»raT- 

(Baroda 0. I. 6986). 

55n3^4iTmT “• in 5i!=«imT5?I of 

(Mysore Govt. Mss. 

Cat. p. 75). 

4flId«*rt»T by 

c. 

^idiraV<i=iiift.+i' 

?W*T5i ^T55W5) sur- 

named n^- 

??iraJTmTiffTTimtn or siPTf^-^4.K 

by son of JTf son of 

snrnamed (^TcB iii 

Marathil. He was daughter’s 

son of father of 

About 1660-1680 A. D. 

(BCRAS. Cat. p. 238 No. 745). 

^y ^1^1^ 

^Idin^lfsraT^H- same as 550^- 

UT^f^vTsratiT smisr^'STR' 

of t^atm- 

tHldBld”5^TqTn by 

of ^^1«I?TI^WT*T> 

sou of H^5T. composed at the 

order of king in s»b;e 

1583 (i. e. 1661-62 A. D.). 

Divided into sections on 

#RiT^, 3n^=5. ®n%- 

smf«TT, 3^, (^• 

C. Ms. No. 305 of 1886-92 on 

j%j% N. II. p. 76 on N- 

I. p. 284 on 51^). 

of JT^InfcT, son of 

"^'ide sec. 110 p. 924 

Refers to as his. 

of snri^rm^tfsra- 

(G. P. Cat. No. 6717). 
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^ra^^RST^iT of qVrlF^, son of 

(BBR/\S. Cat. 

p. 239 No. 747). Mentions 

Vide under 

Between 1500 and 1675 A. D. 

of arsT?rrv?5, son of 

R^srPT- Also styled 3R??t»Tft- 

A manual of intiatory rites 

with the prayers required 

therein. Vide under 

According to (T- O- 

Cat. p. 515). 

from the ir?nn?R- 

by son of 

of (Karoda 0. 

I. 11958). Ms, dated 51% 1610. 

Mentions 

Between 1580-1680 A. 1). On 

ani^RSET^, duties of 

on difficult points 

about 

by Ilultzscb 

R, I. No. 657. 

by ^ t^RP4- 

C. by author. Stein’s Cat. p. 

108. 

by RWUiwj 

(BarodaO. I. 2008 on 

only) 

by a 

digest on sjRR,afT%^, 

?R, 3^Hn. (N. vol. V. 

p. 237). 

^^Id'tdgft by Sec. 94 

pp. 798-99. Also styled 

by TTfffOTW$|^i4 (N. 

VI. p'. 140). 

by ^OTRTR. 

of srsrIr. Sec. 114. 

Divided into 12 ftprfRs. 

by Vide 

by RTt»nJT- 

m. in of 

by son 

of composed in 1720-22 

A. D and divided into 16 

on arcT, 8n%E, 

aTT=gR, af^, fRlcOT, 

*rfV^, SI??TT»^, 

5R, 31%. 

Mentions and ^^jcRjp^. 

Imitates ^o. 

by amtgjftRRR- 

On 3n%^. 

R^T5 and other r^^s, 

snsr^vjfl-, 3T?R%, 3TT5n'5, str- 
(N. VI. p. 301). 

by (m. in 

by %5RT%RW5 ( 

Cat. 465). This entry is wrong, 

as the introductory verses and 

the verses at the end show that 

this is the same as %qwjn^’s 

work. 

by l^uunTj, son of 

%tfRT^9DT?. Sec. 86 (pr. by 

Mr. Gharpure and in Mysore 

G. 0. L. Series). 
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by (N. 

IX. p. 137). 

by 

by son of 

T^g^ftrsr- On T%i5ji%oi?r, 

8n^l=g, (I- 0- Cat. 

p. 471). 

„ Ano. (N. vol. VIII. p. 153). 

by (C P. 

Cat. Nos. 6723-24). 

^^=5101 by ^T^|4hrt?- 

?^:%rgseiin{5i by or 

*TSm. son of ntqt^nsifirw- 

Mentions 

l-ffif?, and is men¬ 

tioned in ^^srai? (I- 0- Cat. 

p. 444 on which is 2ud 

qj^T.^^). About 1450-1500. 

(Tri. Cat. of 

Madias Govt, JIss. tor 1919-22 

p. 4978 on 

n''" C'f q^- 

qjq, of the 

of It is the 

name of his digest containing 

28 cRqs. Sec. 107. 

^'^aTqfqf^'^ or by 

son of stf^iq- 

Mentions ^^t'lTlui 

1500-1550 A. D. N.{new series) 

I. p. 413. 

by 

qpaj]q, son of and inft 

and judge at the court of 

of About 1450- 

1500 A. D. On an^K, Sfpg;. 

gi%; and sqqfR. N. 'ol. V. 

p. 184. 

(B. O. Cat. vol. I 

No. 440). 

4^'qqTqi3jq of qqjTiq, son of ^rqqr 

and qift. N. vol. VI. p. 12 

contiiins 

Pealing with rites for propitiat¬ 

ing ad\ erse deities and poi tents 

and for consecrating works of 

public utility. N. vol. VI. p. 57 

is styled aTqpjq)aH)^TI 

and in the conclud¬ 

ing verses q\qBTq says that he 

composed four ^.§TTS on nT^TTi 

«n^, gfe and sqqsK- ^o 

and are the 

same. It was completed under 

son of 

m. in 

qj^gfjq. Earlier than 1500 A.D' 

(Baroda 0. 1. No. 10916 

is an incomplete Ms. in 598 

verses). Names 36 ^-(qqqqs, 

q;T%q5q (.soob as gqiqgnf)- 

m. in 

of Earlier than 

1650 A. D. 

^q^fqspT of qin^ sqi^PI on 

times for ^jig; and other rites 

(N. vol. V. p. 157 and vol. VII. 

p. 125). 

by - vide 

^ijfqqq^q of fq^nt^qiq, son of 

5rin^. pop’l of and 
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An exten¬ 

sive digest on 

W. 

3iT%^. aimm, ?rT^, !?nrann, 
straff (N. vol. VIII p. 174). 

contains general rules 

regarding ceremonial observan¬ 

ces and proper seasons for them 

and on f^g-vgr, 

(Ssc. Names gftg?- 

ftrST; of T^o. 

About 1450-15C0 A. D. 

^^snpRT by or gf^- 

?n^»T5. son of 3rRTl%«l (or 

atT'nfit ), son of (Bik. Cat. 

p. 467 deals with portion on 

wr:)- 

by ^ (one 

facsicule pr. in J3. I. Series) on 

H^fPcT. 

Mentions and fg?jp- 

Later than 1500 A, 

D. 

m. by Ipfpf^ (^p^o 

p. 355). 

by =g^^t?(p;p^jpg>n- 

wppq on rafq, Bpp^pg, jsm.- 

vide vpppfHq^ of 

m. by in h.s 

com. on 

?^»n?^m.by ^Rpgn, spqpq 

'nl^Tff of vpflSf^, 

^TOfH?n?- Madras Govt. Mss. 

Cat. vol. V. p. 2043 Nos. 2786- 

87 contains portions on qpg^q4 

and from a 

by (N. vol. V. 

p. 108). From the introduc¬ 

tory verses it appears to be the 

of sftgrcpug. 

by son of 

A digest of rituals for 

JTH^ followers. 

by ^p^t^^wpmp55ip?. 

by n)f<75?i5r- Sec. 77 

pp. 659-61. 

by 

Ano. (D. C. Ms. Na 

184 of 1884-86 on ?pp^). 

m. in 

of S^PSP, S^ftiPPlS^ of 

Earlier than 1300 A. D, 

?F?J%PT^T?T5r by fTOi?p3P (Baroda 

O. I. No. 8023). It mentions 

Begins with and 

ends with JjWHpaBT'R- It is 

styled also. 

or ^f^JPflDpqjpspi^T 

“• by t^Tl?- Vide jpgpi^ and 

PI). 654-55 above. 

by pupil 

^%lft4?i?PP by ^RT^, m. by apq- 

^ p. 206. A ^fmftfiPRP 18 m. 

in of in 

ibe ^pjfmrSTRR of by 

tniT^ io grfppqrrg and 

and by ^f^sPRp^. 

^f^^T>P55P of |?rqi«i^t%?r. A 

very popular digest in 

southern India. Printed several 

times in Southern India at 
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Chidambaram, 1908, Kuiijbha- 

kooam &<:. On ^^¥rTT'3?TI 

arT%^> 
srmfa^i «<iqgTT, A Lout 

1600 A. D. 

by 

of fWTrgr?. son of 

son of 

Wf ;in 10 a^^OTs. 

m. by ibl^Mh 4 ^T > 

of 

of ?fqisjW5- Ms. (N. 

VII. p. 253) is dated 51% 1699. 

Contains q^.^<qqTT, sirai?. 

WRfrat <^0, Quotes 

( Vide Madras Govt. Mss. Cat. 

pp. 2055-57 Nos. 2302-4 ). 

m. by and 

by in his WT^iqt^- 

Earlier than 1300 A. D. 

by rn^^I^ ( Barcda O. 

I. 9919 ). 

tEWTrqi^T by qpeppn^qpT. 

by ( on snqf^ 

and arRTT^ )• Vide Mad. Govt. 

Mss. Cat. vol. V. p. 2059 No. 

2806. 

by fgggr, son of %5iq, 

a resident of {q^gT- Burnell’s 

Tanj. Cat. p. 135a. From the 

place of residence and contents, 

it appears that this is the same 

as the preceding. 

by fq^opn. son of 

%5r^, residing at ; on 

HT%^, 16 jjgur, 

(vide D. C. Ms. No. 

52 of 1866-68 ). Bik. Cat. p. 

407 gives as father’s 

name. 

by qfjqisi, son of sft- 

son of 

surnamed 811%* 

portion pr. Laksmivenkatesvara 

Press at Kalyan. Mentions 

W^u«K^. 

fliviq'tq, and 

Also called 

=511^55- 

4^l%IcqT*T by l^r-ai^ in 15 chap¬ 

ters on fq?3q8r(%*TqR, 

'fn%R5E*TT> fq%fsnRiir, arg;. 

511^. RspimsfR. RR. 

snqn%^, 8is?q%*^; 
written under patronage of 

king. Quotes (On 

snqi^), 

mST. atNK«RR. 

^RTTR, JTSrn^- It is this that 

is probably m. in 

gx^of^^o. Between 1250-1500 

A. D. I. O. Cat pp. 473-474, 

N. VII. 45 (the colophon says 

that the snqta^ section is the 

18th ). 

m. in rji^gSlRi^, 

of snnqnw?, fq. 

%■, of q?^q(»€5r. 

by 

son of Rf rg^. ( Bik. Cat. p. 467 

contains portion only ). 

H. D. -145 
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by 
Composed in 1667 A.D.; 

vide underStein’s 

Cat. p. 109. 

by N. VII. 

p. 228. 

by Same as 

by B^TRlfn Sec. 64 

pp, 582-83. 

by Sec. 98. 

by {^Tqfbi 5?rPi 

5t>TNr«I5T^IV of JiW^5r; Ms. of 

( N. IV. 130) 

dated sake 1610 ( 1688-89 

A. D. ). 

< B. 0. Mss. Cat. 

vol. I. No. 433 ). 

or by 

son of on ( Bur¬ 

nell’s Tanj. Cat. 136a . 

Probably the 

same as of arsi^cl- 

N- 

by on btr^, 

N. ( new 

series ) vol. II p, 225 and vol. 

I. p. 414. 

by 

son of JT^q^sTd+qm??!- On 

Si IB* 'i ^ Itdfi 

*c. N. ( new 

series ) vol. II. p. 225. 

or Vide .sec. 55 

(1) by gsni? smnm. “• by 
his son in ^ta^yinp. 

( 2 ) by ^mW- 

( 3 ) by ( D. C. Ms. No. 

373 of 1876-76). 

of on anrvqni, 

H1<1I'Wti> gi^i ^Tl'- ?IT" 

fqo^. Also called sq’dtSlI- 

or s?ig^!TOOT- 

( 5 ) attributed to and 

by 

by fqanrRj ( Hultzsch 

K. I. No. 591.). 

alias (in 

margin )- a large work in 7000 

jp^ ( Baroda O. I. 11248 ). 

44i1%VUI5 by Is it same as 

of 1 

by S?^- 

’E^m'fipS-same as rryffraft^TMliSvr. 

4i3JT%«il5 on (Cal. S. 

College Ms. Cat. vol. II. 

p. 137 No. 141 ). 

a com. on 

=9^R«ncl4td by son of 

5im?rJT«? { I. 0. Cat. p. 476 ). 

Seems to be the same as ^g)p|’a 

com. on 

of Tlt^iqSHVii found¬ 

'd on p^d^^’s N. 

VI. p. 235, 

(Ms. in Bombay Uni¬ 

versity Library ) in about 500 
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verses on arif^, Tvth, 

&c. Quotes n^rgTT'JI- 

( from or 

) in 321 verses 

on m-wr, «iaiiy 

duties ( Ba- 

roda O. I. No. 7331 ). 

of It is said 

in JBORS for 1927 parts III- 

IV p. VII that it is this work 

that is m. in of 

) III. 

2. 686, of %iV 

N'i+ of 

by in 8 

sections ( ^fu^s ) on 

TI5f. 

STPrf^- Enumerates 28 

^l^s by name ( vide Tri. Cat. 

Madras Govt. Mss. for 1919-22 

p. 4360 No, 2997 ). 

or ^'ide 

by ;nmoi of fWPTfTT 

in the Hughli district ( 1. O. 

Cat. p. 448 ), Earlier than 

1675 A. D. He speaks of a 

yet to occur in sake 

1603 ( 1681 A. D.). 

by ; ' ide 

nVf^jr^ltik; m. in 

of 

nVw^id??. of 

m in JTBIT»WJI^ 

of HirraoiVlf and in JT^HWaTJ 

of ^0, 

by in 1359 

verges on rites to be performed 

on several {^nNS- 

^ilraiT by snmoT. 

by On impurity 

due to birth and death. N. vol. 

III. p. 48. 

WETWI by 

by in 311 

verses culled from 7^%s on 

7ra»fT»T, qS^qcfta, 

arr^fi 4HH, 
gTl^fl^ H- C. Ms. No. 181 of 

1895-1902 is dated 1652 

( 1595-96 A. D.). 

flifd«W by on the 

performance of festivals and 

rites on certain f^fljs such as 

and on 

wn". amrm, UBHaTi; 

ni. in WglT% I 0. Cat. p. 

477 ; N. vol. IV. p. 213 ( Ms. 

dated ^ake 1619 ). 

^%flR by sftf roi 

by jftsTTN- Sec. 92. The 

work is also called 

?ig^- 

or a com. on 

a work by Mfl?! 

by f OTTfriv. 

tn. by 

by 

vTiraiN- 

by ^vr5, 

by ^^^rr^^qi%. 

by 

pupil of on 
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Itfj y I'S.* 

?im- 

^aOTTOgg by Jt%5r. Vide 

<4iH«Kqnf by Seems 

to be same as ^^MflTT ’" ’'■b 

additions. Here the verses are 

459. Vide D. C. Ms. 314 of 

1886-92. 

by men¬ 

tions ( I. 0. Cat. p. 450 ). 

by 

by Men¬ 

tions T??n?4- 

q-^^. ( Tri. Cut. of Madras 

Govt. Mss. for 1919-22 p. 4264 

No. 2944 ). 

by 

^^41R41gg by WfHT 

domestic obser¬ 

vances; gives extiacts from 28 

•ages on aiT^TT. 

TPT, Vide 

I. 0. Cat. p. 477 No. 1556 and 

Ulvrar Cat. extract 372. where 

it is said to have been com¬ 

piled by ^ 'over of 

)• 

41ifd41l4«4^<l by Same 

as abo\ e 

by Same 

as amft’gfspfl^T by isbfT 

m . in of 

71® 

WdHrmfe 'O in 1^- %• 

7^Rl71lft?.T7 vide ^q^upTofl^T- 
Pr at Benares. 

by 

by » 

com. on ar^qa^fg. 

by Vide sec. 

no. 

by %n(d^l|«. pnpi' of 

ijOjj ( Burnell’s Tanj. Cat. p. 

135a ) for ^sor^s. 

7’J!3§'71^7 of by 
STtffTTTfT, son of gqi=R. N- 
vol IV p. 271. 

of 5ri7l'Jl«r- About 

1600 A. D. ( JBOR8 for 1927 

parts III IV p. X ). 

TTjsrf^RRor. 

7^»4if^5r (on 5?iqgn: )• 

?^?5r>l7?^T^7 alias 

by 

son of qi^iquT- Based on 

divided into 

four on atn^i 

3Ti5n^ and ( Vide Bhand- 

arkar’s Report for 1883-84 p. 

52 and BBRAS Cat. p. 239 

No. 748 and Aufrecht’s Oxf. 

Cat. 285 b.). He says 

was born in sake 1120. 

Mentions and 7^- 

I>aterthan 1675 A. D. 

' y ( C. P. 

Cat. No 6733.) 

')y gi^ig- 
i’y ?fh3fT- Sec. 82. 

( Baroda 0. I. 

1088 ) summaries of the 
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views of 28 sages are given on 

wrgjT^r, *c.; Ms. 
dated 1743. The 28 sages 

*re J15, 

•ri%. 5?iw, ^- 

•nw^^i 0r»i^> gifr^r. f^soj. 

jftriRr, gflsg. 5?. 
_ <. J5i _ 
*fR^> *TTRrT» nn» TIlKTTt ^RT» 

WTtiicnT, arif^H, mn- 
(B- 0- Mss. Cat. vol. I. 

No. 449). 

or by ani^^m 

On ownership of property. 

f (Tri. Cat. Madras Govt. 

Mss. for 1919-22 p. 4782). 

^ir^fai^TT (new series) vol. 11. 

p. 226. 

by 

in 6 00 f%4nn* 

on 5n%OTT^. 

(oew series) 

vol. II, p. 229. 

by Ap¬ 

pears to be different from the 

great On S)jTg7ftraTft> 

8I5r$lE'l<Rr7 STTOl^ai^. 

W^r. ^^sri^. TOoian?: *o- 

N. (new series) vol. I. p. 417. 

by sftqriH 

» q'siirar work con¬ 

cerned with the consecration 

of images of gods and building 

temples; m. by 7^0, f5f. %. and 

55^3^ in 

fftrftqat by 

SUK^ldg^ (on *»»*) by 

5T?l'^T%?!^ by 
C. (vide Cat. of Madras Govt. 

Mss vol. VI. p. 2368 No. 

3153). According to it the 

author flourished 

after ^(?rao, tjnnf. 

Hr and and held 

that the views of all these 

were Btqn^ and ari^T- 

BRlynqsfa by KTT^rar. 

Stein’s Cat. p. 109. 

gftarm “• by jgo in infs^rm 

a^nd 

STf4Tf%?5q5rcn by T^ogsft “■ in 

gR»IT%^q55f^ by jBsara^lft 

divided into 14 ^^s. 

by jiuRT. N. vol. V. 

pp. 189-190. 

by son of vftJtTq5=^, in 

12 a^I5Ts; composed in 

1884. 

SR^T^tg^ 

5ft«T%55m- 

SKRi%rq5!TR by riVin?547g, pupil 

of He was ordered 

to write this work by 

vide under 

Composed about 1662 A. D.; 

m. by 

51^1^ gTR (gf) by gJnihqT- 

fH- 

C. by m. in 
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Vide N. vol. 

VI. pp. 190-93 for an 

account of his family. 

G. m. by 

by divided 

into on anil!^, 

?R. ''^ide sec. 110. 

by (Baroda 

O. I. 8793). 

gftgT<ra:^ by The same as 
is appended to his on 

“• by IjTifff 

of 

and other cRq's of ^o. Vide 

sec. 85. 

on by 

55STg'aH5^ m in wr^TTK^T of 

m. in Pro¬ 

bably the cf g55!g^- 

gn<arn by arf^^. Sec 83. 

C. by gpe^^^- 

son of gfl^F?r?l=gW- 

C. m. by in 

sri?:?5<l5saT 

Vide sec. 11. 

C. m. by vide p. 129 

above. 

C. by 

SlUnViaRT (Baroda 0. I. 8185) in 

four sns^niTS on pj?! ^i%- 

^1^ rites of qu|s and 3n?rHS, 

eight snft^rfs. 5jq^4, 

There is also. 

in 

two siSiTS, each divided into 

q25ts (ed. by Dr. Kirste at 

Vienna, 1889 and tr. in SBE 

vol. 30). Vide p. 17 above. 

C. by jrgr^- 

G. by ing^Tl (extracts in 

Kriste’s edition). 

Vide sec. 8 p. 

91 above. 

c. :yi3^r by iTgi^ (p. 93 
above). 

or -HJig by 

son of ciSfjft'W- 
Vide Baroda 0. I. No. 5480. 

t?Tlf?^'^-tbe same as =qg4n- 

l%??JWroi 

Inif^sraVn by 

tflinr^T by (Stein’s Cat. 
p. 110). 

|jm?a#sn?iTai^ by 

by son of 

^ug, son of About 1620- 

1680 A. D. 

^1^1% by jTjiq^ (part of his 

n^slfd^*)- Mentions ^qqKi<jU|; 
Ulwar Cat. extract 375. 

by 55T^??- 

^H^srrafiiTniqm. 

ftflm’qiH by 
.b’aroda 0. I. No. 8354. 

ano. 

m. in of 



APPENDIX B 

LIST OF AUTHORS ON DHARMASASTRA 

While preparing this list, great difficulties were experienced 

in stating all the works composed by an author. In the case of 

such names as Ananta, Krsna. Gahgadhara, Narayana, Rama- 

krsna, Sankara which are extremely common, the only method 

that could be followed, in the absence of materials to identify 

the authors bearing these names, was to place the same name 

several times in the list against the work composed by that author. 

Since the authors themselves very often convey no more informa¬ 

tion than their own names and since some of the reports on 

the search for mss. do not give even what little information about 

the author can be gathered from the ms. of his work, Aufrecht 

also was compelled to follow this method. In order to avoid 

repetition and save space, I have not repeated in this list the in¬ 
formation that was given under the works contained in the list 

A. Dates are given principally under the names of authors and 

sometimes under works also. For further information readers 

will have in many cases to refer to the works put down as com¬ 

posed by an author. In the case of authors who have written 

on several s^tras, their works on dharmas'astra alone have been 

mentioned. Wherever possible parentage has been noted and 

dates assigned. In a few cases information which became avail¬ 

able after list A was prepared has been incorporated here. 
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a. of ara>r5T^. 

disciple of 

g»j%; a. of 

wq<;gT a. of 3?n^?*T9f|?ri. 

a. of 

a. of a ;t^%. Sec. 39. 

Vide also U«TJn^^ and f?- 

8R55, son of son of Jilfe??, 

resident of 8IT?I??5T: a. of 

Wlfe*<0q^ and 

( composed in 1575 i. e. 

1518-19 A. D.), 

511^*15111^ c -^ft^l- 

a. of 9lWini^.5q^. 

«l»3?ra*^l^, son of 5R?l?m«^ 

^;a, of fl[l*TWl*irai:if?rfg^- 

(com. on ^t*J«F1 cf 

!rfl*35raif5r), ?iPTW!ij;r?r^i (com. 

on 5K?!^I Cif ); Sll^- 

( 03. in Ills com. 

on ^T^iTFl )• About 1500-1550 

A. D.; Ms. of 3[T?T^TTOiq^l??r- 

55^1%^ in B. O. Mss. Cat. 

vol. I. No. 205 p. 120 is dated 

51% 1581 ( 1669 A. D. ). 

popil of a. 

of «5^i^5flw'fr*f5*Ti^*ir 

disciple of tnnR?^I?nT 

or {%^R;?lSrfT; a. of ?W1^- 

( or ?n%- 

In ^%^fl*iq^%, the 

^iqi^q is mentioned and the 

Ms. No. 12548 Baroda O. I. 

was copied in 1887 

( 1830-31 A. D.). 

srsniTisr m. m 

annm^tlST?! a. of 3T<njn^I%^. 

arf^. Vide sec. 16. 

8nP=cT a. of 

anT?aft%?, son of f^J^srPT. snr- 

named Later than 

1575 A D. and earlier than 

1750; a. of si*fl*lp5T or ^Ptl^- 

(for 3n^i*T5ft*i»). 

TT^i^gq^m. 

son of afnq^, Vide sec. 

114 ; a. of ^ig^1^g»T ( divided 

into 12 parts on fafsp, 

&o. ), or -T^^, 

■fsqsrai qTi<t' 

a^ratjiq- 

3151553?^ a. of =g5iigW«f^. 

8R?grtw a. of n3*Ilfim^W%- 

a. of atrlSl^RT. 

son of3'^ct%^f^. Later 

than 1640 A. D.; a of iT*nsn?i' 

qi:i%. (ffl[wra:- 

q^ici )> 

«'4eldl^N5T, 

a. of 

Com. on the of ^ir*n*nT- 

3P15cI?q a. of ni^T^ljpapilf^, 

^?irR^l%- 

3T5n=5^q a. of 

315Tf?ffq^, son of %5Tq|^gT, resi¬ 

dent of a. of tEpgr- 

Rufjnq^pq- Bik. Cat. p. 399 

gives sake 1488 (1566-67 A. D.) 

as date but it is not clear 

whether it is of composition or 

copying. 
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a. of com. on 

•Tif^cWS, SOD of ^fiyi|cW<T5-A-boat 

1640-1670; a. of ?TJT^5'TfH 

( oom. on )• 

son of ®" of 

son of ?ltw5; »• of H?!' 
(composed at the 

desire of )• About 

1715 A. D. 

son of ^rr5T*Tl or ;nii- 

son of 5rS, of j 

a. of »n%*Mift3n?ri 
( composed in 

1625 A. D.) and other works 

ending in inR^ria ( 5nRrf<llft* 

arm)(ira:«T?rfirgi5T- 

gR?cWg. son of son of 

i a- of 3ni^^6«?r5- 
bably the same as the preced¬ 

ing. 

son of a- of 

arjf?mT5, SD° ^ 
Rfilrq or ( Ms. dated 

1526-7 A, D. in Baroda O I. 

No. 10611 ). It is this author 

that is probably mentioned as 

ai5I??W5 in Rf. W- and 

Earlier than 1500 A. D.) 

W5r??m? a. of ^jprfqifra’- 

«R??r»Tl a. of 

a. of JjfrTRT%S; ™- 

in Rn«T?r^( Jivananda 

vol. I. p. 54) and 

«ni?a»T?. son of About 2nd 
quarter of 17th century ; a. of 

H. 0^146 

( at the request of 

anjqrsf )• 

snr^avrs, son of a. of 

of com. snTJ or 

gqvrr on of 

(com. composed in 1692-93 

A. D. at q^t^TRi probably 

modern Pali in the Bhor 

State ). 

3fnifct»T? a. of ^T^THin?- 

arsTfa^S a. of 

ar^-a*!? a. of 

( f ir nine planets ). 

a. of 5^- 

( probably the same as 

of )• 

3isi?mH«r a. of qi^q^q^Rr 

srq-ciqsqq;.) son of ^sat; *. of 

com on fq^qq:?fj5r of 

ar^crqiT^^ a. of sqq^rT^qur, g%;- 

^qoi. 

ailW!=cRTJT a. of ^3?^- 

T1153 or ^3f^{^=3TT- Later than 

1600 A. D. 

ar^rTTHT a. of'lruji^v:i^;ri^n- 

aiq??T?W. son of <|lT^<ui»iTqT- 

51^^. About 1810 A. D.; a. of 

<Hdgd<HT^n%^ a. of f§r5T5r^«n- 

a. of STlRraTf^STT^- 

Vide Sec. 83 ; 2nd and 

3rd quarters of the 12th century 

A. D.;a. of fq^^qHTor^- 

and 

JT^w^qi^TTTq a. of 

Said to be a^rnSr- 

01151. Earlier than 1795 A. D. 
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son of a 

Bathor prince. About 1673 

A. D. ( reputed ) a. of 81^' 

About 1030-1050 A.D. 

m. in the 

8iq^ or srq^TI^ Sec. 80; a. of 

com. called 

Between 1115-1130 

A. D. 

gr|qqX5i:i son of son of 

son of a. of 

wi^qig^Eift^i and arfqqRsq^ 

by and 

One Ms. ( N. vol. V. 

p. 302 ) was copied in 5r% 1442 

( 1521 A. D. ). So earlier than 

1500 A, D. In the colophon the 

work is described as by 

a. of 

about 1520-1592 A. D. 

) a. of sn^r- 

Probably the same as 

native of 

ar^nr^WW a. of 

He is probably the 

same as the a. of 

8r:'n^'5ira a native of J 

a. of axi^H^^er (composed 

about 1700 A, D. ) under 

Tanjore king Shahaji. 

8iw|jqi3iqf*r^a. of ;fh%5llTqi%- 

arrw^Tq^jf’jqnirqm a. of 

aw^’ar a. of 

anaaqmwar iisTJT^qiwnJT. son 

of sfttfri^qu^; a. of 

?igwq or f??THRO, JTTqf^^- 

(on 18 

E?Xq-gXXq?s ); vide B. O. Mss. 

Cat vol. I, No. 77, p. 74 for 

firq^TWipPI. -which appears 

to be only a part dealing with 

and sTBifiT^ from the larger 

work called HKlHjjqi^l’^ and 

No. 319 p. 358 for 

an^aqre^, son of ; a. of 

Later than 1680 

A. D. 

a. of rn?^tq^5T- 

anvqnJT na. in ^i^^im’s 

aigl^snsT^ft:, son of 

Between 1250-1500 A. D.- a.of 

prnpqxjj^r ( composed at the 

desire of prince ruler of 

t^d>-ciq;y on the Jumna ). Vide 

under f^qi^. 

3T?Tq^ com. of and of 

qpJiqHqfT 

gf^Xfiq Vide sec. 59. About 700- 

750 A. D.; a. of ^nsq- on 

of vrrsq on 

and probably of com. on 

a. of 3r?iiTt^g?rqTOifq(t^T 

and aT^Tqq^^nrma^q UiiVMl^. 

(Bik. Cat. p. 

600). 

3n^=5igi5^Wf a. of sn?if»^^. 

8mg=l?? a. of angT«?qTafqf^. 

WRONW a. of com on 
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'PT5^‘ 

saii^ 

^^^7. pupi' of 

Between 1200-1325 

A.D.; a. of ^i^ohror 

«n%5^n71 «• of ar?rai^^<Jra’- 

or About 

1400-1500 A. D.; a. of 

or 3n?n^f*nn*i- 

arwg^i son of of the 5^5^ 

family; a. of 3rT%^- 

gfH?^ a. of 

WlsT^^rg- a. of 

(on srrm%^). 

(probably same as 

^ the preceding). 

8n5t!=^^ a. of jgtc^^jtgrRmV- 

son of gisiT;|5i«5; a. of 

’tjniH'Sid- 

a. of 

aiTH'cf^^' a. of 

anRf^cilsq a of gwjiqr^smisq. 

ai'PlP^^*5'> founder of the 

sect. Said to have flourished be¬ 

tween 1118—1198 A. D. But 

there are varying views. One 

of his pupils ars^vq^J is said 

to have defeated i*^ 

polemical discussions. If this 

be correct, then 

have flourished about 1250- 

1300. Dr. Bhandarkar ( in 

Vaisnavism and ^aivism p. 59) 

accepts 1198 and 1276 A. D. 

as the years of his birth and 

death; a. of 

IT5T®iq> 
or 

Vide Bhandarkar’s Report 

for 1882-83, p. 207 for 37 

works attributed to him and E. 

I. \ol. VI pp. 261-263 for the 

age of 3JT^f5cn>j and his pupils. 

is said to have been 

the son of 

a. of 

or 

ailHg^iq minister of 

Tanjore king Shahaji and Sar- 

foji( first quarter of 18th cen¬ 

tury) ; a. of 

T^im 

3rH??^5T. P“Pii of 5f?^- Ear¬ 

lier than 1650 A. D.; a. of 

If it is this 

woik that is quoted in the 

then the author is 

earlier than 1550 A.’D. 

son of 7TJRm^; a. of 

sqq^qi^q’qj ^ni^qui- 

aiT5I'?T^. a- of 

aiFHqm ( probably or 

STTSft:) a- of ^TJT^qo?- 

anq^. alias son of 

About 1700 A. D. His 

grandson was a pupil of 

snqf^ a. of ^2qT5flR5T. faf^- 

I 
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«nqt?, son of apT^cttsr, son of 

He was father of ajqfg- 

^ a. of and so 

flonrished about 1600-1650 A. 

D.; a. of 

anq^ a. of 

anq^ a. of jThiaq?^<nq (Ms No. 

1870 of Baroda O. I. dated 

1673 ). 

Wiq^^ Vide sec. 7; a. of 

and and 

WTq^ttO?g a. of com. on ar^qin- 

q«,Id- 

anfS^ a. of a m. in %. 

an^tt^rq or aiRn^l or an^n^T. 

son of > a. of com. on 

^4q^q and of com. on 

nqft%e; “ ‘o an^H^rr of 
g^qar. So earlier than 1600 

A. D. 

WRni^fqqi^- of 

aTRnvRqs of q?«qT??qsr^iq- 

«n’q5nqq- ^'de also 

and f^Pffo ; a. of and 

of a ( m. in ftf?n5iHT and 

eqnsr)- 

55?qf^ ^qmqoT see under ^- 

qRiqq- 

qq^■qIq, a. of 

aJTS 

g*-i{qf^, son of ^gqfei and 

and pupil of ntqRlW?; a. of 

iftnraiq^q^r- 

elder brother of 

Latter half of l’2th century; 

a. of fj^nfg^q^i^ ( according 

fo gilTTO^) na. in wiijtgsq 

An ^^yqtqrqTq is m. in ^- 

gqrq (vol. II. p. 135). 

#5THqni a. of srq^H ( B- 0 Mss. 

Cat. vol. I. No. 240 p. 262). 

»• of 

son of 3?nfaqTiq; » of 

ggcltcq ( also called 

)• 

t'a?qiST or g|5Ja?qt*I a. of 

^qq^n- 

qtts:q a. of : m. in 

qi?3^ 

3Tt?qF4 utt. in TH- %• 

a. of ^rqiTRSl. 

com. of m. in 

of ’gwgsi? (pp. 455, 

583, 590 ). 

T^q^I a. of qi7^E^«ii<44;4^Tq4- 

qqqiB? ^e-q'iitiqoi, son of 

m? and king of 

Flourished between 1450-1525 

A. D.; ( reputed ) a. of ^qqi^p 

qoftq q^fq. 

“ in the qiqqnT of 

^ftgqqisq- 

qq^iqiiqq “• by tqn? Hi- 2. 
657. 

a. of m. by ffjgisjnn 

( on *rw. III. 260), by 5^ 

( on jft. 23. 11 ). 

qqp^Tq- a 00m. of m. by 

qqifqfq { on II. 109, IV. 

162, V. 43, IX. 141 and 147 ). 

-aflHiq a. of aii^nTiPiiJiq. 
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Earlier than 1575 A. D.; 

a. of 

a- of ( E. o. 
Mss. Cat. vol. I. p. 516 No. 

441.) 

‘'dfliqrST a. of com. on 

and of 

Vide sec. 17 ; a. of work 

on 3is5-5irei and of a 

a. of a com. on na. 

t>y mriRrm (onjrg viii. 152). 

quoted as a writer on 

sfq'^rra iu 

VI or son of n^Vll, 

surnamed >iijg ; a. of ^^TI" 

a. of 

5(I»MI^g a. of a sec. 40. 

an author m. in aiiq. 

I. 6. 19.7. 

( prince Ekoji of Tanjore 

who ruled from 1676 A. D. to 

1684 A. D. ) a. of qq^T^HTl 

or SPigeiTT^ or n^STJTJIP*!- 

«ri^lVS4- under 

a. of g^uiq. 

a. of m. by giqiT5& 

( p. 1195). Irnf? ()■ 

afiqa^fSf, an author m. in qj vr.I|. 

II. 2. 33. 

^Wcf m in ariq. I. 10. 28. 1. 

and I. 6. 19. 3. Vide sec )8. 

a. of “*• Stq'd on 

ITT- ’=1 23. 3 and 11. 

a. of ij^4>Tfl^ (qT^T" 

qqtq )i 

cti'q<giTiTrqi%. son of q^idivi of 

and com. qq|qT^- This seems 

to be the same as the preced¬ 

ing, since in the 

the author refers to 

as his own work. 

Vide Hultzsch’s R. II. no. 972. 

^qr^ a. of vrisq of im^T^Piii, 

of ^TTT^s on arpTW^i'i^' 

com. on ariqwi-qlq^flq^ and 

of com. on and on 

(wiqtai^q) arqi^* 

m. in com. on »^)fcldl+qT' 

^■ 

^qqr a, of in 10 ais-qTq^. 

Ey in ?it3:- 

imr?- 

tfcHgiTq^ a. of arr^T^^H^T- Pro¬ 

bably the same as above. 

a. of qqqqtfoi. 

<4>q«il'^ a of w.-5(=bq«*i^I- 

a. of 

qqrSll^W?. son of son 

of vnirquinf. Sec. 111. First 

half of 17lh century; a. of 

^qf^qr^Ifqi + feviq pj , ^1^- 

qtqq^%; or- 

^rq^q^T^. rftn^q®!^ or 

sT^^jqf&l'vr, sft%- 

^q?5T^I^. >I^q5ST^i srpif^- 
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^IT55T^ or 5Tri?fr?fJr, 

^ or ^5Tgw?r^, 5R5FT?q?:M 

or 

or mg^JT^rqJT Parts 
of his works ( such as parts of 

the and ^^551?^) 

are very frequently entered 

in the catalogues as separate 

works. 

a resident of ^(friTIR 

( Kopargaon ) on the Goda¬ 

vari ; a. of arrgR^ or 

3n%^5rqtn- 

m Ijy f 15^ in sn^;- 

ffinr as viTStT^T 

^ of 3n?n^?if^- 
Later than 1400 A. D. 

m. in sn^^iiTnr of 

^^RTliT ( probably the same as 

W5T1T) ^ of 

a. of ;ftfaf^g5p. 

^ m. by 

Imf^. Earlier than 1100 A. D, 

a. of com. on arjq. jj. ^ and of 

on of 

^TtqTqsi and on ?nra[^5q?jyl’ of 

a- of ^4ir?RT. 

a. of 

^«^|UI¥r5 revised arHlw’s 

on 

4>«q|Um4^> a. prince ; a. of com. 

on of and 

a. of sqggusrftq. 

a. of 

( at the bidding of king fmg'- 

IfTf )• 

a. of a m. in 

on jTj. ■g. and in 

^(^+I-d«t4?lrn a. of q- 
V.; flourislied between 1100- 

12C0 A. D. 

a. of ( B 0. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I No. 419 p. 495.) 

Earlier than 1600 A. D. 

^TTjmrft a. of Cfcf^^|:ji»*g4>. 

a. of 

^qq a, of a gH^|g and a 

Vide sec, 19. 

qj^q a. of ?a^qa«WmW. 

son of ging ; a of 

a. of a and of a 

Sec. 18; m in gf jq. g. 

I. 6. 19 7. 

ct>ir<4 an author m. in g. ct. 

1. 2. 4.5. 

^qprra of^ql?gnH^^(Ms. 
No. 9470 Baroda 0. I. ). 

qn^rPT^ a. of 3n5?«5^i?ri%lw- 

^T??TBT5l a- of a in verse. Sec. 

38 ; a. of a sn^^, of 

or ^igiqfg- 
^ or 

^Irsn^J^T a. of ^qq^q. 

a. of Rrqfgigq^. 

^R%cr a. of ^q^TTfriHOR. 
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I-'ater than 1500 

and earlier than 1660 A. D.; 

a. of 

and of 

(a q^ to of 
a com. on 

a. of ^IJraFT? I^ater 

than 1200 A. D. 

qsiw^^n or a. of 

Referred to by 

{ in the character in 

) and by in 

bis ^T5qi55fn^j;3rfT% and in 

the nguny^- Earlier th in 6o0 

A. D. and probably flourished 

in 3rd or 4th century A. D. 

^w^q^ a. of 

com. on 

of com. called j|?r- 

^ on qTT^^fg. Mentions 

WWdNiq- ^o later than 1400 

A. D. 

^Iwirfl%f5T a. of a quoted in 

of TOnirjltl 

( on III. 265 ). 

a of TtR^T^I^- 

a. of 

q;t^^?0T^Tqi^^R a. of 
(composed in 1834 A.D.). 

JTSTO^T^IFT, a. of 

q«m 

son of 

a. of spqtq^cJl, 

(or HSI4»4q<f^ or ijsfq^m)’ 

??Hfq'qT5iq^ and sn^:ir!rVn- 

q^if^ or antigw^n, 

snftnTcH 

a. of com. on 

Rrmrftq and sinn%^afq of ^- 

5,5^ (N. I p. 105) and smi- 

IT? a. of 

qn5inn? a. of 

„ a. of com. on iiUlrfUdgsp 

„ a, of ?rrg:^5q- 

?qi«Tra ( or qit^ ), son 

of SHT??, son of ^l^^qpiqT?- 

Sec. 117 ; a. of ^gwra^ (or -?TI? 

composed in 1791 A. D.), sf]^- 

TTl'sq. fo?feqqi5f with com. 

gpI5ftsTI«l. son of iHqim (surnamed 

51% ); a. of 

son of g55TT?; a- of f.u^- 

( D. C. Ms. No. 42 of A 

1882-83 ). The woik was com¬ 

posed in 1554 i. e. 1632 

A. D. (5n%5%f5qfif%sT 

SWT TTIH )■ 

dq- io the plural 

in of »T^^. 

a. of 

^T5ft5n«TTT5 ( also called Riqisj??- 

;ipi); son of 5WTTTTW5. son of 

fiiqTWWf; a. of tfcl^SpJj^T- 

?)fq^T. fciT«r?tfq^T- STa?oi- 

^iq^T. *TTqgft3TaT<n=q1^W, 

^T^nrrq grq^qwvfsr^T?. son of 

son of TTWfWr; a. of 

commentaries on the varioqs 
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parts of the of 

( such as 

mmciT?, u^i- 

He is different from 

^1^0 also commented 

on (compare N. I. 

p. 160 with N. II. p. 84 ). 

a. of V ide sec. 19. 

a. of ( B. O. 

Ms. Cat. Tol, I. No. 244 p. 267). 

^TOj^ m. insrx^. «t- I 6. 19. 7. 

m. in arpT- ■g- I- 19. 7. 

a. of m. by STITISB 

(p. 548), of 

Irnf?- Also 

a. of- ^qJTTrrqcI ( vide 

D. C. Ms. No. .265 of 1887-91 

and 496 of 18s6-92), a huge 

work composed under gjnflT" 

1^- 

^qft'TT^rra “. in ariSxTxq ( Jiva- 

nanda \ol. I. p. 298 ) of 

( reputed ) a. of 

Said to have been com¬ 

posed by a pandit of Cole- 

brooke, about 1800. 

jqn? a- "f ^feT m. by fimTSIHT 

(on qig'. HI. 253 ), snni^ 

(p-1070), of 

npnljTifqq^ (p. 550) 

a. of 

Later than 1000 A. D. 

of srarq^Ti^qt^jq. 

f a. of 

a. of com. on aT%q- 

com. on »neW^Jl^5ri com. 

on and of atn^- 

a. of ^%St^RT and ol 

qni?aT%fxnJTTO(. 

f5lt^ “. by the R?^qcftT^5TO 

( p. 281 ) in the same breath 

with and 

Before 1500 A. D. 

cl Sec. 89. 

About 1250 A. D.; a. of fFq^- 

5^155?!; com. on and 

of «ri^flTJTT. ari^TTHm? and 

f qinJT pnpil of 5Wfm ; 2nd half 

of 18 th century; a. of 

srft^ 

^tnqiTT a. of com. on and 

of 

{ a Gauda prince ), son of 

RT^^TFjf- f’trst half of 17th 

century ; ( reputed ) a. of 

Sfq»T5T' 

|;toI, son of son of of 

the wii-Tsml^r; a. of qortsTJi^- 

fW or- ^iq^T- 

^571, author of Between 

1350 and 1500 A. D.; Ms. 

( Baroba O. I. No. 1422) dated 

1592 and the author 

names ^f^g-agT, and 

; flourished between 

1350 and 1500 A. D. 

of family, son of or 

; about 1500 A. D.; a. of 
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claims as his own 

work ), 

|5OTT of the family, a. of 

A. D. 

^TOI arrST^ a. of 

§5tii an^I^, son of f<?TIT^f^f ^75 ; 

a. of 

^OTt arixIT^ a. of shtT> ^ ‘=0“- 

fWI^pp^RIIR, a- of com. on ?[T?T- 

«FI- 

^ of 

( part of gp»rf«nT'3?Htf'T^ )• 

*• of sja/^'l'fc^TR^- 

fCTrase^55^R- vide under aftfCTT- 

j>»5U|^iHct a- of 

STStTH 

SOD of y 

a. of 

^WH^Rtar, alias g^anfeS^^T’ ®on 

of jis^TfHsr P^P’' 
a. of ^^sr^'T- About 1650 

A. D. 

^soi^ra of 

son of a. of 

^ism^^i son of 7it4|-^T^; a. of gsdig 
and 

flrsop|^i§ai%^^r'3r. 

^®l^g<H|^aFTV5Ti son of HRiaoi; 

a. of a?»«s Jnn*15tR> 

H. D.—147 

sn^lrff^Tg^ or -fg%, g%- 

aod annaTTRSt?- 

^CTlfTn^H a. of m- in jjRTT- 

8rt?T- 

a- of com. on 

of com. on of com. on 

of com. 

on of ^o, of com. on 

of itHVsTIR. of 

frsTitfpr^cj a. of ^jjriRingsrRR- 

f aJTTifu^5I, son of of 

?R«n«T5R- 

f:CTi<m?cr, son of irutug- and 

5i|c;ft; a. of ?;stTlT^s=?TOTraT a^d 

fTinn^cr Hirri^. grandson of 

author of giHRR, a. of 

srtfaTrHl^r About of 1450 A.D. 

son of g^^TT, son of 

; a. of 

alias ^RS&'rfq^N^l 

Between 1300-1500 A. D. 

^laJUT?, son of qifiquT; a. of »tBI^- 

g^^^uiqqhr ( composed in 1759 

A. D.). 

a of 

^501*15 a. of 4^1344 KRit?. 

a, of 

an¥ ( or anq^), son of 

T5^T»lof Benares ;a. of 

alias flfq^ on firJrai^fg of 
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son of 

son of ; a. of <t>|(!t^n-it4li 

and 

( vide N. I. p. 14 for gi%- 

son of f^CTjjJrsr, son of 

son of ; »• of 

^K<$T(^T^I> a com. on 

of Composed in gsig; 

1505 ( 1448-49 A. D. ). 

son of son 

of ; a. of fafsT- 

f^oiWJTra«'T and q^j- 

ST^. and of com. on 

« 

of the a. of 

a king who ruled over 

jTfKrg on the »ftg[TgrlV; a. of 

a large work. 

fisoi^ a. of Men¬ 

tions n^sT^. 

IRFiqr. 

?’®nTm ( of ). a. of JI5I- 

^e(iiT%R a. of com. on srr^T^^ of 

?otI4I45^i son of st^pN^. a. of 

5%sr^?nr ( composed at the 

bidding of )• 

a. of Later 

than 1250 A. D. 

a. of 5ft»ri^5q?5f^T- 

5WI|^|4 a. of com. jj^rj on 

of 

^50ipgi4, son of 5 *■ 
of ^ld4jTKT^5?V- 

^*>UIN^'5 a. of 

fsinR?? a. of^- 

^soimsTHTO^T a. of ai.j-!TlT|q,^fg. 

%7T?. m- in ^q^?TTT- Earlier 

than 1150 A. D. 

a. of ?Tr%*Rg^- 

%5I^ a. of 

a of %5rarn5 

son of ; a. of ^’%o6- 

a- of aa?gmqfioimqa5- 

He was the chief pandit of the 

qftqq^ of a king of Tirhut. 

^5Tq^R'?4l45^ a. of 

%4Nd4M«R5T a. of TqtfdMtR- 

son of ^^vtTTR- About 

1770-1790 A. B.; a. of grggqj. 

and nm4sT??!n^. 

%5ra^%fr, son of a. of 

sk4l^?d^ of qi^jn^T. About 1500 

A D.; a. of Jthrsicld^^r or 

son of ^fi55T^ of hI^- 

JITO; a. of and ^j?r- 

About 1500 
A. D. He is probably the same 

as the preceding. 

%?ra^ a. of 3T^ql|rqqVq 

( from his Jr»ft*Wl5l )i 
sr^Vrmfni. 
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son of anmr of 

( Puntambe ) on the ; 

a. of l^ater than 

1450 A. D. 

a. of STTgRir^tT (prof)al)ly 

same as that m. in of 

°). aramTrsr#! 
and 

a. of !irT?r?lTqig;i%- 

%5TaM5, sen of nhn^%?r i a- of 

son of snTPi'a 3T¥ra^r; »• 

of innnaf^- 

a. of com. on 5Rfl- 

^fq^i 

a. of g?^liqKl%g- 

%9raRT«T a. of 

ai^fqfgfffgr ’"'as his So 

about 1540 A. D. 

son of JTlfa??TFT. Son of 

?mTiq of vtlT^Tifril^i a. of 

Mentions at.d 

qtfigTT^ Ms. dated ;ptqa; 1810 

( Baroda 0. I. IS'o. 5860 ). 

a. of 

m. in Before 1100 

A. D. 

%5rai^4 or %5TqR5 5ET?nlft« a. 

of qjq^tfq^. (pr- Ch. S. Series). 

About 1500 A, D. 

C. HraiTn by ( F- 

S. Series. 

a. of 

son of ^ifoRT ; a. of fqqi?- 

(Ms. dated 1398-99 

A. D.). The com. is by noRp, 

son of 

%51^«R m- io and 

%?Fiqi fho author of the 

tns:)% *51^ )• 

a. of RT\qq=q(^*l. 

a. of 

^T%5t a. of ( No. 

641 of 'Visrambag collection I 

and D. C. No. 104 of 1895- 

1902). He mentions qs^jqiariR, 

9BTqRf. ^^f^irftqi 

Later than 1400 A. D. 

( reputed ) a. of ( D. 

C. No. 223 of 1879-80 is a 

different work on ?in^ from 

above). 

a. of RRPT31. 

a. of ■ 

soil of ; “ of 

^^’:qT^lR a. of 

B. of gf^iq^l^T ( B- O- 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 380 

p. 435 ). 

m- in 5q'4^U4B<I^T of 

:^riqTfH ( prose passage on 

limitation for recovering a 

debt) and in ?ipg;R^- 

m. in anq- R. ^ I- 6. 19. 4 

and 7 and I. 10. 28. 1 and in 

qST^fq^ of (P- ^O^)- 

5^51% m. in fRTO, <Di«)4l|«l4 

tp. 76). 
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a. of m- in 

and 

Vide under anf^- 

*3 a- of m. in fjrgrraiRI 

( on *rw. III. 28 \ anTIT^ ( PP- 

487, 1086, 1187 ), 

OTWT a. of |irwTfl?5r?i#r>T. 

OTIT a. of fsplpT^iT^. 

%?RT5T a. of 

2nd and 3rd quarter of 

11th century ; a. of 

and s?tfiT55?n. 

a. of ^miftsTTcr- 

<s<>i¥W?, son of surnamed 

3rmi%?T;a ofg^Ti^n^.W 

giHsmm. 

son of q-nwoni lgga- Bet¬ 

ween 1400-1600 A. D.; a. of 

'IT^msraRT, first part of which 

is arrgTT^gTH- 

son of son of 

^ called a. 

of qergf^.^r, (com¬ 

posed in 1720 A. D.). Vide 

Ulwar Cat. No. 1431. 

^4<4HT, son of fgsrrf^) son of 

«i^4S4f(»r, son of ^%gi ^3; 

(who is styled q^- 

) of Kanoj; 

colophon of srpfq^f^ gives this 

pedigree, but the verse before 

it says that the parents of 

were and 

So this man may be 

the same as above. 

son of son of 

qjqiqoT, who belonged to 

qTvqnig5r honoured by the king 

of ; a. of fTq^cJT or pq- 

^fSTT^- Mentions WIViar, 

So later than 1400 A. 

D. Also wrote 

a. of STUraonjir. 

a. of 

of 

or q|n^. son of 

fir W; a. of About 

1450-1500 A. D. 

wwruT a. of gnfg^q<j% for sama- 

vedins ( vide B. O. Mss. Cat. 

vol. I. No. 33 p. 32 ). 

Imnn a. ot 5|;^gq 

a. of Injq^TqT composed 

in 1512 A. D. when he was a 

governor of Aufre- 

cht( II. pp, 26-27 ) is wrong 

in saying that he composed the 

work in 1612. 

BS'l'q? a. of 3n^uRt<44> or 

( The D. C. Ms. No. 135 of 

1886-92 though described ai 

appears to be a 

different work. It quotes sn^l^- 

( folio 6a ) and explains 

sacrihcial terms like jpjf^, 

qt^pjft and sacrificial materials 

like 

rTWTHfT a. of qj^q^q^, siq>|- 
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a. of 

^ot 

a. of MRn^nWT^i 

ilffivrft- 

1191^ a of f^^pnif) ^nivnnft^- 

a- of wsr^'T- 

i^»T5 of arR^^^swtTOlf- 

nfflTT*I> ®on of lTiSI«*4; 

probably the same as 

HST^^ above; a. of 

trfamisiH- 

a. of 

a. of (com¬ 

posed in 1632 A. D.). 

a. of ai%lTl%5crTtTftt 

VWBIHuW- 

njfraR a. of ^f^5sr- 

a. of 

iTjrr^T a- of I 

son of ((Kmii. About 1600 

A. D.; a. of a com. on 

^wg^migtT^qui of his father. 

®on of a. of 

g|4^. 5f?jfeWR (composed 

in 1633 A. D.). 

niFT^j ®on of a. of 

son of a. of 

(composed at Kham- 

bayat or Cambay in 1606-07 

A. D.). 

son of a. 

of c'' 
(Ms. dated 1784 A. D.). 

niFm °f com. vrr^^- 

on sn?;5R^ of 

»T3^T a. of 
probably same as preseding. 

C)f 

a. of sj^^r, com. on 

n-glf W a. of com. on ^nT^fTHT- 

nnPTJT a. of 

patronised by i%{%?PTi 

a. of m|TiK({)<4<¥- Earlier than 

1750 A. D.) 

m. in «n^9liTT of 5^. 

ipin?? a. of ^Ti]i<t<l«nid(f4<i1- 

son of (^W <); a. 

of niT*'raaT%'nt; ®ays his 

grand father was patronised by 

king ?n5?T of ff ‘TP^ f® 

identical with the king 

of fitfqgn of that name, then 

quiqfg flourished about 1350 

A. D. Vide B. 0. Mss. Cat. 

No. 86 p. 88. 

4|J|qfd. son of n^RT; a. of 

(composed in 1685-86 

A. D.), gn^ppjrrf^i ^nPdoujTPr 

and «S«llPcI'T3’%. 

nmqpT a. of com. on pT^ppp^vg of 

jpipqp m. in ^'&5!PPPIT' Earlier 

than 1500 A. D. 

ipSiqp, son of son of PPfl^, 

son of sq^pp^; a. of f^flpPP^^. 

ipnrqp a. of ^Pif«'0H<t>|- 
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lTO5r^ a. of ^3RTra^of?r, 

son of of qT^jn?r; 

about 1520 (in which year he 

composed his a. of 

of a com. on 

and on 

*173^ a- of ipfliT^gvr- 

hSrTWS a, of 

a. of 

a. of 

(part of s?Tct^r?isff»T) or 

w5m#l«m?Tr!T a. of 

!iT«if^'tnft3n?T (N. voi V. 

p. 222). 

noRTfgr^ a. of f^i?rq^qui. 

niiw nfNq;, son of ^arT%9i (who 

was father of and uncle 

of m. in si^T’ir’s 

?ft?TT’s BlT^KK^r; about 

1300—1325 A. D.j a. of 

and TTfxq^^ (B. O. 

Mss. Cat. No. 84 p. 85). 

(lTfm#fqi^-qT^ JTStT?) a. 

of 3n)g^i;R for qj3T*I^q5rMI- 

B. O. Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 38, 

p. 36. Probably same as the 

preceding. 

?T?, surnamed fg-^i^q -, a. of ^q- 

composed in 1610 

(1553-54 A. D.) in 

while nxf^Eiq and other grand¬ 

sons of were living, 

a. of 

a. of ^xiif^WM^fqspT- 

a. of m. by 

WT^^qm. Earlier than 1509 A.D. 

son of qxqq; later than 

1550 A. D ; a. of com. on ?XT^- 

or of 

com. on qiT^^qfX^, of com. 

oo aXT^X^iqqjjg:^; mentions 

4;%> SXqrXBTTIsq, XX?iT4Tf<<aH, 

TTfl^3iqxqq^, 5%?- 

iXgXqif, son of n^X^P?; a- of gfq- 

q^q a com. on ^XR^TXa?!^; 

about 1450 A. D. 

son of About 

1450-1500 A. D.;a. of ^xgstlR 

(pr. in B. I. Series), an^RIT, 

RfXRI?, gf^XXI?. 

xx^Rf a. of JXgxxFn^sr (B. 0. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. p. 113), 

n?iR? a. of qn«€t^^cr. 

xigPR a- of com. qsg^iqqSX on 

by sxXXT^TRq- 

^I%rT a. of 

JX^l|q^, m. in qx^XI^RB^ 

m. in IR !%• 

XRXxqiq, m. in of 5x1^- 

by f^x^R in sfllXoiR^^. 

XXR% a. of a m. by arqR^ 

(p. 549), txxif^ 

(III. 2. 50). 

Tnr on politics* m. in com. on 

xOw^I^qT^- 

xrn a. of a m. in 

(pp. 124, 196, 368), in 

qn a. of qjxq^ on 
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a. of h ii^- 

ide under 

inr?! a. of a ; sec. 20. 

»n55il a. of a ; m. by 

son of ; a. of 

^Tgsfi- 

a. of com. on jfqg- 

«Tf 

P“Pil 

; a. of 

son of ?Tg^; a. of ai.-^rq'- 

“• by in 

vide J^PT. 

of JT5rW?n^WI5' 

a. of 

com. on gfect^. 

*• nf tq^TSW^- 

*■ ariT^' 

son of i a. of 
(composed 

in 1632-33 A. D.). 

son of 3i»(rfr?q ; a- of 

^^^«q5rm. JmisTRrfM^ 

SOD of 

a- of 
( B. O. Mss. 

Cat. vol. I Nos. 65-66 pp. 

59-60), of sr^q or a 

com. on PfUW of 

and of 

Cat. vol. I No. 54 p. 50 gives 

as the name of 

the com. ). 

son of 5^11% under 

king qi^q, son of ( of 

liT{«i®T)j a. of 

q^;f^; Ms. copied in gr. g. 592 

{ 1611 A. D.). 

ntqX^r a. of snWPPT^' 

ntqieS, a. of ^^5- Vide pp. 

617-18 above. 

JllqTcI m. in of ’, 
probably the same as the 

author of the ^Tfl^ 

JTtqT5t a. of 

JTtiTRr a. of ; 

between 1500-1565 A. D. 

Jitqig a. of f USERS' 

,xtqT55 a. of a. of com. 

on J|5qriqpT of q>lrqiqiT- 

»l)qigr a. of aiRn^- 

f^q (composed in 1613 A.D.), 

fqfarf^, firaK- 

fqdk ^ 

ntqRS a. of an^lWI^^'l- 

q^qi^ a. of 

son of 

a. of 

,^^155 a. of n*" sn^’ 

q^qfgs a. of 

Jtlqwl^f^ a. of com. on 4^.4I^FT 

of <*l<q|qH- 

fCTTW Bater than 1620 A.'D.; 

a. of snfs^ and 

?T«qq»rifHUI*ri 

qWRTpqiqiraTHsr a. of 

( according to ^1411^31 )• 

iftqRs^trmapnr About 1570- 

1620; composed com. on the 
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?tT^s of called frroi?! 

viz. an^nfwjuW. ^ i^- 

i^irwrq-, ^^rffio, 

srmik^f^io, 1%^- 
1%^. g%fsr«, ssn-^- 

^I#?rRo, g^^iOfo, and 

»ilqR5qfo5?r a. of ^^rvrxsjT. 

iftqT55»Tli son of ^soiflj, sur- 

named g^; a. of 

( Vide Baroda O. I. Ms. No. 

8975 ). He quotes and 

Later than 1650 A. D. 

*ftqW<n pupil of 5r^^qR??;a of 

( B. 0. Mss. Cat. 

vol I. No. 454 p. 534 ) and 

»• of About 

1560 A. D. . 

ntqT5!W5 a. of ?rit3E?n?IR^lT^l- 

»Ttwq5q53^( ) a. of ftnjqvr- 

«TT. or 

nhTR5»qT?T a. of qq^raf^^q. 

qVqresiM^Fq “■ in snqiTXcq of 

gsjcqtjj. Earlier than 1640 A,D.; 

a, of 3iRn=qin5rt- 

<riq|<ftiM>al*'dqiqt?r a. of sqg^jfj- 

qlqwiqr^ ». of iq;jq^%. Later 

than 1450 A. D. 

qtqRnq^ a. of fqrqpqi^q^f^. 

qWtqrq a. of iftqqqfRiirq- 

jfwyqrq. son of JTfi^q; a. of 

qrtq^t com. on of 

^Tfqiqq. 

qiiftqiq a. of fqgqn^iqiTiq. 

nt^nq » of ^^Tiq^ignJiq. 

qlqVqiq. son of son of 

fq^Tqsqra of giftrenlq ^iio 

was one of the four sons of 

and resident of 

qcqug’gX'; a. of srrfq^^- 

Earlier than 1600 A. D. Ulwar 

Cat. No. 13-23 and I. O. 

Cat. p. 618 cause confusion and 

make it appear that there 

were two writers of 5in%l*qt^ 

of the .same name. 

qVqtqm stuTfriqq^ a. of 

^fq^i 

qVqiqrq^'sjcq a. of snqDft^4 

(^q%5ftq )■ 

qVqVqmqis*, son of 

son of j a. of q-gon- 

qr?Tqfqi% 

nHtqrqq? a. of fqi^XitsTEET- 

mqtqiqqs a. of 

3^iS^qrrfinqq^iq> qrrftf^ii 

nHtqtq^q a. of 

IftqlqTfTqq^ son of ; a. of 

f^qi’jq ( written at the 

bidding of prince ). 

Probably there is some 

confusion. The author of fqojqj- 

was sx^rqqiq^ who 

wrote under 

a. of qfx^ and of a 

(also called of 

qsT^rrqq). vide pp. 502-504 

above). 

qTm55( reputed ) a. of^qqqqqpq. 

a. of ijinqjTf • 

qVqqq 3qr:qiq a. of 

qtqqq a. of anq^*q|- 
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son of goft^TH; of 

»rt2l4»r «n3'E of (com¬ 
piled 1396 under Bengal 

Zamindar )• 

son of son of 

; a. of arm^wTW- 

son of ^nrif^ftTW ; a. of 

a. of <PT5I^ “ ’o 
Probably the same as the 

next. 

a. of JrT*lT»Tf^?'T^(^- 

nVfg^, son of Earlier than 

1550 A. D.; a of tpisfltT m. 

in the of He 

■wrote ^^aw^rr '‘f bidding 

of ( B. 0. Mss. Cat. 

No. 264 p. 287 dated 5t 132 

i. e. 1551 A. D.). 

a. of 

son of g^^JT ; a. of 

son of ; a- of 

com. ou 

of who was his uncle ; coin, 

composed in 1550. 

nM^ ^qi^'^rPT “• i‘> ttni?- 

son of 

who was younger brother of 

and son of who 

was minister of king fTW?; 

a. of HR?Tt©W C*)- A work 

called 

tioned in ussjJT^TrR^ ( P- ) 

and i5^T^a^ (P-f2) of 

H. D.—148 

(Vide B. O. Mss. Cat. 

vol. 1. pp. 107-109 ). About 

1300-1370 A. D. 

t^> soil cf of the 

and n^?nT>ihi; 

a. of ^^ll[rr^ ( composed at 

Junna"r in 1691-92 A. D.). 

son of ; a. 

of wTS'ni^- 

nViqp^qi^fT a. of 

Earlier than 1560 A.D.; m. in 

of 

a. of com. on *JT^fq^. 

jt1rs=?«5, m. in %iT«?nnT of 

(on %n,-g;). Earlier 

than 1250. 

ca- in iRnTTamq (p. 

787 ) by as of 

qCRR- Earlier than 1500 A.D. 

a- of ?r5T«n5:innn. 

fT%:55 a. of 

nrR???m. Son of ?TT\qq; a. of 

com. ou and of 

Sec 77. ?l57TTPTfqf^ is 

ascribed to him. 

*TlR-?qR “■• of qqjjq^pn (compos¬ 

ed between 1740-49 A. D.). 

qtR-X a. of ^Tigwiqgiq. 

a- of com. on 

jiV(q?XI5RX son of 

qinqfq'vij. Sec 106. Flourished 

between 1500-1510 A. D.; a. 

of qqrsEqwg’^t. g%- 

^ig^. «n^1g^ and ofar^- 
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com on of 

aiid (com. 

on ^qifoi’s sntn%^%^)- 

a of 

( B. O. Mss. Cat. No. 

292 p. 33-2 ) 

a. of HoraSH. 

ifian a. of v4g,'^ ( ®oc. 5 ) and 

quoted as a writer on politics 

in the com. to sftm^fT^^lT^rr- 

ift?rw a- of 

imm a. of 

( and others ) a. of 

<n(tdxi. son of nir^r?; of 

a- of ^insq- 

jfrfVqfd, son of a of com. 

on of Compos¬ 

ed at Benares in 1640 A. D. 

mO^TVr?, son of son of 

snWTT^d. dlflUT '^as born 

in jf^nS on the banks of a 

holy river in Yajiiabhumi, but 

studied at Benares and was 

honoured at the court tf Akbar. 

wrote «g?Tpu[q^iq. 

He compo.'ed it after 67 years 

of A k bar’s era 

I ifTd: 

»fT<t5I5r4wn). i. 0. 1609 

A. D. He mentions 

( dR!? ^), ^qrfSi, 
and seve¬ 

ral other works. He mentions 

also of his father. 

Vide D. C. Ms. 76 of 1892-95. 

n1^5TW? a. of mifinid- 

m. as a jurist in 

?fdl^r of =gut^ ( pp. 46, 483 ) 

and in ^eqJTId’s where 

his work seems to be called 

e^TdlHcR'^- Earlier than 1300 

A. D. 

(reputed) a. of 

a. of q5j^%f«ri%t^. 

^sCTllSiqiS? a. of com. on %fsj- 

a^n^T of Ms. (in B. 0. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 163 p. 

178 ) is datad 1700. 

a. of o^i^g-RKqt- 

»• of 

son of i a. of ??%- 

(composed at the 

desire of of )• 

^<7^^ a. of Ndtut 

or ( vide Baroda 0. 

I. Ms. No. 296 dated 1593, 

g- f3 ). He is styled 

JTBmm and 

5^, son of Sec. 

91; a. of ( divided 

into seven parts on ^q, 

dldi <^511. aod 

5% ) and of f tqi%?rriiifai, ^- 

and 

a. of ^fiRqrl^q^j^. 

=qg^5I a. of fqqTf<T«T%- 

a. of gt^d<4|4KtHK ““d of 
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a. of 

m- in 

ip. 243) by 

=gg^ a. of sri^fraTOm 

and 8ir?n=TOH5 (both works 

are probably identical). He is 

probably the same as the 

m. by 

a. of m. in f?iar?T^'T^- 

«'■ of 

3*TW% (alias 3^tn»Tf\ son of 

or vnT«5 'mn^- 

Between 1575-1650 A. D.; a. 

of 

fq'r?- 

f^gsr^iln, srRf^ak. 
l%wpi alias 

a. of en^T^^TH O'" 3Tr?T?- 

?f5r. 

a. of 

a. of j^eg^oT^q^l. 

a. of 

son of 

a- of ItifJirfRT or 

’^4^iq*i or ?^f^sr?lmT, 

^graRH^JT?- 

a. of |;jhr^3"JT o*" 

or 

son of ggJTOlWlJ 

a. of 

m. as a writer on 

by ?T%5rPT on ^o V. 50. 

a. of TTSnftra^rrei "^erse 

(various recensions) pr. in Dr. 

N. Law’s Calcutta Oriental 

Series; and of the 

Hultzsch’s R. II. No. 993 (and 

p. 85 extract) is a 

the last verse of which is 

‘ #qn5TiftrT3 5>fr9n sftm?nT?ig- 

I =g'?2RT^ g|OR«r: 

oitqRfg^l^ ’ Vide under 

=g;iJT^qiflT5 and similar works. 

m. in the com. on the 

RHmoi a. of 

son of son of 

a Pandit of Colebrooke; 

a. of (com- 

posed in 1803 A. D.; vide B. 

O. Mss. Cat vol. I No. 356). 

a. of 

pupil of ;Ew45r^5n- 

qsgflTsj; a. of 

a of +4q^lH- 

5=^T?mTnt5T»T5T^. a 

ni^i a. of (divided 

into parts on 5BT. 

m^ravT. 51%: and sn^). Earlier 

than 1680 A. D. 

^gfuT, son of a. of 

(sometimes said to be) 

a. of composed by 

glRlgTqf®^ in the ‘Jnd half of 

16th century in Akbar’s reign. 

a. of JTfTfeCTjt^tT5l% 

and gTnt?ni?{%. 
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son of and 

and pupil of 

a. of ). 

composed at request of rll^pid', 

son of ^ng. Bows to vrnRHctFj 

and as and 

describes them as 

Probably flourished about 

1350-1375 A. D. Vide Tri. Cat. 

Madras Govt. Mss. for 1919-22 

p. 4214. 

Sec. 21; a. of a 

a. of • 

or (or 

son of toPBH; a. of ^^4?nnT 

(of which is first part) 

and anf^^ for Later 

than 1675 A. D. 

am a. of 

com. on 

or a. of m. in 

(on ?n3'- m- 290, 326), 

^5qcn5,3mi4 pp- 442, 

533, 932. 

5flT5TSf?5 a. of 

gin^ a. of ?n^«T?l'T oom. on 

a. of 

5in^si a. of 

sm^TPI cf^THFnT- Sec. 118; a. of 

5FT5n«T ?n%^, son of a. 

of 

sRi^si^ a. of 

giiftlaq (reputed) a. of hVrisi^- 

(which is said to have 

been imparted to him by 

SIRTra a. of a m. by ftfriniRT 

(on I. 256 in prose), by 

ST?tI, (pp- 267 

468, 501, 880, 1064) and 

SlPf^Isi HRtWto. son of ^jrri^; a. 

of 

a. of ngT^RWS^q^m^ 

(B. O. Mss. Cat. vol. No. 90 

p. 91). 

3j?r^CTT or 

com. on and of 

Siq^.coi giqufRT a. of 

alias 

pupil of MFR^T^; a. of 

com. on of 

of 4'’or latter vide Ms. 

No. 8685 of Baroda O. I. 

(Is 1““ an author 1) m. in 

£l54R?? and Rmq%5^- 

vtq’TRTquT ff4wRVr a. of 

H^I?r (composed for fqrqqHiqm 

^q)> §?^T(?fRrnq5T- 

5iq?cT or 3iq?3^qTTlT^, son of 

son of ^^qpn^TWq;- He was 

father of arfipr?^- End of eighth 

century; a. of an^iq^ftq ^- 

and RTT^^qRIgl com. 

on sn^5!RR«J?r^- |FTf5(III. 

1. 1339) says that refuted 

the view of 5!qsd4:dlWd[^ on 

tlie verse aF?q*<|% ^ RSFq. He 

is m. by in his 

on qR^T4Jfr, in 
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of and f'l «n7r 

For o” 

' ide D. C. Ms. 

No. 45 of 18y9-1915 ). 

a. of com. on 

!5r???T4T a. of ( abstract 

)• 

5WTTIT a. of 

grqflR, son of son (.f ^[TJfl- 

^ of »nT^5liTf5r- Between 

1200-1400 A. D. ; a. of 

a com. on 

In Ulwar Cat. extract No. 39 

the date ( of composition 

probably ?) is 1611 

( 1554-55 A. I).). 

“• of 

qNtMKi- 

king of l^arlier 

than 1750 A. D ; ( reputed ) a. 

of 

“• io 

( p. 782 ) of 

3tqR?<f a. of 

^1tV^'*4-vide sec. 22. 

3IK^H5lT4^n a. of 

or-fgr a. of a m in 

ftrmaiRT (on ?n^. in. 24,260, 

263-64, 315, 322, 326 ), wqTFR 

p. 736. 

Earlier than 1230 A. D.; m. 

in «K«irTT of f in ^- 

qifSt’s ^niRSiqf^^ and qr^f^' 

by in 

( p. 237 Vol. II. refers to his 

snqqfg&i^ and SfgJiqoiflfq^ ) 

and in 

p. 774 ). 

isiHTW^ Earlier 1250 A. D. m. in 

( vol. II. p. 46 ) 

of^^H^ as referred to by 

Sec. 67 ; flourished about 

1000-1500 A. D. 

latJja^l^q Sec. 79 ; a. of 

sqqSRfTlii^T, ^l^wm- 

^ a of 

son of sffiq^ and younger 

brother of 3T51?a%^ i latter half 

of 17th century; he names 

FT'JniW'S and ; »• of 

gH^^fjpJrcr and 

( extracted in )■ 

a. of 

a. of ^feqi^»m<^lrr. 

a. of tr^qi^qiirsn^- 

^{JriSr a. of m. in f^o ( on 

III. 20 ), q;T55RT^ ( P- 

259), t^I3Rflcl^. 1% ^• 

a. of ^^'ainmRT ( *“• 

3Tq?i4 )• 

IlfirH a. of jjugR ( pr. in Punjab 

Oriental Series). 

JTfTnd'Tl^ITq a of IrtH^ 

( B. O. MfS. Cat. vol. I. No. 

225 p 237 ). 

vide 

a. of and 

3nri^ 
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of cnm. on 

3qTr%5iT»T m- in • 

ra. in 

3^1nT^«I a. r f 

3?Ttftr!Tk? m. in roT^T^^- 

m- iiy wiVf^ in 

^^T^fQ^'nlr m i'y |rit> ( ttt- 2. 
472 ), in 

m- in 

3?fVf^5(R[5tT m. in of 

^T5!lTI'-:i^ ( P- 91 ), 

in tT^I?5ftaT5t of 

3Rh%fs<TcHRf m. in ^T^RIi^st ( P- 

91). 

g^igtRi’^fagr «• of gf ^trsHFUsr and 

T?^?ITgife5t?T5T 

( or ), son of 

7 j415 ; a- of n^n- 

q;g;^ ( for also 

called RTfJlHSTR ). 

ZV^KW a. of 

ft’»T^R?rHq)a.of (Ms. 

No. 5436 of Barodii O. I. ) He 

was of iTF^rTiR and followed 

'nnHf?|cr5?Rcr. 

Sec. 109 ; ( reputed ) a. 

of zV^BPT'T { several parts of 

which are separately noted as 

4:c. ). 

(or iir?rr?r^i>if :; a of ?rt^- 

fatf^ for Mentions 

%flW.n5, 

( BBRAS Cat. p. 236 No.736 ). 

|f^a. of nmi%OTR and iiiRij^- 

fspriR- 

fP^TRT, son of g^qirW and pupil 

of ^qqfrr^fT father of 

About 1600 A. D. ; a. of ^UT' 

{ or ^17^ ) Earlier than 1555 

A. D.; a. of irg:ilr m- in 3T?^i%- 

RTEI of ^RT?ioi«5 and in 

tiTTg;rTT^ 

a. of vrr5;faifR 

S.inie as 3'1'J^ above. Between 

1200-1500 A. D. 

^t^rwsr son of ^fSIT; a. of 

Later than 1686 A. D.; 

a. of com. on sTi'Ir^TS, of com. 

on STRin^, of com. on 

com. on com. on 

"^ide under 

tTIcf^ftR a- of 

fTirn^R a. of jiiT5rn%fH^T- 

?IIf5Rn.^R( a. of ^-H<f>|dU|R. 

a. of 

RlR'T’Jl^^giR a. of 

ftT55f ^rfR^ira^ a. of SffXqigTSPfJfr- 

n^rfnim; follows 

fRITRTgTT^^. 

mTranw? a. of sfl^qjn^RT. 

T^crnR^, son of son of ^i?y- 

surnamed a. of 

srtrfa^, wrote 

RRgflmi in 1776 A. D. 

a. of 

a. of ^^4' 

of CRRRntR »• of 
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a. of 

f^ff55?rTJT*nra53[! son of 

a. of 

rawfs^jj^ a. of jRtngTfii^^'T- 

of iITT5Rni^t a. of 

gOI=l'^*f‘ir>'^<T a. of 5n^l?^5Iir' 

gcrsnTm a. of ^f?i^{5Ttn?r. 

^arOtflJr Tanjore king { 1765- 

1788 A. D.); ( reputed ) a. of 

an^wfliTwiTf. rr3rw?iTffliTf- 

He is said to have composed 

alsO' 

a. of 

son of ; a. of 

T?t«6^1%3ET- 

flr^r^^triSST ( WTR^T ) Between 

1100 and 1250 A. D. • a. of 

(!''•• 

in B. I. Series ) m. by 

and he worte et^^- 

fqqfq. Mentions 

W^Rff, 

earlier than 1450 

A. D.; a. of 

a. of srnrfs^jrg^- 

IMhliiW Earlier than 1550 A. D.; 

a- of or or 

5rfgrW<I^ra (on the consecration 

of idols &c.) m. in 

and ftij(qT%S5- 

l%F5rsfc*T a. of ^^^T?Wg# 

pupil of sftTTfT«TTrfT; «• 

of ( or gijo ) com. 

on tfTR^ria^i'^ 

son of a. of 

; “• In 

Probably the same as above. 

%ra?ifi: a- of 

5rjT5r^, F'upil of a. of r]|f^ssq- 

^Wfl 

a. of ax^iO’T- 

a. of 

son of ^TfPTUT, snrnanjed 

JTIJ; a of a(n=giVf ( composed 

in 1838 A. D.), 

5'tTg^, son of fTJT, surnamed ar)-^; 

a. of STrgt^JJ^OT ( composed in 

1819 A. D ). 

qri'n^'a'. son of srm^TUT of the 

arnff^gir^nm; about 1760 

A. D. ; a. of 3TT?fn^H<Jttr- 

JTt5?, son of fwivrf; 

a. of snfHft^sp, jnmirrT«TT» 

srPTmrraam- 

sec 43 j a. of 

vide ni(t?Tr. 

( f 

?Tn%«T *n in aPTfli 

(p. 971), prn^r- 

a. cf 

son of iJTofrar; a. of 

3vttWT%T%i 

^«n^spflTi, ?PT- 

irfl<T. sniFnfpT, 

(or-^fHT«T )> ^n^i^gir, 

«n^;jraVn- 

son of sec. 103; a. 

of ( several parts of 

which are separately noted in 
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the catalogues, saeh as 

?nTi )• 

557!!^ ( probably this is only the 

surname ) a, of lT55TirJ3R'ri?T- 

^T. son of son of 

surnamed Karajgi. He -was a 

np:? and of and 

resided at Nasik ; mentions 

and ; a. of 

( composed in 51% 1691 

)• Aufrecht is 

wrong in giving the date as 

1661. 

a. of 

grifKT a- of 

?WTfT a. of 

?Wr?T a. of «rT.g;q^;i%. 

a. of 

giingTi son of and eldest 

brother of About 1610 

A. D. ; a. <jf 

gUTigT ’Tirq’ a. of s<;^qq;g^T% 

( alias ) following 

qK^+i^ff- Names TTf:|>at^ 

““d 5%^. 

gringo 5^ Earlier than 1575 
N3 

A. D. a. of ( com¬ 

piled under iqJiiJnflf) and 

N. voi. V. p. 

282 speaks of I^sq^fq^T 

(compiled ui der 

^jqray). wh-.ie n. voi. vi p. 40 

says that Tg«qH'qq «as 

compiled under HiUTOTf; but 

the works appear to be the 

same. 

a. of (B. 

O. Mss. Cat. voi. I No. 276 

p. 313 ). 

gTTTT^^qfisfT Latter half of 16th 

century; a. of 

( under the patronage of 

m)- 

gmiTfrq m. in and 

a. of com. on 

a. of ( L- C. Ms. 

No. 267 of 1887—91 ) in verse 

( with a few prose passages 

about ujfVn ) on aRT^qT, 

THT^STi^.qq^Wrg;, 

fqicqJT ( Tl^q asks ) and 

of a q^^. 

?15¥q a. of WTHqtrtqrgqgia- 

son of from tbe^r^j^ 

country. Earlier than 16C0 

A. D.; a. of Tflq|i^q<[q. 

a. of snqi%TlTf^. 

f^TI^ alias son of ?TITf<S'ii- 

; a of stnrfqqr^^iTT, mqf^ 

HR. qn!?rTHR. {gq^ffg^Tlrr 
(completed by his son 

alias rrtnms). Between 1575- 

1640 A. D. 

son of son of 

fWT of the iTTTfTiRftq. His 

maternal grand-father was 

author of the twelve 

jq^s; a. of qcViqigMlfqfq of 

which 3T?cqi%q^T5T. StRlTT^ 

(composed in 1686 A. D.), ^s^- 

fg«qT- 

4, qiqf&vTg^ra^, 
rtirqfqgTqiglf^f and others were 

parts. Aufrecht (part I. p. 253) 
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confounded this with the next, 

bat corrected himself (part II. 

P. 64). 

son of 

surnamed (^13 in 

Marathi). He was daughter’s 

son of father of 

About 1620-1670 A.D.; 

a. of ( or giHlisrT- 

). or 

J^T^tR^PTSt^Tn- 

son of ; a. of ^;r- 

a- of ^%afW¥Tlr- 

Earlier than 1550 A.D.; 

a. of %^t?rTfTSr^l5T; “• by ^13- 

of and 

seems to be the same as i§^- 

^rriqf}^ m. by 

*nft5fT^i I 

a- of ( or 

-Jl^). sn^^l and of 

( which summarises the 

two preceding ). 

About 1050-1100 A. n.; 

m. by ( on daughter’s 

succession ) and ( PP- 

92, 102, 237, 264, 541). Earlier 

than 1100 A. D. 

qissp a. of gf^^- 

m. in Wcn^HT ( on 

III. 260 ) and by ( on 

)• 

fa. of 3^' 

y*(H=tii5T. 

a. of 

^^7, son ( f 515?^; of- oom. on 

or 

f JllHfni n. of g|;^T^!IT- 

a- of 

a. of 4,ohK4ri^cl{%ui^' 

(■?) a. of ?^^''ur*nwi on 

son of 86; 

a. of 

son of son of 

ap^ of the niwiT»ft5T and 

honoured by ifTcSW ^ing : bet¬ 

ween 1250—1500 A. D. • men¬ 

tions STJ^ 

iJmmi, »• of 
?^^5t^T5T nr S^aWTS^TOfoT. 

firmR^^r- fttJrqigcr and 

mention a 

which is prnbably the 

sr^TO- 
5^- Earlier than 1620 

A. D.; a. of i^5*r- 

g?5r or 5l?Br^lg^. B. O. Mss. 

Cat. vol. I No. 60 p. 54 is a 

■tiigr^Tg^ of ^5sn«Ij ^bich is 

probably a part of the 

5Pig^- 

son of sftqpsr ; a. of 5(n«T 

on 

a. of com. on Brnpr^qq' 

^gl%, m by in 

(p. 236). 

^qg- a. of qTqojsii,^qq>Tr (for 

qilWRqs )• 

jnitq- 

H. D.-149 
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son of ». of 

sra>raR ()■ 

vide 

of q?T?E%g;T5?t- 

a. of a q;g;f^ (); 

pr. in Kashi S. Series. 

»■ of com on of 

a- of srT!n%TT?iJtf ( com¬ 
piled under orders of prince 

%gf^g of Berares, 1770-1781 

A. D, ). 

|«f<M a. of 

tq?T5r a. of 

a. of a work on >qfl5irei 

( probably a ) m. in 

fov view that 

in verses on 

inheritance means The 

ed. ) attributes the same view 

to him along with ^- 

a. of «n%^=q^3r^ 

a. of g^g^rqsft- 

vide leo. 23. 

'^ide sec 66 About 

1000-1050 A. D,; a. of on 

and of a on 

»• rr3r^>ih. 

a. of ^4f^qT5ff%^- 

popil of 

Earlier than 1696 A. D.; a. of 

5T«T7tirg#5^ ( D. C. Ms. No. 

33 of 1898-99 is dated 

1753 ). 

qi^mgr »• of qqwgrft. 

?lTf5%^53;. son of grsfj^l^T, son of 

a?f^, son of of ; 

a. of and com. there¬ 

on ( composed in 1494 A. D. ). 

Aufrecht ( I. p. 263 ) said that 

composed in 1054 but 

corrected himself later ( II. 

P. 56). 

m. as an author in the 

of ?ftRT- 

ffnnq'H a. of 

( attributed to ^n%T)- 

^pjl Earlier than 1100 A. D.; a. 

of 

son of ; a. 

of ^qi^JTinnn- 

ffqiqq (reputed) a. of <<st^qqgl- 

^qrqqr^T^ »• of 

f&rqii- 

>qir^qq Earlier than 1500 A. D. ; 

a. of ^Hsr^iq and ?Rq?Rfqq^- 

'fftfqrg. m in ( vol. 

I p. 891 ofy^qs^). In g^- 

( vol. II. p. 145 ) we have 

only of iqq^q. 

Rqqfq, son of ^pqqi%, Son of 

qm, son of , f ; 

a- of wrgrqoi. The author re¬ 

sided at qiglfe and is later 

than 1500 A. D, 

R^TlKi s m of irVqqg ; a. of Rig;- 

qq'tq. Earlier than 1760 A, D. 

VlfqiRT a of 
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Earlier than 12S0 A. D.; 

a. of com. on m. by i 

son of >^^7; a. 

same as next). 

son of ; a. of q^i- 

S’^ftprnPraTT composed in 51% 

1408 ( 1486 A D.); Ms Ko. 

12052 ( Baroda O. I.) was 

copied in 1620 

(Dec. 1563 A. D. b It recites 

that the work was composed 

during the reign of king 

and mentions 

and ^ir^- 

a. of com. on 

firtjf?! (of Hmw), of 

of g|g4’n§5?r^STT 

^ a. of ins?T no. in 

and ( III. 2. 747 ). 

a. of 3TPn%iia?i- 

q^flr, (E. 0. 

Mss. Cat. vul. I. No. 263 

p. 286 ). Both works are pro¬ 

bably the same. 

son of 

a- of 7Tt7f?1^7' Later than 

1650 A. D. 

son of »• of 

a. of com. on 

7^55 ; m. in q^qit^'s aTqfa^- 

( p. 529 ). 

a of com. on gfR^?f%5rn- 

JtfSl of 

Earlier than 1050 A. D.; 

m. in of 

(pp. 134, 264 and 543 ). 

a. of a is 

m. in the arfc^req^lr of ;rRl- 

qoiW?, in Rin?7T^. Probably 

the same as the preceding. 

1717^ Vide sec. 65. 

vft7Hr7 ( queen of of 

ftfP45iT) reputed author of 

(real author being 

f^tqfsr) and ?HTUtq- About 

fiist half of 15th century. 

son of vra^; a. of 

^pR7 a. of a 7^ ; m. in WrnWTT 

( on ?i^. III. 290 ). 

517^, son of ; a. of 5?nf?|;- 

TtTTHg^, 

a. of 

5T?7^) younger bi other of ; 

a. ef oom. on the 

m't4y4^ii« 

a. of 

nlia» fqsrra^qW^T. »on 

of Ttnqf^ 

110; a of q;x>ntjT^j5r, d7qgy7;i- 

siqrt^lR^q, srfqrntff?! ( com. on 

wnsim \ iq^^sftSTT ( com on 

qTT5T?W^ )> a'i^s 

( com. on ), 

( com. on qTnsftft of 

^il4I'=61%tq )i %tl>S.+srq’i43Ti?^Rl‘ 

( of which «73PT7l^^^q is 

a part), Bftq5tl%5lTH ( of which 
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is a part). He 

probably composed 

and 

»• ot 

siJWii^w. *0° oi ^=g?gTrrw; 

a. of HihqaH (composed in 

1780 A. D.). 

gR^15f Vide under sf^pii. 

a- of srfi?;g%d??fr. 

composed in 1614 A D, 

SRt^ a. of g5r^t^HRITi^nni- 

^lar- 

5Rf&5 or 5^ About 1300- 

1326 A. I'. ; a. of Ifflldiqg^ 

( vide B. 0. Mss, Cat. vol. I. 

No. 270 p. 209 ). 

( reputed) a. of 

or About 

1425-60 A. D. 

SR^flTl ® of 

SRT?tl ®on of g^ of 

Later than 1400 A. D.; 

m. of ftwr^TTSlftT Pr. in B. I. 

Series. 

son of 

a. of 

JITSft a- of 

HTlft a- of 

srsIt a. of ^rfHOT^r ( b. 
0. Mss. Cat. vol. I No. 223 
p. 236 ). 

ST?fft«T5 ?lBf^ a- of 
and com S|<p|l4|ct>T thereon and 

of a work on ; m. 

pom. on 

sTTTHJT a. of ^fa«^T- 

sfd^^TH of sncJ:'i?f#T^ ( for 

followers of %^5=sT )• 

sjfhw^ a. of ^ri^'sr^TOT- 

a of ^g|=gROTS of 

Sf^rnr. son of of the j^tii 

family ; a, of ^Tffq^ and ^- 

rrsft and The real 

author was Often read 

as iT^3T in the catalogues; 

vide Peterson’s 5th Report 

p. 177 extract and B. O. Mss. 

Cat. voi. I No. 196, p. 210 
where we have both and 

^n^af flourished before 1435 A. 

D.; a. of or-jj^ 

( Ms. No. 3868 Baroda 0. I. 

copied in 1491 ) and 

lVnr?n^; m in 

and 

a. of 5f#f^ and gg^- 

son of Later than 

1612 A. D.; a. of {RIRlSruhr 

based on RtfbnRfg. 

HT’T^daj. son of ; a, of f$r^- 

(which is an abstract of 

RTRRSR'trr. Slfira- 
Most probably the 

same as the preceding. 

Rin^T, son ri of Haldipnr 

in North Canara; about 1741- 

1782 A. D. ; a. of gtiTHTiirR, 

aii^^gTST^^, 

5n?RHT or , son of %g- 

R? and Sec. 115; a. of sn^j- 
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aTRn%5f- 

ftlf*lfHoW, or- ^- 

ui<ci Ti'*si»i<ri^i) 

srnifar^5n^. 

«W*R?W*TWi «IN*^3Tn. Of 

( probably iame as preceding ). 

m. as a ^jaspTT in H?n- 

^RSRfrr ( P- 20 ). 

See. 36. 

sjR^r ( reputed ) a. of JT^Tfer^P 

or 

nirnror •• of m. in sthrI 

pp. 135, 146, 500, 608. In the 

Mad. Govt. Oriental Library 

there is a in 9 

chapters, -where hRRIOT asks 

about sins. 

snn^ni. in ^in^gTnrof f^- 

«T5- 

tnmOT) son of arST^cT. son of fft ; 

a. cf ^irgnu^^qai ( com¬ 

posed in 1678 A. D. ) and of 

and its com. TTid'f^- 

qgan (composed in 1572 

A. D.). 

cnmoi n. of a m. in 3qtf^- 

( p. 616 ) and jrgTTWrm 

( p. 746 ) of 

gRiqnr. son of frorififl^g,, son 

of «ftq^' Probably earlier 

than 1570 A. D. He was from 

sfWlZSSg^t in g5R#5T; a- of com. 

siiisrrfiq<t> on 

and of a qfrq^T% also. 

gj^iqur a. of ST^«r[eq of qj^- 

%ira:- 

«n^Tqm Earlier than 1600 A. D.; 

a of ‘q«e«PK!%?clig{oi. 

gi^qoi Earlier than 1450 A. D.; 

a. of com. aTq%dl4^lWi; m. 

in g?gRgJr^( portion), 

snngnti son of TTgig?- Earlier 

than 1500 A. D.; a. of on 

; m- in W|^g?q and 

of 

gRigoi, son of SSJfJTtgrgS. snr- 

named ; a. of ijinfirainT 

or qqlg^TR and ^'|guigT, STO' 

qgfg. Later than 1650 A. D. 

gUigoT, son of of the 

^ggl^;a. of com. on gn«' 

^gg^31- It is probably this 

gUPTm that is m. in qn^- 

gigg^g 

HKigoi »• of sTT’a^gg^^g^fg- 

gKigoi a. of g^spg^q^. Later 

than 1450 A, D. 

gRigg »• of (for 

Ifjcq followers). 

gRjgtg a. of gglfgg'). 

gj^guT a. of Before 

1675 A. D. 

gprigoi of gi^gf^pgg- 

gRigg a. of gfsim^i^fspgg. 

gRjgoi a. of com. on 

gT?m<gi P“pil of ^rgng^; »• of 

sggfRRrdnfoi- About 1100 

A. D. 

gnrTgor »■ of jftfggr^sT. 

gUTg®> ( ®5STft ) a. of 
and 
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( P- 30 ), ( P* 708 

where his explanation of the 

last ^ of is 

given ), in of 

in of 

g’qi^TPTi son of jj^tn ; »■ of 

^ftf^SSraRT com. on 

STRFrn^SE^fS^ a. of 5n#cl^- 
cR^l^rl- 

» of or 
ss 

sTRmoraf^^ »• of ^^i?Ti^t^- 

son of 

Later than 1400 A. D. ; a. of 

IWliT^qoi 

•fUROl^t^cT a of 

HHRiii^, son of nJIf'S'n, son of 

flc ^as a pupil of 

About 1750-80 A. D.; 

of his grandfather. 

son of f^3aTn?icn%cT, 

pupil of Earlier 

than 1720 A. D. ; a. of fqgtrg- 

( Ms. No. 8831 of 

Baroda 0.1, is of 

STUBm. son of ), 

HRi«i®nn%cr, son of 

( aoc. to Stein’s Cat. p. 107 ) 

and son of acc. to 

Bik. Cat. p. 449 ); a. of 

a. of H'3TR??^T^'5?T. 

HTnTnHf, son of Sec. 

108 ; a. of 

r?nn?T, 3rRifl>?T?n’Tift, wiff- 

sBThT??^, stnfsmra- 

JTrJiTT5T%^r%, 

or 

35ST 

JTiajftlTtm, ^T55T%<ik^Tft! 

'rs;i%. T^5^yi>d.q>d.f^- Portions 

of his snf^TTTfiT and other works 

are separately entered in the 

catalogues as distinct work*. 

JfT?T^'n«? a. of 

*IRra<iIWf between 1400-1600 

A. D.; a. of 

HRWW? a. of 3IT%flr^ (M*. 

No. 11147 of Baroda 0. I.). 

!TITFI'n«5 a. of STPlik^^Jlf. 

HTWJI^T? a, of ^TST^rSf- 

son of jiJT, son of hTH- 

?m ; a. of ^T5frf??JWaBm( com¬ 

posed by order of ). 

^I^PTuni^^a of srRW^^SBfpUf^. 

a cf 

5TBiqiI5ITf^a. of 

a. of ( a 

different work from sqcj^iin- 

)• 

5nn?pjRn5#tii5?RT»ft5(W5r^ »• 
of 

STRTTnglrg' a- of com. 

of 

of As ?iJrgf3 (1431 

A. D. ) mentions him, he is 

earlier than 1400 A. D. Vide 

Bhandarkar’s Report for 1883- 

84 p. 62. 
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of 

»ri5i. 

»• of com. on nhfSI^?" 

of 

son of ; » of 

5iaini5T5r^ and com. 

thereon. 

son of Sec. 

112; a. of 

( divided into 12 Tl^s ), 

son of ; a- of 5M- 

a. of an^iTi^ig*. 

a. of irahlSR. 

a. of !EJT^fq'qBT- 

a. of ^cpH5zn’?«ii5Tf^'^n- 

a. of wr^RtlT^' 

oi- io 

(pp.51,349). 

PR^T^RT^T a. of ^!TT«»r3:Rt- 

“• io ff*® TI’^* 

RRT of srftJ^rT^S^T- 

a. of SIHWR- 

com. on firmsirn of i%?n' 

f^4<4<W*TS a. of 

and 

5fte^®5 or 5jt^ ; a. of 

sfW?P»5 a. of grRn^^m?- 

a. of or 

-FTRR 

son of a. of 

«ft<^d>qg a. of com. on ?T^¥nfT' 

a. of sn^fTTR^rat 

a. of com. on of 

^gRlPH- 

«ftg<»q.5 a. of ffpTORRg?. 

son of 8TR??T> son of f%?gi- 

Tffhf. About 1600 A. D.; a. of 

IM^sroigl and com. on g|;ej- 

NKI|41|U(. 

sft5l?qS a. of ^IR^FSgT- 

a. of 

sftggqS »• of JU'<SHH«qiR^3H and 

iftggqsjti^. son ofsi^TR^ftra 

3frfcrr?n4 of thejn^^rant^; a. 

of 8m%%g- 

sftgg^s Ralf?' »• of 

a. of q;t’IRgT0I- 

s^tggqsi^^ a. of 

^ggRg (gl51^ ) a- of 

sftgRRtR?) son of ( author 

of gtg^TlT )• Before 1500 A. D. 

a. of glg^g^; na. in gi%- 

( p. 276 ) of 

He is probably the same as 

m. as RI«T^ of 

in the 

of ( toI. II. p. 496 ). 

jftgll? (f) son of ; a. of 

com. on srrac^^q^ or 

of ^TWRSf- It is probable 

that !ft?ST§T is a misreading of 

sftgRRT meaning 55513^. 

i gWIRSC). Later than 1400 

A. D.; a. of 8n5n=R^^H^ and 

f^f^R^gl* 
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a- of 

of the epifiswrnl^, son of 

Between 1360- 

1435 A. D.; a. of 

of resided on the 

near sap^Jffnft in 

Earlier than 1565 A.D. and 

later than 1300 A. D.; a. of 

f^'?prflT55T’ Ho mentions 

a. of 

son of gisiqJT- 

a- of com. on |?3x^gvr^- 

SW and 

son of ?UTgs5fgi4 sur- 

named 1400-1450 A. D.; a. 

of Hu'mand of 

com. on ( of 

or Ms. 10410 

( Baroda 0. I.) gives date of 

composition ( 7 ) as ^RTTfi^T^- 

(i. e. 

1330 51%). 

»• of srmnnT|5R. 

a. of nNr^- 

son of of 

5iraT; a. of 

a. of 

son of ?jVflvr5; a. of 

%g'??RftnraT- 

(ifVRTH^ ) a. of 5^- 

son of Be¬ 

tween 1500-1600 A. D.; a of 

SRn*R?5T- 

a. of 

or ^3gigi4- Earlier 

than 1440 A.D. Vide Bhandar- 

kar’s Report 1183-84 p. 76; 

a. of 5TrePr^<T alias 

^nr- Before 1607 A. D, 

surnamed nu<44;|5; a. of 

RIHBiSlIdBI. 

pnpil of jqv-^ ; a. of 

an&diH *• 5n^i^. 

SRlRRai^JT ( probably ) a. 

of |Blc?IRf^V- 

RSiT^RTlTtT, son of JT5W^qi«nR 

Earlier than 1600 A.D.; 

a. of gTRfi|uV4 ( N. vol. V. p. 

155). 

RSffTOflW a, of Probab¬ 

ly he is identical with the 

preceding. 

R«il'aTWW a of W4-iP4^,|; 

Ms. of ■was copied in 

1464 A. D. by him.; probably 

the Same as above (B, O. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 145 

p. 146 ). 

trai^T? a. of ^4R'4»||4I<»1- 

m. in of 

ni. in 

RI^+I^TTfir?! na. in 

( p. 63 ) of 

m. by |;nf? (III. 

2. 481 ) as refuting ntlR^tw’s 

view. Between 1075-1225 A.D, 

*nMT*T a- of 
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son of Between 

1460-1550 A. D.; a. of 

or ( under 

queen of fi, king on 

‘be )• 

TO5TW a. of 

q^PTRT Earlier than 1700 A. D. ; 

a. of f^i^(?ro}q . 

q^nn»T a- of (ac¬ 

cording to ji«ra?r). 

<npn^T?^.son of ?Tjft^^,8on of 

Between 1340-1400 

A. D. ; as he composed his 

§q4lo<<I+4U| in 1367 A, D.; 

•nHTVT^raiTrr, son of ifiqRT. son of 

•TTn^'Hi residing on the banks 

of the at i%crT«3T, a. of 

and (Vide 

Bhandarkar’s Report 1883-84 

p. 355 for both ), 

«T?i5n4iftrsr a. of 

son of ; a of 

son of ?(TcrRTrr Eater than 

1685 A. D.; a. of com. on 

imRr 

qrtn^nJ a. of gT?iijnrr5,T%' 

a. of 

'RHRS? a. of ( o° 

JT?^^Tif|[^r9irJn*TSiroT )• 

pupil of 

; a. of ?gl%ITfI31I% 

and snnn?RR5fr 

a. of afRRT a com. 

on ^^TRipTlfq^- 

H. D.—150 

a- of fg[5r^gqgg| or 

5rqRI5?T. 

<T?gnJT a, of gqigr^R. 

'IT5TW, son of an 'j<j)^ai4|U|; 

S'* of flsreg'q^l^ composed in 

1458 A. D. 

Later than 1685A.D. 

a. of com. on g^^oiqf^. 

qmR Sec. 35; a. of 

'RRTT a. of 

or qiR5R m. as an author 

on politics in com. on ;f^f^- 

qrqqBJ^* 

qgqm, minister of gifRuiqif and 

son of About 1160- 

1200 A. D.; a. of qqyptqRi, 

3r5r«^fn'tRPT or 

srRqiR and qi<«q^q^f^. 

qpigfg:, son of fq?^a(5r, 8«r- 

named ; a, of qidBIRR- 

^fq^T (composed in 1780A.D.) 

at qgqft near Nasik and 

qFl?l= ^ of 
qR^ a. of 

q|<Rl4 “■ in the 

q|^|% m. as a writer on politics 

in com. on gfif^q'iqqqgct. 

iqaiqf- i^ec. 44 ; a. of a 

qldR«R, son of ^Rqqi‘s»4- Bet¬ 

ween 1500-1675 A D.; a. of 

and ^nrrf'qRJnTm* 

(fhfRqq a. of qRqiqURSft- ( B. O. 

Mss. Cat. vol I. No. 193 p. 

208 ). 
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a. of 

and About 

1600 A. D. 

a. of 

a. of 3?T'n?l4^- 

S^^trUT a of ^^^rarsi^nsr, 

a. of 

fi|UI?T(D. C. Ms. No. 177 of 

1884-86 is dated 1816 

i. e. 1759 A. D.). It deals with 

f>’ooi to for 

the followers of 

Based upon g^jf^Tsl’s work. 

S^^hm, son of Born 

1724 ( 1668 A. D. )and 

died^ 1781 ( 1725 A. D.); 

a. of 5T^5B>JTI(n€IT?, 5^«Tgf%:- 

He 

was 7 th from the great 

Vallabhacarya, 

a. of 

a. of 

a. of or 

(^'fs. No. 8361 

Baroda 0. I. ). 

a^MiTttr. son of ; a. of 

a. of Earlier than 

1675 A, D. 

g^trW, prince of irjrrfg dynasty; 

( reputed ) a. of gf^gpgTTim- 

About 1500 A.D. 

Earlier than 

1450 A. D.; a. of ifrasif^lT^ 

or and JTgiST^^HTWI. 

S^Ttw ^?ngnn^ a of snrtir- 

pupil of 

a. of ?n5rWi JTT^^- 

g5S^?I Sec. 45 ; a. of a 

g^yg a. of a ; m. in 

m. in 

m- in WPT. vi. g;- I. 6. 

19. 7. and I. 10. 28. 1. 

m. in g%riT^ 

( p. 314 ) by 

son of qjTTJig; »• of 

311^=551^151 (part of vi4<It5- 

a. of 55T^455f^- 

a. of nffri^. Probably 

the same as the ngjin^ attribut¬ 

ed to JTpqPJ '^ho was a brother 

of and son of 5i^«rqT9. 

5FX a of ; m. in fit^nSiRT 

( on ?TI^ III. 18j a prose pas- 

sai,'e ), ( on an5n^. 

Mysore ed. p. 14 ). 

Sec. 24. 

Si%3g^ Sec. 47. 

ST^n^f^ Sec. 48. 

Sec. 104; (reputed) 

a of JRTPTRT^u^ or aiga^PT- 

^R^ratf^RT and f^uRi- 

RJI5- His 
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( vide D. C, Ms. No. 981 of j 

1887-91) is not a work on 

O'! erotics and 

poetic fantasies like 

and magician’s tricks 

kc. 

a. of a ; m. in 

{jfiira of 5i|»TFr- 

361. Vide sec. 81. 

, son of 

a- of Earlier than 

1525 A. D. 

sraT?nr«T5T^< son of 

Latter half of 16th century. He 

wrote or gfgi^cps^T^ 

by order of a Bun- 

della chief; a. of 

swm a. of and 

and 

§^3i; a. of * 

com. on the of %fIW 
A_ 

Earlier than 1600 A. D.; 

a- of 

a of JWT^Ti^- 

a. of 

a. of sraVn^f^^TT- 

a. of lfm1%5E5i4Vn?5Ti^- 

U»n%fw 5^. son of son of 
SS 

^Riqfg A^f%q%lived under 

*rT^’s- reign in ; a. of 

(completed in 

1410, of what era is rather 

doubtful; probably Vide 

under 

gmirlvT q?8I ( or q?g), son of ^- 

qi% of the ; a. of 

5Wtn- 

aT^fkxlir^q ( composed in 

51^ 1675 ), 5TS?l4wSclIflftl 

com. on 

( !'. C. Ms. No. 126 of 1884-86 

says it was composed in 

1659 ). 

a. of 

qi%q' Vide under or q(aq. 

a. of ^jj%. 

a. of q5^qT%5p 

q^s^rg- a of f^r^ig^isn^^ 

q^SJTg m. in (p. 33) of 

and in 

pp. 690 and 686 (where we 

have f^TRRnH'm ^55^: )• 

Earlier than 1500 A. D. He is 

probably the same as the author 

of 3n^=q51R- 

of 3Tl5n^»9TC- 

a. of siifs^ 

a. of 

5=qrowf^- 
«r5lil^iqTm5r«5rqpl a. of gpi- 

^TTnW^FvI- 

son of of the 

He came from 

( modern Cambay ); a. of 

(composed in 1623 

A. D. ) and com. composed in 

fqqjq' 1699 i. e. 1643 A.D. (vide 

D. C. Ms. No. 204 of 1884-87 ) 

and of 
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»• of f»5i4jrfwr?tPr^- 
Sec. 84; a. of 

8fT5R5nnT, ^?ll»TT, and jff^- 

a. of 

Vide under 

mu|<(l< ( and others ); a. of f^^- 

(compiled in 1773 

A. D.). 

WRTWOl a. of ( m, in stm- 

fWTW^^ ) and as a writer on 

politics in the com. on the 

a- of 

a. of ^5Jn«?inT or 

( N. vol. X. p. 238 ). Mentions 

ntronns??. 

alias ; a. of sritgT- 

son of surnamed 

( nioiern Kelakara); a. 

3??r5Rf'iT?4!i^nn, 

(composed in 1814 A. D.) 

and (composed in 

1810 A. D.). Vide N. vol. IX p. 

302 for the first. 

«Ti?r5, son of surnamed 

of caste; a. 

of ( composed in 

^?{5pn% i. o. sake 1640) at 

on southern bank of 

the river ^eu||. Vide N. vol. X. 

pp. 217-219. Therefore either 

this date is wrong or there 

were two 3rr|«T^ whose 

fathers’ names also were the 

same. further says 

that was originally an 

inhabitant of (fo th# 

Ratnagiri District ). Baroda O. 

I. No. 8442 gives the date as 

( i. •. 1740 ) and 

seems to be the correct date. 

This would show that he is the 

same as the above. In the 

he refers to as 

his work. 

Jn'^vri or jJ^equnrg »• of 

srarn and of aT?r- 

)• 

surnamed 

( modern Athlye ). About 1740 

A. D.; a. of 

xxiqx alias ^^ftjXT*X qi*^. Sec. 117. 

Vide under qfi^qrq qP^ 

above. 

qXf^ftfSfyr, surnamed ; a. of 

fu^qu^qwi^ or- f^r%- 

gxqi^ a. of ^graTq^|qq;g^[d- 

Sec, 68. 

qi55f.uii a, of ^fqiqisx. 

qxy.f.UJX, a. qxT%OTTfq residing in 

>Tlj5!Jnq; a. of qqVq?TIT- 

qt^fuii a. of gqiqqi5xx)ixi?n 

qi^^,«ui a. of qT?X|^, com. on 

rRqgqsxqfls of 

qi^OTX, son of ^q^fxg", surnamed 

; a. of qqiy<ipq»T8Tft- 

qi^r^wi a. of 

qi^r^OTX, son of XXST^ i *• of iqfX' 

W?qXJX^n- 

qi^^sux fqqiftH[, son of ^xtn^XlT 

of the JXfXTW family ; a. of jpy- 

(on qxqianr). 
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gigtfsin^, son of ; »■ of 

th»ii 1726 A. D. 

gig^CTf HKgpjf of 

irw^w?r a- of 

5ra5<FVT5 *• of Jitwohr- 

pon of sor- 

named ; *'• of an%?HK‘ 

or son of 

surnaiued qpiijn^. Sfc. 116 ; a. 

ftRnsr?! of ). 

«JTf, 

Sec. 69. 

^55511%^ son of 

son of t\ KT^nt; »• of 

swtn Of *i4ui<r®- 

qigqft, son of ; a of W^' 

«. of 

of 5T?ri^l'iUJ®^- 

WH^g m. by flnnSkRI ( on ?Tl^r. 

III. 58) and in viair^q of ijigr. 

g^oi a. of Pi J).14 (4^- 

“• of 

STOFI^^Sf ( 

vol. I. No. 222 p. 23.5 ). 

gvr Sec. 25 ; m. by of 

m j® fiRnsim (on ?ng. 

IIT. 290 ). 

fffTTRTT. ®oc. 35, pp. 

465-66 above. 

'O' 

on ^i. 22. 18, ami4 

(pp. 910, 1125, 1171), ^rrc 

JT^. 

f Sf?N^ lO- 'O TWcHO (on HI. 

256, 265 ) and in 

in. in the pTHTSST?! (on 

Ill 277 ). 

f 5^a in in 

ff?m ni. in of g^TJW. 

by on in. ^■ 23. 12, 

IIT. 255 ). 

f??ng’55^®r *“• 'o firaiOT (on 

HI. 290 ), ( P- 

140 ). 

•n- I>y of 

m. in fflSl- (on sn^r- 

254, 261). 

'“• f'y ‘o 

m. by TJT^SHil ( on ?n^. 

IIT. 20), of gft^cRIfH, 
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fflWB “■ in m^Sr^T. 

( p. 386 ) of sn^^rTarTfsr. an^- 

^Tsrin-a^ (p- 114). 

m. in m?n^T ( «n 

II. 135 and III. 20 ), 

f%5TOi sn«n'W^JT^=0. arq?T4 

pp. 909. 1070, 1243. 

m. in fJTTnSirn (on 

III. 290 ), jrnrwxTfl^- 

a. of JTf eompoicd 

at the bidding of kii'g 

(B. 0. Mss. Cat. vol. I. p. 111) 

f a. of 

f5^% Sec. 26, 37. 

fS^PTW. son of a. of 

composed in 1681 

A. D. and ( pro¬ 

bably the same as the preced- 

ing). 

a. of a m. in the 

of f 

m. in arqqi^ pp. 27, 51, 

229, 533, 5H^T. 

vide under a. of 

“ in 'j.aV.wm- 

a of srrg^T^fq^r 

or (com. on q^g- 

fiHsrarr), of com. 

on sqgTqtnRrn^. =gg[- 

a. of ijinjvl and of a 

sec. 6; a. of a ; a. of 

; a. of 

aniTT^ a. of ; m. by fifTtiapRl 

( on TH^. III. 262, 268 ), arq- 

q,4(pp. 447, .536,880),^%- 

Earlier than 1100 A. D. ; 

a. of qnsq on 5 “• 

by in ( P- 312) 

as referred to by e)»(aq^^. 

5TgifarqfT^»i a. of jjfiqqVn. 

a. of .5.114%• 

srfriJF^sni »• of 

5r5n5if?»iFtTT> pnpii of nmrsTOT- 
T^cft; between 1420-1554 A. 

D.; a. of 

criniF?5i;a. of 7i??nHi?f^- 

3fIT«, son of JTl^^ ; »• of SfW 

sngpnq^, son of 5 of 

c, m on 

eTjgrqvr m. in mm® ( on TTI^. III. 

257 ). 

TTsTtWI a. of (^• 

fq5t4i Stein’s Cat. p. 110 ). 

a. of q^n%^. 

W??1T1IFI *• of com. qfln^ira^T 
rv 

on 

q^iqpq. Earlier than 1520 A. D.; 

Ms. No. 3883 ( Baroda 0. I. ) 

is dated 1579 (1522 A.D.); 

a. of com. on and 

com. on sn^rra^nr? or qTra- 

(same as the preced¬ 

ing work ). 

»• of com. on SBlRT^rjlT- 

*Tih'a:?'t%rr, son of and 

brother of About 

1575-1650 A.D ; a.of grpgjqjf;^, 

of com. on BTRlW- 
w 
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of com. on of 

irm- 

TJW«T. SI^nR^, 

^T55Rof^TR5rr- 

son of orother 

of ^XHxn:g-;a. of com. on ?tjr^R 

by his brothei 

( reputed', a. of 

Sec. 27 a. of aixf 

of a work on politics. 

*R3TH a. of 

Sec. 60 ; a. of and 

of com. on tiRf^fiJU- 

m. in 

styled 5T^5IR?g5Is:, which 

may ( apart from what is said 

on pp. C44-17 above) also mean 

a young gallant of 

( possibly the village where 

lived) Sec. 74; a. of spift- 

g^rt^fR or 

( part of ). 

apnaTn^Tu. 

son of ^Sili\^FRfl|W 

Earlier than 1635 A. D. 

a. of cr 

( composed at bidding of 

son of 

Mss. Cat. vol. 1 No. 189 p. 203 

5?IHI551R, son of 

Sft5T ; »• of ^cr=gf3' ( com¬ 

posed in 1720-22 A. D. ); its 

parts being called such 

as Wlli^^ST- 

, A 
a. of com. on STRIT^- 

( B- O. Mss. Cat. vol. 

I. No. 175 p. 186 ). This is 

probably a misreading for 

Baroda 0. I. Ms. No. 

765 by has the same 

opening verses and opening 

words. 

of the First 

half of 14th century; a. of 

RST^Rtf^T^ ( written at the 

bidding of minister of 

king of Rri^SR of the 

) I- O. Cat. p. 549. 

It is probably he who is re¬ 

ferred to in the gqflr^'n’T as 

irfir^l’s contemporary. 

of JTRrfyxtdlftRl- 

R^pftsTRRT of 'iSPrnit^'^b 

R^TiTlfTfT a. of 

a. of ^5vm<lHWBT and 

snRi^sri^^T- 

m. in c|>i<!>Qq<4> ( p- 14 ) of 

and f^. ( p. 104 ), 

where he appears to be regard¬ 

ed as earlier than and 

even 

a- of com. on g»RR- 

?I3fPT or Between 

1550-1600 A. D. 

RigfeftfaiifTj son of 

About 1650 A. D ; a. of ^ni- 

RI5T^ a. of gf^PR- 

a. of TJiRSriR ( B- 0. Mss. 

Cat. vol. I. No. 257 p. 278 ). 
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son of of 

the He was a «fsi5r; 

a. of 5?TgiT??f5T ( astrology in 

relation to religious rites, 

foundation of houses Ac. ) N. 

vol. V. p. 191. 

«rT^^, son of son of 

1620-1680 A, D. a. 

of 

ai^d fif;fF}or?T. 

a. of ^a^RTj^q-- 

5(TH?TJT Sec. 27 ; a. of of a 

■work on ST^sri^ and of a 

( in verse on ctt^tT )• Possibly 

these are the compositioLS of 

three different authors. 

Sec. 62 

m. in and ?rr^- 

and in the com. of 

I^d• I n Sfitne cases 

prob.ahly stands fork’s 

work on politics. 

a of 

or 

in. in 

( p. 31 ) of !TS^<TT^5T. 

5TTWI m- in ^igsf^cp of 

'tlS'l- 

»ri^< a- of com. on 

of the ^inilSnilvT ; a of 

Later than 1400 and earlier 

than 1680 A D. 

a. of snqia^^q-5T, snq- 

aT?n'k^5igj’4'i or 

«TI^. son of anqifSr or 3Tpn^5q5, 

son of iftvn of ^i^qqrfisr; «• 

of 3n’9T?ir^5T, gi%a^sraT5r, 

( composed in 1695- 

96 A. D., ( under 

the patronage of 

king of Bundelkhand ) 

SI^T5r, ( part of 

»Ti^^%cr a. of gjrg^TTqqqoi- 

pnpil of ?]EiqSf{irHT; 

a of qif^lJJirq^T% and com. 

on qJT^lJJir. 

son of niffsoi; a. of 

(5n^prm). 

a. of ^rffef^Fcr- 

son of 

^TTR^ifrr^- Between 1000- 

1200 A. D.; i. of armatTsi^q- 

and qqqiVtq 

JTPf^TUT, son of 

a- of 

a. of ^0a5|»i^*T- 

vflflHiq m- by in 

of 

(in ?TST); a. of gfi^g^NgO. 

a. of gfrT^. 

^T5T^T5T«^ a. of ggqTaiTgPRfn- 

said to be a. of 

jqorq. 
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a- of Men¬ 

tions and ( B- O. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 157 

p. 171). 

>J;TT^ or ^ refers to ^31^- 

Vide under ; m. in 

( a» a. of ). 

son of jftmsi??’; a. of 

About 1827 

A. D. 

son of {jRn^iTg; a. of jjff- 

)• 

m. in 3rT%^f^ ( p. 417 ). 

a. of nr^r^^m- 

^[g sometimes treated as the pro¬ 

mulgator of In many 

works verses are quoted as 

^jg’s which are not found in 

the JTgwf^; ( reputed ) a. of 

»jg?q a. of 

^«n*T5. son of ; a- of 

Ms. No. 12524 (Baroda 

O- I- ) is from it. 

a. of 

trrtsg' ( reputed ) a. of 

gpntl or JT5T'?TH'5r'iin'Tgi% (the 

real author being 

and of fqsg«^I^5qgsgT ( vide 

B. O. Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 340 

p. 383). About 1440-1460 A.D. 

a. of &iBrgTl?nf^^R^?T 

( Ms. dated 1490 A. D.). 

Sec. 65 ; a. of gqi^q^T?!, 

’ijn?r?T5^ or 

srai#^- 

»Tt3r>q, son of *nTWs5, king of 

Between 1400-1600 A.D. 

a. of vnTSRffq. Vide p. 591 

above. 

*fl5tT!n?T a- of 

JT^irrgTq a. of WT’ff^PTSf^snihl- 

({ll'i'bl- 

a. of 

irferriT « of Pro¬ 

bably the same as the author 

of afnjqTtsTO- 

;TlainH a- of or- 

Probably the same as the 

author of above. 

nfuTTW ^)%cT, son of njpTTm, son 

of fact^Tt- About 1630-1660 

A. D.; a. of argtrjqgr^ or 

3TI4»K4fsJ ( a part of 

), and 

com. on SH5- 

( Stein’s Cat. pp. 98, 

313 ). 

JTfumJI a. of 

» of 

Later than 1640 

A. D. 

jrfoirni?l%cT »• of sr^rq-ramt*!- 

nutwr a. of com. on ^pp^yrr- 

a. of g%- 

ngTT5?i»ra^gT»ft5TW?T^m a. of 

a. of aTSjqgfgq^, 

srr3TTiT^, wraiTT#. 

( com. on ^75?- 

Rpar^). l%*rT^T5^. %1*r- 

H. D.—151 
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firai- 
5jf^ ( com. on 

sr^ ( com. on ?5TIT5Tna^ )• 

*TgTnn«J5r^ “ gi%^Vn^TiT% 

w^T5ti«rt45]; a- of 
written to please prince 

^ ( B. O, Mss. Cat. vol. I I 

p. 126 ). 

a. of 3?ftm:?IFIT?TIT- 

Sec. 94 ; ( reputed ) a. 

of *r^<Tift5tBr, (or 

\ 4T5IUN^*<|sims|s> 

JI^JTJpftST or ir^mg«T, son of 

qFsgtnsr, son of 

Both names occur 

in Mss. ( vide B. 0. Mss. 

Cat. vol. I No 252 p. 274 and 

No. 253 p. 275 ) ; a. of q^stft 

and WT^SiSr^q One ms. 

of is dated 

1694 ( B. 0. Mss Cat No. 253 

A p. 275 ). 

son of qrRjil'H?- Sec. 95; 

( reputed ) a. of alias 

4<^qt<^qjlqi f^® several parts 

of which such as gTf^iql^q^ 

are separately entered in the 

catalogues. 

JTgqfgsJT a. of sn^qm ( com¬ 

posed at the bidding of his 

mother’s sister’s son 

and based on and fq^- 

)' Later than 1600 

A. D. 

or m. in 

T^PcimFf (III. L 1134 and 

1343 ). 

of- • 

JT^TJT a. of sn^qqm. 

JT^^qJTl^arilfT, son of gqjqrst 5 

of ^qf?q4<*>(^- 

JTTJT^qq^I and 

and frSTnil5qf^1T%T%. f^«T- 

wnf, fwqraffnmq (com. on 

^leiW ), sqqSTTflTqtlTT or 

E^iqsmjqfnq- uiwar Cat. ex¬ 

tract No. 306 gives forgft^- 

the date 1812. 

JTi^qnfT a. of pqiHq^in. 

a- of qgcE^riFei- 

1%i%. 

H^^srsT 5rt%?r. son of jTjia^; a. of 

of 

Later than 1500 

A. D. and earlier than 1624 

A. D.; a. of l^qiir^iJTJreiqr or 

and 

com. on ?TJnisrftq of sf|^. 

JTS^^T^rq^iqfq qiirai4 a. of 

arqn^aiis- 

qr^^qra of the 

family ; a. of 8iRn>q«%q. 

*T^qq qiq^Eqfq a. of 

«rre:^5yfq^q»ii 

a. of 

q?nqq. 

». of qfqejRrMq- 

Jrsmiifqq; m. by fJrqraiRT (on 

III. 243, 247, 257, 260). 
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Vide under 

Vide see. 31. 

son of a. of 

jm a. of gifg^iirer- 

*l*TT?TJlSl'«r 1^. First half of 18th 

century; a. of 

(under orders of 5T«rf^S''> 

gR?nT. T»ranFraK. 

fffn% Sec. 49. 

ntfjR. a. of ;ttT^- 

«rr^sfVqwnH- 

a- of RRR on nicRT^R^' 

a. of 

son of JiflrsTRI and nephew 

and pupil of ntfiffT; a. of 

com. on f^^T% of 

a. of 

son of a. of 

(3rd chap, of which is on 

siirtVr) 

RfltR. son of of the 

8m?9nrNr; a. of an^rr^rR^ 

a. of 

a. of 

a. of 

RgK<4 %liT^ a. of com. on 

^ or Rrafij^+lliyr of ^?qpiR- 

a. of 

RfrtR TT3I1J^, son of 

who was the guru of 

(Haibatrao, some Maratha 

chief); a. of and com. 

thereon, (composed in 

1661 A. D.) and com. thereon, 

ard of 

WfT^f^, son of ^I55^rt (which 

is probably a misreading for 

a. of 

(composed in 1652-53 A. D.) 

and com. thereon. He was ho¬ 

noured by the chief of Girnar 

and composed the com. at 

From these details it 

appears that he is the same as 

the next. 

JTfKR rVirtiT^ Earlier than 

1650 A. D ; a. of com. srtVh^- 

?T!=# on and of a 

com. on f|?u5r%{5;pgnl^. Vide 

pp. 93-94 above and BBRAS, 

Cat. vol. IT. p. 189. 

son of Rwni; a. of 

giW^^llPd- Bik- Cat. p. 490 

shows that he only ‘ revised ’ 

or ‘ restored ’ the 

(^^ fRrIT RT 

)• 

a- of on 

m. in (vol. 

I. p. 213) by ^^sfr^R. 

jRpn^SRERI^ m- in STRRRR of 

fS^W^and in (HI. 1. 

1440). 

na. in S||«WIR of 

Brobably same as the 

preceding. 

a. of gr^cT^^. 
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a of 

son of fT; “• 

or HmsraRT. 

a. of or 

son of HfT^ar. sumamed 

a. cf ir?rirR?^ or 

JSrasRnn^RT- 

a. of raf^aT^f%5=?iTRfti 

(B. O. Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 

149 p. 153). 

R5RT5V71«IRT a. of 
Sd 

?RIRR (B- Cat. vol. I. 

No. 206 p. 221) and 

(ibid. No. 372 p. 423). Later 

than 1500 A. D. 

Rl^r^T a. of 5^- 

Rf%3fTl^ (^fs in P. O. Mss. 

Cat. vol. I p. 532 No. 451 is 

dated ^y. 546 i. e. 1665-66 

A. D.). Probably the same as 

above. 

Rf5nnSnTR a. of ^f^^ilSRR- 

nt’ar a. of 

R%^?fR«r a- of 

a. of JT^tRlfr- 

a. of 

m. in of 

m3*T' Probably an astronomer. 

mngcq a. of work in 12 8|V?rprs 

on the Ganges ( vide Tri. Cat. 

Madras Govt. Mss. 1919-22 

p. 5161). 

a. of com. on f5pxR%%^^r- 

RIRR, son of ^TrR and pupil of 

nVuTcT; a. of (B. 0. 

Mss. Cat. vol. 1 p. 225 No. 208 

and No. 209 p. 226, which is 

dated SSfROj^q; 508). Men¬ 

tions wm«iRT and ??STm. 

Between 1350-1600 A. D. 

jn>j^ a. of 

RtRR. Later than 1500 A. D.; 

a. of 

sumamed a. of 

and sn%gni^. 

rI^RT, »on of R^^R; a. of 

About 1100-50 A. D. 

RgRT Later than 1550 A. D.; a. 

of com. on ^irrtii. 

R^iSf a. of com. on 

(of R^H^ ^ )• Baroda 0.1. Ms. 

No. 1488. He mentions aR^R- 

;f?R. So later than 1650 A. D, 

R^R7 simply says that some 

noble soul composed these 14 

verses. 

RTRUr a. of ^RTg^iR. Later than 

1500 A. D. 

RTRR, son of f unrgiR of RRglR- 

nbl; a. of of which 

^R<T^1% is a part. 

inuTR a. of com. on 

RPTR a. of RP^^tRlffTT. 

RRiRRi*^ a. of 

RTRRRH* of 5 

Rli^RR?) son of ?tR^- About 

1520-70 A. D.; a. of an?n^' 
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a. of com. on 

?rewitqT«iR. son of ^55- 

51^; a. of 

WTSrag^r *• of com. 

of com. 

on si^^nu- 

son of of the 

family; a. of ar^^r^’f'Jr- 

Later than 1200 A. D. 

son of son of c^rw- 

5iKW«t, an ?ninn of 

^R*iq<rw; a. of 

(composed in 1656 A. D. ) 

and com. thereon. 

tn- in the Jjg^?c5rm 

of =30^1^ as explaining a ^ 

of 

a. of or 

-5ffT51?WI- 

»nviqN|4i son of jn^oj and 

Sec. 93; several works are 

attributed to him, but their 

authenticity is doubtful; a, of 

q^RRJiraqtq and ^i^s^tnaT, 

g^- 

(anw^q); a. of nl^- 

smSfnPT, aifvJTq»n'?4PT- 

jn^qr^T^ * of ^iq^qjriwBTsnitn- 

»TWqi^l4 a. of 

*1PI^ a. of 3ir3l?fq%^ and 

a- of 

?n3T or jpnqJTRTT; Ms. dated 

1477 A. D. ( gr. ^ 358 ). 

RP^nj. son of JT^qr®; ( reputed 

in some Mss. as ) a. of JTfpnq- 

apRiqqr^- 

Rl4ntR ra- in fimiSirtT ( on Jnsr- 

III. 19). 

a. of sipn9Ti‘HiQ**«- 

Earlier than 1620 A. D. 

Rl4"44<^Rqi^a. of «H>HRId<»5. 

Rlgra't alias g^Tffirq I a. of usj- 

About 1627-1655 A.D. 

son of q^grrnfijW, son of 

ijRql"^. Sec. 113; a. or 41t- 

( com. on «nirq^q ) 

and ( a digest). 

fJtfil^(’)fMq#a. ofjpTtngi^rr- 

Later than 1650 A. D. 

IRR^W a. of (compos¬ 

ed by order of cisilSRI^qV, ^ife 

of prince of )• 

Sec. 100. 

son of BTiqqi^Tq ; a. of 

granm^g^r. 

a of smqMq- 

^I^rf'hh i4(^4TaiTi^rj^^<S) RIRTS^" 

=3T^^T> R(a’'iNd^|i-4'S>l> of 

com. on IRrnSRT. RRRJWRT, 

srrSRT^lt, ^^fdRlTi 

a. of q^^R^tfq^- 

a. of Earlier 

than 1700 A. D.; as it is men¬ 

tioned in jTIRIRRr^ of ^4I4|R. 
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son of THTWW^r ; »■ 
Baroda O. I. Ms. No. 

119-50 (in Telngn characters). 

grift: a- of <T^f»r^RT- 

son of son of g^- 

who was chief judge of 

elde.st son of So 

about 1425-1450 A. D.; a. of 

5nftftT«l> son of son of 

a. of on 

Earlier than 

1370 A. D. 

gnftfffgf, son of fOTim?! »nd 

pupil of rirWS' and 
About end of 15th century ; a. 

of jnrnwrwHtf?. 5*T^(5r^. 

of com. on f7<j?n% of si'j^ 

( vide B. 0, Mss. Cat. vol. I. 

No. 262 pp. 285-286 ). 

a of 

a. of 

of gKcfci- 

; a. of com. on of 

(composed in 1614 A.D ). 

i" 

sr^fti ni. (P- 

362 ). 

?l5qi4 a. of ; >“• in 

*i?T'rr’s wTs«i on qHr^rgn^’ 

in n^rrqiftaict (pp- 543, 576). 

son of a. of 

a. of com. on ^ftrS^' 

ggr ( according to 

on ^ >;!• II. 2. 51 ). 

a. of hui4'|.^K4s1"«st ( Ms. 

No. 5247 Baroda O. I. ). Later 

than 1550 A. D. 

g^Vf? a. of 

a. of gfrrt^ and 

com. sfvn thereon. 

of the family of ; a. 

of ^igBPl'T^- 

son of See. 

64; a. of *ix5?r on ?Tg^gi% and 

of 

a. of ^fX^g and ^i‘d4>riK 

(composed in ^ggix^Jfffl*?' 

fix^^ i. e. 1840 i. e. 

1784 A. D.). He was son of 

and belonged to 

and was of ( Stein’s 

Cat. p. 314). Wrote under 

son of argatxx^. 

?X^?5rTf^rr a. of g^XX^ 

( composed in 1670 A D.). 

a. of a gq; m. by fquxqf^fg. 

%ftl or xn^fJr, king. Earlier 

than 1380 A. D.; a., of 

m. in giQfugx? and in 

niWlS^Hram ijy ti»e son of 

fl^^- 

^X^X 50. 

a. of ^^sxs^t• 

son of ?if5Xll; ». of qgX" 
SS 

5ft«X. 

a. of snrmrfHX^r- 

a. of sn^n%Trf^ftp>k- 
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of Earlier 
than 1500 A. D. 

a- of com. on ; 

“• (p. 77) 
and by 

Sec, 34 j a. of 

Also reputed author of 

or son of if^- 

^ alias snrnrrai son of ugrjq^. I 

Earlier than 15y5 A. D.; a. of 

com. on the 

of ^?rpj?f, of 

<ti^’tJt5T<rg;ra> 3^^- 

3TSi^^q^^, sn^- 

*Wi (probably 

same as )• 

Said to have been a 

disciple of ; »• of 

a. of 

( under orders of prince 

of nNf.). 

or ?n33f3?n^|;^'il Earli¬ 

er than 1600 A. D.; a. of 

) a. of 

^rhfts? a. of 

Earlier than 1537 A. D.; 

“• of 3H3Hq?l5^3- D. C. 

Ms. No. 332 of 1880-81 is dated 

1594 12 Sunday 

( 1537 A. D.). 

*ri*tVw (different from 

“• i“ of 3fi^r!3Tf3 (P- 

237 ), 3TSR?3T^ of 

( pp. 81 and 114 as 

explaining a passage of the 

*R?33?)or ), ( vol. 

I, p. 820). 

a. of 

Earlier than 1530 A. D. pro¬ 

bably same as above. 

I 3lT5St« See. 70. 

®- of Jlf?Tn5^5:ra. 

(5) a. of 

a. of fqsq^qo^rrs^fI^^rT4- 

of com, on 

( which is a com. on 

)■ 

a. of «l|Rfi-dHUl7. 

a, of 

UI3 ( on pre-emption ), 

a. of 

son of 5^5^- 

*T5r9T*r and pupil of |^. 

W^iq^ierfor- Sec. 107 ; a. of 

( divided into 28 jr^s, 

for which see. p. 89In. above ) 

I ®om. on or 

m«iqi^ri%f^rciT3i 5if5nnwT3t3, 

and 

Latter half of 16th 

century; a. of it^fsn^. 

3?r a. of )TT%M4>iqT- 

a. of 3Rnf»l^«IRThT. 

Later than 1640 A. D.; a. 

of 

^3T«r a of com. on sig^Rrq^. 
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»• of 5nfrri^5 

surnamed (modern 

Navathe) ; a. of 

a- of 4Sflf3l<- 

?fSTPI a- of 

?^ST a. of «^ill5rT. 

son of mii^T^TS and P»pil 

of ; a- of sn^narTf 

a. of 

pupil of T^g^; a. of 

com. on of 

a. of 

son of ^*T5 surnamed 

arsnf^er;». of jrmnwm. nn^* 

sTT^swiir, Tt^qim^^jpThr- 

a. of com. on 

qn^Tq^njir- 

son of ; a. of 

^5W5hT^ 

?f5TW. son of 1^5% of qilfu^qq- 

; a. of qjfiirarq ( composed 

at Benares in 1656 A. D. ). 

son of »• of 

qm. son of of the i%?i- 

q|^;{ subscaste and 

lira; a. of g|;sTrT55T- 

?f5n*I, pupil of ; a. of 

^RfiaTq^g?ft (B- O- ^Iss. Cat. 

vol. I. No. 63 p. 57). 

?lHT«iqT« a. of ^Rftni5Tf?qtTgql- 

ifqm a of Bn^rqqgir- 

styled ^ren^qqf^, son 

of son of 

Flourished between 1545-1625 

A. D.; a. of anis+q^Tft, aretifi- 

Sl^qftfqunTi 8TT%«5nThT, ^15?- 

gtq^q-qq ( composed in 1620 

A. D,), liqpT^fH, 

iqqTE^t^&qTut or an^n^H'H^Ti 
« 

(composed in 1578 

A. D ), qiroiqi%^.gq^Rf, WT?' 

q^fq or ^%I|<q<fai 

rrq«!PT^rlftoi«I- 

a. of sqfaq^fqiqq. 

a. of com. on 

Wf^- 

?fqTq*TI a. of 

Tf qmw^pqrq a. of 

^^qqpa^qq^a. of q^rVnqrfTSim 

and com. on jjlrnSirn of (%gT^- 

^ (vide Peterson’s 6th Re¬ 

port p. 10 for portion ). 

T|pn«I?n4wm a. of qq^qsqq^qn^q- 

?igqpiq- 

son of ; a. of 

(composed in 

1661-62 A. D. at the order of 

king )• 

a. of srqtTTq<f<iI. 

?5qiqs’?%qq>mq^ a. of ^5f^- 

qsplf^ or 

a. of 

qgqfq ». of d^|4i{^(^. 

^^qfq a. of ( compos¬ 

ed at the bidding of king ^q- 

of qinT^). Vide B. O. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 369 

p. 419. 
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said to be the real name 

of author of About 

1800 A. D. 

»■ of ( probably 

same as above). 

^ITW. popil of ; a. of 

a- of 

?5?TR*T5i son of son of 

; ( collected materials of 

a. of ?r{T^i«ri?- 

®on of son of 

• a. of com. 

on the ^nsi4 of 5TST and of 

( composed in 1635- 

36 A. D.). 

» of fgWTT%- 

a* of ^rriilhilSSffT- 

a. of 

a. of 

pupil of 
Rrft; a. of 

a. of (% on ^n^- 

T^fiisr a. of ( or 

rather )• ’^‘do 

B. O. Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 170 

p. 186. 

a. of 

^R5n*i»riRT^ a. of 

^tiRriSi a. of q_(?RRn=af5nJpT ( B- 

O. Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 428 

p. 505 ). He mentions 

He was a 

^fJRTm^TH^son of 5f^t- 

patronised by g?rf«5 

of ^fli5ri. bater than 1550 

A. D.; a. of aTRR^JIf. 

fiiftuft. fironTjit^iF^cbi, sfRiri" 

sr- 

RTPTiKSnfT. iTSRTJRTT^TRfe, 

Tm^^5TT%^. HH=q!=3'5IRm- 

srragT, 555fjftJlf3CT. a’cTRI? (pro¬ 

bably his last work as it was 

written for Ji|-^{ag, grandson 

of ), g^ff^ ( composed 

for son of ). In 

his ( com¬ 

posed at the bidding cif ^gfgg 

of firf«55T ) he says that he 

follows thesrfggrgRof^flprp^. 

( V ide B. 0. M ss. Cat. vol. 1. 

No. 300 p. 341 ), 

a. of ( based 

on ). Vide B O. Mss. 

Cat. vol. I. No. 196 p. 111. 

Probably same as above. 

a. of jrRf»^HTRJlf, SIR- 

son of ; a. of 5r- 

( composed in 1713 

A. D.). The work is also called 

of ?T5ni#. 
NS 

?Riq»TiTl “• in of f 

?v^^W%UTfHTftqTRPI- N. vol. 

VII p. 79 ; a. of 3lRirg[^5?IT- 

son of ; 

»• of 

H. D.—152 
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of oom. on 

»• of sraVn- 

of a, of UT*!- 

a. of ^Rs^isrra^tf^m 

; a. of 

3TFenT^inn% 

^STNra a- of I%{sth5ijI- 

msrraftrw ». of 3n=3T?fr?f^- 

a- of fsfffPI^TR. Mentions 

l^roi^IRRl and 
1*3,ter than 1612 and 

earlier than 1700 A. D. 

^iqq*I5, son of About 

1493-94 A. D.; a. of ^rrfqT^ 

and com. qqr^rfTtfr on 

m. by (in 

p- 580). 

than 1640 A. D. ; 

a. of laf^ROTR and fM^W>nqt- 

^ or 55^«I«tf^"JnT. 

?TR5’'T5> P"Pd ®f 5f'?i *• ®f 
com. called q^q on «n5n^' 

qiqqi^pq a. of com. q^5T on 

of 

TlR^T*T^?n^g, if>au 1600 

A. D.; m. in arj^lRR!! of ^sfROi. 

?RRH5^^1«T »• of 

?TtraTSif?RT^^a'l. pnpd of aT^qj- 

q?q. Later than 1350 A. D. 

a. of com. on 

+ig4Hiid- 

son of ^5fTinq ; ». of 

^JISI^RT ^nd of a com. on 

also called 

fTJTq?T5f- Flourished in latter 

half of 17th century. 

qiqqf^ a. of com. on 

com. on ^qfqurq and RqiqR- 

of saiq??^. 

tiq't'rf *• of 

TI3T^5(JTcr4=« vm^iq a. of 

STRn^RS^- 

IMTiglufijl, son of ^ftf^raTR- 

^If^cT ; a of 5n^T«TWflmT- 

^TST^Rnni g^i«nJT a. of g^- 

TiargR a writer on politics ; m. in 

M^?rm»R and in com. on iftfR- 

^pjlfqvrj Earlier than 1550 A.D, 

a. of 

TRTRTH. son of Earlier 

than 1725 A. D. ; a. of arRTT' 

a. of 

^IRl^OTI a. of afqsiq.glR, Rid 1(^4' 

aww- 

^TRPTRI^rflX a- of an^fN^qq^I 

( part of sqq^mftfq^T )■ 

?T'dRTtlR nt^lftr«51'gnl- About 

1800 A. D ; a.of commentaries 

on ^RTrlf q, STiqf^- 

cRd, R^RTRRR^r, gf%cR5 and 

of f^RI, of a 

com. on the RRn«?n of jqgH- 

m- 
qUT a. of 3Tgq^q®qi^q^|^liljn;. 

About 1660 A. D. 

qtJT a. of com. on spqquqqfq^^ 

I of fqg?y. 
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“• of f 

^ a. of or 

son of or TJldo®; a. of 

Later than 1550 A. D.; a. of 

com, on of ^Rfr^- 

a. of com. on of 

TIJT 3n^l4 a- of aismS^Rl- 

a. of ^891rlTTO^Rr¥T 

a. (f 

son of Bet¬ 

ween 1540—90 A. D.j a. of 

3r«^'rT- 

or 

or TITO?- 

a. of 8iT>a5!T?nPIffH»i^^' 

5nTS?I 

TIJIfOTI a. of an%?^5roi- 

^lUfOTi a. of {Ir^Q^^TfT- 

»• of Jn^TTWrlSr^Taj and 

«n5?iroT- 

a- of srT3TS'5f't“lH'^^- 

niT^oi a. of com. on 

qiFi’s snqfsrrTTqq^- 

?iqf.s<]i a. of 

on tun*?- 

a. of 

flBfwit a. of ?Tf5q^1g^- 

son of son of 

qqin^ of He was 

patronised by j^Miqi^g- Vide 

I. O. Cat. p. 5(i0 footnote; a. of 

com. called on 

qW^Tg?!’ About 1750 A. D. 

son of son of 

qqm*»5 of the re¬ 

siding in {ggnu^^rqrR on the 

riv6r. He wzis & student 

of ^uqtfTT^; a. of ^i^^iUiqRi or 

^composed at Benares 

in 1751 A. D.). Aufrecht 

treats the two as dif¬ 

ferent, but this seems to be 

incorrect, as the grandfather of 

both is given as sraiq^TS and 

another form of 

son of surnamed 

(modern 5^%); of 

fq5nq^>pT (composed in 1702 

A. D.). 

;jlj^OTX, son of npqqt son of 

qUiq®! of the q^RT?^^- Bet¬ 

ween 1-500-1545 A. D.; a. of 

or and 

sRnqma>»^ 

5nn^CTI raqi!^, son of 

About 1616 A. D; a of com. 

on gfn?i5if• of 

son of •TkimuI; a. of 

nmqtHldliK rom. on q;cRR- 

(composed under 

About 1575-1600 

A. D. 

of 

(oom. on 

and other works of 

^qifoj. N. vol. X, pp. 119- 
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120). Probably same as the 

preceding. 

a. of 

?UTf a. of 

a. of Eir^U?4oi- 

?Wf5iJnT?rgT4 a. of ^%tETg^, 

JTS’qrm^Tg^t. 

ClITf WJn^PT a. of 

?Wnin4*-^^d>dT?fgi son of 

of the :g55i*5x and 

resident of eH^=^iTTzgiff; a. of 

(N. new series 

I No. 345). 

son of aniPcT of 

Ttl^T; a. of ai^T^^gvf. 

a. of 

a. of 

a. ( f 

a. of or 

g'V^^nn^T. 

of 

Earlier than 16C0 A. D.; 

a- of Sif^HR. 

TRrg5=l'i son of son of 

son of 3r^?ai^l4 of the ^ 

family. About 1400 A, D. 

Wrote according to his son 

gw? three works on ^RT^fspirq-. 

trim’s 5^ was jftTW iRtlfR; 

a. of (com. on 

^wIhiiW of jn>ira), TMVfsi<««i- 
RJT? (a summary of the j%fe- 

f^r^PT of ani^R^), 

a. of ;pi55fiT"Jl?T (vide 

Baroda 0. I. Ms. No. 3871). 

a. of B. O. 

Mss. Cat. 399 p. 468. 

a- of srroi^HUiq. 

?UT=g!=?- a. of f^UKligd- 

a of 5n?^^JT?n»T- 

a. of 

sff^RW'ra^’TSrRT- 

son of ; a. of STW 

or 

and com. 

son of RRTROT; a. of com. 

on 

surnamed 51^; a. of 

f composed in sake 

1790. 

son of Rpig^jf of the 

arfilRhr; a. of com. on ^i^- 

'^RJR 

TTK'af5=3’. son of son of 

surnamed He 

was daughter’s son of Tgjrm, 

author of Bet¬ 

ween 1610-90 A. D.; a. of 

frRRRRiA (composed in 1648- 

49 A. D.), 

or anRRPi^f^. Ms. of ^rt- 

(Baroda O. I. No. 

8455) is dated sake 1603 

Magha (1682 A. D.). 

?IR^5=5'> ®on of a. of 

son of 

a- of Earlier than 

1810 A. D. 
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a. c.f ^Rnftfir- 

H+ISI- 

a- cf f ?!r3R?^T* 

?TH’gs?3fif|Rr a. of srnTfar=5r??^fli3;T- 

’TTR'a^^^iraqi^ ( reputed ) a. of 

( really compos- 

0*^ f>y HR^»jw^^*iRiTfi'i[ar)- 

a- of ^4am%?-Rcr- 

ftRlRfoi- 

a. of 

com. on aRjqaarfg- 

TTira?3'*I5 a- of an^T^i Jn^TTk^- 

grRT^, ?lT5;^^^a5T' 

?Rr5Irjf^vH< a. of RR?l5r5FT5T- 

nfl=55=^t3^, son of %fjJrRTaroT ; 

»• of aTRn^Ra?- 

TRrar»r a. of f^r^^spsiapif^T. 

a. of com. 

on of 

?Rni?T a. of 

a. of or q-^* 

and of »TRTfg^ and 

com. He was son of 

sftqRT, son of fftqRT, son of 

son of Later than 

1400 and earlier than 1600 A. 

D. For vide D. C. 

Ms. No. 102 of 1882-83 Mated 

5Rraf 1673 ). 

H4T a. of 

rjtTtT a. of 5|;3^5w'i5PT. 

RT^zt^ 

?rJ?^TT in- in 

(p. 610) of ^^qs^q. 

a of 

a. of ^j^Rqgiq. 

son of qfftiaiZ^T 

and nephew of qlR^. First 

half of 14th century; a. of 

or ad»isqq<fai 

or 

f%^T5q?f& or 

fqgiSTRW^. 

ssTi^trsia’- Ho seems to have 

written a comprehensive q^fq 

for Vajasaueyins, parts of which 

on 3^qqq-q, fqqjf and other 

iSipSRS arc separately noticed 

in the catalogues. Vide B. O. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. Nos. 315A, 

316, 317 and pp. 353-355. 

TTH^M?T a. of com. on 

son of qr^g; a of f^- 

fq'nq^fw- 

a. of Tms^RT, a com. on 

^RsaT^i'iiq- 

TTirlq? a of 3n5n=gTi?i%<^«T> wrr- 

TUT I^IT, -'on of arqfq, son of 

Tg-qRfftr; a. of q (gwjwfSl 

( composed at Benares in 

1600-1601 ) with com. srfilRri- 

SRJ- 
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of com. on ir^rf^ohr 

of 

a. of 

^TJRra a. of ( a 

com. on or 

g?H>4<f5r of composed 

in 1622-23 A. D.) and ^jJTq|sj- 

're^- 

a. of qqtneJIf. 

?URl«r a. of sqqf • 

ngqm^gRl=qyiM a. of 

or (com. on ^q-- 

*nn) which is part of ^rcT?fin- 

qfe (composed in 16.57 A. D.\. 

He quotes ar^qq, ^qfoT, 

Hfl'lfSlSrri son of fq^jsr? of the 

Later than 1400 A.D.; 

a. of 

frq a. of com. on TirJlJ- I 

or of 

fAom 

TTIT'tPi a- of 5I^t^lTq-TT 

nnsRTR- a, of fqfqfinnq’. ?1^- 

and 

a. of 

TWVTl a- of com. on 

TUTW5 a. of q%^Tf>JTq^R. 

?Tini5, surcamed ; a. of 

^llfqo^RoW ( called arg^.^q- 

qio ). Discusses the views of 

«fraT io his HlfqiT^ftiq^j ( D. 

C. Ms. No. 208 of A 1882-83). 

?T*Dll> son of R^qxq, son of 

surnamed About I 
1675 A. D,; a. of anjqfqq^, | 

?R?rJrm, anflgig^^gi^PiiSq. 

5Rgq?itTT following ^sq^qoi, 

?5f«ns:- 

?TH»??T=3R a. of RiftqHR- 

TW*TT a. of g^qiiT^fq^. 

a. of 

or ( on 

yi>S.dT«l ). 

?IlT*l^!rRRf^IT. son of ^gqjq i 

a. of ^jifEqq^qi, (of 

which the first is a part ). 

iRPTlgfT?Wi£1^l4. son of 

«rtJn»T 3n^4^mm- About 

1525 A. D.; a. of com. on the 

^q»Tm and of ^gfqgrqftuTq or 

sqq^qiiJiq' 

a. of jn«qi5|59faT 

TlJRraqiqq^ son of gjf- 

7IH. son of son of 

q? WRsq, of the ; 

a. of f.uqqwsq^^iq or juq- 

with com. ( j.uqr- 

f^R composed in 1449-50 

A. D.i; of and of com. 

on 5lTfqTra®^ at the bidding 

of king ^rqq;;:^ of 

THTf%?ll^^^qR a. of com. on fqfq- 

rRq. 

HH5I1T a. of 

HIT?l4^a. of snqf^RSRfiq. 

HRg^irnRrn%q,, son of 

a. of qqRn^s^rq^qiqqqR, qq- 

f^qq. About end of 18th 

century. 

?UT^q^ a. of 

son of or 

a. of fqfqq^q^l or -q^. 
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son of ; a. of 

»• of 

Tr*T«5^ ra%%53[.; a- of 

or JT^- 

nni^w a. of 

a. of com. on 

of ?fhT'‘‘^r9R- 

a. of 

or a. of 

Trsr^^i or 

?UTR5=T J^gFfRT a. of 

?TOT5I?^'% a- of ^rTr^t^'^- 

<3^^. 

TTMR-ar gr3^%- About 1750 

A. D. a. of anrg^’gmrjl- 

a. of 

Tl*ng^ a. of 

a. of 3n?n^R>n3- 

com. cm BTRlI^^ra^ of 

of the 5ifl?r*lhr- 

a. of on gj^r- 

R^RI or 8n5fr95I?J^ of 31W- 

a. of and 

com. 

nJTI^nr. pupil of a. of 

S3«n«TI5?I (composed in 1653 

A. D. ). 

?TO«? a. of stl5tN5l?r^- 

a. of and 

pupil of ; 

a- of f^TSJjRiraRr. 

TIR^»I5 a. of Vf^RraT- 

Earlier than 1600 

A. D.; a. of 

WTTfft a- of com. on f^- 

?T&>srT!(Tn%^ a of g^;raT3;snTT- 

a. of com. on g^^- 

of 

nqgfZ H‘S com. on the am7^^ 

was composed in 1431 A. D. ; 

a. of a q^fir m. in ?rTSrR^ 

( p. 213 ) and ( PP- 

281,283 )011^3?^. 

^pq?¥I5 a of qm?}^^RIRl*T- 

IR41^fZlf7 Vide under 

a. of amfNtRDR. 

muT^rflsi^ of family, a. of 

a. of qiji=ar5^ (on Jnqf^) 

qiqi%^f3^qui 

m. by P- 307. 

a. of com. on 

^1%?^ a. of com. on 

a. of g>^q>i4l^' 

a. of qig»Tl5r1%'nq. 

^55^ a. of ^g^fqscrrof^r 

sou of qmquT, surnamed 

aHt, and pupil of 3T3?3 ; a. of 

jramRTfl? ( composed in 1710- 

11 A. D. ) Several parts of it 

such as SIiq^Tqpggp, ^ffqjjcfiqr, 

JT^I^T are separately entered 

in the reports. 
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pupil of 1360- 

1400 A. D. ; a. of 

and ?rt^;=5%;pT- 

a. of g5tT?n55T. 

son of ngi- 

and younger 

brother ofg^ivi^, See. 99 ; a. 

of 3^q;rra. 

son of ; a. of 

STM?nT- 

son of qin^ui residing at 

JpjRJZ ; a. of com. on gifn^TUi- 

^fr and ( called ^q- 

). 

^qqTTT^ui- Between 1420 and 

1500 A D.; a. of HlT^iqq^fq 

( Ms. copied in 1530 A, D.). 

^'T^lTtMoi, son of vrqT=ftTI?T. 

of srmiT^ ; a of saiqi^qq?^ 
( composed in 1580 A. D. ). 

), son of 

^iRif^f ; a. of 

(of which 

seems to be a part ); Ms. No. 

2393 ( Baroda O. I. ) is 

^t^l<T^%??5T,'vherein 

tflTf?i and quqq-f are 

relied upon. So it is later than 

1350 A. D. 

son of son of 

of the a. of 

on {com¬ 

posed in 1266 A. D.). 

fwj- m. in the com. on the q^fq- 

^T??Tr^?ras a writer on politics. 

a- of 

c55fROltRI%^?, son of sft^roi. Pro¬ 
bably 12th century A. D.; 

a- of , 

clJfJIui a. of 

STli^SBThT- 

^{fJTUW?, son of son of 

srin^unT^. Between 1585-1630 

A. D. ; a. of arpgTf^ or aq^- 

HR, iTl^Sfq??f!T- 

^8fHUi^q, son of Sec. 

84.; ( reputed ) a. of 

( which was begun by hii 

father). 

HSfJTuitqiwqrq na. in the si^piT of 

555TgR on the «n^q of 

^5f4N?Sfftr%T a of iq,4q»<rq^q. 

son of jftqTcs; a. of 

5|;^5rt)M55l (composed in 1618 

a' D. ). 

^afjTV^qV, wife of\?iqjq 

Sec 116 ; ( reputed ) a. of qRT- 

wrfr ( com. on the ftfcnjfm ) 

and of com. on ^T^sfqSra’ 

of inRw 

son of “f 

Sec. 78. 

son of Tl^q an d 

*• of f^^^qfqfqiqq Earlier 
than 1525 A. D. 

a. of qq^Tprlf^. Earlier 

than 1500 A D. 

a- of ^rq^rsrm- 
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a- of 

a. of JrWRtrgsi^ffg^T- 

^^RRPTtrr a. of 

5r?*f|5TRRU| KTRI^IR, son of 

IRTRT; a. of 

a. of ^u^n- 

a. of SRRTHRsfl com. on 

R^flnrfa a. of com. on 

ST^tfWf^ a. of 

5^, pupil of or 

JT^^sg^lftr, a. of Relies 

on ?»xg^ and ; Ms. No. 

401 F ( B. 0. Mss. Cat. vol. I. 

p. 472 ) is dated ^y. 625 

( 1644 A. D. ). So he flourished 

between 1500 and 1640 A. D. 

m. by pTnr?Tf^, 

m. in SITqfR^^- 

by »PRi4 on 

!• 238, by 55IT3R io srUTOR#?^- 

m. by «iqxi4) ( PP- 1031, 

1080), by iu ST^TURR^- 

( vide Jivananda Sm. 

part II. pp. 310-320 ). 

WWM ( Anan. Sm. pp. 128- 

135 ). 

m. by ( P- 88 ), 

8TqXl4 (pp* 145, 539, 543, 547). 

F. D.—153 

5R9tl%- 

a. of |g)«q.^(d. 

ui. by 5i?gqfug?r in gi%- 

^ a. of 

a. of ^gf9l. 

5r|?rnRT, son of son of 

nsqiTR of arer^gr; a. of g^- 

gqm. 

^I5iqfoi FgIFiq a. of r^RR- 

fefeR m. by fjRn® ( on III. 

290), by axqfi^ pp. 1183, 38, 

138. 

a. of fFRcHm- 

55tq;^*X, son of |?i5nR; a. of jjr- 

{ part of 

^)- 

a. of Between 

900-1100 A D.; m, in 

RR. of FRRrHi in 

of ^gqf^, in sn?[- 

RRR of 

a. of 

Rimrai Sec. 51 ; a. of. 

^ and 5R7X1RR; m. by ftrcR* 

( on II. 119 and III. 

1-2, 260, 289 ), wq^Tsp ( PP- 28, 

30, 33, 259, 269, 418, 460, 542, 

870, 942 &c.). 

RintfW a. of ^qqsRRR- 

a. of 

RRlf^ RR^. son of gjj^, sen of 

of Later 
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than 1400 A. D.; a. of 

of 

of 

or a. of f^vrm? ( f^- 

C. Ms. No. 123 of 1884-86 

was copied in 1632 i. e. 

1575 A. D.). 

son of ; a. of ^- 

a. of m. in. 

( p. 134 ), by 

( If f® fif® ®on who 

composed ); a. of 

a of 

a- of 

a. of STRIS^^ 14+l^'fl • 

<4H«lfor4(«r alias son 

of JTt5rftr?r and pupil of 

About 1650 A. D.; a. of 

airar^%^ ( 
i<sm )• 

son of «ftpRT*T ; »■ of WRn^- 

About 1450-1500 A. D.; 

a. of sq^^WHUR ( of which a 

portion is called ;^R*iR ). It is 

probably this author that is 

mentioned in 

18th century ; a. of sqsf- 

5T?in5rT 

a. of 

a. of 

5TT4T«niTin®P a. of com. on ^ni^' 

a. of HKT^^gg^l- 

of ; a. of 

or -TTfoi^q^. 

pupil of %3rlhr; 

a. of STRT^^irftft^l or -a^- 

a. of an^n^e^. of ^dr- 

?c*Ti of <|>i|«n(d> 

^ m. as a writer on politics in 

com. on jftdl^tlPScr- 

a. of dur¬ 

ing the reign of^HRf^g. Later 

than 1300 A. D. 

srvTjnsr a. of ?ir«sf?w, 

argjTH a. of 

a. of ^,RHUR ( B. 0. Mss. 

Cat. vol. I. No. 74 p. 66). 

Mentions and 

a. of 

W5TJlgrn«n*T. son of ^r^Ti 

of the family. He was 

judge under ¥R^ and his son 

^i“g of 1450- 

1500 A. D. His elder brother 

was ?iugcpftT«r. and 

and were his gurus ; 

a of TlgTffq 

snfhr, hrrttow- 

or 

and its ^^RiqftWRT. 
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He is m. by in 

and by in bis R- 

( generally as )■ 

Parts of and 

are separately labelled 

in the catalogues, such as e?Tq- 

fR^RT and qrf^atRresE- 

a. of R^RRSr^Tm^I- 

^RTRTR. son of 555^^0075 of 

and%^;f^qqrpg|. 1478- 

1530 A. D. His pedigree is 

iTRRnn- *Rii>=R-noi'mrR2 - g^R- 

R5-55?RRR1 (wife )- 

^^IRTR ; a. of RHnRRonr and 

ooui. ia^RIRfR^Rir- 

erSRTRT^ of the RRfTRRhr ; »• of 

RRf^RT- 

^RTRt4 a. of 

pupil of ; a. of 

Sf^TtSTN^fR, l%^«55nRRf • 

RS'cRlRi son of and 

younger brother of RSPIRR- 

Before 1150 A. D.; a. of qr^- 

RH^q- ( composed at request of 

of ftiRRST )• 

a. of Rg^R^?ri. 

reputed a. of 

RTRS a. of Sec. 9. 

a. of com. on qR?^- 

qP- 

a. of ^^5q55fIT ( B. O. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 166 p. 

181), of fnr^^qsai- 

RTR^qfR a. of RRRRUi^qtp or 

( vide Ms. No. 

12774 of Baroda 0. I. ). 

RJRRTm a. of g%jRn- 

RTR^qm a. of ^^RRRJif. 

^TR?qT% a. of f.q^4iogq. 

) m. in RT^rtR7 

I’y f pj- 

gr^RlffTft'R.Sec. 101; a. of wpgiq- 

arr^^fcTTRiar, ffq- 

T^SRTRM, ?ftRf%o, f afRo, 

fR®, feqRTRo. sR^SR/ro, 

g%1R®. ^STTRIHR®. sn^fRo ; 

a. of T^isifeiqq, RST- 

TIRTROTR, &qT?fRnfq, g^fquiq; 

a. of ^qqflifk, RffTRRBcRlSofV 

( extracted from Rt4fRO ), hrj- 

RI?R^T%, RS^RgHRlR, 

fqiR, WjRiRicRTloit; a. of 

f^qsf^q ( B. O. Mss. Cat. vol. 

l. p 67 No. 75 ). 

Rls^^RT, son of , son of RTRr; 

a of ^RTR^dl^tiui, R^IR- 
rs_5 

RTT tf%) R^IWT, a follower of 

; 1080-1130 A. D.; 

m. in ^5qa^, 

( p. 350). 

qpi:^ a. of JJIRJyT and of a 

qiH^ m. by as a fSrq?Rq»R 

in Rgqqo HI. 1. 159. 

RW^ a. of 3n%^^( composed 

for 55R5B^f ). 

RTR^ a. of giRRRRfoRTRSr. 

RTRRR ^«nq a. of 

or (B. O. Mss. Cat. 

Vol. I. No. Ill p. 104 ). 
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»• of 

». of vi^Ci- 

com. on of 

*• of 

mini a- of m. in 

( )• 

qUTVptTf a. of 

qjini, *n«q of,m. in 

of ^CDI- 

qiwri*rf^ in anq vr. I- 10. 
28. 2. 

qiviftfe a writer on politics; m. in 

com. on 

qig^ a. of q55m«ft<ftqa?5rfH<. 

qrg^ a- of com. on 

^ m. in 

qrg^q »• of 

a of q?l«inq?:fn 

qig^q, son of ^; a. of qn^FT^- 

As ms. is dated 

1428 ( 1371-72 A. D. ), he is 

probably identical with the com¬ 

mentator of fhe qr^^T^gi^q. 

a. of qRgsT^. 

qrg^, son of son of 

>e444(c|> surnamed } a. of 

com. on Between 

1680-1760 A. D. 

qig^q. son of Btiq^q, of the 

qrqsT oaste; a. of qqVqqwi^IRq or 

qig^. son of ?ftq% ; a. of artq^’- 

oiHI^^iaiTT Vide Ms. No. 7603 

(Baroda O. I.) mentions gTTII^i 

Earlier than 1260 

A, D. ; a. of com. on q|l^7- 

and of a q^;f^ thereon. 

He is m. by and ^^qggfST- 

» of ^frqis;ilr- 

qTg^«?T^Tq. son of a. of 

(^O'" school 

of ^eniqs ). 

gi§%q a of ^^q^RT- 

'Jlg^qiWW a. of a^^l^ctipiltq, 

mawq^RT- 

a. of atpans^. 

qifl^tqra a. of qiqf^Tl'ilfTOI 

q^^ 

a. of JjSTsfaiT com. on 

qiTRjfH^. 

( supposed to be ) a. of 

I^R«^5q (including jjji and 

qws). 

pupil of ; a. of 

qa'FR^iT^fq^' 

iqgiq^- Sec. 71; a. of ftRT- 
( com. on ), 

or 

son of son of 

a. of com. on ^cuiqf^- 

of 

^fS^y, son of %5ra; a. of 

{q^, son of qRs^uq, summed 

%5iijq and resident of ; 

a. of com. on gi^Rqriq'. 

f^g^. son of ^qr4q., of the jaiT- 

mqhf; a. of f.oqTicsqfefe or 

(composed in 

1619-20 A. D.) and copa. 
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thereon and of 

( composed in 1628 A. D.) and 

com. thereon. 

l%g?r ». of Pro¬ 

bably the same as above. 

son of ; a. of sniyil- 

@T^- 

«. of qr^sfi. 

»• of ^ffqsr^^q. 

f^S<Sl^l4 a- of 

^5^^ or son of 

?§^N|4 } born in 1515 A. D, 

Said to have been a. of 

8*ftH0I«T, com. 

on the «?!n?ii%opr of gr@^rr?T4. 

(of which 

seems to be a part) 

or ^n^- 

a. of ( which is taken 

from the of the 

chap. 33-40 of the 

Bombay edition ). 

ratfm son of 

Earlier than 1500 A. D.; a. of 

ffre?rr9ni^%, sit- 
j m. in tr+i^^Oa^ (vol- 

II. pp. 68, 75 ), 

( vol. II. p. 505), 

(vol. I. p. 355 ), 

(vol. I. p. 744 speaks of f%^T- 

), ^I'^dT? ( vol. II. 

p. 312). 

a. of and |jni%- 

swtrr- 

1221 

m. in 

a. of 

m. in 

Td?lW-?dI*T a. of 

a. of 3?n%:?iK?n*R- 

l^fsrf^ a. of 

Tdfn^raiH a. of 

^WNra. son of iTomd, son of 5t?I- 

Between 1375-1450 A. D. 

A voluminous and versatile 

writer; wrote in Maithili also 

and on moral tales (as in 

qfVWT. ^uifrsroiii); a. of »iin- 

(under the patronage 

ofJTgl^ qneen of 

qiri«f. son of i%gf^), jmiqrf- 

5!^, (under patron¬ 

age of JT5T^ queen 

of sfTl^lw ?^TTraui). 

XpRctlfguft ( probably his last 

work), (under 

orders of son of 5ft- 

f&5. sonof 

(composed at the bidding of 

queen )■ ^ide Ind. 

Ant. vol. XIV p. 182 and vol. 

XXVIII. p. 57. His is 

m, in Ji55Jn5ra^ (vol. I. p. 

823). He is m. in 

and by His 

swnfi^n (N- vol. V. 245) 

distinctly says that was 

the son of ( and not 

brother as some suppose on 

account of the words in the 

N* vol. V. p. 1 ). 
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Vide Journal ot the Depart¬ 

ment of Letters, Calcutta Uni¬ 

versity, for 1927 vol. XVI 

where there is an informing 

paper on 

a. of 

in 

a. of 

a. of ^3^1?- 

a. of 5n?rus2Tif^nr'fl^ 

(which seems to be purely 

astrological ) ; vide N. ( new 

series ) vol, II. No. 69. 

a. of 

Sf^fFT- 

ft«<W*>rpbea under 

»• of gisaT'ng^^. 

a. of sn=^lfcrf%t»fq- or 

composed by order of 

king ^HRf?TO], son 

of ( vide B. O. Ms. Cat. 

vol, I. No- 24, p. 21 ). About 

1500 A. D. 

^l^m. in aNTi# (p- 112). 

m. as a writer on politics 

in com. on 

m. in 5t^fts4’s 

*• of ; m. in 

and in 

earlier than 1500 A. D.; 

“• in of 

and by in 

( vol. II. p. 275 ) and 

a writer on politics ; m. 

in the FfUmcT, by 

1%'aTF'r on qi^r- I. p- 190 

( Tri. S. Series ). 

son of 

and grandson of ; a. of 

Between 1460-1525 

A, D. 

a of or 

«rs:fn- 

»n- in com. on 5ft1?raR?n- 

;j?T as propounder of cti^^Fjl; 

m by IjtiT? ( HI- 2. 826 ). 

a of f^isFmiesT- 

llt»aTra a- of 5f3U5t 

T^^l«l, son of itN19; a. of ar?^- 

oom. on 

w 
and 41 

a. of (probably 

the same as son of 

). It deals with the rites 

from death to ^iqqj1<ts^ui in 

the case of the ffparl^^^glPgT- 

foiSj^TSI earlier than 1660 A. D. • 

a. of ^ru^niraT'I- 

l’^<gFT«Ij son of surnamed 

Between 1450-1615 

A. D.; a. of f 

a. of gr^n^l^iW- 

son of ; a. of %^- 

son of a. of 

; probably the same as 

fg^RFI. son of below. 
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* Gurjara 

gfigun of of 
S^gRRUIH^^ ( No.12708 

of Baroda 0. I. ) mentions 

®o later than 1680 

A. D. 

ftwtR) ®on of *ilTR5 J of 
or ^SRRT ( compiled at 

Benares in 1736 A. D.). 

RWT«I a- of 5n^*i*njir?iR5TT- 

i<s,Ki- 
a. of 

R^srpii *on of son of 

«mrRT j a- of 
on About 1550 

A. D. 

^WTPT. son of g^^TlftW. son of 

Bn^piEtT; a. of Bf^SRRnilR 
composed in 1544 

A. D. 

a. of BrBnra; or BiBiR’jhT' 

'SRB. 

RWTISI a. of BrfyRui^raT? ( P*'®- 

bably the same as ) 

son of gfi:; a. of com. on 

R^»II35T- 

son of ?fI?gsrBT» 
son of ^as 

the younger brother of 

a. of ^«r3=Rg^ or 

(composed in 1584 A. D. ) or 

a. of M «I<4 ^1^§^1‘ 

or -gRqgi^M^- Same as 

above ; Ms. No. 9375 ( Baroda 

O. I.).’ 

R^5n*4 a. of 3nRR%^?TJl5- 

8IRR a. of 

f^Tura or 

R^Tt*! a. of 

R^JIT>45R a. of lR?T«n*I- 

ftwrni^wiR a. of 3tR?niq^- 

R>RR son of K^RT ', bet¬ 

ween 1612-1633 A.D.;a. of 

gfanprt. 

RWn»T SRmaRST About 1630 

A. D. a. of jflUrlRi^lsE or 

R«5rnwi a. of «>lT<g,<KI%- 

a. of srTfl;^ 

Brw*r<i^^7’i. a- of 
PHJR or ^^?rRt?TT-About 

1600-1650 A. D. 

RWTTfri^> ®®“ 
surnamed fsR, a resident of 

( modern Wai ); a. of 

an%»M<n<l<RglgT- Mentions 
I^ater than 1650 

A. D. 

Sec. 61 ; a. of 

R^^tr a. of RJS^f.'lH^W and 

a. of 

S*o- b2; a. of 

( reputed ) a. of *Tjn- 

(really composed by 
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a. of raftPun?!. 

a. of on ( ?«■<>- 

bably the same as the next ). 

a. of . 

Earlier than 1500 A. D.; 

a. of 

a. of ( B. O. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. No. 445 

p. 521 ). 

son of Later 

than 1650 A. D.; a. of com. on 

son of son of 

nffTrm of sur- 

named a. of Ji?rpn# 

( by order of king ST^rpT) grand 

son of )• About 1750. 

a of or 

a. of 

f^%jarT*r5 

alias nirn^, son of 

son of About 

1620-1685 A.D.; a. of sipr^aT^- 

>1^1^. WRU^lf^r. 

^ or or 

g5SRmq)*T> (on 

BTRRi an^rra) ^PTi '^i 

sr^gT, 5?igrgiT, 

sni; and frpT^- 

sratn^TT, 

?^T. Be¬ 

sides he composed on 

and »TI5^^Hf5r and ( on 

ITRtra ) TWm ( a com. on 

the ). He officiated at 

the coronation of the great 

Shivaji in 1674 A. D. Ms. No. 

9670 ( Baroda O. I. ) shows 

that the jV? ^as com¬ 

piled in 51% 1599 (1677 A. D.). 

son of patron¬ 

ised by JT^Tigr Sec. 94 ; a. of 

( com. on the fJmrSfRT 

of ), frf^rnftsnfr, ^igr- 

'n^^nraqi^, »t5T- 
and ( probably ) 

papil of 

; a. of ^fegirarn^nr or 

WfiSTg or qf|p54aaag or qft- 

’TOgspl^r or *T%- 

^^^TTSrqtq (from q?qnRR#lg); 

earlier than 1600 A. D. 

fitsg a. of 3nW1^praq>Tlf%- 

^55 a of 

fqsg a. of snf^^T^W. composed 

in 1559 ( 51% 1) 

( B. O. Mss. Cat. vol. I. 

No. 35 p. 34 ). 

■fqs^ ( ); a. of com. on 

an^^spni^fr- 

a. of ^?qrafqi% 

a. of srRTf%^. 

a. of 

fqs^qf^cT a. of 

a. of and 

com. ^fik^Rn^rr ( composed in 

1634 A. D.), 
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); a. of 

and ^4IS%4dL 

son of sur- 

natned aiEarlier than 

1780 A. D.; a. of 

Same as above ; a. of 

(from 5^T4^RtT- 

Jlfnr ). 

son of %5nPT?. of f^^- 

STiIT ; a. of 

RT<i?a^in'i^, son of 

; a. of sn^Tfa^tTrrT^t- 

(com. on !ri?n%^aT^ of 

and ( com. on 

«rra:at^ of ) 

T^'^JFrrfl'Vwira a. of 4^T5Rflfd5Pl- 

m. as a writer on 

politics in the com. on 

Wl+dl^A's- 

a, of (for 

king son of ) 

parts of which are 

etc. 

a. of pToral^Srnwftl 

( composed at the instance of 

SJHTSnnsriT^. son of a 
^ \ 
^)- 

son of a. of 

son of ; a. of 55^- 

5ETft«»I (for JTT^r^T^mmi )• 

Earlier than 1450 A. D. He 

was and yet dwelt 

H. 0^154 

in Gauda. He bows to 

and and relies on 

riTT?^ and 

Later than 1200 A. D. 

a. of 

a. of and 

4tf«r (f«f) of the sfriit^nNr; 

a. of ifl'qqg^re. 

of ; a. of ^^- 

Rara 

4tnTSR a. of sr«ft»T- 

^rqni, jpniTR55^, srqrngrKRfe. 

of ; a. of 

of ; a. of 

qR^i®!- 

son of son of 

Sfc'tTglltg of the race ; ( re¬ 

puted ) a. of 

(composed in 1383 A. D.). 

Aufrecht ( 1, p. 595 ) is wrong 

in ascribing dd^^hl)d<[^)fiV to 

this g't?#?. That was 

of wfiRTt of the 

jg^ dynasty. D. C. Ms. 85 of 

1869-70 is dated 1572 

( 1515 A. D.). 

m - in 35^ii^4tm4ctTSr (vol. 

II. p. 542 ), (vol. 

I. pp. 867, 900 ) of ^:r^- 

son of |qT%?i; a. of ^ipT- 

About 1300 

A. D. 
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son of at gtrq- 

( modern Puntambe ) on 

the ; a. of 

(composed in 1598 A. D.). 

a. of mi^n^fqoiq. 

; a- ‘'t 555f%?m- 

15:^T?qpni “>• in ^[*r«nn, 

1^?T ( P' 320 )• 

m. in ar^qrn?, 

(na<s(''« )) 

(reputed) a. of g-?qT^r5Tn^- 

f.g:THTq m. by fq^q on 

I. 195, in aiqn4 (P- 880), 

^Rnn'Erq (p. 326 ), 

sr^, 8fps:n^- 

m. by 3iqqi4 ( P' 550), 

f<^r<qq*r- 

m. in qgiqqr^I^S- 

m. by aiq^T?! ( P- 1235 ), 

q^RPTOT^^ ( vol. I. part I, 

p. 230 ), an^JT^- 

in RRnSiRT ( on 

III. 265 ), gpRi# ( PP" 888, 

897, 1090). 

ni. in { on 

?n^. III. 261 ), 3rqfTE§ (PP. 

602-603 ). 

m. in |jnT? ( HI- 2. 

440). 

m. in and far«^ 

( on qx^. I. 60 ). 

flTn^q^Wq na. by fq>q^q ( on 

qig. I. 4-5), fqaigriT. smii 

( p. 33). 

na. in ( on qj^r- 

1- 19 ). on q(. q. ^. ( 23. 

20), tqir^, P- '*67, 

8nin4 (PP- 198, 420, 446 ). 

^^fqs^ m. in fqqrSiin ( on inf¬ 

ill. 267 ). 

^^sqiq ni. by «m<l^ 

p. 751. 

1?:^ m in ganf?- 

14^1 Idwq na. in fqmJSRT (on qRT 

I, 221 ), qiqqin, eqqgKfliij^T 

of ^Jjpqigq, 

); pr. in Anan, 

Sm. pp. 232-235. 

na. in WcrTSflT ( on qr^. 

III. 254 ), qqn^ (pp. 1072, 

1107 ). 

f4T% na. by 5^. 

na. in the qigroifl^^ of 

f??iqq a. of ff^iqqqig^. 

fsqiqq a. of ^fqg^jqiq^. 

ff^Tqq^ a. of of com. 

on ^q^xftqiqT) of com. on ^- 

?Rqi tn%8I4>^^rTT, of com. on 

qiRIir a. of qq^ra^qi ( com¬ 

posed in 1503 A. D.). 
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»• of 

»• of 

»• of ?i?r5R?ist?- 

gil5IW? a. of ; 

#fZ5T gT3^7lq5^. of Ear¬ 
lier than 1580 A. D.; a. of 

com. on in^faTlfld54V- 

a- of and com. 

.3vw4«AI- 

son of ^«i^qrai4; ^• 

of l^pra^Tg^iT^w^- 

llz?T«T a. of ?i4s?rni>J5rJ(f- 

a. of cEHSPlfw^- 

^21^4, son of ; 

a. of 

of si'ii=r^4'n- 

a. of 

or son of T^siPT 

of the Later than 

1200 A. D.; a. of com. on 

WRn^?i?I^> of or 
mand com. thereon, 

of 
and ^^5^ and its com. 

of 

its com. 

a. of 

^12115 a. of 

a. of arRlHl'T®!^ or 

qf25r a. of aiRfr^«f- 

a. 

a. of or 

STRlTsrf^^RT- 

k^ZV a. of 

t^l^T a. of ^k(gH«JI5 S possibly 

the same as above. 

%5TTJl a. of 

a. of an'f|-c^!T4>l^- 

a. of com. on ciTctyrril^cin 

of ^55Q(ii^. 

a. of 5nfTOlg4- 

gi?, nra^aif^^^- 

(reputed) a. of sftxgsi^W- 

^>j-^^g5gT<n a. of %buiqii(^'MT- 

son of flt^I^<?^hsif3' 

Earlier than 1500 A. D.; a. of 

com. a^m on qiT^’Zir of 

qi%€t ( a com. on astrological 

called 5ni^>TF!I- 

formerly called 

son of ia<ic!&|«l^ or 

son of Tr?r*l5 of ?ft^5!J55 in Guje- 

rat. About 1643 A. D,; a. of 

or 

( between 1250—15C0 A. 

D. ) ; a of ( written 

under the patronage of the 

king of )• 

q^-?l^l!q ( qT?55 ) *• of TfRMJf- 

*• of 5ftIq*iRi<^- 

Later than 1400 A. D. 

a. of «Hn%- 

and aiuii-qi^uW- 

t^T?5qTiiT?rH5raq4 a- of 
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a- of 

( reputed ) a. of JjfT^ 

and 

the same as 

or ^35Ti son of ^fsn«I- 

%i^5n#*njr epithet applied to 

several scholars e. g. 

is ascribed to a 

4ijt, so also aqiiKqil, 

=g^5ST- 

q?Hni a. of ( of 

■which is a part ). D. 

C. Ms. No. 112 of 1895-1902 

was copied in 1719 

( 1652-53 A. D.). 

a- of 

son of son of srgi- 

About 1675 A. D.; a. of 

W^SERofls to several works of 

his father, such as gn^TCT^i 

srPTT^- 

( all parts 

of %qT^?’s )• 

qfldl'q a- of qtl^lri^qnr, iq’qjj- 

l^nrm a. of 

Wrm a. of 

son of Jlflf5 and 

%aft and pupil of JiRfn%^ and 

father of Sec. 116. 

Aufrecht (I. p. 612 ) is wrong 

in identifying ci?TJri«T wf-b 

ITTSWS (^bo was really 

q^pfm’s son ); a. of com. on 

son of ?TIT^ rRfigh son 

of fqg3I; a. of 

and of com. on 

Ho composed his 

in 1683 A. D. 

son of son of 

a. of «?siltrai%. 

qfT^|«r a. of 

%fr51T*r?t%rr About 1600 A. D. ; 

»• of yiId4jTbm»* (parts of which 

are aTTS^. ^RmTHT. «Hi|? of®-)* 

"WimfiTWcr a. of 

%qi^TTST?t%cr a. of <4ui^K4liai, ^- 

(both are probably 

identical). 

%qmqi? or %?nsrra a. of a ; 

m. in fimra??! ( on iH- 

17), STTCT# P' ^1- 

( reputed ) a. of 

a. of a m. in 

WT ( on Ill- 326 ). 

son of and pupil of 

‘and protege of > 

vide under 

a. of STRO^aJI? or 

5qi%5r a. of 

5«n5I see under l^aqK; m. by 

mm®, 3nm4 (pp- 132, 133, 145 

521, 524, 1144, 1202); 

=^Rg^l. on nit- ^• 

(23. 11). D. C. Ms. No. 163 

of 1884-86 contains a 
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in 388 verses on daily 

duties such as sri^- 

and &c, A Ms. 

in the Bhadkamkar collection 

has an incomplete text in 260 

verses. 

“■ as (distinct 

from 

(P. 20). 

~’TT7' Probably same 

as E!n5I; m. by fJTrnSiTTT ( 

in^r. III. 30 ) anm% ( pp- 

467, 892). 

5?n?T a. of Sec. 53. 

wnw a. of 

«mi a. of ^v^S^iTTn- 

pupil of ; a. of ?iswn- 

iirm- 

a. of 

R^fsrra a- of ^^^TST^RT- 

a^TT^ a. of «Tf^( jf^tTBfwfo'’ 

followers of )• 

tpa^i5« a. of 

He was a devotee 

of fqgai^i son of ggVfTgm, pro¬ 

bably same as the preceding. 

»• of ^f^- 

ftsST^T- 

son of ^155, surnamed tpR 

of the pc)TiMl4? snbcaste ; a. (if 

^*n- 

and ^?n’T5I^5^ 

( composed in 1753 A. D.), 

(referred to in 3^0 ). 

^ST a. of 

■jTf? a. of ( at the 

bidding of ?TPTOlf. son of 

mstsiT?? )• 

51^ a. of f^a^Trsn^- 

son of of the 5nfo^- 

5?Tn\^; a of 

a. of and afaBT- 

51^ ctlffoT^ a. of it)via<44> 

proViably same as the preceding. 

Vide Ms. No. 7659 ( Baroda 

0. I. ). Mentions 

and a^T^T^T- 

5Tlf? 1^* ®OD of a. of ITl?r- 

a- of 

a. of agV^iT- 

®on of ^I4N**|VTB ; 

flourished between 1540-1600 

A. D.; a. of ^rffiiwra’ or 

fqtfta, f51ohl'3f?g^T. VlHSlM&m. 

or ?it'3H)I^15T. %114+irMWC 

and its com. ( Stein’s Cat. p. 

316 ). 

son of son of 

Flourished between 

1620-1680 A. D. ; a. of ^- 

fsPTFP. f.»rfWT?^. or 

( composed in 

1671 A. D.), 

( of his father was revised by 

him ), ?i?l=giOTJlB ( of which 

is a part ). 
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a. of ^'^gv:n5IT- 

or 3ft^5nT below. 

?jr^njr«r, son of He was 

probably the "’ho was 

a guru of If so he 

flourished about 1450-1475 

A. D.; a. of 

sn^rf^srfrT. srr^nTiqr- Aufre- 

cht ( T. 625 ) assigns «rt:gwf3 

to him, but it is a work of 

or 3T^5ri5rfT, son of 

gijrar, son of : a o* 

gjT. 
of ( composed in ! 

nrniffe 4678 ). 

WfTrai^ a. of 

and q^WT- 

srnraf^i, qTqt?Tq5=«qVqT?i^. ?i?t- 

a- of qrq^tilHq<s.I?' 

5TlTT5n^ a. of ?ig'5^.7i?nT- 

a. of q%^ 3tqq^55T on 

Vide Sec. 12, 

a. of a Vide N. vol. I. 

p. 34 for a Ms. of (in 

6 sn^qrqs }. 

Earlier than 1050 A. D. ; 

m. by of 

(pp. 139, 306 ), by 

( p. 117 ), by |jnf^ (III 1 

p. 412 and HI. 2. 479, 594, 

610 ), by of 

in Jnqfkrrarq (p 498), 

^ide Sec. 12. 

^Tg*lq?Tg a- of com. on 

fjfurq of 

5Tfr^ a. of ^i% ; m. in JT^Sf- 

qr^sn^. 

^jsp:^ a. of ?fSTJfT^ ( m. in sqVf^- 

vol. I. p. 596 ) and a 

( “■ tbe 

of n^rar )• 

5I^;f a. of ^qmiaq. 

5I»q?Tqm “• by fvjiAqf^f ( on 

aiRirq )• 

Between 900 and IIOOA.D. 

m. in the ^jpq^mT, io 

along with and qq^ifn^ 

and by fmi? as refuting ^1^7- 

T%fq (III 1. p. 1148). Aufrecht 

ascribes the to him.But 

this is wrong. Vide pp. 618-19 

above. 

a- of 

?r»gqT>-ifir«r »• of sprotr^. 

5ITgqTq pandit at 

the court of prince ; a.of 

S?^Ie5WI^j( composed in 1715 

A. D. ), |»Tf??Tq|pq- 

( composed by order of king 

>qq%q). ?Twq#ig^- 

^^jqratrq a. of ^rfq^gaft. Pro¬ 
bably the same as the 

preceding. 

or ^5!ii?|q, son 

of qRS^coT and pupil of 

( he wrote his com. on *115- 

in I7O8 A. D.); a. o| 
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» 

In his com. on he 
<» 

mentions and 

No- 12.'>89 of 

Baroda 0. I. ). 

^^^151 ( He was Sambbaji, son 

of Shivaji, the great Maratha 

king and ruled from 1680- 

1689); (reputed) a. of 

^IT^ar ( a Tanjore prince ); a 

of ( of which ^rrj- 

is a part). 

(king of Tanjore, 1798- 

1833 A. D,); a. of 

(?*■<>- 

bably same as preceding ). 

m. in 

m. in 

a. of or 

c 

qn^Bf»T a. of 

qnvwiqd m. in of 

( P- 303 ), tmf?. «T^H- 

qn<HW Pi ( probably, same as 

above ) m. in iaq^|4 ( PP- ^23, 

424, 462, 640 ), 

iTtifg, »n’qqpqiq> H^qui^nri. 

a. of ^ ( m. by ^4?t( 

on anq ?fl- 9' H- 21) aod 

of m. by on Jiy. vr- 

23. 19, by mclTSan of 

III. 280, by ( on 

8n^=g p. 190). 

^rirnriq Sec. 28. 

qnJif^ri of 

wm- 

a. of T^Tgqz® “■ io fquni- 

a. of or 4tT- 

m-rnmSi- 

qn^tiq^ to- io ( on 

aiTsfrq P- 190), m. in 

of qrfltw^' 
fq^oj. 

f^g:q, son of TniqT^l of 

a ofanq^aTq^^Wqlnq^f^' 

(» ^feqn?q); a. of 

aiTTll^lcq, and 5|^- 

f^, son of ; a. of ?Tq?n- 

j^, son of of the 

family, originally from 

(modern Kopargaon) on the 

Godavari; a. of 

( composed at Benares in 1776 

A, D.). 

f^q a. of 

son of ; a. of com. 

on 

m. by |jnf? (IH- 2. p. 

594)and by 
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RlclijTl, son of of the 

; a. of 

a- of com. on afRngcT^. 

of 

f5ra^> son of ; a- of com. 

on 

1^. son of sfifOTr 1^9 of 

; a. of 

a. of or 

a. of 

( probably same as the preced¬ 

ing ). 

firasTim'nHg?^^ a. of 

?iT5n 

a- of swtnH^q or jTsnn- 

WK- 
(Irqqqt?. son of sfimT?! of gs^- 

gqj a, of ^ra%I?f- Ms. No. 

11958 ( Baroda 0. I.) was co¬ 

pied in 1610 ( 5n%) 

and the work mentiocs 

and and so was com¬ 

posed between 1585-1685 A D. 

a. of ?ni:fn<iiV 

son of ( pos¬ 

sibly same as above). Later 

than 1650 A. D.; a, of qvinqi% 

SIT?H<>Tq. 

fqrqriff. son of of the 

Mod ha caste ; a. of 

and ?TU^55^ftnff com. 

on the qqri^- 

qnfg^T^f^- of com. on qi^q^flq, 

wi^f^gcumoi, ^5i^g?ntifci> of 

and com. q^j- 

iw- 

RTqnW a. of ?ipq^3T?Wni. 

T^^TUT a. of :?^«n^qqnT- 

a. of q?5r?tn??ire- 

mar?TIl a. of 

aTT%^'T^7^ and am^cn^Qtqi 

^51'3Sp51'4'bb 

son of f^«rm;a- of 

^^qi^gfnnfoi composed in 1578 

A. D. He is probably the 

same as above. B. O. Mss. 

Cat. vol. T. No. 72 pp. 64-65 

gives 1562 ^ 

etc. ) as date of copying. 

gfflT (gs?); of 

mq^nr a. of {qraypnipiT^iq^- 

Earlier than 1150 A. 

D.; m. in jiq. q|. ( p. 619 ), in 

■^Igtldid. ( on aralq p. 

), qn Jir ( I- part 2 p. 

448 ) 

JT1T3R, son of 5q?q^ ; a. of 

f cqfinqq^Tg^ and com. jtiqT' 

Later than 1680 A. D. 

firaiqg? a. of ; 

Riqiqsq, son of qi?jqi% 5?ST; a. 
S3 

of fqufq^qoi. 

a of srsfjftqm- 

quiNWlg^- 

mqiqgg^lSTft^fwg. a. of f^- 

jqoiq. 

f^qrns'qiq a. of f^rq^ifqfqi^q. 

qftq^^trSiRr a. of 

5^?q a. of fqs^gjaiHiq- About 

1635 A. P. 
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son of t. of 

a- of sfVfTOR- 

gW^T^n^r (probably 

a. of i^fg^gqgff and com. 

gn^s^ a. of ; m. in urmam 

( on III. 16), arqTi4 PP 

887, 902. 

g5T:ttq m. in and Rpn^' 

gpr^f a. of 

in B. 0. 31 ss. Cat. vol. I. No. 

153D p. 163 is dated 1679). 

“• io of ?ft^. 

gj^foi Sec. 98 ; a. of ftqep^spT 

(com. on of qfi:- 

( a di¬ 

gest of which at least 14 parts 

are known, vide p. 825 ). Au- 

freoht ( I. 660 ) ascribes the 

^Tirq’q^q fo him, but this is 

not correct. Ms. No. 10849 snq- 

farrilrq^ ( Baro la O. I ) was 

copied in 1501 ittr ( Feb. 

1445 A. D. ). 

tlqi^W a- of at0^54^141^• 

( numerous works are atiri- 

bnted to him ; the same ^ppiTq; 

cannot be the author of all ); 

a. of 8c%T%qTsq^T^! ar^tsiV^iiqq- 

qg:f^, 8i^tg^jnnT5Tif^> *5^' 

arqTfg^nf^rr. aTq^5^5B#3» 

of 

and ^jnqfr^rei of a iqRqiref 

H. n —155 

work ( in which qqVqqTf^qTq 

is mentioned ), of 

of a of 

qjHqijfq, qiqqfir, yqawifg- 

qq>n, qaiqqj^q, JJsrq^qTTT^- 

qqln, ^qT?TJi?<nq5,f^. 

?rm?TT. son of a. of 

qBqcftqiqqiqiq^m- 

son of JTgrgr ; a. of 

IqqfqBia^n, ^roiqqqqqViT. 

»• of anqnq- 

ftfq^ 

^45115 Earlier than 1150 A. B. ; 

m, in ^ij^&rR^of 

WPgrfqm and by 

fih^ a of qq>nRf[fy^%3T. 

aft^'rsRisJ, pupil of Rfl^qM ; «• 

of fR^^RsR. 

a of grwre- 

?ft«'»3Tqq a- of Rigri^i^q^- 

Sec. 63. 

^ft^rrqrq.fatbrr of afiRisj arraiq- 

|4I l*^' About 1475—1500 

A. D. ; a. of fq^Tq* 

IRuiq ( of which qiqfR'liq 

seems to be part). Seems to 

have been connected with 

Wl^iqqqiT^ also. 

^jiwt a of com. on an^iqq^ of 

g^im 

a. of ts^fdeiK- 

?ftfOR »• of qiq^Bqf. 

and of com. on RTq^liq- Af>out 

I the middle of the 18th century. 
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?ift^OTI«5T=gT^, son of 

; a. of ^cHTSr^iVnftTT- 
a. of 

ST^ or 

«ftn4 a. of ^n%^T5R- Earlier 

than 1540 A. D. 

Sec. 90. Between 1275- 

1310 A. D, ; a. of arr^Kr?^, 

( for stud¬ 

ents of ), 5%W>fr?T, 

( for students of ^niT- 

), HJnT!T?W. sm?rTT- Vide 

N. vol. Ill p. 34 and vol. IT p. 

363 for jTT»'g;^g? and N. vol. 

V, p. 250 forfif^l^. Aufrecht 

( I. p. 668 ) is wrong in 

regarding as another 

name of : vide Ulwar 

Cat. extract No. 351 for 

^rnSTT- 

son of Before 

1418 A. D. ; a. of 

gT«?wr<T<Rf, ( m. in the 

). 3n3r?i«?n^- 
( probably of this author 

and not of the preceding ). 

a. of ^ragtqq^RT- 

son of of 

Sec. 82.; a. of 

and 

a. of 

sfl^ a. of 

«ftm a. of Pro¬ 

bably the same as above. 

?in^, son of son of 

who was sole minister of the 

king of Delhi. About 1500 

A. D.; a. of 

«fTq7, son of smi^^sn^; *• of 

He was a fol¬ 

lower of the re¬ 

cension of and based 

his work on ; mentions 

Ms. No. 603 ( Ba- 

roda O. I. ) is dated 1547 

( 1490 A. D. ). He 

wrote also vnsq' on 

5tri^?irrCT^-Vide Ms. No. 5491 

( Baroda O. I. ). He mentions 

therein. The Ms. was 

copied in 1607 

{ 1551 A. D.) D, C. Ms. No, 

119 of 1884-86 of the itosbw- 

q?;f5r is dated 1434 

^ ( i- «• 1378 

A D. ). 

a- of 

STT'^T a- of 

son of and younger 

brother of About 

1520-1590 A. D.; a. of 

?lTpl’r^?lTqspl or ?)||qu^MiI|q. 

{ 3051^%^) son of 

son of qinqr; a. of 

sfr^qflr a. of 

sfV^«T5 a. of or 

a. of 

a. of ari^nq^pt- 

WrJrT^m^m. by in 

( vol. II p. 25 \ in 

JirarRq ( vol. I. p. 820, as the 

author of a 
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rftsnsT son of 

a. of f?^dT5»|ui=l or ^- 

and 

and 

and oi" 

and of 

?mqq^tT^T( com. on 

of ). 
( com. on ^^ruT ), 

•qj^I (com. on ^j^yqtfoi’s STR;- 

firltSB )i?fIT*r^( com. on 

»iqfl%Sq^RT of sfRiqui ). Be¬ 

tween 1470-1540 A. D. as he 

quotes and 

gfsf^sawfoi of wi^q% and 

as his gf^aTgrraiq is quoted in 

o£ ?5sr???r and as 

apeaks of him as his 

guru and mentions his ?n?;' 

in the 
( Jivananda vol. II. p, 393 ). 

«ft5f|*m5 a. of 

«ft^rqRJ a. of g^'r^q^falT- 

sfiRqW a. of com. on 

and of gqtf^ on 

3nnqiq^- 

sftPiqW a. of 

«ftf5fqw a. of ( com¬ 

posed in 1159-60 A D.). 

sftfJrara »■ of Pro¬ 

bably same as above. 

gftPfqiq. pnpii of JTRqrqiq; »• of 

a com. on ^- 

f>y STRS^Isq. 

%flHqi!q, pupil of ^; a. of ^5gf?r- 

fe'f- 

gflHqWa»|q|Tfl^ a. of 

sftfqqraaH »• of ?p«nq5?5r*m*i- 

OTRqra^'jSra a. of 

BTtT. 

%flMdlBq|U€a a. of 

WTprqRra^. son of a. of 

and ^4<4|g?qi^- 

5rRr. 

a. of 

T^- 

tfri^?n?isq. brother of ^aHTlT; 

a. of 

a. of cfrRtJnn^fq^- 

gftftrqiqr-aiq »• of nora^qui- 

ssri^TRiq. son of nt^T^ of the 

5^n%^»Thr; a. of 

and of sfifqqRT^fe^r 

( on d4siW4i^ )• 

«flq% a- of srg^Rmmm- 

?!fTq% or a. of 

«fiqfq »• of m. by 

wiwfq a. of sqqgi^iqujq m. by ^- 

in qq»K^nd^ ( vol. II. p. 

39 ) and in 

«ftq^ a. of sqqfTT?igqpq “• in 

( vol. I. p. 928 ). 

vide under 

of the 

same as q^vn’qi^; a. of 
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a. of com. on 

m. by 3nm4 P- 485. 

m- by l»n%- 

m. by of 

aiTTI^ ( P- 483 ), 

(p-153 ). 

“• ill HT- *11 

^Rr%g m. in anq- 'Sf I- 4- 13. 

19. 

Jl^- 

a- of ( B. O. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. No 447 p. 

624 ). 

a. of 

a. of 55fegrl5T- 

=9{^^T- 

a. of ?T!%%irp?r- 

PrwtT. 

( probably a purely astronomi¬ 

cal writer ) m. in ( p- 

191 ) of 5ftJj;frgTIJT. 3TqRT%- 

( p, 550 ). A ^f?ngi4 is 

mentioned by ( 6 th 

century ) in his f|3ri5l^. 

?15?TcnTH: a- of a ^j%; m. in 

=31-?^!, in ( P- 88 ), 

in & m. 

?l??T5Tmai4 a. of ^4!r^T%5Bl (com. 

on^a'l^’s on 54m<n?T of 

an^I^rfisJ )• 

a. of ^{ar; m. by 

of (pill), «rrg;qTTiT "f 

3r«rn^ ( pp- 134, 

527, 548 ). 

5jmT4^5T%®?r a. of sfRn^Qit?. 

a. of com. on 

'fllH'fcl- 

a. of 

a. of • 

a. of ( B. 

O. Mss. Cat. vol. 1. No. 387 p. 

454 ). 

?ITrnJT> son of ; a. of upi- 

Tavi?i?T?*r- 

R?I?TJT a of 

?rTRTJT a. of Th^TJrairfsrjfk- 

?r7T5riT a. of ST^fkvJ^g- 

son of of the 

family. First quarter of 18th 

century A. D. a.-, of STT^^Wf^' 

icomposedfor king of 

), f^§=T=l5T^f^T- 

a. of =gg^^f^^%JRTfl5r- 

?rTT%^, son of ftqife qTJlTSR? 1 

a. of ( composed in 

1678-79 A. D. at the bidding 

of mt^T )•• 

a. of 

( same as stn^ q. v. ); 

a- of 

a. of 

a. of 
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m. iu w., 

son of and 

pupil of and brother of 

^and About 1500-1550 

A. D.; a. of JTl%T?IT^Wsg 

and 

is ascribed to them. 

Vide under 

a. of on 

{ ); ni. in 

( vol. I. pp. 194-220 ), 3n%^- 

( vol. I pp. 336, 388 ), 

fgfafTr? ( vol. I p. 174 ), 5^- 

rR^ ( vol. II. p. 311 ). 

About 1000 A. D.; m. 

in of sfiJjjgto ( pp. 240, 

255 ). 

or of 

^rfui. About 1300 A. D. 

^f^STRT^jni vide under 

son of son of 

; a. of 

¥I^^i son of csV^TVir; a of 

a- of 
( compiled for Sir William 

Jones in 1789 ). 

in com. on amfl' 

of 

«mm vide under 

?IW?T31 a of sreiP^l^?- 

a- of Hiq^^iTfOiirqhT- 

or ?ii^I STcrmrST, son 

of <Tfn^ <nnrnT of 

jxlg. He was a protege of 

WsniTfJT?; a. of tRg^nuRfPT 

and »nngi=^^tf^56T ( vide Ms. 

No. 5887 Baroda 0. I. for 

irjf-^gvr^To^ of the q^gn*I- 

srapT and ^i^^|ngq4 is a part 

of it ). 

Wraoi, brother of in^rai^ and 

son of Tn^OT. Vide Sec. 93. 

Several works are attributed 

to him, but one cannot be 

certain of their authenticity; a. 

of 

^i- 

WT5*!. !Tnn%^§vni%m. ntirR^- 

si^nnr, 

?nW'nT3r> son of ; a. of 

?It4wJT ( this is a mere title ) ; 

a. of ^Bnrm- 

a- of 

%^T»T a. of g55TTRtT^riI- 

a. of ( com¬ 

posed by order of king sf^rjq^ 

of Kalpi ). 

f^l'cTTaT^nr a. of ( part 

of ^ddvq )• 

SOD of ; a. 

of com. on fJmTSim 

( B. O. Mss. Cat. vol. I No. 383 

p. 448 ). 

Not later 

than 1610 A. D.; a. of 

wgfT. 
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son of son of 

About 1630-1670 

A. D.; a. of or 

^aiTIW. son of qs^gg of 

jfl^; a. of af<^{^f|d com. on 

•Af^M<(>i4( of 

^ainw^^gi son of ?Wrf«I5 

and grandson of 

of ; a. of 

#dlfm4llf«^ a. of <{Tlff5n4oi. 

son of 

Earlier than 1500 A. I).; a. of 

a|iw4<«i&iT com. on anq^tgqg 

( pr. in Kashi 8. Series )• 

^WTTi ; 
m. in ^tjH^’s com. on ^ft^T 

and in f^PNlftlTTa, by 

gT^Tgorar^in hisji4>4llr5T.in 

%afi|4rg of 5r*^?T5- He men¬ 

tions in the 

TSk- 

gfgr, son of ; a. of 5RrJig> 

Tk- 

m in com. on ;(Vf|ian^- 

ga- 

sun of Later than 

1400 A.D.; a. of 

with com. 

gffsg Sec. 29. 

5^'H^ a. of or ?i4faftr- 

^<ai gai^aW- Earlier than 1500 

A. D. ; a. of ogagifhia'' 

pnpil of ; 

a. of and 

^«frai4 a. of 

or 

gflTTfll^ a. of 

strmTsr 

grftrw a. of. anaisnWT^T ( com¬ 

piled under orders of 

king of ). 

^4i*lg»q*fl*iti<i5 a. of <t>i«|J£ci. 

^4<T{kra Latar than 1500 A. D.; 

a. of com. on qtliaficiuiiORngl of 

Tl*ra^?T^T4- 

^4+«IHq.a. of (compiled 

at the bidding of )• 

a. of anft^- 

;qj4fRT a. of 

g4H? ( reputed ) a. of 

»ik^. son of JTTa*l%a^. son of 

3’i^ who was treasurer ( 

) to a jfk prince ; a. of 

frqi^a ( E- O' Mss. Cat. vol. I. 

No. 389 p. 456 ). 

wm4 a. of 

m. in |jnk ( ) 

p. 79. 

a. of He 

wrote his in fake 881 

( 959-60 A. D. ). 
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a- of 

iftlRTO. son of 55[5I and 

and surnamed 

and a resident of sigHW i s..of 

(1^- f^ls. No. 302 of 

1884-1886 is a work in about 

160 verses in various metres 

but not on >|4^| or castes ). 

^^rmvrsi son of of the 

finrar family ; a. of 

“ io arf^^’s 

a. of WKU^ailsiok. 

pop'* of pupil of 

#^} a. of d>4i«4l4l<i< ( com¬ 

posed in 1073 A.D.). HP. Cat. 

p. XI. 

a of 

Calukya king, 

son of Reigned 

1127-1138 A. D.; a. of 

or tn^Tfri^TH 

( composed in sake 1051 i. e. 

1129 A. D.). 

fjlwr m. in 

m- in f*r. ^• 

i e. *1*141^14 m. in. 

wi- W- 

“• in **1101%^^ of 

vide P- ^98 n. 816. 

m. in of fftsTW- 

About 1610 A. D.; a. of 

Sec. 87; a. of *iHlf55T (com. 

on btW. q. ), ( com. 

on wi'il- »J- )i ^33531 ( com. 

on anf. ?J; )i com. on antf- 

or ( or 

). fiirneirfT (com. 

on 1^. \}. ), com. on a{m9«V- 

ff^-d a. of 

5ft u of arraWHor^r 

gft a of 

5T^, son of STT#5 of the arej^T 

family; a. of i^tgldgOfninq (com¬ 

posed at modern 

Wai, on the Krsna river ). 

Sft a. of %cnTWr3fH^- 

5ft^ f««t5=?f »• of *?*<-<JIW5I- 
( Ms. dated 1668 A. D. ). 

5ft?m a. of »«j^5R^Tgvi- 

gftfilft a. of f^^RngiWrftWT- 

a. of 

gft'fTt, son of a. of 

( Ms. No. 6892, Baroda O. I. ). 

Sftd'dfilW a. of 

5ftT^«f a of nra^irfft^mt- 

fft?m. son of ». of 

( composed in 

1614 i. e. 1557-68 A.D.). 

gR^Wf, son of ; a. of 

gscpfRi-Rarlier than 1625 A.D. 

gft^l?Td«hl4 m. by fgapgST in 

( P- 243 ). 

gft^Vftra a. of com. on ^wmn. 
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m. ia wr^^Tinc of 

a- of 

5fc5T??5l a. of 

a. of { com¬ 

posed in 1795-96 A. D. ). 

Slt^«T Sec. 92 ; a. of or 

Sl^T«fflI«r a. of or 

sft^nsmn^ a. of g^ai- 

ffr^rirpm a. of g|;aJT3lft- 

lH«Timir a. of 

^rwifiaror a. of 

( based on m ork ). 

( a t-itie of mm'im 

king of j^jsp^ ) a. of 

divided into seven ?i?g‘s on 

3Tr^, R, ?5^, 
and ?ipg;. B. 0. Mss. Cat. vol. 

I. No. 76 p. 69 contains the 

first viz. on 

son of a. c.f 3ii=aR- 

gKHBR) son of or of 

; a. of in 62 

verses. 

»• of SiiaBTSRTTT- 

5^ a. of gipagfER^T- 

5R»Tf a. of f5r^ig<;’;r. 

5tT*R?V%^r a. of 3r5??T^^ftfqi^. 

315 a- 5rra5TtfR50. 

SfftTR^RTJTSi;, sou of anTT^niS or 

aUT^nf^nrS. Vide under vri^- 

5Tl|53^- 

SRIflW a. of 

gKTliT Later than 1600 A.D.; a. of 

com. on of 8n%5p?nTi 

of com. on of 

STRROT, of STRl^RflRi of com. 

0° of com, on 

^®*f^5R5T^5r, gr^qiilH, 

sfm?! a. of RratjspTtj^. 

5R?RT RfRliJrq, a. of gH^glN^i>- 

SRRIST a. of ( com. on 

wriRin??! of sft^ ). 

fR5iT^W?T a. of 

1R^*5T m. as a predecessor in ^7^- 

R^5B of and in 

of 7^0 { vol. II. p. 295 ). 

51^1? a. of 

5f?5t;S5I, Earlier than 1500 A. D.; 

m. in jn?lTWTl?lT^ of 7^0 ( vol. 

I p. 531) as of qR^- 

’3^. in gi%!^q ( vol. II. p. 

305 ), ( vol. II. p. 

143 ) etc.; in 

( vol. II. p. 488 ) and 

are separately mention¬ 

ed in the same sentence 

on a passage of the 

a. of • 

Wf? RT4R?RT3I) son of ^1917 ; a. of 

^^JTqsiqr- 
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of Benares; a. of 

5^ a. of com. on or 

Ms. ( Baroda O. I. ) 

No. 1626 is dated 1448. 

( probably the same as 

above ) a jurist m. in 

a. of com. on g;^>rnirTI?lg- 

srai5T of ^qoj. 

5RST a. of 

eftST. son of alias ; 

a. of ( following 

the *Tn|[i3R[;5r ). 

Sftg? STftlitBR;. Sec. 85. Between 

1275-1400 j a. of on qj^- 

and thereon 

and of com. on 

of 

son of ^n^oi ; a. of 

arraRRJf^ 

a. of ^TinTJT^ (com¬ 

posed in sake 1481 i. e. 1559- 

60 A. D.). 

a- of ( B. O. 

Mss. Cat. vol. I. No 379 p. 

434 ). Later than 1450, as he 

mentions and 

S4 or a. of g^ig^'j. 

( com. ) on ?jn?3[1%5!P?;. 

gifoi^T? m. in of 

son of ; a. of 

H. D.—156 

1000-1100 A. D. ; jurist 

m. in ^q^, 

of 

g^3^. son of of the 

^fRilV^r, brother of gqn’? and 

gyifci- Sec. 73. ; a. of ^qgitii- 

f^l^ a. of com. on of 

son of ^giqo|. Between 

1200-1400 A. D.; a. of com. 

Jl^iqr on the of 

^TSIRT:!- Vide p. 636 above. 

son of 5^tiJT; a. of 

gTFIR^ ( composed in 1474 

A. D. ). 

ggri^W a. of ( men¬ 

tioned in the and 

)• 

a. of com. on the 

WiR9(RT of 

a of ^R^tRnsTRi;^- 

?l<id- Sec. 11, 57 ; a. of 

and ( anoher ) a. of 

in verse on (he. 

^u?I%g m. in wi^iR of 

a. of ^5^- 

^^^11*1 a. of STR?l^iaHl°((|U| 

(B.O. Mss. Cat. No. 242 p.264); 

Ms. dated 51% 1763. 

f^?n^^R a. of 

RR?m?- 
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m. by in 

a,, of Flourished 

between 1088-1172 A. D. 

son of son of sn^' 

Sec. 88 ; a. of 

Jn«Ti ( according to 

a. of 

( o*" ); a. of 

or ^|%5W5, WRC' 
{ Ulwar Cat. extract 

No. 356 ), 
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N. B. In the case of several works and authors like the Mitakjara, 

Apararka, Raghunandana, Smrtieandrika etc. which occur almost on every 

page, exhaustive references are not given. 

Abdhi, relied on by Smrtyarthasara, 

p. 725. 

Abhidhanakosa ( lexicon ), p. 557. 

Abhiramapura, p. 774». 

Abhyankar, M. M. Vaaudeva Shaatri, 

pp. 79n., 678. 

Abul Fazal, killed by Virasimha, p. 

947. 

Aoaracandra, p. 848n. 

Aoaracandrika, p. 893». 

Aoaraointamani, of Vacaspati, pp. 

760, 844, 893». 

Acaradaria of S'ridatta, pp. 587,760, 

761, 840, 893«. 

Acaradariabodhini, com. on Aoara- 

daria by Gauripati, p. 760. 

Acaradipa, of Kamalakara, p. 927. 

Acaramayukba, p. 273. 

Acarapradipa, p. 847». 

Acarapraka^a, quoted by Mitramisra, 

p. 945. 

Acararka, of Divakarabhatta, p. 941. 

Acarasagara of Ballalasena, pp. 731, 

794». 

Acarenduiekara, of Nagoji, p. 964. 

Acaroddyota, p. 805. 

Acaryacudamani, pp. 893n., 930n. 

Acaryas, meaning of, pp. 32-33, 209; 

conflicting views of Manu about, 

p. 331 ; views of, according to 

Kautilya, p. 209 ; referred to by 

Gautama, pp. 13, 32; greatness of, 

p. 95. 

Actors, looked down upon, p. 133. 

Aoyutacakravartin, author of San- 

darbbasucika, p. 729. 

Adbhutasagara, of Ballalasena, pp. 

548, 629, 730, 732-33, 893». 

Adhi, four varieties of, p. 522. 

Adhiivara, two kinds of, p. 618. 

Adhyaksapracara, p. 208. 

Adideva (S'ri ), Prime Minister of 

Vahaga king, p. 644. 

Adipuram, pp. 715, 731, 893. 

Adiiura, king who brought brahma- 

nas into Bengal, pp. 624, 707. 

Aditya, author of Sadafiti, p. 915. 

Adityapurana, pp. 715, 893 ; quoted 

in S'raddhasara, p. 866n. 

Adityabhatta, author of Kaladarfa, 

p. 597. 

Adoption, rules of, in Vasijiha, 

p. 105 ; Atri on, p. 262; of a 

kjatriya boy, allowed to brah¬ 

man by Medhatithi, pp. 581-82 ; 

whether a girl can be taken in, 

p. 956 ; rules of, in Dattakadidhiti, 

pp. 954-56. 

Adultery, with pravrajita, a mortal 

sin, according to Narada, p. 

474 ; punishment for, according 

to Yama, Smrtieandrika and 

Vyavaharamayukha, p. 527. 

Adverse possession, vide under 

possession. 

Agamasaukhya, p. 913n. 

Agastya, pp. 245, 336, 373 ; rising of 

star, in Ujjayini and Radha, 

p. 707 : rise of, dealt with in 

Jyotibsaukhya, p. 911. 

Agastyasamhita, p. 958». 

Agnihotraprayoga, of Anantadeva, 

p. 959. 
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Agnikumara, elder brother of Hara- 

datta, p. 747. 

Agnimitra, named in Vyavaharanir- 

naya, p. 816. 

Agnipurana. date of, p. 4'd6 ; [)ortion 

of vyavahara of, pp. 424-27 ; 

borrows from Yajuavalkya and 

N.arada, pp. 424-27 ; extent of, 

p. 415 ; Rama story in, p. 408 ; 

mentioned in Dharmusindhu, p.975. 

Agrawala, Dr. V. S., pp. 81u., 414. 

Ahnikacintamani, of Vaeaspati, 

p. 845. 

Ahnikaprakasa, pp, 942, 946. 

Ahnikatattva, pp. 588, 899, 900. 901. 

Ain-i-Akbari, p. 911. 

Aitareyabrahmana, pp. 2, 8, 9, 95, 

308, 337. 

Aiyangar, Prof. K. V. Rangaswami, 

pp. 298, 318)»., 491-94, 496, 609, 

663, 664, 815; criticized, pp. 611, 

817-20, 821. 

Aiyar, Mr. R. Narcayanaswami, pp. 

386, 399?i. 

Ajigarta, who was ready to sacrifice 

his son, p. 336 ; figures in 

Aitareyabrahmana, p. 3.37. 

Ajivaka, p. 219. 

Ajnakraya, sale of arreai'es of 

revenue by king’s order, p. 299. 

Akbar, [ip. 802, 907, 908 ; Parasika 

emperor, p. 909 ; biograpliy of, by 

Yincent Smith, p. 911 ; contem¬ 

porary of Rudracandra, p. 962. 

Akbarnama, of Beveridge, p. 911. 

Akhandadarsa, pp. 816, 975. 

Akhyanas, named by Mann, p. 315 ; 

Mahabharata mentions, as the 5th 

Veda, p. 293. 

Aksamala, of low birth, united to 

Vasistha, p. 336. 

Aksapada, propounded Nyaya sys¬ 

tem of logic, p. 556. 

Alamkarasarvasva, p. 405. 

AlamkaraSastra, beginnings of, in 

Kauiilya, p. 210. 

Alamkarasudhanidhi, of Sayana, 

p,785». 

Alekhana, quoted by Bharadv6ja> 

p. 290. 

-Alexander, pp. 35, 36, 173, 218. 

-Altekar, Prof. A. S., pp. 157, 714, 911; 

criticized, p. 480. 

Amarakosa, pp. 4:1., 168, 225, 227, 

373 «., 634, 701«., 938 ; Rayamu- 

ku'a’s com. on, p. 839 ; date of, 

p. 71». ; refers to dinara and 

niska, p. 479. 

Amarasin'iha, p. 237. 

Ambarija, pp. 219, 220, 245. 

Ambas.ba, a mixed caste, p. 142. 

Ambhiyas, pp. 156, 209, 499n. 

Amrtavyakhya, p. 917». 

Arirsapraka.sika, a com. on Vi|nu- 

purana, p. 981. 

Anadhyaya, cessation of study on 

the fust day of month, p. 397 ; 

rules about, apply only to Vedic 

study and not to sacrifices, p. 64. 

Anukula, com. on Apastambagrhya, 

p. 742. 

Anandabodhacarya, quoted in Jivan- 

uiuktiviveka, p. 788. 

Anandagiri, p. 547. 

Adaudakanda-campii, of Mitramisra, 

p. 948. 

Anandapurna, commentator of the 

M.-diabb.aiata, p 381. 

Anandasanjivana, ascribed to 

Madanapala, p. 802. 

Ananta, p. 551. 

Anantadeva, pp. 953-963 ; author of 

Rajadharmakaustubha, pp. 389, 

408. 

Anantasrama, author of Vyngyartha- 

kaumudi, p. 953. 

Ananta Vasudeva, temple of, p. 644. 

Anavila, com. on Asvalayanagrhya, 

pp. 742, 743. 

Andhra, p. 67 ; Mleccha country, not 

fit for sacrifice, p. 659 ; called 

Trilinga, p. 876. 

Andhuka, an author, pp. 701»., 708. 
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Andika, a weight, p. 4S7. 

Aney, Shri M. S., p. 373». 

Anga, country, home of mixed castes, 

p. 48. 

Aiigas, of Veda, cannot be designated 

as Veda, p. 64 ; six, p. 100. 

Angiras, pp. 278, 329-.30 ; Snuti of, 

pp. 507-509. 

Angirasa, story of, pp. 336, 337. 

Animandavya, p. 246. 

Aniruddha, pp. 651, 662, 727-730 ; 

guru of Ballalasena, p. 54S. 

Ant.alikita, a Greek king, p. .3,75. 

Antarj ami S'ruti, is Bp Up. III. 7. 1. 

23, p. 787u. 

Antyajas, Visnudhariiiasutra prohi¬ 

bits speech uith, p. 121 ; soven, 

pp. 262, 508 ; no pr.ayaicitta for 

men who bathe in or drink w.ater 

from a well constructed by, p. 

294 ; can instal image of Bhairava 

acc. to Devipurana, p. 935«. 

Antyestipaddhati, of Nariiyaiu- 

bhatta, p. 905. 

Antyestipaddhati, of Anantadeva, 

p. 963. 

AnubhQtiprakasa, of Madhav.acfn-ya, 

p. 787. 

Anuvada, cannot be a vidhi, p. 64. 

Anviksiki, one of the Vidyils, pp. 

144, 145, 434 ; atinavidya, lamp of 

all vidyas, p. 226 ; tarkavidya acc. 

to Ksirasvarain, pp. 225. 226. 

Apadeia, one of the yantr.ayukti.s, 

meaning of, pp. 195-96. 

Apadeva, author of Snirticaiidiik.i, 

p. 741. 

Apadeva, author of Mimririisauja- 

yaprakaia, p. 961. 

Apararka, or Aparaditya, pp. .34, 66, 

90, 105, 131, 133, 328, 440, 487, 492, 

713-723 ; quotes Vitnu most 

profusely, pp. 120, 272 ; quote'- 

Paras'ara and Visuudharinott.ira 

frequently, p. 464 ; criticize.s ilita- 

k$ara, pp. 719-21 ; quoted and 

refuted by Smiticandrika, p. 721 ; 

views of, coincide with Jimu- 

tavilhaua’s, p. 719. 

Apast-amba, pp. 329, 595; home and 

personal history of, p). 66; his school 

e.arlier than Hirnyakesin’s, p. 66; 

views of, opposed to those of 

others on several points, p. 70; 

called ‘ sutrakara ’ in Bau. Gr., 

p. 40. 

Ap.astamb.a, school of, a subdivision 

of Khandikiyas, p. 54. 

Ap.astamb.adb.arm.asutra, pp. 6«.. 14, 

15, 16, 53-90, 329 ; author of, 

southerner, j^. 29 ; contents of, pp. 

56ff.; age of, pp. 70, 73 ff.; bha$ya- 

kara of, p. 89; Haradatta’s com. 

Ujjviila on, pp. 89, 742; conflict 

between views of, and of Eaudha- 

yana, p. 62; contains many strange 

words, p. 59; has many siitras and 

verses in common with Baudha- 

yana, ]>. 51; has special relation to 

rurv.amimanisa, p. 63; language 

of, p. 59; l.iys down stricter and 

more puritanic views than Bau- 

dhayana, p. 50; literature known 

to, pp. 60-63; presui)ii05es grhya- 

sutra, p. 55; stricking coincidences 

between, and Oautamadharmasu- 

tra, pp. 62-63; explanation of the 

word ‘ purchase ’ in, p. 7». 

Ap.ast.ambagrhyasutra, pp. 16, 17, 40, 

55, 446; topics of brahmacarins, 

atithi and sraddha meagrely stated 

in, p. 21; commentary on, by 

Sudarfanacfirya, p. 567; comment¬ 

ary Anakula on, p. 742; refers to 

teachings of the Dharmasutra, 

p. 55; silent about the forms of 

raarri.age, holidays, p. 55; 

.some sutras in, identical with 

those of Ap. l)h. S., p. 55; compo¬ 

sed by the author of dharmasutra, 

p. 56; extremely brief as com¬ 

pared with Asv. Gr. and Gobhila- 

grhya, p. 54. 

Apahtamba-kal[)a, division.s of, p. 53. 

Apastauiha-srauta-sfitra, p.71; author¬ 

ship of, p. 54. 
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Apastambaautra-dhvanitartha-karifea 

of Trikandamandana, p. 551. 

Apastambiya-mantrapatha, p. 82». ; 

a commentary of Haradatta on, p. 

742. 

Apeksitarthadyotini, of Narayana, 

p. 805. 

Apipala, p. 893n. 

Apte, Prof. M. V., p. 17n. 

Aranyaka, composed by Yaj., p. 433. 

Aratta, a country, pp. 49, 219. 

Arhat, teachings of, delude people, 

p. 511. 

Arjuna, p. 211. 

Arkavivaha, p. 976. 

Arthakaumudi, commentary on S'u- 

ddhidipika, p. 882. 

Arthaiastra, of Brhaspati, pp. 162, 

289, 290. 

Arthaiastra, of Kautilya, pp. 149- 

256; meaning of the word, pp. 149- 

52; identified with rajaniti^astra, 

p. 151; upaveda of Atharvaveda, 

pp. 152, 158, Cak^usiya and Kaali- 

liya, pp. 152-54; commentaries 

on, pp. 154-56; Kautilya’s is the 

oldest text on, p. 158; Mudrara- 

ksasa and, pp. 166, 168, 173-74; of 

Kautilya, pp. 175-97; Kautilya’s 

definition of, p. 193; form, style 

and contents of, pp. 198 ff.; age of, 

pp. 175, 177, 233-41; relation of, to 

Manusrarti and the Mahabharata, 

pp. 241 ff.; a branch of dharma- 

tastra, p. 158; commentaries Prati- 

padapanciklt and Nayacandrika 

on, pp. 247-48. 

Aryapancadasi, quoted in Jivan- 

muktiviveka, p. 788. 

Aryavarta, views about, quoted by 

Baudhayana, pp. 48-49; definition 

of, p. 118; limits of, according to 

S'ankha, p. 141; Bhallavins’ gatha 

on the limits of, pp. 45, 313; limits 

of, pp. 11, 97; location of, given 

by Vi. Dh. S. vague, p. 121. 

Asafoetida, use of, forbidden accord¬ 

ing to Haradatta, p. 744. 

Asahaya, pp. 37, 547-551; composed 

bhasya on Narada, pp. 546, 547, 

and on Gautama, pp. 548, 728; 

commentary of, on S'ankha-Likhita 

p. 547; probably composed a 

commentary on Manusmrti, pp. 

548-49. 

Aiauca, none, in marriages, famines, 

fairs etc., p. 285; none for kings, 

royal officers, physicians etc., 

p. 519. 

Aiaucadaiaka, p. 613; authorship of, 

pp. 613-14; commentaries on, 

p. 614. 

A^auca-nirmya, of Jivadeva, p. 961. 

A^auca-nirnaya. of Nagoji, p. 964. 

Asauca-nirnaya ( or Sada^iti ), of 

Kau^ikaditya, p. 917. 

Asaucasagara, of Kulluka, p. 758. 

Ascetics, yellow-robed, sight of, p.l21. 

Atmarathya, p. 290. 

Asoka, pp. 5»., 6n., 190, 214, 217»., 

444; was crowned 218 years after 

passing away of Buddha, p. 171. 

Af'ramas, division into four, ascribed 

to asura Kapila, according to 

Baudhayana, pp. 45-46; Ksatriya 

can resort to three, pp. 438»., 456. 

A'-tangahrdaya, of Vagbhata, pp. 

118»., 755 ; com. Ayurvedarasa- 

yana on, by Hemadri, p. 755. 

ASvaghosa, refers to Brhaspati and 

S'ukra, p. 162; refers to Manava- 

dharma, p. 330. 

Asvalayanagrhya, pp. 15, 54, 311; 

commentary on, by NarayaM, 

p. 591; commentary Anavila on, 

pp. 742, 743; mentions several 

sages, p. 24. 

ASvalayana-trauta-sutra, refers to 

differing views of Ganagari, Taul- 

vali and Gautama, p. 28; does not 

mention Kutala among gotra 

groups, p. 196; commentary of 

Narayam on, pp. 591, 593. 

Atatayin, p. 298; killing an, pp. 298, 

497, 640; who are, when^they 

could be killed in self-defence, p.95. 
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Atharvanadbhuta, p. 732n. 

Atharvaveda, pp. 7, 9»., 232, 848n.; 

contaios many verses of the 

Egveda, p. 2; Artbafastra is the 

Upaveda of, p. 63; spoken of as 

Atharvangirasi S'ruti, p. 315; has 

KauUkasutra as its grhya, p. 19. 

Atheism, referred to by Mann, 

p. 315. 

Atithi, duties of p. 21; definition of, 

p. 57; precidence of, p. 57; proce¬ 

dure in case of, whose caste and 

character are doubtful, and one 

who comes to king, p. 57. 

Atri, author on dharma^astra, p. 315; 

gave his only son to Aurva, p. 8; 

work of, on dharma'astra, pp. 

261-264; named by Manusmrti, 

pp. 302, 315; smrti of, p. 103. 

Audumbara, kind of sapatnika 

vanaprastha, p. 258. 

Aufrecht, Prof., pp. 613, 615, 618, 896, 

963. 

Aupajanghani, p. 286; named by 

Baudhayana as holding that 

aurasa son only to be recognised, 

pp. 45, 302. 

Aurangzeb, demolished Visvefvara 

temple, p. 908. 

Aurva, p. 8. 

Auianasa-dbarmaiastra, deals with 

mixed castes and their avocations, 

p. 270. 

Aufanasas, one of the five schoois 

mentioned by Kaulilya, p. 209. 

Avadi, daughter of KaBnatha, 

married to Ramak^^ju, son of 

Marathi poet Moropant, p. 978. 

Avakraya, meaning of, p. 298. 

Avantivarman, vanquished Hums, 

p. 169. 

Avarta, p. 731. 

Avasathika, meaning of, p. 627. 

Avanti, p. 373; country of mixed 

castes, p. 48, 

Avisvasa, sheet-anchor of Brhaspati’a 

policy, p. 288; essence of all 

nitisastras, p. 159. 

Ayogava, a mixed caste, p. 142. 

Ayurveda, p. 645; eight angas of, 

pp. 216»., 259. 

Ayurvedarasayana, com. on Vagbha- 

ta’s work, p. 755. 

Badarayana, p. 732n. 

Bahlika, a country, p. 219; a non- 

Aryan tribe, p. 261. 

Bahudantaka, uamed in Mahabhara- 

ta, pp. 210, 308. 

Bahudantiputra, pp. 209, 210. 

Bahvrcahnika, p. 927. 

Baijavapa, p. 805. 

Baijavapagrhya, p. 18; on Vinayaka, 

p. 440. 

Bakbtiyar Kbilji, defeated Lak$mam- 

sena, p. 631. 

Balabbusa, com. on Tattvamuktavali, 

pp. 917n., 924. 

Balabbn^m, p. 858. 

Balaka, pp. 640, 705-706, 893n. 

Balakrida, Visvarupa’s com. on Yaj., 

pp. 493. 553. 

Balambhat^, pp. 968-974. 

Balambhatti, pp. 549, 558, 613; com. 

on Mitaksara, p. 968 ff. 

Balarkodaya, p. 863. 

Balarupa, pp. 596-598, 776. 

Balavalabbibbujanga, meaning of, 

pp. 645, 646. 

Ballalasena, pp. 629, 730-735; quotes 

Maha-Vyasa and Laghu-Vyasa, 

p. 534; pupil of Aniruddha, pp. 

548, 728. 

Bana, pp. 49, 174, 187, 197, 475, 

557»., 646, 705. 

Banavase, country of, p. 791. 

Bandhus, p. 305; three kinds of, p. 

597. I 
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Banerji-sastri, A., p. 247. 

Banerji, Dr. S. C-,. pp- 10, S4-86, 

128, 1.86, 836«., S38?i., S51».; criti¬ 

cized p. 87. 

Bapat, Prof., p. 137. 

Barhasp.ntyas, p. 206; one of the five 

schools mentioned hy K.aniilya, 

p. 209. 

Barua, Dr. B. II., pp. 178, 216-217. 

Basu, Shri G. C.. p- 811. 

Bathing, in rivers, disallowed in the 

months of S'ravana and BhSdr.a- 

pada, p. 522; on touching certain 

people, p. 536. 

Baudhayana, a teacher of Ki$na 

Yajurveda, p. 38; his sutras, how 

arranged according to Burnell, p. 

38; styled Kanvayana, p- 39; sty¬ 

led pravacanakara, p- 40. 1 
Baudhayana-ilharmasfitra, pp- 38-53; 

age of, pp. 49-51; authors named 

in, p. 45; borrows one chapter 

from Gautama, pp. .33, 43; has 

many siiti'as in common with 

Gautama, p. 34; contents of, pp. 

41-43; structure of, p. 44; litci’a- 

ture known to, pp. 44-47; home 

of, pp. 47-49; one chapter of, 

agrees closely with Visnudharma- 

sfitra, p. 43; text of, rather suspi¬ 

cious, p. 43; h.as many' sutras in 

common with A[);istiiml>a, p- 51; 

has numerous ipiotations in com¬ 

mon with Vasisiha, |i. 52: refers 

to Baudhayanagihya, p. 39; seve¬ 

ral verses common to I'arasara 

and, p. 493. 

Baudhayanagrhya, allows upanayana 

to rathnhdra, p. 50, referred to 

by Bau. Dh. S., p. .39; on the 

word ‘ bhruna ’ p. 48; on marriage 

naksatras, p. 446; ipioted in the 

Mitaksar.i, p. 43. 

Bauddhas, delude iieople, ji. 511. 

Baz B.ah.adur, p.atron of Anant.adeva, 

pp. 957, 961; Anantedeva compiled 

Smrtikanstubha at the command 

of, p. 900; date of, p. 962. 

Beames, p. 876. 

Belvalkar, Dr., pp. 227, 747, 965, 

966, 973. 

Bergaigne, A., p. 345. 

Beveridge, p. 911. 

Bhagabhadra, a king, p. 355. 

Bhagavadbhaktinirnaya, pp. 959,963. 

Bhagavadgita, pp. 4, 252, 413; verses 

of, borrowed by Yaj. Smrti, pp. 

4,50, 451; verses of, borrowed by 

Visnudharmasutra, p. 117; largely 

quoted in .Tivanmuktiviveka,p.788; 

referred to by Haradatta, p. 749. 

Bhagavannamakaumudi, of Laksmi- 

dhara, p. 963; Anautadeva’s com. 

called Prakai'a on, p. 963. 

Bhagavantabhaskara, of Nilakantha, 

p. 938- compo.sed in Bundelkhand, 

p. 881. 

Bhagavantadeva, patron of Nilakan- 

iha, p. 938. 

Bh.agavatapurana, pp. 298, 413, 421, 

896, 898»., 910n.; not di’awn upon 

in Danasagara, p. 731; S'ridhara. 

svamin’s commentary on, pp. 378, 

379, 886; extent of, p. 415; philo¬ 

sophy of, embodied in Muktaphala, 

p. 754. 

Bh.agax’attattvamanjari, p. 730. 

Bhfiguri, a commentator of Manu, 

pp. .346, 701?i., 770». 

Bbaimarathi, an Akhy.ayika, p. 81. 

Bhairavendra, king of Mithila, pp. 

844, 847, 852. 

Bhakti, p. 3.59; meaning of, p. 359».; 

topic dealt with in some Puranas, 

p. 413; nine aspects of, pp. 952- 

53. 

Bhaktinirnaya, p. 975. 

Bhaktiviveka, p. 96,3. 

Bhallavina, gatha of, quoted in 

Bainihayana, about limits of Ar- 

x avarta, p. 45; gatha of, quoted 

by Vasis'lui, pp. 4.5, 100. 

Bliamati, on S'ankarabhiisya, pp. 443, 

063, 583. 

! Bhaminiviliisa, p. 624. 
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Bhandari, Pandit Visnu Prasad, p., 

948. 

Bhandarkar, Dr. Sir, pp. 377, 760, 

961. 

Bhandarkar, Ar. D. R., pp. 15 «., 157, 

215, 221, 482; criticized, p. 223. 

Bharadvaja, writer on dharma, pp. 

290-294; who accepted many cows, 

p. 336. 

Bharadvaja, writer on Arthasastra, 

pp. 164, 209, 210; views of, 291; 

Kaninka, pp. 209, 291. 

Bharadvajagrhyasutra, pp. 17, 39, 

290. 

Bharadvajairautasutra, p. 290. 

Bharata, author of Natya^astra, p. 

600. 

Bharatabhavadipa, Nilakantha Catur- 

dhara’s commentary on Mahabha- 

rata, p. 378. 

Bharatacandra, Pandit, p. 704. 

Bharatavakya, meaning of, p. 168; 

not deHned in Natya^astra, p. 169; 

prominent character in play, p. 

169. 

Bharatitirtha, teacher of Madhava- 

carya, p. 785. 

Bharavi, p. 77. 

Bhargava, mentioned in Karmapra- 

dipa, p. 503. 

Bhargaviya, p. 732». 

Bhartryajna, pp. 551-553, 576. 

Bharuci, pp. 565-571; and the Mita- 

ksara, p. 568; and the Vijnudhar- 

masutra, pp. 127, 567-68; quoted 

as nibandhakara in Saravativilasa, 

pp. 872, 873. 

Bhasa, pp. 178, 331. 

Bhasa-vyakhyana, com. on Kautiliya 

in Malayalam, p. 155. 

Bbaskara, bhasyakara on Vedanta- 

sutras, p. 757. 

Bbaskaracarya, pp. 802, 803. 

Bhaskaradatta, father of Vijakha- 

datta, p. 169. 

Bhaskaravarman, king of Kamarupa, 

grant of, pp. 29»., 167. 

H. D. 157 

Bhasyarthasamgrahakara, p. 738. 

Bhattabhaluka, p. 817». 

Bhattacharya, Dr. Bhabatosh, pp. 

.388. .389, 438»., 630, 772 etc.; 

criticized, pp. 768-70, 883-84. 

Bhattacharya, Dr. Dnrgamohan, pp. 

625, 627. 

Bhattacharya, Prof. Dineshcandra, 

pp. 637, 644n. 850. 

Bh.attadipika, of Khandadeva, p. 

968. 

Bh.attakumara, named in Vyavahara- 

nirnaya, p. 817. 

Bhattalamkara, commentary on Mi- 

mariisanyayaprakasa, p. 963. 

Bhattasvamiu, commentator of 

Arthasastra, pp. 155, 247. 

Bhattavaihsakavya, of Kantan.atha- 

bhatta, p. 906. 

Bhattav.artika-krt, p. 757. 

Bhattoji, pp. 347, 466; his commen- 

t.ary on Caturvimsatimata, pp. 

482, 511; his commentary on Ai* 

aucadasaka, p. 614; son of Lak$. 

midhara, p. 512; pedigree of, 966n.; 

pupil of S'aukarabhatta and S'osa 

S'rikrjna, pp. 965, 967. 

Bhau Daji, Dr., pp. 786, 791, 926. 

Bhavabhuti, p. 564. 

Bhavadeva, pp. 639-652, 893n.; au¬ 

thor of Prii3'a^cittanirflpana, p. 

596; styled Balavalabhibhujahga, 

pp. 644-45; author of S'avasiiti- 

ka-taucaprakarana, p. 647. 

Bhav.adhana, p. 701». 

Bhavanatha, mentioned by Smrtican- 

drika, p. 738. 

Bhavasvamin, commentator of Nara- 

dasmrti, pp. 477-80, date of, p, 

481. 

Bhavatrata, commentator of Kausi- 

taka Gr. S., p. 16. 

Bbavefa, king of Mithila, pp. 767, 

775, 843, 849. 

I Bhavisyapurana, on five-fold dharma, 

p. 4n.; quoted by Apararka, pp. 

.34, 105; on Manu, pp. 309, 328; 

quoted in S'raddhasara, p. 866». 
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BhavisyatpuraM, pp. 34»., 63, 414; 

speaks of 36 smrtis, p. 303. 

BhavisyottarapuraM, pp. 723, 747, 

805.’ 

Bbik$atana, p. 667. 

Bhiksatanakavya, of S'ivabhaktidasa, 

p. 557. 

Bbiksn, used by Gautama in tbe 

sense of parivrajaka, p. 35; four 

kinds of, pp. 258, 259. 

Bbiksn Prabbamati, commentator of 

ArtbaSastra, p. 155. 

Bbiksusutras, p. 80. 

Bbimaparakrama, a work, pp. 849»., 

893n. 

Bboganatba, younger brother of Ma- 

dbavaoarya, p. 785; wrote six 

works, p. 785 n.; narmasaciva of 

king Sangama 11, p. 789. 

Bboja, author of Dharmapradlpa, p. 

591. 

Bhojadeva, vide under DhireSvara, 

p, 893n.; commented on Manu, 

pp. 347, 580; numerous works 

ascribed to, p. 585; wrote on 

grammar, medicine and yoga, 

p. 586; author of Bajamartanda 

and Bhujabalabbima, p. 588. 

Bhojaprabandba, p. 589. 

Bhojarajiya, quoted in Jayasiihha- 

Kalpadruma and Nirnayamrta, pp. 

586, 587. 

Bbrgu, named by Manu, pp. 302, 

315; son of fire, p. 331; quoted by 

Katyayana, pp. 497, 498. 

Bhruna, meaning of, p. 48; prayaici- 

tta for killing a, p. 57. 

Bhujabalabbima, a work of Bboja, 

pp. 588, 841», 893n.; cited in 

Dolayatra, p. 827. 

Bhupala, stands for Bhojadeva in 

works on dharma, pp. 587, 761, 

770n. 

Bbupala-krtyasamuccaya, p. 770n. 

Bbvipala-paddbati, stands for Bhoja- 

deva’s work, pp. 587, 770n.; men¬ 

tioned by Vardhamaiia, p. 858. 

Bbuvanefvara, temple of Ananta at, 

p. 644. 

Bindumadhava, form of Visnu, wor¬ 

shipped at Benares, p. 925n. 

Bloch, Th., p. 260. 

Blochmann, pp. 911, 912. 

Bodhayana, wrote a VTtti called 

Krtakoti on the Vedantasutras, 

pp. 566, 593. 

Bose, Dr. Atindranath, pp. 217, 218. 

Brahma, credited with a huge work 

on dharma, artba and kama in tbe 

Mababbarata, pp. 287, 308; and 

also according to Kamasutra, p. 

288; from him sprang Viraj, p. 

309; seven sons of, p. 511. 

Brahma, form of marriage, disting¬ 

uished from Prajapatya, p. 745. 

Brabmaearin, duties of, pp. 9, 258; 

four kinds of, p. 258. 

Brabmacariprakaia, p. 881. 

Brahmagupta, p. 700. 

Brahman a, avocations allowed to, 

p. 33; allowed by Vasiytba and 

Visnudharmasutra to marry a girl 

of any of the four var^, pp. 126, 

269; first allowed and then con¬ 

demned by Manu for marrying a 

iudra woman, pp. 205,331;disallow¬ 

ed by Yajnavalkya to marry a 

4udra girl, p. 438; varieties of, p^ 

262; of certain localities not hono¬ 

ured (at 4raddha), p. 262; no bo¬ 

dily injury to be done to, prayaf- 

cittas for killing a, pp. 267, 296; no 

sin or prayascitta for killing an 

atalayin, pp. 267, 298; learned, 

on par with king, p. 315 ioi- 

bidden by Manu to dwell in the 

kingdom of a 4udra, p. 336; 

powers of, pp. 336-37; guilty of 

murder not to be sentenced, p. 302; 

of Gaya suiiermen, p. 412. 

Brabmananda-bharati, author of Pu- 

rusartbaprabodha, p. 562. 

Brabmanandin, and Tanka identical, 

p. 567. 

Brabmanasarvasva, of Halayndba, 

p. 625; chief object of, p. 627. 
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BrahinaB(^pnram, pp. 171, 601; does 

not contain danavidhl, p. 731. 

Brahmapurana, pp. 126, 601, 670, 

903n. 

Brahmasiddhanta, p. 732n. 

Brahmasiitra, pp. 299, 356; Sankara’s 

bhasya on, pp. 65, 443; quotes 

S'antiparvan to the eBect that all 

the four varMs are entitled to 

acquire knowledge, p. 895. 

Brahmayajna, p. 129n. 

Brahmayamala, p. 910n. 

Breloor, pp. 157, 215. 

Brhad-Ahgiras, p. 509. 

Brhad-aranyakopani$ad, pp. 65, 73, 

97, 145, 422, 431, 461, borrowed by 

Yaj., pp. 434, 440. 

Brhaddevata, pp. 211, 337. 

Brhad-Gargya, quoted in Smrtican- 

drika, p. 276. 

Brhad-Rajamartanda, p. 588. 

Brhad-Vasistha, p. 112. 

Brhad-ViBEu, pp. 126, 717. 

Brhad-Yajuavalkya, p. 448. 

Brhad-Yama, pp. 524, 527, 717. 

Brhad-Yogiyajnavalkya, pp. 450- 

455. 

Brhan-Manu, pp. 334, 349, 717. 

Brhan-Narada, p. 482. 

Brhaspati, on Arthasastra, pp. 287- 

290; on dharma-astra, views of, 

quoted by Kautiliya, pp. 268, 555; 

propounder of Rajadharma, p. 341. 

Brhaspati-smrti, pp. 484-495; closely 

follows Manu, p. 484; but differs 

from Manu on some points, pp. 

486-87; and Narada, pp. 485-86; 

order of topics of law in. pp. 484- 

85; age of, pp. 487-88; nothing 

can be said about country of, p. 

489; quoted profusely by Mitakja- 

ra, pp. 489-90; first to distinguish 

between civil and criminal justice, 

p. 485. 

Brhatkatha, of Gunlidbya, pp. 171, 

750, 

Brhatkathamanjari, of K$emendra, 

p. 171. 

Brhat-Katyayana, p. 502. 

Brhat-ParaSara, pp. 305, 465-66. 

Brhat-Pracetas, pp. 520, 717. 

Brhat-Samvarta, p. 543. 

Brhat-S'atatapa, p. 296. 

Brides, purchase of, not unknown 

in Vedic age, p. 7; tests for 

selecting, mentioned in sutras, 

p. 310. 

Brother, full and half-brother re-uni¬ 

ted, pp. 824-25; full, inherits first, 

p. 969; Nandapandita recognises 

uterine, as an heir, p. 920. 

Brothers, include sisters for inherit¬ 

ance, according to Nandapandita, 

p. 920; succeed before parents in 

case of property acquired without 

detriment to ancestral property, 

p. 623. 

Brother’s son, includes grandson for 

inheritance, according to Nanda- 

jrandita, p. 920. 

Buckland, C. E., compiled 'Diction¬ 

ary of Indian Geography’, p. 979. 

Buddha, p. 171; condemnation of, in 

Ramayana, p. 371; teaching of, in 

Dhammacakka-ppavattana-sutta, 

p. 227. 

Buddhacarita, of Aivaghosa, p. 162. 

Buddhapurapa, of Pandita Indrada- 

tta, p. 214. 

Buddhasena, king of Magadha, 

p. 632. 

Buddhist, sight of, an evil omen, p. 

447; sangha, p. 70; not to be 

invited to dinners in honour of 

gods, p. 219. 

Budha, dharmasutra of, pp. 286-287. 

Biihler, Dr., pp. 22, 33, 36, 47, 52, 

102, 103, 259, 306, 310, 311, 316, 

317, 331-32, 335, 336, 337, 343, 

467, 475, 487, 576, 661, 742; 

criticized, pp. 12, 32, 35, 48, 53, 

100, 104, 578. 

Bulcke, Prof. C., p. 387; criticized, 

p. 390. 
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Burmese, governed by Manusmrti, 

p. 346; grafted their law on Manu 

when they adopted the latter, p. 

341. 

Burnell, Dr., pp. 38, 53, 743, 875, 

927; criticized, pp. 786, 787. 

Buyer, rights of, to recover price 

paid, p. 522. 

Caitanya, relations of, with Pratapa- 

rudradeva, p. 776; pupil of 

Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, p. 89.3. 

Cakranarayani, p. 826n. 

Cakravartin, meaning of, p. 227; 

same as sarvabhauma according 

to Amarakosa, p. 227; limits of 

his region, p. 227. 

Caksu$iya Artha^astra, p. 152. 

Galand, Dr., pp. 38, 39, 122)i., 125, 

129, 257, 284, 311, 333, 441; criti¬ 

cized, p. 260. 

Calukyas, of Kalyana, pp. 607, 608. 

Camatkarakhanda, p. 794n. 

Cambridge, History of India, pp. 

105, 172. 

Camkya, vide under Kautilya, 

p. 192; born in a village called 

Canaka and hence the name, p. 167; 

sutras attributed to, p. 248; re¬ 

ferred to by Manu as a writer on 

dandaniti, p. 575; associated with 

Gandhara, p. 214. 

Canakyalika, by Bhiksu Prabhamati, 

p. 155. 

Candala, p. 73; prayascitta for 

touching, p. 274. 

Candana-dhenupramaM, a work of 

Vacaspati, p. 8447». 

Ca^eivara, pp. 763-775; Rajani- 

ti-ratnakara of, frequently quotes 

Narada on politics, p. 475; 

Vivadaratnakara of, relies upon 

Kamadhenu several times, p. 618; 

Ratnakaras of, frequently quote 

Kamadhenu, p. 621; mentions 

Halayudha dozens of times, p. 

623; and cites views of Praka^a 

scores of times, p. 652; pedigree of, 

p.774 ».; five predecessors of. p.768. 

Candicaran Smrtibhu$aam, p. 837. 

Candidasa, commentator of Kavya- 

prakafa, p. 883n. 

Candiprayoga, p. 964n. 

Candraprabha, of Nilambaracarya, 

p. 982. 

Candraprakaia, p. 916n. 

Candrasiihha, great-grandson of 

BhaveSa of Mithila, p. 843. 

Caraka, pp. 118, 216, 246, 7.32». 

Caranavyuha, pp. 54, 112, 148; of 

S'aunaka, pp. 158, 257; commentary 

on, pp. 22, 67, 91. 

Carayana, Dirgha, named by Kauti¬ 

lya, p. 209. 

Carvaka, words of, delude people, 

p. 511. 

Castes, mixed, home of, p. 48; long 

lists of, given by Gautama and 

Baudhayana, p. 73; seven lowest, 

p. 524n., rules about mixed, p. 116. 

Caturanga, game of, p. 892. 

Caturangadipika, of S'ulapani p. 837. 

Caturmasya-paddhati, of Aniruddba, 

p. 7.30. 

Caturmasya-prayoga, of Anantadeva, 

p. 959. 

Caturvarga-cintamam, pp. 141»., 

142n., 286»., 749, 752, 754. 

Caturvedatatparyasamgraha, p. 748. 

Caturvirihsatimata, pp. 303, 510-513; 

commentary of Bhattoji on, pp. 

112, 132»., 466, 482, 512; subjects 

treated of in, p. 511; authors 

quoted by, 511. 

Caula, p. 533. 

Caundappa, commentator of Apastam- 

biyasutras, p. 53. 

Chakaldar, Mr. M. C., p. 71. 

Chakravarti, Rai Bahadur M. M., 

pp. 626, 639, 645, 700, 707, 709, 

710, 711, 758, 759,775, 8.36, 837n., 

843, 844n., 847, 849, 853, 869ji., 

889, 890, 893, 898. 

Chakravarti, Dr. Shrimati Vani, 

p. 887. 
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Chalas, 50 in number are cases on 
which king took action without 

complaint, p. 515. 

Chamberlain, p. 180. 

Cband, dynasty of Almora, p. 962. 
Chandab-sutra, of Pihgala, p. 624; 

commentary of Halayudha on, 
p. 624. 

Chandoga-grhya-bhasyakara, p. 742. 

Chandogahnika, of S'ridatta, pp. 760- 
761. 

Chandogapaddhati, pp. 760-61. 

ChandogapariSisla, p. 728. 

ChandogaSraddhatattva, p. 897. 

Chandogyopanisad, pp. 3, 23, 32n., 
50, 61, on the meaning of dharma, 
p. 3; speaks of Itihasa-Purana as 
the fifth Veda, p. 409. 

Chatterjee, Dr. Bijan Raj, author of 
‘India and Java’, pp. 398, 399. 

Chatterjee, Mr. Justice Digambara, 
p. 763. 

Chaudhuri, Dr. J. B., p. 837. 

Children, sale of, among Mlecchas, 
p. 219. 

Chintamani, Dr. T. R., pp. 16, 239, 
276, 478-79, 566, 568; criticized, 
p. 480. 

Choudhary, Prof. Radbakrishna, 
p. 632. 

Cinas, silks from, pp. 211, 212; 
mentioned by Manu, p. 326. 

Clothes, whether impartible, p. 329. 

Coercion, vitiated all transactions, 
p. 526. 

Colas, p. 743. 

Colebrooke, pp. 704, 711, 839, 972, 
979. 

Compromise, jieriod with which 
could be set aside, pp. 293-94, 
298. 

Conflictof, Smrtis and Pura^s, p. 867. 

Conze, Dr. E., author of Buddhist 
Thought in India ’, p. 5». 

Coronation, rites of, p. 618. 

Corporations of warriors, p. 218. 

Council, of ministers, to consist of 16, 
according to Brhaspati, p. 288; to 
consist of 7 or 8 sacivas according 
to Manusmrti, p. 205. 

Courts, gradation of, for trial of 
suits, pp. 515-16. 

Cow, prayaseitta for killing a, pp. 
274, 289, 294 , 329, 830. 

Cunningham, General, p. 444. 

Cyavana, pp. 277-278, 910». 

Dahlmann, p. 353. 

Daivajuacintamani, p. 910». 

Daivajnamanohara, p. 910». 

Daksa, and his daughters, p. 336. 

Daksa, smrti of, pp. 513-514. 

Daksinapatha, meaning of, pp. 48, 
49; home of mixed castes, p. 49; 
ordinarily means countries south 
of the Narmada, p. 212; used by 
Kautilya in the sense of trade 
route to the south, p. 213. 

Dalapati, author of Nrsimhaprasada, 
p. 861; south Indian, p. 868; pupil 
of Suryapandita and a great 
exponent of V aismvadharma, 
p. 662. 

Damdupat, p. 848. 

Dana-Brhaspati, p. 290. 

Danadharmaprakriya, of Bhavadeva, 
p. 652. 

Danakamalakara, p. 927. 

Danakaumudi, p. 882. 

Danaprakaia, p. 945. 

Danaratnakara, pp. 290, 587, 653, 
774, 775».; contents of, p. 765. 

Danasagara, pp.398, 534,728, 730,731, 
732, 770».; subjects dealt with by, 
p. 731; work of Aniruddha accord¬ 
ing to Raghunandana, p. 734. 

Danavakyavali, of Candeivara pp. 
768, 893n. 

Danavivekoddyota, of Madanasimha, 
p. 664. 

Dana-Vyasa, p. 534. 

Danda, of four levels, p. 856. 
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Danfenifci, pp. 266, 434; one of the 

three vidyas to he studied by a 

king, p. 144; compressed by Vis- 

nugnpta in six thousand slokas, p. 

i92. 

Danc^viveka, of Vardhamana, pp. 

621, 852, 854-858. 

Dandin, pp. 165, 168, 171, 192, 222. 

Darpanarayana, grandson ofB havesa, 

p. 843. 

Dasa, who could be made to work as, 

p. 497. 

Dasakarmapaddhati or -dipika, of 

Bhavadeva, p. 641. 

Dasakumaracarita, of Dandin, pp. 

151, 165, 192. 

Daiarathajataka, and Ramayana, pp. 

392-93. 

Daiailoki, the same as Aiaucadaiaka, 

pp. 614, 615. 

Dasi, three varieties of, p. 945. 

Dattaka, inferior position, according 

to Vasi?tha, p. 105. 

Dattakacandrika, of Devannabbaalta, 

p. 921. 

Dattakadidhiti, portion of Sariiskara- 

kaustubha, p. 954. 

Dattakamimamsa, pp. 53, 91, 262, 

466, 6927», 919, 920; Sankara’s com. 

called Manjari on, p. 921; standard 

work on adoption, and preferred 

to Vyavaharamayukha in certain 

matters, pp. 921-22. 

Dattakanirnaya, p. 938. 

Dattakavidhi, of Vacaspati, j). 850. 

Daughter, excluded from iuherit.ance 

by son, p. 8; succeeded, if putrika 

according to Visvarupa and S'ri- 

kara, p. 571; unmarried, succeeds 

in preference to married, p. 597; 

according to Diksita and Dayabh- 

aga, one having sons preferred to 

barren or widowed ones, p. 706; 

wealth of an appointed, to be 

taken by her mother or mother- 

in-law and not by her husband, 

p. 285. 

Daughter-in-law, whether an heir, 

p. 970. 

Daughter’s son, rights of, pp. 595, 

662; postponed to heirs expressly 

mentioned according to Balaka, 

p. 595. 

Dave, Mr. J. H., pp. 879, 880, 881, 

882. 

Daya, deOnition of, given by the Mit. 

p. 550; is not approved by Smrti- 

eandrika, p. 740; sapratibandha 

and apratibandha, pp. 568, 613. 

Dayabhaga, of Jimutavahana, pp. 559, 

594, 596, 703-706; mentions Vr- 

ddha Katyayana, p. 502; doctrines 

peculiar to, p. 704; commentary 

on, by Raghunandana, p. 892; con¬ 

tents of, p. 704; commentaries on, 

pp. 711-12. 

Dayatattva, of Raghunandana, pp. 

595, 703, 892. 

De, Dr. S. K., pp. 647, 899». 

Debt, threefold, theory of, p. 8; of 

deceased man, to be paid by 

whom, p. 289; five modes of reco¬ 

vering, p. 484. 

Debtor, refusing to pay though able, 

punished, p. 527. 

Decision, rule of, when litigants of 

different countries, p. 515. 

Delhi, p, 861. 

Denarius, Roman coin, pp. 375-76. 

Deposits, should not be appropriated 

by king, p. 285. 

Derret, Dr., pp. 569, 570, 588, 672,882, 

criticized, pp. 609, 610. 

Desa, extent of, according to Brhas- 

pati, p. 490. 

Devaditya, grandfather of Ca^e^va- 

ra, p. 771. 

Devagiri ( modern Daulatabad ), pp. 

861, 868. 

Devala, dharmasutra of, pp. 279-284; 

topics discussed in, pp. 282, 283. 

Devala, as a jurist, p. 284. 

Devalasmrti, on prayaioitta for con¬ 

tact with mlecchas, p. 282. 
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Devamabhatta, pp. 607, 737, 921; 

vide under Smrticandrika. 

Devapala, commentator of Karhaka- 

grhya, p. 18. 

Devapratijtha, p. 900. 

Devarata, pp. 738, 875n. 

Devasthali, Prof. G. V., p. 903n. 

Devasvamin, author of digest on 

dbarma, pp. 572, 591-593, 738, 

875n., 921n.; commented on Pnrva- 

mimamsa, p. 593. 

Devayajiiika, p. 777. 

DeveSvara, p. 770n. 

Devipuram. pp. 761, 826, 827, 935; 

approved of by heterodox system 

according to Danasagara, p. 732. 

Dhammaoakka-ppavattana-sutta, p. 

227. 

Dhammathats, based on Manu, p. 

346. 

Dhananjaya, father of Halayudha, 

pp. 625, 628. 

Dharacidhara, commentator of Manu, 

pp. 347, 757. 

Dharasena, a Valabhi king, inscrip¬ 

tion of, p. 328. 

Dhareivara, vide under Bhoja- 

deva, pp. 585-591; on ownership, 

p. 538; on son’s right and on wid¬ 

ow’s right to succeed, p. 539; pla¬ 

ced paternal grandmother immedi¬ 

ately after mother, pp. 539, 585; 

agrees with samgrabakara on ma¬ 

ny points, p. 540; and Mitaksara, 

points of conflict between pp. 

586-587. 

Dbarma, meaning of, pp. 1-6; derived 

from the root dhT, p. 1; meaning 

of, in Egveda, p. 1; meaning of, in 

Vajasaneyisamhita, p. 2; meaning 

of, in Atharvaveda, p. 2, meaning 

of, in Aitareya-brahmana, p. 2; 

treated as equivalent of Satya 

by Br. Up., p. 3; meaning of, in 

Chandogya, p. 3; meaning of, 

in Taittiriya Up., pp. 3-4; mean¬ 

ing of, in Bhagavadgita, p. 4; 

five-fold division of, p. 4; definiti¬ 

ons of, p. 5; meaning of, peculiar 

to the Buddhist system, p. 5; Vij- 

vamitra’s definition of, p. 529; Ve¬ 

da as the source of, pp. 6, 9; three 

branches of, p. 3; 100000 ilokas on, 

composed by Supreme Being, p. 

308; word used in the neuter also, 

p. 1. 

Dharmabbatya, p. 738. 

Dharmadhyak$a, p. 625. 

Dharmadipa or -pradipa, of Bhoja, 

pp. 541, 917n.; quoted by Smrti¬ 

candrika, p. 738. 

DharmadroM, named in Vyavahara- 

nirmya, p. 877. 

Dharmakirti, a writer on Logic and 

Philosophy, p. 26; date of, p. 26». 

Dharmaprakasa, of S'ankarabhafta, 

p. 938. 

Dharmapravrtti, of Naraya^, pp. 

907, 917n. 

Dharmaratna, projected by Jimuta- 

vabana, p. 699. 

Dharmajastra, referred to by 

Gautama and Baudbayana, p. 13; 

works on, existed prior to Yaska 

or prior to the period 600-300 B. 

C. and attained position of 

supreme authority in the 2nd 

century B. C., p. 14; nineteen 

expounders of, named by Y^aj., p. 

433; rule in case of conflict of, 

with arthafastra, p. 434; rule in 

case of conflict of, with usages, 

p. 475; what is, according to 

Fitamaha, p. 514; literature on, 

falls into three periods, p. 545; 

Smrti is, acc. to Manu, p. 12». 

DharmaSastrasamgraha, of Balafar- 

man Payagunda, p. 972. 

Dharmasindbusara or Dharmasiudhu 

of Kaiinatha, pp. 974-977. 

Dharmasutras, concerned with 

instruction in dharmas of varnas 

and aframas, p. 4; existed in 

Patanjali’s days, p.l3; some, formed 

part of Kalpasutras, p. 19; which, 

studied in particular iakhas, p. 20; 
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closely connected with grhya- 

sutras, p. 20; points of dilference 

between them and other smrtis, 

p. 21; of Gautama, pp. 22-38. 

Dharmasvamin, a Tibetan pilgrim, 

pp. 631-32. 

Dharmatattva, digest of Kamalakara, 

p. 927. 

Dharmatattvakalanidhi, pp. 879—882. 

Dharmavivrti, pp. 794n., 865. 

Dhatuvrtti, of Madhava, pp. 747, 789. 

Dhavala, p. 701n. 

Dhigvanas, sales of bides was means 

of livelihood of, p. 270. 

Dhirasimha, son of Darpanarayana, 

p. 843. 

Dhundhupaddhati j p. 893n. 

Dhurtasvamin, p. 738. 

Dhvanyaloka, p. 625. 

Diksita, a predecessor of Jimutava- 

hana, p. 599; nibandhakara named 

by JimOtavahana, pp. 702, 705. 

Dinakara alias Divakara, elder bro¬ 

ther of Kamalakara, p, 925. 

Dinara, mentioned by Narada, p. 474; 

golden coins called, were current 

in Kashmir in the 11th century, p. 

480; opinions about the time of, p. 

477; also called suvarna, pp. 477, 

487; de6ned by Brhaspati, p. 487; 

equal to 28 ropakas, p. 859; and 

denarius, pp. 375-76. 

Dipakalikii, com. of S'ulapani on Ya- 

jnavalkya, pp. 823-24, 838, 893n. 

Dipavamia, pp. 171,227, 374»». 

Dipikavivarana, of Krsiihha, p. 867. 

Divanji, Mr. P. C., p. 437; criticized, 

pp 449, 453-54, 457-59. 

Divorce, not permitted by Dharmasa¬ 

stra, p. 205; permitted by Kauli- 

lya in certain circumstances, p. 

205. 

Divyanusthanapaddhati, of Narayana, 

p. 905. 

Divyasuricarita, of Garudavahana 

Paodita, p. 679, 

Divyatattva, p. 929n. 

Documents, no reference to, in Manu, 

p. 334; referred to by Vasistha 

and Gautama, p. 105; of various 

kinds, defined, pp. 121, 515; rule 

of superiority among, p. 516; 

varieties of, pp. 485, 531, 538; 

importance of, in transactions, 

p. 544. 

Delay atraviveka, of S'ulapam, pp. 

825, 827. 

Drahyayanairauta, of Samaveda, p.22. 

Dramida, pp. 566, 567. 

Draupadikunda, at Benares, inscrip¬ 

tion of, pp. 90S, 913. 

Dravida, an author relied on by 

S'ridhara, p. 725. 

Dravidas, practices of, p. 743. 

Drinking, prayascitta for, p. 296.; a 

vyasana, p. 351n. 

Drinks, twelve kinds of, p. 516. 

Durgabhaktitarangini, pp. 772, 847»., 

893». 

Durgavati, wife of Dalapati, p. 862. 

DurghatarthaprakaSini, of Vimalabo- 

dha, p. 588. 

Durghatavrtti, of S'aratodeva, p. 747. 

Durgotsavaviveka, of S'ulapani, pp. 

596, 701»., 762, 825. 

DvadaiavakyavivaraM, of Gopala, p. 

562. 

Dvadatayatratattva, of Raghunanda- 

na, p. 892. 

Dvaitacintamani, of Vacaspati, p. 

845. 

Dvaitanirnaya, of Vacaspati, pp. 847- 

48, 8937*. 

Dvaitanirmya, of S'ankarabhatta, pp. 

546, 746,938. 

Dvaitaviveka, of Vardhamana, p. 

858. 

Dvijabuikapaddhati, of liana, pp. 

626, 627. 

Dvivedi, M. M. Sndhakar, p. 182. 

Edaka, ram acc. to Amarakoia, p. 72; 

one of the three amedhya animals 

acc, to S'at, Br,, p. 72. 
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EdumiSra, author of Kulakarika, p. 

707. 

Eggeling, pp. 926«., 959. 

Eggera, Dr., p. 269. 

Eka, a writer named by Apastamba, 

pp. 13, 61, 273, 302. 

Ekadasi, 18 varieties of, p. 565. 

Ekanatha, finished his Marathi Bba- 

gavata at Benares, pp. 862, 962- 

63; ancestor of Anantadeva, pp. 

960-61. 

Ekasila, capital of the Kiikatiya king, 

p. 876. 

Ekavali, a work on Poetics, p. 587. 

Epics, the two Indian, pp. 349-408. 

Eran, inscription, mentions week-day, 

p. 126. 

Evidence, oral, when in opposition 

to writing, to be discarded, 

p. 541. 

Ezhuthachan, Shri K. N., p. 155. 

Father, could distribute wealth among 

sons, p. 8; power of, over ance¬ 

stral property, p. 560; preferred 

to mother as an heir by Apararka, 

p. 719; Mitaksara preferring mot¬ 

her to, criticized by Smrticandrika, 

p. 607. 

Finot, Louis, p. 346. 

Fleet, Dr., pp. 105, 126, 169, 215, 607, 

714; criticized, p. 791. 

Flesh, eating of,pp. 211, 331; of cows, 

eating of, not condemned by Apa¬ 

stamba and Vasislha, p. 73; offer¬ 

ing of, to manes, effect of, p. 269; 

of certain birds, allowed, p. 523. 

Food, of astrologers and bellmakers, 

forbidden, pp. 284-85; whose, 

allowed, p. 273. 

Forchhammer, Dr., p. 346. 

Foulkes, Rev. Thomas, pp. 869, 875, 

876, 879. 

Fiihrer, Dr., pp. 94, 97, 484. 

Gadadhiira, bh.asya of, on Paraskara- 

gfhya, pp. 551, 582». 
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Gadhi, p. 336. 

Gadhivamsanucarita, of S'ankara- 

bhatla, p. 903». 

Gadya-Visnu, p. 127, 

Gadya-Vy'asa, p. 533. 

Gagabhatta, p. 937. 

Gai, Dr. G. S., p. 612n. 

Gajai)ati, dynasty of Orissa, pp. 869, 

875. 

Gambling, condemned by Manu but 

allowed by others, pp. 205, 329, 

439, 473: evil effects of, known to 

Rgveda, p. 337; a ryasana, p. 

35 In. 

Ganapati Shastri, T., pp. 196, 215, 

256, 257, 553; com. S'rimula of, on 

Artha^astra, pp. 154, 155. 

Gandakamisra, elder brother and 

guru of Vardhamana, pp. 852»., 

857. 

Ganesa, appellations of, mentioned by 

Baudh.ayana, p. 53; worship of, 

according to Harita, p. 133; vratas 

of, in Samayapradipa, p. 762, 

Ganeiamiira, pp. 760, 775. 

Gaoesvaramisra, author of Sngatiso- 

pana, pp. 762, 773, 777, 845. 

Gangakrtyaviveka, of VardbamSna, 

pp. 852, 858, 859. 

Gangavakyavali, pp. 588, 771, 893n. 

Gangeya, p. 79471. 

Ganitas.aukhy.a, pp. 913, 914. 

Garbe, Dr., p. 54. 

Garga, pp. 732ji., 757, 911; on astro¬ 

nomy, pp. 277, 718. 

Gargi Vacaknavi, Yajnavalkya’s 

wife, pp. 452, 454; entitled to 

receive daily tarpana, pp. 894-95. 

Gargiyas, p. 499. 

Gargya, writer on dharma, pp. 276, 

303; probably different from 

astronomer Garga, p. 277. 

Garudapurana, p. 416, 464; borrows 

from Yajnavalkyasmrti, p. 449; 

Yajnavalkyasmrti and, pp. 427-29. 

Garudavahana Pandita, p. 679. 
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Gathas, Naraiamai, p. 433. 

Gaudapada, pp. 557, 563. 

Gauraiiras, on politics, mentioned by 

Mahabharata, p. 210; propounder 

of Rajadharma, p. 341. 

Gauri, mother of Vardhamana,p. 858. 

Gaurinathastaka, of Bhoganatha, p. 

785n. 

Gauripati, author of com. on Acara- 

darsa, p. 760. 

Gautama, a subdivision of the Rana- 

yaniya school of Samaveda, p. 22; 

a generic name, p. 23; mentioned 

in Aiv. Gr. among sages, p. 25; 

chief among the exponents of 

dharmasastra, p. 26; referred to in 

Baudhayana-dharmasutra, p. 33, 

views of, quoted in Vasistha- 

dharmasutra, pp. 34, 100, 302. 

Gautamadharmasutra, pp. 22-38, 302, 

485; studied by Samavedins, pp. 

20, 22; oldest among dharma- 

sutras, p. 22; closely connected 

with Samaveda, p. 22; commented 

upon by Haradatta and Maskarin, 

p. 36; and probably by Asabaya, 

pp. 37, 548; commentary Mitak- 

sara on, by Haradatta, p. 742; 

contents of, pp. 30-31; language 

of, p. 31; literature known to, 

pp. 32-33; many sutras of, 

correspond to those of Baudha- 

yana, p. 34; views of, quoted by 

Vasistha, p. 34; many sutras of, 

identical with those of Vasistha, 

p. 34; special matters presented 

by, pp. 37-38; age of, between 

600-400 B. C., pp. 34-36. 

Gaya^raddhapaddhati, of Vacaspati, 

p. 850; of Raghunandana, p. 892. 

Gharpure, Mr. J. R., pp. 573, 737, 

799, 824, 938, 968. 

Gbatakasimha, p. 708. 

Ghose, author of ‘ Hindu Law ’, pp. 

707, 744, 758, 852. 

Ghosh, Batakrishna, pp. 534, 535. 

Ghosh, Jogendracandra, p. 625. 

Ghosh, Mr. Fanchanan, p. 708. 

Ghoshal, Dr. U. N., pp. 157, 158, 

252, 318n. 

Ghotakamukha, pp. 71, 210; date of, 

p. 71».; quoted by Kautilya, 

p. 209. 

Gifts, nine things that could not be 

subjects of, p. 513; necessity of 

writing for completing, p. 622; of 

food were regarded as highest, 

p. 412. 

Gitabhajya, pp. 677, 678, 679. 

Goa, capital of Konka^, p. 791. 

Gobhilagrhya, p. 446; studied by 

Samavedins, p. 20; names Gau¬ 

tama as an authority, p. 22; and 

Karmapradipa, p. 503. 

Gocarma, a measure of area, equal 

to ten nivartanas, p. 490. 

GodavaramKra, court-poet of Pra- 

taparudra, p. 878. 

Gode, Dr. P. K., pp. 17, 380, 408, 

588, 589, 754, 801, 878, 963, 965, 

966n.; ascribes Sarasvativilasa to 

Lolla Laksmidhara, pp. 876-77. 

Gonda, J., p. 82». 

Goldstiicker, pp. 15»., 422. 

Gopacala (modern Gwalior), pp. 946, 

949. 

Gopala, pp. 616-619, 621, 622, 761, 

770j».; author of Kamadhenu, 

p. 617. 

Gorrecio, G., pp. 386, 388. 

Gotrapravaradarpana, of Kamala- 

kara, p. 927. 

Gotrapravaranirnaya, of Jayadeva, 

p. 961. 

Govardhana, father of Bhavadeva, 

p. 644. 

Govindabhatta, p. 893». 

Govindacandra, king of Kanoj, pp. 

687-91. 

Govinda Das, Mr., pp. 799, 972, 973, 

974. 

Goviudamanasollasa, p. 893». 
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Govindananda, pp. 642, 702, 729, 762, 

882-889; quotes Rajamartanda of 

Bboja more frequently than any 

other work, p. 586n. 

Govindaraja, pp. 4n., 523, 585, 656- 

663; author of Smrtimanjari, p. 

297»., 656; placed daughter’s son 

before married daughter, p. 662; 

later than Medhatithi, p. 583; 

followed by S'ridhara in respect 

of samnyasa, p. 726. 

Govindarajan, composed com. Bhu- 

Sana on Ramayaca, p. 404. 

Govindasvamin, commentator of 

Bandhayana, pp. 33, 39, 44, 53, 

112, 257b. 

Govindopadhyaya, p. 750n. 

Grahasanti, in Yaj., p. 431. 

Grahefvaramisra, pp. 770b., 845, 858. 

GramakuTas, food of, is poison, p. 

285; meaning of, p. 285b. 

Grandmother, rights of succession 

of, p. 559. 

Grant, of land, should be inscribed 

by king, p. 531. 

Grhastha,two kinds of, p. 280: duties 

of, p. 280b. 

Grhastharatnakara, pp. 551, 552, 559, 

766, 775n., 893b.; contents of, 

pp. 764-65. 

Grhyasutras, subjects of, p. 20: 

principally confined to domestic 

life, p. 20; some refer to dharma- 

sutras, p. 21. 

Grhyatatparya-darfana, of Sudar- 

Sanacarya, p. 17. 

Grierson, pp. 771, 775. 

Griijana (Gajara), forbidden for eat¬ 

ing, p. 865b. 

Guest, cow or bull offered to, p. 9. 

Guhadeva, expounder of Visista- 

dvaita, p. 566. 

Guilds, wealth of, does not go to 

king, p. 285. 

Gutovisnu, predecessor of Hala- 

yudha, p. 637. 

Guru, deserves to be punished when 

conceited, p. 372; prayaScitta for 

killing a, and violating the bed 

of, p. 56; how to act towards a 

fallen (patita), p. 57; rules about 

falling at the feet of, precedence 

of, p. 97. 

Gurumata, p. 643. 

Guruvariisa-kavya, pp. 563, 786. 

Halayudha, pp. 622-639, 653, 768; 

author of Brahmanasarvasva, pp. 

625-28; genealogy of, p. 626; age 

of, pp. 625, 628—36; author of 

commentary on Sraddha-Kalpa- 

sutra, p. 636; the jurist, p. 633. 

Halhed, p. 979. 

Hamm’ra, p. 690. 

Hammurabi, p. 324. 

Haradatta, pp. 4n., 8n., 30, 31, 60, 

64, 67, 106, 270, 463, 485n., 742-^ 

749; explains ^raraanaka to be 

VaikhSnasasastra, pp. 32, 257; 

commentator of Gautama, p. 36; 

and of Apastamba, p 66; commen¬ 

tator of Dharmasastra, whether 

identical with author of Padaman- 

jari, pp. 746—47; was a southerner, 

p. 743; whether identical with 

Rudradatta, p. 743. 

Haradattacarya, cited in Sarvadar- 

sanasaihgraha, p. 748. 

Haralata, pp. 296, 548, 585, 586, 

662, 709; contents of, p. 727; 

authors and works quoted in, p. 

728; com. called Sandarbbasuciki 

on, p. 729; composed about 1160 

to 1170 A. D., p. 699; consulted 

Kamadhenu, p. 617. 

Haraprasada ^istri, M. M., pp. 586, 

807, 849, 888, 904, 907, 932, 967. 

Harahura, a place, p. 213; identifi¬ 

cation of, with Arachosia, p. 214. 

Hara(i)siriihadcva, king of Hithila, 

p. 771. 

Harasiihhadeva, son of Bbavesa, 

pp. 843, 849, 852n. 
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Harasirhhapandita, grand-father of 

Mitramisra, p. 946. 

Haribhakti, pp. 7G1, 893n. 

Haribhaktidipika, p. 761. 

Haridlk^ita, guru of Nagoji, p. 965. 

Harihara, pp. 613-614, 735-737; 

bhSsyakara of Paraskaragj-hya, pp. 

613, 736. 

Harihara, king of Vijayanagara, p. 

786. 

Hariharabhattacarya, father of Raghu- 

nandana, pp. 737, 892. 

Hariharacarya, author of Samayapra- 

dlpa, p. 737. 

Hariharapaddhati, p. 849n. 

Harihara Sastri, Mr. G., p. 155. 

Hariharataratamya, p. 748. 

Harillla, of Vopadeva, p. 754; com. 

called Viveka on, p. 754. 

Harinatha, pp. 775-777, 893n. 

Hariprabodha, a work, p. 170. 

Harlta, dharmastitra of, pp. 127-136; 

origin of, probably Kashmir, p. 129; 

bhasyakara of, p. 129; contents of, 

p. 129; belonged to Kfs'ia Yajur- 

veda, p. 129; explains dharma as 

based on two kinds of srutis, p. 

129; gave wider meaning to Sruti, 

p. 130; peculiar doctrines of, pp. 

132-33; named by Apastamba, 

pp. 13, 61, 302; named by Bau- 

dhayana, pp. 13, 45, 50, 302; the 

jurist, pp. 545-47. 

Harivarhsa, reading of, as a penance 

for infanticide, p. 295. 

Harivariisa, an author on dharraa- 

sastra, p. 701n. 

Harivamsavarman, prince of Mahen- 

dra family and patron of N.inda- 

pandita, p. 916. 

Harivamsavilasa, of Nandapandita, 

p. 924. 

Harivarmadeva, a king, 644-45. 

Harrington, p. 979. 

Harsacarita, pp. 49, 167, 170, 171; 

215, 235, 646, 705. 

Hastinibhitta, a village in Bengal, 

p. 644. 

Hazra, Prof., pp. 3, 82«., 130, 410, 

413, 647, 884, 887, 898; criticized, 

p. 647-49. 

Hairless property, inheritance to, 

p. 285. 

Heliodorus, Yona ambassador from 

the Greek king Antalikita, p. 355. 

Hells, p. 828; twentyone, in Vi?nu 

and Yaj., p. 121. 

Heller, p. 624. 

Hemadri, pp. 129, 287, 309, 466, 

470, 491, 560, 591, 622, 725, 749- 

755; and his relations with Yadava 

king, pp. 751-53; works of, pp. 

753-55. 

Heras, Father, pp. 781, 782, 784. 

Heretics, guilds of, spoken of by 

Manusmyti, p. 315. 

Hcrtel, Prof., p. 177. 

Hillebrandt, p. 195. 

Hiranya, meaning of, p. 189n. 

Hiranyakesi-dharmasOtra, pp. 91-94; 

borrowed from A pastamba-dharma- 

sltra, p. 91; commentary of Mah5- 

deva on, pp. 91, 93—94. 

Hiranyakesigrhyasntra, p. 39n.; com¬ 

mented on by Matj-datta, pp. 17,91. 

Holtzmann, p. 353. 

Hopkins, pp. 316, 318n., 336, 341, 

343, 361, 369; criticized, pp. 323- 

24, 368, 369, 375. 

Hor.isukha, ( or-saukhya ), pp. 913, 

914. 

Horses, breeds of, p. 219; prayascitta 

for killing, p. 830. 

Householder, four varieties of, p. 

258; two varieties of, p. 280. 

Hultzsch, Dr., pp. 38, 43, 905. 

Hunas, p. 411; vanquished by Ava- 

ntivarman, p. 169. 

Illegitimate son, of sudra, p. 561. 

Images, of Siva, Skanda, VisSkha, 

p. 247. 

Impartible, what things are, pp. 329, 

488; Yogaksema is, p. 528; fields, 

I in what way, p. 550. 
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Impotent persons, 14 kinds of, p. 

473. 

Impurity, on birth, period of, p. 267. 

India, in close touch with Egypt, 

Greece, and Syria in 4th and 3rd 

centuries B. C., p. 414; and Greece, 

p. 221. 

Indra and yatis, p. 9. 

Inheritance, divergent views as to, 

pp. 919-20; rights of uterine bro¬ 

ther, p. 920. 

Interest, rates of, according to castes, 

pp. 289, 848; rule about rate of, 

according to Vasistha, pp. 104, 471; 

four varieties of, p. 484; not allo¬ 

wed in some cases, if not stipulated, 

p. 542. 

Tsana, brother of Halayudha, p. 626; 

author of Dvijahnikapaddhati, p. 

626. 

Itihasa, mentioned by Manu, pp. 315, 

336; an ancient word, p. 358; 

called 6fth Veda, p. 303; men¬ 

tioned by Yaj., p. 433. 

Iyer, T. Krishnasvami, p. 737. 

Jacobi, Dr., pp. 24, 156, 157, 158, 167, 

212, 215; criticized, pp. 195, 443. 

Jagannathapandita, pp. 965, 966n. 

JagannStha Tarkapancanana, pp. 

978-980. 

Jaimini, pp. 5, 9, 13, 51, 63, 64, 

73, 719; sees no difference in the 

meaning of words in Veda and 

ordinary life, p. 17«.; denies inde¬ 

pendent authority of Kalpasiitras, 

p. 148; quoted profusely by Visva- 

rupa, pp. 555-56; author of Smfti- 

mimamsa, p. 718. 

Jaitrapala, p. 752. 

Jalasayotsargatattva, of Raghu- 

nandana, p. 8S9. 

Jalasjyotsargavidhi, of Nsriyana, p. 

905. 

Jamadagni, p. 245. 

Jamadagnya, pp. 219-220. 

Janamejaya, p. 244; author of N'ti- 

prakasika, pp. 265, 266. 

Jamunapura, p. 869. 

Jiitiviveka, p. 862n. 

Jatukarnya, pp. 278-79; certain texts 

of, not authoritative according to 

Bhojadeva, Visvarupaand Govinda- 

r.aja, p. 585. 

Jaya, queen of Bhairava, patroness of 

Vacaspati, pp. 852, 970. 

Jayaditya, p. 746. 

Jayamangala, commentary on Artha- 

sastra, p. 155. 

Jayantasvamin, criticized by Harihara, 

p. 737. 

Jayapatra, definition and contents of, 

p. Ill; defined by Katyayana, 

p. 501. 

Jayasarman, mentioned by Vacaspati, 

p. 845. 

Jayasena, son of Buddhasena, Jani- 

bigha inscription of, p. 632. 

Jayasitftha, successor of Bhoja, p. 690. 

Jayasimha-kalpadruma, p. 586. 

Jayaswal, Dr. K. P,, pp. 214, 215, 

219, 276, 318n., 340, 341, 446, 

474, 618, 631. 673, 767, 90'’;criti. 

cized, pp. 232-33, 339-40, 447, 

477, 622. 

Jayatsena, opponent of Nala, pp. 245, 

384. 

Jha, Dr. Ganganath, pp. 573, 845. 

Jha, Kamal Narain, p. 771. 

Jha, Subhadra, pp. 631, 810. 

Jikana, quoted by Kulldka, pp. 758, 

770n, 826n., 893n.; quoted in 

Prayascitta-prakarana, p. 647. 

Jimutavahana, pp. 286, 296, 476, 

559, 587, 699-713; and AparSrka, 

p. 719. 

Jimatavahana, of the Vidyadhara 

race and progenitor of Silaharas, 

pp. 713, 722. 

Jitendra, p. 747. 

Jitendriya, p. 448. 

Jivacchraddhavidhi, p. ''0.1-, 
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Jivadeva, brother of Anantadeva, p. I 
961. 

Jivanmuktiviveka, of Madhavacarya, 

p. 788. 

Jlvatpitykanirnaya, p. 724. 

Jnanaratnavali, p. 863. 

JnSnadeva, commentator of GUa, 

p. 453. 

Johnston, E. H., pp. 187, 217. 

Jolly, Dr., pp. 24, 43, 94, 112, 113, 

118, 124, 125, 127, 128, 134, 154, 

177, 182, 183, 199, 200, 209, 246, 

247, 284, 317, 333, 443, 447, 467, 

475, 478, 487, 492 , 546, 587, 661, 

748, 896 etc.; criticized, pp. 103, 

170, 185, 186, 187-89, 195, 212, 

441, 477, 482, 564. 

Jones, Sir Williams, p 979. 

Jonker, Dr., p. 346. 

Judicial procedure, rules of, p. 334. 

Justice, civil and criminal clearly 

distinguished by Bj-haspati, p. 485; 

eight angas of hall of, p. 515. 

Jyotih-Para^ara, pp. 466, 910n. 

Jyotih-Saukhya, p. 910. 

Jyotir-Bfhaspati, p. 791. 

Jyotir-Gargya, p. 276. 

Jyotir-Narada, p. 482. 

Jyotir-Vasistha, p. 112. 

Jyotismatl, astronomical work, pp. 

883, 884. 

Jyotistattva, pp. 588, 897. 

Kadambarl, of Bana, pp. 174, 196, 

355, 475. 

Kaivalyadipika, a com. by Hemadri 

on Muktaphala, p. 754. 

Kaiyata, cited by Saranadeva, p. 747. 

Kaladarsa, of Adityabhatta, pp. 597, 

780, 826n., 893n., 916n. 

Kalakaumudi, pp. 826n., 893«. 

Kalamadhava, same as KSlanirnaya 

of Madhava, pp. 788, 905; com. 

on, by Narayana, p. 905. 

Kalanirnaya, of MSdhavacSrya, pp. 

780-8i, 893n. 

Kalanirnaya-dTpika, com. on Kala¬ 

nirnaya, p. 792. 

Kalanirnayakautuka, of Nanda- 

pandita, p. 924. 

Kalanirnaya-siddhilnta-vySkhya, p. 

565. 

Kslavali, p. 732n. 

KalavidhSna, p. 916n. 

Kalaviveka, of Jimutavahana, pp. 

286, 529, 587, 593, 700-701, 893b. 

K'ileya, recommended in Sraddha, 

p. 657. 

Kali, things forbidden in, pp. 819b., 

957; no sarhsargadosa in, 726n. 

Kalidasa, pp. 77, 169, 198, 245, 357, 

390, 611. 

K.alikapurana, pp. 417, 760, 897, 955, 

KalpalatS, p. 725. 

Kalpasutras and Jaimini, p. 148. 

Kalpataru, of Laksm’dhara, pp. HO, 

286, 533, 609, 663-699, 725, 768, 

775. 

Kalubariga ( modem Gulbarga), p. 

869. 
Kalyana, capital of Vikramarka 

Calukya, pp. 603, 607. 

Ralyanabhatfa, p. 549; revised Asa- 

haya*s com. on Naradasmyti, pp. 

467, 546. 

Kalyanavarman, author of Saravali, 

p 182. 

Kalyanov, edited Russian translation 

of Kautilya’s Arthasastra, p. 156. 

Kamadeva, father of Hemadri, p. 

751. 

Karaadhenu, pp. 616-622, 768, 775; 

composed by Bhoja according to 

Haraprasadasastri, p. 586; and 

Jayasval, p. 622; composed really 

by Gopala, pp. 618-19; composed 

by ^ambhu according to Aufrecht, 

p. 618. 

Kamadhenudipika, p. 347. 

Kamalakara, pp. 196, 575, 585, 925- 

937. 

Kamalakrsna Smrtitlrtha, pp. 855, 

957, 958b. 
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KamalasTla, commented on ^anta- 

raksita’s Tatlvasaiiigraha, p. 309n. 

Kamandaka, pp. 144, 145; age of, 

p. 196; named in Mahabharata, p. 

210; looked upon Visnugupta as 

his guru, p. 164; named in RSja- 

nitiratnakara, p. 770. 

Kamandakiya-nftisara, pp. 144, 145, 

164, 169, 192, 254. 

K.amarupFyanibandha, p. 893n. 

Kamasutra, pp. 71, 210; and Kauti- 

lya, pp. 210-11; date of, p. 7In.; 

deeply influenced by Arthasastra, 

p. 182; mentions tradition about 

works on dharma and artha, p. 288. 

Kambhoja, pp. 218, 219. 

Kambbojas, mentioned by Manti, p. 

334; mentioned in the 5th Asokan 

edict, p. 335. 

Kamcha, whether identical with 

Vijnane4vara, pp. 612-13. 

KSmesvara, dynasty of Mithila, pp. 

771, 852n. 

Kamika, mentioned in Danasagara, 

p. 863. 

Kathaagrama, in Tanjore district, p. 

748n. 

Kangle, Prof. R. P., pp. 154, 156, 

251b. 

Kanihka Bharadvaja, p. 209. 

Kantanathabhafta, p. 906. 

Kanva and Kanva, named by Apas- 

tamba, pp. 13, 61, 273, 274. 

Kanva (KSnva)-Bodhayana, pp. 39, 

40. 

Kapalikas, pp. 121, 271; sight of, an 

evil omen, p. 121. 

Kapardi, p. 566. 

Kapila, an asura, fourfold division of 

asramas ascribed to, p. 45; name 

of Vasudeva, p. 115. 

Kapilendra, founder of Gajapati 

dynasty, p. 869. 

Kapinjaladhikarapa, p. 865n. 

Karka, pp. 18, 639, 736, 761, 848b. 

Karmanusthanapaddhati, p. 641; 

com. on, p. 652. 

Katmapradipa, attributed to Katya- 

yana, pp. 502-505, 775; contents 

of, p. 503; quoted by Mitramisra, 

p. 945. 

Karmavip.aka, meaning of, p. 796. 

Karmavipfika, of Satatapa, pp. 295, 

797b. 

Karmavipiikaratna, p. 927. 

Karmavipakasamuccaya, p. 805. 

Karmopadesin?, of Aniruddha, pp. 

651, 727, 893n. 

Karmopadesini, ascribed to Hala- 

yudha, p. 639. 

Karnata, dynasty of Mithila, p. 771. 

Karsapana, pp. 477, 479, 532; cur¬ 

rent in Dravida country, p. 479. 

Kiir5ngjini, p. 676n. 

Kasika, commentary on P§nini, pp. 

80, 746; com. of Haradatta on, 

p. 746. 

Kajikhanda, p. 848n. 

KSsTmarapamuktivicara, a work, p. 

624. 

Kasiprakasa, of Nandapandita, p. 

924. 

K-aslnStha, pp. 790, 961, 974-978. 

Kasiha, capital of Taka kings, pp. 

800, 801. 

KSfyapa, pp. 274-276, 911; mentioned 

by Baudhiiyana, pp. 13, 45, 274, 

302. 

Kataka, or Amj-ta-Kataka, com. on 

RamSyana, p. 406n. 

Katakanagara, p. 876. 

Kaianna, meaning of, p. 667. 

Kalhakadharmasutra, p. 103. 

Kathakagrhya, pp. 18, 113; and 

Visnudharmasutra, pp. 122-23, 

125; synonyms of, and commenta 

ries on, p. 18. 

Kathasarits.igara, of Somadeva, pp. 

170, 958n. 
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Kathopanisad, pp. 23, 41, 316ii., 

380n. 

Katlyakalpa, p. 761. 

KStya, mentioned by BaiidhSyana, 

pp. 13, 45, 302, 496. 

Katyayana, p. 274; named by Kau- 

{ilya, p. 209. 

KStySyana, author of V.artikas, p. 

422; ^raddhakalpa of, pp. 441, 

639. 

Katyayana, pp. 496-507, 805; looked 

upon as an authority by Visvarupa 

and Medhaiithi, p. 487; quotes 

Bj-haspati as authority, pp. 488, 

497; confusion about the verses 

quoted from Bfbaspati and Katya¬ 

yana, pp. 494-95; mentioned as 

author of SrSddhakalpa and ^rauta- 

sntra, p. 496; expounds Narada, p. 

496; expounds in detail law of 

strldhana. pp. 496-97; and Bhrgu, 

pp. 497-98; and Manusmrti, pp. 

498-500; advanced views cf, about 

law and rules of procedure, pp. 

500-501; date of, pp. 501-502; 

author of Karmapradipa, pp. 503- 

504; whether Ketyayana the jurist 

is identical witli the author of 

Karmaprad'pa, pp. 501-505; ad¬ 

ditional verses, ascribed to, pp. 

505-507. 

KatySyanasrautasBtra, commenletl on 

by Bhartryajfia, p. 551. 

Kaunapadanta, named by Kautilya, 

pp. 196, 209-10. 

Kauadinya, Vyttikara, p. 39. 

Kausika, mentioned by Katyayana, 

p. 500. 

Kautalya, p. 196; explanation of, 

- pp. 254-55. 

Kautilfya, oldest extant work on 

arlhasastra, p. 158; age of, p. 215fr.; 

agreement of, with Kamasutra, pp. 

210-11; and Y.ajravalkya. pp. 202— 

204; and Mahabhiirata, pp. 159- 

62; authenticity of, p. 194; form of, 

p. 196; style of, p. 200; contents of, 

pp. 200-02; judicial administration 

in, pp. 202-04; points of difference 

from Manu in, pp. 204-07; authors 

named by, p. 209; literature known 

to, pp. 210-11; knowledge of drugs 

in, pp. 246-47; agreement of, with 

Manusmrti, p. 312. 

Kautilya, pp. 4, 33; cited as autho¬ 

rity in the work itself, pp. 194-95; 

derivation of, p. 196; proper form 

of name, pp. 195-96. 

Kautsa, named by Apastamba, pp. 

13, 61, 273. 

Kavasa, p. 817. 

KavikantasarasvatT, p. 893n. 

Kavipriya, of Kesavadasa, p. 947. 

Kavirahasya, pp. 624, 636. 

Kavi, Ramakrishna, pp. 152-53. 

Kavya, vide under Usanas; sage in 

Rgveda, p. 264; purohita of asuras, 

pp. 265, 266; propounder of Raja- 

dharma, pp. 150, 341. 

KSvy.adarsa, of Dandin, p. I7I. 

Kavyalamkara, of Bhamaha, p. 574. 

Kasyalarhkarasutravrtti, of Vamana, 

p. 625. 

Kavyamimarhsa, of RSjasekhara, p. 

311. 

Kaya, means Prajapatya form of 

marriage, p. 430. 

K.'iyasthadharmapradlpa, of Gaga- 

bhatta, p. 938. 

Kedara, relied on by Sridhara, p. 

725. 

Keith, Prof, pp. 183, 185, 186, 191, 

194, 209, 211, 260, 477; criticized, 

pp. 169/!., 178, 187, 191, 19.5, 210, 

211. 

Kennedy, M. T., p. 897n. 

Kern, pp. 182, 364. 

Kesavabhalfa, encourged KalySna- 

bhatta to revise .Asahaya’s com. on 

Naradasmyti, pp. 467, 546. 

Kesavadasa, author of Virasirhha- 

devacarita, p. 947. 

Kesaviiditya-bhaltopadhyaya, father 

of Devannabhatta, p. 737. 
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Kesavanayaka, son of Kondapa- 

nayaka, p. 918; patron of Nanda- 

panJita, p. 919. 

Kesavasarman, author of Smrti ara, 

p. 777. 

Kesavasvamin, compiled a lexicon, 

Nanartharnavasanksepa, p. 254. 

Kesava-vaijayanti, of Nandapandita, 

com. on VisnudharmasiJtra, p. 919. 

Khanladeva, author of Bhattadipika, 

p. 968. 

Khilas, mentioned by Manusmrti, 

p. 315. 

Kibe, Mr. M. V., p. 373«. 

Kielhorn, pp. 49, 193, 198,213, 359, 

631, 645, 811. 

King, eight activities of, p. 266; had 

to restore stolen property from his 

treasury if the thief not found, p. 

289; high prerogative of even a 

weak, 474; took action without any 

complaint, in cases of chalas and of 

aparSdhas, pp. 515, 542; to look 

into disputes of people, p. 526; 

becomes endowed with three goals 

awarding punishment to those who 

deserve, p. 855; shares l/6th part 

of his subjects’ merit regulating 

them properly, otherwise takes l/6th 

of their sins, p. 855; was to safe¬ 

guard varnas and asramas, p. 302; 

prime duty of, to offer security 

and protection to subjects and to 

appoint persons of the first three 

varnas for that purpose, p. 250; an 

ideal time-table for, acc. to Kau- 

tilya, p. 228; duty of a crowned, 

p. 12; condemned by both the 

epics when being engrossed in plea¬ 

sures does not attend the court of 

justice, p. 397; duties of ideal, in 

Sabhaparva, p. 399; conduct or life 

of, different from common men, 

p. 159; Brhaspati's views about, as 

stated in Panti and Karnaparv.ins. 

pp. 160-62; Usanas on, pp. 163-64; 

coronation of, in Raiyabhireka-di- 

dhiti, p. 957; deserves special 

honour with five others, p. 95. 

H. P.-159 

Kinjalka, an author, p. 209. 

Kirfcl, p. 410. 

Kirste, Dr., pp. 17, 39n. 

Knauer, Dr., pp. 145, 146, 310. 

Knox, J., p. 921. 

Konkan, ruled over by Silaharas, p. 

721; king Aparaditya of, sent 

embassy to Kashmir, p. 722; 

capital of, p. 791. 

Konow, Sten, pp. 157, 215. 

Kramapafha, p. 554. 

Krishmmacharya, Pandit V., p. 918. 

Kriya, meaning of, pp. 702, 846. 

Kriyasakti, teacher of MSdhava- 

mantrin, p. 791. 

Kriyfisrava, a work on astronomy, 

p. 718. 

Krsna, a Rastrakata king, p. 624. 

Krsna, author of Sraddhakasiki, p. 

639. 

Kr$nabhakticandrikS, a drama of 

Anantadeva, pp. 959-60. 

K|-tyacint!troani, of .^ivarama, p. 582n. 

Kriyacintamanl, of Candesvara, p. 

766; deals with astronomical 

matters, 767. 

Krtyacintaroani, of Vacaspatimisra, 

deals with festivals, pp. 845, 893n. 

Krtvakalpataru, vide Kalpataru, pp. 

104, 663. 

Krtyakaumudf, p. 893n. 

Krtx'amaharnava, of Vacaspati, p. 847. 

KrtyapradTpa, a work on Nyaya, 

p. 846n. 

Krtyaratnakara, of Candesvara, pp. 

762, 764, 775n. 

Krtyasamuccaya, p. 770n. 

Krtyatattvarnava, p. 893n. 

Ksatriyas, srenis of, in Kautiliya, p. 

218; have privilege to perform 

rajasapiijS, p. 895; duties of, 779n. 

K^mendra, p. 171. 

Ks'rasvamin, pp. 225, 467; was a 

Kashmirian, p. 574. 

Kubera, p. 336. 
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Kukura, pp. 218, 252. 

Kiilakarika, of Eduroisra, p. 707. 

Kularnava, p. 147n. 

Kulluka, pp. 5n., 34, 129, 266n., 270, 

328, 457, 484, 490, 498, 661, 756- 

759; criticizes Govindaraja, p. 659; 

Sraddhasagara is a work of, p. 758; 

named in Rajanitiratnfikara, p. 

770. 

Kulottunga, a Cola king, p. 678. 

Kumara, p. 775. 

Kumarasambhava, p. 162. 

Kumaratantra, promulgated by the 

son of Ravana, p. 805. 

Kumarila, pp. 46, 50, 145, 149, 327, 

563; called Tautatita, p. 642. 

Kumbhidhanya, meaning of, pp. 

255-56. 

Kundabhaskara, of Sankara, p. 941. 

Kundapaddhati, p. 964«. 

Kunika, pp. 61, 273, 302. 

KSrmapurSDa, p. 534»!.; extent of, 

p. 415. 

Kushans, gold coins of, p. 447; chrono¬ 

logy of, p. 447. 

Kiita, verses in the Mahabharata, 

p. 350n. 

Kutala, a gotra, p. 196. 

Kutsa, pp. 61, 273. 

Lachimadevf, queen of Candrasiihha, 

p. 843. 

Laghu-Atri, p. 263. 

Laghubha^anakanti, com. on Vaiya- 

karanabhu$anasSra, p. 971. 

Laghu-Harita, pp. 134,135; quoted by 

AparSrka, p. 717. 

Laghu-Narada, p. 483. 

Laghu-Sahkha, p. 138. 

Laghu-Vi|nu, pp. 126, 127; quoted by 

Apararka, p. 717. 

Laghu-Vyasa, p. 534. 

Laghu-Yama, pp. 527, 717. 

Laharpur, birth-place of Todara- 

pialla, p. 908. 

Laksmanabhatta, younger brother of 

Kamalakarabhatta, p. 925. 

i Lnksm.anasena, king of Bengal, patron 

of Halayudha; finished the Adbhuta- 

sagara of his father Ballalasena, 

pp. 628-29; date of, pp. 629-30; 

was defeated by Bakhtiyar Khilji 

in 1200 A. D., p. 631; era of, 

pp. 631-32. 

Laksmanopadhyaya, p. 636. 

I.nksan.aprakaia, of Mitrami^ra, p. 

942. 

Laksmf, com. on Kalanirnaya, p. 

792. 

Laksmidevi, reputed authoress of 

com. on Mitaksara, p. 968. 

Laksmidhara, vide under Kalpataru. 

Lala Sitaram, Mr., pp. 916, 947, 953. 

I..alita, p. 917n. 

Lama Taranath, p. 214. 

Lane-Poole, Mr., p. 868n. 

Lankavatarasutra, p. 443. 

LatySyanafrauta, pp. 22, 770. 

Laugaky, pp. 528-529. 

Laugaksi-gihya, same as Kathaka- 

grhya, p. 122n.; Devapalabhasya 

on, p. 122n. 

Law, B. C., pp. 167n., 216. 

Law, N. N., p. 215. 

Lawyers, professional, whether existed 

in the time of the Manava Code, 

pp. 340-41. 

Levy, Prof. Sylvain, p. 398. 

Licchivikas, p. 218; a samgha, pp. 251, 

252, 253. 

Likhanavali, p. 810n. 

Likhita, mentioned by Katyayana, 

p. 216; story of, and his brother 

Sankha in Mahabharata, pp. 136- 

37. 

Likhitasmrti, pp. 138-39. 

Lilavati, work on mathematics, p. 

970. 

Lihgapurana, pp. 933, 950; speaks of 

20 expounders of dharma, p. 416 
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Liquors, twelve kinds of, p. 516. 

Lokaprakasa, of Ksemendra, p. 480. 

Lokayata, school of, known to Kau- 

tilya, pp. 210, 225; expounded by 

Pancasikha to Janaka, p. 226. 

l.ollata, p. 917n.; quotes Medhatithi, 

p. 582; relied on by ^rTdhara, 

p. 725. 

Macnaghten, Sir Williams, p. 921. 

Madana, son of Saharaca, p. 574. 

Madanapiila, pp. 792-804. 

Madanaparijata, pp. 132n., 139, 305, 

505, 655, 656, 792-804. 

Madanaratna, pp. 804-809. 

Madanaratnapradfpa ( or Madana- 

pradTpa ), pp. 804-809. 

Madanavinodanighantu, p. 801. 

MSdhavacarya, pp. 65, 305, 334, 

379, 448, 460, 562, 778-792; iden¬ 

tical with Vidyaranya, p. 808; 

personal history of, pp. 775-790; 

distinct from Madhavamantrin, 

connected with Goa, p. 791. 

Madhavamantrin, p. 791. 

MSdhavsnanda, p. 924. 

Madhavasvamin, p. 770n. 

Madhavayajvan, commentator of 

KautilTya, p. 247. 

MadhavTya Dhatuvrtii, pp. 746, 789, 

Madhusarman, p. 

Madhusudana Sarasvati, p. 755. 

Madhyama-Ahgiras, p. 509. 

Madraka, pp. 218, 251, 252. 

Madya, 10 kinds of, p. 449; drinking 

of, not blamable in case of ksat- 

riyas and vaisyas, p. 449; Pulastya 

gives 11 kinds of, p. 829a.; all kinds 

of, are not sura, p. 829n. 

Magadha, pp. 219, 875; brahmanas 

from, not honoured at sraddha acc. 

to Atri, p. 262. 

Magadha, a mixed caste, pp. 142, 

246, 267. 

Mahabharata, pp. 46, 210, 263, 264, 

308,349-385; authors of Dandaniti 

named by, p. 210; names Byhas- 

pati, p. 287; names Bharadvaja, 

p. 291; distinguishes between 

Svayambhuva Manu and Fracetasa 

Manu, p. 311; itself a great work 

on Dharmalastra, Artha-sastra etc., 

p. 349; relation of, to Manusmyti, 

pp. 335-45; dharmasSstra topics 

in, p. 353; had become popular 

long before 7th cent. A. D., p. 355; 

claims to be Itihasa, p. 356; story 

of, older than that of Ramayana, 

p. 361; literature known to, p. 

363; several hundred verses are 

common to Manusmrti and, p. 

376; and Java, its Javanese version 

Brata Yuda, pp. 377, 399; com¬ 

mentaries on, pp. 378-79; predo¬ 

minantly a Vaisnavite work, p. 

384; relation of, to Narada, pp. 

472-73, 483. 

Mahabhasya, pp. 13«., 75, 77, 210a., 

247, 330, 359, 360, 365, 391, 403, 

409, 422, 903n.; passages from, 

similar to DbarmasStras, p. 14n.; 

date of, generally accepted to be 

150 B. C., pp. 75, 366; contains 

the seeds of all nySyas, p. 76. 

Mahabhasyapradfpoddyota, of N5- 

goji. p. 964. 

Mahadananirnaya, of Vacaspati, pp. 

849, 893n. 

Mahadeva, commentary of, on Hira- 

nyakesin, pp. 91, 93-94; relation 

of, to Haradatta, pp. 93-94. 

Mahadeva, Yiidava king of Devagiri, 

pp. 752, 753. 

Mahadevi, p. 970. 

Mabaganapatistotra, of Bhoganatha, 

p. 785n. 

Mahakapilapancaratra, p. 826n. 

Mahapatakas, pp. 529, 797s., 828, 

829n. 

Maharnava, ascribed to Mandhata, 

pp. 794-795. 

Maharnava, pp. 67, 91, 655, 737. 
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MahSr&avaprakasa, same as Mahar- 

nava, p. 654. 

Mahasintapana, penance, p. 125. 

Mahavaitisa, pp. 172, 215, 374n. 

Maha-Vyasa, p. 534. 

Mahesvara, pp. 705, 706, 710n., 711. 

Maidens, brotherless, found marriage 

difficult in Vedic times, p. 7. 

Mailugi-Karmavipaka, p. 862n. 

Maireya, a kind of wine, pp. 213-14. 

Maintenance, four ways of, for a 

brahmana, pp. 255-56. 

MaitrayanTyasarhhita, pp. 7, 95. 

Maitrayanf Upanisad, p. 351n.; 

regards Yoga as sa.langa, p. 316n. 

Majumadar, Dr. R. C., pp. 346, 

631, 688n., 689, 771. 

Makkhai Gosala, p. 219. 

Malalasekhara, Dr., p. 215. 

Mallaka, pp. 218, 251, 252. 

Man, master in his own house, p. 

474. 

MSnasoUasa-vrttanta-vilasa, of RSma- 

tlrtha, p. 562. 

Manavadharmasiitra, pp. 101-103, 

143-149, 310, 317; and Vasi^tha, 

pp. 101-103; closely connected 

with Manusmrti, p. 335. 

Manavagrhya, pp. 12«., 17, 133, 146, 

310; doctrines of, opposed to Manu¬ 

smrti, p. 310; borrowed Yaj-smyti 

on Vinayaka, pp. 53, 439-40. 

Manavam, meaning of, p. 101. 

Manavas, meaning of, pp. 144-45; 

views of, about vidyas, pp. 144, 

205; and Kautilya, pp. 205, 206; 

and Katyayana, pp. 499-500. 

MSnava School, subdivision of Mai- 

trayaniyas, p. 148; not found in 

Visvarflpa’s day, p. 149. 

Manavasrauta-sutra, pp. 20, 145. 

Mandala, constitution of, p. 871. 

Mandanamisra, pp. 564, 794n. 

Madanapala, and Sirangi, p. 336. 

Malakara, p. 348. 

Mandavya, story of, p. 485. 

Mandhata, son of Madanapala, 

p. 794. 

Mandlik, Rao Saheb V. N., pp. 306, 

335, 573, 656, 906, 923, 924. 

Manjarl, com. on Dattakamlmaihsa, 

p. 821. 

Manjarikara, p. 662. 

Mankha, p. 722. 

Manoramakucamardana, p. 967. 

Mantrabhagavata, of Moropanta, 

p. 978. 

Mantrapatha ( Apastamb'ya), pp. 

17, 53, 54, 81, 83. 

Mantraprakasa, p. 849n. 

Manu, as the founder of the institu¬ 

tion of sraddha, pp. 63, 317; and 

hence Sraddhadeva, p. 317; Vedic 

references to, pp. 306-307; divided 

his wealth among his sons, p. 308; 

and the deluge, p. 308; Svayam- 

bhuva, promulgated dharmas, p. 

308; and Naradasmyti, pp. 308-309; 

Svayambhuva and Pracetasa dis¬ 

tinguished, p. 311; Puranas differ 

as to the number of, pp. 317-18. 

Manudeva, author of Laghubhusana- 

kranti, p. 971. 

Manusmrti, pp. 1, 4, 306-349; gives 

definition of Dharma, p. 5; whether 

a recast of Manavadharmasiitra, 

pp. 143, 316-17; on vidySs, pp. 

205-206; on number of king’s 

councillors, p. 206; four versions 

of, according to Bhavisyapurana, 

p. 309; agreement of, with Kauti- 

liya, p. 312; and introduction to 

Narada, pp. 308-309; and Brhas- 

pati, pp. 328-30; contents of, pp. 

312—15; extent of literature known 

to, pp. 315-16; whether contains 

earlier and later strata, pp. 331- 

32; its special relation to Tantra- 

vartika, pp. 327, 332—33; abridged 

several times, according to Narada, 

p. 333; whether underwent several 

recasts, p. 333; opposed to severa} 
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views of Manavagrhya, p. 310, 

and Ramayana, p. 330; and Visva- 

rnpa, p. 327; and Yajnavalkya, 

p. 334; relation of, to Vrddha- 

Manu, p. 333; whether the first 

smrti, p. 316; age of, pp. 327ff.; 

relation of, to Mahabharata, pp. 

335ff.; commentators of, pp. 

346-48; relation of, to Parasara, 

pp. 462-63; relation of, to Narada, 

pp. 471-73. 

Manvarthamuktavali, by KullSka, 

p. 756. 

Marfci, Smrti of, pp. 521-522. 

Markaijdeya, p. 309. 

Markanleyapurana, pp. 356, 414. 

Marriage, Brahma form of, pp. 7, 

125; Asura form of, pp. 7, 125; 

Gandharva form of, p. 8; forms 

of, generally eight, pp. 50, 125, 

142, 331; forms of, only sLx, accord¬ 

ing to Apastamba, and Visistha, 

pp. 50, 105; forms of, two acc. to 

Kathaka, p. 125; intercaste, pp. 

105, 142; prohibited degrees in, p. 

284; with maternal uncle’s or 

paternal aunt’s daughter condemn¬ 

ed, pp. 297, 543, 745; and 

allowed, pp. 661, 866; guardians 

for, p. 424; auspicious naksatras 

for, pp. 445-46; proper age for, in 

case of girls, pp. 525n., 543; may 

be performed at all times according 

to Sridhara, p. 914; Brahma form 

of, as distinguished from Prajapatya, 

p. 745; of person of one Vedic 

sgkha, with a girl belonging to 

another Vedic sakha, p. 751. 

Martandapidamiila, in Kashmir, p. 

p. 722. 

Maskarin, pp. 36, 37, 273, 275, 279, 

294. 

Mathapratistha, p. 899. 

Matra, duration of, p. 456«. 

Matydatta, commentator of Hiranya- 

kesi-grhya, pp. 17, 91. 

Matsyanyaya, p. 230. 

Matsyapurana, pp. 4, 175, 409, 413» 

414, 415, 416, 434, 594, 728, 739b., 

829b.; verses in, on danda, p. 151; 

devotes several chapters to Raja- 

dharma, p. 164; account of Gandra- 

gupta in, defective, p. 171; states 

qualities of Dharmadhikarin, p. 

629. 

Maudgalya, named by Baudhayana, 

pp. 13, 45, 302. 

Maurya, pp. 189, 190, 194, 247. 

Max Muller, p. 422; holds Manusmrti 

a recast of ancient dharmasutra, 

p. 310; criticized, pp. 15, 143. 

May, Reginald le, p. 398. 

Mayuracitra, pp. 732n., 911. 

Mayana, the father of MadhavaeSrya, 

p. 785. 

Medhatithi, pp. 47, 64, 66, 97, 195, 

266, 309, 424, 469, 548, 573-583; 

770n.; gives fivefold division of 

dharma, p. 4; quotes Gautama 

more frequently than any other 

smrtikara, p. 34; Naradasmrti and, 

p. 309; quotes Yaj. on writers of 

Dharmasastra, p. 424n.; summarises 

first section of Narada, p. 469; 

quotes the views of Asahaya, p. 549; 

bhasya of, and Madana, p. 574; a 

southerner according to Jolly, p. 

574; expert in Purvamimarhsa, p. 

577; mentions several nyayas for 

explaining the Manusmyli, p. 578; 

and the text of the Manusmjti, 

p. 579; and his Smftiviveka, p. 

582; date of, p. 583; and Govinda- 

raja, pp. 661-62. 

Megasthenes, pp. 194, 218, 220. 

Mekala, p. 219. 

Meyer, J. J., his German translation 

of Kautilya’s Arthasastra, pp. 156, 

158. 

Mimaihsabalaprakasa, of Sankara- 

bhatta, p. 938. 

Mimariisanyayaprakasa, p. 960. 

Minor, wealth of, should not be 

appropriated by king, p. 285. 
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Minority, period of, upto sixteenth 

year, p. 475. 

Misarumisra, pp. 596, 640, 651, 776, 

842-844. 

Mishra, Dr. Jayakant, p. 771. 

Mishra, Dr. Umesh, p. 627. 

Mitaksara, pp. 43, 47, 66, 89, 111, 

112, 274, 276, 277, 278; and 

Visvarupa, pp. 423-24, 560-61; 

and BhSruci, p. 568; place of, 

in DharmasSstra, p. 599; and 

Smrticandrika, pp. 607, 740; 

and Jimiitavahana, p. 708; 

and Apararka, pp. 719-21; com¬ 

mentaries on, pp. 613, 968; and 

Nandapandita, pp. 919-20; and 

Vyavaharamayukha, p. 940; and 

Viramitrodaya, p. 943. 

Mitaksara, commentary on Gautama- 

dharmasutra, p. 742. 

Mithiia, valuable contribution of, to 

dharmasastra, p. 759; Karnata 

dynasty of, p. 771; Panji historian 

of, p. 771: Kamesvara dynasty of, 

p. 852r. 

Mitra, Dr. Rajendralal, pp. 631, 

811, 869n. 

Mitra, Khagendranath, pp. 771,811. 

Mitramisra, pp. 457, 536, 941-953. 

Mixed castes, pp. 73, 267; means of 

livelihood for, should be sought 

for in the works of Usanas and 

Manu, p. 270; home of, p. 48; 

avocations of, p. 141. 

Mixed marriages, offspring of, pp. 

142, 267. 

Mlecchas, language of, not to be 

learnt according to VasiStha, p. 

100; and according to Bharadvaja, 

p. 290; speech prohibited with, 

p. 121; sale of children among, p. 

219; mean pulindas and tajikas, 

p. 557; countries of, not fit for 

performing sacrifices, p. 659. 

Moksa, p. 224n.; results from com¬ 

bination of jnana and karma accord¬ 

ing to Br-Yogi-Yaj., p. 455; from 

correct knowledge alone, pp. 557, 

717; use of music in the path of, 

p. 433; views of Laksmidhara 

about, in Moksakanda, p. 675-77. 

Monasteries of Brahmanas, p. 447. 

Monopolies, of kings, p. 575. 

Moropant, Marathi poet, p. 977. 

Mortgage, by conditional sale, p. 

299; necessity of writing for, 

p. 522. 

Mother, as heir, whether preferred 

to father, pp. 740, 919, 929, 945. 

Mourning, on dealth of unmarried 

daughter, p. 592. 

Mrcchakatika, pp. 193, 302, 477; 

refers to Manusm|-ti, p. 328; men¬ 

tions naimka, p. 474. 

Mytasanjivani, p. 624. 

Mudraraksasa, pp. 166, 179, 186, 

193, 267, 873. 

Mugdhabodha, grammar, p. 754. 

Muhurtas, fifteen of the day, p. 594. 

Muhurtavidbanasura, p. 780. 

Mukerjee, Dr. K. R., p. 180. 

Mukerji, Sir Asutosh, pp. 699, 703, 

758. 

Muktaphala, a work of Vopadeva, 

p. 754. 

Mala-RamSyana, pp. 406-407. 

Mulasthana, (modern Multan), p. 806. 

Mundakopanisad, pp. 41, 744. 

Muhja, pp. 590, 624; also called 

V.akpatiraja, pp. 590, 624. 

Murariraja, p. 770n. 

Nabhanediatha, pp. 307, 308. 

Naeiketas, and his father styled 

Gautama, p. 23. 

Nagamalla, father of Pfthvidhara, 

p. 881. 

Nagananda, pp. 715, 722. 

Nagojibhatta, pp. 406, 963-967. 

Nahusa p. 336. 

Nai^karmyasiddbi, p. 562. 
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Naka Maudgalya, p. 41; sage, occurs 

in Br. Up., p. 41n. 

Naksatras, arranged from Krttika in 

YSj., p. 445; divided into auspicious 

and inauspicious from days of Tai. 

[Br., p. 445; auspicious, for marriages, 

pp. 445^6; consulting of, p. 211; 

santis for birth on evil, p. 805. 

Nakulisa-pasupatadarsana, p. 748. 

Nala, pp. 245, 384. 

Namaratnamala, p. 557. 

Nanakas, mentioned by Yaj., p. 446; 

the word quite conjectural, p. 447; 

mentioned by Mrcchakaiika, p. 474; 

mentioned by Brhaspati, p. 487; 

punishment for counterfeiting, 

p. 446. 

Nandana, commentator of Manu, 

pp. 346, 348. 

Nandapandita, pp. 466, 568, 613, 

915-925; author of VaijayantI, 

pp. 127, 545, 640; author of 

Dattakamimaiiisa, pp. 91, 466; 

author of com. on Sadaslti, p. 724; 

authority of, superior to Balam- 

bhatta in Benares school, p. 970. 

Nanartharnavasaiiksepa, a lexicon, 

p. 25n. 

Narada, on politics, p. 475; his role in 

puranas, p. 482. 

Nfirada, pp. 126, 159, 309, 467-483; 

abridged work of Manu, pp. 309, 

333; commentary of Asahaya on, 

p. 467; contents of, p. 468; au¬ 

thenticity of the text of, p. 469; and 

Agnipurana, p. 470; quotations from, 

on acara and sraddha, p. 470; smfti 

of, based on Manu, p. 333; dis¬ 

quisition of, on impotency, p. 447; 

two versions of smrti, p. 467; and 

Manu, 468, 471-73; and Kautilya, 

p. 473; and Mahabh.arata, pp. 472- 

73; relation of, to Baca, p. 475; 

peculiar views of, p. 473; probably 

later than Vaj., p. 474; date of, pp. 

476-77; home of, p. 482; relation 

of, to Bfhaspati, pp. 486-87. 

Naradlyapurana, pp. 475, 731. 

Narapativijaya, a work on astrology, 

p. 379. 

Narasarhsi gathSs, pp. 409, 433. 

Niirayana, author of Prayogaratna, 

pp. 745, 903-907. 

Narayana, of the Naidhruvagotra, 

commented on Asvalayanagrhya; 

p. 591; Gargya, commented on 

Asvalayanasrauta, pp. 591, 593. 

Narayana, commentator of Manu- 

smrti, p. 346; cited by Bhattoji, 

p. 347; profusely quoted in Danda- 

viveka, p. 857n. 

Narayana, worship of, pp. 470, 568. 

Narayana, author of Vyavah arasiro- 

mani, p. 615; differences of, from 

Vijnanesvara, p. 616. 

Narayana, ancestor of Halayudha and 

of the Tagore family, p. 633; one of 

the five brahmanas brought by 

Adisiira, p. 707. 

Narayanavrtti, p. 761. 

Narasimhachar, Rao Bahadur R., 

pp. 787, 788. 

Nasratshah, a Pathan king of Bengal, 

killed Bhairava, p. 853. 

Natasutras, by Silalin, and Kpiisva, 

p. 80. 

Nalhamuni, grand-father of Yamuna- 

muni, p. 567. 

Navadvipa, p. 893. 

NavakanJika, of Katyayana, p. 639. 

Navar.atrapradipa, of Nandapandita, 

p. 924. 

Navasiihasanka, p. 590. 

Navya-Vardhamanop.adhyiiya, p 893fi. 

Nayacandrika, p. 218. 

Nayaviveka, p. 944n. 

Nepal, pp. 770, 771; blankets from, 

pp. 211, 736; name of, does not 

occur in Mahabharata, p. 217. 

Neugebauer, Prof., p. 221. 

Nibandhas, pp. 545-546. 

Nibandhanakara, mentioned by 

Sarasvallvilasa, is probably Asahaya, 

pp. 548, 875n. 
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Nidana, a kind of work, p. 45; of 

Bhallavins, pp. 98, 100. 

Nighantu, p. 592. 

Nigudharthadipika, com. on Prayasci- 

ttaviveka, p. 838. 

Nijamasaha, king of Deccan, p. 861; 

Dalapati was the chief minister of, 

p. 862. 

Nilakanthabhatta, pp. 937-941. 

Nllakantha Gaturdhara, commentator 

of Mahabharata, pp. 226n., 378, 

413n. 

Nilakantha Sukla, pupil of Bhattoji, 

p. 96^ 

Nilambara, Katyayanabha yakrt, p. 

893n.; from Kamarupa, pp. 981-82. 

Nimantrana, meaning of, p. 654n. 

Nimi, p. 336. 

Niravadyavidyoddyota, an author 

mentioned in Dayabhaga, pp. 

705-707. 

Nirgranthas, p. 219; outside the pale 

of Vedic orthodoxy, p. 577. 

Nirnayamfta, pp. 587, 750n., 093«. 

Niritayasindhu, pp. 483, 505, 639; 

quotes Laghu-Narada, p. 483; and 

Brhaspati, p. 489; quotes verses of 

Visvarupa, p. 565; quotes views of 

Sridhariya, p. 726. 

Nirukta, pp. 7,8;;., 17n., 33, 78/;., 115; 

mentions Nidana, p. 45; an afiga of 

Veda, p. 61; passages in Apastamba 

agree with, p. GI; discussion about 

the rights of sons and daughters in, 

p. 308; gives an etymology of 

Parasara, p. 461; speaks about itself 

as Vidyasthana, p. 409/;; condemned 

mere memorizing of the Veda with¬ 

out understanding the meaning, 

p. 534. 

Ni5ada, mention of, in Vedic works, 

p. 73; who is, p. 267; a mixed caste, 

p. 142. 

Ni?ka, p. 859; value of, pp. 532, 535. 

Niticintfimani, of Vacaspati, p. 845. 

Nitinirniti, of Yogghama, p. 155. 

Nitiprakasika, of Janamejaya, p. 265. 

Nitisara, of Kamandaka, pp. 5, 169. 

Nitisastra, of Bhargava, p. 265; of 

Brhaspati, p. 484. 

N itivakyamrta, pp. 288, 484; com. on, 

pp. 288, 484. 

Nityacarapradipa, pp. 276,552. 

Niyama, p. 553. 

Niyoga, approved of by sutrakaras 

except Apastamba, pp. 50, 73, 126; 

allowed by VasUtha, p. 105; allowed 

and condemned by Manu, pp. 51, 

204, 331,438; allowed by Kautilya, 

p. 204; allowed only to sudras by 

Viddha-Manu, p. 333; allowed by 

Yaj., p. 438; allowed by Narada, 

p. 473; not allowed in Kali age, 

p. 539; view of ViiSvarupa and 

Bj-haspalti on, p. 561; allowed to 

childless widows by Bh§ruci, p. 568. 

Niyogi, Dr. Rama, author of the 

‘History of the Gahatjwala dynasty’, 

p. 688/!. 

Nivartana, a measure of area, p. 490. 

Non-.\ryan tribes mentioned by Atri, 

p. 261. 

Nrsimha, author of Prayogaparijata, 

p. 745. 

Nrsiniha, son of Ramacandracarya, 

wrote vivarana on Kalanirnaya- 

dlpika, pp. 792, 867. 

Nrsitiihaprasrida, pp. 860-868; divided 

into saras, p 861; contents of, pp. 

863-64. 

Nvaya, means M'mariisa doctrines, 

pp. 64, 556. 

Nyayabindu, ofDharmakfrti, p. 26. 

Nyayamanjarl, p. 750/!. 

Nyayaratna, p. 848/i. 

Nyayaratnakara, p. 628. 

NyayasScinibandha, of Vacaspati, 

pp. 455, 562, 853. 

Ojha, Mr. K. C., p. 166/1. 

Oldenbcrg, Prof. pp. 54, 354. 

Omens, pp. 121, 447. 

Oppert, Dr., p. 272. 
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Orccha, founded by Praia parudra, 

p. 946; ruled over by Virasimha, 

p. 947. 

Ordeals, pp. 140, 334; not treated of 

by Manu, pp. 334, 431, 473; five, 

treated by Yaj., p. 431; nine, 

according to Brhaspati, p. 484; 

nine, according to Pitarnaha, pp. 

515, 538; seven, described by 

Narada, p. 473, 538; what appro¬ 
priate to which wrongs, p. 538; 

what, in vogue in which countries, 

pp. 874-75. 

Ownership, whethei laukika, pp. 538, 
587; whether son has, by birth, 

p. 538; does not consist in being 

able to dispose thing at one’s 

sweet will, since it is sastra, p. 

539; sources of, pp. 750-51; none 

over wife and children, p. 941; 

views of Kamalakara about, p. 933. 

Padamanjari, commentary of Hara- 

datta, on Kasikii, pp. 746-47. 

Padapatha, p. 554. 

Padmagupta, author of Navas.'dia- 

sankacarita, p. 590. 

Padma ( Rudra ) kumara, father of 

Haradatta, pp. 747, 748. 

Padmapurana, pp. 103, 126, 404, 

412, 415, 715; speaks of 14 Manus, 

p. 317; Rama story in, p. 408; 

gives three-fold classification of 

PurSnas, p. 416. 

Padyasangraha, of Manirama, p. 903. 

Padya-Visnu, often quoted in Para- 

sara-Madhaviya, p. 127. 

Pahlavas, mentioned in Manu, p. 

334. 

Pai, Mr. Govind, p. 179. 

Paijavana, p. 336. 

Paithmasi, pp. 284-286, 517-519, 

705n.; work of, known only through 

quotations, p. 14; names 36 sraftis, 

pp. 303, 535. 

Pekayajnapaddhati, of Pasupati, p. 

626. 

Palakapya, p. 732n. 

Pallava, a work mentioned in RSja- 
nitiratnakara, p. 770. 

Palvala, p. 848n. 

Pancadasi, of Madhavacarya, p. 788. 

Pancadhyayi, of Brhaspati, pp. 492, 

817. 

Pancanada, southern, p. 118. 

Pancaratras, pp. 271, 656, 717; out¬ 

side V’edic orthodoxy, p. 577. 

Paficasaradiya, p. 848n. 

Pancatantra, pp. 192, 231, 249n., 

265, 717; stories of, based on judi¬ 

cial problems of civil and criminal 

law, p. 302; gives three-fold realm 

of politics, p. 231. 

Pandharpur, shrine of Vithoba at, 

pp. 977, 978, 

Panditaparitosa, a work quoted by 

Hemadri, pp. 573, 662, 750n.; 

criticized Govindaraja, p. 662. 

Panlitasarvasva, of Halayudba, pp. 

626, 628, 630, 893b. 

Pangarkar, Mr. L. R., p. 977. 

Panikkar, Sardar K. M., p. 908. 

Pacini, pp. 76, 77, 189, 200; men¬ 

tions ten predecessors and speaks 

of eastern and northern acaryas, 

pp. 78, 79; resident of north-west 

India, pp. 78, 79; date of, pp. 79, 

81«.; time for, p. 41; called 

.Salaturiya, p. 167. 

Panjikakaramisra, p. 701n. 

Papeya, p. 219. 

Param.ananda, patron of Nanda- 

pandita, p. 916. 

Parasara, named by Kautilya, p. 209. 

Parasara-Mitdhavrya, pp. 127, 293, 

460b., 476, 488n., 489, 497b., 562, 

566, 779, 785, 815, 818, etc.; 

authority on modern Hindu law in 

southern India, p. 779. 

Parasaras, school of, mentioned by 

Kautillya, pp. 209, 460, 

H, D.—160 
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Parasarasmrti, pp. 138, 276, 459-466, 

818; drawn upon by Garudapurana, 

p. 460; and Manusmrti, pp. 462- 

63; and BaudhayanadharmasOtra, 

p. 463; contents of, pp. 461-62; date 

of, p. 464; enumerates 19 smfti- 

kartis, pp. 303, 461; peculiar views 

of, pp. 462-63; contains no treat¬ 

ment of vyavahara, p. 779; 

Vidvanmanohara, com. on, p. 915. 

Parasava, meaning of, pp. 35, 267. 

Parasikas, touch of, as similar to that 

of mlecchas, p. 448. 

Paraskaragfliya, pp. 551, 613, and 

Yajnavalkyasmfti, p. 441; com. of 

GadEdhara on, p. 582n.; bhasya of 

Harihara on, p. 613; Amj-tavya- 

khya on, p. 917n. 

Parasnis, Rao Bahadur D. B., p. 914b. 

Parasurama, pp. 219-20. 

Parasuramapandita, father of Mitra- 

miira, pp. 946, 949. 

Parents, succeed together to their 

deceased son, according to Srikara 

and ^ambhu, pp. 571, 622; succeed 

before brothers according to Hala- 

yudha, p. 623. 

Pargiter, pp. 193, 410. 

Paribhadriya, p. 707. 

Paribhasaprakasa, p. 949. 

Parigrama, p. 707. 

Parihal or Pari Gai, 707. 

Parijata, pp. 655-656; frequently 

coupled with Prakasa, pp. 652, 

768, 893b. 

Parijatamanjari, a drama, p. 590. 

Parisad, constitution o^ according to 

Angiras, p. 508. 

Parisamkhya, p. 553. 

Parisista-dlpakalik.a, of Sulapani, p. 

825. 

Parisislaparva, of Hemacandra, p. 

167.' 

Parivrajakas. four kinds of, p. 521. 

Parsada, meaning of, p. 238; phone¬ 

tically and semantically different 

from Paianda, p. 238. 

Partition, allowed to son in ancestral 

property even against father’s wish, 

p. 532; between brothers, unmar¬ 

ried sister’s rights in, p. 581; larger 

share to eldest son on p. 50; period, 

within which could be set aside, 

pp. 293, 298; necessity of writing 

for completing, p. 522; son’s right 

to, according to Dayabhaga, p. 704; 

in Dayatattva, p. 892. 

Pascatkara, deHned by Katyayana, 

p. 501. 

Pasanda, meaning of, pp. 237-38; 

habitation for, p. 238. 

Pasupatas, pp. 271, 717; outside Vedic 

orthodoxy, p. 577; doctrines of, 

authoritative when not opposed to 

Veda according to Parijata, p. 656. 

Pasupati,, brother of Halayudha, pp. 

626, 636, 893b. 

Paialiputra, pp. 186, 549. 

Patanjali, pp. 6b., 13, 189, 190. 

Patnf, who b, p. 274; meaning of, 

according to Visvarupa, p. 559. 

Paulkasa, a mbced caste, p. 73. 

Pisuna, named by Kautilya, pp. 196, 

209, 210; identified with Narada, 

p. 482. 

Pasunaputra, named by Kautilya, 

p. 209. 

Pitamaha, smrti of, pp. 514-516; enu¬ 

merates nine kinds of ordeals, p. 

515. 

Pitj-bhakti, of Sridatta, pp. 586, 621, 

761, 848n., 893b. 

Pitfbhaktitarahgini or Sraddhakalpa, 

of Vacaspati, pp. 844, 850, 851, 

893b. 

Pitrdayita, alias Karmopadesinl- 

paddhati, pp. 727, 893b.; contents 

of, p. 727. 

PitrhitEkaranikara, p. 761. 

Plaint, characteristics of, pp. 538, 
544. 

Planets, seven, mentioned by Baudha- 

yana, p. 53; arrangement of, 
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whether borrowed and from whom, 

pp. 443-45. 

Pledge, divided into four varieties, 

p. 293. 

Pogson, author of ‘ History of the 

Boondelas p. 947n. 

Politics, teachers of, pp. 265-66; 

three-fold realm of, p. 231. 

Poor, the, and helpless entitled to a 

share of state wealth, pp. 573, 

618. 

Possession, five characters of juridical, 

p. 516; five characteristics of 

adverse, p. 532; how many years’, 

constitutes title, pp. 596, 598, 651- 

52; adverse, for twenty years 

conferred ownership according to 

Bhavadeva, p. 651; when protected, 

pp. 542, 544; as opposed to tide, 

p. 544; entitled to protection, 

pp. 532, 544. 

Prabandhacintamani, p. 590. 

Prabhakara, p. 643. 

Prabodhacandrodaya a drama, p. 

643. 

Pracetas, Smiti of, pp. 519-520. 

Pracetasa, Manu, pp. 206, 311, 321, 

322, 338; important references to, 

in Mbh., pp. 341-42; on raja- 

dharma, pp. 150, 338, 341. 

Pradipa, pp. 724-725, 847n.; criticized 

Bhavadeva, p. 651. 

Prajapati, named by Baudhayana, 

pp. 45, 302, 520; named by Vasi- 

ftba, pp. 101, 302, 520; sm^ti of, 

pp. 520-521. 

Prakasa, pp. 551, 652-655, 770. 

Prakasa, commentary on Sraddha- 

kalpasutra of Katyayana, p. 636. 

Prakasa, Anantadeva’s com. on 

Bhagavannamakaumudi, p. 963. 

PrakriyakaumudT, of Ramacandra- 

carya, p. 967n. 

Prakriyaprakasa, p. 967n. 

Prakftis, eighteen according to Pita- 

maha, p. 515. 

Pramitakfara, com. on Mitak^ara, 

p. 915. 

Pranavakalpa, of Saunaka, p. 753. 

Pran Nath, Dr., pp. 158, 192, 223. 

Prapa ncahfdaya, p. 567. 

Prapaiicasara, p. 779. 

Pratapamartanda, of Prataparudra- 

deva, p. 878. 

Prataparudradeva, king of Orissa, 

pp. 869-879. 

Pratihastaka, p. 848n. 

Pratiloma, p. 278. 

Pratimanataka, p. 331. 

Pratim:isangraha, p. 770«. 

Pratipadapancika, com. by Bhaffa- 

svamin on Kautiliya, pp. 155, 247. 

Pratisthamayukha, p. 940. 

Pratisttiana, on the Godavari, pp. 

624, 904. 

Pratifthisagara, p. 731. 

Pratitakfara, same as PramitaksarS, 

p. 915. 

Pravacana, meaning of, pp. 40a., 

41n.; derivation of, p. 41n.; stands 

for some sutra school, p. 47. 

Pravacanakara, pp. 39, 47. 

Pravacana-sutra, pp. 47-48. 

Pravaradarpaca, pp. 196, 928. 

Pravaramanjarl, pp. 196, 72In. 

Prayascitta, pp. 507, 508; etymology 

of the word, p. 828n.; in PrSya- 

scittaviveka for different offences, 

pp. 828-35; for Indra, p. 9; for 

minors and women, less than for 

men, p. 147n.; for killing cow, p. 

274, 296, 830; for other acts, pp. 

274-75; for cessation of grhya fires, 

p. 291; for mahapatakas, pp. 296- 

97; for Brahmana guilty of maha¬ 

patakas, p. 507; for dvijati having 

children from a sudra wife, p. 512. 

Prayascittamayilkha, pp. 442, 534, 

940. 

Prayascittanirapana, of Bhavadeva, 

pp. 596, 641. 
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Prayascittaprakasa, p. 942. 

Prayascittaratna, pp. 927, 929. 

Prayascitta-sudhanidhi, of Sayar-a, 

p. 785. 

Prayascitta-viveka, of Sulapani, pp. 

825, 827, 893n., 946; contents of, 

pp. 828-35; often referred to by 

Raghunandana, p. 835; authors 

and works mentioned in, p. 835; 

commentaries on, p. 838. 

Prayascittendusekhara, of Nagoji, 

p. 964. 

Prayascittendusekhara, of Kasinatha, 

p. 977. 

Prayogaparijata, pp. 655, 721n., 745; 

quotes views of Sridhariya, p. 726; 

enumerates 18 principal smytis, 18 

upasmytis and 21 smytikaras, p. 304. 

Prayogaratna, of Narayanabhatta, 

pp. 624, 745, 907, 935; composed 

at Benares, p. 633. 

Prayogasara, pp. 805, 893n. 

Pre-emption, p. 299. 

Proof, means of, p. 702. 

Pfthu, p. 336. 

Prthvicandra, pp. 507, 880. 

Prthvicandrodaya, pp. 750n., 879-882. 

Pythvidharami.'ira, p. 893n. 

Pujgprakasa, p. 943. 

Pujaratnakara, p. 766. 

Pulkasa, a mixed caste, p. 112. 

Pulastya, smj-ti of, pp. 516-517. 

Punarbhu, seven kinds of, p. 275; 

three kinds of, according to Narada, 

p. 473. 

Pupdarika (or Paundarika), a tirtha, 

is modern Pandharpur, p. 864. 

Puncjra, a country, p. 49. 

Punishment, of death, prescribed for 

whom, p. 526. 

PupU, as heir to teacher, p. 550. 

Purana, mentioned by Apastamba- 

dharmasutra, p. 59; known to 

Kautiliya, p. 246; mentioned by 

Manusmfti, p. 315; mentioned by 

Naradasmrti, p. 471; the word, 

occurs in Atharvaveda, p. 409; 

narration of some, on the 9th day 

of P.iriplava, p 409. 

Purii nas, pp. 408-421; antiquity of, 

p. 410; chronology of, p 410; chara¬ 

cteristics of the teachings of, pp. 411- 

12; bhakti and vratas as the impor¬ 

tant aspects of, p. 413; quotations 

from, in dharmasastra works, pp. 

413-14; contain thousands of slokas 

on dharmasastra matter, pp. 416- 

417; table of dharmasastra material 

in, pp. 417-21; divided into three 

groups, sattvika, rSjasa and tamasa, 

p. 416; mentioned by YSj., pp. 433, 

434; valuable Information about, in 

Danasagara, p. 731. 

Puranasamuccaya, p. 916n. 

Puranasara, mentioned by MadhavS- 

carya, pp. 779, 863. 

Purl, Caitanya lived at, 876. 

Purification of things, p. 291; of 

food touched by insects, sinners 

etc., p. 525. 

Purusa, etymology of, p. 116. 

Purusapariksa, a work, p. 771. 

Purus.irtha and Kratvartha, p. 556. 

Purusarthaprabodha, of Brahma- 

nanda-bharati, p. 562. 

Purusottama, as 26th tattva of Raghu¬ 

nandana, p. 525. 

Purvamimamsa, pp. 5n., 7n., 13, 

299, 644; Apastamba’s relation to, 

pp, 63-64; and Visvarupa, pp. 

555-57; commentators of, p. 593. 

Puskara, opponent of Nala, p. 245. 

Puskarasadi, author named by Apa- 

stamba, pp. 61, 273, 302. 

Pusyamitra, p. 335, 

Putra, etymology of, p. 116. 

Putrika, custom of, is ancient, p. 7; 

meaning of, p. 592; prohibition of 

marriage with maternal uncle’s 

daughter applies only to the son 

of, p. 661. 
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Radhg, part of Bengal, pp. 644, 707, 

708, 712; Jimfitavahana was a native 

of, p. 707; Bbavadeva constructed 

water reservoir in, p. 645. 

Radhiya, brShmaras in Bengal, p. 838. 

Raghavachar, S. S., p. 566n. 

Ragbavan, Dr. V., pp. 381, 384, 414, 

415, 547, 588, 589,590. 

Raghavananda, commentator of 

Manu, pp. 346, 348. 

Ragbunandana, pp. 483, 565, 588, 

623, 630, 633, 639, 643, 729, 890- 

902; last dbarmasristra writer of 

Bengal, p.890; a Radbiya brShmana, 

p. 890; author of 28 laltvas, p. 892; 

pupil of Vtisudeva .Sarvabhauma, 

p. 893; date of, pp. 896-97; expert 

in Mimamsfisutras and N>ayas, 

elucidatas over 171 nyayas, p. 902. 

Raghunfitha, commentator of Asauca- 

dasaka, p. 614. 

Raghuvarhsa, of Kalid:.sa, pp. 302, 

383, 388n.; and UttarakSnda of 

Ramayaca, pp. 389-90; com. on, 

by Hemadri, p. 754. 

Raghuvir, Dr., p. 18. 

Ragim, copperplate of Tfvaradeva, 

pp. 105, 263n. 

Rahula Srinkftyayana, Pandit, p. 26n. 

Raja, stands for Bhojadeva in dharma- 

sastra Works, p. 760. 

Raja, Prof. Kunhan, p. 17n. 

Rajadharmakaustubha, of Anantadeva, 

pp. 389,408, 953, 957-.58. 

Rajal.asaka, p. 875n. 

Rajamartanda, Bhoja's commentary ^ 

on Yogasutra, pp. 585, 586; Raj.r- 

martanda, Bhoja’s work on dharma- 

sSstra, pp. 586, 770n., 847n. 

Rajamrgaiika, Bhoja’s work on 

astronomy, pp. 586, 590. 

Rajan, meaning of, p. 857. 

Rajanaka Sitikaniha, p. 718, 

Rajanighantu, p. 865. 

Rajan itiprakasa, p. 943. 

Rajanitiratnakara, of Candesvara, 

pp. 476,573, 759, 767, 771; com¬ 

posed at the command of Bhavesa 

p. 775. 

Rajanitisaukhya, p. 913. 

Rtijaputra, p. 732«. 

Rajasastra, teachers of, according to 

Nitipraka^ika, pp. 265-66. 

Rajasekeara, p. 311. 

Rajatarangiiii, p. 479. 

Rajavali, a work p. 374n. 

Raju, Prof. P. T., p. 5n. 

Rajya, seven constituents of, p. 297. 

Rama, of Bisena family, patron of 

Nagoji, p. 965. 

Ramabbadra, a king of Mithila, pp. 

849, 8)2. 

Ramacandra, commentator of Manu, 

p. 346. 

Ramacandra, Yadava king of Devagiri, 

p. 753. 

Rftmacandracarya, author of Kala- 

nirnayadipikti, p. 791. 

R.tmaka, meaning of, p. 106. 

Ramakysna, author of Jlvatpilfkanir- 

naya, p. 724; and father of 

Kamalakara, p. 925. 

Ramanujacarya, pp. 678-81, 784; 

author of Vedarthasangraha, p. 566; 

pupil of Yamunamuni, p. 567. 

R.amapandita, father of Nandapandita, 

p. 915. 

Ramarcanacandrika, pp. 847n., 893n. 

Ramayana, pp. 386-408; several recen¬ 

sions of, pp. 386-87; resemblance 

of Raghuvamsa with the Uttara- 

kaiida of, pp. 389-90; relation of, 

to Dasarathajataka, pp. 392-93; 

mutual references of Mahabharata 

and of, pp. 393-95; meagre material 

on politics in, p. 399; Kaccitprasnas 

in, pp. 399-401; date of, pp. 3%, 

402; commentaries on, pp. 404-406; 

dharmasastra topics in, p. 402. 

Ramesvarabhatta, father of Narayana- 

bhatta, p. 904. 
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Ram Gopal, Dr., pp. 11,23,26,35,36, 

52, 54, 77, 79, 81; criticized, pp. 27, 

66, 67, 70-75, 83, 110, 111. 

Ramollasa, of Bhoganatha, p, 785n. 

RapayanTya, school of Samaveda, 

p. 22. 

Rasagangadhara, of Jagannatlia, 

pp. 624, 964. 

Rasamafijai', of Bhanudatta, pp. 953, 

964. 

Rasamanjarl-prakasa, of Nagcsabhatta 

p. 964n. 

Rasayatrapaddhati, of Raghunandana, 

p. 892. 

Rasikapriya, of Kesavadasa, p. 947. 

Rasis, not mentioned by Vaj., p. 445. 

Ra;trakutas, p. 624. 

RathakSra, upanayana allowed to, p. 50; 

a mixed caste, p. 267. 

Ratnakara, of Candesvara, pp. 763, 

838, 840, 849n. 

Ratnakarandika, quoted in Pitfbhakti, 

p. 761. 

Ratnam.'ila, p. 910«. 

Ratnavali, p. 849n. 

Ray, Mr., p. 645. 

Rayamukuta, pp. 347, 839, 893n. 

Remarriage, of women, allowed by 

Narada, p. 473; of child widows, 

allowed by Vasistha, p. 105; prohi¬ 

bited by Manu, p. 205; allowed by 

Kaufilya to widows and even wives 

whose husbands have not been heard 

of for a year or more, p. 205. 

Renou, Prof. L., pp. 125, 157. 

Renudiksita, p. 736. 

Res Judicata, rule of, in Katyayana. 

p. 501. 

Re-union, rights of full brodier 

superior to half brother, pp. 824—25. 

Reviling, examples of, pp. 744-45. 

Rgveda, word dharma in, pp. 1—2; a 

hymn from, as regards marriage, 

p. 7; a hymn of, quoted by Medha- 

tithi in connection of niycga, p. 32In.; 

Vasistha’s oath occurs in, p. 337; 

Bybaspati and Vena in, p. 444; 

Jupiter in, p. 445; condemns one 

who feeds none but himself, p. 412; 

nad Gautama, p. 24. 

Rhys Davids, author of ‘ Buddhist 

India ’, pp. 6n., 213, 219, 252, 392. 

Rju, commentator of Manu, p. 576. 

Rksoccaya, p. 910n. 

Rochcr, Dr. Ludo, pp. 844n., 846,860. 

Ropaka, l/70th part of suvarna, one 

dindra is equal to 28, p. 859. 

Rsyasrnga, p. 510; texts attributed to, 

not accepted as authoritative by 

DhareSvara and others, p. 585. 

Rudradfiman, inscription of, p. 35. 

Rudradatta, commentator of Apas- 

tamba-srautasutra, p. 743. 

Rudradhara, author of Kftyacandrika, 

p. 842. 

Rudraskanda, commentator of KhS- 

diragfhya, p. 19. 

Rupanarayana, title of king RSmabha* 

dra of Mithila, pp. 849, 852. 

Sahara, pp. 9, 17n., 45, 104, 118, 

556, 643; quotes Spastamba Dh. 

S., p. 65; commented on Sutra of 

Satyasadha p. 91; and Manu, p. 

328; criticizes dharmasutras, p. 148. 

Pabdaratna, of Haridiksita, p. 965. 

Sabdendusekhara, of Nagoji, p. 964. 

Sabha, meaning of, pp. 625-26. 

Saccaritaraksa, of Vedantadesika, 

pp. 819, 820. 

Sadasiti, p. 724; com. ^uddhican- 

drika on, p. 915. 

Sndharana, father of Madanapala, 

p. 801; brought about the remission 

of taxes at three tirthas, p. 800; a 

city (modem Saharanpur ), p. 916. 

Saduktikarnamrta, of Sridharadasa, 

p. 630. 

Sadviihsabrahmana, p. 732n. 

Sigara, p. 770n, 
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Sahagila, family of Saharanpur, p. 

916. 

SSharana, same as Sadharana, p. 

801. 

Sahasa, meaning of, p. 540; five kinds 

of, p. 857; witnesses in charges 

of, 271. 

Sahityadarpana, pp. 557, 647. 

SahuJiyala, section of brahmanas in 

Bengal, p. 838. 

■^akas, mentioned by Manu, p. 331. 

^akuntala, pp. 168, 169. 

Salatore, Dr. B. R., p. 644. 

Sale, without consent of members of 

family, p. 299; for arrears of 

revenue, p. 299; necessity of writ¬ 

ing for completing, p. 522. 

Salihotra, p. 732«. a Samavedin sage, 

p. 25. 

Salikanatha, p. 875n. 

Salomons, J. W., p. 290. 

Salva, a country, people of, p. 82-83. 

Samanodaka, p. 313. 

Samantasena, of Candravathsa. p. 

733. 

Samasravas, addressed by Yaj., 

p. 431. 

Siimavidhana Briihmana, p. 22. 

Samavit, kipg of Delhi, p. 861. 

Saraaya, several meanings of, p. "Ifi. 

Samayapradipa, of .Sridatta, pp. 762, 

770n., 841; quoted by Raghu- 

nandana, p. 763. 

Samayapradipa, astrological work of 

Harihara, p. 737. 

S.amba, Upapurana, p. 416. 

Sambandhacintamani, p. 85la. 

Sambhramabhatta, p. 701n. 

Sambhu, author of Kamadhenu 

according to Aufrecht, pp. 618; 

writer of digests, pp. 572, 618, 

725, 738; relied on by Sridhara, 

p. 725. 

Sarhgraha, vide Smj-tisarhgraha. 

SariihitasarSvali, p. 91 On. 

Sariikara, of nine kinds, p. 490. 

Saihkarsakanda, p. 593. 

Saiiinyasa, meaning of, p. 581. 

Saihnyasin, p. 273; four kinds of, 

pp. 521, 783. 

Samrat, definition of, pp. 227-28. 

Satiisarapaddhatirahasya, p. 652. 

Samskarakaustubha, of Anantadeva, 

pp. 483, 489, 953; quotes views 

of Sridhariya, p. 726; contents 

of, p. 954. 

Saritsk-aramayukha, pp. 304n., 309, 

505, 938. 

Sariiskararatnamala, p. 964n. 

Sarhsarasaukhya, p. 913. 

Sathvarta, pp. 541-543. 

Sarhvatsarapradfpa, quoted by 

Raghunandana, p. 637; not a work 

of Sslapani, p. 826. 

Sandarbhastlcika, com. on Haralata, 

p. 729. 

Sandilya, p. 504. 

.Sandilyayana, p. 504. 

Saiigha, of Vysnis in Kautiliya, 

p. 218. 

Sangoka, wife of Govardhana, p. 644. 

Sanjnatantra, p. 911. 

Sankarabhalta, author of Dvaita- 

nirnaya, pp. 546, 746, 904, 938; 

a profound mimgrhsaka, father of 

Nilakaplha, p. 938. 

•^afikaracarya, pp. 43, 65, 115, 118, 

145, 443; calls Manusmyti Mana- 

vam, pp. 145, 327; quotes Spa- 

stambadharmas'ltra, p. 65; quotes 

Gautamadharmasutra, p. 35; quotes 

Vasistha, p. 97; cluotes Manu- 

smyti frequently, pp. 118, 327; 

com. of, on Visnusahasranama, p. 

379; pupils of, pp. 562-63. 

Sankaragit.a, p 70In. 

Sankha-I.ikhita, dharmasutra of, pp. 

136-142; known from quotations 

only, p. 14; bhasyakara of, p. 140; 
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date of, p. 142; doctrines of, pp. 

140-42; story of, in ^fahabharata, 

p. 136; studied by Vajasaneyins, 

pp. 20, 136; and Apararlca, pp. 

716-17. 

^ankha, smyti of, p. 103. 

^nkhadhara, pp. 636, 70In., 728. 

Safikhya, pp. 281, 528. 

Sankhyakarika, pp. 281, 576-77. 

Sanksepa-Safikarajaya, p. 562. 

SanmargadTpika, p. 819. 

Sannavatisrilddhanirnaya, of Siva- 

bhatta, p. 564. 

Sanskft, official language, according 

to Kautilya, p. 210. 

Sfintapana, defined by Visnudbarma- 

sutra, p. 125. 

fentaraksita, pp. 309n., 345n. 

Ssntikaustubha, p. 940. 

^ntunaySkha, p. 941. 

^antiratna, of Kamalakara, pp, 926, 

927; contents of, p. 928; also 

called ^antiratnakara, p. 926n. 

Sapinda, relationship, p. 334n.; limits 

of, p. 432; meaning of, according 

to Mitaksara, p. 613. 

Sapindimanjari, of Nagoji, p. 964. 

Sapindyadipika, of Nagoji, p. 964. 

Saptanatha, temple of, p. 791; linga 

of, established by Madhava-Man- 

trin, p. 791. 

Saptarsa, a sacred place, p. 121. 

Saptasatiprayogavidhi, p. 964n. 

Saptasutra-sarfinyasapaddhati, p. .563. 

^arabhahga, a pupil of Satatapa, 

p. 295. 

^aranadeva, author of Durghatavrtti, 

p. 747. 

Sarahgl, united with Mandapala, 

p. 336. 

Sarasvatikanthabharana, of Bhoja, 

p. 585. 

Sarasvativilasa, pp. 8b., 127, 293, 

294n., 297, 562, 548, 549, 566, 

640, 719, 869—879; quoted by 

Smrticandrika, p. 741; ascribed to 

Lolla Laksmidhara by Code and 

R. Subrahmanyam, p. 877; quotes 

Varadaraja several times, p. 823. 

Sarasvati, wife of Adideva, p. 644. 

Saravati, river, location of, 67n; 

country north of, called Ud'eya, 

p. 67. 

Saravali, a work on astrology, pp. 

182, 718, 910n. 

S.arirakabhrisya, of Sankara, p. 447. 

Sarkar, Benoy Kumar, pp. 272, 951n. 

Sarkar, D. C., p. 967. 

Sarkar, Golapchandra, p. 942. 

Saikar, H. B., p. 398. 

Sarkar, Prof. Jadunath, p. 897n. 

Sarma, Pandita K. Madhava Krishna, 

pp. 907, 952. 

Sarvadarsana-sarfigraha, p. 748. 

Sarvadhikari, pp. 658, 803, 893. 

Sarvajnanar.ayana, commentator of 

Manu, pp. 881, 917n. 

Sarvaskahgpratyayanyaya, p. 902. 

Sastradipika, of Parthasarathimisra, 

pp. 905, 938; com. on, by Nara- 

vaaabhatla, p. 905; com. on by 

.'^ahkarabhatta, p. 938; relied on 

Brahmanasarvasva, p. 628. 

Sastri, Chinnaswami A., p. 642. 

Sastri, Pattabhiram, p. 642. 

Sastry, Mr. P. L., p. 785n. 

Satakopa, guru of Govindarajan, 

p. 405. 

Satapathabriihmana, pp 8n., 9, 95, 

211, 421, 422. ’ 

Satritapa, pp. 294-296, 795, 797. 

Satatapiya-Karmavipaka, p. 795. 

Satavlekar, Shri, p. 25. 

Sati, practice of, p. 508; recommend¬ 

ed by Visuudharmasatra, p. 121; 

eulogised by HarTta, p. 133; 

recommended to all women except 

brrihmana women, p. 284; eulogised 

by Parasara, p. 462. 
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Satrunjaya, king of Sauvira, p. 291. 

Sat-trirhsanmata, pp. 303, 535-537, 

701n. 

Saudayika, a kind of stridhana, 

p. 534. 

Saunaka, p. 805; author of Carana- 

vyuha, pp. 158, 257; named by 

Manusmrti, pp. 302, 315; author 

of Pranavakalpa, p. 753. 

Saundaryalahari, of Sahkaracarya, 

p. 877. 

Saurapurana, p. 417. 

Sauvira, country of, pp. 49, 219, 

291. 

Savai Jaising, p. 967. 

Sayana, p. 789; was a Baudheyaniya, 

p. 47; brotlter of hfadhavacarya, 

pp. 785-87; works of, p. 787n., 

kulaguru of Harihara, son of 

Sahgama, p. 786. 

Sayce, Prof. A. H., pp. 189«., 221. 

^ava-sutikasauca-prakarana, of Bhava- 

devabhafta, pp. 647, 648. 

Sciefner, A., p. 214. 

Sea-faring, peculiar to the north, 

p. 48. 

Sehgal, Dr. S. R., p. Ilia. 

Sehund, a city, p. 881. 

Sehlrvadi, near Poona, p. 715. 

Seleucus, and Candragupta, p. 172; 

stands for Sailusa, [). 173. 

Self-acquisitions, what are, pp. 460- 

461; according to Jitendriva, pp. 

594-95; according to Balaka, 

p. 595. 

Seth, K. C., p. 179. 

Setlur, Mr. S. S., pp. 553, 799, 800. 

Setudarpapi, com. on Setubandh.a, 

p. 843. 

Sewel, p. 876. 

Shah, Dr. Miss Priyabala, p. 958. 

Shamshastri, Dr. R., pp. 24, 39, 154, 

156, 215, 248, 869. 

Siddhalagrrima, p. 644. 

Siddhantagarbha, p. 801. 

Siddhantas, four kinds of, p. 188. 

Siddhantasiromani, pp. 781, 910n. 

Silaharas, dynasty of, said to have 

sprung from Vidyadhara Jlmuta- 

vahana, pp. 713-14; three branches 

of, pp. 721-22. 

Sindhu, p. 249. 

Sindliula or Sindhuraja, p. 589. 

Sinha, Dr. B. P., p. 632. 

Sister, unmarried, entitled to one- 

fourth share as provision for 

marriage, pp. 549, 565, 581; not 

placed high as an heir by Kamala- 

kara, p. 929. 

Sisukrcchra, an easy penance for 

children and old men, pp. 102, 147. 

&sup.da, p. 261. 

Sitaram Sastri, Mr., p. 553. 

Sivabhaktidasa, p. 557n. 

Sivabhatta, p. 564. 

Sivadatta, p. 750n. 

Sivarahasyapuraiia, pp. 732, 747. 

Sivaruma, author of Krtyacintamapi, 

pp. 565, 582ti. 

Sivasahaya, commentator of Rama- 

yana, p. 405. 

SivasvSmin, pp. 574, 738, 779, 794n. 

^ivavakyavali, of Canlesvara, p. 763. 

Skaudapuraiia, pp. 415, 416, 715, 

935; view of, about vesyfis, p. 414. 

Slaves, kinds of, according to Manu 

and N.irada, p. 473; who could be, 

according to varnas, p. 497. 

Sloka-Gautama, p. 38. 

Sloka-Katyayana, p. 502. 

Slokavirtika, p. 643. 

Smartabhattacarya, p. 950n. 

Smartasamuccaya, p. 924. 

Smith, Vincent, p. 911. 

Smftis, pp. 299-306; number of, pp. 

302-304; age of, pp. 304-305; 

authority of, p. 306; meaning of, 

H. D.—161 
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pp. 299-300; discarded, when in 

conflict witli sruti, p. 64; divided 

by Padraapurana into three groups 

of sdttvika, rajasa and tamasa, p. 

416; option, when in conflict with 

puraiias, p. 8G7. 

Smrtibhaskara, p. 738. 

Smrticandrika, pp. 89, 90, 131, 270, 

271, 273, 295, 468, 470, 487n., 

391, 621, 737-741, 822; quotes 

20 verses from Vrddha-X’asistha, 

p. 112; quotes Visnu about 

225 times, p. 120; quotes about 

70 verses from brhasp.ui, p. 

489; several verses of B'lrgu, 

p. 498; quotes profusely from 

Devasvamin, p. 593; frequently 

cites and refutes the views of 

Sambhu on vyavahara, p. 622; 

and Mitaksara, pp. 740-41; South 

Indian work on Diiarmalastra, 

p. 819; quotes from Samgrahakara, 

pp. 819, 820; date of, 821. 

Smrticandrika, of Bhavadeva, p. 652. 

Smytidarpana, p. 847n. 

Smftikaumudi, pp. 792, 797; sub¬ 

jects dealt with in, p. 798; works 

and authors mentioned in, p. 799. 

Smrtikaustubha, of Anantadeva, p. 

953; contents of, p. 954. 

Smftimaharnava, pp. 287n., 655, 

794n. 

Smrtimanjari, of Govindaraja, pp. 

297n., 756, 758, 761, 794«. 

Smrtimanjusa, pp. 761, 775, 849n. 

Smitimimarhsa, pp. 701n., 718. 

Smytimuktaphala, of Vaidyan.Uha 

Diksita, p. 815. 

Smrtiparibhfisa, pp. 847n., 858, 860. 

Smrtipradipa, pp. 725, 849. 

Smrtiratnakara, of Vedacarya, p, 

642; of Candesvara, p. 763. 

Smrtiratnavali, p. 509. 

Smrtiratnaviveka, p. 770«. 

Smrtisagara, a digest of Kulluka* 

bhatta, pp. 758, 847n. 

Smitisarhgraha, pp. 537-541, 592; 

view about widow’s right of suc¬ 

cession, pp. 539, 358. 

Smetisamgraha, of Varadaraja, pp. 

819, 820. 

Smrtisamuccaya, pp. 701«., 845. 

Smrtisara, pp. 571, 572, 596, 623, 

775-777, 841n.; quoted by Mitra- 

misra, p. 945. 

Snirtisindhu, of Nandapandita, p. 916. 

Smrtitattva, digest of Raghunandana, 

p. 890. 

Smrtitattvamrta, of Vardli.amana, 

p. 858. 

Smrtisaroddhara, of Vardhamana, 

p. 858. 

Smrtiviveka, of Vardhamana, p. 858. 

.Smriiviveka, a work of Medhatithi, 

p. 582; digest of Sohipani, p. 825. 

Smrtyarthasara, pp. 572, 617, 618, 

619, 621, 622, 663, 724, 725-727, 

738. 

Siiat.ika, p. 41; rules about, pp. 44, 

9<i; code of conduct for a, p. 313. 

Soiiiadeva, p. 193. 

Soniesvara, commentator of Tantra- 

vfirtika, p. 863. 

Son, adopted, p. 8; adoption of only, 

or eldest, p. 955; importance of, 

p. 8; ksetraja, p. 8; eleven varieties 

of subsidiary, pp. 50, 73, 490; 

largest share allowed to eldest, p. 

50; that are condemned by Apas- 

tainba, p. 73; what debts of father 

not bound to repay, p. 271; thir¬ 

teen kinds of, mentioned by Manu, 

p. 329; only four kinds of, menti¬ 

oned by Parasara, p. 462; equal 

rights of, with father in ancestral 

property, pp. 532, 613; special 

share of eldest, pp. 539, 607; whe¬ 

ther has ownership by birth, p. 

538; of brahmana from sudra wife, 

share of, p. 561; illegitimate, of 

sfldra, p. 561; has no ownership 

by birth in ancestral property, 
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according to Dayabhaga, p. 704; 

ownership of father over, p. 941. 

^raddha, foods forbidden in, p. 291; 

foods proper to be used in, by 

different castes, p. 516; performance 

of, on 13th tithi by one having a 

son, p. 662; should be performed 

in accordance with directions in 

all kalpa w. rks and smj-tis, p. 751. 

^raddhacandrika, pp. 838b., 893n. 

^raddhacintamani, of Vacaspali, pp. 

702, 846, 848, 852; quoted in 

Srriddhakriyakaumudi, pp. 883. 

886. 
^raddhadipika, of Govindapan lita, 

p. 916. 

fraddhadipika, of S'rinatha, p. 838n. 

Sr.addhakalika, p. 565; Visvarapa’s 

vivarapa of, p. 565. 

^raddhakalpa, p. 84In. 

^raddhakalpa, of ^rldhara, p. 761. 

^raddhakalpa, of Vacaspati, pp. 850, 

851. 

^riiddhakalpacintamani, p. 847n. 

Sreddhakalpalata, p. 915. 

Sraddhakalpasutra, of Katyayana, pp. 

636, 639. 

oraddhakamala, p. 916n. 

Sraddhakasika, pp. <>39, 916n. 

Sraddhakaumudi, pp. 702, 882. 

Sraddhakriyakaumudi, pp. 586n., 

729, 842, 882, 886. 

Sraddhakrtyapaddhati, of Pasupali, 

p. 626. 

Sruddliamayukha, pp. 273, 639, 940. 

Sraddhanir laya, p. 916n. 

Sraddliapallava, pp. 84'n, 817n., 

910n. 

Sraddhapanji, pp. 841n., 847n. 

k^raddhapradipa, pp. 849n , 916n. 

S-’raddhasagara, of KullTtka, p. 758. 

8r'>ddhasaukhya, pp. 563, 900, 910. 

?raddhatattva, p. 588. 

I .“^raddhaviveka, of Rndradhara, pp. 

588, 761, 773, 840-841. 

Sr.addhavlveka, of Sfilapilni, pp. 825, 

837; commentaries on, p. 838; 

referred to in Smrtiratnakara, p. 

839; mentioned by Rudradhara, 

p. 842. 

.Oraddhendusekhara, of Nagoji, p. 

964. 

.‘^ram.-.r.aha meaning of, pp. 32, 45, 

103, 257. 

.'^ramanas, p. 5n.; antipathy between 

brahma nas and, in Patanjali’s 

time, p. 6n. 

frecis or corporations, p. 218. 

SribhSsya, of Ramanuja, pp. 678, 

679, 680. 

Prfdatta, pp. 586, 587, 621, 759- 

763, 770n., 854, 893n., 930n. 

-ralattam.isra, author of Ekagnidana- 

paddhati, p. 763. 

Sridharacary 1, pp. 617, 663, 724; 

author of Smytyarthas.ara, pp. 

725-727. 

SridharadSsa, author of Saduktikarna- 

mrta, p. 630. 

Sridharasvamin, commentator of 

Bhagavatapurana, pp. 378, 379, 

886, 953. 

Sridhariya, p. 726. 

Srikantha, author of digest on dhar- 

ma, pp. 572, 725. 

frlkantha, guru of Madhavacarya, 

p. 785. 

fi ikanthacarita, of Mahkha, p. 722. 

fr^k.ara, pp. 571-573, 703, 705, 725, 

770. 

Srimati, mother of Madhavacary'a, 

p. 785. 

SrTnatha-acarya-ciidrimani, pp. 838n., 

892. 

.‘'riniv.’isa author of SuddhidTpik.i, 

p. 738. 
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^rinivasadasa, p. 566. 

SrTparvata, pp. 118, 121. 

^rngSramafijarl, of Bhoganiitha, p. 

785n. 

^yngaraprakasa, of Bhoja, p. 585. 

^rngavera, a city, p. 965. 

^rotriya, property of heirless, does 

not go to king, p. 285. 

Stcherbatsky, Dr., p. 5n. 

Stein, Dr. Otto, pp. 157, 220, 221. 

Sten Konow, pp. 213, 215 

Stenzler, Dr., p. 440. 

Stembach, Dr., pp. 248, 302. 

Stotrapastamba, quoted by Smrti- 

candrika, p. 90. 

^ubhakara, p. 761. 

Subodhinf, commentary on Milaksara, 

pp. 89, 558, 745, 792, 799, 865, 

920. 

Subrahmanya, Mr. R. pp. 877, 878. 

Succession, order of, according to 

SamgrahakSra, p. 539; propinquity, 

the guiding principle in, according 

to the Mitaksara, p. 613; superior 

spiritual beneBt gave right to, ac¬ 

cording to SrTkara and Dayabhaga, 

pp. 571, 704. 

Sudarsan.icarya, commentator of 

Apastambagrhya, pp. 17, 567. 

Sudas Paijavana, p. 336. 

Suddhibimba, p. 840. 

Suddhicandrika, of Nandapandita, 

p. 915, 

Suddhicintilmani, p. 849. 

Suddhidipika, of Narayana, p. 347. 

Suddhidipika, of Srinivasa, p. 738. 

Suddhikaumudi, of Govindananda, 

pp. 586, 882. 

SuddhimaySkha, pp, 508, 910. 

Suddhinirnaya, of VScasp.iti, pp. 

819, 850, 853. 

^uddhipradtpa, p. 840. 

Suddhiratn.akara, pp. 766, 775n. 

Suddhitattva, p. 654. 

Suddhiviveka, of Rudradhara, pp. 

729, 840, 883. 

Sudhakaramahamabopadhyaya, p. 

849n. 

Sudra, prHyascitta for killing a, p. 

126n.; dharnias of, p. 280n.: set 

forth in Smrtikaumudi, p. 798; not 

fit for sacrifice, p 9; usury allowed 

tow.irds, p. 73; inviting of ascetic, 

at dinner for gods and manes, 

fined, p. 219; was not to be appo¬ 

inted judge, p. 335; woman, 

marriage of, with a dvijati, pp. 2C1, 

331; illegitimate son of, gets share 

in father’s property, pp. 289, 561; 

allowed niyoga by Visvarupa, 561; 

can perform Vaisvadeva and the 

offerings of ball, p. 763; sudras 

are vajasaneyins, p. 893; should 

perform five daily yajnas to the 

accompaniment of the word 

‘ namaskara ’ as the mantra, p. 

894; could perform tSmasapftja, 

p. 895; whether Parana mantra 

could be recited by, pp. 895-96; 

Mahabharata was composed for, 

p. 896; may adopt daughter’s or 

sister’s son, p, 955. 

SudrBc.aracint.lmaiii, pp. 846, 851, 

Sudrakamalakara, p. 930. 

Su,gatisopSna, of GaCesvaramisra, pp. 

762, 773, 841n., 847n., 893n 

Sukadevamisra, author of a Smrti- 

candrika, p. 741. 

Sukla-Yajurveda, quoted, p. In.; Piira- 

skara Dharmasatra for, p. 70. 

Sukra, author on Politics, p. 210; 

abridged rajasastra, p. 266. 

Sukranitisara, p. 272. 

Sukriya Aracyaka, mentioned by 

Yaj. smrti, p. 133. 

Sukthankar, Dr. V. S., pp. 354, 356, 

I 366, 
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Sulabha Maitreyi, p. 895. 

Sulka, succession to, p. 550. 

Sulapani, pp. 588, 596, 701, 776, 

823-840 

Sumanottara, an Akhyayika, p. 81. 

Sumantu, pp. 296-299, a sutra-writer 

on dharma, pp. 296-97; a pupil 

of Jaimini, p. 298. 

Sumati Bhargava, p. 309. 

Sunahsepa, story of, pp. 8, 95. 

Suniti, Mitramisra’s sister, p. 948. 

Surasena ( Mathura ), p. 875. 

Suresvara, identified with Visvarupa 

by Miidhava, pp. 65, 149, 562-64. 

Surety, p. 289; kinds of, pp. 532, 

545; liability of son of, when he 

goes abroad or dies, pp. 497, 724. 

Suryapandita, guru of Dalapati, p. 

862; father of Ekaniitha, p. 862. 

Suryasiddhanta, pp. 126, 732t!. 

Suryasiddhantaviveka, of Madana- 

pala, pp. 801, 804. 

SuSruta, pp. 118, 216, 246, 732n., 

865. 

Suta, caste of, pp. 142, 246, 267. 

Sutaka, meaning of, p. 648. 

Sutherland, translated Dattakamima- 

riisa, pp. 920, 921. 

Suvarna, same as dinara, p. 477; 

value of, pp. 487, 532, 859. 

Svairinis, four kinds of, p. 473. 

Svalpa-Saihvarta, p. 543. 

Svapilka, mentioned in Gita, p. 73; 

avocations of, p. 142. 

Svayambhuva Manu, pp. 206, 308, 

311, 321. 

Svayambhuva sastra, four versions of, 

p. 309. 

^vetaketu, named by Apastamba, 

p. 61. 

Tadpatrikar, Mr. S. N., p. 407. 

Tagara, p. 714. 

Tagore, Prasannakumar, p. 626; 

translated Vyavah.iraciniimani, pp. 

845, 852. 

Tagore, Sourindramohan, pp. 624, 

632, 

Tailapa, p. 590. 

Taitala, p. 219. 

Taittiriya-Aranyaka, pp. 23n., 100, 

299, 409, 461; enumerates five 

yajnas, p. 9. 

Taittiriya-Brahmana, p. 445. 

Taittirlya-Samhita, pp. 8, 9, 307, 

308; quoted by Baudhayana on 

the equal division among sons, p. 

62; Vasistha quotes several pass¬ 

ages from, p. 95. 

Taittirlya Upanisad, pp. 4, 5. 

Taittiriyopanisadbhasyavartika, p. 

563. 

Tajika-Nllakanthi, of Nilakantha, 

p. 911. 

Tiika, kings of Kasthfi, pedigree of, 

pp. 800, 801. 

Takakusu, Prof. J., author of ‘ Essen¬ 

tials of Buddhist Philosophy p. 

5n. 

Takasasila, Canakya bailed from, 

p. 215. 

Talavakara Brahmana, referred to by 

Haradatta, p. 749. 

Tandyamahabrahmana, pp. 9n., 266, 

307, 337. 

Tanka, expounder of Visistadvaita, 

p. 566; same as Brahmanandin, 

p. 567. 

Tantrakhyayika, pp. 164, 165. 

Tantravartika, pp. 4, 18, 20, 23, 25, 

47, 104, 409, 511«., 643; refers to 

Apastamba about local and family 

usages, pp. 46, 65; refers to 18 

dharmasamhitas, p. 303; stands in 

special relation to Manusmrti, pp. 

327, 332-33. 

Taranath, Lama, p. 214. 

Tarkasamgraha, of Annambhatta, p. 

915. 

Tarn, author of, ‘ The Greeks in 

Bactria and India ’, p. 172. 
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Tatparyadipika, a com. on Tithi- 

viveka, p. 837. 

TattvamuktSvali^ of Nandapandita, 

p. 917. 

Tattvapraka.sa, of Bhoja, on ^aiva 

agama, p. 585. 

Tattvarthakaumudi, com. on Prayas- 

cittaviveka, p. 882. 

Tattvasamasa, p. 281. 

Tattvasartigraha, of iSantaraksita, 

pp. 309n., 345n. 

Tautatitamatatilaka, of Bhavadeva, 

pp. 642j 645. 

Teacher, as heir to pupil, p. 550. 

Temples, of various deities, p. 237; 

wealth of, does not go to king, 

p. 285. 

Tendulkar, Mr. Justice, p. 882. 

Ter, to south-east of Paithan, p. 714. 

Theft, p. 594; punishment for, of 

gold, pp. 829, 830- 

Thomas, Dr. F. \V., pp. 14n., 290. 

Tilaka, com. on Ramayana, p. 405. 

Tirthacintamani, of Vacaspati, pp. 

845, 883n. 

Tirthakalpalata, p. 924. 

Tirthaprakasa, p. 942. 

Tirthatattva (or Tirthayatravidhi- 

tattva ), of Raghunandana, p. 892. 

Tirthendusekhara, of Nagoji, p. 964. 

Tithmdusekhara, of Nagoji, p. 964. 

Tithinirnaya, of Vacaspati, p. 847. 

Tithinirnayasara, of Madanapala, 

p. 797. ' 

Tithinirnaya-sarvasamuccaya, pp. 565, 

582. 

Tithinirnayatattva, of Nagoji, p. 964. 

Tithitattv'a, of Raghunandana, pp. 

890, 891 n., 892. 

Title, and possession, p. 544. 

Titles, of law, eighteen, p. 204; treat¬ 

ment of, in Kautilya, p. 201; 

twenty-two, of which king took 

cognisance suo motu, p. 515. 

ToJaramalla, RSja, finance minister 

of Akbar, p. 907; son of Bhaga- 

vatidasa, of Tandana family, p. 

908; rebuilt the temple of Visve- 

svara, p. 908. 

Tolarananda, pp. 499n., 653, 907- 

‘ 914. 

ToJarananda-Sainhita-saukhya, pp. 

' 630, 732. 

Trailokyasara, p. 848n. 

Trikacdaman lana, pp. 551, 593; 

quoted by Hemadri and quotes 

Gargya Nariiyana, p. 593. 

Trinisat-iloki, Hem.adri’s com. on, 

p. 615. 

Tripuravijaya, of Bhoganatha, p. 

785n. 

TripuskaraSantitattva, p. 892. 

Tristhalisetu, pp. 904n., 905, 907, 

935, 964. 

Trivedi, Mr., pp. 876, 966. 

Trivedi, Sarvorusarman, p. 979. 

TulasT, use of, to be avoided in 

sraddha, p. 726. 

Turuskas, p. 791. 

Tushaspa, p. 35. 

Udaharanacandrika, p. 973. 

Udaharanamala, of Bhoganatha, p. 

785h. 

Udayakara, commentator of Manu, 

pp. 346, 770«., 847n. 

Udayanacarya, p. 950n. 

Udgrahamalla, mentioned in Daya- 

bhaga, p. 705; meaning of, p. 

705; a smrti-writer according to 

Mahesvara, p. 706. 

Udicya, meaning of, pp. 67, 746. 

Udvahatattva, of Raghunandana, pp. 

565, 588. 

Ugra, a mi.xed caste, pp. 142, 267; 1 meaning of, p. 657; food offered 

by, to be avoided by a brahmana, 

p 657. 
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Ujjayini, pp. 707, 708, 712. 

Ujjvala-vrtti, of Haraciatta, on Apa- 

stamba-dharmasBtra, pp. 89, 141n., 

742, 745. 

Uktalfibhakraya, p. 299. 

Umbeka, p. 561-. 

Untouchability, none on certain 

occasions, p. 262. 

Upadhy.aya, a writer named by 

Medhfitithi, p. 576. 

Upadhyaya, Prof. Baladeva, p. 522. 

Upadhyaya, Prof. Sukhamaya, p. 

632. 

Upadhyaya, Sastri V'enkatacarya, 

p. 954. 

Upakarmaprayoga, p. 9G4«. 

UpakatySyana, p. 502. 

Upakrtitattva, of Balambhatia, p. 971. 

Upanayana, entitles man for sastric 

actions, pp. 62, 95; no adhikara 

for homa upto, p. 34; proper time 

of, for die varnas, pp. 41, 313; 

prfiyascittas for one who has not 

undergone, p. 96; rules about, p. 

06; allowed to rathakara by Bau. 

Gf. S., p. 50. 

Upanisads, p. 433. 

Upapatakas, eight according to Sata- 

tapa, pp. 294, 295; are 38 in 

Manu. pp. 828, 830. 

Upapuranas, eighteen, p. 416. 

Upasmrtis, eighteen, pp. 276, 278, 

303. 

Upavarsa, commented on pnrva- 

mimarhsa, p. 593; mentioned in 

Brahmanasarvasva, p. 628. 

Usages, authoritativencss, of, p. 33; 

controversy between Apastamba 

and Baudhayana about, pp. 46, 65; 

superiority of, when in conflict 

with dharmasutras p. 475; of 

various peoples, mentioned by 

Bfhaspati, p. 469; peculiar to the 

south, acc. to Baudhayana, p. 575; 

which, acceptable to smytis, p. 333. 

mi 

Usanas, pp. 159, 161, 264-272; and 

Manu, pp. 144, 269; work of, on 

politics, p. 264; came to be called 

Sukra, p. 265; sutra work of, deal¬ 

ing with all branches of dharma, 

p. 269; composed sastra based on 

dharmas of Manu Svayambhuva, 

p. 308; quoted by Maskarin, p. 37. 

Usanas, pp. 159, 161; composed a 

treatise on Arthasastra, p. 163; 

enumerates eight kinds of spies, 

p. 164. 

Usury, condemned by Apastamba 

and Baudhayana, pp. 73, 131; 

allowed by Gautama to a Brah- 

mana as a calling if done through 

an agent, p. 73. 

Utathya, on politics, named by 

Mah.abharata, p. 210; son of, 

mentioned by Manusmrti, p. 315. 

Utgikar, Mr. N. B., pp. 157, 158, 

392. 

Utkala, p. 874. 

Utpala, pp. 701n., 873, 910t!.; com¬ 

mentator of B|-hajjataka, p. 181; 

date of, p. 182. 

Uttara (defendant’s reply), of sue 

kinds, p. 296; of four kinds accord¬ 

ing to Prajapati, p. 521; and 

Vyasa, p. 531; dealt witlt Vyava- 

hara-cintamani, p, 846. 

Uttara-Garga, p. 805. 

Uttarapatha, p. 49. 

Uvata, author of bha^ya on VSjasa- 

neya Sathhita, p. 627; Halayudha’s 

predecessor, p. 636. 

Vacanamfilil, com. on Balakrida, 

p. 563. 

V.acaspatiinisr.s, pp. 844-854, S93».; 

his Bhamfci and Nyayasuci-niban- 

dlia, p. 563; date of, pp. 563, 583; 

853; his Vivadaointamani often 

cites views of Balarupa, p. 597; to 

be distinguished from Vficiispati, 

philosopher, p. 853. 

Vadaiiy.aya, of Dharmakirti, p. 26», 
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Vadava Pratitheyi, p. 895. 

Vadhulaj S'rauta-sutra, p. !i57. 

Vadibhayaiikara, admirer of Vijnii- 

nayogiii, pp. 695, 696, 863, 944n. 

Vagbhafa, author of Aslaiigahrdaya, 

pp. 118?»., 216. 

Vagbhata-smrti-samgraha, p. 718. 

Vagvatl, p. 770. 

Vaidehaka, a mixed caste, p. 142. 

Vaidya, Mr. C. V., pp. 350)J., 354. 

Vaidya, Dr. P. L., pp. 907, 908. 

Vaidyanatha Payagunda, pp. 792, 

970-974; composed several com¬ 

mentaries on grammatical works, 

p. 974. 

Vaidyanatha Tatsat, composed seve¬ 

ral commentaries on Alaiiikara 

works, p. 973. 

Vaijayanti, com. on Visnudharma- 

sutra, pp. 112, 127. 

Vaijayanti, commentary by Maha- 

deva on Satyasadha srautasutra, 

p. 257. 

Vaijayanti, a lexicon, p. 738. 

Vaikhanasa dharma-praina, pp. 257- 

60. 

Vaikhanasa-iastra, same as S'rama- 

naka according to Haradtta, 

pp. 32, 103, 257; mentioned by 

Manusmrti, pp. 302, 315; mentioned 

by Baadhayana, pp. 45, 257; men¬ 

tioned by Gautama, p. 257. 

Vaisam[)ayana and Yajiiavalkya, 

p. 421. 

Vaifegikasutra, its definition of 

dharma, p. 5. 

Vaiyakaranabhfisana, of Kondabhatta, 

p. 966. 

Vaiyakaranasiddhantainanjusa, of 

Nagoji, p. 964. 

Vajsaneyins, p. 760. 

Vajjis, tribe of, p. 218. 

Vijnanatilaka, consulted by Nr§iriiha- 

prasada, p. 86274. 

Vajra, name of a prayascitta, p. 507. 

Vajrasuci, of Asvaghosa, p. 330. 

Vakovakya, pp. 32, 433; occurs 

several times in Ch. Up., p. 324. 

Vakyapradipa, quoted by Medhatithi, 

p. 577. 

Valabhi, kings of, inscriptions of, 

p. 328. 

Vallabha, father of Dalapati, p. 861. 

Valoka, a writer, p. 596. 

Vamadeva, on politics, named by 

Mahabh.arata, p. 210; sage, desired 

dog’s flesh to save his life, 

p. 336. 

Vamadevabhattacarya, author of a 

Smrticandrika, p. 741. 

Vamana, author of Katika, p. 757; of 

Kavyalarhkaraautra, p. 169. 

Vamsabrahmana, p. 786. 

Varirsatthappakasini, p. 215. 

Vamiidhara, patron of S'ivasahaya, 

p. 405. 

Vanaprastha, varieties of, p. 258. 

Vanayu, p. 219, 

Vandyaghatiya, p. 711. 

Varada, commentator of Mahabha- 

rata, p. 381. 

Varadaraja, pp. 815-823. 

Varahamibira, pp.170,445, 700, 7327*., 

911; knew week days, p. 126; 

mentioned S'raddhasaukhya, p. 

91074.; author of Yogayatra, p. 181, 

260; author of Brhatsamhita, 

p. 644; mentions Visnugupta in 

his Brhajjataka, p. 181. 

Vararuci, p. 77. 

Vardhamana, author of Dandaviveka 

and other works, pp. 84774., 854- 

860; Vacaspati was his guru, 

pp. 852, 857. 

Varendri, a place in North Bengal, 

p. 733. 

Varma, Dr. S'iddheshwar, p. 898. 

Varsadipika, p. 77074. 

Varsakriyakauniudi or Varsakan- 

mudi, pp. 565, -588, 642, 702, 882, 

885. 
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Varsakrtya, of Riidradhara, p. 841. 

Varsyiiyani, author named hy 

Apasfcamba, p. 61. 

Viirta, to be studied by a king, pp. 

144, 151, 152. 

Vasantaraja, pp. 732n., 770n. 

Vasistha, oath of, p. 3.36; united to 

Aksamala, p. 336. 

Vasisthadharmasutra, pp. 6, 7, 9»J.> 

94-112, 463; refers to views of 

Gautama, pp. 34, 100, 302; many 

sutras of, identical with Gautama’s, 

p. 34; studied by Rgvedins, pp. 20, 

94; has many sutras in common 

with Baudhayana, p. 52; contents 

of, pp. 95, 96; style of, pp. 96, 97; 

relation of, to Manusmrti, pp. 99- 

103, 146-57; quotes largely from 

Egveda and other Vedic Snmhitas, 

pp. 100, 107; relation of, to 

Vi'BudharmasuIra, pp. 103, 104, 

some views of, ancient, pp. 104, 

105; whether refers to Romans, 

pp. 105, 106; commented on, by 

Yajiiasvamin, p. 112; whether 

affiliated to Egveda, pp. 110-11. 

Vasiflhasmrti, p. 112. 

Vasi'lha Ramayana, pp. 7S0 7S1. 

Viistusaukhya, p. 913h. 

Yasudeva, named by Harihara, p. 736. 

Vasudeva, p. 359; worship of, p. 121. 

Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, teacher of 

Caitanya, p. 893. 

Vasuboma, on polities, named bj- 

Mah.abbru-ata, p. 210. 

Vatapi, p. 219. 

Vatavyadhi, n.amed by Kan'ilya, 

pp. 196, 210. 

Vate'varasidhanta, p. 780. 

V.atsa, a smrtikara, pp. 303, 511; 

undergoing ordeal, p. 3.36. 

Viitsyayana, author of Kainasutra, 

pp. 71, 182, 210. 

Vaul, a village, p. 753. 

Vav.arasa, son of Ke^avaii.ayaka, ! 

p.atron of Nandapandita pp. 918, | 

919. ! 

Vfiyupur.ana, pp. 116, 171, 412, 657, 

658. 739?!., 904ii.; on Ajivas, p. 

219; etymology of the word Maun 

acc. to, p. 318. 

Vediic.arya, pp. 509, 642. 

Vediingajyotisa, p. 218. 

Vedaiigas, pp. 121; six, pp. 315, 4.33. 

Vedantadefika, p. 819. 

Vedantakalp.ataru, p. 799. 

Vedantasutra, vide Brahm.asiltra. 

Vedarthasariigraha, pp. 566, 567. 

Vedas, as sources of dharma, pp. 6-9, 

408-409; contain no vidhis on 

dharma but identical references, 

pp. 6-7; calumny of, p. 315; five 

aspects of the study of, acc. to 

to Daksa, p. 534. 

Vena, p. 336. 

Venlsamhara, pp. 624, 633. 

Vidh.anaparijata. p. 655. 

Vidhipuspamal.a, p. 761. 

Vidhirasayanadu'ana, of S'onkara. 

bhatta, p. 938. 

Vidvanm.anoh.ara, of Nandapandita, 

pp. 915, 916. 

Vidyadhana, meaning of, p. 488; not 

liabale to partition, p. 488. 

Vidyajiati, pp. 771-72, 893?». 

Vidyaranya, founded Vijayan.agara, 

pp. 782, 786; identity of, with 

M.adhaviic.arya, ])p. 782-83. 

Vidy.as, number of, for kings, pp. 144, 

145; fourteen, what are, pp. 267, 

433; only two, for kings, acc. to 

Brhaspati, p. 288; only three 

according to Manavas, p. 311; 

sources of. pp. 408-09. 

Vihar.apatak.a, on the banks on the 

Ganges, p. 728; Aniruddha was a 

resident of, p. 728. 

Vijayangara, date of foundation of 

p. 786; dj nasty of kings of 

pp. 786, 789-90. 

Vijufinesvara, pp. 599-616, 775; 

author of ASaucada'‘aka, ]ip. 613, 

614; view of, criticized by Pratfipa- 

rudra, p. 871. 

H. D.—162 
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Vikhanas, sfitra of, |ip. 103, 2."i7. 

Vikramarka or Vikrarari(lifc3'atleva of 

Kalj'ana, pp. 607, 608, 609. 

Vikramorvasija, p. 476. 

Vilaniba, p. 775. 

Vimalabodha, comment.ator of Maha- 

bbarata, p 588. 

Viiiajaka, worship of, found in 

Mfinavagrbya and Bandliayana,pp. 

53, 440; and Manusmrti, p. 410; 

found in Yaj., pp. 431, 439-40; 

consecration of, in Purta-Kamabi- 

kara, p. 928. 

Vindbj'avasa ( i ), pp. 577, 732j». 

Viraniitrodaya, pp. 89, 140, 141m., 

484, 489m., 710, 941-953; quoted 

bj’ Srarticandrika, p. 741; unupie 

in size, range and quality, p. 697; 

embraces all branches of Dharma- 

Sastra in its sections called 

prakaSa.s, pp. 941, 942. 

Virasimha, patron of Mitramisra, p. 

946; son of Madhurasaba and 

father of Jujhara, pp. 946-47; 

killed Abul Fazal, the frined of 

Akbar, p. 947; ruled at Orccb.a, 

p. 948. 

Virasirhhadevacarita, p. 947. 

Viresvara, sou of Devfiditj'a and 

father of eandesvara, pp. 773, 774m. 

Viresvara, elder brother of Jlitrami- 

sra, p. 948. 

Visalaksa, abridged work of Brahm.a 

on dharina, artha and kama, pp. 

149m., 308; as a writer on Niti 

( Pvajaniti ), pp. 150, 341, 342; 

mentioned by Kauiilya, pp. 209, 

210; mentioned by' Viivarupa, 

p. 555; mentioned by' Vyavahara 

kanda, p. 871. 

Visarada, p. 883m. 

ViSistadvaita, teachers of, before i 
Riimanuja, pp. 566-67. 

4'irnu, twelve names of. p. 53; one 

hundred namas of, p. 121. 

Vi-nucitta, commentator of Vijmi- 

purana, p. 415. 

IVisnudbarmasutra, pp. 112-127; 
contents of, pj). 113-15; resembles 

V.asisthadharmasutra, jj. 115; 

eoramentary of, Vuijayanti, pp. 

112, 127; date of, pp. 116-26; 

later than Yajnavalky'a, pp. 118, 

126; relation of, to Kaihaka school; 

of Krsnayajurvcda, pp. 122-25; 

borrows from Yiljnav'alkya, pp. 

118, 121-22; character of, p. 118; 

relatioti of, to ilaniusmiti, pp. 112, 

116-17; .“tlye of, p. 115; verses in 

later additions, pp. 119-20. 

Visnudharmottara, frequently quoted 

by Apararka, p. 464. 

Visnugupta, an .astrologer, p. 873. 

Visnngupta, viile under Kautilya, 

pp. 164, 165, 166, 167, 171, 732m., 

quoted by Vardbam.ana, p. 859. 

VisnupuiaaDa, pp. 193, 239m., 421, 

600, 601, 677, 739m.; speaks of 

arthasastra as an upaveda of 

Atharvaveda, p. 152: number of 

Afanus .ace. to, p. 317; extent of, 

p. 415. 

Visnurabasyapuraca, p. 732. 

Visnusamuccay.a, j). 794m. 

VisniisvSmin, p. 576. 

Visv.adarsa, pp. 614, 738. 

Visvakosa, quoted by Nilakantha, 

commentator of the Mahabbarata, 

p. 379. 

Yijvaksena, king of Bengal, p. 707. 

Yisv.alocana, quoted by Nilakantha, 

commentator of the Mahabbarata, 

p. 379. 

Visv.amitra, smrti of, pp. 303, 529; 

sage, took dog’s leg fr-om candala, 

p. 336; at loggerheads with 

Vasislha, p. 903m. 

Visvaprakasa, p. 759m. 

Visvarupa, a lexicographer, p. 757. 

Visvarupa, pp. 9, 34, 47, 64, 65, 104, 

105, 132m., 140, 145, 263, 274, 421, 

488, 553-565, 602; flonrished about 

the first quarter of the 9th century 

pp. 97, 469; and text of Yajnava- 

Ikya, pp. 423-27; frequently 
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quotes Parasara, p. 465; aud 

Naradasmrti, p. 469; points of 

diSerence between Mitaksara and, 

pp. 560-61; identity of, with 

SureSvara, pp. 65, 149, 562-64. 

Viivarupanibandha, pp. 564-65, 849n. 

Visvarupasamuccaya, p. 565. 

Visvesvara, temple of, at Benares, 

p. 908. 

ViSvesvara, commentator of Mita- 

krara, pp. 613, 745, 792-804; 

personal history of, pp. 799-800. 

VisveSvara-Sarasvati, p. 582. 

Vilhoba, shrine of, at Pandharpur, 

p. 977. 

ViUhala-rnmantrabhasya, of Kasi- 

natha, pp. 790, 961n., 977. 

Vivadabhahgarnava, p. xlv. 

Vivadacandra, of MisarumiSra, pp. 

596, 640, 651, 776, 842, 843- 

Vivadacandra, of Rudradhara, 

p. 842. 

Vivadacintamani, pp. 140, 597, 636, 

653, 844, 845, 846, 858, 893n. 

Vivadanirnaya, p. 849. 

Vivadapadas, p. 857. 

Vivadaratnakara, pp. 131, 140, 346n., 

548, 633, 635, 656, 763, 765, 846?i. 

Vivadasagara, of Kullnka, p. 758. 

Vivadasararnava, p. 978. 

Vivadatandava,of Kamalakarabhalla, 

pp. 585, 710, 925; resembles in 

method and matter Nilakantha’s 

Vyavaharamayukha, p. 929; 

subjects treated in, p. 929. 

Vivahapatala, pp. 910»., 914. 

Vivahasaukhya, pp. 910, 913, 914. 

Vivahavnidavana, p. 910n. 

Viveka, pp- 754, 910ii. 

Vopadeva, a friend and a protege 

of Hemadri, p. 754. 

Vratakamalakara, p. 927. 

Vratakhanda, of Hemadri, p. 755. 

Vratapaddhati, of Rudradhara, p. 

841. 

Vratasagara, pp. 731, 770a. 

Vrddha-Brhaspati, p. 490. 

Vrddba-Garga, p. 732n. 

Vrddha-Gargya, pp. 276, 277, 305. 

Vrddha-Gautama, pp. 38 , 305; names 

57 dharmasastras, p. 304. 

Vrddha-Harita, p. 135. 

Vrddha-Katyayana, p. 502. 

Vrddha-Manu, pp. 305, 321»., 334, 

349. 

Vrddha-Parasara, p. 466. 

Vrddha-Parcetas, p. 520. 

Vrddha-S'atiitapa, pp. 294, 295, 305; 

bhayakara of, p. 296. 

Vtddhatreyasmrti, p. 263. 

Vrddha-Vasistha, pp. 111-12, 305. 

Vrddha-Visnu, pp. 126, 305. 

Vrddha-Vyasa, p. 534. 

Vrddha-Yajnavalkya, pp. 276, 303, 

305, 448; diUerent from Yajnaval- 

kya-Smrti, p. 449. 

Vrjika, p. 218; a sahgha, pp. 251,252. 

Vrsala, pp. 179-80. 

Vrsnis, sahgha of, pp. 218, 252. 

Vittaratnakara, com. on by Narayana- 

bhatta, p. 906. 

Vyadibhaktitarangini, of Vidyapati 

p.811. 

Vyaghra, smrti quoted by Maskarin, 

p. 37. 

Vyahrtis, p. 23». 

Vyahrtisaman, p. 23. 

Vyahgyarthakaumudi, of Ananta- 

srama, p. 953. 

Vyasa, pp. 529-535. 

Vyavahara, compared to Yajna, p. 

489; has four padas, pp. 496, 544; 

defined, p. 543. 

Vyavaharaointamani, of Vacaspati, 

pp, 846, 855, 893». 

Vyavaharamaiijari, p. 589. 

Vyavaharamatrka, of Jimtitarahana, 

pp. 296, 473, 476, 485?*., 488n., 

502, 559, 595, 702-703, 707, 709, 

710, 711. 
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Vyavahilramayukha, pp. 305, 4S9, 

938; relation of, to Mitaksara, pp. 

939-40. 

Vyavaharanirmya, pp. 815-823- 

Vyavaharapadas, pp. 122, 204, 845, 

857, 872n. 

Vyavaharaprakasa, pp. 881, 942,948. 

Vyavahararatnakara, pp. 617, 766, 

774, 855. 

Vyavahrirasiromani, of Narayana, pp. 

239, 615. 

Vyavaharatattva, pp. 131, 596, 6.39, 

703, 825, 938, 944h.; written after 

Dayatattva, p. 901. 

Vyavaharatilaka, of Bhavadeva, pp. 

639-40, 858, 944n., 950n. 

Vyavaharoccaya, p. 910». 

Vyuhas, pp. 159, 161; in Sastra of 

Usanas, p. 163; Manusmrti men¬ 

tions six, p. 163. 

Warren Hastings, pp. 191, 978. 

4\"ealth, three kinds of, according to 

Narada, p. 469; ancestral, conceal¬ 

ment of, p. 497; lost and regained 

by one co-sharer, p. 510. 

Weber, Prof., p. 143, 

Week-days, names of, pp. 123, 126; 

whether first established by 

Greeks, pp. 443-44; earliest men¬ 

tion of, in Indian inscriptions, 

pp. 444-45. 

Weights, to be made of iron or 

stones from Magadha, p. 219; 

units of, given by Jlann, p. 329. 

West and Biihler, digest of, pp. 921, 

961, 968. 

Westrop, Sir Michael, p. 969. 

Widow, of soilless man, according 

to Halayudha and I’arij.ata, was to 

submit to niyoga, and give wealth 

to son so born, pp,623, 655; erring, 

allowed bare maintenance by 

Harita, p. 545; even in undivided 

family, succeeded to husband’s 

property, according to Jitendriya 

and Dayabhaga, pp. 594, 704; of 

separated coparcener allowed to 

inherit, p. 532; if she submitted to 

niyoga, pp. 539, 623; of predecea¬ 

sed son preferred to daughter as 

heir, by Nandapandita, p. 920; 

adoption by, p. 955; of predeceased 

son or grandson, right of, p. 560; 

succeeded to husband’s estate, if 

small, according to S'rikara, p. 

571; remarriage of, allowed by 

Vasistha and Kautilya, pp. 105, 

205; remarriage of, allowed by 

Narada, p. 473, remarriage of, 

condemned by Manu, pp. 205, 473; 

right to inherit to husband, pp. 

334, 438-39, 486-87; not recognised 

by Narada p. 474; recognised 

by Yaj. and Brhaspati; pp. 

486-87; right of, to succeed, 

view of Sarhgrahakara as to, 

p. 558; right of, to succeed, 

view of Visvariipa, p. 559; if 

harhaSct to be given maintenance 

only, p. 597; succeeded to her 

sonless husband and was bound 

to offer fraddhas, p. 521; to get 

2000 karsapams from husband’s 

estate, p. 532; right of, to succeed, 

view of Haradatta, p. 744; accord¬ 

ing to Apastamba and Gautama, 

p. 744. 

Wife, called half of a man in 

Amnaya and Smrtitantra, p. 131; 

when desertion of husband by, con¬ 

doned, p. 205; abandonment of, in 

certain circumstances, pp. 297, 

535; duties of, p. 281; even 

adulterous, not to be cast adrift 

by husband, p. 545; adoption by, 

p. 955. 

Wijesekara, Dr., p. 227. 

Winternitz, Dr., pp. 54,157, 183, 184, 

194 , 209,216,477; 742; criticized, 

pp. 176n., 187-88.’ 

Witnesses, even minors and defective 

men could be, in certain cases, p. 

271; of 12 kinds, p. 485; of two 

kinds, krta and akrta, p. 521. 

Women, two kinds of brahmavadiniE 

and sadyovadhus, according to 
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Harita, p. 132; olaima of, fco 

succession not favoured by 

Apastamba and S'ankha, p. HO; 

bought, are not patnis, p. 274; 

wealth of, should not be appro¬ 

priated by king, p. 285; presiding 

deities of house, p. 286; pass on 

marriage into husband’s gotra, p. 

524; not allowed to resort to 

Samnyasa, p. 527: tutelage of, as 

to their husband’s wealth, p. 545. 

Writing, imporiance of, in transac¬ 

tions, p. 544, 

Y&davabhusana-bhattacarya, author 

of Smrtisara, p. 777. 

Yadavas, genealogy of, p. 752; prin¬ 

cipal grants of, p. 752. 

Yajnanarayate, commentator of 

Mahabharata, p. 381. 

YajnaparSva, pp. 794n., 799. 

Yajnas, Vedic study spoken of as, p. 

9; five, p. 9. 

Yajnasvamin, commentator of Va- 

sisthadharma sutra, p. 112. 

Yajnatantra-sudhiinidhi, of Sayana, 

pp. 786, 789. 

YajSavalkya, rupture of, with 

Vaiiampayana, p. 421; dialogue of, 

with Janaka, p. 422; a great 

philosopher, taught Brahmavidya 

to his wife Maitr syi, p. 422; works 

ascribed to, p. 448; enumerates 19 

smrtikaras, p. 303. 

Yajnavalkyasmrti, pp. 421-459; com¬ 

mentary of Viivarnpa on, pp. 119, 

423; and Agnipura^, pp. 424-27; 

and GarucHpurana, pp. 427-29; 

and Manu, pp. 430-31, 43S-.39; 

contents of, pp. 433-34; and 

Manavagrhya, pp. 439-40; and 

White Yajurveda, pp. 423, 440-41; 

and Greek astrology, pp. 443-44; 

commentaries on, pp. 457-58; and 

Paraskaragrhya, pp. 440-41; 

philosophy of, p. 447; borrows 

from Br. Up., p. 440; earlier and 

later strata in, pp. 429-30; various 

readings in, pp. 423-24; verses of, 

borrowed by Visnudharmastitra; 

p 118; date of, pp. 442-48; 

Mitramiira’s commentary on, 

p. 945. 

Yajiiavalkya Brahmana, reviling of, 

if called modern, p. 745. 

Yajurveda, Black, six srautasutras 

of, p. 257; white, promulgated by 

Yajnavalkya, p. 422; intimate 

relation betwen Yajnavalkyasmrti 

and, pp. 423, 440. 

Yajvan, an author named by Medha- 

tithi, p. 576. 

Yama, referred to by Vasistha, pp. 

101, 522; omitted by Parasara in 

his list of 19 expounders of 

dharma, p. 303; smrti of, pp. 522- 

528. 

Yamunamuni, p. 567. 

Yantra-prakasa, p. 801. 

Yasastilaka, a work, pp. 288, 292, 

51 bt. 

Yaska, author of Nirukta, p. 12. 

Yasovigraha, a Gahadwal King, 

p. 688. 

Yati, rules of conduct for a, p. 280; 

six duties of, p. 583. 

Yatidharmasahgraha, of ViSroSvara 

Sarasvati, p. 582. 

Yatindramatadipika, of S'riniv.asa- 

dasa, p. 566. 

Yautaka, meaning of, p. 592. 

Yavana, a mixed caste, mentioned by 

Gautama, pp. 35, 73; mentioned 

by Manu, pp. 326, 334; a non- 

Aryan tribe, p. 261; those of 

Mul.asthana were made to give up 

cow-slaughter, p. 806. 

Y'’a vanes vara, p. 7327*. 

Year, of five kinds, pp. 956-57. 

Y*oga, defined, p. 281; eight angas 

of, p. 259. 

Yogacintamani, work on Yoga, p. 

379. 

Yogaditya, younger brother of 

Mitrami^ra, 948. 
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Yoga-kfema, defined, p. 528; a learned 

brahmana may approach a ruler 

for hie own, p. 13n. 

Yogananda, death of, brought about 

by Ca^kya, pp. 170, 171. 

Yogasutra, of Yajnavalkya, pp. 422, 

433, 449. 

Yogasutra, Bhoja’s commentarj' 

on, called Rajamartanda, pp. 585, 

586; not later than 2nd or 3rd 

century, p. 316. 

Yoga-Yajiiavalkya, p. 448; different 

from Yaj. Smrti, p. 449; a small 

work on yoga, p. 436; contents of, 

pp. 434-35; recommendations of, 

pp. 435-36; quoted by Apararka 

and Ballalasena, pp. 437-38; 

editions of, p. 449; entirely differ¬ 

ent from Brhad-Yoga-Yajnavlkya, 

p. 457; echoes of Gita in, p. 436)i. 

YogeSvara Pandita, p. 612. 

Yogghama, commentator of ArthaSa- 

stra, p. 155; cites the views of 

Ambhiyas, p. 156. 

Yogisvara, means Yaj. and is differ¬ 

ent from Yoga-Yaj., pp. 449, 563. 

Yugas, dharmas of four, p. 461. 

Zodiacal signs, not known to Yaj. 

Smrti, p. 445. 

i i/ • * .V 
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